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PREFACE 
This Repopt on Aative and PZanned B,paaeapajt and ExpePiments pro-vides the professional connnunity with information on current as well as planned 5]acecraft activity in a broad range of scientific disciplines. Spacecraft that were active sometime in the time period January 1, 1975, to June 30, 1977, are included; as well as those planned missions that have progressed beyond the experiment or investigation selection stage. The document provides brief descriptions for these spacecraft and experi-ments as well as approximate time periods when data are being accumulated. The performance information for active NASA and NASA-cooperative pro-grams is based, to a large extent, on the project office status reports through June 30, 1977. The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) has attempted to update all performance information to that date. 
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This Repopt on Aative and PZanned Bpaaeapaft and ExpePiments provides 
·the professional community with information on current and planned space-
craft activity for a broad range of scientific disciplines. By providing 
brief descriptions of the spacecraft and experiments as well as the ap-
proximate time periods when data are being accumulated, it is hoped that 
this document will be useful to many people interested in the scientific, 
applied, and operational uses of such data. Furthermore, for those plan-
ning or coordinating future observational programs employing a number of 
different techniques such as rockets, balloons, aircraft, ships, and buoys, 
this document can provide some insight into the contributions that may be 
provided by orbiting instruments. One such program utilizing this report 
is the International Magnetospheric Study (IMS). 
1.2 Contents 
This document includes information ~oncerning active and planned 
spacecraft and experiments knOlm to the National Space Science Data Cepter 
(NSSDC) • The information includes a wide range of disciplines: astronomy, 
earth sciences, meteorology, planetary sciences, aeronomy, particles and 
fields, solar physics, life sciences, and material sciences. These ~pace­
craft projects represent the efforts and funding of individual countries 
as well as cooperative arrangements among different countries. 
Descriptions of navigational and communicatior.s satellites are speci-
fically not included in this report. Also not included are descriptions 
of spacecraft that contain only continuous radio beacons used for ionospheric 
studies. Many of these spacecraft are listed in the SPACEWARN BuZZetin*. 
No attempt has been made to include information regarding classified space-
craft or experiments. 
*The SPACEfvARN BuZZetin is prepared by the "Iorld Data Center A ~:or Rockets 
and Satellites, Code 601, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbe:.t, Maryland 
20771, U.S.A. It is intended to serve as an international cow~unications 
mechanism for the rapid distribution of information on satellites and 
space probes. It is published on behalf of the Committee on Space Research 
(COS PAR) by the International URSIGRAM and World Days Service (IUWDS), a 
permanent service of the International Scientific Radio Union in associa-
tion with the International Astronomical Union and the International Union 
for Geodesy and Geophysics. 
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The personnel at NSSDC have collected the information ccntained in 
this document from a variety of sources Juring the past several years; 
e. g., program offices, proj ect office~, principal investigators and their 
staffs, publications, etc. The performance information of the space-
craft and experiments for active NASA and NASA-cooperative programs is 
based, to a large extent, on the project office status reports through June 
30, 1977. NSSDC has attempted to update all performance information to that 
date. A fe\V changes subsequent to this date may appear, depending on time 
availabili ty. 
1.3 Organization 
This report includes four najor sections \Vith descriptive material 
intro(lucing each section. 
Sectio'l 2, "Descriptions of Active Spacecraft and Experiments," is 
a listing of descriptions of the spacecraft and experiments that \;ere 
active sometime during the time period January 1, 1975, to June 30, 1977. 
The listing is arranged by spacecraft common name and the last name of 
the principal investigator or team leader. 
Section 3, "Descriptions of Planned Spacecraft and Experim0uts," 
is a listing of descriptions of the spacecraft and experiments that were 
planned missions as of June 30, 1977, for which experiments or investiga-
tions have been selected and NSSDC has at least minimal documentation. 
Sections 4 and 5 are t\Vo indexes to the information presented in 
Sections 2 and 3. Section 4, "Index of Active and Planned Spacecraft 
and Experiments," is an alphabetical listing by spacecraft name, including 
both common and alternate names, of all active and planned spacecraft and 
experiments. (This listing serves as an index to the location of space-
craft and experiment descriptions and includes launch dates and current 
status-of-operation data.) Section 5, "Investigator Name Index," is a 
listing, ordered by last name, of the investigators or team members 
associated \Vi th the experiments and their current affiliations. 
These major sections \Vere generated from NSSDC automated files. 
Other relevant spacecraft without brief descriptions are given in Appendix 
A. Special investigators for some new missions that could not conveniently 
be presented in Section 2 appear '.n Appendix B. Several \;ords and phrases 
used in this document are defined in Appendix C. A more comprehensive list 
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1.4 Availability of This Report 
Upon request, NSSDC will provide copies of this report and future 
supplements to an individual or organization resident in the United States 
who can establish a need (in writing or by telephone) for this information. 
The same services are available to persons outside the United States through 
the World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites (\VOC-A-R&S). The offi-
cial addresses for requests are printed on the inside front cover of this 
report. 
Recipients are requested to inform potential users of the availability 
of this report. Because of continuing costs involved in publishing a docu-
ment of this size on a periodic basis, NSSDC encourages individuals collo-
cated in the same organization to share this document. 
1. 5 Request for Additions/Corrections 
NSSDC continually strives to increase the usefulness of this report 
by improving the spacecraft and experiment descriptions and by including 
additional spacecraft and experiments as they become known to NSSDC. This 
report is complete and reasonably accurate concerning NASA and N~SA-coop­
erative programs; ]-_O\~ever, descriptions of other space::raft and experi-
ments may be rather terse and incomplete because of a lack of information 
available to NSSDC. It should be noted that the information concerning 
the planned spacecraft and experiments is frequently general in nature 
and subject to change. 
NSSDC would \~elcome comments as to errors or omissions in this report. 
Recommendations regarding the overall contents and organization of this 
report would also be appreciated. In particular, it is hoped that prin-
cipal experimenters and proj ect offices wi 11 cooperate in bringing such 
matters to NSSDC's attention. 
*Note added in press: ESA is planning to launch the backup spacecraft, 
ESA-GEOS 2, carrying the san.e experiments. See the ESA-GEOS experiments. 
This is planned to be launched in the second quarter of 1978 into an 
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2. DESCRIPTIONS OF ACTIVE SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMEN'l'S 
This section contains descriptions of spacecraft and experiments 
pertinent to this report that were active sometime during the period 
January 1, 1975, to June 30, 1977. A few changes subsequent to this date 
may appear, depending on time availability. The descriptions are sorted 
first by spacecraft common name. Within each spacecraft listing, experi-
ments are ordered by the principal investigator's or team leader's last 
name. Explorer spacecraft prelaunch generic names are used as common 
names; e.g., IMP-H instead of Explorer 47. If the common name, as used 
by NSSDC, is not knOlm, it can be found by referring to an alternate name 
found in the Index of Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments 
(Section 4). 
Each spacecraft or experiment ent1Y in this section is composed of 
two parts -- a heading and a brief description. The headings list char-
acteristics of satellites and experiments. Definitions of many of the 
terms used in this section are included in Appendix C. 
2.1 Contents of Spacecr~[t Entries 
The heading for each spacecraft description in this section includes 
a set of initial or planned orbit parameters. These parameters consist 
of orbit type, epoch date, orbit period, apoapsis, periapsis, and incli-
nation for the spacecraft. No orbit parameters are listed for lander and 
flyby missions. In addition, the heading contains the spacecraft weight, 
launch date, launch site, launch vehicle, spacecraft common and alternate 
names, NSSDC ID code, sponsoring country and agency, and spacecraft per-
sonnel -- project manager (PM), project scientist (PS) , program manager 
(MG), program scientist (SC), technical director (TD), and program director 
(PD). The spacecraft brief description is immediately belOW each heading. 
This terminology is standard for NASA missions; the equivalent functions 
for the missions of other countries and/or agencies have been given the 
same position names. 
2.2 Contents of Experiment Entries 
Each experiment entry heading includes the experiment name, the 
NSSDC ID code, the investigative program, the investigation discipline, 
and the name and affiliation or location of the principal investigator 
(PI) or team leader (TL) for the experiment as well as other investigators 
(01) or team members (TM) associated \qith the experiment. The experiment 
brief description is immediately below each heading. 
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2.3 Active Spacecraft and Experime!lt Descriptj <lnS 
A spacecraft is included in the active section of t~iti report if it had a status of "normal" or "partial" and a data acqu1~1.·~':'on rate of 
"standard" or "substandard" for any length of time since January 1, 1975. Experiments that meet this same criteria are included. 
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SPACECIlAFT COttHOl1 /lAME- 1I0-~ 
ALTEllhATE IIAI1£S- eXPLORER 19, 00714 
IIS30C ID- 63-053/1 
LAUrlClj DATE- 12119/63 
L/lUIlCU SITE- VIII/DEt/BEfIG UB, U1I1TEO STATES 




EPOCH DATE- Ol/ZS/77 ORBIT Ty,.~- GEOCerHRlC 
onSIT PElUOD· 110.6 Mill ltICLItIATlON- 78.8 OEG 




PM - C .... 








!lAS A HEADQUARTERS 
'l"SA-LARe 
IIASA HEADQUARTERS 
EXPLORER 19 WAS lHE SEeOIiO 1tI II SERIES Of 3.66-" 
ltlFLATlBLE SPHERES PLACED lIllD ORBIT TO DETERl1lU£ IITHDSPHERIC 
DUISlTJES. EIlPLORER 19 WAS LAUIICIIEO WIIILE EXPLORER 9~ THE 
fIRST SATELLITE III TilE SERI£SI WAS STILL ACTlVE .. so Tlln 
DEllSJnES Jrl TWO DlffEREllT PORllO/IS Of TilE ATMOSPHERE ~OUU BE 
SAMPLED SIMULTANEOUSLY. TIlE SATeLllTE [OIISISTH Of ALTERIIATltlG 
LAYERS Of ALUMINU'" FOIL AND PLASTIC FILM. UNlfORIIL\' 
DISTRIBUTED OVER THE AlU'WIUM OUlER SURfACE WERE 5.1-eM DOTS Of 
WIIlTE PAlIlT fOR THERHAL COUTROL. A 1J6.6i!O-I1IlZ TRAClCltIG 
BEACOII.. WHI eH WAS POWERED BY fOUR SOLAR CELLS AND WAS HOUNlED 
011 TilE SPACECRAFT SKill .. USED TIlE ELECTRICALLY sePARATED 
IIEMISPIIERES OF TilE BALlODti AS All AIITEtlNA. TilE SPAeECRAfl WAS 
SUCCESSfULLY ORBITEO, eUl 11S APOGEE WAS lOWER TIiAIi PLAtnlED. 
THE BEACDII DJD NOT ItAIIE SUFfICIEtIl powER TO BE RECEIVED BY 
GROUIID TRACKlIIG STATlOIIS .. IIAICItlG IT NECESSARY TO RELY SOLELY Otl 
lHE SAO BAICER-IIU"" CAMERA IIEHIORIC fOR TRACIOIIG. 
------- AD-A, JACCHIA------------------------------------------
IIiVESTlIlATlON IIAME- IIOI/SYSTEMATIC CIIAIIGEs Of AIR DEI/SITY 
U~SD( IIl- 63-053A-01 
PERSOIUHL 







THIS EXPERUIEtll liAS DESIGtlED TO OETERMINE IIONSYSTEHAllC 
CIiAlIGES Of UPPER ATMOSPHERIC bEtIStH BY COtlDUCTING STUDIES Of 
TilE DR~G 011 A 3.6-M DIAMElER, lOW-DENSITY SPHERE CAUSED BY 
SHORT-TERH IIAIIIATIOIIS 111 SOLAR ACTIVITY. oEUSITY VALUES /lEAR 
PERIGEE WERE DEOUCEIl FROII SEQUEIiTlAL OBSERVAllOtiS OF lHE 
SPACECRAFT POSITION USIIiG OPTICAL (BAKER-IIUUN [AIIERA IIETWORIC) 
AIID RADIO/~ADAR TRACI(IIiG rECHtUQUES. TilE GEIIERAL TECIIIUQUES 
USED TO DEIIUC~ PEIlSITY VALUES FROK SATELLITE DRAG DATA CAli BE 
fOUIID 111 SMITHSONl"'l ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVA10RY SPECIAL REPORT 
lID. 100 aY JACCtUA MID SLOIIEY. 
------- AD-A, IC EA T I IIG -.------------------------------ ----------
lIIVE5TJGAllOII IlAflE- SYSTEMIITIC CHAIIGH Of AIR :lEIISlTY 
l.iSSDt I D- 63-053A-O~ 
P<:RSOWIEL 
"I G.H. 
O. - W.J. 
OJ - ;: ~II. 
KEATING 










THE OSH-tUVE OF TlUS EXPERI"EIIT WAS TO DElERMUIE 
ATMOSPIIERIC DEfl5nv AS A fUllCllOII Of ALllTUDe~ LATITUDE .. AND 
TIME liT I'IEASUIlHlG ATI10SPHERIC DRAG Otl A LOW MASS-TO-AREA RAllO 
(O.H8D KG PER SQUARE I1EHR) SPHERICAL SAlELLJTE. THE ORBll 
liAS SUII SY'ItUROtIlZE& SO THA~ NEAR-POLAR DEIISITIES WOULD ALWAYS 
BE OBTAlflEO ALONG 1/0011 AlID I'IIDIHGHT I1ERIDIAIIS. 
SPACECRHt COMMOfi flAME- AD-( 





\lSSDC !t- 68-066A 
LAUfiCH DAn- 08/08168 WEIGIIT- 'iI.1o ICG 
lAUIiCIl SlTE- VAIIDWBEIIG AfO. UIIJTED STATES 




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCEI/TRIC 
ORBIT PEIlIOO- 1110.10 Mil 




EPOCII OATE- Oi!/~e/77 
IIIClIIIAlIOII- 80.6 DEG 
APOAPSIS~ 21110. 1:" 
HG J.R. 
SC - E.II. 
P" ~ C.Il. 
PS - R.F. 
SCHI1ERLIIIG 







EXPLORER :Sf} WAS AI! ltIftATAOlE SPHERE .. 3.66 /II III DlAMETER. 
IT WAS OIlBITEO TO MAICE DEII~ln ATMOSPHERE OETERfIlUIITIOfIS. TilE 
SPACECRAft WAS succeSSFULLY LAUIiCIlEO lIlTO A IIEARLY POLAn .. 
HIGHLY ELLIPTICAL ORBIT. IT WAS fOLDED ""0 tARRIED IIITO OIlBIT, 
TOGETHER WIiH EJECTlOll AIIO IIlfLATJOtl EQUIPMEtIT, AS PART Of litE 
PAYLOAD OF EXPLORE II 100 (lISSDC 10 68-066B). TWO DEI/SIlY 
EXPERIMEIITS WERE PERFOIIMED. O/IE ltlVOLVED TilE STUDY Of 
SYSTEMATIC DEIISllY VARIATJOIII MID TIlE OlllER liAS COtlCERtlED WPI' 
NOtISYSTEK;T1C DEI/SUY C!tAl-IGB. THE UPPER ATI'IOSPH£fllC DEllSlTlES 
WERE OERIVED FRO" S~QUEtlT1AL nBSERVATIOliS Of THE HllfRE ay USE 
or All ATTACHED 136.620-HIII RADIO TRACICItIG BEACO" ANP BY OPTltAL 
TIlACKIfIG. lllE RAPID BEACOtl CEASED TRAlISIUTTIIIG III JUlie 1971. 
SJIlC£ THAT TUIE IT HAS BEEII IIEtESSARY TO RELY SOLELY 011 TilE SAO 
BAKEn-IIU"'~ CliMeR A IIETWORK FOR TRACKJItG. EXPLORER 39 liAS JIll 
ElCPEClED ORBITAL LIfeTIME OF so YfARS. 
------- AD-C~ J ACCtl I A-- ___________ •· ___________________ ~ _______ _ 
JIIVESllGATlOl1 !lAME- tlOl/SYSTEMATlC CHAIIGES Of AIR DEtISITl' 
IISSOC ID- b8-066A-Ol 
PERSOUlIEL 







THIS E .. PERIMEIll WAS tlESIGllEtI to DETERIHIIE IIOI/-SYSTEMIITIC 
UPPER ATI10SPHERIC bEI/SITY CHAIIGES. TIlE DATA ARE DERJIIEb fROM 
STUDIES OF THE DRAG 01/ A 3.6-IIETER DIAMETER lOW-DEhSITY ~PIIERE 
CAtsEP BY SIIORT~HRH DlffEREIICES Jlj SOLAR ACTIVITY. DErlSlTI 
VALUES IlEAR PERIGEE WERE DEDUCED fROM S£OuElltlAL OBS£IIVAlIOI,S 
Of TilE SPACECRAfT POSITIOli USlItG OPTICAL (OAKER-NUNII CAMAII 
tIETWORK) AlID RADIO AIIO/OR RADAh TRACICIIIG HCIlt:IGUfS. THE 
GEI/£RAL lECHtlilUES USED TO DEDUCE DENSITY VALUES fROM SAHLLIU 
IlRAG DATA CAll BE fOUIID 111 SflITII$OlltAlI A~TROPHYSICAL OBSERVATOR" 
SPECIAL REPORT /'0. 100, BY JArCHlA AlID SLOWEY. TillS [XPERIMEtIT 
flAS DETERI1J1IEO REASOI/ABLE DEUSJ" VALUES, AljD IS CAPABLE Of 
YIElDIliG LONG-TERM ATMOSPHERIC DEI/SIn IIALUES. AS (XPtOIl.II 39 
HAS AN EXPECTED ORBITAL lifETIME or so IEARS. 
.------ A D-C, KEA T I I/G----------------------------------· -------
IIIVESTlGATIOII tIAI1E- Si'STEMUJC CHAlIGES Of AIR DElISIlI 
/ISSIlC 10- 6a-066A-Oi! 
PERSOtlllEL 
PI - G.M. 
01 - C.W. 












1HIS EXPE<llMEln WAS DESIGtlEU TO DETEIlMlUE SYSTEKAliC 
CII/IIH,ES Of AIR DEIISITY AS A fUIIC110tl Of ALTITUDE, LATITUDE, AriD 
TlHE OF DAY .. BY MEASURJlIG THE DRAG 011 A 3.6-HETER DIAMETER 
lOW-DEI/SJTr SPHERE WITH GROUIID TRACKl/I!;. 
~;>ACecRAfT COMMOII !IAME- AE-C 
AlTERIIATE IIAI1ES- S bt, Pl-121C 
tI~:: .. C 10- 73-101/\ 
AHIOSPltERE UPlORER-C. EXPLORER 51 
6971 
lA,'NC» PATE- li!116J73 IIEIGHT- 658. KG 
lAONCH SIH- CAPE CAtlAVERAl, UlilTED SlATES 















lNJJI.RL Olel1 I'ARA"UUS 
oilln TYpe- 6EO"HTalC 
OUlT PEIUOD- 132:.3 IIIlN 
,£RuPsa- 149.0 "" 
pERSONNEL 
IIIG - f ... . 
SC .. ( ... . 
pM - ~.£. 






EPOCH DAlE- Ult6173 
INCLINATION· 68.t DEG 





tHE f"UIIP,OSE: Of THE ~e·c MUS10H \lAS TO fN"ESfIIiHE THE 
lHnllOtol'HERE,. W11H EIIPH"SlS ON THE UU" TUNSfU,. ANti 
PIHlC£S"SES THAT GOVERN ITS Sl'ff. THE STUD' Of PHOTOCHEI'lIC"L 
PRIICE~'U UtOH''''n'lHG THI ASSORPflON Of SOUR UV .. bUTION HI 
ThE EA.tH·S Al110SPHEIiE WAS ACCO"PLlSHED 8, IIA~ING CLOSElT 
COOIlDINAT£O "U~lII1EME"TS 0' REACTING CONSTITUENTS ANP THt SOLAR 
INPUT. THE olE ~PACEt'~fT If AS A IIULH-Sl6J.o pOLTH"OIiON WITH A 
ilIAMna::. Of_ APPIiOIlIlATU'( 1-.4 .. AND WUGHED ABOUT 615 KG 
lNCLUPlNG. 15 ICG Of JNSUUMENTATION. THE lIU1Ul ELLIPTICAL 
ORBIT ,WAS ALTElln '~~H't' TllIlS IN THE flRST TUR Of UfE 8T "UNS 
Of AN ON80AIII "Ii)'IJLSlON SUTE" EIIPlO'Utli A 1.5 L8 THRUSlU. 
TtlE PURPOSE Of lH"lf CII"'frllIiU VAS TO ALJelt -IHE PUlli£( HEIGHT 10 
119 .". ,uTER TII15 ,"EIIIOD,. THE ORBll VAS eJacuLARItED ANO WAS 
UI-SED PffllOtlCALLT 10 A80Ul 390 ." WHEN IT II,OULD OfUY 10 Z50 
"N ALTITUDE. lUliNG fHE fun YE,U,. THE LATlTUOE Of PERIGEE 
~OVEO-fROM "SOUT 10 DEG ~ UP to 68 OE~ N ANO THEN DOVN TO ABOUT 
60 OfG S. OURIN6 IIflS PERIOD aBOUT TWO CTtLES fHROUGH ALL 
LOtAL TI"E'S WeltE COIIIPL£TEO. THt SPAUCUFl COULD 8E OPERATED 
IN E.lJH~. Of TVO "ODES ~ SPINNING AT A HOfilNAL 4 RP" OR Of SPUN 
TO 1- 'EV~LUUON Pelt OUlt. THE. SPIN AilS WAS- PERPENO-E-tULAM TO 
HIE O~"T PLANE.. POWElt VAS SUPPLIED 8f A SOLAR CELL ARRAT. 
1:HE. ,SPACECRAFT USED A PCM TELEMETItY OUA nSTEM lHAf OPEltA1EO 
IH REAL TlM[ OR_ A TAPE RECOUER flOD£-. MoaE DEtAILS tAN BE 
fOUNtI __ ON PP~ 2'63.,..l69 Of 'RADIO SCiENt[;.' iI,. 4,. APRIl, 1973. tHE 
PAYLOAD l!fCLUDEO INSlRU"ENTA110~ fOI THE flusul£lIIun Of SOLAR 
UV; THE COIIPOSIUON or POSIlIVE ION:; AND NEUTRAL PAR'flCLESJ THE 
DENSl-TY -"-'to -TEMPeUTURE Of ~;;:~':"~.L PAlllCL.ES .. POSlllYE IONS ANfI 
EUCliONS; THE ui.SUullnl Of "lRGLOIf UISUON$, PHOTOELECTRON 
ENERGY SPECTRA,. AND PltO'O~ liND !LECTAO~ fLUXES UP TO 25 KEV. 
-~---- "f-C,. 8AIITH-------·------------------·-·-·-------__ _ 
IHVE$llGATJOH NA"E- 'ULTRAVIOLET NITRlC-OXIDE (U\/NO) 
"$SDC 10· 73·'0tA-13 
PERSONNEL 





PLANE TAR' ATMOSPHERES 
IIllil0SPHEJtlt PHYSltS 
11. Of COLORADO 
fHIS ULTUVIOl.El' NITUC-OUDE EI"E.-IIIEHT {UVNO) CONSISTEO 
Of A hIO-'IW~N.Et. I1XU"GUllNIi ESUT SPECIIIOJlETEIt VHrCIl 
IIIUSURED THE AnGLOW IN'THE (1,. 0) Iia""A 8ANO IN ,l 1Z-A REGION 
CENTERED III Z150 A. THE 08SER\/ED INTENSl:TY 10145 PltODUCEO 8f 
RUOHoIINCE fLUORESCENCE BY SUNLJ,GHT _0'- THE Ni'tllie·p,)cIOE 
"OLECULES IN THE INSTRUMENT'S, fJELD Of YIE"~ THE !NTENSITY 
PIlOfiLES OBTAINED YUlDED AUIlUDE PROfilES Of NlT':lC-OIIOE 
OENSIT'f AS A FUNCTiON Of tl"E lND LOCATlON~ PRO'llES IIEIIE 
"E"'SUIEO "LONG THE TUt. ,OF THE SU£LLIt£, AT AU. Tf',ES IiHE,. J-T 
""5 ON THE SUNLIT SlOE Of THE EAAfH. tMF "tilinE SENSING 
tHlillliCTER Of THE UVNO UPERI"ENt PUJlITTI:O flEASURE"liltTS Of 
NlT'I,-OX,ID£ TO BE ",A_DE AT ALTJTUOES aOil! A80VE AND BElOIi 
SATELLIff PEIUGEE. AS fHE SPAC£cun SP[NS .. THE SPHTRO"ElEA,. 
WHIeH LOOKE.O OUTIIUO THROU~H THE III" OF THE SATELLITE,. 
REPEATED!,Y HAD ns FJELD Of VIEII CAIRUO DIJI!N THROU'_1f THE" 
AtflOSPHERE OIU!) THE EARTH'S LlflS,. AND Alll'fUOE PltOf"U:U O-f '-HE 
EIUlTED A!RGLOII INTf.NSlTT WERE 08_TAI'HEo. 8ELOII SONe-IIlU1"UflE 
TJlE "E"SUIIED SlGN"l oIIt ZUO A WAS CONJotI'UNAlEO ay RAYU,lGH 
SCAnEREO SUNlIGHT. TO CORREct fOR TillS ,_ONTA,UN"1'ION,. oil S,ECONf) 
CIi,t."NEL "EASuno- ONLY SCAnuu -P,6HT INTENSITY IN, oil ,T?--A 
REGION t'£NTEREO AT 2.\9Q A .. TtiE TWO CtiANNE1.S 'WUE Oprn~Ll'f MID 
ELECTR1CALLY :BOEPENDENT. IUTlIC~OXlOf AtllGLOII, I,.TEltSI n -VAS 
OfTUliUNEo- B, TAUN~ TH~. DiffERENCE BUWlEN niESE TV_O_ 
",USUIU:'MENTSOo f8.9'1 1HE- C:O!lIlECT~O S.16H"1.. Nllue·OIIOE OEHSlTT 
PROFILES 11£1£ _OBTUNEt' SEnlUN Af'PROlU"ATEU 80 IC'" AND ZSO ICN. 
THE SENSOR'S s~ttf'lll'C::AL FUUO IiIUAitTl r'ELESCOPE "UROII HoIID A 
1,ZS-"" fOC~1. UNGJH .. ~~D fOCUSED INUDENT'LIGHT ON tHE ENTRAH_CE 
SLIT Of _TH~ 'sPldROII_EYER. fIlOM ntIS" 'SU T- fHE -LlGH, STRuell: ONE 
H/llf Of THE-EBERT Mnlioll-oIIN_D VA$.' Cf1lUJtA1E.0 atdt; THE GII~nNG. 
TtlE 360D-1.1NES-PER-Iil", GRAUN' li~rUINE'!I IT e-OLLU'ATft.--TO TilE 
~:~E:XJ.~A~rHg-~_ T!~E s~_:~;jo:i;::":l:~: ~~fv.~~~H~A~·~ -;_::U~~Ofl~: 
BY- 4 UG 39 "tr.. UlI' HOltlilAl O'"tllAHQN U'CH _CHANNE~ ,'WAS 
INTEGRAtEO f,OI ll)Ooe liS :aND VA,S IUD OUT A1.TUHAJEI,Y AT _'0.4'~IIIS 
~~~u ~~~S ~ o~~::_v~.t~: UJI~_i~;. fI,~~K~_l ::~~s,~~:P,~;~-_ ~:~~,~_~~~ l'~~ l~; 
AVERAGE. 100 c::oUNU PEl lIHE'WAUO:N' ;EIiIOu I,. tilE :t~O-A 
CHANN~L, "NO 60 C.OUIf1:$, U. rHE 2,,90-A CII~NNI;L. TttE lHSU'.4lftNT liAS 
~:~~~ii-~·· U::_~~:~!~(~O,~{~:~_~~Tl~:Rl·;;PE:~~~=;A-1. .~~n~·l~: ~~ 
fOUND' l~,., ·THE UV H'l'TRlC·OXlOE ,E,lPERUIENr rOil: fHE', AT"OSP"EItE 
UPLOIU'., e.~ A .. , aUIM. EY "L~ 1A0l,0 S(J,U(;f,. 8. 10, 11'1~ 1973. 
-----•• AE·C. BRACE---~---------~----_____ • ___________ • __ ._ 
tHVESllGA'flOH NA"'- CtLlNDRICAl ELECTIiOSTATf( PIIOBE.S {([Pi 
HSSOC 10- 73-101A-01 
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THE CfP CONSISTED Of lWO toEN1 HAL INSTIIUI'EHl!> DH1GII(D 
fO "EASURE ELEctRON TE"PEIIATURfS, ELECT liON AtHI IOU 
CONtENTRAlIONS, lON "ASS,. AND SPACECRAft POHNTrAt. "NE PRODE 
liAS ORIENT£O ALONG lllE SPIN AXIS Of THE sr .... tE(Rolf: (UOIIH,Iol~Y 
PEIIPENUCULAII TO 111£ OR81T PLANE), AND litE 01t1EP. RADl,o.LLV so 
fHAf n COULD OBSERVE IN THE DIRHTtON Of tHE VHoun YEtT(lli 
ONef UCH 15-s SPIN PEIIIOD. EACH INStRUMENT WAS A ~f1AlltlIlIG 
POTENTIAL LANG"UIII PROBE tlEVICe THAT PRDOUCED II (U~REHT·YOtTAGE 
(I-V) CURVE FOil A KNOWN VOLTAGE PATH"" PtACH ON THE 
COLLECTOR. £LECTRO"E'fERS VERE USED to "H5UIIE TItE CUIIRH/T_ 
THEilE VERE TWO S't'SIEIIIS Of OPUA'fJDU (ONE WITH TWO HOUf5 AND 
ANOfHER WItH THREE ",OflES) USING COLLECTOR I/OtTMiE PATTER/IS 
BETWEEN PLUS AND .UNUS 5 YOLlS. ,",OST "OPES !NIIOLII[Q,o." 
AUTO"ATlC 01 fUED AD'JUST"ENT Of COllEeToA IIDt. TAGt tJlllTS 
UNtI/OR EUCtROI'IETER OUTPUf) SUCH YHAf THE REGION or IHTEIlfST 
ON fHE I-V PROrILE PROl/IOEO HIGH RESOLU1l0H. EACH SlSHI'I WAS 
IIUIGNU FOR USE WITH ONLY ONE Of THE PROSES, BUT Tlln COULD BE 
IN1 US-WITCHED TO Pilon DE S.o\C1lUf' Rt:PUNDANtT. HIE BE!; T 
"EASUREP'lENlS IN THE /'lOST fAIiOllAfilE "ODES PROVIDED ONE stC.OND 
TIME RESOLUTION. ELECTRON TEflPEMATURE BETWEEN 300 ~NII 10,000 
OEG It (1,0 PElltENT AeCUHAt.'t);- ION DENSlTY ~ETWEEN tO,OOO AND 
10£1 PER CUBIC tJl (fO·lO PERCENT ACCURACY); ELECTRON IItNsln 
SETWEEN 50 AfiD 10E6 PER CUBIC CM' AND JON "ASS AT ION OEN.StTH~ 
ASOVe 10,000 PER CUSIC efl. EACH PROBE HAD A COLLECTO!! 
U.fCUOOE EnEHIaNG flfljlt THE CUlfIAL '·'(lS Of A ttLJNORltAl 
GUARD RING. THE <'.S-C/II LONG GUARD RING WAS AT THE fliD Of A 
25-C" BOOII,. AND ~HE COLLEtT OR .,UEHDED MiCHlER 7.5 ,t1 BEVOND 
THE GUARO 1111-16. THE BOOI'I, GUARD, ~NO COLLECTOR IIERE 0.:2 Ct1 HI 
DlA. "'01lE !oHAILEtI INFORftaTION CAN 6E fOUHO 111 'UtllQ 
StlENCE,' a,. ~OI APRIL 1971. 
------- olE-C. OR I"'rON--~~-------------------~-·-----·--- _____ _ 
INVESr!GoIITlON NA"'E~ SENNETT IO~I-"'ASS SPEtTRO"HTE~ faHIS) 
NSS'OC 10- 73-10lA-11 
PERSONNEL 
PI - H.C. 
Ot - 1..R. 
01 - ".101. 
















THIS EXPElIlMEHf WAS ... OWN TO "EASURE. THROUGHOUT THE AE 
Olllln, THE INOJVIDUAL CONCENtRATIONS Of ALL THERM.U UIN SPEtHS 
IN lHE "ASS RANGE Of 1 TO 1"2 AlQ'I'Ilt /'lASS UNITS {U)", ANQ- IN rHE 
A"BIEHT DENS-tTy RANGE FRO" 5 10N5 PER CC TO 5 HllLION IONS PER 
tc. ANY CO"BINlTIOtt OF THE FOI.LOWl'NG lHIlEE "ASS RANGES, WHICH 
IIERE ElP_RESSEO ,IN d..- :WERE SEL£c.n_~ BY GHOUNO (OIUIAND -- RA"(;~ A 
- lo 10 t..- RANGE' B .. 18 TO Z..- RANGl C - 72 -1-0 8. EHI; UllGf WAS 
NOM"'ALlY SCANNE~ IN 1.6 $ tAPPJlOx.tflArtLY 12 t:'" Al<l"G ORllITl, 
BUT THE ,SUN 1"1"'E PER RoIINGE WAS INCREASED TO ~.1 S BY (O!'l"'ANO. 
NOUAl OPERAtION CO,NSISTED IN SUUENCE ABUBe (72 TO 1 u iN 4.6 
S). LABORATORY oIINO IM-fLIG"T DE1fR"'JI~AlIO!l or SPHl!iOJolfIH 
CfflCIENCY AND "'ASS OIr.CRII'UNHIOIl PE~/'IITTED Il1REn (OllVt:iIS!ON 
OF ItUSUREO 10N CURRENTS TO AIIBLENT CONCE.NTRA1110N_~. TilE 
EXPERI"ENT'S foult f'Rl"~R't "'EtHM{IC:~L COflPQNEUH wfl{f -~ GU,\RD 
IIING AND 10N-IINALrlER lUBE, COLLECTOR ANt< PIt!AHPLIfIFR 
ASSE"8LY-, VEIn, AND /'IAlN E.lEC'fROltlCS HOUSING. THE GU"RO RII-IG 
VAS' NOll-IilALLY AT GROUND POTENl1At., aUl IT COULO Sf PUtED .l,T -6 
V BY to"MAND If DUUA8t.E, E.G ... If TilE SPAceCRUI ACQUIRED A 
POSI:TJ\1£ CHARGE. A THReE-·SJAGE BENNEt TUSE wnH 7 TO '5 CTttE 
ORlfT SPAtES W~S flOWN ANO WAS "oelfIED TO P[R"lT lON 
CONCENTfIotITIOH "'EASUREJIIENTS TO BE OST-AINED DO\fN fC 1l0"I(/'l 
A1.'UtUOE& SPEt'lflCALL.Y' A YENT WAS PIIO-VUED AT TilE REAR OT-fIlE 
SPE"mO"'HER-. aND Til! USU'.L nIl:T-DISl( lON';'t;UUEIfT COlt:'HTOIi -1oI~:s 
REPLACED 1117H A STA'" Of WillE-flESH GRIDS~ TilE ~IfEQUUtCT ot TtI~ 
30 V PEAIC,-tO:-PEAK i.f. VOltAGE VARIED WHH tHE "ASS R01.1-I61:: 
ifEASURn - RANGE A ~ 10 /11HZ, RANGE -S - S /'IHZ~ ANO -UNGE (_ ~ 
2.5 /11HZ. INtO THE VACUU", llG'JIT Al.UJilINA-CE.AAf'HC tYCL.iNURlCAt 
ANALnER TUBE A SEIlIES Of 16 PARALLEL lutl(iSHN-MfSII w£R~ 
8RA:lE.D,. TilE BAUNCE. ~ETWEEN I_ON-CURRENT SENSntvt.rr .!,tle 
ffASS-RfSOlUTlON IN A SEfJ:NETT SPEC-J-ROI'IETtll to\lt:tI tl'( A_PO'EIl BT 
CIIANGIHG APPROPRIATE VOl'fAG:ESw THESE CHAHGfS (\HJlO SE 
tOH'UOLLED INDEPENDENTLY B'f GROUND COPl"'AND HIR HeH ONE Of THf 
Tljue -_'IIf_AS_S: ItlllfGES. PRl"'~JtY A~At.OG' tqSTIIU_JIIUH lltJTP.uT Vg ~ 
(O"PRESS-EO ION CURItENT $PfCTRul'I. wk-l<:H DTSPlAtE£' nl~ flIlL 
DYIfAMtc !lAWGE OF THE AMPLlFIER SrSTE" ON A SINGH rELUlllRr 
CHANNEL. ONSQ"RD 0A'fA PROCesSING pROVIDED A HUOUT Of PR!JlAIIT 





















I~ ... t 
Itl TII£ lOti SPECTRUM. OIIE a-sIT WOPO 1"I)lCII1£O PEAK AHPLITUtl£ 
(tURRfIHi All 0 filE DTIlER S-BIT WORt IOEtlTIflED SWEEP POSITIOU, 
I.E" SPECIES IPEtlTJFJCAtlOtl, THE W~IIDS IoIERE READ OUT IrI PAIRS 
AT TIlt. I1AlIl flUME TELEMETRY IlATE .... F 16 5AKPLES PER S. 
IIISTRUMEIIT COtlfIGURATlOf. SELECTED f"11 A PARlleULAR PASS 
OEPEIIDED PIlIHAIlILY aU TilE DATA REQU~REHEtHS or THE SCIENCE 
PROBlE" UflOlll 1IIVESTlGATIOtl AlID 011 TII£ S;>ACEtRllfl !,;,111 HODE. 
~!OIlE COtlf'lfTE DETAILS CA.rI BE fOUflD Itl THE PAPER 'TIlE 8EI/IIIETT 
1011-M1I5S SPECTROMEtER otl AHIOSPIlERE EXPLORER -t AND -E,' H. C. 
DllunOIl n .. L, RAPIO SCifIlCE. 8. I., 323-332. 1973. 
____ • __ II E - C, CHAM P I Otl---------- -------____________ • __________ _ 
JIIVESTlGAllDIi tIAHE- ATMOSPHERIC PEtlSITY ACCELEROMETER (MESAl 
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USAf GEOPHYS LAB 
USAF GEOPIlYS LAa 
MESA DOTAl liED DAlA 011 THE IIEUTRAL DEIISlTY Of THE 
AH10SPUERE IN THE ALTITUDE RAtiGE Of 120 kM TO 1,00 KH OY TIlE 
HfASUR£IIEtiTS OF SATELLITE OECELERATlOII DUE TO AEROOYIIAMIC DRAG. 
THE IIISTRU/<I£NT CO'lSISTEO Of THREE SlUGLU;US ACCELEROMETERS, 
!lOUlltEb MUTUAllY AT RIGHT AIIGUS, Two IN THE SPACECRAfl X-Y 
PLAtiE AUS AlID THE OTHER Itl TIlE Z-AlI1S. THE illSTRUMEIH 
lIlTElmJlleD THE APPLIED ACCELERATION fROH THE ELecTROSTATIC 
fORte REGUIRED TO IIECEtlTER A PROOf "'ASS. THE OUTPUT Of TIlE 
DtVIU WAS A DIGITAL PULSE RATE PROPORTlotjAL TO TH£ APPLIED 
Att£URATIDN. HIE HfASUIIUIEIITS ALLOWED DETERMUiATlOII Of THE 
OEllSIH Of THE IIEUTRAL ATHOSPHERE. MOIIITORED THE TIIRUST Of THE 
ORe I T-AOJUST PR(,P'JLSIOII SYSTEM. OETERMIIIEIi THE SATELLITE 
).I"IUIU'I ALTITUDE. MEASUIIEO SPACECRAFT ROLL. AND PROlIlOEO SOME 
ATTITUDE-SEI/SING IIIFORtlAlIOIi. SPAC£CflAfT NUTATIONS Of LESS 
TIIMI 0.01 DEGREES WEllE MONITORED. THE lIISTIiUMEl1T HAD TIlREE 
&f!4$ITJVny flAN .. ~S 8.E-3 G IN OAPS MOIUYOR HOOE; 4.E-4 G 
6ETIIE£II 1 .... 0 KM (PLUS all HlII:l~ ? PEIlCEIIT> An Z80 KM (PLUS OR 
~l111US 10 PERCEIIT); AI/O 2.[-, G BETIIEEII 1110 r I (PLUS OR MIliUS 2 
PERCErITl AIIP 400 K/'I (PLUS OR HINUS 10 p~lfcEljn. UUMBERS HI 
PARENTHESES REPRESEIH E/IRORS. 11/ ADDlT .OU~ THERE MAY BE A 
STSTHIATlC ERROR Of UP TO PLUS OR l'1J1ms 5 PERCEln DUE TO DRAG 
(OffFICIEIIT WlCERTAINTY. THE HIGIIEST ALTITUDE WAS DETERMINED 
~HIIMlIH; TilE I"ISTIIUflEtll C(lULI! HIISf TO o.? PERCfNT OF fULL 
SCALE. 
-~--p-- A E-C~ DOE II 1I1G------------------------------------------
HlVESTIGATI0N ""'''E- PHrrOELECTROI/ SPECTROMETER (PES) 
IISSDC 10- 'J-1.J1A-J3 
.·ERS'tWE~ 
PI J.P. 
01 - (.0. 










Jail/IS \lOPKINS U 
APPLIED PHYSICS LAB 
UNKIIOWII 
TIllS E1(?£RIHEIIT WAS DESIGIIEO TO PROVIO£ UlfORMATlOti 011 
THE HnEliSITY, AtfGULAR DISTRIBUTION, E"ERGY SPECTRUM .. AND NET 
FLOWS ALOtni fIELD LIlIES; Of ELFCTROt,S ttl TIlE TIIER",OSPHERE WITH 
EUEIlGIES aETwrEN i! AlID SOD EV. THE lUST:lUMEIIT CONSISTED Of TVO 
IbftHICAL. OPPOSITELY DIR"CTED, j1EKISPIlERICAL, ELECTROSTATIC 
AIlALy'E"S. EACH SPEtTROM!.TER HAD A RELATIVE ENERGY RESOLUTIOII 
" /'L';3 011 MINUS Z.5 PERCEIIT AUO A GEOMETRIC fACTOR 011 TilE 
',I(DE" OF 0.001 SQ Cit STER, INDEPEIIDEIIT Of ELECTRON ENERGY. 
THREE SEPA~ATE EttERGt R~"GES COUtD Be SEIISED -- 0 TO 25 EV, 0 
TO 11)0 EV, OR 0 TO 500 ev. KEASUREKEtllS fROI~ THESE 1I1TERVALS 
COUL~ 61: SEQUENCED III 5 DIffERENT IIAYS. DATA COULD BE TAKEII 
fRDII ElT~ER SENSOR SEPARATEl.Y .. OR ALTERtIATEU WITII TIlt!: 
RESOLUT!OIl VARYII/G fllOH o.as TO 8 s. THERE WERE TWO f)EfLECTIOII 
VOLTAGE SCAIl RUES DETERHIIIED BY SPACECRAft CLOCK. THIS 
VOLTAGE liAS CIIAtIGEO III 6~ ST(PS, AND WAS DOllE AT 4 OR 1 ... STEPS 
PIOR TELEHETRY FRAME. IIITH 16 fRAI1ES/s .. THIS ALLOIIED A CUOItE 
Of UTllER O"'E 64-POllll SPECT/l.UM~ OR FaUll 16-POIIIT SPECTRA IN 
OIIE SECIiIlO. TilE LOUGEST (8 S) CYCLE Of DATA INVOLVED 
OBSER~Alle"s USING IIICREASlIIG VOLTAGE STEPS FOR THE LOWEST, 
IHDDLE, LOWEST. THEil HIGIIEST EuERGY RAt/GES (III TIIAT ORDER) FOR 
1 S EACH. 1\ REPE.4T FOR OECREASlIlG VOLTAGE STEP COKPLETED THE 
CYCLE. A 'II'RE DETAILED DESCRIPlIOIl OF THIS EltPEIdMEllT KAY BE 
fOUlID III ';lAO I"' SCIEIICE .. • 8, 4 .. 387-392, APRIL 1973. 
- - ~ -- _. A E - C, IIAII 5011- ---- -- -----------------------------______ _ 
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U Of TEXAS, DALLAS 
U Of TExAS, DALLAS 
U OF TEXAS~ DALLAS 
TillS EXPERIf1ElIl WAS PESIGIIEP TO OETERMItIE OBSERVATlOUS OF 
VECTOR lOti DRIfT VELOCI'IES~ 1011 eOIlCEllTRATIOIi AUO TEMPERATURE, 
AlID SPACECRAFT POTElillAL. All 10/lOSPHEIIIC IRREGULARITY IIIDEX 
WAS ALSO OBTAINEO FROM TIlE 1011 eOlleEIITRIIT10tl SEIISOR. THE 
EXPERIHEtlT CONSISTED OF A REiARDItIG POTElnUL AIlf;LUE/I. WITH 
fOUR PUIIAR SEt/SOR HEADS. THE SEtlSOR HEAD USED fOR IOU DRIfT 
MUSUREf1EtITS WAS CO-LOCATED WITH AIIOTHER IIEAD, AlID ALL WERE 
SPACED IlEARLY EOUALLY .. LOOKHIG OUTWARD fROM THE SATELLITE 
EQUATOR. SJIICE TUE SAfELLIlE SPIll AlClS WAS PERPEIIDJ(uLAR TO 
THE ORBIT PLAtlE, THESE HEADS COULD OBSERVE ALOtiG THE SPACECRAFT 
IIELOCITY IIECTOR 111 EITHER THE SPItI OR DESPUti MODE OF ttlE 
SPACECRAFT. TilE PRHIARY PURPOSE Of THIS EXPERIHEIH WAS TO 
PROVIDE ACCURATE ION TEMPERATURES WITH OTIIER flEASURUll1IT5 OUIIG 
Of SECOIIOARY IHPOnlAl/CF. THREE OF THE SEIISOR HEADS WERE 
SIMILAR. TIlEY H~D TIIO GROUI/DED E'HRAtICE GRIDS, TWO RETAROIIiG 
GIUOS, A SUPPRESSOR GRID, A SHIELD GRID, ArID A COLLECTOR. A 
LIIlEAR SWEEP 1I0LTAGE (32 OR 22 TO 0 V, Uf> OR DOWl'll WAS tlORMALLt 
APPLIED TO THE RETAROlllG GIIlDS 1tl 0.75 s. tIlHRPRETAT!Oll Of 
THE RESULTWG CURREIIT-VOLTAGE PROfILES PROVIOEO THE 1011 
TEMPERATURE, THE 1011 AIID ELECTROI/ COIICEIITRATlOII~ SOfiE lOll 
COMPOS III 011 ltHOnHATlOII, VEHICLE POTEIITlAL 10.110 PL"'SMA DRIFT 
VELOCITY PARIILL£L TO TilE VELOCITY VECTOR. TWO Of THE lilREE 
SHIlLAR SEIISORS HAD All AIIDlTIOIlAL GIIID SETWEE" THE EIlTRAl4CE AtID 
II£TAIIOlllG GRIOS III ORDEIl TO PROTECT ImlER GRIDS FROH 10/1 
BOM8ARDrtEIIT DURIIlG ELECTRO/! t~EASUREHEtITS. THE OTHER 
SlGtlIfICAIH fEATURE Of THESE Two SEI/SOIIS liAS THAT A SIIALL 
POSlTIVE COLLECTOR BlAS COULD BE APPLIED TO ASSURE ADECluATE 
ACCESS OF THERtlAL ELeCTROIIS TO THE COLLECTOR. WITH THE 
RETAROlllG GRID AT COil SlANT ZERO VOLTS. CURREIIT tHAlIGES COULD BE 
OBSERVED FOR 3-5 PERIODS TO OBTAI'I GRAOIEIITS Of lOll 
COIlCEt/TRATlOI/. ELECTRON PARAMETERS \lERE I1EASUIIED III A MAIWER 
SIMILAR TO lOllS EXCEPT fOR TilE LlllEAR SWEEP VOLTAG~ (-,; OR -i! 
TO 0 V~ UP OR now .. ) IIAI/GE. lOllS HI HASS RAI/G£S 1 TO 1" T~ TO 
16, i!' TO 3Z AIID GIlEATER THMI 40 AMU COULD Sf: 10EtlTlfIED. THE 
FOURTI1 SEI/SOR HEAD WAS FOR tHE lOll-DRIfT VELoCtn tlEASUREMEIITS; 
AlID COUS:STEo 01 fOUR GROUtlOED GRIDS. A IIEGAllVELY BIASED 
SUPPRESSOR GRtD. AUD A "'-SEGMEtIT COLLECTOR. Dt ffEREtlC£S III 
VARIOUS COLLEClOR SEGHEtiT CUIIREIITS PROVIDED lOll-DRIfT 
DIRECTlOIIAL COMPO/IEIIT IIIFORHATlOti. HORE OElAIL~ Of THIS 
£XPElIlf'lEtH ARE AVAIL"'BLE 1/1 'R",nIO SCIEUtE,' B, 1" 333-319~ 
APRlL 1973. 
------- AE-(, IIA YS ---~----------------------------------------~ 
IIIVESTlGATIOII IIAHE- VISIBLE AIRGLOW PHOTOHETER (VA£) 
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U Of HICHIGAII 
YORK U 
TillS EXPERIMEllT COlnAII/EO A FtLTER PI/OTOMETER DESIGI/EO TO 
/'IOIUTOR VARIOUS AlRGLOW AlID AURORAL fEATUIlES lIHICH I.lE IU THE 
SPECTRAL RMIGE BETWEEN 3000 A MID 7500 A. TuE PRIHAIIY 
1NfORMATIOII OBTAINED FROH THts E)CPERUIEIIT liAS TilE RAtIOS OF 
EXClTATlOII OF THE ATOMIC AIID MOLECUL,\R tOtlSlltUEllTS Of THE 
TI!ERHOSPUERE. fOR THE AE-C )1155101/, TilE FOLLOWlIIG SIX SPECIftC 
.. IllES AIID BAUDS WERE CHOSEII fOR STU~Y SIIIce THEY PLAY All 
I"'''ORTAIIT ROLE IN TUE PHOTOtHEMICAL EIIERGY GALAIICE Of tHE 
ATMOSPHERE -- 3371 A, 4i!78 "', 5200 A, 5577 A, 6300 A, AIle 7319 
A. THE EHISSIOIIS WERE MEASURED 111 PAl/IS -- 5571 MID 6300~ 7319 
M/D CALIB, 3371 Allo 5577, 5200 MID 7319, 1,278 MID 3371~ CALlB 
AIIO 5200, AND 6300 AlIO 4Z7!1. TWO OPTICAL SYSTEMS VIEWED AT 
RIGHT ANGLES TO EACH OTMER. EACH ONE EMPLOYED A 'OM8ltlATlOl! OF 
A SIMPLE OBJECTIVE LEIIS MID fIELD STOP TO DEflUE TilE fIELD Of 
VIEW, MID EACI! C;'IITAlUEO A MULTISTAGE LIGHT BAffLE. THE 
WtDE-AIiGLE HIGII SENSITIVITY SYSn", <DESIGIlATEO CHAlIIlEL 2) HAD A 
fIELD Of III£W Of 3 DEG HALF-AIIGLE, A/If) WAS USED TO MEASURE THE 
IIlGHTGLOW, OAYGLOIol A!lOVE THE SATELLITE, AUD OTHER WEAK EI11SSIon 
FEATURES. TilE lI:.SS SEIISJTIVE SVSTUI (DESIGIIATED ellAlmEL 1) HAD 
A FIELD OF VIEW Of APPROXIMATELY 3/4 DEG IIALF-AtIGLE AIID WAS 
USED FOil DAYGLOIol AIIO IIIGHTGLOW HORlZOII "EASUR[MElHS~ AS WELL AS 
DISCRETE AURORAL fEATURES WHICH SI10WED STIIOIIG SPArIAL 
GRADIEIITS. BOTH OPTICAL CHAlmFLS HAD", DIAMETfR OF 2.l C~. 
THEY SI1AREIi A fiLTER WHEEL THAT COIITAIIIEO SIX IIITERfEREliCE 
fiLTERS AT TilE WAVELENGTHS IOEIITIfIED ABOVE .. AIIO TWO OlHER 
f>OS11IOIIS. OIlE WAS A DARK POSlTIO:-' FOR IIOISE "EASUREHE/ITS, AlID 
THE OTHER WAS A CALIBRATE POSlTI0ll. THE DYNAMIC RAliGE Of TilE 
IIlSTRUI1EIIT WAS 1.E6 RAnEtGIiS. 1/1 ORDf~ THAT THE SEI/SORS BE 
ABLE TO RESPOND III A fRACTlOII Of A SECOIlD TO LARGE CUAtiGES UI 
SURFACE BRIGIITNESS WlTHOUT AllY 1I0T1C£ABLE EI/IIAtitEHE/IT lfI THE 
BACkGROUND COUIIT RAiE, EACH OtlE tOIlTAIIIEO A "'DO ATTE/lUATOR 
AlID All ELECTROIUC CIRtUIT TO BACk-BlAS THE CATHODE. 111111 THESE 














WI HI 110 APPARfliT ElHlAtltEI'IEtlT 11' BACKGIlOUIID WlTHlt1 120 /'IS AFTER 
A DIRECT VIEW or THE SUfi. PIlOrOIlS IlEACHIIIG THE UTlIDDE WERE 
RECORDED UHliG A PULSE-COUIHltIG SYSTEK. TilE lIITEGIIATJOfl UKf 
WAS 33 liS rOR (HMlUEl 1 AriD 132 tiS FOR (IIMlNEL 2. PRIHARY 
COHHAlID AflO TELfHETRY FORMATTING SYSTEHS WERE SHAREO BY THE TWO 
CHAtHlELS. TilE BPEIUHftH COULD BE COHI1AIIDED UIlO ANY ONE OF 
SEVERAt OPERAllllG HODES DEPEHOJtIG ON THE SCIENCE REQUIREHEtlTS 
AlID SPACECRAfT ATTITUDE. FOil HOllE fltPEllll1Eln OETAILS~ SEE 'THE 
\llSABLE-AIIiGLOW EXPERIHEtlT 011 ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER.' P. O. HAYS, 
n At, RADIO SClfllCE, 8, 4, 369, 1973. 
------- AE-C. I1£ATH--------------------------------------------
ltlVESTlGATlOl1 IIIII'IE- UTilU1E SOLAR UV HDIUTOR (ESUM) 
NSSOC 11)- 73-101A-05 
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PLANE TART ATIIDSPIIERES 
IlA5A-GstC 
NASA-GSfC 
ESUH MADE ABSOLUTE BROAD BAli 0 SPECTRO-RADIOMETRIC 
HEASUREMe.lTS Of THE SOLAR EUV rwx fROM 200 A TIIRO\JGH 
LYMA'I-AlPHA AT 1216 A AlIO HADE P:CECISE MEASUREMENTS OF TilE 
TEMPORAL VARIABILlTY APPRDXJMATI.lY ONE PERCENT PER SOLAR 
RoTATlOII. THE HlSTRUMENT CONSISTED Jr TWO IDUlllCAL 1IJ1.00WLES£ 
EUV PIHHODIODES WiTH ALUMINUII OXIDE CATHODES ANa A fILTER WHEEL 
COIHAWING TWO SET'S Of UNDACKE'J HETALLIC fILTERS (ALUMINUM, 
TIN, INDIUM) A'IO AN OPEN POS',TION. A VISIBLE LlGIIT DlOOE 
MEASURED TilE PItIl.OLE TRA'ISIHTTANCE Of THE fiLTERS TO OETERHHIE 
THE WlilTE LIGHT BACKGROUND. THE TILT ANGLE Of THE I1ISTRUME'lT 
RELATIVE TO TilE 'Z SPACECRAFT AXiS WAS OPTIMIZED fOR THE 
MAXIMUM VHwlNG TlME Of TilE SUN JIj BOTII spumWG AlIO DESPUII 
SPACECRAfT III)DES. THE INSTRUKEIIT FJELD OF IIIE\I \lAS 60 DEG. 
H.E "O"IIIAL BANDWIDTHS (fOR 50 PERtUIT Of SIGNAL) WERE 270 TO 
550 A, HO TO 584 II, BOO Til 935 II; AtIO 1216 A. 
------- AE-C. III11TERE GGER --------------------------------------
I/IlIfSTlGATlON IIAK£- SOLAR EUII SPECTROPIiOTOI1ETER (EUVS) 
USSDC 10- 73~tOtA-06 
p[RSOrrUEL 
fo I fl.E. 
01 D, E. 
OJ L. ,. 
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USAf GEOPHYS LAB 
USAf GEOPHYS LAB 
USAF GEOPHYS LAB 
USAF ';EOPHYS LAB 
USAf GEOPIIYS LAB 
EUVS WAS USED TO OBSERVE TilE VARIATlOIIS III THE SOLAR EUV 
FLUX III HIE IoIAVFLENGTII RANGE FROH gO TO 1850 A AND THE 
ATMOSPHERIC ATTErrUATJON AT VARIOUS FUEl! WAVELEIIGTHS. THIS 
PROVIDED QUAI/TETATIVo; ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE ANa CO"POSllI0U 
OATA. THE IUSTIIUHENT CONSISTEP Of 24 GRAZING-1I1C10ENCE GRATJlIG 
HOllotHROKAToRS. USING PARALLEL-SLIT SYSTEI1S fOR EtHRAtlCE 
COLL!MATIO!r AIID PHOTOELECTRIC DETECTORS AT THE EXIT SLITS. 
TWELVE or tUESE I~OllOCUROMATORS IIAD IlAVELEUGTII SCAN CAPASILlTT, 
EACH W1TH 1.2B SELECTABLE WAVELENGTH POSITIOUS. WIIICH COULD ALSO 
AUrDMATICALLT STEP SCAli THROUG,. THESE POSJT10US. THE OTHER 12 
HONOCUROMATORS OPERATED AT fUEl! WAVELEIIGTIIS WlTH fiELDS OF 
VIEW SHALLER THAll TilE fULL SOLAR DISK TO AlP 1tt TIlE AHIOSPHERIC 
A!l"SORPTlOU AUALYSIS. TIlE speCtRAL RESOLUTlOtl VARIED FROM 2 TO 
54 A OEPENDIUG UPO'I THE PARTICULAII INSTAUMENT. TilE flELO OF 
VIEW VARIED FROM 60 X 60 ARC 111N ~OliN TO 3 lC 6 r;RC tUN. ALL 24 
MONOCHROHATOR-EIHRANCE AXES IIERE CO-ALlGIIEO PARALLEL. A SOLAR 
POINT SYSTEM COULD POllH TO 256 DlfFEIiENT PQSITIOIIS, EXECUTE A 
16-STEP OllE-DIMEIISIOIIAL SCAN OR A FULL .256-STEP RASTER. THE 
TIME RESOLUTlO,. VARIED fROM. 0.5 5 fOR oeSERVING 12 FIXED 
WAVELErrGTII$ UP TO 256 S fOR PROGRAMMING THE EUVS THROUGH ALL 
POSSJBLE MOO~S. MORE OETAllS CAN BE fOUND JN 'RADIO SCIENCE,' 
a, 4. 349·360. APIIIL 1973. 
------- A E - C. II 0 F f tlAlI--------- ---------------------------------
INVESTIGATIOII IIAME- KMIlETIC ION-MASS SPECTROMETER (IUtIS) 













PI - J .H. HOfFMAN U of fEIAS; OALLAS 
BRIEf OEsCRIPTlOl1 
A tlAGNEllC ION HASS SPECTRO"ETER WAS FLOWII TO MEASURE 111 
SITU tilE CONCENTRATlOtlS Of TItE AI161EIIT 1011 SPECJES III TItE MASS 
RAIIGE fROM 1 TO 90 ATOHiC HASS UNITS CU). MOUllTED 011 TItE 
SATELLlTE EQUATOR tlORHAL TO TilE SPIll AXIS, TilE EllTRAtrCe 
APERTURE FACEO fORWARD WHEtl TilE SPACECRAft WAS 111 TilE DESPUII 
MODE. TilE [LECTlIlC AtlD I1AGIIETlC flHOS WERE ARRMIGED TO 
PRODUCE A HASS SPECTRUI1 ALOIIG THE FOCAL PLAUE FOLLOW!ttG THE 
I1AGNETlC AIIALYZER. THREE SLITS \lERE PLACED ALOIIG THE fOCAL 
PLAI.E IN APPROPRIAH PLACES TO SJI1ULTAIIEOUSL't COLLECT lOllS 111 
THE MASS RATlOS 1 TO 4 TO 16 U. IONOSPHERIC IOtts IIERE 
ACCELERATED HlTO TIlE AUALTZER STSTE14 BT A IIEGATlVE VOLTAGE THAT 
VARIED FROM -1060 TO -.225 V. THE THREE HASS RANGES fUASURED 
SIKULTANEOUSLY IIERE 1 TO 4, 4 TO 16, AIID 16 TO 04 U. FOLLOWWG 
EACH SLIT \lAS AN ELECTRON IIULTIPLIER AttO A LOGARITHMIC 
ELECTIIOI1ETER-AHPLlflER DETECTOR. THE DETECTOR OUTPUT COULD BE 
MEASURED (IUIECTL'I' fOR AN ANALOG OUTPUT, all II (OUlII BE fED TO A 
'PEAt:' CIRCUll TIlAl DElEIHUtiED THE AI1PLITUOE Of EACH PEAt: HI 
THE SPECTRUM. OIIL., THE AMPLITUDE OF EACH PEAK \lAS TElfMETERfD 
III THE PRIMARY PEAKS HaDE, ArID III THIS HODE TilE TJME IlEOUI/lED 
TO Sl"ULTANEOUSLT S\lEEP ALL TltREE "ASS RAIIGES WAS 1 S. OlllER 
MODES OF OPERATlOI! WERE POSSIBLE. III TilE AliA LOG SHORT HaDE. 
THE THIIEE MASS RANGES \lERE SWEPT ttl 3 S .. ALTER'IATlIIG WITH 1-s 
'PEAt:S' HODE SCANS. AN 8·S SWEEP \lAS REQUIRED Itt THE AtlALOG 
LOIIG MODE .. AGAW ALTERtlATlIIG WITH 1-5 PEAKS MODE SCAli. All 
OPTlOu EXISlEO 111 THE LOCKED MODE to COliTIllUOUSU MEASURE ANY 
SET Of I1ASS IlUMBERS 1U THE RAllO 1 TO 4 TO 16 TO GIVE HI Gil 
SPAUAL RESOLUTION. MOllE ElCPERIHEltT DETAILS CAN BE fOUUD III 
'TilE MAGNETIC tON-MASS SPECTROMETER Oil ATMOSPtrERE EXPLORER~' J. 
II. HoFFMAIl, ET Al .. RADIO SCIEtlCE. 8, 4, 315-322~ APRIL 1973. 
------- A E-C ~ H a F fMAN ----- .. -------------------------.----------
IIlVESTlGATJOII ~AME- LOII-EIiERGY ELECTRONS (LEE) 
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TillS EXPERIMENT FUlitllSHED 0111ECT MEASUREKElns Of tHE 
Et'ERGY INPUT "ITO THE UPPER ~ IMoSPHERE DUE 10 ELHTROIIS AIIO 
PROTONS (lOtlS) IN THE ENERGT RANGE OF o.a TO 25 KEV. THE 
EXPERIKEIIT ACQUIRED DIFFEREIIlIAL I1EASUREH£lIlS Of TilE ENERGY 
INflUX AI.O AlIGULAR DISTRlIWTlOIl. THEilE IoIERE TIoIO DETECTORS 
MEASURIIiG ELECTRONS AtlO PROTOHS fRO" 0.2 to 25 KEV III 16 
LOGAliITH"ICALLy SPACED STEPS, AUO aIlE OI:TEctOR MEASURIUG 5 KEV 
ELECTROUS COUTlIIUOUSLY. EACU DETECTOR CO!tSISTEo Of A 
CYLIIIDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC AIIALYlER fOR SPECIES AtIO ENERGr 
SELECTlOII, AlID A SPIRALTRO,j ELECTRON HULTlPLlER Fall PARTICLE 
DETECTION. EtlERGY DISTRIBUTlOIIS WERE OBTAI'.ED ey APPLYJ'IG 
DIffERENT fUED OR STEPPED VOLTAGES TO THE DEFLECTlOII PLATES; 
DISTRIBUTIOIIS IN AlIGLE IIEIIE MEASUREO BY USING THE SPACECRAFT 
SPlrl AI.D "OUIlTING THE AIIALUERS AT All ANGLE. IN THE SPIt/'UIIG 
HaDE, ANGULAR oISTRUJUTIONS OF BOT II PROTOIIS AlID ELECTROIIS IlERE 
OBTAIIIED. 111 TIlE DESPUII KOOES, MEASUREMEIITS WFRE OBTAlIIED AT 
45 DEG TO THE. SPACECRAFT EQUATOR. AI.o IIADIALLY AWAT fROM TilE 
EARTH. DETECTOR LOOK ANGLES UERE CHOSEII TO GIVE OPTJKUM 
MAGIIETIC PITCH-ANGLE COVERAGE WIIEII TilE SPACECRAFT WAS MOVIIIG 
EJTllER POLE\lARO 011 EQUATORWARD. ALL DElECTORS WERE IDEIITItAL 
III COIISTRUCTlOtl M.D USED 1- lC 6-MI1 EIITRANCE APERTURES. Ol/LY 
ONE 'KOI/ITOR) HOOE WAS AVAILABLE. IT CONSISTED Of CO/ill/lUaUS 
t1EASUREHEtlT Of 5-KEV ELECTROUS AT 45 DEG TO tHE SPACECRAFT 
EQUATOR (*YI AXIS. COUIITS WERE ACCUItULATEO OVER 55.7 HS AIID 
READ OUT EACH I1AIN TELEHETR., fRAME (62.5 HS). THE 1110 STEPPED 
DETECTORS MOVED ONE EIIERGY STEP aliCE EACII MAIN fRAME WIlli THE 
SAME ACCU"ULATlON TIME REOUIRIIIG ABOUT 1 5 fOR A COMPLfTE CYCLE 
OF STEPS. !tORE COHPLETE DETAILS OF THIS EXPEIIHtEIIT HAY BE 
fOUUO IN 'RADIO SCIENCE,,' 8. 4 .. 393-400~ APRIL 1973. 
------- AE-C; IIIER---------------------------------------------
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L. __ I .J l .. -. 
BRIEf OESCRJPTI0~ 
THE OBJECTIVE Of THIS eXptRlHEl11 WAS TO CONTlUOUTE TO II 
STUDT Of TilE CHEHlCAL .. OiNAIHt, AND ENERGETlC PROCESSES THAT 
COI/TROL THE STRUCTURE Of THE THERMOSPHERE BY PRDVIlllllG DIRECT, 
HI SITU I1EASUREHEIlT5 OF BOTH MAJOR AND HIHOR NEUTRAL 
AT"aSPHERIC CONSTITUENTS HAlltHG "ASSES IN THE RAIIGE fROM 1 TO 
loa ATDHlC "ASS UtltTS (U). A DOUBLE-fOCUSING HATTACH-II£RlOG 
HAGllEUt tlEft.ECTlON MASS SPECTROHEHR lollTII AN HIPAeT ION SOURCE 
WAS fLOII". TIlO 1011 COLLECTORS lIERE INCLUDED TO MEASURE lOllS 
OlFfERING HI "ASS IIY Po fACTOR OF 8, I.E ... THE TWO HASS RANGES 
COVfRED WEllE 1 TO 8 U AlID 7 TO 48 U. 1H THE ION SOUIICE THE 
NEUTRAL SPECIES WAs IONIZED BY "fANS OF ELECTRON lHPACT. THE 
ELECTRON ENERGIES WERE SELECTABLE .. n EV FOR THE HIGH EV KODE 
MltI 25 EV FOR THE LOll Ell KODE. AT ALTI10tlES GREATER THAH 380 
KH, ION CORRENTS IlERE MEASURED I.JITII AN ELECTRorl MULTIPLIER 
COUrlTING INDIIIJDUAl lOllS. courns IlERE ACCUHULATED FOR 1120 S 
BEFORE AUTOMATICALLY SWnCHING TO A OlFfERENT MASS NUHBER_ 
WIIIlE COMPLETE MASS SPECTRA COULD BE SIlEPT, IN THE COHHON HODE 
OF OPERAT10N .. PEAK STEPPING WAS ~HPLOYED WITH READINGS OU THE 
PRINCIPAL PEAKS IN tHE HASS SPECTRUM BEING REPEATED 
APPROItIHATEL'I' EVERY 0.5 5 AtID OTI/ER SPECIES LESS FREQUEtlTlY. 
DATA BELOW 380 Kli WERE MEASURED USING AN ELEClROHETER. ltI 
ADDlTION TO THE PEAK STEPPl:!G HODE, THERE WERE SEVERAL OTHER 
OPERATlIIG HODES WHHH WERE SELECTED BY GROUND COMMAIID. IN THE 
fLY~THROUGH MODE, TilE ION SOURCE VOLTAGES WERE ADJUSTED so fllAT 
TIIERE liAS 110 ELECTRIC FIELn Tn nRAW IONS OUT OF THE ELECTROII 
BEAll WHEN THEY WERE FORHED. AHBIENT PARTICLES STRIKING THE ION 
SOURCE IIETA1I1 £tIERGIES LESS TlIAII 0.1 EV .. WHICH WAS NOT HIGH 
EIHlUGIl TO OVERCOME TilE I'EGAUVE SPACE C!lARGE POTENTIAL UOLDltIG 
TilE lOllS III TilE BEAll. THOSE AHBIEIIT PARTlCLES THAT DID HOT 
STRIKE THE ION SOURCE RETAIIlEO THEIR INCOMING ENERGY Of SEVERAL 
EV AftER IONIZATlO/l ArID ESr.APE IIITO THE ACCELERATING REGIO/l Of 
THE ArIALVIER. THE ELECTRON ACCELERATING POTENTIAL WA~ 75 EV IN 
NORMAL MODE OPERATION ANn WAS 2S EV III TilE FLY~nIROllGtI KOtlE. 
III ANOTHER OPERAlJltG HOOE, TilE INSTRUKEItT S"WITCIlED 
AUTOKAllCALLY TO A SEOUENCE Of MASSES Of PARTICULAR INTEREST 
SUCII AS.. E.G... BETWEEN "ASSES 16 MID 32 OR aETW~EN MASSES 26 
AlllJ 32. SWITCIUtlG TOOK PLACE AT 1I1b S INHIIVAI., AND lOllS 
"ERE COUNTU 0111" OURIIIG THE LAST 0.05 S OF THE lIlTeoRVAL. "ORE 
DeTAILS CAN Of fourlO IN 'll1E OPE II SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS 
SPECTROMETER 011 AEwC, wlJ, ANti ~E,' A. E_ O. NtER, ET ill, IIAnIO 
SCIENCE, H, 4, P 271, 1973. 
--~--~- A E-C, RI e ~ _____________________ ww _____________________ _ 
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TilE COLi) CATIiOnE IOH GAUGE FLOWN Otl AE-e WAS PRll1ARJLI' AN 
EtIGIIlfElIlUG EXPERII1'-NT TO PIIOVI!IE DATA 011 SPACECRAfT OPERATtON. 
IIOWEVER. DATA fROH TlUS UPERIMEIIT liAS CORRELATEtI IIJTIl 
ACCELEROMetER AIID CAPAClTAtrCE HAIIOKETER DATA to EVALUATE 
SATHLITE nllAG PERFOHHAIICE. TIlE ION GAUGE, ALSO REfERREtI TO AS 
PRESSURE SEIISOR A (PSA), "'EASURED ATHOSPHERIC PRESSURE ltl THE 
REGIOII BETIIEEN 120 A1ID 370 K'" ABOVE TilE EARTH'S SURfACE FOil 
VALUES OF ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE BETWEEN 1.3E-3 TO 1.3E-7 I1B. 
TilE ESTIMATED ACCURACY Of tilE PSA liAS PLUS OR !'IWUS 20 PERCE/IT. 
TilE CYlItlORlCALLY SHAPED SEIISOR PACKAGE CONSISTED Of A 
wEDGE-SHAPED OIlIftCE, A CATHODE NEAll GROUIID POTEUTlAL~ Atl ANODE 
OPEIIATlUG AT ABOUT 1300 vnc .. AND A PERHAUetIT HAGIIETJC fiELD OF 
AOOUT 1600 GAUSS. TilE GAUGE CotlTAINED NO PRIMAIIY SOURcE OF 
IOIIIUIIG ELECTROIIS. TUE DISCIIARGE WAS INITIATED BY FIEln 
£"'ISSIOII AtID WAS SELF-SUSTAlIIlIIG AT A PRESSURE ABOVE 1.3E-7 HB. 
TilE lOll CURRENT \lAS COLLECTED ,\1 TilE CATHODE. THE SENSOR WAS 
110UUTEO 011 THE SPACECRAFT, WITH TilE ORlfICE PERPENDICULAR TO 
TilE SPACECRAfT SPIll-AXIS WlllCH II ... S NORI1AL TO tilE ORUITAL PLANE. 
lIlE IIlSTRUMEIIT COULD 8E OPERATED 111 TWO MODES, SPINNING OR 
DESPUII. IIHEII T'IE SPACECRAFT W"'S IN A SPltlllltlG "'ODE; HIE PSI. 
ALTERIIATELY SII"'PLED THE RAM AND WAKE PRESSURE. WHEII THE 
SPACECRAFT WAS III THE DESPUII HODE .. TIlE PSA FACED 30 DEG FROM 
THE nIRECTlOtl Of !'IOTIOI/. nATA fROM TillS EXPEfUI1EtH liAS NOT 
TAPE RECORnEO, aUT WAS OBSERVEO 1/1 REAL TIME. 
------- AE-C, RICE------------------~_~~~~~ ________ ~ ___ ~_~ ____ _ 
II1V~:,lGATION IIAK~- CAPACITAtICE MAtIOHETER 
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TilE eAPACITo\UCE HAIIOHElER WAS PRIMARILY AN ENGINEERING 
EXPERIMENT TO PROVIDE DATA ON SPACECIIAFT OPERATlOIIS. HOWEVER, 
D ... TA FRO'"' THIS EXPERIMEtH IIERE ALSO CORRELATED 111 TIl 
ACCELEROMETER AtIO lOti GAUGE DATA 'II EVALUATInG SATELLI H DRAG. 
THE HAIIOMETE.R.. ALSO REfeRRED TOr AS PRESSURE SENSOR B (PSO), 
MEASURED ATMOSPHERIC PRESSUR£:' IN THE REGIOII BELOW 200 Kli. TilE 
ACCURACY Of TIlE PSB GAUGE vARlEO fROM ABOUT 10 PERCEtrT AT 12:0 
'., l I I' 
15 
I t j:~ J ( 
t:M TO AOOUT 40 !"ERCEIIT AT 180 t:M. THE PSB COIISISTEO OF tWO 
SPIIErHcAL, TUERHALLY COtlTROUED (H"HOEIIS, SEPARATED In A THIN 
HEHORANE STRETCHED FLAT 10110 UIIOER RADIAL l£tlSl01l. All,. 
DEFLECTION OF THE DIAPIIRAGH CAUSED BY A PRESSURE OIFFEIiEtITJAl 
BETWEEN TilE lIiO SIDES CAUSEti A CIIAtIGE Itl CAPAtJTAUCE BETWEEII 
THE OJAPIIRAGM AtIO All AnJACEl1T ELECTRODE wUJCIj 15 HEASURED OY MI 
Ae BRIDGE CIRcun. Alii WAS PERMITte~ 11110 OIIE Of TUE CHAMOEIIS 
TlIROUGIi TWO PORT~ 1BO OEG APART /lIiD PERPEtIDICULAII TO TIlE 
SPACECRAfT SPI'. AXIS. THUS, THE WAKE~RAM PIIESSURE 0IffERUIT!4L 
WAS SAMPLED TWllE EACII SPACECRAfT REVOLUlIO". 
------- A E -C. S P e II C E Ii -- -------------- - -- - ------ - - - - ------ -----_ 
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U OF tHCHIGAII 
THIS EXPERII1EI/T MEASURED TIlE KIIIETIC TEHPERATURE Of THE 
NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE BY DETERMIIUtlG THE JIISTAI/TA/lEOUS DEI/SIn Of 
MOLECULAR IUTROnEtl III A SPIIERICAL CIIAHnER COUPLED TO THE 
ATf'lOSPHERE THROUGH A KIIlFe8EDGEO ORifICE. AIIAll'SIS OF THE 
"EASUREO MOLECULAR IIlTROGEN DEI/SIn VAIIIATlOI/ OVER A SPlIl CYCLE 
wnu A K"OWLEOGE Of tilE SATELLlTE'S HOTlOII MID ORIEIITA1I01I LEAD 
TO A OETERMINATION Of THE AHBIEIIT TEMPERATURE .. IIIOEPEI/DEIiT OF 
SCALE HEIGHT. A MEASUREMENT OF THE AHBIEIIT tllTROuEIi DEItSITY 
WAS ALSO OBTAINED. AN ALTERIIATE .IEASUREHUIT OF tlEUTRAL 
TEMPERATURE WAS ALSO U,,"OER1AK£II, USWG II BAffLE IIISEnTED 111 
FROtlT OF THE ORIFICE TO, INTERCEPT A PORTlOIl OF THE GIIS 
PARTICLE STREAM E/HEntllG. THE CHAMBER. IIHElI TilE sATELLITE, WAS 
III THE DESPUII HODE. THE BAFFLE VAS HADE TO OSCILLATE III THE 
STEPWISE FASHI011 TO 1IITERRUPT THE PARTICLE STREAM SEElI BY THE 
ORIFICED CHAMBER. THESE CHAMBER nEIiSITY VARIATlOIIS WERE 
1IITERPRETED TO YIELD THE NEUTRAL GAS KINEllC TEMPERATURE. A 
DUAl-FILAMEIIT lOti SOURCE SAMPLED TilE THERIl/,LIZEO HOLECULAR 
IlllROGEIi III THE n'AHBER lotiO PRODUCED All lOll liEAM llEIISITY 
PROPORTlOIIAL TO THE NITROGEN CHAHBER OEIISITY. fROH THE SOL!RC~, 
THJS IONIZEn IIlTROGEN BEAf'I liAS DIRECTED fROM A QU/I(lIlUPOLE 
ANALYZER, TUIIEO TO PASS TlIOSE PARTHLES IIHOSE MASS-TO-CUARGE 
RATIO (H/EI IS 28, 011 TO All ELECTRON KULTlPLIER. TilE OUTPUT 
PULSES wERE Af'lPLlfleo 10110 COUttTED III A 16-01T ACCU"'UlATOR. 
IIIlEN TttE SATELLITE liAS HI THE SPI/IIIJtIG "lOnE, THE IIITII06EII 
DENSITY WAS MEASURED ONCE PER SPIll P~RIOO, 1I0"'ltIALLY EVEIiY 1S 
S. THE IUTROGEII KIIlETlC TEMPEIIATURE WAS I1EASUIiEO TwICE EACH 
SPIll PERIOD (WITIIOUT THE SAffLE OPERATlIIG) ANII ONCE PER SPill 
PERIO~ WITH BAffLE OPERATlOIi. IIHEN TIlE SPACECRAfT IJAS IN THE 
DESPUII HOOE; TIlE II11ROGEII DfNSIH liAS f.lEASURED "EARLY 
CO/lTJIIUOUSLY, EXCEPT IIHEN THE PARllCLE STREAH liAS IltTERRUPTEil 
ay THE BAHLE. THE SENSOR WAS VACUUH·SEALEO PRIOR TO LAUtlCH 
AND OPEIIED TO 1H£ ATHOSPHERE AFTER THE SPACECRAfT 11\5 111 ORBIT. 
HORE EXP[RIf'lEtlT DetAILS CAIt BE fOUlltI 111, 'TilE 
IIEUTRALwATMOSPHERE te"'PERATURE IliSTIIUHEtlT~' II. II. SPEIICER. fT 
AL, IIAnlO SCIENCE, 8. 4. 287-296, 1913. 
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THE PURPOSE Of TIlE AE-D MISSIOII WAS TO COlllU.ur TUE 
INVESTlGATlOII aEGUII ay AE-C Of THE CIIEHICAL PIIOCESSES Alln 
EIIERGY TRAlIHER HECHAtHSMS TIIAT COIITROL TUE STIIUUURE AtIO 
OEIIAVIOR Of TilE EARTU'S ATHOSPIiEIlE AtlD 10l,OSPUERE HI THE REGIO!I 
OF IlICit! ABSORPTIOII or SOlAII EIlERGY. THIS MISSIOII VAS PLAUlIED 
TO SAf'lPLE THE IIIGH LATITUDE IIEGIOtlt. AT rile SAME TlI4E HtAT THE 
AE-E MISSIOII WAS SMIPl.lIlG THE ~OUATORJAL AlID LOW LAT1TUDE 
REGIONS. THE SAME TYPE OF SPACECRAfT AS AE-( IolAS USED, 1\/10 THE 
PATLOAD CO/ISISTED or THE SA .. E TTPES OF It/STRUMEIITS EXCEPT fOR 
OELETlOt/ Of THE [URf"'E SOLAR UV HONIrOR AlID THE :JEllNETT 10!1 
MASS SPECTROMEHR, WHICII WERE PART Of THE AE-E PAYLOAD. TUE 
POLAR OR!JIT PROVIDED TIlE SAMPLIIiG Of ALL LAIllUDES AIIO TM 
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u aT teXAS, /IALL.AS 
U or TEiAS. DALLAS 
U Dr TElAS, DALL.AS 
U OF TEXAS, DALL.AS 
THIS EXPERIKHIT liAS DESIGNED TO OETERI'UN£ OBSERVATIONS Of 
VECTOR ION ORlFT VELOCllIES~ ION CONCENTRATION AND TE"PERATUIIE~ 
,0\"0 SPACECRAfT POTENTIAL. AN IONOSPHERIC IRREGULARITY INDEX 
WAS ALSO oaT,o\1NED FRO" THE ION CONCENTRATION SENSOR. THE 
EXPERIMENT CONSISTED or A RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYlER IILTH 
tOUR PLANAR SEHSOR HEADS. tHE SENSOR HEAD USED FOil ION DRIft 
I'IU,SURE"ENTS liAS C.O~LOCA'ED IIITH ANOTHER HEAD .. AND ALL WERE 
SPACED NEARLY EQUALLY. LOOKING OUTWARD FRO .. THE SATELLITE 
EQUATOR. SlNCE THE SATELLIH SPIN AXIS WAS PERpENDlCUL,o\R TO 
THE ORBn PLANE. THESE HEAOS COULD OBSERVE ,lLONG THE SPACECIiAft 
VELOCITY VECTOR IN EITHER THE SPIH OR DESpUN "!lDE OF THE 
SPACECRAFT. THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF Tins EltpERI"ENT liAS TO 
PROVIDE ACCURATE ION LE"PERAlURES WITH OTHER "EASUREMEHTS BEING 
Of SECONOARY HIPORtANCE_ tHREE Of THE SENSOR HEADS WERE 
SIKILAR. THEY HAD TWO GRIlUNDED ENTRANCE GRIDS. tllO REtARDING 
GRICIS. A SUPPRESSOR GRID, A SHIELD GRID, AND A COLLECTOR. A 
LINEAR SWEEP VOLTAGE (32 OR 22 TO , V. UP OR DOWN) 11,0\5 MOR .. ALLY 
APPLIED TO THE RETARDING GRIDS IN 0.75 S. INTERPRETATION Of 
THE RESULTING CURRENT-VOLTAGE PIiOfILES PROVIDED THE ION 
TEMPERATURE, THE ION ANP ELECTRON CONCENTRATlOtt~ SOME ION 
COI'II'OSITI0N INFORMATION. VEHICLE POTENTIAL AND PLASMA DRIfT 
VELOCIT~ PARALLEL TO TilE VELOCITY VECTOR. TWO Of TilE THREE 
SIMILAR SENSORS HAD AN ADDnlONAL GRID BETWEEN THE ENTRANCE ANP 
RETARDING GIiIDS IN ORDER TO PROTECT INNER GRlE'lS FROM ION 
BO"BARDMENT DURING ELECTRON !!EASUREKENTS. THE OTIIER 
SIGNlFIC,l/H fEATURE or THESE tWO SENSORS WAS THAT A S .. ALL 
POSlTIVE COLLECTOR BIAS COULII BE APPLIED TO ASSURE ADEQUATE 
"CCESS or lH, RMAL ELECTRONS TO TilE COLLECTOR. IIITH THE 
RETARDING GRID "T COt/STANT ZERO VOLTS, CURRENT CHANGES COULD BE 
oaSERVEII FOR 3-S PERIODS T-O OBTAIN GRADIENTS OF ION 
CONCENTRATION. ELECTRON pARAI'IETERS WERE M£Asulin IN A "ANNER 
SIKlLAR TO IONS nCEpt fOR THE LINEAR SIlEEp VOLTAGE (-3 OR -2 
TO 0 V, UP OR DOliN) RANGE_ IONS IN "ASS RANGES 1 TO 4. 14 TO 
16, 24 TO 32 AND GREATER THAN 40 AMU COULD BE IIIENTIfl£/l. THE 
FOURTH SEN~OR lIeAD liAS FOR TilE 10N-DIII,fT VELOCI TY "EASURE .. EHTS, 
AND CONSISTED Of fOUR GROUNDED GRIDS. A NEGATIVELY BIASED 
SUPPRESSOR GRID. AND A 4-SEGMENT COLLECTOR. DIFFERENCES IN 
VARIOUS COLLECTOR SEGMENT CURRENTS PROVIDED ION-DRIFT 
PlRECT10NAL COMPONENT INFORK~TlON. MORE DETAiLS Of- TillS 
EXPERIMENT ARE AVAILABLE IN 'RADIO SCIENCE,' B. 4, 33]-339. 
;'PRIL 1973. 
--~~--- AE-D, HA Y S-~---~--~-~----~-----------~-~---------------
INVEs-TIGAtlON HAME- VISIBLE AIRGLOW pHOTO"ETER (VAt.> 
NSSDC 10- 75-09/)A-13 
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U Of "ICIIIGAN 
YORK U 
U OF "ICHIGAN 
AREUlio oes 
THE VISI_BLE AIRGLOW EXPERI"ENT PROVIDED VOLU"E EMISSION 
RAtES FOR SEVERAL DAYGLOW~ NIGHTGLOW. AND AURORAL Oprtr:AL 
UUSSION fEATURES. A pHOTOI'IUER CONTAINING TIIO SEPARAtE 
OptlCAL CHANNELS WAS USEII. SPECTRAL SELECtiON WAS ACCO"pLISIlE" 
WITH II COKKON FILTER WHEEL THAT CONTAINED SIX INTERfERENCE 
FILTERS AND A DARIC ~ND CALIBRATE POSITION. THE WAVELENGTHS 
"EASURED IN PAIRS (IN ANGStROIIS) WERE -- 7319 AND 486" SleD 
AND DARK. SS77 AND 7319. 4?78 AND S"200. /)300 '110 5577, CALIB 
AND 4278. AND 4861 AND 6300. THE TWO CHANNELS WEllE SEPARATED 1" ANGLE 8Y 90 DEG. OIiE CHANNEL HIID A LAflGf rlELD Of VlEII (3 
DEG IIAH-ANGLO fOR HIGH SENSITIVITY. NOR"ALLY POINTlNG TOWARD 
TIlE LOCAL ZENITH" AND THE SECOND CHANNEL HAD A S"ALL fIELD Of 
VI-EW (0.75 DEG HALF-ANGLE) fOR HIGH SpA-TiAL RESOLUtION, 
pOtNTING TANGENT TO THE SURFACE Of THE EARTH WHEN THE SATELLITE 
liAS IN THE DESPUN "ODE. OOTH CIIANMELS WERE PROTECTED FRO" 
STRAY UGHT CONTA"lHATlON DUllING DAYTI"E BY "ULTlSTAGE BAF-fLE 
SYSlE"S. PHoioll~- THAT - !lAD tiEEN SP-ECTRALLY AND SpATlALL.T 
SELEnE-D WERE SENSED BY A PULSE-COUNTING PHOTOMULTfpLIER SYS1£" 
(Ap"OLE OF COUNTING At A RATE Of 5.E/) COUNTS/S. THE FILTERS 
COULD OE OPERATED tN SEVERAL "DDES. E.G •• FiltED FILTER AND 
AUTO"ATlC fiLTER CHANGES COULD BE SYNCHRONIZED [I-THER TO 
SATELLIlE ORIENTAt ION OR TD A fIltEO~TlII£ BASE. "ORE EltPERl"ENt 
DETAILS CAN OE FouND IN '1'HE VISABLE-AIGLOW EXPERI .. eNt ON 
ATMOSPHERE ElIPLORER,' p.B. HAYS ET AL. 1111010 SCIENCE, 8, 4~ 
369~ APRIL 1973. 
t 
------- "E-D, tlEDIN-----------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION HAKE- NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE tOIlPOSlllON (NACE) 
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U or IUCHIG"N 
T~i1S EXPERl"ENl "EASURED IH SITU tHE SPATIAL DIS1RIBUTION 
AND TEMPORAL CHANGES OF THE CONCEHTRATlONS OF THE NEUTRAL 
AT"OSPIIUIC SI'EtIES. IN ADDitiON, NEW INSIGHT INTO IN SHU 
I!;EASURE .. ENT TECHNIQUES IIERE OBTAINED fllOM CO!!PARISOHS Of rH~SE 
"EASURE .. ENtS Willi OtHER ONBOARD ElPERH!ENtS. NA"ELY 
OPEN-SOURCE SPECTRO"ETER (7S~096A-07). SOLAR EUV 
SPECTII"pHOTO"ET!;" (75-096A-0/), AND DENSlTT-"CCELERO"ETER 
<75- 096A-':::0. THE "ASS-SpECTRO"ETER SENSOR INCLUDED A 
GOlD-PLATED STAINLESS STEEL TIIERM"LIZING CHA"BEII AND ION 
~"URCE, A HYPERBOLIC ROO QUADRUPOLE ANALYlER~ AND AN Off-AlliS 
ELECTRON "ULTlpLIER. fIVE DtffERENT SEQUENCES or !'tASS 
SELECTlON WEllE AVAILABLE AND, EXPResSED IN AlOHIC "ASS UNl1S 
(U), IIERE (1) GEOPfHSICAL -1. 2, 4, TOTAL. 16~ 28. 32, 
SELECTED. 40. (2) ANALYTICAL 12. 14, 18. 20, 22. 30. 44, 
CALIBRATE. ZERO. (3) INDIVIDUAL - SELECTED. SELECTED. SELECTED~ 
•• IANY fl.ASS 1 TO 44). 14) SIIEEP DIGItAL ~ 1. Z, 3. I" 5~ • 
45 (IN 3/16-U STEPS). IS) SIIEEp ANALOG 2, 3. 4. ~. 45 
(CONTINUOUS). THE FIVE OPERATIONAL FDII"ATS OSED CAN BE 
SELECTEII BY GROUND CO""'''''O' AND EACH ON£ CONTAINED A DIffERENt 
CO .. BINA1I0N Of THE FIVE "ASS SELECTION SEQUENCES L1StEII ASOVE. 
IIHEN OPERATING IN THE 'NORMAL' fORMAT. tHE ANALYZER MEASURED 
ALL "IISSES IN THE RAltGf 1 TO 44 WllH ["pI1ASIS ON HYDROGEN, 
HELlU .. , OUGEN. NItROGEN. AND ARGON. AIIOTHER FORHAT WAS 
OPTIHIZED fOil MINOR CONSTITUENT STUDIES Of ANY INDIVIIIU,lL GAS 
SPECIES IN tHE !!EASUIIEC RANGE. SPAlIAL RESOLUTION WAS 
DETER"INEO pRII'IAIIILY BY THE "ODE or SPACECRAFT OPERATION. WHEN 
tHE SPACECRAfT WAS SPINNING AT 4 Rp", "E'ISURE"ENTS OF THE 
plIINCIpAL AT"OSPHERIC SPECIES WEllE OBTAINED AT 12~kM INTERVUS 
(1.5 S) ALONG THE SATELLlTE TRACK. WHILE THE HlSTIIUMENT IoIAS 
FAC-ING fORWARD. USING 'NOIIMAL' fOR,.Al, ALL I'IEASURE"EN1S WEllE 
"ADE AT 12~kM INTERVALS WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS DESpUN. IN 
OROIT, tHE PRESEALED SPECTROKETER WAS OPENED. AND TilE 
ATKOSpHERIC CONSTITUENtS PASSED THROUGH A kNIfe-EDGED ORlflCE 
INTO THE THERKALIlATlON CHA"BER AND ION SOURCE. SELECTED IONS 
LEFT THE QUADRUPOLE ANALTLER TIIROUGH A WEAP( fOCUSING LENS AND 
WERE ACCELEIIATED IHTO A 14-STAGE ELECTRON "ULllpLIER. WHERE 
THET IIERE TURNED 90 DEG TO StRIKE THE FlIIS1 DYNODL fall EAtIt 
I"pAt:TING IDN.- TilE "'ULTIPLIER D'~TPOT WAS A PULSE or 2.EG 
ELHTRONS. THESE OUTPUT PULS"ES CONSTITUTED THE MEASURE"EN; ,lND 
THE COUNT RATE IoIAS PROPORTIONAL to tilE CH"KBER DENSITT OF THE 
SELECTED SPECIES. THESE PENSITY VALUES WERE CONVERTEII TO 
AKBIENT CONCENTRATIONS. TilE ANALYlER NORKALLY OPERATED AT A 
RESOLUTION OF 1 U OVER tHE "ASS RANGE. SO THAT A .. ASS pEU 
ONE-THOUSANDTH THE AIIpLlTUDE OF AN ,lDJACENT pEU COULD BE 
"EASURED_ fOR THE DYIIA"IC RANGE REQUIIIED, PULSES OCCURING 
DORING 0.015 S INTEGRATIDN IIiTERVALS IIERE ACCUMULATED IN A 
16-011 COUNTER. MULTIPLE INTEGllAllOIi PERIODS (UP to 16) WERE 
ASSIGNED TO EACH IIEASORE"ENT fOR LESS DENSE A,"OSpHERIC 
SPECIES. AUTOIIATICALLY SELECTED RANGES OF 10NIlING ELECTRON 
CURRENTS WERE USED. THE OVERALL RANGE OF THE !!EASURE!!ENTS WAS 
GREATER lHAN 1.E7. THEilE WAS A PROVISION fOR tHE INSfRU,..EtfT 
ORifICE TO BE COVERED DURING SPACECRAfT THRUSTER OPERATIONS. 
IlaRE UPERI"EHT DETAILS CAN BE fOUND III 'A NEUTRAL-,lT"OSP!iERE 
CO"pOSI'TION fOR THE Al"OSpIiERE EltpLORER -C. -0 .. -E.' D. f. PELt 
ET AL. RADIO SCIENCE. 8. 4, 272. APAIL 1973. 
~------- A£-D. IlINTEREGGER-----------------------------
INVESTlGATlON NA"-E- SOL.AR EUV SpEctROpHOTOI!;ETEIi (EUVS) 
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PLANETARY AT .. OSpHERES 
SOLAR PHTSICS 
USAF GEOPHYS LAO 
USAf GEOpltTS LAB 
USAF GEOpHYS LIIB 
USAf GEOplIYS LAO 
USAf GEOPHYS LAB 
EOVS WAS USED 10 OESERVE tilE VARIATIONS IN YHE SOLAR EUV 
FLUIt IN tHE WAVELENGTH RANGE fllO" 140 TO 1050 A AND TltE 
AT"OSpHERlC ATTENUATION AT VAII10US FIXED V,lVELENGTHS. THIS 
PROVIDED QUANTITATIVE ATIIOSpHElIlC STRUCTUIIE ,lND COMPOSITION 
DATA. tHE INSTRU .. ENT CONSISTED Of 24 GRAtlHG-INClDENCE GRATING 
.. ONOCHRO"ATOIIS. USING pARALLEL~SLJT SYSTE"S FOil ENTRANCE 
COLU"AlION ANO PH010ELECTRIC DUECTOtS AT TH£ ElIlT SLitS. 
TIIELVE OF THESE MONOtHROI'IAtORS HAD WAVELENGTH SCAN CAP"BILlTY. 












ALL. LOUt tiMES IN 4 "DlilIiS. UNfOlliUNATELY .. 10 rULUilE IN THE 
SOLAR POWEll ~"'NELS RESULTED I!f TilE: TERIUNATION Of OPERA11otIS fiN 
1/"29116 AFTER SLIGHTLY LESS THAN 4 PlQHTHS or USEfUL LlfE. 
HoweVER, ALL THE IIEGtONS '" THE PERIGEE ALTITUDES IIERE S"PlPLEt!. 
DlHUHG HilS tIME. THE SPAtECRAFT RE-E.NTERED TilE Al'HOSPIIERE 
ABOUT 1 MONTH AF-TI!:R CESSA.TION Of rELEHErRy. TO (GNTlNUE THE 
CORRELATED OBSERV.ATlON5 WITH THE AE-E IIlSSlDN. AE-C ","5 
IIEAtllVn-ED ON 1I20/76 TO I!Ei>LACE AE-O. 
-~----- AE-O, BARTH-------------------------------------------_ 
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U Of- COLORADO 
U Of COLORADO 
U Of COLORADO. 
THI,S ULTRAVIOt.~T NITRIC-OX'IDE EXflERIMEti1 WVNO) COHSIHED 
Of " TWO-CHIINHEL FIXED-GRA'TlNG EBERT SpECtAOIlETER, WtlHH 
MEASURED THE A'JRGLOW IN TilE (1, 0) GAMMA [JAN(I iN A 12.-" REtnON 
(E'HERED AT 2.1Sil A. 'tHE UBS;ERV'E(l I'NTE.'1SITY WAS PRODUCED BY 
RESOHANCE fl:UORESCENCE BY SUNLIGHT Of TIlE tUTRlC-OKIDE 
... OLECULES ill THE INSTRUMENT'S HELD Of VIEW. THE IHTENSITT 
pROffL,ES OBTAINED nELDEP ALTITUtlE PROF-J'LES Of NITRIC-OXID~ 
DENSIty AS A FUNCT-ION Of TIlliE AND LOt;MION. pROflLES WERE 
I"IEASURED "LONG HIE TR"CK Of TilE SATElLJTE A'T T1I'IES WHEN IT' 'W~S 
ON THE SUNLIl SIDE Of THE EARTH. THE REI"IOTE SENSING CHARACTER 
OF THE UI/NO CXpER'IMEtH PEii'UTtEO HEASUREIIENTS OF NlTRH-OXJoE 
TO BE MADE" AT ALTlTUpES BOTH .\BOVE AND BELOW SM'ELLlTE "EHIGH. 
AS THE SPAC,EtRAfT SPUN, TtiE SPECHIOIIE!ER. WHICH LOO",ED OUTWARD 
THROUGH TH~ ;I1M Of tHE SA,TELLITE. REpEAlEOLY HAD 11S fIELD Of 
... IE\I CARIlIED OOWPI THROUGH TilE ATMOSpKERE ONTO THE eARTH'S LIMB, 
':"N,tl ALTllUD~ P~ClflL~S OF TH!, El'IlnED AI,RGUlW INTENSI-TT WERE 
08lAINEO. BELO~ SOf1E AlTlTUO(;~ TUE MEASURE!:) SIr,NAL AT 2.150 A 
\lAS CON1AMINATf.D BY RA'Yl.J;.IGIt SCA1TERED SUNLIGHT. TO CORRE('T 
FOR THl-~ CONTAIIIHA.TJOK, A SECOND CHA"'NH .. IIEA'jURED ONLY 
SCATTERED L1GKT lNT'ENSllY Itr A lZ-A REGION C(NTEHll AT i190 A~ 
THE TWO CIIMjNEl:!> 'oIERE OpTJCALLY AND ELECTRJc.ALLY INDEPENDENT. 
NllRlC-OX~DE A!.RGLOW IN'i'1!NSllY WAS DET'ER,MlIIED ay TAKING TUE 
Dj·FFEREtlCE BETWEEN THESE TWO MEcASUREfI\ENTS. THE SEt/SOR'S 
SpHERIC:AL fU~ED OUARTZ TELESCOPE 1'111111011 HAD A 1'2.5-IIM fOCAL 
LfNGHI, AND FO[uS~O INCIDENT LIGllt ON THE f::~HANCE ~LI'T OF T'HE 
SPECTflO"HER. FRO" -TillS SLIT THE LIGHT STRUCK ONE-HALf OF TIlE 
EBERT iURR,OR AND WAS C,OlLIIIA-TEO ONTO THE GRAoTlNG. TIlE 
31:100-LIltES-PER-tlM G/B\TJNG RETURNED lH~ LlGHT COLLI MATEO TO THE 
OTHER HAL.f Of THE EBERl I'IIIIROI:. AND FOCUSE"O IT Ott TlIO eX11 
SLITS. THI: SPEC'TROME'TER nELD Of VLEW WAS 0 DEG '5 IUN BY 4 
DEG 3" 'lIN. Itt NOR~AL OPERATION EACII CHANNEL WAS t"TEGRATED 
FOR ZO.!! MS AND READ OUT ALTERNATtLY AT 'IO.4,'MS !NT'ERVALS~ TKE 
INS'TRU!lENT IlAO LINEAR 'RESPONSE CHARAC1E/USllCS. lHE CAPABILITY 
ExhTE'O Til I'NHIBiT OI1ERATION OF TIlE 219_0-11 {;HAI-INEL. WIJEH TH1.S 
WAS IhmE', ToIfE INHG'IATJON [lI'I( Of rHE 21S0-f; CHANNEL IiIf;S II~LVED 
AIID THE AL'pnUDE RESOLUTION Of THE NITR-1C-OX-HIE ME'ASUREHENT W~S 
DOi/BLEO. THE lNSTRIJMEH,T WJ.S PROTECTED AGAINST CONTAMINATloN 
FROI'I l!HERNAL SCATTER'ING OF Off-ANS UNllISPER-SED Ll-GHT. !'IOIIE 
EXpER,II"IENT OE'fAlLS CAI'l BE fOUNII IN 'Tile. UV NIT~IC~O.IDE 
EXPERUIENT fOR TH( ATMOSPHERE FXPLOR-ER,' c. /0.. BARTl! E·T AL, 
PAOlO SCI'ENeE, 8. 4 .. 379, APRiL 1973. 
------- AE-D, BR.\(;£'-------------------------------------------
tNVEST-IGAT,tON KAlIE- tYLINORIC~L EL€CTROSTA:t'J(. PROBE IC!:.,) 
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rHe eEP CONSJ'SHD OF TWO "DENT !CAL INSTRUME/as DESIGNED 
TO JII;:ASURE ELECTRON lEJIIpEIiA TURES, ELE'CTl!ilN AND lON 
CONCENTRATIONS. tON ",ASS. ANII SpACE\iRAF'/ POTENTUL. ONE PROBE' 
WAS ORleNTED ALONG THE SPJN AXIS OF THE SPAcer.RAfT (1(:lIl,.ALLY 
PERPENDICULAR 10 THE ORBI1 PLANE,). ANII na. OTnER RADIAllY SO 
Hi;.T- II eOUL~ OBSERVE IN T,HE DIRECT,ION OF TItE VELDCU.Y YEnOR 
aNtE EUII 1-~-S SPIN pERICO. EACH INSTRUME.~T "'AS A' RHARDtNG 
P01ENTIAL LANGI'IUIR PROB'C OE'HCE lH",'T PRODUCED A CURRENT-VOLTAGE 
('(-v) CURVE FOR A kNOWN VOLTIIGE PATTERN pLACEO ON THE 
COLLEC'lUR. EU::CTRO_t1EtERS WERE US!;O TO MEASURE T,HE CURRENT. 
THERf. WERE TIIO Sl'ST-EIIS- Of' OPSRAHOH (JHE WITH TWO MODES _AND 
ANOtHI:R WITH lllREE ,.ODES) US'ING COLLECTOR VOl.TAGE: PAl-TERNS 
Br:.tWE:EN pLU!i AND I'\INU!o 5 VOLTS. MOH .. ODES I,NVDLVED AN 
AU10H-ATl'C DR fIXED ADJUSt .. ENT Of, tOLLECTCII VOLTAGE U .. IT5 
(AND lOR El:~ClRO!it:.TER _OUTPI,ITJ SUCH THAT THE REGION OF lI~lEIIEST 
ON THF. I-V PROHLE pROVto"'D IUGH QESOLUTlO~. EACII SYSTEI'I iliA'!; 
IlES16NED rOR USE. IIlT~t (!NLl ONE OF THE PRi/IIES, aUT THH COULD liE 
tNTERSilHCHED TO PROVUE BACKUP REtlliNOANCY. TilE ilESoT 
I'!IO",SURE!lENf.S IfI Till:. .. asT HVOR4BLE KOOES- PRo-viDE!} ONE SEtOND 
I J ....... ___ J 
lI,.E RE5!1LUTlON' ELECTRUN TEI'IP!:RATUWE BETWEEN 300 AHO 10,000 
PEG K t10 flERCEIH ACCURAtY); ION DEIISlIl BElWEEN 10:.000 ANII 
10£:7 PEA CUBIC (1'1 (10-lQ pl!R-tENl ACCURAC1J; ELECTRON OENStrl 
a£1WeEH 5('1 "NO IDEe PEA CUBIC C~; ~NO 1011 IIAss AT 11111 OEtiSITlES 
AUOVE 10,·;100 PER CUlllC GI'I4 HCH pROliE nAP A COLLECTOR 
{;t:ECTROIlE UTENDlNG FROM THE {;EtITRAL AUS;)f A (fLINDRI CAL 
GUMO ~ING. 1HE Z.S"C" LOI'lI> GUARD "lUG WAS lit THE END or II 
2S-CK BDOII, AND THE (;OLLECTOR EXTENDED ANOTHER 7.S CI'I BErtiNo 
THE GUARD RING. THE (l001l. GUARD. AHO COLLECTOR WERt 0.2 C" IN 
OIA. MORE DETA,ILED IIlFOtU1AUOh CAN BE rOUND III 'RAO.lO 
StIENtE.· 8. 4. APRIl 197:5. 
------- AE-O.. CItA".p tON--··-~------------------_________________ _ 
INVEs-tIGAl"lO" NA"E- AHWSPHERIC /lEIISIn AtCELEAOl'leTER (!lESA) 
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INVC5:.l JGATJON 0 ISClPLlNE (S) 
IONGSpllERES 
PLANET ~RY ATMOSpllERES 
\lSAF GI;OpIIYS LAB 
USAf GEOPHYS LAB 
MESA OBtAINED OI,TA ON tl-!E NEUtRAL fJE/I.fIH OF THE 
A1MOSPilERE u: THE ALTiTUpe RAIIGE Of 12.0 KI'\ TO 1,00 I'!M BY THE 
JIIEASURE"EHts Of SATELLITE DECF.LERAtiON DUE TO AEflOOlNAM1C OnAG. 
"THE lNSTRUMENT CONSISTED OF THREE SINGLEAxlS ACCEI..EROI'IETERS, 
"OUIITED MUTUALLY AT RiGHT ANGLES, TWO 1,N TilE SPIICEtRAn X-Y 
PLANE ,Ions AN,' !HE OlliER IN TIoE l-.UIl>. THE tNSTRUIIENl 
DEfERI'IIHED THE APPLIED ACCELERATION FROM THE ELEtlllOSTATlC 
FORtE REQUIRED TU RFCENTER A rROOr "'ASS. TIj£ OUTPUT OF tHE 
DEVICE WAS A OIGlt-AL PULSE flATf pROpORTlOI/AL TO THE ApPUEo 
ACCELERATION. THE IIEcASURErENTS ALLQIIED l"lEiER"lNATIUN OF TilE 
DENSity Of THE NEUTRAL ATItOSpl!ERI::. I'IONITIlAED THE HtRIlST Of THE 
ORBIT-ADJUST PROPULSION SYSTEM ... OETf.RMINEO THE SA.IELLIlE 
M1NI'I!UM ALTITUDE, Mt:ASUPEb SpACEtllHT ROLL. fiND PRU\>IIIED SO,"E 
ATTItUDE-SENSING INfORI'IATION. S"~tECRAFT IlUTATJONS Of LUS 
THAN 0.01 DEGREES WERE MONITORED. 111E IIISTRUIoIENT HAil tHRtE 
SENSITbnlY IIAt(G!S 8.E-"3 G lit OAI'5 I'IOIHTOR MODE:; 4.f:-4 G 
B.E1WEEN 120 i::M (PLUS OR I'I{NUS 2 PERCE/IT) MID ?JlO KM (PLUS Oil 
~nNUS 10 PERCENT); A.NO 2;E-5 G £IE;rW(;E1I 180 KI"I (PLUS OR t!!NUS 2 
pER!;ENT) AN~ 400 11;'" (plOS OR HINUS 111 PEReOil), UUKBERS IU 
P..tRENTHESES REPRESE.HT ERRORS. IN J.DOlTION. THERE I'IAl BE A 
S'\'S.TEMATit Et;"ROR or tiP 10 I'LI,IS DR MINUS 5 pEIIC.HH tlUE 10 DRM 
COEf-FlC{'ENT UNCeRTAINll. TI/; H1GHEST ALrlTUOE WAS DETft;"JIIIf';ED 
ASSUMZNG THE I NSTRUI'IENT COULII- SENSE 10 0.2 PERCI:NT Of fULL 
SCALE. 
------- A E-O. DO ER 1 NG-------------- ~-------------------------
~NVESTlGATlON tWo'IE- PHOTOELECTRON ~1'E(TRO!lETER (PES) 
NSSDC J.D- 75-096~-03 
peRSONNEL 
PI .1.1'. 
01 - C.O. 










)OUNS HOpKJNS U 
J.pPLJEO PIIY~ICS 
UNKIIOWN '" 
TN'IS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO I"ROVlOf INFOI!!'IATICN ON 
HiE INT-ENSJ'lY, IINGULAR- DtStuaU110N. ENERGY SPECTRUM. _HlI NET 
FLOWS ALONG FI,ELD LINES. Of ELE'~TRONS IN lHE 1HEIiMO$PHf.RE IIlTH 
ENE!lG,IES BETWEEN 2 AN_D 5"00 EV. HIE I,NS1RUMENT CONSHTt,'D Of HID 
IbENTli:Al, OPpOSllELY ~IREt1E{I. HEI'II!'PHE~ICAL. ELECl'ROST-AT'll 
ANAlyiEftS. EACH SPECTRO"E1E~ HAD II R£Lr.TIVE EI.:LRGl RESOLUTIIl", 
OF Pl.-US OR IIINJJS 2.5 pERlEN1 AND 1\ GEGlfElRIC fACTOR ON TtIE 
ORDE~ or 0;001 SQ CM Sl'El!, l"bEPENDENT Of, El~CltON ENERGY. 
THREE SEPARATE ENERGY RANGES COULD SE SeNSED -- 0 fO ZS toV, 0 
10 100 EV, ,011 0 TO ~uo E:.V. I!EAslifi!ajEHTS H'<l1I THE:;E ltll'EIIV",LS 
COULD BE SHIUeNf:'ED IN S OlFfERENT WAYS. tlATA COULC Bt TAKEH 
FROI'I IOlTlIER SENSOR SEI'ARAlELY. OR ALtERtlATELY wnH llJIIE 
RESOLUTION VARY,ING fIlOI"I 0.25 to l! S. TII!.RE IIERE TIIO bEfLECTION 
VOLTAGE SCAN ~'AT,'=S DETERl:'lNED BY SPACECRAf-l CLOCK. THIS 
\tOllAGE WAS CHANGED IN 64 ':fnps, AND WAS ClONE AT 4 011 16 STEPS 
PER TELEIIHRl FRAME. WITH 16 fRAI'IES/S, TIIU ALLOWED A CH':)JCE 
OF EllHER ONE 64-f>OINT SPECTRUM. OR FlIUR T6-POINT SPECTRA IN 
ONE SECOND. ~HE LONGESl (8 51 CYCLE <IF DArA INVOLVED 
oaSERVATIONS USING !NCREIIS!NG VOLtAGE STEPS FI)R THE LOIiEST, 
MIDDLE. LOWEST, lHEN HIGHEST E~ERGY 11A1IGES CIN THAT ORb('1) fllR 
1 S EACH. A N:£I'EAT FOR DeCREASING V_OLlAGE; STEP COPtPLCTED THE 
CYCLE_ A ,.ORE OElAJlED bESC,ll:!pTlON _or TIllS UpERIKEN," !lAY BE 
-fOUND IN 'RADIO _SCU,NCE.' ~, 4. 387-392. APRIL 1973. 
---:-~- A E...,O.. HAN 50N------ - ------ .------- - ---------------------
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",UTO"AUCALLY STEP SCM~ lI1ROUGIl TIiESE POSITIONS. THE oHltR 12 
ItONOCHROltATORS OPERATED A1 fIlEO WAVELENGTHS WITH fiELDS Of 
VIEW S"'ALLER THAN THE rUll SOL"" DIS~ TO AID IN THE AlIIOSPHUle 
AIISDAPTtON At/ALYSIS. TilE SPEC11I"L RESOLUTIOH VARIED fliOIt Z TO 
54 A OEPENOH~G UPON THE PAATltULAR INSTRU"ENT. THE flELtI or 
VIEW VARIED FRO" 60 x 6D Alit "IN DOWN TO 3 1 6 ARC I'UN. ALL 24 
ItONOCHROMATO'l-ENTRANCE AUS \/UE CO-ALIGNED PARALLEL. A SOLAR 
POHlT 5T$TE" COULD POIlH TO ZS6 OlfFfRENT POSITIONS. EXECUTE A 
16-STEP ONE-OlltENSIONAL SCAN OR A fULL l56-STEP RASTEII. rfiE 
l111E RESOLUTION \lARIEO fROII 0.5 5 f'OR oeSERVING 12 FUED 
WAVELENGTIIS UP TO 256 5 rOR PROGRA","UNG THE EUVS THROUGH ALL 
POSSIBLE' IIODES. "ORf on:'ILS CAU BE fOUND IN 'RADIO SCIE~CE .. ' 
8. 4. 349-360 .. APIIlL 1973. 
------- A E-O. HOf nlA~------------------------------------------
I~VEST1GATlO~ ~AIIE- "AGNETIC IO~-Pl"'SS SPECTROMEtER (IH"S) 
PERSONNEL 
PI J .H. 
01 E.E. 
01 - W.B_ 








INVESTIGATION DISCI ~LlNE(S) 
lONOSPHERES 
PLANETARY ATPIOSPI ERES 
ATMOSPHERIC PHYS1':S 
U Of tUA~. DALLAS 
~OAA-ERL 
U OF TEXAS, OALLAS 
U Of TEXAS. DALLAS 
A "AGnETlC ION "ASS SPECtROIIETER WAS FLOIIN to PlEASURE IN 
SITU THE CONCENTRATIONS OF THE AMBIENT POSITIVE ION SPECIES IN 
THE MASS RANGE FRO" 1 TO 90 ATOMIC IIASS UNITS (U). MOUNTED ON 
THE SATELLITE EQUATOR NORIIAL TO THE SPIN AXIS. THE ENTRANCE 
~PERTUIIE fACftI FORWARD WHE~ THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN THE DESPU~ 
MODE. tHE ELECTRIC AND MAGHElJC flELDS WERE ARRANGED TO 
PRODUCE A PlASS SPECTRU" ALOIIG THE FOCAL PLA~E FOLLOWING tHE 
"AGNE-TtC ANALYlEIl. THREE SLlTS WERE PLACED ALONG THE FOCAL 
PLANE IH APPROPRIATE PLACES TO SIIIULTANEOUSLY tOLLECT IONS IN 
TIlE IIASS RATIOS 1-4-16 U. 10NOSPHUIC IONS WERE ACCELERATED 
INTO THE ANALYlER SYslE" BY A NEGATIVE VOLTAGE TIl AT VARI£Il rRO" 
-H160 TO -225 V. THE THREE MASS RANGES IIEASURED sHIULTANFDUsLY 
'jERE 1 TO 4. " TO 16. AHD 16 TO 64 U. fOLLOWING EACtI <;LJT WAS 
All ELECTRON PlULTIPLlEII A~D LOGARITH!UC ELECTROI'IETER t,IIPLlflEIi 
DfTECTOR. THE DETECTOR OUTPUT WAS EITHER "EASURED DIIIECTLY fOR 
AN AIIALOG OOTi>O'. 011 WAS SUPPLIED TO A 'i>EAK' ClliCUIT THAT 
DETERPIINED THE AI'IPLItUOE OF EACH PEAK IN THE SPECTRUM. ONLY 
THE A"PLITUDE Of EACIt PEAK liAS TFLEIIETEREO IN THE 'PEAK' "ODE. 
ANII IN THIS I'IODE THE TII'IE REQUIRED TO SI"ULTANEOUSLT SIIEEP ALL 
THREE MASS RANGES WAS 1 S. OTlIER "'ODES OF OPERAtION WERE 
POSSIBLE. IN THE ANALOG SHORT MODE, THE THREE "ASS RANGES WERE 
SWEPT IN 3 S. ALT'ERNATItIG WITH 1-5 'PEAK' I'IODE SCANS. AN 8-5 
SWEEP tIl'IE WAS REQUIRED IN THE A~ALOG LGNG PlOoE.. AGAIN 
ALTERNHING IIITH l-S 'PEAK' "DOE SCANS. AN OPTION ElISTED IN 
TilE LOCKED IIODE TO CONTINUOUSLY I'IEAsURE ANY SET OF "'ASS NU"BElIS 
IN THE RATIO 1-4-16 TO Give HJGII SPATIAL RESOLUTION. MORE 
EXPERIMENT DETAIL CAN BE FOUNO I~ 'THE "AGNETIC ION-IIAss 
SPECTROI'IETER ON ATMOSPHERE EXPLOIIEII,' J. H. HOFF"AN n AL. 
RADIO SCIENCE. 8. 4 .. 315-322, APRIL 1973. 
------- AE-D. HOf fIlAH---- _____________________________________ _ 
INVESTIGATION ItAI'I£"- LOll-ENERGY ELECTRO~S (LEE) 
NSsOC ID- 75-096A-12 
PEIISONNFL 
PI R.A. HOffMA~ 
01 - O.S. EVAHS 









THIS EXPERI"'ENT fURNISHED DIRECT IIEASUREI'IENTS Of lHE 
ENERGY INPUT INTO THE Ui>pER ATPIOSPHERE DUE Til ELECTRONS AND 
pIIOTOIIs (lONs} IN THE ENERGY RANGE 0.2 TO 25 KEV. THE 
EXpERIIIENT ACQULIIED lliFfERENTlAL PlEASUREPlENTS Of tHE ENERGY 
INFLUX ANO ANGULAR OIS-TAIBUTtON. THERE WAS ONE llETECTOII 
MEASURING PROTONS fROPl o.a TO 25 KEV IN 16 LOGARITH"ICALLY 
SPACED STEPS. TWO ELHTIION (0.2 TO 25 KEV} STEPPED ENERGY 
ANALYlERS ORIENT_Ell AT O)FfERENT ANGLES (Tl"E IIESOLUTION OF 1 
S), AND 16 FlXED-ENERGY DETECTORS. WIIICH COULD OBTAIN NIGH TIflIE 
IIESOLUTION (0.06 5) ANGULAR OISTRIBUTIONS AT 5 ENERGIES BETWEEN 
0.2 AND 5 (011 0.7 ANO 17 .51 KEV. EACH DETECTOR CONSISTED Of A 
CYLINDICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER FOR SPECIES ANII ENERGY 
SELECTION. ANO A spIRALlRON ELECTRON I'IULTIPLIER FOR PA-RTICLE 
DETECTION. ENEAGY DISTRIBUTIONS WERE OBTAINEo BY APPLHNG 
DIffERENt fIXEIl OR STEi>PED VOLTA(,fS TO TilE DEfLECTION PLATES. 
DISTRIBUtiONS IN ANGLE WERE MEASURED BY USING THE SPACECRAFT 
SPIN AND "OUNTtNG THE DETECTORS At AN ANGL£. IN THE sPINHING 
IIODE, ANGULAR 01STII19UTIO)olS Of BOTII PROtO~S AND ELEClRO~S WEllE 
OBTAIHED. IN THE DESpUN "ODES. fllEASUREltENTS WERE OOUINEO AT 
PLUS 011 PlINUS 7 DEG, PLUS 3S DEG .. AND PLUS 60 Dt." FRO" THE 
SPACECRllfl EQUATOR (NORIIALLY RADULLY AllAY FIIOII THE ~~RTN). 
DETECTOR LOO~ ANGLES WERE CHOSEN TO GIVE OPTIMUI'I "AG":TJc 
ptTCtt-ANGLE COLl~UGE WHEN THE SPACECRAfT WAS "OVl.NG EITHER 
POLEWARD OR EQUATORlflilh. ALL DETECTOIIS WERE IDENTICAL IN 




EXtEPTlO~ Of THE 12 LOWEST ENERGY (fUEO EHLRGl) llETHlOAS. 
WHICH USED t-Pl" CIIiCULAR _PERJURES. THREE IIODES or OPERAHON 
WERE AVAILABLE_ IN THE "OHITOR "'DOE • .3 STEPPED-ENERGY DETECTORS 
"EASURED ENEIIGY SPEC1RA AT -7 AIIO .60 DEG fROI'I THE .y A_IS (IN 
THE SPACECAAFT EQUATORIAL PLANE), _NO IN THE TWO OtHER I'IODES 
(LOW E~ERGY .2 TO 5 ItEV. AND HIGH ENERGY .7 TO 18 ICEV) UP TO 7 
DifFERENT ENERGIES WERE OBSERVED AT UP TO ~ DIffERENT ANGLES. 
"ORE DETAILS or THIS E.PERII'IENl "'" BE rOUND IN 'RADIO 
SCIE~CE,' 8, 4, 393-~00. ~PRIL 1973. 
------- AE-D, NIEII---------------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- OPEN-SOURCE NEUTRAL "'ASS SPEClROJlEtUl 
(055) 
NSSDC 10- 75-096A-07 
PERSONNEL 
PI - A.O.C.NIER 
01 - W.E. POTTER 









U Of "I)o1NESOT A 
U Of MINNESOTA 
tHE OBJECTIVE OF tHIS EIPERJPlENT WAS to CONTRIBUTE TO A 
STIIDY Of THE CHEPlICAL. D'NA"IC. "NO ENERGEllC PROCESSES THAt 
CONTROL THE STRUctURE or fHE TIIER"OsPIlERE, 1!.1 PIIOVIOING DiRECT, 
IN SITU PlEASUIiEPlENTS or BOTH MAJOR AND PlINOR NEUTRAL 
ATMOSPHERIC CONSTITUENTS HAVING "ASSES IN THE RANGE fROII 1 10 
48 ATOPlIC PlASS UNItS (U). A DOUBLE-fOCUSiNG MAtTACH-HHilOG 
",AGNETlC DEFLECnON "'ASS SpECIROPlETER WITH AN Il1pACT ION SOURCE 
WAS fLOWH. TWO ION COLLECtORS wERE INCLUDED fO MEASURE IONS 
DifFERING iN "ASS BY A rAC10R Of /I. I.E •• HIE TWO MASS RANGES 
COVERED \jERE 1 TO 8 U AND 7 To 48 U. IN tHE ION SOURCE THE 
NEUTRAL SPECIES WAS IONIZED BY "'EANS or ELEctRON I"PACT. tlt[ 
ELECTRON ENERGI ES WERE SELECTABLE. 75 EV FOR tHE HIGII-EV IIODE 
AND ,5 EV fOil THE LOW-EV I'IODE. AT ALTITUDES GREATER THAN .3110 
":11. 10~ CURRENTS WERE "EASURED WITH AN ELECT liON IIULTlPLlER 
COUNTING INOI-VIDUAL IONS. COUNTS WERE ACCUPlULAlED FOR 112.0 S 
BEFORE: AUTOMATICALLY SWITCHING TO A DIFFERENT I'IASS IIUIIBER_ 
WHILE COMPLETE "ASS SPECTIIA COULD BE SWEPT. IN THE COIIIION MODE 
Of OPERATION PU": STEPPI~G WAS EPlf-LOYED, Wll .. READINGS ON THE 
PRINCIPAL PEAlCs IN THE PlASS sPECTRU" SUNG REPEAtED 
APP'OX1"ATELY EVERY 0.5 5 AND OTHER SPEClES LESS fREQUENTLY. 
OATA 8ELO\j 380 II" WERE I'I£ASUREO USING AN ELECtROIIETER. IN 
ADOllION TO THE PEAK STEPpIHG MODE. TIIERE WERE SEVERAL OTHER 
OPERAllNG "ODES WIII-CH WERE SELECTED BY GROUND CO""ANO. IN THE 
fLY-THROUGH "ODE. TItE ION SOURCE VOLTAGES WERE ADJUSTED SO TIlAT 
tllERE WAS NO ELECTRIC rIELO TO IlRAW 10"S OUT OF nlE ELECTRON 
BEA" WHEN THET WERE rOIl"ED. A"81ENT PARTICLES STRIKING tHE ION 
SOURCE RETAIN ENERG-IES LESS THAN 0.1 EV. WHICH IS NOT ttlGIi 
ENOUGH TO OVERCOME THE NEGATTVE SPACE CHARGE POtENTIAL HOLDIO:" 
THE IONS IN THE SEAII. THOSE AI'ISIENT i>ARliCLES THAT on riOT 
STRIKE THE ION SOURCE IIETAINED THEl~ INCOPIING ENERGY or ~tv£RAL 
EV UTER IONtlATJON AND ESCAPE INTO fHE ACCELERATING REGION OR 
THE ANALHER. THE: ELECTRON ACCELERAllNG POTENTIAL WAS 75 EV 1~ 
NORMAL PlOOE OPER"TJON AND ~5 ~V IN THE FLY-lIIROUGH IIODE. IN 
ANOTHER OPERATING "ODE, THE INSTRUfIIENT SWIHIiED AUTOJlATICALLY 
TO A SEQUENCE Of "ASSED OF PARTiCULAR IHTERE:-ST SUC" AS. E.G_; 
BETWEEN "ASSES 16 ANII 32 OR BETIlEEN IIASSES ,8 AND 32. 
SIUlCHING TOO~ PLACE AT 1/16 S INTERVALS. AHD lOllS WERE COUNTED 
ONLY DURING THE LAST 0.05 S Of THE ltflERVAL. MORE EXPERI"ENT 
OEUILS CAN BE fOUND IN 'THE OPEN SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS 
SPECTIIO"ETER ON AE-C. -D. ANII -E.' A. E. O. NIER .. £T AL. RADIO 
SCIENCE. 8. 4, 271, 1973. 
------ At-D. Rl CE-------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- CAPACtlA~CE "ANO"ETER 
NSsOC ID- 75-096A-14 
PERSONNEL 







THE CAPAClTANCE "ANOMETER liAS PRIMARiLY A~ E~GrNEERING 
EXPEIIIPlENT TO PROVl.DE DATA O~ SPACEcun OPERATIONS. HOWEVER .. 
DATA fllO" tHIS EXpEUPIENT WERE ALSO CORRELATED WITH 
ACCELEIIOJiiETER AND ION G~UGE DATA IN EVALUATING SATELLITE DRAG. 
lIIE I'IANOl'lfTER. ~LsO RefERRED to AS PII£SSURE SENSOII 'B (PSB), 
PROVIDED A DIRECT ",,",SURE Of AT"'OsPItERIC PRESSURE IN TtlE REGION 
BELOW 200 KM" THE ACCURACY OF THE PSB GAUGE VAlUfll rRO" ABOUT 
10 PERCENT AT 120 ~II TO ABOUI 40 PERCEl<il AT 180 to!PI. THE PSB 
CONSISTED OF TWO SPIlERICAl. THEIiPiALLY CONTROLLED C'IAI'IBEIIS, 
SEPARATED B~ A THIN "E"BIIANE STRETCHED fLA' AtlO UNDER RADHL 
TEHSION. ANY OEFLECTIOH OF THE DIAP"IRAG'" CAUSED BY A PR£SsU~E 
DIffERENTIAL Be-tIlEEN THE TWO SIDES CAUSEIl A CHANGE IN 
CAPACITANCE BETWEEN THE DIAPHRAG" AND AN ADJACEHT ELECTRODE 
IIlltCIl BIASED AN AC BR106E CIRCUIT. AIR liAS .... LLOWEO INTO OHE OF 
THE CHA"DERS THROUGH tWo PORts 180 OEG APART ANO PERPENDICULAR 
to THE SPACECRAFT Spltf .... 15. THUS THE WAKE-RAM PRESSURE 

























INVESTIGAtION HAJltE- COLO CAT HOPE ION Ii'JGE 
NUDe 10- 15-0964-15 
PERSONNEL 







THE COU CATHODE-ION GAUGE flOWN ON AE-D WAS PJUJitARILT ,l\N fNGINEfRIHG UPfRHtEHT TO PRDVUE OATA ON SPAt[CRAn OPUAtION. HOWEVER, DATA fROM THIS UPEIHMENT WEllE [ORRELATEO WITH ACCElEIIOJltETEII AND (APACIUNtE ""NDltHER DATA TO £V"LUATE SATELLITE ORAG f'ERrORKANCE. THE ION GAUGE, ALSO RErEIiRU TO AS PRESSURE SENSOR A (PSA)I MEASURED "TJlI05PHEIUC PRESSURE IN HIe REGION BETWEEN 10!O to 310 1(111 ABOVE THE EARTH'S SURfAce FOil VALUES Of "'"OSPhERIC PRESSURE BETWfEN 1.3E-3 TO 1.3E-7 MEl. THE ESTlI'IATED ACCUIIACY Of THE PSA liAS PLUS 011 ftHIUS 20 PEIICENT. THE CYLINDRICALLY SHAPED SENSOR PACKAGE CONSISfED Of A WUGE-SHAPED OlllflCE. CATHODE NEAR GAOUNO POTE~TJAL. AN ANOIIE OPEIIATING" AT ABOUT lhiO VDC, AND A PEIlMANEfH /tAGNETIC fJELD OF AOOUT 1600 GAUSS. THE GAUGE CONTAINED NO PRIMARY SOURCE Of IONIZING ELECTRONS. THE DISCHARGE WAS INl HATED BY flELO EMISSION AND WAS SELf·f\JnAINING AT A PRESSUAf ABOVE 1.3E-7 "B. THE ION CURRENT WAS CCILLECTED AT THE CAlHOPE.. THE SENSOR WAS 
"OUNrU ON THE SPACECRAfT, WITH THE ORIFICE- PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS, WHICH WAS NORMAL TO THE ORBITAL PLANE. THE INSTRUMENT WAS OPERATED I,. TWO MOtlES, SPINNING OR DESPUN. IHlEN THE SPACECRAfT WAS IN A SPINNING MODE, THE PSA ALTERNATELY SAMPLED THE RA" AND WAKE PRESSURE. WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN THE !If SPUN MODE, THE PSA fACED 30 OEG IROM THE DIRECTION Of PlOTION. DATA fROM TlUS EXPERIMEIH WERE NOT TAPE RECORDED IIUT WEllE OIlSE-RVED IN REAL TIME. 
------ AE-D. SPENCER--------------------------------------
INVEStlGo\TlON NAME- NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TEPIPERATURE (,.AlE) 
NSSOC 10- 7S-096A-09 
PERSONNEL 
PI - N.W. 
01 - G.II. 











U Of IItCHIGAN 
NASA-GSFC 
THIS EXPERIMENt WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE IONETlC TEMPERATURE OF THE NEUtRAL ATMOSPHERE BY DE'TfRMI~ING THE INSTANTANEOUS DENS-I,n Of "OLECULIoA NlTROGEN IN A lIoPIlERICAL tH"'"BEIt COUPLED TO TilE ATIIOSPHERE THROUGH A ICNIfE-EOGE O/U,tCE. 
"'NALTiIS Of TilE IIE-ASURED IIOLECULAII NITROGEN OENSlTY I/ARIATlON OVER A SPIN CYCLE W1TH A KNOWLEDGE Of TilE SAHLLJTE'S MOTlON ANI! ORIENunON LED TO A DETERMINATION 0' THE AIISIENT TEIIP£RATUREI INI!EPENOENT Of StALE HEIGHT. A MEASUREMENT Of THE AMIIIENT NITROGEN DENnT\' liAS ALSO OBTAINED. AN ALTERNATE I'!fo\SUIIE"ENT OF NEUTRAL TEI!PERAlURE ALSO WAS UNDERTAUN, USING A BAFfLE INSERTEP IN FRONT OF THE ORtrICE TO INTERCEPT A PORTION 0' THE GAS PARTICLE STREAM ENTEIIING THE CHAIIBER. WHEN THE SATELLItE WAS IN THE PESPUN MODE. TilE B.\FfLE liAS "AtlE TO OSCIllATE IN THE STEPWISE FASHION IN ORDER TO INTERRUPT THE PARTICLE STIIEAI! SEEN BY HIE ORcnCED CHAMBER. THESE CHAIIBER tlENSITT VARL,t,TIONS IIERE INTERPRETED to YIELD THE NEUTRAL GAS KINETIC TEMPERATURE ALSO. A DUAL-fILAIIEIH ION SOURCE SAMPLED THE THEIUIALllED IIOLECULAR NITROGEN IN THE CHAIIBER AND PROtlUCED AN ION BEAM DENSITY PROPORTIONAL TO THE NitROGEN CIIAMBER DENSITY. FRO" THE SOUIICE, THE 10NtlED BEAM liAS I!IRECTEtI TO A QUADRUPOLE ANAlYl.ER.. TUNED TO PASS TIlOSE PARll CLES WHOSE MASS-la-CHARGE RAllO "lIE) IS 28. THIS 10NIlED NITROGEN aEAM THEN PASSED ON TO AN ELECTRON IIULTJPLIER. TilE OUTPUT PULSES WERE AIIPUFIED AtH) COUNTED IN A 16-B11 AtCUI'IULATOR. THE SENSOR WAS VACUU"-SEALEO PRIOR TO LAUNCH AND OPENED TO THE ATMOSPHERE 
,-,nER THE SPACECRArT liAS IN ORlln. IIORE EXPERIMENT DETAILS CAN liE FOUND IN 'THE NEUTRAL-ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENT,' N. W. SPENCER £1 _LI RADIO StJENCE .. 8 .. 4, 2e.7-2961 APRIL 1973. 
............................. AE-E· ... ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACtr,RAFT COMMON NAME- AE-E 
AL TERN ... TE NA"£S- S 6Ei ~ TMOSPHERE EXPLORER-E 
EXPLORER 55, AE S-
NSSOC 10- 75-101A 
LAUNCH OATE- 11/20175 IIElGHt~ 735. ICG LAUNCH S,lTE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNnEO stATES LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA 
.< L 1 1-I 




UNITED SUTES NASA-GSS 
J 
EPOCU DATE- 1112!>175 
INITIAL ORIIIT PARAJteTERS 
ORBIT TYP£- GEOCENTRIC 
ORIIIT PERIOD- 111.29 MIN INCLINATlOH- 19.7 OEG PERIAPSlS- 150. lCM 
PEI/SONNEl 
fiG _ I.W. 
SC - E.R* 
PM - J.E. 











THE PURPOSE Of tHE AE~E MISSION liAS TO INVESTIGATE THE CHEMICAL PROCESSES AND ("ERGY TRA,.SfU MEtHAN'S"5 IHAT CONTROL THE StRUCTUIIE AND eEHAVIOR Of rHE EARTIi'S AlIIOSPHEII£ ~ND l~IrjOSPHERE IN THE REGION Of IIIGH AIISORPHON Of SOLAR ENlRGY AT La" AND EQUATORIAL LATlTUDES. THE SHIULTANEOUS SAMPLING A1 HlGHER LATITUDES liAS CARRIED OUT BY THE AE-D SPACECRAFT UNTIL ITS fAILURE ON 1129176 AN~ THEN BY Af-C. THE SAllE TYPE Of SPACECRAFT AS AE-C liAS USED, AND HIE PAYLOAD CONSISTEI! Of Tlit SAME TYPES or INSTRUI'IENTS UCEPI TIIAT THE LOW EHERGY ~Ltc'TflON ANI! UII NURIC OUoE E.PERI"fIHS WERE DELETED ANI! A IIACI(StA1TER UI/ SPECTROMETER .,AS ADDEO TO MONtrOR THE OIONE COIHENl Of THE ATMOSP~ERE. TIiE TWO EXPERI"ENTS THAT WERE DELEHD I/EAf !'lORE APPROPRIHE FOR THE IUGII LATITUDE REGIONS. THE PERIGEE SI/[1'1 THROUGH MORE THAN Slit fULL LATllUDE CYCLES AND lWO LOCAL TIllE CyCLES OURING THE nRST YEAII AFTER LAUNCJl WII£N lHE OIlIlIT liAS ELLIPHCAL AND THE PERIGEE HUGHT WAS IIARIED BElIIUN 130 AND 400 ICft. THE CIRCUURlZATlON OF THE ORBIT AROUND )90 "PI liAS 
"'ADE ON 11/20176 AND, SIMILAR TO AE-t~ WAS RAISED TO THIS HEIGHT wHENEVER 11 WOULD DECAY TO ABOUT 150 IC". 
-----.- AE-E, BRACE-------------·--------------~---------------
INVEST1GATIOH NAME- CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PI/DElE (CEP) 
NSSDC II!- 75-1D7A-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - L.H. 
01 - R.f. 













THE CEP CONSISTED Of TIIO IDENTICAL INSTRUM.EN1S DESIGNfO TO MEASURE ELECTRON TEIIPERATURES, ELECTRON AND 10101 CONCENTRATIONS. ION MASSI AND SPACEC-'1AFT POTENTIAL. OJofE PROBE WAS ORlfNTED ALONG THE SpIN A.,S OF THE SPACECRAfT INORIIALLY PERPENDICULAR TO THE ORBI1 PLANE), AND THE OTHER RADIALLY SO TIIAT IT COULO OBsERVE IN tHE DlREClION of THE \lE.LOCITY VECTOR ONCE Utll 15-S' SPIN PERIOD. EACH INSTRUIIENT WAS A RETARDING POTENTIAL LANGMUIR PIIOBE DEVICE THAT PRODUCED A CURRENT-VOLTAGE II-V) CURVE fOR A ICNOIIN VOLTAGE PATTERN PLACED ON THE COLLECTOII. ELECTIIOMETERS WERE USED TO "EASURE TilE CURRENT. THERE IIERE T,IIO SYSTEtlS Of OPERATION (ONE WITH rliD IIODES AND ANOTHER WIlH THREE IIOOES) UStNG COLLECTOR 1I0LlAG£ PATTERNS BEl WEEN PLUS AND MINUS 5 VOLTS. MOST 1'I0DB INIIOLIIED At/ AUTOMAllC OR fneD AOJUSIIIENT or COLLECTOR IIOLTAGE- lIM11S 
'ANOIOR ELECTRO"ETER OUTPun SUCH THAI THE RE-GION OF iNTEREST ON THE I~V PROFILE PRC;lDEb HIGH RESOLUTION. EACH STSTEII liAS DESIGNED FOA USE WITH ONLY ONE Of THE PRoeES. BUT THfT COULD BE INTERSWITCHED TO PROI/IOE BACKUP REDUNDANcY. THE IIEST MEASUREMENTS IN THE MOST FAVORABLE MODES PROVIDED ONE SECOND TI"E RESOLUTION; ELECTRON TEI'IPERATURE aETloIEEN 300 AND 10. GOO (lEG lC 110 PERCENT ACCURACr); ION DENSITY BETIIEEN 10.000 AND 10E7 PER CUBIC ,/II (10-20 PERceNT ACCURACy), ELECTRON DENSITl BEl.EEN 50 AND 10E6 PER CUBIC CIiI, AND tON MASS ~T 101< IlENSIT.I£S ABOlfE 10,000 PER CUBIC CM. fACH PROBE HAD A COLLECTOR ELECTRODE BlENDING FROI'! lHE CENTRAL HIS OF A CYLINDRlCAl GUARD R'ING_ THE 2.5-CM LO"!G GUARD RING liAS AT HIE END Of A 25-CM 110011, AND THE COLLECTOR EHENOED ANOTHER 7.5 eM en'ONC THE GUARD RING. THE BOOMI GUARD. AND COLLECTOR WERE O.C C/II HI OIA. MORE I!ETAILED INFOR"ATION CAN ae rOUND I!~ 'UDIO SCIENCE .. ' 81 4 .. APRIL 1973. 
------- AE-E I aR I NTO~------~-----~--------~--~--------·------
INVESTlIiATlON NA"E- ION r:OllPOSITlON AND CONCENTUTlDN 
NSSOC 10- 7S-107A-10 
PERSONNEL 
PI - H.C. 
01 ,.. M~II. 
01 - H.A. 
BR INTON 
PHARO .. 31tD 
TAYLOR .. JR. 
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THIS EXPERII'lENT WAS flOWN TO I'lfASURE .. THROUGHOUT HIE 
OkOn. THE INIllVIOUAl CONCENTRATIONS OF "LL THERftAL ION SPECIES 
IN THE ,u.ss RANGE 1 TO 72 ATOllIe "ASS UNITS CU) AND IN THE 
"!'!SHlfT DENSITY IIANGE FIIOI'I 5. IONS PER CC TO 5 MILLION IONS PEl! 
CC EACH. THE PlASS RANGE IS NO~IULLY SCANNED IN 1.tI 5 .. BUT THE 
SCAN TJI'lE PER RANGE UN fiE INCREASED BY CO"'I'I",NO. LABORATORY 
AND IN-rUG"t DETI:IIIHHAllOti Of SPECTIIOl'lfTER EffICIENt'( AND "ASS 
015(1I1"11I"110N PERI'Il"EO OI~ECT CONVERSION or "EASURED JON 
CURRENTS TO "MDIENt CONCENTRATIONS. CORRELATION 01 THESE 
PlEASURED DATA WI1H THE RESULTS fAOI'! COMPo\/ttOH EJPERll'!fHTS. 
'ELECTROSTATlC PROoE (75-107'\-01)' AND 'IIETARIHNG POTENTIAL 
"HALYlER (75-107A-04) .. ' PERMITTED INDIVlCUAL ION CONCflHIIATIONS 
TO liE OETERI'IINED WITH HIGH ~CCUflACY. THE EJPERI .. ENT'S FOUR 
PRI .. ARY I'tECIIAf'fICAL COMPONUUS WERE GUARD Rl.NG ~NtI 
10N-A~ALrlER TUBE~ COLLECTOR AND PRU"PLlfIER ASSE .. au, vENT. 
MID PlAIN ELECTRONICS HOUSING. A THREE-ST~GE BENNETT tUBE WITH 
7- TO 5-CYCLE DRlFT SPACES WAS fLOWN, AND HAS BEEN "ODlflED TO 
PERPIIT ION CONCENTliATlOll "EASUREIIENTS TO BE OaTAIN£tI DOWN TO 
1211 IC" ALTlTUDE. Sf>£CIFIC"LLY, A VENT W"S PROVIDED AT THE RUR 
Of HIE SPECTRO"ETER, AND TilE USUAL fLAT-DISIC, ION-CURRENT 
COLLECTOR WAS REPL"C£D BY ~ STAU Of WUlE-MeSH GRIDS. THE 
BALANCE BETWEEN ION-CUfiRENT SENSIHVlT-; "NO "ASS-RESOLUTION IN 
A BENNETT SPECTROI'IETER "AY BE ALTERED IIY CH~NGING ApPROPRIATE 
VOLTAGES. THESE VOLTAGE CHANGES WERE CONTROLLED INDEPENDENTLY 
BY GROUtHI COMMAND FOR EACH ONE Of THE THREE "ASS RANGES -- , TO 
4, 2 TO 18, AND 8 TO 12. THE INSTRUIIENT CONrlGURATlON SELECTED 
FOR A PARTICULAR PASS WILL DEPEND PRJP""RlLY ON THE DATA 
REQUIREI1ENTS OF THE SCIENCE PAOBLEM UNDER INVESTIGATION AND ON 
THE SPACECRAFT SPIN !'lODE. /'lORE COMPLETE EXPERIMENT DETAILS CAN 
BE fOuND IN THE PAPER 'THE aeNNeTT tON-"ASS SPECTROMETER 011 
ATIIOSpHERE EXPLORER -C AND -E,' /I. C. ORINTON ET AL, RADIO 
SCIENCE, B, 4, 323-332, 1973. 
------- AE-E~ CHAMPION-----------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- ATMtlSPHERIC DENSITY ACCELEROIIETER (MESA) 
NSSDC 10- 75-107A-02 
PERSONNEL 
PI - ~.S.W.CHAIIPION 







USAf GEOPHYS LAB 
USAf GEOPHYS LAB 
MESA OBTAINED DATA ON THE NEUTRAL DENSITY Of THE 
ATMOSPHERE IH THE ALTITUDE RANGE Of 120 K .. TO 1,00 K .. Br THE 
MEASUREi'lEHTS Of SATELLItE DECELERATIOII DUE TO AEROOYHA"IC DRAG. 
TIlE INSTRUMENT CONSISTED OF THREE SI~GLEAlflS ACCELEROMETERS, 
KOUNTED MUTUALLY AT RIGHT ANGLES. TWO IN TilE SPACECRAFT I-Y 
PLANE AUS AND THE olllEII IN THE l-AXIS. THE TNSTRU .. ENT 
DfTERMINED THE APPLIED ~t.CELEIiATlON FRO" HIE ELECTROSTATIC 
FORCE REQUIRED TO RECE~aR A PROOF "ASS._ THE OUTPUT Of THE 
DEvrt.E WAS " DIGlTAL PULSE UTE PROPORTIONAL TO TIfE ,lPpLIED 
ACCELERATION. THE MEASUREMENTS ALLOWED DETER!'IINAllON Of HIE 
DENSITY OF THE NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE, IIOIIITORED THE THRUST OF THE 
OROIT-ADJUST PROPULSION SYSTE .. , DETERJlIINED "THE SATELLITE 
MINIIW.'1 ALTITUDE. "EASUREII SPACECRAft ROLL, AIID PROVIDED SO"E 
AlTITUDE-SENSING INfORIIATlON. SPACECRAFT NUTATIUNS Of LESS 
THAN 0.01 DEGREES WERE "ONITORED. THE INSTRUIIEHT ~AD THREE 
SENSITIVlTY RANGES -- B.E-3 G IN OAPS .. ONlTOR .. OPE; I,.E-I, G 
BETWEEII 120 ICM (PLUS OA MINUS l PERCENl) AND lBO ICM (pLUS DR 
"INUS 10 PERCENll; AND 2.E-5 G BETWEEN 180 ICM {PLUS OR MINUS 2 
PERCENT> AND 1;00 IC" (PLUS OR 'lINUS 10 PERrENTl_ NUMBERS IN 
PARENTIlES£S REPRESENT ERROkS; IN APDllION. THERE MAY BE A 
SYSTEMATIC ERROR OF UP TO PLUS OR ,UNUS 5 PERCENT DUE TO DRAG 
COEfFICIENT UNCERTAINTY. tHE HIGHEST ALTITUDE WAS PETERIIINED 
ASSUMING tltE INSTRUMENT COULD SEIISE TO 0.2 PERCENT Of rULL 
SCALE. 
------- ~ E-E, DOERI NG-----------------------------------------
INVESTlGAHON IIA"E- PHOToELECHON SPECTRD"ETER 
USSOC 10- 75-107A-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI J .P_ 
01 ..,. C.O. 










JOHN!' HO"::lN.S U 
APPLIt:l> PHYSICS LAB 
UNI(NOWN 
nus EXPEfllI'IENT WAS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE lIHORitA1tOH ON 
TilE UHENSITY.. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION, ENERGY SPEClIIU". AND NET 
fLOWS ALONG FJELD LINES, OF ELE.CTRONS IN THE THEIfJtQSPIIERE WITH 
ENERGIES It.P ... ~u. " AND SOO EV~ THE JNSTRUI'IENT cOIlSlSTED Of TWO 
IDE'I!l~AL. OPPOSITELY DUECTED, HEI'IISPHERICAL, ELECTROSTATIC 
.. NAUlERS. EACH SpECTROI'IETER HAD A RELATIVE ENERGY RESOLUTlON 
OF PLUS OR MINUS 2.5" PERtENT AND A GEOMETRIC FACTO!! 011 TilE 
ORDER Of 0.001 SQ CI'I STER, INDEPENDENT Or ELECTRON ENERGY_ 
THRH SEPARATE ENERGY UNGES COULD BE SENSED -- 0 TO 25 EV .. 0 
TO 100 EV, OR 0 TO SOD EV ... EASUREMENTS FRO .. THESE INTERVALS 
COULD BE SEQUENCED tN 5 OIfr/iRENT WAYS. DATA COULD BE TAUN 
fRO" E:1I1ER SENSOR SEPARATELY, DR ALTERNAteLY vnll TIME 
! 
_"~"~~""""_""." L «" _ ""« ".~_._, I 
" 
r 
RESOLUTIOII VARYING FRO" 0.25 TO 8 S. tHERE WEllE two DHl£CTION 
VOLTAGE SCAN /lATES OETERIUNED !IT SPACECRAft CLOCt;. HilS 
VOLTAGE WAS tHANGED IN 61, SlEPS. ANP liAS DONE AT 4 OR 16 saps 
pEl! TELEMETRY fRAI'IL WIlH 16 fRAMES IS. nus ALLOlolED A CHOICE 
Of EITH[R ONE 64-POUiT SpECTIIU", OR fOUR 16-P011l1 SPECTRA IN 
ONE SECOND. THE LONGEST (8 S) C~ClE Of D~lA INVOLVEO 
OIlSERVA":"IONS USING INCkEASING VOLTAGE SI(PS fOil litE LOwtST. 
MIDDLE, LOWEST, THEN HIGHEST ENERGY flANGES (IN THAT 0110£11) fOR 
S EACH. A REPEAT rOR DECREASING VOLTAGE SHP (OMPLtHO THE 
CYCLE. ... .. ORE DETAILED DESCRlP1l0N or THIS EXPERIMENT ~AT aE 
FOUND IN 'RADIO SCIENCE~' 8, ~, 587-3112, APRIL 1973. 
------- Ae -£, HANS ON - ------~----------------- ------------ - -- --
INVESTIGATIO!i' H ..... E- RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALHERJDRIfT "tTER 
(RPAl 
NSSDC 10- 75-107"'-04 
PERSOIIHEL 
PI 11.8. 
OJ - D4R. 
01 - S. 











U OF TflIAS. DALLAS 
U OF TEXAS, DALLAS 
U OF TEXAS, DALLAS 
U or JElI<S, DALLAS 
THIS EXPERI .. ENT liAS DESIGNED TO DETERMINE OBSERV~TlONS Of 
VEClOk ION DRIFT VELOCiTIES, ION CONCENTIlATlON AND TfI'lPERATURE. 
AND SPACECRAFT POTENTIAL, AN IONOSPHERIC lFrREGULARI1Y INDE)( 
WAS ALSO OBUINEP fRO" THE ION CONCENTRATlOII SENSOR. THE 
f)[PERl"ENT CONSISTED or A RETAIIIlING POTENTlAL AIIALYZER Wflll 
fOUR PLANAR SENSOR HEADS. THE SENSOR HeAD USED rOR lOll DRifT 
ME~SUflE"EHTS WAS CO-LOCATED WITH ANOTHER "EAD, ANti ALL VtRE 
SPACED NEARLY EQUALLY. LoolClNG OUlWAPI) FIIOM THE SATELLITE 
EQUATOR. SINCE lllE SATELLITE SPIN AXIS WAS PERPENDICUL"'R TO 
THE DROIT PLANE. THESE HEADS COULD DeSERVE ... LONG THE SPACECRAFT 
VELOCITY VECTOR IN EITHER tHE SPIN OR OESPUII MODE OF rltt 
SPACECRAFT. TH( pRIIIARY PUkPOSE Of THIS Up(lI'II'IENl WAS 10 
PROVIDE ACCURATE ION TEMPERATURES WITH OTHER MEASUREMENTS BEItIG 
OF SECONDARY IMP!lRTANCE. THREE OF THE SENSOR HEADS WERE 
SIIULAR. THEY HAP TWO GROUNDED ENTRANCE GRIDS. TIIO RfTAROING 
GRIDS, A SUPPRESSOR GR1O, ~ SHIELD GRID, ,lND • COLLECTOR. A 
LINEAR SlIeEP VoLTAI,oE (32 OR 22 TO 0 V. UP OR DOWNl liAS NORMAllY 
APPLIED 10 THE RETAROIHG GkiDS IN 0_75 S. 1II1£RPRETAII:lN Of 
THE RESULTING CURRENT-VOLTAGE PROFILES PROV1DED ::-11:; 10lt 
TEMPERATURE. THE ION MID ELECTIION CONCENTRAT ION. SOME ION 
COMPOSHION INfOR"ATION, VEHICLE POTENTIAL AND PLASMA DRifT 
VELOCITY pARALLEL TO THE VELOCITY VECTOR. TWO OF THE THREE 
SIMILAII SENSORS HAD AN ADDITIONAL GRID BETWEEII THl ENTRANCE ANP 
RETARDING GRIDS IN ORDER TO PROTECT lNNER GRIDS rROM ION 
IIOMBAIIDMENT OUR ING ELECTRON MEASUR E .. ENTS. THE Olll[R 
SIGNJfICANT FEATURE OF THESE TWO SENSORS WAS THAT ~ SI'I,llL 
POSITIVE COLLECTOR aI-AS COULD BE APPlIED TO ASSUkE ADEQUATE 
ACCESS or THERMAL ELECTRONS TO TItE COLLECTOR. WITH THE 
RETARDING GRID AT tOIlSTANT ZEIIO VOLTS, CURRENT CHANGES COULD BE 
OBSERVED fOR 3-5 PERIODS TO OBTAIN GRADIENlS Dr ION 
CONCENTRATION. ELECTRON PARAMETERS IIERE MEASUkED IN A M"'NNEk 
sHULAR TO IONS EXCEPT fOR THE LINEAR SWEEP VOl 'AGE (-3 OR -2 
TO 0 Vr UP DR DGWN) R,lNGE. IONS IN "ASS RANGES 1 TO 1,. 14 to 
16. 24 TO 32 AND GII!'.ATER TitAN 40 .MU COULD BE IDENTIfiED. THE 
FOURTH SENSOR IiEAII VAS fOR TilE ION-ORin VELOClTY /'IUSlIREI'IENTS, 
AND CONSISTED OF FOUR GROONDED GRIDS, ", NEGAllVEll BI,lSED 
SUPPFlESSOR GRI·D, AND ~ 4-SEG"ENT COLLECTOR. DIHEREliCES IN 
VARIOUS COLLECTOR SEGIIENT CURRENTS PROVltlED LON-lIl1lfl 
DLRECTtONAL COMPONENT INfOR"AllON. ..ORE DETAHS Of TlUS 
EXPERIMENT ARE AVAILASLE IN 'RADIO SCIENCE,' B. 4, 3n~H9. 
APRIL 1973. 
.------ AE-E .. NAYS--·---·---------------------~----------------
INVESTlGATION NA/'IE- VISIBLE AIIIGLOW PHOTOMETER CVAEl 
PERSONNEL 
PI - 1'.8. HAYS 
01 - G.G. SHEPHERP 
01 - G.R. CARIGNAN 







U OF MICHIGAN 
yORIC U 
U OF "ltHIGAN 
ARECIBO OSS 
TillS EXP£oRI/'IENT PAOVIDI'D DETAILED DATA 011 THE RATES 01 
EXCITATION OF TliE IIIO"le A'.~D IIOLECOLAII CONSTITUOITS Of THE 
TIIERI'tOSPIiEIIE. THE '"AVEUNG'oIl RANGE COVEIIEP, E'l(pRESSfD IN 
ANGSTROMS. WAS MEJ.~URED IN P ... IRS - 7319 AND. 6563, noD ",ND 
DARI(, SSH AND B19, 2800 AND S2.00. 6300 AND "577. C"'llS AND 
2800, AND 6563 f.NIl 6300. A PHoTOI'tETER W/ OSEII, ilHICIt 
CONTA1NED TWO SEPARATE OPTICAL CHANNELS .. A IURRI flfLD Of VIEW 
AND A WIDE fIELD or vlEIl. SPECTRAL SELECTION I • ACCOMPLISHED 
WITH A fiLTER WHeEL THAT CON1AlNED SIX INTERfU~ :e flUERS AND 
~ D"'RI( AND CALIBRATE POSIT"lOti. THE TWO CHANNEL! WERE SEPARATED 
SY liD IIEG. ONE CHANNEL HAD A 3-DEG ilALF-ANG~ CONE fiELD 0' 
VIEW rOR HIGH SENSITIVITY AND POINTED NGRMALLY 10W"IID THE LGCAL 




fOR HIGH SPATIAL RESOLUlION POINllNG lAHuEttl TO tHE SURfACE or 
TIlE EAIITIl WilEN THE SATELLIte WAS UI THE ORIENTED 'tODE. BOTII 
CUAU/jElS IIERE PROTECTED fRO" STRAY LIGHT CONTAIHNATION DURING 
TlU. OAnUtE IIITH ItuL.T1STAGE BAHlE SYSTE"S. flL.TERS WERE 
(lPER,AlEO IN SEIIERAL MODES. THE TWO SEPARATE OPTICAL CHANNELS 
WEllE "GNtTOREO AT TIME INTERVALS CONSISTENT WI1H THEIII ANGULAR 
RESOLUTiON IN THE SPINIUNG "DOE. ItORE EXPERlltE'" (\ETAILS CAN 
Ile roouo rll 'THE IIISAEILE-AIRGLDW ElfPERIPlEtlT DT! AHfOSPHERE 
ElfPLOItER,' 1'.6. HAYS .. ET At .. IIAlllO StlENCE, 8, 4, 369, 1973. 
_. __ o__ A t-E, flEA Til ----------------------------------------
IliVESTIGAlIOH NA"E- UTREHE SOLAR UII PlONITOR (ESUM' 
NsSnt 10- 75-101A-05 
.'ERSONNEt. 
1'1 - O.f. II~ATU 
01 - J.F. USA/HOIISKI 
DR IE' OESCIIIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGR,\ff 
CODE 51 




[SU" rUOE ABSOLUTE BROADBAND SPECTRO-RADIOf'IE __ HIlC 
l'lEASUREMEIHS OF THE SOLAR EUY FLUX FRO" 200 A THROUGH 
LYHAIl-ALI'ItA A1 1216 A AlID IIAOE PRECISE "EASURE"ENTS OF THE 
TEI'II'ORAL VARIABJlln AI'PROXI"ATELY ONE PERtENT PER SOLAR 
ROTATUN. TItE IHSTRUIIENT COIISISTED Of TIIO IDENTICAL WINDOWLESS 
EUII P'HHO')IODES IInu ALUIIINUII OXIDE CATHODES AND A flLT£R WHEEL 
CorlTAllUUG TIIO SET'S Of UNBACKED I'IE:TALLIC fILTERS (ALU"INUI''' 
TiN. INDIUM' AND AN OPEN POSITION. A VISIBLE Lilitn PIOPE 
MEASUIIED THE PINHOLE TRAlISJ'I.1T1ANCE or THE fILTERS TO DETERIIIHE 
TlU IIIIITE LIGHT BA(I(GROUND. THE TlLT ANGLE OF TilE INSTRUMENT 
~EL"lIVE TO tHE Il SPACECRAFT AXIS WAS OPTIMIZED FOR THE 
HAXlltull VIEWING lIKE Of THE SUN IN BOTII SPINNING AND DESPUN 
SPACECRAfT l'IODES. TlfE INSTRUKENT FIELD Of VIEW liAS 60 tleG. 
TIlE N{lftlNAL BANDWIDTHS (rOR 50 PERCENT Of SIGtIAl) wERE 270 to 
550 A. no TO 58t, A, 800 TO 935 A. "'NO 1215 A. 
------- AE-E, IIEATH------------------ -------------------------
IUV~STIGATIOU N"I'IE- nACKSCA1TE~ Lol SPECTROl'lETER (PUY) 
NSSDt ID- 75-101A-16 
PERSONNEL. 







TIiE EUCKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET INSTRUI'IENT (BUV) fIIONJTORED 
THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION Of AflilOSPlfERIC OZOHE BY JIIEASUR1NG TilE 
INTENSITY OF THE UV R"DIA1"I01; BACKSCATTERED FRO" TilE EARTH'S 
"T"'OSPIIERE. to OBlAlN THIS OZOHE DlSTRfBUTION. THE BUV 
SUBSYSTEK I'IEASURED DIIIECT SDL·AI> RADIATION AND BACKStATTERED UV 
R"()IATlOI; FROII THE DAHI"'E SUN-ILLUMINATED ATMOSPHERE. THE 
EXPERnlEUT COHSISTED OF A SPECTROJIIETER ("ONOtIlRO""TOR) AND A 
PtiOTOI'IETER. THE "OHOCHROf'lATOR MEASURED THE INTENSITY Of UV 
RADJATlOI/ BACKSCATTER AND REfLECTED RADIATION fRD" THE EARTH'S 
ATKOSPtfERE IH 12 wAVELENGTIIS (2S55 A TO 3396 A' IN wHICH OZONE 
ATTENUATION OCCURS. TilE PIIOTO"ETER f'lEASUREO THE REfLECTED UY 
RADIATION TN "SINGLE WAVELENGTH SPAN IN "HICH ATTENUATION aT 
OlOUE DOES NOT OCCUII. THE BUV HAD FOUR OPERATING "ODES. 
------- AE -E. HED 111------------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- NEUTRAL ATl'IOSPHERE CO"POSITION (NACEl 
NSSDC 10- 75-101A-08 
f'£.RSOtHtEL 
PI - A .E. 
01 - C.A. 













U Of "I('UG"N 
TillS EXPEIII"ENT f'lEASURED IN sITu THE SPAllAL DUTAlBUTION 
AlID TEMPOIIAl CHANGES OF THE CONCENTRAT~ONS OF THE NEUTRAL 
ATMOSPHEIIIC SPECIES. IN ADDITION .. NEil INSIGHT IHTO IN SITU 
IIEASURtHIENT TECHNIQUES WERE OBTAINED fRO" GO"PAIIlS"ONS Of THESE 
MEASUREMENT!. IItTlf TIlOSE OBTAINEO fROlt OTHER ONBOARD 
EXPER1KEllT$. IIA"ELT ~~ OPEN SOURCE SP£.CTROJIIETER (75-10H-07), 
SOLAR [UV SPECTROPHOTOJIIETER C.1S-107A-06):. AND 
DENSITY-ACCELERoPIETER (15-101A-Q21. THE ftASS-SPECTItO"ETER 
SEHSOR INCtUDED II GOLD-PLATED STAINLESS STEEL THEII"ALJ"Z.ING 
CHAPUJ(R Mill ION SOURCE" A HYf'EIIBOl;l C ROD QUADRUPOLE AN.LfZER~ 
AND A.N Off-AXIS ELECTIION "ULHPLIEII. WNEN OPERATING IN THE 
'NO~!'IAL' FORMAT. THE ANALYlER "EASURED ALL "ASS"ES IN THE RANGt 
1 TO 44 W.1TH El'IPHA515 ON HYDROGEN .. HELIUM. OXYGEN .. NITP.<lGEN. 
AND AAGON. AHOTHER FORKAT liAS Opnf'llZED FOR "INOR CONSlllUEHT 
STUDIES OF t.AS SPEcies IN TilE "EASURElI RANGE. SPATlAL 
IlESOLUllON liAS DETEIII'tlNEb PRI"ARILY BY THE "ODE Of SPACECRAFT 
---[ Ir 
r ___ ","~~_,_"., L 
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OPERATION. IN ORBlT~ THE PR[SUtED SPECTIIO"E'ER liAS OPENED. 
"NO THE "'"OSPHERle CONSfIlUUl$ PASSED THROUGH A (MIFE-EDGED 
ORHICE INTO THE lHER"ALlUlION CHA"BU AND ION SOURCE. 
HLEcTEtI IONS LHT THE QUADRUPOLE ANA,LYlER THROUGH A WUl 
FOCUSING LENS AND WERE ACCELERATED INTO Ah ELECTRON "ULTIPLIER. 
WHERE. TNn WERE TURNED 90 DEG TO STRllE THE fiRSt DYNOO[. THE 
SPECTRO"ETER HAS A RESOLUnON Of BEn£R THAN 1 U fOR ALL "ASSES 
BETWEEN 1 AND 44.. AND THE MUSUIIE"ENT srsTEn HAS A DYNAMlt 
RANGE Of APPROXl"AtELY 1.EB. THERE IS PIIOVlSloN fOil THE 
INST/lU"ENT ORlntE TO BE COVUEb DUAlNG SpACECR.tfT THRUSTEII 
OPEIlATIONS. I'IOIIE EJPERI"ENT DETAILS CAN BE fOUHD IN 'A 
NEUTIIAl.-"TI'IOSPHEIiE COI'IPOSITION EXPEAl"ENT fOil THE ... T"OSPHERE 
EXPl.ORER -c. -D. -E.' O. f. PELl £T AL. RADIO SCIENCE. 8, ~ .. 
212 .. 1973. 
------- AE-E.. II I NTEIIEGGER-------~~-------------------______ _ 
INVESTIGATION NA"E- SOLAR EUII SPECTROPtlOTO"EfER (EUVS) 
NSSDC 10- 7~-107A-06 
PERSONNEL 
PI - II.E. 
01 D.E. 
01 - L.A. 
01 t. 












USAf GEOPII'S LAS 
USAf GEOPH'(S LAB 
USAf GEDPHYS LAB 
USAf GEOPHYS LAB 
USAf GEOPHTS LAB 
EUVS WAS USED TO OBSERVE THE IIAAlATlONS .1N THE SOLAR EUII 
fLUX IN THE IIAVELENG"TII RANGE 1'110" 140 TO 1850 A AND THE 
AT"OSPHERIC ATTENUATION AT IIAAlOUS fUED WAVELENGTHS. THIS 
PROVIDED QUANTITATIYE AT"OSPHEAJC STIIUCTURE AND CO"POSITION 
DATA. TilE INSTRU"ENT CONStSTEO Of 24 GRAHH"~INCIDEHCE GIIATING 
fIIONOC:HIIO"ATOIIS. USING PARALLEL-SLIT SYSTEf'lS FOR ENTRANCE 
COLLI"ATlON AND PHOTOELECTRIC DETECTORS AT THE UIT SLITS. 
TWELYE Of THESE "OHOCHRO"ATORS HAD WAllE LENGTH SCAN CAPABILITY. 
EACH WITII 128 SELECTABLE WAYELENGTH POSITIONS. WHICII COULD ALSO 
AUTO"ATlCALU STEP SCAN THROUGH THESE POSITIONS. TilE OTHER 1Z 
1'I0NOCHROl'lATORS OPERATED AT rl.EO WAVELENGTHS 1I11H fiELDS or 
VIEw SMALLEII THAN THE rULL SOL"R OISl TO AID IN THE A"IOSPHERIC 
ABSORPTION ANALYSIS. THE SPECTRAL RESOLUTION IIAIIIEO FROJII 2 TO 
S4 A DEPENDING UPON THE PUTJCULAR INSTRUI'IENT. THE fiELD Of 
YIEW YARIEP 1'110" 60 X 60 ARt "IN DOwN TO ~ X 6 All[ "IH. ALL l4 
.-ONOCIlRO""TOR-ENTRANCE UES wERE CO-All ..... ED PARALLEL. A SOLAR 
POINT STSTEM COULD POINT TO 256 DIHERENT POSITIONS. EXECUTE A 
16-STEP ONE-DI"ENSION"L SCAN Oil A FULL 2!o6-STEP RASTEA. THE 
TIME RESOLUTION VARIED fRO" 0.5 S FOR OBSERVING 12 fIXED 
WAVELENGTHS UP TO 2S6 S fOR PROGRAJIIIUNG THE EUYS r+IROUGH ALL 
POSSIBLE "ODES. "OIlE DETAILS CAN 8E fDUHD IN 'RADIO SCIENCE.' 
8 .. 4, 349-360, APRIL 1973. 
------- AE~E .. NI EII----------------------------------________ _ 
lNVESTlGAtION NAM[- OPEN-SOUItCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROPIEtER 
(055) 
HSSDC 10- 75-101A-01 
PEIISONHEL 
PI - A.O.C.NIEII 
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U Of JIIINNESOTA 
U OF "INNESO'" 
U Of MINNESOTA 
TilE OBJECTIVE Of THIS EXPERIMENT liAS TO CONTRIBUTE TO .I. 
STUDY OF THE CHE"JCAL~ DYNAMIC. AND ENERGEtIC PROCESSes THAT 
CONTROL THE STRUCTURE Of THE THEIlf'lOSPHERE BY PROVIDING DtRf:Cl, 
IN SITU "EASUIIEMENTS OF BOTH "AJOR AND "INO~ NEUTRAL 
"'''OSPHERIC CONSTlTUENTS HAIIlIfG PlASSES IN THE RANGE nOM 1 TO 
48 UO"lC "ASS UNITS CU). A bOUBLE-FOCUSING, PlATTACH-HU .11. 
"AGNETIC OEFLECTION "ASS SPECTROMETER wlTN AN I"PACT ION SOURCE 
WAS FLOWN. TWO ION COLLECTORS WEllE INCLUDED TO PlEASURE IONS 
DifFERING IN l'IASS BY A FACTOR Of 8 .. I.E •• THE tllO !!ASS II:ANGES 
COVERED IIERE 1 TO 8 U AND 1 TO 48 U~ IN THE ION SOUACE THE 
NEUTRAL SPECIES liAS IONIZED BY JII[ANS OF ELEC·TII.:'N l"PAr;T. HIE 
eLErTROH ENERGIES WERE SELECTABlE~ n EV fOR THE HIGH Ell "ODE 
ANb 2.5 EY fOR THE tOW EV."ODE. AT ALTJTUDES GREATER tHAN 380 
K", ION CURRENTS WERE PlEASURED wnll AN ELECTRON MULTlPLHIt 
COUNTING lNOtVI.DUAL IONS. COUNTS WERE ACCUfilULATED fOR 1IZO S 
BEfORE AUTO"ATlCALl.T SWITCHING TO A OJFFERENT "ASS HUMau. 
IIHILE COMPLETE "ASS SPECTRA COULD BE SWEPT~ IN THE COJIIJIION IIODE 
Of OPERATION PEAl STEPPING W~S EMPLOYED .. \illH READlNGS ON THE 
PRINCIPAL PEAKS IN THE "ASS SPECTRU" aEJNG REPEATED 
APPIIOU"ATELT EVERf 0.5 SAND OTH£R SPECIES LESS" fREGUENTlY. 
DATA BELOW 380 "" IIERE "EA$UIlED USlN5 AN ELECTRORETER. IN 
ACDnlON to THE PEAl\" STEPPING PlODe. TIIERE IIERE SEVERAL OtHER 
OPERAtING "ODES WHICH WERE SEUCTED 8Y GROUNO COPl"ANO. IN TIlE 
fLY-THROUGH I'IOO£~ THE ION SOURCE YOLTAGES IIF.RE ADJUSTED SO THAT 
THERE WAS NO (LECTIU C HELD TO DRAW IONS OUT 0 F THE El.ECTRON 
BEA" WHEN THE' IIERE fOR"ED. A"BIENT PARTICLES ~TRI"ING THE JON 
SOURCE RETAIN £NERGI£S LESS THAN 0.' EY~ Wll1tH IS NOT HtGH 























tHE IONS IN THE BEA". THOSE AM91ENT PARTlrL~S THAT DID HOT 
STRIKE THE ION SOURCE RETAINED THEIR INCOMING ENERGY Of SEVERAL 
EOJ AfTER 10HIIAllOH AND ESCAPE INTO THE ACCELERATING REGrOH Of 
ItIE ANALHER. THE ELECTRON ACCELeRAnNG POTENTlAL IS n (V IN 
NOR"AL 110DE OPERAUON ANI! IS 25 EV IN THE rLl~rHROUGH "ODE. IN 
ANOTHER OPERATlNG "ODE, THE IHSlRUIU,n SWJTcnEll AUTOMATICALL'I' 
TO A SEQUENCE OF "ASSES OF PARTICULAR INTEREST SUCH AS. E.G •• 
BElUEfH "ASSES 16 AND II 011 eETWEEN 'U,SSES '28 MID 32. 
SWITCHING TOOK PLACE AT 1/16-5 IHTERV,llS". AND IONS WERE COUNTED 
ONLT DUlliNG THE LAST D.05 S Of THE HnERVAl. MORE EIPERHIEHT 
DETAILS C"" BE FOUND IN 'TilE OPEN SOURCE NEUTRAL "ASS 
SPEerRDIIETER ON A£-C. -0. AND -E.' A. O. C. HIER, £1 .U. RADIO 
SCIENCE. 6, 4. 27'1. 197:3. 
IN'JEHIGATION NAf1E- CA!'ACITANC£. MANO"ETER 
NSSDC 10- 75-107A-1Z 
HRSONNEI. 
PI - C.J. RICE 
BRIEF DESCRlPTlON 





THE CAPACITAf'irE "ANOMETER FLOWN ON AE-E WAS PRI .. ARILT AN 
£NGINEERING EXPERIMENT TO PROVIDE DATA ON SPACEtR,HT OPERATION. 
I1OWEVER, DATA FROJ!t THIS EJPERIMENT WERE ALSO CORRELATEtI WHH 
AC(:ELEIIO"ETEII AND ION GUAGE DATA IN EVALU:';ING SnELLITE DRAG. 
THE MANOMETER.. ALSO REfERREb TO AS PRESSURE SeNSOR B (PSO), 
PROVIDED A DIRECT .. EASURE OF ATMOSPHERIC PR"SSURE \N THE REGION 
BELOW ZOO ICII. THE ACCURACY OF THE PSB GUAGE VARIED FROII ABOUT 
11l PERCENT AT ll0 104 TO ABOUT 40 PERCENT AT 180 K". THE PSB 
CONSISTED Of TWO SPHERICAL, THERIIALLY CONTROLLED CHAMBERS, 
SEi'ARATED Bt A THIN MEPIBRANE STRETCHED fLAT AND UNDER RADUL 
TENSION. ANY DefLECTION Of THE DIAPHRAG .. CLOSED BY A PRESSURE 
DIHEIiENTIAL DETWEEN THE TWO SIDES CAUSED A CHANGE IN 
CAPACITANCE BETWEEN TIlE DIAPIlIUGPI AND AN ADJACENT ELECt~ODE 
WHICH BIASED AH AC BRIDGE CIRCUIT. AIR WAS ALLOWED INTO ONE Of 
TIlE CHA"BERS THROUGH TWO PORTS 1110 DEG APART AND PERPENDICULAR 
TO THE SPACECRAft SPIN AUS. THUS TilE WAII:E·RA" PRESSURE 
DlfFEREHTIAL WAS SAMPLED T~ICE EACH SPACECRAFT REI/OLUTION. 
-~-~--- AE-E; IIICE-------------------------------_____________ _ 
INI/ESTlGA"TION NAI'IE- COLD CATHODE ION GAUGE 
NSSD[ tD- 75-107.1,-13 
PEIISONNEL 







THE COLD CATHOIlE-iON GAUGE WAS PRHIARIAU AN ENGINEERING 
OPEAIIiENT TO PROVIDE DATA ON SPACECRAfT OPERATION. HOWEVER, 
DATA FROM "THIS EXPfRlf1ENT liAS CORRELATED WJTIt ACCELEROI'IETER AND 
CAPACITANCE I'IANOKETER CATA TO EVALUATE SATELLITE DRAG 
PERFORMANCE. THE ION GUAGE, ALSO REFERRED TO AS PRESSURE 
SENSOR A (P~A) .. I'IEASURED AT"OSPHERIC PRESSURE IN THE REGION 
BElWEEN 120 TO 370 K" AOOVE THE EAIiTH'S SURFACE fOR lJALUES OF 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE IlE"TWEEN 1.3E-3 TO T.3E-7 MB. THE 
ESTII'IATED ACCURACT OF TilE PSA WAS PLUS OR "'INUS 20 PERCENT. 
THE CYLINDRICALLt-SItAPED SENSOR PACICAGE CONSISTED Of A 
WEDGE-SHAPED ORIFICE, A CATHODE NEAR GROUND POTENllAL, ~N ANODE 
OPEIIAHNG AT ABOUT 1300 VDC, AND A PERI'IANENT "AGNEnC FIELD Of 
ABOUT 1600 G~USS. THE GUAGE COIHAINfD NO PRlf1ARY SOURCE Of 
IONIZING ELECTRONS. THE DISCHARGE WAS INITIATED ElY rlELD 
E"ISSION AND WAS SELF-SUSTAINING AT A PRESSURE ABOVE 1.3E-7 "B. 
THE ION CURRENT WAS COLLECTED ."1 tilE CATHODE. TilE SENSOR WAS 
"OUnED ON THE SPACECRAFT, 1111H THE oR1HeE Pf:RPEND!tULAR TO 
THE SPACECRAft SPiN A~IS; WHICH liAS NOR"AL TO THE ORBITAL 
PLANE. THE INSTRUHENr WAS OPERATED IN TWO MODes .. SPINNING AND 
DESPUN. III1EN THE SPACECRAfT WA!; IN A SPINNING fIIIODE, THE P!i'A 
ALTERNATELY SA"PLED THE R""I AND WA"'E" PRESSURE. WHEN n.-
SPACECRAfT WAS IN THE DES PUN !'!ODE .. THE PSA fACED 30 DEG rRO" 
tHE lltllHTION Of MOTtON,. DATA FRO!'! lIilS ElPERIMENT WAS HOT 
TAPE RECORDED, BUT oaSERVED tN REAL n .. E. 
-~~- • .;.~ A E- E, S PEN C ER -. - ----~---- ---- - -------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAf1E- NEUTRAL ATI'IOSPHEIIE TE .. PERATURE (NATE) 
NSSDC ID- 75-107.1,-09 
PERSONNEL 
PI N.W. 
01 - G.R. 


















THIS EIPERII'IENT WAS DESIGNED to !'!EASURE THE KINETIC 
"TE"PERATURE Of THE tjEUTrlAL A'!'IOSPIIERE BT DEHR!'IlIllHG TtiE 
INSTANTANEOUS DENSITY or "OLECULAII NITROGEN IN A SPHERICAL 
I HA .. OER COUPLED TO THE ATI'IOSf'HEU THIIOUGH A KNIfE-EDGED 
ORIFICE. ANALYSIS Of THE MEASIIRED PlOLECULAIi NITROG£N DUiSIH 
IIARIATION OVER A SPIN CYCLE WITH A KNOWLEDGE Of THE SA"TELLITE'S 
"0110N AND ORtENTATlON lED TO A IlETERMINATION Of THE A"81dH 
Te"pEI!ATURE, INDEPENDENT Of SCALE HEIGHT. A PlEASUREMENT Of THE 
AMBIENT NITROGEN DENSITY WAS ALSO OIlTAINU. AN ALTERiATE 
!'!EASURE"ENT OF NEUTRAL TEI'IPERATUR[ WAS ALSO UNDERTAKEN. USlkG A 
BAFFLE INSE~TED IN fRONT Of THE ORifICE TO IfjTEIiCEPT A PORclOH 
Of THE GAS PARTICLE STHAM £NTERING TilE CHAMBEII. WHEN tHE: 
SATELLITE WAS IN THE DESPUN MODE, THE SAHLE WAS MADr ,'0 
OSClLLAH IN A STEPWISE FASHION IN OAttElI TO INTEIIRUPT 1!1~ 
PARTICLE StREA" SEEN liT THE OlllflC[D CliA .. OER. THlSE CHAPlUER 
DENSIlY IIAJl:JAt 10N$ WERE INTERPRETED TO TlELD lHE NEUlliAt GAS 
ICINEllC TEI'IPERAlUIiE AtSO. A DUAL-f1tAI'IENT 10H SOURCE SA!'IPL[D 
THE THERI'IALIZEIl MOLECULAR NIlROGEN IN tHE CIIA!'IBER AND PRODUCED 
AN ION BfA" DENSITY PROPORllOIML TO THE NllROGEti CHA .. BER 
ll.,NSI1'I. fROM THE SOUIlCE, THIS 10NilED NITROGEN BEA!'I WAS 
DlRECTEtI Hno A QUADRUPOLE ANALllEIi. TUNED TO PASS THOSE 
PARTICLES WHOSE "ASS-TO-CHARGE RAllO CM/£.} IS Z8, AND ON TO AN 
ELECTRON MULllPLlER. tilE OUTPUT PULSES WEllE APlPLHIED AND 
COUNTED. THE SENSOR WAS VACUUM-SEALED PIilOR TO LAUNCH AND 
OPENED TO THE ATMOSPHERE AfTEM TIlE SPACECRAft WAS lN ORBll. 
.. ORE EXPERl"ENT OETAILS CAN BE fOUND tN, • THE 
NEUTRAL~AT"OSPHERE TE"PERATURE INSTRU"EN1.' N. W. SPENCER .. El 
AL, RADlO SCIENCE, 8, 4, l87~296, 1973. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• AEROS Z ........................... . 
SPACECIiAFt CO .... ON NA"E- AEROS 
ALTERNATE NAMES- AEROS~B 
NSSOC ID- 74-055.1, 
LAUNtH DATE- 07/16/74 WEIGHt- 125. ICG 
LAUNCH SIT!:- VANDENBERG AfB. UNITED STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
FED REP Of GERMANT 
UNITED S"TATES 
INITIAL ORBIT PARA .. EfERS 
ORBll lYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PI;RIOD- 95.5 !'lIN 
PERlApSlS'- 217. It .. 
PERSONNEL 
.. G - J.R. 
SC - E.R. 
PM - C.L. 
PI" N. 
PS - P_ 









E,:oO[H PATE- 07/17/74 
INCLINATlON- 97.4 DEG 




liES fUF WELTRAUIHOIISCI! 
PIP I-NUCLEAR PHYS 
NASA-GS Fe 
THE AERr..-s 2 SATELLITE tlAD A CYLINDRICAL SHAPE. A DIA"ElER 
OF 0.914 :;, AND A HEIGHT OF 0.710 !'!. IT WAS LAUNCHED INlo AN 
ELLIPIICAt., POLAR, NEARtY SUN-SYNCHRONOUS EARTH ORBIT. THE 
SPACECR .... l WAS SPIN-STflOILlZEO AT 10 RP" AND ORIENTED WITH tHE 
SPIN '.IllS TOWARD THE SUN. THE PURPOSE or THE MJS510N WAS TO 
STUDY THE STATE AND BEHAVIOR Of THE UPPfR A' .. OSPHERE AND 
10Nt;SPHERIC F REGION, ESPECIALLY willi IIEGARD TO TilE INfLUENCE 
OF THE SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET IlADlATiON. fiVE EXPER1PlENlS PROVIDED 
DATA WH1CH INCLUDED tHE TEMPERATURE AND DENS ITt Of ELECTRONS, 
IONS, AND NEU"TRAL PARTICLES. tHE COMPOSitION Of IONS AND 
NEUTRAL PARTlCLES. AND SOLAR ULTIIAIIIOLET fLUX. 
------- AEROS '2. I(RANI(OWSICY------_____ • ___________________ _ 
INVESTlGATlOH NA"E- MASS SPECTROMETER (M5) 
NSSDC 10- 74-055.1,-01 
PERSON"'EL 
PI - D.K.H.ICRANICOWSKY 
01 - P. LAEf'!"ERlAHI. 
BlllEf DESCRIPTION 
IriVESTIGA"T!IIE PIIOGRAI" 






PROVIDED .. USUREPlENrS Of THE NEUTRAL AND IONIZED 
CONSTllUENTS 1N TIfE UPPER ATMOSPHERE .. TillS A QUADRUPOLE "ASS 
SPECTRO"ETER. THE .. AJOR SENSOR CO!'lPONENTS WEllE TilE STAINLES$ 
STEEL ION SOURCE, QUADRUPOLE ANALYlER. AND THE ION DEtECffOIl 
SY'iTE". THE "ASS RANGE fRO" 1 TO 44 -U WAS THE SA .. E fOR BOTH 
THE NEUTRAL AND ION .. EASURE"ENT PlODE .. AND WAS COVERED tN 610 
f'!s. IN THE STANDAIIO fOR'UT FOR COLLECflNG DAlA, NEUlIIAL 
J!tEASUREMENTS WERE .. ADE FOR ONE SPIN PER,rOD fOLLOWED BY ION 
"EASURE.!!ENTS DUIt~tfG THE NUT SPIN PERIO~. IN tHE NEUTRAL MODE 
OF OPERATION. lHE GAS PARTlCLES WERE IONIZED BY A H-EV, 
100-'UCROA"P ELECTRON PEA" E"I11ED fROtt EITHER Of TWO 
flL.-"ENT$. THE POSlllVE SOURCE POTEtnIAL PREVENTED POSITIVE 
IONS FRO" EtHERING lH£ ION SOUIICE. WHEN OPEIIAT ING IN THE JON 
"ODE.. THE SOUACE POTENTIALS WERE CHANGED TO SAPIPLE THE 
A,,,OSPHERIC IONS. LE~VIHG litE ANALTZER .. THE ION tORRENT 
ENTERED A 16-5"TAGE, COPPEA-BEliYLLlU" ELECTRON "UL1tPUEI!. THE 
----r---
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.'" _.~""-'.M.~"'-~'~""k . 
nEeTaOH "UlllPLlEA OUTPUT CURRENT WAS IIHOlllllb BY A LOG 
ElEtTRO"ElU IIlTH RANGE fRO" 5.£-12 TO 5.£'" "liP. 
APPRO.l~ATEL' ONE-HALf Of THE ION BEA" TO THE "UL1IP1-1£1I WAS 
INTERRUPTED BY AN JON COLLEnOR GRID AND RECOIIOED 8Y A LINEAR 
ELECTRO"ETER. 1H£" FULL RANGE SENSHIVITY Of THIS ELEtTROIilETEI 
CHANGeD PERlOueAlL, fROM 1.E-10 10 T.E-" AMP. IIIEGLEttl1ll6 HIE 
RAM CONTRIBUTION .. THE BASIC SENSITIVITY Of THE INSTltU"fNT WAS 
C.Zl ""PITOU. IN THE ION "DOE fOil $MALL AHGlES Of ATTACk, THE 
SENSITIVITY liAS 1.£-18 ""P/I0115 " TO THE IUNUS 3. OVERAll 
SENSITIVITY liAS ADJUSTABLE aT (O"IIIANO. MORE UPERI"ENT nUllS 
tAN BE fOUNO IN THE PAPER BY O.K.H. KUHKOII$KY" ET At.. JOURHAL 
OF GEOPHYSICS. 40, S. bOl, 1974. 
------- AEROS Z .. N~SKE-------~---------------------------------
INlfESTJGAlION NAME- ELECTIION CONCEN1UfJON IN tHE IOHOSPHUE 
HS5t1C ItI- 14-055"'-03 
PEhSONNfL 
PI - E. 





CODE 5T ICO-OP 
INVESTIG"'TION DISCIPLlNE(S) 
IONOSPHERES 
INST fUll: PHH IIELTIIAU" 
INST 'U~ PHYS IIELTIIAU" 
THE U'PEDANCE '-RDBE AND VEHICLE Bon, COMPRlSEtI TIIO PLATES 
OF A CONDENSER. I"PEDANCE CHANGES DUE TO THE CHANGE IN 
DIELECHnc (PLASMAl CHARACtERISTICS OF THE CONDENSER WERE 
OBSERVED 8'1' .tE"'5UIIING RESONANCE fREIiiIUENCIES BETWEEN THE 
CAPACITATOR AND VARIABLE DRIVING FREIiiIUfNUES. THE ELECTRON 
DfNS-tTY liAS CO"PUTED FRO" THE OBSERVED RESONANCE FREQUENCY. 
FREIiiIUENCHS R ... NGED fRO" 0.6 TO 10 "Nl..l WHlCH CORRESPONDU TO 
ELECTRON DENSITJES FRO" 5.£1 TO 1.E6 ELECTRONS/C" CUBED. 
------- AEROS 21 ROE"ER--------------------------------------
INVESTIG"'TION N"'''E- AT"OSPHEIlIC DRAG "'NAL'I'S,lS 
PERSONNEL 
PI - M. 








,. OF BONN 
U OF BONN 
THIS UPERII'IENT PROVIDED INOIRECT ":<:"'SURE"ENTS OF UPPER 
"'T"OSPHERIC OENSJTY NEAR SATELLITE PEIlI(iEE. THE DENS III VALUES 
IIERE tlERIVEO fROM SEQUENTIAL OSSEIIVAHONS !lr tHE SATElLITE'S 
POSITION. THE SHELLITE TRACKING YIELDED SYSTEII ... TIC CIIANGES IN 
DENSITY AS ... fUNCTION Of ALTITUOE, lATiTUDE. AND TIllE. TilE 
DATA OBTAINED WAS CORIlELATED IIITH DEHSITY VALUES SUIULTANEOUSLY 
DERIVEO fROII tlIRECT "EASURE"ENTS USING ... N ON80llRD NEUTRIIL 
OENSI TY GIIUGE. 
II EROS l. SCIl"IOTKE-------------------------------------
INVESTlG"'TION NA"E- SOLAR EUV R"'DJIITJON 
NSSIIC ItI- 74-0S5,f,-OI, 
PER${ltiNEL 
PI - G. 








INST FUR PHYS IIELTRAUM 
INST fUR PH'S IIEl a"'UM 
THI,S EXPER.lItEHT CONSISTED OF ... GRATING SPECTROMEtEll. II 
SOLAR COLLI""'TOR. ANO A PHOTOPlUL.TJPLIEII. IT OPERA tEO IN Tlitl 
CHANNELS. 150 TO 510 A AND 300 TO 1070 II. liND "EASURED THE FLUX 
t,Nt SPECTRAL tll$TRIBUTlON Of THE :!oC.:'IIR EUV RADIATION ... ND ITS 
TEMPOR ... L AND SP ... TJAL VARIATIONS. 
--.,.---- ... EROS 21 SPENCER--------------------------------
INVESTIGATION N"'''''- NEUTRAL "'TMOSPHERE TE!l~ERATUIIE 
NSSOC 10- 71,-055"'-05 
PERSON"E'L 
P1 - N.W. 
01 D. T. 
01 G.P. 



















THiS EIPFIlIMENT WAS fLOWN TO PROVIDE I~ SITU MEIISUREIIENTS 
OF THE KUEllC Tf"PElAtUIIE Of "OlECULAR NITROGEN IN TilE 
THERMOSPHUEI TilE TOTAL GIIS OENSln .. liND 1.:'. IIOLECUUII NIUOGlH 
tlENSITY. THE $(NSORI MOUNtED At THE SP"'t.~C".UT P£R1PIIERTI II",S 
... QUAl)IIUPOLE IIIISS SPEClROIIElER WHOSE 10" SOURCE W"'S COUPlB 
TII_OUGII A IIIGH CONDUCTANCE PATH to A SPHUICAL STAlNLESS STEEl 
ANTECHAlIlI£II, IIHI CH 11 ... 5 OPEN TO THE ATItOSPHEfI( THROUGH'" 
CIRCULAR KNIfE-EDGE ORHIC(. THE "EASURE"ENI SYSTEM: 11"$ 
DESIGNED Ttl PIIOVIDE A DIGlTAL OUTPUT THAT .... S PROPOIUIONIol TO 
THE INSTANTANEOUS OENS1TY Of NEUIUL 1'I0LECULAR NITROGEN IN THE 
SPHERICAL ANTECtlAIIBER. AN"'USIS Of THE I'lEASUII(tI "OLECULAR 
NITROGEH DENSITY V"'RUTlON OVEA ... SPIN CHLE, IIITH ... KNOWLEDGE 
or THE SATELLITE MOtiON "'ND ORIENTATlOH, LED TO A OETERI'IINATlON 
Of ... MBI£NT TE"PERATURE INOEPENOEHT Of SC"'LE HUGHT. THE 
VOLTAGl~ IIERE PERIOtllCAlLY CHANGED to PERil IT THE "EASUIIE"ENT Of 
THE CONCENTRATIONS Of THE OTHER NEUTRAL GAS SPECIES. SO THAT 
THE TOTAL GAS DEHSITY COULD BE OETUMIN£O. THE SENSOR W"'S 
WACUUII SULEtI PRIOR TO LAUNCH I ANti OPENED IN OROI T. TH£ 
ELECTRONICS SYSTEM INCl.UOED ... PULSE COUNTER. DATA PlioceSSOIi. 
POWER SUPPLlESI ..... 0 LOGIC. THE INSTANTANEOU!: VALue OF THE 
tlENSlT'I' WAS S"'''PLED 44 H"es PER SPIN PERIOD, IIlTH INCREASED 
TIllE RESOLUTION IN THE IIEr.ION WHERE THE OAIFICE PLANE MADE A 90 
tlEG ... HGLE WUH IHE VELOCITY VECTOR. fO_1I ... TEMPERAlOilt 
UNCERTAINTY Of 5 rERCENT AND A DENS!TY UHCEllTAJNTT Of l.5 
PERCEHT. THE UPPER ALTITUDE lUIITS IIEIIE Z70 AN~ 3110 KII, 
tlEPENolNG ON PIE EXOSPHERIC lEIIPEIIATURE. AT THE PERIGEE 
"'lfJTUbE OF iP5 KM, THE ""XIIIUII OUTPUT liAS ON R ... NGE fOil 
EXOSPHute TE,uEIIATURES UP TO APPROXIM ... TElY 1000 K. HORE 
DETAILS "'RE GIV~N IN THE P ... PER BY 14.11. SPENCEIII El "'l.1 JOURNAL 
OF GEOPHYSICS. 40. 5. 613, 1914. 
------- AEROS 21 SPENNEII----------------------------__________ _ 
INVESTIG ... TION NA"E- ENEIIGT DISTRIBUTION Of IONS AND 
ELECTRONS 
N5S0C 1tI- 14-055A-Ol 
PERSONNEL 
PI - x. 




INVESTIG ... TIVE PROGR ... " 
CODe Sf 1t0-OP 
INVESTIG ... TlON OtsCIPLIHE(Sl 
IONOSPHERES 
INn fUR Pllrs WEL iR ... U" 
1NST lUll PH'S WElTRAUM 
... RETAROING POTENTIAL AN ... LYlER "EASUIIED THE ENERGY 
tllSTAlBUTlON OF ELECTRONS ... ND JONS. THE CO~AESPONDING 
TE"PERATURES IIEIIE tlEAlVEO fROM THESE DISTRIBUTIONS. THE 
EXPERUtENT OPEUTEo IN "'N EU;C"TRON "ODE liND I/( ... N JON "ODE. 
THE INSTRU"ENT WAS E$5ENTJ"'lLY ~ COLLECTOR, SfllELDEO BT 
PARALLEL PLANE GRItlS. BY SIIEEPING THE IIElAIiDING VOLTAGE 01 THE 
GRIDI THE ENEIIGY SF-ECTU Of HIE IONOSPflEPlC CHARGED p"',nICLES 
W"'S OBTAINEO. TH~ (' ... RTICLES ONLY PASS EO THROUGH tilE t;RlD AND 
UACHEtI THE COLLECTOR IF THUR KINETIC ENERGY UCHtlEtI THE 
RETARtllNG POTENTIAL. 
........ *.... ... ............ ALOUE TTE l ••• ............................... 
SPACECH ... rr COII"ON N"'"E- "'LtlUETTE l 
ALTERN ... TE NA"ES- "'LtlUETTE-B, S 218 
ISIS-X. 01804 
NSSOC ItI- 65-098'" 
L ... UNCH O"'TE- 111l9/6S IIUGHT- 1'5. KG 
LAUNCH SUE- VANOENBERG" "'fa, UNITED n"'TES 
LAUNCH ~EHICLE- THOR 
SPONSORING COUNTIIY/ ... GENCY 
C"'ll ... OA 
UNITED STATES 
ORBIT P ... R ... "ETERS 
ORBll TYPE- GEOaNTR I C 
ORBIT PEAIOO- 120.1 "IN 
PERI"'PSIS- 508. KII 
PERSONNEL 
"G f_lI. 
~G - J.S. 
SC E.II. 
PM - E.O. 









EPOCH tlllTE- OVlI!I1j 
INCLINAnON- 79.1 DEG 
APO"'PSI~ 292:2.. )('1 
NASA HEAD~'UARTERS 
CO""UH RES, ARCH q,NTRf 
NAS'" IlEAOIIU,,:'Tf/lS 
NAS"'-GSH 
DEfENCE RESEARCH ESTAB 
AlOUETTE 2 VAS S""'LL ION05Pt!EIIIC OBSEIIV~TOU 
INSTRUI'IENTED W1TH ... SIIEEP FREIWENCT 10NSPHUIC S(\ONDER, ... VLP 
RECEIVER, TWO ENIERGETlC P ... RTHLE eXPERI"E'flSI A cos,nc NOISE 
[XPERIItENTI AND AN EL.EtTROSTATH PROSt. THE SP~CECUft USftl 
TWO LONG trJPOLE ANTENN. (18.9 1'1 MID 22.8 " LONG, RESPECTIVELY) 
Fall THE SOUNDER, VLF_I AND COSII1C EXPERl"ENTS. THe SATELLITE 
WAS SPIN-STAlI1l.llEtI liT "'SOUT 2.l5 RPM AfTER "'NtENNA DEPLO'"ENT. 
END PLATES ON THE LONG ANTENN'" CORRECTED THE RAPlII DUPIN 
OCCUR~NG ON "'lOUETTE " IIHICH 11 ... 5 BELIEVED TO RESUt.T FRO" 
THERMAL tlISTOic.nO/li OF THE ANTENN'" liND rllo" RAIII ... TJOII "USSURE. 
THERE W"'S NO taPE RECORDER, SO TH"'T DATA IIERE ... VAllr.BlE ONU 
fRO" IIHEN tHE SP"'C.ECRAfT WU IN lINE OF stGHT or TE'LEIIETA'I' 
STATIONS. TElEftETRY ST"'TlONS WERE lOCATED SO THAT PR1J11AIIY OATA 
COVERAGE liAS NEAll THE 80 PEG II "ERIOAN PLUS AREAS NEAR HAIIAII, 
SlHG ... POIiEI ... USTIIILIAI ENGLANO .. INDIA. NORWAY, AND CUHIlAt. 
V I 
,,,."' __ ,.,,',.,,.; ... J ", ...... ,.,,"_,_, .1 
-~~-·~~.r I 






















INVESTIGATION HAJIIE- VU RECEIVER 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J.S. BELIIOS[ 





lOHO$PlifllES AND RAbiD PHYSICS: 
(O""UH RESURCH CENTRE 
(O,,"U,.. IIESEARCIi CENTRE 
THE ItLF EI(PERIMCHT WAS A WlOfUNO IUGH-GAIH RECEIVER VITII 
A PASSBAND fRO" o.ns TO 3D KHI THAT USED THE LONG SOUNDER 
ANTENNA. THE INSTRUJIIENT WAS A CONSIDERABLY '''PRaYED VERSION or 
THE ALOUETTE 1 RECEIVER. THE STANDARD ItLf DATA fOIUI WAS A 
SOND6R"" (GRAPH) TItAT SHOWEll SIGNAL AS A fUNCTION OF YIflE AND 
f.£GUENn. WIiISTLERS; IONOSPHERIC NOlSE, ItL' NOISE, ETC. WERE 
OBSERVED IN THIS VEIIY LOW REGION Of THE RAOIO rREQUENC, 
SPECTRU". 
----- ALOUETlE 2, BRACE--------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION N""E- C'fLI~ORICAL ELECTROSTAtIC PROBE 
NSSDC 10- 65-09111.-\15 
PERSONNEL 







THlS CYLINDRICAL ELECTIIOSTAIIC PROBE OBSERVED ELECfRON 
DENSITY IN THE IONOSPHERE. IT WAS A TYPE Of LANIO"UIR PROBE 
CONSISTING Of A COLLECTOR ELECTRODE EXTENDING fRO" THE CENTRAL 
AlflS OF A CYLINDliltAL GU",R/I IIlNG. TNE GUAR/I RING EXTENDED 23 Cft 
rRO" THE SPACECRAfT ANIl THE COLleCTOR ELECTRODE UTENbED 46 C". 
1i110 SENSORS WERE "OUNTEO ON OPPOSiTE SIDES Of THE LOWER PORTION 
or Tllto. S",TELLlTE AND BOTH EXTENtiB DOWNWARD AT AN ANGLE Of 45 
DEG TO THE SPACECRAfT SPIN AXIS, WHJ(H WAS ORIENTED IN A 
NORTIIWAlib DIIiECtlOIi iii TNIO DRBllAL PLANE. THE SENSORS WEllE 
OPERA TEO SEQUENTI ALLY. 
------- ALOUETTE 2. HARTl-----------------------------------
INVESTIGAtiON NA"E- COS"IC RADIO NOISE 
NSSOC u- 65-098,1,-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - T.R. HARTZ 
BIIIEf OESCRIPTtON 
INVESTlGAllVE PROGRA" 
CODE ST lCo-op 
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) 
AS tRONO"Y 
COr."UN IIESEAIICH CENTRE 
THIS EXPERIIIENT USEI) THE 10NOSONDE RECElVER AUTO/ilATIC 
GAIN CONTROL (AGO VOLTAGE TO PlEASURE BACKGROUNO RAI)IO NOISE 
FROI'I THE IONOSPIlEIIE, GALAn, APiD SUN. THE ANTENNAS WERE DIPOLES 
23 AND 73 "LONG. THE RECElVER SWEPT THE RAPiGE 0.1 TO 15 "HI 
EVERY 32 S. TilE RHEIVER BANDWIDTH WAS 40 KHZ_. AND THE DYNA"IC 
R.\NGE WAS aD I)B. THE RECEIVER SENSlTIVllY PER"lT,ED GALACTIC 
RADIO E/ilISSION OBSERVATIONS AT fREQUENCIES GREATER THAN 0.6 
"Hl. THE [XPERt"ENT FUNCTIONED SATISFACTORILY; PROVIDING GOOD 
fREQUENC, RESOLUTION WITH RELATIVELY POOR fLUX ReSOLUTION. 
------- ALOUETTE 2; IICblAR"ID-----------------~----------------
INvEStlGATlON NA/IIE- ENERGEtiC PARTICLE DETECTORS 
NSSI)C 10- 65-0981.-04 
PERSONIt" .. 




INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE IS} 
PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
NATL liES COUNC OF CAN 
THE ALOUETTE 2 COS"IC P",RTJCLE DETECT-ION EXPERI"ENT WAS 
COIIPOSED Of SEVEN DETECTORS. fOUR Of THESE WERE GEIGER-"UElLER 
TUBES. THE fIRST qESPONDEO TO ELECTRONS lOR EATER THAN l.9 "EV 
AND PROTONS GREATU TH~N 40 "EV. THE SEtONI) HAl) A I'IAGUETlC 
SIIOO/ll AND RESPI!I.!~~D TO ELECTRONS GREATER THAN ZSO KEV AND 
PROTONS GREI.TER THAPi SOD KEY. THE- THIRD RESPONO£O TO ELECTRONS 
GREATER TH/,N 40 UV ANII PROTONS GREATER THAN SeD ICEV. THESE 
THIIEE G" TUBES WERE PERPENDICULAR TO tilE SPIN AXIS. THE FOURTH 
G" TUBE WAS 10 OEG 1'110" THE SPIN AXIS AND RESPONDED TO 
ELECTRONS -GREATER THAN 40 KEV AND PROTONS GIiEATER THAN SOD ICEV. 
THE f1fTH I)ETEOOR WAS A SILICON JUNtTlON THAT I)ETECHIl PIIOTONS 
AND ALPHA PAIITl!:LES IltTIi "INI/IIU" ENERGIES of 1 AND 5 "EV, 
RESPECTIVELY, AND "Axt/llU" ENERGIES 0' 8 AND 24 "EV, 
RESPECTlVELT. THE SUTH I)ETECTor WAS A GEIIOER TELESCOPE THAT 




PLAS'tIC SClHULLATOR THAT I)ETER'HNED THE PIIOTON SPECTRA IN 
TltE ENERGY RANGE fit.," 100 TO 600 "EV. PARTlCLES ASSOtUTEI) WOH 
AlIl"OUL AND SOLAII EVENTS WERE SJUlll£O. NO ALPHA pAlinct.E fiATA 
WUE OBTAINED fllO" tHIS trPEIIJIIEN1. 
INvEsTIGATION !tA"E- SWEfF fREQUENtY SOUNDER 




01 - J.E. JACKSON 
01 
- J .W. KING 
01 - L. COLlN 
01 - ,. TURNfli 
" 
, . TAIEB 
01 o. HOLl 
01 G.L. NEL"S 
i:! . . OGATA 
01 '. RAGHAVARAO 
" 





IONOSPHERES ANI) RADIO "IITSltS 




IONOSPHERIC PREI) stRV 
CNET 
AURORAL OBS 
Dl:FfNCf RESEARCH EST All 
NAOIO RESEARCH LAB 
PHYSICAL. RESEARCH LAB 
CO"JIIUN IIESEAilCH CENlkE 
THE SWEEP rUClUENCY 101ll0SOhilE WAS RAIlIO 
TRANSltlTlElI/lIEr.f1VER THAT RECOROED TH~ TI"E I)ELA't BE'WHN A 
TRANSMITTEO ANIl IIETUIINEO 11,1,010 fREQUENCY PULSE. A CONTlNUU" OF 
fliEQUENCaS BETWEEN 0.12 ANII 14.5 "Hl WtRE SAMPLE I) ONCE EVEIIY 
32 S. A "ULTIPLICITY OF OELAY TIllES WAS USUALLY OBStRvEI) I)UE TO 
BIREFIiINGENCE Of lHE 10HOSPHfRE. NONHRTICAL PROPAGATION, 
GROUNI) [GIIOES. PLAS"A RESOIUNCES, ETC. I)ELH TI"E WA~ PRI"AfIlLY 
A FUNCTION Of OISTAIiCE tRAVERSEI) BY THE SIGNAL,I:'LECT'!,'! 
DENSITY ALONG THE PROPAGATION rATH, AND MOOf or PIIOP.GATlv". 
tHE S"T.\NDAIII) DATA FOil" 1-5 AN 10NOGRA" (GRAPH) SHOWING DELAY 
TI"E IVHITUAL DISTANCF OF SIGNAL REfLEC~lON FIIOI'! flU SAtELLITE) 
vERSUS FREClUENCY. TWO OTltER CO"MN FOR illS Of DATA IIERE PREPARED 
FRO/ll THE JONOGIIANS. THEY ARE DIGITAL rllEClUENCY AND lOR VUTUAL 
HE-IGHT VALUES Of CHARACTElltSHe IQNOSPltERIC FEATURES ANO 
COMPUTATIONS Dr ELECTRON DENSITY PROfiLES. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ANS······························· 
SPACECRAFT COII"ON NAIIE- ANS 
ALTERNA TE NAIIES- ASTRa NetHEilLAND SAT. 
NSSOC 11)- 14-070A 
LAUNCH I)ATE- OBJJ0174 WEIGHT- 129.8 KG 
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBUG us, UNJli:O srATES' 




INlllAL ORBIT PARA"ETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERI 011- 99.0 /IIIN 
PEAlAPSIS- 254.0 ICf'I 
PERSONNEL 
Mii - J.R. 
SC ~ N.G. 
PII - W. 
PPI - E.W. 









EPOCH OAT£- 08/31174 
INCLINATlON- 911.1 DEli 
APOAPSIS'- 1161.0 ICPI 
NASA HEADQUARTERS 
NASA H[AI)QU.RTEIIS 
fOICKER AIRCRAfT CO 
NASA-GSfC 
NASA-GSFt 
THE ASTRONO"ICAL NETIIERLANDS SATELLITE (ANS) liAS AN 
EARTH-ORBITING SUN-SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE. DESIGNED AS AI.! 
ASTRONOI'IlCAL OBSERVATORY. THE SP.\CECRAfT WAS 
AltlTUOE-CONTROLLEII BY NAGUErre COILS. REACTION IIHEELS. AND A 
YO-YO. ATTll'UI)£ SENSING WAS CARRIED OUT B' SOLA II S£HSOR5. 
1I01l110N SENSORS; ANO STAR SENSORS. tWO GUIDE STAllS N~AR THE 
OBJECT BEING OBSERVEI) SfRV~D AS THE fINAl POINllNG RUfR'ENCES. 
EMPEIIIJIIEH'tS ON SOARD OeSERVED CELESTIAL OBJECTS 1N U~ AND l-RAY 
WAv£lENIiTilS. 
------- ANS; BR I NICI'IAN------------------------------------------
INVESHGATlON NAME- LOW-EN~RGy X-RAY EXPERIMENT 
NSSl)e 11)- 74-0701.-02 
PERSONNEL 






U or UTRECHT 
THI:' INSTRU'U,NTATlONl CONSISlE Of JIIYLAII-W1'tI)OW 
PROPORTlONAL COUNTER (44- TO 5S-A PASSSAND), LOCATED .... T THE 
FOCUS Of I; GIIAUNG INCII)ENCE RING PARAt:lOLOID TELESCOPE~ AND A 
TlTANIU"-WINDOIl PROPORTIONAL COUNlER (PASSeAND5 Of 27- TO 3S-,Ii" 
4- TI) 12-,1" ANO 2:- TO 4-A) LOtAHI) BEHIND A HONEYCO"e 































SOURCES, REQUJIIED AN INSTRU"ENT POINTING ACCURACY Of 0.1 OE6. 
-. --- -- AN 5, GU R 5 K T--------- -. -- - .---. ------.------------------
INVESUliATlON HAPIIE- HIGII ANGULAR AND SPECTRAL RESOLUTION 
OaSUI/AlIoNS OF coslue X-IIAY SOURCES 
NSSOC 10- 74-070A-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - II. GURSKY 






HAlil/ARD COLLEGE Des 
''''S$ INST or TECH 
TH15 EItPEfUPIIEICT WAS OESIGNEO TO IIETEtT cosIne X-A"" 
EMISSIONS IN THE (Nfllli' RANGE fllO" 1 TO 30 KEII. THE PRINCIPAL 
SUENTlfIC OBJECTIVES OF THE ElPERU'ENT WERE -- 0) TO GATHER 
SPEtTIiAL OHA IUTII AN ENERGY RESOLUTION or 20 PERCENT .. ell TO 
OETECT SIlICON El'USSlON LlIUS IN tHE 1- to 4-KEII IlANGt: AT AN 
(NfRG.,. RESOLUTION Of 0.15 PERCENT. (3) TO STUDY PERIODIC ANO 
UNO OM INTENSllY VARl.\UONS Of SOURCES OVU A Tl"E UNGE Of " 
I'IILLISECONDS TO SEVERAL "INUTES. ~4J TO OBTAIN DAU ON )I-RAY 
LIGHT CURVES. AIoIII (5) TO DEfiNE POSITIONS Of SOURCES WITH A 
PRECISION APPROACHING 1 AIIC-'UN. THE UPERJ"ENlAL PACKAGE 
CONTAINI:D tHREf "AJOR CO"PONEHTS -- In A COLLl"ATOR ASSEltBLY. 
(Z) A LARGE AREA DetECTOR (LAD) UNIT fOR "EASURING 1- TO 30-1CE1I 
X-RAYS. ANO (3) A BRAGG-CRYSTAL SPECTROMETER TUN EO fOil 
oETECliON Of SILl CON LINES IN THE 1- TO "-KEV I"TERVAL. THE 
LAD AND BRAGG SPECTROMETER DETECTORS WERE VERY SENSITIVE. 8EING 
ABLE TO DETECT 3.E-3 PHOTONS/(S" C"-S). X-RAYS INCIDENT ON THE 
fRONT fACE Of THE PACKAGE PASSED THRUUGH THE COLLIMATOR 
ASSEPlBLy ONTO EIlHER THE LAD OR A SEAlES Of FOUR BRAG Ii CRYSTALS 
THAT WERE ORIENTED AT ABOUT 45 DEG Willi RESPECT TO tHE INCIOENT 
BEAM. THE COLL.IMAtOR IN fRONT Of THE LAD WAS A COMBINAtiON Of 
A fINE COLLIMATOR (10 ARC-"Ilol FWNM) AND A COARSE COLLII,ATOR (3 
DEG FWH",l. WlTH HIE POINTING OF EACII COLLII'IATOR BElNIi CENTEREO 
ON SLIGHtLY DIFFERENT POINTS ON THE SK1'. EACH COLLI"'ATOR HAD A 
SEPARATE ARGON FlLLED PIlUPORTIONAL COUNTER VI Til A 9."-"G/SO CM 
DERYlllUII WINDOW. THE EFFECTIVE COLLECTION AREA Of (ACH 
,~OUNTER WAS AaOUT 40 SQ-CII~ AfTER CORRECTION rOil THE COLLIM~,TOR 
lilAIIS"ISSl.OH, AND EACH HAD A DEteCTION EffICIENt:' IN EXCESS or 
~J PERCENT. THE OUTPUT fRO'" A LAO COUNTER WAS PIIOCESSED BY A 
15-CHANNEL LOliARIlII"'IC PULSe-HUGHT ANALY1.ER. ALL CHANNELS Of 
WHICH WERE RECORDED IN "EMORY EITHER EVERY 4 S OR 64 S. HIGHER 
l'l"'E RESOLUl'lONS or 1 TO I, "'ILLISECONDS WERE POSSIBLE THROUGH 
THE USE Of A SCHE"'E, WHICH RecORDED THE l'l"'E Of ARR:VAL Or THE 
fiRST SIX EVENTS DCCUIIlNG EACH SECOND IN TilE LAD. IN ADDITION, 
A SINGLE CHANNEL ANALYlfR liAS USED TO RECORD THE. INTEGRATED 
COUNTS IN THE 1.3- TO 7-I(.£V RANGE IN 1-, 10-, OR 16-5 INTERVALS. 
ONLy THE COAIISE CDLLIPIATOR fED X RAYS ONTO THE fOUR aRAGG PET 
CRYSTALS. THE DIFfRACTED X RAYS WERE Til EN tlETECTEO ay TWO 
ARGON-fILLED PROPORTIONAL Cl'UNTERS VITH Io.7-Mli/SO-CII eEII"ltIU'" 
WINDOVS. tHE EFf"ECTIVE DEfECl'lON AREA or EACH COUNTER WAS 6 
so-e'" WlTlliN THE Z-EV RE~DLUTlON OF TilE eRl'STAL TAKING ACCOUNT 
or PROJECTlON EffECTS AND PEAK REFLECTIVity Of THE CRYSTAL. 
THE OUTPUT FRO'" A BRAGG DETECTOR WAS fiLTERED B1' AN 
E!lalT-CHANNEL tOGAIIlTH"IC PULSE-HEIGHT ANALYl.ER OPERAl'lNG IN 
THE ENERGY INTERVAL FROM 1- TO Io.2:-II:EV. fOR BOTH TilE LAO AND 
BRAGG DETECTORS £ffECl'lVE NON-k-RAY EVENT REJECTION WAS 
ACCOPlpLlSHEIl BY PULSE SHAPE DISCRI"INATION OF TilE PROf'ORTIONAL 
COUNTER SlGIU,LS. 
----- ANS. VANDU I NEN----------------------__________________ _ 
INIIESTIGA TION NAPlE- UV TELESCOPE 
NSSDC 10· 7Io-07{IA-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.J. VANDUINEN 






U Of GRONINGEN 
U Of GRONINGEN 
THIS ElIPERIPlENT. WHICH REQUIRED A POINTINIi ACCURACY Of 1 
ARC-II IN. CONS·ISTED OF A UIALL CASSEGRAIN TELESCOPE COUPLED TO A 
GAAT·H:'; SPECTROGRAPH. THE SPEC1ROliR"PH COVERED Fl.Ve WAVELENGTH 
BANDS BETWEEN HOD AND 31'lS I ... USING PIIOTO"'UlTlPLlE~S ~S 
DEtECTORS. THE EXPERIMENT WA:> DESIGNED TO BE 5ENSl11VE £HOUliH 
to OBSERVE STARS UP TO THE 10TH "'AGNIlUDE. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• APOLLO 11 LM/EASEp ••• • •••••••••••• 
SPACECRAft I:OM",ON N~"'E- APOLLO 11 LI'I/EASEP • 
ALTE1"N"TE NA"Es- 04041, APOLLO 11 L" 
NSSDC tD- 69-0S9C 
LAUNCII DATE- 07/16/69 WEIGHT- 102100. KG 
LAUNCH StrE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES 







INllUL ORIHT PAilAI'IEJUS 
ORBll TYPE· , UNAR LANDU 
PERSONNEL 
"G - F.I. 
se - J.B. 











THE LUNAR "ODULE (LII) WAS A 'WO-STAGE VEHICLE DESIGN[D 
FOR SPACE OPERATIONS NEAR AND ON tHE "OON. THE LPI STOOD 7 ,. 
HIGH "NO WAS 9.10 III ~IDE (DIAGON'LLy HAaSS THE LANDING GE~R). 
TilE ~SC[NT A~O DESCENT STAGES Of THE U. OPERAtED AS A UNIT 
UNTIL STAGl~". WHEN tHE AStENT STAGE fUNCTIONED AS A SINGLE 
SPACECRAft fOR RENfiRVOUS AND DDCICING WlTH THE CO"'"ANII PlDDULE 
(Cln. INCLUDED IN tHE DESCENT STAGE WERE THE EARLY APOLLO 
SCiENTlFlC EXP[IIJ"ENT PACK~GE (USlP) ElP£RIII£NTS. WHICH WERE 
SELf-CONTAINED. ALSO CARRIED ON THE L'" WEllE THE LUNAR SURfACE 
SOLAR WiND CO"POSITlON, TilE SOIL "ECtI~NICS, ANO THE SAIIPt[ 
COLLECTION E)lPEIIII'IENTS. THE E~SEP EXPERJ"'EN1S INCLUDED THE 
PASSlve SElS"'OGRAPH. THE DUST DETECTOR. AND THE LASER RANGING 
RETIIOREFLECTOR. THE L" WAS ON 'HE LUNAR SURrACE JULY ,O-j!:1, 
1969. 
------- APOLLO 11 LII!EASEP. ALLEY-----------,·---------_·· 
INVESTIGATION NAI'IE- LASER RANGING RETROREfLEtTOR 
NSSOC 10- 69-0S9C-04 
PERSONNEL 






GEODESY AND CAI1TOGRAPHY 
U or "'ARYLAND 
THE USER RANGING RETIlOREfLECTOR (LRRA) .. WIIICH WAS LEFT 
ON THE LUNAR SURFACE BY THE APOLLO t1 CREW, VAS ~ 
RETROREfLECTOR ARRAY WITH A fOLDING SUflPCRT STRUCTURE fOR 
AHUNG AND ALIGNING THE ARAAY TOWARD EAR Til. ThE ARRAY wAS BuILT 
Of CUBES Of fUSED SILICA. USER RANGINIi BEAMS fRO'" tAIITH WERE 
RefLECTED BACK TO THEIR POINT Of ORIGIN fOR PIHlISE IIEASUilE"'ENT 
Of [ARYH-MOON DISTANCES. IID1l0N cr 'IIE ~~ODN'S CENTER or "'ASS .. 
LUNAA RADIUS .. AND EARTH GEOPHYSICAL INfOR"A!iON. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• APOLLO 11 L""ALSEp •••••••••••••••• 
;;:PACE[IIAfT CO""ON NAI!E- APOLLO 12 LM/ALSEP 
ALTERNA TE NA"'ES- 0102"6. ALSEP 12 
LE'" 12, APOLLO nc 
NSSDC tp. 69-099C 
LAUNCH flATE- 11/14/69 WEI GIIT- 10379. ICG 
LAUNCH S11'E- [APE CANAVERAL. UNnED STAlES 




INITIAL ORaIl PAI!AMETERS 
ORBIT TYP(- LUNAR LANDEA 
PERSONNEL 
"G - f.I. 
SC - J.B. 












THE LUNAR "ODULf {L"' WAS A TWO-STAGE VEHICLE DESIGNED 
fOR SPACE OPERATIONS NUk AND ON THE "DOll. THE L'" STOOD 7 M 
IIlliH AND WAS 9.10 '" WlDE (DIAGONALLY ACROSS TilE LANDINIi liEAI\). 
tHE ASCENT AND DESCENT STAliES Of TilE L" OPERATED AS A UNIT 
UNTIL STAGING. WHEN TilE ASCENT STAGE rUNClIONED AS l SINGLE 
SPACECRAft fOR RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING WITH THE COIIIIAIoIO "ODULE 
([M). THE ALSEP EkPERI"ENTS INCLUDEIl (1) tHE PASSIVE 
SEJS"OGRAPII, WHICH WAS DESIGNED TO PlEASURE SEISMIC ACTIVITY AND 
PHYSICAL PROPElIlJES Of TilE LUNAR tRUST AND INl[IIIDR, (1) TilE 
SUPRATHERI'IAL ION DETECTOR. DESIGNED TO "EASURE TilE FLUX 
COPlPOSllION. ENEAGY, AND VELOClTY Of LOW-ENERGY POSITIVE IONS, 
(3) THE COLO tATHODE ION GAUGE. DESIGNED TO ",EASURE TilE 
AT"OSpHERE AND ANY VARIATIONS VITH 11P1E DR SOUR ACTIVIlY SUCH 
AT"OSPHERE "AY HAVE. (4) "THE CHARGED PAATICLE LUNAR ENVIRON"EN1 
EXPERJMEHT, DESlliNED TO ",e-ASURf PARTlCLE t::NEAGIES Of SOLAR 
PROTONS AND ELECTRONS THA' REACH THE LUNAR SURf·ACt:: AND TO 
PROVIDE DATA ON ENERGY DlSTAIBUTlDN Of THESE SOLAR PARTICLES. 
(5) THE LUNAR SURfACE IIAGNETO"ETfR (LS"')' PESIliNU TO MASURE 
THE IIIA6NETIC fiELD AT tHE LUNAR SURfACE. AND (6) THE SOLAR WtND 
SPECTROMETER. VHICH MEASUHD THE fLUXES AND SPECTRA Of TilE 
ELECTRONS AND PROTD"S THAT EPIANAH FRO" THE SUN AND REACH TH( 
LUNAR SURfACE. THE LM ITSELf WAS ON THE LUNAR SURfACE NOVE"'BER 


























'NVlSTlGAnoN NA"E- SUPIlATHERft~: 11114 DETECTOR 
NSSDC 10- 69-099C-05 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J.W. 
01 - f .C. 







INVES {, GATtON 'taci PL IN( (5) 




TIUS ElCPERI"ENT, IIHUH liAS P.'RT or THE ALSEP PACKAGE, 
ZTUDlft THE 10NH ENI/IRONI'lEIH OF THE "DON BY OUHTlNG 
fRU-SlREAliING AI.4 THER"ALUED SOLAR WIND IONS ANO THOSE IONS 
THAt RESULT FRUM UlTil.:'VlOLEl IONIZATION or THE LUNAR 
AtMOSPHERE. A LOw-ENUGY CURVED-PLATF MASS ANALYZER ,"AI, WHh 
A VELOCITY FILTER OF CROSSED ~I r.ClRlC AND "_GNETlt FIELDS, 
DETER"INED THE PARTICLE FLUX IN 2'0 INTERVALS OVER !IlE IlAIiGE O.l 
TO 48.6 EV PEII UNH CHARGE, WITIi SPECIES DJstRllIlNAlION Or 
"ASSES UP TO 1000 A"U. ANOTHER ANALTZER (TOTAL ION 
DUfCTOR-ltO) WITHOUT A VELOCITY FILTER D£l£CTU 'UGttER-ENERGY 
PARnCLES IN 20 ENERGY INTERVALS SET WEEN 10 AND 3500 EV. THE 
POTENTIAL OF ONE INSTRUNENT t~!I EACH INHRU"E'4T PLATE) 
RELATIVE TO THE LUNAA' SURFACE W,." VARIED THROUGH 24 STEPS £VERY 
9.6 "IN, AND fOIt EACII SH;> THE .. OTENUAL OF THIi: OTHER 
INSTRU"EHT PLATE RELAl1VE 10 THE FIRST IS VARIED THROUGH lO 
SlEPS. O'JE TO liS ORIENTATION, THIS INSTRU"ENT OiO NOT OSSERVE 
SOUR loIiNO PARTICLES EXCEPT IN THE SHEATH ANO TAIL. HOWEVU, 
n OHI OBSeRVED UPSTRU"ING PARUCLES FItO" PtE EARTH'S BOW 
SHtiCK. 
APOLLO 12 lM'ALSEP, L~"IAM---------------------------­
INVESUGATtON NA"E~ PASSIVE SUSMIt (PSE) 
PERSONNEL 
PI • G.V. 
01 - f. 









U Of TElAS, GALVESTON 
""'SS INST OF HCH 
U Of HAWAII 
TilE PSE WAS PLACED ON THE LUNA/! SURf~te AS P"'RT Of ,HE 
ALSEP PACKAGE. n 11M LOCATEO ANO DEPLOTED 100 " fRO" THE L" IN 
THE VICINJTY OF SURVEYOR 3. THE SEf5..oGRAPH EXPERl"ENT MUSURED 
S[IS"lt AClJVITY OF THE "OON AND OSTAINED IHFOR"ATION ON THE 
PHYSICAL PROPERllES or TilE LUNAR CRUST AND INTERIOR. THE PSE 
DETECTED SURfACE TILT PRODUCED BY TIDAL DEFOR"ATlONS, 
"OONIIU"'KES, AND "[,EORlT\! IMPACTS. Jl WAS NUCLEAA POWUED 
(SNAP-27l "'ND COULD OPE~ATE CO/HINUOUSLf. THE THREE COMPONENtS 
Of TilE SENSOR ASSl"BLY WERE ALIGNEG "-LONG THE TWO HORllONTAL 
AXES LPI, LPY. ANG THE VERUCAL "'XIS LPZ. A LEVELING noD!., 
THER"AL SIIROUO, AND ~ADIOJSOTOPE HEATERS CO"PRISED THE REST OF 
TilE ElP£ltI"ENT PACKA!;E. 
------- APOLLO 12 LI'I/ALSEP, SNYOER----------------------------
INVESTIGATION N~"E- SOLA~ WIND SPECTROMETER 
NSSDC 10- 611-099C-02 
PERSONNEL 
PI C.W. 
01 - D.R. 













THE SOLAR WiND SPECTRO"ETER WAS PAIIl OF THE APOLLO 12 
"'UEP PACKAGE LEft ON THE LUNAR SURf AtE. IT CONSISTED OF SEVEN 
"ODULATED f ... RADAY CUPS OPENED TOWARD DiffeRENT, BUT SLIGttTLT 
OVERLAPPING, PORTIOIIS OF THE LUNAR Sk,Y. TH.E INSTRU"ENT WAS 
US.ED TO OBSERVE TilE DlRECnOHAL INTENSITIES Of THE ELECTRON 
(6-1.330 .Ell) AND POSIlIVf ION (18-11780 Ell) CO"PONEIITS or THE 
SOLAR IIIND AND "AGNEfOt.Ail. PLAS"A tHAT $TRUE TttE SURFACE OF 
THE "DON. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• APOLLO 14 L"' ... LSEP •••••••••••••••• 
SPACECltAfT CO""OH NA"E- APOLLO 14 L"IALS'£P 
ALTERNAT.E HANES- ALSEP 14, LEI! 14 






NSSDC 10- 7,-008C 
LAUNCH DAlE- 01131171 WEIGIH- ~8H. KG 
LAUNCH SHE- CAPE UNAV.E,,"'L. mUTED ST ... TU 
U.UNeH VEllleLE- SATURH 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STA1£S 
UN! TED STA TES 
INITIAL ORBIT PAR"'METERS 
OIlBIT TYPE- LUNAR LANDER 
PERSONNfL 
NG f .1. 
St ~ .B. 












THE APOLLO 14 LUNAR M(1)ULE (LM) CONSISTEG Of A LUNAR 
LANDING CRAFT AND AN APOLLO LUNAR SURf~CE ElIPEItIJIIEIH pACII:AGE 
CALSEP) THAT CONTAINED SCIENTIFIC EltPfRI"ENTS LEfT ON lHE LUNAR 
SURf AtE AfTER COMPLETION or THE "ANN ED PORTION Of THE "ISSION. 
lllE L" LANDED IN THE LUNAR t;IGHLANDS U DEG 19 "IN 1 S SOUlH 
LATITUDE, 11 OEG 27 "IN SS S WEST LONGITUDE). THE 
NUCLEAR-POWERED ALSEP WAS DEPLOYED AT THE .ANDING SliE MID 
INCLUOED EIPERI"ENTS TO STUDY THE SEIS"IC ~AVES, "AGNEI!C 
fiELDS, SOLAJI WIND CC"POSJTlOll AND lliTERACTION W1TH THE "DON, 
LUNAR AT"OSPItER[, ... ND IONIC EIIVIIION"EN1. THE U' WAS ON THE 
LUNAR SURfACE fEBPIJ ... RY 5-6, 1'H1. 
------- APOLLO 14 L";ALSEP. fALLER--------------------------__ _ 
INVESTIGATIO,i NA"E- LASER RANGING II£TIIOREfLEClOR 
N$SDC 10- 71-006C-01I 
PERSONNEL 






GEODEsr AND CARTOGRAPHY 
Of COLORADO 
TH.E PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT liAS TO pER,.ll GROUNP-II"'SED 
STATIONS TO CONOUCT SHORT-PULSE LASER RANGING TO A CORNER 
REfLECTOR ARRAY ON THE LUN ... R SURrAtE AT TilE filA "AURO SIH. 
THIS INSTRUMENT, THOSE U APOLLO 11 ORANQUILlTY IIASE), AI'D AT 
TIi:; APllLLO 15 SI1"; IN Titl. H ... DLEY/APENNINE REGION PROIiIDEO A 
NETWORk OF STATIONS (WELL-HPAHTED IN LONGITUDE AND LATITUOE) 
TO PER"IT A CO"PLE;~ Gf.J"ElRICAL SEPAIUTION or THE LUNAR 
LIBItAllONS. THE REfLECTORS PER"l1lED A DISCRIIIINH!ON OF THE 
3-YR PHYSICAL LISRATIONS. THEY' ALSO PROVIDED INFORPlAlION ABOUT 
TliE EARTII AND ITS CONTINENTAL DRIFT I!OTlOUS. A-S .. ELL A5 VEn 
ACCURATE DElER"IH ... nONS OF TH.E EARTH-MOON DISTANCl AND 111£ 
1'I00N'S ORBITAL I'IGT10NS. THE EAUH'S NORTH POLE POSITlON COllLD 
BE DETERI'IJNEO TO PLUS (Iii foil NUS 15 C". THE INSTRU!'!ENT liAS AN 
"'RRAY Of 100 S""'LL FUSED-SILICA CORNER CUB($, EACH l.8 CIt IN 
DU"ElER. IT W"'S OEPLOYED ON THE fiRST EVA, 301'1 WEST Of THE 
CENTRAL STATION (200 ,. WEST Of THE un, WAS LEV.ELED, ... ND W_S 
FACED TOII"'RD THE EAUfi. EACH CORNEll CUBE REFLECTED LIGHT 
PARALLEL 10 tHE INCIDENT DIRECllDN, INSURING TNAT tHE RHLECTED 
LASER PULSE RETURNED TO lTS PLACE OF ORIGIN ON THE EARTII. 
----- APilLLO 14 LII'ALSEP, KOIiACit-----------------------------
INVESTIGA110~ N"'"E- ~CTIVE SEISMIC 
NSSDC 10- 11-008C-05 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.L. KOVACII 







U OF TEXAS. G ... LVESTON 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS eXPERIPlENT WAS TO Gt'HEUH AND 
"Olll1OR SE1SKIC WAVES IN THE "OON N£"II THE SURfACE rN ORDER TO 
nUDY THE INTERNAL SlIiUCfUR.E TO A DEPTH Of ~60 1'1.. T:IE SEIS"IC 
EHERGY SOURCE USEG WAS THE 'THUMPER' DEVICE. WHICH CONTAIHED 21 
S""'LL EXPLOSIVE CHARGES. THE "ORTAR PAC (AGE CONTAINING rOUR 
I'IGH-EXPLOSIVE GRENADES liAS PLANTl:D 91 M rROK THE L". OUT ITS 
DETONA,ION fROI'I tARTH W"S POSTPONED UNTIL THE OTHER EXPUIMENTS 
WfRE "O"PLETED TO ... VOID DA"AGIHG THE"_ TH.E THUMPER DEVICE 
PROVIDED DAT'" THAl INDICATED THAT TWO P-WAIIE VELOCITHS WERE 
"USURED AT THE fR", I'IAURO SITE. THE NE ... R SURf,Hl HAS ... SEISl'ltC 
WAVE VELOC1TY OF 104 illS, AND A SUIlLAfER STARlING Ai A DEPTH Of 
8.S "tt;:.s A VELOCITY Of 299 MIs. ESTIMATES Of THE THICk/U:;S OF 
THlS ~.UB:;TRATU" RANGE fRO" 38 TO 76 II, WHICN IS PItOIiABLY 
U!!!Tr:.TlVE Of THE DEPTH or PtE fAA MAURO FOR"ATION. TtiE 
EQUIPMENT CD~SlSTED Of A StAff WITH THE CHARGE INl"7IATORS 
"OUNTEO ON THE LOWER END OF 115 BASE. A CASLE CONNECTING THE 
STArf (fHU"PEA) TO THE CENTIII<L STATION, GEOPHONES ("IHUTURE 
SEIS"O"UERS) fOR R.ECORDING THE WAVES; AND. THIIEE-CHANNEL 
"'KPLIflEIi IIlTH LOG COIIPRES-SOR FO~ TELfllETER1NG T .. TilE URTH. 
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lNVESllGo\nOIi NAI'IE- PASUVE SEISMIC H'SE) 
N!iSDC 111- 71-0\.3C-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI Ii .V. 
01 W.It. 
01 - F. 










"ASS 1N5T Of reCH 
u Of IIAWAlI 
THE PSE liAS PLAceD ON THE LUNAR SURfACE AS PART Of THE 
ALSEP. IT WAS LOCATED AND DE-P/.OYEO 911 .. FIIO" TilE LM. THIS 
EXPE!lHIENT WAS DeSIGNED TO "EASUIIE SEIs.nc AtHVn, Of THE MOON 
ANII TO OBlAlN [NfORI'IATION ON THE PIIYSICAL PROPERTIES Of THE 
LUNAR CRUST AND INHIIIOR. TilE PSf WAS ALSO DESIGNED TO oETen 
SURfAce TILT PRODuceD OT TIDAL DEfORMAtiONS, flOONQUAKES, "NO 
"ElEORITE UIPACTS. TI'E fIPfRlMEP!' WAS NUCLEAR POWER EO (SNAP-l7) 
AND COULD OPERATE COt::lN::"USL.Y. THE CO"PONENTs IIERE THE SENSa II 
ASSEPlBl't'. THE lEVEL we $TOOL. THE THERPIAL SHROUD. AND THE 
PADIOtSOTOPE HEATER!,. READINGS FIIO" THE SENSORS IIERE SENT TO 
THE AlSEP CENTRAL nAllON, IIHICIt TIiANSPllTTED THE DATA BACk TO 
EARTH. 
------- APOllO 14 ll'l/Al5EP, O'BIII[N----------------------------
JNVESTlGAllON NAPlE- CHARGED PAIITICLE lUNAR ENIIUON"ENT 
NSSDC 111- 71-008e-08 
PERSUNNEL 
PJ - B.J. O'BRIEN 





PARHCl£5 AND f-1ELOS 
IIEPT Of ENVIRON PROT 
NASA-MS-fC 
THIS ElIPEIiHIENT liAS DESIGNED TG "USURE TilE ENERGY 
SPECTRA OF lOll-ENERGY CHARGED PARtICLES STRIKING THE LUNAR 
SURFACE. THE I'IUN PART OF THE INSTRUPIENUT'lON CONS1STEO OF TIIO 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALnERS. ONE Of THESE POINTED 10llAilII : OCAl 
LUNAR VERTICAL, AND THE OTNER TO A POlin 60 DEG fROPI VERT'ICAl 
TowARD LUNAR IIEST. AS A fiRST APPROXIPlATlON, BOtH IIETECTORS 
COULD BE CO"IsaEREO TO pOlin IN THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. EACH 
ANALHER CONSISTEIl Of A SU Of DIRECTION-DEfiNING SLlTS, 
OEfLECTlON PLA.TES, FIVE SPIALL-APERTURE, C-S~AP£tI CHANNEL 
ELECTRON PlULTIPLIERS, AND ONE LARGE-APERTURE, CHANNEL ElEtl'RON 
KULTIPLIEA. FOR A GIllEN APPLIED tlEFlECTlON VOLTAGE, THE FIVE 
I'IUlTIPLlERS IIERE ."'RANGED TO COUNT PARTLCl£S OF ONE POLARITY 
WITH IIIFFERING ENEAGIU, lIt!lLE THE LAP'GE~APIi:RTURE PlULTIPLIER 
PlAtlE A lliOE~8ANO PlEASUREPlENT OF PARTICLES Of 1HE oPPosn!' 
PCLARITY. tlURING EACH 19.2-S INtERVAL IN THE AUTOPIATIC PlODE Of 
EXPERIPlEN' npERATtON .. DefLECTION VOLTAGES OF lERO <TIIICE) AND 
PLUS ANti I'll" .~ 35, 350, AND 3500 WEllE APPLIEtI TO THE DEFLECTION 
PLATES OF ~'OT!I ANAL't'lERS rOA l.1o S EACH VOLTAGE. THE 
LITTLE-USED "ANUAl PlODE PEIl"ITTEII TilE CONTINUOUS' APPLHATION Of 
A SINGLE DEFLECTION VOLTAGe. THUS INCREASING TEPIPORAL 
RESOLUTtON FOR PARTICLES IN A LI"ITED PORTION OF THE SPECTRUPI. 
USEFUL DATA OBTAINEII DURING EACH 19.2-5 INTERVAL (AUTO"AnC 
MOE> IIER.O::, FOR 'ACH A/fUYlER, 1.2-5 ACCU"ULATED COUNTS OF 
ElECTRONS IN 18 ENERGT WINDOIiS BETWEEN 40 Ell ANti 20 KEV, AND 
IONS IN 12 ENERGY WINDOIIS BETWEEN 0_17 AND 20 ICEII. THE 
EXPERIMENT IIORKED NORI4ALLY FRO" DEPLOYKENT (FEB. S, 1971) UNTIL 
APRIL 8, 1971, liNEN THE ANALYlE~ POINTING AllAY fROPl LUNAR 
VERTlCAL fAILED. THE OTHER ANALH.ER CONTlNUED TO FUNcrlON 
NORI'IALLY UNTIL JUNE 6, 1971" IIHEN A PAR;-Ul FAILURE occurRED. 
OPERATION Of THIS ANALYlER WAS INTER"ITTENT fOR THE RES! OF 
1911. DUllING I'IOST OF 191i!, OPER,HION liAS CONTlNUOUS DURIN" 
LUNAR NIGHT AND INTER"nTENT DURING lUNAR DAY. fRO" DECEMBER 
19n TO FEBRUART 1973 OPERATION liAS CONTlNUOUS. AFTER WHtCH 
Tl"E THE HIGH-1I0LTAGE PROBLE"S OCCURRED AGAIN. fOR FU!lTHER 
DETAlLS, SEE BURKE ANO REASONER. PLANET. SPACE set., 20.. ./,29, 
1912. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• APOllO 1S LPI'ALSEp •••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAFT COI'IPION NAI'IE- APO.LO 15 LM/AlSEP 
ALTERNATE NAI'IES- APOLLO 1sc, ALSEP 15 
LEM 15, ROVEII 1S 
05366 
LAUNCII DATE- 07126171 IIEIGHT- 1i!70C. ie"G 
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAIIERAL, UNITEO STATES 









INITIAL ORBn PARA"ETERS 
ORBIT TTPE- LUNAR LANIIER 
PERSOHNEL 
"6 f .1 .. 
SC - J.B. 










THE APOLLO 15 LUNAR "OOULE (LA) CONSISIEO OF A LUNAR 
'ANDING CRAft, A LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE AND AN APOllO LUNAR 
SU"~ACE EXPEUPIENTS PACKAGE (ALSEP) THAT COIHAlNEO SCIENTIfIC 
UP'lRI"ENTS TO BE LEfT ON TilE MOON AFTER COPIPLETION Of THE 
PlA',NEO PORTION Of THE IIIIS510N. THE LM LANDED IN THE NORTH 
CfNTRAl PART OF THE "DON (2:6 OEG I, PlIN 54 S 1.1 LATITUDE, J DEG 
H 'UN 30 5 E LONGllUDE), AT THE fOOT OF THE APENNINE "OUNTAIN 
'lANGE. THE ALSEP liAS DEPLOYED AT THE lANDING SITE. THE LRV 11,\5 
USE!) OURING THE EXTRAVEHICULAR AC1111111ES lEVA) TO EXTENII THE 
RANGE Of PlANNED LUNAR EXPLORATION. THE NUC~EAR-POIIERED ALSEP 
CONTAINED SEls.nc, "AGNEllC fIELDS, LUNAR UPlOSPHERIt 
CONPOSIlION, ION COPlPOSIT'lON, LUNAR OUST, SOLAR WINO 
CONPOSITlOH, HEAT LOSS, AND SOLAR CELL RAtllATlON D"PlAG':" 
':XpERIPI£NTS. THE l" liAS ON THE LUNAR SURfACE JULT 3D-AUGUST Z .. 
1971. 
------- APOLLO 15 LN/ AlSEP .. BATE5--------------------------
INVESTIGATION N""E- LUNAR DUST DETECTOR 
NSS,.( 10- 71-063c-09 
PERSONNEL 







THE fUNCTION Of HIE EXPERtMENT liAS TO SEPARATE AND 
MEASURE HIGH-ENERGY RADIATION. DAI'IAGE TO THREE SOLAR CELLS, TO 
PlEASURE REDUCED SOLAR eElol OUTPUT PUE TO DUST ACCUMULATION. ANO 
TO "EASURE REFLECTED INfRARED ENERGY ANII TEMPERATURES fOR USE 
IN tOMPUTIHG LUNAR SURfACE TE"PERATUAE5. T'HE OUST DETECTOA HAD 
TIIO COPIPONE'HS -- A SENSOR PACKAGE 1'I0UNTEIl TO THE TOP OF THE 
CENTRAL STATION SUN SHIELD, AND A PRINTED CIRCUtT 80ARD lOCATED 
IIITHIN HIE CENTRAL STATION TIIA' INTERfACEO WJTH THE POIIER 
DISTRIBUTION UNIT OF THE ALSEP DATA SUBSYSfEN. THE EXPERII'IENT 
WAS SIPliLAR TO THAT IlEPLOYeo ON APOLLO 12 AND 14. 
------- APOLLO 1S LPI'ALSEP, rALLER------------~--------------­
INVESTJGATION NA"E- LASER RANGING RETROREFlECTO~ 
NSSDC 10- 1'-063C-08 
PERSONNEL 






GEODESY AND CARTOGRAPHT 
U OF COLORADO 
THE LASER RAf'GINti RETROREfLECTOII EXPERJMENT (LRRR), pART 
Of THE ALSEP PACKAGE. liAS A CORNEll REfLEC10R FOil LASER RANGING 
fROI'I EARTH. THE RANGING DATA OBTAINED INCLuneo INfOA"ATlOIi ON 
LUNAI! "OTION~ LUNAR LlBRATIONS, AND EARTH ROTATION. TItE LRRII 
EXPERIPIENT CONSISTED OF A FOLDED PANEL STRUCTURE INCORPORATING 
JOO INDIV)DI1AL fUSEO-SILICA OPTICAL COIINER REFLECTORS, A 5IPlPLE 
ALlGNI1ENlILEVELING DEVlCE, AND AN AIPI-HANDLE "'ECHANIS"_ THE 
lUNA~ ROVING VEHICLE (LRV.l J.lAS USED TO CARRT THE lRRR TO THE 
HADLEY RILL SITE. THE LRRR BECAME PASSIVE AfTEII: DEPLOT!lEN1. A 
CAPIERA (60-"'" LENS) liAS USED TO PIIOTOGRAPH THE EXPERIMEN'I. THE 
LARR COULD BE USED INDU1NI1ELT AND PROVIDED PATA THA1, WHEN 
USED 1 .. CONJUNCTION WITH DATA fROM T!lE APOllO 11 ANti 11, LRRI! 
EXPERI"ENTS, PERPIITED "ORE REfiNED DISTANCE MEASUREI'IENTS THAN 
IIERE PREIIIOUSlY AVAIUBLE. NOW THAT S"ALLER TELESCOPES CAN BE 
USED, TilE E~PERIPlEtH 15 PROVUING GREATER QUANTlT1ES OF 1'I0RE 
ACCURATE DATA • 
------- APOLLO 15 LIII ALSEP, FREE"AN-~--~----------------------
JNIIESTIGAT.ION NA"E- SUPRATHERMAL ION DETEtTO~ 
NSSOC 1'0- 71-06J(-05 
PERSONNEL 
PI J .11. 
01 F .C. 







PARTICLES AND flELOS 
RICE U 
R,ICE U 














I 1 j 
flRIEf tlESfRIPTION 
HI~ ~LSEP SUPRo\THERIIAL ION tlEi£CTOR UPERII'IENT IIE~SUJlEti IONS GENERATED 'ROil ULTRAVIOLET IONIZATiON Of THE lUUII ~THOSPHERE ANti 'RO" THE fREE-STREAlUNG SOLAR WIND/LUNAR SUllfACE INtERACTION. FLUX .. NUIISER D£NSIT'I' .. VElOC;JT'!' .. AND ENERG'!' PER UNn C;HARGE IIERE OHtR"INED fROII THE DATA OBTAJNEO. A CURVED-PL~TE ANALYlER MIO E-CROSS-fl VELOCITY SELECTOR DETecTED IONS IIITH NOR"AL VELOCITIES fROI'I 0.4 TO 93.S KII/S ANb EHUGHS fRO" 0.2 TO 4B.6 EV. SPEtIES DISCIIJ"INATION OF I'I"'SSES UP TO 120 U liAS POSSIBLE. A SEPARATE CURVED-PLATE ANAlUER COUNTED SOUII IIIND PROTONS IN 20 ENERGY INTERVALS fRO" 10 TO l500 EV. THE POTENTIAL Of ONE iNSTRUI'IENT (fOR EACH INSTIIUI'IENT PLATE) RELATlVE TO TilE LUNAR SURfACE 15 VARlEO THROUGH 24 STEPS EVERY 9.6 l'lJU.. AND FOR EACH SUCIi STEP THE POTENTIAL 0' THE OTHER ltlSTRUIIENT PLATE RELATIVE TO THE fIRST LS VARlEti TH~OUliH 20 STEPS. 
------- APOLLO t5 Lf'!/ALSEP .. JOHNSON------------------_________ _ 
TNVESTlGATlON NA"E- COlli CATHODE ION GAUGE 
NSSDC JD- 71-063C-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - F.S. JOHNSON 






U Of TEIl'AS~ O~LUS 
UN"NOWN 
TIlE CeGE liAS OESJGNED TO "USURE THE A"OUNT Of GAS PRESENT ON THE LUNAR SURFACE. A COLD C'ATHODE; IONIZATION GAliE; WAS USED FOR THIS PURPOSE. THE STAINLESS STEEL ENVELOPE ANb ELECTRODES WERE PLACED IN AN AltlAL "AGNETtC fIELD OF 0.09 T (9001i). A "~IiNETlC SHIELD II~S '!OUNTEO AROUNb THE GAGE AND ITS MAGNET. TIlE DEVICE WAS susluve TO GAS DENS tTy RATHER THAN PRfSSURE~ THE RESPOIISE VARIED SOl'lEWHAT WITH GAS COHPOSITION .. OUT ERRORS DUE TO THE UNCERT~lItTlES IN CO"POSITION WERE e.PECTEO TO BE IIITHIN A fACTOR Of lIIO. THE CATHODE liAS CONNEtT.ED TO AN AUTO-RANGING, ~UTO-LEROINIi ELECTRO"ElER THAT 
"EASURED CUNRENTS IN THE RANliE t~OE-13 TO 1.0E-16 A"PS. A TEMPER,HURE DETECTOR WAS INCLUDED TO ENABLE CONVERSION Of THE READINGS TO EQUIVALEIH PRESSURE. THE DATA FRO" THE UPERI"EN"r UAVE BEEN EXPRESSED ~S EQUIVALENT OENSIT'!' fOR ~ NtTROGEN LUNAR ATMOSPHERE. THE CCGE HAD THREE AUTO-SillTCHED_ OVER!-APPING .. SENStrlvITV RANGES ENABLING OETECTION OF THE LUN~R AT"OSPHERE fRO'! i?E+S TO 1.E+11 P~RTICLESI CUBIC C" (EQUIVALENT NHROliEN). IN TIlE NORMAL GENERATIONAL "ODE THE B~SIC CYCLE REPEATED nVE ItEAS"~C:"ENTS (SEPARATED BY 2.4 S) ~NO THREE IIUSURE"EtiTS (SEP~RnED BY 40 S) EVERY 2.5 "IN. TE"PERATURE ~ND OTHER ENGINHRING MiD CALIBRATION FUNCTIONS IIERE ALSO SAIIPLED IIITHIN THIS Z.5-JI!IN CYCLE. IN ~ GROUND COJilI'lANDED SPECIAL MODE .. ONE ME;,SUREMEHT WAS OBTAINED EVERY .2..4 S.. WITtI NO OTHER ME~SURE"'ENlS BEING PERfORI'IED. ElIPERI"ENT OPERATION liAS ROUTINELY CURTAILED DURING lUNAR D~Y TO ~VOIti ARtINt: Of THE HIGH VOLT-AGE POWER SUPPLY. "ORE DETAILS ARE AVAILABLE IN 
"APOLLO SCIENT)FIC EXpERIMENTS HANDBOOIe~" NAS~ T" .-58131, AUGUST 1914 (REVISED APRIL 1916). 
------- APOLLO 15 L"/AlSEP. lANGSETH--- ________ ww ____________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAME- HEAT FLOII 
NSSOC ID- 11-063C-06 
PERSONNEL 
PI - "'.G. LAI,JSETH 






LA"ONT-DOHERTY GEO OBS 
ULE U 
TUE HEAT fLOW EXPERl"EtlT (HFEl .. WHICH WAS PART OF THE ALSEP. liAS OESIGtlEO TO DETERl'IltlE THE RATE Of HEAt LOSS fRO" THE lUNAR INTERIOR. THE EXPEIII"EIH DETECTEO LUN~R TE"PERATURfS OF TUE fOLLOIiING TYPES ~ND R~NGES. IIlTH CORRESPONDING ACCURAtlES NOTED IN PARENTHESES -- HIGH-SENSITIViTY MEASUREI'IENTS OF PLUS DR MINUS i? bEG C (0.003 DEG C) TE"PERATURE DlFFERENCE .. LO\l-SEUSITJVITY l'lEASUIIEI1ENTS OF PLUS OR "lHUS 20 DEG C .o.n~ DEG Cl TEt1peR~TURE DIFfERENCE .. PROBE ~"BIEtlT TEI'IPERAlURES FlO" ZOO K TO 250 Ie CO.l K). THER"OCOUPLE REfERENCE TE"PERATURE _RO" 
-20 DEG C TO -60 OEG C (O.t DEG C), ~ND PROBE CABLE A)lBIENT HHPEAATUkES FROft 90 Ie TO .2.50 K (O.l Ie). THE INSTRUIIENTATION CONSISTED Of TVO 1.2-" PROBES tHAT WERE INSERTEb INTO THE LUNAR SURFACE .. ~ SPELIAL TOOL FOR PROBE INSERTION .. AND AN ELECTRONICS PACKAGE THAT ~·~S CABLE-CONNECTED TO THE PROBES A/tO THF =ENTAAL STATtON. TO ENABLE PLACE"ENT OF THE pRoaES INTO THE LUNAII SURfACE. TWO 3-" HOLES WERE DRILLED IN THE SURFACE BY ASTRONAUT SCOTT USING THE APOLLO LUNAR. SURFACE DRILL (ALSO). THE ALSO .WAS UUIPPED IIUIl CORE STE'" CAPS ANO RETAINERS .. CORE STE"S .. CORE BlT~. A BORE ilIT/DRILL IID,\PTER. A TRE~DL[:, AND A BORE STE"/COIIE STE" \lRENCI'. THE BORE STUI ASSEMIILIES usEb IN DRILL1NG RUIAINED IN Till: HOLES 10 PROVIDE A CASING TO PREVENT COLLAPSE OF THE" HOLE II"LLS DURING INSERTlON Of THE PROSES. 
r Y I [d~.",~L:.~ .... ~" .1 
" 
\ 
------- APOLLO 1S UUALSEP .. L.TH~"---------------------------­
INVESTIGATION NA"E- PASHVE SEISIIIC 
NSSDC 10- 1'-063C-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - G.V. 
01 II .... 
01 - ,. 










U Of TElIAS, (j~LVESTO)j 
""S5 INST Of TECII 
U OF IlAIIAU 
THE PUSII/E HISIIIC UPERIHENl (PS£:), PART Of THE APOllO LUNAR SURfACE E.PERIHENTS PACI(AGE (ALSEPl~ "EASURED' HlSMIC SIliNALS fRO" aOl'H ElITERHAl ~ND INTERNAL SOURCES Of SEIStuC ENERGY ON THE I'IOON. THE "EIISUREIIENTS OBTAINED HA\IE B£EII UHD TO DETERMINE YHE INTERNAL STRUCTURE Qf THE "'OON, THE RATE Of ENERG.Y RELEASE .. AND THE NUMBERS AND "ASSES Of IIElEOROIOS I"PACTlHG THE LUNAR SURFACE. TilE LUIIAR SURFACE IMPACTS or THE SPENT S-IVB AND LM ~SCENl STAGES WERE USEe ~S EXHHNAL CALIBRAtION SOURCES FOR THE S£JSPl.OllUERS. TilE i':NOIiN fII~SS AtlD VELOCny Of THESE STAGE'S AT SURfACE l"PIlCT ~ND TilE LUNAR 'lIP .... ct POINT COOROINATES ENABLED lHE COMPUTATION Of ENERGY GENERATED AT IMPACT AND THE POINT OF EHERGY APPlICATION. nHE CALIBRArlON CH~RACTER1STIeS WERE DETEp"INED BY MEASURING SE1SPl.OtHTER RESPONSE TO THESE ENERGY SOURCES.) lHE EXPERHIENT, ~HICII \lAS l'lEPLOV(1I 110 " WEST Of THE LM. CONSIstED Of T!lO SEISMIC ASSE"BLlES A LONG PERIOII (LP) SEISMO"I:T£R (TR1AXfAL. ORTHOGONAl) WlTH A SEISHI[ FREQUENCY RESPONSE FROlt 0.004 FI 3 HI (80-DB DYIU"IC UNGE) ANI' A SHORT PERIOD (SP) SEISMOMeTER (UNlAIIJAL .. VERTICAL MOllON) WITH A SOS"Ie fREQUENCY fROM {J.OS TO .2.0 HZ (80-DB DYN ... IC R~NGE). TilE HINl"UII l'lETECfAOlE SllJNAl Of THE PSE SEISMO"ETERS liAS 0.3 IIICROHETER AT A rll"EQUEIiCT Of 1 Ill. TilE SUS"OI'lETERS WERE HOuS!:'O IN A DRU"-SHAND ENClOSURE ROUHbED IN THE BOnO". THIS EIoICLOSURf RESlED ON A SUf'PORT STRUCTURE (STOOL) ~NO liAS COI/E~"b BY A TIIERMAL SIIROUD AftER DEPLO'!''''ENT OF rUE EXPEIOIIENT. 
.............................. APOLLO 16 LI'I/ALSEP •••••••••••••••• 
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INITIAL ORBIt P.\R,I.."ET'ERS 
ORBIl TTPf- LUNAR LANDER 
PERSONNEL 
"G f.L 
SC J .8. 












THE APOLLO 16 LUNAR l'IOOOl( (LM) CONSISTED CI. A LUNAR LIINDING CRAFT, A LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE (LRV). ~NO M' APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE (ALSEPl THAT COUTAINEb SCIENtiFIC EXPERI"ENT'S un ON THE LUNAR SURfACf AftER CO"PLETlON of THE "ANNEO PORTION Of THE MISS.I0N. THr LK LANOEO IN THE DESCARTES HIGIIL .... ND REGION JUST NO!!lH Of TilE CRATER POLLAND AT 8 OEG 59 tUN S5 S SOUl!! LATITUDE .. AND 15 DEG 31 MIN 12 S EAST LONlilTODE. THE ALSEP WAS DEPLOYED ~T THE LANPING SITE. THE lRV W~S USEO DURING EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVlTJES (EVA) TO EXTEND THE RANGE Of !lANNEO LUNAR UPlORATlOtl. THr: NUCLEAR-POWERED ~LSEP PACitAliE CONT'AINED SEISflle. MAGNEllC f ,ElC! .. AND HE~T fLOW EXpEIIIMENTS. THE L" ItSELf W"S Oil tHE UNAR SURFACE APRIL 21-24, 197.2.. 
------- "POlLO 16 L"/ALSEP .. bYA,L-------------------w----___ _ 
INVESTIGATION NA"E- LUNAR SURfACE "AGtlHOI'IETEIt 
NSSOC rD- 72-031C-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI P. 
01 - C.W. 
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TillS E)l.PERIKENt CONSISTEII OF II TRiAXIAL FLUXGATE 
"A.GtlETOI'I£TER AND WAS PAItT OF ... THIIEE-STAllON NElVOIlI'; (APOLLO 
12,15.16) INTeNDED TO ytEll! lNrOItJIIAlJON ON THE tNTUN"L 
ELf.tT/lOI'IAGNETtc tHARACT£RIHltS Of THE I'IOON. fLIPPASl£ SENSORS 
WERE LOCATED 1S CI'I ABOVE THE LUNAR SURfACe AT THE ENOS Of TIIREE 
OltTl/OGONAl 100-C" aOOIl5. SENSOR ORIENTATION WAS IHJtlA
LL'J 
PETERKINEIl BY THE ASTRONAUts' USING A BUBBlE' lEYEL ANII .. 
SHADOWGRAI'H~ AND liAS BEEN SUBSEQUENTLY ",OtUTORED (WITH AN 
ACCURACY OF 0.2 DEGREES) BY GRAl/lTY-LEVEL SENSORS. EACH SENSOR 
~(lULD liE OPERATEO IN THE RANGeS FIIO" I'lINUS TO PLUS 50. HIO, 011 
2Dt' 6A'\I'1"5 .. Wllil A 0.'-6AI'I"''' ItESOLUTJDN4 FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
w;.s rROK 0 TO 3 tll. 
-----
- APOLLO 16 UIlALSE. ... I':OV"'CII----------------------------
INVESTIG",1l0N N"'''E- "CUVE SE1!iI'llC 
NSSOC 10- 72-031C-02 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.L. KOYACH 







U Of TEXAS. G",LVE!iTON 
THE PURPon Of TilE (!i-033) ",CTIVE SElUIlC EXPERIMF.NT 
("'Sf) liAS TO ACQUtRE OAU TO DETERMINE TilE PII'I'SlCAL PROPERTJ£S 
Of THE LUN"R SURfACE AND SUIISURFACE MATERIALS. IIOTH NATURAL AND
 
ARTIFJCIALLY PRODUCED SEISM" WAVES WERE MONITORED. TilE 
ARTIfICUL WAVES WEllE PRO OUtED BY SHOTG_UN-lIKE CHARGES fiRED BY
 
A 'THUI'IPER' DEVICE ANb EXPLOSIVE GRENAbE CIIARGES fIRED fRO" A
 
"DRTAR BOX ASSEMBLY 11'1' AN ASTRONAut. TilE EQUIPMENT CONSJSTfb tlf 
A TIIUI1PER/GEOPHONE ASSEMlIlY.. A MDRUR PACKAGE ASSOIBL'I'.
 
INTERCONNECTlNG CABLES. "NO AN Elf[TRONICS ASSEMBLY HOUSED IN 
THE CENTRAL STATION. tHE ASE GENERATED AND MONl.TORED f;EUMJt
 
WAVES IN THE RANGE 3 TO 250 HI WITH A FREQUENCY RESPONSE Of 
PLUS OR MINUS 3 DB Iii THE fREQUENCY RANGE Of 3 TO 100 HI. 
NATURAL SEISIHC WAVES WERE "lSO JIONITORED IUTHIN tHIS RANGE
 
Wflll!; THE ALSEP $lATlON WAS OPERATING IN THE ASE 110 DE. TtiE 
DHA-GATHERINn INTERVAL \lAS S"ALL, BECAUSE THE CENTRAL STATION
 
OPERATED IN THE ASE KOOE ON THE AVERAGE OF ONLY 30 "IN/WEEI':.
 
THE THUtlPER CONT"INED 21 STANDARD INlTIATORS ",OUN1£O
 
PERPENDICULAR TO ITS B"SE PLATE. WHfCH WAS SELECTED AND fIXED
 
BT "N ASTRDN"UT. THE TtlUI'IPER WAS CABLE-CONNECTED TO THE CENTRAL
 
STAnON AND WAS fIRED fIT INTEIiVALS Of 5 1'1. THUMPER fJAINGS 
BEYOND "PPROX1JIIATELY 40 1'1 PRODUC£D IiEAK SIGNALS. ONE P-W"VE 
VELDCItT Of 114 "/SEC loI"S MEASURED. THE GEOPHONES WERE 
ELEctROMAGNETIC LISTENING DEVICES THAT WERE CABLE-CONNECTED TO
 
THE CENTRAL STATION. WHERE THEY WERE ""PLIFlED~ OIGI11IEO. AND 
TRANS"ITTED TO EARTH. TilEY WERE PLACED AT DISTANCES Of 3. 43.
 
AND 93 '"' FRO" TIlE CEtfTRf\L STATION. THE IIORTAR BOX GRENADES WERE 
ROCKET-LAUNCHED BY EARTH CO,",I'IAND. THEY H'IPACTED "T RANGES OF
 
APPROXl!!"tELY 1S0, 300, AND 900 M FRO" THE DEPLOYED "ORTAR 60X 
ASSEMBLY. THE DECISION NOT TO LAUNCH GRENADE NO.1 (1500 Jill WAS 
""DE BECAUSE THE lAUNCH ASSE"BL'I' PITCH-ANGLE SENSOR WENT
 




- APOLLO 16 LI'I/ALSEP, LATHflM---------------------------
INVESnnATION NAME- PASSIVE suslnc (PSE) 
NSSDC 10- 72-031C-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - G.V. 
01 - f. 









U OF TEXAS, G"LVESTON 
IUSS INST Of TECH 
U OF HAW"JJ 
THE PURPOSE OF THE PSE (S-0311. WHICH Wb PART OF THE 
USEP. WAS TO "EASURE SnSI'IIC SIGNALS fROM ALL EXTERNAL AND
 
INTERNAL SOURCES OF SEu.nc ENERGy ON THE IIOON. THE DATA fROM
 
THIS EXPERII'IENT WtLL BE UseD lO DETERMINE THE INTERNAL LUNAR
 
STRUctUilE .. RATE Of ENERGY RELEASE .. AND NUMBERS AND "'ASSES Of
 
II'IPACHNG METEORS. THIS E)[PERUtENT USED TIlE DATA FROM 
f)[PER~I'IENTS ON THE IMP",CTS OF THE S-IV BAND LM ASeftn STAGES 
AS EXTERNAL CALIBRATION SOURCES. THE INSTRUftENT PAC)[AGE 
REPRESENTED THE fOURTH AcnVE IN$TRUI'IENT AvAILABLE IN THE LUNAR 
SE15"l.C. NElWDRI; AND ENABLED SCIENTISTS to LOCATE ,REGIONS Of 
SEtSMlt: ACTtVITY MORE PRe-CISELY. THE IN$H:UMENT PACKAGE WAS 
COI'IPOSED OF TWO ASSEIIBUES -- (n A LONG-PEAlOD, TRI"IIIAL~ 
ORTHOGONAL SEISMOI'\ETER WITH A SEISMIC fREQUENCY RESPONSE fRO" 
0~004 TO 3 HI (SO-DBl DTNAI'IICAL RANGE AND (2) A SHORT-PERIOD, 
UNlAXIAL, VERTICAL MonON SElSI'IOMETER WUH A SU,SMIC. fREIIUENCY
 
RESPONSE fRO" 0_05 TO 20 III (80-0B) O'l'NAMICAL RANGE AND THE 
IHNII'IUM DETECTABLE SIGNALS OF 0.3 MICROMETER AT A FREQUENCY Of 
1 Hl. TilE INSTRUMENT PAUA;;( WAS _CABLE-CONNECTED TO THE CENTRAL 
AlSEP POWER STATION .. WHICH WAS DEPLOYED BY THE ASTRONAUTS. 
" 
r 
••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••• ,' ••• "POLlO 17 lM/ALSEP ................. .
. 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAIIE- APOLLO 11 L",/AlSEP 
ALTERNATE NAMES- APOllO 11C .. 06307 
LEII 11. ROVER 11 
ALSEP 17 
NSSoC 10- 12-096C 
LAUNCH DATE- 1UOll12. IIEIGII1- 5050. I':G 
l"UNCII SlTE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES 
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PERSONNEL 
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THE APOLLO 11 lUNAR SURfACE EXPERIIIENTS P"CKAGE (,ALSEPi 
WAS DEPLO'I'E1l BY TilE ASTRONAUTS IN THE NOIITIlEASTERN PORTION O
f' 
THE "DON tLATlTUOE 211 DEG 10 JIlIN N. lONGITUDE 30 DEG ~8 MIN fJ 
ON THE SOUTHEASTERN Ril'l OF MARE SERENITATIS IN A DARIC- DEPOSIT
 
BETWEEN MASSIyr. UNITS Of THE SOUTHWESTERN TAURUS MOUNTAINS
 
SOUTH Of LITTRii" CRATER. THE ALSEP EXPERIMENTS WERE POWERED BY
 
A NUCLEolI! POW'iR SOURCE AND INCLUDED STUDY Of plIO AlI'IOSPtlERIC 
ANb IONIC ENVIRONMENT Of THE MOON. HEAT LOSS F~OM THE LUNAR 
INTERIOR, LUNAR EJECTA AN~ METEORJH.S~ LUNAR SEtS"IC PROfILING~ 
AND LUNAR SURFAce GRAVJ .. tTE~ fINDINGS. THE LM WAS ON THE LUNAR 
.'-URFACE OEC£MBER 11-13 .. 197L 
~------ APOLLO 17 LI'I/~LSEP~ aERG-------~--~~---------~-~-------
INVESTIGATION NAME- LUNAR EJECTA AND METEORITES 
NSSOC 10- n~096c-05 
PERSONNEL 








THE APOLLO 11 LUNAR EJECTA ANO "ElEORITE EXPERIMENT 
MUSURED THE FREQUENCY WIIH WHICH THE "DON IS !MPACTEO BT 
PUIIARY COSlll,C DUST PARTICLES AND THE EFFECT or THE LUNAR
 
EJECTA E"ANATING fROf{ lllE SITES Of METEORITE IIIPAns ON TItE 
LUNAR SURfACE. THE EltPERIIIENT HAD THE fOLLOWING SPECHIC
 
OBJECTIVES Ol TO DElER'UNE THE BACKGROUND AND lONG-TERM
 
VARIATIONS Of COSMIt DUST INfLUX RATES IN CISLUNAR SPACE~ (Z) 
TO DetERMINE rilE EXlENT AND N,lTURE OF LUNAR EJECTA PRODUCED BY
 
METEORITE IMPACTS ON TilE LUNAR SURFACE. (3) TO DETERMINE TH£ 
RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION Of COMETS AND ASTEROIDS TO THE EARTH'S
 
METEOROID ENSEMBLE. (I,) TO STUDT POSSIBLE CORR£LATIONS BETWEEN 
THE ASSOCIATED EJECrA EvENTS AND T/IE TIMES OF THE EARtH'S
 
CROSSING Of COMETARY ORBITAL PLANES AND METEOR STREAMS. (5) TO
 
DE-TERMINE THE EITENT Of THE CONTRIBUTION OF INTERSTELLAR
 
PARTI'CLES TOIIARO THE ftAINTEN"NCE Of THE ZODIACAL CLOUD AS THE
 
SO'..AR SYSTE", PASSES THROUGH GALACTIC SPAtE. AND (61 TO 
INVtoSTIGATE Tn': E)(JS1ENCE OF AN EffECT CALLeD 'EARTH fOCUSING 
or OUH PARTICLES.' THE EQUIPIIENT fOR THIS EXPERIMENT. WHICH 
WAS PAAT OF THE APOLLO 11 ALSEP, INCLUDED ONE DEPLOYABLE UN1T
 
WITH DETECTOR PlAHS. ALSEP CENTRAL STATION ELECTRONICS. ANO
 
THE tABLE AND "STRO''lATE CONNECTOR FOR MATING THE ExTERNAL UNJ
l 
WITH THE CENTRAL SlATION. '(HE EXTERNAL UNlT COMPONENTS OR 
SENSORS CONS1ST£O Of SUPPRESSOR AND COLLECTOR PLATES. l"PACT
 
PLATES, f'IlM FRAMES, AND MICROPHONES. THE SENSOR HAD A flELti O
f 
VIEW Of PLUS OR IIINUS 6D DEG ANI) AN AflGULAR RESOLUTION OF PLUS 
OR MINUS 26 DEG. IT M!;ASUREO PARTICLE IIIPACTS IN AN ENEIIG'I'
 
RANGE Of 1 TO 1000 ERGS WITH A PRIMARY fREIOUENCY Of MEASUREMEN-T
 
Of 1.E-4 IMPACTS/SQ illS. tHE EXTERNAL UNIT W,lS ERECTED AND 
OEPLOTeo ON THE LUNAR SURFACE ABOUT II " SOUTH Of THE ALSEP
 
CENTRAL STATI,ON. THE UNIT WAS ALIGNED Ttl PLUS OR "INUS 5 D~G OF 
THE SCAN-SHADOW LINE AND LEVEl.EO 10 PLUS OR lit NUS S DEG. A 
COVER PROVIDED TO SHIELD tHE DE-TEnOR PUTES fIIO" DlAT
 
PARTICLES PR:lDUCEO DURING lUNAR IIODULE ASCENT LI FTOFF WA
S 
JETTISONED 8T EARTH COJIII'IAND AT A SUITABLE TIME AfTER LlnOff. 
-~---- APOLLO 17 ~MI ALSEP. kOVACH-----~-----------~--------­
INVESTIGATION NAME- LUNA~ SEtS"'IC PROfILING EXPERIMENT 





",C""""m •.••. 1 .. 
! 
.J __ 1 
PERSONNEL 
PI - 1t.1.. KOVACH 
01 - J.S. ~ATICIH5 
BIUU OESCRIPTION 
_ ."",, .t~ .. _". _____ J 
STANfORIl U 
U Of TEXAS. GALVESI0N 
THE PURPOSE Of THE LUNAR SEJSIIIC PROfILING EXPERIMENt 
(5-2(1]) WAS TO ACQUIRE UTA ON THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE 
lUNAR NEAR-SURfACE ""fUJiLS. 5PECI-FlC OBJECTIVES iNCLUDE\! 
''lEASURING THE LUNAR SElSlnC SIGNALS pROnUClEI! ay bETOHAT ION Of 
E-MPLOSIyE CHARGES ON THE SURfACE, IIONJTOlh"G NATURAL SEiSMIC 
ACTlVn, RfSULt!NG fRO" JlQO'HIUAICES 011 "HEORIfE IMPACTS, 
RECORDING THE SEtSlile SIGNALS RESULTING fROII THE ASCENT OF HI£ 
L"~ AND RHORDING THE SEUlnc SIGNALS RESULTING fRON THE HIPACT 
Of THE SPENT LI'I ASCENT HAGE. THIS ElPEAll'lfNT YIELDED OEfAlI-EO 
INfORMATION ON LUNAR GEDLOGle CHARACTERISTICS TO DEPTHS OF :s Ie". THE eQUIP"EHT CONSISTED OF FOUIt GEOPHONES .. "ARICER FLAGS. A 
GEOPHO/fe "ODULE IIlTH A "ARKER fLAG~ AN ELECTRONICS PACUGE IN 
TUE ALSEP CENTRAL STAllON. A TRANSIUTTER. AN ANlENNA. AND EIGllT 
EXPLOSIVE PACKAI.ES. fHE EXPLOSIVE PACUGE "AJOR CO"PONENTS WERE 
A RECEIVING ANTENNA .. A RHUVER. AN eXPLOSIVE TRAIN. A SIGNAL 
PROCESSOR. AND A FIRING PULSE GENERATOR. IHE CREW DEPLOTEIl THE 
GEOPHONES AND THE GEOPHONE "OOUL.E "ARK ED WI TH FLAGS AND THEN 
PHOTOGRAPHED THE" DURING EVA 1. THE ANTENNAS ANIl ELECTRONICS 
PACkAGE WERE AL.SO DEPL.OTED AND CONNECTED TO THE ALSEP ce'URAL 
STAnON. rHE EXPLOSJVE PACKAGES WEllE DEPLOTED AT DES!GNATED 
SitES DUIUNG THE LUNAR nAVERSES. 
_a _____ APOLLO 17 LI"l'AL5EP .. LAN6SETH--------------------______ _ 
NSSDC ID- 7i!:-Q96C-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - ".G. 
01 - S .P. 









LAI"lONI-DOHEr,n GEO OBS 
TALE U 
LEHI"lAN COLLEGE 
THE PURPOSe Of THE HUT fLOV EXPERII"lENT (5-037) liAS TO 
DETERI"lINE THE RATE OF HEAT LOSS FRO" THE LUNAR INTERIOR. 
SPECIfIC 08JECTIVES WERe·- (1) MEASURE"ENT OF THE SUBSURFA.CE 
VERTICAL TE"PERATUIIE GIlAClIUTS IN THE LUNAR SURFACE LAYER AS A 
FUNc-nON Of TIPIE. (2) "EASUREMENT Of THE ABSOLUTE TEMPERA TUllE 
Of THE LUNAR SUBSURFACE AS A fUNCTION OF TI"E. 1.3) 
DETERMINATION OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE LUNAR 
SUBSURFACE "ATERIAL .. AND (4) lleASUREMENT Of THE BRIGHTNESS 
TE"PERATURE Of THE LOCAL LUNAR SURFACE. MEASURE"ENTS TAKEN or 
THE HEAT FL.UX THROUGH tHE UPPER 2.4 " OF THE SURfACE PROVIDED 
DATA ON THE LUNAR SOlL TIIER"'AL CONDUCTIVlTY, CONTRIBUTED TO THE 
RESOLUTION Of USUES CONCERNING L.UNAR INTERNAL HEATING 
PROCEsseS .. ANO ESTA8LISIIEO Ll"ITS OF CONSTRAINI ON THE INTERIOR 
TE"PEAATUR£ AND CO"POSITION OF THE "OON. THE E~PERIMENT 
CONSISTED OF TWO PROBES (EACH ABOUT 1.2 " IN LENGTH). A SPECIAL 
TOOL FOR PR08E iNSERHON. RADIATION- SH1,ELDS FOR EACH PROBE. AND 
.-N ELECTRONICS PACKAGE THAT WAS CABLE-CONNErTEIl TO THE PROBES 
AND THE ALSEP CONTROL STAllON. TWO HOLES WERE DRILLED IN THE 
LUNAR SURFACE ABOUT 10 M A.PART. THE 80RE STSlE"S REMAINED IN 
THE HOLES TO PROVIDE A CASING TO PREVENT VALL COLLAPSE. ONE 
PROBE WAS PI~ERTED INTO EACH HOLE. AND THE DEPTH OF THE PROBE 
WAS RECOR~f':l. 
--~~--- APOLLO 17 L"JALSEP. IIEBER-------------~-----------­
INVESlI(iATION NA"E- LUNAR SURfACE GRAVI"ETER 
NSSDC 10- 72-096C-09 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J. IIE8ER 






U Of "ARYLAND 
U OF "ARTlAND 
THE PURPOSE Of THE LUNAR SURF'ACE GIlAVI"ETER ElIPERlM.ENT 
(S-2.07) liAS TO OBTAIN HIGHU ACCUIlATE "EASUIIE"ENTS Of THE LUNAR 
SURfACe GIIAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION AND ITS TEM.PORAL VARIATIONS 
AT A SELECTED "Dll~T ON THE SUIIFACE. SPECIFJC OBJECTIVES WERE 
DETERI'IINATJI!;i OF TI'!: VALUE Of LUNAR GRAVITT RELATIVE TO EARTH 
GRAVlTT (vnH AN ArCURAcY OF AIlOUt 1 PART IN 1.ES), 
OE.TJ';';'UIATION Of THE ""GHITUPE OF LUNA~ SURFACE OEFORMATlON DUE 
To;, TIDAL FORCES. MEASURE"ENT Of VERTICAL CO"PONEHTS OF LUNAR 
NATURAL SEIS"IC1TT .. AN~ "ONITORING Of FREE OSCILLA.TlONS OF THE 
"OON THAT "A" liE INDUCED 8T GRAVllAnONAL RADIA'TlON FADM. COS"IC 
SOURces. THE. EQUIP"ENT CONSISTED OF ELECTRONICS. SENSORS 
(SPRING "ASS SUSPENSION CAPAtnOR Pl.ATES) .. A SuNSHIELD .. ~ND " 
RIBBON CABLE TO THE CENTRAL STATiON ELECTRONICS. THE CREW 
DEPLOTECI TlUS EXPERt"ENT ABOUT 8 " fRO'" THE ALSEP CENTRAL 
STATlON~ THIS PROCEDURE CONSISTED Of LEVELING ANP A.LIGN"ENT 
WlTHIN PLUS Oil MINUS 1 DE6. USING THE SUNSHIELD SHADOW. AND 
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SPACECRA.FT CO~MOU UAM.E- AIIYAIHIA.TA. 
ALTERNATE UAM.£5- ARIA.OA.T, INDLM. SCIENTlflC SAT. 
INDASAT 
NS-SDC I D- 15-033A 
LA.UNCH DA.TE- ["4/19/75 
LAUHCIl Sl rE-
LAUNCH VEHICLE- INTRtOS II 
SPONSORING COUN111~/A.GEHe~ 
INDIA 
INITIAL ORBIT PAIIAMElERS 
DROIT TYPE- GEOCEr/TIIIC 
01101 r PERloD- 96.5 MIN 










WE1GHT~ 360. KG 
EPoeH DAfE- (14120115 






THIS SPACECRArI. NA"ED ,\fTER TH£ FAMOUS INDIAN 
-'STRONOMER. VAS INDIA'S FIRST SA.TELLlTE A.UD WAS COM.PL.ETELY 
DESIGNED A.ND fAORleATED HI IHDIA. If WAS LAUNCHED BY A SOVIET 
ROCKET rRaM. A sovrET COStlODRO"£. TIlE SPAC£[lIA.fT IIA.S 
QUASISrHERICAL IN SHAPE CONlAltllNG 26 SIDES -'NO CONTAINED THREE 
EXPER IMENTS fOR THE MEASUREMENT OF COSI'lIC X-RAYS, so' All 
NEUTRONS, AND GAM"A RAYS. ANO AN IONOSPHERIC ELECTRON TItAP 
ALONG IItTH A UV SENSOR. THE SPACECRAfT WEIGHED 360 KG. USE.D 
SOLAR PANELS ON i!~ SIDES to PROIllDE ~6 WATTS Of POWER. USED A 
PASSIVE TIlER"A.L CONTROL StSTEI'l. CONTAINED BATTUIES .. AND A 
SpHl-UP GAS JET SYSTEI'I TO PROVIDE A SPIN RATE Of NOT I'lORE IHAN 
90 RP"'. TlifRE IIEAE A SET 0' ALTITUDE SENSORS CO"PRISED Of A 
TRJAXIA.L /IIAGNETOM.ETER, A DIGITAL ELEVATION SOLAR SEIISOR. AND 
fOUR AlIMUTH SOLAR SENSORS. TilE DATA SYSTEM. INCLUDED A TAPE 
RECORDER AT 256 illS WITH PLAYBACK AT to TIM.ES tHAT RATE. THE 
PCI'l-FI'l-PM HLE'METRY SYSTEM OPERAHD AT 137.44 MHZ. THE 
tlE'CESSARY GROUND TELEMETRY AND TELECO!'!M.AND STATlONS IIUE 
ESTABlISIiED AT SHAR ~ENTRE IN SRIHARl~OTA .. ANDIIU PRADESH. 
------- ARY ABHA T A. PAN I EL~------~~---~-------~-~-___________ ~ __ 
INVESTlGATIOIi NAPlE- SOLAR NEUTRON AUIl GAM"'A RAYS 
NSSDC 10- 75-013A-02 
PERSONNE' 
PI - Ii.R. 
01 • P.J. 









TATA INST OF fUND RES 
JATA lUST OF FUNIl RES 
TAlA lUST or fUND RES 
THIS INVESIlGATIOtl liAS CONCERNEIl Willi tHE STUDY or 
ENERGETIC IlEUTROIiS fROM 20 10 500 M.EV AND GAM.MA RAYS FROM 0.2 
TO 24 I'IEV. A.LTHOI1GH tT liAS INTENOEIl TO MEIISURE THOSE PARTICLES 
AND PHOTONS ASSOCIAHD WI1H VIOLENT OUTBURSTS fROM THE SUN. THE 
DATA WERE ONLY ACCUMULATED IN REAL TIllE fRO" 11 ORBllS. THIS 
PERMITTED A STUDY Of AT!'!OSPIlERIC NEUTRONS AND GUIItA RAYS. 
OURING THIS 111'1E. SO"'E EVENTS SHOWING SUDDEN INCREASES IN GAM.M.A 
RAY COUNlItlG RHES WEill RECORDED. THE DnEClOR SYSTEM. 
CONSISTED Of A ll.S-CM-DIAPlETER. l.n-CM-nllCI( CSI ITLl CRYSTAL 
COUPLED TO A ll.S-CM-DIAMETER PM. TUBE THAT \IA.S CDPlPLEIELY 
ENCLOSED IN A l-CM. THICK. PLASHC, SCINTILLATOR ANllC01N[lIlENCE 
SHIELD. TlUS SHIELD liAS VIEWED BY rOUR 3.8-CM-DIAI'n-TER P/'I 
TUBES. A ilULSE SHAPE OISeRJIIUN~TOR WAS USED rOR ENERGY 
DEPOSITlDIl In THE CSt CRYSTAL GREnE~ THAN 5 /'lEV TO OISTINGUISH 
NEUTRONS fRO/'I GA"I"lA RAYS. AIID PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS WAS 
ACCOMPLISHED ElY A 64-CHANNEL ANALYlER. FOil PULSES I!ELOW 5ME\I .. 
-'TlRlIlUTED TI.I LOW-ElfERGY GAIIM.A RAYS. f'IRH ENERGY-LOSS VINDO\lS 
OF !l.2 TO 0.4 .. 0.10 TO 1 AND 1 TO 1, M.EV WERE /'IEASUAED. THE 
CHARGED PARTICLE FLUX WAS M.OIHTORED Bt MEASURING THE 
COINCIDENCE RATES SElwEEN TilE CENTRAL AND SHIELD CRYSTA.LS AS 
WELL AS rHE SINGLES RATE OF THE SHIELD. THE DA.TA RATts IIERE 
SCA/INED EVERY SECOND AND TRAlfSl'IlTTEO TIlROUGIt TilE SPACECRAft 
TEl,E"ETRr. fURTHER DETAILS "OF THE E~PERIMfNT ARE PUIlUSIlED IN 
'PRAI'!ANA.' 7. 355. 1976. 
~------ ARTA.BIIAT A. PRA~ASH------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAM.E- lONOSPHeRIC ELECTRON TRAP AND UV 
CHAI'lBERS . 





































PI - :;. 
01 - B.II. 
PRAKASII 
SUBBARAYA 
PHYSICAL RESEAlltli LAB 
PHYSJCAL RESEARCII LAB 
flUff OESCRIpTlON 
THlS EXPERt"ENT OBJECTIVE WAS TO USE AN ELf~"TRON TRAP TO 
ftEA$URE ELECTRON ENERGIES UJ> to 100 tv, AND H L' .. E UV CHA"BEIIS 
TO "aNJTOR THE Su,ttEIiEO LYftAN-ALPHA RAOU" _ON ANO OXYGEN 
£111$$IONS IN TNE NIGHT SU. 
------- ARYABHAtA, RAO-----------------------------------------
I NVES TI GA Tl ON NA"£:- I-RA Y AS nONO"Y 
NSSOC 10- 75-013A-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - U.R. 
01 - It. "" KASTUIIIRANGA" 







TillS EllPEIU"ENT USEO AN NAI (TL) SCINTlLLATOR Afr+D A 
PROPORTlONAL COUNTER TO IIEASURE I RAYS IN THE ENERGY RANGE Z TO 
'00 "'EV fRO" 80TII CELESTIAL SOURCes AND COS"lC BACKGROUND. 
................................. ASTP-APOLLO.· •••••••••••••• • •••••• 
SPACECR,uT CO .... ON NA"E- AS1P-APOLLO 
ALTERNATE NAIIES- APOLLO SOYUZ. TEST PROL, SOYUZ APOLLO 
NSSDC 10- 75-066A 
LAUNCH DATE- 07115175 
LAUNCH SITf- CAPE' CANAVERAL, 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SATURN 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNHED StATES 
INill.t.L ORBll PARA"ETERS 
Olllln TYPE- GeOCENTR.lC 
ORBIT PERIOO- 88,91 .. IN 
PERIAPSIS- 217. K" 
PERSONNEL 
TO - G.S. 
SC - R.T. 





WEIGHT- 1~856. KG 
UNITED STATES 
NASA-O"SF 
EPOCH DATE- 07l1B/75 
INCLlNATlON- 51.75 





THE UNlTEO SlATES AND THE U.S,SpR. LAUNCHED AN APOLLO 
SPACECRAFT AND A SOYUl SPACECRAFT~ RESPECTIVELY, AS A JOI!ojT 
EffORT CALLED TtIE APOLLO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT tASTP). THE SOYUZ 
SPACECRAft WAS LAUNCHED fiRST, WITH A 1110-M"H CREW WHO 
"ANEUVERED THEtR SPACECRAft INTO A DOCKING ORBIT. THE APOLLO 
SPACECRAFT WAS LAUNCHED 7 1/2 HR LUER, IUTH A TIIREE-"A" CREW 
WHO PLACED THEIR SPACHRAfT INTO A rROPER CONfIGURAHON FOR 
DOCKING WIlH TilE SOYUZ SPACECRAfT. THE DOCKING Of TilE TWO 
SPACECRAft OCCURRED ON THE iHlRD DU. AFTER DOCKING, CREW 
TRANSFERS TOOK PL",CE, IoilTH fHE APOLLO CREW HUT VlstTrNG THE 
SOYU1. TilE COliBINED APOLLo-SOYUl CREWS PERf OR "ED JOINT 
EXPERIMENTS AND PRESENT Ell RADIO AND TV REPORTS. AflER JOINT 
EXPERIMENTS WERE 1i0"PLFH.~, THE SPACeUAfT DISENGAGED AND EACH 
CONTINUED ITS SEPARAT! IIISSION. 
------- ASTP-APOLLD. AKOEV----------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- lONE FOR'UNG fUNGI 
NSSDC 10- 75-066A-24 
PERSONNEL 







THE OBJ£ClIVE 01 THIS EXPERIIUNT WAS TO INVESTlGATE THE 
EffECT Of SPACE fLIGHT CONDITIONS ON THE RHYlH"S Of VEGETATIVE 
AND SPORE PHASE CHARACTERISTICS OF STREPTOMYCES LEVORISp THIS 
SPECIES WAS ISOLATED, NAMED .. AND PROVIDED BY THE U.S.S.R. AND 
WAS USED AS THE PRIMARY TEST SPECi"EN FOR THIS EXPERIMENT. THE 
CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THIS ORGANISM PER"IT IN SITU 
CO"PARISON Of SPORE RING fEATURES AND DEveLOP .. EN"T RATES IN 
PREfLIGHT, FLIGHT, AND POSTfLIGHT PUIOoS OF THE APOLLO-SOYUl 
TEST PROJEct .. WitHIN A S"INGLE CULTUIIE. ASPECT.S OF THE 
EXPERIMENT THAT WERt Sll!DIEO INCLUDED -- (1) CULTURES THAT HAD 
[iEEN INITIATED WlTlIl'; A 11.'-1111: PHASE SHIfT WERE EXCHANGED DURING 
THE FLIGIIT, Cl:l Tt.E EFrEClS OF LOCAL IlADIATION ON GENERU 
CHANGES WERE STUDIED, (3) CIIMI .. t.tER1STlCS Of SECONDMIY CULTURES 
TI1AT WUE DERIVED fOOll DIFFERENT SEC"TOR~ Clf THE PRiftART 
CULTURES YERE STUDIED ANO CO"PARED~ ,'ND 1.4) "O,'PHOLOGICAL Afr+D 
CULTURAL PROPERTIES OF DIfFERENT NUTRIEIH ItEDIA W~R£ IIECOROEO. 
EACH FLIGHT DEVICE HELD TWO PETRI /JUHES ThAT CONTAINED 
STREPTOMYCES CULTURES. RAOIATlON DElECTORS \'f CELLULOSE 
TAIAC.tIATE~ CELLULOSE NI-TRATE .. Allo Lf'XAN WERE USED TO REGISlEA 
\' 
.... ,J , ___ , ., __ ~ ____  1 I 
" 
1 
PAATlCLES THAT PASSED THROUGH TilE BIOLOGICAL TES1 S'L'SlEfts. AND 
THEY WERE PLACED BENEAtH THE PETRI DISHH AS WELL AS IN A 
ftOVADU UD. ALL F:.IGHT AHO CONTROL VEC.IMENS WERE 
PHOTOGRAPHEO AT 12-H (PLUS OR MINUS 3 H) JI-Il(RVALS FROM TH[ 
TU'E THE CULTURES WERE SELECTED FOR THE £XPER1MEIH UNTIL 
TER"IHATION. ADDlflONAL DETAILS Of THE EXPERIMENT AND llS 
PERfOR"ANCE CAN BE fOUND IN, 'ZONE fOAMING, -'NGI - [XPERl"ENT 
"A~147,' T. D. ROGEl'S £T AL., APOloLO-SOYU. JEST PROJECT. 
PRELlMlNAII"f SClENCE REPORT. ".-X-58173, lS.1~15.1'. 1976. 
------- ASTp-APOLLO, ALLEH-------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- ELECTROPHORESlii TECHNOLOGY 
NSSOC 10- 7S-066A-ZO 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.E. ALLEN 
8RIEf DESCRIPTION 




THE ELECTROI'HORESlS TECHNOLOGY EXPEIUMENT WAS DESIGNED TO 
TEST ELECTROPHORESIS HARDWARE THAT WOULP CONTINUE THE 
DEVELOP .. ENT Of TECHNOLOGY fOR ELECTROPHORETIC SEPARATION Of 
"AT£RULS IN SPACE. SPECIFICALLY, THE OBJECTIVES WERE -- (1] 
TO CONDUct ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONAL TESTS OF A SPACE RATED 
STATIC ELECTROPHORESIS SEPARATION APP_RATUS.. (2) TO FURTHER 
CURRENT RESEARCH EffORTS THROUGH THE SEPARATlON Of SlltlLAR 
CELLULAII SP[Cl[S, (J) TO REDUCE OR ELUIIN .. n ELECtRO-OSMOSIS 
THROUGH SEPARATION OF SlltILA,A CELLULAR SPECIES. (4) TO APPLY 
BIOLOGICAL SA"PLES PRECISELY WITHOUt PERTURBING THE SUBSEQUEtiT 
ELECTROPHORESIS. (5: TO "AINTAIN VIABLE BIOLOGICA,L SAltPLES 
DUllING ALL PHASES Of TH~ UPE'UJ'lENT PIIOCE\lUIiE. (6) TO 
DE"ONSnAn ISOlACHOPHOIiESIS or RElI BLOOD CELLS IN SPAt£. 
THERE- WEllE fOUR IIAJOR ELEMENTS 111 THE UPERIMEIH EQUIPMENT -_ 
(1) AN ELECTROPHORESIS UNIT fEU1, (iD A CIIYOGENl[ FREEZEII fCFl, 
(3) ElGIIT UPERI .. ENT COLU .. NS, AND (41 EtGHT SAltPLE INSERTION 
SLIDES. THE fOLLOWING BIOLOGICAL SUBSTANCES WERE CoNlAINE\l IN 
THE SAMPLE SLlDES fOR IHf EiGHT rxPERIMElH STAGES -- (1) 
COLU"NS 1 AND 5 - RABBIl ... HUltAN, AND HOASE filED REO BLOOD 
CELLS. e2l COLUItNS Z ANIl b - HUltAN PEIIIPHERAL BLOOD 
LYMPHOCn~s, (3) COLL!MNS 3 AND 7 - HU .. AN ~ETAL lOONEY CELLS, 
(4) COLU"N 4 fIXED RAB8IT AND \lU"AN RED BLOOD CELLS. (5) 
COLUMN 8 FRESH RABBIl AND HUMA,H RED BLOOD CELLS. A, CREW I'IfMtlEA 
REMOVEIl A COLU .. N fRO" STORAGE AND INSTALLH 11 IN THE EU. TIiE 
SL.lDE CONtAINING A SPECIfiC fROlEN SAMP' E WA,S NEXT IIEMOVEP FIiOIt 
THE CF AND INSERTEO IN TilE tOLUM"'. HIE CRITICAL CONTROL 
POSITIONS AND DIGITAL READOOlS DUR!NG E~CH CoLU .. N OPEIIA,TlON 
WERE PHoTOGIlAPHED BY A CAIIERA "DUN TEO ON THt fU COVEll. AfTEA 
eACH ELECTROPHOREDID SEPARATION. THE CIlLUItN W ... S fROltN BY A 
THER"OELECTRIC .. OOULE AND THEN RUIOVEO FROIt THE CRI,OLe. MilE 
DETAILS UN BE fOUND tN 'ELECTROPHORESIS IEtIlNOLOGY EXPERII'I£NT 
"A-011,' II. E. ALLEN ET AL, APOLLO-SOYUZ lEST PROJECl. 
PREL.lftINAA.Y SCIENCE REPORT, Tllx-S81n, lO.1-20.l3, 1976. 
------- ASTP-APOLLO .. ANG-----------------------_______________ _ 
INYESTJ.GATlDN NAME- INFLUENCE 0' WEIGHTLESSNESS ON TilE 
1""ISCIBIL.lT'L' Of MONOTE.CTlC ALLOY HSTEI'IS 
NSSDC 1Il- 75-066A-06 
PERSONNEL 
PI - C. Y. 










THIS EXPERlftENT WAS FLOWN TO STUDY THE EffECTS OF 
WEIGHTLESSNESS ON THE MELTING AND SOLIDIfiCATION OF TWO 
MATERIAL SY'TE"S - LEAD ZINC (PBltO AtiD ALUr-INUIt ANTIMONy 
tALS81. SPtCIFICALLY, TilE oBJECTlvE:S IIERE -- (A) TO STUlly 
PHASE SEGREGATION EffECTS IN LOW 'G' fOR THE lKKlSCIl'LE OJNARy 
P8ZN.. ANII ee) TO DETERMINE THE INFLUENCE I,";r LOII"'G 
SOLlDlfICA'TI0N ON HiE MICAOSTRUCTURAL HOMOGENEITY AND 
STOICHIO .. ETR'I' Of THE SEMICONDUCTING CGMpOUNP ALSO. TESTS WERE 
PERFOR"EfI ON THE GROUND TNAT WERE SlltiLAR TO tHOSE DONE IN 
SPACE SO THAT SA"PLE COIIPARISONS COULP 8E PERfORPlED. fOR TilE 
PSlN SYSTE".. THE COMPOSIT10N WAS 20 ATOII1C PE~CENT PB loND 80 
,,",0"1t. PERCENT tN, AND FOR ALS8 BOTH CONSTI lU(NTS WEltE 50 
ATOMIC PERCENT. ALL STARllNG CONSTITUENTS WERE COMI'OSED OF 
""'ERIALS HAVING TOTAL JIIIPURlTl.ES LESS TIlA,,, 10 PP". THERE WERE 
TWO AUB AND THAEE P8ZN fLIGHT SAltPLES. THE ItAlERIALS WERE 
LOAD Ell IN GRAPItITE CRUCIBLES AND SEAlED \lUll GR~PIIJTE CE .. ENI. 
THE P8ZN S,'I'STEM WAS HEATED IN A lO.5-C"'~ HOT-ZONE TUllE fURNACE .. 
AND THE AUB SA"PLE;; WERE HEATED BY A H1GII-fREIIUENC'L' INDUCTlON 
fURNACE. IN fLIGHT .. THE ALSB TEMpEIIATURE SO A" liAS ESTIMATED TO 
oCt.UR AT 1399 II: ANIl THE PSZN STSIEI'L WAS SOAil:EO fall 1 II AT AN 
AVERAGE TEftPERAtdRE Of 1107 K. FURTHfR OfTA-ILS Of THE 
EXPEl1"ENT AND ITS PERFORItANCE CAN 8E FOUND IN THE ItfPORT, 
'"ONOTECTJC AND SYNTECTIt. ALLOYS EXPERI .. ENT PIA-aU.' C. 1. ANG 
ANO L. L. LACY, APOLLO-SOYUl TEST PROJECT. PREl111IIo'AIIY SCIENCE 
AEPORT, TII-I-58173, Z4.1-l~.~5 .. 1976. 
\ 
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------
- AS TP-APOLLO. tlOWY ER-----------~ ___________________ w __ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAI'IE- EXtRE"E ULTRAYlOLE'T ASTIIOMDl''IT 
PERSONNEL 






U Of tALlf. BEIlr:ELEY 
THIS A5TP EXPERIMNl SElRCHED FOR SOURCES Of UTRE"E 
ULTRAVIOLET (EUV) RAoIAnON IN Ttl[ NIGHT 5"'. THE PRINCIPAL 
INSTRU,.ENT WAS A fLUIl-COLLEC-lING GRAtlNG-INC10ENCE TELES
COPE 





INVESTIGATlON NA"E- HELIU" GLOW 
NBDC 10- 15-066A-OZ 
PEIISONNEL 






U Of CALif. BERKELEY 
THIS ASTP fXPERI"EHf "EASURED THE INTENSny AND SPATIAL 
DISTRIBUT10N Of IIE"1U"-fLUORESCENT RADIATION IN SELE
CTED 
REGIONS Of THE NIGH1 SKY. THE "EASURE"ENlS COULD GIVE
 THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF HELlU" Pi INfERPLANElART SPACE. AND INDICATE 
THE PENETRATION Cf INTER~ TELUR HELIU,. INTO THE SOLAR STSTE". 
foIE,\SUREMENTS WERE "ADE II I TIl A NARROW-PASSBAND PHOTO"ETE
A, 




-~--------~ _______________ _ 
INVESTIGATiON NAKE· BIOSlACIl 
N5SDC ID- 75-066A-15 
PERSONNEL 
PT - II. BUCKER 
SHIfF DESCRIPTION 
INVESTlGAT-lVE PROGIlA .. 
CODe SB 
INVESlIGATION OJStIPl.h~ (Sl 
SPACE BlilLOGY 
U OF fRANKFURT 
THE OBJECT l.VES Of THIS E.PERI"E"T WERE -- TO STUD, THE 
BIOLOGICAL EFfEtlS Dr HIGH-ENERGY LOSS (HlE) H£AVY COS"IC 
PARTICLES NOT AVA,lLABLE ON EARTH, TO STUD' THE ,.(tHANIS .. BY 
WHltH HZE PARTICLES OA"AGE DIOlOGICAL I'IATERlALS. AN
D TO 
ESTIMATe THE RADIATION HA!ARDS TO MAN IN SPACE. THe EXPER
IMENT 
PACKAGES CONtAINED BACTERIAL SPORES .. PROT DID" CUTS. 
PLANT 
SEEDS, SHRI .. P EGGS. "'tD INSECT EGGS, TOGE1HER IIlTH DIffE
RENT 
PIIYSleAL RADlAnON DETECTORS -- NUCLEAR E"UlSIONS .. PLAS
TICS, 
SILVER CLOIiIOE CRYStALS. AND LITHIU" FLU
ORIDE 
THERMOLUMINESCENCE DOSI"ElERS. EIGHt BIOLOGICAL SYSTE"
S AND 
SEVEN DOSIMETRIC DETECTORS WERE fLOWN. TIlE BIOLOGICAL OB
JECTS 
WERE ARRANGED IN MONOUYERS THAT WERE SUCKED eUWEEN THE 
TUCK 
DETECTOR SHEETS SO THAT -- (1) IN IiELA1ION TO THE BIOLOGICAL
 
OBJECTS THE PARl1CLE • ',ACKS COULD BE .LOCATEO .. AND tZ
) THE 
PHYSHAL PROPE-RUES r THESE PARUClES tOULD BE DETER .. IN
ED. 
"OST OF THE BIOUIG~~Al OBJEClS WERE E,"IEODED IN POLYVINYL 
ALCOHOL. A SINGLE BACTERIAL SPORE FRO" THE FLIGHT PLATES 
COULD 
BE TRANSFERRED TO THE NUTRIENT "ED1U'" TO OBSERVE CHANG
ES IN 
DEVEL.OP"ENT. GROWTII It.INETICS. liND CELL "ORPHOLOGy. 
"ORE 
DETAILS CAN BE fOUND IN 'BIOSnCK III - EItPERIMENT "A-101
 .. ' H. 
8Ullt.ER. ET AL. APOlLO-SOTUl TEST PROJE-CT .. PRELI"INIIAY SC
IENCE 
REPORT, TI'l-x-58113 .. 1-4.1-14.2.8, 11176. 
ASTP-IIPOLLO, BUDtNGER--------------~-------------~---
INVESTIGATlO" 11_14£_ LiGHT fLASHES AND OTHER -SE~SATlONS fRO,. 
COS"" PII~'TICLES 
HSSDC ID- 1S-1l6~A-16 
PEIiSONN.El 







U Of CALif, BERKELEY 
TUE OBJECTlVE OF THlS EXPERIMENT WA$ TO OETEA"INE 
QU~NTITATIVELY THE FIIEQUENCT. CHARACTER.. LATITUDINAL 
DEPENDENCE, AND THE IDENTITY Of COS"IC PAIITlCLES THAT CAUS
E TilE 
LJGH'1flllSH PHENO-"fNON. tHE OAlA OBTAINED SHOULD CONTRIBU
TE TO 
MAKING AN ASSESS"ENT Of THE RADJAHON HUARDS fOR LONG
-lER" 
URTH~ORBITING AND ~IHERPLANETARY "155101'5. THE EIPER'"ENl 
INVOLVED THE "EASURE"ENT Of DARK ADAPTlON AND THE "USURE
I'lENT 




J } r 
THE EYE.. AND THE CONtiNUOUS ONeOARD ACCUMULATION OF
 THE 
UGHTfLUH OBSERVATIOMS fRO" ASTRDNAUTS AND PARTln.E DETE
CTORS 
THROUGHout ONE CONTINUOUS ORBIT. DURING HIE ~IRST Of TWO 
ORBIT:> OEVOTEO TO THIS [Xf'UIKENT. A SILlCON 
TELESCOPE-$PEtTROMUER WAS DEPLOYED fOR THE ,.EASUI/E"ENl Of TIlE 
'.AJECTORT, A,O"IC CHARGE J. AN~ THE VELOCITy OF COS"IC 
PARTICLES wITH STOPPING POWU Of 10 It.ev PU MICROI'IETER DR
 
GREATER. THE APOLLO CO"".NDER ~lill THE COMMAND "ODULE PILOT 
"ADE CONTlNUOUS OBSERVATIONS "'f THE VISUAL SENSATIONS ilHILE 
DARIC-ADAPH.D DUAlNG THE SECOND ORB.!T. THE DOCICING "ODUlE 
PILOT 
OPEIATEO TilE UPERI"ENT CONUOl UNIT. WHleN RECElvED DATA
 fRO!! 
SiliCON DETECTORS AND fRO .. S. LVER CHLORIDE CAII!!lU"-DOPED 
(IIGCl 
(CD)l CRTHALS TtlAT WERE US:::D 10 REGISTER PARTICLE TRAC~S IN 
fOUR SEC'Tl'RS Of THE ORBIT CORRL"PONDiNG TO NORTHERN LAlIll
IDE$. 
EQUATORIAL .ATnUDES. THE SAA, MID ~OUTHERN LATITUDES. -', EACH 
EVENT .. A paslI BUTTON SIGNAL fRO" THE OBSERVING IIS1RONIIU1 WAS 
RECORDED ON THE OIGnAL TAPE liND THE VER8AL DESCRIPTIO
N WAS 
RECORDED ON ,"HE ONBOARD TAPE RECORDER. fURTHER DETAilS C
AN BE 
OBTAINED FROt' 'QUANTITATIVE OBSERVATION Of LIGHT fLASH 
SENSATIONS - ,:JPERI"ENT ",1.-106.' T. f. BUDINGER, ET 
AL., 
IIPOlLO-SOYUl tEn PROJEct, PRELtPlINAt:Y SCIENCE RE
POAT, 
'''11-58)75.· :3. j-U.16. 197b. 
------
- A~ Ir'-APOLLO, CA I SWELL --------~ ___________ ~ ____________ _ 
INV[STJGA1ION NA"E- EFfECTS OF SPACE fLIGHT ON THE CEllULAR 
RESPONSE OF !!AN 
NSSDC 10- 7!i-066A-14 
PERSONNEL 







THE 08JECTIVE Of THE CELLULAR I!!!!UNE IIEPONSE EIIPERIPIENT 
WAS TO CHARACTERIlf LTMPHOCYTES fOR THt.IR PRE- AND POStfL
IGHT 
RESPONSIVENESS. SPECIfiCALLY, THE CELLULAR I"MUNE RESPON
SE Of 
THE TtiREE ASTRONAUTS Of THE liST I' SPACE fLIGHT WAS ST
UDIED 
BEfORE AND AftER THE FLIGHT. RESULTS ARE TO BE CORRELATED
 IIIlH 
LYIIPHOCTllC CHANGES THAT WERE NOTED DURJNG tilE SKYLAII SPAC
E 
fliGHT. ALTHOUGH NO SIGNifICANT QUANl1TAllVE CHANGES WERE 
NOTED A",ONG THE LT!!PHOCYTlC POPULATlON, SIGNIFICANT CHANG
ES IN 
PHA LY"PHOCYTIC RESPONSIVENESS OCCUIIRED IN THE RESPONSE O
f THE 
THREE ASTRONIIUts DURING THE fLIGHT" PARA"ElERS STUDIED
 WfliE 
WHITE BLOOD CELL CONCEHTRAllONS. lYPlpHOCHE NUMBERS. 0- AN
ti 
T-LYMPHOCYTE DISTRI8UUONS IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD. AND lYPlPH
OCYTE 
RESPONSIVENESS TO PHA. POKEWEED NITOGEN. CONCANAVALIN A
. AND 
INFl,UENlA vaus AI+lIGEN. SA"PLES Df UEPARItHlED f'EREPHERAl 
VENUS BLOOD (10 CC) WERE OBTAINED AND IIERE PROCESSED IIlIHIN 1 
TO ZI. H AFlEA; COLLECTION. BEfORE SEPARATION.. THE 
TOTAL 
LEUIIOCTTE (WHITE BLOOD CELL <W8C) COUNTS WERE PERfORPlED USING 
A HE"OCTTO"ETER AND/OR A COULTER COUHTER, ,1.110 DIFFERE
NTIAL 
COUIHS WERE DETER!!IHED USING SLJ.DE pREPARIITJONS ST AlNED
 WIlH 
WRIGHT"S STAIN_ LT"PHOCYlES WERE SEPARATED BY flCOll-HTP
AQU[ 
GRADI,ENT CENTRIFUGATION ACCORDING TO Boru"·S ",[THOD .. 011 BT 
USING A TECHNICON LYMPHOCYTE SEPARATOR. fOR ADDll
IONAL 
EItPERI!!EtH DETHLS AND PERrOR""NCE RESULTS. SEE 'CELL
ULAR 
1""UNE RESPONSE EXPERI!!ENT "A-OJ1,' B. S. CRIS
WELL. 
APOLLO·SOYUl TEST PROJECT, PRELIPlINARY SCIENCE RE
PORT. 
TM-It-5Bt7J.17-1 TO 11-7 .. 1960. 
.----- A 51 P-APOlLO.. OONAIIU£---------------------________
___ _ 
INIIESTIGATION NII"E- ULTRAV10LET ATMOSPHERiC ABSORPTION 
PERSOItNEL 
PI - T.". DONAHUE 





U Of !!HHIGAN 
THIS ULTRAVIOLET ASSORPTlON EIlPERllleNT (UV") WAS 
PEll'-fOR"ED TO "'EASURE THE CONCENTRATION OF AlOJitJC OxYGE
N AND 
NITROGEN IN THE AT"OSPIIERf BY USE Of ULTRAVIOLET A8S0RPTIO
N AND 
IIE$ONAHCE·SCATTERING SPECtROSCOPY. A SUM OF IITO"IC OXYGEN AND 
ATOltiC NITROGEN RESOUANCE RADlAlION <1304 AND 1Z00 Al. S
TRONG 
UNABSORBABLE OUGE" liND NnROGEN RIIDIATiOH <1356 110"0 1493
 A). 
AND VISIBLE RADIAliON stRUCk TtiE AETROIiEflECTOR ASSEIIBL'J 0
" HH 
SOYUl AND WERE fOCUSEO ON THE ENTRANCe. SLIT Of A 0
.75-" 
EBERT-fIISllE SCANNJNG SPECTROPHOTOI'IETEA. THE DEMSlTY or A
TOllle 
OUGEN AMD ATO,.IC NITROGEN, BETWEEN HIE 1WO SPACE.CRAfT
. WAS 
f'leASUREO WHEH THE LINE JOINiNG APOLLO AND SOYU
l IIA5 
PERPENDICULAR TO THEIR VELOCITY RELATIVE to THE AT"OSPHER
E. ar 
OBSERVING i'~IE A"OUMT Of RESONANCE IIIIDIA11DN AIISORSED_ BY 
ALLOWING THE APOLLO SPACECRAfT TO ORHT AT rUED RANtjES Of 150. 
500, AND 1L'JO " THRDUGH AN ARC OF PLUS DR MINUS 15 OEG 
II11H 
RESPECT TO THE PERPENDICULAR to THE VELOCITY VECTOR
, THE 
TEltPERATURE Of THE GAS COULO BE OBTAINED FRO!! tHE DOPPLER
 UNE 
PROFILE. THE SPECTRAL AA"GE fROII 12.00 TO '14'13 A W~S SCANNED 
EVERY 1Z S, THROUGH 15-A RANGES CENTERElI ON 1200. 1304.- 1
356. 
AND 1493 A. KORE DEUll-S CAN I!t :-0:;1;0 Hi 'ULnA"lOi-Et
 
ADSORPHON EXPERIltENT ""·059 .. ' T. ". DONA~UE. ET Al. 
APOLLO-SO'UZ TEST PROJECl • PRELIMINART SHENtf RE
PORT .. 
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tNVESTlGATlON N""'E- fAllTH OBSERV
ATIONS AND PHOl"DGRAPHT 
PERSONNEL 





URTH RESOUIIC[S SURIIU 
THE OBJECTIVE Of HIE EARTH OBS
ERVATIONS AND PHOTOGAAPHl 
EIPERIMENT Of THE APOLLD-SDTU
l leST PIIOJHl WAS TO PHOTOGRApH
 
VUIOUS HRRESTRIAL. SlRUC.1U
IlES USING "'AN 10 VlSUALL.Y 
STUD' 
EARTH FEATURES AND PHENOluN"'. 
A TOTAL. Of l' M"PPING snES AND 
lZ VISUAL. OBSERVING SITES W
EllE CIiOstN IN PART FRO" INPUTS
 
PROVIDED BY SPECIAL.ISTS IN 
II\E fOLL.OWING DISClPLl"ES 
GEOL.OGT, OCEANOGRAPHY I DES
ERT STUDt. HlOlOL.OGY, AND 
EHVIRO""EHU\, S(tENCE. THE GIIDTO
GR'PHS OF OaSUI/AllON AND 
MAPPING 51fES WERE "",DE wn
ll A VUED UPE RHORPU (\lTII), A 
70-"," H"SSElBl.I.O REFLEX CAMER
A (ltRe). A 70-"" HASSELeL.AO OATA 
C""ERA tlIIle). A 35-MM NlKON CAM
ERA" AND A 16-MM (lA.U 
ACQUISITION CANERA tDAC). ilEAL-TIM
E TELEVISION TRANSIUSSIONS 
WERE ALSO 5CHEOULEP. THE 
'EARTH OBSERVAllONS SOOK' WAS 
THE 
PRINCIPA.L ONaOARO 1010" AND J
T WAS DIVIDEIl INTO THREf. "AJOR 
SECTIO~S. SEClION TWO PER
TAINED TO SPECIfiC V.lSUA
l 
08sERVAT1oHAL TARGETS AND 
Ii"S ARRANGED ACCORDINII TO 
SIlE 
NUNBER. FOR EACH SUE TH
ERE liAS A SUMMAR, PAGE IilYlI 
A IIAP 
SHOWIHG REVOLUTION GROUND 
tRACkS FOllOWED SY A PAGE (oNE fOR 
EACH URGEl) ll1AT INCLUDED SPECi
fIC QUEStiONS" APPROPRIATE 
DIAGRAMS AHD PIIOTOGR.-PHS. 
ANII C"NERA SEttiNGS. STUD
IES 
PERFORfilED INCLUDED OBSERVAT
IONS Of !!AJOR ACTIVE f'-UlT lO
NES. 
RIVER DELl"S. VOLCANOES, O
CEAN EDDIES. CURRENtS" INtE
RNAL 
WAVES. fOllAN LANDfORM. DE
SF.RT COLOR, SNOIICOVER. DRA
INAGE 
pAl1ERN~, CLOUD FEATURES" TRO
PICAL STORMS. AND SOU;tCES 
OF 
ATMOSPIiElltC AND WATER POlL
UllON. rURTltER DetAILS AIoID 
SO"E 
kiSULTS ARE CONTAINED IN Ti
lE REPORT, 'EARTH OBSERVA~IONS AN
D 
PHOTDGRAPHY - EItPERIttENT ".
1.-136.' UII.OUk El-8Al AND O
. A. 
MITCHELL. APOLLO-SOYUZ TES








INVESTIGATION NA"E- SU-EAIITII 
It-RAY oeSERVATIONS 
NSSDC 10- 75-06610-04 
PERSONNEL 






us NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
THIS ASTP EItPERIttENT WAS INt
eNDED TO PRODUCE A DETAILED 
"AP Of CELESTlAL son X-flA'I' E
"ISSlGNS IN 'TIlE 0.1- TO. 1.Il-KE
V 
RANGE. ROCItET OBSERVAllONS I
IAVE DE-lEtTED A DIffUSE BACItGR
OUNO 
or SOrT It-R'" Rt.DUTlOH, BUT 
A SYSTE"ATlt SkY SUIlIIU HAS N
EVER 
8EEN "UE IN THE 0.1- TO 
1.0-ItEV EHERG'I' RANGE. SATELL
ITE 
DaSfIIVATIONS PROVIDED rtNER 
ANGOlAR RESOLUHON "NO STATl$TlCS 
HEEDED TO DETER"'NE THE VA
RIOUS SOUIiCES THo\! CONTRIBUTE
. THE 
1II1N-liiNDOII" 50FT X-RAY DEt
ECTOR 11"5 "OUNTED IN A BAY or 
TilE 
APOLLO SERVlCE "ODULE-. 
INVESliGATION NA"E- DETER"lNAT




NSSDC 1Il- 75-06610-08 
PERSONNEL 
PI - H.C. GATOS 
OJ - A.f. IIIlT 
BRIEf DESCRIPllGN 





"ASS INST Of TECH 
"ASS INST Of lUH 
THE GERl'!ANIU" (G£) CRYSTAL GROll1l1 
EXPERI"ENT HAO AS ITS 
08JEcTlVE tHE IiIUANTltATIVE 
stUDT Df THE BASIC SGLIOlflCAT
ION 
BEHAVtOR OF HIGH-TE"PERATURE 
I'IEL15 IN NEAR IUO-Ii CONDlllON
S. 
SPECHtC'LLY, 1T 11"5 IIESIGNED TO 
DETU"INE THE FGLLGWING - (1) 
THE GROIITII-IIATE BEHAVIOR DH T
ilE "lUOSCALE" (l) THE "GRPHOLGG' 
or THE CRYSTAL "ELT JiH
EIIFAC.E lotiO. 115 CHANGES OuUtlG 
SOLIDIfiCATION, (3) TilE OOPANT
 SEIiREGATlON BEHAI/I011 AND IT
S 
rUNCTlONAl IlEPENDENCE ON TilE
 "ltRD;cOPIC GROIITH RATE" (4) THE 
A8SENCE OR _PRESUtCE Of C.DHV
£('TlON.PHEHO,.ENA, AND (5) TilE HEAT 
TRANSfER CHARActERISllCS Of 
A SOLlDiflCATlOH sysn" IN 
THE 
ABSENCE Of fREE CONVECTlGN. 
THE EICPERlIIIENT INVOLI/ED THE G
ROWTH 
Of G"LLlO" (GAl DOPED GE AND ANllM
DN' (SO) DGPED GE GF (1111 
AND (100) ORIENTATION. TilE GROIi
TIl S.YS1£1'I WAS EClUlPPED fOR 
tHTERft.CE OE"ARtAilO-N DURING
 SOlIDlflCATIDN THROUGH ZO
-A"p 
COIRttll PULUNG (60 "S DURATlON) 
AT 4-$ INTERVAL.S. tUIlAE"T 
PUl5IN!i WAS "PPLlEO to tHE 
GRDIITII $'STEII THROUGHOUT Tllf HUT 
UP, THER"AL SOAKING, AND ENSU
ING COOLING CYCLE" WHILE IT W
AS IN 
THE MuLTlPURPOS£ FURNACE. 
THE DUEtT COIIIPAIIISOM OF 
SDlJ01FICHION BEHAVIOR ON 
EARtH IIlTli THAT IN NEAR lE
lO-G 
" 
J J L ,~ 
CDNDlTIOHS liAS I!lAO£. ON£ U
SE of TilE DA"A DOTAl NED HERE 
WOULD 
BE TO p'OVI0E A BASIS fO
R fEASIBILITY STUCIES Of Z
ERO-G. 
PRDCESSING EXPEIIl"EN'l5 TO DE
 CONDUCTtD IN THE SPAtE SIIUl
ll[. 
"ORE DETAILS CAN BE routlc IN
 'INTEIII "C[ "ARKINGS IN CM1STALS 
-
UPUIIIENT "A-060,' II. C. 
GATOS E1 Al, APOLlO-SOluL 
TEST 
PROJECT, PREU"tNUl SCI£Ht









NSSDC 10- 1S-066A-11 
PERSONNEL 








IN THE ELEtTROPIIOlESJS UPE
RI"ENT (EPE), A tOtHINUDUS. 
flU-fLOW £LEtT'OPHDII~S1S STUO
l WAS CON OUCH II TO EVALUA1£ ti
lE 
INCREASE IN SA"PLE fLO'll RAT
E "ND SA"~LE RESOlUtiON ACHIEVABLE 
~N SPACE. THERI!lAL CDNVECTION 
AND SEIlI .. Etlo.llOIi LI!IIlTED TilE
 
EffECTIV£NESS 0' SEP'-RATIDN OT THIS lECliflIQUE. TillS EItPERIKENt 
WAS DUIGNED fOR THE SEPARA1
10N Df FOUR "IXTURES Of SIOLOG
ICAL 
CELLS WIlH I/AIIIA8LE S'-I'IP1-E 
FLOW R'-lES, BUfrU FLOII RATES
. ANO 
ELECTlIt. FIELD GRAOlENTS. 
THE SEPARA"IOH !.AMPLE COIHINUO
OSlY 
ENTERED A SEPARATION CHAI'IBER
 IN IIHICH A BUffER SOLUTION f
lOIiEC 
lAIHMAIILY. WHEM AN ELECTRIC 
HELD 11"5 APPLIED PERPENDICULA
R TO 
TtiE DIRECTIGM Of FLOW, PA
IITICt..£S HllllltlG DIFFERENT SUR
fACE 
(IIAIIGE DENSITIES WUE DEFLECTED fRO
" THE FLOW DIRECtION or lliE 
8UffER BY AN ANGLE: DElERI'IINE
D B1 THE ELECTROPHORETIC I'IOB
IlllT 
OF THE PUTICLE AND BY THE flO
Il RATE. LEAVING tHE lOIiER EN
D Of 
TilE SEPU"TlON CHAIIBER, TH
£ 5EPAUTEP lONES WEllE AHAlTLE
D BY 
MUSURING THE DEfLECTION A
ND OENSln OISTRI8unOH Df
 THE 
rUCHONS. THE SEPARATION 
t'AA"BER CONSiStED or lWO tOOL
ING 
PLATES THAT II£IIE AOJUSTEIl 
TO BE E~"tTLY PARALLEL TO SUPPL
, 
Lt."INAR FLOW ANP fOIl" A 
GAl' Of ABOUT A Z6- • 3.8-"" CROSS 
SEt1l0N. ALDNG THE" SlIlES. 
ELECTRODES (180-"''' LONG) PROVICED 
THE ELECTRIC fIELD PERPENDICU
LAR TO tHE CELL BOffER flO'll. 
ll1E 
SAMpLES PREPUEIl fOR 1111$ EXPE
Rl"ENT wEII~ -- (11 RAT {lONE 
filARROW CELLS, (l) "UTURe Of HU
"AN "'NO II~B811 ERYlHIIOCYlES, 0) 
UT SPLEf,N CELLS, (4) RAT Ly"PIi 
NODE CELLS I1I1H THE AODtllOtl 
Of 
HO"AN ERYTHROCYTES A5 "ARIC
ERS. 11 11"5 POSSI8lE TO DEtERMINE 
TIlE APPLIC"BlLllT OF TilE "ET
IiDO AND TO STun TilE SII'\'RI'HeS
S Of 
THE SEPARAtION £I' OSING AN OPTICAL DETE
CTION SYSTEM. MORE 
DETAILS CAN BE OBtAINED rA
O" 'ELECTROPHORESIS EIlI'ERl"EN
t -
EltPERl"ENT "A-01lo~' k. IIANNING AND 
H. WIRtH. APDLl.O~SO'Ul TEST 
PROJEc:t~ PRELl"lNAII1 SCI-EHCE 




AS1 P-APOL LD, LARSDM------
-----------------------------
INVESTIGATlGN NA"E- ROLE or tO
N'JEtTlON IN SOLIDJfIC"11DN 
PROCESS IN HIGH COERCIVE stRA
IGHT ",lGNn 
PU50NNEL 
PI - O. LARSON 






GRU""AN AEROSPACE CORP 
U OF CONNEtt lcut 
TilE OBJECT.lIIES Df THE URO
-G PROCESSING 01 "AGNETS 
EIlPERI"ENT WERE -- U) TO STUDT TilE 
SDLlDIfICA110N DF MAGNETiC 
"ATERIALs tN TilE LOW-GRAvI
TY ORallAl ENVIRON"ENT. AHD (
£1) TO 
STUOl THE FLUIO-STATIC CONflG
URA11DNS IN LOI/-G al VARIATtON Of 
FUMDA"EN"'L PAIIAIIETERS 
SUCII AS fiLL rA
CTOR, 
DIAMEtER-tO-LENGTH 11"110 Of
 THE CYLINDRICAL CRUCIBLE. 
Elt. 
BOTII "AGNEllt CD"PDUNDS ST
UDIED -- MANGANESE BISMUtH ("" BIl 
AND COPPEA-COBALT-CERIUI!. -
IIAVE POTENTIAL roll. THE OEVUO
P .. ENl 
Or' HIGH CGERCIVE STRENr.TH.
 fROM THE RESULTS OaTAlNE
D. It 
SHOOLD SE POS$1BLE TO DEtER"rNE 
IIHUHER, IN SpACE PROClSSlNG; 
TKE· CII111("AL "AGNEnC PROPERTIES CA
N BE SIGNIFtCANTLT 1NPRC-VEtI 
8'1' IllPRDVING tHE"lCAL KOI!.QGENElT'I
'. MORPHOLDGICAL PUrttllON. 
CRYSTALLINE PERrECTlDN" O
R "AGNEllC SUBSTRUCTORE. 
THE 
UPEUIIIENl OPERATED IN THE 
MULT!PURPOSE FURNACE fACIL1T'
. Of 
lHE tHREE EXPEIIIIIENT CARTR
IDGES UsED. A"POULES 1 AND Z W
ERE 
nRDL"IC 80RON NlTRAl[ AND ""PO
ULE 1 II~S QUARtz.. AI'IPOOlE 1 
CONTA.lN£.O A 50-SO ~tO"lC PER
CENt ALLO~ Of BlSIIU1H AND 
"ANGANESf.. A"POULE l to\'(TAINED
 TKE cOPP~R-COBAL1-CERJU" 
EUlECTte ALLOT, AND "I'IP
OULE 1 CONTUNEP A 
BlSMUTII-~A"GANESE-a1SI'IUTIi (al-I'IN-I:
II) EUTECl!t ALLo'. TIlE 
fURNACE REQUIRED APraOltl"ATELl 3~3 H
 to REACII SOAIC tE"PERATURE. 
n THEN WAS HELD AT SOAk TE"pEUT
URE Of 13(.8 • D~ 0.7S HR AND 
tll£N COG LED PASSIVELY OIlER
.- 10.5 II PEIIOIl. fURTHEII DETAIL
S 
CAM BE "Ol!ND IN 'tERG-G 
PROCESSING Of "~GNElS - ElPERtl'lENl 
,.A-010 .. ' APOLLO-SDYUl TEST PR
OJEct. PRELININARl SUEHCE REP
ORT. 
TIII)t.-58113~ U.1-Z6.6~ 1916. 
-----
,----
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IHVESHGATION NAfilE- CRYSTAL GRO"'TH 
NUDe J P- 1S-066,1,-t8 
PERSONNEL 







ROCKWELL HIll COAl' 
THE cRYSTAL GROWTH UPEIUMENT INVOLII[P A NOVEL PROCESS rOR GROW!NG SINGLE CRYSTALS or INSOLUBLE SUBsTANces liT ALLOVING TVO OR "ORE IIEI,(TANT SOLUTIONS TO DiffUSE TOWARD EACH OTHER 
'tiROUGH A REGION Of PURE SDLVEt.lT IN lEAD GRAvUl. THE APPROACH USED TOOK "[lVAHlAGE Of THE ABSENCE Of GRAVITY DRIVEN CONVECTION THAT; ON [Ainrl. PREPOPIINATES OVER DIffUSION AS A "ECHANIS" Of MATERIAL TRANSPORT. THE tHREE CRYSTALS INI/ESUGATEO WERE --CAlCJ\.U, TARTffAH. [ALeIU" CARBONATE. AND lEAO SUlrJDE. EXPERI"ENT APPAI!ATUS CONSISTED OF SIX SPECIALLY DHIGNED AND FABRICATED R('ACTORS, EACH ONE HAVING TIIREE CO"PARHtENTS flU.T WEllE SEPARATED By VALVes- OPERATED BY THE KNOBS AT EACH ENIl. EACH COMPART"ENT HAil A SEPARATE FllLING pon. THE COPlPAliTPlENTS VARIED IN LENGTH. TilE REACTOR COVERS WERE flAT AND TRANSPARENT TO PERMIT PHOTOGRAPHY Of THE PROCESS OF DIFfUSION AND C/fY5TAl GROI/TII. THE REACTANT SOLUTIONS I/EII'E PLACED IN TilE OUTER COJIIPARTl'tENTS or EAUI RHCTOR .. ANIl TilE CENTRAL CO"PART"ENT WAS fIllED WIlH IIAHR. BEGINNING AT H"E or ACTlVATlON AND AT lZ-H INTERVALS FOR 116 H OF FLIGHT .. AN ASTRONAUT TOOl(" COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS Of TilE 6 RHCTORS. "ORE OHA~LS UN 8E FOUND IN 
'CRYStAL GROWTH HPEIIH,ENT "A-OZ8 .. '". D. liND .. APOllO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT.. PRELIMINAIU SCIENCE' REPORT.. TII-X-S8113 .. 30.1-30.S. 1916. 
------- ASTP-APOllO.. "AR r I N------------------------------------
INVE'Sl!GATION NA"E- POl'"OIiPHONUClEAIi LEUKOCTTE RESPONSE TO INFECTION 
NSSDC 10- 75-066.<\-13 
PERSONNEL 







THE GO.l,l Of rHIS 'ASTP POLYIIIORPHONUCLEAR LEUKOCYTE (PMN) RESPONSE' EXPERIMErH WAS TO IDENtIFY ANY IIIEASURABLE CHANGE'S tN PMN RESPONSE TIIAT MIGHT BE SIGNIFICANT IN PLANNING rUTUIIE .. lONGER DURATlON SPACE 'USSJONS. NO PIIEVIOUS fORMAL EffORT WAS MADE TO INVESTIGATE THf POSSIBLE EFfECTS or SPACEfliGHT AND IIEJGHtlESSNESS ON TIfE PMN fUNCTION. BECAUSE THESE CELLS ARE IMPORTANT IN TIfE D£fENSE OF THE BLOOD AGUNST DISEASE, A"O BECAUSE SITUATIONS IN WHICH THE fUNCtiON 0' THE lEUKOCYT£S IS ABNORMAL ARE ASSOCJl.TED WITH INCRCASED SUSCEPTlBILlTy TO INfECnON, A VARlETY Of EXPERHIENTS WERE DESIGNED TO OBSERVE CllANGES IN THE PMN fUNCllON Of THE ASTRONAUTS IN REUll0NSHIP TO THE EVENTS or lHE ASTP. A SERIES Of STUIIJES WAS PERFORMED 
.u lIHERVALS rROM 30 OAYS BEfORE fLIGIlT TO 30 DAYS AFTER RECOVERY. BLOOD SA"PlES WERE OBTAINEP FRO" TilE THREE ASTRONAUTS AND tROM EiGHT CONTROL SUBJECTS. TESTS IIERE rERF-ORMED ON BOARD THE RECOIIERY SHIP U.S.S. NEil ORLEANS ON BLOOD SAI'IPLES OBTAINED AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE AFTER SPLASHDOWN AND ON THE DAY FOLLOWING RECOVERY. DATA WERE OBTAINED DUlliNG EACH TII'IE PERIOD ON THE TOTAL lEUKOCYTE COUNT, DIFFEliIENTI.IIL COUNT. lEu;;ocne. ADHESION~ LEUkOCnE MIGRATION CHE"ATOllIS, PHAGACYTASIS, AND HISTOCHE"f"Al STAINING fOR lEUKOCYTE ACID AND Al;;ALINE PHOSPHATOSE. THE TECHNIQUES USEP IN THts STUDY WERE ADAPTED FRO" "ElHODS Itl WIDESPREAD USE A"ONG INIIESTlGATORS WOIIKING ON THE lEUkOCYTE fUNCtIONS. fURTHER DETAlLS CAN BE FOUND IN 'THE EffECTS Of SPACE fLIGHT ON POL.,IIIORPHONUClEAR LEUKOCYTE RESPONSE EXPERIMENT "A-032 .. ' A. R. MARTIN .. APOLLO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT" PRELIMINARY SClEttCE REPORT .. TM-X-58173~ t8.1-18.Z9. 1'116. 
------- AS T P-APOLlO, PEPIN--·---------------------------------
IHvEsTrGATION NANE- STRATOSPI/EIII'C AEROSOL NUSUREMENT 
tlSSDC ID- 75-066,1.-19 
PERSONNEL 





UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH 
TIfE s:tRAtOSPHEUC AEROSOL MEASURE"UT (U") EXPfRUIENT WAS fLOWN TO OEMONSTU.TE THAT SOLAR OCCULTATION "USUREIIIEHTS BY PHOTO,,£TER AND tA"ERA CAN 8E USED FOil DUU"INIHG THE VERTICAL OlSTRtaUTION Of STAATOSPHEi'!lC '.':'ItOSOLS. THE INSTRUIIIENT USED FOR MAKING THESE AEROSOL MEASURE"ENTS CONSISTUI OF A PHOTO"HU AND ASSOCiATED ELECTRONICS THAT PROVf!lED A SIGN~l TO THE CO""ANo, "OOUlE celli) IELE"ETIY. SOLAR PHO-lOGRAPHS .. TAKEN WltH THE ACCO"PANTlNG CAMERA .. CORROBORATED THE IUIAeTloN MODEL USED 
" 
\ I 
HERE AND FOR SI"ILAR [lPEII'IIIIENTS ON fUTURE FlIGPln. THE PHOTOMETER H.IID A PIN DIODE OETEClOIl IIITH " 10-0£G rlELD Of VIiiW. A HASSEl8tAD DAU CA"ERA EQUIPpED WITH A SPECIAL INfRARU fILM AND fiLTER WAS uSED TO PHOTOGRAPH A SEILIES or TIMED SPACHIIAfT SUNSET~ AND SUNRISES. SPEClflCAll." IIII"EDU,ELY BE FOliE SATELLITE NIGHT.. "5 THE SPACHRArT APPROACHED THE SHADOW Of THE EAR'H, tHE liNE Of $IGHT 10 THE SUN PASSED fIRST THROUGH THE UPPER lUERS 01 THE STR,qOSf'HUE AND THEN STU-OIL" DOliN TO THE LOWER LUERS or THE TROPOSPHERE. DURING tHE 1.5 "IN R(QUIREO fOR THE INSTAUJIIENT lINE or UGHT TO PASS THROUGH THE LOWER 150 KII Of tHE U"OSPHERE .. THE SOLAR INTENSlTY WAS RECORDED BY THE PHOtO"ETU AND SOLAR DISK CHANGe-S AHORDED BY tHE tAMERA. THE SA"t; MUSURING POCEDUIIES WERE rOllOWEO WHEN fHE SPACECIIHT EMUGEP fRO" THE bARIC'SIDE. tROM 
'HE "£.IISUIIED IIAlllAtlON Of SOLAR INTENSITY AS A FUNCTION Of TOTAL AIR "ASS OISTRIBUtEP ALONG THE LINE-Of-SfGHT .. TilE 10TAl EU'INCTJON COEffiCIENT WAS IIUER"INED. AT THE CrFECllVE WAVELENGTH Of THE PHOTO"fltR AND PHOTOGRAPHIC sYSTEM .. THE EXtlNCTI0N WAS PAODUCEO PRINCIPAllY n U"OSPHERIC AEROSOLS. AND THE MEASUREMENtS OBTAINED WEllE USEO TO DETER"'NE IiEROSOL CONCENTRATIONS. TO IIERIfy tHE OPERATION Of THE SAM EXPEIIJMENT, GROUND TIIUTH IIATA WERE OBTAINED BY A BALLOON-BORNE AEROSOL OPTICAL COUMTER (PUST-SONon AND A GROUND-BASED LASEA RADAR (UDAR) $'THE". FURTHER HUllS CAN BE rOUND IN 'STflAfOSPHERlC AEROSOL MEASUREltENT-EXPERI"ENT MA-007' BY T. J. PEPIN ANO PO._ p. 
"CCOR"ICI(".. APOllO-SOYUZ TEn PROJECT, PRELI"INARY SCIENCE REPORT, TM-K-Sfl17j~ 9.1 TO 9.8. 1976. 
------- Asrp-APoLlO, R'~ED------------------------------__ 
INIIESTIGATION NAIIIE- SURfACE-TENS ION-INDUCED CONVECtiON IN ENCAPSULATED liQUID IIIETAlS IN lERO-G 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.E. REED 







OAK RIDGE ~ATl LAB 
HOLifiELD NAlL lAB 
THE OBJECTIVE Of THIS EXPERIMENT \lAS TO STUDY POSSIBLE. SURfACE-TENSION-INDUCED CONVECTlOIl, CAUSED BY A STEPlilSE COIIIPOSITIOHAL \lARIATlOII: IN A L1QUIO !!ETAl CO/lllAINEO IN IIOTH WETTING AND NON-WETTING A"POULES.. WlTH MININU" TE!!PERATURE GUDIENTS. SPECifiCALLY ... THE PLANS WERE TO SET tiP, IN A MICIIOGUllin ENVIRONMENT, A LIQUID OlffUSION COUPLE Of LEAD AND lEAD-O.OS ATOllle PERCENl GOl.D IILLOY. TWO TYPES or AMPOUl£$ \lERE USED TO CONTAIN THE COUPLES -. A STHL CONTAINER THAT THE lIQUiD MEHl WOULD IIET AlfD A GUPHIlE CONTAINER THAl THE LIQUID IIIETAL WOULD NOT WET. THE COUPLES WERE IN THE "OLTEN STATE HR APPROXlI!ATELY 2. H TO ALLOw THE GOLD TO DIffUSE APFlOKI!1AHU 2..5 C". IF THERE WAr NQ CONVECTlIIE SllllRlNG DUE TO THE SURfACE TENSiON DiffeRENCE BHWEEN TilE lEAO AND LEAD-GOLD ALLOY, THEN A NOR"AL CONr.fNTRA"I!lH-DISTANCE PIIOlllE fOR THE GOLD COULO 8E FOUND 'N THE DIfFUSION COUpLES. THE LIQUID DHfunOH PIlRAltETUS FOR GOLO IN LEAD CAN liE ESU"UlO BECAUH lHfR( litRE TIIO DIFfERENT DIffUSION r-E"PERATURES USEP, 923 K AND 743 1:. IN OETER'UNING THE e.xTENT OF THESE STIRRING EFFECTS" THE ROLE or THE TIIO AMPOULES WAS EXA"JNED. THE TOTAL SPECIMEN LENGTH WAS APPROXI"ATELY 3 C", ANO YHE QU"ETEA WAS APPROU"ATElY 1 ('I. THE 3-,," lEAD-GOLD ALLOY IIISK liAS COLD-PResSuRE WELDEII TO THE lEAD. AODITlONAl DETAILS CAN BE fOUND I/oi, 
'SURfACE-TENSION-INDUCED CONVECTlON EXPERIMENT "A-O.c.T,' R. f. REED, APOlLO-SOYUl TEST PIIOJECT .. PRELIMINARy SCIENCE REPORT, TM-X-S8T73 .. Zl.1-Z3.11. 1916. 
------ ASTP-APOLLO .. S.CHELO---------------.---------------
INVESTIGATION N.II"E- KILLIFISH HATCHING-ORIENTATION 
NSSDC 10- 1S-066A-Z3 
PERSONNEL 







tHt EXPERI"ENT OBJECTIVE: WAS TO "AICE IN-FL1Gl1l OBSEIIVAnONS OF ORIENTATION BEHAYI0R IN lUO GRAVity" AND TO EVALUATE THE GRAVITY IIEPENDENCE Of SENSORY STILUCTUkL: AND fUNCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT OURING EMBIITOGENSJ$ OF THE nlLnfSlt. THE ElIPERHIENT CONSISTED Of TWO pARTS. fOil THE lUST PART, :T WAS PLANNED TO HAVE SEYERAl SAMPLES .. PR[CONOlTIONED IN V"flJOtlS PIt'tSIC-i\l liND f:HE"IC,f.l ENVIRONIIENTS. SUBJECTED TO PREOEtERIIIIN£O VISUAL CUES AND DISTURBANCES. VIDEO OR CINE RfCOlIDlNGS WERE TO BE ""OE Of THE OfllENTAT'10N BEHIIVIOR. SJ"ILAa RECORtINGS WERE TO BE "AOE Of ORUNTATJOH BEHAVIOR 0' tlATCIILJNG:ro: FRO" EMBRlON.IITEO EGGS CARAIED INTO ORal-T. FOR THE SECONII PART OF THE EXPERIMun .. A GRAil EO SERIES OF EMBnos REPRESEHUNG I:n DEVElOP"ENTAl STASES IIERE PLACED ON 801.110. AfTER RtCOVERTi THtSE fLIGHT TEST SPEch,ENS ANII sun ABLE GROUND COIITROlS WUE 085£RIIED rOil -- (1) NOR"AlCY IN YESTIBULAIi 'UNctION1NG. AN" (Z) 
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JNVESTlG"110N NAPlE- CRHUL ACT
IVATION 
HS;-OC U- 15-06/)A-22 
PEItSON!4EL. 







tilE OBJECTIVE OF TilE CRYSTAL .1.(.1111 .... 1101'1 
UPERil'lENT liAS TO 
OEflNE THE BACI'GRDUND i:AUSED 
liT OEHnoR ACTJVATlON THAT 
ttHEllfEItES liNEN GAI'IIU. RADIAT
ION IS PlEA-SUIIEI! IN THE O.OZ- 1
0 
la-MEV RANGE fRO" EARTH O
RBIT. 1I1E RESULtS OBTAINED H
ERE .. 
lOGETIiEIl I11TH ACCELERATION BE
AI'! ACTIVUION I!EASUII£I'IENTS AND 
TtlEORETi,AL CALCULATIOIIS. CA
N BE USED TO eSTlPlATE THIS 
BACKGROUND LEVEL FOR fUTURE fLIG
IIT eXPEIlII'IElHS. TIlE ElIPERlI'lENT
 
CONSISTED Of TWO SArlPLE PACKAGE
S TIIH WERE flOWN IN THE ::'0"",01,11
.0 
"ODULE, MHI WERE RETURNED T
O HRTH TO liE AH,o\lYlED FOR
 
RADIOACTiVITY tNDUCED IN THE
" DURING fliGHT. ONE P,o\CK"G
E 
tONH.tNED nlE ,o\POlLO N/\lCTLl 
CRYSHL ,o\SSU.BL't~ MiD THE OTHER 
PACt:AGE CONTAINED AN INTRINSiC 
GERII.ANII.l1I. DETECTOR, II. 7210-(," Of 
HIGH-PURtH GERHANtU", ANII 1
0D-G" FOJ:. DISKS Of YTIRW"
, 
$tANDIU". ,0\11.0 DEPLETED URANIU". 
~ffER TESTS WF.RE PERFORjIIEO 
ONBOARD THE RECOVERY C,o\RRIER .. 
THE TEST lIE"S WERE RETURNeD TO
 
LABOR,.TORIES IN JHE UNtTEO SlA
TES fOR fURTHER tOUNTlNG_ PRIO
R 
TO LAUNCII. BACKGROUNO COUNTS WE
RE TAKEN ON M.l "ATERIAlS rN TH
E 
L,o\BORATORl[S WHERE PPSTTLlGII! 
LOW-LEVEL COUNTING W"S 
"NT'tCIPATED. !'lORE \IEt .... LS C,o\N 
BE fOUlID IN 'CRYSTM. ACTlVA.TION
 
-
UPERtPlENT "A-051,' J. I. TROMK
A, E1 AL., APOLLO-SOYUZ ffST 
PROJHT - PRElIliiNARY SCIENC
t: REPORT, TK-X-!i8173, 7.1-7.10
, 
1976. 









INVESTIG"TlON NAI'I.E- GEODYNA"ICS 
pERSOHNEL 







'filE APOllO-SOYUz. TEST PlIDJECT 
GEODYNA"ICS ElIPERII'IE",T WAS 
PERfORMED TO DETER!'IINE TIlE 
FEASIBILlTY or IRAC~ING AND 
RECOVERING niGH-fREQUENCY COMPOUENTS O
f TtIE EAlntl GR"'VITT fiELD 
USING THE SYNCHRONOUS ORB
IlING APPLICATIONS TEtltNOLOG'I
' 
SATELLITE (A1'S 6). TtlE SPEClfIt O
BJECliVES WERE -- (l) TO 
DEMONSTRATE THE DETECH.BILITY O
f SIIORT WAVELENGTII (I.E., JOO K" 
AND LAIIGER) fEATURES Of lliE EARTII
'S GRAVITY flElD, (2:l TO 
EVALUATE TilE 'IItGH/LoW' 5AlEl
lJTE-TO·S .... TELLIlF. (SST1 CONCEPT 
FOR GEODYN"'''CS APPLICAlIONS. (
J) TO TEST TilE REcoVERABrliTT O
F 
snORT WAVElENGlIl FEATURES Of
 THE EAIIlII'S GRAVln fIELI!
. 
GRAVity ANO"ALIES OF ~ "ILUGAlS D
. LARGER IIAVING WAVElENGTIIS 
OF 300 TO 1000 K" 011 THE SURrAC
E OF THE EARTH ARE I"PORTANT FO
R 
GEOLOGIC; STUDiES OF THE liP P
Er: LAYERS OF litE E"IlTII'S CkUSI
. 
S"ALL VELOCITY CHANGES (1 TO 10 I
'II'I./S) OF TilE LOW DRU:TlNG 
SpACECIIo\FT IIAD TO BE I'I.EASUR
EII TO DETER"l'IE lOCAL GRtW1
H 
V~Rl,o\TJONS. AN ORBIT Of ONE T
O ONE ,.,ID ONE-IiALf REVOLUT"'~I!~ 
WAS COII.PU1ED FOR THE APOLLO
 SPACECRAFT. FRO" THESE APOLL
O 
ORBITS. TOGETIIER WITII THE ,01,,15 b
 DROll, THE RANGE RATES BETWEEN
 
,o\IS /:, ANII THE APOLLO SPACECRAFT
 IIERE CO"pUTED. THESE CO"pUIEO
 
RANGE RATES WERE SUBTRACTE~ fRO" 
THE A.CTUAl "EASURE~ ONES TO 
YlEl~ litE INPUT IIAp., NEEDED TO D
ETERMINE THE SURfACE GRAVITY. 
Tne SST RANGE-RATE D"l,o\ TOG
ETIIER 1o/ITH DIRECT ,01,15 6 TRACKING
 
DATA AND UHlFIE~ S-SAND TRACKI
NG ~ATA WERE USED IN THE ORSiT 
~ETERIHN~t10HS. THE TIIO PRll'I.E A.
AEAS Of DATA COLLEen ON WERE 
THE CENTER OF TilE AfRICAN 
CON11I1EII1, AND TliE ItHlIAN OCEA
N 
DEPRESSION CENTERED AT LAlllUDE
 !i OEG N .0\110 LONGl Tupe 7!i OEG E
. 
THE !,POllO SPACECRAFT WAS CONNE
CTED WiTH "ADRIO BY TWO LIII!tS, 
HIE ,01,15 6 LINK AND A DIREC
T GROUND LINK. TO "lHIMIlE
 
ATIIOSPIIERICAlLY DISTURBED DATA, 
TilE DATA PASSES WERE U"lTEO 10
 
APPROXl"HEL-Y 4:1 "ttl. fllRTHER DETAIL?; INCLUDING SO"E "E/l.SURED 
RESULTS CAN SE ~OUNO IN 'GE001~
AMICS-EXPERIHEN1 "A-128,' F.O. 
VOIIBUN E1 ... L. .... AfoOLLO-SOYUZ TE
ST PROJECT. PRELIl'IlNP.R'I' SUENCE
 
REPORT, T"-X-~8113, n.l TO 12:.6. 1976. 
'5, P -A POLL O. WE Iff EN 8A CH--·~----
~-------------------
lNIIES TI GAl :.qN NAil'. - S PACEt ~Afl-l0-SPA
CECIl HT DOPPLE/! 
YlIACKING 
NSSOC 10- 15-066A-12: 
PERSONNEL 






1 l, I 
! Cc,c~~"",.,.~ J ",~;, .. ,~",~~"" I 
3S 
1 J 1 J .. 
BRIEf OEStRIpTlON 
TilE DOPPLER lRAC~ING EJPERI"ENT 
WAS OESIGN[O TO DETER"JNE 
GRA.VITY fEATURES HAVING A NO
RI10NtAl StALE Of lSO TO 1000 K". 
BY USING THE lOW SATElLllE-
TO-SATElLITE fl!AUlNG "UNOO. 
SECOHOARl GOAL WAS TO "USURE S
OfIE IONOSPHERIC PRoPERTIES. TH
E 
ASJP "15S10N WAS PAIIT1ClILULY W
ELt. SUllED fOR THIS UpUl"ENT. 
lIECAUSE IT pROYIOn T\lO pLAlfO
Il"5 »IlH A CONUOLLED SEPARAlION
 
WIIIUN THE SA"E ORBIT AT AN 
AlTlTUIlE Of 2:2:0 K", WHICH IS LOW
 
[NO UGH TO ENHANCE S£NSITllltn TO THES
E SHOIil IIAVlLENGTH GRAVItT 
ANOPIALIES. THE RELATIYE IIELO
Clll OR DOPPLER SHtfT SETVEEH TI
l[ 
DOCKING ",ODUlE ttl"'" ANti THE CO
""AHO AND SERVICE "OOU\'E (CS") 
WAS "E.ASURED USING A PHASE·CO
HfaEHT DUAL fREQUENtT IIHf LlHK. 
INItIAllY. THE "OOULU HAD 
A SEPAUTlON OF 3n It"_ WHICH 
INCREASED TO 47!i tr:" BY THE ENP Of T
HE ElPERI"ENT. LOCAlUEO 
ANO"ALIES IN THE EAIIlH'S GRAVIT
ATION fIElll CAN BE "EA5URU WllH
 
A THRESHOLD SENSlllVIH OF Bf.1
TER THAN ·O.1!i ~"/S SCi. fRO" THE 
HL,o\TIVE VEl"OClll DAH. THE G
EO"ETRlC RANGE-RAl( ERROR CAUSf:O 
BT THE IONOSpHERE CAN BE REICOYE
D BY APPLUNG THE DUAL f!lf.oaUENC
Y 
(1/12: AND l210 "Hll COR'EtlJON. HIE AC
CEUUlINI pRODUCU 6' THE 
RAIIIATlON PRESSURE WAS NEG
LIGIBLE, AND THE ACCELERAlION
 
PRODUCED BY THE U"OSPHERIC O
RAG fORCE liAS tAKEN INTO AtCOUN
T 
BY USING THE MEASURED ORBIT
AL ANP ALTITUDE "OTIONS Of BOT
N 
SPACECRAfT. THE lVO "AJOR 
ElPEilII'IENT CO"PONEIHS WERE TH
E 
lIIAHS"ITTU LOCATED ON THE 
P" AND THE REtElI/ER, wnH TH
l 
DOPPLER PROCESSOR LOtATED ON 
TilE CS". fURTHER £IpERlllltNT AN
O 
PERfOA"ANCE DE1AIlS CAN 9
E foUHo IN 'DOPPLER TRACKING
 
ElPERI"ENT I'IA-089.' Ii. C. 
IiUFfEHBACH AND D. fl. GROSSI, 
~POLLO-SOYUZ TES1 PROJECT. 
pR[LlMIHAIiT SCIENCE REPOAT. 
T"I-58113, 11.1-11.31, 1916. 
---
---
- A ST 1'-APO llO. v 1'[0 E "EI £11·----------·-·----------.------
INVESTIGUION NAME- CRYSTAL GRO
WTH FROM THE VAPOR PHASE IN 
'ZERO-GRAVn'l' ENVIRON"EIH 
PERSONNEL 








THE ,1JtcttVES Of THE CRYSUl G
ROWTH F~OM THE V"'POR PHASE 
EXPERl"EHT lIERE TO STUDY Ti
lE EffECTS Of "ICAOGRAVlTl 011 TN
E 
"OR PHD LOGY OF SINGLE CIIY,STAL$ Of "JX
ED nSlE"S AND TO EVALUATE 
THE "ASS TRANSPORt RAtES Of T
IIESE SYSTE"S. USING THE CHE"ICA
L 
TRANSPORT TECHNlflUE. tHESE 
RESULTS SHOULD HelP TO PRODUC
E 
CRlSTALS Of 1l!PROVED QUALITY ~ND TO Y
IELD fUNOA"ENTAl O"'TA FDA 
THE VAPOR TRANSP(;IIT Pllocess_ ' 'UEE VA
POR TRANspOIT E.lIPER ,"ENTS 
VERE PERfOR"Er ON "ULltCO"PON
lNT SYSTE"S CONTA~NING DIffERENT 
PARTS OF GER'ANIU" SElINIPE. 1
£ LURIU". GERI'IANllI" T£TRAIODIPE
. 
GEII"ANIUM 1'I0.~OSUlF1DE, GEIi"ANI
UH TE-lRACHlORlOE. ANti ARGOII. 
!'ATERIALS wi RE ENCLOSED IN EV
ACUATED SEALED AMPOULES OF fUSE
D 
SILlCA AND WERE TRANSpOR1ED 
IN A fEltPERA1URE GRADIENT OF TH
E 
"ULTlPURPOSE ELECTRIC FURNAC
E. AFTEII A IIEAT~UP PERIOD Of 
APPROXIMAlELl ,I'll THE OESIREO
 TEMPERATURE GIIAOIENT or 877-180
 
K wAS ACHI_EVEII. AND "AIN'AlNE
D FOR 16 II. "ORE DETAILS CAN SE 
FOUND IN 'CRYSlAl GROWTH FR
OII THE VAPOR PIIASE - EIP_EU"EN
T 
:t"-08!i,' II~ WIEOE"ElR. ET AL. ApO
LLO-SOlUZ lEST PROJECT, 
PR.:'LI"INARY StlENCE REPORT. 1"1






l SOllDlf-ic-AllON OF HACL-LlF 
EUTECTIC 
Nssr, 10- 75-066A-10 
PEIISONNEL 
PI - A.S_ YUE 
01 - t.w. 'l'EIl 
BRler OESCilIPTtON 





U \iF- CAlIf. LA 
U OF c ... LIF, LA 
1HE HALIDE EUTECllC GROIITII ExP
£Rl"ENT WAS flOWN TO STUDY 
THE SOLIDIFICATION PROCESS IN T
HE SpAt£ ENVlRON"ENt WI!f:RE THER
fo 
ARE NO VIBRATION ANP CONn
CllO" CURRENTS IN TilE !'IELT.
 
FIBER-LIKE SODIU" CHlORIDE-LI
lHl'UPI FLUORIDE EUTECIlC !'IUURE
S 
I/£pE PRODUCED IN SPACE BY 
tilE DIRECTIONAL SOLtIlIFIUTlOH
 
tEt'lNIQUE. WHEN A EUTECTIC LIQUID
 or 50DIU" CHlORIDl AHO 
LlTIIIU" fLOURIDE SOlIDl,flEO. L
ITHIUM fLOUlliOE fOR"EO THE flBER
 
PIIASE IN fHE SOOIU" CHLORIDE 
"AlIIlI. WilEN PRODUCED ON EARTH
, 
flBER-UKE EUTECTtCS SUffER I"
PERfECTIONS 91' THE PRESENCE OF 
A 
BANDED STRUCTURE, AND BY DlSC
ONHNUIH fAULTS,. DUE IN PART T
O 
VIBRATION AND COIIyeCnON 
CURRENTS IN THE "Elt OCURING
 
SOll-OlFICATtON. THESE DEFE
ctS CAUsE SOt-iD-STAlE EUTECT
IC 
DEVICES TO BE INeffiCIENT AND U
$£lESS. t}lE SOOCIU" CHLORIDE AND 
2S.8 WEIGHT pERCEN1 LlTIIIU" 
flUORIDE EutECTIC. "UTURES. WER
E 
"A DE FRO,. 99.96 WEIGHT pEIiCENT 
SODIUM CIILORlOE AND 99.99 WEIGHT
 
PERCENT llTIIIU" FLUORIDE. TH
E "InURES WERE SOLIDIfIED IN A
N 
INDUCTION KEATING UNn UNOEA 
... PROTEClIVE AT"OSPHERE. INGOT
S 
Of SODIU" ClllORlDE-LtTHIU" f
LUORtDE EuTEClICS 0.19 C" I
N 
OIA"EHR AND 6.4-c" LONG WERE G
ROWN. APllniONAl DETAILS CAN 9E
 
rOllNO HI 'HALIDE EUTECTIC GR
OIITH - UPEAHIENT ",1,-131.' II. S
. 
YUE £T AL~ APOllO-SO'tUz. TEST P
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SPACECRoHl [O""ON "'''''E- AS fP-$DYUl 
ALTERNATE HAIIES- APOLLO SOYUZ TE$T PIIDJ., SOYUZ APOLLO 
NSSGC 10- 75-0650\ 
LAUHCH 04lE- 07115175 WUGHf- 660D~ .tG 
LO\UHCI1 SITE- t'fUltAtAM CSAIKOHUR COSPlDbROlle) .. U.S.S.R. 
LAUltCH VEHICLE- UNkNOWN 
SPONSORiNG COUNTRyJAGENCY 
U.S.5.R. 
INlTUL DRBll PARAIIETfIlS 
ORBll HPE- 6EOCENTRIC 
ORen PERIOD- 811.n IUN 
EPOCH bATE- 07/16115 
INCL1HATIDN- 51.76 bEG 
PERIAPSlS- 218. KII 
PERS-DMMEL 
To - K.b. bUSHU,,-V 
sc - Y.':. KHOOAREV 
BRlEf DESCRIPTION 
APOAPsES- 231. "fII 
UH"ttOWH 
UNKNOWN 
THE UNITEO STATES AND THE U.-5.5.R. lAUNCHED AN APOLLO 
SPACECRAFT AND A SOYUZ SPACECRAfT, RE$PECTlVELY, AS A JOINT 
EtfOAT CALLED THE APOLLO-SOYUl TEST PROJECT USTP). THE SOYUl 
SPACEcRAfl WAS LAUNCHED FIIIST~ WITH A tWO-fIIIAN CIIEW WHO 
"ANEUVERED THUR SPACECRAfT INTO A DOCUh6 ORBIT. tHE APOLLO 
SPACECRAft liAS LAUNCtlED 1 1/2 HR LAlER~ IIItH A THREE-fIIIAN CREII 
IIHO PLACED tHEIR SPACECRAft INtO A pROPER CONfl6UAATtON FOR 
DOCKING WITH THE SOYUl SPACECRAfT. THE DOCKING OF THE TWO 
SPACECRAfT OCCURRED ON THE tHIAD DAY. AHER DOCklN6, CREW 
TRANSFERS TOOK PLACE, WlTH THE APOLLO CREW FiRSt VISITING THE 
SOYUl. THE CO"BINEO APOLLO-SOYUZ [REWS PUfORMEO J(l!!:: 
OPERlIlENTS AND PRESENTED RAI)10 AND TV REPORTS. AftER JOINt 
UPERl"nn5 WERE CoMPlETED~ THE SPACECRAft DISENGAGED AND EACH 
CONTINUED ItS SEPARATE; Pl15510N. 
------- AS"TP-SOYUZ. AKOEV---------------------------------
INVESl1GATlON NAPlE- ZONE FoRlllNG fUNG! 
P£/I:$ONNEl 







THE OBJECTIVE OF tHIS ElP£IIUtENT WAS TO INVESTlGlltE THE 
EFFECt OF SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS ON THE RHYTHPIS OF VEGETATIVE 
AND SPORE PHASE CHARACTERIStICS OF SlIiEpTOflllYCES LEVOIitS. THIS 
SpEClES WAS ISOLATED, NAllEO, AND pliOVIDEO BY TH" U.S.S.R. AND 
WAS U$E~ AS tHE pRlPlARy tEST SPEClItEN F~R THIS EXPERIMENt. THE 
CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS Of THIS OIiGANlS" PER .. IT IN SITU 
COIIPARISON OF SPORE RING fEAtURES AN~ !>!'iElOP"ENT RATES IN 
PREFLIGHT. FlIGHl. AND POStfLIGHt PERIODS OF THE APOLLO-SOYUZ 
TEST PROJECt~ WITHIN A SINGLE CUltURE. ASPECTS OF THE 
EXPERlItEliT THAT WERE !>TUDIED INCLUDED ~- (1) CUltURES THAT HAD 
BEEN INITIATED IUTHIN A lZ-H PHASE SHIn WERE EXCHANGED DUlliNG 
fLIGHT. (Z) THE eFFECTS Of LOCAL RADUtlON ON GENEIIIC CHANGES 
IIEAE nUOlED. (3) CHARACTERISTICS OF SECONDARY CULTURES THAT 
IIEIIE DERIVED fRO" DIFFERENt SECTORS- OF THE PRIfIIIARY CULTURES 
WERE STUDIED AND COIIPAREO. ANP (4) PlORPHOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL 
PROPERTIES or DIfFERENT NUT"J£NT PlEOIA WEllE REtOROED. EACH 
FLIGHT DE' ,CE HELD TWO PETRI DISHES THAT CONTAINED STREPTOPlYCES-
CULTURES. r .. \olATION OETECTOIIS Of CEllULOSE rRlACETA1E~ 
CEllULOSE NITRATE, AND lEUN WERE USED TO ~E61StER ~ART1ClE.S 
THAT PASSES THROUGH THE BIOlOlOGICAl TEs-T SYStE"S. AN~ THE' 
\lEU PLACED BENEATH THE PETRI DISHES AS WELL AS IN A PlOVABLE 
LID. ALL fLIGHT AND CONtROL SpECIIIENS IIERE PHOTOGRAPHED H 
t2-H (PLUS DR III NUS :5 H) INTERVALS fRO" THE 1lPlE iHE CULTURES 
WERE SELEctED fOR THE EXPEIiUtENT UNTIL TER.UNAnON. ,t,ODlTIONAL 
DETAILS OF THE EI(~£RIItENT AND 115 PERrORPlANCE CAN BE FOUND INf 
'lONE foR"ING FUNGI - EXPERIPIENT "1I-1l,1,' 1. D. ROGERS E1 AL. 
APOllO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT, PRELlIIINARY SCIENCE REPORt. 
tPlX-S817J~ lS.l-'S.lZ~ 1976. 
------- A$Tp-SOYUI, IVANOV-------------------------------.~----
INVESTIGATION NA"'E- USSR fIIUlUplE f'lATEAIAl "ELTING 
NSSDC 10- 7S-065A-02 
PERSONNEL 
PI ~ ,. IVANOV 
1 ---1" 










tHE ODJECTIVE 0, fHIS UPERIIIENl WAS TO DlIER"lIH TilE 
lIEGREE Of I"PROVEPIENT Of ""'ERlAlS PROCESSED IN HRO-G • 
CO~VECTIVE STIRRING OURlHG SOLlDlfiCAliON ANe SE6REGAlIOH IN 
THE PlEU DUE TO GRAVJTV CONTIIII'IUlE to NON-HO"OGEHElTIES. VOIDS 
AND HRUCTUIiAl I .. PERfECtIONS IN PlAHRUlS IIlltEN l"IOCES!.H ON 
EAIITH. tHE ONBOARO IIUlTIPURPOSE fUIIHAC( SUTEI'! WAS USU!4 
tHREE DIFfEIIENt PlATEf<UL SUTEPIS WERE UseD. IN TilE ~~o. 
IS01I1E,,"'AL REGION~ A SAMPlE Of AlUPlHIUPI IIIlH TUNGSTEH SPIHRES 
WAS PlELlED AND SOLIDIFIED. A GERPIANIUM Rat> tOH(AINIH6 2 ATOI'lle 
pERtENT OF SILICON wAs PARTIAllY "ELTEO AND SOLIDifIED IN -",E 
GRADaNT REGION. AN ADDlTIONAl ISOTHERPI~l REGION WAS C"l~,H 
IN THE GRADIENT lONE TO PIIOCES$ AN APlpOULE t'F l'ollltEIIED 
AlUPlINUM. 
------- .lSTP-SOYUl~ NIKOlSl(y-------------------------- _____ _ 
INVEST1GATlON IfA"E- ARTIrJCIAl SOLAR ECLIPSE 
NSSDC 10- 75-065A-O~ 
PERSONNEL 






SOVIET ACA{I Of SO 
THE. OBJECTIVE Of tHIS ARTlflClAl SOLAR E-CLlPSE UI'ERlMEHT 
WAS TO DETECT THE EXTENDED REGIOH 01 TH£' CORONA lit 
pHOTOGAAPHlNG 1 T FIIPM tHE SOYUZ SPACECRAfT ACiAINST TilE >'ILACK 
SPACE BACKGIIOUNO WHilE tHE 01St( OF THE SUN WAS OCCULTED Ol lilE 
APOllo SPACECRAfT_ THE SOYUl CIIEW WAS ~ESPOIISIBlE fOR 
'>HOtOIiRApHlNG tilE CORONA, ",HD tHE APOLLO CIIEII w",s RESPONSleLE 
fOR PERfORPlING TilE REIIUIRED SPACECRAft M~NEU\lERS AlIll FOR 
PHOTOGRAP!IING THE ECLIPSE SHADOW ON tUE SOlUl IIEHICLE. ~HoIlTLY 
AHER ORBITAL SUNRISE, APOLLO BACKED AllAY fRoPl IH~ SOYUl TOWARD 
'liE SUN to A SEPARATION DISTANCE AT WHICH THE APPARENT OIAKElER 
OF APOLLO WAS APPROXII'ATELY '- SOLAR 0IAPlETEII5. APOLLO TOHLLY 
OCCULTED THE SUN DURING THE SEPARATlOtl ""UEUVEII. ""ll THE SOYUl 
PEJ:fORllEO AutO"Al'Ir. SEQUENCE PHOTOGRAPHY IN TH[ SOLAk OlRECftON 
DUllING THE ENTIRE SEpARATION "'ANEUIIER, THE 50-HH CAMERA ON 
BOARD tilE SOYUl SPACECRAfT HAD A 90-"" FOCAL LEUG'-H LENS W'lTU 
WO FILTER. THE PHOTOGIIAPHS" II£RE tAKEN IN 'WIIITE liGHT' OVER 
THE WAVELENGTH RANGE OF APPROXlPlAlEly 4COO TO 7500~. A 
PlEC"IANlZED PlAGAltNE CONTAINING HIGHlY SENSltllU KOb~K <"8S 
fll" liAS I';OUNTED to tHE BACK or THE CAIiERA. THE APOllO CREW 
DEPLOYED A U.S.S.R. LlG!H BArflE ON tHE OUTSIDE or THE I1Al(11 
IIlNPOW TO PlINlJUZE THE A"OUNT OF SCATTCRED AND RHlECr[o LIe-HI 
THAT ENTERED tHE OPTtCAl "ATH Of tHE CAPIERA. PlORE EXPERlI~Etfl 
Df:TAIlS CAN BE rOUND IN -- 'ARTifiCIAL SOLAR ECUPSE-EXI'ERIMENT 
PlA-148,' II. T. GIUll E1 AL. APOLLO-SOYUZ lEST PROJECt. 
PREll\UNARY SCIENCE REPORT, 6-1 TO 6-S, TM-X-51!173. 
------- ASTP-SOYUl ~ tAYLOR -------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAI'IE- MICROBIAL EXCHANGE TEST 
NSSOC 10- 75-06SA-01 
PE"SONHEL 







THE OBJECTIVE or THE IIICROBlAl UCHANGE EXPERII'IENI liAS TO 
DlTERPlIN£ THE COPlpONENtS Cf tHE IIHECtlOUS DISEASE PROCESS IN 
SP"CE fLIGHt BY PlEASUMING CIIANGES IN THREE fHTORS -- (1) TilE 
CO"POSlTIllN Of tHt IIICR1l8Ul POPULATIONS INHA8ITING THE CREW 
"E"BERS AND SPACECIiAfT. (2) THE ABILITy OF EACH CR[W "£"BER'S 
DEFENSE "'ECHANIS" TO liES 1ST INfECTION, AtiD tH TilE ~DlLITl' 'If 
CERTAIN MICII00R6ANISliS to ORIGINATE INfECtIONS. HENCE. lHIS 
EXpERI"ENT WAS DESIGNED TO IION:TOII I:"UANtJtA"TIVEL~ THE KICIIOBIAL 
LOAD OF ALL CREW "'EMBERS AND OF SEUCTfD TNNER SURfACES or BOTH 
tHE APOLLO AND SOYUl SPACECRAfT~ THE NOR"Al AUTO flORA AND 
JPlPlUNOCOfilPETENCE LEVEL or EACH CREW PlElIllEr WAS ESTAIlLJSHEP 
BEFORE FLIGHT TliROUGH IIff>EA1ED SAIIPLIN6 AND ANALTSIS. SturHD 
ItlCROORGANISPlS RECOIIEREO fIIOII tHE CREW AND SpACECI.AfT wERE 
EXA"INED TO DETECT CHANGES IN THE ABILITY or THE IIltRllO~GA'U.sM 
TO BECOflll[ PAtHOGENiC, INFECTIIIE:. OR TOIIC TO ".IN. AT 50"10 
TlI(E~ CERTAlN 1",.UNOlOGIC-Al PARAllfTEU or T1;IE Ill0nD AND SH!V~ 
OF EACH CREW "EIIBER WERE STUDIED TO DEIECT CHAIIGE:; It1 tkE 
ABILity OF THE INOIVlflUAl )'0 RESISt INfECtiON. SPECIMENS WERE 
COLLEctED fROII THE S PRI"E ANll 5 BACkUp CIlEIl t!EPlBERS AIIO fRO" 
15 AREAS ON tHE INNER SURfACES or E,t,CH SPACECRAFT AT SPHlfJ"c: 
H"ES BEFORE, OIJRlNG. 'NO HTER THE flIGHt. rOf< JlltttGHT 
SA"'PlES~ A S.pE.CIAllY DEVELOPED SAMPLE COLLECTION OEVlCt WAS 
lISED THAT CONS1STED Of A COTtON-1 :PPED TEflON SIIAB Oil ~ 
CAPILLARY' TUBE CONtAINING CONSUIIA~ ION flUID TO kEfP THE 
IIICROORGANISPI ALIVE. ALL fOUII SETS or SWABS IIEH LAUNCHEO IN 
fHE SOYUl SPACECRAft. TWO kITS TJ BE US EO IN lilt APOllO ~EI!E 
lRANSFEliREP FRO" .HE SOlUl AT THE Elf 0 OF tHE r1R~T ,.IQtNf 
ACTlVltY AND IIETURNED 10 THE SO.,UZ NEAl! THE END or THE l~ST 
JOINt ...... TIV!TY. All S~",pL.ES COLLECTED OURHHi fLllan VERE 
RETURNED TO liDS COW fOR PRELIPIINAAY ~N~USIS AND DIVISION 
BEtWEeN U_S_ AND U.S...s.II. UBOIIATORIES. "ORE lxptRl/'ltHt 
DETAILS AND Sil"E fLIGHT RESULTS CAN Be- fOUND IN 'PlICROIHAl 
EXCIIANGE UPERIKe-Nt AII-002,' G.R. TAYLOR ET Al. APOllO-S01UI 











































-." •• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••• AT5 5 ............................. . 
5PAtECUrt COI'II'IO'I NAI'l[- AlS ~ 
~lfERUATE NAI'IES- PL-692e. ATS-I: 
1l~1l68 
N5S0C 11)- 69-1l69A 
LAUNCH DATE~ 1l81lU69 WUGMT- 821. KG 
LAUNCH SlTE- CAPE CANAVERAL .. UNJT£D SlATU 
LAUIICH VEHICL£- ATLAS 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNitED STATES 
iNiTIAL ORB I T PARAI'lETEAS 
DROn Tl'PE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERltlD- 1435.9 "IN 
PERIAPSIS- 35111. KI'! 
PfRSDNNEL 
" 







EPOCH DATE- '1/01/69 
'NCllNAl 10N- l.S DEG 
Af'oAPSlS- 3S790. KI'! 
NASA-GSft 
NASA-G5fC 
A1S , W ... S AN EQUATOIiJAL-ORBITING .. SYNCHRONOUS-ALTltUD£ 
TECHNDlOGY SATELLITE INTENDED TO TEST VARIOUS CO"'"UNICATIONS 
AUD EARllt OBSERVATIONAL SYS.E"S. ALSO INCLUDED ON BC1:'D WUE 
f''''TIClE. ELECTRIC HELD, AND "AGNETIC FJELD ElIPE ."ENTS. 
BECAUSE Of A MAlfUNCTION. tHE INTENDED GIIAVITY GRADIEHT 
ST~BILllHION "'ECHANISM COULD 'jOI BE DEPLOYED. AND ATS 5 WAS 
SHBILlIB Ito A SPINNING MDDE ABOUT TNE SP ... CECIiAfT I-AXIS AT 
APPROUMATELY 11 RPM. ALL EXPERIMENTS lHAT DEP£NDED ON THE 
PLANNED GRAVITY GRADIENT SHBIlIZ~1I0H WERE ADYERSELY AffECTED 
TO VARYlIHi DEGREES, AHP THE MISSION WAS PEeLAREO A fAILURE. 
HOIIEVER. SOME OF THE SCIENCE ElH'RH~ENTS, INCLUDING THE 
MAGNetic HELD MONITOR .AND THE PAIlTIClE EXPElIlNE,nS ItETUIIHEO 
USABLE O ... T .... ATS 5 WAS POSITIONEP At ... aOIlI 105 DEG W lOl!GITUDE 
OVER THE PACHIC OCEAN. 
------- ATS 5, DAROSA-----------------______ ~ ______________ _ 
lIIVESTJGATtOH NAME- RADIO BEACON 
IISSDC 10- 69-069A-12 
PERSDNHEL 
PI - A.V. OAIIOSA 





IONOSPHERES AND RADIO "H'I'SICS 
STA"FORO U 
HASA-JSC 
THIS EXPElIl"O;:NT CONSISTED Of PH"'SE-CONEJlE"T RADIO 
fREQUENCIES CONTiNUOUSLY TIIANSIUTlED AT 131.350 ANO 41l_050 MHI 
ORO HI.R"OHI(}. TtlE TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT ALONG IHE 
PROPAGATION PATH WAs CALCULATED ay ANALYSIS OF THt FAUDA" 
RoUTION ANGLE MEASUREMENTS OH THE LOWER FREIlUENCY", OR ANALYSIS 
OF DlffERENTtAL DOPPLER FREQUENCY itECORDINGS Of 60TH 
fREOUENCiES. IOHOSPHERlC IIIREGULARIT'£S ANO SCINTlllP,llON liAS 
ALSO OaSERvED. 
------- ATS 5, l'IC ILW ... lN-----------------------------------
INVESIIGItTION NAME- OMNIDIRECTIONAL HIGH-ENERIi'l' PAIITICLE 
DETECTOR 
NSSDC 10- 69-069A-03 
PEIISON),IEL-





PARTItlES AND FIELDS 
U OF 'ALlf .. SAN DLEGO 
TfiRE£' PLASTH SCINTILlATOII DETECTORS, EACH WITH A 2-'1 
SDLlD AtlGLE FJELD OF VIEW, "EASURED ELECTRONS JN 12 INTEIIVALS 
IN Tilt: ENERGY RANGE 0.5 TO 5 "EV. SOLAR COSltlC RAn IfITII 
UIEItGIES GREATER THAU 12 .. 16, AND l~ HEY WERE ALSO PlEASUIlU. 
fHt DETECTORS HAVE FUNCJIOHEO HOR"ALL'I' FRO" LAUNCH TO.AUGUST 
1912:, AftER IIHICH TlME TNE DATA ACQUISUION WAS lUtJTED TO 
SELECTED llMES., THE SPJ rCRAfT SPIN DID HOT DEGRADE THf 
EXPERII'IENT DATA. 
------- ATS s .. I'IOZEII---~~~~~-~«,,-.-~-----------------------




NSSDC 10- 69-069A-04 
PERSONNEL 





PARTICLES AlIO FIELDS 
U Of CALIF; BERKELET 
THIS ElIPEillMENT CONSISlED 01 THREE ESSENTIALLY IDENTICAL 
StlHTlLLAllON PIiOTOMULTJPL.lER DEtECTO'S~ E-ACH JHTENOfD TO 
MEASUIIE CSEPARA'TEL'I'J ELECTRONS AND PROTONS 10. TIIIIH ENERGY 
"IHOO"S CENTERED RESPECtlVELY AT 40, 75 .. AND 120 KEY AND 60. 
120.. AND 16:5 KEV. two DETEctORS. LOOKING IN OPPOSlT£ 
OIllECtlONS, WERE TJUEO BY 1l DEG fllO" THE SATELLITE I-AXIS AND 
ONE WAS ORlENTED PEIIPENOICULAR TO TNIS CONflGURATJON. OVU 
",OST OF tTS DAU COLLECnNG LIfETIME.. THE- SAtELllTE V"'S 
SPINNING ABO liT JlS i-AilS .. VI". A SPIN PEIII0D Of 0.18 S. DUE 
TO AN UNPLAHNEO SPACECRAfT SPIN SOON ArTER LAUNCN .. A SHUTTER 
S'I'STE" WAS ACTIVATU tHAT RENDERED TNE PERPENDICULAR D£TECTOII 
INEffECTJVE. TNEh'EfOIlE, PlEASUIIEI'lENTS IIERE ,UtIE ONLY IN 
D~IIECTIONS APPIIOIIMATEL'I' PARALLEL AND ANTlPARALLfL TO IHE LoC~L 
"AGNEllC fIELD. THe SPECIES ANALYSIS WAS PtRrORPlED <lY A 
tNREE-CHA"NEI.~ PULSE-HEIGNT ANALYlER~ AND PARlICLE Cootns WEllE 
TElEflET£RE~ IN BOTH ANALOG AND DIGITAL MODE5~ INE INTEGRATION 
TI"E FOR EACH CHANNEL VAS 0.01 S, WHILE TNE llEADOUT RATE fOil 
AN'I' ONE CNANNEL VARIED fllOI'! 0.2 TO 5.12 S, DEPEHDINr 'IN A 
COM"'AHfl.AaLE READOUT PlODE. fOR INfORM"'TlON IIEGA/IDING OPEHPlfNT 
DESI':;N AND CONSTIIUCTION CONSULT. 'DEVELOPMENT 0' A 
ClOUBLE-lAYfRED SClNTlLLATOIl fOil SEP ... R"llHG AND DE,ECTING 
LOW-ENERGY PROTONS ... ND ELECTRONS,' BY r. S. MOIU .. r. N. 
BOGOTT .. AND C. V. BATES~ JR~, IEEE TIIANS. ON NUCL. SCi., NS-t5~ 
144~ 1968. 
------- ATS S. SUGIURA~----------------------------~-----------
INVESTIEiATION NAPlE- "AIiNETIC fIELD "ONnOI! 
NSSDC 10- 69-069A-13 
PERSONNEL 
PI - PI. SUGIUIIA 





PARTICLES ANO rIELDS 
NASA-65ft 
N ... SA-GHC 
THIS EXPEIIIPlENT liAS DESIGNED TO STUOY TNE PROCEHES 
TAKING PLAC[, ON TNE AUIIORAL "AGNETlC SNElLS. IT "'LSO lNTENDED 
TO PROVIDE CORRELATIYE D ... TA· fOil THE OTNER nPERII'IENTS ON THE 
SATELLITE. THE EXPEIU"ENT WAS PAIIT Of THC PlAGtlETJC 
STABILIZATION SYSTEM THAT WAS TIfE BACKUP fOil THE 
GIlAYln-GIlADJENT SIABllllATlON ST.STEM. THE SENSOR SYSTEM 
CONSISTEO OF A TRlAXUL fLUX GATE "AGNETO"ETER. TNE STSTEM 
I'!EASURED THE "AGNETlC fiELD ALONG THIIEE A.-ES BY [0"BIHIN6 A 
fiNE RANGE (PLUS OR .. tHUS 25 GAMMAS} AND A COARSE RANGE or 32 
INCIIEMENTS C3l.8 GAPlIIA EACH) TO GIVE TNE TOTAL IlANGE PLUS AND 
PlINUS SOD GAMI'lAS. THE flNE AND COARSE Rt;ADINGS WERE SAMPLED ON 
THE Pf" TELE"ElII'/' AT S.12-S INTERVAlS. THE FINE READINGS ONL" 
WEllE RECORDED ON THE Pt" TELEPlElRY AT 2.97-S INTERYALS. THE 
PCI'! COARSE READINGS WEllE suaCO"PlUTAT£P AT 9~-" ltI1ERVALS. A 
10-GMt"'A CA.LIBRATJON PULSE WAS INIllATEO TWICE A DAY FOR 5.6 
"'IN. TNE fAST SPIN RATE Of THE SATELLItE, TNE SLOII ~A"PLE lUTE 
or THE DATA .. ANO THE RESULTING ALIGNING pRoaLEMS PEGIIADED THE 
DATA IN THE SPIN PLANE. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ATS 6 ................................. . 
SPAC~CRAfT COMMON NAME_ ATS 6 
~LTERNATE N"''If:S~ PL-721A, ATS-f, An-f 
7318 
NSSDC 10- 74-039A 
lAUr.:CN "ATE- 05/30174 WEIGHT- 930. I(G 
LAUHCH SllE- CAPE CANAVERAL .. UNITED STATES 
lAUNCN YEHlCLE- Il'T~N 
5PONSORIHG COUNTII'I'/AGENt'I' 
UNiTED STATES 
INJTlAL OIiBIl PARA"UU. ... 
ORBll TYPE- GEOC['ITRlC 
01l6ll rERI00- ", ... 6.1 'II'" 
PERUPSI.S- .3S763.0 .1'111 
PERSONNEL 
P'" - J .E~ KU"I'EIIlAN~ ;11_ 
PS - E.A. WOLfF 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
EPOCH 'OATE- (J~/Jl/1~ 
JHClI"'AnON- 1~1i !!EG 
APOAPSlS, 35818.0 I:l'I 
NASA-GHt 
tfASA-GSFC 
TNE PRJ"ARY OBJEcnVES Of ATS 6 (APPLl'CATtONS TECIH(OlOGl 
SATELLITE) WERE TO ERECT IN OR6IT A LAIIGE HIGH-GAIN STEERA6lE 
ANTENNA STRUCTUIIE CAPABLE Of PROVIDING It GOOD QUALITY TV SlGNAl 
TO A GROUND-BASED IIEcflYER AND TO "EASUIIE AND EYltLU~lE THE 
PERfORPlANeE Of SUCII AN ANTENNA.~ A SECONURY OBJECTIVE WAS .0 
DEI'lONSTII,lTE NEW CONCEPTS ON SPACE J[CNHOLOGT IN TIlE A~EAS OF 
AlIICIIA" CONTROl. .. LAS Ell COPl"UHlCATJONS. AND VISUAL ... ND INfRARED 
PlAPPING OF TNE EARTH/AlPlOSPHERE S'I'STEM. THE SP"'CECRAfT WAS 
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IN SHAIiEtI HtEQUENCY BANDS AND PROPAGATION CHAJIACTUISTICS Of 
IULLI"E1ER WAVES, (2) PERfO""I"G SPACEtAAfT-TD-SPAC£tRArt 
COfll'lUHICATION A'I1l TRACkiNG [.II.P(RUIEHTS. AND (3) ""ICING PUlletE 
AND "ADIATION ItEASlJREltEN1S or THE: GEOSYNCHRONOUS ENVIRON"ENT. 
CONflGUUO SOltEWHAT LIKE AN OPEN PARASOL. THE ,tiTS 6 SPACECRAfT 
CONSISTED Of fOUR "'"JOR ~SSE"8L1ES -- (1) " 'il.15-It-OU" olSII 
ANtENNA. (V Tlio SOLAR CELL PADDLES ",OU,",,£O AT RIGHT ANGLES TO 
£AtH OTHER ON OPPDSllE SIDES Of AN UpPER erlJIPPlENl "ODULE. (]) 
AN EARTH-VIEWING EOUIPltE'H ,.DOULE (EVIt) CO~··ECTEO 6Y .. HJOULAR 
"'''ST TO THe UPPER EQUIP"E"T "DDULE .. AND (4) AN ",,,TUDE C!)NTROL 
AND STABILIZA110N SYSTEM. THE EV'" IN ADDITION TO HOUSING tHE 
EAIITH-VIEWING EXPERlItEN1S. l'IiOVIII£O SUPPORT fOil: THE PROPULSION 
SYSTEI'I At.::' "'NI:S, BATTERiES. A MULflfREIiIUENCl' TRANSPONDER. AND 
THE TELEMETRY, CO""AND, AND TtIc:RMAL CONlIIOL SYSTEI1S. THE UPPEI! 
£OUIPI'IENT "ODULE pRovnED A PLATfOR" fOR THE SPACE-VIEWING 
EXf'ERI"ENTS. INERTIA wHEELS lULL BE THE PRUIE MEANS fOR 
TORQUING THE SPflCECIlArr, wnH BOTH HYDUZlNE AND AI'I"ONU 
"ULTIJET THRUSTER Sl'STE"S HfeLUDED TO PROVIOE THE NECESSAIIY 
TORQUES fOR UNLOADING 'H£ WHEELS. ALSO INCLUDED IS A SMALL 
EUIIIROfHIENT /'IEASURE"EN' pACKf""" CONTAINING A "AGNETO"ETER AND 
SEIIERAL PARTICLE ElIpERHIENTS. 
-----.'. ATS 6, COlE!'!AN, JR.------------------------------------
INVESflGATlON NAPlE- MAGNeTOMETeR EIPERI"ENT 
FERSONNEL 
PI - P.J. [OLEMAN, JR. 





PflRTlCLES AND fIELDS 
U Of CALIr, LA 
GRAMBLING COLLEGE 
A THREE-nIS, BOO:1-MOllNTU fLUXGATf "AGNETOMETER SYSTEM 
OBTAINED /IIEASURE"EIHS Of THE A"BIENT MAGNETIC tlELD AT 
SYNCHRONOUS ALUIUDE. THE DETECTOR WAS SHULAR "TO THAT fLOWN 
BY OCLfI ON OGO 5 AND HS 1. 11 COHSlS"TED Of A BASIC 
MAGNETOMETER IflTH A IlYN","IC RANGE OF -16 10 .16 NT (GAMMA), ANII 
A RESOLUTION Of 1/1b NT. COILS WERE USEIl TO NULL tHE AMBIENT 
fIELD SUCH fllAT THE RESULtANT WAS WITHIN THE DYNA"IC RANGE Of 
THE BASIC /llflGNElOI'IETER. tHIS 1FfSET FIELD GENERATOR PEIII'IITTEO 
fiELDS fROI'! -512 TO f51Z Nt TO SE "EASU"EIl tiN 16 STEP$). HIE 
MAGNETOMETER WAS SAI'IPlED AT 8 IIE(10,"S PER S, AND THE OFfsn 
FJELD STATE WAS SAMPLED AT 4 IIECTORS PEII S. THE ELECTRONICS 
AND SEN SOli SYSYE" ;IAS EQUIPPED WITH A~ 'ALIASING' I'lLTER, wiTH 
AN UPPEII LHIIT Of 2.25 HI. AT 4 Ill, REJECTION WAS 20 Ill!. 
OffSET STABILITY WAS ESTIMATED TO BE 1 NT PER 6 MONTHS. TilE 
SPACECRAFT fIELD liAS ESTIMATEIl, DURING A RIlLL MANEUVER, TO BE 
LESS THAN 2 NT TRANSVEIiSE AND LUS THAN 5 NT EARTHWARD. TilE 
hO"INAL INSIRUI'IENT NOISE LEVEL WAS ESllMATED TO BE SLIGHTLY IN 
UCESS Of tHE 1/11> NT JlIGItAL RESOLUTlON Ilf THE I'IAGNETO"ETER. 
------- AT S b. 010 II IE $---------------------------------------__ _ 
INVESTlGATlON NAME- RADIO 9EAtON 
NSSDC 111- 74-039A-09 
PERSONNEL 
PI 1:. OAIIIES 
01 - R.B. fRITZ 





JOHOSpHERES AHD RUIO PHYSICS 
IIDC-A, SOLAII-TEU Pill'S 
NOAA-ERL 
NOAA-ERL 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO STun VARIATIONS Of 
IONOSPHERIC PARAMETERS (TOTAL ELECTIION CONTENT, ScINTILLATJON, 
IRREGULARITIES, 101'10 ~BSORPflOH) IIITH lIME AND SOLAR ANII 
"AGHErIC AtflVIH, AND TO STUDY THE RELATION Of THESE 
VARlAllONS TO IONOSPHERIC PROCESSES_ T.liE RADIO BEACON 
EkPERIJIIENl pROIIIDEO THRee COIIERENT CAIIRlEll FREQUENCIES (40.0160 
"HI, HO.056 "liZ AND 360.H40 !'I1Il> fOR INVesTIGATION Of 
PA/lTlCLES o\ffECTlNG RAIIIO PROPAGATlOH. THE BUCON WAS OESIGNED 
fOR SEVERAL TYPES OF l'lEASUREJIIENTS. PRINCIPALLY FAIIADAY 
ROTATION, DIffERENTIAL PHASE {DOPPLER), PHASE ANII AMPLITUDE 
SCINTlLLAlION .. ANII SIGNAL A"'PLllUDE (ABSORPTION). THE 40-MHZ 
CARRIER WAS AMPLITUDE STAlil.lIZEO TO ENABLE ACCURAtE ABSORPTlOH 
I'IE'ASUIIE"ENTS TO liE "ADE~ DIffERENTIAL FAIiAbAY "USURE"ENTS 
"'ERE POSSIBLE wnll C .... RRlERS ANII SIDEBANDS. THE "ODE Of 
OPERATION CALLEO rOR CONT IHUOOS E"ISSION ON ALL FREQUENCIES. 
RESEARCH ORGANl-ZATIONS FROM A NUMBER Ilf COUNTRIES CONIlUCIEIl 
STlabJES Of TIfE RADIO BEACON USING GIIOUNII RECEI.\/ERS BASED ON A 
uNIT DESlGNE/l B.Y THE NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC 
AIlMINISTRA"TlON. GROUND STATIONS RANGING FRO" 
CO"pUTER-CONTROLlED 1.".tTS TO SIMPLE "ANUAL UNITS WERE LOCATED 
AT POINTS tN NORTII ANII !.OUTII ","EIIICA, EUIIOPE. THE MIDDLE EASh 
INDIA, AND ArRHA. MANY Of THE UN1lS WERE "OElILE AND "'OVED 
fRO" CONlINENT TO CONTINENT TO kEEP THE SPACECRAFT IN SIGHT 
WHEN as ORBIT SHIfTED ALONG THE EQUATOII. 
[--.. - 1 l -......... ( " 
!.~"_~",," .. "":...~ L .. "." ... ~~" .. I.,~c,.~._;". 
" 
~-~---- ATS 61 DUNKEII'L Y---~·---·------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- SOLAR C£LL RADIATION DAMAGE 
PERSONNEL 






Hu,.HES AIRCRAft to 
THlS EXPUIMENT WAS FLOWN TO ISOLATE tilE PREOOMINANl 
DEGItAOUION MECHANISM(S) ASSOC1AlEll WiTH PRESENTLY USED SOLAR 
C£llS, Mill TO ELIMINATE ANOI'IALOUS DATA THROUGH INCREASED DATA 
POINTS AND IMpROIIED INStI!U"ENTAllON ACCURACY. A TOTAL ?r 80 
SOLo'll! CElLS WEllE INOIVIDUALLl !lONnOIlEO ON HIE fllGIH 
EXPERIMENT. tWELVl CURRENT-VOL"TAGf POINTS AND TEMPERATURE 01010'1 
FOR EACH SOLAR CELL WEn lRANSMITT[O TO GIIOU/~b ON A RUL-TJI'U 
OASIS. FIIIE SOLAR CELLS OF 1b TYPES HAVE BEEN INeLUIlED TO 
PROVIDE A STATISlICALLY MEANINGfUL SAMPLE SIZE. A S~UR ASPECT 
SENSOR INSURED THA"T THE S-UN IS NORMAL TO TliE lEST CElt S AT THE 
TIME Of TilE "EIISURE~ . TS. 
ATS 6, fRJlI-------------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- "EASUREI'IENT Of LOW-ENERG, PROTONS 
NSSDC 10- 74-039A-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - T .0'1. FRln 
01 - A. KONIIAOI 









THIS E~PERIMENT CONSISTED Of fOU~ ,-ELEMENT SOLID-STAtE 
TELESCOPES. MOUNt£ll lI~ A PLANE sutH ,HAT TWO {A ANb til LINKED 
RAOIALLY AWAY FROIt TilE EARTH. THE THIRD TELESCOPE (B) liAS AT 
90 /lEG RELATIVE to A AND II AND LINKED 13 DEG EAST Dr SOUTH, AND 
TilE FOURTH TELESCOPE (U LINKf'D NORTHWARD. 45 DEG fliOIlf A AND H. 
TELESCOPES A, B. AND CHAO GEOI'IETRIC FACTORS fG.f.) b.6E-4 
tHROUGH 7.E-4 C"-511 STEA, AN/l TELESCOPE H HAD A 1.E-3 C"-SII 
STU G.f. IHE Apf",UR£ Of EACH TElESCDPE Il£RIIIEIl , CONICAL 
OPENING Of " DfG fULl. ANGLE. ONtE EIIEIIY 4 S, TClESCOPES A~ B, 
ANII C EACH IIfEASUREO PROTON fLUXES IN sIX' CONTIGUOUS, 
LOGARITHMICALLY EIIUAL ENErSY CHANNELS BETWEEN i5.5 AND 234 KEV 
ANIl~ ONCE EVERY 16 S~ .2::54 TO 2.S-I'IE'" PROtO/!! fLUXES. THESE 
"ODES HAD NO ELECTRON Olt HIGHER ENeRGY PROTON BACKGROUNII. fROM 
THE H TELESCOpEI bE/OX VS E FLUXES OF 1.2 TO 1.8 ANO 1.11 TO 3.6 
ME ... ALPHA PARflCLES 10'40 Of HEAVIER PARTICLES IN THE Z RANGES 3 
THROUGH 6 ANO b THROUGH II WERE OBTAIN£Il ONCE EACH 12.8 S. IN 
ADDlt10N~ FIVE FLUXES WERE DETER"INED fROM IlUTPOT Of lilt FlIISt 
H SENSOR ONLY. BUT AT FIIIE DISCRIMINA"TION LEVELS. THESE 
COIlRESpONOEO ItUNLY fO ALPHA PAlIlICLES IN THE .~ TO .11 101'111 .8 
TO 2.7 ItEV RANGES AND HEAVIEIl PAAllCLES IIUH I VALUES GREATtR 
tHAN 2.. 5 .. ANII 8. PROTO,. fLU~ES IN SEllEN ADDITIONAL CIIANNELS 
BETWEEN .362 AND 1.1 "EV WERE ALSO OElER"lNED ONCE EACH 5.3 S 
BY USE OF APPflQplllATE H-TELESCOPE DISCRI"IN'TJON LEVELS. fOil 
FURTHF.R DETAILS, SEE FIlIH ANP [ESSNA, IEEE TRANS, AES-11~ 
1145, 1975. 
--~---- ATS 6, GALJCINAO--------------ww-------------------___ _ 
INIIESTIGATION NA"E- TIIACKING AND DATA RELAY 
NSSDC 10- 71,-0390'1-18 
PERSOJrfNEL 





COMMUN I CAT IONS 
THts EXpERII'IENT PROVIDED UpERlENCE ANII lNfORPlnlON OS£II 
IN ~ESIGNING TRACKING ANII DATA IIElAY SYSTEMS. TII[ SpECIFJ' 
OBJECTIVES WERE TO -- (1) ESTABLISII TItE ORBIT Of A LOW-OIIBlTlr.~ 
SPACECRAFT fliOM A 'IIGIIER ORBITING ~pACECllAfT, ANII ev 
DE.tliNSTIiATE TNE lECHNOL~GY Of COMI'IAND AND TELEMETIiY DAtA 
TRANSMISSION OETWEEN A LOW-AL1ITUIlE SATELLITE AND A GROUND 
SlAll0N USING A GEOSY.NCHII.ONOUS SATELLITE AS A COM"UNICATlONS 
RELA,. TillS EJIIpERlMENT USEIl TilE ns 6 AS A REPEATER fOR 
INfOIl"Al·tON TRANSMISSION BETWEEN EAIilH AND A SECOND SATELLITE, 
SUCH AS NI"OUI. IT WAS A DUPLEX LINK THAT REIIUIRED fHE 
TRANSPONIlEli TO tRANSMIT AND R[Cll\l£ ON TWO CHAIINELS 
Sll'iULTANEOUSLl'. SEVERAL SA'ELLJTE-"TO-SATELUTE .EXpERIMENTS 
VERE PLANNED USING ATS 6, WHICH WAS IN A 
GEOSl'NCHRONOUS-EilUATOItlAL ORB1T ANII THE GEODETIC EAlllH ORB'iTING 
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INVEStiGUION N~"E- POSITION. LOC~TlON AND Aucun 
CO""UN I CATION 
N550t 10- 1Io-o39A-19 
PERSONNEL 
PI - I.T. G"LltlNAO 









TH[ POSIUGN LOto\TlON "ND AUCRAn CO'UIUNlC"UON 
UPEU"Eln (PLACE) WAS USED TO DUU"IN[ THE OPEUtlONAL 
fUSIBIL"Y Of Alii TUFFlt CONTkOL AND "ARITI"E SATELLITE 
SYSTE"S OPERAT ING IN TilE AERONAUtlto\l. L-BANO. TH[ fIRST 
OIiJECllVE liAS TO PROVE THE FU$lBiLlTl Of tWO-WAl 
COII"UNICo\TIONS RELAYED Bl 5"ULLITE BEl WEEN GROUND TERIUNALS 
~ND AIRCRAft OR SHI,PS .. INCI.UOING -- (1) THE; USE Of ATS 6 AS A 
SlNCtlROHOUS SATELLITE fOR ULATlNG CO""UNICAflONSI (,) THE ;,$£ 
OF THE I\ERONAUTlCAL L-IiAND FOR SATElLITE/AIRCRAfl "NO 
SATELLITE/SllIP LINItS. (3) THE USE Of BOTH VOte!;: AND DIGITAL 
tllO-l/o\1 to""UNIC"TJON~ AND (4) lIl!;: USE Of" SATELLlTE fOR 
AIReRMT/GROUND AND SHIP/SHORE "ULflPlE ACCESS CO""UNlCATIOHS. 
THE SECOND OBJECT!VE WAS TO INVESlIG~TE THE FUSIBILITl AND TO 
EV"LU"TE THE "BSOlUT£ AND REL"TlVE ACCURACIES Of SEVERAL 
POS1TlON lOCATION TECHIHQUES USING SA1ELLJTES. THESE 
TECHNIClUES RELo\1 VARIOUS SIGNALS FROII THE AIRtUfT OR SHIP VIA 
THE So\TELLITE TO THE CONTROL CENTER FOJ! OAlA PROCESSING ANII 
POSITI;.'N IIETERIIINATION. 
--~---- "T5 6. HENR1-----------------------------------------
INVESTIGAT10N NA"E- RADIO fREQUENCY INTERfERENCE 
N550C ID- 7':'-039"-11 
PERSONNEL 







THE RADIO FREQUENCl INTERfeRENce Ufn ElIPERII1ENl 
PROViDED REALlSTlC OATA ON IIU1UAl Rf INTERFERENCE IN THE C-BAND 
SPEC1RU" SHARED BETWEEN SATEllITE AND TERRESTRIAL 
TElECOIilMUNtCATIONS 51ST£"5. THE EXPERIIIENT "USURED AND 
EVAlU"TEb THE £frECTS OF RFr HI THE SHARED COIIIION-CARRIER 
fREQUENCT BAND~ .5925 TO 0425 "HZ.. THE TECHNICAL OBJECllVES !.If 
THE C-BAND RFt ElIPERIIUNT WERE TO -- DETEItIlINE THE flU_ DENSITY 
or THE 6-GHt INTERFERENCE POWER AT THE SATELLITE. EST"slISH 
PRACTICAL G"IN-TO-NOISE Ro\1JO LIMITS fOR THE UTELLlH.. 
E51ABLlSH REALISTIC .sAlflLlTE PROTECTION RAT~OS, DEteRlilNE BOTH 
GEOGRAPHICAL AND fREQUENC-T IHSTRIIiUTION OF TERRE:;TIUAL. Rf NOISE 
SOURCEs. "ND TO INVESTIGUE THE FUSIBILITl Of ESTABLISHING 
IInHEII"TICAl IIODELS FOR PREDICTING arl. ' 
------- ATS 61 HYDE-------------------------------------------
INVESTlbATlON NAIIE- CO"SAT PROP"G"-:"ION (1.3-ANO 1B-GHU 
NSSDC 10- 74-o"39A-21 
PERSONNEL 
PI - G. H10E 
BAtEf DESCRIPTlON 




lHE PURPOSE or THE ElPERl"ENT 11",5 TO COLL£[T SUfFICIENT 
lONG-TERII DATA ON PROP"GAlION ATTENliATION CAUSED Bl 
PREClPlTATlON FOR" LARGE NUIIBER OF LOCATIONS IN THE u.s. THIS 
WlLL PER"lT DETERIIINATION Of "INIIIIHt-POWER ,-.I)RGINS NEEOED IN 
SPACECRAFT CO""UNICAlJONS SlSTflIS OPERATING Al FREQUENCIES 
"1l0VE 10 GIIZ. THE EXPERIIIENT \l1lL INVOLVE ANAlTSts OF DAU 
G"THERED FAOII 15 WIIIELl SEPARATED IIUU-fREQUENCl SITES. AND 
PROVIIIE THE UNIQUE tAPABILlTl Of IIAKING lNSTANTANEOUS 
CORREUnONS OF st.GNALS BnllEEN ANY Nu"aEIi OF STA110NS. THE 
E1PERIIIENTAl SVSTE" tONSISTED OF THREE "AlN PARTS -- (1) 15 
SMALL. III DELl SEPARATED (GREATER TII"N 100 1I1LES APAR:T) URTH 
SUTIONSI EACH TRANSlIlTTlNG AT "PPROllIIIATELl 13 ~ND 1'8 GfiZ. ~NO 
9 CLOSELl SPACEII {LESS lilAN 25 "ILES APARn 18-GHZ TRANS"I'TTING 
TUIIIHALS. (2.) " SPACECRAfT tRANSPONDER RECEIVING rAO" THE 
SII"ll URTH rrAN$IIJ1TING TER"INA'.S AT APPR011I'1AT£Ll l3 AND 18 
GH1:. ANO RETRANSlllTlING THESE SH,"ALS "1 ABOUT 4 GII1-, AND (3) 
ONE 4-GH1 EARlH STATION FOR REtto-."ING AND RECORDING THE 
PROPAGo\TltlN DATA FRO" THIS EIlPERI"ENT. 
..,."'----- ATS 6, IPPOLI,TO-------....,...,-----------~--------------














THE A1S 6 'nlllllfTU WAVE (IIIIW) PRO,"AG"TlON ElPUI"ENl 
EVALUATEO THE pROPAGATION CHARACTERIStICS Of SPACE-EARTH llNlS 
CENTEIIED AT 20 ANII 3D GHI DUII1':G "uSURCD "EtEOROLOGICAL 
CON01110N5. THE OBJECTIVES Of THlS ElPEl/IIIENT WERE TO --
PROVIDE ENGINEERING DATA ON SPAtE-URlH COIIIIUNICATIOHS liNKS 
OPEUTlNG AT 20 AHD 306Hz:, INVES1l6Al£ teCHNIQUES FOR 
PREDICTING ""11 PROPAGATlOfrj EfFECTS FIIOII INOIllECT NUNS SUCII AS 
UDIO"URtc: SKY TEIIPERIITUII£ AND RADAII a"CKSCo\lTU, AND 
ESUBLlS" A NODEl rOR lHE 111111 tHANNEl I\NOEI DEfINED 
IIETEOROLOGICAl tONDI1IONS. 
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- SPACECRAFT AlTITUDE CON1ROl 
NSSIIC ID- 74-039A-20 
PERSONNEL 
PI - w.c. HlEY 
BRIEf DESCRIP1ION 





THE SPACECRo\fl ATTl1UIIE PRECISION POINTING "NO SLUHNG 
A(lAPTlVE CONtROL ElPERlIIENl (SAPP5AC) OBJECTIVES WERE TD 
DEIIONSJRATE (1) THE ABILltY TO IIAINTUN PRECISE AtTITUDE 
STABIlUA1l0N or " GIVEN SPACECRAFT POINTING VECTOR (SUCH A~ 
THE ANTENNA) IN A FIllED DIRECTION. FOR AN EXTENDED PERIOD Of 
11I1E IN THE PRESENCE OF "lL DISTURBING :NPUTS. WHEN USING lHE 
GROUNO ATUTUBE CONTROL COII"AND llNIt WITH I,UTOM"TlC EUCUllON, 
(2) RELATIVE COII"AND AND fELE"ETRl LINK REllABILl1IES FOR AN 
E-ITENOEO PERIOD Of TIllE, el) THE r.ELATlVE ATTItUDE IIEASUREII£NT 
CAPABILlTIU 'OR lHE "V~ll~BL" SENSORS DURING EXTENDED nRII 
PRECISION AltITUDE SlABILIlAllON OF THE SPACECRAfT. (4) TilE 
ABILlll TO PERFORM A SINGlE-"TllfuttE SLEWING IIANEUVER BETWEEN 
HID RefERENCE GROUNO LOUnON:i IN A IIANNEII PRESCRIBED (SUCH AS 
IIANEUVER TIIIE~ REHTION JET-PROPELLANT UPENbITUIE~ 
IIOIfENTUII-!IIHEEL SPUD CH"NGES~ 1I0000I"U" AlLOIlABlE nTllUDE RAas~ 
OR IN VUIOUS CO"B~NA1tOHS)1 (5) THE ABllIn TO GENERATE 
PRESCRIBED GROUND PAllERNS, SUCH AS "NTENNA "APPING n A GROUND 
STATION OR FlXED GROUND TR",Cr: GENERATION, (6) lllE ABILIlY TO 
TRA"" ANOTHER OBJECT IN ~l.1GHT IN ""ANNER THAT IIJlUIIUES 
JET-~ROP£LlANT EXPENDlTUtf 011 wIlEEl-SPEED VARIATIONS. (7) THE 
USE Of SAPPSo\C rOR POS,ll.AUNCH Dl0\6NOS11CS. SUCH H VERIfICATION 
OF SOLAR-TORQUE PROFlLES, RUCllON-JET BEHAVJOR~ 1I0IlENtUII-WHEEl 
BEH"VI0R, lI!W-FREIIUENCl JITTER AND SENSOR BEH"VIOR~ ANII (8) THE 
"BILIT't OF COIIBINED TWO-SlAltON INTERFERO"ElEil "Nil EARTH SENSOR 
(OR THREE-SlATl014 INTERFERO"ETER) GROUND TElEItElRl TO DE-TERIIINE 
REAL-TIllE ORBIT STATE. 
------- ATS 6, ItAIIPINSICY-----------~---~---------------__ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAlU- R.f.INTERFEROIIEtEli suaS1STEII 
Nssec 10- 7-4-039A-2.9 
PERSONNEL 





COIIIIUNI CA t IONS 
NASA-GSrc 
THE 10\010 fREQUENCY INTEIlFERO"ETER Ufl), WHEN USED IN 
CONJUNCTION Will! TVO GROUND TRANSllltTERS~ PROVIDES THE MEANS Of 
(IfOTUIIINING SPACECRAfT A11lTUDE IN ROLL. PIlCI!. AND COIIPUlE!I 
TAW TO "N ACCURACT Of PLUS OR IIINUS 0.018 DEG, IUTIIIN A 
12.~5,.OEG CONICAL FOV AHO 10 PLUS OR "INUS 0.025 OEG W1THIN A 
30-0EI> CONICAL FOV ClNTERED ON THE SPAUUAFT 1-AXIS. THE 
INTERfEROJlETER C:ONTo\INED (1) AN ANTENNA ARRA'I'I WHICH 
CONSlsTEO Of TWe> ORTHOGONAL B"SELINES wAS "OUNTED ON THE 
EAR1H-VlEWING 5UUACE Of lllE EARTH-VIEWING IIODULE~ (2) A 
TWO-CHANNEL RECEIVER, ONE FOR RefERENCE SlGNAl AND ONE fQIt 
COlfP"RISON SIGNAL. (3) A SPACfCUfT OATA CONVUTf:R~ WIIICH 
ItE"SURED THE PH"SE RELATIONSHIP Of THE RECEIVER OUTPUT SIGNAL!; 
111,11 ReSPeCT TO A COHERENT REftltENCE SIGNAL. AND WHItH 
CONVERTED THESE IlEASUREMENTS TO DIGIT"L FORII IIHltH t"N BE 
TElEMETUEO TO GROIIND OR CO'tNEtTEfI TO THE "LTllUbE CONnOl 
SYSTE" (A CO"PLETE IlEASUII~I'IEHT CAN BE "AOE EVER' 230 liS AND 
T~l.EIIETERED ONCE EVE'IIl 3 511 AND (4) AN INTERFEIIO"ETER 
I'IGH-SPEEII DATA UNIC .. WIIICII W-'S THE RESULTANT OUTPUT OF THE 
DIGITAL CONVERTER PHASE-C(lUNT GATE AND" 4-IIHI OSCIlL"10R. 




































IHIIESTIGAl I ON II J!it I PLIIU (5) 
TECHNOLOGY 
tlASA-AliC 
THE OBJEtTJVES or THE ADV.t!ICEP Ttt[II"AL CONTIIOL fLIGHT 
tXPElilltENT (AffE) WEllE (1) to EI/AlUAH, IN SPACE, THE 
PUfOlll1"NCE Of AN ACTIVE, rEfDDACK-CONTIlOLLEO, 
"'''RUBLE-CONDUCTANCE HEAT PiPE, ... H,ER""L DIODE (ONE-WAY HEAT 
PIPE), AN~ A PHASE-CHANGE HEAl "ESERI/OJR 011 lHUItAL 
ACCUl1ULATOII, (2) TO oe"OHSTRATE THE HfECTlVEHESS OF THESE 
RECENTLY DEVELOPED THEI"'''L CONTROL OfYICES IN SUB1~UIHG THE 
TE"PEIIO\TUIIE or SPACECRAfT COMpONENTS WHICH UNOUvO "UItED 
CHANGES IN POWEll OISSIf'AtJON AHOloR TlfEal1Al ENVUlON"ENT. TO 
AVO HI THE IJSf OF SPACfCRArt POI/ER TO PROI/IOe HUT INPUT. THE 
upelWle'H INCLUDED A SOLAR ASSOll9ER PAIiEl AND" THEIUIU DIODE. 
THE SOLAII ABSORBER WAS ORIENTE~ SO, IN SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT, It 
IIIlL BE E.POSE~ TO ONE fULL DAilY RANGE OF III50LATION. 
ATS 6. "'~SLEY-----------.----------------------------
INVESTlG,4.flON NA"E- SOLAR COS"JC RAYS AND GEO"AGNElICALLT 
l'IIAPPEO RADlATION 
tlSSDC ID- 14-039A-06 
PERSONNEL 
PI - A.J. "ASLEY 
01 - P,Il. 5ATTERBLO" 




PARTICLES AND FIrLOS 
HROHT ELECTROSY5TE"5 
"CDONNELL-OOUGLAS CORP 
TIIO so:...n-SUTE TELESCOPES. DNE DIRECTED PERPENDICULAR TO 
Mill THE OTHER DIRHTEIl PARALLEL TO THE LOCAL MAGNETIC fielD 
DIRECTION. EACH PlEASURED PIIOjONS fROI't D.l TO 300 'lEV IN 12 
ENERGY INTERVALS AND ALPHA PARTICLES F~OM 1.2 TO 180 flEV IN 10 
[NEIIGr INTERVALS. TWO "AGNEllC ELECTRON SPEClIIO"ETERS. ORIENTED 
PARALLEL TO THE TIIO TELESCOPES .. flUSUAED ELECtRONS FRO" 50 TO 
liDO ICEV IN rOUR ENERGY INTEA~'ALS. 
------- ATS 6. PlCILWAIN----------------------------_________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAPlE- AUROA,4.L PARTICLES EXPERIPIENT 
NSSDC ID- 14-039A-OS 
PERSONNEL 
PI - C.E. fltILWAlN 





PARtICLES AND FlELOS 
U Of CALU. SAN "IE60 
U or CALlr. SAN DIEGO 
THE OBJECTlVE Of THIS EXPERlfIlENT WAS TO PETERIIIHI: THE 
PIIOCESSES THAT ACCELERATE CHAIIGED PARTiCLES NEAR THE EARTN, 
IIlTH PARTiCULAR E"PHASlS ON PROCESSES ASSOCIATED WITH THE 
FOR"ATlON or AURORAS AHD SUBsTORPlS. fiVE ELHUOSTATI,C 
ANAlYlERS WERE. CAPABLE OF MEASURING PAlITlCLES Of EHEAGY LESS 
TIIAN 1 EV TO 81 I<EV IN 64 CHANNELS WIlli AN ENERGY AESOLUTON or 
ABOUT o.ZEt2 Ell. tilt GEOPlEYRlC fACtOA IS APPIIOXl"ATEl'I' l.4E-4 
SQ CPI STER fOA PROTONS AND 1.6E-4 SQ CM HER fO!, ELECTRONS. 
THESE ARE DJ FFEIIENT BECAUSE HALF Of EACH ELECTRON APERTURE ANII 
ONE-FOURTH OF EACH 1011 APERTURE WERE COVERED IN OROEII TO AVoID 
INTE!lfERING EQUIPMENT WITIIIN THE raLO or VlEW. fOUR or THE 
ANALYZERS IIERE MOUNTED IN TWO ROTATING HEADS IN SETS or TIfO 
EACH. ONE Of WHICH liAS SENSITIVE TO ELECTRONS AND ONE TO 
POSITIVE IONS. THE HEAIIS WERE MOUNTED PlUTUALLY PERPENDlCULAR 
TO E"CH OTHER ANP COUlII ae ROTATED TIIROUGH 220 OEG EACH. THE 
EXPEl!lPlfNT HAD "ANY "ODES or OPEUTION. fOR MORE DETAIL SEE 
'JEEE TRANS •• ' AES-1'. 6 .. P 1125. 
------- A TS 6, '" LLEA------~-----------------------------__ _ 
tN'/ESlIGATION NAME---- SATELLITe JNSTRUCHONAL TV 
NSSOC ID- 14-039A-11 
PERSONNEL 







THe GENERAL OBJECTlVES OF- THE E'ICPERlMENl WERE .- (1) TO 
GAIN EXPERIENCE IN THE DEVELOPING, TEStiNG, AND "AHAGING Of A 
SATELLItE-8ASEIl INSTAUCTIONAL TV SYSTEM. PAITlCULARLY IN RURAL 
AREAS AND TO OETERPIINE OPTl"AL SYSTEM PARAPIETERS. ('2) TO 
DE"ONSTIIATE THE POTENTIAL ULUE OF 5ATELLlTE TECHNOLOGY iN THE 
AAPID IlEVELOPPI£NT Of EFFECTIVE PlASS (OPlflUNICATlONS 1H 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. (3) TO DE"ONSTRATE THE -POTENTIAL VALUE Of 
SATELLITE BROAOCAST TV IN THE PRACTICAL INSTill.)cTION Of VILLAGE 
' ... [------rf--,~,,"-' " i' ! ~~."., .. ~,~1". • [ .~~~~,,",_~L~.~_,;, .. ,,~~J,"'._.,_.,~.~, 
~ 
I t 
lN~AB1TANTS. AND (4) TO STI"ULATE NATIONAL PfV~LOP"ENT IN 
INDIA. WITH IPIPORTANT PlANAGERIAL. [CONO"UC. THHNilI.OGrCAL#, AND 
SOCIAL IPlPLICATlONS. THE SPACtcRAFl w.s PCSlllOHED At 
APPROkHIAtUY 3S DEG E LONGI TUDE. A fRHIU~t/CY "OIlI.lLATfD TV 
CARRlER At 6 GHZ WAS TRANS"ITTED 10 litE ATS 6 (ARTiI-~OVEkAGE 
ANTENNA flOM ONE Of TIIO EAATH $fATIONS -- AH"Et>AB~p Ill/ tlELH!. 
THE SIGNAL WAS PROCESSED AND REUANSPIITTED AT 1I0·T" 4 GHZ AtlD 
860 MHI. THE 860-"HZ DOIINLINIC TESTED THE CONCEPT or A HYBRID 
SYSTf" INVOLVING BOTII DIAECT RECEPTION BY LOW-COH AUG~ENTED IV 
IIEC£lVERS AS WELL AS HIGHER SEIISlTlVIU EAIITH SUTHI'<S fOR 
REBROADCAST AT VHf TO CONVENTlONAL TV RECEIVERS. ABIlUI,2'00 
DIRftT RHEP'ION AND 2600 CONVENTIONAL SET5 WERE LOCAT:;:,> IN 
SODa VILLAGES. THE DIRECt RECEPlION TER"INALS WERE LOCAlED IN 
CLUSTERS OF ABOUT 400 EACH IN 6 STATES OF INDIA. WHILE TtlE 
CONVENllOfUL SETS WEllE LOCATED IN VILLAGES HEAR [JOSIlNG ON 
PLANNEII VHF TV TIIANS"ItTERS. 
-----.- ATS 6, PlILLER----~----------------------------________ ~ 
INVESTIGATION Nol"E- TELEVISION RELAY USING SIULL TERIUNAlS 
PERSONNEL 







THE ;OUR POSE Of filE TELEVISION RELAY USING S"ALL THPIINALS 
(fIlU5U EXPEJIlI!ENT WAS TO ADVANCE AND PIIOIlOTE 'HE TECHNOLOGY Of 
WlOE-"AND SATELLITE CO""UNICAllONS TO S"'ALL GROUND TERMINALS, 
ay IIEVELOPING AND DEMONSTRATING A PILOT SYSTE" USING THE AtS 6 
SPACECRAFT WlTH ITS HIGH-GAIN PARA80LIC REFLECTOR. ~PHtrlC 
GOALS WEllE -- (11 TO TEST AND EVALUATE AN EXPERI"ENUL S~STE" 
fOR FI'! RELAY or BLACIC AND WilliE AND COLOA TV SIGNALS (AIfO 
ASSOCIATED SOUNII) BElWEEN TilE ATS 6 SPACECAAfT AND A UHf 
RECEIVING FACILITY. (2) TO EVALUATE THE PERfORI"AIfCE or THE 
PILOT SYSTE" RELATIVE TO EXPERI"ENT OESIGO( OeJECTlVES AIfD 
INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED ANt< ACCEPT£D STAIfPA~OS fOR 
TV-TRANSrUSSION SYSTEMS. (3) TO OBSERVE THE EHECTS Df 
10HOSPHEIIlC DISPERSION ON STSTEPI PERFORMANCE AS ~ fUNCIION Of 
ELECTRON DENSITY, GROUND STAlION LOCATION. OTHER 5TSTE'" 
VARIABLES, AND COPIPAIIE IIlTH THEORETICAL PAEDICTIONS. A"" (4) 1(, 
PRUVIDE INTERESTEII UNDEAOEVELOPED COUNTRIES AN OPPORTUNITY TO 
PARTiCIPATE IN TESTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS Of A HIGII UrrOIVE 
tSOTROPIC RADUTlVE POWER (UIIP) SATELLITE SUlTA8U FOR 
NATIONAL El!UCATlON TV USING INEXPENSIVE RECEIVERS. P,E BASH 
EXPERIMENt STSTE" CON51HED or A HJGII-POWER IHCROWAV{ 
TItANSI'II TT tNG TER"INAl fOA' EARTtI-TO-SA TELL! lE COPl"'JNI CA liONS ... 
THE SPACECRAFT Willi A Pllf,l. !AVE-TO-UHf COPlIWHICATII!NS REpEAtER. 
AND A PILOT PlOalLE Uilf G~jl .0 RE1.:E1VING FACILITY. 
------- ATS 6. PAT1ER50N----------------------,·----------------
INVESTIGAHON NAPI .. - TELEVISION CII"ERA 
NSSDC to- 1~-O]9A-]1 
PUSONNEL 







A SUB"INlAlURE ''I CA"EAA WAS "OUNTED INSIDE TII£ 
EARTH-VIEWING MODULE W"H THE LENS ATTACHED THROUGU A HOLE IN 
THE pRiPlE.-rOCUS rEEe PLATE TO VIEII THE ]O-fT PAAA80LlC 
REfLECTOR. ITS PIIl""'" PUAPOSE WAS TO VERIFT PROPEII REfLECTOR 
DEPLOr"ENT ANP TO INDICAte POSSIBLE ANOI'IALIES SUCIi AS TEARS .. 
HOLES .. FOLD5. AND OtHER DISTORTIONS. ITS SECONDAIIT PURPOSE- liAS 
TO PERIOPlCALLY DEH:II"'INE ANY CHANGE IN THE STATUS OF tl/E 
REFLECTOR. rHIS INrOR"'AliON WAS USEII IN OPERATING ANo 
AHALYllNG THE COI!IIUHICATIONS STSlEII. THE TV CAPIERA USED THE 
COflPlUNlCATIONS SUBSUTE" WIDE-BAND DATA UNlT TO HlAHSPllT 
PICTURES TO THE GROUNII. 
------- ATS 6. PAULJI<AS----------------------------------------
INIIESTIGAtlON NAPlE- OPlNIOIRECliONAL SPECTROPIETER 
fIISSOC to- 1~-0]9A-01 
PERSONNEL 
'-1 - G.A. PAULIKAS 





PAAlICU:s AND nELliS 
AEIIOSPACE COIiP 
AEROSPACE CORP 
THlS EXPEAIPlEHT CONSISTEII Of fOUR SOLlD-STAlE 
INSlRU11ENTS. ONE Of THESE- WAS A TWO ELEMENT TELESCOPE WI TH A 
30-0EG CONE ANGLE ANII THE OTHER THREE II'ERE O"Nrlllll~C1l0NAL 
DETECTO~·S. PARTICLES PlEASURED IIERE ELECTRONS BETIIEUN 140 AND 
6001(EV. ELECTRONS AaOVE 0.1. 1.!iS. ANr 3.9 "EV. PROTONS IN THE 
INTERVAI.S 2.12-26~ 20-52. 40-90, 58-68, 115-96 .. Se-96, e6-109. 
!i8-108.. AND 86-13220-52, "'.D '0-90 MEII AND AlPIiA PJ,RTlCLE:S IN 





























\ , - _J 1, t 
THE LOWEST ENERGY ELECTRON "ODE AND THE rwo LOWEST ENEltGY PROTON AND ALPHA PARTlCL.E 1100£5 WEII_E OlllECTlOHAl. ALL OTHER 
"ODES WERE OI'lNIDHlECTIONAl. COUNTS WEllE ACCUMULATED OVER 0.25 5 [vEilY I, s rOR EACH ELECTRON MODE AND OVER 1 S EllERY 8 5 F!lR EACH PROTON "ODE. fOR PlORE OEfAll, seE P 1138 Of 'IEEE TRANS.,' "E5-11, 6. NOllEII8EIt 1975. rOR "ORE DETAILS SEE PAULIK"S, G.A. , 8LAKE~ J.B., '''AI'IOTO~ 5.S., 'ATS 6 ENERGETIC PAIIT1CLE IIAOJATION "£ASURENENIS AT SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE' IEeE TRANS AEROSPACE A14D ELECTRONlC SurEPlS, US-11, NO.6 .. PAGE 1138. 
------~ ATS 61 ROGERS-------------:---------------------------
INVf-STIGAJ'lON NAPlE- QUARU CRYSlAL I'IICROBALANCE 
NSSOC lD- 14-039A-Z3 
PERSONNEl. 







THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL JIIICROBALANCE CONTAJIIINAllON PlONJTOR SEARCHED fOP POSSIBLE SPACECRAfT CONTAJIIINANTS. THE INSTRUMENT USED I/AS A QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICROBJo'.ANCE THAT PlEASURES EXTREPIELY 511AL1.. MASS ACCRETIONS. THE SENSOR WAS MOUNTEIl ON A FACE WHICH VIEWS SPACE, AND RAIi AT TE"PERATURES "''OAII: 200 k. SOURCES Of POSSIBLE CONTA"INANlS ON TIlE SPACECRI,FT. IN ADDITION TO GENERAL OUTGASSING, INCLUDED THE EJECTA FRO" THE SPACECRAfT PROPULSION SUBSYSlE"S AND PROPULSION EXPERH'ENT. THE EXPERIMENT FLIGHT HARDWARE CONSISTED Of TWO PARTS -- A SENSOR ASSEp!BU flQUHTED EXTERNALLY ON THE NORTH fACE Of THE EARTH-VI EllING "OOULE, AND THE ELECTRO'HC UNlY "OUNTED INTERNALLY ON THE SA"E FACE. THE SEhSOR ASSE"BLT CONUINED THE SENSING ANO REFERENCE OSCILLATING QUARTZ CRYSTALS, HEATERS, AND THE ELECTROtHC DRIllING CUCUnRY fOR THE CRYSULS. THE DESIGN GOAL TEMPERATURE Of ZOO K FOR THE CRYSTALS liAS OBTAINED BY USING OPTlCAL SOLAR REFLECTORS fOR EXTERN"L THERJIIAL CONTROL, MID THERJIIAL INSULATOIIS FOR "OUNTING STRUCTURES. THE ELECTRONIC UNIT CONTAINED THE SIGNAL PROCESS-lNG, TEJIIPERATURE COIHROL, AN~ COJII"AND CIRCUITRY. 
.------ loTS 6. IIHALEN-----------------------------------------
INIIESIlGATION NAME- HEALTH AND EDUCATlON TELECO"MUNHATlONS-
NSSDC 10- 7oO-039A-Zl, 
PERSONNEL 





COIIIIUN I CA T J ONS 
NASA-G5FC 
THE S-BAIlO HEALflt, EDUCATION~ TELECOIIMUNICATIONS (HEn ElI;PERIl'IENT WAS flOIlN TO EVALUATE THE PERFORMANCE AND EHECTlVENe-SS OF SATELL'.TE RELAY or EOUCATlONAL PROGRAMING AND HEALTH CARE DELIVERY TO FACILlTlES SUCH AS SCHOOLS~ HEW LURNING CENTERS, ",SPITALS, CLINICS, AND COIIMUNITY ANTENNA TELElliSION DlSTRlBU,JON SYSTEIIS. THE S-PACECRAfT WAS EQUIPPED W1TH A TWO-CHANNEL TV TRANS"lTTlNG CAPABILITT IN THE 2.5- TO l.69-GHl BAND. THE HEY EXPERI"ENT PIIOVIOED THE FIRST OPPORTUNITY to USE SATELLITE COMIIUNlCATlONS fOR THE TRANS"ISSION OF Til AND "ULTIPL:E VOICE CHANNELS TO LOll-COST EARTII STATIONS. THE SPACECRAFT INCLUDED A PRIME-fOCUS FEED CO"PLEJ( HAVING A CROSSED-Jo,""""Y Of SWlTCHABLE BROADBAND S-BANO FEED ELE"£NTS. TWO Of tHtSE fEED ELEMENTS WERE USED fOR THE HET EXPERI"ENT. SIX EXPERIMENT COMPONENTS REQUIRING SEVEN 01 FfEP.ENT SPACECRAFT POINTINGS ARE INVOLVED IN THIS EXPEIUIIENT. THE $lX CO"PONENTS ARE -- (1) API'ALACHUH REGIONAL CO"''lJSSION EXPERl'lENTS, (Z) THE VETERANS AO"INISTRATlON EXPERl"ENTS~ (3) SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRAT,ION. (I,) WASHINGTON, AUSt:A, IIONTANA, AND IDAHO EXPERI"ENT$. (5) ALASkA HEAUH SERVICES EXPERIIIENT,S ... AND (6) ALASkA EDUUT!ON EXPERIMENTS,. 
------- loTS 6. WINCKLER----------------------------------------
INVE.!:lIGATlON NAME- PARTICLE ACCELEIIA'T1.0N MEL"ANJSMS AND ClYN"JIIICS Of THE OUTER TRAPPING REGION 
NSSOC to- 710-03910-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J.R. WINCItLER 





PARTICLES AND FlELDS 
U OF IIINNfSOTA 
U Of IIASHINGTON 
THE INSTRUIIENT CONSISTED Of TWO, NEARLY IDEHTlCAL DETECTOR ASS£IIBLIES TO INVEST1CiATE THE ORIGIN AND DYNA"rCS OF ENERSETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS IN TilE OUTER RADlATlON BELT AND THE NEAR-EARTH PLAS"-. SIfEET-. EACH Of TIfE DETECTOR ASSE"BLiES liAS A MAGNETIC SPECTROIIETER CONTAINING FOUR GOLD-Silt CON SURfACE BARRIER OETECTORS_ ELECTRONS IIERE DeflECTED INTO TVO Of THESE DETECTORS DEPENDING ON THE'lR "O"ENtUM~ "ORE ENERGETIC ELECTiioNS~ AND PROTONS, JIIOVED DIRECtlY - TIIIIOUGII THE 10 DEG 
41 
I j t _ 1 . __ ._ .. ", . .1. __ . __ ".'co..", 
ANGULAR APERTURE TO A tWO· DETECTOR TELESCOPE IN WHICH TilE fRONT DETECTOR IIE'\sURES PROTONS AND THE REAR DETECTOR SENSED HIGHER ENEIIGY PROToNS. USING PULSE HE,GHT ANALYSIS, THE FOLLOl/tNG NOIIINAL RANGES OF PARTICLES USRf ilEA SUR EO .- PROTONS. JO-}O KEV. 50-160 KEV .. AND 12:0-S14 kEV; ELECTRONS .. 3D-50 ICEV, 1S0-l14 KEV, AND .GT. 500 KEV. ONE DEtECtOR ASSEIIBLT WAS IIOUNTED IN A FIXED POSITION AND THE OTHER WAS ROTATED THROUGH A UIO DEG RANGE. DAtA WERE lRANSPllTTED fRolI THE EXPERIMENT AS HIGH AS EIGlfT "EASURE"ENTS PER S. tHE 150·Z;I, KEV ELECTRON CHANNEL PROVIDED NO DATA fOR TIfE WHOLE "ISSION. HIGHER THAN ANTICIPATED TEMPERATURES C~USED THE PROTON DETECTOR IN THE fUED SPECTRO"ETEH TO fAll.. ABOUT 9 "ONTIIS ArteR LAUNCH. IN ADDITION, lHE LOWER THRESHOLD CHANNELS COULD ONL' 9E OPERAtED DURINe;: COOLER PERIODS "S THE MISSION PROGRESSED. THE EXPEIU"ENT fAILED IN JANUARY 1977, AND NO fURTHER DATA WERE OBTAINED. ADHTIOHAL oHAILS ON THIS UPERl"ENT IIAt BE fOUND ON PP H31-11l7 IN 'IEEE TRANS. AEROSPACE AND ELECTHONH SlSTE"S,' AES 11, 6. NOVE"BER 1915. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• BE-C ••• • ................... " .... • •••••• 
SPACECRAfT CO"NON HAIIE- BE·C 
ALTERNATE NANES- EXPLORER 2.1 ~ S 66C 
01J;;!8 
NSSDC 10- 65-03ZA 
LAUNCH DATE- 041Z91-65 II£1GHT- 60. KG LAUNCH SITe-- WAllOPS FLIGHT CENTER, UNITED STATES LAUNCH IIEHlCLE- SCOUT 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENcy 
UNITED STATES NASA-aSS 
ORBIT PARA"ETERS 
ORBIT TtPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 107.1 MIN 
Pf'RIAPs-JS- 9Z7. ItPl 
PERSONNEL 
"G NONE 
SC - NONE 
PM - f. T. 






EPOCII DATE· OZ/;;!8117 
INCLINATION- 41.1 DEG 
APOAPSIS- 1320. It" 
NASA-GSfC 
NASA-GSfC 
DE-C (EXPLORER 27) liAS A S"ALL IONOSPHERIC REHARCH SATELLITE INSTFlU"ENTEO WITH AN ELECTROSTATIC PROBE, RADIO DEACOHS, A PASSIIIE LASER TRACKING REfLECTOR .. AND A POPPLER NAVIGAHON EXPERIMENT. ITS PRIIIARY OBJECTIVE WAS TO OBTAIN WORLDIlIDE OBSERVATIONS OF TOTAL ELECTRON CON1£NT BETWEEN THE SPACECRAft AND THE E"RTH. l'1E SATELLITE liAS INITIALLY SPIN STABILUEO. BUT OESPUN AfTER SOLAR PADDLE ERECTION. SUBSEQUENT STABILUATlON ORIENTED THE S-ATELLITE AXIS Of s-T"METRY WITH THE LOtAL "AGHE.TlC FlELD BY "EANS Of A STRONG BAR "AGNET AND DAMPING RODS. A THREE-AXIS "AGNETO"ETER AND SUN SENSORS PROVIDED INfORMATION ON THE SATELLITE ATTITUDE AND SPIN RATE. THERE liAS NO TAPE RECORDER ABOARD SO THAT S-ATELLITE PEIlfOR"ANCE DATA AND ELECTROSTATIC PRoeE OATA IIERE OBSERVED ONLY WHEN THE SATELLITE WAS IIITHIN RANGE Of A GROUND TELEltETRY STATION~ CONTINUOUS TRANsfiilnERS OPERATED AT 16Z AND 324 MHl TO PER"IT PRECISE TRACKING BY 'TRANSIT' TRACItING STATIONS fOR NAVIGATION AND GEODETIC nUOIES. 
------- BE~C, BERBERT----------·--------------------------·---
INVESTIGATION NA"E- LASER TRACI(-ING REFLECTOR 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J .H. BERBERT 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 





THE PASSIIIE OPTICAL LASER EXPERIMENT~ WHICH CONSISTED Of NIHE PAJoIElS ON THE SPACECRAFT~ liAS USED TO DETERIIINE THE SPACECRAFT RAHGEo AHD ANGLE. EACH PANEL WAS COVERED wnH 1,0 QUARTZ CUBE-CORNER pRIS"S THAT PROVIDED LASER TRACKING CAPABILlTlES fOR OPTlCAl Tl!:ACUNG STUDIES. THE GROUND-BASED OPTICAL TRANS"nTER liAS A PULSED 1-"5 RUBY LASER. " PHOTO DETECTOR DETERIIINED WHETHER THE LASER BU" INTERRUPTED THE SPACECRAFT. 
..................... * •• ~ ....... COS-B .. • •• • .... • •• .,. .... ····.·.tt ...... .. 
SPACECRAft CO""ON NA"E- cos-e 
ALTERNATE NAltES- COS"IC RAY SATELLITE-9, PL-1419 
NSSDC 10- 75-072A 














t t J I 
SPONSORING [DUNTIIY/AGENCY INTERNATIONAl ESA 
INITrAL ORBll PARMtETeR$ ORBIT TYPE~ GEOCENTRIC ORSll PE/UOD- 2227.0 "IN PERUPSlS- 339.6 K,III 
EPOCH ""T£- 081tV1S INCLINATION- 90.13 DEG APOAPSIS- 99876. Kit 
PUSONUl 
"6 - W. 




TtlE COS-B SCJ.fNTlrlt SATELLITE WAS DEVEL"PED 8Y THE EUROPEAN Sf'ACE AGENCY reSA) TO STUDY E'kTIIATeil:RESTIIUI.. G"""''' RADIATION IN THE 2$-"£11 TO '-IlEV ENEIIGY RANGE fRO", A HIGHLY ELLIPTICAL ORon Of ROUGHLY 100,ODO-K" APOGEE, 350-" PERIGEEI AND NEAR-POLAR INCLlNATIOH. NASA PROVIIIED, ON A ,UlLr REI"BUISABlE BUrs. THE DELTA lAUNCH VEHICLE ANO THE ASSOCUTED LAUNCH SERVIces. THE COS-B SPACECRAfT. VUGHING l.17.S KG (610 La), 110\5 A CYLINDEII WlTH A Du"nER or 140 ,,III AND A HUGHT or 121 "'. FOUR "ON(lPCLE ANTENNAS, PROTRUDINIi 51.2 CPI BELOW THE BOTTOII Of TIlE CYLINDRICAL BODr, GIVE THE SPAtECRAFl A TOUL HfECTlYE HElGHT of 172.2 CPl. THE SPACECRMT eNCLOSED A G'""A-RAY ASTRONO"Y Expe'UlleNT CONSISTING Of A SPARK CHAIIBeR IIOUNTED IN A ceNTRAL TUB£ ANn SURROUNDED BY EQUIPIIENT PLATfOllllS. T/UGGeRING TELESCOPES. PHOTOIIULTlPLIERS. UPPER AND LOWER GEIGER COUNTERS. AND AN eNUGY CALOR'HlfTER. THE SPACECRAFT OBTAlHEI'I ORIENTATION OF IU IIOIIENTUM VECTOR IIITH RESPECT TO lNERTlAL SPACE USING oAf A FRO" AN EART" ALBEDO SENSOR AND A SOLAR SENSOR. SPACECRAFT AtTnUOE liAS ADJUSTED BY A IH TIIOGEN COLD-GAS ATTITUDE CONTIIOL SVstUI (ACS). THE Ats INCLUDED 'TWO SPIN-RArE-AbJUSJ NOZZLES TO IIA-lNtAIN THE SPIN RATE AT 10 RPII AND TWO PRECESSION NOlZLES TO ADJUST THE I'IOMeNTU'" VEUOR. THE SPACECRAfT HAD A PC-M/PSK/PI'I HLEI'IETRY S'YSTEI'I wnH 6.S-11 RfAL-TlIIE ONU TRANSlnnER AND A PC"/PU/"I'I UP-LINk/DOWN-LINK, RANGE-TONE CDI'IIUND SYSTEI'I. POwER WAS SUPPLIED !lY 9480 SOLAR CELLS 1'I0UNTED ON 12 SUBPANELS ON THE CYLINDIlICAL BODY or THE SPACECRAft. COI'IIlUNICATIONS. COIII'IAND, AND CONTROL OF THE COs-B SAHLLI";E IN ORBit IIERE PIiOVIDEo BY THE ESA ESTIIACII; NETWORk. 
COS-B. CARAVANE COLLABOR.--------------------------
INVESTIGAT10N NAI'IE- liAI'II'IA-RAY ASTRo'«"n SPARk CHAMBER EXPERII'IENT (25 - 1000 !;tV) 
NSSDC 1£1- 75-072A-01 INVE-STIGATIVE PROGRAI'I SCIENCE 
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(s) GAI'II'IA-RAY ASTRONOMY 
PERSONNEL 
" - CARAVANE COLLABoR. 
BRIEF IlESCRIPTlON 
THIS EXPEIIIIIENT USED A 16-oECk SPAlik CHAI'IBER TO FERfORI'I GAMMA-RAY ASTRONO"Y IN TilE 25- TO 1000- IIEV ENERGY INTEIIVAL. THE /lUSSION GOALS WERE -- (1) TO STUDy THE ANGULAR SUUCTURE Of THE SO-ULLED LINE-SOURCE Of IIAolATlON IN THE GALACTIC "LANE. (V TO EXAMINE IDENTIflED POINT SOURCES AND TO INYES"TlGAlE OIttER CELESrLAL OBJECTS, WHI:CH "AV BE EKPECTED TO EfIIlT GAII",,-RAyS (E.G ... SUPE~NOvA REIINAHTS. QUASARS, NOVAE .. ETC.), e3l TO MEASURE THE INTENSITY Of THE UOTROPIC RAillATlON fRO" HIGH GALACnC LATITUDES. (4) TO ASCERTAIN THE ENERGT SPECTRA Of RADIATION FROM ALL OBSERVED SOURCES. (5,) TO SEARCH F_OR LONG-TERM VAIiIATlONS IN THE S'TRENGTH OF SOURCES .. AND (iI) TO SEAIICH FOR SHORT-PERIOD PULSATlONS FIIO" SOURCES ALREAtlY KNOWN TO BE PULSARS AT OTHEII WAVELENGTHS AND to DETECT GAIII'IA-IiAT BURstS. THE INST~UI'IENT CONTAINED THE- FOLLOWING kEY ELE"ENTS <TDP-TO-SOTTO") -- (1) ANTICOINCIDENCE SCINHLLAT'ION oOI'lE, (2) 16-DECk SPAlik CHA"'BER ($Cb (3) HIGH-VOLTAGE TRIGGE-RING TELESCOPE en).. eu ENERGY CALORII'IETER (U. AND (5) CASADE-PARTICLE PLASTlC SCINTILLATOR COUNTER (D). THE ANTlCOINCII1EHCE COUNTER liAS A DOllE Of SCINTllLATlON PLASTlC .. 1(, 1'11'1 THlCk, VIEWED BT NtNE PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES (Pill). IT DETECTED lHE ENTRY OF CHARGED PARTICLES AND INHIBITED THE TRIGGERING OF THE SC. THE SC HAD 16 DECkS. EACH COMpOSED OF A PUR Of ORTHOGONAL GRIDS OF 19i! PARALLEL WUES. THE TOP 12 DECKS IIEIIE JHTERLEAVEtI WITH TUNGSTEN PLATES AND THE LOWER 4 DECkS WITH "OLYBDENUII PLATES. THE SC w",s FH.LED WITH NE-ON AT TZ ATM. PLUS A SMALL PERCE-NTAGE OF ETHANE. UPON CONVERSIOk OF A G~IIMA RAl INTO AN ELENIION-PoSITRON PAIR, AN 8-J(V VOLTAGE PULsE WAS APPUEO ACROSS THE- DE-CkS CAUStNG SPARk tlI5CHARGE ALONG THE ION WHICH THE ARIlIVAL DIRECTtON Of THE GAIII'IA RAY COULD BE DETERMINED. THE- RECHARGE TIME OF THE- SC HIGH VOLtAGE WAS 0.1 sec. THE TT CONSUTED Of THREE ELEIIENTS -- A 4~IIII-THlCk SCINTlLLATION COUNTeR (Bll ABLE TO IIlENTIFY EVENTS IN WHteH AH E-P PAIR LEFt THE SC, A CERENII;OV CQUNTER _(t) OF 30-IIM-THICK PLEX-lGLASS niA! W/IS SENSITIVE TO RELATIVISTlC PARTlCLES 1I0VlNG IN A DOIINIIARD DIRECTION, AND A SECOND SCINTlLLATOR (B2) 10 Mil THICK. TII£ PRI"ARY OBJECTIVES Of THE TT IIERE TO PEr-INE THE FlELD or VIEII. TO OETEt.T THE DoWNWAIiD-IIOVING ELECtRONS, ~NO TO PIIOVIOE THE FAST TRIGGER TO DISCHARGE THE SC. It lIAS POSSIBLE TO RESTRIcr THE FIELD OF VIEW uf THF. INSTRUI'IENT BY THE DIVISION OF THE C AN~ B2 COUNTERS INTO ~UADII",NTS. W_HltH IIEIIE VIEWED BY PMl OUT-SlOE tHE FlELO Of VlEw. THE PMT OUTPUTS IIEIIE PULSE-HEIGHT ANALYSeo TO PROVIDE INFORIIATION ON tHE NUItBERS OF PARTICLES LEAVING THE SC AND ENTEIIHIG THE CALORHtETER. E. THE E UNIT WAS ~ SINGLE CIil'STAL OF CEStUII 10DtOE. 4.5 RADIATION LENGTHS THtck .. IN ilHICH THE E-P PAIII INItIATED AN I::LEttRON-PHOtON CASCADE THAT WAS COItPLETELY 
LL~ r~ t ,_,_~_,.,'" 
ABSOIIBED AT Lew ENERGIES. AT HIGHER ENERGIES THE CASCADE PENETRATED TO THE- fiNAL P .. ASTIC SCINTIllATOR COUNTEII. C'. THE OUTPUT OF 0 WAS ANALnu TO MEUURE THE- NUMBER or PAl/llCLE-S ESCAPING. INFOII"ATl(,OJ: fROM THE TT COUNTE'IIS AND fAOM THE !.C PROVIDED I'IE,-,SUII'e Of THE ENERGY LOST BY StATf£llIHG OR ABSORPTION. nils QUANTITY IIUST n ADDED TO THE- CALOIIIM£TE-li SIGNAL TO DERIVE THE ENERGY Of THE INCltlENT G"I'IMA IlAY~ 
* ••••• * ••• - * •• - •••• _. *.... ••• 020····· .. * ..... -*. * ••••• * .......... * __ 
SPACECIIAFT CO""ON NA"E- D2B ALTERNATE NAI'IES- ASTRONol'IY SATELLITE o2B 
NSSDC lO- 75-09lA 
LAUNCH DATE- 09/27175 IIEIGIIT- 115. KG LAUNCH SITE- kOUIiOU (CENTRE SPliTIAL GUTANAlSl. fRANCE LAUNCH VEHICLE- DIAMANT 
SPONSOIlING COUNTRY/AGENCT FRANCE- CNAS 
















THIS SPACECRAFT CARRIED AN EUY ElCPERHIENT Fall SOLAR ANIl ATI'IOSPHERIC INVESTIGATIONS AND A SET OF UV EXPEII1I1ENTS FOR IIAKLNG STELLAR... ~OOIACAL LIGHT. AND INTEGRATED S/(\' BACKGROUND AND STELLAII OBSUVATIONS. TilE SPACECIiAfT WAS SPINNING AT ABOUT 0.25 RPM ABOUT Mri AXlS THAt WAS DIRECTED TOWARD THE SUN. THE DATA TRANSMISSION RATE WAS 256 B/S Fall IIEAL-Tl"E DATA AND 11 KB/S fOR STORED DATA AT A T£LEME'tRT FREQUENCT or 136_740 MHZ. THE Mf"ORT CAPACITY liAS 1.6 liB. THE CYLINDRICALLY SHAPED SATELLITE HAD A DJA. Of 0.8 '" AND A HEIGHT Of 0.7 '" AND WE-IGHED 106.6 KG. FOUR SOLAR pANELS SITUATED PEIiPENoICULAR TO THE-CYLINDRICAL AXIS PROVIDED POWEll FOR THE I'IISSION. THE STABILtHTlON SYSTEI'I FoiILED oN DECEMBER 28. 1976. THEREBl TEIIMINATING OPERATJON OF THE SPACECRAft. 
------ 02B. CRUVCLIEII--------·-----·,-----------------------
INVESTIGATION NAI'IE- SOLAR FLUK MONITOR .. fLARE EVOLUTlON (174 TO 1115 A) 
NSSOC 10- 75-092A-02 
PERSONNEL 
PI - P. CRUVELI ER 
SIlIE-t DESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM SCIENtE 
INVESTIGATlON DI_SC-IPLINe(S) ASTRONOIIY 
CNAS-LAS 
THE INSTRUMENT CONSISTED Of A SPfCTROHELIOI'IETER COVERING THE WAVELE-NGTH RANGE FROI'I 1216 TO 3100 A WITH A RE'SOLUUOH OF 2.75 A. THE TIME RESOLUTION FOR DATA COLLECTION liAS 1 S. THE INSTRUI'IENT I'IEASURE-O THE INTEGRATED LIGHT DUE- TO THE SKY BACKGROUND H 90 DfG TO THE SAtELLllE-SUN DIRECTION. THE FIELD OF VIEW WAS 1.3 oEG. 
------- o<'B. CRuvELleR---------------~------------------------
.lNVESTI-GATION NAI'IE- ATMOSPHERIC CoIIPOSlTION SY SOLAR ",SSORBTION (177 TO 1216 A) 
"EIISONNEL 
PI - P. CRUVELl ER 
BRIEF oESClilpTlON 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGilAl'I SClENtE 
INVESTI.GA'TION DISCIPllNE(Sl ASTIIONOIIY 
CNRS-LAS 
TlUS EXPERll'IENT I'IEASUREO THE STELLAR UV RADIATION IN THE ANTI SOLAR DlIIECTlON WITH A LOW SPECTRAL RESOLUTIOH (ABOUT 4DQ A) BETWEEN 792 AND 3075 A. tHE- SENSITIVITY OF THE INSTRU"ENT ALLOWED DETECTlON Of BO TYPE STARS DOWN TO 8TH I'IAGNlTUDE. IN ADDITION .. A UBV PHOTOMETER I'lEASURED THE RADlATION fliOIl THE STARS AND THE SkY 8~CkGIIOUNO. 
----- DZB. DE LAROUOINIERE-----------------------------------





























L., 1 -- .- -j-- . J 
NSSOC 10-
PERSONNEL 
PI - J.P. DE LAoOUOJNIERE 
allier DESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE paOGRA" 




IHIS EXPERI"ENT USED TWO SPECTRO"ETERS TO oeSERVE fH!: SOLAR IHSK AT 11 DIffERENT, Dl.$CREU WAVELENGTHS BETWEEN 114 AND 1315" A (SP[CTRAL RUaLUTlDN WAS 10 A) AND PETERNINEO ATNOllPHERIC AeSORPTlON AT SUNRISE AptO SUNsn fOR 11 DISCIlElE IIAVELENGTHS OETIlEEN 171 ANP 12.16 A. THE ABSORPTION tlEASUIIE"ENTS HELPED INfORIIIAUON ON THE COII'POSITION Of THE UPPER AHIOSPH!:RE AS A fUNCTION OF SOLAR EUV OUTPUT. THE SPATIAL RESOLUTION liAS 0' THE ORDER 01 1 .IIN 01 ARC. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• DS-O ........... • ....... • ... • ....... •• ••••• • 
SPACEC/IAFT COtlltON NAltE- D5-B 
ALTERNATE NAtlES- CASTOII, 0730Z 
NSSOC 10- 7S-039B 
LAUNCH DATE- 0511717S IIUGHT- 76. Kii LAUNCH SUE- II:OUROU (CENTRE SPATIAL GUYANAIS), fRANCE LAUNCH VEHICLE- DlAtlANT 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
fRANCE CNES 
INITJAL ORO IT PARAMETE/IS 
ORBIT TYpE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOO- 100.3 "IN 
PERIAPSrs- ,no KM 
PERSONNEL 
PM - A. OLIVERO 
PS - F.E. BARLIE/I 
BRIEF DESCRiPTiON 
EPOCH DATE- OS/1I1115 
INCLINATION- 29.90 OEG 
APOAPSlS- 1U1. ,," 
CHES 
CERGA 
THIS FRENCH SPACECRAFT HAD A ,6-FACE POLYHEIIRON SHAPE IIlTH A OIAMETfR Of 30 Cit. THE PRHIARY !':ISSlOU OBJECTIVE WAS TO STUDY THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE DENSITY VARIATIONS. SECONDARY OBJECTIVES INCLUDeD A STUOY Of GRAVITY fIELD PERTURBATIONS AND A STUDY OF MICROMETEORITE IMPACTS. A THREE-AilS fIIAGHETOIIETER WAS USED TO PROVIDE ATTlTUDE INFOR"ATION. [ACH ONE OF THE SPACECRAFT FAtES CONTAINED A LASER REFLECTOR. DATA WERE MEASURED EITHER EVERY 0.1 S OR EVERY 2.8 S. THE flATA TRANSMlSSION RATE WAS 10Z4 BIrSIS IROPI THE TAPE. RECORDER AND EITHER 256 OR Sll !IllSis- DIRECTLY FROM TELEMETRY. OPERATIONS VERE C./lNDUCTED BY litE OPERATlC1iS CENTER IN TOULOUSE USING iHE CUES NE"!;!ORK Of TELEMETRY "'10 TELECOtl"AND STATiONS. THE EXPECTED I,IFETlME IS 8 1t0NTHS. 
----- os-to,. SkRL 1 EII----------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- UPPER ATMOSPHERE DENSITY STUDY USING ON-BOARD AC.CELEROMETER 
NSSDC 10- 75-039B-01 
PE/ISONNEL 







THIS ATMOSPHERIC DENSIty ACCfLEIIO"ET£R EXpEIII"ENT PROVIDED OENS-ITY DATA FRO" MEASUREMENTS OF THE SATELLITE DECELERATlON DUE TO ATMOSPHERIC DRAG. THE ACCELEROMETER CONSISTED OF A BALL SUSPENDEtI IN A SPHERH_AL CAVIn FORMING A CAPAellOR. QlSpLACEMENt Of THE BALL III-TH RESPECT to TIfE CAVIty WAS "EASURED BY CAPACITANCE CHANGE_ THE RANGE OF !'IEASURE"ENT WAS 1.E-5 TO 1.E-9 Pl/S se: wnH AN ACCURACY OF 1.5 PERCENT. IN-FLIGHT QUALIfICATION WAS ACHIEVED BY DlSPLAClNG THE AtCELERO"ETER WITH SIIALL MASSES AND BY SPINHING THE SATELLITE TO INDUCE ARTIFICIAL INERTU FORCES. 
------ D5-B~ BARLlEII----------------------------_________ _ 
INVESTl-GATION NA"E- GRAVITT FIELD PERTUIIBAHONS STUDY 
NSSDC JD- 15-0398-0, 
PERSONNEL 
PI - f.E. BAIILIEII 






""c";.,, .. , J 
L_ t ____ J. 1. 
BRIEf tlESCRIPTION 
THE OBJECTIVE fil THIS 
fIELD PERTURBATIONS USING 
ELIMINATING THE ATPIOSPHEILIC 
CALCULATIONS. 
EIIPEIiIPlENT WAS TO STUDY G/IAVITY 
ACCUIlATE LASER TRACKING AND 
D/IAG PEIITtJRBAHON FROII THE ORBll 
------- D5-B, BARLIER---~--------------------------------------
!NVUl-IGATION NAPlE- I'll CROMETEORI re STUDY 
PERSONNEL 
PI - f.E. BARLlER 
BlilEf DESCRIPTlON 







TillS EXPERlltENT WAS TO STUDY 
••••••••• •••• ...... ••• ••••••• OMSP (14-063A) ....................... . 
SPACECRArJ COPIKON NAME- DPlSPI74-063A) ALTERNATE NAMES- DAPP(14-063A)' DSAp(14-063A) 
DPlSp 9S3l .. 07411 
hSSOC 10- 74~06lA 
LAUNCH OATE- 08/09/74 WEIGHT- 195. r.G LAUNCH StTE- VANDENBERG AFB .. UNITED SUTES LAUNCH VEHltLE- THOR 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNlTED STATES 
INITIAL ORBtT PARAMETE/IS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBit pERIOO- 101.7 MIN 





EPOCH OATE- 08/10174 
INCLlNATION- 9B.9 OEG 
APOAPSIS- 872.0 KPI 
US AIR FORCE 
D"Sp <71i-0634), ALSO KHOWN AS O"SP 953" WAS ONE OF A SERIES or METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES DEVELOPED AND OPERATED BY THE AIR fORCE UNDER THE DEfENSE METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE pIlOGRA". THIS PROGRAM; pAlVIOUSLY II:NOWN AS DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING PROGRA" (OAPP) .. WAS CLASSHIED UNTIL KARCH 1973. THE OBJECTIVE OF THlS PROGRA" WAS TO PROVIDE GLOBAL VISUAL 10140 INFRARED (III) CLOUDCOVER DATA AND SPECIALlIED EIiVlRONPlENUL DATA TO SUPPORT DEPARTPlENT OF OEfENSE /lEQUIIIEMENTS~ OPERATIONALLy, TilE p/lOGRAII CONSISTED OF TWO SATELLITES IN 330 KM SUN-SYNCHRONOUS POLAR ORBITS, WITH THE ASCENDING NODE 01 ONE SATELLITE NEAll THE SUNRISE TEIt"INATOR AND THE OTHER NEAll LOCAL NOON. THE SATELLITE,. SIIApED LIKE THE F/IUSTUM or A POLYHED/ION .. CONSISTED OF fOUR SUBASSEPlBLlEs -- (1) A SOLAR AIIRAY HAT. eZl A BASE-PLATE ASSEMBLY .. (3) A SENSoR AEROSPACE VEHICLE ELHTROHICS 
"'VE) PACKAGE (SApl .. AND (4) A DATA PROCESSING SYSTUI. TIfE pIIJI'lARY seNSOR (SAP) WAS A FOUR CHANNEL SCANNING /lAOIOPlElER. SECONDARY SENSORS INCLUDED A V::RTJCAL TEl'lPERATUIlE PROFILE RADIOMEtER (SUPPLEfIIENTA/lY SENSOR E SSE) AND AN ELECTRON SPECT/lOG/lApH (SUPPLEltENTARY SENSOR J/l - SSJ/Zl, WHICH IIERE PlOllNtED, ALONG WITH THE PR'ltARY SENSOR.. ON THE BAse~P!..ATE ASSEPlBLY~ SPACECRAfT STABILiZATION WAS CONTROLLED BY A COMBfNATlON FLYWHEEL AND "AGNHlC CONTROL COlL SUTEM SO THAT THE SENSORS WEllE MAJtnAlNED IN THE DESI,RED EARllt-LOOKING MODE. THE DATA PAOC"ESs-tNG SYSTEPI INCLUOED THREE TAPE RECORlIERS CAPABLE Of STORING A TOTAL Of 440 MIH Of DATA. WHICH ALLOWED FULL IiLOBAL COVERAGE TWICE DAlLY. EITHER RECORDED OR REAl~TIME DATA WERE TRANS'IJTTEO TO GROUND RECEIVING SITES VIA AN S-OAND TRANSMITTER. RECORDED DATA WERE READ OUT TO TRACKING SITES LOCATED AT FAIRCHILD ArB, WI., AND LORING AFB, liE, AND RELAYED TO AIR FORCE GLOBAL WfATHER CENTRAL, OffUTT AfB .. NF.~ REAL-TIME DATA WERE RHO OUT AT MOBILE TACTICAL snES LOCATED AROUND THE WORLD. 
------- DfIISP(14-063A), AFGWC STAff-----------------------------
INVESTI:GATlON HAME- SCANNING RADiOMETER 






OPERATIONAL Met SYSTEM 
INVESTIGATION DJ:>CiPLH::::Sl 
ATfIIOSPHERIC .. HYSler, 
fIIETEOROLOGY 
GLOBAL WEATHER CTR 
THE fOUR-CHANNEL SCANNING RADIOMETEII, DESIGNATED THE seNSOR AVE (AEROSPACE VEHlCLE ELECTRONICS) pACI'AG[ (SAP}, WAS THE PRIfIIARY ExpERlltENT ON THE OMSP SPACECRMl. THE PURPOSE OF THlS EXPERlMENT WAS TO PROVIDE GLOBAL .. IIAY-JNIGHT OBSERVHIONS OF CLOUD COVER AND CLOUD TEMPERATURE ItEASUREPIENTS TO SUPPORT DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE /lEQUIREliENTS 'OR OPERATIONAL WEATHER ANALY$IS ANti FORECASTING. filE AAtltOMETER OPERATED IN TWO SPECTRAL INTEIIVALS -- (1) VISIBLE ANII NEAR IHrRAREO (0_4 TO 1.1 
{ 










IUCROflETERS) ANII (2) INfRARED (8 TO 13 MltROI'IETERS). HIE 
fOUR-CHANNEL RADIOMETER WAS ESSENTIAllY TW'O SCANNING 
RADtOI'lETERS DRIVEN BY A COI'II'lO,. "OTOR. ONE RADIOMETER PRODUCED 
HIGH RESOlunON Uti) VlSUAl ANO INF-RAREO (lR) DATA WITH HAIIlR 
RESOLUTIONS Of 3.7 AND 4.4 "'I'I~ RESPECTIVELY. THE OTHER 
RADIOMETER PRODUCED VERY III Gil RESOLUTION (VHU VISUAL AND 
INfRAILED (WHII) OATA WllH NADIR RESOlUtlONS Of .63 AND .61 KI'I, 
RESPECTl.VELY. ONBOARD RECORDERS HAD A STORAGE CAPACln Of 210 
"IN or BOTH HII AND 1R DATA AND A TOTAL Of 20 "IN OF Villi ANO WHR 
OATA. FOR OllECT IIEAOOUT TO TACTICAL SITES, TilE ElIPERll'IENT WAS 
PROGRAI'IMED SO TIIAT VHR AND IR DATA IIERE OBTHNEiI DURINIJ THE 
DAYTlI'IE AND HR AND WIIR OATA IIERE OBTAINED AT Nlciin. THE 
INfRARED CHANNELS hlllR AND II) COVERED A TE"PERATURE RANGE Of 
Z10 TO 310 K WlTH AN ACCURACY OF 1 DEG C. ElE-CTRONIC URCUlTII'f 
UI TilE SENSOR CONVERTEO TilE SENSED INfRARED ENERGT DtRECTLY 
INTO EQUIVALENT BLACK BODY TEKPERATURE US OPPOSEO TO RADIANCE) 
PRIOII TO TRAMSfltSSION TO GROUNO SITES. lilE HR CHANNEL INClUOEO 
A 'lERO RESOLUTION SENSOR WHICH I'IUSURED SOLAR INPUT AND WAS 
USED TO CONTROL CHANNEL GAIN, THEREBY PRObU(lNG AN OUTPUT 
SIGNAL THAT REPRESENTS SCENE ALBEOO. TillS fEATURE ALSO I'IADE IT 
POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN USefUL VISUAL DATA AT NIGHt. THE SENSOR 
INCORPORA"tED SUNSHADES AND GLARE SUPPRESSION DEVICES IN 
eONJUNCTlON WllH A lONG-SCAN AUTOI'IAllC GAlN CONTROL WHICII 
AllOW EO THE IIR CHANNEl TO PROVIOE USABLE DATA THROUGH .TIIE 
DAY/NIGHT tERlnNATOR. 10ElHltAl EltPERlflENTS WERE FLOWN ON ALL 
bMSP BLOCK ~ SPACECRAFT. 
------- DItSP(74·063A), AfGWC STAFF·-------~~~~~---------·----­
INVESTIGATION NAME- VERTICAL TEItPtORAlllRE PROFILE RADIOI'IETER 
NSSOC ID- 74~D63A-0j! 
PERSONNEL 






GLOBAL IlEATIiER CTII 
SUPPLEJIIENTART SENSOR E (SSE) WAS A VERTICAL TEMPERATURE 
PROFILE RADIOI'IETEII. THE OBJECTIVE or THIS EXPERIMEhT WAS TO 
DBTAlN VERTlCAL TEMPERATURE AND WATER VAPOR PROfiLES Of THE 
"'flOSPIIEILE TO SUPPORT DEPARTIIENT OF DEFENSE REQUIREMENTS IN 
OPERATIONAL WEATHER ANALYSIS AND fORECASTING. TilE SSE liAS AN 
EIGHT-CHANNEL SENSOR Willi SII CHANtULS (666.S, 671, 695, 708,. 
125. AND 7~7 CM-1) IN TilE C02 15-MICROIIETER ABSOILPTION BAND. 
ONE CHANNEL (535 eM-1) IN A WATER VAPOR ABSOAPT ION BAND, AND 
ONE CIiANNEl (83S eM-1) tN THE l1-JIIlCROIIEfER ATI'IOSPHERIC WINDOW. 
TilE E-XPERII'IENT CONSISTED Of AN OPliCAl SYSTEM. DETECTOR AND 
ASSOClATED ELECTRONICS, AND A SCANNING MIRROR. THE SCANNING 
"IRROR STEPPED ACROSS TilE SATElLltE SUBTRACIC, AllOIlING THE SSE 
TO VIEW 25 SEPARATE COLUJIINS Of THE AT"OSPIIERE EllERY 3Z S OVER A 
CROSS TRAC" GIIOUND SWATII Of 185 "'". WHilE THE SCANNING MIRROR 
WAS STOPPEO AT A SCENE STATION, tilE CHANNEL FilTERS WERE 
TOTALED TIIROUGII THE FIELD Of Vl,EW~ THE SURfACe RESOLUTION Of 
THE SSE WAS APPROXIMATELY 37 KM AT NADIR. THE COi! BANO 
RADIAllON DATA WERE TRANSfORIIEO TO A TEMPERATURE PROflLE BY A 
MATHEIIATICAl INVERSION TECIINJ'QUE. BY A SHULAR TECHNIQUE~ THIS 
INFORMAllON COULD BE tOI'lBINEO WIlH WATER VAPOR DANO DATA TO 
OBTAIII A wATER VAPOR PROFILE. 10ENllCAL EXPERIMEN"TS HAVE BEEN 
flOWN ON ALL OMSP SPACECRAft lAUNCHED SINCE 1972. 
-_ •••••••••• _.- ••••••••••••• OllSP-f 1 •••••••• _ •••••••••••• _-- ••• 
SPACECRAfT CO""ON NAI'IE- OMSP-F1 
ALTERNATE NAMES- DIISP 1Z.535, DMSP BlOCI( 50-1 
09415. DI'ISP501 
NSSDC 10- 76-091A 
LAUNCII DATE- 09/11/76 WEIGHT- 450. KG 
lAUNCH SlTE- VANDENBERG ArB, UNIT EO STATES 
lAUNCH VEHICLE- "tHOR 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STATES 
INITIAL ORBIT l'ARAI'IE-TERS 
ORBIT TYPE~ GEOCENTRIC 
!lRBlT _PERIOO- 101.6 "IN 
Pf.RlApSlS- 818. 01 
PERSONNEL 
PI'I ~ 11.0. My lOR 
BRIEf DESt~IPllON 
DOD-USAf 
EPOCII DATE- 09/14176 
INClINATION- 9a~7 DEG 
APOAPSIS- 848. "" 
USAf-SAKSO 
DIISP501, ALSO KNOWN AS DIISP BlOCI( SD. IS ONE OF A SERIES 
Of ilETEOROlOG'lC"Al SATEllHE~ DE\lELOPEO AND OPERATEO BY THE AIR 
fORtE- UNDER THI; DEFENSE METEOROLOGIC-Al SATELLITE PROGRAI'I 
UIISP). TillS PROGRAI'I PREVIOUSLY KNOWN AS OAPP (OUA 
.CQUISllION ANO PROCESSING PIIOGRAII). WAS CLASSifiED UNTIL IIARCII 
1913. THE OBJECTIVES Of fillS PROGRAI'I WERE TO PRoviDE 'GLOBAL 
VISUAL ANO INfRARED CLOUD COVER DATA ANO SFoEClALlIED 
ENVIRONI'IENTAl DATA TO SUPPORT OEPARTMENT OF DEfENSE 
REQUIREIIENTS. OPERATIONALlT~ TilE PROGRAI'I CONSISTS Of TWO 
S"TElllTES IN 830-"'M SUN-SYNCHRONOUS POLAR -ORatTS, W1TH THE 
ASCENDlltG NODE OF ONE SATElLliE IN EARLY MORNING AND THE OTHER 
AT LOCAL NOON. TilE 5.4-1'1 LONG SPACECRAFT IS SEPARUED INTO 
FOUR SUllONS -- (1) A PREustON MOUNTlKG PlATfORII (PI'IP) fOR 





"""_,_~_~~_, : c~_",L"_ ",',,,,, ___ ,"_ '-
" 
EQUIPflENT SUPPORT ",OOUlE (ESIU CONTAlNltlG THE ELECTRONICS, 
REACTION WIIEElS, ANO SOl'lE IIElEOROLOGICAl SENSORS, (3) A 
RUCTION CONTROL EQUIPIIHH (RCE) SUPPOfIT STAUtTURE (TIIAT HAS 
THE 1I1IRD~STAGE MOTOR, HYDRA'lINE REACHON CONTROL SYSTEM) WIlICIi 
SUPPORts (4) A 100-SQ-fT SOLAR CELL PANEL. THE BLOCI( SO 
SPACECRAft STABILIZATION IS COHTROLLED BY COIIBJNAUON 
FLYWHEEL ANO MAGNETIC CONTROL COlL SYSTEI'I SO SENSOIlS ARE 
l""IN1AlNEO IN THE DESIRED 'EARTH-LOOKING' 1'I0PE~ A NEW FEATURE 
Of BLOC I( 50 IS THE J'RECISION-POINTING ACCURACY Of THE PRIMARY 
II'IAGER TO 0.01 OEG PROVIPED BY A STAR SENSOR ANO UPOATEO 
EPIjEMER 15 NAV 1 GA Tl ON SYSTEM. TH IS AllOWS AUl OMA Tl C 
GEOGRAPHICAL I'IAPPINIJ Of fHE DIGITAL I"AGERY TO TilE NEAREST 
PICTURE ELEMENT. THE OPERATIONAL LINE SCAli SYSTEII (OLS) BUILT 
BY WESTINGHOUSE, IS THE PRII'IARY DATA AtQUISITION S'fSTEM TIIAY 
PROVIDES REAL-TIllE OR STORED, MULTI-ORBIT, DAY-ANO-NIGHT VISUAL 
AND INfRARED UIAGER\' AT tl3 NAUTICAL MILE RESOLUTlON fOR All 
IIUOR LAND MASSES, 1-1/2 NAunCAL MILE RESOLUTION fOR COIIPLETE 
GLOBAL COVERAGE, ANO PROVIOE.$ WITII TillS OATA CAlIBRAllON. 
TlKING, AND OTHER AUXilIARY SIGNALS TO THE SPACECRAft fOR 
DIGITAL TRANSMISSION TO THE GROUND. A SUPPLEMENTARY SENSOR 
PACKAGE. THE SPECIAL SENSOR II <SSII), A STEP-StANNING 
RADIOMETER, IS THE INFRARED TEMPERATURE-IIUMIDITY-OIONE SOUNDER. 
11110 DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM. WHICH INCLUDES lliREE HIGH-DENSn'f 
TAPE RECOROOERS. IS CAPABLE OF STORING A TOiAL Of 40D IIIN Of 
DATA, EAtH All OilS FUll GLOBAL COVERAGE TWICE PAILT. EITHER 
RECORDED OR REAL~TlME OATA ARE TRANSMITTED TO GROUNP-RECElViNG 
SITES VIA TWO REOUNOANT S~BAND TRANSMITTERS_ RECORDED DATA ARE 
READ OUT TO TRACKJNG SUES lOCATED AT fAIRCIIILO AfB, VA, AND 
LORllIG He, "E. "NO RELAYED VIA SAlCOM TO AlII FORCE GLOBAL 
WEA"lHER CENTRAL. OHlin AFB, NE. REAL-TIKE DAtA ARE RUD OUT 
AT MoeIlE TACTICAL SITES lOCATEP AROUND THE IIORLO. A MORE 
COMPLETE DESCIUPT ION Of TilE BlOtIC SD SATELLITE CAN BE FOOUNO ON 
THE REPORT, 'THE DEfENSE METEOROLOGICAL SATEllHE PROGRAM,' D. 
A. NICHOLS, OPTICAL ENGINEERING,. 14, 4, JULY - AUGUST 1975. 
---.~~- pMSP-fl, AFGIIC Sl Arf·--------~--------------~-•• ____ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAI'IE- OPEUTIONAl L1t1ESCAN STSTEII (OlS) 






OPERATIONAL IIET sYSTEM 
INHSTIGATI0N DlSCIPLlNE(S) 
IIETEOROlOGY 
GLOBAL WEATHER tlll: 
THE OPERATIONAL lINES CAN STsnll (OLS) WAS THE PRIMART 
E'PERIMENT ON TilE DMSP BLOCK 50 SPACECRAfT. THE PURPOSE Of 
THIS EXPEUIIENI WAS TO PRGVIOE GLOBAL, OAy/NIGIIT OBSERVATIOHS 
Of CLOUD COVER AND CLOUO TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS TO SUPPORT 
DEPARTI'IENf OF DEFENSE REQUIREMENTS FOR OPERATIONAL WEAIIiER 
ANALTSIS ANO FORECASTlNG. THE OLS EIIPlOVEO A SCANNING OPTICAL 
TELESCOPE DRIVEN IN AN OSCILlATlNG MOTlON, WITII OPTICAL 
COJilPENS,lTION FOR IIIAGE MOllON, WIIICH RESULTED IN NEAR-CONSTANT 
RESOLUTION THROUGHOUT THE SENSOR FlELP OF VIEW4 tilE RADIOMETER 
OPERATEO IN tWO ("LIGHT" AND "THERIIAl") SPECTRAL INTERVALS --
(1) VISIBLE Atlil NEAR INfUREP (D_4 TO 1.1 MICFlOMETERS) AND (2) 
INFRAREO (!! TO 13 I'IICROMETERS). THE RADIOMETER PRODUCED, IIITH 
ONBOARD PROCESSING, DA1A 1'1 FOUR MODES - IF (liGHT fINE) AND 
TF (TIlERMAl fiNE) DATA WITII A RESOlunON OF .56 I(M ANO lS 
(LIGHT SJIIOOTHED) AND IS (1HERI'IAl SMOO~HEO) DATA WITH A 
RESOLUTION OF 2_8 1(". THREE OHBOARD RECORDERS, EACH IIAD A 
STORAGE CAPABILITY Of 4110 JIliN Of BOTH LS ANO TS DATA OR 20 'UN 
OF LF AND TF OHio. FOR DIRECT REAOOUT TO T"CHCAL SITES. THE 
EXPERIMENT WAS PROGRAMIIEO SO THAT lr AND TS OAtA IIERE OBTAINEO 
A"t NIGIIT. THE INfRARED DATA (IF AND TS) COVERE .. " TEMPERATURE 
RANGE Of 21010 310 I( WITtl AN ACCURACY Of 1 OEG c. THE L5 DATA 
I'IODE PROVIDED VISU"'l DATA THROUGH II DYNAMIC RANGE FROM FULL 
SUNlIGH"t DOWN 10 A QUARTER MON. THIS "ODE ALSO AUTOMATICALLY 
ADJUSTED TilE GAIN ALONG SCAN TO AllOW USEFUL DATA TO BE 
OBTAINED ACROSS TIlE TERMINATOR. ADDITIONAL INFORIIATlON ON TIllS 
UPEAIJIIENT IS CONTAlIiED IN THE REPORT, 'PRII'IARY OPTICAL 
SUBSYSTEI'IS FOR IIMSP BLOCK 50,· D. A. NICIiOlS, OPTICAL 
ENGIUEEIUNG~ 14, NO.4. JULY-AUGUst 1975. 
___ w_._ DMSP-fl. AfGWC STAFf----.-------------.~--------------. 
INVESllGATlON NAIIE- VERTJCAl TEMPERATURE PROFILE R"DIOI'IETER 
SUPPLEMENTARY SENSOR H (SSH) 
NSSDC 111- 76-091A-D2 
PERSONNEL 
PI- AfGWC STAFF 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 
OPERATIONAL Mn STSTEI'I 
INVESTIGATJON DISCIPLlNE(S) 
IIEtE.OROlOG~ 
Gl06Al WEATHER etR 
SUPPLEMENTARY SENSOR H (SSH) VAS A VERllCAl "TEMPERATURE 
PROfiLE R-AOtOllE'TER (VYPRl. TilE OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT 
V1S TO OBTAIN VERTlt:'Al TEMPERATURE, WATER VAPOR. AND OIONE 
PROFilES Of "THE H"OSPHERE TO SUPPORl OEPAAlIIENT OF DEfENSE 
REQUIREMENTS IN OPERATIONAL WEATHER ANA.lTSIS AND fOREUSUNG. 
YHE SSII WAS A 16-CHANNEL SENSOR WITH ONE (IIANNEL (1022 CI'I-1) IN 
TilE 10-IIlCROI'IETER O'lONE ABSORPHON BANO .. ONE CHANNEL (835 CM-1> 
IN TilE 12_~I'IICROI'IETER ATI'IOSPHERIC WINDOW. SIX CHANNEL5 (747. 
ns. 708, 695. 676, t.bB.S CI'I-1) IN THE 15-1'I1CROI'IEYER C02 








































3HI 397.5. 355. 353.5. '"-1) IN THE ZO!:- TO 30-flHCIIO"£TER 
1I0HTlONAL WATER VAPOR ABSORPTION a.NO. THE [.PERUIENT 
CONSISTED OF AN OPTICAL 515f£lI. CETECTOR AHD ASSOCtATED 
ELECtRONICS. AND A SCAIINING "tRROR. THE SCANNING "tAIIOA liAS 
STEPpED ACROSS THE SHfLLlTE 5UlnRACIC, ALLOWIN6 THE SSH TO Vl£1I 
zs SEPARATE tOLU"HS OF THE ATflO"PHERE EVEIIY 32 5 OVER A CROSS 
TRACK GROUND SWATH Of 2.000 Ie". wtllLE THE SUNNING "IRROR WAS 
STOPPED AT A SCENE STATION. TilE CHANNEL fILTERS WERE SEQUENCED 
THROUGH TilE HELD Of II1EII. THE SURfAce IIESCLunON WAS 
APPROIlI"ATElY 39 ICII AT NADIR. RADIANCE OollA WAS tIlANSFOR"ED 
Jlno TEI'IPERATURE linER VAPOR ANO OZONE PROFILES OY A 
"AtHEMATICAL INVERSION teCHNIIIUE. ... flaRE CD"PLETE DESCRIPTION 
OF THE EIIPElIl"ENT UN BE rOUND IN THE REPORT. 'OMSP BLOCll: SO 
SPECIAL METEOROLOGICAL SENSOR H~ OPTIUL SUBs-TSTE",' D. A. 
NICIiOLS, OPTICAL ENGINEERING, 14~ NO. 4, l84·Z88~ JULY-AUGUST 
1915. 
INVESTIGATION IU"E- RADIATION DOSIMETER 
NSSOC 10- 16·09U-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI J .B. 
01 S.J. 
01 - N. 














THE PURPOSE Of THE GfE-JR OOSIMElER WAS TO "EASURE TilE 
RADIATION DOSE IN $JUCON UNDER ALUIUNU" SHIELDING OF FOUR 
THIC1CNESSES RfPRESENlAT1VE Of BLOCK SO DMSP SPACECRAft. THE 
DOSIMETER, SUILT 81' THE AEROSPACE COIIPOIiAnON SP"'H SCIENCE 
LABORATOIIY, CONSISTED Of rOUR SEPARATE, SINGLE-DETECTOII UNITS. 
THESE O"NIDIRfCTIONII.L S"ENSORS WERE SMALL, CUBlCAL, 
LITHIUM-DRIFTED, SILICON OETECTORS CENTERED UNOEII HE"ISPHERltAL 
SHELLS, AND HEo\VILY SHIELDED (RELATIVE TO THE HE"lSPHERICAl 
SHELL) OVER THE REAR Z PI SOLID ANGLE. TilE SIIIELDING DOI'IES fOR 
THE FOUR SENSORS "ERE 35. 75, ns, AND ZOO .. IlS Of AlU .. INUI'I, 
IiESPECnVElY. THE DOSIMetER DIRECTLY MEASURED THE 10NIl..'TION 
IN TilE SilICON CUSE CAUSEO BY THE NATUIiAl RADIATION AND SERVED 
AS AN ELECTRON-PROTON SPECTROMETER, TIIUS YIELDING THE flUENCES 
Of ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PIIOTONS ENCOUNTERED IN THE OMSP 
ORBIY, liS ... FUNcnDN Of TI"E. fOUR INTEGRAL DISCRIMINATORS, 
WITH THRESHOLDS CORRESPONDING TO DEPOSITEO ENERGY OF ZS~ 75. 
300, "'NIl 5000 ICEV. WEllE USEP TO ANALTZE TilE PULSE-HEIGHT 
SPECTRU" Of SIGNALS PROPUC:ED SY PROTONS, ELEc:tRONS. AND GA .... A 
RAYS ENTERING TilE OETEUOR. INDIVHiUAL PULSES FRO" THE Z5. 
300. AND 5000 ICEV CHANNELS WERE COUNTED IN SC ... LING REGtsTER5. 
WHICH ARE READ OUT ANO IIESEt BY THE TELEMETRY SYSTE" EVERY 
THREE SECONPS. PULSES, WHOSE AMPLlTUIlES £)ICEED THE GATING 
THRESHOLDS Of 25 ICEV AND 1S nv, WERE INTEGRATEO INTO 1 MEV 
EQUIVALENT ENERGY PULSES (CORRESPONDING TO A DOSE OF 8.0E-6 
RAD), WHICH WEllE COUNTED BY A CUMUlATlVE STOIlAGE REGISTER. 
THESE REGISTEIIS "ERE READ OUT EVERY THREE SECONDS SUT NOT RESET 
BY THE TELE"ETRY SO THAT THE NUMBER Of COUNTS READ OUT AT ANY 
TIME REPRESENTS TilE TOTAL ENERGY IN MEV DEPOSlTEO IN THE 
SILICON ACTl,VE VOLUME DURING THE .. ISSION LIfE. "".I"U" 
ACCUMULA1ED DOSE sTORIIGE CORRESPONDED TO 5.5ES RADS. 
AOPl1IONAl INFORMATION CAN BE OSTAINED fROM AEROSPACE 
COIIPORATION PUBLICATION NUMBER TOR-0071(26030)-1, JUNE 1971. 
~. ~~ ••••••••• ~~~~ ••••••••••• OMSP-FZ· ••••••••• ~ ~ ~ .......... ~ •••• 
SP"'CECR",FT CO ""ON NAME- IlMSP-F2 
ALTERNATE NAMES-
ItSSOC 10- 71-0IoU 
LAUNCH OATE- 06/05117 WEIGHT- 1,50. KG 
LAUNCH St:TE· VANIlENBERG U", UNITED STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE_- THOR 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/A,."NCY 
UNITED STATES 
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
bOD-USAf 
EPOCH DATE- 06/06171 
ORBIT PERIOD- 101.1 "IN JltCLlNATION- 99. bEG 
PERUPSIS- 811. 1(,1'1 APOAPSIS- 869. 11:1'1 
PERSONNEL 
PM - 11.0. JIIYEII USAF·S ..... SO 
BRiEf OESCIIIPT-iON 
D"S"P-F2 lS ONE OF A SERIES Of METEOROLOGl'CAL SATELLITES 
DEVELOPED AND OPERATEO BY THE AIR FOIICE UNPER THE DEFENSE 
METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE PROGRAM (O"SSp). THIS PROGU" 
PIIEVIOUSLY II:t<OWN AS OIIPP (DATA ACIiIUISIT ION AND PROCESSING 
PROGItAIO, 11"5 CLASSifiED UNTIL MARCH 1913. THE OBJECTIVES Of 
THIS PIIOGRAM IIE-RE TO PROVIDE GLOBAL VISUAL AND INFRARED CLOUD 
COVER DATA AND SPECIALIZED ENVIIION"ENTAl DATA TO SUPPOIIT 
DEPARTMENT OF ilEfENSE REQUIRE"ENTS. OPERATIONALLY. THE PIiOGRAIt 
CONSISTS Of TWO S'ATELLlTes IN 830·"'1'1 S,UN~SYNCHIIONOUS POLAR 
ORBITS, WITH THE ",SCENUNG NODE Of ONE SATELLITE IN EAR1.Y 
MORNING ANb HIE OTHER AT LOCA1. NOIl~. THE 5_.4-" lONti SPACECRAFT 
rs SEPARATEO INTO fOUIi SECTIONS -- (1) A PRECISION "OUNTING 





i I J_ .~'~'-''''"~",.>.~. 
1 
ALIGN"ENT, (Z) AN EQUIPMENT SUPPORT NODULE (ESM) CONTAINING THE 
ELECTRONICS, flEAcnON "NEELS, ANb SOME METEOROLOGICAL SENSORS. 
0) A IIUCTION CONTROL EIiIUIPII.EHt (RCE) SUPPOIIT SlRU(tURE (THAT 
HAS THE THIRD·STAGE MOTOR, HTbRAl1NE RUCTION C.ONTROL SYSTEM) 
WHICH SUPPORTS (4J A 'OO-SQ-fT SOLAR CELL PANEL. THE 
SPACECRAfT STASh.IUHON 15 COIHIIOLlED BY ... CDJIIBINATIOII 
FLYWHEfl AND MAGNETIC CONTfiOL COIL SUTEM SO SENSORS ... RE 
ItUNTAINED IN THE DESIREb 'EARTH-LOOUNG' MODE. A NEil fUTURE 
15 THE PRECISlON-POINTiNG ... CCURACY OF THE PRIMARY UIAGU HI 
0.0' DEG PROVIDED BY A STAR SENSOR AND UpD,I,TED Ef'HEM(R1S 
NAVIGATlON SYSTE". THIS AllOIIS "'UlOMATlC GEOGRAPHIC ... L ItAPPING 
Of tHE DIGITAL IMAGERY TO THE NEAREST PICTURE ELEMENT. TilE 
OPERATIONAL LINE SCAN SYSTEM tOtS) BUILT BY WESllNGHOUsE. IN 
THE PRI"UY DATA ACIIU15ITION SYSTE" THAT PIIOVIDES REAL-TIME 011 
STOIIED. MULTI-ORBIT, DAT-AND-NIGIIT VISUAL AND INfRARED IMAGEIIY 
AT 113 NAUTICAL I'IILE RESOLUTION 'DR ALL MAJOII LAND MASSES. 
t-Tl2: NAUTICAL .. ILE RE-SOLUTION rOil COMPLETE GLOBAL COVUME. 
AND PIIOV:-DES WlTH THIS DATA CALIBRATION, TINING, ANO OTHEII 
AUUlIARY UGNAls TO THE SPACEC~AfT 'OR DIGITAL TRANSMISSION TO 
THE GROUND .... SUPPLE .. ENTARY UNSOR PACICAGE, THE specUL SENSOR 
II (SSH), A STEP-SCANt.:ING IiADIOMETEIl. IS HIE INFRAIIHI 
TEMPERA TUR E-HUMI DlTY-OIONE SOUNDER. THE DATA PROCESS ING 
SUTE", WHICH INCLUDES THREE HIGH-DENSlTY TAPE IIECORDERS. IS 
CAPAeLE Of STORING A TOTAL OF 1,00 "IN OF DATA. EACH ALLOWS FULL 
GLOBAL COVERAGE TWICE DULY. EITHEII IIECOIIDED 011 REAL-liME UTA 
ARE iRANSMltTED TO tiIiOUND-RECEIVING SI rES VIA TWO REOUNDANT 
S-SAND TRANSMITTERS. RECOIIDEO DATA ARE READ OUT TO tRACKING 
SITES LOCATED AT FAiRCllllb o\FB. W ... , AND LORING AFB. ME. AND 
RELAYED VIA SAl CO" TO AIR fORCE GLOBAL WEATHER CENTRAL. OFfUTT 
AFO, NE. REAL-TI"E D ... TA AilE READ OUT o\T "DOllE TACTICAL SITES 
LOCATED AROUND THE WORLD. ... MORE COMPLETE DESCRIPTION Of tHE 
SATELLtTE C ... N BE fOUND ON THE REPORT, 'THl IlEfENSE 
.. ETEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE PROGRA ... • D. A. NICHOLS, OPTICAL 
ENGINEERING, 14, 4, JULT - AUGUST 1915. 
-----.- ll"sP-fZ, AfGWC STA F'·-----------·····-----------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- OPEIIATJONAL LlNESCAH SYSTEM (Ols) 
NSsDC 10- 77-0IoU-01 
PERSONNEL 
Pl- AFGWC SUFF 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRA" 
OPtI!ATlONAL "ET SYSTEM 
INVESTlGo\TION DISCIPLUIE(s) 
"ETEOROLOGY 
GlOB ... l WEATHER CTR 
THE OPERAllONAL llNESCAN SYSTEM (Ols) liAS' THE PRIMARY 
EXPERI"ENT ON THE DMSP-fZ SPACECRAFT. THE PURPOSto or THIS 
eXPERl"ENT liAS TO PROVIDE GLOBAL. DII.Y/NIGHT OBSERVATIONS OF 
CLOUD COVER AND tLOUb lEMPERATURE MEASURE .. EHTS TO SUPPORT 
IlEPo\ItT"ENT OF DEFENSE IIEQUIREMENTS fOil OPERATlON ... L IlEATHER 
AN ... LYSJ$ AND FORECAS'tlNG. TilE OlS EMPLOYED A SCANNING OPTICAL 
TELESCOPE bRIVlOi'I IN AN OSC1LLAll'NG 'lOTION, IIllH OPTICAL 
CO"PENSATION FOR If'lAGE MOTION, WHICH IIESULTED IN NEll.R-CONsTANT 
RESOLUTION THROUGHOUT THE SENSOR FtElti or VIEW. THE RADIOMETER 
OPERATED IN TWO ("lIGIIT" AND "THERKAL") SPECTRAL INTERVALS --
(1) VISIBLE AND NEAR INFRARED (0.4 TO 1.1 MICROMETERS) ANO III 
INFRARED (8 TO 13 MICROMETERS). iHE RADIO"ETU PIIODUCEO, WITH 
ONSOAflD PROCESSING, DATA IN FOUR MODES -- Lf (LIGHT FIIIE) AND 
TF OHEII"AL nNe> DATA WITH A RESOLunON OF .56 1(," AN~ LS 
(LIGHT SJIIOOTHED) AND TS <tHERMAL SMOOTHED) DATA WlTll A 
RESOLUllON Of ,.8 IC". THREE ONBOARD RECORDERS .. EACH H"'O A 
STOll AGE CAPABILITY Of 1,00 "IN OF BOlH lS "'ND T5 DATA DR ZO MIN 
Of IF AND 1F DATA. FOR DIRECT READOUT to TAC.TICAL SITES, THE 
EXPERIMENT WAS- PROGU""EIl 50 Til'" IF AND TS DATA WERE OBTAINED 
AT NIGHT. THE INFRARED DATA 0' AND lS) COVERED A TEMPER"TURE 
RANGE OF 210 TO 310 K WITH "'1'1 ... ccuuey OF 1 PEG C. THE lS DATA 
MODE PROVIDED VISUAL DATA THROUGH A DYN ... "IC RANGE fROM FULL 
SUNLIGHi OOWN TO A QUARTER "DON. TillS MOOE ALSO ... UTOMATICALLY 
ADJUSTED THE GAIN ALONG SCAN iO ALLOW USEFUL OAT ... TO SE 
OBTAINED ACROSS THE TEIII'IINATOR. ADDITIONAL INFOR"ATIOto' Of THIS 
EXP_ER~"ENT IS CONTUNEO IN THE IIEPORT, 'PRI"AR' OPTlCAL 
SUBSYSTEMS FOil ilMSP,' D. A. NICHOLS, OPTICAL E"GIHEERIHG, 14, 
NO. 4~ JULY-"'UGUST 1915. 
---•• -. D"SP-FZ, AfGIIC STAff-------·----------·---------------
lNVESTlGATlON NAI'IE- VERllCA1. TEKPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER 
sUPPLE"ENTAR'I SENSOR H (SSH) 
NSSDC 10- 77-044A-OZ. 
PERSONNEL 
PI - AfGWC 51Aff 
SRIEf- DESCItlPTlON 
HIVESTIGATlVE PROGRAK 
OPERA110NAl MET STS1EI'I 
INVESTIGATION DISClPLINEtS) 
METEOROLOGY 
GLOBAL WEATHER CTR 
SUPPlE"ENHU SENSOR H (SSH) "AS A VERTICAL TEI'IPERA1UII'E 
PROFILE RADIOME;£R (VTPR). THE OBJECTIVE Of rHIS EXPERl"ENl 
liAS TO OBTAIN VERTICAL TEI'IPEIlA1URE, WATEII VAPOR, AND OZONE 
PROfilES OF THE AT"OSPHERE TO SUPPORT DEP ... IITMENT OF DEFENSto 
REQUIREMENTS IN OPERATIONAl IlEATHfIt ANAlYSIS ANIl FOIiECAStING. 
THE SSt! WAS A 16-CHANN£L SENSOR WITH ONE CHANNEL (10lZ CM-l) IN 
THE 10·"lCIIOMETE~ DIONE ABSORPTlDN BAND. ONE CHANNEL (835 c"-1) 
IN THE 12·M1CRO"ETEfI ATMOSPHERIC 1I1NDO"'~ SU CHANNElS (141, 
1ZS, 7011, 69S, 668.S (;,,-1) IN THE 15-l'IlCIiOMETER COZ ASSOIIPTION 
BAND, AND EIGHT CHANNELS' l53S, 408.5, 441.5, 420. 3710 .. 397.51' 
35"5. 353.5 CM·1) IN iHE ZZ· TO 30-"ICII0"ETER ROTATlONAL IIATEA 
L - __ ,<1<I'_r \ { _ __ ~_" .. l 










VAPOR ABSORPTION BANti. THE UPERINENT CONSISTED Of AN OPtICAL Sl'STE"', OHE(TOR MID ASSOUATEO ELECTRONICS, AND A HANNING 
"'IRROII. THE SCMHUNG "1IIROII liAS STepPED ACROSS THE SAJEllfH SUIlTIiACICI ALLOIlING rilE 5SH TO 'lUll 25 SEPARATE COLU"NS Of TilE 
,q"OSPHERE EVERY 32 S OVER" CIIOSS TRACie GROUND SWATH OF 2000 J("'~ WHILE HIE SCANNING 1'111111011 II"S STOPPED AT " SCENE STATIOH, THE [flANHEl flUEIIS WERE SEQUeNCED THROUGH THE HELD Of VJEII. THE SURFACE IIESl,lLUTJON liAS APPIIO.ICJ"A1EL'f 39 Kit AT NAOU. IUblANCE OATA ,k.tNSFOllJIIEO INTO fEPlPfllATURE IIA'JEII VAPOII AND DIONE PROFILES BY A ""TIlE"AT1CAL INVERSION tECHNIQUE. A I!:DRE CO"PlETE DESCRIPTiO,", Of THE ElCPElllfIIUiT CAN BE fOUND IN THE REPOAT, 'O,ltSP SPECIAL JIIETEOIIQlOGICAL SEHSOR II, OPTICAL SUBS'I'STEI'I,' o. A. NICflOls. OPTICAL ENGINEERING. 14. NO. I" 284-288. JULY-AUGUST 1915. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ESA GEOS •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- £SA GEOs 
ALTERNATE NAMEs- GEOS. EsGEO 
tissOC H - 77-029A 
lAUNCI' flAT!:- 04/20/77 IlEIGHT- 260. KG LAUN'.H sITE- (APE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA 
SPOHSORING COUNTRY/AGENcY 
INTERNATIONAL 
IHlTtAl ORBIT pARAf'IETE!tS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOC£NTRlC 
DRBI r pERIOD- 720.06 IIIN 
PERIAPsls"· 2110. K" 
PERSONNEL 
PM - D.E. MlJlLINGER 
1'5 - K. kr. .... 1l 
BRIEF OESCRIPl'lON 
EPOCH DATE- 04/25/17 
INCLINATlON- 26.25 DEG 
ApOAPsIs- 38357. 11:1'1 
£SA-ESTEr 
£SA-ESTEC 
TilE ESA-GEOS SpACECRAn liAS TO HAVE SEEN THE fUST SATELLJlE PLACED TN THE EQUATORIAL GEOSTATIONARY ORBIT THAT liAS DEDICATED (O"pLETELY TO SCIENTIfIC MEASURUIENTS. UNFORTUNATELY. A LAUNCH VEHICLE fAILURE ",lDE IT IMPOSSIBLE TO ACIIIEVE THIS ORBIT AND ReSULTED IN THE I!ECISION TO PLACE THE SpACECRArT IN A 12-IIOUR. COM"EtlSURAtE. fINAL ORBtT WIIERE THE INSTRUME,.,rS COULD MAkE THE pLANNEI! MEASURE"ENTS fOil ABOUT 6 HOURS EACH REVOLUTIDN AT BETIoIHN SAND 7 EARTH IIADII. IN THIS ORBIt THE PUSSIDN liAS STlLl ABLE TO SERVE AS A CORE OR REfERENCE SPACECRAfT rOR THE IHTERNAtlONAL MAGNETOSPHERIC STUDY (1"S) AND CARRIED OUT PLANNED CORIlELAttVE "EASUIIE"ENTS W1tH EXTENSIVE GROUND-BASED NETWORKS IN SCANDINAVIA AND CONJUGATE POINT MEASURE"fNTS BETlifEN A STATION IN lCELANO ... NO IN AlHARTIC.... IN AD01TtON, BECAUSE Of A SECOND DAILY APOGEE AT A DiffERENT GEOGRAPHIC POSITION. CORRELATIVE MEASUIIE"ENTS I11tH UIS GROUND-BASED NETIiORkS IN ALASKA AND IIfSTERN CANADA IIERE ALSO CARRIED OUT. THE PAYLOAD CONSIsrED Of INSTRUMENfS 10 MUSUIIE 0) DC AND At ELECTRIC AND IV.6NElJC FlEUS; (j?) GRADIENT Or THE MAGHE.T IC fIELD; (3) THERMAL AND sUpRATHERMAL pLAsP'lA PARALLEL AND PERpENDIC.ULAR TO THE MAGNETIC FIELD: (4) ENERGY SPECTRA. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION. AND COMPOSITION Of POSITIVE IONS; AND (5) A"'GULAR DISTRIBUTION AND ENERGY SPECTRA OF ENERGETJC ELECTRONS AHD 1'110 TONS. A DETAILED DESCRlplJOH OF THE PAYlOAD (All BE fOUND tN 'E.SA SCIENTIfIC AND TECHNICAL REVIEIoI' (1975), 1, PI' 173-196 sr k. I(NDTT. THE SpA[ECRAn liAS CYLINORICAL IIIlH A HEIGHT OF 1.321 II. TilE TOTAL M4SS EXCLUSIVE Of PROPELLANTS WAS 273.6 I':G. THERE IIERE fOUR TELESCOPIC AlIAL SOOIiS Of 2.5 M LENGTH FOil tHE MESHEO IIIRE SPHERES Of AN AC ELECTRIC FIELD EXPERIMENT; TIolO 20 M CABLE BOOMS FDR "AGNETIC AND ELECTRIC FIELD SENSORS AND FOR AN EXCITATION ANTENNA fOR PLASMA RESONANCES; HID 11010 LOCIClNG RADIANT BOOMS OF 3 M LENGTH fOR A VARJETY OF INSTRUMENTS. THERE WERE SU H'DRALINE THRUSTERS; TWO WERE TO TILT ANO PRECESS THE SPACECRAfT. TIIO IIERE USED TO MODIFY THE ORBIT SO THE LO:iGITUDE OF THE APOGEE COULD BE !'lOVED TO Dl fFERENT GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS, AND rllo WERE USED FOil SPIN UP AN~ SPIN DOIolN. THE SPIN RATE liAS NOMINALLY 10 RPM. SINCE THIS MISSION .. AS pUNNU fOR THE GEOSTATIONARY OlialT, NO STORAGE Of DATA liAS pIlOvIDEO_ DATA IIEIIE rELEMETEREC IN ilEAL TIME AT T37.2 MHZ (18a AND 744 B/S) .1,140 AT 22.99.5 MHl <11.91 OR 95.25 10:8/5). ALTITUDE MEASURE"ENTS WERE OBTAINED BY A SUN SEN~OIl, DUAL INFIIARED EARTII SEHSOR. AND AC(£LEIiOMErEIiS. pOIIER WAS SUpPl.IEO BY 1200 SOLAR CELLS MOUNTED ON THE CYLllfDR1CAl SPACECRAfT SURfAC.E. TO PREVENT SPACECRAFT OIfFFREHTI~L CHARGING, 96 PERCENT OF THE SURfACE II,lS ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE. BECAUSE OF THE IP'lPORTANCE OF THE MAGliEfIC fiELD MEASUREMENTS THE SPACECRAFT RESIDUAL HELl! AT TilE"" MAGNETOMETER WAS OHl' 0.3 GA"MA. MORE DETAILED INfORMATfON ON THE SPACECRAFT CAN BE FOUN~ IN 'E$A BULLETIN' NO.9. "AY 1977. 
ESA GEO S. BEGHI,.,-------------------------------- _____ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAtH- IIAVE rIELI! l"peDANCE 










PI - C. BfGHIN 
BRIEr DESCRJpTION 
I 
CNRS. CTR fOR SpECTRO" 
THIS INVEStiGAtiON IoIAS pAIiT Of ESA EXPERIMENT NO. 5-300 AND MAOE USE Of ONE SEl Of MESHED ELEClIIIC SpH£IIES MOUNTED ON TtlE END Of THE AlUL BOOMS (PART or 77-029A-10, UNli5TIIUP) AND THE TWO VITIIEOUS CARBON SPHERES MOUHTED ON THE END or TilE 20 '" RADIAL BOOIIS (77-02.9,l-07. PEDERSEN), THE "EsHED SPHEIIES WEI/E USED As TRAHSMIniNG ELE"'ENTS fOR FREQUENCIES fRO'" 0.2 10 76 
",Hl. THE SELf-IMPEDANCE Of THESE SPHERES AND THE IIU1UAL IMPEDANCE BETWUN THE "£SHEO MtO LONG-BOOM CARBON SPHERES WERt: 
"EA5UREtI. STRONG RESONANCES AT THE HYBRID RESONANCE FREQUENCIES AND ANTI-RESONANCES AT THE G'RO fREQUENCIES IIEilE USED TO OETEII'UNE THE DENSIH Df THE SURIIOUNDING PLASMA. fREQUENCIES UP TO 450 Hl. COULl! BE TEL£METER£D DIRECTLY. AND SIiErT-FREQUENC' ANALYZERS AND A DIGITAL CORRELATION COULD BE EMPLOYED TO OBTAlN THE AUTO- AHD/OR CRO.sS-CORIiELATlOH UP TO n /CHI WITH SELECTABLE BANOIiIDTHS DF 2.5. S.O. 011 10.0 kHZ. 
------- ESA GEOS. 6EISS------------------_____________________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERG¥ ION COMPOSITION 
NSSPC 10- 77-02.9A-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J. G£lSS 
" 
- H~R. ROSENBAUER 
01 
- P.lI. EBERl/AUT 
01 · .. BALSIGEII 
01 · ,. IIUT 
01 · ,. GHlELMElTl 





PARTICLES AND flELOS 
"AGNETOSPHERlC PHYSICS 
U OF SERNE 
MpI-EXlRAHRIl PHYS 
U Of BERNE 
U or BERNE 
U Of BERNE 
U OF BERNE 
U Of BERNE 
TI/IS INSlRUIIENT (ESA EXPERIMENT NO. 5-303) "USURED THE ENERGy. ANGULAR DlSTRIOUTJON AND COMPOSITION OF pOSITt.E IONS USING A CYllNORICAL ELECTROSTATIC AN4LYHR (ESA) fOLLOwED Bf A CROSSED £LECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELO ANALYl.ER (CfA) TO SELECT THE ENERGY ANI! VELOCITJ. THE ENERGY (PER UHIT CHA!!GE) RAN6ED fila" 0.001 TO 17.2. kEV Itl 32 STEPS" WITH A DELTA ElE Df 0.03 AND A MASS RANGE Of 1 TO 11,0 AMU IH 64 LOGARITHMICALLY SPACED STEPS_ THERE WAS A THERMAL "ODE IN IIHICH 4 RETAliOING GRID IN THE ENTRANCE SlIT liAS USED fOR A/fALJsIS aELOW 0.1 ",EV. 4LL PARTICLES THAT OVERCAME HilS GRID VOLTAGE IIERE ACCELEIIATED TO 3 KEV BUORE eNTERING TI/E ESA IN ITS LOIIEST ENERGY STEP. WHEF.E BOTI/ THE ESA AND TilE CfA IIERE TIIANSpARENT. THE DEVICE Vlh"ED PEIiPENOtcuL"R TO THE SPIN 011 Z AxIs. fOR LOW ENERGY IONS THE ACCEPTANCE ANGLES WERE PLUS DR "INUS 6 DEG IN AZlMU1H AND PLUS all "INUS 30 DEG Iti ELEVATION (REfERENCED TO THE I ""'"ISl. fOil THE IIIGHEsT ENERGIES. THESE AHGLES DECIIEASED TO 3.5 AND 7.1 DEG. RESPECTIVELY. THIIEE pEIiCENT OF THE IONS LEAVING THE [SA WERE COUNTEO BY A CHANNELTRDN. THE REMAINING 97 PERCENT ENTERED THE CfA AND THE OUTPUT liAS DETECTED PY AN ELECTRON MULTIPLIER. TNIS SIGNAL liAS PULSE HEIGHT ANALYlED BY ONE F1.HD A/fD ONE VARIABLE DISClilMINATOR TO OBTAIN BETHR MASS DJSCRIMINATJOH. THE "AIN PURPOSE Of THIS IHVESTlGATlON WAS TO IDENTifY THE SOURCES OF LOW-ENERGY PARTICLES IN THt 
"AGNETOSI'HERE. TIME VARIATIONS Of THE HEllUM/HTDROGEh RATIO. THE DEGREE Of IONIZATION OF HELIUM "NO OxYGEN. AND THE ISOTOpJC AOUNDAHCE RATIO Of HELlUM 3/HELIU" I, COULO BE MEASURED TO DETERMINE THESE SOURCES. EARLIER IN THE LIfE Of THE SATELLllE, A CORREL"TIVf E_pERIMEHT WitH THE CESIUII ION nEUTRALIZATION GUN ON ATS 6 WAS PERFORMED IIHEN THE TWO SATELLITES WEllE Wlli/IN SEVERAL IO:M ON THE SAME MAGNElIC FIELD LINE. THE ATS " GUN liAS fiRED fOR SOlIE PERIOD COIIMENCING ASOUT 1 HOUR PRIO~ TO THE ESAGEOS SATELLITE CROSSING THE MAGNETIC flELD LINE sn THAT CESIO" IONS IIOULP HAVE TlME TO POPULATE THE fLUX TUBE AND. SUaSEQUENTLT~ SE IIETECTEQ 0' THIS [lI"pERl"ENT. THIS liAS THE fIRST Of THIS TYPE Of CONTROLLED ACTIvE ElpERIMENT OElwEEN TIIO SATELL! res. 
------- ESA GEOS ~ GENORIN----------------------------_______ _ 
INVEsTlGATJON NA"E- MAGNETIC loIAVE FIELDS 
Ns50C 10- 77-029A-06 
NlisONNEL 
PI - R.E. 
Ol-J.M. 
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t. I I J 
SENSORS AND SO~E ASSOCUTED ELECTRONiCS tONSlStlNIi Of (1) A 
LAflliE NUP!BEJI Of [HANNEl-HLHUON SWlTCHES, Ii!) A HUIIBEII Of 
IlANDPASS fILTERS, (l) S1I( 5WEPT-FII[QU(Ntf ANALYZERS (Sf A), (.t,) 
II DllilT"l. CORR£LATOR, AND (5) £lGHT STEPPED-GUN "'''PllftERS, 
[OllPRlSE PART Of TilE [SA WAllE U.PUI"ENT NO.5-laO. THESE 
CO"Pt)":"TS WERE ["PlD'U FOR THE SENSORS DESCRIBED IN 
77-0 .. ,"-07 (PEDEIISEN) AND -10 (UNGSTRUP), AND ALSO THE 
INVeSTIGATIONS DESCRIBED IN -as (PETIT) AND -11 (8EGHIN). SIX 
ANALOG CHANNELS OF 1,50 Hl 8ANbWlt\lH AND THE DIGITAl CORRtUTOR 
OUTPUT WERE TRANSIO ItED VIA THE 95.2:5 1(815 tEu"nu "DbE. TilE 
Sf AS COVER[O THE fREQUENCY RANGE UP TO 77 "HI IN 256 PARTlY 
OIlERLAPPING STEPS. THE COIIAELATOR PROVIDED AN IIUTO-CDRRELOGIIA" 
Of 12:11 POINTS WIHIIN 29 MS. 11S 8ANDillDTH COULD Bf. Sf.LHTED TO 
liE Z.!i~ ~.o, OJ! 10.0 I:Hl. CJ!OSS-CORRElOGRA" BEtWEEN fWO 
SENSORS COULtI BE PROVltlED. THE CORRELATOII COULD ALSO OPERATE 
IN A IIIIE-SHARING "ODE aElwEEN AUTO- AND CROSS-COAAfLAliON. 
------ ESA GEOS. I/UL TOVI51--------------------_______________ _ 
IUVEST IGA 1. ON NAI'IE- LOW-ENERGY ELECT'RON ANti PIIOTON PI TtH 
ANGLE DISTRIBUTION 
NSSDC ID- Tf-OZ9A-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI B.K.G.HULTOVIST 
01 - II. BORG 





PARTICLES AND fiELDS 
"AGNElOSPHER.lC PHYSICS 
KIRUNA GEOPIIYS INST 
KIRUNA GEGPHYS INST 
I:IRUNA GEOPHYS INST 
THIS INSTRUI'IENT (ESA EXPERIIH;IH NO. S-.3ll11 "EASURED THE 
ENUGY AND PITCH ANGLE DlSTRIBUTION Of ELE!.TROtfS ANII PROTONS IN 
THE ENERGY RANGE 0.2. TO 21l nv II11H EXTENSIVE ANGULAR COVERAGE 
CONCENTRATU IN tHE LOSS CONE REGION. THE PURPOSE Of THE 
HIVE51IGATlON WAS TO I"PROV.E THE UNIlERSTANDING Of AllilORAL 
PARTICLE ACCELERATION AND PRECIPITATION I'IE(HArBStlS ay tOKPUING 
NEAR-EQUATORIAL PARTItLE IIJSTRlaUTlONS WITH CIIIIRIIINATED 
GROUND-BASEII OBSERVATtIlNS AT tHE fOOT OF THE KAGNHlt flEcLD 
LUl£' HIGH TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL RESOLUTION !IF TilE INSTRU"ENT 
WE:RE PROVlIIEII TO STUGY IIAVE-PARncL£ INTERAtlION:o. THE 
£XPERIl1ENT OF wILKEN (77-0291.-00 IS COI'IPL1I"ENTART Til THIS ONE. 
~HENIIIUG TO HIGH ENEAGY RAUGES 90TH ELECTRON AND PROTON 
D9SERVATlOHS. II TOiAL Of 1() CURVEII-PLATE ANALYl£;AS Willi 
(IIANNEL £LE'TRON I'IULlIPLlERS fOR PARTICLE IIETEeTION WERE USEII. 
1.1. THOUGII NORMALLy EIGHT ANALYLERS WERE USED TO IIETECT ELECTRONS 
At!O TWO TO DETECT PROTONS. A COMPLEI AilRANGEKENT WITH fOUR 
SEPARATE HV SUPPLlES ALLO'oiED INDEPENDENT S\OlCHING IIf fOUR 
~£TECTOR GROUPS. HIE ANALYllNG PLATE VIILTAGES COULII OPERATE IN 
A 5T£PPING MilDI'. A SWEEPING KeOE, OR A COIISTANT-VOLTAGE KIIIIE. 
IN ADIlITION, THE TIK£ ACCUMULATION COIILD BE VARIH WITH A 
1l1llfllNAL FRA"'E DURATION OF 43 ItS. HOWEVER~ THIS IIURATlIIN COULII 
H IIECIIEASED BY t, FACTOR Of rOUR AT THE EXPENSE IIf OBTAINING 
DA1.I. fliOM C.ERTAIN DETECTORS IN TUOSE CASES WHERE fAST lEMPORAL 
VARlAT10NS WERE ENCIIUNTERED IN THE LOSS CONE. THE ENERGT 
INlERVAL'S IN THE STEPPING "OIlE CIINSISTED Of 32 ENEllliY STEPS. 
nE =:IGHT NOilML ELECTIIIIN ANAtYZfIlS, \IJT'l GEOMETRIC FACTOR (G) 
Of 3.IlE-4 CM SQ SHII. C!)!j,5:~EO OF FOUR NARR01.l ANGLE (2 IIEG X 2 
llH.~ DEllA Eff Of IJ '1! AnD FOUR WIllE ANGU (8 IIEG I 1.S tlEG, 
OE;lf~ Ed:' {!F 0.09) DEVICES. THE TIlII NORMAL PRorllN ANALHERS 
!lAP IIEI T_~ rIC Of 0.1.3. APERTURE IIf 6 ;'EG I 3 PEG, ANII G IIf 
1.0E-.3 CPI SQ STER. APERTURE "NGULAR .'DTHS REFeR TO ELEVATION 
Allt: AZIl4UTtI, RESPECTIVELY, 11-1 RELATION Til THE SPACECRAft SPIN 
A~IS. THIS EXPERII'IEhT PLANNED TO REL.T HEAVILY ON REJ,L-TI!'IE, 
r,fOUHIJ C'.lIlPUHR co"nOL. 1IIIS '111.5 POSSIBLE OVER THE EASTEflN 
Lti:15ITU!~r APUG;-E IN VIEW IIf HIE ESA-GEOS GIlO, ~tI SlATION ANTENNA 
~T 1'!'(h~~;l.\(lI, fEDERAL REPUBLIC IIF GERMANY, BUT NIIT fOR THE 
OTHEI'! 1I1,1t.Y f,?(.~EE OVER TilE PACIfiC OCEAN. 
---~--- ESA r,-" .}S. IItA" IAttl-------------------------------_____ _ 
IttVE~qGATION NA"E- TRlAlIAL FLUX GATE "AGNlTOMETEiI 
~S$tlC tn- 11-029,1,-09 
PERSONNEL 
PI - f. I'IA;>'iA~l 
01 - 1'1. CANO!~l 
01 - II_H. FAIRFIELO 
!lRtEr OEStRlPUIIIl 
!NVES'II GAT 1 liE PROGRAM 
SC1ENCE 
INVESrLGAtION tlISC,IPLINECS) 
PAHICLES ANO flELtlS 
!'IAGUEl'OSPIfER J C PHYSI CS 
CNR .. SPliCE PLASMA LAB 
NATL RES COUNC lUll 
NASA-GsrC 
A TRIAXIAL FLU~GA1, I'IAGNETOMETER IS E!!pLOnll fOR 
SIKULTANEOUS MEASUIiEKENlS Of TilE THREE CO"PONENTS IIf THE 
MAGNETIC FIELII. THE rREQLlE/ICY RANGE cnVEREII ay THE INSTRU!!"ENT 
ElTE/lIIS FRO" PC Uf Til 5 Ill. IN THE NOR!!AL ORIENTA-TION OF THE 
SAtELLITE TIfE M~lN COI!PlluENT IIf THE fiELD COINCIIIES W1111 TilE 
I-AXIS IIr THE INSlRUltEI-H. WHICH IS ALIGNED WITH THE SPIN UIS 
IIF THE SATELLITE. THE EXPERI!!ENT HAS BEEN IIESIGIlEtI IIITII TWO 
SENSlTIVlTY RANGES fOR THE • ANII ~ COIitPONENTS fOR WHICII TilE 
I'IAIiNETIC FIELD COI'IPONENT IS ONLY A FRACTION or THE TOUL FIELII 
~NII 1.5 "IIDULATEII BY THE ROTATION OF THE SPACECR~f1. TillS LAST 
FEATURE MAKES TItE RANGE SlIlTtH TECHNIQUE PkffERABLE TO A !lIAS 
OffSET TECHNIQUE. TilE 'two SEL:ECTEtI SENSITIVITY R~NGES ARE PluS 
OR KINUS 6J.1 GAM"AS AND PLUS- IIR MINUS 180 liM'I"AS RESPHlIVEL1'. 
\,~-·--r li 
,~,. ",.~~, !,' ~,;",,"=.~L~,;,c.," ,.' """-~" ," , 
41 
J 
IN , .... 1S~ WHUE TItE FIELD IS t!IGIiER AND Not MOIIULAlEII flY TilE 
SATELLITE ROTAIION, A SINGLE SENSITIVITY RANGl Of PLUS OR MINUS 
60 GAMMAS IS USED. TilE SIGNAL IS ~EPT \jlll/JN RANGE III 
SUPERIMPOSIHG POSJTIVE AND NEGAT1Vf BIAS UVELS 01 60 GAI'I"AS 
EACII. SUCH THAT A RANGE PLUS OR 1".I/iUS l,,80 GAI'II'IA5 VITH A 
(ON STANT QUANTIZATION ERRII~ Of PLUS OR ~INUS O.1ZS USING A 
9-BJT DIGITISAilON IS OBTAlNEII. TH[ NIIIS[ LEVEL Of THt SENSO~S 
IS COl'tPARABLE TO Tlt15 QUANIlZAI10tl ERROR. TttlS IIiStRUI<fNT 
SATURATES AT GEOCENTItIC DISTANCES L£55 TIIAN ABOUI 4.!I lARTH 
RAIIIl. 
------- E5A GEOS. tlELINER----------------------------------_ 
INVEST1GAT!ON NAKE- IIC fLECTIII!. flELII AND GRADnNT B 
ELECTRON BEAI'I DEFLeCTlO~ 
NS5DC ID- 77-0Z9A-08 
PERSONNEL 
PI - F. 
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I'IPI-BU HERR Pins 
THE PRUIE OBJECTIVE Of THIS E~PERUHIH HSA OP(RIl'\(NT 
NO. S-329) WAS THE I'IEASUREl'\(IH IIF THE DC ELECTRIC nfLII IN IHE 
PLANE PERPENDICULAR TO THE LOCAl IUGNEflC (IEtll CB1. TUE 
EXPERII'IENT ALSO "USURfD THE SPAII"'L GRAlll£IH Of B IN lliE 
VltlNITY IIf THE SPACECIlAfT. WITH 'HIS flATA, A ~API'IIiG ijf THE 
ELECIRlt F1ELDS IN THE EQU~TORIAl MAGHETOSPHERE LINKED 
I'lAGNET!CALL'> TO THE AURO~AL LONts COULD O[ ACHIEvED. AS '.ELl AS 
DETERPUNING PLASI'IA CONVEt:.TlON ~NO P~RTl(L£ flO)'; wITKIN TilE 
PLAS"A SHEET. THE IHSTRUMEHT COIlSISTED 01 fllUN El(!.lRDl'l GUNS 
5PACED LOGARI1H"ICALU fROI'I HIE ELlcnOIl DETEtfllR, TIIO OF THE 
GUNS WER[ MUIlHII ON ONE Of THE 3-11 RADIAL IlIIIIIIS. THE GUNS 
WI;J!E USED ONE A, .. TlI'IE TO GEHERATE loti fLteTROH ElEAM Of AIl'OUT 
1.E-8 AMPS AND ENERGy AeoUt 1 KEcV_ BOTH P"'RAl'ltlERS .. tRl vUlED 
BY TELECO""AND. IIHLECTlON PLAIES ASSOCTAHO -PH uell GUll 
RECEIVEO • SINUSIIIIIAL SIGNAL fROM TIlE MAG'lETO~ETER (XHRI"(NT 
Til IN5URE TIIA1 THE BEAI'I ..... 5 ALWAY$. I\T RIGIH ./IGLES TO B. IN 
SPI TE Of tHE ANGLE Of litE SPIN vcnOR TO ii. THE ELEtTIiON 
IIETECTOR COHSIS1EII Of DEfLECTlO!~ PLATtS TriAl REI'IIIVED Tt:E 
ELEVATION CO~REC1IIIH GillEN Til THE IHAM OY rttE 1'I"~NflOK(TER 
SIGNAL, It CURVED PL,I,TE ENERGY filTER. AllD " P~lIt(lI'!UL'IPlIE~ 
TUBE. SINCE THE "AXlI'IU" IIHPLACEhUH 100ULD IICCUR "'HfI~ THE ilEA" 
"ADE AN ANGLE IIf 0 tlR 1ao DEG TO HiE ELHTHlt flllD. ALL 
POSSIBLE IIlSPLACEKENT5 LfS:; THAI~ THlS WOUlII OCCUR TIlItE DURING 
A SPIN PERIOII. CIINSEQUUHLl. tilE BEAM WQULO SIIEEP AC~OSS T~f 
DETECTOR TWICE PER SPIN PERIOD PROVltlEU HiE ~A~II'IUII 
IllSPLACEMENT W,!.S LI;S5 THAN TilE Dl~TAtj(E SUIIUrI THE CoUN AND TilE 
IIETECTOR. lifE V~LuES Of THE SPIN AriGLE AT Wllltll 'lie BOM. liAS 
IlETECTEtI AflER ONE GYRATION. AND THE OlSlAIICE BElIo/EEN THE GUN 
ANII RECEIVER. ALLOIIEII TilE DEHRI'IINATlO'i Of flif ELECTRIC rlELD. 
A POSSIBLE CONTRIBUT ION fROI'I THE GRADIE~T OT II (OULII BE 
DETERltINEIl BY V_RUNG lIlE ENERGY Of TilE IIEAI'I. HIE OPERIM[ln 
RELI to' ENlll/ELl ON REAL-'! "E COI-ITROl Bf r:. GROUNII-SASEII 
CO"PtJTER. If IIAD fOUR IIASIC ,",ODES Of OPERAlIOh: A HARtH 
MO(lE. AN ADJUSHIENT !'lOPE. AN OPTIMIIATIOU MilliE, AHII A IlORI'IAl 
"OIlE. TIre SEARCH I'IOIIE WAS DESIGNED TO flNII tHE SIGNAL AT 
NOMINAL IlEAM PAR"-Plnus. If TillS liAS nOT A!.HIEVED, THE 
AtlJUSTPlENT MOllE WAS USED TO VA~Y THEH p~Q'!'METe~S 
SYSTEI'IAlItALLY. IINCE TilE ilEAl'! WAS OETECHII. THE OI'1i1'lllATJOn 
I'IODE IIETERKINED TilE IlEST (OPIPROI'IJSE BETWEEN BEI<M CURRENT AND 
RE(EIVEII SIGNAL QUAL ITT-. tHEN THt NIIR"AL "ODE STA~TEO. WIlJ(H 
CONSISlEll IIf A CONTlNUCIUS MASURfl'lEtn OF lliE ELECTRIC FIELtI AND 
THE GAAIIIEtfT 01 II. USING THE MOST APPROPRIATE Of TilE 4 GUllS. 
UNfORTUNATELY. THE TIIREE INNERMOST GUNS CEASED IIPERATIOk EARLY 
IN THE LIfe OF THE EXPERIMENT. SO IINLY TilE I'IORE INHNSE 
ELECTRIC fIELDS COULD liE STUDIEII. 
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1,11, PlSTRiJI'I!:.I/T COllqSTED Of TWO VlTR£QU5 UH'O/i SPHERES 
I'IOUNTEII ... ~ .HE lIPS eli- TH( 20!'! CABLE 6001'15. WIlIOt EnEND 
RAD1A.Lt.l rROP! 'Hr SPACfCn,I,fT PERPENIIICULAIi TQ Tilt SPill AXIS M.D 
COJIIPRIS£(I /,~"T Of lHE UA NO. S·3!.'U WAVE tXP~RI~E"T. lillS 
INVESTlGA1IO'1 \jAS CO/jCER~Eb ill!1I 1 .. , DC '-IN~'1~ AXIS [LEt1RIC 
flELII ANALYSIS. THE TWO (lUTPur SIC,'.',' WERf, t', 1- r~{> .'" -EIlIH 
Of IIC ELECTRIC FlELn ~ND CCUlOll:O~H fall ';JRT,,_~ fRl:~THE"l IN 
THE ANALYSIS OF At ELECTRIC' I;LIIS. lhi OU1I'U', '101'1 (litE SPIIE~E 
WAS SIGNAL CONDITIONED ON A LlNtAk HALl; "l DIIFfllEIITI~L 
OUTPUT FR!!M TilE TWO SPHERES WA.S CO!'tPR:ESSEII LOG~'"lr'I"TC"ll,~. IN 














fILtEAS. THEse fiLtERED SIGNALS WEllE tllffEIiENCED AND ALL THREE 
SIGNALS MAIlE AVAILABLE fDA ANALYSIS BY THE SWEPT-fREQUENCY 
ANALYZERS AND DIGlTA\. COl<"ELATOR AS PART OF 77-029,1,-05 (P[T/I),. 
-HI IUNGS-HUP), AND -01 (BEGH)H) INV(Sl1GATlONS. till 
SENSJTIVITY Of THIS PIIOBE WAS ABOUT 1.DE-~ VIM AT OC AND l.Of-1! 
viM TlMES TilE SQUARE ROOl Of Ill. 
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lUIIES Tl GAT ION DIS [I Pl HIE (S) 
PARTICLES AND 1IfLOS 
""GNETOSPIIERIC PHTSICS 
CNET 
TlUS JUVESTIGAnDN (PART Of ESA (lPERHtENT NO. S-31l01 
UTtLlZ£D TilE 10 " 1100115 (NORMAL TO TilE SPACECA.l.fT SPIN AllISl AS 
A DIPOLE ANTENNA~ ANti TilE CARBON SPHERES {PART Of 77-029A-07. 
PEDERSEN} AS THE RECEIVING ELEMENT. FREQUENCIES fROM 0.3 "TO 77 
Kill WERE EMPLOYED. ON TR"NSMISSION or " VLF SIGNAL OF lIMnED 
OUlUlJON. A TRANSIENT SJGNAL W"S OBSERVED FOR A MUCH LONGER 
pERIOD 'HAN THE PULSE LENGTH, PROVJDED THE SPEC"TRUM Of THE 
TRANSMITTED SIGN"l INCLUDED ONE 01 THE RESONANCE fRfQUENCIES Of 
r~' PL"SIU. tHE ""'BIENT PL"SMA DENS iTT COULD BE tNfEIHIEII FROM 
THE DETERIUNA,ION or THE IIESONANT FREQUENCIES. RECEIVEII 
fREQUENCIES UP TO 1,50 III WERE TELEMEH/IED DIRHTLY' AND SIX 
SWEPT-fREQUENCY AHALYZERS AND A DIGITAL CORRELAlOIi PIIOVIOfO 
AUTO- AND CROSS-CORRELATIONS UP TO 77 KilL. BANDWIDTHS OF 2.5. 
~.o. OR 10.0 Kill COUlO BE SELECTED rOR TilE CORRELATOR. 
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PAR11 ClES AND fl ELDS 
IIIAGNCTOSPHER I C PHYSl CS 
DANISH SPACE RES INST 
THIS INVESTlGH10N liAS PAIIT Of THE ESA NO. S-300 IIAVE 
E~PER~"ENT AJoIh F.PLOYEO THE FOUR "ESH SPHERES -"OUNTED AT THE 
END or T!!£ 2.5 " AXIAL b~OlllS. ONE OF THESE BOO"S ONLY Eli:tENDED 
TO 1.95 M~ IIlIT TillS Oil.' riOT HfE:CT TilE JNSTRU"'ENT EHEPT 10 
REQUIRE A AECALlBIIATION. ~,tFfERENliAL "EASURUIE'ITS FROM THESE 
SENSOIIS PIIOVIDED THE TIIR,oE \lECTOR COI'!I'ONENrs Of THE ELECTAJC 
flELD_ fREQUENCIES rllO" 51J HI H: 77 KHI COULD 8E ANALUED WlTH 
THE SWEP1~FAE\lUENn ANALYUA AND THE OIGlTAL CORRELATOR. 
FREQUENCIES UP TO 450 HI COULD BE fEcLEMErERED DIRECTLY, AND 
AUTO- ANDIOR CROSS-CORRELATION OF THE SENSOR OU"TPUTS UP 10 71 
ItH' COULD BE ACCO"f'LISHED Willi SELECTABLE BANDWIDTHS Of 2.5. 
S.D. OR 10.0 Itlll. tHE SENSITIViT1 or THE "ESH SPHERE PROBES AT 
10 ItHl liAS 1.0E~6 V," 1ll'lES THE SQUARE ROOT OF ill. 
------- ESA GEOS, IIILI(;EN--------------------------------------
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THIS INSTRUI'IENI (ESA ElPEIIIKE,IT NO. S-321) I'IEASURED THE 
ENERGT AND PHCH ANGLE D'IS1IIIBUltON O~ HIGHER ENERGY ELECT liONS 
~NO PROTONS THAN tHAT or HULTQVIST (77-029A-01,), AND WAS 
CO"PLJIIIENHRT TO THAT INSTRU"ENT. THE OETECTOR s-YSTE" 
CONSISTED or TWO SEPARATE "AGNEfIC SPECtRO"ETERS FOA ELECTRONS 
IIITII TWO PROTON TELESCOPES ASSOCIATED WHit EAtH OF THE KAliNErS 
THA"T SERVED TO FOCUS THE ElECTRO"S ~WAY FRO'" THE PROTON 
DETECiORS. THERE IIERE fI,VE RECTANGUL/,II SOLID-STATE DETEnORS 
'IOUNTEtI ALONG THE FOUL LlNE Of EACH SPHnO"'ElER TO "EMUIIE 
H'E ELECTRONS. EACH SPECTRO"ETER CO'fERED AN ANGULAR .... PERTURE 
IN ELEIfAllON ANGLE (RELATlVE to THE r,PIN AUS) OF 60 OEG. THE 
-1'0 ClErLECTlN MAG/tETS IIERE POSITIONED SO Tt/AT ELEVATlON ~NGlES 
~IIHl::kRED TO THE $PIN AXIS) fIIori ,., TO 120 DfG, ON 10 DEG 
rroN'l'tu. "ERE LOYEllcD fOR ELECTRONS. GIVING ELE'JATlO/t ANGLES OF 
"l~ 1,6, 1!3, AND 106 DEli FQ~ TUE PROTON TELESCOPES. TrlESE 
IELESCOPES CON~:s;rll OF A FRONT, SIJ~fACE-6AIIRJER DETECTOR AND A 
;,'AR. SOLIO-~TIoH; PEIECTOR. ELECTRON ENERGIES FRO" 30 TO 200 








('·fEeTIYE ANGULAR APERTURES roll. PROTONS IIER£ 10 OEG l , OEG 
(ELEVATION ~ All"UH;) AND rOR ELECTRONS IIEIIE 6 OEG ~ I, DEG. 
GEO"ETRIC FACTORS IN UNI1S Of 1.0E-4 CII SQ STH WU:t fIVE fOR 
PROTONS AND O/tE rOR ELECTRONS. A 12 CHANNEl PULSE-HEIGHT 
ANALYlER (PHI.) fOR PROTONS COULD BE USFO fOR ANY ONE Of lHE 
rOUR rRONT DETEClOIl5. PROVIDED A rRONl-REAR COINCIDENCf WAS 
DETECTfO. AriD A 15 CHANNEL PilI. COULD HE USED fOR ANf ONE Of THE 
10 ELECTRON DETECTORS. THE SINGLES RAre rOR ONE or THE rOUR 
PROTON OETECTORS AND THE COINCIDENCE RATE fRO" ONE Of rilE rot/II 
PROTON TELESCOPES COULD 8E SELECTED. THERE WEllE THREE "ODES 
fOR .. ioTA sELECliON -- "ODE O. INTEGRAL COUNt I!AHS lotiO SPECTRAL 
"'fASUREMEN1S fOR ALL 110 OEtECTORS; III0DE 1. INTEGRAL COUNT IIAlES 
~ND SPECTRAL MEAStJREIIENTS rOR fOUR DETECTORS GOOD TI"'E 
RESOLUTION ON INTEGRAL RATES; ANO M!lDE 2. INTEGRAL COUNT RATfS 
AND SPECTRAL "(ASUIIEIIIENT5 GOOII TillE RESOLUTION fOil ENERGl 
SPECTRA_ THE "'ltlI"'U" TIlliE fOR A COJIIIPLfTE SI'ECTIIU" WAS 6Sa "5; 
THE III1NIIIU" TIlliE fOR ItilEGRAl fLUX VAlllAtlONS liAS 43 lIS. THE 
SPECTRAL MEASUREJIIIENTS HAVE A RESOLUTION or DELtA EIE ~ 0.~5. 
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INVESTIGAT10N DtSClf'Ll!>( IS) 
PARTICLES AND fielDS 
"AGNETOSPHERI C PHYSI ($ 
1.1 COLLEGE LONDON 
U COLLEGE LONDON 
U COLLEGE LONDON 
U COLLEG£ LONOOt.: 
THE JNSlRU"ENt (ESA EXPEllltlENT NO. $-302) E"PLOYED TWO 
Hf"lS"HERlCAL ELECnOSTATlC ANAuHRS "'OUNTED ON UHE Of THE 
LOCKING 800llS fOR HIE "EASUREIIENt or ELECTIIONS Oil PRIHONS OVER 
THE RANGE O_S TO 500 EV ARIIlIIING CLOSE TO PA"ALLEL AND CLOSE TO 
PfllPENOICulAR TO THE LOCAL ""GNETIC fIELD. THE ENERGY RANGE 
WAS COVERED IN 610 STEPS IIITH A RELATlV",- U.ERGY RESOI.UT JON or 
0.11. ONE ANALYZER HAO JTS APUTURE POINTl/Hi ALONG THE 
NEGATIVE (L) SPIN A~tS WITH AN OPENING "NGLE Of 18 DEG X HI bEG 
PROI/JOJNG A GEO"ETRICAL FACTOR (G) Of 6.0£-4 (JIll S(j SlER. tUE 
OTHER ANALTIER "loDE AN ANGLE OF 100 DEG W1tH RESPECl TO TilE .Z 
HIS WITH "N OPENING A"GLE or 8 DEG x 30 OEG FIIOVIDJNG A G or 
5.0E-1o till SQ STER. BOTH DE"TECTORS HAD TO ",EASURE THE SA"E TYPE 
or PARTICLES AT THE SA"E TIlliE. THE COLLI"ATORS or THESE 
INSTRUPIENTS COULD BE SET AT ANT VOLTAGE fRO" -28 TO 02 V IN 
StEPS OF 0.1 V TO CO!lPENSATE fOR THE POTENTIAL DIffERENCE 
BETWEEN THE INSlRU"ENT AND THE UNDISTUIIBEO PLAS"'A ENVIRON"E1H. 
THIS VOLTAGE DETER"IHEO THE SPACECRAfT POTENttAL. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ESSA 8 ••• ~· ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECUfJ CO"I'ION HA"E- ESSA 8 
"LTERNATE NAIIES- Pl-691A, TOS-f 
03615 
NSSOC '0- 68-111010 
LAUNCH D"H- 12115/68 IIEIGHT- 291. !:G 
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AfB. UNITED STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA 
SPONSORING COUNTAT/AGEtiCY 
UNITED STATES ESSA 
ORBll PARA"ETEAS 
ORBlT TTPE- GEOtEHTlllC EPOCH (lATE- OZlcfl71 
OR8ll PERIOO- 111,.6 "IN INCUNATlON- 101_' nrG 
PERlAPSrS- 11016_ It" APOAPSJS- H65. I(I'! 
PERSONNEL 
PIt - II.W. JONES NASA-Gsrt 
BRIEF OESCRIPllOH 
ESSA 8 WA.S A SUN-SYP;CIiRONOUS OPERAIIONAL IIIETEOROLOGICAL 
SATELLITE OESIGNED TO PROVIDE REAL-TI"E (ARlI! CLOUDCOVEA TV 
PICTURES "TO PROPERLY EQUIP GROUNO RECEIVING 51ATIONS rUII USE IN 
IIEATlIER ANALYSIS AND FORECASTING. lHE SATELUtE 11100 Essr~T1~LlT 
THE SA"E COtlFlGURATION AS THAT or A TIROS SPAtEtRAfl, I.E •• ~N 
18-SIDEO RIGHT PRIS"¥ 101 "I ACIIOSS OPPOSITE COIINERS AND 56 cpt 
HIGH. IIllH A REINtORCeD OASEPLATE CARIITING "051 Of TilE 
SUBSTSTEMS AND A COVER ASSEMBLY (HAl). ELECrRJC~L POIlER liAS 
PROVIDED BY APPROXI"ATELT 10,000 1- IlT 2-cl'! SOLAR CEllS 'rHAl 
WEllE MOUNTED ON THE COVER ASSE"BlY A~D BY II NICKEL-CAOI'!JU" 
BATTERIES. TWO REDUNDANT WIDE-ANGLE AUTO"A1H PIC1UR( 
TRANSIUSSION (APn ""'ElIAS WERE IIQUNTED ON OPPOSITE SIDES OF 
THE SPACECRAfT W1TH THEIR OPTlCAl AXES PtRPENDICUtAR 10 THE 
SPIN AKIS_ PIIOJECllNG DOWNWARD FRO" TilE BASEPLAH IIERE A PAiR 
:If CROSSED-DIPOLE CO"MANO REtEPTlON AHTENNAS. A "ONOPOLE 
TELE/IIetltf (136.500 I'IHll A'lD TUU:ING L36'.710 IIHZl UHENNA 
HlEJoIDED OUTWARD FRO" THE TOP OF THE COVER ASSEI'!BLJ. THE 
SATELLITE SPIN RATE WAS CONTROLLED 8Y "EANS OF A "AGNETIC 
J1iiHIOE SPIN COIL ("loSt), WITH THE SPIN AXIS "AINTAIHf.D NOA:"AL 
TO THE ORB1TAL PLANE 'CARTWHEEL ORBIT "'ODEl '(a WllH11I PLUS OR 
'UNUS 1 DEG. "TNE "ASC WAS A CURRENT-CARRYING COIL "DUN TED' IN 
TilE COVER ASSE"'BLT. THE I'IAGNEllC rtElD INDUCED B1 THE CURREUT 
INTERAtTE.b II1TH THE EARTH'S ... GNETIC FlE'LD 10 PROVIOE 1HE 

















-.----- E55A 8, NESS S1Aff-------------------------------------
IN\lESttG"'HO~ HAIIE- AUTOltATlC PICTURE TRANSMISSION UPTl 
SYSTE'" 










THE ESSA 8 AUTOMATIC PICTURE tRANSMISSION (APt) SUBS'I'STEPI 
WAS A C",I'IERA AND TRANSMIllER COMDINATION DESIGNED TO TRANSMIT
 
Re"'L-llflE. DAYLIGHT.. SLDV-SCAN TELEVISION PICTURES 
Of 
CLOUDeDVEA TO ANY p~OpeRLY EIIUIPPEO GROUND RECEIVING STATION .... 
THE C""ERA SUIf" CONSISTEO Of TWO REDUNDANT APT CAMERAS Willi
 
Z.54-C"-flUM VIDICONS. EACH CAMERA HAO A 10B-DEG WIDE-A
NGLE 
F/1.8 OBJECTIVE LENS IItTH A fOCAL leNGTH OF 5.7 MM. TN£ 
CA"ERAS WERE "OUNTED 180 DEli APAIIT 0,. TilE SlOE Of THE
 
SPACECRAFT, WITH THEIR OPTICAL AXES PERPENDICULAR TO Ti
lE 
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. TIlE CAMERAS WEllE PROGRAMMED TO TAKE fOU
R 
OR EIGHT APT PICTURES PER ORBIi. tHE ACTUU PICTURE tUIN
G 
REQUIRED 8 S AND THE TRANSMlSSION 200 5. E"RTH-CLOUD I"AGES 
WERE REUINEV ON tHE PIlOTOSENSITlVE SURfACE Of THE VIDICON A
NO 
WERE READ OUT AT FOUR LINES PER S TO PRODUCE AN BOO-LlN
E 
PICTURE. TIIO 5-W Til TRANS.I1T1ERS t137.5 MHZ) RELAlED THE 
PICTURES TO LOCAL APT STATlONS WUIIIN COl'lllUNlCAllON RANGE. T
tIE 
fACEPLATE Of THE VUICON HAD RETICLE MARKS TIiAT APPEARED ON TH
E 
PlC'U~E FORI'IAt TO AID IN RELATING THE PICTURE TO ns 
G£OGR"P)lICAL POSITION ON THE EARTH'S SUIIF"CE. AT NOIIIIN"L 
SATELLITE ATT1tUOE ANO ALTITUDE (APPROlII'IATELY 1450 Kl't), " 
PICTURE COVER EO A 3100- IlY 3100-K" SQUARE WlTH A HORUON"'L 
RESOLUTIOh OF ASOUT 4 IC!! At NADIR. THERE WAS A 30 PERCENT 
OVERLAP BETWEEN PICTURES ALONG THE TRACK TO INSURE COI'IPLE
TE 
COVERAGE. IDEHTICAL exPEU!!ENTS WERE FLOIllN ON ESS" 2, 4, 6.
 
ApT DATA ARE PRIMARILt INTENDeD fOR OPERATIONAL USE WltlllN TH
E 
LOCAL APT ACIIUIsniON SUTION. HOWEVER, COPIES OF PICTURE
S 
lAKEN OVER THE UNJTED SIMES ARE MAINTAINED ON FILE 
AT 
NOAA-HESS", SUITLAND, "'ARYLANO. 
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ORBIT lTPE- GEOCEtHRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- l12.Z I'IIN 
PERIAPSIS- 10113. KI'I 
PERSONNEL 
PI'I - J.D. ROSENBERG 
PS - N.G. RO"AN 
BRIEf DESCRIPflON 
NASA-OSS 
EPOCH OATE- 02/28117 
1NCLINATION- 105.1 OEG 
APOAPSIS- 157:". Itl'l 
NASA HEADQUARTERS 
N~SA HEADQUARTERS 
E~PlORER 36 (GEOS ~l WAS A GIlAVITY-GRADIENt-STABILllEO, 
SOLAR-:-CELL-POWERHI SPACECRAfT THAT CARRIED ELECTRONIC AN
D 
GEODElIc INSTRUI'IENtATlON. THE GEODEtiC INSTRU"ENTAT10N snTE"
S 
INCLUDEO (1) FOUR OPTICAL BUCONS, (2) TWO C-BAND RADAR 
TRANSPONDERS, (3) A PASSIVE RADAR REFLECTOR, (4) A SECOR RADIO 
RANGE TRANSPOHOER, (51 A GOODARO RANGE AND RANGE RATE (GRAIIR) 
7RAHSPONOER, (6) !-ASER REFLECTORS, AND (7) 1l0PPLfR aEACONS. 
NON-GEOPETIC SYSTEI'IS INCLUDED A LASER DETEctOR AND A ,UNnRAC
IC 
INTERFEROJIIUER BEACON. THE OBJECiIVES OF THE SPACECRAft WEllE 
TO 
opnl'llIE OPlICO\L STATION 'JlSIBJLlT"f PERIODS AND TO PROVtD
E 
COIIPLEMEHTAIIY Do\tA fOR INCLlNATlDN-oEP[NDEin TEIIMS ESua' .' :>:HEb 
BY THE UPLORER Z9 (GEOS 1) GAAVII'IE"TRlC STUDIES. THE SPACECRAft 
WAS PLACED INTO A RE"TROGRAOE ORBIT TO ACCOMPLISH TflES
E 
OBJECllVE5. OPERAilONAL PROBLEMS octURRED IN THE MAIN POVER
 
SYSTE",,. OPllCAL BeACON FLASH STSTEf'!, AND THE SPACECRAft CLOC
K. 
AND AOJUSTMENTS IN SCt/EOULlNG RUULTEO IN NOI'IINAL OPERATIONS. 
-----
- GEOS Z. PLOTK 1101-------------------------------------
IHVESTlGATlON NAI'IE- LASER lRACIClNG A(fLECTOR 









Pl - 11.11. PLOllt1N NASA-GSfe 
BRIEF IIESCRIPTION 
LASER COIIN£II RefLECTORS. COI'IPOSEO Of la fUSED QUAlill 
CUBES VIlli SILVEReo REfLECTING SURfACES. WERE USED fO
R 
OEIER!!I~;NG THE SPACECRAft RANGE ANO ANGLE. HIE CUBES, WHICH 
WEltE 1'I0UNTED ON FIBERGLASS PANELS ON THE BOtTOIII 11111 Of 'l
iE 
SPACECRAft, PROVlIlEtl A TOTAL REfLECTING ARU Of 0.18 SQ III. TH( 
REFLECtORS CONSERV!:D THE NAR~OW flEAPllIlOTH Of IHCOI'IING LIGHT ANII 
PROVIDED A I'IAXUtUIil SIGNAL TO TH~ GItOUNO AL",OST EXACTLY TO WHUE 
IT ORIGINATED. FlfT' PERCENT OF tHE LIGHT THAT STRUCK THE PRIS
l't 
AREA AT A 'm-DEu ANGLE VAS REFLECl£D IIIITHIN A BUll Of 20 ARC-
S. 
REFLECTED LIGHT RECEIVED By GROUND TELESCOPES WAS A"PLlfIED 
BY 
A PHOTOI'IULTlPLIEI: .UB£ tHAI CONVERTED THE OPTICAL I"~ULSE TO AN 
ELECfAIUl SIGNAL. THE TIlliE REQUINEP fOIt THE BEA'" 10 RETURN TO 
"ARTH \lAS RECORDED BY A OIGITAL C'JUHTER. THE RefLECTED LO\S
U 
PULSE WAS ALSO PHOTOGRAPHEP AGAINSt tHE StELLAR BACKGROUND, AN
D 
THE TOTAL liME TRAI/ELEO BY tHE LiGtiT PULSfS WAS CONSIDERED 
IN 
THE OPllUL LASfIt TR"CUNG SYSTEM. LASEA lRilCICING, IS TH
E 
RESPONSIBILllY OF ArCIIL~ SAO. 65Fc OPTICAL RESEo\RCH. AND 
INTtO:NATlONAL LAHR SUTIONS. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••• GEOS 3 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACEtR~FT (81111'10N NAIIE- GEOS 1 
ALTer/NATE HAl'tES- GEODETIC SATELLITE-C, GEOC-C 
NS~DC ID- 75-0Z7A 
LAUNCH PAl£- :J4/(lY/H IIE'';IIT- 340. KG 
LAUNCH Sll£- VANDENBERG AfB. UNITED StATES 
Lo\UNCH VEHICLE· DELlA 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STATU 
INITIAL ORBn PARAMETERS 
ORBtT TTPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBlr PEIIIOO- 101.8Z HIN 
PER1,~PSJS- 1139. ICIII 
PERSONNEL 
I'IG - C.J. 
5t J.f'. 






EPOCH DATE- 04110115 
INCLltIAtlON- 114.96 DEG 
APOAPSlS- 1153. "1'1 
NASA HEADQUARTERS 
HASA HEADQUARtERS 
tHE SPACECRAFT WAS AN O'H,HEDRON, fOPPED a, A TRUNCATED 
PYRAI'IIO, WITH A PARABOLIC REfLECTOR fOR A RAPO\R AL1I"ETER 
ON 
THE fLAT BOTTO" SIDE. A I'IETAL RIBaON BOO~ WITH END IIIASS 
EX1EN""D UPWARD O\PPROXIIIA1ELY 6.1 1'1 FROM tHE TOP OF TH
E 
PYRAI'II!!. , .... SIVE Lo\SU IIEfROREfLECTOA tUllES WERE ~OUNTED IN A 
RfNG AIIOUNO HIE PO\RABOLlC RHLEr:lOR WITH THE NORIilAL VECTOR fAO
" 
EACH cuaE FACING ~5 DEG OUTWARD fllOM THE EO\RTH DIRECllON OF THE 
BOOI'I AXIS. A TURNSTILE o\NTENHA FOR VHF AND UHI FREQUENClES AND 
SEPUAfE AHT(NNAS FOR EARTH-IIiEWHIG, 3Z4-MHZ DOPPLER, C-BAND. 
AND s-aAHP TAAHS"PONOERS WERE MOUNTED St:_PAIiAlELY ON FLA
T 
SURfACES NEXT TO THE PARABOLIC REFLECTOR. THE. IlI!!ENSIOH ACRO
SS 
THE fLATS OF THE OClAHEIlRON WAS 1.2Z III, AND THIi SpACELIlAFT W
AS 
1.11-11 HIGH WITH A TOTAL WEIGHT or 340 "G (748 LB). THE 
MISSION PAOIIIOU THE. STEPPING STONE BEtWEEN THE ~AIIONAL 
GEODETIC SATELLITE PROGRAf'! (HGSP) AND THE EARTH AND OCEAN 
PHYSICS APPLICATION PROGRAl't. IT PROVI1IED PAtA TO REfINE TH
E 
GEODEtIC AND GEOPHYSICAL RESULTS Of THE HGSP AHO SERVEO AS 
A 
lEST FOR NEW SYs-tEPlS. 1'I1S510N OIlJECllVES "EIiE TO PERfORM 
A 
SATELLITE ALTI!!ETRT EXPERIMENT IN ORBITI TO SUPPORT fURtllER TH
E 
CALlBA.-TION AND POSITION OElt.RI'IINATION Of NASA AHO OTHER o\GEN
" 
C-BANtl RADAR SY5TEMSI ANO Tv PERrOll1'l A SATELLITE-TO-SATELLITE
 
TRACKING £XPEIIlf'!ENT WUH THE ,1,1$ b SPAC£CAAfT USING AN S-SA-ND 
TRANSPONPER SYS1El't. THIS SYSTEM WAS ALSO USED fOR PERIOD
IC 
GEOS-C TELEf'!ETRY DA'" RELAY THROUGH 1015 6, TO SUPPORT fURtHER
 
lHE INTERCOI'IPARISON OF TRACKING SfSTEI'IS. TO INVESTIGATE. T
HE 
SOLID-EARTH IlYNAMIC PHENOIIEHA THROUGH PRECISION LASER TRACI<IIH
., 
TO REfINE rUR1HfR ORan OnEltl'llNATlON TECHNIGUES AND DEtUI'IIN
E 
INTER DATUM TIES AN/J GRAVITY 1I00ELS", AND TO SUPPORT TH
E 




- GEOS 3, ANDERLE-------------------------_______ --c 
INVESTIGATION NA"'E- US NAVY DOPPt,ER SYSTEM 
HSSDC )D- 15-021,1,-05 
PeRSGNNEL 




I HVES T IGAn ON 0 lSC.lPLIHE (S) 
NAVIGATION 
GEODESY 
USN SUIIF"'~ WEAPNS tTR 
THE OOPPLER TECHNIQUE or TII'IING AND I'IE.-SURING 111E 
fREQUENcY SHIFT OF RADIO TItANSl'IlSSIONS -nol't A 1'I0VING SPACECRAft 
WAS USED TO OBT.l,. QAlA THAT FUtTHER EST'lIaLISHEP THE STRU(lU/lE 
Of THE EARTH'S GRAVItATIONAL fIeLO THROUGH THE COIIPAtiiSON 
Of 
HEW WItH eSTABLISHED GEODEllC l'tEASUREfIIENTS. T~O tIlA~Sl'tlTT[RS 
WERE OPEIIATED AT FIIEIIUEPoLCIES OF 161: AND 3'Z4 I'!:Kl. HIE DUA
L 
FREQUlNClES WERE COHERENTLY ItElUED ANP UTILllEP IN CONJUNCTION 



























SATELLtlE RANGE-RATE DATA. TIlE DUAL fllEIIUUICIES WERE GENERATED 
liT " IUGIILY STABLE OSCILlATOII DRIVING TWO "'r[ClUENO 
I'III .. TlPLlEII5. BOTH FIIEGU£lHJES WEllE USEO Sll'lUlUHEIIUSLT TO 
PIlOVI0E COI'IP"IIlS0H DATA Of THE ErrEtT Of THE IONOSPHERE liN THE 
SIGNALS, WHICH WERE TO CORRECT THE DAtA fOil THIS ERROR SOURCE. 
THIRTEEN OR MORE FIXED GROUND RECEII/ING SUTIONS OPERATED BT 
THE U.S. NAVY DOPPlE;! TII .. '':IN6 NEtWORk CTRANU) AND 12 POIITABL.E 
GEOCEIVERS OPERATED liT THE U.S, ARMY. U.S. HAVT, AND U.S. AlA 
fORce -- All UND£!! tHE O!RECllOrj OF THE IIlfE'ISE • .,.pPING AGENCY 
(IH1Al ARE EXPECTED TO BE IN OPERATION. lIaS-EltI/HIONS I'lADE 
fRO/'l THREE DII "'OIlE I(HOII" STATIONS ALtDWEP OEtlUCTIDN Of DRill TAL 
PARAI'IETERS. RANGE-RATE o"tt. fRDI'I EITHEH THE flXEII STATIONS DR 
THE GEOCEI\lUS WERE ESTIKATED TO BE ACCURATE WITHIN U_5 C"IS. 
------- GEOS 3, GALlttNAO--------------------------------------
INVESTIGAtION HAIIIE- SATELLITE-IO-SATELLItE tRACKING 
NSSOC 10- 15-027A-06 
PERSONNEL 
PI - I.Y. GALICINM 
BillEr DESCRIPTIOn 





THE SATELLITE-TO-SATELLITE TRAC1(ING (SST) SYSTE" usn 
CONSISTED Of (1) THE GROUND-BASEO APPLICATION TECHNOLOGY 
SATELLITE RANGING (USR) SYSTE" '"DOlfII'D FOR 
SAlELLlTE-TO-SATHLIte TRACKING), (2) TIlE WIIlEBANIl 
CO""'UNICATION tRAtlSPONOER ON THE AIS 6 GEOSYNCHRONOUS 
SPACECRAfT, ANIl (3) lIlE RANGING TRANSPONOER ON THE LOW-ORBllING 
SATELLITE. 
------- GEOS 1. JACKSON----------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- C-BAND SYSTEM 
NSSOC 10- 15-0214-03 
PERSONNEL 







THE C-BMIO TRANSPONDER SUBSYSTE .. CONSISTED or TWO 
TRANSPONDERS, ONE THE GEOS 2 NONCOHEREHt TYPE AND THE OTHER A 
COHEIIHJT C-BANO TRANSPONIlER. THE NONCOtlER-ENT TRANSPONDER 
PROVIDED FOR RANGE AND ANGLE MEASURE.,EN1S, WHILE THE COHERENT 
TRANSPONDER PROVIDED FOR BOTH RANGE.. RANGE-RATE. AND ANGLE 
MEASURE"ENTS_ HOTH TRANSPC.N~ERS RECEIVED SIG~ALS Al S6901lHZ. 
t»f COHERENT TRANSPONDER TRANSMITTED AT S690 IIHI WHILE THE 
NONCOHERENT TYPE TRANSMI1TED AT 5765 tllll. EACH C-BAND 
TRANSPONDER TRANSI'ITTED ONE PULSE fOil EACH CODEO GROUP Of 
PULSES TRANSMITT£O BY A GROUND TRA;;UNG C-BANO RAOAR. TllIO 
INTERNAL DELAY BETWEEN THE RECEIVED GROUNO TR,l.NSlIllTEO PULSE 
COOE AND THE TRANSPONDER TRANS"lTTED PULSE WAS CALIBRATED PIIlOR 
TO LAUNCH. HCIi TIIANSPONDER OHlllE OPERATlNG SEPARATELY OR 
SIMULTANEOUSLY) OPERATED tN ElltlER STANDBI OR OVERRtDf "ODE. 
IN STANDBY. THE RECEIVER BECAME OPERATIONAL AftER ApPR!" l"ATELY 
60 S OF INTERROGATlON OR LONG ENOUGII FOR THE OUTPUT rUBE TO 
IIARM UP. IN OVERRIOE, THE OUTPUT TUBE fILAI'IENT WAS EIlERIiIZED 
BY THE EXTERNAL CO,.IIANO MID THE WAR"~UP DELAY CIRCUIT llYPASSEtI 
AFTER THE TUBE WARI'IED UP.. THUS ALLOWtNG THE TRANSPCNDER 10 
RESPOND l"l'IEOIATELT TO INTERROGATION SIGNALS. THIS OVERRIDE 
"ODE REDUCED GROUNO COI'II'lAND IIEQUIRE"E:NTS AND CONSERVED 
SPACECRAFT POWER. 
------ GEOS 3. PURDl------------------·_------------. ---
INVEsYIGATlON HA"E- RADAR ALTUIETCR 5TSHI'I 
NSSOC 10- 75-027A-01 
PERSONNEL 








THE RA.DAR-ALTI"ETER EIPERll'I.ENT WAS THE HIGHEST PRIORITY 
EIPERlJttENT ON GEos:1. THE OBJECTIVES WERE TO OETER'UNE TilE 
fEASIBILITY AND UTILITY OF A SPACEBDRNE RADAR ALTl .. ETER 'OR 
!'tAPPING tHE TOPOGRAPh' or THE OCEAN SUFlfACE IoIITH AN ABSOLUTE 
ACCURACV WITHIN 5 It, AND WITH A RELAtiVE A~CURACY Of 1 TO l ". 
TO DETER"tHE THE fEASIBILITY OF !'t[.l.SURJNG THE DEfLECTION OF THE 
VERTICAL AT SEA, TO OElERMINE: HIE FEASIBILITY Of /'lEASURING WAVE 
tlEiGHT. ANO TO CONTRIBUTE TO tHE TECHNOLOGY LEADING 10 A FUTURE 
OPERATIONAL A.LTI"ETER-SATELLlTE S'rSlE" WITH A 1C-C" ItEASURE1'tEHT 
CAPABILITY_ TO "EET THE flPERIMEHT OBJECTIVES. THE ALT·IRUER 
HAD TWO tIlSTlNCT DATA GATHERING I'IOOES - A LONG-PULSE: ALTl"ETAY 
DATA "DOE AND A SHORT-PULSE MObE_ PERfORMANCE CAPABILITIES AND 
OPEifAUNG CHARHT£!tUOCS OF TIfE ALTUtETER DlffERftI FOR THE tWO 
"ODES. BOTII "OOES OPERATED or. A U_9-GHl fREQUENCY, usn A 
PARABOLIC ANtENNA. IIAO A "AU"U" RANGE ACQUISltlON tl"E Of 6 $, 
" 
t 
AND HAD AN ALTITUDE GRANULARITY or PLUS OR /'lINUS o.z ". 
DiFfERING CH"RACTERlStlCS WEllE (1) ALTITUDE OATA RUE fOR 
LONG PULSE IoIAS 2 RHOING/S AND fOR 5110R1 PULSE 6 RE"DING/S, AND 
(2) JNPUT POIiEli fOR LONG PULSE WAS SO II. fOR SHORT PULSE 100 W, 
THE GEOS 3 R"OAR ALTHtETER H"O SEVERAL fEATURES JH COIIIIIION W1TtI 
THE ALTII'TETER USED ON tHE SI;TlAIl SATELlIf(, IlUT HAO ADVANTAGES 
OVER TilE snUd ALTUtEtER 6ECAUSE Of I"PROVEO ACCURACY A"D 
AIlILlTY TO OPERATE OVER EIItENDEO ARUS fO~ GRE,I.lU PERIODS Of 
tlJttE. fH"REBT PAOVIDING THE CAPABILITT TO E.l.A"INE THE URTH 
OVER LONGER ARCS AND OBSERVE hTENSlVE OCEAN A.RUS. 
------- GEOS 3, SALZBERG---------------------------------------
IHVESTlGHION NAME- S-BAND TRACJ(JNG STSTE" 
NSSOC 111- 1S-0Z7A-C2' 
PERSONNEL 




INVEST IGAllON DJSCIPLINE(s) 
NAVIGA.TlON 
NASA-GSFC 
TtlE S-BANO TRANSPONDEIi SUBSTSTE" PROVIIlED !'IErRI C tRACItJNG 
OATA (RANGE .. RANGE-RATE>. IT TRANS"lTTtD TEttltE1RT DATA BUT 
DIP NOT RECEIVE CO"~ANIlS_ THE lRANSPONPER WAS TO OPERATE IN 
THE FOLLOWING THREE "ODES (0 SATELLlTE-TO-SATELLITE 
lIIAC1(lNG (SSTl FRO" THE ROSMAN OR EUROPHN ATS GROI'';.g STATIOtlS 
THROUGH ATS 6 TO GEOS 3 AND BACK, (2) DIRECT USB ("OPPLER ONLY) 
GROUND STATtON lUCII:INt:. or GEOS l .. .trTUI ,HE USB GROUND 
STATIONS ARE 1'I00lf1EO, AND (3) DIRECT GUP;1i GROUND STATION 
TRACJ(JNG Of GEOS 3. tHE lRANSPONIlER SuaSl's~e .. CONSISTU or A 
s-tNGLE-CHANNEL TRANSPONDER. A POilU A"PLlfH.R, " ~ pLEIER, AND 
AN EARTH-VIEWING ANO ATS-VIEWING ANTENNA S1STEI'I. THE olNTEHN'&S 
WERE SELECTABLE IlY GROUND COI'II'lAND. TtlE EAUH-VIEWING ANT[NNA 
fOR OIllECT tRACKING WITH THE usa ANO GRARR iROUND STATIONS HAD 
APPROXIJttATELY HEJttISPNERlCAL COVERAGE ANIl A I'II.':'II'IU" OF G-DB GAlN 
WITHIN 60 IlEG OF TtlE SPACECRAFT Z AlIS. TilE S"-T ANTENNA srSlE" 
CONSISTED Of AN IN-TAACII. ARRAY THAT PROVIDED A 1-08 GAIN IN THE 
DIR£CtlON Of ATS fOR GEOS ASCENDING AND DESCEND,NG NODE PASSES, 
WHICH CROSS£O THE EQUATOR WJTlUN PLUS OR JttIHUS 26 DfGREES or 
THE ATS SUBSAIEL~ITE POINT. IN THE SST OPERATION .. ODE. IIlE 
INTERR06ATlON SIGNAL WAS fiRST TRANSJttlTTED AT C-IlA.ND BY TilE ATS 
GROUNO STATION TO tHE ATS 6 SPACECRAFT. ATS SPACECRAfT 
INSTRU"ENTATlON COIlERENTLT ALTERED THE SIGNAL. ",1,1(1146 IT 
CO"PATIBLE IIITH THE tNPUT FREQUENCY (2i169.1125 MHll Of THE 
S-BAND TR'INSPONOER ON GEOS 3, ANO TIiANSI"IITTED THE SIGNAL 10 
6EOS 3. GEOS 3 T'iEN. AFTER TRANSLATlHG THE RECEIVED SiGNAL. 
R£lllANSJttlTIED IT 10 AIS 6 AS If ATS 6 WERE I.NOTHER 6ROUND 
STATtON. AU 6 THEN RETRANSI"IITlEO TilE SIGNAL TO THE ATS GROUI1D 
STATIOH AT C-BANO. RANG!; SUM AND !lANGE-RATE SU" IoIERE OBTAINED 
BY COI'IPARING THE INTERROGATION AND RESPONSE SIGNALS. THE 
S-BANO ON GEOS 3 WAS ALSO TU(J([O IlY THE USII AND GRAIIR S TON 
STATI0NS_ CARAIER FREQUENCIES 1206 c .l1Z5 "HZ Uf> AND 2247 "HZ 
DOWN) WERE IDENTICAL TO THOSE OF till: SST "ODE. COHERENT GRARR 
TRACKING WAS ACCOI'lPLISHED VIA <;TANDARO GURR RANGING SIDE 
TONES. use TRACKING COH:;lSTED 0~c..T or COHERENT-CARAtER DOPPLER 
TRACKING. tHE s-aANO n:~',SPONDER WAS A SINGLE-CHANNEL 
TRANSPONDER. TNEREfORE, SI"!ULTANEOUS OPERATION wAS NOt 
POSStBLE. 
------- GEOS 3, STEPHAN I D~S----------------------------------
JNVESTlGATlON NA"E- LASER CUBE STSTEIt 
NSSDC ID- 15-02111,-04 
PERSONNEL 








LASER CORNER REFLECtORS, CO"POSEO Of l10 ("INIJttUJtt) 3~-M" 
rUBES, ANO GROUND-BASEO LASER !ilSTEltS WERE USED TO OOTAIN 
PRECISE SATELLITE TRACKING INfOR"ATiON. THE AP"LIEO PHYSICS 
LABDRATORV PROVIDED TilE LASER CUBE REFLECTOR PANELS, THE ruaES 
UERE COtHIGUREO ON TtlE LATERAL SURFACE Of A CONtC FR~STUIt. IHTH 
rtlE LATERAL SURfACE OF TliE FRUStU" ADJOJNING HIE BOIlOI'I. 
EARTH-ORtENTED SURFA.CE OF HIE SPACECRAIT AT A 4S-0EG ANGLE. 
THE BASE OF THE fRU5TUJtt "EASURED APPROlllJtt"teLl 0.9 "flERS tN 
OJA". 'WilEN lLLUltINATED BY A LASER LIGHT PULSE FRO" HE GROUND, 
EACtI RETRORE-FLECTOR CUBe IN THE ARRAY REFLECTED TilE LIGHT AAY 
BACK TO A SPECIAL TELESCOPE RECEIVER ON THE GROUND. TilE 
REFLECT[O LtGHT WAS PlClCEti UP BT THE TELESCOPE AND THE op-nCAL 
{I'IPULSES CONi/U1EO TO AN ELECTRICAL SIGNAL. A DIGITAL COUNl'ER 
AECOIlDEO rifE TI .. E WHEN THE LIGHT BU" liAS RETURNEIl TO THE 
GROUND. THE TOTAL TRAVEL '-I .. e OF THE LIGHT PULSES. FROI'! GROUND 
TO SATELLITE AND SACK TO TilE GROUNO, "",ASURED THE DlSHNCE TO 
THE SATELLITE, THUS rOIl"lNG TilE !lASts or THE SATELLITE OPTICAL 
LASER SYSTEI'I. THE fOLLOWIM6 OBSEAVAllOH"L STSTEltS SHOULD 
ACIlUlRE THE NECESSARY DATA --- N"SA/WALLOPS LASER RANGING 
STSTE"S .. SAO LASER RANGING SYSTE .. S, GSfC lASEA: !lANCING SYSTE .. S, 






























•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 61'15···· ••• •••••••• •• •• •••• •• ••• ••• 
SPACEtRArl (O,,"ON HAIIIE- GillS 
ALTERH,HE """ES- GEOSTATION.MEl£DROL SAT. 
NSSDt Itl- 11-D6U 




INITIAL ORB 1 T PAR,ulETER5 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
DIIIJJT PERIOD- 649.7 MIN 
PERU,P$'JS-- 181. KI'I 
PERSONNEL 
PI'! - II.J. 








EPOCH DATE- 07/15/77 
INCLINATION- i1.4 OEG 
APOAPSlS- 36745. It" 
NASA-65Fe. 
NATL SATElL. DEV AGeT 
JAPANESE IIIETEOIiDL AGeT 
THE GEOSTAT IOHur I'IETEORDLOGICAL SATELLITE (611S) IS JAPA;~·.~ CONTRIBUllON TO THE INTERNATIONAL GARP (GLOBAL ATI'IOSPHEUC. RESEARCH PROGRAPlI. ESA, USSR, USA, ANO JAPAN PROVHlE GEOSTATlON,uy SATELLllES FOR TlUS PROGRAM .. ANIl THE USA ANp USSR PIiOl/tIlE POLAR, SUN-SUCHIIONOUS SATELLITES. THE IU,IOR OBJECTIVe OF GARP 15 TO DBUIN SYNOPTIC GLOBAL METEOROLOGICAL OATA SETS OF OVER A MONTH'S PUAATJON. THESE SETS SERVE AS RAil 
"ATERIAL TO OPTJ"IZE CO"PUTER MOOELS fOR flETEOROLOGICAL PREDICTION. IT IS HOPED T"AT DETERflUNATJON CAN BE "APE OF THE TlI'!E LII'!ITATlON rOR SHO'n-TERI'! "OHLING. nus SPACECRAFT IS ROUIiHLY CYLINDRICAL WITH A HEIGHT OF 345 CM MIO OlAIIETER OF 2.16 CfI_ THE C'tLINPRlCAL SURFACE IS COVERED Wllft SOLAR CELLS IIHICH CAN PROVlbE 2:2.5 W. THE SATEllITE IS SPIN-STABILIZED WITH A DESPUN EARTH-POINTING ANTENNA. THE SAtELLITE IS POSHIONEO NEAA 140 OEG E AND IS DUrGNEI! TO OPERATE fOR S YEAIIS. 
------- Ii"S" ,1MA ST"Ff---------------_________________________ _ 
IHVESTlG"AllON NA"E- Vl5IBLE liND INfRAREII SPIN-SCAN RADIOMetER (VISSR) 










THE VISIBLE IR SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER {VISSIO IS ::1"ILAR TO VISSR EXPER1PiENTS ON OTHER GARP (GLOBAL ATI'IOSPHERIC R"SEARCH PROGRAM) SATELLITES SUCH AS GOES 1. iT CAN flAKE BOTH NIGHT (IR 10.S to 12.5 IUCROflETERS) AND DAY III PLUS VISIBLIO (.S TO .75 IIICIIOMETERS) PHOTOlllOJRIC OBSERVATIONS Of THE SUBSATELLlTE AIIEA At 30 kIN INTEIIVALS. REAL-TINE TRANSMISSION IS AVAILABLE TO THE DATA ACQUISI UOH STATION IN JAPAN, WITH fURTHER DATA t/lANSMISSION TO OTHER I'IETEOROLOGICAL uSERs AS HEEDeD. 
------ GIIS, JIIA STArf-----------------------------------__ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAfIIE- SPACE: ENVJRON"'ENT 1I0NlTOR (SEll) 







pARTICLES At.O fIELDS 
JAPANESE ItETEOROL AGCY 
tHE SFACE ENVIRONIIENT IIONlTOR (SE''!) OPERIflEIH OBSERVES THE IN SITU CHARGED PARTICLE ENVUOHIIENt. SOLAR PROTONS (1 TO SoD fIIV) .. ALPHA PARTICLES (8 TO 390 I'IV) AMP SOLAR ELECTRONS (GREATER THAN 2 ltV) ARE 1l1SCRHUNATEO. ANII THEIR RESPECTIVE ENEIIGIES MONITORED BY MEANS OF A NUI'IBER OF SOLID-StATE DETEctORS. 
------- GMS .. J"A S1 Ar'---------------------------------------
INVEStIGATION HAltE- IIEAlltER COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY 
NSSOC 10- 77-065 ... -OJ 
',< ' . 








PI - J"A STAr':, 
DIIIEf DESCRIPTION 
JAPANESf: ItfTHiROL AG" 
THE GMs JNCLUDU COI'I"'UtUUTIONS fACiliTY (OR ElPUI"£NTl. THE OBJECTlVES OF THlS EQUIP"£Nl ARE (l) TO COLLECt ANO R£:LAY IIEAtHER OBSERVAlIONS fRO" REMOlE STATIONS .. INCLUDING BUOYS. SHIPS.. A!\ID UNMANNED SlAUOh'S.. AND (2) 10 TUNSMIT WEATHER lHfORMATJON AND ANALY'SE:S fROM TH£ (ENTRAL IlEATHER rACILl" TO OTHER IIEIITHER STAT IONS. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• GOES , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAfT (O"'MON NAME- GOES 1 
ALTERNATE NAMES- SMS-C .. GOES-A 




INiTIAL ORBIT pARAIIETERS 
ORBft TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERlOO· 1412.0 MIN 
PERIAPSIS- 34165. KI'I 
PERSONNEL p" - R.H. P.lCKARD 




EPOCIi DATE- 10/17:75 
INCLINATION· 1.0 PEG 
APOAPSIS- J64.56. KII 
NASA-GS-rc 
UAS.\-GSrc 
GOES 1 (SMS-Cl liAS A NASA-DEVELOPED.. t'GAA-OPERATED SPACE CRA (T • THE SP IN-S J AUI LIlEO. EARTIi-s Y'NCHRONOUS SPACECRA FT CARRIED (1) A VISIBLE INfURED .. SPlti SCAN RADIO"ElER (VISSR) TO PROVIDE HIGH-QU"LITY DAY AND NIGIIT CLOUOCOVER DATA AND TO TAItE RADIANCE TEflPERATURES Of THE EARTlt/ATf'IOSPHERE SYSTEI'I. (2J A I'lETEOROLOGICAI.. DATA COLLECTlON AND TRANSMISSION SySTEM TO RELAY' PROCESSED DATA fRO" CENTRAL WEATHER FACILitIES TO SI'IALL APT-E'QUIPPEO REGIONH STAtIONS AND TO COLLECT MiD REIRANS"lT DATA FROM REfI!UTE'_, LOCATED EARtH-BASED PLATfORPlS .. AND 0) A SPACE E:NVIRONflENT flONITOR (SEM) .. 'STE" TO M£_SURf PROTON. ELH"ION.. AND SOLAR ~-RAY' nuns AND MAGNETIC fiELDS. THE cYLJNllRlCALLY SHAPED SPACHRAFT MEASURED 190.5 CI'I IN DUPlE-lER 
'HO 2:30 C" IN LENGTH .. EXCLUSIVE Of A "AGNETOflETER THAT EXTENDED 
.'l ADDITIONAL 1!3 CM BEYON~ TIlIO CTUNDER SHELL. THE PIHltARY S;RUCTURAL "EMBERS IIERE A HONEYCOMB£O EQUIPMENT SHUf AND THk~'ST TUBE. THE V!SSR lEU'SCOPE WAS !'IDUNTEII ON THE EOlJIPMEIH SHELf AND VJEWED THE EARTH THROUGH A SPECIAL APERtURE IN THE SPACECRA"roS SIDE. A SUPPORT STli.;./"URE EXTENDED RADIALLY FRO" THE THRUSi TUBE AND WAS AFfiXED TO THE SOLAR PANELS. WHICH fOR"ED THE ~!!!l:R wALLS Of THE SPACECRAfT ANI! PROVIDED THE PRI"ARY' SOURCE Of ELECTRICAL POIiER. LOt::AlEO IN THE ANHULUS-SHAPED SPACE BETWEEN THE THRUST TUBE AND THE SOLAR PANELS IIERE STATlONKEEPING AHD ~YNAMICS CONTROL EIIUIPI'IENT .. BATTERIES. AND MOST or THE SEll EIIUIP"ENI. PROPER SPACECRAfT ATTITUDE AND SPIN RATE (APFROXlIIATELl 100 RPM) IIERE IIAINTAINfD BY TIIO SEPARATE SETS Of ,lET THRUSTERS MOUNTED AROUND THE SPAC.ECRAFT'S EOUATOR ANO ACTIVATED BY GROUND COMMAND. THE SPACECRAfT USED BOTH UHF-BAND AND S-BAHO FIIEOUEhC1(S IN JlS TELE"ETRY AHD COMMAND SUBSlSIE". A LOIl-POIlER VHF TR.ANSPONDEIi PI/OVIOEO TELEI'IETRY AND CO"I'IANO DURING LAUNCH ANO THEN SERVED AS A BACKUP fOR THE PRIMARY SUBSYStEI'I ONCE tilE SPACECRAft HAD ATTAtHEO SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT. 
------- GOES 1 .. HESS STAf f---------------------------------- .. 
INVESHGATtOH NA,.E- VISIBLE-IHFRARED SPIH-SCAN RtiOlOI'lETER (VISSR) 
NSSOC 10- 75-100A-!I1 
PERSONHEL 
" - NESS STAff 
BRIEf DESCRIPTIOH 
INVEST IGATI VE PROGRAI'I 




THE vurBLE INfRAREtI SPIN SCAN RAOJOI'IET£R (Vl~~R) flOWN OH GOES 1 PROVtoED DAY/NIGHT OBSERVATIOHS or [LOUP~OV£R AND EARTHICLOUO ilAOIAHCE TEI'I!''.'RAlURE II£ASURE'I'IENTS fRO" SYHCHRONOUS .. SPIN-StJ.BtLIlEfI .. GEOSTATlONARY SAtELLITE FOR USE IN OPERATIOHAL WEATHER ANALYSIS AND FORECASTlNG. THE TIIO-CHANNEL IHSTRU"ENT liAS ABLE TO TAitE BOTN fUll M'D PARTIAL PICTURES OF THE EARTH'S DISK. THE INfRARED CHANNEL (lO.S TO 1Z.6 JII.CROI'tETERS) AND THE VISIBL£ CHANNEL (Q.SS 10 0.70 






















CO"PlETE ANb ASOUT 2. 'UN TO RETRACE. PURING fACH SCANI THE 
fiELD Of VIEW ON "liE EARTH WAS SWEPT BT A LINEAR ARRA' Of UGHT 
YISIBLE-SPECTIIU" OEl£tTORS. EACH WITH A GROUNO ResOLUTION Of 
0.9 lell AT IERn NADIR ANGLE. " IIERCUIIY-CAOI'IJU" TELlUAIIIf 
DETECTOR HNSEII TilE INfUItED PDRlION Of THE SPECTRUM I11TH A 
HORllONTAL RESOLUTION Of APPRO)lUIAlELY 8 1(" AT lERO NA!llI! 
ANGLE. THE INfURED PDIITlGM or TItE OUECTOR "IEASURED IlAOUNCf: 
TEMPEffATURES BETWEEN 180 ANI) ]15 II: WITH A PROPOSED SENSITIVITY 
lIETWHH 0.4 AN~ 1.4 K. THE '11$511 OUTPUT WAS DIGITllEP ANti 
"RAMSIUTTED TO THE NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC AND ATMOSPHERIC 
:,"'HNISTRATION (NOAA) ('O"''''"D OUA ACQUIS1TION SH·lJOH ((OA), 
WAlt UPS 15L,l.1I0, VA. THERE THf. SIGNAL wAS FED I"TO A 'LINE 
STRETCHER' WHERE JT liAS STORED AND TI"E·nR£i~'1EO fOR 
TRANSIHSSIDN BACIC TO THE SATELLITE AT REDUCED BANDWIDTH rOR 
liE-BROADCAST TO DATA UTlLllAUOH STATIONS (DUS). THE VUSR 
DATA. liS IIlTH ALL OPERATIONAL TYPE DATA. IIUI:: HANDLED BY NOU. 
AND THE MAJORITY OF DATA IIERE ARCHIVED BY THE I::NVIRON"EHTAL 
DATA SERlllCE. SATELLJTE DATA SUVICE BRANCH, SUITLAND, "D. 
LIMJrED AMOUNTS Of RESEARCH-ORIENTED DATA WEAE COLLECfED BT 
NAS.\ AND WERE MAINTAINED AT NS5DC. 
------ GOES ,. NESS STAFf-----------------------------------
INVESIlGIITlDN NAME- METEOROLOGICAL DATA CDLLECTlON AND 
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
NSSDC 10- 15-100A-05 
PERSONNEL 
" 
NESS ~ TAfF 
BRIef DEstRtPTlON 
INVf.s-TIGAnVe PAD GRAM 




THE METEORULOGICAL DATA COLLECTION AND TRANSMISSION 
STSre,. WAS AN EKPERIMENTAL COM,.UNICATlONS AND DATA HANDLING 
SYSTut DESIGNED TO RECEIIIE AND PROCESS I'IEfEOROLOGICAl DATA 
COLLI::CTED FROI'I RE"OHLY LOCATED EARTH-BASI::D DArA COLLECTION 
(OBSERVATION) PLATfDIt"S (DCP). THE COLLECTED bATA WEllE 
RETRANSMITTED FROft THE SATELLITE TO S""LL. GROUND-BASED, 
t'IEt-lONAL DATA ut ILIlATION CENTERS. PATA fROM UP TO 10.000 tlCP 
SUTIONS WERE HANtlLEtI BY THE STSTEI'I. THE SYSTEII ALSO ALLOWEtI 
FOR THE RETRAIISIIISSIOH OF HARROW-BAND (IiHAlI TYPE) IIAtA fROM 
CENTRALIZEO WEATHE~ FACILITlES TO SI'IALL. GROUND-BASH APT 
RECEIIIER STAtlONS. THTS tOllMUNICAll0NS nSTE" OPERATED ON 
S-SAND FREQUEHCIES. THE IIINIIWI'I IIATA COLLECT ION STSre" fOR OHE 
S"ALL METfOROLOGICAL !i;TELLIT£ CONSISTED OF APPROXIMATELY 3500 
DCP SlAtlONS fOR CONTACT IN A 6-H PUIOD. THE TOTAL A"OUNT OF 
bATA COLLECTED DURING THE ~-H PERIOD liAS BETWEEN JSOK ANII 600K 
Bns. DEPENDING ON THE COtllNG TECHNIQUES. DATA RECEIVED fROI'I 
INDIVIDUAL STATIONS VARIED FRO,. SO TO 3000 BITS .. DEPENDING ON 
THE TYPES AND VARiEtIES Of SENSORS USED AT AN INDIVIDUAL IICP 
STATION. 
------- GOES 1. WILLIAIIS---------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- ENERGEllC PARTICLE IIONITOR 
NSSDC 10- 75-100A-02. 
PERSONNEL 
PI - tI.J. WILLIAMS 
aRlfF tlESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PRO GRI.ll 
OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. IIDNITORING 
INVESTlGAll0N DISCIPLINECS) 
PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
NOAA-ERL 
A NUIIBER Of SEPARATE SILICON SOLID-STATE DETEctORS .. EACH 
HAVING A TAILORED IIODERATOR nllCKNESS AND A SEPARATE 
ELECT RON.lCS UNlT FOR PULSE AIIPLl.flCATlON ,\/4D PULSE-.HEIGHT 
DIStRIIiINATlON. WERE USED TO OStAIN PARTlCLE-TYPEIENERGY 
MeASUREMENTS. SEVEN CHANNELS PlEASURED PROTONS IN THE RANGE 1 
TO 50 /'IfV. SIX CHANNELS MEASURED ALPHA P",RTlCLES IN THE RANGE 
4 TO '00 IIEII. ONE CHANNEL PlEASURED ELECTRONS GREATER THAN O.S 
I'IEV. 
------ GOES 1. WILLJAI'IS---.,...--------------------------~---
N55DC 1'- 75-100A-03 
pERSONNEL 
PJ - D.J. WILLU"S 
BRIEr IIESCRIPTION 
INVESTlGAtlVE PROGRA" 




THE X-RIIY COUNTER WAS CO"POSEtI Of A COLLIIIATOR, TWO 
IONIZATION CHAIIBEIIS .. ANP TIIO ELECTRO"ETERS. A SIIALL ANGULAR 
APERTURE WAS CHOSEN fOA THE TELESCOPE COLLI"ATOR, WHICH wAS 
!'tOUNTED SO TliAT TilE DECLINATION Of ns ·AiIS COULO BE r;ONTilOLLEO 
BV GROUND COIIIIANtI TO INSURE THAT ·TIIE SUN liAS VIEWED BY THE 
TELESCOPE ONCE DURING EVERl' VEHICLE ROrAtlON. ONE JON ·CHAIIOER 
VAS flLLEP 1I1TH ~RGON liT 1 AT" fOR OElEQION Of 1- TO II-K X 
RAYS AND 111.0 A 5-IIIL BERYLLIUII WINtlOW TO exCLUDE II RATS Of 
LONGER IIAIIELENGTHS. THE OTHER r,HAIIBER WAS rtLLEb WITII lIENON AT 
1.5 TO Z AT!! ANO IIAD A SO-MIL ~ERYLLIUII WINDOW fOR MEASUIIEIIENTS 
OF II RAYS IN THE VAVELENGTH IIA'iGE 0.5- TO 3-1.. 
" 
I 
----.-. GOES 1. WILLIAMS-----------------.---------------------
INVESTIGATION HA!!E- IIAGNETlC FIELD "ONITOR 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.J. WILLI AilS 
BAIEf DESCRlPTJD"I 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRA" 
OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. IIONITnAING 
INVESTIGATION tlI5tIPLlNE (5) 
PAATJCLU AND FI£LDS 
!!AGNETOSPH ERI C PHYS I CS 
NOAA-EAL 
A SHORT BOOII tlEPLOTED (2 fT) BIAXIAL. CLOSED-LOOP. 
FLUKGATE IIAGNETOIIEJER WITH ONE SENSOR ALIGNED PARALLEL TO tHE 
SPACECRAFT SPIN AKiS ANO TilE OTHER PERPENDICULAR TO THIS AllIS 
IIEASUIIED THE PlAGNElIC flELb AT SVNCHRONOUS ALTITUOE. EACH 
SENSOR HAD A SELECTABLE RANGE (1"50. 100, aDo, OR '00 G"MMA5) .. 
AN OffSET FIELD CAPABILITY (PLUS OR IItNUS 1':00 GAI'I"AS IN 
'O-GAMIIA STEpS) ..... NtI AH IN-FLIGHT CALIBRATiOH CAPABILITY. 
SPACECRAfT COIIMON NAIIE- GOES 2 
ALTERNATE NA"ES- GOES-B 
NSSOC 10- 77-0UA 
LAUNC.H tlATE- 06/16/17 WEIGHT- 2.94. II:G 
L"UNCH stTE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNlTftl STAfES 
LAUNCH VEHItL£- tlELTA 
SPONSORING COUUTRY/AGENCT 
UNITEtI SHTES 
UNITED S. ATES 
JNttlAL OIiBI T PAR..,'ETERS 
ORBI1 TYPE- GEOCE;,ITRIC 
ORnJT PEAIOD- U36. "IN 
PERIAPSIS- 35266. 11:11 
PEASONNEL 
PII - R.H. PICKARtI 




EPOCH DATE- 06121/71 
INCLlNATlON- 0.il8 DEG 
APOAPSlS- 3630'. KM 
NASA-GSFt 
NASA-G5fC 
GOES 2 IS NASA-tlEVEl.OPED. HOAA-OPERATED SPACECRAfT. 
THE SPIN-STABILJ.lEO, EARTH-SYNCHIIOHOUS SPACECRAft CARRIES (1) A 
VISIBLE-I~fIlAAE~ SPIN-StAN RADIOMETER (IIISSR) TO PAOVIOE 
HIGH-QUALITY OA'/NIGHT CLOUbCOVER tlATA AND TO T"I([ RADUNCE 
TEIIPERATUIIES Of THE EARTH/At"OSPHERE nSTEI'!. (2) A 
IIETEOROlOGICAL D/"~A CDLLECfJON ... ND TRANSMISSION SYSTEM TO RELAT 
PROCESSED DATA fROII CENTRAL .. EATItER fACILITIEs TO SMALL 
KPt-EQUIPPED REGIONAL STATIONS AND TO COLLECT AND RETRANSIIIT 
UTA FROft RE"OTElY LOCATED EARlH-B"SEtI PLATFORM .. AND (3) A 
SPACE ENlilRONMENT IIONITOR (se"" SYSTEft TO "EA:;URE PROTON, 
ELECTRON, ANP SOLAR X-IIAY FLUKES AND IIAGNEUC FIELDS. THt 
C~LINbRICALLY-SHAPED SPAtECRAf"T ,.EASURES 190.5 '" IN DIAPI AND 
2.30 CII IN LENGTH .. EXCLUSIVE OF A IIAGNEJOM£TER THAT EXTEtlCS AN 
ADDITIONAL 83 Cft BEYONtI THE CYLINDER SHELL. THE PRII'lARY 
STRUCTURAL "E"SERS ARE A HI)NEYCOMBED EQUIPI'IENT SHELf ANII "tRUST 
TUBE. filE VISSR TELESC.lPt IS /'IOUNTED ON THE EQUIPI'lENT SHELF 
~.'1D IIIEWS THE EARTI! THROUGH A SP(CIAL APERTURE IN THE 
:;.,!CECRAFT'S SItlE. A SUPPORT SlRUTURE EKTENDS RADIALLY OUT 
FR"I'I THE THRUST RunE AND IS AFFIXED TO THE SOUR PANE"S. IIHICH 
FORM" THE OUTfle WALLS OF THE SPACECRAFt AND PROVIDE THE PRIIIARY 
SOURCE Of ELECTRICAL POWER. LOCATED IN THE AHNULUS-SHAPED 
SPACE BETWEEN tHE THRUST TUBE AND THE SOLAR PANELS ARE 
STATlONKEEPtNG ANti DTNAfU"CS tON1110L [QUIPI'!ENT~ BATTEAIES. AND 
,.OST Of THE SEM EQUIPIIENT. PROPER SpACECRAfT ATTITUDE AND SPIN 
RATE (APPROlllMATELY 100 RPM) ARE IIAINTAINEtI BT TWO S£PAAAT£ 
SETS OF JET THRUSTERS "DUN TEll AROUND THE SPACECRAFT'S EQUATOR 
ANti AC.TlVATED BY GROUND CO"MANtI. THE SPACECRAfT USES BOTH 
UHf-B"HD AND S-OAND fAEQUENCIES IN IlS TELE"ETRT AND CO ""ANO 
SUBSYsTEM". A LOW-POIIER VHF TRANSPONDER PRtlVIDES TELEMETRY AND 
COIIIIAND DURING LAUNCH AND THEN SERVES AS A BACI(UP fOA THE 
PRI"ARY SUSS UTE" ONCE THE SPACECRAf"T HAS AlTAIHED SYHCIIIIQNOUS 
OlialT • 
GOES 2., NESS st Aff·---------------'""--------~-------· 
JNVESTIGATION NAI'IE- VtStBLf.-JNrRAREP SPJN-SCAN RADIOIUTER 
(V15SR) 










THE VISIBLE INFRAREtI SPIN SCAN RAOIOMElER O/15S11) fLOWN 
ON GOES Z IS CAPABLE Of PROVIDING BOtH DAY AND NIGHT 
OBSERVATIONS Of CLOUO rOVEI AND EARtH/t.LOUD RADIANCE 
TE"PERATURE MEASURE"ENTS fROM A .$YNt"HRtlNOUS~ SPIN-STABILIZED, 
GEOstATIONARY SAlELLJTE fOR USE IN OPERATIONAL WEATHER ANALYSJS 
AND FORECAST1NG. UlE. fIIO-CHANNEL INSTRUI'lENT IS ABLE TO TAIC£ 
























BOTH fUll "NO PAATlAL PH1URE$ OF THE EARTH'S OItilt. BOTH THE 
INFRARED (flANNEL (10.5 TO 12.5 IUCRollnERSI "ItO THE VISIBLE 
CHANNfL (0.55 to 0.15 "ICIION) USE" (O""ON \lPtlCS SUTE". 
INCOMING RADIo\lION 1$ RECEIVED ElY AN ELLJPTJtALlY-SHAPE!l SUN 
MIRROR AND COlLecHo By " RiCHEy-CHRETIEN Of'TICAL SYSTE ... TilE 
SCAN MUROR 1$ 5:':1 A1 II HOPIINAL M.GLE Of 1,5 OEG TO THE VISSII 
OPTICAL nISI WHICH IS ALlGltE!> P"RAlLEL TO THE SPIN AXts OF TilE 
SPACHlilirT. TliE SPIN ... lNG "OTION Of TilE SPACECliAFT 
(APpIlOXU'ATELY 100 liP!!) PROVIDES A WEST-lO-EAST stAN "OllOt! 
VHEN THE SPIN AUS OF THE SPACECRAFT IS OIllENTED PO\IIALLEL WITH 
THE EARTH'S o\XIS. THE LATITUDINAL St"" IS ACCOMPLISHED BY 
SEIlUENTIALLY TILTING THE StAHHIIUi tlliROR NORTf! TO SOUTH IH TilE 
to!lPLETlON or EACH SPIN. ... fULL PICTURE fAlCES 18.2 "IN TO 
CO!lPLETE ... ND ABOUT 2 I'lIN TO IIEl .... CE. OURING EACH SCAN~ EIGHT 
VISIBLE-SPECTRUM DETECTORS S"EEP THE EARiH. vnH A GROUND 
RESOLUTION Of 0.9 K" AT ZERO NADU "'NGLE. A "ERCORY-CAD/'IIU" 
TELLURIDE bUECTOR SENSES THE INU"REb PORT ION Of THE SPECTRUM 
"nil ... 110RlZONT'AL RESOLUtiON Of APPROXIMATELY 9 KM AT lEIIO 
NADIR ANGLE. THE INfllARED PORTION Of THE OETEClOIt MEASURES 
RADIANCE TE"PERATURES BETWEEN 180 "'ND 31S DEG K WITH A PROPOSED 
SENSITIVITY BETWEEN 0.4 AND 1,4 K. HIE VISSA OUTPUT IS 
DIGITllEO AND TRAN5"11l£D TO THE NOAA CO"""NO OA'" ACQUISITION 
STATION. WALLOPS ISLAND, IIA. THERE THE SIGNAL IS FED INTO" 
'UHE STRETCHEII,' WHERE IT IS STOREb "NO TUIE-STAETCHED rOR 
TIIAN:;1115SION BACK TO THE SAteLLITE AT IlEtlUCED bANPWID1H fOR 
ItEBROAOCA$T TO APT USER STATIONS. AS W1TH ALL OPUATIONAL T'fPE 
DATA. THE VlSSR OATA ARE HANDLED BY NOAA AND EIIEIHALlY SENY TO 
THE NATIONAL CLI"AnC CENTEIt AT ASHEVILLE. NORTH CAROLINA. fOR 
ARCHIVING. 
------- GOES 2. NESS STAff--------------~-----________________ _ 
INIIESlIGAnON NAME- "ETEOROLOGIC",L D"'TA COLLECTION AND 
TRANSIUSSION SYSTE" 
NSSDC 1:1- 17-048A-05 
PERSONNEL 
PI NESS STAff 
BRIEF PESCRIPllON 
INVESTlG"'TlIIE PROGRA" 




THE- METEOROLOGlCAL DATA COlLEcnON ~ND TR~NSMlSSlON 
SYSTEM 15 ~N E)(PERII'IENUL CO,,"UtUC"'TIONS "'''0 D~TA HANDLING 
SYSTEM DESIGNED TO RECEIVE AND PROCESS r~HEOROLOGICAL DATA 
COLLE';TED fROM I'IEMOTELY LOCAtEO EARTH-BAHti tlAU COl-LHlION 
(OBSERII~TlON) PLATFORMS (Hp). THE COLlECtEO DATA ARE 
RETRANS"llTED FRO" THE SAlELL1TE TO SMALL, GROUND-BASEQ. 
QEGIONAL DATA Ul1LJZ.ATION CENTERS. DATA FRO" UP TO 10,000 DCP 
SUllONS CAN BE HANDLED BY THE SY.""EM. tHE SYSTE" AL!;O ... LLOIIS 
FOR THE RETR~NS"ISSI~N Of NARROII-BAND (IIEFAX TYPE) DATA FROM 
CENTRALIZED WEATHER FACIUllES TO EXISTING SMALL. GROUND-BASED 
APT RECE!VING n",UONS. THIS CO""U/UCATIONS SYSTE" OPERATES ON 
S-B"'NP FREQUENCIES_ THE MINIMU" D ... TA COLLECTIOH SYSTEM FOR ONE 
SMALL "ETEOROLOGICAL SATELL1TE CONSISTS Of "'PPROUMATELY 3500 
DCP STATIONS TO BE CONlACTEti IN A (»-11 PER'lOD. TilE TOTAL A"OUNT 
OF DATA CQLLEClED DURING TNE 6-11 PERIOD IS BETWEEN 350K AND 
60011. BITS, QEPENOING ON THE CODING HCHNIDUEES. DATA RECEIYED 
FRO" INDIVIDUAL STAlIONS V~UES fROM 50 TO 3000 BITS, OEPENOING 
ON THE "PE AND VARIETY OF SENSORS USED AT AN INPIVIDUAL OCP 
STATION. 
------- GOES l. IIILLIA"S----------------------------________ _ 
INVESllGATlON HA"E- ENERGETlC PARTICLE MOH1'TOR 
IISSDC 10- 77-048A-02: 
PERSONNEL 
PI - O.J. WILLl~MS 
BRIEf DESCRIPTlON 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGR!;" 
OPER"'Tl(lN~L ENVIRUN. "OHITORING 
INVESnGATIOH QISCIPLINf{S) 
PARTICLES AND "IELtiS 
J'lOU-ERL 
A NunBER Of SEPARATE SILItON SOll!!-STATE DETECTOItS, £ACH 
WllH A TAILORED "ODEIIATOR THICkNESS AHD A SEPARATE ELECTRONICS 
UNll FOR PULSE A"PLIF1CATlON ~HO PULS-EHEISHT DISCRI"INATIOH. 
ARE USED TO OBTAIN THE fOLLOWING PARTICLE TYPE 'NO ENERGY 
"EASURE"ENTS sEVEN CHANNELS MEASURE PROTONS IN TIlE RANGE 1 
to SOD "EV, SJ"X CHANNELS "EASURE ALPHA PARll CLE-S IN THE RANGE 4 
TO 400 "EV. AND ONE CHANNEL ME:ASURE ELEClIlONS GREATER THAN 0.5 
"EV. 
GOES z~ WILLIAMS--------------------------------------
INVESllGAUON N""E:- SOLAR )(~RAY I'IONITOR 
NSSDt 10- 17-oIo8A-03 INVESTlGAnVE PliO GRAM 





[ .. '""."'~~'"'J'_~k ... 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D,J. WILLIA"S NOAA-filL 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION 
THE X-RAY COUNTER V ... , Co"POSED Of A COLLI"ATOR, T"O 
10NU"'TtON CHA'!tIERs, AND two ELECTRO~£TERS. A S"ALL ANGULAR 
",PERTURE VAS CHOSEN fOR THE T!,LESCOPE COLLI"ATOR. WHICH "U 
"OUNTEP 50 UIAT THE DECLlNAIlON Of llS "US CAN 8E CONTROLLEP 
B' GROUNO CO""AND to INSURE lHAt THE SUN IS vlEliED By THE 
TELESCOPE ONCE DUII!NG EVERY IIEHIClE MOTAllON. ONE ION CIiAI'IBER 
"AS FILLEP "IHI AR(jON AT 1 AT" rOil b£TECHON Of 1- TO 8-'" • 
UYS ANII HAS ~ 5-I'IIL BERYlLIUI'I WI "PO" TO exCLUDE x II'YS Of 
LONGER III.V[\EN6TH5. THE OtHER CIiA"BfR WAS flLLU WITH UNON AT 
1.S TO 2 AT", ANo HAD A 50~"IL BERYLLIU" "INDOW fOil I'IeA5UIIEI'IENT 
Of X RAYS IN THE WAVELENGTIi RANGE O.S-TO 3-A. 
------- GOES 2. WILLIAM5--------------------------------____ _ 
INIIESTlGATlON NAME- "AGNEtlC fHLo "OHUOR 
HSSOC 10- 77-04I1A-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - Q.J. WILLIAI'IS 
BRIH DE-SCIIIPlJON 
INVEsllG"'IV£ PROG""" 




IHE I'IAGH£TOl'lflER 15 BiAXIAL. CLOSED-LOOP, FLUXGATE 
"AGNETO"ETER WJTIt THE twO SENSORS AL!GNEO " IIIGIiT ~NGLE$ TO 
ONE ANOTHER. AftER "OUNTlNG ON A SHORT BOO" (APHtOIll"AHLY 2 
fT) ONE SENSflR IS ALIGNEtI PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAft SPIN AXlS 
ANP THE OTHER PERP£hDICULAR TO THIS AXIS. EACH SENSOR HAS A 
SELECTABLE RANGE (50, 100, 2:00. 011 400 GA""A5), AH OffSET fiELD 
CAPABILITY (PLUS OR "INUS HOD GA"M ... S IN 100-G'''M''A STEPS), ... 140 
AN IN-FLIGHT CALIBRATION CAPABILITT. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• HAWKEYE , ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAft CO""OH N"'''E- H~VKEYE 1 
I,L!ERNATE NA"ES- INJUN-f. NEUTRAL POINT £)(PLORER 
UPLORER St: 
NSSPC IP- 14-040A 
LAUNCIi DATE- 06/03/110 WElGHT- 26.1 KG 
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBi \t. AfB. UNITED SlATES 
L"'UNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STAleS 
INUUL ollan PARAMETERS 
ORBn TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 3032.4 MIN 
PERlAPSIS- 469.0 11." 
PERS!!NNEL 
"G - J.R. 
SC - E.R. 









EPOCH tlATE- ub/04114 
INCllJ'lATIOH- 89.11 PEG 
APOAPSU- 1Z551o. K" 
NASA HE.ADQUARTERS 
NASA HEAPQUARTERS 
U Of IOWA. 
NASA-LARC 
U OF 10"A 
THE PRI"ARY "ISS10N OBJECTIVE "AS TO CONDUCT PARtICLES 
AND FJELPS INVESTlG"ATlONS Of TIiE POLAR "AGHETOSPHER£ Of THE 
EARTH OUT TO 21 EARTH RADII. SE-CONOARY OBJECTIVES WERE TO 
STUDY MAGNETIC fJEU AND PLAS"A PlstRJBUllON "EASUREMENTS IN 
THE SOLAR WINP, AND TO STUDY TYPE III RADIO EPHSSIONS CAUSEO IIY 
SOLAR ELECTRON STREAltS IN THE- INTERPLANETARY "EDJU". TO 
ACCO"PLISH THESE OBJECTIVES. THE SPACECRAFT WAS IHSTRUMENTED 
IIITH ... "AGNETP"ETER, AN EHERGETIC P! .... s"A ANALYlER, 'NO AN 
ELF-VU WAVE INSTRU"ENT. THE SPACECRAfT "AS SPIN STABILIZEP 
WITH A NO"INt.L ROTATIONAL PUIOP Of 11 ~£C. 'N CElESTlllAL 
COORDINATES, THE POSlTIVE SPIN AxIS COORDIN~re.s WERE RIGIiT 
ASCENSIOH 299.4 PEG (PLUS OR "INUS 1.1 DEG) ANII P£CLINAll0N 8.6 
DEG (PLUS OR MINUS 1.S DEG). TIIERE "'S NO OHSOARD OlllEHlAtlON 
OR SpiN ItATE CONTROL, BUI tHE ORIENTATION Of THE SPIN AXIS WAS 
SlABLf:. AH OPTICAL ASPECT sync" OPERATED FRO" LAUNCH UNlIL 
9/lI14. AFTER THIS PERrOIl, ASPECT HAD TO BE DEIU"INEII fIIOM 
MAGNElOIIETER I'IEASUREIIENTS. THE COMPL£1E SPACHRAFT WUIi 
INSTRUIIENTS HAD A "ASS OF 22.65 KG. POIIEII OF 22 to 36 WAtt'S. 
DEPENDING ON SOLAR ASPECT. "AS OBTAINEP fRO" SOLAR CELLS_ 
HAWKEYE 1 PARTICIPATED IN THE INTER,.A.1l0NAL "AGHETO$PHERJ( 
s-TI.IDT (lMS) AND PURtHG TH£ FIRST IiAl' OF 1971 IIAtA ACQUlStT10N 
liAS- COHfINEO TO I"S SPECIAL INTERVALS. fOil "OIiE PElAILS SEE U. 
Of IOWA SPECIo\L lIepORT~ u. Of lOll" 17-6, ""AWKEYE 1," JANUAII'f 
1917. DATA WEllE OBlAUi£b IN REAL TIME ONLY AT A FREQUENCY Of 
136 "HI ANO 400 "HI AT 10Q B/-S (OR 200 Bls WllH CONVOLIITIONAL 
COOING) PLUS WIIIESANP VU DATA. DATA WEAE COLLECTED UNTIL 
8/1111 WHEN OPERATIONS wnE TEII"INATU. RE-ENTRY WAS EXPECTED 
IN 41711. 
------- HAWKEYE 1, fRANK-----~~-------·------------___________ _ 
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U Of JOW" 
U Of 10 .... 
u Of IOWA 
THIS p"Rllel£ SPHTROftETEII (LEPEtleA) [MPLOYED TWO 
ELECTliOSTAllC ANALYZERS TO "[ASUIIE PRDTROHS AND ELECTRONS 
$lltULT"N£DUSLY. A GM TUBe WAS AN ",oDITION"L DnEerOR SENSITIVE 
10 PROTONS .. BOVE 600 KEII AND ELECTRONS .. eoY( 45 II:EII. THE 
SENSORS WERE I'IOUNTEb NORMAL TO THE SPACECRAft SPIN AilS. 
,,"GULAR 01511119U110N5 OF PAATICLES WERE OEHR'"MED WITH" 
SECTOR IIESOLUllON Of SO OEG FOR ANALYZER VOLTAGE STEPS AN~ 10 
[lEG fOR ANALY"lER VOLHGE DEING SWEPT THROUGH ITS RA",GL THE 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS HAD A fIELD or VIEW Of 8 OEG It 30 DEG 
AND IIUSUA£O pROTONS AND ELECTRONS fRO" 0.05 TO 40 IO;EV. THE G" 
TUllE HAD A CONICAL rlELII OF VICII Of 15 DEG HALf ANIiLE. TIIO 
"ODES or OPERAHON IIERE USED -- ONE INSTRUI'IENt CYCLE Of 156 
INtENSIlT "EASUREI'IENtS EVERY 46 S OR ONE CYCLE or 312 tNTENS-ITT 
MHSURE"ENTS EVERT 92 S. f.ijf "OItE DElAILS Of THE LEPEDE" 
UOS1RUIIENT SEE "J. GEOPItTS. liES," 72. 185" 1967. 
------- 1t~IIKE TE 1" GURNETt-------------------------------------
INVEST:GUION NAKE- ELrJVLF RECElVERS 
NSSOC 10- 74-040~-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - 0 • .1.. GURNETt 






U Of 10liA 
U Of IOWA 
rillS EXPERII'IENT I'IEASURED ELECTRir. AND " ... GNETIC fIELDS 
USING A 42.7-" ELECTRIC DIPOLE (lIP-TO-TIP) AND II SEARCH COIL 
AN TEtttl A OEP .. OYED 1.58 " fROII nlE SPACECRAFT. THE ELECTRIC 
HELD SPECTRUM I'IEASUREI'IENTS WERE I'IAOE IN 16 LOGARIlHI'IICALLY 
SPACED FREQUENCY CHANNELS EXlENOIN:; FRO" 1.18 Nl TO 178 KHI. 
DC ELECTRIC fJELOS WERE "LSD MEASURED. tHE BANDWIDTH OF THESE 
CIiANNElS VARIED FROI'I 7.5 TO 30 PERCENT DEPENDING ON CENTER 
fREQUENCY. CHANNEL SENSITIVITY AND OYNAI'IIC R,.NGE IIUE 1~E-6V/'It 
AlID too Oil. RESPECTIVELy. A WIDEIlANO RECHVER liAS ALSO USED. 
WIlli TWO SELECTABLE BANOIiIDTII RANGES -- .15 TO 10 kHI OR 1 Til 
45 IOIt. TilE MAGNETIC rtELD SPECtRUI'I liAS "EASURED IN EIGI!T 
DISCRETE, lOGARITHI'IICAlLY-SPACED CIIANHELS fRO" 1.78 HZ TO 5.62 
Kill. THE BANDWIDTH Of THESE CIIAIINELS VARIED fROI'I 7.S TO 30 
PERCENT DEPENDING ON fREQUENCY. tilE OYNAMlC RAIIGE AND 
SENSltlVtTY liAS 10D DB. AND 0.1 NT AT 1.78 III TO 3.1,£-1, NT AT 
5.62 (HI. THE IIIDEBANO REtEIVER DESCRIBED ABOVE COUt.a BE USED 
WItH THE MAGNEllC ANTENNA. EAeli DISCRETE CHMINEL WAS ~AI'IPLEO 
ONCE EVERT 1 t .52 SEC. 
------- HAIIKEYE 1" VAN ALlEN--------------~--------------------
INVESTIGATION NAI1E- t~IAXIAL fLUIGATE MAGNETOMETER 







PI - J .A. 
01 - II.N. 
01 - L.J. 
oLIVEN (DeCEASED) 
CAIUll, JR. 
U OF IOWA 
U Of IOWA 
U OF I'IIHIIESOTA 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION 
A 4-RANGE, TRIAXIAL FLUX GATE ",AGIIETOMETER 1'I0UNTEO ON A 
T.52-M BOOM, liAS USED to PlEASUIiE Tile A",alENT I'IAGNErIC fILlD. 
THE THREE AxES WERE. SAflPLEti SEQUENTIALLY tliREE T11'1ES EUII 5.'/'2 
s~ SENSJTIVITY AND (ACCURACY) liAS PLUS OR ,UNUS 150 (1~2l" 450 
13_5)" 1,500 ('11.7) AND 25,,000 (195.3) NT, RESPECl1vELY. THE 
SENSITIVITY WAS SIIITCNED BY GROUND COI'IMAND. fREQUENr.y RESPONSE 
WAS DC TO 1 liZ (flAtH DOWN 3 DB AT 10 HlI THEN fALLING At 6 DB 
PElt OCUVE AT HIGHER FREQUENCIES. SAtELLJTI; STRn fIELDS WERE 
tONSTRAINED to BE lESS THAN 0.1 NT. WHICH WAS ALSO THE R"S 
INS'RUflEIH NOISE LEVEL. IN-FLIGHT CALIBRATION WAS PERFORI'IEO 
ONCE EVERY 98 MINures. 
............................... IIEAO 1 .................................. .. 
SPACECRAfT CO ""0" NAI'IE- HEAD 1 
ALTERNATE NA"ES- HlGH ENERGY "STRON OBS-A,. HE,t,O-A 
N550C 10- 71-075A 
LAUNCH OAl£- [)8/12/77 WE.IGIIT- 2660. KG 
lAUNCH S11E- CAPE CANAVERAL" U/ilTED STATES 






OMBIT tYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORPIT PERIOO- 93.5 "IN 
PERIAPSIS- 440. KI'I 
PERSONNEL 
I'IG - R.E. 
SC - A.G. 
P'" - F.A. 









EPOCH OATe- 08/13171 
INCLlN"UON- n.t! DEG 





IIIGIi ENEItGY AStRONOl'Iy OBSERVAtORY 1 WAS TilE fiRST IN A 
SERIES Of THREE SATELLITE OBSERVAtORIES DESIGNED TO CONTINUE 
THE X-IIAY AND GA"MA-UY STUelES INII-tATED Ot ANS. DAD 3. UK S. 
THE OSO SERIES" THE SolS SERIES" AND THE GAPlMA-IIAT BURsr 
DISCOVERlES OF THE VELA SATELLITES. TIIESE I'IISSIOIIS WERE 
DESIGNED TO SURVEY AHO MAP tHE CELESTlAL SPHE~e FDA X-RAY 
SOURCES AT AN INTENSI" LEVEL Of 1.[-6 Of tilE BRIGIIT~Sl I(NO"N 
SOURCE (seo X-1). AND TO INVESTIGATE Hie STRUCTURE AriD SHAI'[ or 
GALACTIC AND EXTRAGALACTIC COSI'IIC-RAY NUCLEI Til ROUGH THEJR 
INFLUENCE ON THE EARTH'S AtMOSPHERE. HCH SPACECRAfT or THE 
SERIES HAD A COI'II'ION SPACECRAFT EQUIPMEIH MODULE ISEI'I) AND 10. 
UNIQUE EJIIPERII'IE/H 1'I00ULE (EI'II. THIS "ISS ION liAS SPECifICALLY 
DEStGNED to "AP X-RAy AND GAM"'A-RAY SOURCES fROI'I 150 EV TO 10 
"EV, TO ES1ABLlSH THE SIZE ANO PRECISE LO(;AIlON Of X-R", 
SOURCES WitH AN ENERGY RAflGE Of 1 KEV TO 1S KEV, TO H1ER~INE 
TilE CONTRIBUTlON Of DISCRETE SQURCES TO THE X-RAY OAC~GROUND, 
AND TO I'IEASURE TII'IE VARIAtlOIiS Of X~IIAT SOURCES. CONtiNUOUS 
CELESTIAL stANS .. ERE MAUE PERPENDJtUlAR TO l-AXIS IPOlfnlNG to 
THE SUN) DURING THE INIUAL PHASE Ot Til!! IUSSIOti. stAN RATE 
WAS 0.03 REVOlUTJONS/I'lIN. TI'E ~NlIRE CELESTIAL SI'HERf WOULD BE 
SCANNED tN 6 PlDNlHS. SPECIAL I'IANlUVERS OF UP TO S rIMES/WEEK, 
TO OFFSET FRO,. TilE SUN UP TO 7 DEli FOR SlioRl oaSUVAllON 
PERIODS, WERE PARt Of tHE tnSSION'S OBJECTIVES. WHEN PASSING 
OVER TilE SOUTH ATLANtIC ANOMALY (SAA). II1GH VOLtAGE SUPPLIES 
WEllE TURNED OFF OR REPUCED to PREVENT OAfiIAGE !JUE TO SATUIlAflON 
EffECTS. TilE SPACECIIAFT HAD A DESIGN LtrfTtI'lE OF 6 MONTHS WltH 
AN ORBIT AND THRUSTER PROPELLANt CAPAIlILl1Y or FUNCTIONING 
NOMINALLY FOR 1 YII. TilE sa-SIDED IitAO 1 WAS 5.68-1'1 HIGH. 
2.67-1'1 IN DIAMEtER, _'NO WEIGHED 2552 -:G INCLUDING 1220 IO;G Of 
UPERII'IENtS. DOI/NLlN( TELEflEtRl WAS AT A OATA !lATE OF 6.S (B/S 
FOil REAL-TlI'IE DAtA AND 121.' (6/5 fOR EIT",ER Of THE TWO TAPE 
RECOAOER SYSTEMS. 
------~ HEAD 1. 1l0LOT------------------------------------------




OJ - G .P. GARMIRE 
OJ - C.S. BOWYEII 
OJ - .. CRUDDANCE 
OJ G.Il. FI ELO 
OJ 
- ".L. lAI'IPTON 
" 
- J , . StU 
OJ - S.S. 1i0ll 
OJ - G. AG".·WAL 




INVESlIGATtON DISCIPLINE lSI 
X-RAY AStIlONOI'IY 
NASA-GSft 
C,o,l IF INST O~ tEeli 
"Of CAL}f. IlER(ELEY 
U OF CALIF, ilEI!J:.ELEY 
'" 
" Of CALif. BEI!HLEY 
" Of CALI f, 8UKELEY NASA-GSfC 
CALI f INST Gf TECII 
BEND I X CORP 
THIS EXPERIflENT WAS DESIGNED TO "EASURE THE DIffuSE I-RAY 
BACKGROUND IN TilE ENERGY RANGE Of 0.15 TO 60 ICEV. OBJECTIVES 
WERE TO MEASURE RELATIVE DiffUSION AND ABSORPTIOU Of DIfFUSE 
liARD "NO SOFT X-RAYS AT HIGII GALACTIC lATIlueES, AND THEN 
CORI!ElATE THESE 'ltUSUREI'IENTS wIlH \tADIO AND OPTICAL STUDIES: 
DfTERl'IlNE DISCRETE SOURCE BACIO;GROUND CONT~16U1ION; DEtFCT 
LARGE-SCALE GLOBAL ANISOTROPIES ASSOCIAteD IInH SOLAR STsrEM 
"OTION w1111 RESPECT TO 01STANt EI'IISSION SOURCESi !'IUE BROADBAND 
SPECTRAL CLASSIfiCATIONS Of DHfUSE AND 0lSCRE1E I-RAY SOURCES; 
AND EsTABLISH TE"PORAL VARIATIONS Of I'IULtI-COI'IPONENT SPECTRAL 
SOURCES. THREe HPES Of IIUlTlANODE, IWLfiLAYER C;;UNtERS WEllE 
USED FOR lHlt EXPERI"ENt. tHREE N-IGIl ENERGY OE1ECTORS (tfEDl 
IIlTH XENON FILLED COUNteRS COV"IIEII THE ENERGY RANG~ Of J to 60 
ICE" W1111 AN EFFECTIVE AREA Of 9!!0 CI'I SII. TilE IIINI"I.I1'1 
DElECTABLE FLUX IN A 1.0E3 S OBSERVATION WAS l~OE-41SI1 CI'I-S-KEV 
FOR ENERGY BANOS 3 TO 20 ICEV AND 20 TO 60 KEV. ONE MEDIU" 
ENEItGY DETEctOR tltEDl IIItH AN ARGON/METHANE fllLED COUNTER 
COVEkED THE ENERGY RANGE 1.5-15 (EV~ THE EFrECTlVE ARE'A OF 
THIS COUNTER WAS 900 C" SQ. THE II\IN111UM H_tECTABLE flU. IS THE 
SAME AS FOR THE liED'S. TilE 1110 LOII-ENER;,y DETECtORS (lEO) WERE 
'1I111-WINOOW" PROPANE' G~S, fLOIi COUNTERS to COVER TNt EH£ltGl 
RANGE OF 0.15 TO 3 I(EV. TtlE lED USED PERMANEHt MAGNETS TO 
PREVEHt INClDENT £Lft"TRONS FROM REACHING THE O[1ECTOR III"DOW 
ANO A SUNSHADE IIHEHEVER DIRECT SUNLIGHt liAS NUR TNE HELD Of 
VI Ell. It IIAO ,. 600 SQ CI'I EFFECTIVE AREA. TII£ ~INI""M 
DETECTABLE fLUX FOR A T.O£3 S OBSERVATIOH WAS 1.0E-3/SI:: 
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-----.- HEllO ,. FRIEDMAN--------------------------------------
INVESTIGAHOH NAME- LARGE ARE' coslue )I.-RAY SURlIE'!' 
NSSOC J 0- 71-015",-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI H .b. 
01 T.II. 
01 - E. T. 
01 - G.6. 
01 J.f. 












us NAVIIL IIESUIICH 
US NAVAL RESEARCH 
US NAVAL RESEAIICH 
US NAI/AL RESEAItCH 
US NAVAL RESEARCH 







THIS INSTRUIIENT WAS "ODULAR ASSEMBLY OF SEVEN 
LARGE-All EA. 'HIN-1I1NDOW~ PROPORTIONAL COUNTER SEN$OR "ODUlES TO 
RECORD JNUDENl X-RAY FLuxes. THE OBJECTIVES WERE TO flAP THE 
CELESUAL SPHERE IN THE ENERGY RANGE FROM. 13 TO 2Q KEY WITH 
GREATER SEN$lnviTT THAN ACHieVED HERETOFORE AND TO .. EASURE THE 
SPECTR/.. LOtATlO ..... A ... O TIME VA'UATlO~IS OF X-RAY SOURtES IIITII A 
0.1 "TO 1 DEG "NGULAR RESOLUTION. EACH OF THE SENSOR .. ODULES 
CONSISTED OF A PIlOPORTloNAL COUNTER BODY fRAME ON \,jIlICH liAS 
MOUNTED A IIINDOW SUPPORT STRUCTURE, COUNTER BACK STRUCTURE IInH 
INTEGRAL tONTROL COUNTER, COLLIMATOR ASSEMBLT .. AN~ ELECTRONlt 
SUBASSEMBLIES. A HONEYCOMB CELL CONSTRUCTION fOR THE BASte 
COUNTER PROVIDED X-RAY COLLI!!AlION Of 80 !lEG BY 4 DEG fWH ... A 
BACK LAYER or THE THREE-UYERED COUNTER PROVIDE., ANTlCOINCloENT 
PROTECTION "G"INS-T CHARGED PARTItLE EVENTS. THE rRONT LAYER 
liAS THE "AIN X-RAT SENSOR fllR "OST ENERGY RANGES_ ALL THREE 
LAYERS PROVIDED DATA Ai HIGHER ENERGIES. THE COLLI"ATOR fOR 
EACH OF THE COUNTERS VIEWED THE SKT. THE COLLI"ATOR ON SENSOR 
MODULES 1 THROUGH 4 PROVltlEtI 1 tlEG BT 4 DEG COLLI"AnON .. ON 
SEN~OR "ODULES 5 AND 6 PROVIDED 1 DEG Bl 0.5 DEG COLU"ATlON .. 
AlHI ON SENSOA !!OOULE 1 PROVIDEO 5 DEG BT 2 DEG COLLIIUTlON. 
EACH or THE SENSORS INCLUDED "OVASLE RAtllOACTlVE tALIBRATION 
SOURCes TO PROVIOE A CHECk ON COUNTER OPERATION AND CHANNEL 
PosnION. THERE liAS ALSO A MAGNET ASSE"BLT TO tiE FLEeT 
LOII-ENERGT ~AtlIATlON BELT ELECTRONS. THE CONTROL COUNTER WAS A 
S"ALL COUNTER AT THE SACK Of THE ASSE .. BLT THAT SHAREt; THE 
COUNTING GAS WITH THE I'IAIN COUNTER_. IT WAS EXCLTED BY AN FE-55 
SOURCE ANb SERVED TO GENERATE THE PROPER OPERATING VOLTAGE ON 
THE .. AIN COUNTER TO COI'IPENSATE fOR GAS HNSITY CHANGES AND HI,GH 
VOLTAGE DRIFTS. 
------ HEAD 1. GURS)tY·----~-----------------------------------
INVESTIGATION tlAME- X-RAT SCANNING ,",ODULATION COLLIMATOR 
NSSDC ItI- 11-015A-[!3 
PERSONNEL 
PI - H. GURS':T 
Ol - H.V.b.SRAtlT 
Ol - G.W. CLAA': 
Ol \I.H.G.LEIlIN 
Ol ,. IIAPPAPORT 
Ol - G. SPADA 
Ol - ,. tlOXSEY 
Ol - ,. GIACtONt 
Ol - p. GORENSTEIN 
Ol E.PI. KELLOGG 
Ol - H. tANANBAUI'I 






HARVARD COLLEGE OBS 
"ASS INS' uf TECH 
I'IASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECII 
PlASS INST Of TeCH 
!!ASS INST Of TECH 




'" HARVAAtI COLLEGE '"S 
HARVARII COLLEGE ODS 
HARVARD COLLEGE ODS 
THIS EXPERIKENT US:tI SCANNING 1'I0DULATUlN COLLlItATOR 
(SI'IC:) INSTIIUI'IENT TO DETERMINE. rOR SELECTED X-RAT SOURCES. 
THEIR POSITION IIITHtN 5 ARC-SEC; THElR ANGULAR SIZE TO A 
PAECISION OF 5-10 ARC-SEC IN THREE E"'ERGT INTERVALS no,", 1-15 
)tEV; ANti TO STUtI\' THE STRUCTURE OF THUR X-RAY E .. ISSION TO \ 
PAECISlON Of 10 ARC-SEC IN THREE ENERGY INTERVALS FROI'I 1-15 
KEV. THE SPIC WAS COPlPRlSED OF TWO PARTS. EACH CONTAINING FOUA 
WtRE GRID PLANES. EACH PROVIDED A LOCATION AND ANGULAR SIZE 
MEASUREMENT IN ONE tlII'IENSION. AN AtltlITIONAL COLLIMATOR LOCATED 
fORIlARtI TO THE FRONT GALD RESTRICTEtI TilE ovERALL INSTANTANEOUS 
FJELD Of VIEW TC 4 DEG X 4 DEG FWHM FOR EACH SI'IC. THE OUTIIARD 
VIEW DIRECTION IS PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAfT SPIN AXIS 
(I-AilS) AND HENCE TilE INSTRUMENT SCANS A GREAT CIRtLE BAND ON 
tHE SkY. THE TWO PARTS Of THE S"C DIFFER BT HAVING THEIR PLANE 
OF "AX I I'IUIt TRANSJlltSSION INCLINED +TO DEG AND -10 DEli TO TilE 
SCAN IIIREClION. PRECISE TWO-DIMEr/SIONAL LOCATIONS ARE 
DETEA!!INED BT TilE INTERSECTIONS Of HIE LOCATIONS OBTAINED fROI'I 
EACH OF THE CCLLlMATOR5. THE ANGULAR RESPONSE OF THE TWO SKC 
COMPONENTS liAS 30 ANti no ARt-SEC.. WHltH EXTENDEO fH£ flYNAMlC 
IIANGE UP TO 16 ARC-PHN OVER III1ICH ANGULAR SIlE AND STRUCTURE 
!!USUREMENTS WERE MAtlE. THE S .. t INStRUI'IUT liAS CAPABLE Of 
DetECTING Je-RAl SOURCES IIITH AN INTENSHT Df 1 ~Ut-3 THAT Of- THE 
:RAB NEBULA. THIS EXPERIMENT liAS, ALSO EQUIPPEtI III!H TIIO ASPECT 
SENSORS TO PAOVIDE DATA ON TilE STELLAR ORIENTATION Of THE 
COLLIMATOR AXES TO ACHIEVE TilE 5 ARC-SEC POSlllDN OF SOURCES. 
l' .. . . . , .• ~;.;.",Li"""~ , 
55 
r ~ " .~. .1 
------- HEAO 1~ PETERsON--------------------------------·--~---
JNVESTIGATION NARE- LOW-ENERGY GAR"A-RAT AND HARD X-RAT SKY 
SURVEY 
NSSDC 10- 77-075A-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - L.E. PETERSON 
o.J - W.H.G.LEWIN 
01 - R.... PELLING 
OJ - J.l.. "ATTesON 
01 ~ A. SCHEfP .. AkER 
01 - II.V.D.BRAtIT 
01 - G.II. CLARK 






U Of CALIF .. SAN DIEGO. 
.. ASS INST OF TECH 
U OF CALLF .. SAN tliEGO 
U Of CALIF .. SAN DIEGO 
U OF CALI f .. SAN DIEGO 
"ASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INS t OF TECH 
"ASS IIiST or TECH 
THlS EltPERI!!ENT MEASURED POINT AND DIFFUSE SOURCES Of 
X-RAYS ANO GAM"A RAYS IN THE 10 kEV TO 10 .. EV RANGE. THE 
INSTRUI'IENt Co.NSISTED OF SEVEN NAI(T1l/CSI(NA) PHOSIlICH 
S"CINTILLATOAS SUIIROUNtlED BT EIGHT LARGE CSI (NA) SCINTILLATORS 
THAT PROVfDED SHIELtlING AND DEFINED THE fIELDS Of VIEII. THERE 
WERE THREE tlETECTOR TYPES. TilE JNT£A!!fDUTE ENERGY tlETECTOIIS 
HAD AN ENERGT RANGE or 10-Z00 KEV, AN AREA OF 225 SQ C", CSI 
SHIELDING Of 2 IN., AND A HELP OF VIEII (FIIHM) OF 1 DEG X lO 
tlEG. THE SLAT COLLl .. ATORS OF THE INT£III'IEtll-'TE ENERGT tlETECTORS 
WERE POSIT1~NfD AT 60 DEG RELATIVE TO. THE SCAN tlIRECTlON .. 
ALLOWING Po.INT SOURCE DETERKINATlON TO 1 DEG OVER THE 
APPROXl!!ATELY 40-DEG-iHDE BAND SCANNEll EACH SPACECRAFT 
ROTATION. THE POINT "ODE DETECTORS HAD AN ENERGY RANGE Of 
0.1-5 "EV .. AN AIIEA Of 1110 SCI CI'I. CSI SIIIELtllNG Of ABOUT I, IN ... 
ANti A rtELD or VIEW (fWHK' OF ZO DEG. SOUACES DEtEtTED WERE 
lOENHnED wnH LOW ENERGT SOURCES BT SPECTRAL Sl"ILARITT IIlTH 
KEASUREMENTS .. ADf BY THE INTER"EtlIATE ENERGY DETECTOR AT ABOUT 
100 KEV. THE tllFfUH "OtlE DETECTORS HAtI AN ENERGY RANGE OF 
0.Z.-10 KEV, AN AREA OF 125 SQ C!!. CSI SIIIELDING Of ASOUl 6 IN •• 
ANO' " FlELD OF VIEW (fWH") OF ,0 tlEG. POINT SOURCES MEASURED 
BY THE DIFFUSE "ODE DETECTORS WERE RfLATEtI TO THDSE WlTH 
SIMILAR SPECTRA IN THE POINT MODE DETECTOAS. EACH DF THE 
DETECTORS WAS EClUJPPEP IIITH A PULSE SHAPE ANALYlER AND 
DlSCRI"INATOA WHICH DETECTED AND VETOED CSICNA) EVENTS. THE 
CO"BIN"TlON OF SHJELtI UPPER ANti LOWER LEVEL DISCRJI'I1NATORS 
(NOMINAL SEtTINGS Of 5 MEV ANti 0.' .. ev) USED fOil OETECTOR 
ANTlCOINC_iDENCE IIERE SELECTABLE BT CO .. ItANtI. EVENT TIME WAS 
NOMINALLy ICN!)WN TO 0.1 S ACCURACY. THIS COULD BE :"PROVEO 1'0 5 
1'15 OR l.Of-S 5 BY CDMMAND. EVENTS SATISFYING THE 
ANTICOINtltlEHCE CONOlTlOft WERE PULSE HEI6HT AHALHED AND 
TELEIIETEREtI ON AN EVErH-BY-EVENl BASIS BT A PlAlN PULSE HEIGHT 
ANALHER ("PHAI STSTE". A ROVING PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER (RPHA) 
PERFORMED ENERGY AND PULSE SHAPE ANALYlER CALIBRATIONS ANO 
.. ONITORED SHIELD PERFORMANCE. IT WAS ALSO USED IN lHE STUDY Of 
STRONG X-RAT SOURCES THAT WERE GREATER THAN TilE MPH ... SYSTE"'S 
ReADOUT RA1E. THIS INS1RUMENt ALSO (ONtAINEO IIIIiEE "UIlCLE 
IIONlTORS, WHHH .. EASURED PROTON AND ELECTRON FLUxeS IN THREE 
ENERGY RANGeS. THERE WAS A HIGH RESOLUTION TIMING SYSTE!! TIIAT 
MEASURED COSIIIC GA"I'IA-RAT BURSTS, BT SUI'IMING THE SIGNALS ~f T~€ 
ElGHT LARGE CSJ(NA) SHIELDS THAT HAVE A TOTAL OMNIDIRECTlON'L 
CDLLECTION AREA Of ABOUT 2400 SQ C!!, AND DISCRHHNATING THE 
SUM"EtI SIGNAL IN A SYSTEI'I WITH tHRESIIOLtlS Of 0.1 .. 0.2, 0.4, 
O.S, ANti 1.6 "EV. 
.................... * •••••• * •• *. IIELIOS-A.o.o· ................ - ....... . 
SPACECRAFT Cq"I'I0N HA"E- HELIOs·A 
ALTERNATE N"I'IES- HELfO-A .. Pl.-7IotA 
HEllOS 1 
NSSfIC u- 7t.-097A 
LAUNCH DAT£- 12110174 WElGHT- 2.10. KG 
LAUNCH 51TE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UiilTED SlATES 
LAUNCII VEHICLE- TITAN 
SPON50RING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
fEtI REP Df GERMANY 
UNlTftI STATES 
ORBIT PARAI'tUERS 
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERJOD- 190.15 DAYS 
PERIApSIS- 0.3095 AU RAD 
PERSONNEL 
/IIG F.!!. 
SC - A.G. 
Pit - A. 
PM - 1i.1I. 











EPOCH OATE- 01116175 
INCLINATION- O.Ol DEG 
APOAPSIS- 0.985 AU RAtI 
NASA HEAOQUARIEIIS 
NASA HEA!lQUAIITUS 
GES FUR WELTIlAUMFDRsCH 
NASA-GS FC 
ORG ~OR SPACE RES 
NASA-6SfC 
THIS SPACECRAFT WAS ONE OF A PAlII Of DEEI' SP"CE PROSES 
DEVELOPED BY THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GER .. ANY (FIIG) IN A 
COOPERATIVE PROGRAM IIITH N"SA. EXPERIMENTS-IIERE PROVItlEtI BT 
StlENTlSTS FRO.. BOTH fRIi AND THE U.S. NASA SUPPLrED THE 
Tl1AN/-:ENTAUII LAUNCH VEHlCLE. THE SPACECRAft IIERE EQUIpPED 
WlTH TWO 800"S, ANti A 3l-M ELECTRIC DIPOLE. TilE PAYLOAb 













t .. J 
IIAII£ EXPERIMENTS, IIHICK COVERED VARIOus BANDS IN THE fIIfQUEHty 
RANGE " III TO .5 PlIIZ: CHARGED PARtiCLE EIIPERHIENTS. WIIltH 
tO\lER£O VARIOUS ENERGY RANGES STARUNG WITH Sot.A. lUND THUfilAL 
ENERGIES AND ElITENDING TO 1 GE\I; A ZODHAl. LIGHt E)(PERI"ENY; 
!:NO A "ICROI'IUEOHOIO EXPERJ"ENt. THE PURPOSE Of THE 'lIsSION 
WAS TO "AkE PIONEERING "U5URE,.ENU Of TH,; INTERPLANETARY 
"EDJU,. FRO,. THE Vlcltun Of HIE URlIt'S ORBn TO 0.3 AU. tHE 
SPIN AUS WAS NOR"'AL TO tHe: ECLIPHCI ANti THe NO"INAL SPIN RATE 
liAS 1 RPS. THE OUTER SPACECRAfT SURfACE WAS DIELECTRlC I 
HfECTlVELY (BECAUSE Of THE SHEATH POT£NT tAL) RAISING THE 
LOW-ENERGY tHRESHOLD FOR THE SOLAR lUND PLAS"'A UPER!"ENT TO AS 
HIGH As 100 leV. AlSO .. SHUTH RELATED COUPLING CAUSED BY THE 
sPACECRAFT ANTENNAS PRODUCED IInERfERENCE IIITH tHl: WAVE 
FXPEllllfENTS. THE SPACECRAfT IIA$ CAPABLE Of BEING OPERATED AT 
ell RATES rRO" 4096 TO B BPS, VARUBLE B' FACTOIIS Of TWO. 
WHILE THE SPACECRAFT WAS "OVING TO PERIH£LIONI IT WAS GENERALLY 
O,ERATED flO" 004 TD 256 BPS; ANIl NEAR 0.3 AU, I TWAS OPERAT£D 
AT THE HIIHIEH BIT RATE. BECAUSE Of A DEPLOY"ENT FAllURE OF 
ONE A)(15 ClF THE 32-", l1P-to-TIPI DIPOLE ANTENNA .. ONE AlliS WAS 
SHORTED. cr.USING THE ANTENNA TO fUNCTION AS A "ONOPO!';E. THE 
"AJOR EFFECT Of THIS ANOPIALY WAS TO INCREASE THE EFfECUVE 
INSTRUPlE'lt THRESilOLIIS. ANO TO INTRODUCE AODllIONA/.. 
UHCERTAlNllES IN THE UFECTlIIE ANTENNA LENGTH. 
_R _____ HELlOS-A, fECHTIII-------- ____________________________ _ 
INVEr-IGATIOII /lAME- "ICROPIHEOROIO DETECTOR AND ANALyZER 
NSSOC to- 74-097A-12 
pERSONNEL 
PI - II. 











THE PURPOSE or THE EXPERIMENT WAS TO INVESTIGATE SO,.E 
THEORiES ABOUT ,HE INTERPLANETARY DUST INCLUDING WHETHER __ (1) 
THE NUPlBfR Of PARTICLES INCREASES TeWARD THE SUN" (2) THE 
CUTOFF FOR S"ALl PARTICLES IS DEPENDENT ON THE DUTANCE fRO,. 
TNE SU!il DECAUSE SOLAR PRESSURE INCREASES NEARER THE SUN. AN~ 
(3) litE NU"BER DENSITIES Of PARTICLES CHANGE NEAR THE ORBllS Of 
PLANEts. THE kINETIC ENERGY Of OUST PARTl':LES HlTTING A HRGH 
WITH HIIiH IIELOCUY (!;EVERAL k"/S) CAUSEtI THE "ATE-RUL TO 
VAPOl111E ANO OECOf'1E PARTIALLY 10NUED. THE GENERATED PLAS"'A 
CLOUtl COULO THEN OE SEPARATED BY APPIIOPRIATE vOLTAGES INTO US 
HEGATlVE (ELECTRON) I'ARI AND INTO POSIlIVE IONS. THE "'ASS A;lD 
THE ENERGY Of THE DUST PARO CLES WAS OETER"lNED FRO" THE 
I "PULSE HEIGHTS. A n"E-OF-FlIGHT MASS SPECTRO"'ETER IN 
CONNECTION WlTH THE TARGet ALLOWEO THE S"ALL ION CLOUD TO 8E 
ANALYZED. IN TillS WAY THE INVESllGA1l0N OF THE CHE"ICAl 
CO"POSITJON Of THE DUST PARTICLE-S BECAf'1E POSSIBLE. THE 
THRESHOLD fOR THE DETECTION Of A pARIICLE WAS A80U" I.E-IS GM. 
PlASS AND ENERGY DETERMINATION WILL BE POSSIBLE FOR PARTiCLES 
LARGER THAN A(lOUT I.E-14 GPI. FOR PARTICLES LARGER THAN 1.E-13 
GM, A !!ASS SPEcif;:U" COULD BE GATHERED. 
--~.--- HELlOS-A .. GURNETt-------------_________________ _ 
INVESTlGAHON !,IA"E- COARSE FREQlUENCY, FINE TI"E RESOLUtiON 
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS 
NSSDC ID- 74·097A-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.A. 
01 P.J. 
01 - S.J. 






INVESTIGATIVE PRO liRA" 
CODE STICO-OP 
INVESTIGAtiON OJSCIPLlNf<SI 
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSHS 
PARTICLES ANti fJELDS 
U or IOilA 
U or "INNESOTA 
NASA-GSFC 
NASA-115ft 
THIS EKPERUIENT SHARED THE 32 " TlP-TO-TiP ELECTRIC 
ANTENNA WllH E)(PER,lI'lENTS -05 AND -06~ tHE INSTRUMENT CONSISTED 
or A 1S CHANNEL SPECTRUPI ANALnER WITH APPROXl"ATflY 
LOGARITH"ICALLY EGUtSPACEtI CENTER FREQUENCIES, 16 LOG 
COMPRESSORS" 16 R-C INTEGRATORS FOR AVERAGING THE LOG 
COMPRESSED ELECTRIC FIELII '-"PLIT-UDE BETWEEN READOUTS" AND 16 
PU" DETECTORS WHICH weRE RESET ArTER READOUT. iHe 16 AIIEAAGES 
AND 16 PEAk LOG VALUES WERE SAPIPLED AL"OST SI"ULTANEOUSLY. THE 
CHANNELS HAtI CENTER FREQUENCIES fOR THE CHANNELS fRO" 31 Ht TO 
'.78 KHZ AND 16 PERCENT FRO,. 31 ItZ TO 178 kHZ. AND BANDIIIIlTHS 
OF ZO PEIICENT FOR THE REI'IAINING CHANNEL:S. THESE CHANNELS 
OVERLAPPED SO AS TO PROVIDE ESSENTIALLY CONTINUOUS fREQUENCY 
COI/ERAGE FOR TilE RANGE OF ABOUT 20 HZ TO 200 kHZ. THE LOG 
COPIPRESSORS HAD A tlYNA"IC RANGE Of 100 OB. SAMPLING RATE 
DEPENDED IN DETAiL ON THE SPACECIlAfT BIT RA"!E AND TELE"ElA'Y 
fOR"AT. fHE FASTEST REAL U"E TELE/'IETEREI) RATE WAS fOR 16 
AVEIIAGES ANti 16 PEAII: VALUES TO BE SAPIPLEO EVERT 1.125 S. 
WHENEVER A VEIIY S'JRONG SIGNAL WAS DUECTED IN A PR~SELEClEtI 
CHANNEL, THE SHOCII: ALARM DATA KOtlE WAS INlTATED IN WHlCH THE 
ELECTRIC FIELD SPECTRUPII MAGNETIC flELDI AND PLAS"A DATA WERE 
RECORDED INTO SPACECRAfT "EfilORY fOil A PERIOD STAIUNIi BefORE ANti 
TER"INA"!ING AfTEII THE TRIGGERING SIGNAL TI"E. THE "AlClIUI" 
SA"PLINII RATE OF THE ~PECTRU'" DATA IN THIS "ODE' WAS H.2 
SA"PLES PER S fOR EACH CHANNEL. ONE HALF Of THE OIPOLE ANTENNA 
" 
i' ~ ........ ' ~~~~.l~~.J~~~"~,,LL.,-..... ~ .. l 
I t ~ j L 
FAILED TO EXTEND PROPERLY AND WAS SHORT [atUITEO TO THE 
SPACftRAFT GRDUNt!. THE AUUlTAHT CONFIGURATION WAS THAT Of " 
"OJo/OPDlE WHICH WAS U,LCUlATEIl TO HAVE AN ErFECUVE LENGTH or 
APPROXIJIIIATEL't 8 PI. THE PIIHtARY tJETIIE"ENTAL EHEClS W£IIE THE 
LOSS Of 6 oa IN E flEU SENSITIVIty DUE to THE SHORTENEO 
.t'HENN" AND THE INCREASE IN THE 178 KHl CH,UlHEL 8Y 2S DO. 
SOLAII CELL AND SHEATH eHEers CAUSED INTERfERENCE IN HIE LDIiESl 
6 CHANNELS <WHItH WAS LESS SEVERE WHit INCREASING CHANNEL 
fREQUENcTl. FOR "OR[ DETAILS~ SEe JGII. flC!:. P 6.52. 1915. 
JtIVESTlGATJDN """[- FINE fREQUENCY, COARSE ""E RESOLUTION 
speCtRU" ,1,::;. ... 'sU 
NS$DC 10- 74-097A-O~ 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.A. 
01 - P.J. 
01 - S.J. 









IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PIITSICS 
P~RTlCLES AND flELPS 
U OF IOWA 
U OF "INNESOTA 
NASA-G5fC 
NASA-GSFt 
THIS EIPERII'\ENT SHARED THE 32-M" 1'lP-TO-llP, ELEtIIi" 
DIPOLE ANTENNA Ifnll ElPERI"ENTS -04 AND -06. INSTRUME",aTlON 
CONSISTED Of TIIREE TUNABLE PLAS"A WAVE RECEIVERS, A 
fIXEO-FREQUENCY IUOEBAND RECElVERI AN~ A WAVE fOR/'I SAMPLER. 
THE TUNABLE RECEIVERS AtI'D WUEBAND RECEIVER PROVIDED DAU fOR 
DIRECt TELE"ETRY to EARTH. tHE DATA FRO" THE WAVE fORPI SA/'IPLER 
WEllE HORED IN THE SPACECRAfT MEI'IORY fOil A SHORT PERIOD 
STARTING BEFORE ANO ENDING AFTER THE SHOU ALARM CUCUIT HAD 
BEEN TRIGGERED. EACH OF TilE TUNAau RECEIVERS COVERED A 
DIffERENt FREQUENCY BAND IN THE RANGE 1 HI TO 2\'10 "Ill. THE 
IllGH fREQUENCY RECEIVER HAt! 96 fREQUENCY SETTINGS SEPARATED BY 
ABOUT 4 PERCENT AND COVERED THE FREOUEN" RANGE 6.4 KHZ TO ZOS 
"Hl.. THE "to-IiANGE RECEIVER HAD 48 FREOUENCY SETTINGS 
SEPARATEtI BY ADOUT B PERCENT AND COVER EO TilE RANGE ZOIl HZ TO 
6.07 KHZ. THE lOW-FREQUENCY RECEIVER HAD 24 SETTINGS 111'" 15 
PERCENT SEPARATlON AND COVERED THE RANGE 11 HZ TO JC9 HZ. TNE 
RESPONSE n,.E Of THE LOIf-fREQUENCY RECEIVER WAS APPROU"ATELr 1 
S, NECESSITAtiNG THE INCLUSION OF THE IIIDEBANO RECEIVER TO 
OBtAIN INFOR"ATION ABOUT rHE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF WAVES 
APPEARING IN THE LOI/-rIl'EOUENcY BAND. THIS RECEIVER COVERED THE 
FREQUENCY RANGE 1 HZ TO aoo HZ. THE t I"E RESOlUTION DEPENDED 
IN DEtAIL ON THE SPACE-CRAn TELE/'IETRY fORMAT. Bll RATE. ANO 
EXPERIMENT OPERATIONAL "ODE. WHEN THE SHOCK ALAR" MODE BECA"E 
ACTIVAtED, DATA FRO,. THE ,J_Vl. fOR/'I SAI'IPLER WERE READ 11410 
SPACECRAFT /'IE,.ORY FOR A PERIOD STARTING IlEFORE AND EIiOIIiG AHEIl' 
THE tRIGGERING EVENT. IN THIS ,.ODE', THE INSTANTANEOUS VOLTAGE 
ACROSS THE ANTENNA liAS PASSEO 1I1ROUGH A LOll PASS fiLTER WlTll 
CORNER fREQUENCY OEPeNOENT ON THESAMPLINIi RATEI AND PlHSUREO 
AT OISCREtE INIERVALS I THE !10Sl RAPID BEING Z.2 MS. ONE IIALf 
Of THE ELECTRIC OIPOLE fAILED TO DEPLOY PROPERLY. AND BEUI'IE 
SHORT CIRCUITEtI TO GROUNO. THE RESULrJNG CONFIGURATIOIl WAS 
THAT Of A "ONOPOLE WITH ~N OPERATlONAL EFFECTIve LENGTH OF 
ABOUT 8". THIS RESULTED IN A 6 DB LOSS IN SENSJTIVITYI AND AN 
INCREASEO RECEIVER NOISE lEVEL, PARTICULARLY AT LOW 
FREQlUENc:.ES~ IN ADDITION. THE HIGH-GA!N TELE"ETRY ANTENNIt. 
PRODUCED AtlOITlONAL INTERFERENCE. FOR A "ORE DEtAILED 
DISCUSSION SEE P 248 OF "RAUMFAHRTfORSCHUNG," 111. 1975. 
------- HELlOS-AI GURN£TT----------------------------------___ _ 
NSSOC 10- 74- I]97A-06 
PERSONIIEL 
PI • O.A. 
01 - p.J. 
01 - R.R. 







CODE ST fCO-.;oP 
IHYESJIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) 
RADIO PHYSltS 
PART-lCLES A.NO FlEUS 
SOLAR PHYSICS 
U OF IOWA 
U OF MINNESOTA 
NASA-GSft 
IIMA-GSFC 
THIS EXPERI"EHT SHAIIEO THE 32-", TIP-TO-HP. ELECTRIC 
DIPOLE ANTENNA WITH EXPERI"ENTS -04 AND -os. A DUAL 
(REOUNDA!H) 16-FREQUENCY CHANNEL RADJO"ETER" wlTH APPROlllI'IATELY 
LOGARlTH,.ICALLY SPACED CHANNELS. WAS USEO lO DETECT TYPE III 
RADIO EPIISSION!, ASSOCIATED WlTH SOLAR fLAIlE EVENtS IN THE 
fREOUENcr BAND 26.S KHZ TO 3 "HZ. THE EXPERI"ENT SA"PLING RATE 
WAS SYNCHRONIZED SUCH THAt E~CII SPACECRAFT REyOlUTlON WAS 
DIIII0ED INTO 32 SECTORS. THE SEQUENCE AND fRE~UENCY OF 
SA"PLING DEPENDED ON THE INSTRUMENt OPERATIONAL "OCE (ONE OF 
fOUR) ANO THE SPACECRAfT all RATE. THE 'tOST RAP1{) SA"PLlNG 
POSSIBLE FOR A SINGLE ,REQUENCY CHAN'!EL WAS ONCE EVERY 1 flZ Of 
A IiATELLITE SPIN PERIOD. OR ABOUT .03 SEC. A TYPICAL SA14PLING 
SEQUENCE WAS fOR ONf. FREQUENcY CHANNEL TIl BE SA"PLEO FOR 16 
SECTORS Clil REVOLUTIO!,l). fOLLOIiED BY THE "UT'. ON~HAlf OF 
THE 32-" DIPOLE ''''lED TO extEND PR'OPERLY D'IRING DEPLOY"ENT. 
AND WAS SHORtED TO GIIOUHO. THE RESULTING ANtEN.!A CONFIGURATION 















B N. THIS SHORTER CONfIGURATION RESUlTEII IN INCRf;ASU RAIIIO 
fREQUENCY INTERFERENCE Ufll OF FRO" 3 TO 30 DB, ABOVE EXPEtTEII 
lEVELS, ANII A lOSS OF 6 liB IN GUN. THE SECOND PROBlE ... WAS 
UNUPECTED INTERFERENCE BETWEEN THE HIGH-GAIN TELUIETRY 
ANTENNA. THIS ADDU 60 DB IIFI AT 27.5 KHZ~ DECREASING IIITH 
INCRUSING FREQUENCY. SO THAT ABOVE 200 KHI IT PRODUCED NO 
DETECTABLE INTERFERENCE. fOR "ORE DETAILS ABOUT THE INSTIIU"E'n 
AND "ODES Of OPERATION SEE P lSO OF "RAU,,'AHRHORSCHUNG," 19, 
1975. 
"ElIOS-A, KEPPlER------______________________________ _ 
INVESUGATlON N."E- ENERGETIC ELECTRON DETECTOR 
PERSONNEL 
PI - E. 
01 - B. 












THE OBJECTIVE Of THE EXPERI"ENT WAS TO STUDY THE ORIGIN 
AND THE DISTRlBUUON IIECHANISII OF LOW-ENERGY ElHTRONS AND 
PROTONS. THE INsTRUPlENT, A "AGNETIC SPECTROIIETER, CONSISTED Of 
SIX SE"ICONDUCTOR DETECTORS WlTH APERTURES POINTING INTO THE 
PLANE Of TilE ECLIPTlC. SPECIES SEPARATION WAS ACHIEVED BY AN 
INHOMOGENEOUS "AGNEnC fIELD ORIENTED PEIIPENDICULAR TO THE 
PARTICLE PATH. fOUR ELECTRON AND TIIO PROTON OETECTORS MEUURED 
ELECTRONS FRO" 20 TO 1000 KEV AND !'ROTONS FRO" 80 TO ~OOO KEV. 
TilE PROTON I'IEASUREI'IENTS WER£ I'IADE WlTH A TWO-DETECTOR 
TELESCOPE EI!PLOUNG COINCIDENCE ANlI ANUCOINCIDENCE LOGICS. 
BOlH P""TICLE SPEtIES WERE "'E"SUREII 11$ 16 ENERGY CHANNELS 
1HROUGH PULSE HEIGHT AN"LYSIS. fOR fURTHER INfOR"ATlON SEE PP 
261-263 Of 'UUI'IFAHRTFORSCHUNG,' 19, 5, SEPTE"BER/O[TOBER 1975. 
HELIOS~A, KUND1----------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- CELESTI"L IIECH"NICS 
NSSDC 10- 74-091A-14 
PERSONNEL 
Pt - w. KUNDT 
01 - W.G. "ELBOURNE 
BRIEF IIESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PRO GUll 




U OF HA"BURG 
NUA-JPL 
'. 
THIS EXPERI"ENT USED THE TRUKING DATA TO OBTAIN A 
DETAiLED SPAtECRAfT ORBIT AND UIPROVED KNOWLEDGE OF THE ORaITAL 
ELE"ENlS OF TItE £ARTH-"OON SYSTE" AND GENERAL RELAiIVlT"Y 
PARAMETERS. 
-_.-.-- HELlOS-A, I(.UNO\l-------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAI'IE- COS"lC-RAl' PARTICLES 
NSSDC 10- 74-091A-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - H. KUNOW 
OJ - ,. IIIBBERENZ 
OJ - ,. GREEN 
OJ - ,. "UELLER-I'IELLIN 
OJ . ,. WITTE 










U OF K'lEL 
" 
OF K-IEL 
U Of KlEL 
THE OBJECTIVE Of THE EXPERI"ENT liAS TO Sl"OY HtGH·ENERG"~ 
CHARGED, COS"IC-RAl' PARTICLES OF iili"'I.R, PLANETART, AND GALAUtC 
ORIGIN IN INTERPLANetARY SPACE. P~'JTONS AND· ALPHA PARTICLES 
wnk ENERGIES .GT. 1.3 "EV/NUCLEON, AND ELECTRONS .GT. 0.3 MEV 
IIERE fUASURED IIlTHIN INTERPLANETARY SPACE OVER THE RANGE FRO" 
0.3 TO 1.0 AU. THE INSTRUMENT, A PARTICLE TELESCOpE WITH A 55 
DEG fIELD Of VIEII~ tONSUTED Of fIVE SE"ICONDUCTOR DETECTORS, 
ONE SApPlIlKF.-CERENKOV COUNTER, AND ONE SCINTILLATION COUNTER, 
ALL ENCLOSED OY AN ANTlCOINCIDENCE CYLINDER. THE TELESCOPE HAD 
BEEN CALlBRATEO PRIOR TO LAUNCH USlN6 RAUOACTlVE SOURCES, 
PARTICLE AC-CELERATORS, AND GROUNII-LEVEL "UONS. IT MEASURED 
PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES IN SIX CHANNELS (1.3-3.3, 3.3-13, 
13-21, 17-31, 37-45, AND .GT. 4S I'IEV/NUCLEON) AND fLEtTAOtiS IN 
FIVE ENERGY CH"NNELS (0.3-0.Bi 0.8-2, 2.-3-, 3-t., "NO .GT. 4 
MEV). FOR MORE DETAil Sf;E PI' 'ZS"3-ZS7 Of 'RAU"fAHRTfORSIiHUNG,' 






INVESTlGA"TJON NA"E- ZODIACAL LIGIIT PHOTO"ETER 
NSSDC 10- 14-091A-11 
PERSONNEL 
PI - C. 











THlS EXPER_IMENT CONSIs-TED Of THREE PHOTO"El'ERS LOOKING f.T 
15 DEG, 30 DEG, AtI~ 90 DEG FRO" THE ECLIPTlC. THESE PHOTOI'IETERS 
OBSERVED THE INTENSllY AND POLARIZA"TJON Of THE lODIACAL LIGHT 
IN UV. BlIJE, AND VISUAL BANDS. THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERJIIENT 
IUS TO OBTAIN INFOII"A"TJON ABOUT THE SPATlAL DISTRIBUTlON, 
SIZE, AND NATURE Of INTERPLANETARY DUST PARTICLES. 
------- HELlOS-A, NESS-------------·---------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- fLUXGATE "AGNETO"ETER FOR AVERAGE fIELDS 
NSSDC ID- 74-097.--02 
PERSONNEL 
PI N.f. 
01 - F. 
OJ - L.F. 







CODE S T I CO-OP 
INVESlIG,UION DISCIPLINE(S) 
PARTICLES ANO fIELDS 
NASA-6SfC 
CNII, SPACE PUS". LAB 
NASA-GSft 
U Of ROllE 
THIS exPERl"ENT CONSISTS Of BOOM-IIOUNTED, 
TRJAXIAL-FLUXGATE I'IAGNETOP'ffTER. Ali AUTO"ATIC IN-FLIGHT RANGE 
SIlITCH SYSTE" SELECTS THE OPTl"UI'I Of fOUR RANGES THAT ARE III NUS 
TO PLUS 16, 48, 144, AND 432 "A"I'IAS PER SENSOR. THESE /lAVE 
CORRESPONDING DIGITIIAllON RESOLUTIONS OF I'll NUS TO PLUS 0.03, 
0.09, 0.28, AND 0.84 GA"I'IAS. A SENSOR FLIPPER IS ACTUATED 
EVERY 36 H TO ASSIST IN SENSOR lERO LEVEL OETER"lNATION. fOR 
TELE"ETRY BIT RATES ABOVE 256 BPS, VECTOR I'IEASUAEIIENTS ARE "!'bE 
AT RATES BETIIEEN 1 AND 16 PER SECOND, DEPEliDING ON Bll RATES. 
AT LOWER Bll RATES, AVEIIAGES AND VAIIIANCES ARE to"PUTED ON 
BOARD FOR TRANSI'IISSION TO EARTH. 
-----.- hEllOS-A, NEU8AUEII-----------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- fLUXGATE !'IAGNETOI'IETER FDA fiELD 
fLUCTUATION" 
NSSDC 10- 74-091A-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - 1.1'1. NEUBAUER 
01 - A. "AIER 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE I'Ii0GRAP'f 
COPE s-r 1C0·Op 
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) 
PARTICLES AND fIELDS 
BRAUNSCHW£;IG TECH U 
BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH Il 
THE INSTIIU"ENT CONSISTED OF TRIAXIAL fLUXGATE 
MAGNETOI'IETER "OUNTED ON A 2.1S-M BOOI'I TO "AKE 1'IAGNETlC flELil 
l'lEASUREMENTS UP TO 4 HZ. DATA FROM EACH AXIS WERE FIRST SENT 
THROUGH A LOW-PASS fILTER WlTH TilE 3 DB ATTENUATION POINT AT 4 
HL DEPENDING ON THE TELE"ETRT fOIl"AT AND BIT RATE, THE DArA 
WERE fED EITHER I~TO A TIP'fE-AVERAGING CO"'PUTER 011 DIRECTLY 
CONNECTED TO TELEMETRY. A SHOCK IDENTlflC"llON CO"PUTU 
TRIGGERED tHE STORAGE OF RAPID RATE bATA IN THE SPAC-HIIAFT 
"E"'OIlY IIHEN THERE WERE DISCONTINUITIES IN THE VARIATIONS or THE 
A"BIENT MAGNETIC fiELD. TWO MEASUREI'IENT RANGES WERE USED, PLUS 
OR "tHUS 100 AND 400 NT IIlTH RES-OLUTtONS OF PLUS OR "INUS 0.2 
AND 0.8 NT, RESPECTIVELY. THE INSTRUI'IENT WAS EQUIPPED WITH A 
fLIPPER "ECHANISft, WHltH RE-ORIENTED EACH SENSOR BY 90 DEG 
PEIIIODIC.:ILLY. FOR DETAILED INFOR"ATlON~ SEE P 232 or 
MRAUfilfAItRTFORSCHUNG,- 19, 1975. 
------- IIELIOS-A~ NEUaAUER---------------------------------~---
INVESTIGATION NAME- SEARCH IIOIL I'IAGNETOIIETER 
NSSDC 10- 74-097A-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI f.". NEUBAUEII 




PARTICLE-S ANIiI fIELDS 
BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH U 




























THIS EXPERIItENt WAS ClESIGNED TO INIIESTlGt.TE THE MAGNETIC 
CO"PONEHT OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES IN THt SOLAR WINO fROM 0.3 
TO 1.0 AU. BY "fANS Of I I5 WAIIEFOR" CHANNEL {Vfe) THE RAPID 
\/AIIlATJDNS Of THE "AGNETIC fiELO WERE "EASURED UP fRO" PLUS OR 
'HHUS 8.7S Nt TO PLUS OR "INUS 275 NT IN THREE ORTHOGOIML 
OIRfCTlONS fRO" 4 TO 1211 HZ. A SPECtRUM ANALYUR OBSERVEO THE 
nELl) COIIPUNENTS IN THE ECLIPllC PLANE "'.0 PERPENDICULAR TO IT, 
TO 08"'IN THE POWER SPECTRAL OE'ISIH "NO PEAK VALUES rOR B 
LOGARITIlIUCAUl SPACEII CHANNELS IN TIlE RANGE fRO'" 4.7 TO 2:<:00 
HZ. BECAUSE Of TilE LARGe AMurn OF DATA 1'1I00UC£1I 8Y HilS 
EXPERiMENT AN ADAPtiVE DATA REDUCTION WAS APPLIED. fOR 
INTERESTING 11"£ INTERVALS SELeCTeD BY THE FLUX GAlE 
"AGNETOIliETER (NEU8AUER) OR GURNETT (-04). WAVEFORf1 DATA COULD 
BE RUD INtO AN ON-BOARD "E"ORY AT A IiAPIO RATE TO liE 
lRANS"ITTED SLO"LY AftERWARDS. ~OR MOllE OETAIlEt> INfOR"ATlON 
SEE P 2:41 IN "RAUIHAHRlFORSCHUNG." 19. 1975. 
------- HELlOS-A. FlO$£NIIAUEII-----------------------------------
INVeSTIGATION NA"E- PLAS"A DETECTORS 
PERSONNEL 
PI H.II. 
01 - H. 












THIS ~XPERIIliENT EKPLDno 3 PLASMA ANALYZERS FOR POSITIVI:: 
IONS AND ONE fOR ELECTRONS. ALL DET£CTURS .. ERE IIIOUNTE/) NORIIIAL 
TO THE SPIN AUS. POSIT1VE IONS WITH ENERGY PER (BARGE WITHIN 
THE RANGE 0.155 to 15.32 KEV/O WERE "EASURED IN TWO ANGULAR 
DINENSIONS USING A COIliOINATION OF A HEKISpHERICAL. A 
QUADR15pHEIUCAL. AND A SINUSOIDALLY SHAPED ELECTROSTATIC 
ANAlHER. ELECTRONS WITH ENeRGY FROK D.S TO 1660 17'1 WERE 
IU-ASURED WITH A HEKISPHERICAL ELEClRDStAtlC ANALHER IN ONE 
DINENSION. THE EIPERI"EIH OPERATED IN SEVERAL f10DES WITH 
DIffERING TlI'IE RESOLUTlON DEPENDING IN DETAIL ON TELEKETRY 
fOR"AT AND SATELLITE 8lT RATE. TYPICAL Tl .. ASUIION WAS ON THE 
ORDER OF A "INUTE. ALSO. WHENEVER THE SPECIAL SHOtl( ALARK "ODE 
WAS TRIGGEIiED BY EXPER~I'IEHTS -04 DR -01, HIGII OME IIESOLUTION 
'PLASKA DATA liAS RECORDED INTO SPACECRAft KEKORY fOR LATER 
~TRA"SNISSION. BECAUSE THE SPACECRAft BOIlY IIA:> DIELECT~IC. 
SHEATH POTENTlALS Of UP TO 100 EV DEGRADED THE USEFULNESS (iF 
DATA TAI<EN IN THE LOWER ELECTRON ENERGY CHANNELS. THIS 
PHENONEN WAS JUDGED TO HAVE KINIKAL EffECTS Of THE USEFULNESS 
Of THE ION DATA. rOR "ORE DETAILED INrORf1ATJON see I" n6 OF 
"RAUi'lFAIiRHORSCHUNG," 19, 1975 ... HEN AN EVENT liAS DETECTED BY 
EIPERlltENT -o~. A SHOCI( ALARK KODE Of OpERAT ION WAS ENTERED IN 
.. HICH fAST TINE IIESOLUTlON DATA WERE RECORDED INTO ONBOJl:IID 
STORAGE KENORY rOR A PERIOD liEf liRE AND AfTER THE EVENT. 
------- HELlOS-A. TIIAINOR--------------------------------------
INVESllGATlON NAKE- GALACTIC AND SOLAII COS"lC RATS 
NSSDC 10- 74-097A-08 
PERSONNEL 




















THE DfoTEtlOIi COI'IPLE"ENT CONSISTED Of THREE SEPARATE DELTA 
EIDELTA II 'IS E TELESCOPES AND A PROPORTIONAL COUNTER FDA 
NONITDRING SOLAR I IiA'fS IN THE RANGE l-8 KEV_ TilE HIGH ENERIiT 
TELESCOPE HAD A GEONETRI!; FAClOR Of 0.22 SO CK STER ~ND 
"EASURED ELECTRONS IN THREE RANGES BETWEEN 2 AND 8 MEV. AND 
PROTONS ANO ALPHA PARTICLES IN THREE RANGES IIEll/tEN 20 "'NII 56 
NEVIN. PROTONS ABOVE 2:30 KEV ARE ALSO NE"'SUIIED. lHE FlRSl 
LOW-EItERGY TELESCOPE (GEOI'IETRIC FACTOII WAS 0.155 SQ CN STER) 
NEASUliED PROTONS AND 1 .GT. 1 PAR-THLES IN THREE RANGES BETWEEN 
3 AND 21 KEllIN. tHE SHOUD LOW-ENERG"T TEL!OSCOPE (GEOMETRIC 
fAtTOII WAS 0.015 SQ CM STER) KEASIIRES PROTONS IN SEVERAL RANGES 
BUWEEH 0.12. AND 2.1 NEV, ALPHA PARTICLES IN THE RANGES 0.6-2.1 
AND 6-zt.2 IIIEVIN, AND ELECTRONS IN fOUR RANGES BET"EEN 0.12 AND 
2 NEV. fOR A NUNSER Of C01NClDENtE "DilES. COUNTING DATA 
SECTORED INTO EIGHT 45 DEG SECTORS WERE OBTAINED. THE OAT" 
CYCLE TIKE WAS DEPENDENt ON THE SpACECRHT lELEllfETRT RATE 
(VARIABLE 8ETWEEN 4096 AND B enSIS) AND FDRNAT. UNDER OPTUIUK 
CONDITIONS .. fIVE EVENTS PER SECOND ARE PULSE UE1GIlT ,l,NAlYlED 
AND THE RATE DATA CYCLE IS Of THE ORDER Of 5 KINUTES. IH TilE 
SLOWESt COK81NATlDN Dr 8tl RATE AND ~ORN"T. A CO"PLETE DATA 
CTeLE REQUIRES ABOUT 2.5 HOURS. SEE "IEEE TRANS. ON NUC. 
SCl •• M NS-2l. 570, 1975, fOR fURTHER DETAILS. 
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SPACECIIAfT CONNON NA"E- HELIOS-B 
ALTERNATE NAIIIES- IIELlO-B, PL-751A 
HEllOS 2: 
NSSDC 10- 76-00lA 
LAUNCH DAI[- 01115/76 WEIGHT- ZtD. KG 
LAUNtu SITE- CAPE C~n"'VERAL. UHlTED STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- tITAN 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
fED REP OF GERMANY 
UNtlED STATES 
INITIAL ORall PARANETERS 
ORBll Hpf- HELlOCENTIIli: 
DRBll PERIOD- 185.6 DAYS 
PER lAPS JS- 0.2:89 AU RAD 
PERSONNEL 
I'\G - f.D. 
SC A.G. 
pK - A. 
Pili 6.11. 
1'5 II. 









EPOCH DATE- 07121176 
JNCLlNATION- O. DEG 
ApOAPSlS- 0.983 AU RAD 
NASA iEADQUARTERS 
NASA HEADQUARTERS 
GES fUR WELtRAUK 
NAS"'-6SfC 
ORG fOR SPACE RES 
NASA-G5ft 
TIllS SpACEt:RAFT W~S ONE OF A PAIR OF PEEP SPACE PROBES 
DEVELOPED BY TIlE FEDERAL REpUBLtC Of r,U,. ... HY (fRG) IN A 
COOPERATIVE pROGRAII II11H NASA. EXpU'"ENlS .. ERE PROVIDED BY 
SCIENTISTS fRON BOtH fRG AND THE u.S. HAS A SUPPUED tHE 
TlrAN/CENTAUR LAUNC/{ VEHICLE. THE SPACECIiAfT WERE EQUIPPED 
"IlH lliO 1100"5, AHD A 32-1'1 ELECTIIIC DIPOLE. THE PAYLOAO 
CONSISTED Of A flUXGATE IIAGNETOKETER; ELECTRIC AND "AGUETIC 
WAVE EIpEIIII1ENTS, IIHICH COVERED VARIOUS BANDs IN THE fREQUENCY 
R ... NGE 6 HZ TO :5 KHZi CHARGEO PARTICLE EIPERI,.ENTS. IIUleH 
COVERED VARIOUS ENERGY RANGES STARTtN6 WITH SOLAR WIND lHERNAL 
ENERGIES AND UTENDI~G TO 1 GE\I; A lODIC..,L LIGHT EXPERl,.ENT; 
AND A KICRONETEOROID EXPEIIIKENT. THE PURPOSE O~ THE Ml5SION 
.. AS TO "AKE PIONEERING KEASURE"EHTS Of THE INTERPLANElART 
I'IEDIUK fRO" THE VICINITY Of THE EARTH'S ORBIT TO Q.3 AU. THE 
SP"'CECRAft ..... 5 :;PIN SHB1LIlED IIITH THE SPIN AUS NOR"AL TO THE 
ECLiPlIC.. AND A NONINAl SPIN RATE OF 1 liPS. THE OUTER SURFACE 
WAS COArEt> wnlt A CONDUCTIVE IIIATERIAl .. RESULnNG IN " PUSNA 
SHEATH POTENTIAL Of TTplCALLT 5 EV. SIIEATH RELATED COUPLING 
CAUSED BT THE 5PACECRAfl ANlENNAS PRODUCED INTERfERENCE WllH 
THE .. AVE EIPERIKENTS, BUT THE CHARACTER OF THE INTERFERENCE ..... 5 
DlfFERE'n TitAN THAt ODSfeRVEO ON THE HELlOS 1 SPACECRAft. IHE 
SpACEr.RAtT liAS CAPABLE Of BEING OPERATED AT BIT RATES Of fRO" 
4096 TO 8 BPS, V ... RIABLE BY fACTORS Of TWO. WHILE TilE 
SP"!;ECRAfl WAS MOVING TO PERIHELION. II WAS GENERALLY OPERATED 
fRO'l 64 TO 256 BPS; AND NEAR O.l AU .. IT WAS OPERATED AT HIGHER 
BIT RATES. BECAUSE OF DifFICULTY ENCOUNTERED WllH THE HIGH 
GAIN ANTENNA; AND SCHEDULING CONfLICTS WIlH VIKING, RELATIVELY 
LESS HIGH Blr RATE IIATA WAS OBTAINED FROK HEllOS 2 THAN WAS 
AV"ILABLE FRON HELlOS 1. 
------- HELlOS-B. ~ECHTIG-------------------------------------· 
IHVESlIGATlOlf .. AIIE- IIICROKEl£OROID DETECTOR AND ANALUER 
NSSDC I D- 76-003A-12 
PERSONNEL 
PI - H. 




INVF-~T1GAllVE PRO GRAil 






THE PURPOSE 01 THI$ flPERIMENT WAS TO INVESTIGATE SOKE 
TlII::L'l:IES ABOUT THE IHTf:RpLANETAAY PUST INCLUDING WHETHER -- ell 
THE t-IUNBER Of PARTICLES INCREASES TOII ... RD THE SU". (2) THE CUT 
Off FOR SMALL PARTICLES I:> DEPENDENT ON THE DIStANCE fRO" THE 
SUN. BECAUSE SOL ... R PRESSURE INCREASES NEARER THE SUti .. AND CH 
THE NUPleER DENSITIES or PARTICLES CHANGE NEAR THE ORBITS Of 
PLANETS. THE DETECTOR UTlLllED THE fACT THAT THE IUNETIC 
ENERGY OF DUST PARTICLES HlnING A TARGET WITH HIGH IIELOCIH 
(SEVERAL ~Io\/S) CAUSES TilE KATERlAL TO VApORHE AND BECOME 
PARTlALl,Y 10NllED. THE GENERATED PLAS,.A CLOUD WAS SEPARAYED BY 
APPROPRIATE \'OLTI\,GES INTO ITS NEGATIVE (ELECTRON) PART AHI) INTO 
pOSITIVE IONS. fAOIt THE I"PULSE HEIGHTS# THe f'lASS AND THE 
ENERGY or- THE DUST PARTJCLES "AS IlEtERKIHED. A TI"E-Of-FLIGHT 
IIASS SPEClROf'lETfR IN COrlHECTION WlTH THE TARGet ALLOIlEO THE 
SKALL ION CLOUD TO BE ANALYl.ED. "AKING pOSSI8LE tH£ 
INVESTIGATION OF TItE CItEKICAL COMFOSITION OF THee DUST 
pARlICLES. THE TIIRESHOLD FOil THE DETECTION Of A PARTICLE WAS 
I\,BOUT 1_E-15 GK. "ASS AND ENER6Y DUERNINATlON WAS POSSIBLE 
FOR PARflCLES LARGER THAN A80Ut 1.£-14 6"_ fOR PAIITICLES 
LARGER THAN 1.E-13 G"~ A NASS SPECTRUN II ... , BE. GATHfREtI. 






















INVE5TlGATlON N"!'IE- COARSE fREQUENCY. fiNE 11"£ RESOLUTION 
SPEC au .. ANALYSts 
N550C 10- '16-0Q3,,-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - fI.A. 
01 - P.J. 
01 - s.J. 









PARTICLES AND fiELDS 
lONOSPHER£$ AND RADIO PHYSICS 
u or IOWA 
u or IOHNESOU 
NASA-GSFt 
NASA-GSft 
TillS EXPERJ/lIENT SHARED THE n .. T-IP-TO-TIP ELECTRIC 
ANlENN" IIlTH ElCPERI"eHTS -aS AND -06. THE JNS"lRUI'IENT tON 51 flED 
OF A 15 CHANNEL SPECTIIUJII "HALYlER IIITH APPROU"'Anu 
LOGARltHIHCALLY [GutSPACED CENTER fREQUENCIES. 16 lOG 
COIIPRESSORS.. 16 II-e INTEGIIATOIIS FOR AVERAGING THE LOG 
COIIPIIESSEO eLECTRIC fiELD A"PlITUoE BETIlEEN READOUTS, AHD 16
 
PEAK DETECTOIIS WHICH WERE RESET AfTU READOUT. THE 16 AVERAGES 
AND 16 PEAK LOG I/ALUES WERE SAI'IPLEO At.:/IIOST SHtULTAHEOUSLT. THE 
CHANNELS HAD CENTER FRUUENCIES FOR THE CHANNELS FRO" 31 HI TO
 
1.78 KHI AND 1(1 PERCENt FRO" 31 HI TO 178 KHl, AND SANDIUDtHS 
OF ZO PERCENT rOR THE IIE"AINING CIIANNHS. TIlESE CHANNELS
 
OIlERLAPPED SO AS TO PROIIIDE ESSENtULLt CONllNUOUS FREQUENC1 
COIIERAGE FOR THE RANGE OF ABOUT ZO HI TO lOO KHZ. THE LOG 
CO"PRESSORS HAD A O ... NA"IC RAHGE OF 100 OB. SA"pLING RATE
 
DEPENOEO IN DE.TAIL ON THE SPACECRAft BIT RATE ANO HLEIIIETR'r
 
rOR"AT. THE f-ASTESt REAL TlIU. TELE"£TEREG RATE WAS FOR 16 
AIIERAGES AND 16 PEAK IIALUES TO BE SA"PLED EVEIIY 1.12!!i S. 
WHENEVER A VERT STRONG SIGNAL WAS DETECTEO IN A PRE-SElECTED
 
CHANNEL, THE SIIOCK ALAR" DATA "OGE WAS INlTATED IN "HtCH TilE
 
ELEctRIC fIELD SPECTRU". "AGNEllC FlELtI. ANti PLAS"A DATA WERE
 
RECORDED UHO SPHECRAfT "E"OR'" FOR A PERIOo STARTING BEFORE
 
AND TERMINATING AHER THE TRIGGERING SIGNAL n"'E. THE "AXUIU'"
 
SAIIPLlNG RATE OF THE SPECTRU", DATA IN THIS "ODE .. AS ll,.l 
SAllpLES PER S fOR EACH CHANNEL. I!<IT£IIFERENCE OCCURED PRIMARILY
 
IN THE LOWEST 6 CIIANNELS WHICII WAS ClUSED BY SOLAR CELL NOISE, 
AND HARIIONICS RELATEO TO TilE SPIN fREQUENCY AND THE SPACECRAfT 
SIIElTli. IIOWEVER. A CO"BINATION OF FACTORS~ INCLUOING THE 
PROPER DEPLOYIIENl Of THE DIPOLE ANTENNA AND THE CONDUCTIVE
 
SPACECRAFT COATING~ RESULTED IN DATA fRO" TillS SPACECRAft BEING 
OF HIGHER QUALITY TIIAN OA1A FRO" HELlOS-A. 
------
- IIELlts-a .. GURNETT----------------------------------





01 - s.J. 









PARllCLES ANti FIELDS 
10NOSPI/ERES ANti !lADIO PHTStCS 
Of 10liA 
U or IIINNESOTA 
NASA-GSFt 
NASA-GSFC 
TlUS EXPERIMENT SHAll EO TilE 3l-M~ TlP-TO-TJP~ ELECTRIC 
DIPOLE ANtENNA WIlli UPERI"E!<ITS -01, AND -06. INSTRUMENTATION 
CONSISTED OF THREE TUNABLE PLAS"A WAVE RECElVEIIS~ A 
fIllED-FREQU~NC'" IIIOEBANtI REtElVER, AND A WAllE FOR" SAI'IPLER. 
TilE TUNABLE RECElIIERS AND WIDEBAND RECEIVER ;>RtiVI:lEO DATA FOR
 
DIRECT lELEIIETRY TO EARTH. THE DATA FROM TilE WA";;' .. OR" SAMPLER
 
WERE STOREO IN T'HE SPACECRAFT I1EIIORT FOR A SHORT PERIOO
 
STARTING BEFORE AND ENPING AFTER TilE SIIOCK ALAR" CIRCUIT II"D
 
BEEN TRIGGERED. EACH OF THE TUN ... BLE RECEIVERS COVERED A
 
DIfFERENT FREQUENCY BAND IN THE RANGE 1 Hl. TO l!lO Kill. THE 
IIIGIi FREQUENCY REtelllER IIAD 96 fREQUENt ... SETTINGS SEPARATEO DT 
ABOUT 4 PERCENT AND COVERED TI/E FREQUENCY RANGE 6.4 I:Hl TO 2:05 
KII1.. TIiE !lID-RANGE RECEII/ER ~lAtI 48 fREQUENCY SETTINGS 
SEPARlTEtI BT ABOUT 8 PERCENT AND COVEREtI THE RANGE lOB liZ TO
 
6.07 KHZ. TilE LOW-FREQUENCY RECEIVER riAD 21, SETTINGS WITII 15 
PERCENT SEPARATION AND COI/EilEO THE RANGE 11 III TO 309 H1.. TilE 
RESPONSE tiME Of THE LOW-FREQUENCY RECEIVER ..... 5 APPROXIMATELf 1 
S, NECESSITAlING THE INCLUSION Of THE WIDEBAND RECE'lYER TO
 
OIlTAIN tNfORIIATlON ABOUT TilE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION Of WAVES
 
APPEARING IN TilE LOW-fREQUENtT BAND. THIS RECElVER COVERED THE 
FR£o.UENCY RANGE 1 III TO ZOO HI. THE TII'IE RESOLUT ION OEPENDEtI
 
IN DETAIL ON TilE SPACECRAFl TELEMETRY fORMAT. Bll RATE, AND
 
(X PERI liE-NT OPERATIONAL "DOE-. WilEN THE SHOtlt ALAR", IIOOE BE"''''E 
AcnVATED. DATA FROII THE .. AilE fOR'" SA"PLER IIERE READ INTO
 
SP"'CEt-RAFT "EIIIORt fOR A PEIiIOD STARTING BEfORE ANII ENDING AFTER
 
TilE tRIGGERING EI/ENT. IN THIS "ODE. TilE INSTANrANEOUS IIOLT ... GE
 
ACROSS lIlE ANteNNA liAS PA!SED THROUGH A LOll PASS fILTER Ii IT I
I 
CORNEll FREQUENCY tlEPENDENT ON TilE SAMPLING RATE, AND I'lEASUIEO 
AT ~tSCRE1E IItTERVALS. THE I'IOST RAPID BEING '2.2 "'S. FOR A 1'I0Re 





- HELIOS-S, GURNETt------------~----------·-------------_ 
NSSOC lt1- 76-003A-06 
PERSONNEL 
PI D .A. 
Dt P.J. 
01 - II.R. 










10NOSPilERES AND 11,\010 P/lYSICS 
U OF IOWA 
U Of lottNNESOTA 
NASA-liSft 
NASA-GSft 
TillS EXPERlI'IENT SHARED TIlE 32-". tIP-TO-TlP, ELeCTRIC 
DJPOLE ANTENNA WITH EXPERII'IENTS -04 "''10 -05. A DUAL 
(REOUNOANT) 16-fREQUENCY CIIANNEL RAtolOI'lElER i WIlli APPAOXIIIATELY 
LOGARITIIIIICALLf SPACED CIIANNELS. WAS USED TO DETECI TYPE III
 
RAOIO EI'IISSIONS ASSOCIATED WITH SOLAII fLARE EIIENTS IN THE
 
FREQUENCY BAN to 26.5 KHI TO 3 I'IHI. THE exPERI"ENT SAI'IPLING RAtE 
liAS SYNCIIRONIZED SUCII THAT EAtH SPACECRAft REVOLUflON WA
S 
DIVIOED INTO 3l HCTORS. lllE SEQUENCE AND fAEQUHICY Of 
SAI'IPLING DEPEND EO ON THE INS1RUMENT OPERAtiONAL MOE (ONE Of 
fOUlll AND lliE SPACECRAfT BIT RATE. TilE "OST RAPID S"'"PLING
 
POSSIBLE FOil A SINGLE fREQUENtY CIlANN£L liAS ONCE EllERY 1 IlZ Of 
A SATELLITE SPIN PERIOD. 011 ABOUT .03 SEC. A rYPICAL SAIIPLING
 
SEQUENCE WAS FOil ONE fREQUENCY CHANNEL TO BE SAMPLED FOil 16 
SECTOIIS (1/2. REIIOLUTION). fOLLOWED Bl tHE NEXT. fOR I'IORE 
DETAILS ABOUT TilE INS1111'I'IENT AND "ODES or OPEliATION SEE P '250 
Of "RAUM,AliRlfORSCIIUNG." 1\1, 1975. 
------
- HELlOS-B. KEPPLER------------------__________________ __ 
INVHTlGATJON N""E- ENERGEHC ELECTRON DETECTOR 
NSSOC ItI- 76-o03A-10 
PERSONNEL 
PI E. 
01 - a. 












THE OQJE[TIVE Of THE EXPERtMENT WAS TO STUDY THt: ORIGIN 
AND TilE OISTRIBUTtON I'lfellANISII Of LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS AND
 
PROTONS. THE INSTRUI'IENT, A MAGNETIC SPECIROMElEH, CONSISTED O
f 
SIX SEMICONDUCTOR DEtECTORS il1111 APEI!TURES POINTING INTO THE
 
PLANE Of TilE ECLlPrIC. SPEClES SEPARATION WAS AtHIEVED 8f AN
 
INHOMOGENEOUS "AGNETIC FIELD ORIENTED PERPEHDICULAA TO TIlE,
 
PARTICLE PATH. fOUR ELECTRON AND TWO P~010N DETECTORS MEASURED 
ELECTRONS fRO" 20 TO 1000 UV AND PROTONS FIIOI'! 80 TO 1000 K£'II. 
THE PROTON I'IEASUREIIENTS WI:.IIE "ADE 1I1T1I A TIIO-OETECTOR 
TELESCOPE EMPLOYING COINCIDENCE AND ANTICOINCIDENCE LOGICS. 
B01M PARTICLE SPECIES WERE !'IEASURED IN 16 ENERGy CHANIIELS 
THROUGH PULSE 'iEIGIiT ANALYSIS. fOR FURTlIER INfOIl"A1ION SEE P
P 
l61-"Z63 Of 'RAUMFAHRTfDRSCHUNG.' 19, 5. SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1975. 
------
- HELIOS-B, KUNOT---·---------·~------------------- _____ _ 
INVESTIGATION N""E- CELESllAL I'IHIIANICS 
NSSDC 10- 76-003A-11, 
PERSONNEL 
PI - W. KUNOT 







U OF HAM8URG 
NASA-JPL 
THIS EXPERIMENT USED THE TRACKING DAT, 10 OBTAI" A 
DErAILED SPACECRAFT OR811 AND TO OBTAIN IIIPROVED KNOWLEDGE O
r 
TilE ORBITAL ELEI'IENT'S Of HIE EAR111-1'I00N SYSTEII ~ND GENERAL 
J;ELATl,VIH PARA"'ETERS. 
-------
It ELI 0 S -B, K UN 0 w------________________________ ---------_ 
INIIESllGATION NA/'!E- tOSI'IIC-1I4, PARTtCLES 
NSSDC u- 76-003A-07 
PERSONNEL 
PI - II. !CUNOW 
or - G.H. WIBBERENI 
01 - G. liREEN 
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- H. HEMPE 
INVESTIGATIVE PROliRAI'! 
CODE H ICO-OP 
INVtsl1GATlON DISCIPLlNUS) 
P"-JIlICLES AND fiELDS 
'Of KI EL 
































TilE OBJECTIVE OF THE [IPERINEHT WAS TO STUDY HIGH-ENERGY, 
CHARGED, (OSNIC-RAY p"RllelES Of SOLAII, PLANET .. " AND GALACTIC 
DIIIGIN IN INTEJlPlANEHRY SPACE. PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES 
\I1TH ENERGIES.IiT. 1.'3 "Eli/NUClEON, AND ELECTRONS .GT. 0.3 flEV 
WERE "EASURED IIlTtllH INTERPLANETARY SPACE OVER THE RANGE FRO .. 
0.3 TO 1.0 AU. THE INSTRUMENT, A PARTICLE TELESCOPE WITH A SS 
OEG FIE:LD Of VIEWI CONSISTED OF fiVE SE"lCONOUCTOR OETECTOR!, 
ONE SAPPIIUE-CERENKOV (DUlnER .. AND ONE SCINTILLATION tDUNTER, 
ALL ENCLOSED BY AN ANTlCDlNClIIE'fCE CYLINDER. tHE TELESCOPE HAD 
ElEEN t"LURAYEO PRIOR TO LAUNCH USING A"OID"CTlIIE $OURCES~ 
PARlltlE ACCELERATORS~ AND !lROUMb-LEVEL "UONS. IT flUSURED 
PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES IN S-U CHANNELS (1.3·3.l~ 3.3-13~ 
13-21. 21-31,37·1,5, AND .GT. 4~ "EV/NUCLEON) ANO ElEClROlliS IN 
fIVE ENERGY CHANNELS (0 • .3-0.8, 0.8-2. 2-.3, 1-4, AHD .GT. I, 
''!f:V). fOil "ORE OETAIL SEE PP 253-257 Df 'IIAUl'I:f'AHRTfOASCI!UHG.' 
19. 5. SEF'TEI'IBER/OCTOBER 1975. 
------- HELlO S-B, LEI NEftT -----------------____________________ _ 
INVESTlGATlOH NA"E- ZODlACAL LIGHT F'HOTOI'IETER 
NSSOC 10- 76-003A-11 
PERSONNC. 
PI - (. 











THIS UPEAH'IENT CON-SISTED 0' THAEE PHOTO"ETEAS LOOKIHG AT 
15 DEG, 1D DEG, AND 90 DEG fllOI'l THE ECLlPTl(. THESE 
PHOTOI'IETEIIS OBSEIIVED THE INTENSITY AND POLAIIlZAlION Of THE 
ZODIACAL LIGHT IN UV, BLUE, SELECTED VISUAL B"N'S, AND WHITE 
LIGHT. THE PUAPOSE Of THI EXPEIII"ENT IiIAS TO OBTAIN 
INFORI'IATION AOOUT THE SPATIAL DJ-STAIDUTlON. SIZE, AND NATURE Of 
INTERPLANHARY DUST PARTICLES. 
------- HELlOS -B, N ESS---------------------------------______ _ 
INVESTIGATION "AI'IE- fLUXGATE "AGNETO"ETER fOA AVERAGE nELDS 
NSSDC ID- 76-0GlA-uZ 
PERSONNEL 
PI - N.f. 
01 F. 
01 • L.f. 






INVEST IGAT IVt PROGIlAI'I 
CODE ST leo-op 
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) 
PARt1CLfS AND rtELDS 
NASA-GS fe 
CNR .. SPAce PLASl'I:A lAB 
NASA-GSfC 
U of ROI'IE 
THIS EXPERI"ENT CONSISTED Of A BOOI'l-1'I0UNTED. 
TRIAXIAL-FLUXGATE I'IAGNETOI'IETER. AN AUTO"ATlC IN-FLIGHT RANGE 
S\lITCH SYSTE" SELECTED THE OPTlI'IU" OF FOUR RANGE THAT ARE "INUS 
TO PLUS 1l~. 48. 144, AND 43Z GAI'II'IAS PER SENSOR. THESE HAD 
CORRESPONDING PIGJTHATlON RESOLUTIONS OF "INUS TO PLUS 0.03; 
0.09, 0.28, AND 0.84 GA"I'IAS. A SENSOR FLIPPER WAS ACTUATEO 
EVER' .36 H TO ASSIST IN SENSOR ZERO LEVEL D£TER"INATJON. fOR 
TELEI"IErRY BIT RATES ABOVE 256 BPS, VEtTOR I'IEASURE"ENTS WERE 
I"IADE AT RATES BETWEEN 1 ANb 16 PER SEC, DEPENDING ON BIT IIATES. 
AT LOI/ER OIT RATES .. AvERAGES AND VARIANCES WERE COI'IPUTED ON 
BOARD FOR TRANSI"IJSStOh TO EARTI!. 
------- HELIOS-B, NEUBAUEII-------------______________________ _ 
INVESTIGATION HA"E- fLUXGAliO I"IAGNETO"ETER rOR fIELD 
fI.UCTUATIONS 
NSSOC 10- 76-003.11-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - F.". NEUBAUER 





PARTlCLE-S AND rtElDS 
BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH U 
BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH U 
THE INSTRU"ENT CONSISTEO OF A TRIAXtAL FLUXGATE 
"AGNETO)!EiER "OUNTED ON "2..'5-1'1 BOO" TO I'IAKE "AGHETIC fIELD 
I'IEASUREI'I.ENTS UP TO I, HZ-. DATA FRO" EACH AXIS WERE FIRST SENT 
THROUGH A LOW-PASS fILTER W11H THE 3 PO ATTENUATION POINT AT I, 
Hl:.. DEPENDING ON THE TELE"ETRY 10R"AT AND BIT RATE, THE PAlA 
WERE FEP ElTIlER INTO A TH'IE-AVEUGlNG COMPU1ER OR DIRECTLY 
CONNECTED TO TElE"ETR Y. A SHOCK 10 ENll 1 1 CA TI ON COl'l:PUTER 
TRIGGERED THE STOAA_GE or RAPID RATE DATA IN THE SPACECRAfT 
MEMORY IIHEN TIlERE WERE DISCONTINUITIES IN THE VARIATIONS OF THE 
A"BIENT "~GNETlC FIELD. TWO I"IEASUREI'I.ENT RANGES IIERE USED, PLUS 
OR I'IINUS 100 AND 1,00 NT .. nH RESOLUTIONS OF PLUS OR !'lINUS 0.2 
AND 0.8 NT .. RESPECHYELY. THE INSTRUJt!ENT WAS EQUIPPED WitH A 
FLIPPER "ECHANISI'I, WHICH RE-ORIENTED EACH SENSOR B' 90 DEG 
PERIODICALLY. FOR DETAILED INfORPlAlJON. SeE P 23Z OF 
'·RAUI'IFAHRTFORSCHUN"G' .... 19, 1975. 
I 
60 
___ w_¥_ HELIOS-B, NEUDAUEA-----------------------~-------_____ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAI"IE- seARCH ~OJL MAGNETOMETER 
pE:IISOHNEL 
PI - F.". tfEUBAU£II 
01 - G. OEHltEl 
BRIEf IlESCRIPTlON 
INVEST IGHIVE PUOGRAI"I 
(OOE ST /Co-op 
INVESTlGATlON DISCIPLINE(S) 
PARTlCLES AND FIELDS 
BRAUNSCHWEIG lECH U 
BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH U 
THIS EXPERI"ENT WAS DESIGNED TO INVESTIGATE THE PlAONE1IC 
COI'IPONENT or ELECTRO"AGHETIC WAVES IN THE SOLAR WIND fROM O.l 
TO 1.0 AU~ BY I'IEANS Of ITS WAVEfORI'I CHANNEL (liFe) THE RAPID 
VARlATIONS Of THE "AGNETlC FJELD WERE PlUSURED UP fROP! PLUS OR 
'UNUS 8.75 NT TO PLUS OR IUNUS H5 NT IN THRH ORTHOGONAL 
D1RECTlONS fRO" 4 TO lZ8 Itl. A SPECTRUIt AHA LytER OBSERVED THE 
fiELD CO"PONENTS IN THE ECLIPTIC PLANE AND PERPENDICULAR TO JT .. 
TO 08TAIN THE POIIER SPECTRAL DENStTY AllD PUK VAlUES fOR 8 
LOG"RJTHMICAlLY SPAceD CHANNELS IN THE RANGE fRO" 1,.7 TO 2;::00 
Hl. RECAUSE OF HIE LARGE A"OUNT OF DA1A PRODUCED aT THlS 
EXPERlI"IENl AN ADAPTIVE DATA REDUCTlON WAS APPL1ED. fO~ 
INTERESTING TI"E INTERYALS SELECTED BY THE flU_GATE 
I!AGNETOMETER (NEUBAUER) OR GURHETT (-01,). WAVEfORI! DATA COULD 
BE READ INTO ;'N ON-BOARD I'IEI'IOR' AT " !tAPlD RAlE TO BE 
TRANS"lTTtD SLOWLY AfTERWARDS. fOil "ORE DETAILED INFORMATION 
SEE P 21,1 IH "RAU"fAH~TfORSCHUHG," 19. 1975. 
.------ HELIOS-B, IIOSENB"UER----------------__________________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASI'IA DETECTORS 
PERSOtfNE:' 
PI - II.R. 
01 - H. 





INYESTl GATt VE PROGR"I'I 
CODE ST ICO-OP 
INVESllGAlJON DiSCIPLINE!S) 




THIS EXPERt"ENT ["PLOY ED 3 PLASf"IA ANALHERS FOR POSITIVE 
IONS AND OtfE FOR ELECTROtfS. ALL DETECTURS WERE "OUNTED NOR"AL 
TO THE spIN AXIS. POSITIVE IONS IIIlH ENERGY PER CH~RGE IIUIlIN 
THE RANGE 0_155 10 15.32 KEV/Q WERE MEASURED IN TIIO ANGULAR 
DIl'I:ENStONS USING COKBINATiON Of A HEI"IISPHERICAl, A 
QUADRISPHERlCAL. AND A SINUSOIDALLY SHAPED ELECTROSTATlC 
AN"lYl.ER. ELECTRONS WITH ENERGY FRO" 0.5 TO 1660 EV WERE 
"EASURED 10TH A HEKISPHERICAL ELECTROSTArJC ANALYlER IN ONE 
DIMENSION. THE EXPERII'IENT OPERATED IN SEVERAL "DOES WITH 
DifFERING TlI'IE RESOLUTION DEPENDING IN DETAIL ON TELEI'IETRY 
fOR"AT AND -SAT'ELLlTE Bll RATE. TYPICAL TI"E RESOLUTION WAS ON 
THE ORDER OF A "'IHUTE. ALSO, WHENEYER THE SPECIAL SHOCK ALARI'I 
"ODE liAS TRIGGERED BY EXPEUKENTS -0,(, OR -01, HIGH TJ"'E 
RESOLunDN PLAS"A OATA WAS RECORDED INTO SPACECRHT "EMOIIY fOR 
LATER TRANSMISSION. BECAUSE THE SPACECRAft BODY liAS COAlED 
IIlTH A CONDUCTIVE COA-rtNG, THE SHEATH POTENTl~LS WERE ABOUT 5 
EV .. CAUsiNG fAA LESS DEGRAOATI0N IN THE USEFULNESS Of DATA 
TAICEN IN THE LOI/ER ELECTRON ENERGY CHANNELS THAIi ON THE HELlOS 
A SPAC.ECRAfT,. AND ,ulon NO EFrECT ON THE ION DATA. FOR 1'I0RE 
OETAILED INFOR"ATION SEe P 226 Of "RAUI'IFAIiRtfOIlSC.HUNG," 19. 
1975. WHEN AN EVENT WAS DETECTED BY EXPERIPIENT -01" " SHOCK 
ALAR" I'IODE OF OPERATION WAS ENTERED IN WlIlCH fAST TI"E 
RESOLUTION DATA WERE IIECORDED IN;') ONSOARD STORAGE "E"OIlY fOR A 
PERlOD BEfORE AND AFTER THE EYENT • 
------- HELIOS-B .. TRA INOII---------------------------------____ _ 
INVESTIGATlON NAI'IE- GALACTIC AND SOLAR COS~1C RAYS 
NSSDC I.D- 76-003A-08 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J .Ii. 
01 - E.C. 
01 - B.J. 
01 - F .B. 










P~RTlCLES AND fIELDS 
COS"J.C RAYS 
NASA-GSfC 




THE DETECTOR COI'IPLE~ENT CONSISTED Of THREE SEPAIIATE DELTA 
£IDEL TA X VS E TELESCOPES AND A PROPOAT IOfUL COUNTER fOil 
i'!ONItOR1NG SOLAII X RAYS IN THE RANGE 2-11 "EY. THE )HGH ENERGY 
TELESCOPE HAD A GEO"ETRIC UtTOR Of O.Z2 Slil CI"I STER AND 
"EASURED ELECTRONS tN THREE RANGES BETWEeN 2 AND 8 "EV .. AND 
PROTONS AND ALP.HA PARTICLES IN THREE UNGES B£TWEEN :2.0 AND 56 
I'IEV/N. PROTONS ABOVE Z30 I"IEY ARE ALSO "EAsURED. THE flRSl 
LOW-ENERGY TELESCOPE IGEOI'IETRIC FAtTOII WAS G.T~5 SQ C!'l STEIl) 
"EASURED PROTONS AND Z .GT. 1 PARllCLES IN THREE RANGES BEtllEEN 
3 AND _21 "EV/N. THE SECONII LOW-ENERGY TELESCOPE (GEOMETRIC 
FACTOR WAS 0.015 SQ CI'I STEIl) "EASURES PROTONS IN SEYERAL RANGES 
















J ------. -,-, I J 
ANti 6-21.2 IIEVIH, "'10 ELECTRONS IN fOUII RANGES BETWEEN O.1'l AND 
2 IIev. FOR It HUKBEII Of COINCUEIoIC[ "OtlES. COUNTING DAtA 
SECTOIIED INTO UGHT 1,5 PEG SECTORS lIeRE OBUINED. THE DAtA 
CYCLE 11,,£ WAS DEPENDENT ON THE SPACECRAFT TE\..ElllleTR'I' R
ATE 
(VARlo\BLE BETWEEN 4096 ANO 6 BITS/S) MtO rOR"AT. UNDER OP1"'UII 
CONDITIONS. FII1E EVENTS PEII SECOND ARE PULSE HEJGHT "N"LYlEO
 
AND THE lI"n O"U CYCLE IS OF TilE OlitlER OF S !!INUTES. H THE
 
SLOWESt COIISlHATlON or atl RATE AND FDR""l. A COl!PLElE DATA 
CYCLE REQUiRES ABOUT 2.5 hOURS. SEE "Iff[ TRANS. ON HUC. 
SCI.," ,.5-2.2. 570. 1975. rOil fURTHER OET,l.ILS. 
•••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••• HEOS , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• 
SPACECRAfT (DilliON HAII(- IlEOS 
"UEAHAlE M"Ple$.- HEOS-A1. H£05-A 
03595 
N!iSOC 1,,- 68-109A 
LAU~CII DA1E- 12105/68 WEI GIIT- 105. ",G 
LAU~CII Sl1£- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES 




OROll HpE- GEOCENTRIC 
OIiBIT pERIoO- 6690. MIN 
PERIAPSIS- 68010. "'1'1 
I'ERSoNNEL 
"' 
" 1'1'1 - J. 
I'S - B.G. 
NONE ASSIGNED 
NONE ASSIGNED 
VAHOENK EA CKHGVE 
T AllOR 
I!RlEf DESCRIPTION 
EPOCH OAfE- 12/24/69 
IHCLIHATION- 2~.' DEG 
APOti'SiS- 221'·99. KI'I 
ESA-ESTEC 
ESA-[STEt 
IIE05 1 "'AS AN EARTII ORBIUNG, SI'IN-SUBILUEO SATELLITE 
TIiAl WAS LAUNCHED BY ESA (fORMERLY ESIIO). 11 liAS BASICALLY 
tTLIUDRlUL WI TH AN Altt.'lL 0001'1 SUI'POATiNG TIlE ANTENN" AND THE
 
""GHETOl'letEIlS. THE SPIN A.IS ATTITUDE AND SPIN II11T
[ WEAE 
CIiANGEtI BY ONOoARD GAS JETS. THE SI'ACECAAFT OBJECTIVES II
EIIE TO 
STUOY THE INTERPLANETARY I'IAGNETlC fHLOS. COSl'lle RAYS.
 SOLAR 
IIIND. AND THE l"iAGHETOSHEATH. THE SPACECRAFT OPERATIO
N WAS 
fULLY SATISFACTOIIY fOR 16 I'IONTH$. AfTEA WHICII UHERIUTTENT LOSS 
or SOl"iE SOLAR GATE <AlTITUDE REFERENCE) PULSES OCCURRED. BY 
1971,. SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY COVERAGE W"S 50 PERCENT ~ AND ONLY 
THE fIIAGNETIC fiELD EltPi:RlI'IENT WAS OPERATIONAL. HIE SP"eU
.RAFT 
REEIITERED THE EAATH'S AHIOSpHEAE ON OCTOBER Z8. 1975, 
------
- HEOS 1. ELL10T-----------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAKE- flUXGATE fIIAGNETOMETER 
NSSDC LD- 68-109A-OZ 
pERSOIINEL 
PI - II. tLL1(lT 
01 - P.C. HEDGECOCK 
BlltEf DESCRIPTION 
INVEST IGATIVE PROGRAM 
SI,.!ENCE 
INVESllGAlIOH oISCIPLINE(S) 
I'UlTlCL£S "'to flELDS 
1l'lPERtAL COLLEGE 
tfllpEIUAL COLLEGE 
TillS EltpERII'IENT liAS DESIGNED TO IIEASURE I'IAGNHlC fIELDS
 
IN THE RANGE PLUS TO I'IINUS 61, GAI'IMAS WI TH AN ACCURACY O
f 0_25 
GAI'II'IA USING A aOOI'l-IIDUNTED TAIAXJ"L fLUXGATE M"GNETOfHTER
. THE 
HEOS-At SPACECRAFT liAS LAUNCHED UHO A HIGHLY ECCENTRIC
 ORBll 
SI) THAT THE fllAGNETOI'IETER I'IEf1SUREO I'IAGNElIC fIELDS WITlIlN THE 
I'IAGtlETOSPHEAE AND THE TRANSt110N AND INTERPLANETARY REG
IONS_ 
THE I'IAGNE70METER OPERATED CON11NUOUSLY IN 1'110 1'I0DES_ ON
E GAVE 
A CONliNUOUS SERt"S OF VECTORS SAI'IPLED Al 108-S INTERVALS. 
THE 
OTHER OPERATED 'ItA A 16-KILOBlT DATA STORE WITH A "ARIE
H Of 
ME~SUREI'IENT PROGRAI'IS WITH OP110NS INCLUDING COM"AND OR 
AUTOfllHIC REPLAY. SHOU TYPE EVENT OETECTlON~ ETC. 
THE 
CXPERHIENT OpEAATION WAS NORI'IAL UHllt. SPACECRAft H
EHTRY 
(OCTOBER .:!8, 1975). HOIIFV£R, DATA ACClUISIlIOH BECAME 
INTERI'I1TTEHT LATE IN THE SPACECAArT LIFE. ANO DATA AC
CURACY 
DECREASED SOI'lEWHH. fOA fURtHEA DETAILS~ SEE HEDGECOCK. SP. 





SpACECRMT CO ""ON NAI'IE- HEAI'IES 
ALTER/UTE NAI'IES- CAS-C~ COI'I"UN. TECHNOL. SAT. 
CDOPEr.AtlVE ApPLICA SAl •• CTS 
LflUNcn OHE- 01111176 WEtGHT- 680. KG 
LAUNCH SlTE- C"pE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES 




1 I r 
" 
INITIAL ORen PARAMETERS 
OROll TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBit PERIOD- '39~. I'IIN 
PERIAPSIS- 33814. KM 
PERSONNEL 
I'IG - ~. 
"Ii A.J. 
PM - J.N. 






EPOCH DAH- 01118176 
INCLINAll0N- 0.7 DEG 
APOAPSIS- 36022. KI'I 
Co"'IUN RHEIIRCH UNTRE 
NASA IIUOIiIUAATEliS 
CO""UN RESHRCIt CENTRE 
CO""U" RESEARCH C(lURE 
THIS THRH-A.IS SHBILIlED SATELLITE WAS OESIGNEO "S A
 
TEST VEHICLE TO CARIIY COI'IMUNICATloNS-RELA1[ll fOUIPI'IEN1. THE 
PURPOSE OF US LAUNCH INTO AN EIiIUATOlllflL. EARTH-SYNCH
RONOUS 
ORBIT WAS -- (1) TO OEftONSTRATE NEW HeHNOLOGY, (2) TO CONDUct 
CO""UNICATIONS TECHNOLOGtCflL EXpERIIIENTS, AND (3) TO oEVELO
r 
NEil CGM"UNICATIONS PlETHOGOLOGY IN CONJUNCTION 111TH GROUNe
-BASCO 
COI'IPoNENTS. THE SPACECRAft WAS A SHORT (1.17-1'1) RIGIlT CYLINDER ('.8-" OIAI'IETER) WITH TWO PARALLEL (1.7i!-l"i APART) PLANE 
SURfACES SYMII[1RICALLT TRUNCATING THE CURVE\) SUAFHE. THESE 
PLANE SURFACES W£RE ALSO pARALLEL TO fHE cYLINDER 
AXlS. 
HLATlVELY LONG. HAAIIOW (1.3- BT 6.S-I11 SOLAII ARRAYS WERE 
EltH:NDABLE fROM "ECIIANISIIS ItOUNTEO ON THE pAR"LLEL I'L"NE 
SlOES. 
A I'IORE CO"PLETE D£SCUPTION IIAT liE rOUNO IN THE 'NASA-G5FC
 




- H ERI'IE S. DA Y---------------·----------------------------
INVE!.T1GATION NAI'IE- SUpER-HIGH-FREQUENCY (12 ANO 14 GHl) -
TRANSlnTTER EXPUlfIIENl PACKAGE (TEl') 
NSSot 10- 76-004.0\-01 
PERSONNEl.. 





COMIIUN lCIIT IONS 
CO""UH RCSEARCH CENtRE 
THIS CO""U/ili.Af10NS LXpERII1ENT CONSISTED 0' 20-1/
 
LOW-POWER SUpER-HtGH-fREQUENCY (SHfl COfllllUIHCATlONS 
TRANSPONDER, A 200-11 tHGH-POWER SHF TRANSMUTER PACKAGE. 
AN SHF 
REAcoN. AND ANlENN" SUBSYSTEfIIS .• THE PURpOSt' Of tHIS EXpE
AII1UH 
WAS -- (1) TO EVAl.UATE T[CHNICAL "[AroA"ANeE OF THE COI'IPONENlS 
AHD (2) TO EVALUHE CVERALL THIl/HCAL OPERAtiON 0, THE SYStEli. 
BOTH TYPES OF TESE WERE OONE O'lEIi A ~-YR pE1I100. RUEI
L'NCE 
WAS SOI'lEtlfIIES I'IAOE TO THE TIIO OIHERENT lYPES Of lVALUA
110" AS 
TWO DifFERENT EItPERII'IENTS. EVALUAllON OF THE OVERALL OPE
RAHON 
WAS THEN REFERRED TO AS A 'eOMI'IUNIC~TlON SYSTEII' e.pERIIIENt. 
-------
It ERttE S. DoNOUGHE--~-----------~----------------------·-
INVESTIGATION NAME- UNITEO STATES USER EXpERllIENTS 










THIS EJlPEAII'lENT INVOLVED EXPLANATION OF FUtURE POSStBLE
 
USES Of HIGH-POWERED Co"~UHICAT10NS SATELLITES. 
e.PEAII'IENTATION BY 13 DlffEIiENT BPERI!lENTERS INVOLVED 















11115 EItPERIIIENT INVOLVED INVESl1G"TlON Of PRACTICAl. 
TECHNIClUES FOR USE OF TilE SATELLITE COMIIUNJ(ATlONS SYSTEI'tS 
REING TESTED. Jt IHCLUDEO COl'Il'lUHICAtiON TECIiNIClUES fOR U5£ IN 
"EDlCINE. EDUCATlO'h Col'IMUNny DE\lELOPI'IENl AHD INTERACTIO
N. AND 
DATA TRAHSMISSION. IT ALSO INCLUDED DEVELOPMENT Of tOIlPATteLE
 
GROUND FA.CILlllES. "SOUT.30 DlffUEtn EXPERIIIENTS BY O
VER 20 
OUfERENT ORGANltAUONS H"VE BEEN APPROVED BY A JOINT W
ORKING 
GROUP. Wll1CII "ppROVEO AND COORDINATED CANADIAN "NO
 U.S. 
[ltPEI.lI'IEHTS fOR TillS SAT£I..L11E EQUIPIIE"T. 
I. 
~ 






















------ HEIII'tE S, V I GHEROH-----------------------------------
INVESTIGATION N""E- SOLAR AIiRAY TECHNOLOGY ElPERJIIEHT (SAtE) 
PEASOHNEL 




INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE (5) 
COIIIIUNICATIOHS 
HilS EXPERJ"Eln WAS TO STUDT TilE "ECHMHCAL~ DYNAMIC. AHII 
ELECTRICAL PRDPERTlES or A NEW TYPE or EXTENDABLE SOLAR ARRAY 
OVER AN EXTEHDEO Tl"£ PERIOD. THE TWO 1.3- • 0.5-" ARRA""S WERE 
UHFOLDE:D fRO" THUll PAtU BY UNfURLING A SIlPPORTING TUBE THAT 
liAS ATTACHED TO THE EXTRElUlY Of THE ARRAY. 
------- HERI'IES. VIGNERDN-- ----------------------------------
INVESTIGATION MAPlE- UTnUDE CONTROL ustUI E.PERl"ENT(;'CS~1 
NS~Dt 10- 16-0040\-03 
PERSONNEL 






CO~I'!UN RESEARCH nNl RE 
THIS WAS A TECHNOLOGY UpEIUI'!Etn TO EVALUATE THE DYNAI'!JCS 
OF SpACECRAfl ~ECHANICAL FLEUBILtTY ON ACS (ATTtTUDE CONTROL 
SlSTE~) OpERATJuN AND TO DEIIONHR,l.TE THAT ATTITUDE CONTROL 
fLlGHT pERFORPIANCE IS IN ACCORDANCE WlTH STABILITY AND CONTROL 
THEORY. 
SPACECRAFT COPlPlDN NAPlE- 1111'-11 
ALTERNATE NAPlES- PL-71lA# E~pLORER 47 
IPip 7, 06191 
HSSDC ID- 12-013A 
LAUNCH DA"lE- 09/23172 WEIGHT- 390. KG 
LAUNCII '\'ITE-- CAPE CA"'AVERAL. UNITE\. STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA 
SpONSOR'ING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED SlATES 
INtfIAL ORBIT PARAPIETERS 
ORBIT TYPiO- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBtT pERIOO- 1770a. 'IlN 
PERIApS1S- 201599. "I'! 
I'ERSONNEL 
lUi - J.R. 
SC E .R. 
I'll - ".A. 







EpOCN DATE- 09123172 
INCLINATION- 17~2 DEu 
APOAPSIS- 235639. KPI 
NASA HE~~~UARlERS 
NASA HEADgUARTEI\S 
NASA-GS F C 
NASA-GS FC 
HIP-H CONTINUED TilE STUDY BEGUN BY EARLIER 1MI' SPACECRAfT 
Of THE INTERPLANETARY AND MAGNE-TOTAIL REGIONS FRO" A NEARLY 
CIRCULAR ORB.lT# NEAR 37 EARTH RADII. THIS 16-SIDED DRUM-SHAPED..-
SPACECRAFT WAS 157 CM HIGH ANO 135 CII iN DiAl'!. iT WAS DESIGNED 
TO MEASIJRE ENERGEnC PARTICLES. pLASPlA. AND EL.ECTRIC AND 
MAGNETtC FIELOS_ THL SPIN AXIS WAS NORPIAL TO THE ECLIPTIC 
PLANE, AND THE SPIN PERIOD WAS 1..3 S. THE SPACECRAfT WAS 
POWERED BY SOLAR CELLS AND A CHEIIICAl BATTEAT. SClENTIrlC DATA 
IIERE TELEMETERED TO EARTH AT 1600 BPS (WI Til A SECONDARY 400-BpS 
RATE AYAlLABLE)_ 
----. -- J Mf'-H, BAME --------------------------------------------
INVES'TlIiAT10N NA"E- I'!USUREIUNT OF SOUR PLASMA 
NSSDC ID- 12-0731,-10 
PERSONNEL 
PI - S.J. BAftE 





PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
LOS ALAPIOS SCI LAB 
LOS ALAIIOS SCI LAB 
A HEMISPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALHER lIAS'USED TO STUDY 
THE DIRECll0NAl INTENSITY OF POSJTIVE IONS AND ELECTRONS IN TilE 
SOLAR WIND, "AGNETOSHEATH. AND IIAGNHOlAIL_ IONS AS HfcAVY AS 
OUGEN WERE RESOLVED WHEH THE SOLAR WIND TEIIPERATUliE WAS LOW. 
ENERGY ANALYSIS .... AS ACCOIIPLISltED BY CHARG"ING THE PLATES TO 
IeNOWN ... OLTAGE LEVELS AND ALLOWING THEil TO DISCHARGE WITH KNOWN 
RC TUI;E CONSTANTS. IN THE SOLAR WIND. POSlTlVE IONS fROPI 200 EV 
TO 5 KEV t 15 PERCENT SPACING, 3 PERCENT RESOLUTIOIU AND 
ELECTRONS fROPI 5 EV TO 1 KEY UO fOEPCENT SPACING, 15 PERCENT 
RESOLUnON) WERE STUDIED. IN THE I!AGNETOSHEATH. POSllIVE IONS 
1-----[ I 
'. . ('.. . I._,_~~_~_ ~~J".<_~._,."."~ __ .J 
" 
FROl! 200 EV 1'0 5 KEV (15 PERCENT SPAc.JNG .. 3 ptRCElH RES?LUTION) 
AND fRO,. ;)0 EV TO l HV (30 PERCENT SPACING, 1~ PERCENT 
RESOLUtION) AND El.ECTRONS FROI'! 5 £V TO 1 KtV (30 PERCENT 
SpAUNG. 15 PERCENT RESOLUTION) WERE StUDIED. IN THE 
"AGNETOIUL. POSITIVE IONS fROM ZOO EV TO 20 KEII (30 PERCENT 
SPACING. 15 PERCENT AESOLUTlOIO AN~ ELEcnONS FROII 5 EY 10 1 
KtY 130 PERCENT SPACING. 15 PERCENT RESOLUTION) AND rROII 100 EV 
TO 20 I(EV (15 PERCENT RESOLUTION) WERE STUDIEIl. 
INVESTIGATION HA"E- "EASUREPIENT Of :'OLAR PLASIIA 
NSS!)C 11l- 72-013A-02 
PERSONNEL 
1'1 - II.S. 
01 - iI.J. 
o~ - J .H. 






I HVEST IGATI VE PROGRAII 
CODE S T 
INYESTlGATION D1SClpllNECS) 
PARTICLES ANO fIELDS 
fII~SS INS1 Df TECt! 
MASS INST or TECH 
MASS I"ST or TECH 
"~SS INS1 Of TECH 
A "aDULATED SPlll-COLLECTOR fARADAY cup, WHICH VAS 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAft SPIll AXIS. liAS USED to STUDY 
THE DIRECTIONAL tNTENSITT or POSITIYE lONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE 
SOLAR WIND. tRANSITION REGIO"~ AND I1AGNETOTAJL. ELECfRONS WERE 
MEASURED IN (IGIIT LOGAR1HIIIlCALL, EQUl.SPACED CHANNELS BETweeN 
11 EV AND 7 Ktv. POSl1IVE IONS WERE "EASURED IN £IGH1 CHANNElS 
BETWEEN 51'1 EV AND 7 KEII. A SpECTRUfil WAS OBTAINED EHRY UGHT 
SPACECR~rr REVOLUTIONS. AlHiULAR II,rOR"ATI0N WAS 06T"IU£O IN 
tITHER 15 EQUALLY SPACED INTERVALS DURING • .360-DEG REVOLUTION 
OF TilE SATELLITE OR IN 15 ANGULAR SEGMElllS CENTERED 110RE 
cLOSELY ASOut THE SPACECR.FT SUN LINE. 
IMP-H. CLINE-------------------------------------------
INVESTIGAltON NAIIE- STUDY Of COSl1lC-R.Y# SOLAR. ANl' 
I1AGNEfOSPH£RIC ELECTRONS 
NSSDC ID- 72-073A-13 
PERSONNEL 








TillS E.PERTIIENT STUDIED GA,.ACTIC AND SOLAR EUCTRONS ANt' 
PDS1TRONS IN THE KlNnlC ENERGY RANGE 50 KEV 10 .. "E .... 
INfOR"ArION ON PROTONS BETWEEN O.S AND '.0 MEV WAI: ALSO 
oeTAINEII. " COLLI'tATED STILaENE CRYSTAL SCINllLL,l.TOR LOOKING 
PERPENDICULAR TD THE SPAceCRAfT SPIN AXIS SERVED AS THE 
pIiINClp-'L DETECTOR. A SII'!ILAR, FULLY SH~ELDEI< CRYSTAL SERVED TO 
DETERMINE THE CONTRIBunON TO Til" PRINCIPAL DETECTOR COUNT RATE 
Of ELECTRONS AND PROTONS GENERATED WITHltJ THE PRINCIPAL 
DETECTOR BY GAIIMA ~AYS AND NEUTRONS~ RESPECTIVELY •• FULLY 
SHIELDED CSt CRYSTAL SERVED AS A GAMMA-RAY SPECTAO"ETER AND WAS 
USED IN COINCIDENCE WITII THE PRINCIPAL DElECTO!! TO DISTINGUISH 
ELECTRONS FROM pOSIJIIONS. COUHT RATES fRO'" EACH DETE!:IOR 
OBTAINED IN EIGHT ANGULAR SECTORS PER REVOLUTION IIERE 
TELEI1HERED. IN ADOtTION, THE AMPLITUDE AND SHAPE OF THE pl.LSE 
GENERATED IN THE PRINCIPAL DETEcrOR BY THE fiRST STOPPlt,lG 
PARTICLE IN EACH ApP~OpRIATE TElEI!ETRY FRAI'IE WAS STUDIED. pULS!;: 
,I."'PLlTUDE AND SII,l.PE WEIll' TO YIELD ENERGY (10 P(RCr-NT 
RESOLUTION) AND PARTICLE SPECIES INFORPIATION. 
IHVESTlGA1l0N NA"'E- "'EASUREMENT Of LOW-ENERGY PROTONS ~ND 
ELECTRONS 
NSSIIC lD- 7,-073A-0' 
PERSONNEL 





PI.RTlClES ANti FIELDS 
U Of IOWA 
THIS EXPERIIIENT MEASURED THE E"EIIGY SPECTRA OF Low-E'lERGY 
ELECTRONS AND PROTONS HI TilE GEOCE'llRIC RANGE 30 to '0 11(£) TO 
FURTHER UNDERSTAND GEOl!,I.GNETIC STOII"S .. AUROR~i HIL AND NEUTRAL 
SHEET •• ND OTHER JIIAGNETOSPHEII)C PHENOMENA. TH£ DETECTOR WAS A 
DUAL-CHANNEL, CURYED-pLATE, ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER (LEPEDE,I. -
LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON blFfERENllAL ANALYZER) WITH 16 
ENERGY INTERVALS BETWEEN 5 EV AHD 5"0 "tV. JT II,l.D AN ",NGULAR 
FIELD OF IIIEW OF 9 DEG BY 25 DEG IN FOUR DIRECTIONS 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE SpACECRAff SPIN HIS. THE tlE-TL.!':!OR WAS 
OPERATED IN ONE Of fWD MODES {1l ONE PJlOVtDING GOOD ANb~ILAR 
RESOLUTION C16 DIRECTIONS lOR EACH PARTICLE ENERGY BANDI O:4CE 
E",CH 212 S. ANti (2l OlfE PIIDVIDING GOOD PEMPORAL RESOLUllON tN 
VHICH THE ENllRE ENERGY RANGE lH FOUR DiRECTIONS liAS PlEASUt~D 




























INVESTIGATION MAIIIE- IONS AND fLEC-TIiOHS IN THE [HUGT aA"GE 
0.1 TO 2 IIEV 
NSSOC 10- 1l-D71A-fJ3 
PERSONNEL 
PI - G. 
01 - c.Y. 








PARTt eus AND f lELD$ 
U Of "AIIYLAND 
U or ARIZONA 
"PI-EXTRATER!! PHYS 
THIS EXPEIIHtENT WAS DESIGNED to PETUIHN[ THE CO"f-OSI~ ION 
ANO [HUG'f SPECTRA Of LOW-ENEIIGY PARTIClES ASSOUATED WlTH 
SOLAR ACTIVITY AND lNTERPLANUAR'f PROCESSES. THE OETECTORS 
USED WERE (l) AH ELECTROSTAtIC AHUYlEil ITO SELECT PARTICLES Of 
THE DESIGNATEO ENERGy PEII CHARGE) COJIIOINEP WITH AN "R!lAY OF 
WINDOWLESS SOLID-·StATE GHEtTOILS (TO .. USURE THE [HUG' LOSS) 
AND SURROUNDED BT AN ANTICOINCIDENCE SIIIELOING AND (2) A 
PARTICLE tELESCOPE CONSISTING Of A SILICON SURfACE BARRIER 
DETECTOR ANII A fLAT TWO~CIIAMflER PRO PORT IONAL COUNTER ENGLOSED 
IN AN ANTICOINtlDENCF. SCINTILLATOR CUP. THE ElPEIiUtENT 
ME"SURED PARTICLE ENERGIES FROM 0.1- TO 2-"EV PER CHARGE iN 12-
BANDS AND UNIQUELY IDENTIFIED POSITRONS AND ELHHtONS AS WEll 
AS NUCLEI WITH CHARGES Of Z fROII 1 TO 8 (CHARGE GIIOUP 
RESOLUllON fOil t BETWEEN 9 AND 28). H.O 1000~CHANNEL PULSE 
HEIGHT ANAlYlERS~ ONE fOil E"1i ELEitENT Of THE TELESCOPE~ WfIIE 
INCLUDED IN THE EIIPERUIENT PAYLOAD. THE TELESCOPE fAllU ON 
NOVEM8EII 25~ 1972~ WHEN' HE WINDOW ON tHE PROPORTIONAl. COUNTER 
WEAUNED AND 8URn DUE rr, EXPOSURE TO UV RADIATION. 
-.----- I MP-H~ '(R I II I !:; ... S--~~-~--------------------------------
INVESTlliATlON NA"E- CHARGED PARTICLE "EASI'''''"ENTS ElPU'"ENT 
NSSDC 10- 72.-013A-08 
PEIiSONIiEL 
PI - S .I'I. 









PARTICLES AND HElDS 
APPLIED PHTSICS lAB 
U OF KANSAS 
U OF IOWA 
THREE SOLID-STATE DUECTORS IN AN ANTICOINCIDENCE PLASTlC 
SCINTllLATOR 08SE"VED ELECTRONS BE-TWEEN 0.2 AND 2.5 MEV. 
PROTONS BETWEEN 0.3 AND SOO IIEV .. AlPIIA PARHtLES BETWEEN 2.0 
AND 2:00 I'IEV, HEAVY PARTICLES WITH ATOMIC NU"IIUS RANGING FRoli 2-
TO 5 IIITH ENERGIES GREATER THAN 8 'lEV, HEAVf PARTICLES WITH t 
VALUES RANGING BETWEEN 6 AND 8 W1TH ENERG,ES GIIEATEII THAN 32: 
"EV. AND INTEGRAL PROTONS AND ALPHAS Of E'IIEIIGIES GREATER THAN 
50 I'IEVINUCLEON~ ALL WITH DTNAIIlt IIANGES Of 1 TO 1 "ILLION (PER 
SQ C"-S~STER'). fiVE THIN IIINOOIl GEIGER-"IJEllfR TUBES OBSERV£O 
ELECTRONS or ENERGy GREATER TIIAN 15 K~V, PIIOTONS Of ENEIIGT 
!iI/EATER TIIAN 2:50 KEV, AND X-RAYS IIITH WAVEI EHGrHS BETWEEN 2 AND 
10 It,; ALL WITH A tlTNA"lC RANGE OF 10 Til 100 IIlllION (PER SQ 
CPI.-S-STER). PAIiTIClES AND Jl~RAJS PIlIMAk!LY OF SOLAR OIllGIN 
WERE nUDIED .. BUT THE DYNAIUC RANGE AND RESOLUTION OF THE 
IHSTRUIIE~T PEII"nT£D COSIUt IIAYS AND IIAGNETOTAll PARTICLES TO 
BE oaSERVED. 
,.--~-- I"P-H, IICIIONALO~----~----~----------------------
WVESTtGAnON NAflE- SOU II AND C',SIIlt-RAY PARTlClES 
H'iSDt 111- 12-07311-09 
PERSONNEL 
PI f.lI. I'ICDONALD 
01 - D.Ii:. HACluE 









THE GSfe COSIIIC-RAY EXPERIIIENT MEASURED ENEIIGY SPECTRA. 
COflPOSITION.. AND ANGULAII DisTRIBUTION Of SOLAR AND GALACTIC 
ELECTRONS. PROTONS.. AND HEAVHII NUCLEI UP TO Z. .. 30. THREE 
DIstINCT DETECTOR STSTE"S wUE USED_ THE FlRST S1'SH" 
CONSISTED Of A PAIII Of SOLlD-s-TATE TELESCOPES THAT llEASUIiED 
INTEGRAL rLUKES ABOVE 150, 350, AND 100 kEY AND Of PROTONS 
AIlOVE 0.05, O.-lS, 0.70. 1.0. 1.Z .. Z.O .. 2.5 .. 5.0 .. 1,S .. AND ZS 
I'IEV. EXCEPT rOR THE .05-IIEV PROTON .. ODE, ALL COUNTING MODES 
HAD UNIQUE SPECIES IDENTIfiCATION. THE SECOND DETECTOR nSTEII 
WAS A SOLID-STATE DE/OX VS E TELESCOPE THAT LOOkED 
PERPENUCUlAi!. TO THE SP,HI AIUS. TillS TELESCOPE ~EASUI£D NUCLEI 
fRO" 1 TO 16 U wnH EHERGIES BETWEEN 4 AND 20 IIEV/NUClEON. 
COUNTS Of Pf.ATICLES IN THE 0.5- TO I,-IIIEV/NUCLEON RANG'E. WITH NO 
CHAI:GE ItESOLUTION~ WERE OBTAINED AS COUNTS IN THE DEI OX .. BUT 
NOT IN THE E~ SENSOII. THE THIIID DETECTOR STSTE" lias A 
THIIEE·ELEIIENT CSI SCINTILLATOIi TELESCOPE WHOSE AXIS fI~DE AN 
ANGLE Of 39 DEG IIlTH IIESPECT TO THE SPIN AXIS. THE INSTIIUMENT 
RESPONDED TO ELtC-TRONS BETWEEN 2 AND 12: 'lEV AND NUClEt fROM 1 
TO 30 U IN THE ENERGY RANGE 20 TO sao .. EY/NUCLEON. fOil 
" 
J J 
PARUCLES BUOII eo IIIlV~ THIS INSHlUIilENT ACTED AS A DE/OJ 
DElEClOR. A80VE 80 "lV. 11 ACTED AS A BIDIRECtIONAL HlIPL( 
DE/DI DETEC.JOR. FLUX DtRlCUONAlllT INfOR!!ATlON WAS 08TAINED 
BY DIVIDING cnUIN PORTIONS Of THf OATA flO" rACH DETECT 011 
STSTE!! IN'O EIGHT .NGUl~A StCTORS. 
~------ IIilP-M. OGll.Vlf-------------------------------------•• _ 
JNvESllGUION NAIIIE- SOLAR WIND ION COIIIPDSITJON 
NSSDC 10- 12-013A-12 
PERSONNEL 
PI - K.W. OGIl.VIE 





PAIITlClES AND fl£lDS 
NAS.a-GSfC 
AN ELECTROSTAlJC ANALun AND WEiN-TYPE VELOCIlT HLECTOR 
WERE USED TO GAIN EXPLORATORY DATA ON HEAVT ION CO"POSiTION IN 
THE SOUR WIND. THE BULK VELocnlES Of 4 HEH, , HEt .. 3 HEtt, 
AND 0 (ISOTOPES INOlS'TINGII15HARL£) IONS IN ALL IONllAllON 
STATES WEllE SEPARATELY STUpjU. DUlliNG 30 SUCCESSIIIE 
SPAC'f.CllAfT SPIN P£IIJODS~ IONS Of A GIVEN SPECU:S IiEIlE STUDIED 
IN 30 lOGAlilTHIIlcalLT (GUISPACED BULK VELOCITY CHANNELS fROIil 
2'10 TO 600 kM/S. A CO"PLElE SET OF llEASUREflENrs REQUlIlED ABOUT 
10 "IN AND CONSISTED Of 30 ONE-STEP SEQUENCES fOil 4, HtH IONS 
AND FIVE 30-SJEP SEQUENCES fOil Eo\CH OF THE THREE OTHER SPECIES. 
------- IIilP-M. SCAAF---------~--~-~----.----~----------~-------
INVESTJGAYlON MARE- PUSIIA WAVE 
NSSlle 10- 12.-013A-11 
PERSONNEL 
PI - f.l. 
01 G.". 
01 - 1.11. 










PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
TRW SY'lEIilS GROuP 
GAlNE\ PI. CROOIC. ASSoC 
TIU' S!STEIIS GIiOUP 
TRW nStE"S GROUP 
ELECTRIC flElD COIIPONENTS PEIIPENDICULAR TO TI'E SPACECRAft 
SPIN 0\11.5 AND THE "AGNEnC FIELD COI'IPONf:NT Pf,RAllEl TO tHAT 
AilS WERE "EASURED BY AN ELECTRIC DIPOLE ANTENNA AND A SEARCH 
COIL ""'GNETOIIETEA. BOTH SENSORS WERE IIOUNTEO ON A 3.05-" Boefl. 
UTA WEllE OBTAINto IN EIGHT FREQUENCY tHANflELs nOli 10 Hl TO 
100 IC.HZ IN E.JTHER THE NORIilAl MOOE OR THE SNAPSHOT I'IOOE. TWO 
CNANNElS. ceNTERED AT 67 AND 600 HI. HAD 10-0B F.all.-Orr POINTS 
Of 11 AND 150 HZ, AND 2:70 ;'ND 810 Hl.~ Rt.SPECTJVELJ. THE 
REflAINtNG SIX CHANNELS WERE IiARIiOW-BANDWIDTH CHANNELS CENTERED 
AT 1.3_ 2..3 .. S.I,~ 10.5~ 10, AND 70 KHl. IN THE NOAIilAL "ODE .. THE 
AIiTENN. WAS run SA"Pl.ED IN A GIllEN FREQUENCY CHANNEL III ... NY 
TIllES DUAlNG A GIVEN IIEASUREIIIE"T PERIOD (COflPARA8lE TO THE 
SPACECRAfT SPIN PERIOD). DURING TilE NUT PERIOD. THE SUIICH 
COIL WAS S.IIPLEII IIIANY TIIilES IN THe SAI'IE fREQUENCY CHANNEl.. 
NElT.. THE ANTENNA WAS SA "PLED IN THE NUT fliEQUENCY CHANNEL. 
fOllOWED In THE SEARCH COIL IN THAT CHANNEL. THt rREGUENCY 
CHANNELs WERE INUEIIENTED.. AND THE SAIilPlEO SENSORS WERE 
ALTEIINATED UNTlL A FULL SET OF DATA WAS oeTAINED IN 16 
IIIEASUREIilENt PERIODS (APPROJ:IIIIATELY 2.0 S). IN THE SNAPSHOl IIODE. 
ONLY ELEtTAIC flELO DATA WERE HANSIIITTED, AS fOllOIiS. THE 
ANTENNa WAS flllST SAMPLED IN A GIVEN fREQUENCT CHAI~NEl MANY 
THIES DUlliNG A GIVEN ItE.aSUREIIENT PERtOD. IN THE NEXT PERIOD. 
THE ANTENNA WAS SA"PLED IN TWO SE-IIUENCES OF EIGHT FREQUENCY 
CHANNELS. THIS TWO-PERIOD "t,a-URE"ENT liAS ElIECUTEO EIGHT TJ"ES, 
EAt" lI"E tNCIIE"['HING THE FREIiiIUENCY CHANNEL STUDIED IN EVERY 
OHt~ "-11100 ST ONE. THUS_~ A fULL SEt Of DATA AGaIN REIiiIUUED 16 
"fA"-i~ .'I[lfT PERIODS. IN ADDUIO". AN A"AlOG "ODE, SAIIPLJIiG THE 
ANfENNA AND SEARCH COlL fROIil 10 TO 100 HI .. WAS USED IN 
CONJUNCTION WITH TH~ SPECl.aL PURPOSE ANALOG TELEIIIEtRT tEST TO 
8E CONDUtlED. UNfORTUNATELY THIS NEW TElEIilETAl StSTE" DID NOT 
WOU WEll. AND NO USABLE DATA WERE onAINED IN THIS "011£0 Of 
OPERAlION. FOR THE DIGITAL "ODES.. SOlliE JlHERfERENCE liAS 
EJPERIEfj,CfD FIiOit THE ASYIIIIIETRtC PlASIIA SHUTt! ASSOCIATED WITH 
THE PlJlAR CELl. AIiRAtS. THIS INTElifEAUICE lHUTEO THE 
SENSITIVITY Of tHE IIIAGNE'TIC fIELD "EASURE"ENts AND ltlTliODUCED 
COIIPLUITT INTO ANALYSIS OF THE ElECTIIIC FIELO "[ASUIIEIIENTS. 
------ I liP-H. S 1 IIPSON--.;.----------------------~------------
INVES.fJGAltON NAil£- SOUR fLARE HIGH-lIl0W-Eo AND lOW-1 
ISOTOPE 
NSSDC 10- 7Z-073A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PIt'OGIlAIil 
CODE ST 
INVESTIGATION OlSCIPlINE(S) 
PART'ICLES aNO fIELDS 
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PI • J .A. SIMPSO~ 
OJ • ft. GARCIA-ftUNOI 
OllifF DESCRIPTION 
Of CHI CAGO 
0' CHtCAGO 
TillS fkPERUIEIiT USE II TIIO TELESCOPES TO "EASURE THE 
COMPOSlnON AND ENERGY SPECT~A IlF SOLAR <AND GALACUC) 
PARTICLES ABOVE A80UT O.S Nl::v/NUCLEON. THE. MAIN TELESCOPE 
CONSISTED Of fiVE COllNEAR ELEMENTS (THAEE SOUD STATE, O,..E 
CSI, AND ONE SAPPHlIIE CEREN~OV) SURROUNDED IIY A PlA::;TlC 
ANHCOINCIDENCE SIHELD. filE TELESCOPE HAD A 611-DEG .. FULL-ANGLE 
.acCEPTANCE CONE IIITH ITS AXIS APPROXI"ATELY NOAMAL TO THE 
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS PE~ft1TTlNG 8-SECTORED IIHOR"ATlON ON 
PAJltlCLE ARRIVAL DIRECT~ON. FOUR ELEMEN15 Dr THE MAIN 
TELESCOPE IIERE PULSE-HEIGHT ANALYlED. AHD LOII- AND IIIGIl-GAIN 
"'ODES COULD BE SELECTED liT COMMAND TO PERMIT RESOLUTION or THE 
ELEMENTS H THAGUGII NI OR or THE ELECTRONS ANO THE 1$0TOPES OF H 
AND HE ANO ~IGHT IlUClE.l. A SELECTION-PRIoRI'T SCHE.ME liAS 
INCLUDED TO PE.RMlT SAMPLING or LESS ABUNDANT PARTICLE SPEClES 
UNDER NORMAL ANO SOlU-FLAR£ COtiDITlONS. THE LOW-ENERGY 
TELESCOPE "AS ESSENTIALLY A TIIO-ELE"ENT. SHIELDED, SOLID-STATE. 
DETEC,oR IIUH A 70-DEG. rULL-ANGLE. ACCEPTANCE COoNE. THE FIilST 
ELEMENt 1I,u PULSE-HElGHT ANAL'(lED. AND DATA IIERE RECORIIED BT 
SECTORS. 
------ II'IP-H. STOHE--------------------------------~¥ ___ ¥ ___ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRONS AND H~DRDGEN ~ND HELlU .. 
ISOtOPES 
PERSONNEL 
PI - E.C. STONE 





PAIIT!CLES AND fiELDS 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIf INST OF TECH 
tHlS ElPERII'IENT liAS DESIGNED TO "EASUIIE SOUR ANII 
GALACTlC ELECTRONS, POSITRONS, AND Huelt!, AND TO SEP~RATE 
ISOTOPES TIIIIOUGH OXYGEN. THE ENERGY RANGES COVERED WERE 0.16 
TO 5 I'IEV (ELECTRONS), 0.16 YO 2 NEV (POSITRONS). AND ABOUT 1 TO 
40 "EII/N (NUCLEI). THE INSTRU"Ern liAS A TELESCOPE CoNSI5TlNG 
OF 11 COLINEAR. fULLY DEPLETED~ SILICON SURFAce BARRIEII 
DETECTORS INSIDE A PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR ANTICOINC1DENCE SHIELD. 
fOUR OF THE TOP flVE SENSO~S WERE ANNULAR liHUE THE REI'IAINDER 
IIERE SOLID DISKS. THIS ARRANGEMENT GAVE NAIIIIOIi GEOMETRY 
(ANTICOINCIDENCE JU ANNUIILAII SENSORS) AHD 111I)E GEOI'IETRY I'IODES 
IIITH HIIL1¥ANGLE ACCEPTANCE CONES OF ASoUl 24 ANO 36 OEG. THE 
TELESCOPE AXIS liAS PEIIPENDICULAR TO THf SPACECIIAfT SPIN AXIS. 
DATA RETURNED CONSISTED or 8-SECTORED AND SPIN-INTEGRATED COUNT 
RATES FOR 8 DIffERENT COINCIDENCEI AN1HoINtIDENCE I'IODES AND 2 
PARAMETER PULSE HEIG!lT ANALYSES FOR 3Z PAHICLES EVERY 20.48 S. 
THE COINCIOENCE MODE C!lOSEN fOR PULSE HElGHT ANALY.iIS IN ANY 
0.64 S INTERVAL .. AS fIXED B'I' A fIVE-lEVEL PRIORITY SYStEM. THE 
PRINCIPAL COIHRIBUTORS TO EACH COINCIltENCE I'IODE IIATE IIERE --
(1) 0.16- TO 5-MEV ELECTRONS AND 1- TO 43-IIEV/N NUCLEI, (2) ,-
to 5-IIEV ELECTRot;S AND lJ- TO 43-"EV/N NUCLEI. (3) NE.UTR~LS, 
SUCH AS G .... '"A RIIYS. (4) O.l- TO 1-I'IEV ELECTRONS, (5) 1- TO 
3-MEV ELECTRONS. (6) 1.2- TO 2.4-IIEV/N NUCLEI. (7) 4- TO 
13-11:EII/N NUCLEl, AUD (a) ELECTRONS ABOVE 3 "EV AND NUCLEl ABOVE 
30 "Ev/N. 
----~-- IMP-H. WILLIA~S---------------------------------------
INVESTIGIITIoN NAtlE- ENERGETIC ELECTRONS ANO PROTONS 
NSSDC 10- 72-073A-05 
PEIISOHNEL 
PI O.J. 
01 - C.O. 








PARllCLES AND FIELDS 
NOAA-ERL 
APPLIED PHYSICS LAII 
NASA-GSfC 
THE PURPOSES or TillS EXPERUIENT IIERE (1-) TO STUDY THE 
PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR COS"lC RAYS THROUGH THE 
INTERPLAHET",Rl KEDIUK OVER THE ENERGY RANGES HID1CAT£O BELOII, 
tl) TO STUDY ELECTRON AND PROTON PATCHES THlloUGHOUT THE 
IiEOMAGNETIC TAll ANO NUR ANO tH"oUGII THE fLANICS or THE 
MAGNETOPIIUSE .. IINO (3) TO STUDY THE ENTRY OF SOLAR COSMIC RAYS 
INTO THE GEOMAGNEi!C_ nRO. THE INSTRUI'IENTATJoN CoNSISTEII OF A 
THREE-ELEKENT TELESCOPE CoNFIGURATIOH EMPLOYING SOllo-nIlTE 
DETECTORS AND A MAGNET TO OEfLECT ELECTRONS. 1110 SIDE-I'IOUNTED 
DETECTORS IIERE USED TO D_ElECT THE ELECHIONS DEFLECTEP BY THE 
MAGNET. TIIO ADlIlTIONAL SOLItI-STAtE DETECTORS WEA'E USED TO 
oerECT VERT LOII-ENERG'Y (GREATER THAN 15 ICEV) PARTICLES, ALPHA 
PARlIClES, AND CHIIRGED PIIRTICLES or t GREATER THAN 2~ THE 
EXPERIliENT liAS IIE-SfGNED TO I'IEASURE (n PROTON FLUXES FROft 30 
KEII TO GUA1Eli THAN 8.6 MEV IN SIX RANGES, (Z) ELECTRON FLUlIES 
fROM 30 KE.V TO GREATER tH ... N 450 ICEV IN tHREE RANGES, {Jl 
CHARGED PARTlCLES GREATER THAN 15 KEV, {4l ALPHA PARTICLES 
GREATEIi lliAN 0.5 "'EV..- GREATER THIIN '~6 !'lEV. l~Z TO 8~8 MEV .. AND 
8~8 to JS "EV, AND (5) CHARGEO PARTICLES Of I GREAlEk THAN. 2 AT 
E GRUTER THAN S MEV. 
! , 
"' ~L"~.~.""~.~.~.:""'.: I 
1 
.. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I"P-J· ••• ••• ••• • •••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECR!lFl COMIIoN IIIAIIE- II'IP-J 
~LTERNATE NIIIIES- PL-72lA. IMP a 
UPl-OREA so, 6893 
NlSDC 10- 7l-078A 
LAUNCH DATE- 101l6/73 WEIGHT- 311. KG 
LAUNCH SlTE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITEC S~AHS 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA 
SfOlllSOI!ING COUNTRY/AGENCT 
UNitED STA rES 
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBll PERl 00- 17286. MIN 
PERlAPSIS- 1412.24. KM 
PERSONNEL 
MG J .11. 
St E.R. 
PI'I - M.A. 







EPOCH DATE- 10/,7/73 
INCLINATION- 28.7 OEG 





IllP 8 (EXPLORER SO)~ THE LAST SIIHLLITE 01 THE 'liP 
SERIES. WAS A DRU"-SHAPED SPACE.CRAFT, 135.6 CM ACR"SS AND 157.4 
CM HIGH, INS1/IUI'IENTED rOR INTERPLANETARY AND !'IAGN[ToTAIL 
STUDIES Of COS"" RATS. (NEliGEllC SOLAR PARTlCLES, PLIIS"A .. ANO 
[LECTRIC AND ""GNETlC fIELDS. ITS INlnAl ORBIT liAS ,.ORE 
ELLIPTICAL TUIIN INTENDED. WITH APOGEE AHD PERIGEE DI$TANCES Of 
ABOUT 45 AND 2S EARTH R"'DII. ITS ECCENTRICITY DECEASED AfTER 
LAUNCH. THE SPACECRAft SPIN AXIS liAS NoRI'IAL TO tHE ECLIPTIC 
PLANE. AND THE SPIN RArE liAS 23 RPI'I. 1/,E DATA TELEI'IElRY RATE 
WAS 1600 BPS. 
------- II'IP-J. AGGSON------------~-----------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTROSTATIC FlELOS 
NSSDC 10- 73-078A-11 
PERSONNEL 
PI - T .L. AGGSON 





IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS 
PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
NASA-GS F C 
NASA-GSFC 
THE INStRUI'IENT liAS DESlGNEO TO IIUSURE A"SlENT ELECTRIC 
fiELDS 1111 THE SOLAII WIND AND THE HUH'S I'IAGNE"TOSHEAiH DC UP TO 
1 ICHi IN fREQUENCY. THE SENSOR CONSUTED OF A PAIR Of 70-" 
WIRE ANTENNAS (HO M, llP-TO-TIP), IIHICH WEllE HELD RIGID BY 
CENTRIFUGAL fOACE DUE. TO SATELLITE SPIN (ABOUT 24 liP"). tHE 
WIRES IIERE INSULATED FRON THE PLAS" ..... EXCEPT fOR THEIR SHORT 
OUTER SEcnONS, TO RE"OVE THE ACflVE PROIIE AREA fliOM TilE 
SPACECRAFT SHEATH. THE ANTENNA SERVED AS A DOUBLE fLOIITlNG 
PROBE. THE DC eLE.CTRIt FIELO PROJECtED INTO THE PL ... NE 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN AXIS (tHE ECLIPTIC PLAN£). AND 
I'lEASUREMENTS IIERE OBTAINED ""VERY 1/4 SPACECIIAFT REVoLUUON 
(ABOUT 0.75 5). ULf ANO VLF MEASUIIEIIENTS WERE OBTAINED USING 
SEVEN 60 PERCENT BANDWIDTH fILTERS IIIlH CENTER FREQUENCIES 
LoGARlTHl'IlCALLY SPACEO FROI'I 1 HZ ,,, 1 KHl. THESE fREQUENCY 
CHIINNELS 11110 AN INTRINSIC SENSITIVITY Of 1.0E-5 VI", AND A PEAK 
RANGE Of 1.0E-2 VIM. HOIIE:VER. THE EFFECTIVE LOll-fREQUENCY 
IIlTER THRESHOLD WAS D£lERI'IINEO BY INTERrERENCE OUE TO 
HARMO~ICS Of THE SPACECRAfT SPINNING IIITHIN AN ASVIIMETRIC 
SHEATH. TilE OTHER !""JOR LlI'IIHTION II"S ALSO DUE TO SHEATH 
EFfECT. IIHENEVER THE ELECTRON PLASMA DENSITY liAS LESS 'THAN 
ABOUT 10 PARTICLES CI'I TO THE POIIER -3, THE SHEATH OVERLAPPED 
THE ACTIVE ANTENNA PORTIONS ANO PRECLUDED MEAtUNGFUL 
MEASUREMENTS OF AMBIENT CONDITIONS. 
------- '"P-J. BAME----------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAI'IE- MfASURE"EHT Of SOLAR PLASMA 
N5S0C ID- 7J-078A-10 
PERSONNEL 
PI - S.J. BA"E 





PARTICLES AND fiELDS 
lOS ALAIIOS SCI LAB 
LOS ALAMOS Stl LAB 
A HE"ISPt/ERICAL ELECTROStATIC Ar'fIlLyaR MEASURED THE 
DIRHTIO~"'L I~T£NSlTY Of POSIUVE IONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE 
SOLAR WIND.. I'IAGNE_lOSHEATH.. AND "AGNETOlAll~ IONS AS HEAVY- AS 
OXYGEN WERE RESOLVED WHEN THE SDL~R 1111'10 a"PER~T\JRE IS LOll. 
ENERGY ",NALTSIS WAS ACCOMPLISHED BY CH~IIGING THE PLATES TO 
KNOIIN VOLTAGE !_EVEl.S AND ALLOWING THEM TO OJSCI'ARGE IIIlH KNOIIN 
lie TIII£ CONSTANTS. IN tHE SOLAII WIND. POSHlVE. IONS FRO" ,00 Ell 
TO S !t.EV (15 PERCENT SPACING.. 3 PERCENT RESOLUHON) AND 
ELECtRONS FROI'I S EV TO 1 ICEV 00 PEIICENT SPACING. 15 PERCENT 




































fllOIil lOO ev TO 5 ItEII (15 PERCENT SPACJHG~ 3 PfRCENT RESOLUTION) 
ANG fRO" lOD Ell TO 20 11:£.'.1 130 PERCENT SPAtlNG~ 1S PERCENT 
RESOLUTION) AND ELEtTIIONS FROII 5 Ell fa 1 kEV f30 PERCfNT 
SPACING, 1S PERCENT RESOLUTION) WEllE STUD",D. IN THE 
MAGNETOTAIL .. POSITII/E IONS fRO" 200 EV TO ZQ J;EV (30 PEIICENT 
SPAt.lNG, 15 PERCENT AUDLUnaN) AND ELECTRONS fROIil 5 EV TO 1 
kty ("30 PfRUIH SPACING, 15 PERCENT R[SalUnaN) AND FRO .. 10(\ Ell 
TO lO KEY (15 PERCENT IlESOLUTlaN) WEllE STUDIED. 
------- I "P-J. 8R I 06£--------------------------____________ _ 
INVEST1GATlDN HAKE- "EASURfllENT Of SOLAR PLASIil" 
NSSOC 10- 7]-0181.-02 
PERSONNEL 
PI - tI.S. 
01 - A.J. 
01 - J.H. 






INllfSTtGAUIIE PRO GRAil 
CODE 51 
INYE~TIGATION DISCIPLINE!$) 
PAlHlCLU AND FlELOS 
"ASS INST ~r TECH 
IIIASS INST Of TECH 
IIIASS INST Of TECH 
"ASS INST Of TECH 
A "ODULATED SPLlT-COLLHTOR fARAOAY cup, PERPENOltULAR TO 
THE SPACECRAfT SPIN AXIS, WAS USED TO STUO' THE- OIliECTIOHAL 
INTENSIT' 0' POSlTl\lE 10NS AND ELEtTliONS IN THE SOLAR lUND, 
TUNSITION 'IIElilOH, AND "AGNElOUIL. ELECTRONS WERE· s-TUIlIEO IN 
ElGHT LOGAIIlTH"ICALL' EIiIUlSPACED EHUG' CHANNELS BEtWEEN 11' EV 
AND 7 ICEV. POSITI\lE ItlNS WERE STUDIED IN UGHT CHANNELS 
BETWEEN 50 EV AND 7 ICEV. A SPECTRU" liAS OBTAtNED EVUY EIGHT 
SPACECRAfT REVtlLUlIONS. ANGULAR JNFOR"ATlON WAS OBTAINED IN 
ElIHEIi 1S EQUALL, SPACED INTERVALS DURING A 360·0EG REVOLUTION 
or THE SATELLIlE 011 "ORE CLOSELY ABOUT THE SPACHI!AfT SUNliNE. 
•••••• - IMp·J, FR ANIC---------------------------------.--------
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- "EASUREMENT or LOII-ENEAGY PROTONS ANO 
ELECTRONS 
NSSOC 111- 73-018A-04 
PERSONNEL 





PARTICLES AND FIEUS 
OF IOWA 
TIllS EXPERII'IEIH liAS DESIGNED tD "EASUIIE THE ENERGT 
SPECTRA OF LOII-ENERGT ELEClfIONS ANO PROTONS IN tHE GEOCENTRIC 
RAHGE 30 TO 40 Rt£) TO GIVE FURTHEIt OAU ON GEO"AGNETIC STOR"S, 
AURORA, tAlL ANti NEUTRAL SHEET, AND OTHER "AGNETOSPHERIC 
PIiENOltEHA. TilE DEtECTOR liAS A IIUAL-CHAHNEL CURVEO PLAtE 
ELECTROnATlC ANAL-tIER (LEPEOEA - LOW ENERGT PROTON ANO 
ELECTRON DlfHREHTJAL ANALYZER) WITH 16 t.NEIIGT INTERVALS 
BETWEEN S E\I ANO SO KEV. n HAO AN AHGULAR fIELD OF VIEW OF 9 
DEG BY Z5 DEG. THE DETECTOR !!AT BE OPEAATED IN ONE OF TWO "ODeS 
-- (1) ONE PIIOVltllNG" GOOO ANGULAR RESOLunON (16 DIRECnON$ fOil 
EACH PARHCLE ENERGY BAllO) OHCE EACH 2n S, AND (Z) ONE 
PROVIDING GOOO TEMPORAL RESOLUTION III IIHICH THE ENTIRE ENERGY 
RAHGE 114 FOUR DIRECTIONS IS ItUSURED EVERY 68 S. 
INVEST"IGAHOII NAME- SOLIO-StAtE OETECTORS 
NSSDC 10- 73:-07BA-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - G. 
01 - C.T. 







PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
U Of "ARYLAND 
U Of AIIl1:0NA 
"PJ'-ElIiRATERII PHYS 
tillS EJI;PERIMENT IS DESIGNEO TO IlETERfUNE THE COMPOSlnON 
ANII ENERGT SPECTRA Of LOll-ENERGY PARTICLES OBsnvu DURING 
SOLAR fLAIIES AND Z7-oAT RECURRENT EVENTS. THE DElEe-TOilS US EO 
INCLUDES (1) AN ELECTROSTATJC ANALTlER no SELECT PARTlCLES Of 
THE DESIRED ENERGT PER CHAItGE) CO"BIHEb WITH AN ARRAY or 
Wl'NDOIILES'l SOLlD-STATE DETECTORS 00 MEASUItE THE ENERGY LOSS) 
ANII SURIIOUNDEO 8T AN ANtiCOINCIDENCE SHIELDING ANO (2.) A fHIN 
WINDOII PROPORr-IONAL COUHTER. SOLID-StATE PUTICLE TELESCOPE. 
THE EXPERl"ENT PlEASURES PAlin-CLE £HEiGlE$ FRO!'l 0.1 TO 10 fUV 
pER CHAlcGE 114 11! BANDS AND UHlIlUELT ltIENTl flES POS ITItONS AND 
ELEtTRONS AS WELL AS NUCLU IIlTH CHARGES or 1: fRO" 1 to 8 (NO 
CHARGE RUOLIJTlON rOR 1. GREATER THAN 8). TWO 1000-CHANNEL 
PULSE HEIGHT 'NALHERS .. ONe FOR EACH DETECTOR, ARE JHCLUDEO IN 
THE EXPEItJl'EHT PATLOAD. 
. . ..•. '" .1"--' .,.-.,-.. -"---
-"'-=-"'==""'- ,.', ",--_,.~4:~'-':.;"'~'" ,. _"-",-,-.c,,,~~~ _ .~,-"-<.c~.~I,~."',.:~1..~, ....... ,,;.""'., 
" 
---~-~- IMP-J. GURNETT-~------------·------------·--•• _. ____ ··_ 
INVEStIGATION HA"E- ELECTROSTATIc WAVES AND RAPID NOISE 
HSSDC u- 1l-018A-lZ 
PERSONNEL 
PI D.A. 
01 - T .L. 








IONOSPHERES ANO RADIO PHTSICS 
PARtlCLES AND flELDS 
U OF L·,," 
NASA-GSft 
U OF IOWA 
A IIIDE-8.\NO RECEIVER WAS USED TO OBSERVE HIGH-RESOLUTlON 
FREIiIUEHtT-TlME SPBTRA. AND A SU-CHANNEL NARROW-BAHD RECEIVER 
WlTli A VARUBLE CENTER FREQUENCY WILL liE USEO 10 OBSERVE WA\lE 
CHARACTERISTICS. THE RECEIVERS OPERA rED FROM HIUE AHTENMA 
SYSTE!!S. THE HAST STSTE" CONTAINED A PAlR Of LONG OIPOLE 
ANTEHNAS lONEI EXTENOABLE 10 400 fl. HORMAL TO THE SPACECRAfT 
SPIN AUS AND THE OTHER ANTENNA, E)tTENOABLE TO 20 rt, AI.ONG THE 
SPIN AllIS). THE SECONII STStEM CONUINED A UOOM-flOUNTED TRIAD Of 
ORTHOGONAL LOOP ANTENNAS,. THE THIRD SfStE!'I CONSIStED OF A 
BOOIII-1II0UHTEII lO-IIf. SPIN UIS DIPOLE. TItE "AGNEflC AriD ELECTue 
fiELD INtENSITIES AND FREQUEIi" SPECTRA, POLARIZATION, AND 
DIRECTION Of ARRIVAL Of NATURALLT Of CUR RING RADIO NOISE IN THE 
MAGNETOSPHERE IIERE OBSERVED. PHENOMENA StUDlED WERE THE 
TIME-SPACE DJS1RIBUTION. OIiIGIN. PROPAGAtlOHI DISPERSION. AND 
OTHER CHARAClERISllCS Of RACIO NOISES OtCURRING ACROSS AND ON 
EITHER SIPE Of TlfE "AGNETOSPHEIIIC BOUNDART REGION. THE 
fREQUENCY RANGE FOR ELECTRIC FIELtlS liAS 0.3 liZ. TO zoo ICHl 'Nil 
FOil "AGNETIC FIELDS. IT liAS 20 HZ TO zoo ICHt. 
------- IHP-JI ICRIMIGIS---·-------------------------_ •••• ____ ~_ 
INVESTIGATION NAHE- CHARGEO PARTICLE MEASUREHEHTS 
EXPERIMENT 
NSSDC 10- 13-07f!A-Of:l 
PERSONNEL 
Pi - S.M. 
01 - t .p. 








PARllCLES AND fiELDS 
APPLIED PHTSICS UB 
U OF ICAHSAS 
U OF 10liA 
THREE SOLID-STATE oEfECTC.RS IN AN ANT-lCOINCIIIEIICE PLAStiC 
SCIHTlLLATOR OBSEJl:VEII ELECTRO/lS BETIIEEH 0.2 AND Z.S "EV, 
PROTOHS BETWEEN 0 • .3 10140 500 ~EV. ALPHA PARTlCLES BEtWEEN Z.O 
ANO zoo MEV, HEAVT PARTICLES WITH t VALUES RANGING FRO" 2: TO S 
WITH EHERGlES GREATER THAN 8 !'lEVI HEAVT PAIITlCLEs WITH I VALUES 
RANGING BEtWEEN 6 AND B WITII ENERGIES GRUTER THAN 32 IUV, AHD 
INTEGRAL PROTONS AND ALPHAS OF ENERGIES GREATER THAN SO 
IIIEV/NUCLEOH I ALL WlTH OTNAHIt RAHGES OF 1 TO 1 MILLION (PER SQ 
CfI-S-STER). fIVE THIN IIINOO. GEIGER-"UELLER TUDES CAN ODSERVE 
ELECTRONS Of ENERGY GREATER tHAN H KEV, PIIOTONS Of ENERGT 
GREATER THAN Z50 ICEV, AND JI;-RAYS IIITH WAVELEHGTHS BETWEEN 2 AHD 
10 A, ALL WITH A IlYNA"lC RANGE Of 10 Til 100 "ILLION (PU SQ 
CIII-S-STER). PARTl'CLEs AND X-RATS Pll1MARILt OF SOLAR OUGJN 
WILL BE STUDIED, BUT THE DYNAMIC RANGE AND RESOLunON or THE 
INSl"RUHENT PfII!!ITTED OBSERVATION or COSMIC RATS AND MAGNETOTAlL 
PARTICLES OBSERVED. 
------- IMP-J, flCDONALO----------------------------------------
INI'ESTIGAtIOH NA"E- SOLAR AND COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES 
NSSDC 10- 73-018A-09 
PERSONNEL 
PI f .B. 
01 - D.E. 












tHE 6SFt COSMlt-RAT EXPERJ"ENT WAS DESIGNEO TO flEA SURE 
t:NERGY SPECTRA, Ctl!'lPOSITJON .. AND ANGULAR DlSTRI6UTIONS OF SOLAR 
ANO GALACTIC ELECTRONS, PROtONS .. AND IIEAVI£R NUCLEI UP TO Z " 
30. THREE DISTINCt DETECTOR STSTEflS WERE USEO. THE flR5"T 
STSTEII CONSISTEII Of A PAIR Of SOLID-S"TATE tELESCOPES tHAT 
!'IuSURED INTEGiiAL FLUXES (IF ELECtRONS ABOVE 150, 350, AND 100 
KEV AHD OF PROTONS ABOVE .05, .15 •• 50, .70 .. 1.0, ".2~ 2.0, 
Z.5, S.D. 15. AND 25 MEV. EXCEPT fOR THE .05-MEV PROTO,", "ODE, 
ALL COUNOHG "ODES HAD UNIQUE SPECIES lbEHTlFICATlON. THE 
SECOND IIETEUOR S1'STEIt WAS A SOUD-STA.lE IIE/Ox· VS E TfLE$COPE 
THAT LOOICED PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN AXIS". THtS T£LE$COPE 
"EASURED Z 1 TO 16 NUCLEI IIITH EHERGIES BETWEEN 4 ANO 20 
~Ev/NUCLEON. COUNTS OF PARtICLES IN tHE 0.5- TO 4-"EV/NUClEON 
RANGE, IIlTH tlo CHARGE RESOLUTION, WERE OBTAINED AS COUNT,S IN 
THE DElox BUt HOT IN TilE E SENSOR. THE TIIIRD DETECTOR STSTE!'I 
WAS A THREE-ELEMEHl TELESCOPE WHOSE AXIS ~AOE AN ANIOLE Of 39 
oEG WITII RESPECT 10 THE SPIN AilS. THE M:,DOLE ,ELE"EHT "H A 











































SENSOIIS. THE INSTRUII!'" AESpONOED TO tLECTIOHS 8UIIUH 2 AND 12 IIEV AND TO I .. , lO 3D NUCLU IN THE £HERGY RANGE ZO TO SOD 
"Ell/NUCLEON. fOR '",IUCLES BELOW 80 MEV, THl$ ,HSJRUMUT ACtEII AS A DUD" DEJECTOR. A801/~ 80 "Ell. IT ACTED A5 A BJDIIlE.CTJONAL TRIPLE DE/or PET£erOR. fLUX OIllEeTlONALln UrOIUlUIOk liAS OBTAINED BY DIVIDING CfATAIN PORTIONS Of THE DATA '110" EACH DETECTOII INTO ElGIlT AN6ULAA SECTORS. 
--~---- I I'IP-J. "(55--------------------------------------------
INI/EsrtGATlOH "'A"E- MAGNETIC flELO EXPERIPlEHT 
NSSOC u- 73-0780\-01 
PEIiSOt/MEL 
PI - N.r. 
Dl - C.S. 












THIS EKPERl"Ern CONS-STEil or B')O"-fIIDUHTU TUUUL tLUIIGAlE "i'!iHETO"E1ER DESIGNED TO STUDY TI,[ INTERPLANEURY AND GEOPlAGNETlt TAll MAGNETIC 'lElDS. EACH SENSOR HAD 'HREE DYNA.Ut RANGES. PLUS OR "INUS 12, PLUS 011 "INUS 36 .. AND PLUS OR "INUS 108 GA""AS. WUIf TIfE UD Of A BIT CO"PACUON sClfellE (DELTA MODULATlON).. ThERE IIERE 25 VecToli "EASUAEPlENT.S "ACIE AND TELEIIUEAED PER SECOND. THE (ll'PERI"ENT OPERATED NOA"ALL' fila" LAUNCH UNTIL "ID-197S. ON JULT 11 .. 1975. BECAUSE OF A RANGE INDICATOR PR08LE" .. THE UPEIIIPlEHT OPEIt.IITION liAS rROlEN IHTO THE 36-GA""A RANGE. TltE olGIUrtON AttURAC~ JN THIS RANGE IS ABOUT PLUS OR "'NUS 0.3 GA""A. 
INVESTIGATION HAIIE- SOUII fLARE HIGH-ZlLOII-E AHo LOII-' 
NSSDC 10- 73-018.\-07 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J.A. SIMPSON 





PAlirtCLfS AND FIELDS 
U OF CHICAGO 
U Of CHICAGO 
TIfIS EXPERI"ENT USED TIIO TELESCOPES TO "EASURE THE CO"POSlnON ANO ENERGY SPECTRA Of SOLAR (ANO GALACT-It) PARTICLES ABOVE ABOUT 0.5 "EV/NUCLEON. 1HE "AIN T£LESCuPE CONSISTED Of rIVE COLINUR ELE"ENlS (THREE SOLU STATE .. O~E CSI. AHD O~E SAPPH1f{E CElrENKOV) SUIIIIOUltDU BY A PLAnIC ANTlCOlN'CIDENCE SHtELD. THE TELESCOPE HAD A 60-O£G. FULL-ANGLE ACCEPTANCE CONE WIlH lTS AIrIS APPROU"ATEL.Y HO"""L TO ThE SPACfCRArT SPIN AXIS PEII.IIITUNG 8-SECTORED INfOAftAfJON ON PARTlCLE AU1VAL DIRECTION. fOUR ELE"ENTS Of THE ",UN TELESCOPE IIERE PULSE-HEIGHT ANALYZED. AND LOV- AND HIGH-GAIN ftOOES COULD BE SELECTED BY CO""AND U' PU"IT RESOLUTION Of THE ELE"ENTS H THROUGH Nl OR or THt ELECTR.lHS AND IHE lSOTOPES OF H AN~ HE AND LIGHT NUCLEl. A SELfCTlON-PRlOlln, SCHE"E WAS IHCLUDED TO PER"IT SA"PLING OF LESS ABUNDANT PotIRTltL.E SPECIES UHDEII NOR.IIAL AND SOLAR-flARE CONDlfJONS. THE LOII-ENEIIGY TELESCOPE liAS ESSENlIALL't' A TWO-ELE"ENT. SHIELDED, SOUO-STATE DffECTOR WITH A 70-DEG .. FULL-ANGLE ACCEPTANCE CONE. THE fIRST ELE.I'F~T WAS PULSE-HEIGHT ANAlUEO .. ANo DATA WERE RECOUED e, SfCTflRS. 
----- I "p-J. STONE----------------------___________________ _ 





PARTlCLES AND fIELOS 
PI - E~C. STONE 
01 - II.E. VOGT 
CALIr INSf OF TECH 
CALIr INSf Of TECH 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION 
THIS EXPERJ"ENT WAS DESIGNED TO "USURE THE DIFFEIlEIHIAL E~EIIGY SPECTRA Of THE i SOTOPfS OF HYDROGEN THROUGH DUG EN FRO" 2 TO 4') "EV/NUCLEON. AND OF ELECnlONS FRO .. o.z TO 5 "EV. 'HE 1 ~TIIU.IIENT CONSISTED OF A STACk: OF 11 FULl.., DEPLETED. SILlCON, SOLlI)-STAle.. DETECTORS SURROUNDED 011' A PLAStiC SI:lNTlLLATOR AlHICOINCIDENCE CUP. THE OUUA TWO SOLID-STAfE DUEC,TOIIS WEAE ANNUL All.. PER"I nlHG IIEUURE"EN'S IN BOTH HARROW 'EO"ETRY (T't'PiCAL GEO.llETR,ICAL fAtrOR WAS 0.2 5; ttl STU) AND WIDE GEO"ETRY ("P1CAL GEO"ETIIIC fA(:TOR WAS 1.S- SII C" STER) COINctDENCE "ODES. ANlSOTIiOPY DATA (45 DEG ANGULotIR AND ZO 5 tE"PORAL. RESOLUTIO~) WERE OBTAJNED. rOR rURTHEII DETAIU SEE P 931 1101 'ASTROPHYS~ J .... lOS. 
i' ! J_,,;<,-,,_,_,~_,<,_ -__ ,L: J 
.. 
\ \ 









01 - C.O. 




APPLIED PHYSICS LAS 
NASA-GSf C 
8R1n DESCRIPTION 
THE PURPOSES Of THJS ElrPEIII"EHT WERE (1, TO STUDY THE PROPAGATION CHA/lACTfillSTlCS Of SOUR COSMIC RAYS THIIOUGH THE INtUPLANETARY "EDlU" OVU THE ENEIIGY UNGES INDICATED OELOW. (2) to STUD't' ELEctRON AND PROTON PATCHrli tHROUGHOUT THE GEOMAGNETIC TAIL AND NUR ANO TIfA:OUGH TilE fUNKS Of THE MIiGNEtOPAUSE~ AND (3) to STUDY THE UHRY Of SOLAR COS.IIIC RAYS INTO lHE GEO"AGNHlC fiELD. THE INSJliUllfNUUON CONSISTH 01 A THREE-£LE"ENT TELESCOpF. CONfIGUIiAtlON E"PLOYING SOllD-STAtE DElEeTORS "'IIID A "AGHEnC fJELD TO DEFLECT ELECTIIOIIIS. TWO SIDE-"OUNTED DETECTORS IIEt[ USED TO DETECT THE ELECTRONS DErLECTED BY THE "AGNH. HIO AODITIOHAL SOLID-STATE DUEctOIiS WUf USED TO DETECT V[fIY LOIi-ENEAGY (GIIUTU TflU! 15 kEy) PROTONS.. ALPHA PAIITJCLES.. AND CHARGED PU;lICL£li Of 1 G/lUltR TJlAN 2. THE EXP[III"ENl liAS OESJGNfO TO "EASUII£ (1) PROTON fLUkES fROIII 30 I(£'v 10 GRUTU THAN 8.6 "EV IN 511 RANGES .. (2) ELECfIION 'LuxES flO" 30 ItEV TO GUA,U THAN 4S0 KEV IN THREE RANGes. (3) CHAIIGED PARTICLES GRUffII' THAN T5 KEV .. (4) ALPIfA pARTICLES IN fOUl IIANGU. GREAJER THAN 0.5 "EV .. GREATER lHAN 1.6 IIEV.. l.2 TO 8.8 .IIEV .. AND 8.8 TO H MEV .. AND (5) CHARGED PARTICLES Of Z GREATER THAN 2 AT E GREATER THAN 5 "EV • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• IN1ASAT···.· •••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACEtllAn CO"IION HAME- INTAUT 
ALTERNATE NA"ES- INU SATELLITE 
NSSDC 10- 74-089C 




INnUl DROIT PAllAftElERS 
OIiSll TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORsn pERIOD- 114.9 "IN 




J .R • HOLTZ 
so E.II. SCH"ERLING 
PO J.M. DORADO 








[POCH DATE- 11l1bl7(" 
INCLINATJON- 101.70f(i 







lNTASAT.. THE rlRST SPANISH SATELLITE WAS A S"ALL .. 
"AGNElICALLY ORIENTED. SPIN SUBILllED SPACECRAFT CAIIIIYlHG A BEACON EIIPf/lI"ENT ,0 STUDY tHE 10NSPHERE. lNTASAT liAS LAUNCHED PIGGYBACK WITH nOS-G. THE SPACECRAfT liAS A 12-sJOED RI6HT PRIS" .. 44.2 C" ACROSS OPPOSITE CORNERS .. AND 41 C" HIGH. THE BEACON ANteNNAS [lITENOED ALONG THE SPIN AXJS FOR ABOUT 175 CI'l fRO" 'HE CENteR or 80TH ENOS Of THE SATELLITE. FOUR '9-c~ TELE"ETliY ANT.£NNAS EXTENDED DIAGONALLY OUTIIARD fIlO .. t}HE EHD. THE ATTJiUDE CONtROL .IIAGNEl IIITH DAiIIPING ::tARS PROVIOED ALIGN"EHT TO tHE LOCAL MAGNEUt HELD VECTOq WITHIN 2 ilEUS OF lAUNCH. THE 16-'1 POWFA S'rSTE" VAS OPE/llllEO R't' 12 NICICEL-CAO'UfJ" BATTEIUES CI-;AIlCiED 81' SOUiii' CELLS C/.\( THE SIPES 0' THE SATELLITE. lHE OlldtT WAS SUN-.5't'NCHRONOUS .. WtTH EQUATOR CROSSING INITIALLY OCCURING AT NOON AND "IONIGHT LOCAL TI"E. A80UT 40 GROUND DeSERVERS USED THE EXPEU"ENT 'OR tONOSPHEqtc STUDY _ NASA-GSfC OBTAINED TEL£"ETIIY AND UTELLfj·£ POSITIOM DATA TO "ONITOA ANO CONTROL SPACf:(:AAfT CrlHDITlOH AND TO PROVIDE INfOIl ..... TlON TO INCLUDE 'II' fACTORS. TELEMETRY ALSO CONTAJIt£l) DATA fRO" A teCHNOLOGY EJ(PfRI"ENT. lNlA liAS RESPOHSIBU fOil COORDINATING ALL BEACON DATA ACQUlSlflOIt AND PROCESSING. BEACON POIIEII liAS TUIIMED ON S, A TIMER SHORTLY AfTER SPACECRAfT SEPAUTION 'RO" THE LAUNCH VEHICLE. A KILLER-Tt"ER SYSTEII TURNED Ofr THE SPACECRAfT AT THE END Of Z TEARS. 
------ IN' ASA l. SAGaEOO--------------____ ~~ ___ .,. ____________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NA"E- IONOSPHERIC BEACON 













t I L L. 
- -----.. -"--,~--.". 
peaSON~fL 
PI - J.t.. SAGRUO CONl£-iNTI. 
8111fF DESCIlIPTION 
tillS BUCON UPERl"EHT CONSISTf:tI or A T"O-FIlEQUENtT 
(40 .. 0100 AND 40.01025 "Hl) TRANSflITTER. THAT COIHJNUOUSLY 
RAOIATED LINEARLY POLARIZED .. STABLE ANO UNIIOOULATEb SIGNALS AT 
A flIHUIU" POWER lEVEL Of 200 ,,\I. THE TIlO-BeAcON flONOPOLE 
ANTENNA, ONE BEACON fOR EACH FREQUENCY. EllENOEil FRO" THE TOP 
AND BOTTOI! OF THE SPACHIIAfT "l(lNG HIE SPACECRAfT AllIS. OVER 
40 EkPERUIENTERS IN ~1 DifFERENT CDUNUlE's PARTlCIPATED. lHE 
EIPERIJUNTERS CALCUL"TED TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT ALONG TIlE 
PROPAGAYlON PATH fROII SAlElLlTE TO GROUND AND OBSERVED 
IONOSPHERIC tRREGULUITIES AND SCINTILLATIONS. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• IHTERCOSMOS 14 •••••••••••••••••••• 
SpACECRAFT CO""ON NAME- l"TERCOSIIOS 14 
ALTERNATE NAIIES- 1K-14 
HSSDC ID- 7S-11SA 




U. S.S. R. 
JIllTlAL OIlBIT PARAIIETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCeNTRIC 
ORBIT p£"IOO- 105.3 IIIN 
PERl.I.PSlS- 34S. 1(11 
PERSONNEL 
PII - UNII:NOWN 




EPOCH DATE- lZJI2175 
INCLINAlION- 74. DEG 
APO~PSU- 1707. ICII 
lllllRAN 
THE SPACECRAfT WAS A CONTRIBUTION TO THE INltRNATll1NAL 
IIAGNETClSPHERlC STUDY (1I1S) PROGRAI'! INVOLVING IHE S'CIENTJfJC 
COII"muTY Of SOCIALI.ST COUNTRIES. THE SPACECRAft CONTAINED 
fIVE flCPERlfIIENTS WIlICH PROVIDE IIUSUREJIIENTS or EXTREIIELY 
Low-r,{EQUENCY (ELf) AND VERY LOW-FREQUENC~ <VLFl E"ISSION!; IN 
tlfE PlAGNETOSPHEIIE, Of THE VAIiIATION Of 10MSPHERIC PLAS"A 
DENSITY AND ELECTRON IEJIIPER"TURE ALONG THE OIlBIT, Of IIARIATIONS 
Of TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT IN THE IONOSPljEllh AND OF ENEflGY AND 
PENETRATION CHARAtTERlSTIt.S OF IIETEDR SHOWERS. THE SPACECRAFT 
WAS "AGNETICALLY ORIENTED AND CONTAINEO BOTH A STANDARD 
TELEPIETRY SYSTEPI AND A WIOEBANO SYSTEII WHICIt T"ANSIIITS 
REAL-Tl"E DATA fRO" A fOUII-COIIPONENT ELf/VLf RECEIVEII AND AN 
ELECTRON TE"PERATURE INSTRU"ENT. THE /!Ail. SYSTE" INCLUDES A 
WIDEBAND TAPE RECORDER (0.OS-15 ICUlI. A LAIIGE NU"BER Of 
GROUND-BASED OBSERVAtORIES til THE SOCIALIST cOUNTRIES WERE 
INVOLVED IN "EASURING IONOSPHERIC COHDll10NS, GEOIIAGNETIC fIELD 
VARIATIONS, AND VLF EIUSSIONS IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE 
SATELLITE. OPERATIONS iERIIINATED ON b1Z8176. 
------. INTEIICOSM05 14, GDAL£VI CH----------------------------
INVUTlGATlOH NAIIE- SpHEIIICAL ION TRAPS 
NSSDC ltI- 75-1151.-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - G.L. GOALEVICH 





PARil,;L£S "NO fIELDS 
'" BULGAR'IAN ACAD Of SCI 
THE UPERIIIENT CONSIS"i!; OF TWO SPHERICAL ION TRAPS 
LOCATED ON aooPls lHAi E)(TENO fRO!! OPPOSITE POINTS ON TH£ 
SPACECRAFT BODY TO REPIOVE SPACECRAft VELOCIn HfECiS 0/0: Tl'0: 
MEASUREPIENT OF POSITIVE ION DENSITY. THE SPATIAL RESOLUTION Of 
iHE IIEASUREIIENT IS ABOUT 10 1'1 IN THE REAL-TIP1E "ODE AND 500 fII 
"IN THE STORAGE IIODE. 
------- INTERCOS"OS 14, GRlNGAUl-----------------·------------
INVESTIGATION NAIIE· PERPENDICULAII AND PARALLEL ELECiRON 
TE!'I PERI. TURE 
NSSDC 10- 75-115A-02 
PERSONNEL 
PI - K.I. GRINGAUl 





PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
IIAGNHOSPIiERIC PHYSlCS 
m 
ClECH ACAO OF SCI 
THE INSTRUIIENT HAS TWO flAT PlUTUALLY PERpEND!CUL.l.R 
SENSORS fOR llEASURING ELECTRO,", TEMPERATURES ALONG AND 
PElIpENOICULAR TO THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD. THE DYN!!II" RANGE Of 
THE DE'lICE 15 400 TO 10,000 K. THE RAilO OF THE TWO 
TE"PEAATURE-S IS ALSO MEASURED. 
f I 




------- INTERtOSII05 ,,~ liItH' EII-·~----------------·-~----------
INVESTIGATION H""E- Elf IVLf 
HSSOC 10- 75-11SA-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J.l. LIMitER 






PARTlCL($ ,1,1.10 fIELDS 
IIAGNETOSPHEUC PHYSICS 
IlMIIIA" 
CLEC~ ACAD Of SCI 
litE IIECElVER DET£CJS THE SIGNAI,.S ON AHTENNAS THAT ALLOW 
TIlE "EJ.SUREPIENT Of THE ELECTRIC A~O IIAGNEtIt fIELDS PARALLEL 
AN~ PERPENDICULAR TO TItE DIIiECTIO~ Of THE GEOIIAGNETIC fJELO. 
THE IIECElVER COVERS THE RANGE 0.05-20 1C11l. THE pUPEHOJCULAIi 
IIAGNETIC HELD CHANNEL' ONTAllfS A 10-FIIEQUEHCY SPECTIIUM 
ANAL HER FOR ELr/VLf EMISSIONS. OOTH ELECTRIC-fIELD RECElVEIr 
CHANNELS HAv£ TWO NARIIOW-BANO rtLHRS AT 0.72 ANO 4.0 I(HI. 
SELF AHD "UTUAl l"pec .. IfCE (if THE SPHERICAL PROBE ELECTRIC 
AN1ENNAS ARE llEASURED. 
------- 1 Nl EA COSMOS 14, HAIAROIIA-------------------------------
INIIEST1GATlON NAIIE- IIICIlOMe-TEOR1tE DETECTOR 
IISSDC 10- 75-1151.-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - T .N. 
PI - 1. 










SOVIET ACAO Of SCI 
ClECH ACAO Of SCI 
HUNG .. ,,,i.::.N AtAD Of St! 
THE IIICROI1ETEORITE OEiEnOR GIVES STATISTlt<\L 
INfORPlATION, PARTICULARLY DURING THE OC(URENCE Of INTUIU'tE 
PlHEOR SHOWERS. 
------- I NT Ell COSMOS 14, SCHMl LAUEII----------------------------
INIIEST1(iATLON HAIIE- fOUR FAE;UEHCT DEACON 
NSS\!( 10- 75-115A-05 
PEIISONNEL 





p.l.RTLCLES AND fIELDS 
(O .. "UN I CA T IONS 
IONOSPHERES AND R.l.DIO PHYSICS 
CIECH ACAO OF SCI 
THE IHSTRUPIENT COlnlsts Of A BEACON TRANSII1TTER illoH 
RAbIATES Ai THE FOUR COHElltNt FREQUENCIES -- 20.004 PI/ll, 40.f!08 
"HZ, 180.036 IIHl. AHD 300,072 IIHl - .I.NO IS USED TO MEASURE 
TOTAL ELE.CTRON CONTENT BETWEEN lHE SpACECfiAfl .I.ND A 
GROUND-RECEIVING STATION. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ISIS , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAfT COMIION NAIIE- ISIS 1 
ALTERNATE NAMES- ISIS-A, 0366" 
IISSOC 10- 69-00"A 
LAUNCH DA1E- 01/30/69 wEIGHi- 532. 1(6 
LAUNCH SIlE- VANDENBERG .\fll, UNITED SlATES 




INI T tAL OR81 T f'AIlAIIETERS 
ORen HI'E- GEOCEN1IIIC 
ORan I'£RI.OD- 128.4Z IIIN 
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ISIS 1 liAS AN IONOSi'MERlt OUSERV"TORf INSTAU"£I",[O WITH 
SllfEP- AND fIXED-FREQU[HCY IDNDSONDES, A VLF RECEJVE/I, 
ENUGETIC ANO son PARTiCLE DETECTOIIS, aN ION 'USS 
SPEelRCIIElER, AN ELECTROstATIC PROBE, AN ELECUIOSlAT It 
AHAUlER, A aUtON rRANS'UtfER, AND A COSI'Ile NIIIs( EXPfIIl"EHT. 
THE SOUNDER USED TWO OIPOL£ ANtENNAS (78.', AND 20.2" LONG, 
RESPECTIVELY). THE SATELLITE WAS $PIN-.H1.alLUEO AT ABOUT Z.9 
liP" ArtER ANTENNA O[PlOrllUT. $0,,[ CONTROL COUU BE EXERCISED 
OVER TilE SPIN RATE AND ATTITUDE BY USING "AGNETHAlLY INDUCED 
TOIIQUES TO CHANGE THE SPIN UTE AND TO PRECESS nu SPHI AilS. 
A TAPE RECORDER WITII 1-11 CAPACIT' 11,1,$ lNtLlJOEP ON THE 
SATELLITE. fHE SATELLITE COULD liE PRDIiU""EO TO TAKE It[tDIIOEO 
085£l1\1ATJONS fOR rOUR onfERENT 11"[ PERIOCl$ rOil fACH fULL 
lIiCOROING PERIOD~ THE RECDRDU IUS DU"PEO ONU At OTTAWA. fOR 
NON-TAPE-RECORDED OBSERVAUONS~ DATA fOR rHE SATELL.ITE AND 
SUIlSAlELL.l1E REGIONS COULD BE OBSERvn AND T£L£"ETERED WHEN THE 
SPACECRAn WAS IN THE LINE Of SIGHT Of TEL""URY SAllONS. rHE 
SELECTED TELEMElny STAUONS WERE IN ARUS rHAT PIIOVIOED PRI"AIU 
DATA COVUAGE NUll THE 80 \lEG Ii "EIUDAN AND IN AIiEAS HUR 
HAWAlI, SINGAPORE, AU$TIlALIA, ENGLAND. NORWAY. INDIA, JAPAN. 
ANTARCTlU, NEW ZEALAND. AND CENTRAL AfRIU. 
------- I SIS 1, BARRINGTON-----------------___________ • ------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- VLf REC£1VER 
NSSDC 10- 69-0091.-03 
PEIISilNNEL 
INVEHIGATIVE PROGRA" 
CODE ST 1t0-OP 
INVESTIGATION Dlsclp .. lNE(S) 
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS 
PARTICLES AND fIELDS 
PI - R.E. BARRINGTON 
01 - F.H. PAL"ER 
CO"PlUN RESEARCH CENTRE 
COPl"UN RESEARCH CENTRE 
IIRlfF DESCRIPTJON 
THE VLf £lPE/II''lENT WAS LOW-fREQUENCY, BROADBAND IIECEIVER 
THAT SENSED SIGNALS RECEIVEO BY rHE 711-M DIPOLE (SPLIT 
PlONOPOlE) ANTENNA. BHII!:EU O.DS ANfI 30 KHZ. THIS SAME ANrENNA 
liAS USEO fOR REeEHING fREiWENCIES BELOII <; "HI ON THE 
IONOSONPE. THE RttElVEIiI HAP A WIDE DYNA"lt RANGE 180 OS) THAT 
liAS ACHIEVED BY USE OF AN AUTO"ATlC GAI~ CONlROl SYSTEM_ THIS 
VLF EXPERI"ENT INCLUt<£D AN OPltD""L-USE ONBOARD EX(!T£II THAT 
OPERATEP OVER A fREOUENP CYCLE fRO" 0 TO 0.3 TO 0 TO 11 HI 0 
KHZ OVER A 3.5-S 'tRAPlE' PERIOD. THE TAANSMISSION AT 0.3 "liZ 
OCtURED fOR AflOUT 2: S, TUE NONLINEAR SWEEP TO 11 !CHI REQUIRED 
0.9 5, TRANS'HSSlON AT 11 kHI fOil ABOUT 0.3 S~ AND TIlE 
NONLINEAR SWEEP BACK TO 0 TOO" ASDUT 0.3 S. THE fRAPlES 
SEQUENCEP THROUGH fOUR STEPS IIHERE THE nAHS"TSSIONS WERE 
ATTENUATED BY O. 20, 20, THEN 40 DB~ rHUS REQUIRING 14 S FOR 
ONE CD"PLETE tYCLE OF EXCITER OPERATION. THE EIrCLTER 
TRANS"IrTED ON THE SHORT ANlEHNAS AND THE RECEIVER SENSED THE 
SIGNALS COUPLED BETIIEEN THE TIIO ANTENtlAS BY THE A"BIENT r "'AS"A, 
PLUS ANY NOISE SIGNALS WHICH WERE ElrC1TED tN THE PLAS"A. 
EXCITER OPf-RArtDN PER"Il1ED THE CONTROLLED StUDY OF ION 
IIESONUe!;s IN ADDllION TO nUDY Of tlATURAL AND OTHER PIAN-PIA DE 
VU RADIO NOISE. THIS VLF EIrPERI"'ENT ALSO PER"ITTED ANTENNA 
IPlPfPANCE "EASURE"ENTS, WIlH OR IIllHOUT A DC BIAS ON THE 
ANTENNA. THE REAL-TIME DATA WERE TRANS"lnED ON 136.08-"H1 
TElE"ETRY. THE VLF DATA COULD DE RECOilDED ON ONE OF TilE fOUR 
TAPE RECORDER CHANNELS DURING rHE TI"'E THE TAPE RECORDER 
OPERATEED. TAPE-ReCORPED lAND SlCJC-UP IIEAL-lIPlE) DATA IIERE 
TRAHS"tHEO ON 400-"'HZ TELE"'ETRY. FURTHER DETAILS tAN BE fOUND 
IN THE 'IStS A TECHNIUL PLAN.' 
------- ISIS 1. 811ACE------------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- UL1NflRJCAl ElEnRosrATIC pROBE 
NSSDC ID- 69-0011l-1l7 
PERSONNEL 
PI - L.H. BRACE 





IONOSPHERES AND RA010 PHYSICS 
NAtA-Gsn 
H~.SA-GSfC 
THE PURPOSE Of THIS EXPERIHENT liAS TO STUDY THE GLOBAL 
VAIilJATJONS Of ELECTRON TE"PERATURE AND ELECTRON CONtENTRATlON 
AT SPAtHIIHT ISc) ALTITUDES DURING SOLAR PlAXlPlU", AND TO STUDY 
CHARACTERISTICS Of THE SC ION SNEATII. THIS cTLINORlCAL PROBE 
WAS A TYPE or LANG"UJR PROSE THAT OSSERVEt- tURRENT FLOII FOR A 
GIVEN VOLTAGE PROFILE PL,t,CEO ON THE (OI.lECTOR. FRO" rHI.S 
CUIIRENT-VOlTAGE PROFllEI TNE ELECTRON OEt-:SIH AND EUCTRON 
TE"PERATURE COULD BE CALCULlTED. THERE WAS A BOO" PR?BE AND AN 
AXIAL PROBE EXTENDING rnDPI THE SC. TNE .... JIIL PROBE ElrTENflEfI 
'8.3 e" fRO" THE SC, ALONG THE SPIN AXlS~ AND WAS CENTERED 
A"ONG TH£" FOUR TElE"ETRY ANTENNAS ON THE" UNP[RSIDE Of THE se. 
THIS PROBE liAS CApABLE OF "E ... SUREPIENTS UNtlISTURBEO BY THE 
S,t,TElUrE "0110N ONLY IIHEN tHE PROSE. PRECEOED THE SC IN ITS 
'tOlION TN ROUGH THE PlASMA_ THE BOOit PROSE EXTENDED HORJ10NTALLY 
,!o~ OUTIIARD (IN SC FRAPtE Of REFERENCE) fROPl A BOO" 1 " LONG, 
., .. JCH IN TURN EHENDED fRO" ,t,N UPPER SURrACE Of rHE SATELLITE 
AT AN ANGLE OF ABOUT '5 DEG TO THE SPIN AXlS. THIS PIIOBE 
PROVIDED SOME OBSERVATIONS DURING EACH SC SPIN C'YCLE THIIT WAS 
FREE Of SC WAKE EnEers. THE PROBES CONSlSJfD Of THREE 
CONCENTRIC. ELECTRICALLY ISOLATED. STAINLESS SHU TUBES. THE 
OUTER (0~2'-CPI DJA" AND 23-CM lONG) TUBE fLOATEP AT ITS OilN 
ll'· I 
I .... ~~<"'''-~ c_ ~.".L ~ ... "-'.<. ".~; .••. -" •. I J 
" 
EClUILliltJUPI POTF.NlIAl AND SERVED TO PLACE TNf. COLLECTOR WELL 
AWAY fROPl THE SC PLAS"A SHUtH. TNE CENtER TUBE 10.16S-C" OJ ... ,I) 
ElTENOING 23 CI'I OUTIIARD FRO" THE OUTU TUBE .lCHP AS AH 
ELECTRICAL Gullllfl HiR THE COLlECTOIl. ITS ELEClRIUl POTENTIAL 
WIIS CONTROllE!!, TH! COLLECtOR (O.05b-CPI PIAPI) EXTENDED 2.3 tIl 
OUT.,,,.D FROIt T~i DRIVEN GUARD. DURING EliCH l'''IN SEOUtNCE. " 
VOLT-AMPERE CUIlYI< '110$ OBtAINED fRO" THE SAWTOOTH VOU"'GE (-2. TO 
.,0Y) ,t,PPl1fD TO THE COllECTOR. THIS CAN BE INTERPRETED IN 
ELECtRON DENSITIES OVEA A RIINGE FRO" 100 TO '.500,000 ELECTRONS 
PER CPI CUBED~ AND TePlPERATURES FRO" ASOUT 'ilQ TO 50.GOD C 
------ ISIS 1. CALVERT--------_·-------------------_________ _ 
INVESTlGATlON NA"'E- fUfO-fREQUENCY SOUNDER 





01 R.B. NOR rON 
01 - J ."'. WARNOCK 
01 G.L. NEL"S 
" 
G. E.". lOCKWOOD 








INVEST IGATIV( 1'1I0GRA" 
CODE ST/CO-OP 
lNVESTlGATION DISCIPLlNE(S) 




DErCNCE IIESEARtll (STAB 
CO"PlUII IIESEA~CH CEIITAE 
CO""UN RESEARCH tENTH 
(""'''UN RfSEARtH tENTRE 
,",OU-EIIL 
TIfE fIXEO-FILEQUENCY SOUNDER OPERlreD fIIO" lifE SA"E 
A''iTENNA .. TIlANSPlITTE!". AND RECElVER USEII fOR THE SIIEEP-FREQUENCV 
E.rERI"EHT. IT NOR"AlLl OPERATED fOR 5 5 DURING THE fREQUENCl 
fL'I"BACK PERIOD Of THE SWEEP-FREQUENCT OPERATION THAT WAS tVE'" 
19 OR 2:9 S. ONE Of SIX fREQUENCIES (0.2:5, O.~8, 1.00. 1.115, 
4.00~ OR 9.303 "Ill) WAS CHOSEN fOR USE BY THE rtPERIIlfNT€R AS 
DESIRED. OTHER "ODES Of orERATlON WERE AVA1LABU, IUClUDING 
CONTlI"IUDUS OBSERVlTlON At A SEL.ECTED fREQUENCY, AND ~ sPECUL 
MlxEfI "'ODE IIITH TRAHS"ISSION AT THE F~UO fREQUENCY Of 0.82 "Nl 
ANt SWEEP RECEPTION. THIS E.PER"'ENT liAS DESIGNED TO STUflT 
IONOSPHERIC feATURES OF A SPlAILEA SCALE THAN COULD BE D(lECTED 
IIY TNE sweeP SOUNDER~ AND TO STUDY PLAS"A RESONANCES. 
PARA",ETERS "EASURED IIERE VIRTUAL RANGE '" fUNClION or 
PROP1-G,l.TlON TIPIE OF THE REflHlEO PULSE) 4ND H"E (A fRUCTlON 
Of GEOGRAPNICAl PDSlTION). rHESE DATA WERE NOR""LLl OBSERVED 
ONU WHEN THE SPAtECRArl IIU IN RANGE OF tHE TElE"ETRY STATICN. 
------- IS I S 1, fOR SY TN-------w---------_____________________ p_ 
INVESTIGATION NA"e- RADIO BEACON 
,",SSDC 10- 69-00IlA-09 
I'lUSONNEL 
PI P. l. 
01 - G.f. 








IONOSPHEIIES A~D RADIO PHysiCS 
WESlERN OIHARIO U 
WESlERN ON1 .... 1I10 U 
weSH.RN ONTARIO U 
THIS EIrPERIPltNT WAS DEVISED TO STUD' tHE 10N(lSPHERtc 
IRREGULARITieS GIVING SP<:ClAl ATTENTlON TO THt DISTUIIBED 
10!tOSPHEliltc COHOlTIONS. eEACON TRANS""rERS "BOARD 1Ht 
SATELLITE RALlHlTED POLARIZED RADIO E"'ISSIONS DN (O"""tlP, AT 
136.1,1 "ND 137.115 PlHZ. THE SIGNAL POLARIZlTlON, THE A"PUIUDf 
OF THE SIGHAL, HIE RELAtIVe PHASE or THE SIGNAL. ANO THE 
INCIDENT DIRECTlON OF THE SIGNAL IIERE OBSERVED FRO" GROUND 
STATIONS. COINCIOENT OBSERVATIONS WERE ""DE AT STATIONS ABour 
1 DO WAVELENGTHS APART. fRO" KNOIIN SP.lCEtRAfl POS I TI ON 
INfOR"ATlOI1 AND THESE OBSERVA"TIONS, IONOSPHERl'. IRREGULARitiES 
COULD BE ALPIOST CO"'PLETELY DESCRIBED IN TER";S or HUGIIT. 
HORUONTAl SUE AND SUAPE, ELECTRON PEAk CONCENTUTtOli, AND 
R~OJ"L DISTRIBUTION Of ELE(TRONS~ AN I"PORTANT PART Of THESE 
DESCA"lP110NS liAS TO ORIGINATE FRO" hiE CO"'PUfED ULUES OF TOTAL 
ELECTRON CONTENT tTEe) OBTAINED PRi"ARILY FRO~ THE POURIZATlON 
AND PHASE 08SERVATIONS. REfEPENCE 'ISIS tECHNICAL PLAN,' PI'. 
841 85 fOR rURTHER DETlILS. 
------- ISIS l~ HARTI--------------------------------------·---
INvesTIGATION NA"'E- COS"IC RADIO NOISE 
NSSflC 10- 611-0Q9A-tD 
peRSONNEL 





IONOSPHERES AND UDIO PHYSHS 
CO""UN RESEARCH CENTRE 
\ 
t 
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BRJEf DESCRJPTIOII 
THIS EXPERI"ENT USED HIE SWEEP FREGUENCY 10HO$ONOE 
RECEIVER AUTO""'!C GAlN CONTROL (AGe) VDL.TAGf:5 TO MEASURf 
GALACtIC AND SOLAR UDIO NOISE ltIlELS. THE RECEIVER SWEPT fII.D" 
D.' TO 20 MHt. THE DYM"'lfe RANGE WAS so DB, AHO THE BANDWIDTH 
WAS 55 Kilt. THE ANTENNAS USED WERE 111.75-" AND 73.15-" DIPOLES. 
------- ISIS li I!CD!.ARPltD--------------------------------------
INVESTlGATlON NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS 
NSSDC 10- 69-00910-04 
PERSONNEL 
Pl J .B. 
01 - J.II. 








IONOSPHERES AND IIADIO PH'fSltS 
PARTICLES AND flELIIS 
NATL RES COUNt Of CAN 
HAll liES [.jUNe Of CAN 
HAll RES COUNC Of CAN 
TillS EJ[PERUHNT CONSISTED Of fOUR SETS OF DETEtTORS. THE 
fIRST SET. CDI1PRISIHG fOUR GEIGER tOUNlERS, "eASURED EL.EtTRONS 
GREATER THAN ao AND 40 ICEV AND PROTONS GREAlER THAN 300 ANO 500 KEv PARAL.lEL AND PERPENDICUL.AR TO THE SATEL.LITE SPIN AXIS. ALL. 
;:tE"~JiUNI'i DETECTORS "tASURED ~ARTICLeS PERPENDICULAR TO tHE 
SPIN ~us. THE SECOND SEt CONSiStED Of SOUD-STATE SILICON 
JUNCTION ClETECTORS~ THESE RESPONDED TO eLECTRONS GREATER THAN 
as AND 140 ,,;;:v, ELECTRONS IN THE RANGE 2.00 TO 770 ICEY, AND 
PROTONS !;;AEHER THAN lOO AND 400 KEY. THE THUD SET CONSISTED 
Of FIVE ~;IllCON JUNCllON DETECTORS tHAT RESpONDED TO PROTONS 
8ETlIEI:N O.li AND 30 I'IEV. THE fOURTH SET CONSISTED OF CESIU" 
IODIDE SCINTIL.LAT10N-PHOTOK~LfIPt..IER SYSTE"S. EACH SYSTE" 
OPERATED IN TWO ..oDES AND IlESPOhOED TO ELECTROItS GREATER TIiAN 
B.. 40. AND 60 KEV AND PROTONS GREATER THAN 50 KEV AND IN THE 
RAt,GE 5"0 TO 70 UV. 
------- ISIS 1, SAGAL YN------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- SPHERICU ELECTROSTATIC ANAL.'I'ZER 
NSSDC ID- 69-0091.-08 
PERSONNEL 
PI - ::t.C. SAGAI..V!.: 






PARHCL.ES AND FIELOS 
AT"OSPHERJC PHYSlCS 
USAF- GEOPHYS LAII 
USAf GEOPHYS tAil 
THE OBJECTIVE Of THE SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC AHAlYlER 
{SEAl ElIPERI"ENT WAS- To "EASURE THE TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL 
IJARIAltONS IN THE COJH1ENtRATIONS AND ENERGY tlISTRIBUTlON OF THE 
CHARGED PARTICLES THROUGHOUT THE ORBIT. SPECIfICALLY, THE 
08JECTlVES WERE TO .. EASURE THE rOLLOWlt.lG PAII ..... ETEIIS -- (A) THE 
DENSITY Of POSITIVE IONS HAIJINIi THER"AL. ENERGY IN THE 
CONCENTRATlilN RANGE FRO" 1.El TO 1.106 IONS PER CUBIC CEHTI"ETER 
(L.OGARITHM:C A"PLlftERS WERE USED IN THE INPUT CIACUlT) .. (B) 
THE ICINETIC TEI'IPERATURE OF THE THIORMAL. IONS 1N ,HE RANGE fROM 
700 TO 4000 IC. (C) THE flUl ANO ENERGY SPECTRUM Of PROTONS IN 
THE RANGE fORO" 0 TO l ICEV, AND (0) THE SATEL.LITE POTENTIAL WllH 
RESPECT ·fO THE UNDISTURBED PLASIIA. TWO UNITS "ADE UP THE 
£X"EIIU.ENT PACKAGE -- A 9b-C" BOOK THAT SUPPORtED THE SENSOR 
ANII "AOE POSStBLE 0l1N10IRECTlONAL .. EASUREMENTS, ANII AN 
EL.ECTRONICS t'AC!CAGE <CONSIDERED TO INCLUDE THE SENSOR) TO 
PERro,," THE "EASURE .. ENTS AND TO PROCESS THE DATA INTO A 
SU!TABLE fOUl fOR TELE"ETR'I'. THE SENSOR WAS "ADE UP OF THREE 
CONCENTRIC SPHERICAl "ESNEil GRIDS HAVING RUll OF 3.18, a.54 .. 
AND 1.90 C". THE IHNERIIOST GRID WAS THE ,COLLECTOIi:,. THESE 
GR.lOS WERE MADE FRO" TUNGSTEN .. ESH AND HAD A TRANSPARENCY Of 80 
to 90 PERCENT_TO "EASURE THE PARA"ETERS L.lSTED ABOVE, 
SUITABLE SIIEEP liND STEp VOLTAGES WERE APPL.JE-D TO THE GRfDS. 
THIS INSTRU .. ENT WAS OPERATED IN SEVERAL "ODES. THE ION 
OENSITlES WEllE SA"PLED 60 H .. es A seCOND. CORRESPONDING TO A 
SPAT-IAL RESOLUHON Of 150... ONCE PER "IN THE RAllo OF "ASS TO 
TE"PERATURE WAS SAI'IPlED, AND THE ENERGY IIlSTRlBUTIOH WAS 
SA"i'L.ED ONCE EIJERY Z "IN. 
------- 1 SIS 1. WHI TTEICER-------------·------------------
INVESTJGA'TION NA .. E- SWEEP-rREQUENCY SOUNDER 
NS5DC 10- 69-009A-01 
PERSCIINEL 
PI - J .H. IIHITTEKER 
01 - G_E.K.LOCKWOOD 
01 G.L. NELKS 
01 J.E. JACKSON 
01 - J.II. ICING 
01 J. TURNER 




IOHO$PHER~S AMD RADIO pHYSICS 
CO""UN RESEARCH CENTRE 
COI'II'IUN RESEARCH CENUE 
DEFENCE RESEARCH ESTAIl 
NASA-GSfC 
APPLEoTON UB 




r -1 ··-r I 1 
01 
- '. HOLT AURORAL OilS 01 
- '. OGATA RAPIO RESEARCH LAB 01 
- '. IlAGHAVARAO PHYSICAL. RESEARCH LAO 01 -.. tALIIERT UNKNOWN 
01 - t .E. VAN lANDT NOU-ERL 
01 - L. COLIN NASA-ARC 
01 • R.B. NORtON NOU-ERL 
" 
- C.E. PETRIE COI1"UN RESEARCH CENUE ,.
- IC.L. CIiAN NASA-ARC ,. 
- R.S. UNlliN DEPT Of SCI+1NDUST RES 
BRiEf DESCRIPTICN 
THE 1515 1 10NOSONOE WAS A RADIO TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER 
TIIAT RECORDED tHE U .. E DELU SETIIEEN A TIlANS .. ITTED AND A 
RETURNED RADIO FREQUENCY PULSE. A CONTINUU" Of FREQUENCIes 
aUIiUN 0.1 AND ZO MHZ WAS SAMPL.ED ONCE [!JEllY 19 Oil 29 S, AND 
ONE OF sn SEL.ECTEO fREClUEItCIES WAS AI..SO SOUNDED fOil A PERIOD 
Of 3 T\l 5 S DURING THIS 19· OR ZOoS PEIIJOD. IN ADOI1I0N TO THE 
SW.CP~ AN~ fillED-fREQUENCY .. ODES OF OPERAtiON, A "lIfED .. ODE WAS 
P:iS!>1BLE II,.:I<RE THE TRANSMITTER FR£GUENCY WAS fIlED AT 0.82 11HZ 
WHILE THE RECEIVER SWEPT. SEVERAL VIRTUAL HEIGHT (DELA'( TlI'IE) 
TRACES WERE NOk!'lAlLY OBSERVED DUE TO GROUND REfLECTIONS, PLAS .. A 
RESONAIICES, BI,,::'~!!lNGENCE Of THE IONOSHPERE, NONVERTICAL. 
PROPAGHION, £TC. Va'UAL. HUGHT AT A GIVEN fREQUEIICY WAS 
foi.i;;~R1LY A FUNCTION Of- DISTANtE TRAVERSED IlY THE SIGNAL, 
ELECTRON DENSITY ALONG HiE PROPAGATION PATH, AND "00t: Of 
PROPAGATlON. THE STANDARD DATA FROM WAS AN 10NOGRA .. SHOWING 
IJIRTUAL HEIGHT AS A fUNCllON Of fREQUENCY. TWO OTHfII FOR"S OF 
DAtA VUE CO""ONLY PREPARED FRO.. THE IONOGRA"S. THEY WERE 
DIGITAL fREQUENCY AND/OR VIRTUAL HElGHT VALUES Of 
CHARACTERISTIC IONOSPHUIC FEATURES AND CO"PUTATIONS OF 
ELECTRON DENSITY PflOFlLES. 
............................. ISIS l •••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••• 
SPACECRAft CONNON NA"E- ISIS 2 
ALTERNATE NA"ES- ISIS-B, PL-701 F 
tl5104 
N" ';D:' U- 71-02411 
L.AUNCH DATE- 04/01111 WEIGHT- 570. KG 
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG UB, UNITED STAas 




INITIAL ORan PARA"E1ERS 
ORBIT T-Yf'~ GEOtENTRlC 
ORBIT PERIODw l1.3.6 "IN 
PERlAPSIS- 1358. IC" 
PERSONNEL 
"G f .W. 
"G - C .0. 
SC - E.. R. 
P" - C.A. 
PM - E.D. 
PS - J.E. 











EPOCH O~TE~ 04/0U71 
INtLINAlION- 88.1 DEG 
APOAPSIS~ 14l8 •• IC" 
NASA HEADQU"RiERS 
CO""UN RESEARCH CENTRE 
HAS A HEADQUARTERS 
COMI1UN REseARCH CENTRE 
NASA-GSfC 
NASA-GSfC 
OEFENC-E RESEARCH EST AD 
ISIS a WAS AN IONOSPHERIC OBSERVATORV INSTRU"ENTEO WlTH A 
SWEEP ANti A FUED-fREQUENCY IONOSIINDE, " VLF RECEIVEII, 
ENERGETIC AND SOFT PARTICLE DET~CTORS. AN ION "ASS 
SPEClRO"e-tER, AN ELECTROSTATIC PROBE.. A RETARDING POTENllAL. 
ANALYlER, A BEACON TRANSIIITTER, A tOS"It NOise npEU"EHT, AND 
T\IO PIICTO"ElERS. THE SOUNDER USED TWO LONG CROSSE-D-DIPOLe 
ANTENNAS (78.9 AND 20.2. " LONG) fOR ,HE. SOUHDING~ VLF, AND 
COSMIC NOISE EXPEUMENTS. THE SPACECRAFT liAS NO"INAL.LY 
SPIN-S"TABIL.UED WITH SPIN AXIS IN litE ORBIT PL"NE TO '.BOUT l 
RP" AfTER ANTENNA DEPLOYMENT. A CARTWHEEL "ODE IIITH THE A1I1S 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE ORBIT PLANE WAS MADE AVAILASLE 
OCCASJONALLY FOA PERIODS Of A fEW "ONTNS. THIS WAS DONE TO 
PROIJ1DE RA .. AND WAKE DATA FOR 50/11£ UPfRl"ENlS FOR EACH SPIN 
PERIOD. RATHER THAN EAIlH ORBIT PEUOD. AnUUDE AND SPIN 
INfORMAUON liAS OBTAINED FRO'" A TliltEE-AXIS I'JAGNETO"ElER AND A 
SUN SENSOR. CONTROL OF A1TITUOE AND SPIN WAS POSSIBLE BY "EANS 
OF "AGNETIC TORQUING. THE EXPERIKENT pACKAGE ALSO INCLUDED A 
PROGRA""A8LE TAPE RECORDER IIlTtI A 1-11 CAPACITY. FOR NONRECORDED 
OBSERVATIONS, DAtA fRO" SATEUllE AND SU8SATELL1TE LOCArtONS 
WERE TELE"ET(;REO WHE.Il THE SPACECRAFT liAS IN LINE" OF SIGHT OF A 
iEl.E"EU't STATION. TELEMETRY STATIONS WERE LOCATED SO THAT 
PRI"ARY DATA COVERAGE WAS NEAR tHE 80 DEG II .. ERIOJAN AND NEAR 
HAWAll.. SINGAPORE, AUSTRALIA, eNGLAND, fRANC!;., NORIIA'(, INDl'A, 
JAPAN, AHTARe-TICA, NEil lEALAND, AND CENTRAL AFRltA. 
------- ISIS a; AN~ER-------·-------~----·~·--~----------------
INVEStIGATION NAME- )914- AND SS17-A PHOTO"ETER 
NSSDC 1'0- 71-024A-11 INIIESTIGAT.!IfE PROGRA" 
CODE Sf ICO~OP 
INVESTIGATION DlSCIPLlNECS1 
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS 
PARttCL.ES ANO fIELDS 
PLANETARY ATPIOSPH£RES 








I I _J. [ 
PEASONIlEL 
1'1 - C.D. ANGER U OF CALGARY 
BUEf DEStAIPlION 
THIS DUAL-WAI/f:t.ENGTfl SCANldltG AUROIIAL PHOTOMEtER WAS 
DEstGNED TO "AI' TItE DISTRIBUTION or AU ROUt. IOIHSSIDNS AT 5571 
AND 3914 A OVER THE POllTION or THE DARK EAIITtt VISIBLE TO THE 
SPACECRUT. A tOl1BlNATlDN Of ltllERNAL ELECTRONiC SCANNIN
G 
f'ERFORIIED BY AN II'IAGE OISSECTOR AND Of THE NA"TURAL ORBITAL AND
 
ROTATIONAL "OlIONS of THE SPACECRAfT PERIHTTEO THE SENSOR ·0
 
SYSTEIIATltAlt.T SCAN ACROSS THE EARTH. THe DETECTOR SYSTEM WA
S 
CONSTRUCTED to ALLOW INCIOENT lI"II1.\110N TO BE ",'C(PlED FRail TWO 
illllECTlOHS 180 DEG ApART. AND THEN TO FOCUS THIS UGHT AT A
 
CO""ON POINT ON THE SINGt.E INAGE DISSECTOR PHOTOMETER TUSE. rOA 
EAtH DlRHTION. THE LIGHT PASSED ,HROUGH ITS OWN LENS. 
lNTERfERENCE fllTER..- AND IHRROR. ONE fiLTER OPUA'TED IN TH~ 
IfAHGe SS81 PLUS OR IIIHus 9 A (AT THE flALf-IIAUIIUIi POINTS), AND 
THE OTHER FILTER OPERATEO AT 3915 PLUS OR MIHUS 13 A. ONLY ONE 
Of tHE twO OPT ICAl S'tnEIiS POINTED H THE EARTH AT ANY ONE 
YUlE. WHILE THE OTHER FACEO lIno SPACE. WHEN THE SPACECRAfT 
SPIN AXIS WAS ORIENTEO TO LIE IN THE OIlBtTAL PLANE. EAC
H 
ROTATION Of THE SPACECRAft RESULTED IN AN EAIITII SCAN S OEG 
IoIIDE. THIS WUTH SIIE WO\S CHOSEN TO INSURE OVERlO\P IIITH Th~ 
PRFVlOUS SCAN. TIlE IMAGE PISSECTOR REPETlTlIIELT SCANNED AT 
A 
HIGti SPEED ACROSS THE NARROW DIIiENSION Of UCH 5·0£G BAND 1."0
 
OIIIIOEO IT INTO SEPARATELY RESOLVED REGIONS 0.1, DEG BY 0~4 DEG. 
SIIIILAR STRIPS WERE SCANNED AT Eo\CII OF THE TWO WAV£lENGTH'>, BU
T 
o\T TIllES tHAi IHHEREO BY HAlf THE ROUTION PER,IOO Of ABOUT 1
0 
S. 0\ CALIBRATION LIGHT SOURCE FOR EACH WAVELENGTH WAS BUIL
T 
JlHO THE OPTICAL ASSEIIBLY, AND A CALIBIIATE CYCLE liAS INITIATED
 
O\UTOI'IUltALLY WHENEI/ER A 'POWER ON' COllllo\ND WAS GIl/EN. T
O 
IIINIIIIIE tHE pRO&lEIiS ARISING fROIi SOLo\R ILLUIiINATION Of Ti
lE 
OpTlCS AND THE DIRH:T VIEWING OF THE SUNLIT Eo\RlI .. A SUI'-'.IGH
T 
PROTECTlON SYSTEI'I liAS INCLUDED. TilE ELECTRONIC PORTION OF Til
E 
INSTRUIIENT CONSISTED Of MODULES flUT o\IIPLlFlEO AND COUNTE
D 
OUTPUT PULSES FROM THE II'IAGE. DISSECTOR TUB£ AND tONVERTEb THES
E 
INTO A lilGH-RATE PULSE CODf 1I0DUlATEb OUTPUT AND A LOW-RAT
E 
ANALOG OUTPUT. TilE DATA ARE USED TO STUDY THE LARGE-SCAL
E 
DISTRIBUTION AND MORPHOLOGy or AURORAS. "ND TO COMPA"E wnH
 
OTHER I'IEASUR£I'IENTS FROII THIS AND OTHER SPACECRAfT AN
D 
GROUND·SASEO INSTRUMENTS. COIII'LETE DETAILS ABOUT TilE EXPERIIiEN
T 
CAN BE rOUND IN THE REPORT 'TIlE ISls-2 SCANNING AURORA
L 
PHOTDIIETER.' C. D. ANGER .. T. fANton, J. fICNAllY .. AND II. s.
 
KERR .. AHUEO OPTICS .. 12. 8 .. 1753-171111, AUGUST 1973. 
•• ----- ISIS Z. BARRI NGTON------·-----------·--··----·-__ • ___ _
 
IUVE$T1GATION NAIIE- VLF RECEIVER 
NSSOC 10- 71-021,1.-03 
PEIISONNEL 
PI - R.E. BARRINGTON 





IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS 
COIIMUN RESEARCH CENTRE 
COIIIIUN RESEARCH CENTRE 
THE VERY LOW-FREQUENCY (Vlf) EXPERIIiENT liAS 
LOll-fREQUENCY (LF) BIIOo\DBAND RECErVER THA1 OBSERVEO SIGNALS 
1'11011 THE 79-1'1 LONG OIPOlE (SPLIT MONOPOLE) ANtENNA BETWEEN 0.05 
AND 30 KHI. THIS SAME ANTENIU. WAS USED rOR RECEIVING SIGNAL
S 
BELOW 5 IIIII ON THE IONOSONDE. TilE VLf IIECEIVER HAD A WIDE 
DYNAIIIC RANGE THAT WAS ACHIEVED BY USE Of AN AUTOIIATIC GAI
N 
COIHROl UGe> SYSTEII. THIS I/Lf EXPERII1ENT INCLUDED "N ONBOAR
D 
EXCITER TIIAT' SltEPl AT A NONLINEAR RATE fROIi 50 TO 0 HZ .. THEN TO
 
9500 HI. OVER A PER10D OF 1.0 S. TillS PERIiITTED TilE CONTROLLED 
STUDY Or ION RESONANCES SllIlUlAT£D BY TilE EXCITER .. IN ADDITIO
N 
TO STUDY or N.nURAl AND OTHER MAN·IIAOE VLf RADIO -NOISE. TH
E 
EVERIIiENT ALSO PERlllnED "NTENNA IMPED"NCE I'IEASUREIIEtttS .. WIT
H 
OR WITIIOUT A DC BIAS ON THE AHTENH". THE REAL~TlIIE OAT" WERE 
TRANSlIlTT<;'D ON n:6.08~MHl TELE"ETRT. THE VLf DATA COUlO BE 
RECORDED ON ONE OF TilE FOUR TAPE RECORDER CHANNELS WilEN TH
E 
SPo\CECRAft TAPE RECORDER WAS OpERATlNG. To\pE RECORDEO (AND 
BACKUP REAL·TlIIE CApABlllTn DATA IIERE TRANSIIITTED ON 400~lIlIl 
TElEI'IURY. 
.---~~- ISIS 2. BRACE----·--·------___ • ________________ • __
 _ 
INI/ESTlGAnON NAI'IE- CYLINbRltAL ELEC-TROSO'Anc PROBE 
NSSIlC 10- 71-0241.-07 
I'ERSONNEL 
PI • l.lI. BRACE 
01 - J .A. fiNDLAY 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
INVESTlGAT'Jl pROGRAIi 




N ... S ... ·GSFC 
NASA-GSF-C 
THE PURPOSE Of TIllS EXPERIIiENT WAS TO STUDY THE GLOBAL 
Vo\I!J'ArIONS or ELECTRON TEllpERATURE AND ELECTRON CONCENTRATIO
N 
AT SPACECRAft (SC) AlTITUIIES DURING SCiLAR "AI.1I'UII. ANti -THE 
CHARACTERISTICs OF TilE SC ION SHEATII. THIS CYLINDRICAL pROB
E 
WAS "TYPE Of LANGIIUIR PROBE THAT OBSERI/ED CURR'E.NT flOIl TO TH
E 
PROBE feR A GIVEN VOLTAGE PROfllt PLACED ON THE (OlLEUOR. fRO" 
THl'S CURRENT-VOLT-AGE PROFILE. ELECTRON bENsn:Y AND ELECTRO
N 
TEIIPERATURE COULD BE CALCULATED. THERE WAS A BOO" PROBE AND A
N 
70 
AXiAL PROBE ElTENDING fRO" THE SC. JHE "lIlAl PROBE EXTENDE
D 
48.3 CM rIIOM THE SC.. AI.ONG THE SPIN AXIS, "NO WAS CENTERE
D 
BETWEEN THE fOUR TElEIIETRY ANtENNAS ON THE UNDERSIDE Of THE S
C. 
THIS plOBE WAS CAPABLE Of llEASURE"ENTS UNPEIITURBED OY Ti
lE 
SATELLITE I'IOTlON ONLY WHEN THE PROBE PRECEDEP THE S( IN US 
MOTION tHROUGH THE PLASIIA. THE eOOM PROBE EXTENDED HORIZONTAl
lY 
AND OUTWUD UN 5C fRAIIE Of RE'FEIIEHCE) fROM A BOOM 1 II lONG. 
WHICH IN TUIIN ElIlENDEII fROM AN UPPER SUAr,"," or THE S"TElLllE
 
AT AN ANGLE Of ABOUT 45 DEG TO THE SPIN AXlS. THIS !lROBE
 
PROVIDED SOliE OBSERI/ATIONS DUllING EACH SC SPIN CYCLE, WHIC
H 
IIUE FRfE OF SC WAkE EFFECTS. THE PROBES cONSISTED Of THRE
E 
CONCENTRIC.. ELECTRICALLY-ISOLATED, STAINLESS STEEL TUBES. tH
E 
OUTER (0.Z4 CJI; IN DIAI'I AND Z3 CM lONG) TUBE FLOATED AT JTS OliN 
EQUiLIBRIUM POTENTIAL ... 1011 SERVED TO Plo\tE THE COllECTOR WELL 
AwAY FROM THE SC PlASftA SHEATH. THE CENTER TUBE (O.16;-CII 011.11) 
ElITENDING Z.3 CII OUTWARD I' ROil TilE OUTf.R TUBE '\cTED AS AN
 
ELECTRICAl. GU"RD fOR tHE COllECTOR. ITS ELECTRICAl. POTENTIA
L 
WAS CONTROLLED. TilE tOLlEcrOR (0.058-tM tHA") EXTENDED 2.3 ell 
OUTIIARD FIIOM THE DRIVEN GUARD. DURIN6 EACH ... ·111"1 SEQUENCE .. A 
VOlT-AIIPERE CURVE liAS OBTAINU THA'T CAN Br INTERPRETED I
N 
ELECTRON DENSITIES OVER A RANGE- FROM 100 to 1.500 .. 000 ~lECTRONS 
PER Cft CUBED, "NO IN TEMPERATURE VALUES fROM 1,00 10 50 .. 000 k. 
--.---- ISIS Z, C"LVERJ--~---------·-----·~-----------·--
INVESTIGA1ION UME- fl lIED-fRUIUENCT SOUNDER 
NSSDC 10- 71-02""-02 
PERSONNEL 
PI - W. CALVERT 
ot R.B. NORTON 
01 • G.l. NELMS 
01 - C.E. PETRIE 
Ot • G.E.K.lOCKWOOD 
01 - J .H. WHlTTEKEli 
01 - J .M. W"RNDCIC 
01 - T .E. VAN 1o\NDT 
BRIEf DEStRIP1'lON 
INI/ESTIGArIVE PRO GRAil 
CODE STlCo-op 
INVESTIGATION DlSCIPLlNE(S) 
IONOSPHERES "No RAD10 PHYSICS 
UNICNOIIN 
NOAA-ERL 
DEfENCE RESEARCH ESTAB 
COIIIIUN RESEARCH CENTR~ 
COIIIIUN RESEARCH CENTRE 
(OIlIlUN RESEARCH CENTRE 
NOAA 
NO" ... ·ERl 
THE fIXEO-fREQUEHCY SOUNDER OPERATED fRO" TilE SAME 
ANTENNA, TRANSMITTER .. AND RECEIVER USED fOR THE SWEEP-FREQUENCY 
UPERII!ENT. 11 flORIiAlLY OPERATED fOR 3 TO S 5 DURlNG THE 
FREQUENCY flYBAtIC PERIOO Of THE SIIEEP·FREQUENCY OpERATION WtllCH 
liAS EVERY 14 OR ;!1 S. ONE Of SU fREQUENCIES (0.12 .. 0.1,8. 1.00. 
1.95, 4.00.. OR 9.303 I'IHl) WAS CHOSEN fOR USE ay THl 
EXPU-IMENTER, AS DESlAEIl. OTHER MODES or OPERATION WERE
 
AVAilABLE INCLUDING COHTlNUOUS OBSERVATION AT A SELECTE
D 
fREQUENCY "NO A SPECI ... L nIXED MODE WITH TRANSMIsnON AT A 
SELECTED ONE OF THE SIX FIlII.D fREQUENCIES AND SIIEEP liECEpHON. 
THtS EXPERIMENT WAS DeSIGNED TO STUDY 10HOSPIIERlC fEATuRES Of 
A 
SMALLER SCALE THAN COULD BE DETECTED BY THE SWEEP SOUNDER AN
D 
TO STUDY PLASMA RESONANCES. PARAIIETERS IIEASURED WERE VIRTU
Al 
RANGE (A FUNCTION Of PROPAG,l'TION TIllE Of THE PULSE) AND 11I1E (" 
fUNCTION Of GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION). TH'Ese OATA WER.E NORIIALLY 
OBsERVED ONLY .HEN litE SP"CECRAfT WAS IN RANGE OF THE TELeMETR
Y 
STAT ION. 
-.---- ISIS 2.i fORSY1H------~---'----·-~------··---------·-
INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIO BEACON 
NSSDC 10- 71-0ZU·09 
PERSONNEL 
PI - P.A. 
01 - G.f. 








IONOSPHERES ANO RADlO PHYSICS 
IIESTERN ON"'''IO U 
WESTERN ONTARIO U 
IIE:>TERN ONTARIO U 
A CW TRAt:SIIITTER <137 'yo 138 MIIZ BAND) Ro\OlH:'NG ABOUT 
100 MW AND OpERATlNG IN CONJUNCTION WITH TRACKING BEACON (136 
TO 137 IIHI BAND) PROl/IOED fACILIT'IES rOR OBSERVING 
SCINTiLLATIONS fROM IIIREGULAIlITtES. DETERMINING ",AGNItUDES AN
D 
"OSITIONS.. ANO EVALu ... TlNG ELECTRON tONTENt BETIIEEN GROUN
D 
OBSERVER "'ND SATELl.ITE 
.----- l'SIS 2. HART'l.-·----·---·-·-----,..-·--_~· _______ • __ .
_ 
INVESTIGATION !tAME- COSMIC RADIO NOISE 
NSSOC ID· 71-0241.-10 
pERSONNEL 






IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS 
COIIIIUN IIESEARCH CENTRE 




















TlUS EXPERIMENT USED THE SWEEP fllEQUeNCY JONOSONOE 
RECEIVER AUTOH,\tIC GAIN CONTROL (AGC) VOLTAGES TO "'EASURE 
GALACTIC lND SOLAR RADIO N015E LEVELS. THE RECEIVER SWEPT FIIO" 
0.1 TO ZO "Ill. THE DYNAMIC UNGE WAS 50 DII, M~D THE IIANOWIDTH 
WAS 55 KHZ. THE ANTENNAS USED WERe aO.2.-1t AND 78.9-" PJPOlES. 
--.---- ISIS 2, IIE1I:KIL"---------------------------------_____ _ 
INVESTIGATlON NAIU- SOH-PARTltLE SPECTROKrTEIi 
HSSDe 10- 71-02.41.-05 
PERSONNEL 






PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
U Of TEXAS, DALLAS 
THE 50FT-PARTlCLe SPECTROHElER (IIASICAlLY AN 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALUER) WAS USED TO STUDY THE DIRECTIONAL 
INTENSITY AND DHfERENTUL ENEAGY SPECTII,- or PROTONS AND 
ELEtJlIONS TO OBTAIN A Gil EATER UNDEliSlANDING OF AUIIOIIAS. 
GEOIIAGNETlC DISTURBANCES. ANII VARIOUS 10NOSPHEP'C FEATUIIES. 
OHfEltENHAL ENERGY SPECTRA WERE OBTAINED IN THE ENERGY RANGE 
10 Ev TO 10 ICE ... wntl A 2.0 PERCENT ENERGY RESOLUHON. TilE 
VOLTAGE SWEEP PROGRAM Of TilE ANALlIER WAS flEXIBLE. 
------- ISIS Z, 1I0ffI"AH------------, .---------_______________ _ 
INVESllGAT1C~ NAI1E- ION "ASS SPEClIIOl1t.TER 
NSSIIC 10- 11-024,0\-06 
PERSONNEL 








o or TEXAS. DALLAS 
THIS MAGNElle ION !lASS SPECTRO!lETER UPERHIENT WAS fLOWN 
TO IIUSURE THE oalUSUTlON OF THE CONCENTRAnONS Of TUE ION 
SPECIES AS A FUNcnON OF TUIE AND POSlTION, WlTH PARTICULAR 
,NTEIIEST fOCUSED ON lIlE POUR WINO PARTICLES. THE INSTRUIIENT 
IIAO TWO ION DETECTOR SYSHIIS. AND II"SS SCANNING THROUGH TNE 
RANGE fROM 1 TO 61, AMU WAS ACCDI'IPlISHEO IN TWO SECtlOtlS -- 1 TO 
8 ""U "NO 8 TO 64 AIIU~ TWO ION BEAltS EIIERGEO fROM tHE MAGNETlC 
SECTOR Of THE INSTRUIIENT AND WERE SlllULTANEOUSLY DETErrED BY 
ELECT liON IIULTIPLIERS AND LOG ELECTROIIETER AIiPLIfIERS. A CIRCUIT 
fOLLOWING EACH AIIPLIfIER DETECTED THE PEAK APIPLITUOE OF HIE ION 
CUARENT ~ THIS PEAIt VALUE. RATHER THAN THE ENTIRE IIASS SPECTRUM. 
WAS tRANSIIITTEO IN ORDER TO REDUCE THE REQUIRED TELEIIETRY 
BANOWIOTH. IN THIS MODE Of OPERATION, TtIE COIIPLETE IIASS RANGE 
WAS SCANNED IN 1 S. A BACltUP IIOOE WAS PROVIIlED THAT PRODUCED AN 
ANALOG OUTPUT WllH A SWEEP PERlOD 0, 8 S. THIS EXPERIIIENT 
OPERATED NOIIINALLY oHlER L"UNCH WITH IIOST Of THE DATA OBtAINED 
IN THE PEAK 1I00e. fOR ABOUT Z II1N PER PASS OVER OTTAWA. CANADAI 
THE EXPERIMENT OPEIiATEO IN THE AHALOG MODE. IN-fLlijltT 
CALIBRATION WAS ACHIEVED BY CO"pARING ION CONCENTRATION 
fIIUSURE"ENTS AT APPROPRiATE ALUTUOES, t.Ed WHERE A SINGLE ION 
SPErlES PRUOMINATEOI WITH ELECTRON OAT" fROII TIlE SOUNDER ON 
BO"RO. OTHER COMPARISONS WHE IIADE BETWEEN THE SPECTROIIHER 
DOT PUT AND IIEASURii:IIENlS OBTAINEO FROII 01l1ER RELAtED f" '';RIMENT5 
ON BllARD. 
----- ISIS Z, MAIER-----------------------------------------
INIIESTJGATION NAIIE- R,HARDING POTeNTIAL ANALYLER 
N:iSOC IO- 71-0241\-08 
PERSONNEL 
PI - E.J. 
01 - lt~ 













USAf GEOPHYS LAB 
OS NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
NASA-GSFt 
flits EXPERIIIENT "HsURED lap{ AND/OR ELECTRON CURRENT IN 
ORDER TO STUDY HEAT tRANSFER PROCESSES THAt ARE IIIPORTANT IN 
tilE ~YNAIIICS or tHE IONOSPHERE. THIS RE·IAROING poteNTIAL 
ANALHER CONSiStED Of TUREE GRIDS (APERTURE GRtD .. REtARDING 
GR10 AND "SUPPRESSOR GRlD) THAT PROVlIIED A VOL T-AMPERE CURVE 
REUT'ING SWEEP VOLTAGt: ON TUE RETARDING GRID 10 CURRENT FLOW TO 
THE COLLEtTOR. AtlALYSIS Of tHE CURVES PROVIDE JON/ELECTRON 
1EIIPERHURES AND DENSITIES. THIS EXPf.RIHENT WAS DESIGNED TO 
OOERATE ONLY WIlli TilE SATELLITE IN A CARTliHEEL "'DOE Of 
OPERATtoN~ IN THIS MODE, THE SPIN .... IS IS PERPENOlCULAR TO THE 
ORall PUNE. THlS ALLOWS TIlE ",N"LYlER APERATURE TO fACE THE 







------ lSI S Z, KC 0 I ARK I o-----~--~----------------___ ~ _____ ~ __ 
INVESTtGATION NA"E- ENERGETIC PARTICLE OElECTOIIS 
NSSDC 10- 71-0241.-010 
PERSONNEL 
PI - I.B. "COIARIIID 






PARTICLES ANO FIELDS 
NAtl liES COUNt Of CAN 
NUL RES COUNt Of CAN 
TillS EXPERIIIENT tONSISTEO Of rOUR SEtS Of OETECTORS. hIE 
FIRST DETECTOR CONSISTED OF 1HREE GElGER COUNTERS (or WHICH ONE 
fAILED ... ·rtEIi LAUNCH) AND MEASUREII ELEtTltONS GREATER THAl 2.0 AND 
1,0 KEV PERPENDICULAR ANO PARALLEL TO TilE SPIN AXIS. THESE 
GEIGER COUNTER~ WERE ALSO SENSITIVE TO PROTONS WlTH EIIIUGlES 
GREATER THM~ -1 AfiO 600 KEV .. RESPECTIVELY. ALL RE"AINING 
DETECTORS "E"SURED PAR1lCLES PERPENDICUL"R TO THE SPIN AXIS. 
tHE TWO GEIGER COUNTERS WERE CORRECTED fOR SATUIlATlON "ND 
OE"OTl"E. ALL OtHER COUNlERS WERE CORRECTED fOR DEADYlIIE ONLY. 
THE SECOND SET CONSISTED OF TWO SOLID-STATE SILICON JUNCTION 
DE1ECTORS. BOTH DETECTORS WERE OPER"fEO IN lOW- AND 
HIGIl-THRESIIOLb II0DE, WHILE ONE COULD AOOITIONALLY BE SWITCHEO 
TO AND TilER OJSCIIIMINAT10N LEVEL. THEY I1USOREO ELECTRONS W1T1I 
ENERGIES GREATER THAN 40. 60, 90, 12.01 150 .. AND 200 It:EV. THn 
WERE ALSO SENSITIVE TO PR010NS WITH ENEliGHS GRU'TER THAN 150, 
2.00. AND 150 KE.... THE swnCHABLE DETECTOR EXPERIENCED 
CONYINUOUS SATURATlON. 1HE TH~RO SET CONSlSTEO OF THREE 
SILICON JUNCTION DE1ECTORS THAT llEASUllE1I PROTONS IN THE ENERGy 
RANGES 0.8 TO 1,.0, 3.2. TO 12..1. AND 12..9 TO 2.8.0 "EV, ALPHA 
PARTltLES l~ THE ENERGY RANGE 2.5 TO 16.0 "EV, AND ELEctRONS IN 
THE ENERGY RANGE 1.0 TO 2.0 IIEV. THE rOURTH SET WAS CO"POSED 
OF TWO CEStUIi 100UE SClNULLAllON-PHOTOIIULTlPLIER SYSTEIIS 
(CHANNELTRONS WITH CYLINDRICAL ElEC1ROSlo\TJC ANALUERS) STEPPED 
THROUGH UGHT ENERGIES IN 6"'60 OF "SEC\lNO. THESE 
DIFFERENTIAL SPECTROMETERS IIUSURED ELECTRONS At 9.6, 7.S .. 6.0, 
1,.1,3.0.2..2,1.3, AUD 0.15 KEVI AND MEASURED PROTONS AT 26.2., 
2.1.6. 17.0~ lZ..~ 9.1,1 7.6, 5.2, AND 2..2. leEII. 
------- 15 I S Z. SHEPHERO-------------------------------------_ 
INVESTIGATION NAfIIE- 6300-A PHOTOIIET'.II 
!lSSOC 10- 71·0Z4A-1"2 
PERSllNNr:L 
P1 - G.G. SHEPHERO 
ORIEf DEsellIPTlON 
INVESTIGATIIIE PROGRAfil 






A TWO-CHANNEL PHOTOIIETER WAS USED TO MEASURE OIRECTLY AN~ 
TO IIAP THE INTENSITY Of TilE ATOMIC OXYGEN R·EO LINE AT 6300 A IN 
DAY. TWILIGHT,. AND NIGHT A1RGLOW "NO AUROIIA. Hell CHANNEL HAt 
lTS OWN OPTICAL INPUT ... AND THE TWO INPUTS WERE IIaUNTED AT THE 
SAllE END OF THE SPACECRAFT. SEP"RATEO BY 180 PEIi. WllH THEIR 
AXES AT 90 bEG TO THE S:PACECR"fT'S SPIN AUS. ONE OPTICAL INPUT 
W"S CIIAR"CTERIlED BY A SPECTR,)L BIIHD.,tOTH Of 12 A CENTERED 
AROUND THE 6300-A LINE. Of AIortC OxYGEN,. AND THE OTHER INPUT 
WAS USED FOR wHlIE LIGt:T MUS'j"lE"ENTS. THE SP1NNING SATELLITE 
CAUSED THE PHOTOMETER TO ALH'~NATELY VIEW TilE EARTH AND THEN 
TilE s/:y, I~[ ... WHEN ONE SENSOR IIlEWED THE EARTH~ THE OTHER 
SENS~R SAw THE sn. OOTH SENSOIl:S HAD" 2.S-DEG CIRtULAR fIELp 
or \/lEW. WITH TH[ USE Of A BEA"-CO"&INER ARRANGE"ENT. THE So\"E 
PHOTO"ULTlpt.1ER ACCEPTED THE lWO lHPUlS. THE DYNAlll,: RANCE Or 
IHTENSITY IIU$lKIEIIENTS WAS fROM ABOUT 10 R TO flORE THAN 1 
KEGARATLEIGH. SUNLIGHT COULD ENTER tHE OPlICAL Sn'TE"S OIREC,tLl 
IN "DO!T10N TO EAlITH-REFLECTEO LIGHt. THE INST!!UIIENT B"FfLE WAS 
ILLUIiINATED BY tHE SUN ONLY fOR THE OFF-AXIS olNG\..ES LESS THAN 
107 DEG. ourSUE nils L1"lT, THE "ATA WERE NOT OEGIIADED BY 
5UNLIGH't, PERMITTING NORNAL OPERAlION IN TilE REGION OF THE 
OliaIT WHERE THE :iF.tCftRAFT W"S IN SUNLIGHT, BUT THE PORTION Or 
TltE EARTH BENEATH IT WAS DARK. liN EXTERNAL LIGHT SOURCE 'SAW' 
lHE FILTER ONLY IIHEN IT WIIS 7.5 DEG OR LESS Off AXIS. IN THE 
RANGE 7.S 10 1,7 bEG, GOOD DnA WERE StiLL OBTAINED IIIIEN tilE 
SUNLIT EARll! wAS TilE ORIGIN or THE CONTA"INATION. to GIVE 
ACtUR"TE LOW LIGHT LEVEL READINGS .. AS WELL AS COYER THE fULL 
OYNAKIC RANGE AND TO PRESE!oiT THE PlEUURE"EIHS IN A fOR" 
COIIPATlIILE WITH ENCODING AS AN 8-Bll BINARY 1I0RO fOR HLEPIETRY, 
A HYBR1D LINEAR-LOG ~"PLIFIER S~STEM WAS OSEO. TilE ELECTRONJ~ 
SYSTEM PULSE COUNTED At LOW LIGIIT lEVELS "NO "IIPLIf"JED ON A LOG 
SCALE fOR HIGHER LtGHT LEVELS. IT WAS COPIPOSEO Of A PRUIIP, TWO 
SIGNAl PIIOCESSING CIIANNfL'.i (LlNE"1I AND'LOIiAIIJTH"IC); "ND AN 
OUTPUT COII,",UUTOR TO SELECT BETWEEN THE" A~ WELL AS TO 
INTERfACE THEil TO THE SPACECRAft SYSTE". ALSO PROVIO£O WERE 
CALIIIRAlION AND PROTECTION URCUlTRY TO OPERATE THE CALIBUTE 
UIIPS AND TO PIIOTECT TilE PHOTOTUBE FROII tilE· EFfECTS Of UPOSURE 
TO iiI 'itt LIGll1 LEVELS. TO .EllrORII THE DAtA "NALUI'S, 11 W"$ 
NECEl>SAt'Yi AMONG OTHER OPEAA1IONS, TO EVALUATE PlffERENT 
GEO"IOT'.IC~L SlTUHIONS, "NO fO LOCATE THE ON-URT" LIIIIII 
CIIO';"ING Of THE 12-A B"'.JOP~SS PHOtOMETER SO THAT THE DAtA COULD 
BE ORGANllEO INTO SPIN "APS'. fOR IIORE IlElAlLS SEE .. 'lS1S-2. 
~lQII1C OXYGEN REO LINE PHOtOPlET£It,' G.G. SHEPHERD. ET AL, 





























------- 1515 2 .. IIHI1TEKEII-------------------------------------
INVeSTtGATlON IIAJIIIE- sWEEP-rRfo.lJENCY SOUNOER 
NSSOC 10- 71-0<?4A-01 
PEIiSONNEl.. 
" 
- J .H. 11M 1 Tl EIC Ell 
01 - G.E.IC.LotKWOOO 
01 G.L. NELMS 
01 J. TUR,"ER 
01 ,. SYLVAIN 
01 ,. HOl T 
01 , . OliAl A 
01 R. IIAGHAVARAO 




01 T .E. 'AN lII.NDT 
01 C. COLIN 
01 - w. CALVEJn 
01 R.B. NORTON 
01 J .101. ICING 
01 - K.L. CHAN 





IONOSPHERES AND RAOIO PHYSICS 
CO ""UN RESEARCH [EHlIIE 
[DMJIIIIlN IiESEARCH ceHTRE 
DefENCE RESEARCH esnB 
lONOSPHERI C PRED SUV 
LGE 
AURORAL oes 
IIAOIO RESEARCH LAB 
PHYSICAL RESEARCH LAB 
NASA-65ft 







DEPT Of SCltlHOUST 
'" 
THE ISIS 2 lONOS-ONOE W~S RADIO TRANS"lTTER lH~T 
RECORDED THE TlItE DEL~Y BETWEEN A TRANSftlTTED AND RETURNED 
RADIO fREQUENCY PULSE. A CDNTlNUU" Of fREQUENClE.S BUIIEfN 0.' 
AND lO MIIZ- WAS SAMPLED EVERY 14 OR 21 SI AND ONE Of SU 
SELECTED fREQUENCIES WAS ALSO USED FOR SOUNDING FOR A FEW 
SECONDS DURING EACH 14- OR 21-5 PERIOD. IN ADDITION TO THE 
SWEEP- AND fUED-FREQUENCY MODES Of OPERATlON~ A 'UIIED "ODE VAS 
AVAlL~BLE IN WHICH THE TRANSIUTTER fREQUENCY W~S FIXED AT OHIO 
Of SU POSSULE fREQUENCIES WHIlE THE RECEIVER SWEPT. SEVER~L 
VIRTU"L RAII';E (DEL"Y THiel TRACES IIESULHNCi FlO" GROUND 
REfLe:cTJO~IS, PL"sl'IA RESON"NCESI 8IREFRINliENCE Of THE 
IONOSPHERE, NoHVER1JCAL PRoP~Gr.TIDN, ETC.I WEllE HORMALLI" 
OBSERVED. VIRTUAL RANGE AT ~ GIVEN fREQUENCY WAS PRUIARILY A 
fUNCTloN OF DISTANCE TRAVERSED BY TilE SIGNAL, ELECTRON DENSITY 
ALoNti THE PRoPAGATlON PATH, AND IIODE OF PROPAGATION. THE 
STANDARD DATA FOR" WAS AN 10NOGRAII (GRAPH) SHOWING VIRTUAL 
RANGE AS A fUNCTION OF RADIO FREQUENCY. TIIO OTHER FOl1l1S OF DAU 
WERE COMIIONLY PREpARED l' ROil TilE 10NOGRAIIS. THEY WERE DIGITAL 
FREQUENCY AHD/OR VIRTUAL HEIGHT VALUES OF CHARACTERISTIC 
JONOSPHERIC FEATURES AND COMPUTATIONS OF ELECTRON DENSI,TY 
PROf ILES. 
................................. ISS , ............................. . 
SPACECRAFT CO""ON NAME- US 
"LtERNATE NA"ES- IONOSPHERE SOUNDING SAT., JISS 
N~SDC JD- 16-019A 
LAUNCH Il:ATE~ OZl29116 
LAUNCH SI"E- TANEGASHI"AI JAPAN 




INHIAL ORBIT PARAI'tETERS 
ORBIT lYPE- GEOCENTRlC 
ORBlT PERIOD- lOS. !lIN 
PERIAPSIS- 984. KM 
PEIISONNEL 
PIt • Y. 





WElGHT- 135. KG 
EPOCH DATE- 03/01176 
INCLINATION~ 69.7 
APoAPSIS- 1017. K" 
RADIO lI:ESEAIICH LAB 
RADIO RESEARCH LAB--
'" 
THE IONOSPHERE SOUNII,ING SAlELLlTE wAS DEVELOPED AS PART 
OF JAPAH'S CONTRIBUTloN TO THE, INTERNATlONAL "AGNEtOSPHERIC 
STUDY "MS). llS OBJECTlVES WUE TO ,j,CCU",ULATE DATA fOR STUDY 
Of THE TOPSIDE IONOSPHERE ANII TO Hj!?VEY RAIIIO NOISE AT FOUR 
FREQUENCJES .. FROM BOTH EARTH ANII (OSl'Il,C SOURCES. IT WAS 
PUNNUI TO PREPARE WORLPWIDE "APS OF Fl ClUTlCAL FREQUENCY FRO" 
THE IONOSPHERE SOUNDING IIATA. THE ISS WAS A SIIALL OBSERVATORY 
WllH FOUR ElPERI"ENTS ON BOARD. THE SPACECRAft, A IUGHT 
CYLINDER 82-(" LONG AND 93.5-C" IN DIAMETER.. WAS SPIN 
SlABILllED AT ABOUT 10 RPM IIHH THE SPIN AXIS NORI'tAL TO THE 
ECLIPTIC PLANE. TWO PAIRS Of CROSSEII DIPOLE ANTENNAS EIITENDEO 
fRO" THE CENlIIAL PART Of THE SATELLITE AND LAY PERPENDICULAR TO 
tHE SPIN AXIS. THESE "NTENNAS. 36.8- ANII 1-1 ... 4-" LONG, WERE 
UNfURLED IN DRBll AND WERE SHARE'D BY IONOSPHERIC SOUNDING AND 
11"010 NOISE EIIPERI"ENTS. A SPHERJ.CAL RETARDING POTENllAL TRAP 
SENSOR WAS MUNTEO ON A BOO" PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN AUS. A 
"AGNETIC ATTI-TUDE SEHSO/l: WAS MOUNTED ON A SIMILAR aOOM ON THE 
OPPOSITe SIIIE OF THE SP"CECRAfT. TIlE RE"AINING ElPERI"ENT 
INVOLVED A BENNETT-TYPE IUSS SPECTRO,,£TER WITH TWO SENSORS 
FLUSH "aUNTED ON OPPOSlTE ENDS Of THE SPACECRAfT. SPACECRAft 
ATTllUDE WAS DETERMINED BY MUNS or A "AGNETO"HER, A SOLAR 
SENSOR. ANfi AN EARTH HORllON SENSOR. S"ALL TELE"ETRY AND 
CO""ANII ANTENNAS ElTENDEIl fllO" THE SPACECRAft. THE SPAtECRA" 
WAS POWERED FRDI'I A BATTERY·SOLAR-CELL SYSTEM WHH SDLAR CELLS 
COVERING "OST Of !HE -CYLINDRICAL SURFACE. OPsE TAPE RECORDER 0101 
BOARD PERlllrTEP SPACECRAFT OPERATlON IN EITHER A RECORDED CfOR 
" 
UP 10 112 "110 DR REAL-nilE MOllE. READOUT AND 




----- I~S ,,, fUGONO------------------------------------~ __ 
INVEST!GATJON NA"E- POSJTJVE ION I'IASS SPECtRO"ETEII (PIC) 
PERSONNEL 
PI - N. 










IIADIO RESEARCH LAB 
RADIO RESEARCH LAB 
THts EIIPERI"£NT WAS fLOWN TO MEASURE THE POSITIVE ION 
CO"PCSlTION OVER THE SPACECRAFT ORBIT. fWD BENNETT-TYPE ION 
flASS SPECTROMETERS WEllE fLUSH MOUNtED ON OPPOSITE ENDS Of TIfE 
SPACECRAfT TO LOOK IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS ALONG THE SPIN AllIS. 
THE INSIDE 1I14"ETER 01 THESE CYLINDRICAL SENSORS WAS 26 It". 
TilE "ASS RANGE COVERED WAS 1 TO lO U. AND THE ION 
CONCENTRATIONS WERE "EASURED OVER THE RANGE fRO" 100 to 1.£1 
IONS PER CC. 
--~--.- ISS " "'IYAZAICI---------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- IIElARDING POTENTIAL PROBE 
NSSDC 10- 76-019A-03 
PERSONNEL 






RADIO RESEARCH LAB 
THJS PROBE WAS " SPHERICAL RETARDING POTENTIAL TRAP 
DESIGNED TO oaSERVE AMBIENT ION AN~ ELECTRON DENSITIES RANGING 
FRO" 1.E3 TO 1.106 PER CC. A"BIENT ION AND ELECTRON 
TEMPERATURES IN THE RANIiE 1000 TO 5000 K WERE DETERIHNU. AS 
wnH ALL RETARDING POTENTIAL INSTRU"ENTS, THESE PARAMETEIIS WEllE 
DERIVED FRO" INTERPRU"AT10N or THE CURRENT fLOW "EASURE"ENT 
WITH A GlVEN VOLTAGE SEIlUENCE APPLIED TO THE COLLECTOR AND 
SCREEN GRIDS. THE SENSOR WAS MOUNTED ON A BOD" EXTENDING 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAfT SPIN AilS. IT CONSISTED OF A 
l-C" DIAMETER COLLECTOR; CONCEIHIUI;.ALLY ENVELOPED ay Co- AND 
10-C" DIA"E1EII SPIIEIIlCAL WIRE GAtos. THE CURRENT VilLTAGE 
ANALOG DATA WERE TELE"ETERED ANv SUBSEQUENTLY ANALYZED BY THE 
UPERUIEHTER. 
------ ISS ,,, MURANAGA--------------------------------~ __ ~ __ ~ 
INVESTlGATION NAME- RADIO NOISE NUR 2.s~S.10t-2S "Ill (RAN) 
NSSDC 10- 16-019A-OZ 
PERSONNEL 






IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS 
RADIO RESEARCH LAB 
THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS EXPERIMENT WERE to OBSERVE AND 
SlUDY --(1) THE GLOBAL DISTRIbUTION OF SPHERICS AND tV THE 
1II'IE VARIATION OF SPHERICS AND COS"IC NOtsE. RAIIIO NOISE IN 
FOUR FREQUENCY CHANNELS -- 2.491~ 4.991. 9.991, (OR 10.003), 
AND 24.994 (OR 25.006) MHl -- WAS OBSE~VED. CH~RACTERISl1CS 
DeSERVED AT EACH fREQUENCY WEllE NOJSE INTENSJTY tIIESOLUTlON OF 
1IU.8 S) ANII OCCURENce FREQUENCY OF I"PULSIVE NOISE lG.T. 15 
DO ABOVE RESOLVED JNTENS'lTY>. DETALLS ON ISS f'ERFOR"ANCE "AY 
BE FOUND IN IIATUURA'S 'REPORT ON DATA fIIO" SHORT-LIltED ISS.' 
............................. LAG'EOS························.··. 
SpACECRAfT CO""DN NA"E- LAGEaS 
ALTERNATE NA"ES- LASER GEOOYNA"IC SAT. 
NSSDC ID- 76-039A 
LAUNI;.H DATE- 05/04/76 WElGH1~ 4". I!:G 
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG UB, UNnED STAlES 
lAUNCH VEIIICLE- DEUA 
SPONSOIiING COUNTRY/AGENCY 





INITIAL Oll8ll PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GE-OCEHTRI C 
OIiBIT PUlIOD- 225.41 'UN 
PEIIUPSIS- 5837. kit 
PERSONNEL 
"6 J.P. 
P" - C.W. 






EPOCH DATE- 05/0517b 
IHCLIHATION- 109.86 bEG 




lAGE-OS liAS A VERY DENSE (HIGH "ASS-IO-AIIEA RAllO) LA5E~ 
II£TROIIEfLECTOR 5ATELLLTE IIHJCH PIiDI/HlED II PER"AHENT RHERENCE 
POINT IN A VERT STABLE OlieH rOR SUCH PRECISION EARTIt-DYNAMICS 
"USURE"ENTS AS CRUSTAL MUONS.. REGIONAL StRAINS, fAULT 
"OTlONS, POLAR "'0 TI ON AND EAIIlH-IiOTAlJON VAIiUTlONS, SOLID 
EARTH HDES .. AND OTHER KINEMATIC AND D'tNA'UC PARAftETERS 
ASSOtlATED WlTII EARTHQUAICE AS5E5S"ENT AND ALLEVIATION. IN 
CONJUNCTION WIlli APPIIOPIIUn: LASER-TRACICING SYSTEMS. LAGE-OS 
PERMlTTED UTIIEME PRECISION-RANGING KEo\SUREI'IENTS FOR BOTH 
GEOMETRIC MODE (.WLTILATERATION) AND OItBIlAl D'tNAlUC 1I0tlE 
tlnE~MINATIONS OF POSITIONS OF POINTS ON THE EIlIiTH. It liAS THE 
fIRST SPIICECRAFT DEDICATED ElCCLUSIVELY TO HIGH-PRECisiON LIISER 
RANGING 10"0 PROVIDED THE FIltST OPPORTUNllY TO ACQUIRE 
LASER-RANGING DIITA THAT WERE NOT tlEGRIlDED BY ERRORS ORIGINATING 
IN THE TIIRGET SATELLitE. THE HIGH-ACCUR,'tY RANGE fIIEASURE"ENTS 
fRO" THIS PUIIANENT-ORBJTING REFERENCE POINT WE:RE USED TO 
AtCOIIPLISH IIANY ElCT/fEIIE PRECISION EARTH-OYNA"ICS MEASUREMENTS 
REQUIRED BY THE EARTHQUAKE HHIIRD ASSESSIIENT AND ALLEI/UTHIN 
OBJEtTlVES OF THE EARTH AND OtUN PHYSICS APPLJtATION5 PROGRAII 
('EOPAP). THE PERfOR"ANCE IN ORBIT Of LAGE05 IS LI"IlEO ONL-Y aY 
DEGRADATION Of THE RETROREFLECTORS, SO "ANY DECADES Of USEfUL 
LlFE CAN BE EXPECTED. THE HIGH IIASS-TO-AREA RATIO AND THE 
PREeISE~ SUBLE (ATdTUDE-iNDEPEHDEIH) GEOIIETRY OF THE 
SPACECRAfT. TOGETHER WITH THE ORBIT. MAKES THIS SATELLITE THE 
IIOSt PRECISE POSItlON REFERENCE A"AILIABLE. BECAUse IT IS 
VIs-IBLE IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD AN~ liAS AN EXTENDED OPERA nON 
LifE IN ORBn. LAGEOS tAN SERVE AS A FUNOAMENUL SUNOARO FOR 
DECADES. 
------- LIIGEOS, STEPHAN IIlES-----··-~----------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- LASER RElRorLfCTORS 
NSSOC 1Il- 76-039A-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - t.C. STEPHANIOES 
01 - H.H. PLOTKIN 








LASER RElROREFLECTORS COVERING A VEIIY DENSe SPHERlCIlL 
SATELLItf WEllE USED TO PROVlIlf A PER"ANENT REFERENCE POINT IN ,. 
VfRY STABLE ORBIt rOR PRECISION EARTtI-OYNAMlCS "EASUREMENtS. 
THIS SPHEIIE WAS "ACHINEO LARGELY FRO" OEPLUEO UR.\NIU", WEIGHEtI 
ABOUT 411 KG~ AND WAS COIIPOSED OF A tUBItAL INNER COItE IIlTH SIX 
ATlAtHED SPHERICAL CAPS. EAtH Of THE SPHERICAL CAPS HAD 
"ACHiHEO CAVIHES TO IICCOIIOOAt£ THE RETROREfLECTORS. THE 
SATELLrTE WAS PLACED AT A IIID-TO-HIGH ORBITAL INCLINATION AT AN 
IIL-TI1UOE OF ABOUT 3700 KM AND TRAtKEO BY A NETWORK Of 13 LASER 
STATIONS OPERAtED BY BOTH U.S. AND FORElGN AGENCIES. THE 
PERFORIIANCE IN ORBIT IS LI"JTEO ONLY BY OEGRADAlIOIl. Of THE 
RETROREFLEtTORS... AND A MINI"UM LIFETillE Of 50 TEARS IS 
EXPECTED. 
•••••••••••••• " •••••••••••••• LANOSIIT 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAFT tOll"ON HA,",E- LANDSAT 
ALTERNATE NAMES- EARTH RES T-EtH SAT.-A. PL-7Z4A 
ERTS-II ... 061Z6 
NSSD'C 10- 72-058A 
LAUNCH OAT£- 07lZlf7Z WUGHT- 891. I:G 
LAUNCH SITf- VI.NOENBERG MB, UNITED STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STATES 
INlTUL ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBn HPf- GEOCENTRIC 
ORall PERlOD- 103.1 "IN 
PERlAPSIS- 891. "" 
PERSONNEL 
"G - H, 
$C - J.R. 
PM - R.K. 







EPOtH OAT£"- OUZ4nZ 
INtLIN,HION- 99.1 OEG 





LANOSA_T 1 (FOR"ERL' EA:TS 11 WAS A "OOIFIEO VERSION OF THE 
NIMBUS 4 IIETEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE. THE NEAll-POLAR ORBIT'lNG 
SPACECRAFT SERVU AS A STIlBILIZEIl .. EARTH-ORlfNTEO PLAtfORII fOil 
OBTAINING INFORIIATION ON AGRICULTURAL ANIl FOREStRy RESOURCES. 
GEOLOGY AND "INERAL RESOUItCU. H'tlItOLOGl' AND WATER RESOURCES ... 




0,"",,_,,"" ~, ,_, , I ", 
73 
[ n 
liND IIARINE RESOURCES... AND METEOROLOGICAL PIIENOMENA. TO 
ACCOMPLI~H TlIESE 08JEtTlVES. THE SPACECRAfT WAS EQUIPPED WITII 
It) A rOUR-tHAHNEL "ULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS)... (Zl A 
THREE-CII"ERA RETURN BEA" VIDICON (RaV) TO OBTAIN 1I0TII VISIBLE 
AND 111 PIiOTOGRAPHlC AND RIlOlOIIElRIC I"IIGES or TNE EARTH. liND 
(3) A DATA COLLECTION SYSTeM to COLLECT INFORMATION fROM 
REMOTE. INDIVIDUALLY EQUIPPfD GROUND STATIONS AND TO RELAY THE 
o lIT A TO CENTRAL ACQUISITION STATIONS. LANDSAT 1 CURIEO TWO 
WItlE-BANO VIDEO TAPE REtORtl£RS (W8\1TR) CAPABLE Of SlOIUNG UP TO 
30 IIIN Of SCANNER OR C""IEIIA DATA TO GIVE tHE SPACECRAFT'S 
SENSORS A NEAR-GLOBAL COVERAGE CAPAIIILln. liN ADVANCED 
AltITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM CONSISTING Of HORIlON SCANNERS, SUN 
SENSORS. AND A COHMANO ~NTENNA CO"BINEO WITH A FREON GAS 
PROPULSION S'STE" PfRMnrEtl THE SPACECRAFT'S ORIENTATION TO BE 
MAINTIlINEO WITHIN PLUS OR MINUS 0.7 DEG IN ALL THRH AlES. 
SPACECRAFT CO""UNICATlONS INCLUDED A COIIIIAND SUBSYSteM 
OPERATING AT '5~.2 ANO 2106.4 MHZ AND A PC" NARROW-SAND 
TELEIU1ltY SUBsYStEM, OPERATING III ZZ!7.5 liND 137.86 IIHI. FOR 
SPACECRAfT HOUSEKEEPING ... ATTITUDE ... ~ND SENSOR PEIIFORMANCE DATA. 
VIDEO DATA FIIO" THE THREE-CAIIERA RBII SYST£PI WIIS TRIINSMITTEO IN 
BOTH REAL-TI"E AND T/lPE-RECOROER MOttES AT 2Z65.5 '1hZ .. WHILE 
INFOR"ATION FROII THE Ins WIIS tONSYRAINED TO A ZO-MHZ Rf 
BANDWiDTH AT 22Z9.S MHZ. 
------ LANDSAT " IIRLUSKIIS-------------------__ ~. ____________ _ 
!NVESUGATlON NA"E- IIULTISPEtTRAL SCANNER (IISS) 
NSSDC 10- 72-0StiA-OZ 
PERSONNEL 





EIIRlH RESOURCES SURVEY 
NASA-GSFC 
TilE LIINOS~T (FOR"ERLY ERTS 1) MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER 
'MS5) WAS DESIGNED TO PROVIDe. REPETITIVE DAYTIME ACQUISITION OF 
HIGH-RESOLUTtON, ,",ULTISPECTRAL DAH or THE UkTH'S SURfAtf ON A 
GLOBAL 8ASIS AND TO OE"ONs-tRATE THAT RE"OTE SENSING fROM SPACE 
IS A FnslBLE AND PRACTICAL IIPPROACH TO EFflClEN, MANAGE"ENT Of 
THE EARtH'S RESOURCES. IN IIDIlITION TO OBTAINING DATA FOR USE 
IN EARTH RESOURCE lYP£ STUDIES, THE MSS S'STE" WAS USED TO 
CONDUCT OCEANOGRAPHIC ~HD "ETEOROLOGICAL STUDIES. I.E •• TO 'lAP 
SEA-ICE FIELDS .. LOCATE AND TRACK "IIJOR OCEAN CURRENTS, "ONITOR 
BOTH AlA ANtl WAlER POLLUTION. DETERIIINE SNOW COI/ER. INVESTIGATE 
SEVERE STORM ENVIRON"ENTS~ ETC. THE ;>ISS CONSISTED OF II 
lZ.86-C" DOUBLE RefLECTOR-TYPE TELESCOPE. SCANNING "IRROR. 
FILTERS ... DETECTORS, AND ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS. THE SUNNER 
OPi:RATEO IN THE. FOLLOWING SPECTRAL INTERI/IILS -- BAND " 045 TO 
0'.6 "ICRO"ETER .. BAND Z. 0.6 TO 0.7 MItRO"ETER. BANO 3. 0.7 TO 
0.8 KICRO"ETER .. AND BAND 4. O.B TO 1.1 "ICROIIETERS. INCO"ING 
RADIATION WIIS COLLECTED BY THE SCANNING MIRROR, WHICH 
OSCILLATED 2.89 DEC TO ElTHEiI SIDE Of NAOllt liND SCANNED 
CROSs-TRACK SWIITHS 185-1(" III DE. THE ALONG-TRAtK SCIIN WAS 
PRODUCED BY THE ORBITAL 'lOTION OF THE SPACECRAfT. THE PRUIUY 
IMAGE PRODUCED AT THE I"AGE PLANE Of litE TEnSCOPE liAS RELAYED 
BY USE OF FIBER OPTIC BUNDLES TO DETECTORS WHERE CONVERSION TO 
AN ELEctRONlC SIGNAL WAS ACCO"PLISNEO. OPTICAL fiLTERS WERE 
USED TO PRODUCE THE DESIRED SPECTRAL SEPARATION. S1)( DETECTORS 
WERE EMPLOYED IN EACH Of THE fOUR :;PEtTRAL BANOS - BlINDS 1 
THROUGH J USED PIiOTOIIULTIPLIER TUBES AS DETECTORS. AND BAND 4, 
USED SILICON PHOTOOIOOES. A IIULTIPLElCER IhCLUOEO IN THE "SS 
SYSTEM PROCESSED THE SCIINNER'S Z4 CHANNELS or VIOEO DATA. Ttlt' 
DATA WERE TI"E-MULTI_pLEXEO AND THEN CONVERrED to A PULSE-CODE 
"OOULATEO SIGNIIL BY AN AJO CONVERTER. THE DATA WERE THEN 
TIiANSfUTTED CZZZ9.5 11HZ) DIRECTLY 10 AN ACQUISITION STATION OR, 
IN rHE CASE Of REPIOTE A!lEAS. STORED ON "AGNETIC TllpE FOR 
SUBSEQUENT PLAYBACK TilE NEXT TIllE THE SpAtECRArT CA"E wi THIN 
CO""UNICATlON RANGE Of AN "CII.UlSllJON STIlTlON. PATA FRO" TH:S 
UPERIHENT ARE HIINOLEO BY tHE NASII DATA PROCESSING fIlCJLITY .. 
G5Fe.. GREENBELT. MO... AND ARE AVAILABLE TO APPROVED 
INVESTIGATORS AND AGEN(.IES THROUGH ITS LANDSAT USERS SERVICES 
SECTION. ALL OTHER INTERESTED INOIVIDUALS flAY OBTAIN tlAU 
THROUGH THE EARTH RESOURCES DATA CENTER, DEPARTMENt Of TItE 
INTERIOR, SIOUX FALLS ... SO. 
~------ L""OS"T 1. PlliNTEI!----------------------------------
INVE!:llGIlIION NA"E- DATIl COLLECTION SYSTEII (OCS) 
NSSDC Ib- 72-0S8A-f.5 
PER50HNEL 





EAR11I RESOURCES SURVEY 
HAS"-GSFC 
THE PURPOSE OF Tllf LANDS'" (fOIlMERLY ERTS 1) DATA 
tOLLECTION SYSTEM (OCS) WA$ to PROVI'OE USERS WtTH NUR 
REAL-TIME oAU COL!.ECTEO flioM VARIOUS RE"OlE LOtAlIONS. THE 
OCS liAS CO"POSEO Of (1) THE DATA COLLECTION PLAHORMS 
(OCP·S). eZl THE SATELLlTE EQUIP"ENT, AND (3) THE GROUND DATA 
CUHERS.. INCLUDING RE"OTE -RECEiVING SITES liND THE GROUND DATA 
HANDLING SYSTE" AT GSH. THE DCS pJiO~.DEO A CONTINUAL fLOW Of 
INfORMATION to BE. USED FOR MANAGEMENT Of WILDLtFE ... "ARlNE ... 
A6RItULTURE.. WATER.. 10"0 fORESTRY RESOURCES. TIIESE bATA eOUL,O 
ALSO LEAD TO UiPROVEO ",UTHER FORECASYS~ POLLUTION CONTROL ... AND 
EARTHQUAKE PREDICTION AND \!IAIINtNG. THE ENVJRONIIEHUL $£NSORS 
r 









MOUNTED ON A DCP WERe SELECTEP BY INOIVIDUAL INVESllGHORS TO 
SATISfY fllUR PARTlCULMI IIEQUIREIUNlS. fROM A NOIUNAL ORaIT Of 
APPROXU,ATELY 9no ItM, TilE SPACECRAfT liAS CAPABLE Of ACQUIRING 
DATA fROM DCP'S WlTlIIN A RADIUS OF APPROXUIATELY 3100 II.Iit fROJII 
TIlE SUBSATELLlTE POINT, TIIUS ALLOWING DATA TO BE OBTAINED fROM 
ANY REKOTE PLAtfORM AT LEAST ONCE EVER., 12 H. TilE DCP'S 
TRANS.HTTER fREQUENtl WAS 1.55 MHl. THE Des EQUIPMENT. 
ESSENTIALLr A RECEIVeR. ItECEIVED AND RETUNSI'IlTTED DATA (AT 
2.287.5) TO SELECTED GROUND RECEIVING StATIONS. THERE VAS NO 
SIGNAl "ULTlPLEXlNG DR DATA PROCESSING ON THE SATELLiTE. THE 
LM10SAT OCS COULD ACCOM .. OOATE UP TO 1000 DCP'S DEPl.OYED 
1H)tOUGHOUT rHE CONllNENTAL U.S. tNE DCS INITIALLY CONS-IS-lED (I, 
A PILOT r:iROUP OF ONLY SIX DCP'S. IIITH USE'R A/iENClES PROCURl'.G. 
INSTRUJIIENTING. "'iD DEVELOPING ADDITIONAL PLATfORMS ACCORDI ... .;- TO 
tHEIR NEEDS. DATA fROM THIS EXPEItIMENT AilE HAHDl.f:' AND 
DI51RIBUTED TO THE VARIOUS PLATFORM INVESTIGATORS B¥ THE NASA 
DATA PROtESSiNG fACILITY. GSFC. r:iREENaEL,.T. MD. 
*, .••••••••••••••••••••••••• LANDSAT 2 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAfT COMI'\ON NAME- LANDSAT 
ALTERNATE NAMES- EARTH RES TECH SAT.-B. PL-133D 
ERTS-B, 07615 
NSSOC 10- n-004A 
lAUN~H DATE- 0112'2.175 WEIGHT- 816. I:G 
LAUNCH SilE- 'JANDENBERr:i AfB. U~l1ED STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELfA 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UIHTED STATES 
INITIAL 01<81:1 PARAfoIETERS 
Ollail TTPE- GEOCENTRIC 
OR811 PERIOD- 103.28 IUN 




PM - R.II.. 






EPOCH DA TE- 01125175 
tNCLINATJOH- 99.09 !H;G 





L~NDSAT 2 liAS THE SECOND OF A SERIES OF "ODlfIED NIMBUS 
SATELLITES. THE NEAR-POLAR ORBnlNG SPACECRAFT SERVED AS A 
SlABILllEo. EARTH-ORIENTED PLA1FOII" fOR OBTAINING INFORMATION 
ON AGRICULTUIIAL AND FORESTRY RESOUIICES, GEOLOGY AND "INERAL 
RESOURCES. HYDROLOGy AND IIATER RESOURCES. GEOGRAPHY; 
CAItTOGRAPHY. ENVlRON"ENH!L POLLunON; OCEANOGRAPHY AND MARINE 
RESOURCES; AND METEOROLOGICAL PHENOMENA. fO ACCOMPLISH THESE 
OBJECTIVES THE SPACECRAFT liAs EQUIPPED WI1H (1) A fIVE-CHANNEL 
JIIULtlSPECTRAL SCANNER C .. SS) AND A THREE-CAIIERA RETURN BEAJII 
VIDICON CRBV) TO OBTAIN BOTH VISIBLE AND lR PHOTOGRAPHlC AND 
RADIDMETRIC IMAGES OF THE EARTII. (2) A DATA COLLECT10N SYSTEM 
TO COLLECt I.NFORJIIATlON FRO" REII01£ INDIVIDUALLY EQUIPPED GROUND 
s:TATlONS AND to RELAT THE DATA TO CENTRAL ACQUISITION STATIONS. 
LAtiDSAT Z CARRIED TIIO wiDE-BAND VIDEO lAPE RECORDERS (WBVTR) 
CAPABLE Of STORING UP TO 30 "IN Of SCANNER OR CAMERA OATA TO 
GIVE THE SPACECRAFT'S SENSORS A NEAR-GLOBAL COVERASE 
CAPABILITT. AN ADVANCED ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM CONSISTING Of 
HOI JlON SCANNEIIS; SUN SENSORS. AND A CO"!!ANO ANYENNA COMBINEO 
WJ1H A FREON GAS PROPULSION SYSTEII PERMUTED THE SPACECRAfT's 
ORIENTATJON TO BE CONTROLLED TO WiTHIN PLUS: OR MINUS 0.7 DEG IN 
ALL THREE AXES. SPACECRAft COMMUNlt:ATlONS INCLUDED A COMPIAND 
SUBSYSTEM OPERATING AT 154.2: AND 2106.4 MHZ AHO A PCM 
NARROW-BAND TELE!!eTRY SUBSYS1E!!. OPERATING AT 2287.5 AND 137.86 
PlHl:. fOR SPACECRAfT 1I0USEKEEPtNG. ATTITUDE, ANII SENSOR 
PERFOR"ANCE DATA. VIDEO DATA FROM THE THReE-CAMERA RBV SYSTEM 
W~S TRANSM11TEII IN BOTH REAL lJ"E AND FROM WBIITII At 2276 • .5 IIIHl; 
WHILE INFORMATION FROM THE JIISS WAs: CONSTRAINED TO A 20-I'IHl: IIF 
BANDWIDTH AT 222.9.5 MHI. 
----- L ANPSAT 2. ARLUSII.AS---------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAKE- MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS) 
NSSDt 10- 15-004A-02: 
PERSONNEL 





EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY 
NASA-GSfC 
TilE LANDSAT 2 PlULflSPECTRAL SCANNER CMSS) WAS DESIGNED TO 
PROViDE REPEl"I1IVE DAY-NIGHT ACQUISITION or HIGH-RfSOLUTlON 
"UL1ISPf[fRAL DAH, Of TilE EARTH'S SURfACE ON I. GLOBAL BASIS. 
WI/ILE US PRIMARY FUNCTION liAS TO OBTAIN INFORIIATION IN VAIIlOUS 
AREAS SU~H AS AGRICULTURE. FORESTRY; GEOLOGY. AND IIY.DROLOGT; 
THE "55 s:YS1EM liAS ALSO USED FOR OCEANOGRAPHt( ANO 
"ETEOROLOGICAL PUIIPOSES. I.E.; TO MAP SEA-ICE FIELDS. LOCAte 
AND TRACII. MAJOR. OCEAN CURRENTS, MONITOR BOTH AIR ANti "ATER 
POLLUTION~ DEtERJIIINE SHOW COVER. INVESTIGATE SEVEIIE S:TORM 
ENVIRONMENTS. ElC_ THE M55 C"IISISTED or A 22.86-CIII DOUBLE 
REFLECTOR-TYPE TELESCOPE; SCANNING "IRROII. FILTERS. DETECTORS. 
AND ASSOClATED ELECTRONICS. THE SCANtcER OPEIlATEO iN THE 
rOlLOlllNG SPECTRAL INTERIIALS -- BAND 1 - 0.5 TO 0.6 IUCROIIIETER. 
BAND Z - 0.6 TO 0.7 M'CRD .. nER. OANO l - 0.7 TO 0.8 MlcaOlllETER. 
BAND 4 0.8 TO 1.1 MICRO"ETERS; AND SAND 5 - 10.4 TO 12.6 
':-.' 
I 
"ICMOMErERS. HIlS LAs:t OAND WHICH LIES IN THE THER"A!.. 
'~MJSSIvE) pARl Of tHE SPECtRUM. GAVE LANDSAT 2: NIr:iHT1IIIE 
SENSING CAPABILniES. A fUTURE LACI:ING IN TIlE M5S ON LANDSAT 
1. INCOMING RADIATtON liAS COLLECTED BY THE SCANNING .... IRROR. 
WHICN OS(IlLATEIl 2.59 IIEG TO EITHER SIDE OF IlADIR AND SCANNED 
CROSS-lliACII. SIiAtHS 18S-I:" WID£. tHE ALONG-TRACI( SUN WAS 
PRODUCED BY THE ORBITAL "OTION OF THE SPACEtRAFT. tHE PRI"ARY 
IMAGE PRODUCED AT THE I!!AGE PLANE liAS RELAYED OY USE OF 
fiBER-OPTIC BUNDLES TO OETEc:rORS WHERE CONIIERSION TO AN 
ELEC.TIIOIHC SIGNAL WAS ACCOMPLISHED. OPTICAL tlltERS "UE U$U 
TO PRODUCE THE DESIRU SPECTRAL SEPAIIA1l0H~ sa DETECTORS WERE 
EMPLOYED IN EACH or THE FIRST fOUR SPECTRAL BANDS !'iNO two IN 
TH~ fI FlH BANO -- BANDS 1 THROUGH 3 USED PHOTO!!ULTtPllER TUatS 
AS DETECTORS. BANO 4 USED SILICON PHOTODIODES. AND BAND 5 USED 
MERCURY-CADMIUIt-TELLURIDE DEtECTORS. A MULTIpLEXER INCLUDED IN 
TliE "SS S15TEM PItOCESSEO tHE SCAHNER'S 26 CHANNELS OF DATA. 
THHE OATA WERE TIME-MULTIPLExED AND lHEN CONVERTED 10 A 
PULSE-COOE MODULAHD SIGNAL BY AN AID CONVER1ER_ THE DATA WHE 
THE~ TRANSP!lTTED (AT 222.9.S IIH!.) DIRECtly TO AN ACOUISIUON 
STATION OR $TORED ON MAGNElIC TAPE rOR SUBSE(IOENT PLAYBACII. THE 
NEXT n .. E THE SPACECRAft COMES WlTHPI COM!'IUNICAlION RANGE Of AN 
ACQUISITION STATlON. DATA TROM THIS EXPERIMENT ARE HANDLED OY 
THE NASA DATA PROCESSING FACILITY. GSfC. GREENBeLT. MD. AND 1.11£ 
AV4ILABLE TO APPROVEO INVESTIGATORS THROUGH ITS LANDSAT USERS 
S-ERVtCES SECllON. ALL OTHER INtERESTED INDIV!DUALt JIIAY OOTAIN 
DATA THROUGH THE EARTH RESOURCES DATA CENTER. DEpAR1PiENT OF THE 
IN1ERIOIt, SIOUX FALLS. SO. 
------- LANDSAT 2. PA IN1E~-----------------------------------
INVESTiGATJOH NAME- DATA COLLEClION SYSTEI\ (DCS) 
NSSDC 10- 75-0041.-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J.E. PAINTER 
BRIEF OESCIIIPTION 
INVEST I r:iATlIIE PROGRAM 
CODE ERN 
INV~Sl1GAlJON DISCIPLINE(S) 
EAIITH RESOURCES SURVEY 
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS 
THE PURPOSE Of tHE LANDSAT 2 OAT,!. COLLECTION SYSTEf'I (DCS) 
WAS TO PROVIDE USEHS WitH NEAR REAL-TIME DATA COLLECTED rROM 
VARIOUS REMOTE LOCAnONS. THE DCS WAS COMPOS[D OF - (T) THE 
DATA COLLECTION PLATfORMS (DCP'S). (2) THE S.l.TELLllE EQUIPJIIENT. 
AND 0) THE GROUND DATA CENTERS. INCLUDING REMOTE RECEIIIING 
SITES AND THE GROUND DATA HANDLING SYSTE" AT uSfe. THE Des 
PROVIDED A CONtINUAL FLOW Of INFORI\ATION FOR BETTER MANAGEJIIENt 
Of IIILDLIFE; !'IARINE. AGRICULTUIIE. lurER. AND fORESTRY 
RESOURCES. THESE' DATA COULD ALSO LEAD TO IJIIPIIOVED IIEATHER 
fORECASTS. POLLUnON CONTROL. AND EARTIIQUA'.E PREDICTlON ANO 
WAR~ING. THE ENVIRONJIIENTAL SENSORS MOUIHED ON A DC!' WERE 
SELECTED BY INDIIIIDUAL INVESTIGATORS TO SATISfT THElR 
PARTlCULAR REQUUE"ENlS. FROM A PLANNED ORBIT Of 1112 Kit, THE 
SPACECRAft liAS CAPABLE or ACRUHIING DATA fROI\ DCP'S II1THIN A 
RADIUS OF APPROXII'lATELY :noo II.M fROM THE SUOSAtElllTE POINT. 
THUS ALLOWING DATA TO BE OBTAINED fIIOP! ANY REMOTE PLATfORM AT 
LEAST ONCE EVERY 12 H. THE DCP'S TRANSMITT~R fREQUENC1' WAS 
'01.55 MHl. tilE DCS EIiIUIPMENT. ESSENTIALLY A RECEIVER. 
RECEIVED AND RETRANS"lTTEII DATA (AT 2287.5 MHU TO SELECTED 
GROUND REtElVING STATIONS. THEIlE WAS NO SIGNAL MULTIPLEXIlHi OR 
DATA PROCESSING ON THE SATELLLTE. THE LANDSAT OCS COULD 
ACCOMMOOA"TE UP TO 1000 DCp'S DEPLOYED THROUGHO,IT TtiE 
CONTINENTAL us. THE DCS INlTIALLY CONSISTED or ONLY A S"ALL 
NUMBER OF INITIAL DCp'S WITH USER AGENCIES PROCURING; 
INSTRU!!ENTlNG. AND DEVELOPING ADDITIONAL PLATFORMS ACCORDING TO 
THEIR NEEDS. OATA fRO!! lHIS EXPEU!!ENT ARE HANDLED AND 
DISTRIBUTED TO TilE VARIOUS PLAtFORM INVESTlliATORS 81 TilE NASA 
OATA PROCESSING (AtllttY. GSft. GREENI!.£LT.· "0. 
------- LANDSAT 2. WElNSTEIN-------------------·--------------
lNVESlIGATION NAJIIE- RETURN BEAM VIDICON CRBII) CA!'IERA SYSTEPI 
NSSDt lD- 75-00U-01 
pERSONNEL 
PI - O. WEINStEIN 





E~RTH RESOUIICES SURVEY 
N"S~-GSfC 
NASA-GSft 
THE LANDSAT 2: R[lUI/N BUll VIDICON {RBV} CA!'IERA STStEM 
CONTAiNED THREE INDEPENDENT CAMERAS COVERING THE THREE SPECtRAL 
BANDS fRO!'l BLUE-GREEN (0.47 TO O.HS PlICIIOPlE1ERS) THROUGII 
YELLOW-liED {0.S8 TO 0_68 MICRO"ETEII} TO HEAR III (0.69 10 0.53 
PlICAOMErEA). IIHtLE DESIGNED PRIMARILY TO OOTAIN INfORIIAIlON 
fOR EARTH RESOURCE TYPE STUDIE'S. tHE 11811 "'!!ERA STSTEI'l WAS ALSO 
USED TO CONDUCl I'lETEOROLOGICAl STUDIES. I_E_. TO INVEST1G~tE 
AtMO:"?IlERIC AtTEHUATION AND TO OBSERVE MESOSCALE PHENOIIEHA. 
IIINTER MONSOON CLOUOS (JAPAN)~ SNOII COVE!f. ETC. tHE lHREE 
EARTH-ORIENTEII CAMERAS WERE MOUNTED ON A COMMON SASE. 
STRUCTURALL!" ISOLo\TED fROM THE ~PA,CECUfT TO MAIIHAlN ACCURATE 
ALIGNMENT. EACH CAMERA CONTAINED AN OPTICAL LENS. A S.08-CJII 
RRV.. A THUMOELEC,TRIC COOLER, DefLECTION AND fOCUS COILS. A 
MEC.HANICAL SHUTTER; ERASE LA!!PS; A,hG SENSOR ELECTRONICS. THE 
CA"EIIAS WERE SIMILAR EICEPT FOR THE SPECTRAL flLTER.S CONTAUIEO 
IN THE LENS ASSEMBLIES TIIAT PROIIIDED SEPARAfE SPECtRAL VlEliINIi 



















TE"PORAIIIL'f SlORED ON THE PHOTPSENSITIVE SURrHE Of THE CAI'lE1IA 
lUBE. THE 5TOR[1I I"AGE WAS THEN SCANNED BY AN ELEtTRON Be"" TO 
PRODUCE " VIDEO SIGNAL OUTPUT. EACH CAMUA liAS IIEAO OUT
 
SEilUENllALLT, REQUIRING ABOUT 3.5 S Fall fIoCIl or TltE SPECTRAL 
UI"GES. THE CAflEA"S wElle OPERATED EVU, 2:5 5 TO PRODUCE 
OVERLAPPING IMAGES ALONG THE DlII£ClION or SPACECRAfT "OTI0N. 
VIDEO DATA fROII THE Rav WERE TRANSlunO (AT 2265.5 Mill.) IN 
90TH RUl-tlMe AND TAPE-RECORDEIi "ODES. fRO" A "GIUHAL 
SPACECRAft ALTITUDE Of 912 ,,, .. THE RII'I HAD A HORIZONTAL 
IIESOLUTJON OF A80Ul 0.7 KlI. IlATA no" THIS UPUJMfHT ARE 
HANDLED BY THE "ASA DIHA PROCESSING fAc:tLlTY, liSFt, GIteEN8ELT" 
lilt!, AND ARE "'I)E AVAILABLE TO APPROVED INVESTIGATORS AN~ 
A"ENCIES T"ROUGH ITS LANDSAT USERS SERVICES SeCTION. ALL OTHER
 
I"TEIIESTEO INOIVIDUALS MAY OBTAlN DATA THROUGH THE EAI
IT .. 
AESOUlins DATA CE'HER, DEPUTMENT or THE INTERIOR. SIOUx fAlL
S, 
SO, 
.** •••••••••••••• * •••••••••• MARINER 10 ........................ . 
SPACECRAfT CO ""ON NA"E- "ARINER 10 
ALlEIINATE HAPlES- "AIIINER 13, PL~712A 
"ARINER-J VENUS,,,ERCURT 
6919 
NSSIIC 10- 13-C85A 
LAUNCH DATE- 11103173 WEiGHT- 501,. KG 
LAUNCH SItE- CAPE CANAVEIIAL, UNlTEO STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNItEO STATES 
INITIAL ORDIT PARA"EiERS 
ORBIT TYPE- "ERCURy FUllY 
PERSONNEL 
PIG - N.II. 
SC - S.E. 
PPI - II.E. 











THIS SPACECRAFT WAS TilE fIRST TO USE 'HE GRAVITATIONAL 
PULL Of ONE PLANET (IIENUS) TO REACK ANOTHER OIUCURY). THE 
SPACECRAft STRUCTURE WAS AN 18.1S-KG (1,0 LIII , EIGHT-SIDED 
rRA"EWORK WlTH EIGHT H.HTRONICS CO"PART"EtHS. IT "EASUIIE
D 
1.39 1'1 tllAGONALU AND 0.457 1'1 IN DEPTH. TWO SOLAR PANELS, EAC
H 
2.7 " LONG AND 0.97 " IIIOE .. IIERE ATTACHEII AT THE TO
p, 
SUPpORTIHG 5.1 SQ " Of SOLAR CELL 'REA. THE ROCKET ENGINE liAS 
liQUID-FUELED. IIITH TWO SETS Of REA·:nON JETS USED TO STABILltE 
THE SPACECRAFT ON THREE AXES. IT CARIltED A LOV-IiA
IN 
OPlNlDIREtTlOMAL ANTENNA .. CO"POSED OF A HONEYCOMB-DISC PARABO
LIC 
REfLECTOR 1 1.311'1 IN DIAMETER, WITN FOtAL LENGTH 55 CI'I. fEEDS 
ENADLED THE SPACECRAft TO TRANSPllT AT 5-SAND AND X-BAN
D 
FREQUENCIES. TilE SPACECRAFT CARRIED A CAMOPUS STAR TRACKER, 
LlltATED ON THE UPPER RING STRUCTURE 0' THE OCTAGONAL SATELLIT
E. 
AH!! ACQUISITION SUN SENSORS ON Tile TIPS Of THE SOLAR PANELS. 
THE INTERIOR Of Tile SPACECRAfT WAS INSOLATEO WITH MULTILAY
ER 
HIER""L BLANKETS H TOP AND SOTTOM. A 5UhSHADE VAS DEPLOYE
D 
AFTER LAUNCH TO PROTECT THE SPACECIIAFT ON TilE SOLAR-ORIENT
ED 
SlIIE. INSTRUMENTS ABOARO THE SP,t.tECRAfJ MEASURED T
HE 
ATMOSPIIERIC, SURfACE 1 AND PIIUICAL CHARACTERJStiCS Of "EACU
RY 
AND VENUS. EXPERHIEHTS INCLUDED TELEVISIOH PHOTOGRAP
HY, 
"AGHETlC_ flELD, PLASMA. INfRARE!) RADIOI'IETRY. ULTilAVIOLET 
SPECTROSCOPY. AND RADIO SCIENCE DETECTORS. AH ElPERI"ENT
AL 
X-8~NtI. IlIGH-fREOUEHCY TRAHSMJTTER liAS FLOWN FOR THE fiRST TI"E 
ON THIS SP_CECUFT. ,,_RINER to liAS PLACED IH A PARKJNG ORBIT 
AFTER LAUNCH FOR APPROXIMATELY l5 IIIN. THEN PLACED IN OR8IT 
AROUND tHE SUN EHAOUTE TO VENUS. THE ORBtT DIRECTION W
AS 
OPPOSJTE TO THE 1'I0TION OF THE EARTH AROUNII tHE SUN. "ID-COUR
SE 
CORRECTlONS WERE IIADE. THE SPACECRAFT PASSED VENUS ON FEBI1UA
RY 
5. 19n. AT A DISTANCE OF uoo 1'". IT CROSSED THE ORBIT Of 
f"IERCORY ON "ARCH 29, 19710. AT 2046UT .. AT A DISTANCE Of ASOUT
 
704 1'" fRO'" THE SURfACE. THE TV AND UV UPEIII"ENTS IIERE TI!RNED 
ON THE CO"ET KOHOUTEK WHILE THE SPACECRAfT liAS ON THE WAY 
TO 
IIENUS. A SECOND ENCOUHTER IIITH "ERCURh WtlEN MORE PHOTOGRAP
HS 
WI'RE TAKEH, OCCUIIREII ON SEPTEMBER 21, 1974, AT AN ALTITUllE 
Of 
"BOOI 47,000 I'M. A THIRD AND L"ST "EHURY ENCOUNTER AT 
AN 
ALfJTUDc Of 321 It". IIIlli ADllI'TIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY Of ABOUT 300 
PHOTOGRAPHS AHD "AGr1ETlC flEU "EASOREI'IENTS OCCURRED ON I'IAR
CH 
16, 1975. EHGINEERING TESTS WERE CONUNUEII UNTlL MAAClI 1.4. 
1915, IofHEN tHE SUPPLY OF ATTITUDE CONTROL GAS W"S II£PLETED AN~ 
111E MISSION WAS TERMINATED. 
-----
- ""RINER 10, BRlOGE-----------------------------_______ _ 
INVESTIGATION NA"E- "EASURE"ENT Of PLAS"A EHVI-RONioIENT 
NSSDt 10- 73-085A-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - II.S. 
01 - LH. 
01 - A.J. 
01 - S. 
01 - S.l. 
01 1'I.D. 











PARltCLES AND FlElIIS 
"ASS INST Of TECH 
"ASS INST Of TECH 
"'ASS INST Of TECH 
"ASS INST Of TetH 
LOS ~LA"OS SCI LAB 
LOS ALAMS Set LAB 








K.W. OGILVIE NASA-GSfC 
" 
- L.r. BURLAGA NAS_-GSrc 
" 
R.E. HARTLE HASA-GnC 
" 
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THE UPERI"EHT liAS tl£SIGN€II TO DETER"INE THE MOE or 
INTUACTlOH BETWEEN THE PLANET MERCURY AND TilE SOLAR WINO. 
10 
MAKE A COPlpaetiENSIIIE STOOl Of THE PUS"-A REGIME AT "Eiltun. TO 
VERln AND E"'END PREI/IOUS OtiSERVAlIONS Of THE SOUR W
IND 
INTERACTION WITH VENUs, TO CLARify THE ROLE Of ELECTRONS IN 
IHE 
INTERACTIONS .. AND TO StUDY 'Hl SOLAR WINO rORM 1 TO O.~ "U. 
INSTRU"'ENlATlON fOR THE E)(PERIfll.ElH CONSISTED Of TIiO 5UHWARD 
fACING ELECTROSTATIC "NALnERS (SESA) AND ONE BAC,;IIARO rACTNG 
f:LECtRON SPECTRO,,-ETER (BES~). tHESE fltREE DETECTORS IIERE 
"'DUN TED ON A SCANNING PL~TfORM. IIHICH COULD BE SWEPT AT 1 DEG 
PEII SEC lHROUGH AN AIIC Of ll0 DEG CENTERED ON A DIIIEOJON IN 
THE ECLIPTIC PLANE 6 DEG EAST OF THE SPACECRAfT-SUN L1NE. BO
TII 
SESA;S fAILED TO RETURN D~TA. THEY IIEIIE TO "EASURE POSITIVE 
IONS fROM 0.08 TO 8 KEV AHO ELECTRONS fRO!! I, TO 1,00 EV. THE
 
SESA HAD A fAN-SHAPED fiELD Of IIIEW Of PLUS 011 I'll NUS l.S OfG fly
 
PLUS OR f"IINUS 13.5 DEG. THE LARGER ANGLE WAS NORMAL TO. AND 
S'''''ETRI(; AIIOUT .. THe SCAN AIIC. AN ELECtRON SPECTRU" WAS 
oeTAINEO EVERY 6 S, AND CONSISTED Of fLUX !!EASUREPIENTS IN 
15 
LOGAAlTHPll"LLY-SPACED ENERGY CHANMELS (1i1TH CIIANNEL WIDTH 
DELlA EIE b.6 PERCENT) IIITHIN fHE ENERGY RANGE 13.1, TO 690 
EV. BECAUSE SOLAR WIND FLOIi PAST THE SPACECRAft INTRODU
CES 
ANGUL_R DISfORTIOH Of TH£ ELECTIIOH DIStR1BUliOti fUNClI
ON 
CO"P~REO TO IIIiAT WOULD f1f oeSEIIIIED IN TilE SOLAR WIND ~ESt 
rR~I'IE, 11 WAS POSSIBLE, BY TUING INTO ACCOUNT THIS OISTOR1I0N 
AHD TilE SPACECRAfT SHEAtH CHARHTERISTICS, TO DERtllE SOME 
Of 
1'IE SOLAR IIIHO PLASPIA PARAMETERS SUCH AS ION IIULJ( SPEED, 
l<LHTRON TEMPER_TURE. AND ELECTRON DENSITY. THE REl1~BILltl Of 
THh~ PAR':I'IETERS IS NECESURILY DEPENDENT ON THE VAL1DltY or 
THE S~,'CECRAfT SNE .... TII MODEL EPIPLOYEO IN tHf, ~NALYSIS, ~Nt 'IS 
THUS AHE"'7'ED BY TIME CHANGES tN THE A"'8IENT ')OLAR liIl,.,.O. 
------
- "ARINER 10. CHASE. JR.--------~~----·--------------__ 
INVESTlGAlION "A"E- TwO-CII_NNLL IR RADIO"ETER 
NSSDC 10- 73-0854-06 
PERSONNEL 
PI • S. C. 
01 - E .0. 
OJ - D. 
01 - G. 
01 - G. 










INVESTIGAlloN DISCIPLINE IS) 
PLANE1ARY ~T"OSPHERES 
PLANETOLOGY 
S .... TA BAR8ARA RES CtR 
NAS,..-JPL 
U Of NAW~l1 
CALif IHST Of TECH 
CALtr INST Of HCH 
eOEIHG SCI RES LAB 
AN INfRARED RADIO"ET£R HAilING TWO CIiANNELS. i?i! TO 39 
",ICRo"eTERS (80 J( TO 500 1(1 ~HO 10 10 17 "IClI01'lETERS 1200 I( 10 
650 K}, W~S USED TO OBSERVE THE THER"AL EPIISSION fRO" VElWS AND 
MERCURY IN TWO BROAD SPECTRAL BANDS- THE IR TIIER"AL e"ISSI
ON 
fRO'" TIlE SURfACE Of MERCURY BETIlEEN LllTE AfTERNOON AND EA
RLY 
MORNING (LOCAL TIME> AhD DEVlArtOHS fRO" THE AV[II:AGE TIiERI'IAL 
BEHIIII1011 OF THE SURfACE .... AS "EASURED. MEASURE"ENIS IIERE A
LSO 
"AOE Of TtiE DRf',iWtljtsS TEI'IPERnUIiES Of IIEHUS1AN CLOUD TOPS AND 
LI"D DARKENING "lIll<o"eNA. ATTEMPTS \lERE "ADE TO CORREL
ATe 
UNUSUAL TEMPE~iHURE VU!AfIOHS IIITH PHOTOGIIAPIiS AND 
MEASURE"ENTS IIY (llHER ltISTRU"ENTs TO IDEHlIft 
MOUHTAIHS/IIALLEYS, 1I0LCANOEs. _NO U"USUAL SURf~CE MAHRULS. 
------
- !!ARINER 10, HO ........ RO----------------------_____ _ 
INIIFSTIGATtON NA"E- S- AND X-BAND RADIO PROPAGATION 
NSSOC 10- 73-085A-02. 
pERSONNEL 
PI - H. T. 
01 - G.s. 
01 - 1.1. 
el - G. 












,'ONOSPHERES AND RAPID PHYSICS 








THIS EXPERII'IENl OS ED X- (8400 "Ht) A~O S- (2113 "till 
BAND, ON-BOAR II RADIO STSTEJIIS fOR WHAHIIER SCIENTIfiC PURPO
SES 
COULD BE tI[VISEO. TIIO PR1"AAY APPROACHES WERE fIIADE .. ONE 
Ullt.lZIHG TRA',;JNG INfORPlATlOIi. THE OTIlER Ut:l"G ADVANHGE
 Of 
RADIO TIIAJeCTORY II,I,RlATiONS ASSOCIATEO WITII OCCULTATION Of 
THE 
HRtH-SPACECIiAfT SIGHAL. TRACKING INfORI'IAfiON w~s ANUrleO TO 
DETER"INE PlASS "NO GRAVIT~TIONAL CIlAR",CTER1STlcS (IH(LUDING 
PLANETART iHTERNAL COMPOHllON A"O DENSITY ESllJ1l.o,lE!i} III BOTH 
VENUS AND PlERCURY. FROM ~NOPIALOUS CHAR~CTEIiISTlCS OeSERVE"I! IN 
THE X_ AND $-BA'ID SlGNALS DURING SPACECRAft PASSAGE TIIROUGI1 THE 
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OCCULTATION. T["PERATURE AND PliES SURE PROfiLES wEllE CALCULATED. 
THESE PROftLES WUE USEfUL TO ADJUST ATI'IOSPHEIIlC COIIPOSlYIOH 
1100ELS. SIGNAL tUT-Off PROVIDED USEfUL IH'OR'UTION rOil 
DETERMINATION Of PLANETARY MAD IUS. 
------- "ARINER 10, IIUIlIl"'------------------------------------
INVESTlGAtlOH UIIE- TeLEVIStON PHOTOGR""'H' 
P[IISONql. 







CALIF INST Of HCH 
KIlT PEAK HATl OBS 
01 G.P. KUIP[II(OEtEIIS[OI 
01 V.L SUOI'll 
01 N.J. TRASK. JR. 
01 O.E. GAULT 
OJ B.II. HAPKE 
OJ - ".E. tlAVIES 
01 - B.T. O'LEARY 
BAler oeSCRIPlloN 
U Of IIIStONUIt 
us 6EOLOGICAL SURVEY 
tU.SA-AIlC 
U Of PITTSBURGH 
UNO tORP 
PRINCETON U 
THE Q!lJE;Cl1veS OF lH15 EXPERIPlEHT IIIERE 10 PHOTOGRAPH THE 
SURfAces tUPPER ATPiOSPIlERE 111 THE CASE Of VENUS) or tilE PLANETS 
VENUS AND PlEIICUR,.. rOR V£NUS. THE OBJECTIVES W!:RE TO 
INVESTIGATE THE TlPlE-DEPENDENl PROPERTIES Of TilE UV CLOUDS .. AND 
10 OBTAIN HIGH-RESOLUTION II'IMiEII' Of T/IE !lUN CLOUDS. fOil 
MERCUIIY. THE OBJECUVES WERE TO MAP 11S !lAJOR PHYSIOGRAPHIC 
PROVINCES. DETER!lINE ITS SPIN AXIS ORIENTATION. ESTABLISU A 
CAlitOGRAPHIC COORDINATE SYSTEM, UD SEARCH fOR MERCURIAN 
SoHELLItU. THE EQUIPPIENT CONSISTED or TWO SPHERICAL (150 PIPI 
o lA!lEtER 1 CASSEGRAIN TELESCOPES IIlTll EHiHT rtLTERS. AtTACHED TO 
Get 1-II'I(H VUICON rUSE tAM£RAS <1500 MM fOCAL LENGTH A.NO O.'i 
lleG FIELD Of VIEW) fOR nAIUIOW-ANGLE PIIOTOGRAPHY. AN AUIULIARY 
OPTICAL sure .. PlOUNIEt! ON EAtH CAMERA PROVIDED WIDE-ANGLE (62 
MPI rocu LENGTH AND 11 X 14 DEG fiELD Of VIEW) PHOTOGRAPHY B' 
I'IOVING A. hUIiOR ON A nUER WHEEL TO A POSlTlON 111 THE OPTlCA.L 
PATH. EXPCSURE 11ME RANGED fAD .. 3"s TO 12 SE(.S. AND EACH 
"'''EAA TOOK A PltTURE EVEII, 4Z SECS. HIE TV PICTURE CONSISTED 
Of 700 SCAN LINES WITH 832 PICTURE ElE"EHTS'LlNE, WHICH WEllE 
IIIGITALLY CODEII INTO /I-Bll WORDS FOil TRANSI'IISSION. THEilE WEllE 
EIGlil FILTER WHEEL POSITIONS:- fll WlPfo-ANGLE I"AGE RELAY 
"UIIOII. ((:) BLUE BANDPASS. (3) UV POLARll1NG. (4) "tNUS UV HIGH 
PASS. (51 CLEAR. (6) UV BANDPASS. t71 bHOCUSSING LENS (fOil 
CAllBRATlON), AND (81 YELLOW BANOPASS. ABOUT 7000 PHOTOGRAPHS 
WERE OBTAINED OF VENUS AND .. £RCUAV. WlTH A "A:OI'IU" RESOLU1ION 
OF 10011 fOR MERCUR,. THREE PIIOTOGRAPHlt PASSES, SEPARATED BY 
SIX-MONTH lIHEIIVALS WEAE MAbE FOR I1ERCURY. FURTHE-R DETAILS Of 
'ttE EXPEU"ENT CAN BE OIlTAINErr FROM H5S.DC 75-18, AND 'ICARUS." 
',5. 2. OCTOBEA T971. s-tlfHCE RESULTS ON I'IERCURY "AY BE 
OBTAINED FAO" 'J. GEOPHYS. RESEARCH.' I!O, 17. JUNE 1975. AND ON 
VENUS IN 'SCIENCE,' 183, 4131, I'IARCH 1974. 
------- "ARINER 10. NESS-------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAI1E- fLUXGA1E "AGNHOMElERS 
N5SDC 10- 73-085A-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - N. F. 
01 - K .W. 
01 - R.P. 














CATItOLIC U OF APiERICA 
TillS EXPERIMEHT CONSISTED OF TWO TRIAltIAL fLUXGAIE 
"AGNEtOIlEtERS MOUHTED ON A CO"MON aDo" 2..3 M AND 5.8 " fROI'I tilE 
SPACECRArT AND DESIGNEP TO "EASURE THE VEtTOR "AGNETlt rlELD IN 
THE VICI~ln OF "ERCUR, AND VENUS AND IN THE INTEIIPLAHETAR' 
"£DIU". OuTPUts f~OM TilE TWO !lAGNETOPlETERS WERE SIMULTANEOUSLY 
ANALnED TO SEPARATE AI'IBIENT fiELDS fRO" SPACECRAFT FIELDS. 
EACH SENSOR NA.D bUAL OPERATING RANGES Of "INUS TO PLUS 16 
liA"MAS AND 128 GAM"AS. WITH DIGITlIAnON ACCUIIHIES Of 0.03 
GA~IAS _NO 0.2b GAI'I"AS .. RESPECTIVELY. &US OffSET CAPABILJlY 
EXTENDED lHE OPERATING RANGE lO 1INUS OA PLUS 3188 GAI'II'IAS_ 
bUAING TilE PRIMARY PHASE OF THE ',ISSIDN (NOVEPlBEII 3 .. 1973 TO 
PlARCH 29. 1974) AND bUlilNG THE SECOND AND THIIID I'IEACURY 
ENCOUNTERS. 2:, VECTORS PER SECOND WUE SA!lPLED BY THE PRUIARY 
OUTBOARD PI_GNETOPIETEA AND TIlANS .. ITTEtI TO EAIITII. AT OTHER 
TIllES. A LOWER DATA AATE I'IOOE WAS USED DUllING WHICH FIVE 
VECTORS PER SECOND WERE TRANS!lllTEO. THE EXPEIIII'IENT FUNCTlONED 
NOAPIALLY THROUGHOUT THE L1FE or lHE SPA CECil AfT • FOA FURTHER 
DETAILS, SEE NESS .. H.f. E1 AL, SCIENCE .. 18l .. 1301. 
------ "ARIHER 10, SII'IPSON-----·-----------------------------
INVESTJliATJON HAI'IE- ENERGETIC PARTI.CLES 
, 
l .. ,o;..,~.,,_~L,. ,~,._~,;,>L, .. 
70 
r 






PARTICLES ANO flELDS 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J.A. SIPIPSON 
01 - J.E. lA"POAT 
BIllEr DESCIIIPTION 
U Of CHICAGO 
U Of CIII CAGO 
THIS ;::XPEIIIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO I'IUSUAE ENEAGETIC 
ELECTRONS, PROTONS .. AND ALPHA PARTlCI.ES IN tHE HiHRPlANETAR' 
I'IEDIU" AND IH THE VICINITIES OF VENUS ANO "£IICURY. THE 
INSTRUI'IENTATlOH CONSISTED DF A llAIN TELESCOPE ANTI A LOII-ENERGT 
TELESCOPE. THE PI_IN TELESCOPE CONSISTED Of sur COllNfAR 
SENSORS (FIVE SILICON DETECTORS AND OI4E CSI SCINTlLLATORl 
SUIIIIOUNDED 8' A I'LAST1C SCllnILLAT'JA ANTICOINCIOENCE CUI'. ONE 
INCIDENT PARtICLE WAS PULSE HEIGll1 ANALYZEO EVER, O,l3 S. AND 
COUNTS ACCUMULATED IN EACH COINCIOENCE/ANTICOINtJDENCE I'IODE 
WEllE PlEASURED (VERT 0.6 S. PARliCLES SlOPPING IN THE fIIiST 
SENSOR WERE PROTONS AHP ALPHA P,.RIICLES IN THE RANGE 0.62-10.3 
"EV'NUCLEON AND ELECT liONS ABOV'E APPlIoxl"ATELY 110 Itt\l. THE 
APERTURE HALF ANGLE FOR THIS "ODE WAS q DEG. AND tHE GEO"ElRIC 
FACTORS WEllE 14 SII CPI STER fOR ELECTRONS _NO 7.4 SQ CPI STER fOR 
PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES. THE TELESct/E APERTURE HoUf ANGLE 
DECREASED TO 32 DEli fOR CUINCIDfNT COUNts II; THE FIRST AND 
TH1-~ SENSORS_ HiE lOll ENERG, TELESCOPE. A TIIO ELE"ENT (PLUS 
AN COINCIDENC£) DETEtlOR WInl A 38 DEG NALf ANGLE APERTURE AND 
A 0.49 $11 C" sTER GEO"EtRICOIL fACTOR, WAS DESIGNED TO "EASURE 
0.53-1.9 ANO 1.9-8.9 MEV PIIOTONS WITHOUT RESPONDING TO 
HECTRDNS OVER III DE RANGE or ELECTRON ENEIIGIES AliO 
INtENSITIES. SEE 'JGR,' eo .. 4018 AND REFERENCES THEREIN ~OR 
fURTIiEA DETAILS. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I1ETEOROID TECHNOLOGy SAl •••••••••• 
SPACECRAfl CO""ON NA."[- METEtiAOID TECHNOLOGV SAT 
ALTERNATE NA"E5- I'IETEt, 1'11S 
06142, EXPLORER 46 
NSSDC ltJ- 72-06"" 
LAUNCII DATE- 08/13172 wEtliHT~ <;0. kG 
LAUNCII SltE- WAllOPS fLIGHT CENTER .. UNITED STAllS 
LAUNCH VEIIICLE- SCOUT 
SPONSORING COUNU,'"GENCY 
UNITED SlATES NASA-OAST 
INITIAL ORIIII P .. RAMETERS 
OIiBIt HPE:- GEOCENTRIC 
OR8ll PERIOD- 97.8 "IN 
PERlAPSIS- 496. "" 
PERSONNEL 
PM - t.V. WOERNER 
PS - II.H. KINARD 
IIRIEf DESCRIPTION 
EPOCH DAlE- 08'13172 
INClINATlON- 37.7 DEG 
APOAPSlS· 614. "M 
NASA-LARC 
NASA-LAIIC 
TIiE OBJECTlVES Of THE MUEGROID TECHNOLOGY SATELlITE WERE 
TO MEASUIIE lHE "ETEOROID PEHETRATlOH RAJES IN A 
BU .. PEA-PIiOTECTEtl TARGet, AND TO OBTAIN PAlA ON METEOROID 
"ELOCllT AND fLUX DISlRlSUTlON. THE CElilRAl HUll OF THE 
SATELLITE WAS 320 CI'I LONG AND CARRIED THE VELOCIT' ANti I"PACT 
ExPEIII"EHtS. BUPIPER TARGETS EXTENDED FRO" THE SATELLITE .. GIVIHG 
IT AN OVERALL WIDTN OF 701.5 CI'I. 
------- II£1'EOIIOID T ECIINOLOGY SAT. HU"ES------------------------
INVESllGAllON NAI'IE- METEOROID PEHE1RAllON 
NSSbC 10- 72.-061A-01 
PEIISJNNEl 
'·1 - O.H. flUI'IES 








THE OBJECT IVE or tHIS E~PERI"EN' WAS TO I'~.SUAE THE 
METEOROID PENETIIATION RATES OF A IlUMPER-f'!!OrEClED TARGET. 
PENETRATIONS WEllE MEASURED. USING ,2. l-I"IL STAINLESS-STEEL 
PRESSURE CELLS LOCHED BlHIND 1-I'IlL STAINLESS-STEEl aUPlPERS. 
rHESE 12. CELLS WERE I'IOUNTEtJ ON 4 aU"PER PANELS WHICH £IaNDECI 
OUT FRO!! TilE CYLINDRICAL SPACECRAFT BODY. tlUE TO A I'IA\.fUHCTlON. 
OHLl TWO OF THE FOUR 3U"f'(;:11 PANELS .. DEPLOYED. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• NIM9US 4 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAfT CO""ON NA!lE-- NI ,aus 4 






































I J I 
NSSOC 10- 10-025" 
LAUNCH O"lE- 04/08110 WElGHT- 620. KG 
L,I,UNCH 5nE- VANDENBERG HB. UNlTEb srATES 
LAUNCH VEH1CLE- THOR 
SPONSORING COUtfTRY'AGENtf 
UNlTEo SUTES 
INITIAL ORBIT PAU"ETER5 
ORBIT TTPE- GEOCENTRIC 
DROll PERIDD- 107.2 'UN 
PERJo\PSJS- 1092. It-'I 
PERSONNEL 
1116 - H. 
St - ". 
PM - R.K. 






EPOCH OATE- 04/09170 
IN(Ll",I,'10N- BO.114 







NUllIUS 4. THE FOURTH IN" SEIIIES Of SECOHD-GEHEUliOH 
"UEDRDLOGIC"L. II ANti b SoHELLlTES. WAS DESIGNeD TO SERVE AS A 
STABOLIlEO. EARTH-ORIENTED PLAfFDR" fOR THE TESTING or AP\lANCED 
"ETEOROLOG.lCU SENSOR SYSHMS AND COLLECTING "fTE~OLOG1CAL 
DATA. THE PDLUt-DRBniNG SPACECUFT CONSISTED Of THREE !!AJOR 
STRUCTURES eTI A RING-SHAPED SENSOR PlOUNT~ Ci!l SOL.AR 
PADDLES, AND (3) THE CONTROL SYSTE" 1I0USlNG. THE SOLAR PADDLES 
AND THE CONTROL SYSTEPI CONNECTED TO THE SENSOR MOUNT BY A TRUSS 
STRUCTURE. GIVING THE SUELUTE THE APPURA1HE OF AN OCEAN 
BUOY. NIIIBUs tWAS NURLl 1.7-N TALL. 1.4S 1'1 IN DUNnEll '" 
THE BASE, AND ASOUT 3 N ACROSS loIlTH SOLAR PADDLES UTENDED. 
THE TORUS-SHAPED SENSOR "OUNT. "tlICH rORMED THE SATELLITE BASE. 
HOUSED THE ELECTRONICS EQUIpKENT AND BATTERY NODULES. THE 
LO .. EII SURFACE OF TIlE TORUS RING PROVIDED I'IOUNTlUG SPACE fOR 
SENSORS ANb TEL.EPlETRY AIHENNAS. AN H-fUME STRUCTURE IIOUNTEO 
IIITHIN THE CENTER Of THE TORUS PROVIOED SUPPORT fOR TilE URGER 
EXPERI"ENTS AND rAPE RECORDERS. PlOUNTED ON IHE CONTROL SYSTEM 
HOUSING. WHICH .... A~ ON HiP Of THE SPo\CECRArT. WEllE SUN SENSORS. 
HORUON SCANNERS. GAS NOlZLES fOR ATTtTUOE CONTROL. AND A 
COIIIIANO ANTENNA. USE Of AN ADVANCED UTlTUtiE CONTROL SUUSYSTE" 
PERIIlTTEO THE SPACECRAFT'S ORlENTAlION TO BE CONTROLl.EtI TO 
I11tHIN PLUS OR IUNUS 1 DEG fOR ALL t!tREE AXES (PilCH. ROLL. AND 
YA .. ). PRIIIAIIT UPERI"ENTS CONSISTED Of (1) AN l"AGE DISsEtTOR 
CA"ERA SYSTEM nOCS) FOR pROVIPING DAYTlI'IE CLOUDCOVER PICTURES 
eOlK IN REAL-TIME AND R(CORDED "OOES~ CU A 
TEMpERAlURE-HU"IDI1Y INfRARED RADIO"ETE"! (THIR) fOR PlEASURING 
tlAnUIE AND NIGHTlIIIE SURFACE AND CL.OL'OTOp lE"PERATURES AS "ELL 
AS THE .. HER VAPOR CONTENT Of IHE UI';'ER ATMOSPHERE~ (3) AN 
INfllAIiED INTERFERO"ETER SPECTROMETER (1RIS) FOR "EASURING THE 
£"15SION SPECTRA Of HIE EARTK/ATMOSPHERE :TSlE". (4) A 
SATELLITE INfRARED SpECtRO"PER (SlRS) fOR tlETER"INING THE 
VERTICAL PROflLES OF TEMPERATURE "NO .. ATER VAPOR IN THE 
AT"DSPHERE. (5") A MONITOR Of UL.TRAIIIOLET SOLAR EHfRST ("USEl 
fOR DETECTlNG SOI."R LlV RAbJAlIDH~ (6) A IlACKSCATTU ULIRAIIIOLEl 
(BUV) fOR IIOHITORUIG THE V£RT1CAL DISTRIBUT10N AND TOTAL AMOUHT 
Of ",IIOSpHERIC OlON£ ON A GLOBAL SCAL.E~ (7) A fiLteR WEDJiE 
SpECTRO"ETER H .. S) fOR ACCURATE MEASURE"EH~ OF IR RADIANCE AS A 
fUNCHOH OF .. AVELENGTH FRO" THE E"RtH/ATMOSpHERE SYSTEM. (8) A 
SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER (StA) fOR DETEII"lNING THE 
TEMPERATURES Of SIX SUCCf.UIVE 10-It" LAYERS IN H1E ""OSPHERE 
FIIO" AElSORpTION IIEASUREME!OTS IN THE lS-"lCROI'IETER COZ BAND. AND 
(9) AN INT£RROGATION, RECORtiING, AND LOCA110N SYSTEM HRLS) rOR 
LOCATING. INTERROGATING. RECOROING~ AND RElRANSPlllTING 
METEOROLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSIC"L bATA FROM REMOTE COLLECllON 
STATtONS. 
------- NI"BUS 4. [OTE--·------------------------·------------
INVEsl1GATtON NAME- INTERROGAllON. RECORDING, AND LOCATION 
STSTE" (JRLS) 
NSSbC u- 70-0Z5A-07 
PERSONNEL 







THE NI"ElUS 4 INteRROGATION. RHORtlING.. AND LOCATION 
SYSTEM (IALsI EXPERlf'!ENT WAS DESIGNED TO COLLECT AND RURANS"n 
"ETEOROLOGICAL~ GEOPHYSICAL. ANti OTHER EXPERI"ENTAL DATA FRO" 
REMTE uNI'IANNEb DAtA COLLECllON HAllOUS epLATfOR,.S1 DEPl.OYED 
ON A GLOBAL SCALE. THE HiLS COULD o\LSO DETER"INE THE LOCAllON 
..... -40 TRAC" THE fIIOVENENT Of SUCH PL.ATfORMs .... S BAl.LOONS. OtUN 
BUD1S. AND SHIPS TO .. IflIlN AN ACCURACT Of 2 "". THE IIILS 
C(INSI-STED OF (1) A 1066-''Hl ~ECEIVER~ (2) A 1001.5-''tl1 
TIIANSPltnER. (31 DECODING AND CODING CIRCUJlS~ (41 A RANGE 
DETECTOR.. AND (S) A 100-I(B SATELl.ITE DATA "E"ORY CAP .... BLE 0' 
',TORING DATA OBTAINED DURIN'; EACII ORBll fOR UP TO 170 DIffERENT 
INTEilROGATlONS. ON EACH ORBIT p .... :;S. IiHEN TtiE SATELLITE W .... S 
1HTHIN RANGE Of AN ACQUISITION AND CO"",.ND nAllON. THE 
SAtELLITE CO,,"AND fII["ORT WAS pROGRAPI"ED TO CO,UIUNltAlE WlTH 
SELECTED pLAlfOR"S DUIilNG THE CO"ING ORBIT. TIn SATELL11E 
STORED BOTH THE ADDRESS (NU"BER) OF E .... CH PLAT fOR" ANti THE 
DESIRED TIME THAT EACH SHOULD ElE CONTACTED. AT THE AppROPRtATE 
TI"E IN ORBll. THE UTELlITE INTERROGATED EACH PLAHOR", 
"EASUREb THE SATELLI TE TO pL,uFOII" tlJStANCE BY DETER"INING THE 
ROUNO TRIP PROPAGATION TillE OF THE Af SlGNAL~ RECEIVED THE 
ANALOG DATA fRO" THE pLATfOR". CONVERTED IT TO DIGITAL FOR". 
~NO STORED 11. UPON RETURN TO TNE L.OCALE or THE GROUND .sTATlON~ 
[ ~ 1 
I ... ~.'"~"" ..... ~ cl '"~'-""'""'-'~~~ .. 1. 
17 
J l ~ / 
HIE STATION COMPIANDED THE SA'TEllI TE TO TRANS"" lIiE STORED DATA 
AND TO ACCEPT KEW CO""ANtl5 'OR THE NUT ORBIT. A LIStiNG Of 
lIILS TRAC"ING DATA fRO" CONS1ANT·LEVEL 8ALLOONS (30 AND SO f'!H) 
APPEARS IN THE 'NIM8US 4 DATA CATALOG,' VOl.U,,( {,. cOPlES OF 
COPlpUTER OUTPUTS fRO" INDIVIDUAL pLAtrORIII EXpERlfIIENtS ~RE 
REUIHED AT THE NI"HUS/ATS DAlA UTlLUATJON CENtER. NASA-GsrC. 
GREENBELT. "D. 
------ NI"BUS 4. HEA TH-------------------------------___ N __ _ 
INVESHGAHON N""E- BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET (BUY) 
SpECTRO"ETER 
NSSOC 10- 70-0~5A-05 
PERSONNEL. 
PI D. f. 
OJ J. V. 
01 - ..... J. 














THE IH"BUS 4 BAUSCAnEII ULTRAVIOLET (BUV) spECTAOfllETER 
EXpERIfIIEloI' ...... S tlESIGNED TO "ONITOR THE VEllTlCAL DISTRIBUTION 
AND TOTAL A"OUNT OF ""OSPHERIC DIONE ON A GLOBAL SCALE BY 
"EASURING Tltt INTENSITY OF UV RADIATION BACItStATHREb Dr TH£ 
EARTHlAt"OSPHERE SYSTE" DURING IIAY ANII HIGHT IN THE Z500~ TO 
3400-.1. SPECTRAL BAND. 'liE PlltMAn INSTRUIIENtAlI!lN CONSISTED OF 
A DOUBL.E "ONOtHRO"AIDR CONTAJNING ALl. REfLECTIVE Op'ICS AND A 
pHOTOfllUl.T1pLlER DETECTOR. 'HE DOUBLE "ONOCHRO"ATOR "A:' CO"POSED 
or t .. o fASTIE-EBERT TYPE l'l;)NOCHIIO"AlORS tN tAHOE". EACH 
IIIONOCIIRO"ATOR HAD A 64- BY 64-IIM GRATJNG WilH 2400 l.INES PER 
"". LIGHT FAOM A OaOS-SHR SOLID ANGLE (SUBIEN01NG 
ApPRO~IMAtEL' A ZZZ-It"-SQUARE UEA ON TilE rARTlt'S SURfACE FIIOM 
A SATEl.LITE IlUGH' Of AppROXl"ATELY 1100 Itlll) ENURED TilE 
NADIA-pOUITlNG INSTRUI'IEHT TItROUGfl A DEpOl. .... RIliNG fIllER. A 
"OTOR~ORIVEN "" STEP ROTAIED It1E GRAlJNGS TO "ONITOR THE 
INTENSITT OF 12 OZONE ASSORpTJON .. AVELENGTIIS. THE DETECTOR WAS 
A PHOTO"Ul.Tlpl.lER TUBE. FOR BACKGROUHCI READlNGS. A HLTER 
PHOIO"ETER "EASURED THE REFLECTED UV RADIATION IN AN OlOkE fllEE 
ABSORPTION AREA NEAR 3800 A. SIGNALS fRO" 80TH UNl TS Io/E~E READ 
BY SEPARATE AANGE-SWllCHING ELEtlRO"ETERS .. nH SEVEN ~ANGES. 
THE BUV expERlPlENT CYCL.E REIIUIRED 6144 S. EACH C'yCl.E~ IN TURN. 
VAS DIVIDED INTO 192 8UV FRAIllES OF l~-S DUIiATlON. CALIBRATION 
ElT ONBO .... RD LIGIIT SOURCES .. AS pERFOR"EO IN Z6 or THE 192 fRAMES. 
THE OTHER fRAME.S .. ERE USED fOR EXPERIMENTAL DATA. tlURING £AeH 
Of THESE DATA fRAMES, THE "ONOCHROMATCR MEASURED THE INTENSITY 
Of THE UII RADIATION IN EACH Of THE 12 WAVELEhGTH SANDS WHILE 
THE PHOTOMETER "EASURED THE UV INHk51tY IN I. SINGLE WAVELENGTH 
BAND. IHE Dio/ELL TI"E At EACH WAVELENGTH liAs 1.6 S .. AND. DURING 
TillS INtERVAL, rouJ! ANALOG UV INTENSITY "USUREMENTS .. ERE TAKEN 
AT 400-MS INtERI/ALS IN ADDlnOH TO _N INTEGRATED PULSE COUNT 
"EASURE"ENT OF THE UV INTENSITY AND ENERGEllC pARllCL( FLUX. 
ONCE EACH ORBll. THE fiELD Of vIe .. WAS CHANGED TO "ONllOR THt: 
SUN OR "DON DIRECTLY. TilE HEASUREfIIENT RANGE OF THE SIGNAL 
CURRENT WAS fROM O.Z TO 1000 MICROA"PS. lHE VERTICAL 
DISTRIBUTION Of OtONE WAS OBTAINED BY f'!ATHE"ATlCAL INVERSION 
TECHNIQUES. FOil A CO"PLETE DESCRlplION Of THE BUV EXPERl"ENT .. 
SH SECTION 7 IN 'THE NI"BUS IV USER'S GUIDE.' 
SpACECR.t.f1 CO"ItON NAME- NIMBUS 5 
ALTERNATE NA"Es- NI"BUS-E~ PL-1Z18 
06305 
NSSDC 10- 7Z-097A 
LAUNCH DATE- lZl1117~ IIEIGHT- no. I::G 
LAUNCH sne- VANDEf/BERG ArB. UNIT£D SlATES 
L~UNCN VEHICl.E- DELTA 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/_GENey 
UNlTED STATES 
INITIAL. OR91T PARA""T!:RS 
ORBIf lYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIl PERIOD- 107.2 "IN 
pERIApSIS- 1089. K" 
PERSONNEL 
"G - H. 
SC - M. 








EPOCH DATE- 12(11112 
INCLIN~TI0N- 99.9 DEG 





THE NIM8US S R ANti tI SATELLitE WAS DESIGNED TO SERVE AS A 
STABUllEO .. E"ARTH-ORIENTEO PLATfDRN 1')R nlE reSllNG Of A(lVANCED 
"UEOROl.OGICAl. SENSI'lR STSTE"S AND COLLECTING "EYEOROLO!i1UL AND 
GEOLOGICAL DATA ON A GL.OElAL SCALE. TilE POLAR-ORelTING 
SPACECRAn tONSlS1ED OF THREE MAJOR SiRUCTURES -- (1) I. HOLLOW 
RING-SHAPED SENSOR IIOUNT .. (2) SOLAR PADDLES. AND 01 A [ONTIIOL 
SYSTE" HOUSIf'lG. THE SOLAR PADDLES AND COtolTROL SYSTEl'l .. OUSING 
.. ERE CONNECTED TO THE SENSOR "DUNT St A lRUSS STRUCTUAE. GIVING 
TN! SAtELLnE THE APpEAII.lNCE Of"N OCEAN BUOT. N-,-"aUS 5 WAS 
NEARL' 3.7 1'1 TALL, 1.5 III lit OU"ETER "T IHE BASE, ANt ABOUT 1 M 
WIDE wnll SOLAR PADOl.ES ElrTENDEII. THE TORUS-SH"PEb SENSOR 






























t I I 
EQUIPMENT ANII BATTERY IIOPULES. THE LOWEll SURFACE Of THE ,OIlUS 
PIiOVIDeO MOUNTING SPArE fall SENSORS AND ANlENNAS. A BOX-BEAIt 
STRUCTURE "'OUNTED II 1 ltii II HIE CfHTER Of THE TORUS Pllovnu 
SUPPOllt fOR THE LAIIG£R SENSOR [xPERl",EHlS. "OUNTED ON THE 
CONTlial SYSTEM HOUSING~ WHICH WAS LOCAnD ON TOP Of tHE 
SPACECRAfT, WERE SUN SENSORS, HORtlOIi SCANNERS .. AN~ A [O,,"ANO 
ANTENHA~ AN AOVANCEIl "nllUDE CONTROL SYSTEM PUIUTTED THE 
SPACECRAfl ORIENTATlON TO BE CONTROLLED TO III THIN PLUS OR MINUS 
t OEG IN ALL THREE AXES. PItH!""Y UPUIMENTS IHCLUOEO (I) A 
reMPERA!UIIUHU~lDI1Y INfRARED RAOIOME1EII (THill) fOR "USUIiING 
DAr AND HIGHT SUlifACE AND CLOUD lOP TEMPERATURES, A5 WELL AS THE 
WAH:II VAPOR CONTENT OF THE UPPER A'''OSPIIERE" (2) AN 
lLHTlllCALLY SCANNING I11CROW"V£ UDID"ETER (ES"R) FOR "APPING 
HI£ THER!'IAL RADUTION fRO" THE EARTH'S SURFACE AND ATMOSPHERE. 
(3) AN INfRARED TE"PERA1URE plIOFlLE RADJOI'IETER tnplU FOR 
oeTAINING VERTICAL PROntES OF TE"'PERAtURE AND "'015TURE~ (1,) A 
IUCROIIA.VE SPECTRO"'ETER (NE"S) FOR tJElERMINING TAOPOSpH£Rl.t 
TEMPERATURE PROfiLE'.. ATMOSPHERIC W"lEli VAPOR ABUNDANCES. AND 
ClOUD LIQUID WATER ColNTfNTS. (5) A SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOtlETER 
CHRl FOR oeSERVIN:; THE GLOa"L TE"'PERATURE STRUCTURE Of THE 
ATltOSPHERE. AND (61 A SURfACE COIlPOSlTlON !'lAPPING RADIO!'lETER 
(s(f'lR) FOR IIEA$URI"'G THE DIFrERENCES IN THE THERIIAL EfUSSION 
CHARACTERISTICS Of THE EARTH'S SURFACe. 
------- N!!'IBUS 5. HOUGHTON-------------------------------------
INVESUGATION NA"'E- SElECTlVE CHOPPER RADIO"ETER (stll) 
NSStJC 10- 7i!.-091A-O<! 
pERSOHriEL 
PI - J.T. HOUGHTON 







OX FORD U 
READING U 
THE NI'IeUs 5 SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIO"ET£Ii (stR) WAS 
DESIGNED TO (1) OBSERVE THE GLOBAL TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE or THE 
ATMOSPlIERE UP TO 5:1 IC" IN ALTlTUDE. (<!l MAKE SUPPORTING 
OI.lSERVATlONS Of WATER VAPOR DISTRIBUtlON~ AND (3) DETER"INE THE 
DENSITY OF ICE PARIICLES IN CIRRUS CLOUDS. TO ACCO"PLISN THESE 
OI.lJECTIVES. TIfE SoCII "EASURED E!'IlnEO RADIATION IN 16 SPECTRAL 
INTERVAlS SEPA.RATED JNTO THE fOLLOWINIl fOUR GROUPS •• (1) FOUR 
C02 CHANNELS BnWIiEN 13.8 AND 14_8 MIClIo",ETER5 «!) AN IA WINDOW 
CHANNEL AT 11.1 MICROMETERS AND A WATER VAPOR CHANNEL AT le~6 
M1CROIIETERS~ (3) tWO CHANNELS AT 1,9~S AND 15:3.3 IHCIIOMETERS. 
AND {I,J 2.08. 2 • .59. 2~65. AND 3.5 'HCROMETERS. fROM AN AVERAGE 
SAtELLITE ALTITUDE OF 1100 IC". TIlE RADIO"ETER VIEWED A 1,8-1C" 
CIRCLE ON THE EARTII'S SURFACE WITH A GROUND RESOLUTION or ABOUT 
PLUS OR "JNUS 1 DEG C. A SIMILAR EXPERIMENT WAS flOWN ON 
NIPIBUS 1,. 
------ NIltaUs 5, "CCULLOCH-------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- TEMPERATURE/HU"IOlTY INfRARED RADIO"ETEII 
(TlUII 1 
NSSDC ID- 72.-091A-J8 
PERSONNEL 








THE NIMBUS 5 TEIIPERATURE-HU"IDlTY INFRARED RADIOMETER 
(THIR) WAS DESIGNED TO DETECT E"llTED THERMAL RADIATtON IN BOTH 
THE 10.5- TO 12.5-IUCROMETER REGION (III wlNOOln AND THE 6.5- TO 
7~0-M1tROMETER REGlON (WATER VAPOR). THE WINDOW CHANNEL 
"E~SURED CLOUnOI' TE"PERATURES AND liAS CAPABLE OF PRODUCING 
CLOUD COVER AND TIIER"AL GRADIENTS ON LAND AND WATER SURFACES IN 
CLOUD-FREE AREAS DURING DOTH THE OAT AND NIGHT PORTIONS or THE 
0111.1 IT • THE OTHER CHANNEL OPERATED PRIMARILT AT NIGHT TO "AP THE 
WATER VAPOR DISTRIBUTION IN THE UPPER TROPOSPHERE AND 
STRA,TOSPHERE. SENSOR IlATA FROM THESE TWO CHANNELS WERE 
PRIMARILY USED TO SU?POAT TilE DTHER. "ORE SOPHISTICATED 
MEiEOROLOGICAL EXPER_I"ENTS ON OOARo NIIIBUS S. THE INSTRUMENT 
CONSlnED OF A 1Z.1-C" CASSEGRAIN SYSTEM. A SCANNING "IRROR 
COM"O~ TO BOTH CHANNELS. A BEAM SPLITTER. flLTERS~ AND TWO 
GERltANIU"-l"MERSED TtlER"ISTOR BOLO"£TERS. IN -CONTRAST TO TV. NO 
IMAGE WAS fORltED WITHIN THE RADIOMETER. INCOltlNG RADIANT ENERGY 
WAS CoLLECtED B1' A fL.H SCANNING "IAROR INCLINEO AT 1,5 DEG TO 
THE OPTICAL AXIS. THE MIRROR ROTATED AT 46 RP'" liND SCANNED IN A 
PUNE PEjlPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAft VELOCITY. THE EN FRill' WAS 
fOCUSED ON A DICHRO"ATIC BEAM SPLITTER, WHICH DIVIDED THE 
ENERG' SPECTRALLY AND SPATIALLY INTO TilE TWO CHIINNELS. BOTH 
CHAI'INELS OF THE THIR <;ENSOR TRANSfDRf'lED THE RECEIVED RADlATlON 
INTu AN ELECTRlC OUTPUt (VOLTAGESI. WHHH WAS lIECORDED ON 






------- Nl"'6US S. SMITH----------------~-----------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- INFRARED TElilPERATUIiE PAOf lLE RADIOltETER 
(JTPR) 
NS50C ID- 12-0911.-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - II .L. SMlTH 









THE NII'6US INFRARED TE"PERATURE PROfiLE II:ADtOIl(TER 
(UPR) UPERlf'lENT WAS DESIGNED TO TEST THE J"",,!BJLITJ AND 
OPERATIONAL APPLICATIONS or A IIEMOTE SOUNDING TECIIN1~lUE U5JHG 
~IMULTANEOUs "EIllUM-RESOlUTJON (3l K!'II "EASLQEl1ENTS I.l NINE 
SPECTRAL INTERVALS. THE UDIO"ETER SENSED SIX IhHRVALS IN THE 
15-MICROMETER col BAND. ONE INTERVAL IN fHE WA1U VAPOR 
ROTATIONAL eAND NEAR <!O f'llCIIO"ETERS AND TWO SPECTIIAL INfUVAt.S 
IN THE AT"OSPHERIC WINDOW REGIONS Nf~:; !i.8 liNg 11 .. lCROME.· .. US. 
THE ITPR VIEWED THf "U>~\'. ~UCCESSIVHT AT VARIOUS ANGLES 
DISTRII.IUTED SY"'f'lETRICALLY ABOUT NADIR IN A PLANE NOR"'AL TO THE 
ORBITAL TllAtIC. rOA"-TIIO GEOGRAPHICALLT INDEPENDENT SCAN SPOTS 
WERE TAKEN ALONG A SINGLE STAIP. AS THE SATELLITE PROGIIESSED 
ALONG t TS ORIlITAL Po\YH. TilE RADIO"CTER OBSERVED 10 SUCH 
'1,2-SPO" STRIPS TO rOR" A ItATAIX or INDEPENDENT SCAN SPOTS. 
EACH MATAU WAS PRODUCED IN <!?Z S WITH THE WHOLE SCANNING 
SEQUEN(lE REPEATED EVERT 24(. S. THE "ATRIX DATA IIERE RECORDED 
ON "'AGNET 1.C f APE rOR SUBSEQUENT PLATIIAU TO A GROUND 
ACQUISITION STAtiON. MATRIX MEASURE"ENTS lAlCEN IN THE CU2 AND 
WATER VAPOR ADSORPTION I.IANDS WERE US£.D TD CALCULATE TE"P(RATUR[ 
PROFILES AND TOTAL WATER VAPOR CONTENT IN TttE TIIOPOSPHERE AHO 
LOWER STRATOSPHERE. THE TWO WINDO\l ItEASUIIE .. ErITS HELf'ED TO 
DETECT AND Ell"IHATE CLOUD CDNTA .. IHATION Of THE RADIAHCH. THUS 
PER"JTllNG HTUAL DEJU .. JNAliON OF PROfJLES DOWN TD THE EARTH'S 
SURfACE IN ALL !jut COMPLETELY OVERCAST AII[AS. 
------- NI"I.IUS S, STAElIN--------------·-----------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- NIIIBUS 
NSSDe ID- 72-097-.-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.H. 
01 f. T. 













EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY 
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS 
"'ETEOROLOGY 





THE NI"BUS 5 "ICROWAVE SPECTAOJltETER (NE"S) WAS DESIGNED 
PRIf'lARILT TO DEMONSTRATE THE CAPAI.IILITIES AND Ll"lTAlJONS Of 
fUCROWAVE SENSORS fDR "EASURING TROPOSPHERIC TEltPERATUAf 
PROfILES. WATER VAPOR ABUNDANCES, CLOUD LIIIUID IIAlER CONTENT. 
AND EARTH SUR"'CE TE"PERATURES. A SECONDARY PURPOSE WAS TO 
OBTAIN SUCH DATA FOR WEATHER PREDICTION PURPOSES. tilE NEi'lS 
COULD CONTINUOUSLY MOHnDR E"llTED TtlERltAL RADtl.TiON AT 
WAVELUG1HS or 11_1. 9.5S. 5.58, 5.46. AND 5.10 M". fH~ THIlEE 
CHANNELS NEAR tHE 5-,," OXYGEN AaSORPytON SAND 1,1£ USU 
PRIJltARlLT TD DETU"INE THE ATMOSPHERIC TE!'IPUATURE Pr.OfllL 
NE"S WOULD PROVIDE "EASUREMENTS fOR USE IN DERlVlNG TEf!.PERATUAE 
,QOflLES EVEN IN CLOUDCOVER CONDlTlONS THAT NOR .. ALLT RE!)Tl!lCT 
Tlli USEFULNESS Of CDNVENTIONAL III DATA IN SUCII snUATIONS. THE 
TWO W'iTER VAPOR CHANNELS NEAR 10 Mil PfRMITTED TilE IIATER VAPOR 
AND CLOUD LIQUID \lATER CONTENT OVER OCEANS TO I.I[ ESTlIIATED AND 
ALSO YIELDED AN ES'TI"AlED TE"PERATUIIE ONCE THE SURfACE 
EMI..5SIVJTT HAD BEEN CALIBUTEIl BY CO"PARISON IilTtt DIRECT 
MEASUREMENTS. THE THREE OUGEN CrlANNELS SIIARED A COM .. ON SIGNAL 
AND REFERENCE ANTENNA. Borll WATER VAPOR CHANNELS HAD Tliftll OWN 
SIGNAL AND REfERENCE ANTENNAS. fRO" AN AVERAGE SATElLITE HEIGHT 
Of 1100 1(1'1, THE NE .. S VIEWED A 180-I(M DIAMETER CIRCLE ON THE 
EARTH'S SURfACE.. NUtS DATA WERE RECORDED ON ItAGNEl1C TAPE fDA 
SU6SEQUENT PLAYBACk TO A GROUND ACQUISITION STATION. 
------ HI .. auS 5. WILHEIT. JR.-'--------------------------___ _ 






























..... ~_."I·- I 
PERSONNEL 
PI - T.T. WIUI£ll .. JR. 




THE PAUlAin' OBJECTlYU or THE NUlIBUS ELECTRIULLY 
SUNNING '!leROWAIIE flADIO .. UEIl (£5"11) VUE (1) TO OERIVE HIE 
LIQUIO ~ATER COltlE"T Of CLOUDS fROM BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES 
Ol/Clt OCUNS .. (2) TO OBSERvE OJ HERENeES BETWEEN SEA I CE "NO THE 
OPEN SEA OVER THE POUR UPS .. AND (3) ,0 tEST THE fUS181t..JTT 
Of l-NFERlIlHG SURFACE COIIPO$lTlON AND SOIt.. "DIStUIU:. TO 
ACCOMPLUH THESE OBJECTIVES .. THE £5"" WAS t.PABlE Of CON!:NUOUS 
GLOBAL !lAPPING Of THE 1,5S-C" (1"tl.l6 liNt> RAOIO 'HflIIAl 
("lCllOWAVU RAIH"UON E"ITtEO BY THE UUH/ATMOSPHERE :;YStEfI 
AN~ COULD fUNCTION EvEN IN THE PREsutt OF CLOUD (GHDnIONS 
THAT BLOCK CONVENTIONAL SUELLlTE INfRAREO SENSORS. A 90- bY 
90-C" RADIO"ETU ANTENNA SYSTE" .. DEPLOYED AFtU lAUNCN .. SCANNED 
THE EARTH SUCCESSIVELy AT VARiOUS ANGLES IN A PLANE 
PEIIPENDICUlAR 10 tHE SPACECRAfT ORBITAL TRACK, PRODUCING A 
BIIIGIHNESS TE"PUATURE "AP Of THE SURf HE OF TilE EARTH AND ITS 
ATIIOSPHEIIE. tHE stAHNING PIIOCESS WAS CONTROllED BY A COIIPUtER 
ON BOAIID AND COHSlSTED OF 75 SYMMETRICALLY DISTRIBUTEp 
INDEPENDENt SCAN sPOtS UTENDING SO OEG TO EitHER SlOE- Of 
NADIR. ANGULAR SEPARAlION Of THE SCAN SPOTS ALLOWED fOR AN 8.5 
PERCENT OVERLAP BETweeN VIE., POSltIONS. fliOIl A II£AN ORBJTAL 
HEIGHT OF 1100 Itlt, THE RADID"ElER HAD AN ACCURACY OF ABOUT PLUS 
OR "rNUS 1 DEG C wnll A SPAllAl RESOLUTION Of ABOUT Z5 It". THE 
ES"R DATA WERE stORED ON "AGNETIC TAPE FOil TRAN5"ISSION TO 
GROUNI) ACQUISJTION StATIONS. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• NIMBUS 6 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAFT COIIIION HA"E- NIIIBUS 6 
ALTERNAtE NA"ES- Pl-131B. NI"BUS-F 
N551)C 11)- 75-052A 
lAUNCII OAl£- 06/12175 WEIGHT- 585. KG 
lAUHCH S11'E- VANI)ENBERG AfB, UNITED STATU 
lAUNCH VEHIClE- DELlA 
SPONSORING COUNTRl/AGENCY 
UNlTED STATES 
INITIAL ORBIT PARA"E.TERS 
ORBIT T'/'PE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 107.3 'HN 




PM - R.K. 







EPOCH DATE- 05J1Z175 
INCLINATlON- 100. DEG 





THE NIPIBUS 6 II AN .. D -SATElLllE SEIIV£II AS A STABllUED .. 
EARTII-ORIENTE!) PLATfORM FOR TESTING AD VAN CEO SYSTEMS FOil 
SENSING AND ct EClING METEOIiOlOGICAL DATA ON A GLOBAL SCALE. 
THE POLAR-ORBnING SPACECRAfT CONSIs-TfO Of THIIEE "AJOR 
s-TRUtTURES -- (1) A HOllOW TORUS-SHAPED SENSOR MOUNT. (ll SOLAR 
PADDLES .. AND (3) A CONTIlOl HOUSING UNIT CONNECTED TO THE SENSOR 
MOUNT BY A TRIPOD TRUSS STRUCTURE. CONFIGUIIED SOMEWHAT lUtE AN 
OCEAN BUOY .. MIIIBUS 6 WAS NEARLY 3.1 M TALL .. 1.5 " I~ tIlAMETER 
AT THE BASE .. AND ABOUT "3 " WIDE W1TH SOLAR PADDLES EXHND£O~ 
THE SENSOR MOUNT lHAT FOR"EO THE SAtelLITE BASE HOUSED TilE 
ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT AND IIATTERY "ODUlES_. TilE lOWER SURfACE 
OF tHE TORUS PROVIDEO 1I0U~TING SPACE FOR SENSORS AHO ANlENNAS. 
A BOlt-BEAll STRUCTURE "OUNTED WITHIN THE CENTER OF THE TORUS 
SUPPORTED TH~ _ .... GER SENSOR EXPERIMENTS. "OUNTED ON THE 
CONTROL HOUSING UNJT, WHICH liAS lOCATED ON T01" OF TilE 
SPACECRAfT_.. WERE SUN SE~SORS .. HORUON -SCANNERS .. AND A CO"",,NI) 
ANtENNA. AN ADVANCED A1TtTUDE CONTROL SYSTE" PER"IT-TEO THE 
SPACECRAfT'S OIlIENTATION TO BE CONTROLLED 'TO WitHIN PLUS OR 
MINUS 1 DEG IN All TIIREE AXES (PilCH" ROll .. AND YAWl. THE NUIE 
txPERI!lENTS SELECTED FOR Nllleus 6 AilE THE (I) EARTH IIADloHION 
!lUDGEt (ERB); IZI ELEctRI~ALlY SCANNING F;'iCROIIAVE IIADiOIlElER 
(ES"R).. e31 HIGH-RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIATION SOUNDER (HIllS) .. 
(101 lIMB IIA!)IANCE INVElisrON RADIOMETER (lURI. (5) PRESSURE 
1I0I)UlA';"ED IIADIO"El£lI (PflllI) .. (6) SCANN.lNG "ICIIOWAVE SPEtTROfitETER 
[SCAIIS); (7) lE"PEAATURE/HU"I-OllY INFRARED IlADIO"UEIl (THU) .. 
(8) SATEllITE tRACKING AND I)ATA RELAY EXPERI"ENT .. ANO (9) 
TIUIPICAl WINO ENERGY CONVEltSlON AND REFERENtE lEVEL EXPEIU"ENT 
(tWElIlE) ~ THIS CQMPLEIIENT Qf ADVANCED SENSORS 15 CAPABLE or 
(ll "APPING tROPOSPHERiC TE"PEIIATUiiE .. WATER VAPOR ABUNDANCE, 
AND CLOUD WAteR CONTENTI (Zl PIfOI/IOING VERlICAL PROFILES Of 
TEI'IPERATURE .. OZONE .. ANP IIATEII VAPOR .. (3) TRANSPlITilNG AEAl-TIi'IE 
DATA TO A GEOST'ATIONARf SPACECRAfT tATS 6") .. AN[I {4} YIELDING 
PATA ON THE EARtH'S RADIATION BUDGET. 
---,--- NJI'IBUS' 6 .. G-llLE-~---.;.----------------------------
INVESTlGAlION NAIIE- LII'I8 RAPIANCE INVERSION II .. DIOIIEtER 
(lR lA) 






1 T ··"-"r·· rO'"] I 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J.C. 
01 - F.B. 
01 - R .... 






NAIL ttll FOR Al"OS R[5 
PRUEl U 
FLORIDA STAn U 
UNKNOWN 
THE NI"flus 6 LIlia RADIANCE INVERSION RAOI0l'lETEli elI/JIll 
PROVIDED CALleRATED RADIANCE YERSUS ALtiTUDE PIIOfll ~S BY 
INTERCEPTING RADIATION E"ANAtING FRO" AN ATIIOSPHERIC P.o.TH WHICH 
IS TAHG[NUAL TO A PARTICULAR GEOCENlIIIC 1iE16Hl~ tHE ~RIR 
SENSED RADIATION IN fOUR SPECTRAL !tnERVAlS -- (1) TH! 14.6- to 
15.9-'UCROIIETER COZ BANII. t2l THE 11o.Z- to 17.3-"ICROl~lEII C02 
BAND.. (31 THE 8.8- TO 10.1-IIICROIUTEIl OlONE BAND. AND .10' tHE 
20- to ZS-IUCRO"ElER WATER VAPOR ROTATIONAL BAIiD. l'lEASUREftIEN1S 
TA!I;EN IN nlE two co2 CHANNELS AND tHE WATER VApOR CHANNEL liEU 
USED TO CALCULATE GLOBAL TEMPERATURE "NI) WATER VAPOR PROrilES 
IN tHE S'UTOSPHERE AND lOWEll "ESGSPHERE. IN ADDITION .. VALUES 
OF THE GEOS'TIIOPHIC WINI) UP TO 1 liB (APPROXUtATELY 108 K"l II£IIE 
DERIVEO ANALYTICALLY FROII THE OUUCE\) TEIIPERAlURE PROfllES. 
THE IIAOIO"ETER INCLUOEO AN OPTICAL SYS1E" .. A SCANIHNG IIIRRORI 
CHOPPEIIS.. AND ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS AND £l'IPLOlFD AN 
"""ON lA-MUllANE COOLER SYSTEII fOR THREE Of THE fOUR OETtCTDR 
CHANNELS. WHilE THE DEDUCE/) tE"PERATURE PROfilES HAD AN RIIS 
ACCURACT OF PLUS OR "INUS '3 DEG AT HEIGHTS ABOVE 15 KII. Ttj( 
VALUES fOR OZONE WEllE ACCURAtE TO I11THIN PLUS OR MINUS 20 
PERCENT AT 1 "lB. WAtER VAPOR VA·.UES AT THE SA"E HUGHT IIERE 
wnHIN 50 PERCENt. 
------- NII1BUS 6. HOUGHTON---------------------_______________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- PIIESSURE-MODULATED IIA~IO"ETEII (PIIA) 
NSSDC 10- 75-052.1.-'19 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J.t. 
01 - C.D. 
01 - E.J. 
01 - G.O. 













ox fORO U 
ClAREtlOON lAB 
CLARENDON lAB. 
OX FOliO U 
TilE NIIIBUS 6 PliEs-SURE "ODUlATED IIADIOM£TU (PM.R) 
EtPERI"ENT TOOt( RADIOKETRIC "EASUREMEHlS IN THE 15-I'IICIIOKETE~ 
C02 IIAtte AT All1TUDES 6fiWEEN 105 AHD 70 J:I'I OH A GlOBll SCALE. 
SY APPROPRIATE IIATHEIIATlCAl RETRIEVAL II[THODS .. THE TEI'IPEIIAt:'H!E 
STRUCTURE OF THE UPPEII StRAtOSPHERE AIID lOWER MESOSPHE~E WERt 
THEN DEDUCED~ THE PRESSURE IIODULATION TECHNTIIUE PEIIMITTED THE 
EItTENnON Of HLECTlVE CHOPPING TECHNIQUES to HIGIIER AlTnUPES 
WHERE tHE PIlES5UIIE-BROADENEI) E"ISSIOH liNES IN TH[ 
15-l'IlCROI'IETER C02 BAND BECA"E SO NARROW THAt CONV(NTlONAl 
SPECtRO"ETERS AND INTElifElI'OIlETEIiS HAD INSUFfiCIENT -SPECTRAL 
RESOlunON. IN ADonlON 10 PRESSURE SCANHltlG (IN DISCR£TE 
SiEPS); rHE RAD10METEII ALSO E"PlOTED Dr~PLER SCANNING ALONG THE 
DIIiECTION Of FLIGHT. THE PI'IR COMPRISED TWO SIMILAR RADIOIIETER 
CHANNELS .. EACH CONSISTING OF A PlAHE SCANNING "UIIOR. REfERENCE 
BlACI(BOOY .. PIIESSUIIE IIODUlA'TOR CEll. AUO DETECtOR ASSEMBLY. THE 
PLANE "IRROR liAS GOLD-COAtED AND I'IOUNTED AT 1,5 DEG ON A 90-0[G 
STEPPING MOTOR SO tHAT THE fIELD Of VIEW or THE CHANNEL COULD 
BE DIRECtED TO SPACE OR TO THt INtERNAL IIEfEUNCt BLACKB!lOY FOR 
INFLIGHT IIANGE AND ZERO CALIBRATION. THE "OTOR WAS PiOUNTU ON 
A PAIR Of flEltlBLE PIYOTS SO THAt ittE I'IIRROR C"N BE ROTATED 
THROUGH PLUS OR I'IINUS 7-112 DEG fRO"" IlS REST POSH JON to GIVE 
THE REGUIREO DOPPLER SCAN. MAJO't COI'IPONEtl1S IN THE PRES-SURE 
"OOUlATOII CEll WERE A P\OVABlE "ISTON. A DIAPKRAG". ANI! A 
MAGNEnC DRIVE COIL. THE DElL~TOR ASSHllIlY CONSlSnD Of A 
fiELD lENS. A CONDENSING LIGHT PIPE. AND A PYROELECTRIC FLAKE 
BOLO"ETER. EACH RADIOMETEII HAD A HELD OF IIIEIi TH,\!' liAS ZO-DEG 
WHOLE ANGLE ACROSS THE SPAtECRAfT'S liHE Of fliGHT AND Io0-O£G 
WHOt..E ANGLE PARAllEL 10 THE lINE Of FLIGHt. THE REDUCED 
TE~PERAtURE VALUES IIERE YIT~IN PLUS OR I'IINUS Z K ~T 65 1(" AND 
ABOUT PLUS OR "INUS 0.2 I:: NUR 50 fo:"~ 
------ 'NIIIIIU5 6~ JUltAN--------------------------------------
lNVESTIGATION NAME- TROPICAL IItNO ENERGl CONYERSION AND 
REfERENCE lEIiEl E_PERIMENT (tWERLEl 
HiSSOt ID- 75-0S2.A-Q1 
PERSONNEL 
PI 
- ." JULIAN 01 II.Y. ItEllOGG 
01 
- V.E. SUOMI 
01 
- C.R. lAUGHLIN 
01 R.l. TAli..EY 
01 
- \/.R. BANI!EEN 































































THE GOALS OF THE NUIB:'$" 6 TROPICAL WIND ENERG' CONVERSION 
ANII RlfERENCE LEVEL EXPERHIENT (TIIERLE) WERE CLOSELY ASSOCJATEti 
IIITH THE 09JECllvES 0' GAIIP AND INCLUDED (1) ItEASURING UPPER 
ATMOSPHERIC WINDS OYEli REIIOTE REGIONS, (2.) STUDYING THE 
RELATIVE AU IIOliON ALONG ISOUARIC ~URfAtES TO IIETERItINE THE 
RATE OF CO"VER510N OF ATI"OSPH£Rtc POTENTIAL ENERGY INTO K.INETIC 
ENERGY. AND (3) PROVIDING DIIIECT IIEASUREIIENTS OF I/ARI0US 
"ETEOROLOGI(AL PARA"ETEIIS THAT CAN SERI/E AS REfERENCE POINTS IN 
ADJUSTING IHIIUECT TEltPERATURE SOUNDINGS IIADE fROIt SATELLITES. 
THE UPEIIU'ENT CONSISTED or TWO BASIC COIIPONENTS (1) 
APPROXIltATELY 300 CONSTANT LEI/EL l'tETEOROLOGICAL BALLOONS TO 
YIELD llEASUREIIENTS or WINDS .. TEfIIPEflAtUIIE .. AND PRESSURE iN HIE 
tROPICS AND AT SOUTHERN HEItISPHERE 'UDUTITUDES AT ISO fIIB 
(ABOUT 13.6-KIt ALfITUDE)~ AND (2) THE NIIiBUS 6 RANDO II ACCESS 
ItEASUREIiENTS SYSTEIt (RAilS) TO PROVIDE DAU COLLECTION AND 
LOUTlON DETERIiINATlON:; FIIOII THE BALL.OONS. IHE 3~5-It-DIAIt 
POLYESTER-MYLAR BALL.OOHS WERE EQUIPPED WITH II HlANSltlTTEA 
PACKAGE~ SOLAR POWER SUPPU .. DIGITIl.EII/ItODUU.TOR. AND SENSORS. 
THE SENSORS CONSISTED Df A IIADIO AL1U'ETER IlAVING AN ACCURACY 
Of BETTER THAN PLUS 011 ,HNUS 20 1'1, A 9EAD THERIII5"TOR IIONITORING 
rHE A"iUENJ AlR TEIiPERATURf TO AN ACCURACY Of PLUS OR ItINUS 0.5 
DEG C, ANO A PAESSURE SENSOR llEASURING THE 15D-It9 fLIGHT 
ALTITUDE TO AN ACCURACY or PLUS DR IIINUS D.S "B~ A "AGNETIC 
CUTDOWN DEI/ICE WAS ALSO INCLUDEO ON EACH 9ALLOON TO ELI"JNATE 
ANY ACClOENTAL Ol/ERFLIGHTS INTO REGIONS Of THE NORTHERN 
HE",sPHERE NDRTH or 2!l OEG N LATITUDE. TilE RAltS ON BOARD THE 
SPACECRAFT HAD NO COltllANO OR CONTROL CAPABIL.ITY OVER HIE 
BALLOONS (filE BALLDOHS WEllE NOT INHllIlOGATED). IT ItEIiEU 
DETECTED EACH BALLOON SIGNAL (401.2 Plllz.) AND EXTRACTED TUE 
CARRIEII FREQUENCY. aALLOON IDEIfTH1CAHON, ANP SENSOR OATA. 
THIS INFORItAtlON, "LONG wnH THIE REfERENCES, WAS STORED IN 
DIGITAL FORIt FOR SUBSEQUENT RELAY TO A GROUND ACQUISITION 
STATION. tHt BALLOON'S POSITION "ND VELOCITY WERE DERIVEO FROIt 
THE RELAUI/E IIOllON BETWEEN THE PLAHORIt AND THE SATELL!TE BY 
I'IEASURIHG DOPPLER SHIftS IN THE CARRIER SIGNAL RECEII/ED fROM 
TilE BALLOOII. TWERLE WAS CAPABLE OF A LOCATIOII ACCURACY or 5 Kit 
AND A PLATfORI'I VELOCITY ACCUIIA" Of 1 It/S. 
------- NIItBUS 6_ IICCULLOCH-----------·-~---------------------~ 
INVESTIGATION ~AltE- TEIIPERATURE/UUItIDJTY INfRAREII RADIOItETER 
CTUIR) 
NSSDC ID- 15-052A-12. 
PERSONIIEL 









TilE NIIIBUS 6 TEIIPEilATUilE-UUMIDlTY INfRARED RADIOltETER 
(THliI) DETECTED E'!ITTEb THERltAL RAD1AUON IN 90TH TilE 10.5- TO 
12.S-ItlCROIIETER REGIDN OR WINDOW) AND THE 6.5 TO 
1.0-l'IlCRO"ETER REGION (WATER VAPOR). THE WINDOW CHANNEL. 
ItEASURED CLOUtlTOP TEltPERATURES AND WAS CAPABLE OF PRODUCING 
HIGH-RESOLUTION PICTURES Of CLOUDCOI/EN AND THERltAL GRADIENTS ON 
LAND AND WATER SURFACES IN ClOUD-FREE "HAS DURING BOTH THE DAY 
AND NIGIH PORTIONS Of THE ORBIT. THE OTHEII CHANNEL OPERATED 
PRIItARILY AT NIGHT TO MAP THE WATER VAPOP DISTRIBUTJON IN TilE 
UPPER TROPOSPHERE AND THE STRATOSPHERE. SENSOIt' D~TA fROIt 
THESE TWO CHANNELS WERE USED PRIMARILY TO SUPPORT "ORE 
SOPHISTlCATEP IIETEOIIOLOGICAL EJ(P~:tlllENtS ON BOAIID NIMBUS 6. 
TliE INSTRUllfNT CONSISTED Of A '2~7-tM CASSEGRAIN 5YSTEII AND 
SCANNING 'URROR COM"ON TO BOTH CH"NHEL5~ A BEA" SPLITTER. 
FILTERS" AND TWO GERMANIUM~I"MERSED UtERIiISTOR BOLOltETERS. IN 
CONtRAST TO TVI NO I"AGE WAS FOR"ED WITHIN THE RADIOltETER. 
INCOIIING RADIANT ENERGY WAS COLLECTED BY A FLAT SCA"NING IIIRROR 
INCLINED AT 45 DEG TO THE OPTJCAL AXIS. THE IItRROR ROTATED 
fHIIOUGH 360 DEG AT 48 RPII AND SCANNEll IN A PLANE NORltAL TO TIlE 
SPACECRAFT VELOCITY. THE ENERGY WAS THEN fOCUSED DN A 
OICHROItAUC BEAll SPLITTER WHICH DIVIDED THE ENERGY SPECTR~LLY 
ANO SPATIALLY INTO THE TWO CHANNELS. BDTH CHANNEI..S Of rHE l111R 
SENSOR TRANSfOR"'ED THE RECEIVED RAD!ATlON INTO ELECTRH OUTPUT 
(VOLTAGES). WHICH WERE RECDRDEII ON IIAGNETI' TAPE FOR SUBSEQUENT 
PLAYBACK TO " GIIOUND ACIIUISltlON STATION. 
- ...... --- NlltBUS 6, SIIITH--------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAItE- HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIATION 
SOUNDER CHIRS) 
NSSDC 10- 7S-052A-02 
PERSONNEL 
PI - W.L. 
01 A.W. 





















THE NIIIBUS 6 HIGH-RESOLUTION INrRAIiED IIA~IATION SOUNDER 
CHIRS) SUPPOIITED THE GAIIP DATil TEST SET BY PRDI/IDING VERTICAL 
TE"PERATURE PROfiLES TWICE DAtU ON A GLOBAL IIASIS. EIlENDI"G 
UP to APPROXlltATELY 40 lit, AND INFORItATION ON tHE WATER ~APOII 
DIStlllBU110H IN THE 1II0POSPHEkE. THE HillS "EASURED RAOIANC£S 
PRlltARILY I" FIYE Sf'ECTRAL REGIONS -- (1) SEVEN CHANNELS N,~,\R 
Till 1S-IIICAOltUU C02 ABSORPtlON BANlh (2) TWO CHANNELS I~ 1'k( 
lR WINDOW. 11.1 AND l.7 It!CROMEHIIS .. (3) HID CHANNELS IN TII[ 
WATER YA .. OR ABSORPTION BAHD, 8.2 AND 6.7 "ICROIIETfRS~ (f,) rIY~ 
CHANNELS IN THE 4.3-"ICROItETER BANDI AND (5) DNE (HANNEL IN 'rHE 
VISIBLE 0.69-ItICRO"ETER REGION. THE SOUIIDEI! CONSISTED Of A 
CASS£GRAIN TELESCOPE" SCA~NINC; ,I;1RROR,. DtCHROltAT1.C BEA" 
SPlItTERI FILtER WttEEL. CHOPP.ER~ AND ASSOCIATED ELECTRONTCS. 
THE IIHlS SCANNED HIE URTH'S SURfACE IN A PLANE NORltAL TO THE 
SPACECRAft'S ORBITAL PATH WITH A ItAlU"UPI SCAN ANGLE OF lO DEG 
TO EITHER SIIIE OF "AD III. 
--~~-- NIIiBUS 6, Sr.I TH----------------------·---_____ ~_. ____ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- EAIITII ilAOlAtJON 9UDGET n.RB) 
NSSOC 10- 7S-0SlA-05 
PERSONNEL 
PI W.L. 
01 - A.J. 
01 - I. 
01 J .R. 
Ot W.J. 
















EPPLEY LAB. INC 
NOAA-NESS 
EPPLEY LA9. IHC 
EPPLEY Lllih INC 
NOAA-NESS 
THE Nllt9US EAlitH RADIATION aUDGEl (ERB) UPERn'ENT 
"EASURED REFLECTED ANII EMlTTED TERRESTRIAL RADIATION fLUXES IN 
CONJUNCTlOH IIntl SOLAR IIADIAflON. tHE RESUltS !."ERE USED C1> TO 
DETERIIINE THE EARTH RADIATION BUll GET. (2) TO DETERMIHE THE 
ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION DF TERRESTRIAL RADIAl ION FOR \lARIOus 
"fTEOROL.OGICAL AND "EOGRAPHIC REGIltES. ANO (l) TO COHRELATE 
"USURE"ENTS "ADE USING IDENTICAL BUt IN/IEPHIDEHT CHANNELS 
CAt.I9I1ATEII TO THE SA"E SlANDAIIO. INCOltlNG SOLAR AAPIAlIOIt FROfll 
0.2 TO SO "ICIIOIIETEkS WAS NORltALLY "ONITOHED IN 10 SP[CTRAL 
INTERVALS SEVERAL HitES EACH DAT AND EVERY ORa IT DURING PERIODS 
Of SOLAR ACHI/ITY. TERRESTRIAL RADIATION MEASURE"ENTS WERE 
"'ICEN CONTINUOUSLY IN TNE 0.2 AND 4 I'lI(RO"ETER. 0.7 Til :l 
IIlCROIIETER. AND 4 TO SO ItICIlOltETER INTERI/AL.S. tHE MEASUREPIENTS 
WERE TAIEN IN HID WAYS. fOUR CHANNELS, USING WIDE-ANGLE OPTICS 
<133.3-DEG FlELO Of VIEW), MEASURED THE TOTAL OUTGDING 
RACUTION INTEGRATED (lVER THE ENTIRE EARTH DISK. lHE SECO/'ill 
SET OF IIEASUREItENTS WAS OBtAINED fOR EIGHT 1I11l· -IIESOLUT ION 
SCAHNING CHANNELS THAT It~ASUREb lHE TERRESTRIAL RADIArlOti 
EfIIENATING FROIt RELATIVELY SltALL AIIEA Ol/ER A RANGE OF VARIOUS 
lENITH AND AUIIUTH ANGL.ES. THE ItULllCHANNEL RAbIO"HfR 
EPIPLOYEO A BI-AXIAL SCANNING "Eel/AN ISM WHICH ENA9LED 
ItUSUREltENTS to BE ODTIoINED FRO" THE fORIIARD HORltON 10 THE AfT 
HORtlON IN A 64-5 INTERVAL. EACH AXIS Of THE SCAHtliNG 
I'IECIIANIS" CONTAINED fOUR SHORTWAYE CHANNFLS (O.l 10 4.0 
MICIiOltE"TER) AND FOUII LONGJ,jAVE CI:AHNELS (4.0 TO SO "leNOMETEN) 
WlTll A 0.25- BY S~14-DEG fiELD Of VIEW~ THE CUANNELS WEllE 
ORlENt£D IN A DIRECTIONAL fAN TO tOVER 2.0 DEG TO EACH SIDE Of 
TilE ORBllAL PLANE. lHE 64-S SCA" PERIOD ALLOWEII AN AREA TO SE 
"EASUREO FRO" UP TO 17 DI FrERENT ANGLES AS THE SPACECRAfT 
PASSED OVERHEAD. 
------- NiliBUS 6. STAELIN-----------------------------________ _ 
INVEStIGATION NAltE- SCANNING ~ICROWAVE SPECTRO"ETER (SCAltS) 
NSSDC ID- 7S-052A-10 
PERSONIIEL 
PI D.H. 
01 f. T ~ 
01 - A.II. 












ItASS INH Of TECII 
NASA·JPL 
"ASS INS"T Of TECI! 
NASA-JSC 
ItASS INSt or tECIl 
THE NlltDUs 6 SCANNING IIlCROWAVE. SPECTROMETEII (·SCAI'IS) WIIS 
OESIGNED TO MAP tROPOSPHERIC TEIIPERATURE PROfILES. WATER I/APOR 
ABUNOANCE .. AND CLOUD WATER (OlI1ENT AND TO oaTAIN SUCH DAtA foOIl 
WEATHER PRElllCTtON PURPOSES EVEN IN THE PIIESENCE Of CLOUDSI 
WHICH BLOCK CONVEUTIONAL SATELLITE IHFURED SE/ISORS. lliE StAPlS 
tONTlNUOUSI..Y "ONITOllfb EMITTED TIIEII"AL RADIAtiON AT WAVELEN·GTHS 
Of 13.5. 9.S~ 5.1. 4.9, ~ND 4.6 11M. THE THREE CHANNELS NEAR 
THE S.O-1I1t OXYGEN ABSORPTION BANO WERt USED PRIPlARIL'f TO PEOUCE 
AT"OSPHERIC THIPEIIATUIIE PROfiLES. TilE fWO CIl,lf{NELS HEAR 10 Itlt 
PEIIIIlTTEII WATER VApOR ~NIl CLOUD WAlEli CONTENT OVER CAL" OCEANS 
TO BE ESTlltATED SEPARATELY, TilE IHSlRUI'lEN1, A 
OICKE-SUPERHETERODYNE TTPE, SCANNEll PLUS OR MINUS 45 DEG NORPIAL 
TO TilE ORal TAL PLAHE WITIi A 10-DEG flEI..D Of VIEW .• THE THREE 
OXYGEN (IIANNELS SHAREII (OIl"Otf SIGNAL AND -AEfERfNC'E ANTENNAS. 
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~ 1 
.... 1 .J. L 
"NTEtltU.S. THE AUSOLUTE I1I1S "'CURACt Of THE aUGEN CHANNELS WAS 
DETTER tHAN Z P: "tiD TlI"T Of TilE WATER VAPOR CHANNELS B£TTU
 
THAN 1 .:. THE DYNAMIC RANGE fOR ALL CHANNELS WAS 0-1000 K. 
---•• -. NIMBUS 6, VONBUN---------------------------------------
lNVESTIGAllOH HAIIE- TRACKING AND DATA RELAY 
NS50C 10- 75-05<1:"-13 
PERSONNEL 
PI - f .0. 
01 - P.E. 













1IHS [XPERlflENl lULL PROVItlE HIE NIMBUS PORHOM Of A 
tDf'lKUNiCATlON LINK fROM "HIBUS TO ATS TO A GROUND STAUON. THE
 
PURPOSE or THE eXPERiMENT >lAS TO GAIN INfORIIATION ON THE USE O
f 
SUCH It LiNK rOR RANGE AND RAlE COMMUNICATIONS (FOR SAI£LLlTE 
GEODETIC PURPOSES) AND FOR oAf A COMMUNItATION FROM A 
LOW-DrI.JJTtNG SPACECRAfT HIROUGII A SfNCHRONOUS spACHRAff fO 
A 
GROUND TELUIETRY STATION. fHE INSTRUMENfAflON INCLUDES 
AN 
S-BAND TRUISpONIlER. A COMMAND DETECTOR/DECODER. AN ANTENN
A 
PROGRAMIIIER. A OIGtTAL EVALUAlIDN MOOULf. AN S-BANO ANTENNA. A
ND 




- NIIIBUS 6. wILHEr,. JR.-------------------------------
tNVESTIGATlON NAME- ELE!TRlCALLY SCMINING I'IlCRO'llAvE 
RADIOI'IETER (ESI'IR) 
NSSDC 10- ]S-05ZA-1l3 
PERSONNEL 
PI - LT, IItLItEiT. JR. 









THE NtllBUS 6 ELECTRICALLY SCANNING 'UCRO'llAVE RADIOMETER 
(ESJ'lR) MEASURED TilE EARTH'S IIICRDI/,.YE EJ'lISS10N AT 37 GHI. THE 
LHIUID IIATER COtllENT of CLOUDS. TilE DISTRIBUTION AND VARIATIO
N 
Of SEA ICE COVER. AND GlOSS CHARACTERlS"TICS OF LAND SURfACE
S 
(VEGElAll0N. SOIL MOISTURE. AND SNOW COVER) weRE OB,AU:eD FROM 
THESE MEASUREMENTS. THE DICKE-tYPE RADIOMETER CONSISTED Of 
A 
SlNGLE nilE-SHAFtING RECEIVER AND AN ELECHICALLY SC.ANNIN
G 
PHASED ARRAY ANlENNA OPERATlNG AT 0.8 '" (37 GIIU. THE ANTENNA 
oE"" ,lRRAY, ,l 90-BY 20- BY 1Z-t" BOII·L1KE STIIUCTURE, WA
S 
MOUNTED ON TOP OF TilE SP"CECRAfl SENSORY !!JNG AND WAS POINTE
D 
IN THE D1REcnON Of TilE SPACECRAft'S ~ORWAAD "OTION AND TILTED 
DOliN 100 DEG fllO" TilE SAlELLITE VELOCity VetlOR~ THE ANTENNA 
BEA" SC"NNED THE EAIITH IN 100 DISCRETE STEPS FOR VARIOUS ANGLES 
EXlEllDING UP TO 35 DEG ON EITHER SlOE Of THE ORBitAL PLANE. 
THE OEDUCED BRIGHTNESS TUtPEUTURES WERE EIIPEClEO TO 
BE 
ACCUUTE TO IIIlHtN Z J(. 
•••••• " ••••••••••• "" •••••
••• NO"" 3 •••••• " •••••••••••••••••••• " 
SP"CECRIofT CO'lll\ON NA"E- NOAA 3 
ALTERNATE NAMES- lTOS-F, 69Z0 
LAUNCH lJATE- 11/06/73 WEiGIIT- 7106& KG 
LAUNCH SIlE- VANDENBERG MS. UNITED STAtes 




INJl1t.L ORBIT P"RAMETERS 
OR811 TTPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIf PERIOD- 116.1 "IN 
PERIAPSIS- 1500.0 K" 
PERSONNiOL 
St UNKNOWN 
PM • S. WEILAND 




EPOCH DATE- 11'01/73 
INCLINATION- lOZ.l DEG 




TilE NOAA 3 WAS ONE IN A sUUS OF 1\I1PROVED 11ROS-" TYPE 
SATELLIlES WITH NEW "ETEOROLOG"ICAL SENSORS ONBOARII TO EXPAH
D 
HIE OPERATIONAL C"PABILllY OF THE nos S'STEM. THE PRI"J.R
Y 
OBJECtiVe OF NOAA J WAS To PRO-IiIDE GLOBAL DAYTIIIIE ANII NIGHTTl"e 
URECT READOUT CLOUD COVER DATA ON A DAILY BASIS. TH
E 
SUN-SYNCHRONOUS SPACECRAft W"S ALSO CAPAOLE OF SUPPLYING GLOBA
L 
ATII\OSPHERlt n"PERATURE SOUNDINGS AND VERV IIIGH RESOLUTIO
N 
lNfRARED CLOUD COVER OATA Of SELECTED AflEAS IN EITHER A DIREC
T 





OOTAIN GLOBAL SOLAR PROTON rLUl DATA ON A ROUtIN[ OAIL' BASIS. 
THE PRi"UY SENSOjiS CONSISTED Of t. VEil' HIGH RESOLunON 
""DIOMEH:" (\IHIIII)' A VEl/TICAL Tt"PEAATURE PROFILE r.t.DIOME1£R 
(VTPR). AND A SCANNING Ro\DI0MHER (SRI. THE VHIIII, VfPR. AND SR 
WERE IIIOUNTED ON THE SA1ELLllE BASEPLATE. WlTH T'IEU OPTltAL AlE
S 
DIRECtED VUTlCALLl EARtHW"RD. lHE NEARLY CUfHC"L SPACECRA
fT 
MU5URED 1 BY 1 BY 1., ". TilE 5AHLLJJE WAS EQUiPpED WtTH 
lIlREE CURVEtI SOLAR PANELS THAT Wf:RE FOLbED DURING LAUHCIi AN
oJ 
DEPLOYED AflER ORBIT 11,\5 ACIIIEVED. EACH ""NEL M[AS-UIIED OVE-II 
'.2 III lto LENGfH WilEN UNFOLDED AND WAS COVERED WITtI }.1oLC 501 \51 
CELLS MEASURING 2 BY 2 CM. THE 1l0S DYNAMICS AHD I.lllTUDE 
CONTROL SYSTE" MAINTAINED DESIRED SPACECRAfT 01liENTA110
N 
THROUGH GYROSCOPIC PRINCIPL[3 INCORPORATED IIHO tilE SATELLitE 
Il£SIGN. EARTH ORIENtATION Of fHE SATELLIIE BODY WO\S MUNtAlNE
D 
BY HUNG ADVANTAGE Of THE PREC[SSION INDUCEO fROM A MO"EHTUPI 
rLYWHEEL SO tHAT tHE SATELLtTE BOD' PRECESSION RATE Of D
IU 
REyOLUllON PER ORBtT PAOVIOED tHE DESIIEI! 'tAnH LOOI(!HG' 
o\TTlTUDE. "INOR AIlJUSTMENTS IN AlflTUDE AND ORIENU1l0N WE
RE 
"ADE BY "fANS or IIIAGNEllC CO!LS AND BY VARYlOjG HIE SPEED Of THE 
"OMENTU!'I fLYWHEEL. tHE SPACECRAfT BEtA"E THE OPERAtiONAL 11
05 
SPAC£CRAfl ON MAIICH H'· 1974. OPEl/A"'fI-!lIi~ TER"IHAlED tN AUGUST 
1916. 
------
- NOAA J, WILLIA"S--------·--------_____________________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NA!'IE- SOLAR PROtON "ONIlUP 
NSSDC 10- 13-086A-01 I~VESTIGATlVE PROGRAM 
IlPER"UONo\L .UTHER OBSERVAllONS 
IfllitHIGAlION Ol!iCIPLINE(S) 
..... RTlCLES AND fIELDS 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.J. WILLIAI'lS 
BRIEF IlESCRIPTiON 
THREE SOLID-STATE OElECTORS MOHIlOR-EO THE oMNIDlRtcTlONAl 
FLUIES Of SOLAR PROTOtlS WIlH ENERGI.ES ABOVE 10. 30, "ND 60 "EV. 
RESPECTIVELY. two TELESCOPES CONSIS1tNG Of sOLIt/-sUI
E 
DETECTORS EACH "USUREO IllRECttONAL fLUIES Of PROTONS BEl WE
EN 
0_27 MEV ANII 3.2 I'IEII (IN THREE INTERVALS)' PROlDNS BETWE£N 3.2 
AND 60 I'IEY, PROTONS ABOVE 60 IIEv, AND AlPHA PARTICLES BEtWEEN 
12.5 AND 3l "'lEV. IN TilE POLAR CAP ;tEGloN WHtCH IS or TilE 
GREATEST lNtEREST. THE TELESCOPES YIIOWEIl PIoRALLEL TO. AN
D 
PERPENDICULAR TO. TilE LOCAL MAGNEttC flELD DIRECTION. 
AN 
ADlltTIONAL SOLID-STAlE DETECTOR I'IEASUIIEII DIRECllONAL flUXES 
Of 
ELECTRONS Of ENERGIES GREATER THAN 1100 KEY. TillS DETECTOR
 
LOOKED IN A DIRECnON PERPENDICU~AR TO THE ORBIT PLANE. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••• NOo\A I. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAfT C0t1f110N HAIIIE- NOAA 10 
O\LTERNATE NAIIIES- 1105-6, 07529 
NSSDC 10- 74-0891. 
LAUNCH DATE- 11/15/14 WUGIIT- 339.7 KG 
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AfB. UNITED STAtES 
LAUNCII VEHICLE- DELTA 
SPONSORING COUNTAy/AGENCY 
UNiTED STATES 
INlTIAL DROIt PAR,.t1ETERS 
OABn TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
OIlBll PERIOD- "10_9 "IN 
PERJAPSIS- 1'43.0 KM 
PERSONNEL 
riG - M.L, 
P" G. A, 








EPOCH DATE- 11/16/74 
INCLlNAllON- 101.1 






nOS-G WAS ONE IN A SERIES Of IKPROVED TlROS-M SATELLliES 
LAUNCHED IHTII NEW I'IETf:OROLOGIC"L SENSORS ON BO"RD TO ElPAND T
HE 
OPERAt.tONAL C"PABILlTl Of THE 1105 (NOAA) SYSTE"_ THE PlU!'IAn 
OBJECTl'lE Of THE noS-G KETEOIIOLOGICAL SATELLITE WAS 10 PROVID
E 
oLOBAL DAYTIME AND NIGllT1I"E DIRECT READOUT CLOUIlCOVER DATA 
ON 
A DAILY BASIS. THE SUN-SYNCHRONOUS SPACECRAfT ALSO SUPPLIE
D 
GLOB"L A111:0SPIIERIC TE"PER,.TURE SOUNDINGS AND \l£Rl HIG
H 
RESOLUTION !NrRARED C;:LOIlDCOVER DATA Of SELECTED ARUS IN EI111E
R 
A DIRECT READOUT OR A 'APE RHORDER MIlDE. 0\ Sf;CONDAH
Y 
OBJECUVE WAS TO OBTAIN GLOBAL SOLAR PROTON DENSity DAU ON 
A 
ROUTINE DAILY BASIS. TilE PRIMARy SENSORS_ CONSISTED OF A '1ER
Y 
IIlGH RESOLUTION RAIiiOKElER tIIHRR). A VERtiCAL TE"P£RATulif 
PROflLE RAIllOIIE1ER (VTPR), AH~ A St:ANNIHG RADIO!'lETER (SRl. THE 
'1HRR. VTPR. AND SR WERE MOUNTED ON TilE SATELL.ITE BASEPLATE wntl 
THUR OPtiCAL "XES DiRECTED VERTICALLY EARTHWARD. tHE NEAR
LY 
CUBICAL SpACECRAfT "EASURED 1 BV 1 BY 1,-2 ". THE SATELLItE W
AS 
EGUIPPED WITH THREE CURIJED SOLAR pANELS TH" WERE fOLDEII \lURIN
G 
LAUNCH AriD DEPLOYED AftER ORBll WAS ACHIEVED. [loCH PANEL 
fIIEASUAED OVER 4.,2. IN LENGTH WHEN UNfOLDED AND WAS COVERED WIT
H 
3420 SOLAR CELLS MEASURING 2 BY 2 CPl. THE 1105 DYNAMHS AN
D 
ATT1TUDE CONTROL SUTE" "AJNUINU DESIIIED SPACECRA
FT 
ORIENTATION THROUGH GyROSCOPIC PIUNCIPLES INCORPOUTED INlO lH
E 
SATELLITE DeSIGN. EARTI! ORIE/UATION 0'" THE SATELLITE BODY W
AS 
"AJNTAJNEO B1' lAKING ADVANUGE Of lHE PRECESSION INDUCED fRO"
 A 
Mo"ENTU" fLYWHEEL SO TH"T THE SATELLITE BODY PRECESSION JlATE 
OF 
ONE JlEVOLU1l0N PER ORon wiLL PROVIDE THE DESIRED '[ARTH 
LOOUNG' ATT1TUD[. MINOR ADJUSTMENTS IN ""T nUDE AND 




































THE SPEECl Of THE KOKENTUPI flYWHEEL. 
-------
NOAA 4~ N[SS STAff-------------------------------------
INVESTIGAtiON HAPlE- SCMIN'IIG II.AOJOfl£Tf.lI (SRI 











tHE lTOS-G SCANNING R"DiOPlETER (SII.) SUBSYSTEM CONSISTED 
Of TWD seANNINe RADIOMETERS, Ii t\uAL 511 PROCESSOR, AliO TWO 5
11. 
RECORDERS. THIS SUBSYSTEK PER,,!TTED HIE OETEA'UNo\110N of 
SURFACE lEPlPERATUIlES Of THE GROUND. THE SEA. OR CLOUD T
OPS 
VIEWED BY TIlE IIAUO/'lElfR. THE RADIOMETER ",Eo\SUREO REfL
ECTEO 
RAOlATiON ~RO" THE [.t,RTHIA,,,,OSPKER[ SYSTEK IN THE 0.52- TO 
O.1l-KICROMETEA BAND DURING TilE DAY AND [lUllED RADIATION fRO" 
THE EARTH AND llS ATI'IOSPIIERE IN THE 10.5- TO 12..5-IUtROI'IE1ER 
REGION OURING THE DAY AND HIGHT. UNLIKE A CAMERA. THE SR DID
 
NOT TAI<:E A PICTURE .. 8Ul 1"SlEAD FORMEO AN I"AGE USIHG A
 
COHTIHUOUSLY ~OTATING I'IIRROII. TilE MIRROR StA'INEO THE EARYH'S 
suUME PERPE'IOlCULAR TO THE SAlELlITE'S ORUUL PATII AT A RAte
 
Of '8 liP". AS TilE SAtELLITE pROGRESSES ALONG 11S ORBJlAL PATH, 
EACH ROTATION Of TilE ,UltROR PROVIDED ONE StAN LINE OF PICTURE. 
RADIATION COLLECTED BY THE MIRROR liAS PASSED THROUGH A BE A"
 
SPLJlTEA A'IO SPECTRAL FILlER TO PRODUCE THE DESIRE!) SPECtRAL 
SEPARATION. UP TO TWO fULL ORBIT~ OF DATA (1'5 IIIIN) CAN BE 
STOREO ON II.AGNErtC TAPE fOR SUBSEQUENT IRANS"ISSION (1697.5 
"HZ) TO AN ACQUISllON SIATION. THE DATA WERE ALSO TR"NS"I"EO 
IN REAL 11 liE TO LOCAL APT SUTIOHS. OHCE THE SIGNAL IS
 
RECEIVED BY THE GROUND STATtON. A CONl'lNUOUS PICTURE WILL BE
 
fORMED By USING " fACSlIHLE RECORDER WHOSE SCAN IS IN PIIASE
 
WITH THE SATELLll['S FORIIMID "'OTION. fROM A PLANNED ALTITUDE 
Of 1460 K", THE R;'OIOIl.ETER 111\.0 A GROUND RESOLUTION OF 
APPROlIM;'IELY 4 KM AT NADIR ;.ND WAS C;'PABLE Of '!'IELDING
 
RADI;'NCE TEII.P[RA1URES BETWEEN 185 AN~ BO K to AN "CCURACY OR 
tlo AN~ -t 1(. RESPECTIVELY. ALL OPERAlION;.L DATA fROM TillS 
UPERI"EN1 ~ERE fj;'NOLEIl BY NOU AND EVENTUALLY ARCHIVED AT THE 
NATIONAL (L1MAT1C CEN1EII. AsnVILLE. NORlll UROLINA. IDENTICAL 
EXPERIMENTS WERE fLOWII 0"1 nOS-D, -E, AND -f. 
-----
- NOAA 4 .. NESS ST;.FF-----------------------------------.,.-
INVESTIGATION NAII.E- VEIIY HIIiH RESOLUTION R\DIOMETER (VHRR) 
NSSOC 10- 74-089;'-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI NESS ST;.Ff 
BRIEF OESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 





THE VERY ~IIGn RESOLUTION IVHRR) EXPERI"ENT IS DESIGNED TO 
CONTINUOUSLY MUSURE SURfj\,CE l£MPEUIURES Of THE EARTH, SEA. 
AND CLOUD TOPS IN DAYLlGIH ;'5 wELL I\S NIGIIT ;'ND TO TRANSMIT THE
 
lE"PERATURE DATA IN REI\.L TIME TO COMMAND AND DATA ACIlUISITlON
 
(eDA) STAnONS "THROUGHOOT THE \/ORLO fOR USE IN LOCAL WEATHER 
fORECASTING. TIlE SPAC.EC"HT CAN BE PROGR;'MI'.ED TO RECORD UP TO
 
9 MIN OF DAr;. fOR REMOTE AREAS WIIERE NO to;' STATION IS WITH IH
 
RANGE of THE SPACECRAfT, WITH TilE RECORDED OAtA fOR BEING 
PLAYED B;'CK TO THE NEXl COA STATION THoU lHE SPACECUF-T P;'SSES
. 
THE EXPERI!lENT INCLUDED TWO SCANNING IUOIOI'IETERS, A "AGNETIC 
lAPE RECORDER. ;'ND ;'SSOCIATEO ELECTROIHCS. THE HID-CHANNEL
 
V"RR WILL OPERATE SI"'ILAIIL'!' TO TIlE SC;'NNING IIAOIO"'ETER \SlIl BUT
 
WITH MUCH IiREATER RESOLUTION (0.9 KI! COI!P;'REO TO (, 1(1'1 fOR THE 
SR AT N;'OIR). ONE CHANNEL II.EASURED REFLEClEO VISUAL RADIATION 
FRO" CLOUD TOPS IN THE LIIHlED SPECTRAL AloNGE BETWEEN 0.6 AND 
0.7 "ICROIIEHII5. THIS PROVIOED MORE CONTRAST THAN THE SR 
lIETWEEN tHE EAR"TH ;'ND CLOUDS BY REDUCING TilE EFFECT Of HAlE. 
JHE seCOND CIIANNEL MASURED ",nARED RAOlATION EII.11TEO fRO" THt
: 
EoIoRTH. SEA, AND CLOUD TOPS ON THE 10.5· TO 12..5-II.ICIIOftE"TER 
REGION. THlS SPECTRAL REGION PERMITTEO BO"!H DATTI"E AND
 
NIGHTTIME RADIANCE "EA:'iURE"ENtS. THE VHAR FOR"EO AN I"AtiE BY
 
USING A StANNING II.llIltO,' TECHNI'\UE SIMIL;'R TO THE SR. EICEPT
 
THA1 BOTH RAOJOMETERS OPERATED SIMULTANEOUSLY~ AS THE 
SATELLllE PROCEEDED IN ns ORBIT .. TWO 400~RPI'I REVOLVING "1II1I0RS 
SCANN.ED TilE EARTH'S SURF;'CE 180 DEG OUT or PHASE (ONE MIRROR 1.1 
A TlItE) IN A LINE Pt:RPENDICULoIolI TO TilE ORBll PATH. THE VISIllLE 
;'ND IHfR;'RED DATA WILL BE TIME-MULTIPLEXED $0 THAl THE SCAN Of 
THE INFRARED CHANNEL WAS 1RANSIUlTEO FIRST. fOLLOWED BY TilE
 
E"A.TH S-CAN PORTION Of THE VJSIBLE CIIANHEL. THIS PROCESS WAS
 
REPEAlED ~OO 1I"ES PER IUNUTE (E\lUIVALENl TO THE SCAN RATE). 
IF ONE Of TilE RAUOMElERS FAILED. TilE S"YSTE" WAS HILL CAPABLE
 
Of "USURING BOT II V151iJLE ;'ND INFRARED R;'OJATtON USING ONLY tHE 
REIIAINING RADIOMETER. ALL OPERATlON;'L DATA fROM THIS
 
EXPEIIIIIIENT WERE llANO LED 6Y NOAA AND EVENTU;'LLl' ARCHIVEO AT THE 
NATIONAL CLUIATIC CENTER. ASlleVILLE, I00ATH UIIOLINA. IDENTIC;'L
 
ElPERllilElns WEllE fLOWN ON nOS-E. -f. AND -G. 
r---" ! 




. NOA" 4. NESS STArf-------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAttE- VERliCAL T£IIIPEUTURE PIIOrtLE AAOIO"ETER 
\V1PR) 











"'E lTOS-G VERTlCAL TEMPERATURE PROfILE RAOIO"ElER (V1PR) 
SENSED THE RADUNl [NERG'!' fROM Al"O$PIIEAJC C02 111 SIX NARROW 
spECTIIAL !lEGIONS CE!HEliED AT 15.0. 14.8~ 110." 14.1. 13.11. ANb 
n.lo MICI!O"ETERS. THE GROSS AT"OSPHERlC W;'TER V;'POII CONTENT 
WAS DETERMINED FROM "EUURE"ENTS CENTERED ;'1 18.7 MICROMETERS. 
M£oI.SUREJtENTS WEltE lAlI;EN IN TilE H.O-"IC~OMETER SPEC1R;'L REGION 
TO DElER"lNE SURfI\.CEICLOUDTOP TE"'PERI\.TURES. tHE \lTPR C.ONSIStED
 
or AN OP1ICAl SystEM, DflECTOR AND ;'SSO[JATEO ELECTRONICS. AND 
;. SCANNING "1IiROR. THE MIRROR SC;.NHED tHE EARTH'S SURfACE
 
PERPEliOICULAR TO THE SATELLITE'S ORBITAL PHH. ;'S Utll ;.,,;A IS
 
SCANNED, THE OPTlUL SYSTf" COLLEtT ED, fiLTERED .. AND DUECTED
 
TI!E RAOIAlION FRO='! THE £A.I':H AND SEPARATED IT INTO tHE £lGIIT
 
SPECTRAL INTfRV;'I.S. THE GROUND ;'REA COVERED BY ONE SAII..,Lf O
f 
DATA WAS APPROXII'IATELY 50 BY 50 (M. lHE IIADIOI'IE1[1I OPEnATED 
CONTINUOUSLY. 1A(lliG "EASURE"ENtS OVER EllERY PARt OF tilE 
EARTH'S SURfACE TIIICE A D"'!'. THE OAt;. IIERE RECORDED THROUGHOUT
 
tHE ORBIT AND WERE PUTED BACI( UPON (OMMANO WHEN THE SAIELLI1E 
W;'S wltlHN CO""UNI(ATION MANGE Of A COMMAND AND OATA 
ACQUISITION STnION. GROUND PERSONNEL USED THE DATA TO COIilPUTE 
teMPERATURE-PRESSURE PIIOFILES TO ;'L1ITUDES ;'S HIGH ;'5 :50 KI'I. 
ALL OPERAt'~~~L DATA fROM TrilS ExPERIMENT WERE H;'NDLED BY NOAA 
"I'D EVENTU ... , l Y ARCHIVED AT THE NAtlONAL CLI""UC CENTE~, 
;'SHEVILLE, NORTI! CHOLINA-. IIlENTlCAL EXPERIII.fNlS WERE fLOWN ON
 
1105-0. -E. AND -f. 
p----- NO;'A 4 .. IIILLtAII.S---~---------------p-----------------
INVESTlG;'TlON N"PlE- SOLAR PROTON MON110R 
NSSDC 10- 71o-D89;'-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION 
INVEStiGATIVE PAOGRAPI 
OPERATIONAL WEA111ER oeSERVHIONS 
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLlNE<Sl 
PART I CLES AND r IEltIS 
THIs (IPERIMENT CONllNUES TilE ITOS SERIES Of JHU';'PL 
UPERI"ENTS, WHICH ARE ALL TO Bt THE S;'I'IE TIIROUGH ItOS-F. 
THREE SOLID-STATE OETECTORS "O"110R THE OllNIDIREClIONAL FLUKES
 
or SOLAR PROTONS WITH ENERGIES ;'BOVE 10. :50. AND 60 "EV. 
RESPECtIVEL'!'. TWO TELESCOPES CONSISTING OF SOLlO-SUTE
 
DETECTORS EACH "[ASURE DIRECTIONAL fLUXES or PROTONS BETWEEN 
0.27 JtEV AND 3.2: "ev UN THREE INTERVALS), PROtONS BETWEEN 3~2: 
~ND 60 MEV .. PROTONS ;'BOVE 60 !lEV. AND ;'LPHA PARtiCLES BETWEEN 
1"2.5 ;'ND 32 MEV. IN THE POLAR CAP REGION, WHICH IS or THE 
GREATest INTEREST, THE TELESCOPES VIEW PARALLEL TO. AND
 
PERPENDICUL;'R TO. THE LOel\.L "AGNEllC flELII DIREt1101i. /1.1
01 
;'ODITIONAL SOLID STAlE OETEtTOR MEASURES DIRECtIONAL 'LUXES Of
 
ELECTRONS Of ENERGIES GRUTER THAN tloD !CEV. tillS DETECtOR
 
lOOKS IN A DIRECTION PERPENOIC;ULAtt to THE ORBIT PUNE. 
••••••••••••• ~~ ••••••••••••• NOAA 5 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECR;'fT [OI'l"ON NA"E- NO;'A S 
ALTERNATE NAIHS- ITOS-H. 09057 
NSStIC 10- 76-077;. 
LAUNCH OATE- 0712.9'76 \/EIGIIT- lJ6. I:G 
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBEIIG Hr;. UNITED SUlES 
LAUNCN VEHICLE- DELT;. 
SPONSOR I NG COUNTRY'AGENCY 
UNI1ED STATES 
\,IN IT f 0 STATES 
INITIAL DROIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TTPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOO- 116.2 MIN 
PERIAPSIS- 1502.. 1(1'1-. 
PERSONNEL 
MG - !'I.L. 
PM - A~ 
PM - G.A. 








EPOCH 0"11;- 07130176 
INCLlN;'T10N- 102..1 bEG 





NOAA 5 VAS ONE IN A SEIIIES Of t"PROVED flAOS-M TYPE 
SATELLITES LAUNCHED WITII NEW "ETEOROLOGICAL SENSORS ON ~I)AAD TO 
E:XPAND THE OPEIIATIONAL CAP~BILJTY or TilE trl)S (NOAA) S:STEM. 
YHE P!I I "loR'!' OBJECTIVES Of THE NOAA S (ITu~-K: "EtEOROLOGICAL 
SATELLJTE WEU 10 PROVIDE GLOBAL OAnlME AND Nl,iHT llJtE DIREC
t 
RfAOOUl' CLOUD COVEII' DATA ON A DAIL'!' B;'SIS. THE SUIj-S'!'NCHRONOUS 
.---=- .. ",~ ".J 
I 
f 








SPACECRAFT W,\S CAPABLE or SUPP1.YlNG GLOBAL AlftOSPtlERIC 
TEMPERATURE SOUNDINGS AND IIEIn HIGH IIESOLUTION INfRARED 
CLOUDCOIIEII DATA Of SELECTED AREAS IN UHlER A DIREn IIEADOUT all 
A lI,Pi. IIEtORD!:R MODE. A secONCtART OBJECTlIIE WAS TO OBTAIN 
GLOBAL SOLAR P"OTON DENSITY DATA ON A ROUTINE DAILY BASIS. THE 
PIUMAII'f SENstttS CONSIST Ell Of A IIERT HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER 
(VHRII), A IIUTEAL 'fEJlPERATUIiE PROFILE IIADIOMHER (IItPII), "NO A 
S~"NNINIi JlAOlOItETER (S:U. THE IIHIIII, IITPII, AND $II WEllE "OUNTED 
ON THE SATELLllE IIASEPLA'fF. WlTH 'fHEIII OPUCAL AXes DIRECTED 
VERHCALLl' EARtHWARD. THE NEARLf CUBICAL SPACHRAf'f MEASURED 1 
X I x 1.2 M. THE SATELLITE WAS EQUIPPED \IIlTH THIlEE CU::VED 
SOLAR PANELS THAT WERE FOU'eo DURING LAUNCH AND DEPlOYED AFTER 
ORBlT WAS ACHIEVED. [;'CII PANEL PlEASURED OilER 4.2 M IN LU.GTH 
WHEN UNFOLDED MID WAS COVER£/) wnH 3420 SOLAR tELLS, EACH 
"E,\SURING 2 X 2: CM. THE ITOS OYNA"ICS AND ATTITUDE CONTROL 
SYsTE" "AINHINED bESIRED SPACECRAfT ORIENTATION THROUGH 
GYROSCOPIC PRINCIPLES INCORPORATED INTO THE SATELLITE DESIGN. 
EAR':H ORIENTATION Of HIE SAnLLUE BOla WAS MAINTAINED ay 
TAKING ADVANlAGE Of THE PRECESSION INDUCEIl fIIOM A "O"ENTUII 
fLyWtlEEL SO THA1 THE SATELLITE eODT PIIECESSION RATE Of ONE 
REVOLUTION PER ORBIT PROVIDED THE DESIRED 'EARTH LOOkiNG' 
ATTItUDE. IIINOR ADJUSTMENTS IN HTlTUDE AND ORIENTATION WERE 
MACE BY "fANS or f'lAGNETIC COILS AND Bl' VARYING THE SPEEC OF THE 
,,(JIIE/IITU.II fLl'IIHEE1.. THE. SATELLITE WAS PLACED IN A 
SUN-SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT W1TH EQUATORIAL CROSSING /If THE ASCENDING 
NODE NEAll 0810 A.II~ LOCA~ tIME. 
------- NOAA 5~ NESS STAFF-----------________________________ _ 
INVESTlGATtON NAIIE.- VERY HIGH liE SOLUTION IIADIOMETER (VHIIII) 










THE nOS-H VERY HIGII RESOLUTH'" RADIOMETER (VHIIR) WAS 
CAPABLE OF PROVlblNG GLOBAL DA'f'TI"E AND I.IIGHTTHIE EARTH 
CLOUCI[OVER PICTURES ON A fiiG\ILAR ClAlLY BASIS FOil USE IN WEATHER 
ANALYSIS ANCI fORECASTING. THE IIU- 1.TISPE~fRAL SCANNING 
INSTRU1'\ENT OPERAT£D UI BOTH REAL-TIME AND TAPE IIECORDER IIODES. 
THE FOUR-CHANNEL uNIT USED THE fOLLOWING SPHTRAL WAVELENGTNS 
-- CHANNEL 1 - 0.5 TO 0.7 IIICROMEtERS (lIlSIBLE)~ CHANNEL 2 -
C.75 TO 1.00 "ICRO"ETERS (NEAR IR), CHANNE1. 3 - 10.5 TO 12.5 
IIICROIiETERS (III IHNDOIl)~ ANCI CHANNEL 4 - 6.:5 TO 7.0 MICROIIETERS 
(IIATER VAPOR). THE VISIBLE, NEIIR lR, AND III WINDOW CHANNELS 
HAo II GROUND RESOLunON OF 1 K". THE RESOLUlION OF THE WATER 
VAPOR CHANNEL liAS SOMEWHAT LESS -- ABOUT 4 K" AT NADIR. EUH 
CHANNEL HAD IT!> OliN ELECTIIONICS PACKAIiE CONSISlING OF AN 
AMPLIfiER, liN AtlALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER, AND OTIIER AUXILIAIIY 
ELECTRONICS. IDENTICAL ':XPERIMENTS lULL BE fLOWN ON lTOS-I AND 
-, . 
----.-- NIiAA S, NESS STAf'--------------------------_________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NIIIIE- VERT!rAL TEMPERATUIIE PROFILE RADIOMETER 
(IITPR) 
NssOt 10- 76-077A-02. 
PERSONNEL 
" - NESS STArf 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAII 
OPERIITIONA1. WEATHER OBSEIiVAlrONS 
INVESTlUA!lON DISCIPLINE(S) 
METEOROLOGY 
THE VERTICAL TEfIIPERATURE PROr-ILE RAOIO"ETEA (VTPR) 
SUBSYSTEM WAS DESIGNED TO MAKE RADIANCE "':ASUIIEf'lENTS IN THE 
lS-MltIiOMETER C02 BAND THAT PERf'lIT SOUNDING Of THE VERTlCA1. 
TEIIPERATURE PAOfClLE FROJII TilE EARTH'S SURFAC~ TO ;'IN ALTITUDE OF 
30 K!1 OVER EVERY PART OF THE EARTH AT LUST TWiCE DolILY. A 
12-PllCROMETH CLEAR WINDOW RADIANC.E MEASUREMENT liND A 
19-I'IICII01'I[TEII IIATER VA,POR BAND WERE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
S.lI C02 BAND f'lEASUREMENTS TO EVALUATE TilE AIIOUNT OF CLOUDCOVER, 
AND "EASUIIEf'lENTS WERE f'lADE CONTINUOUS1.Y 80TH DAY AND NIGIIT. 
THE IITPII DATA \jeRE RECORDED THIIOUGIIOUT THE ORBIT liND WEllE 
PLAYED BACK UPON COI'IIiAND WHEN THE SATE1.Ll1E WAS OVER A to"MAND 
AlHI DATil ACQUISITlDtj (CDA) STATI0N_ THE VTPW SU6SYSTEII 
CONSISTED Of AN OPllCAL SYSTEM, A DEfECTOR, AND ASSOCIATED 
ELECTRONICS. AS THE SA,TELLITE PROCEED£D IN ITS OIlBll THE 
R(DIOMETER SCANNED THE EARTH'S SURFACE PLUS- OR .IIINUS 31.45 DEG 
FROII NADIR IN 23 DISCRETE STEPS. H EACH STEP A RADIOIIETRIC 
MEASUREMENT WAS IIIIDE SEQUENTIALLY IN !:AtH Of TilE (lGIIT SPECTRAL 
BANDS_ IMAGE II0TlON CO"PENSATION WAS PROVlDED BY STAGGERING 
THE fIELD STOPS LOCATEt ON THE fILTER WItEEL_ THE ASSOCUTE!! 
ELECTRONICS PROCESSED THE SEDUEHn;\L ANA1.0G DATA AND CONVERTED 
IT TO UGUAL FORMAl FOR FUIITHER PROCESSING BY Till DATA 
COLLECTIOrj PLATFOR,.. CDCP) rOR REAL-TlIIE TRANSIiISSION IIND/OR 
RECORDING. 
------- NOAA S, NESS STAFf------------------------________ _ 
INVESTiGATION NAME- SCANNING RADIOMETER (510 
83 
NSSoC 10- 76-077~-Ol 
PERSONN£L 
" - NESS STAff 
BIIIEf DESCRIPTION 
INVESTlGAUVE PROGRA" 




THE SCANNING RADIOIIETER ($f!) SUBSYSTEM WAS A "tDUNoAtn 
II~OIOIiETU AND TAPE II/i:CORDfR COMBIN~TlON DESIGNED TO PROVIDE 
TilE fOLLOWING DATA (1) REAL-TIME DAYLIGHT CLOUD COVEll 
INfOIiMATION IN THE 0.5- TO 1.0-M!CIIOPIETER REGION, TIIANSMIT1ED 
OilER THE VHf DATA LINK, (2) REAL·tI"E au ANCI NIGHT 1HEIIIIAL 
RADIAtION IIHORP'lATlON IN TilE 10.S- TO ll.5-PlICRO"ETEIi REGIOH 
TRANSPlITlEO OVER THE VHf DATA LINK, (3) GLOBAL CLOUD COVER 
INfOIl""TJON STORED ON IIECORDERS ANo PLAYED S~(II( TO CO""~ND AND 
DATA ACQUISITION (triA·) STATIONS lilA TilE S-BAND DATA L1NK~ AND 
(4) GLOBAL THERI'IAL RADIATION INfOlll'lATJON STOIIED ON "'HORDEIIS 
"NO PLAYED SACK TO CDA STATIONS VIA THE S-BAND Q~TA LlNK_ THE 
SI! SUeSYSTEIi ELE"ENTS INCLUDED TWO SCI,NNING HAD! '''',etEIiS, A OUAL 
SR PROCESSOII, AND TIIIIEE SII RECORDEIIS. ',AJOII CONTROL AND TIMING 
fUNCTIONS WERE PROVICIED BY THE SAJELLllE'S TIllE-BASE AND 
COII,,"ND-DISTIIIBUTION UNITS. AS THE SAT£LLJTE PROCElilED II> ns 
ORBU, THE RADIOIIETER~ ONCE COIIIIANDED 010, SCANNEti TilE EARTH'S 
SURF"CE fPOIi HORH.ON 10 HORIZON WllH A CONHNUOUSLY ROTATING 
MIRROR. THE SCAN MIRROR WAS INCLINED 8~ 45 DEG TO ITS AXIS OF 
HOTAllON~ WHICH WAS COINCIDEoH WlTll THE SATELLITE'S VELOCITY 
VECTOII. THUS, THE OPTICAL AIlS SCANNED HI PL~tIE 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE S-ATElLlTE's VELOCITY VEClOR. IN THE TIME 
REQUIRED FOR ONE COIIPLETE MIRROII ROTHION, tH( SIITELLlTE 
"ROGRESSEo APPIIOXII'IATELY 7.4 "" ALONG TilE ORBll tRAtK_ AN 
ADJACENT III1EA WAS THEN SCANNED ANIl SCAN!) WERE REPEATECl 
THROUGHOUT THE OIlBll TO GENERA'TE A CONTINUOUS PICTURE. 
--- --- NOAA 5~ WILLIAIIS---------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION N~ME-- SOLAR PROTON IIONI TOR (SPM) 
NSSDC 10- 76-077A-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS 
BRIEF DESCR,'PTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGIIA" 
OPERATIONAL WEATHEII OSSEIiVArlONS 
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) 
PARTICLES AND fiELDS 
NOAA-EIIL 
THIS EXPElIlf'lENT liAS DESIGNED TO COtlTINUOUSLY II0NITOR 
IIlRECTIONAL FLUXES Of (1) PROTONS IN FIVE CONTIGUOUS 
INTERVALS BETWEEN 0_15 AND 40 II~V CINTERVAL THRESHOLDS OF 0_1S, 
0.30. 0_60, 1.5, AND 6.6 MEV), (2) PROTONS IN THE RANGES ~(JO TO 
600 AND 6t::O TO 1000 "Ell, (J) PROTOMS ABOVE 1000 MEV, f41 ALPIIII 
PARTICLES IN fIlIE CONTIGUOUS ENERGY JtITERVALS BETIoIEEII 0.6 AIID 
100 "EV (INTEllifAL THIiESHOLilS Of 0.60, 0_90~ 1_4, 3_S. IItlD 11 
IIEV), (51 ALPIIA PARTICLES BETWEEN 330 ANCI 600 !'icy, (6) ALPHA 
PARTICLES ABOVE 600 IIEV~ AND (1) ELECTRONS ABOVE 2SC. KEV_ 
OI'lNIDIRECTlONAL fLUXES OF PROTONS ABOVE 10~ 30. AND 60 MEV WERE 
"ON110IlED. 
SPACECIIAFT cOlilioil NIU~E- 0,1,0 3 
ALTERNATE NAIIES- PL-701O, OAo-e 
COPERNICUS, 06153 
NSSDC fCl- 72-06504. 
LAUNCH OAT£..,. C""2.1172 IIEIGHT- 21S0. KG 
LAUNCH SITE- tAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED SHIES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS 
SPaNS OiliNG (OUNTR Y IAGENCY 
Ut'ITED 5TATES 
INITIAL ORBIT PAIIA"ETERS 
ORan TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
OIiBn PERIOo- 99.7 MtN 
pERIAPSIS- 739. "M 
PERSONNEL 
I'IG - II.E. 
sC N.G. 
PM - J.E. 







EPOCH ~I\TE- OB-I"lll7i 
tNCLINIITlOtl- 35.0 OEG 





THIS MI5-510N WAS THE TH1RO PI THE OAO PIIOGRA'" AND ITS 
SECOND SUCCESSFUL SPlitt ·J'~FT TO OBS[II\1E TtlE CELESTIAL SPKf!l.E 
FIIOH·· ABOVE THE EARTH'S Al'MO-:'PIlERf. ~ UV TELESCOPE WITH A 
SPECTRO"ETER MEA,SURED HIGh RESOLUt ION SPECTRA Of THE STARS, 
GALA)(IES. liND PLANEtS 1I11H tilE IUIN EMPIlASIS ON tH~ 
DETERI'IINAlION OF INtEIiStELLAR ~BSORPTIOI-I L!NES. IHRH ~-R'Y 
TtOLESCOPES AND A COLLI,..ATED. Hl:OrORrIONAL COUNTER r~t)VICIED 
M€~SUIH'IIENT5 Of COSIIIC ~-RAY SOURCfS AND IfiTERSTELL,I,R 
AflSORPTIOtl BEHIE;:N 1 AND 70 A. tHE OAO-3 SPACE-CRAFT liAS AN 
O-CT~"ON,I,t.LT SHAI'Eo.~ AUI'"flUI'I SllwcrURE \IITII A 48.-111. IIOLlOIoi. 
CENTRAL, TUBULA-II ;<;11'£04.. wHICH HOUSED ,liE E~PERIMENl CONtAINER. 
SDLAI! PANELS WERE MOUN1!:C Otl fACt! SIDE o-F lifE SPIICECRAFT AT 
ANGLES OF 34 DEG ANO !lAD .r.N ARE!. Of 1JIi FT. ~ SUN BAffLE 
PJl{'!T£C1ED THE EXPERfliENTS AltD INCREA5ECI THE LENGTH OF 1llE 
! ----I, T----
I 














SPAtI;tRAfT TO 193 IN. TWO INERTUL BALANCE BOOf'S. ONE FOR
IlARti 
ANti ONE AFT, EIlTENDED APPIIOIII"AtELT lOO IN. THE SPACECRAFT WAS 
EQUIPPED WITH "" INTERNAL IIEFERENCE UNlT U HIGH-PRECIS 10M, 
THREE AXIS GYRO iHERTtAL SYSTE"" SUN SENSOIIS, A " ... GNETaltHER, 
AND STAR tRAClCERS. WHICH ENABLEO SPACECRAFT POINTING TO 
8E 
OETERIIIHEP IN PlANY OIFFERENT WAYS. II BORESlGHT SUR TRACICER 
SENSlTlVE to THE SUllI " ... GHnUIIE CONTROLLED PITCH AND YAW TO 
wITIIIN 5 AIIC-SEC. IN ADDITION, THE HiGH IIESOLUTION TELESCOPE 
EIPERI"E"T HAD A fINE POINflN6 I;ONTIIOL; WIIlCH COULD CONTROL 
THE 
PITCH "NO TAli TO IIlTHIN ONE T£NTH Mit-SEC. ON DIUGHT SU
IIS. 
SPACECRAfT ,nTlTUOE. Wo\S CONTROLLED BY INERTU WHEELS AND 
THRusnIlS. IIEOUNDANT "RAUIHG BUCONS fACIl.tTATEO GROUND 
lflAtlClNG Of THE SPACECRAFT. TItO UHf {400.55 "Hl.} TRANSMITTERS 
PRClVIIlEO IIIOEB"NII TELEMETR1' FOR TRIINSI1ITTING OIGITAL DAT
Il TO 
THE GROUND sunONS. TIfO REDUNPANT VHf (136.26 MHZ) 
TRANSI'II HERS IIERE USED IN A NARROII BAND TELEI'IETIIT UNK 
USED 
PRlPlARtLT fOil TIlANSIUTTltfG SPACECRAfT HOUSEfi:EEJ>"'1G D
ATA, 
ALTHOUGH THEY SERVED AS BACKUPS fOR THE IfIDEBAND TE\.EI
'IETIIl' 
STStEII. TIID REDUNDMn PAIRS Of VHf COI'll1ANO RECUVERS 
VERE 
tARRtEO "S PART OF A COM"AND snfEM C,,,ABLE Of STORING 
1"280 
CO",."NDS. DATA IIERE STORED IN AN ON-1l0ARO TAPE: RECORDER AN
D IN 
COilE STORAGE. AN ON-BOARD PIIOCESSOR II"S CARRIED fHAT MONIT
OIIED 
TELEllfTlIY DATA, THAT COULD ISSUE COI'I""NOS, "NO THAT 
liAS 
I'ROGIlAI'IIIEO VIA iHE COMMUD RECElVEII UPUNK. 
------
- DAD 3. B01'O--------------------------------------------
WVBUG,'TlON NAII~ STELLAR X-ilATS 
NSSDC 10- 7Z-06SA-Ol 
PERSO~.HEL 
PI - R.L.F.BOT' 






U COLLEGE LONDON 
U COLLEGE LONDON 
rHlS EXPERIMENT USEO THREE TELESCOPES ANII " COlLIIIA!ED 
pIIOpOIiTlON.lt COUNTER TO OIlSERVE COSMIC X-R'" SOURCES BETWE
EN 1 
"Nil 70 A. BETIlEEN 1 ANI> 3 II " PROPOIITtON"L COUNTER LOC
ATEIl 
IIEHtND " COLLII'IAtOR liAS USEO IN CONJUNCllOH IIITH PULSE-S
HAPE 
IlISCRJlUNATlON TO REJECT SACI!:GIIOUND COUNTS. fROM 3 TO 9 A AND 
I> TO 111 A. PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS LOCATED AT TilE FOCUS Of TIIO
 
GRAllNG-INCIDENCE REfLECHNG TELESCOPES (5.S SCI CM AND 1l SQ 
til. RESPECTIVELY) WERE USED, wnll AN "NTtCOINClOENCE 
SCINTlLLIITOR ALSO EMPLOTEIl TO REJEtT BACfi:GROUNIl COSIII
C-R"T 
COUNTS. AN OPEN CHANNEL IIULTJPLIER LOCATED AT THE fOCUS 
of A 
GRAUNG-INtIIlENCE TELESCOPE t"23 SQ CIO liAS USEO TO OBSERVE 
BETWEEN l:l AND 71] A. IlATA FROM THIS EXPERIMENT WERE USED TO 
DETERMINE THE INTERSTELLAR ABSORPTION OF SOft I-RATS. 
----
OAO 3. SPITl.ER---------------------------------------
IIiVESTIGATION NAME- H1GH-RESOLUTION TELES'OpES 
NSSOC 10- 72:-065A-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - L. 










THE pRIM"RY OBJECllVE OF THIS EXPERIIIENT WAS TO MAKE 
QUANTlTATlVE OBSERVATIONS Of THE INTERSTELL"R ABSORPUON !..INES 
IN THE SPECTRAL REGION 1000 TO BOO A. THE SECONDAR'f OBJE
CTIve 
liAS TO oeSERVe THE UV SPEC1A~ or SELECTED BRIGHTER STARS IN 
DEfo\IL. ThE PRIME I pTICAL STSTEII WAS "N 80-CM DlAII CASSES
RAIN 
TELEstOPE III Iii A 16-M fOCAL LENGTH <fllO). THIS TELESCOPE liAS 
tOUPLED TO A PASCHEN-kUNGE SPECTROMETER CAPIIBLE Of 0
_1-11 
IIESOLUnO'l IN fiRST ORDER ANII O.DS-II RESOLUTION IN SE
COND 
ORbER. THE PHOTONS WERE OETECTEIl BY fOUR EMR PHOTOTUBES, 
EACH 
EQUIPPEO WITH ItS OliN £XlT SLiT. A.ND MOVABLE IN pAJRS ALONG THE 
ROIILAND CIRCLE. A GUIOANCE ERROR SENSOR IITTACHED TO TI-'E P
RIME 
opncs CONTROLlEb THE SPAtEcUn ATtITUDE TO IIlTNIN 0.1 .\I
Ie-s. 
THIS GUlDANCE SYSTEI'I LOCKED ONtO A STAR AS WEAK A
S 7TH 
IIAGNlTUbE. THE OVERALL SYSTEM COULII MAXE USEfUL "£o\.SUREJIIIENT
S ON 
0- "Nil B-TYpE S1o\RS OF 7TH I'I"GNlTUDE. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••• OSO 5 ................................ . 
SPACECRAfT COl'lMON NAME- 050 S 
ALTERNATE NIIIIU- OSO-F, pL-684' 
0361>3 
NSSOC 10'- 1>9-006" 
L"UNtH DATE- D1121169 WEI GIIT- 645. K:i 
LAUNCH SHE- CAPE CANAVERAL~ UNITED STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE-- IlELTA 
" 
. -~-~~~ .. ,...,....~-'T~'~·~ 
SPONSOIiING coUN1RT/"GENCT 
UNJtEIl STAtES 
INlllAL ORBIT PARIIIIETEP.S 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOeENlIUC 
ORBIT PERIOIl- 95.48 IIIN 
PERJAPSIS- 536. "II 
PERSONNEL 
MG - M.E. 
SC - G.K. 
PII - R.II;. 







EPOCH DAtE- 0112"69 
lNCLJN"TJON~ 3"2.95 





THE OBJECTIVES OF THE OSO SATELLITE SERIES IIERE TO 
pERfO!.;II SOLAR PHYSICS EIPERtllENTS A80VE THE Atl'lOspHERE DUR
ING" 
COIIPLETE SOLAR C'fCLE AND TO !'lAP THE EN1lRE CELESTIAL SPHER
E FOR 
DIRECTION ANII INTENSITY Of UV. X-RAY ANII GAIliMA RAOJA1l0N.
 TilE 
OSO 5 PLATFORI't CONSIStEll Of A SAIL SEtTlON THAT P01NTEIl
 TIIO 
ElPERIIIENTS CON1t~UAt.LY TOWARII tHE SUN ANII 1\ WHEEL SEC-liON TIIAT 
SPUN A80UT AN ~~IS PERPENIlICUL"R TO THE POINTING lliRECllON Of 
THE SAIL AND CARRtEIl SIX UPERIMENTS. ATTITUDE IIDJUSTI
'IENTS 
WERE PERfORMED BY GAS JElS AND A IIAGNEllC TORQUING COIL. 
POJIHING CON1ROL PERMITTED THE POIN1E1l EIlPERII1ENTS TO SCA
N TilE 
REGION Of THE SOLAR DISK IN II 100- ay 4o-ARC-IIIJN RASTER Po\1TEAN. 
IN "IlIlITIOIi. THE POINTED SECTION COULD BE COI'IllAIiDED TO SEL
ECT 
AND SCAN A 7.5- BY 7-AII:C-I'IIN REGIOh NUR THE SOLAR lllSK. 
DATA 
WERE SIMULTANEOUSlY RECORIIEII ON TAPE ANII TRANSIIITTEIl BY P
CII/P" 
TELEMETRY. A COMIIAND SY5TEIII PROVIDED FOR 155 GROUNO~BII5EII 
COMII"NPS. 
------~ 050 5~ BLAIIONT-------------------~-----------~-~---
----
INVeSUGATlON NAIIE- l'lEASUREMENT Of THE SEU-REI/ERUL OF TH
E 
SOLAR LYMAN-ALPHA LINE 
NSSDC IIl- 69-0oI>A-01> 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J .E. BLllIIONT 







Bllt,.EF ~~~~R~ri!~~ IN5TRUIIENT wAS DESIGNEIl fOR STUIlTlNG TilE LINE 
SIIAP" OF THE SOLAR LYIIAN-ALpHA LINE SUMMEO OVER THE E
N1JRE 
SOL.\R DISK. IT IIIAOE use Of THE OPTICAL RESONANCE OF HTIlROGEN
 
AND DEUTERIUM GASES. A GRATING AND MIRROR S'S'1EIII CONVERTE
D THE 
INCIDENT SOLAR RAIlInloN INTO A BEAll OF LTIIAN-ALPHA LIGHt 
(1216 
Al IIlTH A BANDWIIlTII OF 100 A. IIHICII ENTEREII TIIO RESONANCE
 
CELLS. 0/>1£ CELL liAS FILLf.1l W1TH MOLEC\'\.AR IIYDROGEN AN
D THE 
OTIIER CELL wAS FILLED IIITH IIOLECULAR DEUTERIUIII GII5_ EACI"i 
CELL 
HAD A PHOTOIliULTlpt.1EII IIOUNTEO AT llS EXIT WINDOII TO MEASUR
E THE 
TOtAL INTENSITY OF THE SOLAR SPECTAUIII IN THE 100-A BANDW
IIlTIi. 
IN AbOITION, cACH CELL HAO A pHOtO"ULTIPLIER IIOUN1ED AT 
RIG~T 
ANGLES 10 TilE eELL (t. E_, AT RIGHT ANGLES TO THE INC
IDENT 
BEAll) THAT MEASURlD THE INTENSllY OF TilE LIGHT SCATTERED BY THE 
CELL. HEATED fl,-""ENTS IN THESE CELLS DJ5S<lClA1EO SOliE Of
 THE 
GAS; AND DlfFERENT CONCENTR"1l0NS OF ATOIilIC SPECIES I
N THE 
CELLS IIERE OBTAINED BY VAI<YUIG f-lLAitlENT VOLTAGE. THE SIGN
AL ON 
THE RIGHT liNGLE DETECTORS WAS PROpO/l1l0No\L TO TilE INTENS
ll' OF 
tHE tNClIlENT LlGItT AT 1Z1S.664 A FOR lHE HYOROGEH CELL (0.015 A 
BANOWIDTH) AND AT 1'2.15.334 A fOR THE D£UtEJUUM CELL (0.011 Al. 
SCANNING liAS ACCOIIPLlSHEO BY A DOPPLER SHIfT DUE TO APPRoA
CHING 
AND RECEIlING VELOelly Of- THE SPACECRI\fT IInll RELAllON T
O THE 
SUN AT ORBll I'IORNING ANII EVENING. AN INTERN"L CALIBRATION
 LIIMP 
WAS INCL'JDED IN THE EXpERJI'IENT. THE EXPERIMENt OPERATE
D 1 II 
EVER' 2 CALENIIAR DAYS~ MORE EXPERIIIEtH IlETAILS AND SO PIE 
I'IEASUREIl DAT" ARE CONT'AINU IN TilE P"PE1I:, 'SOLAR LYMAN 
"LPHA 
CIIANGES AND RELo\TEIl HYDROGEN DENSlTV DISTRIBU1l0N AT
 THE 
EARTH'S ElOBASE (1969-1970),'". VIIl"L-I1ADJAR. E1 AL. J. 
:;EOPH't'S. RES~. 78, 7. 1'115-'11010, IIARCH 197]. 
------
- OSO S, BOYIl--------------------------------------------
tNVESllGATION N""E- X-RAY SPECTROHELIOGRApH 
NSSIIC In- 69-006A-01 
PERSONNEL 




SOLAR PHYSI CS 
IONOSPI/ERES 
U COLLEGE LONDON 
OJ E_II. STEIiARDSONtDECEASEP} 
01 - A.p. WILLIIORE 
ot - K.". POUNDS 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION 
U OF 1l1RI'IINGHAIil 
U OF LEICESTER 
PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS ATUCHED TO COLL111ATORS PROVIDED 
ElGin-CHANNEL SPECTRAL INFORroA110N AS IIELL AS THE SP
ATlAL 
IlISTRIBU1l0N OF SOLAR I-RAT SO~·RCES. IN TilE 8- 1'0 18-A REGION, 
THE COLLIMATOR WAS II GRA'l.ING INC'DENCE pARABOLlC REfLECTOR
 tHA1 
YlELIlEO AN ANGULAR RESOLUTION ,"If PLUS DR I'IINUS 1 ARC-III
I". IN 
THE 3- TO 9-A /lEGION, TWO PAilALLEL SLITS COLLIMATED
 TilE 




































~------ OSO 5, ijEY-~-~-~~----~-------------~------~-----~------
INVESTIGAtiON NAME- ZODIACAL LIGIIT "ONITOR 
ItS-SOC 1.0- 69~006A-01 
PtJlSONNE!-
PI - E.P. NEY 
aUfF OESCIUPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGllAft CODE ST 
INves-tIGA'tlON DISCIPLINECS) AS1110NO", 
PLANET All, A 'ftOSPttEIiES SOlAJI PIi"YSHS 
U or "lNNESOTA 
THIS ElCPEI!I"ENT, "orHFIEO VEIiSlOt( Of API OSO l EJPEJtIMEt(T U~S-001A-OU, WAS DESIGNED TO "EASUIIE THE INTENSIT'I' AND DEGIIEE Of POLAfUlATION Of lODIACAL LIGHT AS A FUNCTION Of ECLIPTIC LATJTUOE AND TO SEARCH FO/l CHANGES IN lODUCAL LIGHT RESULTlNG fllOl'l SOLAR DISTURBANCES. IT WAS ALSO JNTENOEil TO STUDY THE INTENSITY OF THE AJIIGLOW CONTlNUUM LAYER AND TO STUDY THE DISTRIBUTION or NIGHTllf'IE LIGIlTNING 51'OllllS. SIX PHOTOMULtiPLIER/fILTER PHOTOfilEtERS WE/IE USED WIT" VARIOUS APERTURES AND ORIENTATtONS. THESE' PHOTO"ETERS WEllE P"-l, P"~2, P"-3, PII_t" PII-5, AND PfII~6. P,,-l WAS ORIENTEII PAIIALLEL TO TilE SPIN .UtS IIIlH A 9.25- ay 51-DEG fOV ANa A REO/VISUt,L PAssaAND. PII-2 VAS ORlE/HED ANTIPAIiALLEL TC THE SPIN AXIS IIIHI A 9.25- BY 51-0EG fIELD OF VIEW crov) AND A IILUE (J:lOO TO SOOO A) PASSIIANO. p,,-J WAS ORIeNTEil PARALLEL TO THE SPIIj UIS WITII AN l'-DECi-DUfll£lER CONICAL rov AND A IILUE (J.!IOO TO 5000 A) PASSBAND. PI'I-4 liAS ORIENTED PARALLEL TO lHE SPIN AUS IIITH A 10.5-0EG OfFSET, A 9.S-0£G-DU"ElER ~ONlCAL fOV. AND A BLUE (3500 TO soao A) PASSBAND. pk-5 WAS ORJ(NlED ANTlPAIULLEt TO THE SPIN AXIS WITH A 9-0EG~DIA"ETER CONICAL FOV AND A RED (6000 TO 8500 A) PASSBAND. PI'I-6 liAS olUENTED ANtiPARALLEL TO THE SPIN AKa WITH A 9-DEG OFFSET, A 9.S-DEG-DI-,"ETEII fOV AND A VISUAL/RED PASSBAND. PI'I-l. 1'"-2. AND PM-3 IIEIIE IlEAD OUT THIIEE TlI'IES DURING EACH -SPACEcRAfT nAIN FIIAME (TEL£"erRY" AND P"-l" PM-5, AND PM-II WER£ RUD OUT rWICE DURING EACH SPAcECRAfT "AIN FRAIIE. 'HESE pHOla"UERS "'USURED UGHT INTEIIISIlY UP TO ABOUT 1000 TIMES THAT Of A TENTH I'IAGNIlUDE STAR, ON A SCALE fRO" a TO 1,096. p"-h 1'"-1,, AND P"-5 wERE EQUIPPED IIITH fIXED PoLAI\~.! FILTERS". IN "DDlrtON, TIIO PHoTODIoDES, EACH Il1tH A SENSITlVln ABOUT ONE-SUTEENTH THAT Of TilE PHOFftETERS. fuNcTIONED AS "ONllOR EYES ANP WERE SAI'IPLED ONCE EVERT 5 S. EYE-I liAS ORIENTED PARALLEL TO THE SPIN AX.I$ VltH A 10.5-DEG OFFSET AND HAD A ;?1-DEG-OUftUER (ONH'AL rov. E'E-2 liAS ORIENTEII ANTlP-'RALLEL to THE SPIN A_IS, OFf'SET BY 5 DEG, AND HAD A 17.S-DEG-DlAI'IETER fOV. 
........................................ OSO a ...................................... . 
SPACECRAFT (OI'lI'lON NAI'IE- OSO 8 ALTERNATE NA",ES- OSO-II OSO-ErE 
7310 
NSSDC 10- 75-057A 
lAUNCH DATE- 06/21/75 WEIGHT- 42ao. kG LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNnED STATES LAUNCH VEHICLE- DEL TA 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY UNt TED STATES 
INITI.AL ORBI T PARAMETfRS DROIT JYPf~ GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 95.7 "IN PERJ..\PSlS- 544. 1(" 
PEJUONNEL 
"G "'.E. SC D. 
PI'I - J.E. 












THE OBJECTIVES Of THE OSO SATELLlT£ SERIES WERE TO PERrOIl" SOLAR FIlYSICS EXPEIlIfIIENTS ABOVE: THE "TftOSPHEliE DURING A COflplElE SOLAR CYCLE AND TO I'IAP THE ENURE CELESTIAL SPHfRE FOR DIRECUON AND INTENSITY Of UV LIGHT, X-RAY RADIATION .. AND G"",,,A R"DIATION. THE oSO a PLAnaR" CONSISTED Of A SAIL SECTION, IIHUiH POINTED TIIO EXPEUIIENTS CONTINUALL, TOWARD TilE SU",. AliD A WHEEL SEcTION. WHICH SPUN ABOUT AN AllIS PERPENDICULAR TU TilE POINTING DI./IECllON Of THt SAlL AND CARli lED rIVE EXPERIl'!ENTS. GAS JETS ANII A "AG"ETlc TORQUING COIL PEllfOR"ED ATTITUDE ADJUST"ENT. POINtlNG CONTROL PERIUTTEII THE POINTED ErPEIII"fNU TO SCAN THE REGION or THf SOLAR DISIe HO A 40- B1 4{1-ARC~"IH TO 60- BY "O-ARC-'UN RA51"ER PAtTERN. IN ADlIllION, tHE POINTEII SECTION WAS CAPABLE OF BEiNG CO,,"'ANIIED to SfLECt AND stAN" t-B1 1-ARC-MIN all 5- B1 S-ARC-I'IIN RfGION ANYWHERE ON THE SOLAR DUI(. DATA WEltE U"ULUNEoUSLY RECORDED ON TAPE AND lRANS"ITTeo B1 PCI'I/PI'I tELEfIIETRY. A COIIIIAND STSTEM PROVIIIEII fOil AT LHiT S12 CiROUND-BASfD COfllllAHDS. 
---.• ~- Oso 8, ACTON----~-----------------~-------~--------






.. ~, .. 1.,~" 
NSSDC 10- 1S-057A-O~ 
PEIl$ONNEL 
PI - L.II. AtrON 
01 - J .L. CULHANf 
Ot - R.C. CATURA 
Br"fl'H OESCRIPTION 
lNV£StIGAtIV[ PROGRA" CODE Sf 
INVESllGATlON DISCIPLINE(S) SOLAR PHYSICS 
LOCkHEED PAlO ALlo 
U COLLEGE LONDON 
LOCIOifED PALO ... LTO 
THIS EXPERIIIENT "tASURED THE LOCATION, SPECTRU", ANII INTfNSny Of 1I0tlEilATE ENERGY .II RAYS C2 TO JO ICEV) fROII HiolVlDIJAL SOLAR ACTIVE REGIONS UNCLUOlN5 FLARING REGIONS) AND fRO" EXTRAs-OLAR X-RAY SOUII(fS. THf INSTRU"EIH CONSISTED Of THllEE X-RAY. CoLlI"ATDR-II£TEtfOR SYSt£"s, A POWER SUPPLY, ANO A OATA ACCU"ULAllON/READOUT SUTE". THE eOLLl" •. OU WEIII' IDENTICAL BUT ORUNTED DrrffRENTLY AND HAVE FIELDS UF VIEV OF 2.1 ARC-"IN BY 10 DEG. FVH". ONE COLLl"ATOIl VAS ollJENTED SO THAT THE Z.t ARC-"J ~ fIELD OF VJeW VAS" pARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. THE OTHER TIIO COLLIIIATORS WfRE J"CLINED PLUS AND "INUS 6{1 IIEG RELATIVE TO THE SPIN AXIS. 'Hf DETECTORS IIERE PROPORT 10NAL cOUNTfRS Of VARIOUS ARfAS ANII wlNIlOIl THlCKNESSES ALLOWING A WIDE DYN-AIUC RANGE OF ACTlvlTY TO eE OBSfKVED. 
INVESTIGAtiON NAME- HIGH-RfSoLUTJO!j ULTRAVIOLEt SPEtTRo"ETER IIEASUIIEI'!ENts 
NSSDC 10- 15-o57A-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI C.A. BARTH 
or - E.C. BRUNfR, JR. 01 - R.G. ATHAY 
OlilEf IlESClIJpTJON 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM CODE sT 
INVESTIGATION DISeJPL.lNEeS) SOLAR PIlYSICS 
I' Of COLORADO 
LocI!:IlEfD P"LO ALTO NATL CTII fOR ATfIIOS RES 
THIS EXPERIMENT ~EASURED SOLAR ULT~AVIOLET LINES BETWEEN 1050 AND UOO A ANO THElR VARUTION IIlTH U",E ANO fOOSIHON ON THE Ol$K. SPECTROHEllOGRA"S WERE ALSO GENERATED AT sELEcrEII IIAVELENGTHS. THE INSTRUIIENt CONSISTED or "N frtENOED fOCAL LENGTH CASSEGRAtN TELESCOPE, APi fBERl I'IONOCHROflATOII, AND A SI'I~lL COftPUTER. THE TELESCOPE fOCUSED SUNlIGIH ON THE EHlRANce SLIT eVAllIABLf fROM 1 B' 5 ARC-S TO 1 ARC-S BY 15 ARC-flHO Of THE "oNoCHRoMAToR. THE .3600 L1NES/"" GRAHNG IN THE MNOCHRO"A10R WAS USED IN SHoND ORDER. THE GRATIN!; DRIVE "HHAHISI'I WAS CAPABLE Of BEING PRoGIIA"I'IED TO SCAN -- (1) THE ENTIRE SP£CTRU'" (2) SElfCTED PORTIONS Of THE SPEClRUII. DR C-5. SfLECTfQ SINGLE WAVELENGTHS. TWO PHoTOI'WL TIPLlER TUBfS .. ONE COIIEIUNG TH( RANGE fRO" 1400 TO 2JOO A AND THE OTHER COVERING WAVElENGTHS LESS THAN 1400 A,. DETECTED THf /!AblATION. tHE S"ALL COI'IPUTER CONTAINED IIITHIN THE EXPEllJIIIENT eONT/tOLLEC THE fXPERIM£NT AND ALLOVED FLEXIBLE OBSERVING fOROGRAI'I5 THROUGH AUTO"ATED,. OATA-DEPfNDENT OBSERVING SEQUfSCEs. 
------- OSO a, BONNET-------------~~-----------~-------~-------
JNllfSTlGATlON NA"E- CH .... ulfOSPHERE fINE-STRUCTUIlE SlUD' 
NSSDC 10- 7S-057A-02 
PERSONNfl 
PI R ./t. 
01 - P. 
01 - A. 







CODE 5T ICO~OP 





THE FXPfRt'lENT VAS DESIGNED TO I'IEASURE SOLAR eHRONOSPHERIC SPATIAL AHD IIAVELfNGTH STRUCTURf fOR tHE fOLLOWING SPECTRAL LINfS IN THf TOOO-A TO 4000-A REGION --L,ftAN-ALPHA. LYMAN-BETA .. THE HAND k LIJ~ES 0' I'IACiNESIUI'I II .. ANII THE H AND ~ LINES Of CALerUI'I It. THE INSTRUfIIENT, WIlICH WAS CO'lPoSED Of A CASSEGRAIN TELESCO~E AND A GRATING SP£CTRO"fTER. VAS CAPABl[ Of Ol'ERATING IN TW-' MODES -- (11 tJ COULD HOLD A rUED SOUlI LOCATION AND stAN THE SPEciRAL LINES, (2) It COULD H"ULTANEOUSLY FIX ON THRE"E Of THE SIX SPEt-JI1,1.l LINfS AND StAN A i-Uc-"JN BT 1-ARC-"IN REGION OF tHE SOUR DISk. THE JNSTRU"~~:"! VAS CAPABLE Of ANGUl"R RESOLUTIONS IRa" 1 BT 1 ARC-S TO 1 BY 4G AIIC-S AND A SPECTRAL IIESOlUTION OF 0.02 A Cf.llCfPT L'"AN BETA .. 0.Q6A). INSTRU"ENI SE~UENCING liAS CONTRoLL(~ BY GRoUNO CO,","AHD ONlY. 
------- OSO 8, 1'IIOST-----------------------------------
INVESTlGATJON NA"e- HIGH-ENERGy CELESTIAL X RAYS 
\~' .. '~~ 
































NSStiC 10- 75-0510\-07 
pERSONNEL 
PI - t::.J. FRDST 








THE PURPOSE Of THIS EltPERlI1ENl WAS TO ,,["SURt: THE ENERGY 
SPECTRA OF ALL K,..OWN It-RAY SOURCES ABOYE THE INTENSITY 
THRHtlOLO or 1.£-6 PHDIONS/CI1-SG-$-KEV IN THE ENERGY REGION .0, 
TO 1 "EV. THE INSTRUJI!ENT CaNSISTEO Of 57-CI1-511 C51 (SOO!t;~) 
SCINTlLLATION (RYSTALS SURROUNDED BY A HOHE'rCO"O-T\'PE (51 
(SODIUI1> ANTlCOINClDENC-E COLLl"HOR.. THAT PRovtOED AN 
ACCEPHNCE ANGLE Of 0.30 DEG fRO!,\ THE VIEWING AIlS. tHE 
INSTRUl1EIH WAS MOUNTED ON THE 050 WHEEL SECTION HEARLY PARALLEL 
TO THE SATELLlH SPIN AXIS. 
------- 050 8, I(RAUSUAAR-------------------------------------
n:VE'StlGATION NAtlE- SOft X-RAY aACI(GROUND RADUTtON 
INVESTIGATiON 
NSStC 10- 7S-DS1A-OS 
P~' SDNNEL 
PI - IO~L. KRAUSHAAR 






U Of WISCONSIN 
U Of ~ISCONSIH 
TilE [XPERI"EIIT WAS DESIGNED TO "EASUH GALACTIC LAtITUDE 
DEPENDENt!: or TilE X-RAY BACI(GROUND RADIATION IN THE 0.150- TO 
'5-KEV REGION. E"PHASIUNG THE SOfT X-RAY PORTION. TWO SETS Of 
THREE PROPORlIoN"'L COUNTERS "OUNTED ON THE 050 WHEEL VIEWED 
pARALLEL AND ANtlP"RALLEL TO THE WHEEL SPIN DIRECTION THROUGH A 
3.5- BY 3.5-DEG (rULL-IHOTH, IIALF-MAXlMUM) (OI.;LlI'IATOR. 
SENSITIVITY 'fAS EXPECTED TO BE ABOUT 1 PERCENT !.~ATlSli(AL 
ACCURACy NEAll THE GALACTIC POLES. AND EN[RIiY RESO.U110N WAS 
PHOVIDED 9Y SELECtED FitTERS. SINCE TWO Of THE :~LlNTERS 11M 
nUN f'OLYCAR9I)NATE WINDO~S THROUGrI WHICH IIETHANE DIfFUSED, A 
HIGH f'!I'ESSURE METIIANE RESERVOIR CARRIED ON tHE SpACECRAfT 
REPLENISIIEO TlIoSE CoUNTE:lS THROUGH A GAS ~LOW SYSTEI'I. 
------- (ISO 8. ,jOVI CI(----,·-------------------------------------
INVESTlGAliON nAME- HIGH-SEN5111VIlY tRYSTAL 
SPE:tTROSCOPY Of STELLAR AND SOLAR X RAYS 
NSSDC 10- 75-0S7A-Q3 
PERSONNEL 
PI R. 'tOVlCI( 
OJ J.R.P.M'GEL 
01 P.A. VANoENBOUT 
01 fl. ~EISSI(OPF 












THIS EXPERt"ENT WAS DESIGNED to MONITOR CONllNUOUSLY THE 
SUN'S E""lSSION IN THE 2-B KEV RANGE. TO ODTAitf CO"PLETE SOLAR 
SPECTRA or tHE SUN EyE:IIY 10 SECON(lS DURING FLARES, fO OBTAIN 
HIGH RBOLUTtON SPECTRA 0' I'IANY tE:LE:Sn~L lC-IIA'r oBJE:CTS. AND TO 
MEASURE HIE POLUl2.AilON Of X-RAY [I'IISSION fROM 5TH.LIIR 
sour.cu. THIS INSTRU"ENt PACKASE IS f'lOUNTlII IN THE WHEEL 
SECTloN. THE Sl'E(TROMETER IS oRIH-ITED PERPENDI!;ULAR to THE 
SPIN AX,IS ~NIl USES LARGE AREA PANELS or CRYSTALS (1100 SQ Cf'I Of 
GRAPHITE. 194 SO eM OF PET) TO REFLECt, VIA BRAGG REflECTION. 
f'lONOCHROIIAllC SOLAR x RAYS INTO PROf'ORTIONAL COUNTER DETEtiORS. 
THE ?OL"RlltETfR WAS ORI,ENTED PARALl.EL To TH~ SPIN AXIS AND 
UTlLll.ED SIIAGG ANGLE RHLEC1l0N TO I1EASURE POLARIZATION IN X 
RA~S FROM CELESTIAL SOURCES. 
------- 050 a. SERLEI1ITSOS------------------------------------
INIIESTIGATION NAItE- (OSM1.C X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY 
NSSDC 10- n-057A-06 
PERSONNEL 
PI - f'.J. 
01 - E.A. 
nt - S.S. 












HAiiVARD COLLEGE OBS 
.- .. --.'----.-------~. 




THIS EXPEU"ENT WAS DESIGNED TO DETERMINE THE SPECtRA Of 
SOURCES AND THE DIfFUSE COSI'llC X-RAY BACKGROUND IN THE ENERG' 
RANGE 2; TO 60 kEY "NO TO MEASURE INIENSITY VAIIJ,\lIoNS AND 
POSSIBLE EJUSSION LINES Of DISCIIHE X-R", SOUIICES. 
PlIoPORTlONAL CHAIIBERS (MUlTiANoDE PROPORTlOHAL COUNtERS) ARE 
USED AS PElECTORS. ONE DETECTOR ColtPLE"ENT. CONSISTING Of A 
PROPANE-NEON filLED CHAMBER AND A XENON-I'IETtlANF fILLED CHAMBER 
(240 SQ Cit) WAS LOCATED BEHIND A S-OEG COLLIMAtOR AND OIl1£N1£O 
PARAU.El TO THE SP"CECRAfT SPIN "US. A SINGLE-1I0lUPlE, 
ARGON-MEtHANE FILLED CHAPlBEII (75 SO Cit' WAS LOCATED !:IE-HIND A 
3-DfG COLLIMATOR AND WAS OffSET SLIGHTLY fROM .aNTl-pAIiALLEL TO 
THE SPUI ""IS. A XEh'ON-IIETIlANE ~JLLED CHAHeEI! (270 so Cit) II"S 
LOtATED BEHIND A S-DEG COLLIltAToR .... ND WAS ORIEN1E11 
ANTI-PARALUL TO THE SPIN AXIS. tlATA WERE ACCUMut,lTED IN A 
BUffER "E"ORY fOR 1-IIIN INlERVALS. THE (lATA fROM THE OFfSn 
DETECtOR BEING SEClOIIED IN AtJItUTIi. 
------- 0:'0 8. WELLER. JR.-----------------------------------
JNIIESliGATlOH NA"E- EUV fROM EARTH ANP SPACE 
NSSDC 10- 75-057A-08 
PERSONNEL 






US ",I,IIAL A£SEo\RCH LAB 
TillS EXf'ERIf'lENT. MUNTED IN TIiE WHEEL $ECHON, OBTAINED 
SPATIAL AND TEIIPORAL MEA'iUREMENTS Of EXlIIEJIte ULTRAVIOLET (EUII) 
HIISSIONS Of HYDROGEN. HELIUM. AND OXYGEN IN THE EAIiTH'S 
AT"OSPHERE AND IN INTERPLANETARY AND GALACTlt SPA.CE. tliREE 
PHOTOIIETERS WERE DESIGNED TO MEASURE EUII RESONArlCE RADIATiON IN 
VARIOUS WAVELENGTHS ~ROM 170 TO 10110 A AND IN PORTIONS of tHE 
1125- TO 1230-,1, BAND. EACH Pli010METER CONSISTED or A 
CONTINUOUS-CHANNEL ELECtRON IIULlIPLlEII USED AS A PIiOtON 
oEt£CTOR. TOGETHER IIITH A THIN METAL FlU' 011 A MAGN~SIUM 
fLUORIDE-OUGEN CELL TO S£.RVE Al> OPtICAL BANDPASS Ft; ~HIS. 
TlIERE WERE fOUR SUCII BANDPASS FILtERS -- (1) A JIIIH f,l.M Of 
10DO-"-THICI( ALU'UNufII AND ~DO-A-THICK CARBON (SANDwiDTH OF 110 
TO 440 ,II), (2) A THIN FlLII Of 1000-A-THI CI( ALUMINU!'! (BANDWIDTH 
or 110 TO 800 A)~ (3) A tHIN flLM OF 1500-A-TIIJCI( INDIUIt 
(BANDIlIDTH Of no 10 10::'0 AI# AND (4) A CflL IIITH A M~GNESIUi'I 
FLUORIDE WINDOW (BANDWIDTH OF 1t30 TO 1500 A}. TIiESE BANDPASS 
FILlERS WERE i'lOUNTED ON A IIltEEL iii fRONT OF THE PHOtOl1 
DETECTORS AND WERE ROHtED AT REGULAR INTERIIALS TO CNANGE TilE 
fiLTERS. THIS "ADE THREE Of TilE INDI(ATE~ WAVELENGTH RANGfS 
oPERAll0NAL AT ANY GIVEN TIPiE. HIE INSTRU"ENt "'''S PlOutHED WtTlI 
THE PHOTOMETER UES AT A SI'IALl A~GLE TO THE SATELLITE-SUN LINE 
AND WITH SUFFICIENt BAFfLING THAT THE PH010METEWS -,;OULD NfVER 
'SEE' THE SUN~ 
SPACECRAft COM",oN NA"E- OVS-6 
~LTERIIATE NAMES- ERS :!6, 03951 
NSSDt ID- 69-046B 
LAUNCH DATE- 05/23/69 IIElGHT- 23. I(G 
L~UNCH SlTE- VANDENBERG AfB. UNItED STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN 
SPONSORING CoUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STAtES 
INITIAL 01l.81T PARA"EtERS 
ORBIT fYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 3115.2 MIN 
PERIAPSIS- 16923~ K" 
PERSONNEL 
PM - C.H. REYNOLDS 
PS - It. YATES 
BRIef Dt;SCRtPll0N 
DOD-USAF 
EPOCH DATE- flSf24/69 
UHLlN~1I0N- 32.86 DEG 
APOAPSIS- 111636. Kf!I 
USAf GEOPHYS lAB 
USAF GEOPtlYS LAB 
tl!E SATELLLTE HAS AN OCTAGONAL CONfiGURATION. IS 
SPIN-STABILlZ.ED, AND WAS PLACED IN A "ODERATEI.Y ELIPllCAL EARTII 
ORBIT (ECCENTRlCl1Y 0.670) ST A tITAN lC ON /'lAY 25. 1969. 
THE PURPOSE OF THE SAteLLITE IS TO !'!GNITOR l-UY. ELECTRON .. M,D 
PROTON RADIAtiON ASSOCIATED WITH SOLAR ACTIVITy IN ORDER ',0 
DEVELOP DA1A HANDLING TECHNIQUES IN NE~R REAL-Ti"f FOR USE BY 
THE ~IR WEATHER EERVJCE FORECAST CENTER IN fORECASTING SOLAR 
FLARES~ 
------- OVS-6. yATES-------------------------------------------
INVESllGATloN 1-111."[- GEIGER-MUELLER TU':'E. SOLAR X-RAY 
IJElECiOR. 2 TO 12 A 
NSSOC 10- 69-046B-01 INVEStIGU1VE .'RoliRAM 



























P,I ~ Ie. YATes 
BIIIEf IIESCIIIPTtDN 
\ 
USAF CA"911tPGE liES LAB 
TIIO IDENTICAL GEIGEII~"UELLEII TUBES- (eON 6213) IIERE 
"OUMru IN "UTUALLY ORTHoGONAL PGSHICHS AT loS PEG AHtI 135 PEG IIlTH RESPECT TO THE 5PAC£CIlAFT SPIN AU:>. THESE PETEcrOIiS. WlllCH HAVE "'Jet. lIiNPOII!;. MEASUREO THE SOLAR II-:!A\' fLUX IN THE iI!- to 1l-" BAND. 
--.---- 0'015-6; ro\T£5-------------------------------___________ _ 
lHVESTlGATlOH NAME-- 501l1U" IOtilllE SCINTILLATOR .. 6 ...... 0\-IIA1 DETEUOII. 19 TO 1175 HV 
PERSONNEL 
PI - K. TAl ES 
BRIEl DESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PIIOGII"" 





THE PURPOSE or THiS EIPERHIENT liAS TO IIOHlTOIl SOLAR RAoIATlON nux IN rOUR BANOS RANGING fRO" liARD II RAYS TO HA/ID GA""'A R"TS. A DEHnOR CONSIST!NG Of A SOOIU" JODIOf CRYSTAl. PHOTOMUl.lTPLJ£1I (DOPED WITH THALLiUM) liAS USED TO "EASUf'[ SOLAR ELECTIIOPlAGNETIC IIADIATION IN THE 19~ TO 76-I(U', 76- TU 2J2-KEV, 232- TO 117S-KEV, AND GREATER THAN 1175 KEV 8ANOS. THE SODIUII 10DfD[ CRYSTAL IS 0.5 IN. IN IllAPlETER AND O.S IN. LONG. AND liAS CONTAINED IN A HERIIETICALU SEALEO ALUMINUM CAN IIUH WALLS 0.010 IN. lIUCK. THE THlCKNUS Of THE WALLS IIHEliMINED THE LOWER LIMIT Of THE DETECTOR'S "1F.NSJTIVltr. 
------- OVS-6, 'ATES----------------______________________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAME- PROTON ALPHA PARfI-:LE TELESCOPE 
NSSOC 10- b9-0468-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - K. ures 
BIlIEF OESCli.tPTtON 
1NVESTlGAT!VE PRUGRA" 
SPACE RAPIATtON ENVlRONIIENT 
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) 
PARTICLES AND fIELDS 
USAf CAMBRIDGE liES LAB 
TH'IS TELEscorE CONSISTS Of rllo TOTALLY DEPLElED SILlCON SURFAcE BARIIIER DE TEtTORS. THE INSTIIUIIENT LOOKS PERPENDICULAII TO THE SPACECIlAfT SPIN AXIS. PROTONS IN THt ENERGI' RANGES 5.3 TO 8, II TO 17 .. 17 TO 40, AND 40 TO 1 liD MEV AND ALPHA pAR f I CLES IN THE ENERGY RANGES 20 TO 32, 32 TO 68. AltO 611 TO 100 "'£V ARE MEASURED SEPARATELY. TilE SATELLIlE ROTATES A SIGNt-flCANl A"'OUtlT DURING EACH COUNTING INTERVAL. 
------- OIlS-b ~ YA TES-------------~ --------------------------
INVESTIGAtION ,.''''E- LOW-EHERGY ELECTRON DETECTOII 
tiS-SOC tD- 69-0468-05 
PERSONNEL 
PI - Ie. YATES 
BRIEf OESCIIIPTJON 
INIIESTIGATIVE PIIOGIIAI'I 
SPACE RADIATION ENVIRONMEln 
INVESTIGATlOtJ DISCIPLHiE(Sl 
PARTJCLES AND fLELD~ 
USAF CAMBRIDGE RES U8 
A PLASTIC SCINrILLAlOR DETECTOR "USUR£5 THE OIlNIDIRECTIONAL fLUXES Uf ELECTRONS WITH ENERGl£S GREATER THAN 40 KEII. 
•••••••••••••••••••• ., ••••••• PIONEER b •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAFT (O"''''JN NA"'E- PIONEER b 
AL TERNAl':: NAJoIES- PION EF.R-A.. 01841 
NSS(\C JI)- 65-105A 




OROrT TrPE- HELIOCENTRrc 
ORBIT PERIOO- 11'1.1 IIAY~ PE~IAPSIS- D.8T.l AU RAD 
NASA-aSS 
EPOCH DATE- 07JU17S 
INCLlNATtON- 0.168 DEG 




MG - F .0. 
se - A.G. 
PI'! - C.f. 











PIONEER 6 WAS THE fIRST IN A 5ERI£5 Of SOLAR-ORllllPIG. SPIN-STABILIZED. AND SOLAR-Cf:LL AND IIATfERY-POWEIiED SATELLITES DESIGNED TO OBTAIN JtEASUREMENTS ON A CONT INUING BASIS Of INTERPLANETARY PHEND"'E~A flfOM WIDELY SEPARATED POINTS IN SPACE. ITS EXPfllMENTS STUotED TItE POSITIVE IONS ANP ELECl/IONS IN THE SOLAR W!ND. TilE INTEIlPLAhElAIIY ELECTRON DENSI Tr (RADIO PIIOPAGATION ElPERI"UH) .. SOLAR ANO GALACTIC COS"IC RAYS, AND THE INTfRPLA"fTUY "AGNEUC FIELD. ITS I'IAIN ANlENNA liAS A HIGH-GAIN DIltECTIONAL ANlfNNA~ THE SPACECRMf WAS SPIN-STABILIZED AT ABOUT bG MPI'I~ AND THE SPIN ~~IS WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE EeLlPTJC PLANE AND POINTED fOliAR!> Tj.E SOUTH ECLIPTIC POLE. aT GIIOUND CO"'fIlANb. ONE Of FJIIE BIT IIATES. ONE Of fOUIl DATA FORMATS~ AND ONE Of FOUII OPERAUNG MODES COULD BE SELECTED. THE frVE BIT RATES WERE 512. 256. b~; 1b .. AND 8 BPS. THIIEE Of THE fOUIl UTA FOIIMATS ,ONnINfD PRIf'I.lRILT S(lENTIflt DATA AND CONSISTED Of J2 SfVEIi-BIl WORPS PER fR~ME. ONE SClENllfiC flAa FOIIMAT liAS FOR USE AT fHE fWO HIGHEST BIT RATES. ANOTHER liAS fOR USE AT THF THREE LOIIEST BIT RATES. lH£ THIIIP CONTAINED OArA FROII ONLY TilE RADIO PROPAGATIO/f EXPERI"ENT~ THE fOURtH DATA fOR"'Ar COlirAI/fED MAINL' ENGINEERING DATA. THE fOUR OPEIIATIN,; MODES IIEIIE REAL TIllE. TELEllftRY STOllE; Dun CTCLE STORE, ANt IIE"'OIlY READOUT. IN TIiE RUL-U,..£ JtODE, DAT~ IIEIIE U"PlED AND TR.\NS"ITTEO DIAECTLY (WJTHOUT STORAGE) AS SpECIfJEP Bf THE DATA FORMAT AND Bll RATE SELEClEo. IN THE TELEMEtIlY STORE "ODE. DAU WI!:RE STOR£O AND TRANS"IlTTED SIJtULTANEOUSLY IN THE FOlIlIAr AND AT THE BIT RATE SELECTeD. IN THE Dun CTtLE STORE "ODE, A SINGLE fRAME Of SCtEHTiHC DATA WAS COLLECTED ANO STOREO AT A R,.tE Of 512 BPS. lifE TIME INTERVAL BETIlEEN THE COLLECTION ANfl STORAGE Of :;UCCESSIV[ FIlAPlES COULD BE VARIED BT GROUND COMMAND II(lWHN lAND 17 "IN TO PROVIDE PARTIAL DATA COVER~G£ fOR PERIODS UP TO 19 H. AS LUIITED BY TItE BIT STORAGE CAPACITY. IN TiI(: MEliOR, READOUT 
"ODE .. DATA IIERE READ OUT AT WHAl[VER IllT RAJ[ liAS APPROPRIATE TO THE SATELLITE DISTANCE FROII THE EAIITH. 
------- PIONEER 6~ BRJDGE------------________________________ _ 
INjlESTlGATlON NAME- SOLAR WIND PLAS'U fAIIAOAf CUP 
PERSONNEL 
PI - H.S. 
01 - A.J~ 








PARTICLES AND fieLDS 
SPACE PLASMAS 
IIASS lUST Of TECH 
"ASS INST Of TElH 
U Of WtSCONHN 
A JIIULTlGR!O fAR"DAY cup IIlTH TIIO SEIIJCIRCULAII~ COPLANAR COLLECTORS liAS USED TO STUOT SOLAR III NO EONS A~D ELECTIIONS. TflE INSTRUMENT HAD 14 CONTIGUOUS .. ENERG~-P£R-~HAIIGE (E/G) CHANNELS eETwEEN 75 AND Q~85 II fOil POSITIVE IONS AND fOUR ENERGY-PEa-CHAIlGE CHANNELS BETWEEN 90 AND 1580 \I fOR ELECTROtIS. tilE .lNStRUMENT VIEW A~IS WAS PERPENOl.CIJLA,R to THE SPACECRHl SPIN AXIS AND PARAt,LEL to TIlE ECLIpTIC PLANE. TIlE LINE SEPARATING tltE TolD COLLECTOIIS LAY IN tHE ECLIPTIC PLANb ENABLING A ROUGH OETEllJIIINATlON Of SOUR WINO aULk fLOIl PERPENDICULAR TO tilE ECLJPTJe PLANE. DURING [VEIIT SECOND SPACECRAFT ROlATION AND AT ONE VOLTAGE LEVEL. THE SuM Of TIiE CURRENTS fRO'" THE COLLECTORS WAS OBTAINED IN 211 CONlJliUOUS 11.i',5-DEG ANGULAR SEctOIiS CUOM -45 OEG TO 270 DEr,. WJlH 0 HG BEUG THE SPACECRAFT-SUN L1NEl. THE EIGHT "EASUREI'IENTS,.ABOUT tHE SUN-EARTH LINE (-.5 Dtili 11: "U DEG) ,,,,~.~r ~tLlJ"I£tEREO .. aUl ONLY THE LARGEST IIEASUH"EHT IN EACH SUCCEEDING 45-DEG INTERVAL (45 DEG TO 270 DEG) WAS TELEMETERED. IN ADDlT10N. DURING HilS 1c0TATIGN, THE CUIIRENT fROM ON( Of fH£ COLLECf(IIIS WAS I'lEASURED IN ALL TWENn-EIGHT 11.25-DE6 SECTORS~ AND tHE LARGEST WAS IDENTifIED AND TELE"ETEIIED (BOTH '!AGHITUDE AHD SECTOR). A CO",PLETE SET or POSITIVE ION I!EASUREMENlS AND Old': EnERGY CHANNEL Of ELECTRON "USURE"ENlS WEllE COIIPLETEO EVERY 32 SEC, THE liPlE BEtllEEN EAC" lZ-SEC GROUP OF IIEASUREIIENTS VARIED 1I1'IH THE BIT IIATE. fOil A ",OIlE COMPLEtE DESCIIIPTION. SEE J. GEOPHYS. RES •• VOL 71~ 3787-3791. AUGUSI 1966. 
---.--- PIONEER 6~ FAN----------------------------------_____ _ 
INIIESTIGATION NAME- COS"'tC-RAY TELESCOPE 
NSSDC 10- 65-105A-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI C. Y. 
CI J.A. 







PARTICLES AND fiELDS 
COS'UC RATS 
U IIF ARJlO/olA 
U Of CIII [AGO 



































J J 1 
IIRIEr DESCRJPTION 
TIllS UPERII'IEHT USED A [HARliEP PAIIT1CLE TelESCOPE 
COfilPOSEb Of fOUR SILICON SOLtD-STATE DETECTORS TO STUDY THE 
ANISOTIIOPY AND FLUCTUAllOtfS Of SOLAIi PilOT ON! ANII ALPHA 
PARTICLES. THE PilOT ON ENE/liiT RANIiES SAI'IPLftI WERE 0.6 TO n.'1' 
"'EV, 13.9 TO 73.2 I'IE'I. 73.2 TO 175 "EV. AND £.GT. 115 "'Ell. TilE 
ALPHA PARTICLE ENERGY IlANGES SAIIPLEO WEllE 2.4 TO 55.6 IIEV. 55.6 
TO 293 I'IEY, ANn E.G1. 2'14 I'IEV. THE THIE IIESGLUTION RANGED FROM 
ABOUT ONE "EA5UIIEfUNT PEA 0.4 S TO A8DUl ONE I'IEA5UREMENT PER 28 
S DEPENDING ON lHE TELOIETR, lilT RATE. THE DETECTOR WAS 
I'IOUNTEO SO TIIAT IT I'I"DE A l60-DEG SCAN IN THE ELJPTlC PLANE 
ABOUT ONCE PEII seCOND. PULSE HEIGHT "PlALYSIS Of tlETEClDIt 01 
OUTPUT (1"28 CHANNELl AND 03 OUTPUT 132 CHANNEL) WAS 
ACCOI'IPLISHEO fOR THE UST EVENT PRIOR !O EACH TELEMfTRY READOUT 
fOR THE E_PEIIl"'ENT. FOR fURllIEII DETAILS. SEE fA· 'T "L. JGR, 
73, 1555. 1968. 
-----•• PIONEER 6, MCCRACKEN----------------------------------
INVESTIGATIOtt N""E- COSMIC-IlAY "NISOTROPY 
tiS SOC 10- 65-10S"-05 
PERSONNEL 
PI - K .G. 
01 - W.C. 








PARTICLES AND fiELDS 
COSIIlC RAYS 
C51110 
NnL ACADEln Of SCI 
INDIAN Stl SAT PIIOJ 
THIS EXPERIIIENT WAS DESIGNED PRIMARILY TO "EASUIIE THE 
IIIRECTIONAL CHARAtrEliISTItS OF GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSIHC-RAT 
fLUXES. THE PARtICLE DETECTOR W"S A CSI CH) SClNTILL"TOR 
CR~S"'L THAT WAS SET INTO "N ANTlCOINCIDENCE PI.ASTlC 
SCINTlLLnOR COLlIMHOR CUP. SEpAR"TE PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES 
VJEWED HIE TWO S[l!HILLATORS. PULSES fRO'" THE CSI CRYSTAL 
UNACCOIIpAIHE(I BY PUUES fR(lil THE pLASTIC SCINTILLATOR WE'RE 
SORTED BY A THREE-WINDOW PULSE HEIGHT ANAL HER. THE' WINDOIIS 
CORRESPONDING TO ENERGY DEPOSITIONS Of 7.4 TO 44_o, ~4.0 TO 
77.1. AND lB.8 TO 303.B MEV. COUNTS IN THE TWO LOWER E'NERGY 
WINDOIIS WEH DUE IIAINLY TO PROTONS WIlH THE .IINOOW ENERGIES. 
WHILE ONLY P~RTICLES or Z GREATER THAN 011 EQUAL TO i! 
COIHRlaUTEo. TO THE HIG)lEST ENERGY WINDOW COUNT RATe. (PROTONS 
"eOVE 90 MEV GAVE ANTlCOINCIOENCE PULSES.) fOR EACH ENERGY 
WINDOW, COUNTS IoIERE SEPARAteLY ACCU"UlATED IN EACH Of FOUR 
ANGULAR SECTORS AS THE SpACECRHT SPUN. EACft ANGULAR SECTOR WAS 
NOR"'ALLY 89.S DEG 1:1 WIDTH. WITH THE SUN IN THE MIDDLE OF ONE 
SECTGR. HOWEVER. WHEN LARGE FLUXES ilERE ENCOUNIER(;O, EACft 
ANGULAR SECTOR WAS REDUtED TO 11.2. DEG. WIlH THE SUN NEAR THE 
"IDPOINT BE.TilEEN TWO SECTORS. A SPIN-INTEGRATED (ISOTROPIC) 
"ODE. IN WHJtH ALL PARTICLES bEpOSITING 7.10 MEV IN tHe (SI 
CRYSTAL ('<0 AIITICOINHOENCE REllllII!EMEHT> WERE COUNTED, WAS ALSO 
USED. ACCUIIULATION rIMES FOR "'ACIt OF litE Ii! DIRUTIONAL 'IOOES 
AND fOR THE Oi'lNIDIRECTIONAl 'lODE VARIED BETWEEN 1 .. t AND IIi! S 
(SPACECRAFT SPIN PEIIIOD WAS ABOUT 1 S) Ol'rENOING ON THE 
TELEIIETRY 8ll RAIE. SEE THE ~pACECRAfT BIlIEf DESCRIPTlCN 
(65-10SA) fOR INFOR .. ATiOH ON PERCENT 1I"'E COVERAGE '.IS 1I"'E. SEe 
BARTLEY ET "L •• RE'V. SCI. INSTRUII •• 38. 2.66, 1967, FUR A "OIiE 
DETAiLEn EXFE'RIIIENT DESCRIPTION. 
------- PIONEER 6. ilOLfE-·--------------------- _____________ _ 
INVEST!GAlION NAi'lE- ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZE'R 
tiS SOC 10- 6S-105A-06 
PERSONNEL 





PARTICUS AND FIELDS 
NASA-ARC 
A IlUADRISPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER WITH EIGHI 
CONTIGUOUS CURRE'NT COLLECTORS WAS USED TO STUDY THE DIRECTlONAL 
INTENSITY Of ELE~TRONS ArlO POSITIVE IONS IN THE SOLAR wtND. 
IONS WERE DETECTED IN 11:. UIGAR ITIH'Il CALLY HI.UISpACEC 
ENERGY-PER-CUAIIGE (E/Q) STEPS FROM i!00 TO lO~OOO V. THERE WAS 
~H ELECTRON MODE Of OPERATION IN WIl:Clf ELECTRONS WERE "'EASURED 
IN EIGHt LOGARITHMICALLY EQUISPACED E/Q ST~PS RANGING HIOi'l 1 TO 
500 V. THE EIGHT COLLECtORS "'EASURED PARTICLES I'fCIDE'NT FROII 
EIGHT DIFFERENT (ONTIGUOUS ANGUL~II HHERVALS RELATIVE TO THE 
SPACECRAFT EIlUATORIAL PLANE (S~IIE AS THE ECLIPTIC PLANE). THERE 
~ERE fOUR 15-DE.~ INTERVALS, TWO Zt-DEG INTERVALS, ANO TWO 
30-DEG fNTERJALS. AS TilE SPACECRHT W~S SPINNING~ FLUXES WERE 
MEASUREO IN 15 AlII'IUTHAl ANIiULAR SECTORS. EIGHT Of tHUE 
SECTO~S WERE 5-5/8 DEG WIDE. WEllE CONTJGUOUS~ AND BR~Cj(ETEO THE 
SOLAR DIRECTION. THE REMAINING SEVEN SECTORS WERE 45 DEG WIDE. 
THREE DlffERENT "'JOE'S Of DoIITA CGi.:.-ECTJON WERE USED. AT !HE 
NIGHEST ell RATE (512 BPS), THE FULL HAN IIOH WAS ALTERNATED 
wITH TIlE i'IAXIMU'" fLUl IIIODE AT EACH EH' STEP. IN THE FULL SCAN 
i'I00E. THE i'IAXJ!I!UI'I (lUJ OBS~RVED I.N EACH or THE IS Atl"UTHAL 
SECTORS AC THE SPACECRAFT ~OlATEO \lAS RECORDED FOR A GIVEN 
SINGLE COLLECTOR AT A GIVEN EIQ STEP. DURJNG 24 SUCC.ESSIVE 
OPERATIONS Df THE rULL SCAN IIODE ('8 SPACECRAFT REVOLUTIONS), 
THE Hi ION E/Q STEPS AND EIGHT ElECTRON fill STEPS IIE~E 
E~ERC1SED rOR ~ GIVEN COLLECTOR. DURiNG EIGHt SUCCES::tVE 5UtH 
PERIODS. EACIt Df THE EIGHT COLLECTORS WIIS EXERCISE(I. TNE fULL 
CYCLE Of fULL SCAN "ODE DnA REQUlRED 400 Sp~CECRHT 
-r---:----
I 
_ u.-"_ ; ••• ,,,,,·;<.:'.;L",~ :,."._ c<,-",:.J:.:. ,"-' ... --,-"",C-",,'~~·.' _'--~", 
REVOLUTIONS (ADOUT 1000 SEt.l. SUCH creLES WERE REpEATED wlTHOUT 
INTERRUPTION AT THE IUGH BIT IlATE. IN TIiE MAXIMUM ILUX MOttE, 
rOR THE E/Q stEP Ut;ED IN TH! PIiECeOIHG REVOLUTlOh or rULL SCAN 
MODE OP£I!ATlON. ALL COLLECTORS WERE 01:lSERVEP P1R ONE 
REVOLUTION, AND THE "AJ'''U'' flUX OBSEIIVEO WAS IIEPORlED ALONG 
WITH THE tfUl'IlIER Of THE COLU.CTOR THAT 08sERVEP IT ,lND THE 
ANGULAR DIRECTION 12-13/16·DEG RESOLUTION) Of rHE OIlSERVATION. 
AT THE NE'Xl HIGHEST Bll R~tE 12~b BPS). THE SHOIIT SCAN 1100£ WA~ 
ALTEIINATEO EVERY SPAtfCRAfT REVOLUTiON WITH THE i'IAUflU" fLUX 
i'I0DE. THE SHORT StAN "'OOf ~AS lHE SAllE AS THE fULL SCAN MOtt[ 
EXCEPT 1110111 ONLY THE PEAK fLUX IN EACH or THE EIGHT 
5-S/8-DEG-WID£ All11UTHAL SECTORS WAS RHORDEO. tHUS .. TltH CYCLE 
usc TOOK 400 SpACfCRArt IIfVOLUTIOHS. AT THE LOW BIT RATtS (610. 
lb. AND a BPS), THE MAXI"'UM nUl MODE ALONE WAS USEO. THUS. NO 
AU"'UTIIAL DISTRIBUTIONS ~ERE IIUSUIIED. AT TilE LOW BLI RATES. IT 
lOOK 3.2 !;fC FOR A COi'lPLETE SET 0' ION IIEASUREMENTS AND 10 sEC 
fOR A COMPLETE St. uf rLECTRON i'IEA5URf"'fNTS. AT b4 tiPS. TIiE ION 
AND ELECTRON "EASUH"'ENTS \IIERE TAI(EN AND TELE"ETERED EVERY fi4 
SEC. AT 16 BPS. THEY IIEIIE TAKEN AND lELEMETEliED EVERY 336 SEC. 
Al H BPS. THEY WERE lA"EN AND TELEMElEliED EVEIIY 07i! SEC. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• PIONEER 7 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAFT CGI"IIION NAIIE- PIONEER 7 
ALTERNATE NAMES- ploueER-II. 02398 
NSSDC I 0.- 66-07S~ 
LAUNCH DAlE'- 011/17160 WElGHT· 138. I(G 
LAUNCN SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNIHD STATES 




ORBIl TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC 
ORall pERIOD- 402.9 bATS 
pERIAPSIS- 1.009 AU RAD 
p(RSONNEL 
IIG - f.b. 
S( A.G. 
Pi'I - C.I. 






EPOCH DAtE· OZl12176 
INCL1NATION- 0.095 OEG 





PIONEER 7 WAS rHE SECOND IN A SERIES or SOLAR-ORIUllNG. 
SpIH-STASILIlEDI AND SOLAR-CELL AND BATTERY-POwERED SArELlJT~S 
DESIGNED TO OBTAIN I"IEASUREi'lENTS or INTERPLANETARY PHENO"'E,.A 
fROII WIDELy SEPARATED POINTS IN SPACE ON A CONTIIlUIN(i lIASIS. 
TilE SpACECRMT CARRIED EXPERIIIENTS TO STUDY POSITIVE IONS AND 
ELECTRONS I.N THE SOLAR WIUD, THE INTERpLANETART ELECTRON 
DENSIH (11.1.010 PROPAGATION UPERIIIENTl. SOLAR .1."0 GAL'CnC 
COSMIC RAYS. AND THE INTERPLANETARY i'IAGNETIC flE'LO. IT! UIN 
ANteNNA IPS A HIGH-GAIN ~IRECTIONAL ANTENNA. HIE SPACECRAF', liAS 
SPIN-STABILIZED AI ABOUT 60 111'11, AND THE SPIN AxIS .lAS 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE ECLIPTIC f'LAHF AND POl/HED APPROUMATELT 
TOWARD TilE SOUTII ECLlpllC POLE. IiY GROUND COIIII~ND, ONE Of fIVE 
all RATES, ONE OT fOUR DATA fORMATS. AND ONE Of fOUH OPERATING 
II,'OES COULD ElE SELECTED. THE fiVE BIT RArES \lEAf 512, 256~ 64, 
16. AND ~ BPS. THREE Of THE FOUR bAIA rOR .. AfS CONTAINED 
pRI~.·R1LY stiEN1IflC DAT.\ AtID CONSISTED OF 32 SEVEN-BIT ~ORDS 
PER ,".1.",1' ONE SCIENTIfiC DATA FORMAT WAS uSED FOR lHE TWO 
HIGHEST lilT RATES. ~NOTHE:R liAS USED fOR THE THREE LOIiEST BIT 
RATes. THE THIRD CONTAINE(I DATA fROI'I ONLY THE RADIO PROPAG~T10N 
E~I'ERI"'ENT. THE fOURTH DATA 10RI'IAT CONTAINED .. AINLY ENGINEERING 
DAtA. TilE FOUR OPERATING "OOES WERE (1) RfAL TIME. Ii!) 
TELE"'ETRY STORE. (3) DUTY creLE STORE~ AND (Iol ME"'O~T Rl/lDOU1. 
IN THE REAL-Ti"'E I'IODE, OATA WERE SAMPLED AND TR,c,NSI"TfTED 
OIRECTLY (WITHOUT SToRAGE) AS SPECIFIED ey HIE DATA fOR"'Al ANe 
Bll un SELECTfD. IN THE TELEMETRY STORE I'IOOE. DATA WERE 
STORE" AND TRANSMITTED SIMUL TAIHDUSU IN THE fORI'IAT AND AT THE 
BIT RATE SELE'CTED. IN THE DUTY CYCLE STORE i'I0DE, A SINGl[ fRAME 
Of SCIENTIfIC DAT'\' WAS COLLECTED ANO STORED AT A RATE or 511 
BPS. THE T1i'1E PERtOD BET\lEEN WHICH SUCCESSIVE f-U"ES wERE 
COLLECTED ~ND STORED COULD SE VARIED liT GROIJHD CO,""'AND SETWlEN 
2 AND T7 MIN TO PROVIDE PARTIAL DATA COVERAGE fOR PERIODS UP TO 
19 H. AS LIMITEO 8' THE 91T ~TORAGE CAPACITV. IH THf i'IE"ORY 
REAttOUT MODE. DAti. \lERE RE.D 0111 AT WHAteVER Ell RAH WAS 
APPROPRIATE TO THE SAfELLlTE DISTANCE rROM THE EARTH. 
.------ PIONEER 7. "'CCRACKEN·--·-------·---______________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAI'1E- CoSMIC-RA' ANISOTROPY 











PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
CDS"lC RAYS 
CSIRO 
NATL A(ADEI'I' or SCI 
INDIAN SCI SAT I'ROJ 
I 
i 
















flUS UPERHIEHT WAS PES-IIi"'''D PRI"'O\~ILY TO "EASURE THE 
DIRECTIONAL CHAIiACTEIiISTICS OF GALAtTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC IlAT 
fLU~ES. TH! PMllJCLE OETECTOR WAS A CSI (TLl SCIHTlLL~TOA 
CRYSTAL THA' WAS SET INTO ... Ii AHlICOINClOENCE PLAnl' 
SCUHIU.ATOR cOLLIIIArOIi CUP. SEPARATE PHD10IIULTIPLIEli luau 
VJEWE~ THE '110 SCINTILLAtOIiS. PULSES fRO" THE CSI CRYSTAL THA' 
WEill: HOT ACCOJIIPANIEO BY PULSES FROII THE PLASTIC SCHUllLAlOR 
IIIff.E SORTED 8T ... THIIE£-1I1N~OW PULSE HUGHl AHU'I'l.lR. THE 
1I.NDOW5 CORRESPONDING TO ENERGY OEPOSITIONS OF 7.'Z TO 41.1., 
H.t. TO 64.S. AND 64.5 TO 81.l IIEV. NO POSITIVE SPECIES 
IOENTIrlCATlOH WAS "'AOE. ALTHOUGH "PST Of TilE COUNTS IN EACH 
WINDOW WEllE USUALLY DUE TO PROTONS WITH THE WINIH1W ENERGIES. 
fOil eACH t.NERGT wiNDOW. COUNTS WERE SEPAIIATELY AtCUI'IULATED IN 
EACH OF FOUR ANGULAR SECtORS AS THE SPACECRAFT SPUN. EACH 
ANGULAR SEctOR WAS NORIIALLY 89.5 DEG IN IUDTH, WlTH tHf: SUH 
EITHffI HEAR A SECtOR BOUHOARY DR IN THE I'IIOOLE Of A SECtOR, 
DEPENDING ON THE OPERAllNG 110 DE. HOWEVER, IoIiEN LARGE fLurES 
WERE UCOUNlERf:O, EACH ANGULA" SECTOR WAS IIEDUCED TO 11.2 DEG, 
WltH lHE SUN EitHER IN A SECTOR DR NUR THE I'IlDPOINT BETWEEN 
TWO SECTORS. "SPIN-INTEGRATED (lSDTROPIC) I'IODE, IN WHltH ALL 
PARlltLES O[PosiTlNG 7.2 /lEV IN THE CSI CRYSTAL (HO 
AHTICOIHCIOENCE REIIUIRE"ENll WERE tOUNHO, WI,S ALSO USED. 
ACCUIIULATION TIllES FOR EACH OF THE 12 OIREtTIOHAL I'IODES AND fOR 
THE 0"'HOIREC110NAL IIOOE VAI!IED BETWEEN 11, AND lH S 
(SPACHUf"T SPIN PERIOD WAS APliUT 1 5) DEPENDING ON THE 
lELEIIElAY all RATE. SEE aARTLEY El AL., REV. SCI. INSTRU"., 
l6, PAGE 266, 1961, fOR I IIORE DETAILED eXPElIIl'IEtn OESCIllPTION. 
------- PIONEER 1, 51 "PSON-----------------------------------
INllfSllGATlON NA"E- COSl'IlC-RAY TELESCOPE 
NSSDC 10- 66-1)75A-06 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J.A. 
01 - C.Y. 







P"'RtICLES AND fIELDS 
COS/IIlI: RAYS 
U OF CHICAGO 
U Of MlIlONA 
U Of CHIC.AGO 
TillS ElPEltlMENt USED CHARGED PARTICLE TELESCOPE 
COIIPOSED Of FOUR SIUCON SOLID-STATE DETECtURS to StUDY THE 
ANISOTROPY AND FLuctUA'IONS Of SOL ... R PROTONS AND ALPHA 
PARTlCL£S. THE PROTON ENERGY RANGES SAI'IPLEII WERE 0.6 TO 12.1 
I'IEV. H.1 TO 13.0 I'IEII, 1.3.0 TO 165 I'lfY, AND £.Gt. 1651'1£11. THE 
ALPHA PARTICLE ENERGY RANGES SAI'lPLED IIfRE 2.5 TO 5Z I'I£V. 52 TO 
280 IIEV, AND E.GT. 280 liE .... THE TJI'I£ RESOLUTION RANGED FROI'I 
ABOUT ONE llEASURE"EIH PER 0.4 S TO AflOut ONE I'IEASUIIEI'IENT PER 26 
5 DEPENDING ON THE TfLEPlETRY BIT RATE. HiE IIETHrOR liAS 
I'IGUNTED SO THAT IT "",OE " l60-DEG SCAN IN THE ECLIPTIC PLANE 
AeOUT ONce PEJI SECOND. 
------~ PIONEER 1. WOLFE-----------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAI'lE- ELECTROSlAUC AHALYlER 
NSSDC 10'- 66-075A-O] 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J .H. WOLFE 
01 - R.W. SILV'" 
SlilEf DESCRtPTlON 
IN ... ESTIGATIVe PROGRA" 
CODE SL 
INVESTIGATlON DISCIPLINECS) 




II QU"'OltI5PHERIC"L ELECTROSTATIC ANALYlER WlTH HGHT 
CONtiGUOUS CURRENT COLLECTORS II"'S USED TO STUtl u THE DIRECTIONAL 
INTENSITY Of THE ELECTRONS 11140 PosItive IONS IN tHE SOLAR WINII. 
10N5 IIERE DETECTED IN 16 LOGARlTH"rCALLY EQU15P"'CED ENEllliY PER 
UNIT CH,l,RGE (,E/Q) STEPS fRO'" 200 TO 10.DOIl V. THERE WAS ... N 
ELECTRON "DOE OF OPERA11011 lit IIHICH ElECTRONS WERE "E ... SURED IN 
EIGHT LOGAFlllHIIICAlLT EQU!SPACEfI ENERGY PER CHIRGE STEPS 
RANGING FADI'! 0 TO 500 II. THE EIGHt COLLECTORS I'IEASUIIED 
PARTICLES INCIDENT fROII EJGHT DIffERENT CONTIGUOUS ANGULAR 
INTERVALS RELATlIIE TO THE SPACECIIHT EQUATORIAL PLANE (SAI'IE AS 
THE ECLIPTIC PLANE:) ~ THUE IIERE FOUR 1S-DEG INTERVALS, TWO 
20-DEIi IlfteIiVALS, AN~ TWO lO-DEG INTERVAlS. AS THE SPACECRAft 
WAS SPINNING. fLUIIES wERE IIEASURED IN 15 AlII'IUTHAL ANGULAR 
SECTORS. EIGIIT Of TilE THESE ~ECTORS WERE S-5/8 OEG WiDE.. WERE 
CONTJGUOUS, AND BRACKETED THE SOL~R DIRECTiON. THE REI'I/IINING 
SEVEN SECTORS WERE 1,5 OEG III DE. THREE DIffERENT 1'I0DF<; OF DATA 
COl.LECTION WERE USED. AT THE HIGHEST Bil RATE t51Z .. PS), THE 
IUl.L SCAN IIODE WAS ALTERNATED WitH THE I'IUII'IUI'I FLUX I'IODE AT 
EACH E/Q STEP. IN TilE rULl SCAN I'IODEI THE I'IAXII'IUI'I FLUX 
OBSERVEO IN EACH Of THE 15 ~!IIiUTHAL SECTORS AS tHE SPACECRAft 
ROtAtED WAS RECORDED fOR A GIVEN SINGLE COLLECTOR AT A GillEN 
E/Q STEP. DURING 24 SlJccESSIv~ OPERA liONS Dr THE fULL SCAN 
I'IODE (48 SPACECRAFT RE",OLUllONS), THE 16 ION E/Q STEPS ANP 
EIGHt ElECTII'ON EIII !\TEPS WERE EXERCISED FOR A GIVEN COLLECTOR. 
DURING EIGHT SUCCESSIVE SUCH PERIODS, EACH Of HIE ElGin 
COLLECTOAS WAS EXEIICISED. tHE fULL CYCLE Of FULL SCAN I'IODE 
D,l.T.l REQUIRED 1,00 SP-ACECRArT REIiOLUTIONS (ABOUT 40il S). SUCII 
tHUS WERE RePUTED WITHOUT INTERRUPTION AT TilE HIGH Bll RATE. 
IN tHE 'UXHtUI'I FLUI PlOOE, fOR THE E/Q SH,P USED IN THE 
! 
" ..C~'~'"" .. J.~. 
" 
j 
PRECEDING REVOLUTION or fUI,L StAN I'IOOE OPERUION, ~t.1" 
COLLECTORS WERE OBSERVED lOR ONE REVOLUTION, ... ND THE " .... IIIUI'I 
fLUI oaSEIIYED WAS REPORTED ALONG III Tli THE NUI'IIIER Of THE 
COLLECTOR THAT OBSEAHD IT ~ND TilE ANGUt.AlI DINECTJON 
CZ-I3116-0EG IIESOLUTlON) Of THE OBSERVAOON. AT THE NUT 
IIIGHEst 8ll RATE (2~o BPS). THE SHORT SCAN IIOIlE IrAS ALTERN,I.'EO 
EVERV SPACECRArt MEIIOLUIION WITH lHt "A~lllUII fLUX "ODf. THE 
SHORT SCAN I'IODE WAS THE. SAllE AS ll1E lULL SCAN. UCEPT THAT ONLY 
THE PEU .. LU~ IN EACH OF THE EIGIIT 5-S/8-DEG-IiIDE AlJI'IUTKAL 
SECTORS WAS RECORDED, THUS. TlUS CYCLE AI.SU TOO~ 40G SPACECRAfT 
IIEVOLUtlONS. AT litE LOW 1111 RAlES (64, 16, ANO 8 BPS). ll1E 
"AUI'IUI'I ILUX I'IODE ALOIIE liAS USED. TIIUS, NO AZ1"UHtAL 
OISTRIBUTlONS IlEAE ftEASUREII. A1 TilE LOW Bll 'tATES. 11 tOOK lZ 
S fOR A COI'IPLElE SET OF ION llEASUREKENTS "ND 16 S fOR A 
CO"PLElE SET or ELECTRON I!EASU!lEftENlS. AT 6' liPS, THE ION AND 
ELECtRON I'IEASUREI'IENTS WEU TAUN AND TEt.EI'IEHRED EllERY 84 S. 
AT 16 BPS. THE, WERE TA~!:N ... NO TELE"ETEIIED EVERY 36 S. AT 8 
BPS, THEY WEllE lAKEN AIID TELEIIElEREII EVERY 67Z S. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• PIONEER 8 ............................... . 
SPACECurt COI'I"OH NAI'E- PIONEER 8 
AltERNATE NAI'IES- PIONEER-C. 03066 
NSSDC 10- 61-123A 
LAUNCH DAtE- 1l/13/67 WEIGHT· 11,6. KG 
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE C"NAVERAL, UNITED SUTES 




OIlBIT TYPE- HELIOCENtRIC 
':;!lBIT 1'''''100- 31H.5 DAYS 
PUIAPSIS- 0.992 AU RAIl 
PERSONNEL 
"Ii f.D. 
se A .G. 
PII - C.f. 






EPOCH DATE- 0'1111175 
INCLINATlON- 0.051 DEG 





PIONEER 6 WAS THE TIIIIID IN A SERIES or SOUR-ORelTING. 
SPIN-STABILIIEO, SOLAR-CELt.. AND BUTERY-POWERED HTEt.l.1TES 
DESIGNED TO oaTAIN IIUSUREfIIENTS Of INTERPLANETARY PHENO"-ENA 
fROII WIDELY SEPARATED POINTS IN SPACE ON ~ CONTINUING IIASIS. 
THE SPACECRAFT CARRIEII EXPERI"ENTS TO STUDI THE PvSITIVl IOtfS 
AND ELEcTRONS IN TilE SOLAR 1I1ND, THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTROn 
DENSITY (RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERIIIENtl. SOLAR AND GALACTIC 
COS"IC RAYS, THE INTERPLANU",RY "AGNETIC rlELO, COS"I( DUST. 
AND ELECTRIC FIELOS. ns ""'IN ANTENN ... WAS A lilGH-GAIN 
DIRECTIONAL ANtENNA. TIfE SPACECRAFT WAS SPltf-SJABILIZUI AT 
ABOUT 60 RPII, AND THl SPIN AXIS WAS PEHPIONOICUi.AR TO thE 
ECLIPTIC PLANE ANO POINTED TOWARD THE SOU1H ECLIPTIC POLl. liY 
GROUND COI'Il'lAND. ONE Of fiVE BlT ~A1ES. ONE 01 fOUR D"T'" 
fOR"US, AND ONE Of fOUR OPE~AllNG "ODES COULD BE StLECTlD. THE 
liVE ''Ill RATES WERE 512. 256, b4, 16, AND 8 OPS. THA£[ 01 lHE 
fOUR OATA FOR"ATS WERE USED PRIMARILY fOil SCIENTifiC ~~fA AND 
CONSISTED OF 32 SE ... EN PER fRA"E. ONE StlllHIFlC D ... t' fORMAt liAS 
USED ... T TilE TWO HIGHEST OIT RAtES .... NOTIIER .AS USED At THE 
TIIREE LOWESt BIT RATES. ThE IHIRO liAS USEe fOR DATA FROM OIlL' 
TilE AADIO PROPAGATION EXPEIIIIIENT. THE fOURTH DAU rOR"A! II"'S 
USED IIAINU fOR ENGINEERING DATA. THE fOUR OPER~lING MODES WERE 
(1) REAL II"E. (,01:) HLEI'IElRY STORE, <.3) Dun CYCLE STORE. AND 
(1,) "EIIORY READOUT. iN THE REAL-TIllE "o()r~ DATA IIERE SAI'IPLED 
AND TRANSlllfTED IIIRECTLY (WITHOUT STORAGE) AS !>NCIfIElt Bf THE 
DATA fOR ..... T AND BIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE TELE"ETRf 5~ORE I!OII£. 
DATA WERE STORED AND TRANSI'IITtED SII'IULTANEOUSlf IN THE (O~"AT 
AND AT THE lilT RATE SELECteD. IN THE Dun CYCLE STORE I'IODE. A 
SINbLE FRAI'IE OF SCIENTifiC IIA1A WAS COLLECTED AND STO~ED AT A 
lUTE Of SlZ III'S. THE 'rI/IIE INTER",AL BETWEEN THE COLlECTION ... UO 
STORAGE Of SUCCESSIVE rRAIIES COULD BE VARIED B' GROUND COIIIIAND 
BETWEEN 2 AND 11 "IN TO PROVLDE PARTI~L DAa COVERAGE rOR 
PERIOOS UP TO 19 II, AS Ll/lllTEb Bf THE alT STORAGE CAPACITY. IN 
THE "EI'IORY READOUT I'IODE. OAU WERE READ OUt ~T WIIATEVER OIT 
RATE WAS ... PPROPRIATE TO TilE SAHLLlTE DISTANCE FIIO" THE URTH. 
------- PIONEER 8, 9ERG---------------------------___________ _ 
INVEST1GAll0N NAI'IE- COS"IC DUST IIEtECtOR 
NSSOC 10- 67-123A-O~ 
PERSONNEL 









TiltS EXPERII'IENT liAS If~UiNED TO (1l "rASURE THE COS"IC 
OUST fLur DENSITY IH THE " .AR SYSTEII, 11) DEHRl'llN( THE-
DISTRlBUTlON O~ COSI'IIC DUST CONCENTAA1l0NS IN fHE E_RBI'S 
OA8IT~ (3) DEtERI'I1NE THE GRADIENt. rLUX DE-NSI'Y, AND SPE[D or 
P ... RTICLES IN "HEOR STRfAPlS, AND (4) PERfOkM AN: IN-IUGHl 
CONTROL E!l:PEIIII'IEHT ON THE RELIABILITY Of THE I'IICROPHGIH_ AS A 
COSI'IIC DUST UNSOR. THE UPERIIIIEHT INSTRUI'IENtAlIOH. WIIICH liAS 
J I 
I f 



























"DUN lED IN THE EQUATOR 0' THE 5,\TELLJTE 111111 I1S AUS AAOJAl TO 
TilE SAtELLITE SPIN AXIS 'ACING UI THE ECLlPTIC PLANE, CONSISTED 
Of .. fRONT fJLI!-GRID SUISOR ,\AUT AND II ilEAR FlLI'I-GRICl SENSOR 
UIlAT. SPACn 5 ,,. APART .. ANO AN ACOUSTlCAL lMPACT PLATE UPON 
IfNICH 11+( REAli flU' WAS !!QUNTED. TilE SENSOR ARRAYS CONSISTEO Of 
fOUR VERTICAL fiLl! s-TRlPS CROSSED BY FOUR HORllONUL GRID 
HRJPS to fORIII 1t1 fIIONT AND 16 RHII FILII-GRID ARRATS (UCH l.S 
e .. sQ), CRUllNG 256 POSSlOLE co"aINAUOHS, EACH GIIlD STRIP AND 
fILM STIIlP WAS CONNECHD TO A S[pu,Ut OUTPUT "fIIPLJ FlU WHUSE 
SIGNALS liEU USED TO DET£II'UNE THE SEGMENT IN IItlltH IlN II'1Plo'1 
OCCURRED. THE FRorn fIl" SENSOR. WHICH WAS RECESSED :5 'II! INtO 
THE UPEltll'lEHT HOUSING. CONSHiTEO Of AN ElGHT-LAYEIl tOI'lPQSlTE 
-- 700-A PAATLENE ENCAPSULAllON. SOD-A COPPER .. 300-.1. ALUMINUM .. 
3000-,1, PARYlENE SUBSTRATE. 300-.1. ALU''IlNUM. 500-A COPPU .. 
SUPPORT MESIl. ANDc 500-A PAIIYI-ENE ENCAPSULATION. E.IoC~ Of THE 
IIUR SENSOR-AUAY FlU. STRIPS CONSISTECI Of A bO-~iCROMETfR 
MOLYBDENUM SHEET CEMENTED TO A QUARTZ ACOUSTICAl ~d,SOR Pl.ATE. 
THE OPERATION OF TItE SENSORS liAS CASED ON TWO dASlC "EA,jUIiABLE 
PltfNOIIENA THAt OCCUII IIIfEN A HYPEAVEI-OClty p· ... nCLE HIPACTS ON A 
SUIIFACE (1) FORIiATlON Of PLASIIA AND (2) fIIANSfER OF 
IIOMENTUM. liNEN ttlE FIIONT fiLII liAS I'ENElIIATEO BY A PARTlClE .. A 
TJME-OF-fUGHT 4-IIHZ ELECTRONIC CLOCK liAS AC"TtVATED. THE CLOCK 
W0\5 SHUT Off WItEN TItE PAItTICLE IMPACTED ON TItE REAR fILM TUUS 
MUSURING PAR1IClE SPEED ... ND DIRECTION. THIIEE GUIERAL COSillC 
DUST punCLE TYPES IIEIIE DETECTABLE (1) IUGH-ENERGY. 
N'PEIlVELOClTY PARTICLES (GREATEA THAN 1 EItG) .. WHICH I'IIODUCED 
RESPONSES AT BOTIt fIIONT AND REAR nLl" SENSOIIS, (2) LOll-ENERGY. 
HYFENVELOClTY PARTlCLES (LESS TitAN 1 ERG), WHICH PRODUCED 
RESPONSES ONLY AT THE fIIONT fiLM SENSOII. AND (3) RELATIVELY 
LARGE IIIGH-VELOCIty PARliCLES (GREATEN THAN 0.1 HAHOGII,I\I'IS). 
IIHICH COULD PASS THROUGH THE fRONT AND RUR FILI'I SENSOR ARRAlS 
IIITHOUT GENERATlNG A DETECTABLE PLASI'IA BUT COULD STILL. IIIPAIiI A 
MEASURABLE IMPULSE TO THE ACOUSTICAL SENSOR. THE ACUUSllCAL 
S~NSORS IIERE DESIGNED TO PERFONM AN IN-flIGHT STUDY ON THE 
HLIAOILITT Of THE K!CROPIIONE AS A COSillC DUST 5[NSOR IN 
ADDITION TO PERFORIiING AS AN iMPACT SENSOR fOil THIS EXP~lIl1'1EtH. 
IN-FLIGHT CALIBRAllON liAS PROVIDED AND INITIATED BT tiROUND 
COIIIIAND AND MONnORED TilE EXPERUIENT ELECTRONICS IN ADDitION TO 
PROVIDING A CHECK ON THE PIIHICAL CONDITION O,~ THE PLASMA 
SENSORS. THE SENSORS IIEIIE UlIBRATED pUJA TO Til;: fLIGHT BY 
IMPACTS WITH IliON SPHERES RANGING IN KASS FRO'" 1 NA.'OIiRAII TO 
0.1 PICOGIIA"', ACCELEII ... TED III A 2-I'IV ELHTIIOSTATIC HClLERATO~ 
TO 2 TO 10 :nilS. 
------- PIONEER 8 .. ESHLEIIAN-----------------------------·-----
IHVE$TIGATION NAI'IE- TIlO-fREQ.UEhCY BEACON RECEIVER 




01 H. T. 
01 R .l. 
01 II.A. 











IONOSPHERES AND /IADIO PHYSICS 
PLANETARY "'MOSPHEIlES 












BOTH 423.3-IIIIZ AND ITS 2/17 SUOHARMONIC 49.8-1'1111 ~IGNALS 
WEllE fRANSllfTT£O fROII A 46-11 STEEIIABLE PARABOLIC ANTENNA AT 
SUNfORD UNIVERSITY TO THE TVO-fREOUENCY RADIO RECEIVER ON THE 
SPACECRAFT. THE HIGH-fREQUENCY SIGNAL SERVEIl AS A AH£IIEUCE 
SIGNAL SINCE ITS PROPAGATION TIllE WAS NOT APPRECIABLY DELAYED. 
THE LOII-FREQUENC' SIGNAL liAS HLAYED IN PROPORTION TO THE TOTAL 
ELECTRON CONTENT IN THE PROPAGATION PATIt. ON Tilt SPACEC~AfT. A 
('HASE-LOCKED RECEIVEII COUNTED THE BEAT FIlEQ.UENCY ZERO CIIOSSINGS 
Of TilE RECEIVED SIGNALS TO OBTAtN IIEASUIIEMEN,S Of PHASE-PATH 
OUfERENCES. DIffERENTI"'L. DELAY Of TilE GROUt> VELOCITY liAS ALSO 
OBSERVEO.. ...ND THEse VALUES IIEIIE HLEKHERED TO THE GROUND 
STATION. fIIO" CALCULATED TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT VALUES. THE 
IONOSPHERIC EFFECT (UP TO A SELECTED ALTITUDE OBTAI"'EO fROII 
OThEl! EKPEFIlMENTAL TEChNIQUES) COULD OE SUbTRACTED to PRODUCE 
DATA DESCRIBING THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON CONTENT (IF THE 
SOLAR III NO 4'10 ITS VAlilAT'lONS. fOR StMIL.AR EJPERIKENTS COVERING 
OTHEII TIl'll "tRIODS. SEE 68-100A-0:3. 60-075A-04, /)5-1051\-04, AND 
67-060"'-02. A MORE DEl_ILED DESCRIplION OF THE EMPERII'IENT CAN 
BE fOUND IN 'JGR .. ' 17. :3325-:3:327. AND IN 'RAPID SCienCE.' 6. 
55-63. 
PIONEER 8. "CCIIACI(EN--------------------.. --------
INVESTIGATION HA"E- COSPUC-ItAY ANISOTROPY 
NSSDC J1)- 67-12.3A-05 INVEST1GAllVE PIIOGRAI"I 
CODE 5L 
IHVESTlGATJON DI.5CIPLlNEtS) 











01 - R~U. 








INDII.N SCI SAT PROJ 
NAll HADE"Y Of SCI 
THIS U.PERIl'lfNT CONSISTED Of A CSI SCINTILLATOR ANCI TNREE 
SOLID-STAlE teLESCOPES. tHE [51 SCINTILLATOR WAS COLLHUlED II' 
AN AHlICOINCJbENCE PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR AND HAD A CO.UCAL 
APERtURE IIlTII A 3!~2-DEG IIALf-ANGLE. Tlte SCINTILLATOR LOOK 
DIIiEClION WAS CEN1ERI:D IN tHE ECLIP11C rLANE~ THllte SOLID-STAlE 
DETl:CTORS IIERE ORIEN1E11 IN ... fAN ARRAHGEPIENT WitH IiESPHT 10 A 
fOUIITH SOLID-STAt[ DnECTOII, SUCH THAT EACIt Of TIfE rllIST THREE 
DETECTORS rORlleo A HLESCOPE IIlTH TItE rOURTH DETECTOII. EACH Of 
THE THREE TELESCOPES THUS fOIlMEO HAO ... !tiI ACCEPT~NCE CONE or 
2:3-DEG IIALf-ANGLE. THE IIUN VIEIIING Dl/IfClION~ Of THE 
TELESCOPES WERE IN TItE ECLiPtIC PLANE ANO 411 tlEG .. eOVE AND 
BELOII TItAT PLANE .. RESPECtIVELY. tWO CONCURhE!H IIOf!'E5 Of 
COUNTING WERE EMPLOYB. IN TIfE fiRST KOPE. COUNTS IIEIt[ 
ACCUMULATEb IN EIGKT S[pARATE 45-DEG INTfIiVALS DUR!NG TIf[ 
SPACECI!AfT SPIN. IlIIILE. IN TilE SECOND .. 51'1' NTEGI!AlE(I tOUNTS 
II[RE ACIWIRED. IN THE FIRST MODE, tHE stili ATOR HFIoRATEU 
PlEASUIiED PARTICLES IIITH ENERGIES IN TilE ~[S 7.4 TO 21.5 
I'IU/NUCLEON ~HD 19.1 10 63.0 "tV/NUCl IN UfO .sP!':ClES 
DISCRl"INATlON) IIHILE EACII SOLID-StAlE HllSCOPE SEP~'1·\1f.LY 
"EASUIIED PROTONS IN THE ENERGY RANGES 3.3 TO 3.6 IIEV ... ND l.t'· l'J 
6.7 MEV. IN TilE sreOND MDE. THE SCINTILLATOR SEPARATELY 
MEASURED PUT lCUS IN SI_ CONTIGUOUS ENERGY INTERVALS IlETWEEt; 
4.S AND 40 MeV/NUCLEON (INTERVAL I.OWER tlIIITS A1 '.5 .. 7.0 .. 9.6. 
13. ~1, AND 26 MH'/NUCUON), WHILE UCI! or TilE SOLIO-STATE 
TELESCOPES SEP~IIATEn "EASURED PROTONS IN TilE ENEIIGY RANGES 1 
TO 6. 1 TO 5. 1 10 3. AND 4 TO 6 MEV ANfI ALPHA PARTlCl£S IN THE 
ENERGY RANGE 4 TO B MEV. DUllING UCH 244-Bn MAIN 1HE"ETRY 
fRAME.. '110 FIRST-MODE 9-80 ACCUPIULATORS AND ONE SECOND-MODE 
9-IIIT ACCU"ULATOM WERE MEAD OUI. IN-FLIGHT CALIBRATIOH Of THE 
SCIHTlLLATOR AND Of SOME Of TIiE ELECTRONICS liAS PlIHOR"ED 
DAllY. SEE IIUI(AT .. E1 AL. IEE[ TIIANS. hue. SCI •• HS-17. 16-24. 
1970. FOR A MORE DETAILED UPERI"ENT DESCRIPTION. 
------ PIONEER fl. NESS------------------------- ____________ _ 
INVESTIGATION N"'KE- SINGH-AnS ""'GI,[10METEA 
NSSDC 10- 67-123A-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI N. F. 
01 - S~C. 





INVEST I GAT I VE PROGRAII 
CODE SL 
INVEStiGATION DISCIPlINE(S) 
PARTICLES AHD FIELDS 
NASA-r.HC 
U Uf RO"E 
CHR. SPACE PLASMA L"8 
A SINGLE, eOOil-ilOUNTED UNIAXIAL fL.u.r.A1E MAGNETOIIETER. 
WITH "{'DE-DEPENDENT RANGES Of PLUS OR MIHUS 3l 6A",.AS AHD PLUS 
OR !'lINUS 96 GAMltAS AND CORRfSpONDING RESOLUTIONS 01 PLUS OR 
IIINUS 0.1'25 GAMMA AND PLUS 011 I'IINUS 0.375 GAM"A. UBHIN(D A 
VettOR I'IAGNEllC FIELD "'EASUIIEI'IENT B1 MEANS OF THREE 
M"'ASUREII[NTS TAKEN AT EQUAl TIME INTEIIVAU !lURING nCH 
SPACECRAft SPIN PERIOD (APPRO.IMATELY 1 S). AT lELEIIETRl lilt 
IIATES LESS THAN DR EQUAL TO 16 .. "S, AVERAGES VERE (.OMp"'EO OH 
BOAII!I fOR TRANSIiISSION TO EARt.. FOR fURTlltR DEUILS. SEE 
MARIAIfI AND HESS. JGR. 74. 563J .. 1<;69. 
------- PIONEER 8. lIe60ER------------------------------------
INVESTIGATIOH NIoIIJE-.COSMIC-icAf GRADIENt DETEtTOM 
HSSDl 10- 67-123A-D6 
PERSONNEL 
1'1 - II.R. IIEBBER 
BRIEF DEStR1Pl10N 
INV[STIGATlvf PliO GRAM 
CODE SL 
INVESTJGATlON DISCIpLlHEtS) 
pART I CLES .l,NO f lELDS 
COSIIIC RAYS 
Tlil·. UPERIIIENt U11l1lU A tELESCOPE COIIPRISEO Of fiVE 
SDllD-STA'.E SENSORS.. CE/lENJ:OV DUEtTOR. AHD AN 
ANTICOINCIDENC[ SHllLD. TIfE TEL.ESCOPE AXIS WAS PEIIPfNDICULAli 10 
THE SPA~ECRArT srlN AXIS. AS DETERI'IINEO BY TIIO COIHCIDEHU 
"ODES AHD ELECTRONIC OISCRII'IINATlON Of SENSOR OUTPUT PULsB. 
PART ICLES "OSURED IIERE HECTRDNS IN T~RH COIITIGUOUS ENF.RGY 
INT'ERVALS BUI/EEN O.31, AND 11.4 !'lEY. I'ROTOHS IN SII CoNilGUOUS 
EHERGY INTERVALS BETVEE~ :3.49 AND 6'.3 MEV «(;tlE or fiVE COUNT 
RATES liAS Due TO HIE SUII Of COUNTS IN 1110 NOHCONTlGUOUS EN£AGY 
INTERVALS) .. AkD ALPHA f',I,RTICLES IN fOUIt tlH,TlGOOUS I:'.NEIIGY 
IHTERV"'I-S BETIIEEN 6.64 AND 64.1 IIEV/NUCLEON (ONE or THREE COUNT 
~ATES WAS DUE TO TilE SU!'I Of COUNTS IN TIIO HONCONTIGUOUS ENUGY 
INTERVALS). A THIIIO COIHClDENCE KOllE MEASUIlED THE SUII Of COUNTS 
DOE TO ELECTRONS ABOVE 0.6 MEV AND NUCLEI ABOVE U I'IEV/NUCLEON. 
A FOURTII COINCIDENCE MODE flEASURED THE SUM or NUCLEI ASOYl 42 
MEV /HUCLEON AND ELECTROHS ABove S.1 MEV. SPACEtRAtT 
SPIH-INTEGIlATEIl Ol/lECT~;;'::AL. fLUSU vue MEA SUR to IN THE VARIOUS 
MO!lES. Atc~tIlULAllON ItllES AND READOUT INTERVALS "ERE DF'[NDEln 
ON THE TELEMETRY BIT RATE AltO wERE TTPICALL.Y iN lL'4S Dr 
SHONDS. fN AL~ C~SES. THEY WERE LONGER THAN THE SPACH.;A'l 
SPIN PUICD. AT LOll rELEM£TIIY BIT RATES ACCUMULATOR SATURATION 
R£NDEIIED SDIIE COUHTING MODES TO BE Of '10 VALUE. fOIil rURTHER 
































---~--- PI0NEE~ 8; WOLF£----------------------------------
INVESTIGATION HANE- ELEctROSfAllC ,,""LUn 
PEIISONNEL 
1'1 - J .11. WOLfE 









A TRUNCATED H[tllSPIIUltAL ELECtROSTATIC ANALHER (120-bEG 
Tor"L PARALLEL PLATE CUlIl/ATUREl WITH THREE CONTIGUOUS CUITI/flU 
COLLECTORS liAS USED TO stUDY THE OIR£CTlONAL INH:NSJTl or TIlE 
ELECTRONS AND POSITIVE IONS IN THE SOLAR WIND. IONS WERE 
bEHeaD IN 30 lOGARIlIIIUCALLY BlutSPACED [NERGl PER UNIT 
CrlAAGE (E/O) STEPS FRO .. 1S0 TO HIDDD II. THEIlE .AS AN ELECTRON 
"ODE Of OPERATtON IN WHICH ELECtRONS WERE lUA5UIIED IN H 
lOGJlRITHI'lICALLY [OUISPACED flO STEPS RANGING fRO" li!. TO 1000 V. 
tHERE WAS ALSO A LERO [/Q. OR BAClCGROUNtI. STEP. THE tHRtE 
COLLECTORS "E'ASUREtI PARTICLU INCIDENT FROM THREE OIfFEREIH 
CONTIGUOUS ANGULAR INTERVALS RELUIVE TO THE SPAC::CRAfl 
EQUATORJAL PLANE (SA"E AS tHE ECLIPTIC PLAtI£). TIIO COLLECTORS 
PlEASURED FLUX FRO'" 10 TO 85 DEG ON EITHER SIIlE or THE 
SPACECRAf"I EQUATORHL PLANE.. AND THE THtliO I'IUSUREO fLUX IN A 
20-O£G INTERVAL CENTERED ON THE SPACECRArT EQUATORIAL PLANE. 
;'5 THE SPACECRAFT ",AS SPINNING. FLUXES IIEIllE "EASUIIED IN 2:! 
PUSSIBLE Z-I3I16-0EG WIDE HIPIUTHAl ANGULAR SECTORS. SEVENTEEN 
Of THESE SECTOIIS WEllE COIHIGUIlUS ANII BRACKETED THE SOLAR 
OlllECTION. THE RE"AlNING SU SECTORS WEil.E WIDELY SPACED. THE 
INSTRUi'lENT HAD HIREI: i'lODES or DATA COllECltON -- POLAR SCAN. 
HIIIUTHAl SCAN. AND "UI"U" flUX. At THE TWO HIGtlEST OJT RAlES 
(512 AND 2.56 BPS) THE POLAR SCAN i'lOOE WAS ALTERNATED WITH THE 
Alli'lUTHAl SCAN I'IOOE AT EACH fdll STEP. IN THE POLlIA sa.N MODE. 
All THREE COllEC"TORS WERE OBSERVED. AND THE PEAK FlI'X OBTAINED 
AND THE AUPlUTHAl DIRECTION (10 "2-13/16 OEG) Of THE OBSUVATION 
WERE REPORTED FOR EACH COllECTOR. IN THE AlUIUTHAL SUN "ODE. 
THE PEAK FLUX OBSERVED IN TilE 23 Al.1"UTHAl SECTORS WAS RECOIIPC:D 
FOR THE CENTliAl rOlLECTOR AT EACH EIIl STEP. AT THE LOll al"1 
RATES (64. 16. AND d BPS). THE PlUIIIU" fLUX "OOE WAS USED AT 
EAtll EIQ STEP fOllOWEO BY t.l111ER (1) fOR IONS. A POlAli SCAN AND 
~'f AZl"UTHAL SCAN A T THAT E/Q s-TEP WHERE THE PEAK FLUl 
l'lEASURE"ENT DURING THE "UI"U" flUX "ODE WAS OBlAIN£O. OR (i!) 
fOR ELECTRONS. A POUR StAll AND AN Al.li'1UTHAL SCAN AT E/Il ,. 100 
V. IN ttrE "A_I"U" FLUX IIODE. ONLY THE tENUAl COLLECTOR WAS 
OBSERVED, lotiO THE PEAl( FLUX OBfAlNED AND THE AZl"UTHAl 
UIRHiJDN (f0 2:-13/16 DEG) OF THE OBSERVATION WERE REPO~TEO. A 
tOPlPlETE SET OF i'lE.\SUREPlENTS CONSISTED Of SEVfN SETS Of 10 .. 
PlEASUREf'IENts (AT EACH E/Il STEPS) AhD ONE SET OF ELECTRON 
MEASUREI'IEHTS (AT EACH E/Q 5fEPSl. AT TIlE HUiH "IT RATES (512: 
AND 2.56 BPS) ONE SET OF ION I'IEASUREI'IEtnS TOOK 62. S AND ONE SET 
OF Ei.ECTRONS I'IE"SUREPIENTS 38 S. AT THE LOW Bit RATES (64, 16. 
AND iI BPS) .. ONE SET OF ION I'IEASUREI'IENtS TOOK 37 S ANO ONE SET 
Of ELECTRON "EASURE"ENTS Z8 S. AT 64 BPS. A CO"PLETE SET Of 
"(ASUREMENTS <SEVEN lOllS PLUS ONE ElEcrRON) WAS TAKEN AND 
HlE"ETEREO EVERY 402.~ S. AT 16 BPS. JT lOOK 1610 S. AND. AT 
e BPS. 11 TOOK 3220 S. 
••• **.* •• ~ ••••••••• * •••••••• PI0llEER 9 ••••••••••••••••••••••• • 
SPACECRAFT CO 1'111 011 NAIIE- PIOHE~R 9 
ALTERNATE NA"ES- PIONEER-D. PL-684K 
03533 
NSSDC Ib- 68-100.1. 
lAUNCH DATE- 11/011/68 WEIGHT- 147. II:G 
LAUNCH SUE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES 




ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 291.6 DAYS 
PEIU"PS1S- 0.754 AU RAD 
PERSONNEL 
IIG - F.D. 
SC - A.t. 
P" - C. f. 







EPOCIl DATE- OZii!7176 
INCLINATION- 0.086 bEG 
APOAPSIS- 0.990 AU ~AD 
NASA HEA'IlU"RTERS 
1<,.,::' .. tlEAO"UARtERS 
NASA-hIllC 
NASA-All' 
PIONEER 9 WAS THE rOURi'H IN " SERIES Of SOLAR-ORBITING, 
SPIN-STABILlIED, >'NO SOlAIl-CElL AND 8AnERY-POWERED SATElliTES 
DESIGNED TO OBTAH' IIEASURE/IIEHTS Of IN1ERPlANETARY PIIENOMENA 
FRO" III0ElT SEP~RAIED POINTS III SPACE ON A CONTINUING BASIS. 
THE S?ACECR ... n CARI'IED EXPERIIIEIITS TO STUDY THE POSITIVE IONS 
AND ElECTRI.'NS IN IHE SOLAR \IUD, THE INTERPLANETARY eLECTRON 
DENSlff (11.1.0:0 PROP~<;,l.lI0N EXPEOIt"ENTI .. SOLAR AND GAlHflC 
(OSI'II( RAYS. THE IN~ERPlANrrARY I1AGNETIC FIELD .. COSMl~ OUST, 
AND ElECTlHC rUlOS. ALSO. A /fEW CODING PROCESS WAS IMPI.EMUHEO 
FOR PIONEER 9. ITS "AIN ANTEN'''' WAS A HIGH-.;AIN DUECTIONAL 
"NTENN". THE SPACECRAFT WA5 SPIN-STABILIZED AT ABOUT 60 RPM. 
AND THE SPIN AXIS WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE ANti 
l 
I I 
POlHTED TOWARD ttlE SOUTH EtLlPUC POLE. BY GROUND CO""AND. ONE 
or fllIE BIT RATES. ONE OF fOUR DATA 'OR"~ts. ANO ONE OF rllUR 
OPERAllNG "ODES COUlO BE SELECTED. TIlE fIVE 011 RATES WERE 512. 
l56. 64. 16. AND !I Ut'S. THREE Of THE FOUR DATA 1011"101$ 
[ONTAl"EO PRlMAIIIlY SCIENllFIC DATA AND CONSJSlfD Of 3i! 
SEIIE"-u11 WORbS PER fRA"E. ONE SCIE~tlfIC DATA fOllf'lH WAS USED 
AT THE tWo HIGHEST e11 RATES .. AN01HER WAS USEtI AT THE tHREE 
Lowen Bn RATES, AND TH£ THUD CONTAINED DATA fRO" ONLY THE 
RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERH!EHT. THE fOURTH DATA lO"I""t CONHIN£/) 
MAINLY ENGINEERING DATA. THE fOUR OPLRAllNG MODES WU[ NEAL 
TI"E. TELEPlU"Y STORE, DU'Y CYCLE STORE. AND I'IEM"RY RUDOUT. IN 
THE REAL-TlI'IE "ODE. DATJ, WERE SA"PlEO AND TRUISflITH!) DlktCTLY 
<WITHOUT STORAGE) AS SPECifiED BY THE DATA TORI'I"1 .\NO elT IIATE 
SElECTED. IN THE TElE"ETRT STOllE "'1)0£. DATA WERE STORED AND 
TRANSI'IJlTED SJi'lUlTANEOUSLY IN THE rOR"'AT AND AI IIlE 011 RATE 
SELECTED. IN THE DUTY C~ClE STORE IIODE. J, SINGLE fRAIIE 0' 
SCIENTIfiC DATA WAS COlLEr,HD "ND STORED AT A RATE Of :on en. 
THE TI"£ PERJOD BETWfEN II~IC" SUCC{SSIVE fRAMES WERE COLLUTED 
AND STOIIED COULD ee VUII,D Of GROUNP COM"AND BtTWEEN " ANO 17 
'UN TO PROVIDE PARHAl DAU COVHAGE fOR PERIODS Of UP TO 19 H. 
AS l11111£O ey tilE BIT STO/l,,5£ CAPi.ClTY. IN tHE 1"£"OIlY RUDOUT 
"ODE .. DATA WERE READ OUT AT WI1 .. ,t:VEA BJI RAn WAS APPROPRIATE 
TO THE SATEllITE DiStANCE fRO" THE E~IITH. 
------- PIONEER 9. BERG---------··-----------------·------~ 
NSSOC 10- 68-1COA-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - O.E. BERG 
BRIEf DESCRiPtiON 
INVESTIGATivE PFiOG/iJ,1'I 




tHIS E'PE~Ii'lENT WAS OESIGfiED 10 (1) "EASURI Th.< COl>'I1C 
DUst fLUI' DENSITY IN THE SOLAIi STSJEIt. (l) DETERMh.:: ~HE 
DISTRIBUTION Of COSPI" DUSt CONCENTII"TJONS IN fHE EARTH'S 
ORBn. <3.1 OETERI'IIN£ THE GR"DHNl. fLUX DENSITY. AN~ SPUD Of 
PARTICLES IN IIETEOR STREAMS. AND (4) PERf OR" All IN-fliGHT 
CONTROL EXPEIIIMENl ON TilE IIELI"BILIU or ll1E M,"ROpHOHE "'5 A 
CDS,lt1C DUST SENSOR. THE E.PE~IPI£NT INStRU"ENP'!ON liAS 
IDENTICAL TO "UT CARRIED ON PIONEER ~. CONSISTING ESSlNllALlY 
Of TWO THIN fILII-GRID DETEClORS (SEPAIIAT[D Ii' " PlSTAIICE Of S 
CPI) THAT PRODUCED AN ELlCTRiCAl SIGNAL W"EN TilE rtLII WAS 
PENETRATED BY A "ICFlOPl£leOROID. EACH Fill'! IlAD II SENSITlVE AREA 
or 100 SIl C" ANO liAS (O"POSlO or 11> SHiPiENIS flUT PFiOVIDED 80TH 
THE DIRECTION ANI) THE TI!lIE-Of-FLlG.n NEEDE~ rOil THE "tl(OROID 
TO T .. AI/ERSE THt 5-c" DISTANCE BETWEEN THE fRONT flLI'I "liD REAR 
fIl" SENSOR. THE COMBINED IIESULTS Of THE PIDII[ER ~ AND 9 COSMlt 
DUSt lXPERIPI€NTS LENT STRONG SUPPORT TO THE HYPOTHESIS T"AT THE 
BULK Of "£TEGROID DUST IS or COIIETAIII ORIGIN. 
------ I'I0N[tll 9. ESHLEMAN---------------------------------
NSS~C lD- 68-100.1,-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI V_R. 
01 T .10. 
01 - H.l_ 
01 R.l. 
01 R _A. 











.. _I!TIClES AND flElOS 












eOTH 42:.3.J-PlHl ANO ITS 2117 SUBHAR'''lNlC ~9.8-""1 SlGNAl~ 
wtRE TRANS"ITTED FRO" A '.6-1'1 SJ(ER~Dlt PJ,R~I!OLlC ANTENHA At 
STANFORD UNIVEIISln fO THE 11l0-fRHII'ENCY RADIO IIECE1VER all IHE 
SPACECRAft. TilE HIG:~-rREGUENCl SIGNAL SERVED AS A ~t;-UENCE 
SluNAl SINCE ITS PROPAGATION 11"E WJ,S NOI APPREU"'SU.Y DELAYED. 
TilE lOW-fREQUENCY SIGN"l WAS DELAYED IN PROPORTION TO IIlE 
tOTAL EU:CT!10N tONTENT IN TilE PROPAGATlON PloTt<. Oil THE 
SPACECRAfT. A PIlASE-LOCII:ED RECElI/ER tOUNTED TilE BEAT FREClU(NC' 
lERO CROSSINGS Of THE RECEIVED SIGIUlS TO OBTAIN M[ASURE"ENTS 
Of PHAH-PATI' DIffEIIEHCES.. btrfEIINTlAl DtLAY Of TIlE GROuP 
VELOCITY IoIAS "lSO IlElSERIIEDI AND .!iESt VAlUts "E~E TElE"EiEI<BI 
TO THE GROUND STAtION AND USED 1'. CAUULAH TIl£ lOYAL HEC1110H 
CONT::NT. TilE IONOSPHERIC COIIIRHIUTION toP TO A StUCTED 
ALTITUDE OBTAINED fRO" OTlilR UIER1J1ENtAL T!CHIIlQUESJ COULD liE 
SUBTRACTED '-0 PROtlUCE DAtA IESUIIlING THE INHR"lAN(UIIY 
ELECTRON CON1HIT or THr SOlAI" WINe A~D IT~ VARIATIONS. rOR 
SI"ll~R EXPBll'tfNTS fOR OTHER IPH PERIODS HE b7-tlJA-OJ. 
66-075A-u,.. 65-10~A-04. ~ND b7-060A-v2. MOR( DflAILEO 
DESC~IPTrONS Of TilE E~PERI~fNT CAN BE rOUND IN J. GEOP~YS. 
RES •• 71. J3l~-JJ27. J,ND Itf RADIO scalier. 6. ~~-I>J. 































------- PIONEER 9. MCCRACKEN----------------------------------
INVESTIG4TION NAI'If- COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY 
NSSOC Ib- 68-100"-0$ 
PERSONNEL 
PI II:.G. 
01 - II .U. 







P~RT1CLES AHD nu.os 
COSMlt Rns 
[sIRO 
INDIAN SCI SAl PIIOJ 
NATL ACAoE"''' Of SCI 
THI5 UP~RlMEHT CONSISTli:O or A CSI SCINTILLATOR AHO THIIEE 
50LID-STAT£ TELESCOPES. THE eSI SCIHTlLLAlOIl WAS COLLIMATE'D BY 
AN ANTICOINCIDENCE PI.ASiJC SCINTlLUTDR AND HAD A CDNHAL 
AP~RTURE IIITH A 3S.Z-tlEG HALf-ANGLE. 'HE SCINTiLLAtOR LOOK 
011<EC110N liAS [['UERH I!. THE ECLiPtiC PLANE. THREE SOLID-SlAlE 
DETECTORS wtllE ORIENTED IN A fAN ARIIANGEMENT IIlTH IIESPftt TO A 
FOURTH SOLID-STAlE PETECTOR SUCH THAT EACH Of THE fIRST THREE 
DETECTORS rORI'IEO A TELESCOPE II1TH THf fOURTH DETECTOR. EACH Of 
THE THREE TELESCOPES THUS fOR"'EO HAD AN ACCEPTANCE CONE Of 
2J-DE.!:; HALF-ANGLE_ THE "UN VIEliIlNG OIRECTlONS or THE 
TELESCOPES IIEIIE IN THE ECLIPTIC PLANE AND 48 OEG ABOVE ANO 
BELOII THAT PLANE. RESP'!CTI\'fLT. twO CONCURRENT "ODES Of 
COUNTING WERE EI'IPLlYCD, IN THE fiRST "DOE. COUNTS WERE 
ACCU"ULATED HI lIGH' ',EPARATE 45-DEG INTERYALS DURING THE 
SPACECRAft SPIN. IIlht.~ .. IH THE SECOHD. SPIN-INTEGRATEP COUNTS 
WERE ACQUIRED. IN THE rIRST "ODE. THE SCINTILLATOR SEPARATELY 
"EHUIIED PARTICLES WITH ENERGIES IN THE RANGES 7.' TO 21.5 
/lEV/NUCLEON AND 19.7 TO 63.0 ItEV/NUCLEON 'NO SPECIES 
OISCRJOIINATtON) WHILE EACH SOLlD-SUTf TELESCOPE SEPARATELY 
!'IEASUREO PROTONS IN HIE ENERGY RANGES 3.3 TO 3.6 MEV ANO 3.6 TO 
b.7 I'IEV. IN THE SecONO "ODE. THE SCINTILLAtOR SEPARATELY 
MEASURED PARTICLES IN SIX COHllGUOUS ENERGl INTERYAL, BETIlEEN 
'.5 AND '0 MEVHIUCLEON (INTERVAL LOIIEA LIMll$ AT 4.5. 7.0. 9.6. 
13. 21. ~tlO 2B I'IEV/NUCLEON). IIHILE EACH Of TilE SOLlD-S1ATE 
·ELESCOpE~ SEPARATELY "EASUREO i>ROJONS IN THE ENE:::"'!' RANGES 1 
1"0 6 .. 1 TO S. 1 TO .3, AND' TO 6 MEV AND ALPHA PAATICLES IN THE 
ENERGY RANGE 4 TO II MEV. DURING EACH ~21·-BIT MAIN TELE!!ETRl 
rR""IE. TWO r1llST-MODE 9-Bll ACCUMULATORS 1,·11 ONE SECOND-!!ODE 
9-01l ACCUMULAtOR IIUE READ OUT. IN-fLIGHT CALIBRATION OF TIfE 
SCllillLLATOR AND Of SOME Of rHr ELECTRONICS WAS PEAFORMED 
OAILT. SEE BUICAH ET AL. IEEE lIIANS. NUC. SCI., ,,"S-17. 18-24. 
1970 .. fOR A KORE DETAILED EXPEAI.~f."T DESCRIPTION. 
------ PtONEER 9. SCARF--------------------------------------
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PARTICLES AIID fIELDS 
SPACE PLASflAS 
TAli SYSTEMS GROUP 
TRW SYSTEltS GROUP 
GAINES 1'1. CROOK ASSOC 
TAW sYSTEMS GROUP 
ELECTP':,HA1IC ANP ELEctRO"AGNETlC ~LAS"A WAVES IIERE 
KEASURED ,N THE SOLAR IIIND NEAR I AU USING AN UNBALANCED 
ELECTRIC DIPOLE ANTENNA. THE 423-KHl StANFORD UNIVERSITY 
ANTENNA. WHICH SERVED AS IHE SENSOR. WAS CAPACITlVELY COUPLED 
TO n!R~E TELEMETRY CItANNELS. CHANNEL 1 WAS A IS-PERCENT 
BA!iOPA· S flLTER CENTEAED AT 400 Ill. CIiANNEL 2 wAS A IS-PERCENT 
OANDPA5S fILTER ~j'HERED AT 30 !:.lil. THESO; CHANNELS WEAE EACH 
SA"PLEP 64 TlKE, PER TELEI'IETRT SHIUE!.Cf. CHANNEL 3 W~S A 
BROADIIANO 100-Hl TO lOO-Kltl CHANNEL. lHE IIAOAtlBANII CHANNEL WAS 
FEP INTO A COUNT RATE I'IELSR THAT MEASURED THE NUI'IBER Of 
POSITIVE GOING i>ULSES PER JNIT TIME HAVING ""PLITUDES LAAGE 
EtIOUGfI TO CROSS TUE PRESENT TUGGER LEVEL. TilE TRIGGER LEVEL 
WAS VARIEb THROUGH EIGHT STEPS. E!GIiT TI,.ES PER TELEI'IElIIT 
SEGUE'fCE. tHE TRIGGER LEVELS. tOGET;,EI! WJTH THE COUNT RATE AT 
EACH LEVEL. G~VE A MEA5URE Of THE IIROAOBANO POWER SPECTRUI'I. 
DUE TO A/'IBteNT CONDITlONS. THESE. ~HA USUALLY REPRESENT THE 
powER AT ABOUT 100 Ht. lff!".: tELE"ETfI'!' SE(rUENc.E WAS R!OI'EATED 
OVER TI~E INTEkVALS fRO'" 1 KIN 18 S TO 472 .IIN 5.2 S. 
------ PtONEE~ 9, SONE1T-----------------------------------
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PARTiCLES AND fiELDS 
U Of ARI 10NA 
NASA-ARC 
" 
[ I ( 
BRief DESCUpTION 
A BOOI'I-"OUN1ED, TRIAXIAL fLUXGATt I'I~GN(TO!!tTER WAS USED 
TO STUDY THE INTEAPLANETARY MAGNETIC flELD ANti IlS 
fLUCTUATIONS. THE SENSOR.5 WERE ORTHOGONALLY MOUNTED IIlTH ONE 
AXIS PARALLEL TO THE SPACEC.UfT SPIN A,lt"IS. upo" COMMANtI. A 
MOIOII INTEACHANGED A SENSOR IN HU: SPIN PLANE 10'1 '., ltlt SENSOR 
UOHG THE SPIN AIlS. [lUBLING IN-fLIGHT IIEf£RJlIf'fAJlON Of lERO 
LEVELS. EVERY 2' HA, rHE INSHUMUH liAS COI'IMANDED IN10 A 
SELF-CALIBRATE SfQUENCf. AND THIS WAS OfTEN REPEATEtI AfTER THE 
SENSORS wERE flIPPED. THE JNHAUMftlT. W'HeH HAD A OlNAMIC RANIiE 
OF PLUS OR "INUS 200 GAMMAS IIITH _ RESOLUTION OF PLUS OR MINU~ 
0.2 GAMPIA. WAS CAPABLE Of IHf-LtGhT DEMOOULATION or THE SIGNAL$ 
RECElVEP fROlt THE ""'0 SENSORS IN ~HE SPIN PLANE. EACH "AGNETIC 
fIELD COMPOf'fENI WAS DIGITIZED INTO A 10-Bll HU.Ml1U WORD. 
NINE MAGNETIC FJh.D COMPONEUTS. CO~PAISING THRH "AGUtTIC flELO 
VECTORS. IIERE TRANS"lTTED IN EACH SPACECAAFT lH~ltEIR' fRAI'IE. 
INVESTIGATION NAKE- COSMIC-NAY TELESCOPE 
NSSOC 10- 68-1001.-06 
PERSONNEL 





PARTICLES AND fIELDS 
COSMlC RA TS 
U or NEW ItA"PSHII!E 
TIllS E:lPERI"ENT UTlLllEb TELESCOPE COMPI!ISED Of fiVE 
SOL I P-.5 T.:I TE SENSOAS. A CERENKOV DETECTOR. AND AN 
AHTICOINCUEHCE SHIELD. TItE TELESCOPE AXIS WAS PERPENOlCULAR TO 
IHE Sp.cECRHf SPIN AUS. AS DETEIIKINEO Bl 1110 COINCIDENCE 
MODES AND ELECTRONJ( D!SCRJIIHNATION Of SENSOA OUIPUT PULSES. 
PUtlCLES !!fASUAED WEAE ElECTRONS IN TItREE CONTIGUOUS ENfRGT 
INTERVALS BETWEEN 0.J1 AND S.1 !'I(:V, PI/OIONS IN riVE CONTIGUOUS 
ENERG' INTERVAI.S BElWEEII 2 • .2 AND 42 MEV. AND ALPHA PARTICLES tu 
THOSE CONTIGUOUS UIUGY INIUVALS BElllEEN ~.S AND 42 
!!EV/NUCLEON. A THrRD tOINCIDENCE "ODE MEASURED tHE SU" Of 
COUNTS DUE TO ELECTRONS ABDVl 0.6 I'IEV AND NUCLEI ABOVE l' 
MEV/NUCLEON. A FOUATH COltlClPENCE MODE MEASURED THE SUM or 
NUCLEI ABOVE 4~ M(V/NurLtON AND ELECTAONS AIiOVE 5.1 MEV. 
SPACECRAfT SPIN-INTEGRATED DIRECTIONAL fLU.ES WEAE MEASURED I!i 
THE VARIOUS I'IODES. ACCUMULATJOIi TIMES ANP READOUT INTERYUS 
WERE DEPENDENT UN rHE lELEI'IETRI BlT /lATE AND WEIiE HPICALLT IN 
TENS OF SECONDS. IN ALL CASES. THEf IIERE LONGER THAN TItE 
SPACECRAfT SPIN FER:OO. 
------ piONEER 9 .. IIOLfE-----------------------------·----· 
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PARTiClES ANO fIELDS 
NASA-AAC 
NASA-~I!t 
A TRUNCATED HEMISPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANAlllER UlO-bEG 
TOTAL P~RALLEL PLAH CURV.uU/lE) WITH lHREE CONTIGUOUS CURk[HT 
COLLECTORS liAS UseD TO StUOl TIlE DIRECTIONAL IhTtNSlTY or T«E 
ELECTRONS AN') P()SI flVE IONS IN lH( SOLA,R III NO. IONS WERe 
DETECTED IN 50 LOGARITHMltALll (QUISPACEO ENEAGl PER UN1T 
CHARGE (E/Q) SrEPlr. FRO" 150 TO lS.!lGO V. THERE WAS AN ELECTI!ON 
MODE Of OPERATION IN WIIJ(H ELECTRONS \jERE KEASURED IN 14 
LOGAlltTHMICALLr loQutSPACEO lola STEPS RANUNG ~RO" II TO 1000 v~ 
THERE liAS ALSO A !ERO ElCi. DR B~t~GROUND .. STEP. THE THREE 
COLLECTORS ME~SURED PARllCLES INtJDE!iT fROM IH~U DIFfERE!iT 
CONTIGUOUS ANGULAR INTHVALS RELATIVE to THE SPAtteRAfT 
EQUATORIAL PLANE lSAME AS lItf. ~tlIPT"lC PLANE). two tOLLICToRt 
"EASURED flU. fROK 10 fO 85 DEG ON HTHER Stoe Of THE 
SPACECAAfT EQUAtORI~L PLAN£' AND THE THIRD "EA5URED fLU,- IN A 
lO-otG IHERVAL C["'HREO OU tHE S"ACFtRArl EQUATOAIAL PLANE. 
AS THE ~PHECRAfJ WAS St'INNlItG .. 'LUHS WERE KEASUHtI IN l! 
POSSIBLE 2-1\'~~-OEG IIIt1E AlJKUTHAl. ANGULAA SECTORS. S(VE;NT(tli 
Of Tro:::: HCTORS WERE CONTIGUOUS ~IIP BAACKETED THE SOl All 
DlRL~THN. THE ~E"AlNt"G SJ~ SECTORS WERE wIDEL' SPACH. IHE 
IN:;T/lUI'IENT HAD THREE MOD~S Of !'oAJA CO·_LECTION -- POUR SCAN. 
AZII'IUTHAL SCAN .. AUD I'IAl(lJ'~UPI FLUJ. A1 tHt lIlO HIIiHEST ell RATES 
(512 AN~ ZS6 BPS) THE POLAR HAN PlODE WAS ALlERNAtED WITH UI( 
AlH'UIHAL SCAN MCiPE AT EACH E.'II STEP. IN THE I'OLAII SC~N MOPE. 
ALL THIIH COLLECTORS wERE OBSI RVED. ~!itl THE PEAK FLUX OBTAINED 
AII'D THE AllI,UTHAL DIRECTIOOI (TO 2-13/16 DEG) Of THe UBSERVATlON 
WlRE REPORlEO fOR EACH CoLLlCTIIR. IN Hie AlillUTHAL SCAN PlOOf. 
THE PEA!:. fLU~ O;)SERVED IN T!-IE 2~ AlIPlU1HAL SEctORS WAS RHORDED 
FOR TItE CENTP'Al COLLECTOR At EAC.H 1I~ STEP. AT THE LOW BIT 
AATE'; '6', 16 .. ANO 8 BPS'. THE fl(JllIMUI'I FLUlI: MODE WAS USE'J AT 
eACH E/Q STEP fOLLOWED a, tJTHEtI 111 rOR IONS. A POLAR SCAli AND 
AN AUf'OIUlltAL SCAN AT 11.' EIII STEP IIHERE THE PEAl(" rLU~ 
"EASURf>lfNT OURING THE IUUMUI'I fLUX "ODE wA,S OIlTAlNU. OR III 
rOR ELEcrAONS. A POLAR ~'AN AND AN AZIMUTItAL SUN AT £/ ...... lOO 
V. IN THE "A~lltU" ~LUX MOOE, ONLl fliE CENTRAL COlLEtTOR WAS 
OBSERVED. "NO TilE PEAK fLUX OIH~INED AN'J HIt .f;lIPlU1H".f;L 
DIRECTION ("TO i,..1.J/1!I IIEG) or THE OBSERYATION W(RE II[PORTEC. A 
-------1 --------- f 






















































COI'IPLETE SET OF fIIeA$UIIEl'leNTS COffSISlE!) Of SEVEN SETS Of ION 
I'IEASURE/IIENTS (AT EACH £/(. STEPS) AND ONE SET Of ELECTRON 
JllEASUIIEfIIUHS tAl ("eN E/Q STEPS). AT THE HIGH BIT RATH (512 
AND Z56 BPS) ONE SET Of rON IIffASUIIEfilENTS TOOII: 62 5 AND ONE SET 
Of ELECTRONS II[,I,SUIIEfIIENTs 38 s. AT 'HE LOll BIT RATES (64. 16. 
AND 6 liPS), ONE SET OF ION IIU5UIIE.IIENrs TOOk 31 S .1.'-10 ONE SET 
Of ELecTRON fIIEASUIIEfIIENTS ZfI s. loT 64 BPS. A COIIPLETE SET Of 
PlEASUREMetlTS (SEVEN IONS PLUS ONE ELEC.TRON) WAS TAKEN "'10 
TELfl'lEfERED eVERY 402.5 s. Al 16 BPS. IT TOOK 1610 s. AND. AT 
E tiPS, IT JOOK 32Z0 S. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• PIONEER 10 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPAC£tRAfT CO"PlON NAfI!E- PIONEER 10 
ALTERNATE NAfII£S- PIONEER-F. PL-7Zla 
;;)5860 
tlSSOC lb- 7i!-[)lZA 
LAUNtll OHE- 03/03172 WEJGItT- 231. KG 
LAUNCIt SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UHIHD SUTE~ 
LAUIiCH VEIHCL(- ATLAS 
SPONSDRllUi COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED HATES 
INITIAL ORBIT I'ARAlIETERS 
QRalT TYPE- JUPITER FLYBl 
P£IISDNNEL 
,1Hi f.D. 
SC A .G. 
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THIS 1115SION \lAS TilE fIRST TO DE SENT TO THE QUTER SOLAR 
Sr5TE!'I. AND HTER ENCOUNteRING TilE PUNET JUPITER IT ASSU"ED A 
TRAJECTORy THAT WOULD ESCAPE fR"'" THE SOUR SYSTE"_ THE 
SPACECllAfT BODY WAS KOUNTED BEHtrtD A l.74-" DIA"ETER PARABUlIC. 
DISH ANTENNA THAT WAS 46-C" DEEP. Tit. SPACECRAfT STRUCTURE WAS 
A 36-CII DEEI', flAT EQUIP1IEIH CO"pAIIIKENI. THE TOP AND BOTTO" 
BEING R£GUlAR HEXAGONS. Us SIDES WERE 71-CK LONG. ONE SIDE 
JOINED A SI'IALlU CO"pART"ENT IHAi CARRIED T:fE SCIENTIFIC 
EXPERI"EHTS. THE HIGH-GAlN ANTENNA FEED WAS SITUATED ON THREE 
STRUTS. WHICH PROJECTED FoRWAIID ABOUT 1.2". THIS FEED "'AS 
IOPPE.D W1tH A KEDIUM-GAIN ANIENNA. A LOW-GAIN O"NI-DlRECTIoNAL 
AIHENNA EXTEHDED ABOUT 0.76 " BEHI'ID THE EQUIPMENT [OI'lPART"F'IT 
ANG WAS ,"OUNTED BELOI' THE HIGH GAIN ANTENNA. POWER FOR THE 
SPHECRAfT liAS OBiAJ''IED Bt FOUR SNA" 19 RADIOISOTOPE 
THERMONUCLEAR GENERATollS (UG), IIHICH WERE HELD A60UT 3 " FIIOM 
THE CEHIER or THE SPACECRAfT BY 1 .. 0 THREE-IIOD TRUSSES 1211 DEG 
APART. A THIRD 600" E.TENDED 6.6 " fRO" tlfE EJCPERI"EIH 
Co/'\PARlKENl TO HOLD TtIE KAGNETO"ETER AWAY FRO" THE SPACECRAfT. 
THE FOUR PTG'S GENERATED ABOUT 155 linTS ,o,T lAUNCH AND "!;CATED 
TO APPROXiMATELY 140 IIATTS BY THE Ti"E THE SPACECIIAFT REACHED 
JUPITER. 21 MCNTtIS AfTER lAUNCH 111 DEtEKBER 1973. THEHE WERE 
THAEE AffERENCE SENSORS -- STAll SEHSoR FOR CANOPUS .. AND TWO SUN 
S£NSORS. A I TI rUDE PoSI J 1 ON CQllLD BE CALCULA TED FROK THE 
REfERENCE ~l!1ECfJONS TO TltE EARIH AND THE SUN WITH THE KNOWN 
~IRECilON 10 CANOPUS AS A BAtKUP. THREE PAIRS OF ROCKET 
THRUSTERS PROVIDEC SPIN RATE CONlROl (MAlHTAINED AT 1,_8 Apl'J) 
MID CHANGEII THE VELOCITY Of THE ~PACECRAfT. THESE THRUf.rERS 
COULD BE PULSED OR fIRED STEACILY BY CO""AND. COK"UNICATIONS 
WI'IIE I'JAltiTAINED VIA TilE oMNIDIRECTIOIIAl AND "£OIU"-GAIII 
A •• TENNAS. WHICH OPERATED TOGETHEII. COIINECTEO TO ONE RECEIVER~ 
WHILE YHE HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA WAS CONNECTED TO ANOTHER RECEIVER. 
THESE RECETVERS COULII BE ItjTEIlCHAIIG"D ay CoHKAHD TO PROVIDE 
SO/llE REDUtjDANcY. TWO RADIO TRANS"ITTERS, COUpLED TO TWO 
TRAVELING WAVE TUBE AMPLIFIERS. PRODUCED 8 WATTS At 2292 /11HZ 
EACH. UPl!N,.: liAS ACCof'lPLlSHED AT 2110 "HZ WH!LE DATA 
TRANSI'IISSION DOWNLINK WAS AT 2292 MHl. THf. DATA WEllE lIecErVEII 
BY NA~A'S DEEP SPACE NETWORK. THE SPACECRMT liAS TE"PERATURE 
CONTROLLED BETweeN KINUS Z3 DEG C AND PLUS 38 DEG C. FIFTEEN. 
EXPERl"ENTS WERE CAIiRlIOD TO STUDY THE IH1ERPLANETARY AND 
PLANEYARY "AGHEliC fIELDS; Sol.AA WIND P~AA"ETERS; COSI'JIC RAYS; 
TRAI/SHIOH REGION Of THE HELIOSPHERE; NEUTRAL HYDIIOGEN 
H:t.JJ:DANCE; DISTRIBUtION. SIZE. "ASS. flUx. AND VELOCITy Of DUST 
PARTlCLES; JQVl~'" AURORAE.; JOVIAN RADIO IIAVES; AT!'IOSPHeR[ Of 
JUPITER AND 50"£ OF I1S SATELLITES. t'AAliCULARLY IU; ,-,ND TO 
PHOTOGRAPH JUPITER AND lIS SATElLITES. EtlUIP"ENT CARRlEo fOR 
IHlSE EXPERII'J[NTS WERE "AGHEl01'lETER. PLASI'JA A!lIALflER. 
CHARGeD PARTICLE DETECTOR .. 10NllIHG DETECTOR. NON-II'JAGING 
TUESCoPES II1TH OVERLAPPING FIELIIS Of VI!;W TO DETECT SUIIlIGHT 
REFLECTED FRO" PASSING "ETEoROTDS .. SEALED pRESSURIZEf) CfeLLS Of 
ARGON AND NlTRoGfeN GAS FOil MEASURING THE PENETRAlloN OF 
I'IETEOROIDS .. UV pHOTo!'lETER.. III RADIOI'IETER. AND AN T"AGING 
pHOTOpOlARIMETER. WIIICH PIIOOUCEo PHOTOGRAPHS AND !'IEASURED 
POLARIZATION. fURTHER SCIENtifiC IHfOR"ATION WAS OBTAINED FROM 
THE: TRACKING AND OCCULTATION DATA. THE SPACECRAfT At;;HIEveD I-TS 
CLOSEST APPROACH ON DECEPIBER 3. 1973. WHEN IT REACHEC 
APPRO.l".lTELY 3 JOVIAN RADII. tHE SPACECRAft CONTAINS PLAQUES 
TIIAT HAVE DRAWINGS DEPICTING A "AN. A WO"AN. AND THE LOCATION 
Of THE SUN AND THE eARTH IN OUA GALAXY. 
------- PIONEER 10 .. AIIDERSoN---------------------------------
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TWO-WAY DOPPUR TRACKIIIG Of THE SPACECRAfT WAS USED 10 
I'JAKE MORE PRfClSE DETERI'JINATIONS or PLANETARY "Asns .. THE 
HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT D. JUPlTER. ANb THE GRAVITAtiONAL FIELDS Of 
TItE; SU~. JUPITER. AHD THE GALT LEAN UTElLITES. 
--~---- PION EER 10. fiLL IUS---·-------------------------------
INVESTIGAtiON NAJIIE- JOVTAN TIIAPPED RADIAUoN 
N5SDC 10- 72-012A-OS 
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PART JelES A"b ~I£LDS 
III~GNETOSpHERIC PHYSICS 
U Of CALI" SAN CIEGO 
U Of CALIf .. SAil blEGO 
THIS EXPERUIENT CONSISTED Of AN ARRAY Of fiVE PARTICLE 
DEfECTORS WITH EUtTRON THIIESHOLD!,; IN THE RANGE .01 TO 35 "EV 
AND PRUToN THRESHOLIIS IN THE RANG!: 0.15 TO SO MEV. A CEREN;(OV 
COUNTEII (C) HAD FOUR OUTPUT CHAHNElS (CI. CO!. O. AND CDel 
SENSITIVE TO ELECTRONS HAVING ENERGIES ABOVE 6 .. 9. n, AtD 1 
"EV. RESPECTIVELY. AH ELEORON SCAlIER COUNTER {El HAD THkEf 
OUTPUT CHANN\;.LS (El, E2. AND 0) SENSITIVl TO ELECTRONS ABove 
.16 •• 26. AHD .46 !'IE'll. A IUNII'JU" 10NilATlOH COUNTER (I'll HAD 
THREE OUTPUT CHANNfLS. M' SENSITIVE TO HECHONS HAVING 
ENERGIES GREATER THAN 3-5 "EW. K2 THAT "EASI'RED BAtO:(iROUND, AND 
"3 THAT WAS SENSITIVE TO PIIOTONS HAVING EN£R:';lES GREATER THAN 
80 "EV. THE LAST TlIo SENSORS WERE StlNTllLATOR DETECTORS (51' 
ANII SO. BOTH or WHICH HAD ENERGY THRESHOLDS Of 10 II;EV fOil 
ELECTRONS AND 150 KEV fOR PROTONS. IIiE SENSITIVITY or THE SE 
DETECTOR TO PROTONS WAS ABOUT A fAtToR OF 10 lOW£R THAN JTS 
SENSITIVITY TO ELECTRONS. THUS, THE HIIC CHANNEL EfFECTIVELY 
1'IEASURED THE ELECTRON flU., WHICH COUllI THEN Bi SUBTRHTED FlIolII 
THE SPOC CHANNEL RESPONSE TO OBTAIN HtE PROTON FLU.. SEVERAL 
OTHER CHANNELS LISTED ABOVE REQUIRED CORRECTIONS TO OBTAIN THE 
FLUXES Of THE SPECIES INDICATED. THREE Of THE CHANNELS (CDC. 
SPDC. ANO SEDC) WEI!E READ OUl THRO:JGI! ~ C(lJ'IKON ELfCUO"ETU. 
DUE TO ~ MALFUNCTION THAT OCCURRED IIETWEEN lAUNCH ANO JOVIAN 
ENCOUNTER.. THESE THRee CHAHNElS PRODUCED ItO USEAOlE ENCOUNTER 
CAn. THE DETECTOR CHANNELS COULD DE PROGRA""ED fOR R["'D-oUT 
IN ANY ONE OF FGUR PATTERNS AT EAtH Of TH"_ EIGHT SPACECRAn BIT 
AATE KODl'S. DURING ENCOUNTER WHfN T!'IE SPACECRAfT WAS OPERATING 
IN THE HIGHEST Bll RATE "dc[. THE IIIINTKUI'I II"E TO SA"PLE ONE 
CHANHEl liAS 1.5 S ANII THf TI"E TO OOTAIN A COMPLETE SCAN 
THROUGH ALL CHANNELS liAS lOB S. SINCE TII£ DIRECTIONAL 
DETErTORS PolNTEII PERPENDICULAR to TI':E SPIN AXIS ANO THE SPIN 
RATE WAS S RP!'I. PITCH ANGLE "EASURE"~NlS WERE 08TAl1/ED. WHILE 
TIlE EXpERI"EI/T WAS PIH"ARILT DESIGNI,lED FOR ENLoUNIER STUDIES. 
SO"E OATA WERE OBTAI liED H LOW RAHS IN INT€IIPl~NETARY SPACE. 
A DESCRIPTION or THE INSTRU"ENiATlOt; ~ND INllJAL RESULTS WAS 
PUBLISHED IN JGR. 79. HB9. 1911,. 
------- PIONEER 101 GEHRELS-------------------------------__ _ 
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U Of _II IlONA 
NASA-GISS 
IS Of ARIlONA 
U Of ARIIONA 
SANTA BARB~AA US tTA 
U Of ARIlONA 
IS or ARIlONA 
THE I"'AGTNG PHoTOPOlARI"EtER UPP) OPERi"ENT wAS USED 
DURING JOVIAN ENCOUNTER TO "AIC" SIMULTANEOUS IWO-COLOQ (BLUE -
3900 TO 1,900 A, RED - 5800 TO 7000 A) POLAR1"ETRtC AHD 
RADtO"ETAlC ":::"SUIIE"EN15 .. ANC "ClDEUTE-ReSOLUT ION (AIIOUT ZOO ICM 
AT OESll SPIN-SCAN II'lAGES or JUf'ITER ANO THE JOVIAN SATELLITES. 
THE PolARI"ETRIC AND RADloMElRJC WOAK wAS pERfOR"ED USING All 
8- X 8- "RAO fI ELO-STOP ApEIITIlRE. WHILE THE SPIN-SCAN 'MAGING 
USED A 0.5- BY O~~-I'II1'D APERIU~E FOp. RElATIVE RACIOI'IETRJC 
CALI BAA Tl ON WAS DERIVED USTNG AN INTERtf"'L TUNGSteN LAI'JP. 
LONIi-TER1'I ABSOLUTE CAltBRATIIIN Of THE INSTRU"tNl WAS 
ACCOMPLISHED 111' "EANS Of A SUNLH·tll PIHUSU/AtTENUATOR El~"£NT 
LOCATED IN THE SPACECRAfT ANTEHHA STRUCTURE. I.E~. pRI"ART 
AAPIO"ETAIC CALIBRATION W"S OBI_tilED THROUGHOUT THE "ISSIoN aT 
I 
I 
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PERIODICALLY (O""""1I1NG THE TELESCOPE TO IIIEW fillS ClIHUSE 
PAtKLlGIHED (SUNLIGHt) SOURCE. tHE fXPEUflENlAl. TRAIN fDA THE 
IPP PAUAGE CONSJ!iTED or THE fOLLOWING ELEMENTS -- (1) " 
NEAJH)lHRACTlON-Ll"lTftI 2.S4-(" """5U10Y CAUOJOPtAlt 
TELESCOPE H/1.4), (II A fOtAl PLANE "'HHL CONUINING 
nelll-Of-VIEW APERTURES. D(POURll.EIIS. ULIP"AJIOH SOURCE. 
EfC.. (3) WOLLASTON PIlISPI TO SPUt LJGHT UHO TWO 
OlltrlOGONALLY POLARIZED au"s. (4) A 'S-t'EG PICHRO~ATI[ "IIIIIOR 
THII' REFLECTEO WAVELeNGTHS LESS THAN SSO!) A (BLUe aEAI'U AND 
TRAN~~1TTEO All llGHT OF GIUlU WAVELENGTH (RU, SUIU. (5) fOR 
EACH SPECTRAL }lU" (TWO POLARIZATIONS), A ~JLTERIHG [0"£0 
RelAY LENS AND rOlDING 'UIIIIOIiS. AND (6) fOM EACH SPECTR"L liE"" .. 
TWO BENDIX CHANNEl.lRDN DETECTORS (BLUE BULKALl 5-11 
PHOTOCATHODES REO $-20 pHOTOUTHOpESl TO REGISTER THE lIHENSI TY 
IN EACH POLARIZATION CO"PONENT. CNOTE - THlS E)(PERlltENT WAS 
ALSO ABOAU PIONEER 11.> 
------- PIONEER lC~ JUDGE-------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAI'IE- ULTRAVIOLET PHOTO/'IETRY 
NSSOC u- 7Z-DtZA-06 
peRSONNEL 
PI - D.L. JUDGE 







U Of SOUTHERN CALif 
U Of SOUTHERN CALIf 
THIS [)(PERI"E'H~ CONSISTING or A BROADBAND PHOTOI'IETER 
SENSITIVE BETWEEN 200 ANII eoo A~ OBSERVEIl EVIDENCE OF HELlO". 
WHICH IN TURN INDICATED INTERACTI'lllio BUWt.t" CHARGED PARTICLES 
AND NEUTRAL HYDROGEN. DURING iHE CRUISE PHAH Of HIE I'lJSSION, 
THtS EXPERt"EtfT WAS USED to SEARCH ~!l~ lHE SUPERSONlt TO 
SUBSONIC TRANSITION REGION ~N TilE SOLAR W~HO. O,'RING THE JOVIAN 
ENCOUNTER. THIS [)(PERI"EN' WAS UsED TO L,loi': rOI' EliiOENCE Of AN 
AUROItAl OVAL ON THE JO~lAN OATS IDE. TO fIND THE RAllO Of 
H~DROGEN TO HELIUI1 IN THE JOlllAN ... TI'IQSPHERE, "'NO TO fiNO THE 
lE"PERATURE Of THE OUT(R i'ORflO~ Of TIlE JOVIAN ATI'IOSPHERE. 
------- PIO~ffR 1 01 1C1~/.flll------------------__________________ _ 
INIiESTlGATION NAI'IE- "EHOROIIl OETECTORS 
NSSOC. 1D- 7Z-01V,-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI Ii.H. 
01 R .E. 



















THIS EXPERII'IENT WAS DfSlGNEO TO "EASURE THE NU"BU Of 
I'IETEOIIOID II'IPACTS ON THE PIONEER 10 SPACECRAfT BY MfANS Of 12 
p,lNElS. EACH CONTAINING 18 PRESSURlZED 'ELLS. 110UNHO ON THE 
IIAC)( OF THE ANlENNA 01S1!:. THE TOTAL EXPOSED AREA WAS 0.465 II 
SQ. fACII PANEL OF GAs-rILLED C.tll$ CONSISTED Of A '-I1IL-THlCl': 
AND A Z-"IL-TlltCK SHEET OF STAtNLHS STEEL .EUEO TOGETHER IN 
SUCH AllAY TH ... T MANY SI'IALL PO(I!:ETS OF GAS WERE lEFT II~ IIIEEN 
TilE". IIIIENEVER A POCItEI WAS PUNCTURED, THE GAS ESCAPED ;<:140 A 
COLD CATHODE DEVICE IlETECTED THE lOSS. THF RATE OF PRESSURE 
LOSS INDICATED THE SUE Of TIlE HOLE /'lADE, AND THUS THE 
PARTICLE'S "ASS AND TNCIDEHT ENERGY COULD liE OETERI'IINEtI. THE 
':OMIIINAllON Of TIIEse DATA WITH TRAJECTORY DATA PROIiIDEO ~N 
INOlCAliOH Of THE SPATIAL DENStTl OF THE PARTICLES. THE 
1-I'IIL-THICI!: '>1DE Of TilE GAS PANEL WAS EtPOSEIl TO TilE 
INTERPlANe-TARY MEDlU"l AND PENETRATIONS Ilf THE CEllS ~ROI'I THAT 
SIDE INDICATED ENCOUNTERS IIJTH P.I,R1ICLES IlAIiING /'lASSES Of t 
NANOGRA" OR "ORE. SOlIE 300 TO 400 HlTS WERE EXPECTED IIY TilE 
Tl"E THE SPACECRAFT COMPLETED ITS ZOO-DAY JOURNEY THROUGII TilE 
ASTEROID BELT. 
----- PIONEER 10, "CPON.I,LO----------------------------------
INIiESTlGATlON NAI'IE- COSMIC-AAY SPECTRA 
PERSONNEL 
PI - F.J. 
01 It.G. 
or - II.'. 
01 - E.C. 
01 - J .H. 










INVESTlGAT ION P ISClpLINE (S) 




U Of NEW NAI'IPSHlAf 






THIS exPERt/'l"NT CONSISTED or TNRE[ i'lULTIELEl'lrtiT 
SOLIO-STATE TElHCOPES. ALL lOOltlN6 NO,l;MAl to lifE SPHftliAft 
SPIN AxiS. THE HIGH-ENERGl TELESCOPE (HEl) CONSIStED or filiE 
COLINEAR SENSORS ANO MEASURED STOPPING PAIITICLES IZ " 1 TQ 6) 
IN THE ENERG' /lANGE 20 TO SO MEV/NUClEON AND PENEIAATJNG 
PARTICLES IN THE RANGE 50 TO dOO MEV/NUCLEON. CHARGE RESOLUTION 
rOR PENETRATING PARTtCLES WAS POSSlalf UP 10 200 i'I~VfNUCLEON. 
tHE fiRST LOW-ENERGY TtlESCOPE H.ff-I) IIAD rOUR tlt"(NIS AND 
PlEASURED SlOPPING Cl " 1 10 II) P.I,RTICLES" IN TilE EHERGy IIANGE 3 
TO 3'2 MEV/NUCLEON. THE SEeO'!D LOW-fHERG~ TELESCOpE (LET-II) HAil 
THREE £LEPIENTS AND "USURED SlOPPING HECIROkS BETWEEN SO AkO 
10ilO ICE" AND STOfPING PROTONS BETIIHN 50 UV AND ZO I'IEII. TOR 
EAtH llLfscorE. IOUNT RATtS WERE OlllAINEIl fOR EACH Or SEVERAL 
SENSOR L='INCIIlEN~E-ANTtCOINClIlEHCE MODES. 50l1E or THE RHes 
FROM EACH a:'t5COPE WERE SECTORED INTO ElG'!T OCTANTS IN tilE 
SPACECR'(7 SF'I" PLAIiE. IN ADDlTiOH~ THREE-$ENSb;; ~UlSE .'EtGHT 
ANALlSts. ..,', I pRIORITY SCHEI'lES HVORING TilE ANALYSIS or 
Iff.AVIER .... ,," ~L~S. WAS ASSOCIATED 111111 EACII THESCOPf. 
------- PIONEER 10. SII'IPSON------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- CIIARGEIl PAAllClt C(I"pOSItlON 
NSSDC ID- 7l-012A-Ol 
PERSONNEL 
PI J. A. 
01 - J.J. 








PA~TI(LE~ AND fiELDS 
{OSItIC RAYS 
U Of CIlIUGII 
U Of ~ARYLANO 
ti Of (filtAGO 
THIS EIPERI"ENT "EASU~EO CHARGED-PARTICLE COMPOSI~ION ANO 
SPEC IRA USING fOlJR DETECTOR SJSTEIIS -- (1) TilE "AIN T~LlSCOPE. 
CONS!SlING or SEVEN EllI'IENlS ANII I'ROVIDING ENER;>Y SPE"CTIIA 
(APPk .. UI'IATEU 3 TO 68 "EV fOR PROTONS AND 1010 no MEV/Nuel. 
fOR OXYGEN), ElEPI(iII1 RESOLUTION (THROUGH GUGEN), ANti 15010p[ 
RESOLUTION If OR HAND HEl. I~) IPE lOW-[H£RGY SU~SYS1(" 
TELESCOPE. CONSISTING Of 1100 ELEI'IENTS AND USl~G A VERY SMAll 
THIN fIRST ELE/'IEHT TO EIIEND THE HIGH-SENSllllIlll PROTON 
PlEASURE"ENTS aELOW 1 MEV (0.3 to 9 IIEY) IN IHE PIIEHNCE Of .I, 
HIGH GA""A_II"'l IIAUGRr.UND AIIOARD THE SPACECRAfT. (3) HIE 
ELECTRON-CUIIRENT DllECTJ/! (OR EGG). CONSISTING Of ... 
BERYLllU"-SHIElD SILICON DETECTOR OPER~TEO IN CUIIHNT 1100£ TO 
MUStiRE HIGH fLUIES OF ELECTRONS W1TH ENERGIES AUOIIE 1 MEV. AND 
(l,) THE fISSION CELL DETECTOR. RECORDING fiSSION fRAGMENTS fRO" 
THE NU[lEO""-iNDUCfO fiSSION or TIIORIUM 2.ll SANOWICIlEIl aElWnN 
TWO lARGE IIREA SILICON IlETECtORS TO !'IEASUAf flUXES or PROTONS 
(ABOVE 30 "£Vl IN THE PRESENCE Of IHGII flUXES or ELECTNONS. 
THE E)(PERI"ENT SAI'IPlE Tl"E WAS SYNCHRONI1ED WllH THE SPACECRAFT 
srlN~ PER"IlTlNG SECTORING or TIiE READOut or THE 1'11.111 ""',D 
lOW-ENERGY TELESCOPES INTO EIGHT 0[1o\NtS ABDUl THE SPIN UIS. 
------- PIONEER 10~ S"iTH--------------------------------------
INIiESTlGA"'!ION NA"E- "AGNETIC fiELDS 
USSIlC 10- 72-01~A-Ol 
PERSONNEL 
PI E.J. 

















PARTICLES AND f1EllI~ 





U Of ARtlONA 
IJ Of CALIf. LA 
CALif INST or TECII 
IIRIGHAI'I "DUNG U 
tI!IS tlllAXlAl VECTOR IIELIUM ""'GNfTOI'IETfR~ DESIGNED 10 
"EASURE JOVIAN ANII IfHERPL~NE1AR' MAGtlEllC FIELDS. IIEASURED THE 
lHREe fIELD COl'lpOHENTS OilER TilE FREQUENCY RANGE 0-10 HZ. AT 
ENCOUNTER THE OA1A RATE WAS 10l~ StTS/S AtfD TilE ~AGHETOPlE1ER 
SAI'IPLlNG RATE WAS 5.33 SA"PLES/S. TO AVOIIl PO~SI6LE .l,LIASING. 
THE " ... GNETO/'IETER PAUBAPlD WAS ll"1TED to fIlEQUEN(lES IIElOW THE 
NYQUI!l nlEQI.:'''NCY t2_7 Hll. BHORE BEING OIGlTl1.l;O, Till tllRH 
ANALOG W~VE 'ORI'IS WERE P"'SSEIl THROUG!i A au .. tERWO"TII fiLTER 
HAVtNG A DB POI'" AT 3 HZ AND AN 18 oa/OtTAIiE ROLL-on AT 
HIGHER F!!EQUEHCIES_ TilE BROADBAND (10 HZ) ANALOG IIAVE fOR"!S 
FROPI ONe .... IS (PAULlEL TO TilE SPACECR.I,FT SPIN AXIS) IIERE ALSO 
FED TO AN ANALOG Sr~CTRUI1 ANALYlER. W"tell RfSOLVEP YIl( fiElD 
fLUCTUATIONS INTO THREE PASSBANDS Of 0.1-1. 1-3. "Nil 3-tO Ill. 
THE "AGNEtOI'lET£R NOtSE SrEClRU/'I WAS ItfDEPENOENT Of fllfQUf..NCT 
WIlH fIELO EOUlliAlENI POWER SPECTRAL DENSITT Of HI to THE 
MINUS 4 POWER G.I,""A 511/H1. 1"HE I'I.I,GNETOI'IETEI! .l,UTOI'!ATICAU' 
SELECTED ONE Of EIGHI "ANGES BETIlEEN full SCALE VAlUlS Of I'IIHUS 
10 PLUS l, GAI'II'IAS ANO 1.4 GAUSS (FER Alii:;). tlIGITlZ .... TlON 























PLANNED UNTil NDVEMBEI '975, WHEN THE SPACECAA', WAS N[AR 8 AU. 
NO fURtHER USHUL!lAtA WEill 09TUHUI. rOil FUIilHER DETAILS, 
SEE 5M'T" £T Ill •• 'IE£E T.ANS. ON MAGNETICS,' ". 96Z. 1975. 
------. PIONEER 10" $08EII""N----------w--.~---------~~--------
INYESTIGATION N""E- ASTUDIO/llfTEOROID "STRONO'" 









PI - R.k. SOBU",t,N 
OJ - Il~A. 1001t 
GENERAL ELHTlllC CO 
NASA-JSC 
BRiEl O[SCRlpTiOH 
THE OVEULl OBJECTIVE Of THIS UPElIllllf'H WAS TO 
INVESTIGATE DUST PARTICLES AND "£TEORDIDS IN HlTERPLANEtAR, 
SPACE. IT WAS ESSENTIALLY TWO EIPERI"ENTS, USING fWD DIHEREI!I 
TECHNlIiIUES. ONE 'UTtIoD WAS TO DETECT PARTlCLES BY THE 
REFLECTION Of LtGHT FIIoli TtIE", AND TtiE "THER IIETHOD WAS TO 
DETECT THfI' BT THEIR JIIPAUS. THE OBJECT IV(S WERE TO HTERflilINE 
DISTANCE, TUJECTORY, VELOCITY, RELATIVE SItE, AND FLUX Of 
PARTHLES RANGING IN SUE fROII IUNUTE PARTICLES A feW IIUERS 
rkOIl THE TELESCOPE TO DIStANT ASTEROIDS. THE EQUIPIIEfH rOR HIE 
DETECTION or REFLECTION COHSJSlofD or rOUR NON-IMAGING 
II11CHEY-CHRETJEN teLESCOPES WITH PRJII'AIIT 'URIHIRS Of 2D-CII (8 
TH.J DIAIIEJER, 10 If 0 25·CII (10 IN.) fOtAl LENGTH, FIELDS OF VIEIl 
(fOV) OF 0.2 RAD (II DEG) UCH, SECONDART oPTJCS, AND A 
PHoTOIIULTIPL1E~ TuaE. THE LATTER DElECtS THE REFLECtED LIGHT 
COLLECTED BY THE HLEStOI'E. AN EVENT WAS RHORDED IIHEI! AT 
LEAST THREE OF THE fD~R TELESCOPES SAil THE oBHU. ENfIIY AND 
DEPARTURE nilES Of THE LIGHT ENABLED DElEJIIIINATION Of UNGE AND 
VELOUTT. THE EQU1P"EPtT fOil THE I"PACT IIODE CONSISTED Of 13 
PMIELS C>:/NTAINING 18 SEALED CELLS, PRESSURIZED 1I1TH ARGON AND 
NItROGEN G,U. COVEltING 0.65 SQ II (6.9 SQ FT) or THE IIACk Of TI<E 
IIAIN A~TENI!A DISH. PEI!ETRAllOI! IIY • PARTICLE RES!JLTED IN LOSS 
OF GAS AT • R.TE PRDPOR1l0NAL TO THE HOLE, WI1ICH WOULt. BE 
RELATED TO ITS IIASS AND VELOCITY. PEN~tRATJONS .. EIIE REGISTERED 
nOli PARllCLES AS SIIALL AS .DOOOIl"iI010 G. 
------- PIONEER 10, VAl! ALLEN-----~--, •• --------------.--------
INVESllGATJoN NAIIE- JOVIAN CHARGED PARTlCLES 
N::SOC 10- 1'2-012.1.-11 
PERSOIJNEL 





PARTICLES ANO FIELDS 
IIAGNETOSPHER I C PHYSI CS 
U Of lOW. 
THIS EXpERlIIENT USED SEVEN "'INUTURE GElGf'i! TUBES IN 
THREE .ARAYS TO "EASURE PROTON AND ELHTIION FLUXES IN 
l~reIiPLANETAIIY SPACE ANII IN THE VICINITY Of JUPITER. DETECTOR 
GROUPINGS WERE AS rOLLOIlS -- (1) A THREE-ELEIIENT (A, II. AND c) 
DIFfERENTULLY SIIIEt.bED TELESCOPE-. IIITH TUBE C SHIELDED 
OPltHDIRECTlONALLY ANII USED fOR BACltGAOUNb SUIITUPION TO 
PROVIDE DIRECTIONAL RATES SUCII AS A-C (ELECTRONS Of 5-21 IIEV 
A.ND PROTONS OF 30-77.~ IIEV) ANII B-C (ELECTRONS OF 0.55-21 MEV 
AND PROTONS Of 6.6-77.5 "'EV), (2) A THIlEE-ELUIENT (D. E, AND F) 
TRIANGULAR ARRH. EACH ELEIIENT RESPONDIIIG TO ELHTAONS ABOVE 31 
"'EV AND PAoTONS AIIOVE 77.S IIEV. AND (3) A TliiN-IiINDoW TUBE (G) 
WlTH A GOLD-PLATEO ELBOW A.$ THE .PERTURE WHICH ADPllTS SCATTERED 
ELECTRONs ABOVE 0.06 IIEV IIHILE DISCRlf'HNATING s-tllONGLY .GUNST 
PROTONS. SINGLE ELEIIENT AND COINCIbENCE RUES WERE TELEIUTERED 
fROII HIE fIRST fliO TELESCOPES. THE TELEII.-·U !lIT RATE 
PIIEVAILING C-URING TilE JUPITER ENcouNTER PERMlnED OIRECTIollAl 
SAIIPLING IN INTEIIVALS Of A80UT Ho DEG Of ROLL ABOUT THE SPIN 
AXIS. fC,R fURT'lER DETAILS SEE BAlCER AND VAN loLL EN. J. GEoPHYS. 
flES., 81. 611, T976. 
-----.- PIONEER ~ 0, IIEINBERG----------------------------------
INVESTIGAtiON NAPIE- lOIlIAUL-LlGItT TWO-COLOII 
PHOTOPoLARllIETRT 
NSSbC ID- 72-01ZA-H 
P£RSONNEL 
PI J .L. IiEtHIIERG 








SPACE ASTPONO"Y LAB 
STATE U Of NEil YOR« 
I I 




THIE '"AGING PHOTOPOLUII"ETU (JPPJ E .. PHIIIENI W.S UUII TO 
OBUIN "aps Of THE lODJACAL LIGHT OISTRHIUlION IN TWO COLORS. 
BLUE (3900 TO 4900 A) AND IIEb (S800 TO 7000 A). IN EACH COLo~, 
THIE ".loPS WERlE CONSTRUCT£D OUT Of TItE 
lNTEGU'U~DET£CTOR-~ESPON$[ (1/64 Of A ROLL PERIOD). SPIN-SCAN 
POINT-I"AGING DAU OBUINED IIY VI£WING THROUGH A 40~ BT .. a-MRAD 
SQ flfLD·stOP APERTURE. THIS WOIIK WAS J>ERfORIIED DtI~ING THE 
C~U1S[ PtllTlON Of THE MI5SloN. DEUILfll SIIIULTANEOUS 
ItADIOIIETIIIC AND POLARIIIErRlC MAPS Of BOTH SICY CoLOIiS IIEII£ MADE 
AS THE SPAcECRAfT SWEpT OUT A 360-IIEG CLOCIC AtlGL( SII"TH. AND 
THE TELESCOpE AN~ OPTJCS IIEH STEFPED IN CONE ANGLE (HE ANGLE 
BETWEEN SPACEr;RAfT SPIN AIlS AND THE TELESCOPE tlPTlCAL AIlS). 
A, EACH D1SCII£TE tONE ANGLE. A ZO-IIOLL IIfASUUMUH CTCL[ 
OCCUIIIIED .. CONSiSTING 0' 10 ROLLS fOR THE ACCUIIUL_,10N or THE 
DATA ANII fOil CALIIIRAT!ON. ALTERNATED IIITH lO-Rt'l'. PERIODS USED 
fOR THE TELEMETRY Of THE DATA. DURING 10 /:lATA ROLL. IHE SIGNIotS 
fROJ; rOUR DETECTORS IlltoLOR) WEllE INTEGRATED OilER A TUU 
INTERVAL EQUAL TO 1 (64 Of THE 1I0LL PERIOII. THE fOUR CHANNELS 
PROIllDEII SHIULUNEoUS MEASUREMENTS AT TWO ORTHOGONAL 
POLARUATlON AH"UTHS IN TItE TWO SPECTRAL BANlIS. THE 
POLARllATlON WAS SAIIPLEO P~RALLEL AND PERPENDICULAR TO THt 
PLANE CONUINING THIE SPACUIIHT SPIN AUS AND THE OPTICAL AlIS 
Of THE TELESCOPE. RADIOACTIVE CAliBRATION liAS PIIOVtHD BT A 
RADIOISOTOPE-ACTIVATED PHOSPHOR SOURCE. ALL SUCH DATA II(Rt 
FORIIAtTED TO PIIODUCE A SU MAp. 360 DEG IN CLOC'; ANGLE BY IH 
bEG IN CONE ANGU. THE £XPEltI"ENTAL TIIAIN fOil THE IPP PACICAGf 
CONSISTEO Of THE FOLLOIlING ELEIIENtS (1) A 
NEAII-OlffRAeIION-UliITED 2.54-CII IIAICSUTOV CATAOIOPTRIC 
TELESCOPE (U.3.4)' (2) A fOCAL PLANE IIH(£L CONTAINING 
FIELD-Of-VlEW APElitURES'. DEi'DLAIIIIEIiS. CAtloRIoTION SOURCE. 
ETC.. (3) A IIOLLASTON PfoUII TO SPLIT LIGHT INTO twO 
ORTHOGONALU POLAR1ZED II£AIIS# (4) A 45-DEG IIICHIIO"ATJ( MIRIIOR 
THAT IIEFLECTED WAVELENGTHS LESS THAN 5500 ~ IBLUE ilEA") AUD 
TIIANS"ITTEI) ALL LIGHT Of GR£AlER IIAVELEtlGTH I/IEO IIU"). IS) rOil 
EACH SPECTRAL flU", ('tWO POLUI1ATl.lNS). A IJtT[RIUG COAtED 
RELAY LENS .loUD fOLDING M1IIRORS. AND (6) rOR EACH SPECTRAL BEAll. 
TIIO liENor. CHAHNELIIiON b£TECTOI'IS (BLUE - III ALKALI S-11 
f'HOTOCATHODES. REII-S-2;) PHO'TOCAfirOPoES) to REtdSHR IUf 
IUlEUSlfT IN EACH POLARllATION Co"PONlNT. 
-----.~ PIONEEII 10# WOLFE--------~ ____________________________ _ 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J .H. 
01 t.A. 
01 R. 
01 D. S. 
01 D.O. 
01 - V.T. 
01 f .L. 
01 H.R. 
01 - W.C. 
















PARTICLES ANI) FIELDS 
NASA-ARC 
U Of JOWA 
"PI-EXTIlAHIUI PHrS 
U Of SOUTHERN CALIf 
NASA-ARC 
NASA-ARC 
TRW SYSTEMS GROUP 
NASA-ARC 
LOS ALAI'IOS SCI LAB 
UNKNoWU 
THE INSTRUIIEN1 CONSISTED OF DUAL 9J D£G llU,I,DRISPHERI CAL 
~LECTROSTAflC ANALYZERS. ONE IIIlH 26 INDIVIDUAL PUTlCLl 
OETEc:tORS AND THE OTItER IIITH 5 CURRENT COLLECTORS. TI1E $'51£" 
WAS CAPABL" Of IIHSURING INCIDENT PUSIIA OISTRIIIUTION 
PARAIIETfliS OVER THE EtlERGT RANGE Of 0.1 TO 111 KEY fOR PIIOTOUS 
AND APPRO."IATELY '-500 EV TOil ELECTIIONS. THE HIGH RE!oLtlTlON 
.NALYlER WllH A COUN70U1 Of 9 KEY/Q PER KV APf'liEO TO THE 
PLATES, HAD A llEAN PLATE ~ADIUS UI 9 CII lotiO SEPARATION 01 C.S 
CII. THIS ANAtTlER IUS USED TO "'EASURE IONS DIlLY ANb HAD Zb 
CIIANNELTRONS MOUNTEII ON THE SE"ICIRCULAR ExiT TO THE ANALYIER. 
THE APERTURE POIUnD THIIOUGH A WIOE SLIT IN THE BACK Of tHE 
SPACECRAFT HIGH-GAIN ANlEUN,l IIErLECTOIi AND POINTED ALONG THE 
SPIN .US TOIIARII THE £.\IITH UNb THEREfORE THE SUN). THE EIIGES 
OF THE ANtENN_ RErLECTOR lllllT£D TH[ YIEWltlG Of THE INStRUMENT 
TO 7, OEG IIlTH RnPECT TO tHE SPIN AXI5. TH( CHANN£llRONS 
CoVEIlED A RANGE Of PLUS DR ,UNUS 51 DEG. EAtll CHAUNELlROH HlA.1I 
THE CENTEII COV!:IIECI 3 OEG ANII APPIIOXlI'IATEty .. IIEG NEAll iii! [OGES 
Of THE ANALYZER. THE ANGULAR IIlbTH PERPEHDICULA~ TO TH[ lOllG 
~NGULAII IIIDTH WAS AIIOUT 2 DEG, IN ONE IIALf ~ SpiN ~ERlob tHE 
WHOLE CONE OF HALF ANGLE 51 DEG (ENTEIIED 0 .. !I1E 5111-1 IoII.S SWEPT 
OUT. A IIEDIU" EIIERGY ANALYlEIi IoHTI1 A IlEAN RADIUS Of 12 tM ANb 
A 1 eflt PLATE SEPARATION (CONSTANT Of 6 teEV/Q PER ~ ... APPLIED) 
WAS USED TO DETECT BOTH IONS AND ELECTRONS. THE DEIECtORS WERE 
fIVE fLAT~SUlifACE CURRENT CGLLECTORS. THE THREE CENTER 
COLLECTOlfS EACH COVERED 15 OEG AND COVERED THE ANGULAR RAMi[ 01 
PLUS 011 IIINUS 22.5 DEG fRO" THE SPIN A~IS. ThE TIIO OUTSIDE 
COLLECTORS HAD AN ANGIJLAIl WIDTII Of 47.5 DEG A.HO ,,[I/E LOCHf.D ,I,J 
PLUS 011 IITNUS 46.25 ... EG fRoII THE CEHTn or IHE ANALYIER. n'[IIE 
WERE I. VARI£1'f or POSSIIILE Dt>E~ATtNG IIGIIES lOR THE E~P[RIM(IlT; 
HoWEVEIi. THE PRINCIPAL IIODE UTILIZED DURING TlfE E"CoUNH~ PH AS[ 
WAS ONE IN WHICH J!1f ANAL HER PLATE POTENTIAL liAS STEPHD 
iHR!JUGH lTS RANGE Eveln QUE-HALf REVOLUTION 01 lll[ SPACECRAfT 
AI4D ALL CURRENT COLLECI OR CHIoNNELTlIoN~ WEllE READ OUT AT THt 
PF~", nux ROLL ANGLE. Tn[ HIGH AND MEDIU.'! REs-OLU! JON .I.NAL TILliS 
OP".IIUED INDEPENDENTLY SO _ CROSS CHEC'; BEIWEEN lHLSE "1i_UlEIi5 
liAS POSSIBLE. 'HE OYNA"'IC RANGE fOR THE P~RTTCLE fLUUS WAS 
fltOfit 1.0E+2 TO 3.0Et9/SQ (II-S AND THE PRCTON ![MPEIIATURE 001110 
TO Z.OE.] OEG IC COULD 8E ASCERTAINED. 
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SPACecRAfT COMMON N""E- PIONEER 11 
ALTERN.II'E NAMES- PIOr;HR-G, PL-7JJC 
6421 
NSSDC 10- 13-019 ... 
LAUNCH CATE- 04/06/1"3 loI£1GH1- ?3t. KG 
LAUNCH SITE- tAPE CI,NAVEIIAt, UNITED STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS 
SPONSORING COUNTIIT/AGENCY 
UN1tED SHIES 
INlTJ"L OR81T PARAlHTERS 
OIlBn T';H- JUPITER flTBY 
PERSONNEL 
KG f .0. S( _ .G. 
F" - t.f. 











THIS I'lI!iSIDN W ... S THE SECOND SPACE PlISSION IN A HIIIES TO 
INVESTIGAtE JUPITER AND THe OUIER SOLAR ST5TfPl. PIONEER 11. 
LJKE PIONEER 10. USEO JUPllER'S GIiAVITATIOUAL fiELD TO ALTER
 
ItS TRAJECTORY lI"'OICAtL1. AtHIDUGH IT TOO WILL ES
Co\PE HH 
SOLAR SystE". IT II1LL PASS CLOSE TO TilE PLANET SATUR'I I
N 
SEPTE"BER 1979. THE spHHMAfT wAS 2.9-1'1 19.5-H} LO"'(; AND 
CONlU'IED A 2.74-" (9-fO DIMHTEI! IIIGIt-GA{N ANTUINA OF 
ALU"INU". HONfYCOM9 SA'IDOIItH MAl{RIAL. WHO.!.E f[tO WAS TOPrED 
WITII A "EOIUIt-GAIN ANTErm~. A LOW-G~Hl. 0~"'I-AN1ENN~
 WAS 
"OU'Ino BELOW TilE ItIGIt-GAI'" tlISH. IT CONHINED tWO NUCLEA
R 
ELECtRIC POWER GENERATORS. "ltICH {jU~ERA1ED 1410 W ,,1 JUP
ITER. 
BUT ifiLL OE:CREA.!.E to HID AT SA1UIiN. IItERE WER~ TltREE 
Rf,FERENCE SE'ISORS STAR (CA/IOPUS) SCNSOR, ANO TWO SUN 
SENSORS. A"tTUIiE POSITION COULD 8E CALCUUTED fROM 
THE 
REFERENCE DIREC1I0N TO EARtH AND Tilt suu, WIHI T
ilE KNOIiN 
DIRECTION 10 CANOPUS AS BACKUP. PIO'lEER ll'~ STAR SENSOR GAIN 
A'ID lltRESHOlD SETTINGS WERE !'.ODlflf.D BASH ON EJlPERIE
NCE fRO" 
THAI O~ PIONEER 10. tHREE PAIRS Of Roc",n tHRUSTERS PROVIDED 
SPIN A,.S COtHROL (AT 4.8 RPM) AND '!lANGE Of TilE SPACECRAfl 
VELO(1TY. VELOCITY Of HIE $P~CECRArl 101,1.5 INlTIALL.' ABOIJT 
51.500 UTIH c.32.000 I'IJIH. 9 MIfSl. IHE. H1RUSTERS C
OIJLO BE 
fiRED SaADILT OR PULSED. aT (OMMANO. COI'IMUNICAlIO'lS WERE 
",AlNTAWED VIA TItE OMNI· AUD MEDIU~-GAIN AN1UWAS. 
WHtclt 
OPERATED TOGETHER. CONNECTED 10 ON( RECElnR, WIIILE THE 
HIGH-GAIN "NTHINA WAS CO"'NEClEO TO THE DTtlER RECEIV
ER. HiE 
RECEIVERS COULD 81' I~lERtl1~N(jED BT COMMAND. TWO 
RADIO 
TIUNSltlTTEAS. COUPLED To TWO TRA'HLlN(j WAVE lUBE AMPLifIERS, 
PROOUCE l! 101 POWER EACH IN S-8ANO. CllltMl.INlCATION UPlltlj; {EARtli 
TO SPACECRAFIl OPERAlEO AT 2110 MHZ. AND DOW~lllN" tSPACECRHt 
TO EARllt1 AT 2292 "Ill. AT JUPITER'S !lISTANCE. ROU,
.,D-TRIP 
CO""UNICHION lI"E TOOK 92 "1'"1. DATA AR{ REC£lVEO At TilE DEEP 
Sf'ACE NETOIORK. OlE SPACECRAft IS TEMP[RAIURE CONTROLLED TO 
BE1WEE'" -2.3 AND .38 OEG C (-10 10 "00 D(G Fl. AN ADDllIONAl 
E~PERIMun, A lOW SENSITIVITY fLU~{jAT~ M~GNETOMf1ER. WAS ADDED 
TO THE PIONEER 11 PATlO~D. 1I1HRUMUHS STUDIED 
TilE 
INTERPLANEURY ANII PLANETARY MAGNEtIC fiELDS: SOL
AR OIINO 
PROPERTIES; COSMIC RAYS: tRANSITION REGION OF litE IfEL1
0SI'IiERE; 
'1EUTRAl IUDROGEN ASUNDANCE: DISTRIBUTION. SIZE. MASS, FLU~.
 AND 
VELOCITT Of DUST PARTICLES; JOVIAN AURORA(; ~OVIAN IIADIO IIAVES; 
PLANETS' AND 5AtELli (1'5' ATMOSPHERES; MID PIIOTO(;RAPII SURfACES 
OF JUPITER. SATURN, ArID SOME OF THEIR SATELLITES. E
QUIP"ENT 
CARRIED FOR TIIESE E~PERl"ENTS IIERE -- 1':AGNEtO"EtER. PLASMA 
ANAlYlER (fOR SOLAR WINO). (flARGED PARlICLE IIE![CTOR, IONIZING 
DETECTOR. NON-IMAGING TELESCOPES Wllll OVERLAPPING F
IELDS Of 
VtElf TO DETECT SUNLIGHT HFLECllD FROM PASSING "nE
OROtDS. 
seALED PRESSURIZED tELLS OF ARGON ANt NIH<OGEN 
GAS rOR 
"EASUjllNG PUiEIRA110N Of "EHOROIOS, UV PIiOtOM£1ER. IR 
RADIO!'!ETER. AND AN IMAGOff. PHCrOI'OLARIMEtER. IiHICIi 
PRODUCED 
PIiOtOGRAPIiS AS WELL AS MEASURiNG THE POLARIUTHlr-I. 
fURTH[R 
SCIENTIfiC INFORI1AlION WAS OIlTAINED TROM IflE C
ELESTiAL 
"ECH~NICS AuO OCCUlTAt!ON PItENOMENA. Tfll~ SPACECRAft, liKE 
P10NEE~ 10. (ONTArtlS Pl ... o.UES T!IAT I1AVE DRAWINGS DEPICTING "AN. 
1i0"AN. AND LOCATION OF lHE SUN AND EARTH iN THE GALAXY.
 
------
- PIONEER 11. A ('II1A-----·-----------·--------------------
INVESTIGAlIO'l NAME- JOVIAN M~GNc.TIC FIEl!) 
NSSDC 10- H-t119A-14 
pCRSONNEl 
PI • ".tL HUN A 





~~GNETOS. H€RlC l'I1'SICS 




HilS INSTRUMENT. DES1G~IED 10 MEASURE 1111'. JOVIAN M~GNETiC 
fIELD, CONSISHD Of A SINGLE-R~IlGE TRIA_IAL FlUX
GATE 
"AGHE.TOllEtER SENSOR AND ASSOCIAtED ELHTRONI(S nPABLE Of 
"'EASURING fIELDS fR.O" 0.01 10 -:0 GAUSS AlonG EACH OR
fltOGOIlAL 
HIS. INS1ANIANEOUS VECTOR MEASURHIE'IIS. USING A 10-el
r A-TO-D 
CONVERTER, YIFlDED A QUA!"lTllATlOn STEP SIH Of MINUS TO PLUS 




f 1 ~T" I 
EVERT THREE REVOLUTIONS Of 1111'. .!.PA([CRArt 06 S) MiD 
TRANS"ITTED to lIiE GROUND WITII NO fURTHtoIi ON~1l0ARD "ROCFSSIJiG. 
"ORE INSTRU"fNT,t,l DETAilS ARE GUEN IN 'SP. set. lNSTR
UM.,' 1. 
177. 1915. PRINCIPAL SCIENtifiC RESULTS CAN liE fOUN~ IN 'JGR.' 
111. 2917. 1916. 
-----
-- P lONE ER 11. ANO[IISON-----------------------------------
I'IVtSlIGA1l0N NA"E- CELESTIAl. "ECHANICS 
NSSDC ID- 13-019,1,-09 
f>ERSONNEl 
PI - J.D. AIIDERSON 









TWO-WAT DOPPLER TRAC!:ING Of TilE SPACECRAft WAS USED 10 
"AI:.E "OilE PRECISE DEttRII\INAIIOtiS OF PLANETARY "'A
SSES. IHE 
HEL!OCF.:NTIIIC: ORIItI Of JUPl1EA. ,1.,..0 UIE GRAVIIAllON,l.l f
iELDS 01 
HIE SUN, JUPIteR, ANO HIE GAlllEA'I SATELLITES. 
-----
-- PIONEER 11. fill I US---------·_------·· --------------
---
INVESTIGATION NME- JOVIAN TRAPPED R"DIAIHIN 
NSSDC 10- 73-019,1.-05 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.W. fllllUS 





PARtiCLES ~ND fiELDS 
I'IAGNEtOSPIIERl( PI1TSICS 
U 01 CALI f. SAN \)11'.(,0 
U Of CAttr. S/U fllUiO 
THIS E.PERI"E'IT CONSISTED Of AN ARRAY Of ttv( PHlltl!; 
DETECTORS Willi flEtlRON tHRESHOLDS IN lllE RANGE .01 TO .!IS M~·. 
AliD PROTON tHRESHOLDS IN IIIE RA'HiE 0.15 TO ao MEV. A CERllllCO
V 
(OUNTER (C) HAD fOUR OUTPUI CHAtiNHS (Cl. (2. U. ANU CoO 
SENSITlVE TO ELEctRONS HAVING E'IERGtf.S ABOVE ~, II. 12. AND 1 
"EV. RESPECTI'IELl. AN ELECTRON SCA1Hil COUNTER (EI HlD T
IIHE 
OUTPut CHANtlflS tEl. E2, AND E3) SENStllVE TO ELECTRONS AeOVE 
.16 •• 26. AND .46 MEV. A MINI"UM 10NilATlOli COUNtER 
(M) H~O 
ll1REE OUTPUT CIiANNElS, "1 SENSITlV( 10 £LEC1RONS HAVING 
ENERGIES GREATER THAN 35 roIEV, 1'12 lH~T MEASURE~ eACI(GROUIiO. ,l.NO 
"'3 TIIAT WAS SENSITIVE TO PROtOIiS HAViNG (N"RGH~ GHATtR THAN 
80 MEV. tHE lAST lWO SENSORS OIERE SCINlIlLATOR DEtEctORS {~P 
AND SEl, BOTH Of WIIICIl HAD U'EIIGl THRESIIOLDS 01 10
 Ktv fUR 
ELECTRONS AND 150 KEV fOR PROtONS. litE SENSIIlVIIY Of TflE Sf 
DETECTOR 10 PliO TONS WAS ABOUt A rACIOR 01 1(' to .... ER IH~'" ITS 
SENSITIVITY TO ELECTRONS. tHU~. THE SEtlC CHANN[l EffECTIVELY 
"{ASUREO THE ELEtTRON flUX. OIHICH :OUlD fHEN BE $Ul:llI1HHD FROrol 
TIlE SPDC (HANNEl RESPONSE TO OETAIN 1 .. 1'. PliO rON flU1. SEVEIIAL 
OTHER C~AliNElS llSTEO ABOVE REQUIR£O COIiNEttlONS 10 OBt~IN tHE 
flUXES Of TilE SPECIES INDiCAtED. IIiE DETEctOR C'IANNE
LS COUlO 
BE PIIO(;IIAI1"ED fOR RE,l.O-OUI IN ANT 'JNE Of FOUR PAl1ER"'S ~I EACH 
OF TIlE EIGIIT SPACECRAfT lilt RArE !400ES. QURING EtHOUritER .... HEN 
fHE SPAn·.RArt .... AS OPERATiNG IN THE HIf>HEST ell RAlE MO~E.
 THE 
IIINI ... UI'I 11"E 10 SA"PLE ONE CHl'lNfL WAS 1.5 S ~NO lHE TllolE to 
08TAIN A CO!'!PlETE SCAN TIlIIOU(;H ALL C"ANNELS .... AS I{)H S. SPICE 
THE DIRECTIONAL DETECTORS rOItHE" PERPUIDI(UlAR 10 THE ~PIN 
.... XlS AND THE SPIN RATE II~S ~ /1<". PITCH ANGLE MEASUREMEN~S 
WEH 
oeTAINED. WHILE 1HIS EJ.;>r~Ii'!€Nl OIAS I'RIII,l.R!LT DESlGNED
 ~OR 
ENCOUNT(;R SlUDIES. SO ... E ~AlA WERE 09lAINED AI ~Q'" RAIES IN 
INTERPLANEIARY SPACE. A 'tSCRIP110N Of lliE INS1I1UMEhlA
IIO'l ~ND 
INItiAL PIONEER 10 RES ·llS WAS PUBLISHED IN JGP. 79. 3589. 
1974. 
P lONE ER 11. G EH REL S-------·------·-~ _____ --------------
iNVESTIGATION NAltE- IMAGING PII010pOLA~I"ETER 





01 - LE. 







II!J ... MER 
10"AS,,0 









U Of AA!HHIA 
U or ~RllOII~ 
SA'I1I. 8~RBARA HS ClP 
U Of ,I.~lrONA 
U Of ~RIIO"'~ 
TilE !ltAGING PHOTOPOI..ARIM(HR tiPP) E_p[plr.UIT ,IlS USB 
DURING JOVIAN EN(OUNiER 10 MAKE SIMULHNrous. T .. O COLO" (l'Ilul -
.3900 10 4900 A. RED seoo 10 1000 ~l POl~~I!'ElklC ~'ID 
RADIOMETRIC 'IEASUREM£r.lTS, AND MI);'ERne RESOlUTIOU (AIlOUT 2JO ~ ... 
AT 5ESf) SPIN-stAN IMAGES Of JUPllER ~ND tilE JOVIAN SAtELLITES. 





























(i- 9T ti-MRAIl rIELO·srOP APERTURE, WHILE THE SPIN-SCAN II'I'G1"G
 
usee. A ':.~- dY 0.5-"11100 APERTURE STOP. RELAtIVE RADIOMETRIC 
ULlBRATlOH "1>.5 oeRIVED USING AN INtERNAL lUNGSTEN LAf'I'. 
LONG-TERM "IISOLUle CALtBRAllO" Of THE INSTRUMENT .. AS
 
ACCOMPLISHED BT fIIEANS OF A SUNLIGHT DlfFUSDR'AneNUA'OR ELEftENT 
LOCATED IN THE SPACECRAfT ANTENNA STRUCTURE. THAT IS. PR1M'!!
" 
RAOIOMETRlC CALtBRATION w"S OBTAINED THROUGHOUT tHE I'lISSlDN B
Y 
PERIODiCALLY COMMANDING THE TELESCOPE TO \IIEW THIS PlfFUSE
 
e"'CKLIGHTED (SJNLlGHT> SOURCE. THE ElIPUlIMENTAL TRAJN fOR THE 
11'1' PACKAGE tOtiS-ISTED Of THE rOllOWING ELEMENTS -- (1) A 
NEAR-DIHIIACtlON-ll!'l1TED Z.54-CI'! "ATSUIOV TELESCDPE Of fOCAL 
RATlO f/"3.4, (2) A H)CAL PLo\HE WHEEL CONTAINING FOV APERTURES, 
DEPOlARllERS, CALIBRAttON SOURcr, EH., (3) " WOLLASTON PRIS'" 
TO SPLIT THE LIGHT INTO T.O ORTIiO"ONALLY POLARIUD BEA"'S, (4) A 
45-tlEG OICHROIIATJC KlfUIOR T"H RefLECTS WAVELENGTHS Of LESS 
THAN 5500 A (BLUE DEAl') AND fRANSPUTS ALL LIGHT Of GREAtER 
WAVELENGTH (REO BLA")~ (5) fOR EACH SPECTRAL BEA" (TWO 
POLARIZATIONS ARE SEPARATED) A FILTERING-COATE\) RELAy LENS AND 
FOLDING 'llR~ORS, AND (6) fINALLY, rOil EACH SPECTRAL BEA" TWO 
BENDIX CHANNELTRON (B!.UE - BULKAll S-11 PHOTOCATHODES, REO -
S-20) PHOTOCATHODES TO REGISTER THE INTENSITY IN EACH 
POLARlUTION CO"PONENT. (NOTE - THIS [.I;PERI"'ENT wAS ALSO 
ABOARO PIONEER 10.) 
------
- PIONEER 11, JUPGC----------~-----------·----------·----
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- ULTRAVIOLEt PHOTO"'EtR' 
NSSPC 10-
PERSONNEL 
PI - D~l. 









U Of SOUTHERN CALIF 
U OF SOUTHERN CAUF 
THIS EXPERlI"ENT, A BRO.t.DBANO PtlOTOI'IETER SENSITIVE BETWEEN 
200 AND 800 A, OBSERVED EVIDENCE OF HELlUI'I, WHICH IN TURN
 
INDICATED IHtERACTIONS BETWEEN CIIARGED PARTICLES AND NEUTRAL
 
HYOROGEN. DURltlG THE CRUISE PH.t.SE Of THE !USSION THIS
 
EXPERJIIIENT WAS USED TO SEARCH fOR TH! SUPER:.O,,:t To SUBSONIC
 
TRANSITION RfGION IN THE SOL"R WIND. DURING THE JOVIAN
 
E:NCOUIHER, THIS ElIPERII'IENT WAS USED TO lOO~ fOR EVlllENtE Of AN 
AURORAL OVAL ON THE JOVIAN DAYS'IDE, to fiNO THE RAilO O
f 
HYDROGEN TO HElIUK IN TilE JOVIAN ATMOSPHERE .. ANII TO FlNIl THE
 
TEMPERATURE or THE OUTER PORTION Of HE JOltlAN ATMOSPHERE. 
___ w __ PIIlNEER 11, KINARO ___ w_w_ww __ , -------------------
INVESTIGAtlON NAI'IE- "'ETE.OROtD DHECTORS 
NSSIlC 10- 73-01""-04 
PEIISONNEL 
PI - W.H. 
O! - J .11. 













TilE PIONEER 11 METEOROID DETECTION UPERIMENT ATTEMPTED 
TO DETECT THE lliSTRIDUTlON IN INTERPlANEfAIIY SPACE OF
 
METEOROIDS TOO SI'IALL TO BE SEEN BT LIGHT SCATtERING TECIINIQUES. 
TWELVE PANELS. £ACH CONTAINING 18 PRESSURIZED CELLS, WERE 
"OUNTEb ON THE BACK Of THE SPACECRAft ANTENNA OISH. tHE
 
PRESSURIZED CELLS CONSISTED OF A 2-"IL-TlliCK StAINLESS STH
l 
OUTER LAYER WELDE.D TO A 1-"lL-THIC~ STAINLESS s-TEEl INNER lAHR 
W1TH A LARGE NUMBER Of SMAll POCkETS Of GAS TRAPPED aETWEEN
 
THEM. LOSS OF GAS PRESSURE FRO" ANY Of THE CELLS INIlICATED A
 
HlT, AND THE RATE OF GAS LOSS INDICATED TilE SIZE Of THE HOLE
 
"ADE. THUS THE MASS AND INCIDEN', ENERGY Of THE METEOROID 
PARTICLE COULP BE OBTAINED AND WHEN CO"BINED WITH TilE
 
TRAJECTORY DATA .. ALLOWED THE SP"tlAL DENSITY OF THE METEOROIDS
 
TO BE IlETERI'IINEIl. THE PANELS DETECtEtI I"'PACTS, WITH rARlItLES
 
HAVING A MASS OF GREATER THAN 1.10-8 GM. THE PMIELS COVERED 
0.46" SQ. Of ElIPOSEIl AREA ON PIONEER 11. RESULTS fROM TillS 
EXPUHIE!tT WERE CO"BlliED WIlli THOSE fRO'" A SIKIlAR EXPERIMENT
 
fLOWN ON PIONEER 10 TO DETERMINE THE RANGE IN MASS OF SMAl
l 




_ PIONEER 11, KLtORE-----------------------------w-----
INVESTIGATION NAME- S-BANII OCCULTATION 
NSSOC 10- 73-019"-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRA" CODE Sl 
INVESTIGAtION DISCIPLINE(S) 




PI - A.J. 
01 G. 
01 - D.L~ 
01 e .L_ 














nils EXPERIPIENT U1tLIIED THE S-BANO CZ29Z I'IHZ, 8 wntS) 
SPACECRAfT RAOUl TRANSIHnER SIGNAL CHARACTERlS\;:~ TO OUTAIN 
INfORMATION ABOUT THE IONOSPHiRES AND Al"OSPHERES Of JUPITER
 
AND ITS SATELLIH- 10. ENTRANCE INTO AND EXIT FROM JUPtJER AND
 
10 OCCULTATION. PROVTOED CH~NGES IN TilE SIGNAL CNARACTERIS-lCS 
fROM WIlICH ATMOSPHERIC TEPIPERATURE, PRESSURE~ AND ELf' :RON 
OENSny PROfiLES COULD BE CALCULATED. TEflPERAtURE AND PRE ;ORE
 
PROfiLES WERE LIMITEP TO LEVELS ABOVE tilE PRESSURE Of ONE IRTH
 
~TMOSPHERE. SIGNAL OCCULTAUON ALSO PROVIDEC! A OEtERPlU .ION 
Of THE PLANETARY IlIAMETEA~ 
------
- PIONEER 11, 1'ICDONALD----------------------------·-·--
INVESTIGATION NAflE- COSMIC-RAY SPECtRA 
NSSDC ID- 73-01910-12 
HRSONNEl 
PI F .B. 
01 I(.G. 
01 Ii.R. 
01 - E. C. 
01 B.J_ 















U Of NEW HAMPSHIRE 
APPLIED PHYSICS LAB 
NASAwGSfC 
NASA-G5Ft 
THIS EXPERIPlENi CONSISTED OF THREE 3-ELEPIENT TELESCOPES, 
ALL LOOKING NOR"'Al 10 THf SPACECRAft SPIN AkIS. A
 
BIDIRECTIONAL TELESCOpE MEASURED ,0- TO 800-MEV/NUCLEON
 
PARTICLES WlllI S TO 10 PERCENT ENERGY RESOLUTION. A/'IOTHER 
TELESCOPE PlEASURED 3 w TO ,,-MEV/NUCLEON PARTICLES WlTH S 
PERCfNl RESOLUTION. TIiESt 1\10 TELESCOPES I1EASURED PARtlCLiOS
 
WlTH l VALUES BETWEEN T AND 8. THE THIRD TELESCOPE MEASUREO
 
SO-KEV '-I'IEV ELECTRONS AND 50-KEV TO 2o-"'EV PROTONS WITH ,0 
PERCENT ~ESOlUTIOti. 
PI ONE ER 11 .. MUNCH------------------------------w----__ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAME- INf-RAAEIl IIADIOMTER 
NSSOC 10- 73-019"-08 
PERSONNEL 
PI - G. 
01 - R .W. 
01 - S.C. 
















CALIf INSI Of TECH 
NASA-ARC 
SANT A BARBARA RES CTA 
CALlf INST Of T€tH 
CALIF INST £If TECH 
U Of TEXAS, AUs-TIN 
TilE PIO/IHR 11 INfRARED RA.DIOPIETER €)lPERl"ENT "E~SUREO 
THE JOVIAN THERMAL BALANCE, TEf1PER~,oJRE OISTRlBUTlOU IN THE 
OUTER ATMOSPHERE. GENERAL SURFAC! COMPOSITION, INCLUDING THE
 
OVERALL HYOROGEN-TO-HELlUM RiIllO, AND D"RK SIDE TEMPERATURE. 
THE INSTRUMENT CONSISTED or A 7.62-CM <3-IN.) REFLECTING 
CASSEGRAIN TELESCDPE otiTII A 1-DEG a'f 3-IlEG FIELD-OF-VIEW THAT
 
llLU"INATES A PAIR OF 8S-CIiANUEL, THIN-f-ILI'I Bt"ETALLlC
 
TUERMOPILES IN TWO 3i1NP;: or tilE lR SPECTIIU'" (14 TO 2.5 
MICROtlETERS AND 19 TO 'i6 MICROMETERS) TO MEASURE TItE 
IRRAOIANCE. THE TWO-CIlANNEL RA~IOPIETER WAS SIMILAR TO THOSE 
FLOWN ON MARINER 6 ANIl 7, aUT WAS MORE ACCURATE AND HAD BETTER 
SPATIAL RESOLUTION. 
PIONE(R 11, SIKPSON------------·-----------------------
IhVESTIGATIOl1 NA"'E- CItA~GED P.t.RTICLE CO"P0S1110N 
NSSOC ID- 13-01910-£12 
PERSONNEL 
PI J .10. 
01 - J.J. 






























tHIS UPERJMENT USED TWO TELESCOPES TO MEASUr.E TilE 
COMPOSlnON AND ENERGY SPECTRA Of SOLAR UNO GA"ACTlC) 
PARTICLES ABOVE ABOUT O.S JIIEV/NUCLEON. tHE fllAlN TELESCOPE 
CONSISTEb or nVE COLINUR ELEI'lENts (THREE SOLID STAlE .. ONE 
C!lI, AND ONE SAPPHIRE CERENKOV) SURROUNDED BY A PLASTIC 
ANUCOINCIDENCE SHIELD. THE. TELESCOPE HAD A 60~OEG, fUll~ANGLE 
ACCEPTANCE CON~ wltll ITS ,1,.15 APPROXIMATELY NORMAL TO THE 
SPACECRAfT SPIN AXIS PERMITUNG 8-SEctORED INfORMATION ON 
PARTICLE ARRIVAL OIRECllON. FOUR ELEMENTS OF THE "AIN 
TELESCOPE WERE PULSE~HEIGHT ANAUIEII, AND lOW- AND HIGH-GAIN 
MODES C\lULI) BE SELEctED ElY COIiI'iAND TO PER"lT RESOLUT ION Of tHE 
ELEIIENtS H TKROUGH NI OR Of THE ELEttRONS ANII lHE ISOIOPES or II 
AND HE AND LIGlit NUCLEI. A SELEctioN-PRIORITY SCHEME WO\S 
INCLUDED TO PER"IT SAMPLING Of LUS AOUNUNt PARtlCLE SPECIES 
UNDER NORJIIAL "ND SOLAR-nARE CONDITIONS. THE LOIol-ENERGY 
TELESCOPE WAS ESSENtlAlLY 0\ TIoIO~ELEJIIENt. SHIELDED, SOlID-stAtE 
DEtECTOR .. lTH A 70-oEG. fULL-ANGLE ACCEPtANCE CONE. tHE fiRSt 
£LEJIIENt WAS PULH-tlEIGHT "N"LHED. ANti tI .. tA WERE RECORDED JY 
SECTORS. 
---~-~- PIONEER 11. S"1 TH--------~--------~----~~----~ 
INVESTIGAltOM NAJIIE- MAGNETIC flELtlS 

















INVESTIG .. tIVE PROGRA" 
CODE SL 
IHV'ESTJGAltON PISCIPLINE(5) 
I'I .. GNETOsPHERIC ,.HYSICS 
PUNET ARY JII"GH£11 t HELD 




U Of ARnONo\ 
U Of CALIf. LA 
CALIf INST Of tECH 
BRIGIlAM YOUNG U 
THIS TRIAUAL VECtOR HEI,.IUJII JII"GN£TOJIIETER, DESIGNED TO 
"EASURE JOVUN AND INHRPLANETARY MAGNETIC nELOS, JIIEASURED THE 
HIREE FIELII tOMf'ONENYS O."R THE fREQUENcY RO\NGE 0-10 til. AT 
ENCOUNtER THE PATA RATE WAS 102.4 BI1S/s AND tHE MAGNEtO"EtER 
SAJIIPLING RAtE 11,1,5 5.33 SAJIIPLES/S. 10 HOlD POSSIBLE .. LUSING. 
tHE JIIAGNETOJIIETER PASSBAND WAS Lilln P TO fREQUENCIES BELOW THE 
InDUIST fREQUENCY tZ.7 HI.). BffORE BEING DIGITllEO~ THE tHREE 
ANAI.OG WAVEfORJIIS WERE PASSEO THROUGH A BUTTERWORTH FillER 
H .. VING .. -3 DB POINT AT 3 HI AND AN 18 DB/OCtAVE ROLL-Off At 
ttlGHER FREQUENCIES. tHE BROADBAND 00 HI) ANALOG WAVUORI'IS 
fROII !lNE AXIS (PARALLEL TO TilE SPACECRAft SPIN AilS) WERE ALSO 
FED to AN ANALOG SPECtRUI'I ANAUlER, WHICH RESOLVED rHE flELD 
fLuCtUATIONS INtO THREE P .. SSS .. NPS OF lI.t~1, 1-3, AND 3-10 H1.. 
THE M .. GNEtOJIIETER NOISE SpECTAUJII '11"$ INDEpENDENT Of fREQUENCy 
WUH A FIELD EQUIVALENT POWER SPECTRAL DENSln Of 10 TO tHE 
I'll NUS 4 pOWER GAl'l11IA SOdHI. tHE MAGNEtOI'lETER "UTOI'IATICA,LLY 
SELECTEtI ONE Of EIGHt RANGES BEtWEEN fULL HALE VALUES Of 'liNUS 
to PLUS 4 GAJIIJIIAS AND 1.4 G .. USS (PER AUS). IIIGJTUATlON 
RESOLUnON WAS ABOUT 11.2. PERCENT. fOR fUkTHER PETAILS, SEE 
S"I1H HAL., "IHE TR"NS. ON JIIAGNETlCs," 1T, 96Z, 1975. 
--~--.- PIONEER 11, SOBErIJIIAN----*·-~-----~~-·-~·---~-·-------
INVESlIGAtlOJ' IAKE- ASTEROII)/IInEOR'JID ASTRONO"Y 
NsSPC IP~ .19A~03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.K. SOBERJII .. N 
01 - '1.'. lOOK 






GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
NAS'A-JS"C 
"THE OVERALL OOJECllVE Of THIS' EXPERll'IENT WAS TO 
INVE.sllGAtE tlust PARTICLES ANII JIIETE!iIlOIoS IN I'H~RPLANETARY 
SPAtE. IT WAS ESSENTIALLY TWO ElCPERIJIIEHTS, USING tWo IlHfUENT 
TECHNIQUES. ONE ME:iHOo WAS TO DETEct PARtiCLES BY TtlE 
REfLECTION or UGHt fROJII TIIEM. AND HIE OTHER JIIETIIOO liAS TO 
oftECt THEJII BY THE til IMPo\Cts. THE OBJECTIVES IIERE to OETERI'IINE 
DiStANCE, TRAJEctORY. VELOettY. AELAnVE SUE, AND FLUK Of 
PARTICLES RANGING IN .alE fROII JIIINUn P"RllCLES A fEIol fIIHERS 
fRO" THE tELESCOPE to DlnANT AJ;TEROICS. THE EQUIPJIIENT fOR THE 
IlETECtION OF REfLECTION cONSISTEo Of fOUR NON-IMAGING 
RITCHEY-CRETIEN tELESCOPIS WITH PRIM .. RY JIIIRRORS OF 20~CI'I (8 IN) 
tlIAfIIEnR. 2.5*CI'I (10 IN) FPCAL LENGTH, fiElDS \'If VIEIol (fOV) Of 
O.l RAtI (8 DEG) EACH, seCONOARY 01'11[5, "NO A PHOtOIilULTlPLlER 
TUBE. THE LA1TER DElee'ts THE REfLEC1ED LIGHT COLU;TED BY THE 
TELESCOPE'S. AN EVENT WAS IIlCOROEO WHEN tHREE Of tHE FOUR 
lELEsCDPES SAW tHE OBJECT. ENTRY AND OEPARTUIIE lIMU or TtlE 
LIGHt rNABLEo OE1ERliliNAnON or RANGE ANP VELOCIlY. THE 
EIlUIPJIIENT fOR tHE l"PACT MtlDE CONSISTED Of 13 PANELS CONtAINING 
18 SEALED CELLS. PRESSURIZEtI WITH ARGON "NO NlTRO&.tN GAS, 
COV!.RtNG 0.65 SQ 1'1 (6.9 sQ fO Of THE Bo\tIC Of TilE MAIN ANTENNA 
DISH. PENETRATION BY" pARTHLE RESUllEO nl LOSS OF liAS AT A 
RATE PROPORTIONAL TO TtlE HOLE, WHICH WOULO BE RELAtEO TO ItS 
JIIASS ANO VELOCllY. SINCE THE CELLS ON PIONEER 11 WER£ SLIGHtly 




WERE Of SLIGHTLY GRE"TER I'IASS. 
PIONEER 11. VAN ALLEN---~-·~-----~~-'·--~-----~---~-~­
INVeSTlGUI0N NA"E- JOVIAN CHARGEP PARTICLES 
NSSOC ID- 73-019,1,-11 
PERSONNEl 





PARTICLES AND rIElOS 
JII .. GNElOsPHERIC PlnSICS 
U Of IOWA 
TillS EXPERlf11E'Nt USU SEVEN I'IINIAtURE GEIGER TUBES IN 
THREE "RRAUS to JIIEASURE PROTON ANIl ELECTRON fLUKES NEAA 
JUpI'tER. DETECTOR GROUPINGS AIlE. AS fOLLOWS (1) A
 
tHREE-EUIIENt (,1,. BAND C) DUf£RENlJALLY SHIELDED TELESCOPE. 
TUBE C 15 SHIELOED OMNIOtRECTlONAlLY AND IS USED fOR BACKGROUND 
SUBtRActiON TO PROVIPE RATES sUCII AS A-C (ELECTRONS Of 5 to Z1 
I'IEV "NO PROT tiNS OF 30 to 17.5 JIIEV) AND B-C (ELECtRONS Of 0.55 
TO 21 MEV AND PROTONS Of 6.6 TO 17.5 I'IEV), (Z) A ltlIlEE-ELEl'IENt 
TRIANGULAR ARRAY. E"CH ElEJIIENT RESPONDING TO ELECtRONS ASOVE 31 
I'IEV .. NO PROTONS ABOVE 17.5 MEV, (3) A IHIN-IIIHDOIol TUSE (G) WllH 
A GOLD~PLAtED ELBOW .. S THE EfHRANlE APERTURE TO APJIIll SCATTERED 
ELECTRONS ABOVE 0.06 MEV WIIILE olSCRIJIIINATING STRONGLY .. GAINST 
PROTONS. fOR .. tlESCRlPTloN Of THE SII'lILAR EKPERIJIIU!T ON 
PIONEER 10 SEE VAN ALLEN E1 AL. JGR, 79, 3395. 1974. E~RLY 
RESULTS "RE GIVEN IN SCIENCE, 188, 459. 1975. 
INVESTlGA1l0N NAME- lOOIACAL~LJGIIl iIolO-COLDR 
PHOTOPOLAR I I'IE tR' 
NSsOC 10- 73-019,1,-15 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J.L. 
01 - 1'1.5. 
WEINBERG 








SPACE "STRONOl'l' 1.,1,8 
STAlE U OF NEW Y!JRK 
THE IMAGING PIIOTOPOLARIJIIETER (IPP) UPERII'IENT WAS USED 10 
OSlAIN JII"PS uf tHE 10tlIACAL LIGHt PISTRIBunON IN TWO COLORS. 
BLUE (3900 TO 4900 A) AND REII (5800 TO 7000 A). Itl EACH COLOR, 
THE JII .. PS IIERE CPNsTRUClEO OUt Of THE 
tNtEGRHEO·DEiECTOR~RESPONSE (1/610 Of 0\ ROLL PERJOD), SPIN-SCAN 
POINT-IMAGING tlAT .. OBtAINED BY VIEWING THROUGH A 40· BY 40~l'IR"0 
SQ fIELI)~stOP "PERTURE. THIS WORK WAS PERrORMEP PURING lHE 
tRU1SE pORlION Of THE 'U5510N. IN DEtAIL. SIMULtANEOUS 
RADIOMEtRIC AND POLARIMETRIC MAPS Of tHE $K1 IN B1TH COLORS 
WERE MADE AS tHE SPAtECRA" SWEfPED OUT A 360-0EG CIIlCK ANGLE 
SWAttl. "NO THE teLESCOPE AND OPll[5 WERE S'TEPPEO IN C'ilNf ANGLE 
(THE ANGLE BETWEEN SPACECRAfT SPIN A.IS AND THE TELESCOPE 
OPllCAL AUS). AT EACH 0lstRE1E CPNE ANGLE, A ZO~ROLL 
JIIEASUREI'IENt CYCLE OCCURRED, CONslSllNG OF 10 ROLLS fOR THE 
AtCUMULATlON OF THE OAt/o AND fOR ULJBRAl1PN, ALTERNAnD IIlTII 
10~1I0LL PERIODS USED fOR tHE lELEJltE1RY OF THE DAtA. DURING A 
OATA ROtl; THE SIGNALS fROM fOUR DEtECTORS (VCOLOR) WERE 
INTEGRAnD OVER A 11ME INTERVAL EQUAL TO 1/610 Of TilE ROLL 
PERIOtl. tHE fOUR CHANNELS PROVIDED Sll'IULtANEOUS I'IEASUR~"ENtS 
AT TWO ORTHOGONAL POl"RIZAlION AllJIIUTHS IN THE TWO SPECTRAL 
OANOS. THE POLARIZANCE IoIAS SAI'IPLEo PARALLEL ANO PERPENDICULAR 
TO THE PLANE CONTAINING tHE SPo\CEcun SPIN AUS AND THE 
OPllCAL UIS Of tHE TELESCOPE. RADIOACllVE CAL1BRAtlON W .. S 
PROVltlED BY A RAoIOISOTOPE~AClIV"lED PHOSPHOR SOURCE ... LL SUCH 
DAtA WERE fORMAlTEtI to PRODUCE A SKY MAP, 360 OEG IN CLOCK 
ANGLE BY 1101 OEG IN CONE ANIiLE. THE EXPERIMENtAl TRAIN FOil TilE 
IpP PACKAGE CONSlSTEtI Of TtlE fOLLOWING ELEMENTS -- (1) A 
NE"R-OlffUClION-LtMHED 2.54-CM !'IAUUTOV CATADIOPTRIC 
TELESCOPE (f/3.Io).. (2) A fOCAL PLANE WHEEL CONUIN!NG 
fIELO~O'~VIEW APERTUUS. OEPOLARIZERS, CALIBR"UON SOURCE. 
ETC.~.. (3) A WOLL~STON. PRISfII TO SPLiT ';"HE LIGHt IIHO tWO 
ORTHOGONALLY POLARIZED BUI'IS. (4) A 4S-IlEG DICHROI'IAUC JIIIRROR 
TtlAT Rff-LECteD WAVELENGTHS LEsS THAN 5500 A (BLUE BEAM) AND 
TRANSMITTED o\lL LIGHT Of GReAtER WAVELENGTH (REO BEAM), (5) FOR 
EACH SPECTRAL 8UI'I (;~~. POLARIZATIONS) A FlLtERING-Cr.ATEtI RELAY 
LENS AND FOLOING I'Il"1I0Rs~ AND (6) FOR EACH SPECTRAL BEAM, TWO 
BENtllX CIIANNEllRON tlETECTORS (Bl!J£ BULKALI S~1T 
PHOTOCATHIlPES. REO S-20 PHOTOCATHODES) TO REGISTER THE 
INTENSln IN !:ACH POLARIUHON COMPONENT. (NOtE-THI.S 
EXPERIMENT WAS ALSO ABOARD PIONEER 10.) 
------
- PIONEER 1" WO~fE-~--------~-~~-----~~-.---------~ __ _ 
INV£S'tIGATION NAI'IE- PlA'S"'A 



























J .11. IIOLFE NASA-ARC 
01 L.A. fRANO: U OF lOW" 
01 .. LUST "PI-UTIIATERR PHTS 
01 0.5. JtfTRILIGATOIi U Of SOUTHERN CALtr 
01 V. T. lAVIENTSEff NASA-ARC 
01 I.A. SPIITH UNKNOWN 
01 r.L. SURf TRW SYSTEMS GROUP 
01 H.II. COLLA II:! NASA-ARC 
01 W.t. HLPMAN LOS ALAMOS HI 
'" 01 D.~ • "CKIBDIN NASA-ARC 
HRIEf DESCRIPTION 
THE INSTRUMENT CONSISTED Of QUAL 90 OEG QUAORISPHEltIUL 
ELfCrROSTAlIC ANALnERS. ONE IIlTlI Zb INOIVIDUU PAIITJCU: 
DETECTORS AND THE DHLfA WITH 5 CURRENT COLLECTORS. THE SYSTEpI 
WAS CAPABL~ Of I1(ASURING INti bENT PLASIIIA DISTlllBUlIOh 
PARAMETERS OV~R THE e~ ~RGY RANGE Of 0.1 TO 18 KEV fOR PROTONS 
AND APPROXIMAtELY 1-500 EV fOR ELECTRONS. THE HIGH IlESOLUTION 
ANALYl-ER wnH A COUNTour 0' 9 KEV/Q PER KV APPLIED TO THE 
PLATES. H~D A "EAN PLATE RADIUS Of 9 t" ANP SEPARATION Of 0.5 
C". THIS ANALYZER WAS USED TO "EASURE IC'NS ONLY ANti HAP 26 
CIUNNELTRONS KOUNTEP ON THE SEIIICIRCULAR un TO THE ANALYlER. 
THE APERTURE POYNTED THIIOUGH A WIDE SLIT IN THE BAC:K Of THE 
SPACECRAFT HIGH-GUN ANTENNA REFLECTOR AND POINTED ALONG THE 
SPIN AXIS TOWAIID THE EARTH UNO THEREFORE THE SUN). THE EDGES 
Of THE ANTENNA REFLECTOR LIKITED THE VIEWING OF THE INSTRUIIENT 
TO 1J DEG IIlTH RESPECT TO THE SPIN AXJS. THE CHANNEURONS 
COVEREP A RANGE Of PLUS OR IIltiUS 51 DEG. EACH (HANNEUIION NEAR 
THE CENTER COVERED 3 DEG AND APPROlCll'IATELT 8 PEG NEAR THE EOGES 
Of THE ANALYlER. THE ANGULAR WIPTH PERPENOICULAR TO TilE LONG 
ANr.ULAR WIDTH liAS ABOUT 2 DEG. IN ONE HAlf A SPIN PERIOD THE 
WHOLE CONE Of HALf ANGLE 51 OEG CENTERED ON THE SUN WAS SWEPT 
OU1. A "EUUK ENERGY "'~ALflER WITH A KEAN RAOIUS OF 12 CII AND 
A 1 CK PLAte SEPARATION (CONSTANT OF 6 KEV/Q PER KV APPLIED) 
WAS USED TO DETECT BOTH IONS AND ELECTRONS. TilE DETECTORS WERE 
flVE fLAT-SURfACE CURRENT COLLECTORS. THE THREE CEIHfR 
COLLECTORS EACH COVERED H DEG ANP COVERED THE ANGULAR RANGE OF 
PLUS OR KINUS 22.5 DEG fROM THE SPIN UIS. TilE TWO OUTSIDE 
COLLECTORS HAO AN ANGULAR IIIDTII OF 47.5 DEG AND WERE LOCATED AT 
PLUS OR KINUS 46_2S OEG FROII TilE CENTER Of THE ANALYZER. THERE 
WEllE A VAIIIETY OF possle' E OPERATING KOOES FOR THE EXPERUIEN1; 
1l0WEYER, rHE PRINCIPAL M ,E UTlLllEO DUlliNG THE ENCOUNTER PHASE 
liAS ONE IN III1ICIl THE ANALYlER PLATE POTENTIAL WAS STEPPED 
THIIOUGII ITS RANGE EVERY ONE-HAlf REVOLU110N Of THE SPACECRAfT 
AND ALL CURRENT COLLECTORS OR OIlANNELlRONS WERE READ OUT AT THE 
PEAK fLUX ROLL ANGLE. TilE HIGH AND KEPIUM RESOLUTION ANALYIERS 
OPERATED INDEPENOENTLY SO A CROSS CHECK BETWEEN THESE ANAL'I'l.ERS 
WAS POSSIBLE. THE DYNAMIC RANGE fOR THE PARTICLE fLUXES WAS 
fROK 1.ElEt2 TO 3.0E+9/SI1 CM-S AND TIlE PROTON TE"PERATURE DOWN 
TO 2.0£t3 DEG K COULD SE ASCERTAINED. 
•• " •••••••••••••••••••••••• " PROGNOZ 4 •••••••••••••• ·, ••••• " •••• 
SPAC!:CRAfT COMIION NAI'!E- f'1I0GNOI 4 
ALTERNATE HAIIES-





IHITiAL ORBIT PARAf1ETERS 
ORSIT TTPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 5740. MIN 
PERIAPsIs- 634. KI1 
PERSONNEL 
PM UNK'NOWN 
PS - A.A. GALEEV 
OilIer DESCRIPTlON 
WEIGHT- KG 
EPOCH OATE- 12123175 
INCLlNATlON- 65. oeG 
APOAPSIS- 199000. KM 
,<1 
TIlE SPACECRAfT IS A CONTRIBUTION TO THE INTEIINATIONAL 
MAGNETOSPHERIC STUDY (IKS) PROGRAK. WHICH CARRIES EXPERIf1ENTS 
TO INVESTIGATE SOLAR CORPUSCULAR .. X-RAT, AND RAOIO EKISSIONS. 
AS WELL AS TO KEASUIIE ENERGETIC PARTlCLES. PLAs"A. AND f1AGNElIC 
rtELOS IN TilE KAGNETOSPHERE AND TilE INTEIIPLANETARY I1£DIU". IN 
A COOPERATIVE PROGRM~ WITII SCIENTISTS Of THE SOCIALIST 
COUNTRIES. SOUNDING ROCKETS ARE LAUNCHED TO "'LTITUDES GREATER 
lHAN 500 KK TO STUDY THE IHTERACTION Of SHORTWAVE SOLAR 
RADIATION IlITH THE AT~OSPHERE AND IONOSPHERE AND T.1 KA"E IN 
SITU IIEASUREIIENTS OF VARIOUS- PARA"ETERS IH THESE REGIONS Of 
SPACE. 
~---~-- PROGNO 1 4. GR I GORYE VA---------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- KILOMETR-I'tJHECTIlIIETRIC RECEIVER 











- V.P. GRIGORTEVA STERNbUG ASTROH INS' 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
THE INSTRUMENT IS A RECEIVER-ANTENNA SYSTEPI THAT PlEASURES 
RAIII0 .USSJON IN lHE 50 - 1000 <HZ BANII IN TO-fREQUENCY 
INTERVALS. 
------- PIIOGNDZ 4. GRING"UZ------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA 
NSSOC 111- 75-122A-02 
PERSONNEL 
PI - K.l. GRINGAUZ 
BnlEf DEstRlPTlON 
DETECTOR 
INVESTIGATIVE PRO GRAil 
SPACE PHYSICS 
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLIN[{S) 
PARTI CLES AND fIELDS 
SPACE PLAS~AS 
TilE INSTRU"ENT CONSISTS Of A OltfERElnlAl JON PROBe THAT 
II£-ASURES THE SPECTRUII BETWEEN 0.1 AND 4.1, KEV AND AN ELECTRON 
PROBE THAT "£-ASURES THE DENSITY AND TEIIPERATURE fOR ENERGIES 
LESS TIIAN 300 EV. BECAUSE Of THE NATURE Of TItE ORBIT. SOLAR 
IoIIND. KAGNETOSPHERE. AND PLASKASPHERE. PLASMA PARAKETERs ARE 
OBTAINEO. 
~~----~ P~OGNOt 4. KACIIAROV-------~----------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAKE- SOLAR X-RAYS 
NSSlle 10- 75-122A-03 
PERSONNEL 







LENGIIAD INST foHYS TECH 
HIE INSTRU"ENT MEASURES X-RAYS IN THE eNERGY RANGE i!:-511 
KEV. 
------- PROGNOl ~. LIlGACHEV------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAf1E- ENERGETIC PARTICLES AND CIIARGE 
COMPOS! TlON 
NSSDC 10- 1S-122A-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - YU.I. LOGACHEV 





PARTICLES AND fiELDS 
COSKIC RAYS 
INsT NUCLEAR PHYS 
KOSCOII STATE U 
THE INSTRUKENT CONSISTS Of VARIOUS DETECTORS fOR 
"EASURING THE SPECTRA. ANISOTROPY AND CIlARliE COIIPOSlTlON Of 
SOLAR AND GALACi,C COS~IS RAYS~ AS WELL AS ENERGETIC PARTICLES 
IN tHE "AGNETOSPHERE ANb RAPIATlON BELTS. ELECTRON ENERGIES 
ABOVE 10 KEV AND PROTON ENERGIES AIIOVE SO I:EV ARE COVERED IN 
sUfflClENTLY IIIPE INTERVALS. THE CHARGE (OKPOsITIOH AT 
ENERG1ES ABOVE 500 MEV PER NUCLEON 15 OBTAINED AT CIIARGE VALUES 
BETWEEN 1 " i!:. 6. 15. 3$, AND 50. 
----- PROGNOZ 4. SI(REBTSOV----------------------· -----------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- ENERGETIC PARTICLE TELESCOPE 





PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
COsKIC RAYS 




KEVfNUCLEON fOR Z 
EQUALS 1. 2. 
F" ~TlCLE TELESCOPE WAS FLOWN TO "EASURE 
01- ENERGETIC PARTICLES WlTHl'N 0.9 TO ;5 
.GE. 3. AND O.i!: TO 7.2 IIE'V/NU(LEON FOR 1 
------- PROGNO! 4. YEROSHENKO-----------~~-----~~------------






















<, , '\.,. 
NSSOC IO~ 75-1lZA-Ol 
PEltSGHIiEl. 






PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
IHURAN 
TIlE INSTRUMENT IS A lAlAUn fLU_GATE ""GNETOI'IETER 
TO "EASURE VECTOR "AGNEYIC FIELDS fROII 1 TO 60 GA"'''AS. 
FLOWN 
**** ***" **" **" ***** *. ***" **" PIIOGNO I 5**** **" ....... " *"*" ......... . 
SPACECRAft COI'II'lOH HAltE- PROGNOZ 5 
ALTERNATE NAIIES- 09557 
NSSOC u- 16-112.A 




U. S.S .R. 
INITIAL ORBIT PARAI"ETERS 
ORall TYPE- GEOCE:NTRlC 
ORbIT PERIOD- 5713. KIN 
PERIAPSiS- 510. 11:1'1 
PERSONNEL 
PH UNKNOWN 




E~~CH DATE- 11/26/76 
INClI.HATlON- 65. OEG 
APOAPSIS- 199000. "" 
1<1 
iiROGNOl S CARRIED SCIENTIflC APPARATUS fOR RESEARCH or 
RADIAtION n~OM THE SUN, SOLAR lUND, I'IAGNEllC FIELDS IN 
CIRCUllTE~RESTRIAL SPACE, RADIO TRANSIH nERr RADIO SYSTEI'I fOR 
PRECtSE IIUSUREI1ENTS Of ORBIT ELEIIENTS. AND RADIO TELEI'IETRY 
SY 51 Ell. 
PROGNDl 5, GRIGoRYfVA----------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAI'lEo- KILO"ETRIClHEttOilETRIC RECEIVER 
NSSOC 10- 11:>-11,A-05 
PeRSONNEL 
PI - V.P. GRIGORYEVA 
BRIEf DESCRIPlloN 
INVESllGAT IVE PROGRA" 
SPACE PlilSICS 
INVESTlGATION OISClPLlNHS) 
SOLAR PIIYS lCS 
STERNBERG ASTRON IN5T 
A I{JLD"'ETRlt/HECTOKETRlC RECEIVER WAS FLOWN TO KEASURE 
ELfCTRlC AND "'AGNETlC FIELDS FRO" 50 KHZ TO 1 KHl IN 10 
CHANNELS. 
------- PROGIiOl 5. GRINGAU1-------------------------------
NSSDC 10- 11:>-112A-02 
PERSONNEL 





PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
A PLAS"A DETECTOR Us fLOWN ro "EASURE IIIN SPECTRA FROII 
0~1 TO 4.4 KEI/~ AN ELECTRO~ PiiOBE WAS ALSO INCLUDED TO "EASURE 
DENSITY AND lEilPERATURE BELOW 300 EV. 
------- PROGNOl 5, KACHAROI/-----------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- SOLAR X-RAYS 
NSSDC 10- 71:>-112A-03 
PERSONNEL 







LENGRAD INST PIITS TEtH 
SOLAR X-RAYS WERE MEASURED fROM 2 TO 511 KEV. 
100 
I L I 
------- PROGNOl 5, KURT-------------------------·---------------
tHVESTlGATlON HAKE- ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOKETERS - HYDROGEN AND 
HEll UK 
NSSDt 10- 76-'12A-08 
PERSONNEL 
PI - V.G. KURT 








SPACE RES INST 
CNRS-LAS 
THE OBJECTIVES Of THIS EXPERIMENT ~ERE TO -- (1) STUDY 
THE INTERPLANETARY KEDIUI'I NEUTRAL HYDROGEN, HELIUH DENSllY, AND 
TEIIPERATtlRE, (2) STUDY THE RATIO OF NEUTRAL HE TO ATOHIC 
HYDROGEN, (3) OBSERI/E HE tONS IN PLASMASPHERE AND 
INTERPLANETARY K£OIUK, AND (1,) TO STUDY THE GEOCORONA. THE 
THIN ftLI'I PHOTO"ETERS USEO SPIRALTRONS AND TIlIN rILl'! fILTERS. 
ABSORPTION CELLS WERE ALSO USED. SPECifiCALLY. THE .304-A liE 
POSITIVE JON LINE. THE 584-A HE SOLAR LINE, AND THE 584-A Hl 
LINE WERE PlEASURED USING THIN fiLII fJLTER~. TIlE '~ll:>-A II 
LY"AN-ALPHA LINE WAS KEASURED WllH AN ABSORPTION CELL. 
------- PROGNOl 5, LICKIN--------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NIIKE- SOfT X-RAYS 
NS5DC to- 76-1""-07 
PERSONNEL 
PI - O.B. LICklN 




INVESl IGATION DISCIPLINE (S) 
X-RAY ASTIIONOI'IY 
I<I 
ASTRON OBS (KUARKOYl 
SOFT X-RAYS WERE I'IEASURED IN ENERt'i~ RANGE fRO" 2 TO 100 
KEY IN FIVE BANDS. 
------- PROGNOZ 5. LOGACHEY------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAKE- ENEIIGETIC PARTlCLES CHARGE COMPOSIlION 
NSSDt 10- 76-112A-04 
PElI:'OoJNNEL 





PARTICLES AND fIELDS 
COSIIIC RAYS 
INST NUCLEAR PUYS 
THE EXPER IKENT OBJ ECTlVE WAS TO PlEASURE SPECTRA. 
ABOVE 500 IIE'~ (NUCLEON fOR Z 
35 TO 50. 
ANISOTROPY, AND C.HARGE COKPOSITION 
FROK , TO 6. 6 TO 10, 15 TO 35, AND 
------- PROGNol 5, LUTSENKO------------------------------------
INVEST'IGAnON NA''I£- ENERGETlC PART-ICLES CHARGE AND I'IASS 
COKPOSITION 
NSSDC 10- 71:>-112A-06 
PERSONNEL 





PARTICLES AND fIELDS 
COSIIIC RAYS 
SPACE US INST 
THE El(PERI"'ENT liAS FLOIIN TO MEASURE ENERGETIC PARTICLE 
CHARGE AND "ASS tOIlPOSnIDI< IN THE ENEIIGY RAtiGE rROItI 7 TO 30 
IIEV/NUCLEON. 
----- PROGNOl S, YERoSHENKO----------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAKE- THREE-AXIS fLUXGATE MAGNETOHETER 
NSSOC 10- 71:>-112A-01 
PERSONNEL 




















~~.!:.~.;.··.I i'" fl.,' \Q!;) 
... "~,,,,,,~-,,, '.1:.. ,. 
BRIEF aeSCRIPTION 
A THREE-AXIS flUX5ATE ""GMETOMETER \lAS FLOWN to KEASURE 
VECTOR fIELDS FRO" 1 TO 60 liAI'I""5. 
-.----- PROGNOZ 5, l.ERT5AlOV--·-------~-------~------~------·~-
INVESTJGATtON N"I'IE- PLASPH. SPEC1ROI'IETfRS 
"ssac 10- 76-112"-09 
PEIISONNEL 
PI • A.A. lEIiTSALOI! 




INIIE5UGAllOH DISCiPLINE (S) 
P"Rl1CLES AND HEL.DS 
SPACE RES INST 
C(SF! 
PLASPI" SPECTROIH,TERS IIERE fLOWN to PlUSURE ELECT liONS fllO" 
:5 Ell TO 1S KEV .. PROTONS FROI'! .3 EV TO 15 ICEII. "'"0 POS1TIVE IONS 
fRO .. 3 E'J TO 10 KEII WlTli I""SS RESOLuno~ •• 
SPACECIIAFT CO"MON "MU:- RAE~iI 
ALTEllllo\TE H...,n::5- RADIO ASTRONOI'IY EXPL.ORER, PI.·6939 
E)[PLDRER 49. 06686 
6686 
NSSOC 10- 73-0391. 
LAUNCH OATE- 06110173 WEIGHT- 32.8. I<.G 
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, !.INJTED SlATES 
LAUNCH VEIHCLE- neLTA 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/~ENCY 
UNITED STATES NA.SA-OSS 
INITIAL Ollell PARAMETERS 
ORBn TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBll PERIOD- 2.&1.17 1'1110 
PERlAPStS- 1052.98 KI'I 
PERSONNEL 
I'IG - J.R. 
SC - N.G. 
PM-J.T. 






EPOCH DATE- 06121'13 
INCLINATION- 55.7 DEG 





TillS Ins-StON WAS THE SECOND OF A PAIR Of RADIO ASTRuNOMY 
EXPLORER SATELLllES TO BE PLACED INTO DRBIl. 11 liAS PLACED
 
INTO LUNAR ORen ON JUNE 1$ .. 1'173 .. TO PROVIDE RADIO 
ASTROHOIIll:AL MEASUREI'IENTS OF THE PLANETS. THE SUN .. AND THE
 
I'IlLItV WAY OVER THE FREQUENcY RANGE Of 2.5 1(111 TO 13.1 MHZ. THE 
EXPERIIIEHT COI'IPLEMENT CONSISTED Of TWO RYLE-VONBERG IIADIOIIETER·S
 
(9 CHANNELS EACN) .. THREE SWEPT-fREQUENCY BURST RECEIVERS (32 
CHANNELS EACH); AND AN II'IPEDANCE PROBE fOR CALIBRATION. TilE 
EXPERI"ENT ANTENNAS CONSISTED Of A "22.9-", UPPER V-ANTENNA 
POINTED AWAY fROM TilE MOON; A 183-M, LOWER V-ANTENNA POINTED
 
TOWARDS THE KOON; AND A 37-". DIPOLE ANTENNA PARALLEL TO TilE
. 
LUNAR SURFACE. THE LOWER V-AHTENNA WAS EXTENOED TO ITS fULL
 
229-11 LENGTH IN NOVEI'IBER 1974. TilE SPACECRAft BODY wAS A
 
TRUNCATED CYLINOER 36.25 110. IN DIAIIETER APPROXlI'IATELY 31 IN. 
IIIGH. WITII fOUR fIllED SOLAR PADOLES. THE IIAHEUVERING SYSTEM
 
CONSISTED Of A IIYDRAUNE VELOCITY CORRECTION PACI(AGE. A COLD 
GAS ~T111UDE CONTROL SYSfEK. AND A SOLID UEL LUNAR INSERTlON 
MOTOR. DATA IIERE RETURNED TO THE EARTH VlA E1 THER A LOW POWER
, 
UlIF CloOD KHZ) TRANSMITTER, IN REAL TIME, OR STORED IN AN 
ON-BOARD TAPE RECORDER AND TRAN5M11'TED TO EARTII VlA A HIGH 
PO\lER UHF TRANSMITTER (400 MIH). TWO TAPE RECORoER.5 PROVIDED 
BACKUP STORAGE. A VHf TRANSMITTER SERVED PRIKARILY FOR RANGE
 
AND RANGE-RATE IIEASUREIIEHTS AND SERVED AS A BAc.lCUP. COMMANDS
 
\lERE RHElVED ON A VHf (148 "HZ) RECEIVER. WIIICII ALSO WAS A 
PART OF THE RANGE AND RANGE-RATE SYST!:M. SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE
 
WAS DETERMINED BY tl) A SOLAR ASPECT SYSTEM, (2) A IIORII0h 
SENSOR SYSTEM, AND 0) A PANORAMIC AlTITUDE SENSOR SYSTEI'I. AND 
WAS ACCURATE TO ONE DEG. THE SPACECRAFT WAS GRAVITY GRADIENT
 
ORIENTED (Z AXIS PARALLEL TO LOCAL VERTltAL) AND WAS EQUIPpED 
WITH LIBRAll0N DAMpERS TO O~KP OUT OSCILLATIONS. 
------
- RAE-B. STONE----------------~----------------·---------
INVESliGATtON NAME- STEP FREQUENCY RADIOMETERS 
liSSDC 10- 73-039A-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.G. 
01 - R.R. 
01 - L.W. 
















1. L r 
BRIEF OEStRIPTlON 
TilE RYLE-VONBERG RECEiVERS WEr.E DESIGNED TO PROVlIlE 
MEASUREMENTS THAT WERE RELAll\1'ELY INSENSlTIVE TO GAIN AND
 
BANDWIDTH CHANGES. THERE WERE TWO RECEIVERS -- RV-1 CONNECTED
 
TO THE UPPER V-ANTENNA AND RV-2. CONNECTED TO TilE lOWER
 
V-ANTENNA. THE RADIOMETERS HAD AN EfIECTlVE BANDWIDTH 0,' 40
 
"HI AND A POST-DElECnON TI"E CONSTANT OF 0.1 So A COA"S
£ 
OUTPUT CHANNEL WAS OBTAINED FRO" THE INTEGRATED SERVO-LOLP
 
ERROR SIGNAL.. AND A FINE OUTPUT CIIANNEL WAS OBlAINED fROK TilE
 
NOISE SOURCE OUTPUT REQUIRED TO "ArcH THE ANleNNA SIGNAL. THE 
11"E CONS1ANT fOR THE fINE CHANNEL WAS 0.5 S. A THERMISTOR 
LOCATED IN THE. RECEIVER MEASURED THE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE .. WHICH
 
WAS TELE"EtERED EVERY 19.7 MIN IN TilE HOUSEI(EEPING DATA. THE 
RECEIVERS OPERATED AT tUNE fREQUENtlES fRO" 0.45 TU 9.18 MHI. 
EACH FReQUENcY WAS SELEt-TED FOR 15.4 S BHORE STEPPING TO THE 
fH:XT. DURING TillS 11"E, EIGHT CDAIISE AND TWO FJNE SAMPLES WERE
 
TAKEN. Of TilE EIGHT COARSE SAMPLES; THE flRST WAS NOT RELIABLE
 
SINCE NOT ENOUGH TIME HAD EL_PSED FOR THE RECEIVER TO SHBJLIZE
 
AFTER THE FREQUENCY SWITtH WIIS "ADE. 
------
- RAE-B. STON£-------------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAtlE- RAPID-BURST REtElVERS 
NSSDC 10- 73-0391.-02 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.G. 
01 - J .Ie. 
01 - J. 
01 - J. F. 


















tHE BURST RECEIVERS WERE l2-CHANNEL, STEPPED-FREQUENCY 
(25 KHl TO n., MHZ) RECEIVERS .. WHICH OBTAINED ONE SAMPLE At 
EACH fREQUENCY EVEfIY 7.68 S. ONE REtElVER (BR-1) WAS CONNECTED 
TO THE UPPER V-ANTENN~ AND ONE RECEIVER (BR-:!) WAS CONNECTED to 
THE LOWER V-ANTENNA. A THIRD BURST RECEIVER WAS CONNECTED TO
 
THE DIPOLE ANTENNA, BUT IT fAILED ON£: WEEK lIHO THE fLIGHT AND
 
NO SIGNifiCANT DATA RESULTED. THE RF VOLTAGE AT THE FEED POIN
t 
OF EACH HAlf Of THE V-ANTENNA WAS SAMPLED IIY ). WIDEB~ND. 
HIGH-I"PEDANCE PREAMPLIFIER. AHO THE PREA"PLIFIER OUTPUlS WERE
 
COMBINED l" A BlllUN TRANSFORIIER AND FED TO THE BURST RECEIIIER. 
EACH BURST RECEIVER WAS L:" .. PRJSED Of A PAIR OF REDUNDANT IF
 
AMPLIFIERS AND DETECTORS ... 'IHCII SHARED II COMMON SET OF
 
CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED LOCAL OSCLUTORS AND HlxERS. ONLY ONE IF
 
STRIP WAS POWERED ON AT A GIVE'! 111:E; THE 01l1ER WAS USEn AS A
 
BACK-UP SYSTE". LOW-PASS fiLTERS AT THE INPUT OF THE BURst
 
RECEIVER PREVENTED STRONG SIGNALS AT THE 21.4 HHI INTERHEDIATE
 
FREQUENCY FROlt ENTERING TilE Jot STRIP. EACH RECEIVER HAD A 
CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED IF i:lANDWIDTH Of 20 KHZ AND A POST-DETEtTlON 
INTEGRATION Tl"E CONSTANT OF 6 MS. A THERI'IISTOII LOCATED IN 
EACH BURST RECEIVER PROVIDED A "EASUREMENT OF THE AMBIENT
 
TEMPERATURE Of THE RECElVER, AND TH1S INfORMATION liAS INCLUDED
 
lH tHE HOUSEICEEPING DATA TELEMETERED EVERY 19.7 tUN. ALSO, THE 
hOR"AL ANTENNA SIGNAL MEASUREMENT SEQUENCE WAS INTERRUPTED fOR 
1.'8 KIN EVERY 19.1 I'IIN, AND CALIlIRATION NO.tSE SOURCE SIGNALS
 
WERE INJECTED INTO EACH BURST RECEIVER TO PROVIDE A CIIE.C~ O
f 
TIIE-IR LONG-TERI'I GAIN SHBILIH. THi: TOTAL DTNAMIC RANGE Of lllE
 
BURST RECEIVERS WAS APPROXlMATEL', 60 DB AND WAS DIVIDED lIno 
TWO 3D-DB RANGES BT LOGIC CIRCUnRY IN THE DETECTOR
 
ELECTRONICS. THE LlI'lIT OF THE INPUT SIGNAL LEVEL RESOLUTION
 
DUE TO TELEMETRY QUANTIZATION STE-P SIZE liAS ABOUT 0.3 DB. 
SATURAHON LEVEL SIGNALS AT THE PREAPlPLIf1ER INPUT OrlEN
 
RE-SULTED IN TilE GENERATtON or 'INTI:.IIMODULATION PRODUCTS IN THE
 
Rf A"PLIFlERS. WHICH THEN APP~ARED AS WIDEBAND SIGNALS IN THE 
TELEMEtEREO OATA. TillS PROBI.EM WAS MOST ACUTE WHEN iNTENSE
 
KILO"EtER WAVELENGHI E"IS:;10NS fRO" THE TERRESTRiAL
 
I'IAGNETOSPHERE WERE OBSERVED AT fREQUENCIES IN TilE 2.00 TO 300 
I(HI RANGE. BR-1 WAS LESS SUSOEPTlBLE TO INTER"ODULATIOU 
PROBLEPIS Til AN BR-2 BY 6 TO 10 DB. DUE TO A fAILURE IN lHE
 
LOCAL OSCILLATOR ClRCUtTRY IN BR-l. CHANNELS 4 C55 KIIZ) AND 12. 
(210 KHZ) DID NOJ PROVIDE USEABLE DAH. DURING PERIODS WHEN A 
PORrION OF EACH ORBIT WAS tt, THE LUNAR SHADOW, ncuc 
VARIATIONS IN THERPIAL GRADIENTS ACROSS THE V-ANTENNA BOOI'I
S 
RESULTE.D IN SCISSOR-i'lODE OSCILLATtONS Of THE BOOM5. WHICH 010 
NOT OCCUR WHEN TilE SPACECRAFT WAS IN 100 PERCENT SUNLlGHT. ONE
 
CONSEQUENCE Of THIS BOO" MOTIOH WAS A VAR.IATtON HI ANTENNA 
IMPEDANCE THAT SO"ETIMES RESULTED IN SIGNifiCANT FLUCTUAlIDNS
 
IN THE APPARENT SIGNAL LEVEL - ESPEtlALLY AT FREQUENCIES NEAR 
HALF- ANO fULLIIAVE RESONANCE Cl.E •• APpROXII'IATELY 737 AND 1310
 
KHZ>. Turs EHEtT HAD A PERIOD OF ~PPROXIMATELY 50 MIN (THE 
SCISSOR-MODE PERiOD) AND WAS PIOSl' PRONOUNCED ON THE UPPER 
V-ANTENNA DURING THE FJRST AND FIfTH LUNAR SHADOW PERIOD AND ON
 




- RAE-B, STO"E--------------·--------------------------__ 

















NSSIlC 11l~ 73~O]9A-0] 
PERSONNEL 
PI R .G. 
01 - J .L. 
01 J .E. 
01 - J .A. 

















TillS EXPERIMENT WAS AN ENGINEERING EltPERUtENT TO CHECK 
THE UPPER V-ANTENNA. IT WAS USED ONLY FOR ROUTINE CONflRI'IATlON 
OF ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS EARLY IN THE FUGHT. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• S3-1··· •••••• ••••••••• ••• ••••••••• 
SPACECRAft COHMOII NA"E- S]-1 
ALTERNATE NAHES- SESP PH-5, ST13-5A 
NS5DC 10- 74-0115C 
LAU~CH DATE- 101l9/n WEIGHT- KG 
LAI:hCH SITE- VANDENBERG AfB, UNITED STATES 
U'.,.CH VEHICLE- TITAN 
S' "ISORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STATES 
INl1JAL ORBIT PARIIMETERS 
ORIIJT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
DRill' PERIOO- 126.6 I'IlN 
PERlAPSIS- 15i!.0 K" 
PERSONNEL 
PH UNICNOWN 
PS - J .R. STEVENS 
BRIH IIESCIIIPllON 
DOli-USAF 
EPOCH IIATE- 10/31/74 
INCLINATION- 97.0 OEG 
APOAPSIS- 3795.0 KM 
AEROSPACE CORP 
THIS SATELLITE tARRIED EIGHT COI'IPLE"ENTARY TYPES Of 
EXPERUIENTS, IIESIGNED TO STUDY ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY AND ITS 
CHANGES AT LOIo! ALTITUDES. THE SATELLITE WAS SPIN STABlLiIEII, 
IIlTH THE SF'IN AXIS PERF'ENDJ.CUlAR TO lTS POLAR ORBIT. ORBIT 
PRECESSION, WHEN THE ORBIl IS INCLINED MORE THAN 70 DEG, WAS 
Ll "11 Ell TO LESS THAN O.S DEG PER DAY. tHIS LI"ITEII 
OIlSERVATJONS fOR SA"PLING TO LESS THAN ONE-fOURTH Of THE 
POSSIBLE 24 H OF LOCAL TJME OVER THE 7-"ONTH SATELLITE 
LIfETJPlE. 
------- S 3-1, KOONS -------------------------------------------~ 
lNVESTIGATiON NAIIE- ELf-VLF RECEIVER 
NSSOC 10- 71,-08SC-07 
F'EII50NNEL 







PARTiCLES AND flELDS 
AEROSPACE CORP 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO OBSERVE THE AC 
ELECTRIC ANII MAGNETIC fIELDS IN THE AT"OSpt/ERE ABOVE 120 11:". 
CORRELATIVE STUDIES OF THESE OBSERVATIONS WITII IIENS-ITY (AND 
OTIIER DE-NSITY-RELAHD F'HENOMENA) HELPEII TO OETER"INE CAUSES FOR 
IIENStTY VARIATlONS 1-1,1 TilE UPPER A,THOSpHERE. 
--. --- 53-1, "ARCOS-----------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAHE- ACCELERDP'lETER DENSITY OaSE'RVATIONS 
NSSIIC 10- 7t,-085C-01 
F'EIISONNEL 






USAf GEOPHYS!CS LAB 
THIS EXPERIMENT STUDIED NEUTRAL IIENSIH AND ITS 
VARIA-TlONS BETWEEN 13S AND 485 KM. tHE EQUIPMENT CONSISTEII TO 
TIIO DIfFERENT ACCE-LEROHET£:RS. DENSITY PROFILES NEAll PERIGee 
\oIERE CO"PUTEII FRO" SF'ACECRAFT ACCELERATION DATA AND IeNOi/LEDGE 
OF THE SPACECRAFT SHAPE. HASS, ANII ALTITUOE. WITII DATA LIMITED 
TO THE PERIGEE REGION OF THE OUTPUT, THE 7-MONTH ElIPE-RI"E-NT 
LIFETll'IE PROVIDED DATA COVERAGE OVER AN APPRECIABLE SPAN OF 
SOLAR TUIE (IIUE TO THE ORBH PRECESSION) AND OVER ALL LATITUDES 




INVESTHiATlON NA"E- ION DENSITY GAUGES 
NSSDC ID- 11o-085C-0i! 
PERSONNEL 






USAf GEOPHYS LAB 
TWO IONIZATION IIENSlTT SENSORS AND A tOLO CATHODE ION 
GAUGE WERE USEII TO OBSERVE "'"OSPHERlC NEUTRAL DENSITIES. THE 
NEUTR"'L PUITlCLES WERE 10NUED BY THE IIETECTOR, AND THE ION 
CURRENT TO A [HARGED COLLECtOR PROVIDED THE BAT'A FRO" III1)eH THE 
NEUTRAL DENSITY PROFILES WE'RE DETERMIIlEO. IT WAS INTENDED TO 
OBTAIN NEUTRAL DENSITIES BETWEtN 175 ANII 4t15 KM. IIITH DATA 
L1MnEII TO THE PERIGEE lEGION or THE ORBIT, THE 7-P'I0NTH 
EXPERII'IENT LlfETI"E PROVIDED IIATA COVERAGE OilER AN APPRECIABLE 
SPAN OF SOLAR Ti"E <DUE TO THE ORBIT PRECESSION) AND OVER ALL 
ALTITUDES (DUE TO PERIGEE "OllON). 
------- 53-1, PH ILBR I CK----~·------------------------~~--------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- I'IASS SPECTROMETER 
NSSDC ID- 74-085C-0] 
PERSONNEL 





"TMSPHERI C PHYSICS 
usn GEOPHYS LAB 
THIS EXPERIMENT W"'S DESIGNED TO "EASURE THE COHPOSITION 
AND CONnnUENT DfNSITlES Of THE AT"OSPHEIIE BETlifEN tl,O AND 500 
KI'I. Of PARlICULAR lNTEREST IIERE CONSTITUENT AHO 
CONSTITUENT-IIENSITY CII"'NGES tAUSED BY SOUR ANII GEOMAGNrllC 
VARIATIONS. 
------- S3-11 pIIAG-------------··-------------------------____ _ 
INVESlIG"TlON NAME- SOLAR UV ElIPERlP'lENT 
NSSllt 111- (4-08se-04 
PERSONNEL 





SOLAR PHY';J CS 
AHIOSPHERI[ PHYSICS 
AEROSPACE CORP 
THIS EXF'ERlNENT I'IEASURED TilE "'BSOLUTE UITENSITY OF THE 
SOLAR UV FLU. (BETWEEN 300 AND 1800 A) ttl IIIENT"MI THE EARTH'S 
AT"OSF'HERE. THE WAVELEt/GTH BANiJS OF PARTlCULAR INTERESt (300 
TO 1000 A AND 1400 TO HOO A) WERE fHOSE HOST CLOSELY RELATED 
10 NEUTRAL DENSITY VARIATIONS AND IIARJA1JON IN COHF'OSITION 
ABOVE 120 KN. 
------- s'3-1, R I CE---------------------------------------------
INVESlIGATlOH NA"E- ELECTROSTATic ANALYlER 
NSSIIC ID- 74-085C-05 
PERSONNEL 








THE "URPOSE OF THIS EKPER}III£NT WAS TO OBSERVE THE 
ELEcnOH AND ION FLUXES IN THE 120- TO 500·"," REGION OF THE 
AnlOSPHERE. CORRELATIVE STUlllES or THESE IBSERVATlONS WITH 
IIENSITY (OR OTHER DENSITY-RELATED PHENO"ENA) HELPED DHUMINE 
CAUSES FOR UENSITY VARIATIONS IN THIS REGION. 
------- 53-11 II1CE-----·----------------------------------____ _ 
INVESlIG"'TION NA!!E- RETARblNG POTENTIAL "'NALYl.ER 




























PI - C.J. IUCE AEROSPACE CORP 
Biller DESCRIPTION 
THE PURPOSE Of 
TUIPERATURES IN THE 
CORRELAllVE STUDIES 
OTHU D~N5nY-RELATED 
DENSITY VARUtJONS IN 
TIllS EIlPEI1l1IEI" WAS TO OBSERVE THE PLASPU 
1i!O- TO 500-"M REGION Of THE- AHIOSPHER"!:.. 
Of THESE OBSEIiVAllONS WITH DENSITY (OR 
PHENOIIENA) HELPED TO DETERMTNE CAUSES fOR 
THIS REGION. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5]-2 ................................ . 
SPACECRAfT CO liMON NAME- s3":! 
ALTERNATE NAMES- SESP S7]-6 
NSSDC 10- 75-111,S 
lAU",CH DATE- lUOl/75 WEIGHT- ICG 





ORBn TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORIHl PEIIlOD- 96. MIN 
PERlAPSIS- 230. KI'I 
PERSO ...... EL 
PM SA"SO 
PS - J .R. STEVENS 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION 
DOtl-USAf 
EPOCH DATE- NOI'IINAL 
INCLINATlON- 97. DEG 
APOAPSIS- 900. KII 
USAf-LAS 
AEROSPACE CORP 
THlS SPACECRAFT liAS A 5PIN-STABILIlED OBSERVATORY 
1I0UNTING 13 SUENCE EltPERUUNT SENSORS. tHE PLANNED POLAR 
ORBIT (APPROXlIIATELY BO BY 900 lel'l) COVERED A SUffICIENT VOLUII[ 
OF SPACE TD OBSERVE DENSITY C!lANGES U/ THE LOWER PART Of THE 
ORBIT AND OTIIER PARAJI!=-TERS AT HIGHER LEVELS THAT RELATEO TO 
THESE DENSIn VARiATIONS. 
------- 53-2. fENNELL------------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- ENERGETIC ELECTRON (0.1- 1.0 MEV) SENSOR 
NSSDC 10- 75-114B-06 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J. f. 
01 - W. 








PARTICLES AND fiELDS 
MAGNETOSPHERIC PH'fSICS 
AEROSPACE CORP 
LOS ALAMOS SCI lAB 
AEROSPACE CORP 
(HIS EXPERlttENT EMPLOYED AN ElECTIlOMAGNETlC ANALTIER TO 
OBS' 'IE FLUX. ENERGY SPECTRA. AND DIRECTION Of ELECTRONS IN THE 
O. fO 1.0-IIEV ENERGY RANGE. OBSERVATIONS WERE MADE OVER THE 
r lIRE ORBIT ('200 TO 900 lett) DURING A PERIOD Of INCREASING 
MLAR ACTlV11Y. THET IIERE USED WITH OTHER OBsERVATIONS KAoe 
FRO" THIS SPACECRAfT TO HELP DEtERKINE CAUSES fOR DENS tTy 
VARIATlONs IN THE NEUTRAL AlMOSPHERE. 
------- 53-2, FENNeLL-----~-------··---------------------~-----
INVESTlGAT'ION NA/IIE- PROTON TIME-OF-fLIGHT AND PROTON ALPHA 
COUNTERS 
NSSDC 10- 75-11I,B-1II 
PERSONNEL 





.. AGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS 
PARTiCLES ANO fiELDS 
AEROSPACE CORP 
THIS EXPERIMENT KEASUREO PROTONS FROM ABOVE 0.4 TO ABOVE 
9 /IIEV IN 6 CHANNELS, PROTONS ABOVE 400 ICEV, AND ALPHAS fROI'I 1 
TO 310 /IIEV. 
---~--- S3-2~ IIAR[OS---------------------------------------·--
INVESTiGATION NA/IIE- TRIAXIAL PIUOELECTRIC ACCELEROMEtER 
NSSDC 10- 75-11lo8-10 
PERSONNEL 
PI f.A. I'IARCOS 





USAF GEOPH'fS LAB 




nils EIlPERlIIENT StUDIED AT"OSPHERIC OENS11Y AND IfS 
VARIATIONS IN THE REGION NEAR SATELLItE PERIGEE. THE 
fl(PERI"ENT CONSISTED OF A CANTILEVERED PYROELECTRiC BEA" LOADED 
IIlTH A /IIAS~. A'''DSPHERIC DItAG CHANGES PRODUCING PRESSUItE 
CHANGE:i IN TilE SE"" PRODUCE AN ELECTRIC CUItRENT. THE 
THREE-COKPONENT CURRENT VALUES WERE USED TO CO"PUTE DENSITY 
VALUES IN TilE ACCELERATING REGIONS OF THE OIl:lJT. 
----.-- S3-Z, /IICIS$AC-----------------------------------------_ 
INVESTIGATION NAU- NEUTUL DENSITY EXPEIiJIIENTS (COLD AND 
HOT CATHODE GAUGES) 
NSSDC 10- 75-11lo9-01 
PERSONNEL 






USAF GEOPHYS LAB 
THIS ElIPERI"ENt StUOlED ~!EutltA1.. DENSITY VA!!: AllONS ABOVE 
230 1(1' OVER A WIDE RANGE Of LAT"lTUDE. or PARTICllLAR INTEREST 
WAS TilE ASSOCIATION Of THE OBSERVED DENSITY V_RIATlONS IInH 
GEOIIAGNETlC ANII SOUR PARA"ETERS TO BETTER IDENun AND 
INVESTlGATE THE INTERRELATlONSHIPS IIHICH OCCURRED. tilE FREE 
IONS WERE RE .. OVED NEAR T;tE INSTRUMENT APERTllRt. BY NEGATIVELY 
CHARGED PLATES. THE NEUTRALS WERE PASSED 8£TWEEN A HOT 
FILAffENT AND A COLLECTOR, ARRANGED AIllALLY IIITII!N A GRIO COil. 
TI/E FlUMENT EIUllEO ELECTRONS AND IONIZED THE NEUTRALS. IIHICH 
THEN (DUE TO THE POSITIVE GRID CHARGE) fORKED THE ION CURRENT 
TO THE COLLECTOR. DENSIHES IIERE COMPUTED FROM Til ESE OBSERVED 
COLlECTOR-CUUENT VALUES. A COLD CATHODE INSTRUMENT WAS ALSO 
BE INCLUDED IN THIS EIPERl"ENT AND OPERATED ON SIMILAR 
PRINCIPLES. 
----- 53-2, PII I lBR I CK----------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- VELOCITY MASS SPECTROMETER 
NSSIll ID- 75-11IoB-OZ 
PERSONNEL 
PI - C.II. PHILBIUCK 
BRIEf OEStRIPTION 




USII, "EOPHYS UB 
TillS EXPERI!'IENT 10EHTIrtEO ATMOSPHERIC CONSTITUENTS AND 
MUSURE TltEIR DENSITIES. AIIBIENT IONS WERE BE REIIOVED, THE 
NEUTRALS 10N12EO AND THE RESULTING IONS WERE tHEN IIASS SELECTED 
BY GRID-PRODUtEO ELECTROSTATIC fIELbS. THE DIHERENT IONS WERE 
BE- SEQUENTIAllY SELECTED AND TIIEN GIVEN A "NOWN lCCELEUTlON. 
THE RESULTING TIME-Of-fLIGHT DOWN A DRIFT TUSE IDENTIfIED THE 
ION "ASS, ANO A COUNTER AT THE END OF THE TUBE OBSERVED THE 
CONSTITUENT OENSlTIES. 
------- S3-i!, RICE---------------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL DENSITY EXPERl"'ENT (COLO CATHODE 
GAGE) 
NSSDC ID- 75-11I,B-03 
PERSONNEL 







Till!> ElIl'ERIffENT STUOIEO ATMOSPHUIlC NEUTRAL DENSITIES AND 
THEIR LOCALIZED VAIiIATIONS. THE INSTRUMENt. AfTEII REIIOVING 
A"BIENT IONS, IONnEO NEUTRAL PARTI~LES BY ELECTRON E"ISSJON 
FROtt THE CATHODE. THE !'IEASURED PARAMETER WAS THE ION CURRENT 
to A COllECTOR. 
------- 5]-2, III CE--------------------------------------
INVESTIGAT10N NAKE- RETAItDING POTENTIAL ANALnER (fIPA) 
NSSDC 10- 75-114B-l1 
PERSONNEL 








THlS EIPERII'IENT OBSERVE~ UPWARD fLUII OF IONS FRO'" THE 
POLAR 10NOS-PIIEItE. DATA fRO" THlS WERE USEO IN CONJUNC-TlON IiIITH 
"EASURet1ENTS or OTHEII POLAR REGION PARA"ETER$ AND TNEIR 
VAlUATIONS, INCLUDING tOIlPOSJTION, CONS'nTUENT AND TOTAL 
DENSlTY~ ENERGIZED PARTICLE FLUX, EH. THE OBJECT Of THE STUDY 
WAS TO MORE ACCURATELY DEfINE PItOOUCTION, LOSS, AND EQUILI8RtU!'I 
























IHVESTIGHION HAilE- RETARDING POTENlJAL ANALYZER 







1'1 ~ C.J. RICE AEROSPolU CORP 
01 • P.J .L.WILDMAN USAF GEOPHYS LIIO 
IlRIEr OEHRIPTION 
'HIS HPERIMENT USED -'H ELECTROStATIC ANALYlER TO OBSERVE 
ION AND ELECTilON DENSITY AS " FUNCTION OF ENERGY (Z-JoU EV) AND 
PilCH ANGLE. 
INVESTIGATION NAttE- MAGNETO"EfER 
NSSDC 10- 75-1140-08 
PERSONNEL 
PI - B.II. SHUMAN 





pARTICLES AND FIELDS 
USAT GEOPHYS LAB 
USAF GEOPHYS LAB 
THIS EXpERU'IENt "EASURED "AGNnIC fiELDS ASSOCIATED WITH 
HIE AURORAL REGION IN QUIET AND SUBSTORM PERIODS. THESE 
oaSERYAT.IONS WERE USED IN CONJUNCtlON WITH OBSERVAUONS FROM 
OTHER EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY THE I'IECHANISI'IS OF ENERGY FLOW linD 
THE AURORAL ReGIONS DURING QUln AND SUBSTOR" PERIODS. MODELS 
ASSOCIATING AURORAL-EVENT SOURCES AND TAlL-REGION PARUCLES 
WERE JIIPROVED. 
------- S 3-Z, sMI DO Y------------------------------------------
INVESTIGAllON N,IIIIE- ELECTRlC FIELD OBSERVATIONS 
NSSDC 1,0- 75-114B-07 
PERSONNEL 






PARTlCLES AND FJ.ELDS 
USAf GEOPHYS LAB 
TIllS EXPERII1ENT CONSISTED O~ THREE~CO"PONENT OBSERVATIONS 
OF TilE IONOSPHERIC ELEtTRIC FIELDS ASSOCUTED WI'TH THE AURORAL 
ELECTROJET. THESE OBSERVATIONS WERE- USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
OBSERVATIONS FRO" OTHER EXPERIIIENTS TO stun tHE IIECHANISI1S OF 
ENERGY FLOW INTO THE AURORAL REG"IONS DURING QUIET ,liND SUBSlOR" 
P_ERIOOS. 
------- 53-" vANCOUII------------------------------------------
INVESTlGAUON NA"E- ELECHOSTAl'tC ANALYZER 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.P. VANCOUR 







USAF GEOPHYS LAB 
USAf GEDrHY,S LAB 
TIllS EXPERIMENT OBSERVED PROTON A/<ID ELECTRON fLUX FROI1 1 
TO ZO XEV o\SSOCIA1ED WITH THE AURORAL REGIONS DUR'ING QUIET AND 
SUBSTORII PERIODS. THESE DATA IIEIIE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
OBSERIIATIONS FROM OTHER EliPEUMENTS TO s-TUDY THE MECHANISIIS OF 
ENERGY FLOW INTO THE AURORAL REGIONS. MODELS ASSOCiA'TlNG 
AURORAL-EVENT ENERGY SOUIltES AND T'IIIL-REGION PARTICLES WERE 
1I'lPROVED. 
INIIESlIGAHON NA"'E- LOW ENERGY ELECTRONS AND PROTONS 







PI - P.J.L.WILDIIAN USU GEOPHYS LAB 
BlUff IIESCRJPflON 
TIUS EXPERUIENT CONSISTED 0' A SPHERICAL ELECTRON SENSOR 
AND twO ARRAYS OF fOUR PLAN,IIR APERTURE ION SENSORS. BOTH IONS 
AND ELEURONS FROM 0.' TO 10 EV WERE IIEIISURED. ELE[TIION 
:tENSIlIES FRO" 10 TO 1.0 E+5 ell TO TH£ POWER -3 AND 
HIIPEUTURES FROM 500 TO 10,000 bEG WERE OBf,IIINED. FUR IONS, 
ThE IIENUH COULD BE OBTAIN£O 8ELOW ALTJJUllf OF 5,000 K". 
------- S3-Z, 'A'£S--------------------------------------------
IN~ESTJGATION NAI'IE- LOW ENERGY PROION SPECTRO"ETER 
NSS[lC 10- 75-11411-04 
PERSONNEL 





PARTICLES AND fIELDS 
USAF CA"BRIOGE RES LAB 
THIS INSTRUIIENT CONSISTED OF A SOLID-STAte PARTICLE 
TELESCOPE TO IIUSURE PROtONS FRO" 0.1 TO 6 "EV. tHE ENERGY 
SPECTRU" WAS OIlTAINED BY A 1Z-CHANNEL ANALHER. TRAPPE-D 
PROYONS IN BOTH THE INNER AND OUTER lONE COULD BE. "USURED 
ALONG WITH SOLAR PROTONS WHEN THE S'AteLLlTE PASSED DVEII THE 
POLAR CAPS. 
------- 53-I!., Y,IITES----------------~---------------~--------
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- PR010N-ALPHA PARTICLE DETECTOIl 
NSSDC 10- 75-1148-05 
PERSONNEL 
P,I - K. 








PAlIn tLES ,liND flELDS 
USAF GEOPHYS L,IIB 
LOS AL,IIIIOS SCI LAB 
THIS EXPERII'IENT OIlSERVED PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES 
BE1WEi:N 200 ANP 900 Itll. THESE OBS£I1VATJONS ~ERE fIIADE OVER THE 
ENTIRE OR8IT DURING A PERIOD OF INCREASING SOLA/l ,IICTII/ITY. THE 
RELATIvE EFFECT OF PROTON AHD ALPHA pARTICLE VARIATIONS ON 
NEUTRAL DENSITIES MEASURED FROII THIS SP,II[ECRAfT WEllE STUDIED. 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• S3-3····· •••• •• ..... "''''.····· •••• •• •• 
SPACECRAfT COII"ON NAIIE- S3-3 
ALTERNATE NAfIIES- SESP S74-2A .. S74-Z 
SS74-2.11 
NSSDC 10- 76-065B 
LAUNCH DATE- 07/08/76 WEIGHT- KG 





ORetT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORetT PERIOD- 176.6 MIN 
PERIAPSIS- 246. Itll 
PERSONNEL 
PII - SAMSO ' 
PS - J.R. STEVENS 
IIRJ.EF DESCRIPTION 
DOD-USAf 
EPOCH DA1E~ NOI'IINAL 
INCLINATION- 97.5 DEG 
APOAPSIS- 7856. "" 
USAF-L~S 
AEROSPACE CORP 
tHIS SPACECRAft WAS A SIIALL OIlSfRVATORY IN ,II NEAR-POLAR 
ORIIIT WITH EIGHT DIFFERENT SENSORS ON BOARD_ IT WAS DESIGNED 
TO OBSERVE VARIOUS IIAGNETOSPHEIIIC pARAfIIETERS ,liND THElR 
INtERRELATIONSHIPS. SENSORS, WHICH OBSERVEII ENERGETIC PROTONS 
AND ALPHA PARTICLES, ALSO PROVIDED HEU-tl"E OBSERVAtiONS FOR 
USE BY THE SPACE FORECAST FACILITY (USAf-AilS). 
~---- S3-3, FENNELL--------------------_____________________ _ 
l.NVESTlGATlON NAIIE- ION-ELECTIION MASS SPECTRO"E1ER 
NSSDC 10- 76-065e-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAII 
SESP 
INVESTIGATION DISCJPLINE(S) 















, I I 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J .f. reNNEI.L AEROSPACE CORP 
BRIEf PESCRIPTION 
"IJS EXPEI\UIENT "E"SllAEO TilE "-liE PARTIel.:' DlSTRlBUTION 
AT INJEctiON HIiTO RAflJATION OELlS AND 111110[.1;,..OUT TilE OUTER 
REGIONS Of THE "AGNETOSPIIERE. Tilts INSTHUI'IENT fIIIEAs-1.JREP H
IE 
fLUX fir 11l., ~HEH HI THE ENERGY RANGE fROM 0.09 to 4 
KEV/(HARGE AND ELECTRONS fRO" 0.11 TO 8.' "Ell. 
.------ 53-3, KOONS---------------· ------------.-------------. 
IHlle5TlGATlO,.. """E- ELflVLf RECUIIEA 
PERSONNEL 
PI - H.C. KOONS 






PARTICLES AND rlElOS 
A.EIIOSPACE CO liP 
N~SA HEADQUARTERS 
THIS eXPElIl"ENT MEASURED THE LINE.'II AND NOH-LINEAR 
eFfECTS Of THE ENVIRONMENT ON THE NEAA-EAP.T1i ffAGNETlC HELD. 
IT PROVIDED ANTENNA IPIPEOANCE PlEASURE"EHTS ON AN ELECTRlt-FIEL
D 
ANTEN"A fOR fREQUENCIES fROM 0.1 TO ,0 KHl. THE EIIPERlftENT liAS 
,1'_ ',. USED TO oesERvE AIHIIENT ELE..:TRJ( fiELDS IN TilE 
"'"GNETOSPHERE TO DE-TER'HNE rilE EfFECTlVEN;;-Ss Of WAVE-PAR
TICLE 
; 'TERACTIONS AS A LOSS .. ECHANI5" fOR ENERG':::TIC ELECHlOHs 
fRO .. 
<-,iE OUTER RADIATION 20NE. TilE SENSING EQUIP .. ENT CONSISTED OF 
THE ANTENNA .. AND THE ASSOUATED RECEIVER ELECTRONICS PIICItA
GE. 
-------
53-3, MOl.ER-----------------------------------______ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAKE- DC ELE(.JRIC flELDS 
NSSOC ID- 76-0658-01 
PERSONNEL 





PARTICLES AND fIELDS 
SPACE PLAS"AS 
U Of CALlf .. BERKELEY 
THIS EIPERl .. ENT .. ADE VEnOR ELECTRIC HELD ftEASUREMENTS .. 
UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS.. AT A vARIETY Of .. AGNUOSP
HERlt 
LOCATIONS. THE MEt.sUREI'IENTS WERE USED IN STUDYING VARIA
TIONS 
IN RADIO FREQUENCY .. IIAVE PROPAGATION, OPIlCAL UUSSIONS, ETC., 
OBSERVED IIHH OTHER EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT. 
-------
53-3 .. SHARP-------------------------------------------
NSSDC 10- 76-065B-oZ 
PERSONNEL 





PARTICLE-S AND FlELOS 
I'IAGNETOSPHERIC PHY~ICS 
SPACE PLASI'IAS 
LOCKHEED P~LO ALTO 
THlS INSTRU"ENT CONSISTED OF AN ELECTROSTATIC ANAL't'tER 
fOLLOWED 8Y A tROSSED ELECTRIC-"AGNETlC fIELD VELOCITY SELE
CTOR 
TO "EASURE IONS FRO'" 1 TO 32 ftASS UNITS (U) AND ABOVE 3, U. 
THE ENERGY/CHARGE RANGED FRO" 0.5 TO 16 ICE-V. ELECTRONS 
IIERE 
.. EASURED FRO" 0.07 TO Zio KEV. OBSERVATlONS WERE 
"loDE 
PERPENDI.CULAR TO THE ORBtT PLANE. 
-~---- 53-3, VA"POLA---------------------------------------
INVESTtGATION N"I'IE- ENERGETIC ELECTRON KAIiNEltc SPE['TRO"ETER 
NSSDC 10- 16-065B-07 
PERSONNEL 





PAiu-iC:LES AND fIELDS 
KAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS 
AEROSPACE CORP 
THIS E)(PERI"ENT CONSISTED Of A 12-CHANN[L ~,' ;NETlC-
SPECTROMETER USED TO OBTAIN VALUES AND MONITOR CHANl,.d IN
 THE 
EIlUATORlAL PITCH-ANGLE AND ENERGY DISTRlBunON Of O.Ol
Z- TO 
1.6-NEII ELECTRONS AS A fUNCTlON Of I'IAGNETIC ACTIVITY_ 
THE 
EJlPEAIMENT ALSO MEASURED PROIONS fROM O.OB TO '3 "EV AND 
ALPHA 
PARHCLES ABOVE 10 ",Ev. 
" 
J. 1 r 
105 
.------ 53-3, WILDM ... N-------------------·---------------~------
INVESTIGATION N~KE- ELE~TRIC fIELDS-ION DRIfT 
NSSOC ID- 76-0656-05 
PERSONNEL 
PI - P.J.L.WILD"AN 
01 - R.C. SIIGALYN 








USAF GEOPHYS LAB 
USAf GEOPHYS LAB 
USAf GEOPHYS LAB 
THIS EIPElllltE"T CONSISTED Of A SPHERICAL H.ECTRON "U .. SCR 
AND TIIO All'RAYS Of FOUR PLANAII' APEATURE ION SENSORS. BOTH
 10105 
AND ELECTRONS fROIt 0.1 TO 3i1 EV WERE I'IEASURED. ElE
tTROll 
DENSITIES fRON to TO 3.0 EtS CPI TO THE POIIER -3 A/H) 
TE"PERATURES FRO" SOD TO 10.000 DEG WElle OBTAINED. fOR !MIS .. 
THE DENSITY COULD BE OBTAINED BELOW ALTITUDE Of 5.000 KM. 
------
- 53-3 .. YA1E5--------------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY PHOTON SPEClROMF.TERS 
NSSDC 10- 76-065B-03 
PERSONNEL 





PARllCLES AND flEL.OS 
USAf CAMBRIDGE RES LAII 
THIS EJIPERI"ENT OBSERVED PROTONS (0.1 TO 100 MEV) TRAPPED 
WITHIN THE GEOMAGNETIC CAVITY. DATA WERE MADE AVAIL~BLE fOR 
REAL-liKE USE AND RECORDED FOR LONG-TER" STUDY. THE DATA
 IIERE 
USED Ta AID THE USAF AlR WEATHER SERVICE IN PROVIDING 
SPACE 
ENVIRONMENT FORECASTS AND TO DEVELap I"PROVED TECHNIQUES fOR 
PERfORMING THESE fORECASTS. 
INVESTIGATION NAME- PROTON TELESCOPE 
NSSDC I D- 16-0658-04 
PERSONNEL 





PARllCLES AND FIELDS 
USAf CA"BRJDGE RES LAB 
THlS EIPERII'IENT OBSERVED ALPHA-PARTlCLf PoPULATlON 
(20-100 MEV) IIlTHIN THE GEOI'IAGNETlC CAVITY. DATA WERE "loDE 
AVAILABLE FOR REAL-Tl"E USE AND ALSO RECORDED rOR LONG
-TER" 
STUDY. THE PRI .. ARY USE Of THE DATA liAS BY USAf AlR ",E
AiHER 
SERVICE IN PROI/IDING SPACE ENVIRONMENT fORECASTS AN
D IN 
DEVELOPING I"PROVED TECHNIQUES fOR THESE FORECASTS. 
••• ,.,.,. ••••••• ,. •••••••• ,.
 ••••• SAN MARCO 4 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAft tOMMON NAME- SAN I'IARCO 4 
ALTE~NATE NA"ES- SAN "ARCO-C-2 .. 01154 
S"-C2 
NSSDC 10- 71o-009A 
LAUNCH DATE'- OZJ18174 WEIGHT- 164. KG 
LAUNCH SITE- SAN ".AIICO PLAtfORM_ Off COAST OF KENYA 




INtTI-AL OR8JT PARAftETEAS 
ORe-iT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 96.3 /IIIN 
PERIAPSIS- Z3Z~O K/II 
PERSONNEL 
I'IG - J.R. 
SC E.R. P" - A.J. 








EPotH DATE- OZ/19/74 
INCLINATIDN- Z.9 DEG 





THE llAL1AN-BUILT SAN "ARCO c-2 SPACE-CRAFT WAS PART Of ... 
COOPERAtIVE SPACE EFfORT IIfTWEEN THE ITALIAN SPAd: [OMI'IISSIOH 
(CRA) AND NASA. THE SC1ENTIftC OBJEtnvE Of SAN M"RCO C-Z WAS 
TO PROVIDE "EASUREMENTS Of THE DIURNAL VARIATIONS Of EQUATOIi;JAL 
NEUTRAL 'THER"OSPHERE DENS1TY; CO"POSITION, AND TE .. PERATUR
E fOR 
CORRELATION "'lTH SH'lULTANEOUS ATM'OSP!fERIC EXPLORER C (AE-C) 
DATA .. TO BE USED IN stUDlES Of THE PHYSICS AND PYNAMICS O
f THE 
























AU'OSPHEII£ COIliPOSITION UPERI"ENT (NACE) TO DETER"IHE UPPER 
ATIilOSPHERIC (160 K" AND ABOVE) CONCENTRATIONS OF ARGON. Hr;LlU". 
ATO"IC OXYGEN AND "OLECULAR OIYGEN AND NITROGEN. (2.) A N::UTRAL 
AT"OSPHERIC TE"PERATURE EIPERI"ENT TO DETER"IHE TilE TEMPERATURE 
or AMBIENT IIIOLECULAR NlTllOGEN AND I]) AN ACCElEROMETER TO 
"EAS(J!!'!; ATPIOSPHERIC DENSITY NEAR SATELLITE PERtGEE. 
INVESTIGATION NAPlE- NEUTf!AL ATMOSPHERE COPIPOSIUON 
PERSONNEL 
PI - G.P. NEilTON 








TillS EIPERU.ENT WAS fLOWN A' EQUATORIAL LATITUDES TO 
DETEAIUNE THE CONCENTRATIONS AND TE"PORAL (INCLUDING OIURNAL) 
rLUCTUATlONS Of THE fOLLOWING NEUTRAL UP~'ER AtMOSPHERE 
CONSTitUENts AIIGON. PlOLECULAR ANti ATOMIC Oil GEN. MOLECULAR 
NlTROGEN. AND HELlUM. THE ItEASURE"ENTS OBTAINED WERE CORRELATED 
IUTH APPROPRIATE AJIIIDSPHERIC EIPLORER-C DATA. A MAGNEUC .tASS 
SPECTROltETER liAS USED. 
------- SAN "ARCO 4, SPENCER-------------------------------___ _ 
NSl:iDC 10- 74-009A-03 
PEFISON"'EL 
PI - N.II. SPENCER 
BlUff DESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATlVE !'ROGRAIt 




TillS E1PERIltENT liAS FLOII'" TO DETERMINE BY DIRECT 
ItEASUREMfrH TilE TE"PERATURE AND DENS ITt .~~ MOLECULAR NITROGEN 
AT SEV£RAL ALTITUDES IN THE UPPER AT"OSPHEltf. THE DAlA O\U"JNED 
WERE USED TO STUDY TE"PORAL FLUCTUAn:: .. S. AND THEY IIERE ALSO 
CORRELATED IIITH "'''OSPHERIC flPLOR£R-C I1EASURE"ENTS. THE SENSOR 
WAS A SIIALL OllEGATRON TUNED TO MEASURE "OLECULAR NITROGEN, AND 
H~.D A SPECIALLY SHAPED APERTURE. TEItPERATURE liAS "EASUIIED 
DURING A SPIN-SCAN BY oeSERviNG THE RESPONSE AS A FUNcnON OF 
ANGLE WITH THE SATElLI-TE VELOCllY VECTOR. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5AS-A.·.·.··· ••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAfT CD""Ot: NAME- SAS-A 
ALTERNATE "'AME5- "AS 1. ElI"tOAE'1 4Z 
UHURU 1, F'L-1uf' 
04797 
NSSOC 10- 10-1070\ 
LAUNCH IlATE- lV12170 IIE1GHT- 143. ItG 
LAUNCH SlTE- SAN ItARCO PLAlFORII, OFF COAST Of KENYA 
LAUNCH VEHlCLE- sc.OUT 
SPONSORING COU"'TRY/AGENU 
UNITED STATes 
INLTlAL ORBIl PAIIAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 9~.7 "IN 
PERIAPSIS- 531. K" 
PERSONNEL 
1t6 J .R. 
SC N.G. 
P" - II.R. 




f I CHTEL 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION 
EPOCH DATE- 1Z/13/70 
INCLINATION- 3.0 PEG 





SAS-A liAS THE FlRS-r OF A SERIES Of SM"LL SPACECUfT IIHose 
OBJECTIVeS II£IIE TO SURVEY THE CELESTIAL SPHERE AND SUliCH fOR 
SOURCES IUDlAlJNG IN THE _-RAY, GA"MA-R"Y, UV, AND OTHER 
SPECTRAL REGIONS. THE PRIMARY "ISS ION OF SAS-A liAS TO DEI/ELOP 
A CA'ALOG Of CELESTIAL )I:-RAY SOURCES BY SYSTE"ATlC SCANNING OF 
THE CELESTIAL SPHERE IN THE eNERGY RANGE fROM 2: TO ZO KEV. THE 
SPACECRAfT liAS L"UNCHEIl OfeE"BER 1Z, 1970, fROM THE SAN "ARCO 
PLAT FOR" OFF THE cOAST Of KENYA, AFRICA. INTO A NEAR-CIRCULAR 
EQUATORIAL ORBIT. THE ORBITING SPACECRAfT WAS IN THE SHAPE Of 
A CYllND£R APPROII"ATELY 51) CM IN DIAMETER AND 116 CII IN 
LENGTH. FOUR SOLAR PADDLES WERE USED TO RECHARGE A 6-AfIIP-IIP .. 
EIGHT-CelL .. NICKEL-CADltlU" BATTERY AND TO PROV1DE: POWER TO !HE 
SPACECRAfT AND £)I:PERJi'lENT. THE SPACECRAFT WAS STABILIZED B' AN 
INTERNAL IIHEEL, AND A "AGNETICALLY TORQUED CO",MANOABLE CON'ROL 
SYSTE" WAS USED TO POINT THE SPIN AXLS Of THE SPACECRAfT TO ANY 
POUH Of THE SKY. THE ASPECT SYSTEI'! CONs-ISTeD OF BOTH A STAR 
AND SUN SENSOR THAT SHARED THE- SAltE PROCESSING ELEtTRO'Hes. 
DATA IIERE STORED ON A ONE-ORBIT STORAGE TAPE RECORDER AND 
TELEMETER EO DURING A .3 .4-"IN P\,;AYBAtIt CYCLE. A 1000-BPS P,C"/P" 
SYSTEIt WAS: USEn_ 
10. 
r 
------- SAS-A, GIACCONI-------------·---------------_____ ~ ____ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAME- "lL-SKY ~-RAY SURVEY 
NSSDC 10- 70-107A-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - II. 
01 - E."_ 
01 - H. 










HARVARD COLLEGE OBS 
HARVARD COLLEGE OBS 
HAR'JARD COLLEGE OBS 
HARVARD COLLEGE OBS 
THE II-RAY INSTRUMENT ABOARD SAS-A (EXPLORER 42) CONSISTED 
Of TWO NEAALT IDENTICAL SlOES 80TH PHYSICALLY ANO 
ELECrRONICALLY. EACH SIDE CONTAINED AN I-RAY DETECTION SYSTUI 
o:.0"P05ED Of A COLlI"J.'tOR, PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS. ASSOCIATED 
PROCESSING ELECTRONICS. AND AN ASPECT SENSING SYSTE". THE 
HIGH-RESOLUTION (SPATIAL) SIDE HAD A VI EllING ANGLE Of 0.5 DEG 
BY 5 OEG Flllllt AND A DETECTION RANGE fRO" 1 TO 20 KEV. THE 
OTHER SIDE HAD A HIGH-SENSITIIIITY (lNTENSITYl COLLIMATOR WltH A 
VIEI/ING ANGLE Of 5 DEG BY 5 OfG FIIH". THIS SIt.E HAIl A 
DETECTION RANGE fRO" 1 TO 10 ~EV. THE CENTERS Of THE fIELDS Of 
V1EII OF THE TIIO 8ANKS IIE11E DISPUCED FROIt THE EQUATORIAL PLANE 
OF THE SATELLue. SUCH THAT THE rULL BANDWIDTH COVl"ED BY THE 
TIIO DETECTORS DURING EACH SPIN liAS APPROXIMATELY 127 IIEG. SII 
PROPORT tONAL COUNTERS COIIPOSED Of A BERYLLIUM SHELL WIlH 
2.5-"IL BERYLLIU" fOIL IIJNDO~S IIERE BEHIND EACH COLLIMATOR. 
THE INTERIOR CONTAINEII A 2-MlI. TUNGSTEN ANOIIE WIRE ,-ND A GAS 
CO"POSIlION Of 90 PERCENT ARGON, 9.5 PERCENT COZON DIOXIDE fOR 
QUENCHING, AND 0.5 PERCENT HELIUIt AT A PRESSURE OF 940 "'I'! Of 
lt€ReURY. LOIl-INHNSlTY RADIOACTIVE SOURces WEllE USED FOR 
IN-fLIGHT CALIBRATION Of THE INSTRUI'!ENT. THE SPIN AIlS Of THE 
SPACECRAfT liAS ItELII fIXED IN THE SkY fOR ABOUI A DAY AT A TIME. 
DURING THIS PERJOO A BAND OF APPROXi"ATELY 10 DEG "BOUT THE 
EQUATOR OF THE SPIN AilS W"S SCANNED. THE PRI"ARY UTA 
REDUCTION OBJECTIVE WAS 10 SUPERJI'IPOSE THE X-RA¥ DATA REtORDED 
AS 'COUNT RATE VS TIltE' TO 'COUNT RATE VS AZIItUTH' SO THAl THE 
SUPERIMPOSITION DATA 1I0ULD BE EQUIULENT TO A SINGLE SIIEfP 
THROUGH THE OBSERVING 10-DEG BAND WITH A TOTAL OBSERVING TI"E 
Of 1 DAY. AN ARRAY liAS CRUTED Of X-RAY SUPERPOSITION 
(REPRESENTING THE 360-DEG CIRCLE SCANNED) BROKEN INTO 43Z0 
ELfltENTS Of AZI"UfH OF 5 "IN EACH fOR THE O.S-OEG DETECTOR AND 
10S0 ELE"E"'TS Of AZIIIUTH' ZO MIN EACH FOR THE 5-DEG DETECTOR. 
............................. SAS-C ............................. . 
SPACECRAft eO""OH NA"E- SAS-C 
ALTERNATE NAIIES- PL-7430, SAS 3 
EXPLORER 53 
NSSDC 10- 75-037A 
LAUNCH DATE- 05/07175 IIEIGHT- T93. KG 
LAUNCiH SlTE- SAN "ARCD PLATfORM, Off ~OAST OF KENYA 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT 
SPONSORING COttNTRYIAGENCY 
UNITED STATES 
INITl"L ORBtT PARAMETERS 
ORBn TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBll PERJOD- 94.9 "IN 
PERIAPSIS- 509. U\ 
PERSONNEL 
I'!G-J.R. 
SC - N.G. 
P" - M.R~ 







EPOCH DATE- 05/08175 
JNCLINATlO"'- 3.0 DEG 





SAS C liAS ~llE THIRD Of A SERIES OF S"ALL SPACeCRAfT WHOSE 
OBJECnVES WERl 10 SURVEY TilE CELESTIAL SPHERE fOR SOURCES 
IlADJATlHG IN -,HE l-RA1. GA"f'lA-R"Y, UV. AND OTHEII SPECTRAL 
REGIONS. THE PRIMARY "ISS IONS OF SAS 3 WERE TO I'tEASURE THE 
,,·::f.¥ E"ISSION or DISCRETE EX1RA.GALACTIC SOURCES, TO "'ONtTOR 
THE INn,,:aTY AND SPECTRA Of GALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES fRO" O.Z TO 
60 KEV .. AND TO "ONITOR Tile I-RAY INTENSITY OF SCOIIPIO-l-l. THE 
SPACECFI~~T liAS LAUNeHEP FIIOIt THE SAN "'ARCO PLATFORM OFf THE 
COAST OF ItENYA, A. fill CA. INTO A NEAll CIRCULAR EQUATORIAL ORBIT. 
FOUR SOLAR PADDLES WERE useD IN CONJONtliON IItTH A lZ-CELL, 
NleKEL-CAD"IU" BATTER' TO PROVIDE 65 II Of AVERAGE POIIER OVER 
THE ENTIRE ORBIT. THE SPACECRAft WAS STABILIZED ALONG THE 
Z-AUS ANII 'JOUTES AT ABOUT 0.1 OEG/s.- CHANGES TD THE SPIN AXIS 
ORlENTATIo;rf ARE BY GIIOUNO CO"'ltAND, EITHER DELAYED OR IN REAL 
TIllE. THE SPACECRAft (OULD BE ""DE TO DITHER 6ACK AND fORTH 
PLUS OR "'INUS Z.5 DEG ACROSS A SELECTED SOURCE ALONG THE X-AIlS 
AT 0.01 DEG/SEC. THE EXPERIMENTS CAN LOOK ALONG THE Z-AXIS OF 
THE SPACECRAFT, PERPENDICULAR TO 1T, OR AT AN ANGLE. 
J 














lliVESTIGATION NAME- AHALYSJ$ rf EXTRAGALACTIC X-R"T SOURCES" 
PERSONNEL 
PI G.W. CLARK 
01 II.V.O.9:1"0! 
OJ - IiI.H.G.LEWIN 






"ASS IIIST Of TECH 
PI"$S lNST Of TECH 
"ASS INST Of TECH 
"AS~, INST OF tECH 
TH1S EXPERIMENT OETEIIIIIHED THE posnlONS Of VERY IIEAIi( EXTRACALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES. THE UtSTRUPlENt WHilED A 10(l-OE6-511 REGION Of TilE sn AROUN~ THE D1RECTlON OF THE SPIN un OF THE SATELLITE. THE NOIIINAL TARGETS rOR " 1-YUR stUDY WERE -- (1) nlE VIRGO CLUSTER Of GALA~IES fOR lo IION1"$, (Zl THE GALAtTIC EQUAT~R FOR i! PlONTIIS. (]) THE ANDROMEDA NEBULA fOR J IIONTII5. AND (4) THE "AGELUNlC CLOUDS fOR .3 1t0NTI'S. TilE INSTRUMEtirAnON CONSlSTEO Of ONE O1.5-ARC-flJ'1 AND ONE 4.~-ARC-"iN FIlIlM "OOUlATlON COLLI"ATOR. AS IIELL AS PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS SENSJTtVE OVER THE ENUGY RANG/; ffiOM 1.5 TO hI KEV. TilE EfFECTIVE AREA OF EACII COLLIMATOR liAS ABOUT 2015 CIt-SQ. TilE AS PEer SYSTE" pROVUEO IHFOIlIIAnON ON THE ORleNTATlON Of THE COLLI"ATORS TO AN A':CURACT Of 15 AIIC-S. 
------- SAS-C. CLARK-------------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION UA"E- ANALTS'IS Of GALACnC X-IIAT SOURCES 
NSSIlC 10- 75-037,,-02 
PERSONNEL 
PI - G.II. CLARK 
01 - II.V.D.BRAOT 
01 - II.H.G.LEWIN 






"ASS I"ST OF TECH 
"ASS INST Of TECH 
MASS INST Of TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
TilE OBJECTIVES OF THlS EXPERIMENT IIUE TO LOCAH GALACTIC 
.-IIAy SOURCES TO 15 AIIC-S AND TO MONITOII THESE SOURCES fOR INTENSITT VARIATIONS. TilE SOUIICE POSITIONS WElle DEHR'UNED IInll TilE USE Of TilE MOOULATION CO'.LIMATORS Of TilE EXTRAGALACTIC EXPERIMENY DURING THE NOIIINAL Z-MONTH ')SSfRVATION Of THE GALACTIC EQUATOR. THE MONITORING Of THE X-RAY SICY liAS ACCOMPLISHED OY TilE USE Of THREE SLAT COLLlf'IATOIiS. ONE COLLIMATOR. 1-0T-70-DEG FIilHII. liAS ORIENTEIl PERPENDICULAR TO TilE EQUATORIAL PLANE OF THE SATELLITE. WHILE THE- OTHER TWO EACH OF O.S-OY-H-OEG flllllM. WERE OAlENTED 30 PEG AOOIIE ANIl 30 DEG BELOW TilE fiRST. TilE DETECTOR OEHINII EACH COLLIMATOR WAS A PROPOIITIONAL COUNTER. SENSITIVE fROM 1.5 TO 13 ICEV~ WITII AN EFFECTIVE AREA or ABOUT 100 C" SQ. TilE 1.0-DE6 COLLHIATOR IIAD AN ADDITIONAL COUNTER OF THE SAKE AREA. SENSITlVE FII'OM 8 TO 50 KEV. THREE LINES Of POSITION WEllE OOlAlNEO FOR ANT GIVEN SOURCE WHEIt THE SATELLITE IS BEING SPUN AT A STEADY 1I0lAllON OF 4 ARC-'UN/S ABOUT TilE Z-A~IS. 
------- SAS-C~ CLARK-----------------------------w-------------
IHVES1JGATlON NAME- CONTINUOUS ~-RAY FLUCTUATION KONITOR Of SCORPIO x-, 
ItSSIlC 10- 75-Cl37A-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI G.W. CLARK 
OJ - H.V.D.1:IRADT 
01 - W_H.G.LEWIN 






MASS INST Of TECII 
"ASS INST OF reCH 
MASS tNST OF TECH 
MASS INST Of TECH 
A 12-BY-50-PEG FIIIHM SLAT COLLl"ATOR liAS ORIENTEO WITH ITS LONG AHS PERPENDICULAR TO TIlE SATELUTE SPIN AXIS SUCH THAT A GIVEN POINT ON TilE SKT CAN BE MONITORED fOR AaOUT 25 PERCENT OF ROTATION. THIS COLLI"UOA WAS INCLINED BT !'1 IlEG WITH RUPErT TO THE EQUATORIAL PLANE OF THE SATELLITE. SO THAT SCORpIO X-l WAS" OBSERVED 1I!lILE THE 1- AXIS IS OJIIENTEO TO THE VIAGO CLuslER OF GALAUd. THE DETECTORS u,';-ED IN THIS EXPERHIENT WERE PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS IIITH A l-''IlL BE IIIN/lOIi. THE ENERGY RANGE WAS FROM 1.0 TO 60 ICEV. AND THE TOTAL EHECHVE AAEA WAS AOOUT 40 CM SQ. 
------- SA!i-C. CLAAIC---------------------------------------
INVeSTIGATION NMIE- .-RAY ABSORPrION CONTOUR" Of tHE GALAl(Y 
107 
t 
NSSOC 10- 75-037A-(]4 
PERSONNEL 
PI - G.II. CURK 
OJ H.V.~ JRADt 
01 - W.II.G.LEwIN 






MA$S INST Of TECH 
MASS 1NST or TECH 
MASS INST Of lEt'l 
MASS III'ST Of TECH 
,.. 
THE DENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION Of THE II/HRSTE-LUR "AlTER liAS DETER"INED BY MEASURING THE VARIATION IN THE INTEIISlfT OF rHE LOll-ENERGY blfFUSE X-J!AY BACkGROUND AS fUNC1l0N OF GALACTl C LATITUDE. A I-I'll CROMerER POL yPROPTLENE WJNDOW PRDPORTJONAL COUNTER WAS USED rOR THE 0.1- TO 0.25·I:£V AND 0.5-TO 1.0-II:EV ENERGY RANGES. WltlLE A Z-KICIIOMETER UlANUIPI IIIINDOIl COUNTER COVERED tHE ENEIIGY RANGE FlIOH 0.3 TO 0.5 KEV. IN AODniON. TIIO I-MIL OE IIIJNDOW couNTERS WERE USED fOR THE 1.0-TO 10-ICEV ENEIIGT IlANIiE. THE COLLIMATORS IN THIS EXPeRIMENT HAD flELOS or VIEII or 3 DEG rOR THE l-MJCRO"ETER COUNTER, l DEG roll' THE Z-M1CIiOiolETEIi COUNTER. AND 2 DEli fOil THe 1-PlIL COUfITERS. 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SitS , ............................. .. 
SPACECIiAfT COMMON NAME- 5MS 1 
ALTERNATE NAltES- 5MS-A, SYNCIt IUtEOIiOL SATEll A 
AEROS, "EDt 
NSSDC 10- 74-333A 




INITIAL ORBiT PARAHETEIIS 
ORO IT TYpE- GEOCEN1RIC 
OIiOIT PERIOO- 1340.4 IIIN 
PERIAPSlS- 32345.0 ICM 
PERSONNEL 
PIt - A. BUTERA 




EPOCH OATli- 05/23174 
INCLIHATl¢N- 1.9 DEG 
APOAPSIS- 35439.0 ICM 
1i0U-NIlSS 
NASA-GsrC 
TilE 5"5-1 WAS A NASA-DEVELOPED. NOAA-OPEPA1ED SPACEC:IAFl. TilE SPIN-sTABILIZED .. EARTH-SYN(}IIIONOUS SPACECRAFT CARR!fD {ll A VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOPtE.TEA {VISSIil TO PIiOViDE HIGH QUALITY DAY/HIGHT CLOUDCOYER DATA AND MADE RADIANCE TEMPERATURES Of THE EARTH/AT .. OSPHEIIE sYS-TEM; t2l A PlETEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECliOU AND rRANS"ISSION SYSTEPI RELAYED PROCESSED DATA FROM CEIHRAL WEATHER fACilITIES TO SIULL APT-EQUIPPED REGIONAL STATIONS AND COLLECTED AND RURANSMITTED DATA FROM IIE"OTELY LOCATED EAIITH-BASED PLATFORflS. AND (3) A SPACE ENVJRONIIENTAL "ONITOR (SEIt, MEASURED PPOTON. ELECTRON, AND SOLAR X-RAY FLUXES AND MAGNETIC fiELDS. THE CYLINDRICALLY SHAPED SPACECRAFl !'tEASURED 190.5 e" IN DIA"ETER AND 230 C" IN LENGTH, EXCLUSIVE o~ A "AGNfTO"ETER 1"HAT ElTENDED AN ADDITIONAL 113 CfI BEYOND THE CYLlilDER SIlELi... THE PRHIART STRUCTURAL MEMBEAS IIERE A HONEYCOHOED EQUIPPtENT SHELF ANIl A THAUST TUBE. THE VISSR TELESCOPE liAs IIOUNTED ON THE EQUIPMEIH SHELF AND VteWED THe: EARTH THROUGH A SPECIAL APERTURE IN TilE SPACECIiAn'S SIOE_ A SUPPORT STRUCTURE EXTENDED RADIAllY r,UT rROM THE THRUST TUBE AND WAS AFFIXED TO THE SOLAR PANe:L~ IllliCH FOIIMED TilE OUTER WALLs OF THE SPACECRAfT AND PROVIDE THE PRI"AIIY SOURCE OF ELECTRJ.CAL POIIER. LOCATED IN THE'ftNNULUS-SIlAPED SPACE BETWEEN TilE THRUST TUBE AND TilE SOLAR PANELS ~'ERE STAnON K'EEPING AND OYNAIUCS CONTROL EQUIPMENT, BATTERIES. AND "OST OF THE sEM EQUlPMENT. PROPER SPACf-(;RAfT ATTIT'UPE AN£' SPIN RATE (APPROXIMATELT 100 RPM' WERE MAtNTAI"ED OT TWO SEPAnA,E SETS OF JH THRUST~RS MOUNTED AnOUND THE SPACECRAfT'S EQIJAtOR AND ACTIVATED OY GROUND CO"MAND. THE SPACECRAft USED BOlli Ililf- AND S-BANO fREQUENCIES IN ITS rELEIIETIIY AND COMMAND SUBSYSTEPI. A LOW-POWER IIHF TRANSPONDER PROVIDED tELE",ETRY AND COPl"AND DUllING LAUNCII AND THEN SERVED AS A BACKUP fOR TH£ PF ,"Ali" SUBSYSTEM ONCE THE SPACECI;AFT HAD ATTAINED SVNCHRONOUS ORBIT. 
------- SItS t. Ness Sl ... ff---------------------~--------------
INVESTlGATION NAME- IIISIBLE-INFRAREt SPIN-SCAN RADJ.OMETER (VISSA) 
NSSDC ID- 74-033A-(]1 
PERSONNEL 
,,- HESS STAff 
JIIVESTlGAT[VE PROGRAM 























THE vtslaLE-INfRAltE.O SPIN-SCAN 1Io\010",e'EIi (IIISSA) FLOWN 
ON 5"'5 1 PROl/toED DAY/NIGHT 08SE-QVATIONS Of CLOUOCOVER AND 
lAATHICLOUD RADIANCE lE"P(RAIURE ME,!,SUIIE"'ENlS fRO'" A 
STtlCltaONOU5, SPIH-S'''BILIZEIl, CenSTAJllINAAY SAtELliTE FOR USE 
IN OPERATIONAL WEATHER ANALYSIS ANlI FORECAST JNG~ THE 
rwa-CHANNEL INSTAUl'le,rjl VAS AOlE TO tAKE eo-,H FULL ''10 PARTUl 
PIC.1UIlES Of THE [AIITN'S Ol!if{. THE INfRARED CHANNEL C1D.~ TO 
12..6 "'ICIIO"EfERI AND THE VISleLt: CHANNEL (O.~5 TO D.70 
fHCIIO"ETEA) USED A [OI .. ,ON OPTlC$ SYSTE". IN[0"'IN6 IlADlATIDN 
wt.s RECEIVED BY AN ELLIPtlCALLY-SHAP<:D SUN IUIIIIOIi AND 
COLLECTED liT • IIJTCHEY-~HIIETIEN OPTICAL SYSTEM. TU£ SCAN 
"iRAOR WAS SET AT II NO"JNAL olNGLf or 45 HG TO THE VISSII 
OPllCAL "XIS, WHItH WAS AUGNED pAliALLEL TO THE SPIN o\)(IS 0' 
THE SP~CECR~fT. fHE SPINNING "OltON or THE SPACECRAft 
(APPIIOU"AT[LY 100 !lP") PROI/IDED A WEST-lO-EAST SCAIl "OUON 
WHeN THE !;PIN ~tJS Of THE SPACECRArT liAS OIllENTED PARALI.(:L WITH 
TIlE (~lnH'S "::15. THE lATITU"INAL SCAN WAS ACCO"PLlSHEO 111' 
SEQUENTUU_l' J1Lt l!'<1i THE SUNNING "IRROR NORTH TO SOUTH AT THE 
CO"PL£TION Of EACH ~PIN. A fULL PICTUII£ TOOll: 18.2 "IN TO 
COPlPL£TE AND ABOUT 2 "IN TO RETRACE. OUIiING EACH SCAN, TilE 
HelD Of vte. ON TilE URTH liAS SWEPT By A LINEAR ARRA' or UGHT 
VIStBlE-SPECTIIU" DETeCTORS, EACII WITH A GROUND RESOLU110N Of 
C.9 "" At lERO NADIR ANGLE. ,. PlERcun-C"~"IU" TELLUIIIllE 
DETEcrOR SENSEll THE ItifRAREll POltrlON Of TH£ SPf:t:TRUI'I wnll A 
HURlI.ONTAL RESOLUTlON Of APPAOXl"AT£L' 8 "1'1 AT ZERO NADIR 
ANGl£. THE INfRAIiED POIITION Of TilE DET£CTOR "EASlIRED "ADUNCE 
TE"PERATU~ES BETWEEN 180 AND]15 I( WIlH A PROPOSED SENSITIVITY 
BETWEEN 0.4 AND 1.4 tr:. THE VISSR OUTPUT WAS DIGITIZED AND 
TRANS"ITTED TO THE NAlloral OCEANOGRAPHIC AND AT"OSPHEFrIC. 
AD"l/IlSTRATION (NOAA) CO''''AND DATA A'IIUISI110H STATION (tOA), 
WALLOPS ISLAND, VA. THEIlE THE SIGNAL WAS H:D INTO A 'LINE 
STIIETCHER' WHERE It WAS STORED AND Tl"E-STREHHED fOR 
TRANS"ISSION IIAC" TO PIE UtELL1TE AT REDUCEO BANDIOIDTH fOR 
liE-BROADCASt to DATA UTU.UATION STAtiONS tOUS). THE VtSSIl 
OAT", AS WlTH ALL OPERATIONAL TYPE DATA. WERE "ANDLED BY NOAA 
ANll THE "AJORLn OF DATA WEllE ARCHIVED B' THE fNI/1II0N"fNTAL 
DA"TA SERVICE, SATELlnE DAT'\ SEAvltE GRANCH, SUITLANIl, "D. 
LIMITED APiOUNTS Of RESEARC"~ORIEN'ED OArA WERE COI.LECIEO 11" 
NASA AN~ WEllE MAINTAINED AT NSSOC. 
------- S"5 1, NESS S Tllff---------------- ------_______________ _ 
ItI\lESTlGATlON "A"E- METEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLEC"fiON ANIl 
TRANSI'IISSION S'i'STE" 
NSSDC 10- 14-033A-05 
PERSONNEL 
" - NESS Sl AFf 
BRief OI.OSCRIPTlOH 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRA" 




THE "nEOROlOGICAL DATA COlLECllOti AND TRANSMISSlON 
S'ST£" WAS AN ElPERI"ENTAL CO"MUNlCATJONS AND DATA HANDLING 
S1'STE" DESIGNED to RECEIve AND PROCESS "ETEOROLOGICAl \lATA 
COLLECTED no" RE"OT[l' lOCAtED EARTH-BASED DATA COLLECTION 
(OBSERVATION) FLAlfORMS (OCP). THE COLLECTED DATA II:::IIE 
RETRANSMITTED fRO" THE SATELLITE TO SMALL, GROUND-BASED, 
REGIONAL DAtA UTILIZATION CENTEIIS. D."A fROM UP TO 10,000 DCP 
STATIONS COULD BE IIANDlED BY THE SYSTEM. THE SYSTEM ALSO 
ALLOWED fall TilE RETRANSMISSION Of NARROW-BANti 'WEfAlt TYPE) DAtA 
TO EliSUNt. SI'IALl GROUND-aU ED APT RECEIVING STATIONS fROM A 
lARGER WEATHER CENTRAL rACILITY. THIS CO""UNlCATlONS S'STEM 
OPERATED ON s-aAND fREIIUENCIES. THE MINIMUM DATA COLLECltON 
SYSTEM FOR ONE SMS CONSISTED OF APPROlI"ATEL' .3500 DCP STATlOrfS 
TO liE CONTACTED IN A 6-H PERIOD. THE TOTAL A"OUNT Of llATA 
(OI:LECTED DURING THE 6-H PERIOD II,IIS BETweeN 3S01( AND 6CC" BIlS. 
DEPENDING ON THE CODING TECtlNlQUES. DATA RECEIVED fllOM 
INDIVIDUAL STATIONS VARIED FROI'! 50 to 3,]00 BtTS, DEPENDING ON 
TilE TYPE AND VARIETY OF SENSORS USED AT AN INDIVIDUAL DCP 
STATlON. 
-----.~ SItS 1. \jIllJA"S·---------------~---------------------
lI'OVESTlGATlON NAME- ENEIIGETiC PARTICLE "ONiTOR 
NS~D': to- ?I.-03lA-Oc 
PERSONI+EL 
PI - D.J. WILLIA""S 
BRIEf DESCIIIPllON 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRA" 
ENVIRON. MONITORING DEVELOP"ENT 
INVESllGAT10N DISCIPLINHSI 
PAIITICLES AND flElllS 
NOAA-ERL 
A NUMBER of SEPARATE SiliCON SOLID-STATE DETECTORS. EACH 
IIlTII A TAILORl:Q "ODERAlOIl THICKNESS AND A SEPARATE ELECTRONICS 
UNiT fOR PULSE Ai'lPL.lFICIITION AND PULSE HUGill DlS-CRIlUNAtlON, 
WI:Re USED TO OBTAIN THE FOLLOWING PARTICLE T'PE/ENERGY 
"EASURE"ENTS -- SEVEN CIIANNE!.S MEASURED PROTONS IH THE RANGE 1 
TO 500 -"EV, 51_l CHANNELS MEASUIIED ALPitA PARTICLES IN TilE RANGE 
4 TO 400 "EV .. AND ONE CHANt,.'=L "eASURED ELECTRONS GREATER TliAN 
C.5 "EV. 
I ... 1 .... 
'08 
r 
------- SI'IS 1. WILLIA"S---------------------.------------------
INVESllGATlON NA"E- SOLAR X-RU "ON11011 
,'ISSDC JD- H-OHA-OJ 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.J. WllllA"S 
BRIEf DESCRt-PllON 
INVEStIGATIVE PROGRA" 




THE X-RAY COUNTER WAS COMPOSED Of A COLLIMATOR. TWO 
10NIlAllON CHAMBERS, AND 1'010 ~LECTROMHRS. A S"ALL ANGULAR 
APERTURE HAS ~UN CIIO~Ui fOil IHE fELESCOFE COLLI,,"'OR, WHICH 
WAS "OutHED SO fllAT THE DECLINATION Of ITS AliS CAN BE 
CONTROLLEll BY GROUND CO""AND TO INSURE THAT THE SUN IS VieWED 
B' THE TELESCOPE ONCE DURING eVER' VtllJtLE ROTATION. ONE ION 
CHAMBER WAS fillED WlTH ARGON AT 1 ATM fDA D£1EC110N of 1- TO 
8-A 1 IIAYS, AND 11...0 A 5-I'IIL Bf"II1'LlIU" WINDOW TO EXCLUDE X RUS 
Of I_ONGER WAVElENGTIIS. THE OTHER CHA"SEA WAS filLeIl WITH lENON 
AT !.S TO 2 AT" AND IIAP A 50-MIL aERtLLIU" WINDOW rOil 
MEASUIIEMfNTS Of X RA'S IN THE WAVELfNGTII RAfiGE 0.5- TO ]-A. 
------- SItS ,. IIlllIA"S---------------------------____________ _ 
INVESTtGATlON NAME- MAGNETIC fiELD MNtlOR 
NSSDC JD- 14-033A-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.J. WIlLIA"S 
ORIEF DESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PII(lojAAI'! 
ENVIRON. "ONlTORING DEVELOP"ENT 
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINEtS) 
PARtiCLES AND FIELDS 
"AGNETOSPIIERIC PHHICS 
NOAA-EIIL 
A BIUIAL.. SHORT BOOM-"OUN1ED tZ t1) CLOSED-LOOP, 
flUXGATE "AGNEtOMETER WAS ORIEIIlE~ WlTH ONE AliS ALONG THE SIC 
SPIN AllS, AND ONE IN T)lE SPIN PLANE. EACII ~ENSOR HAD A 
SElECTAIILE IIANGE '.50. 100. 2CO, 011 400 GA""A)')' AN OFFSET 
flELD CAPABllIT' (PLUS OM "INUS noD GA""AS Itl 40-GAM"A STEPS), 
ANll At> IN-FLIGHT CALIBRATION CAPABILITY • 
............................. SMS 2 ............................. . 
SPACECRAft CO,,"ON NAME- S"S 2 
ALTERNATE NANES- PL-7.3lE_. SrtlCH ""HOROl SATELL B 
S"S-B .. ME02 
Nssoe 10- 75-011A 
lAUNCIi OATE- 02/06/75 WEIGHT- ,'3. "G 
lAUNCH SITE- CAPE 'ANAVERAl, UNITED SlATES 




INitIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBll tYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
OROIT PERIOD- 1436.2 ~IN 
PERUPSIS- 35178. 1(" 
PERSONNEL 
PIt - A. OUTERA 




EPOCH DAfE- 04/01/75 
INCLINATION- 1.0DEG 
APOAPSIS- 35799~ "1'1 
NOAA-NESS 
NASA-GSFC 
1HE SMS 2. A NASA-'DEVELOPED, NOAA-OPERAlED SPACECRAfl, 
CARlliED tll A VISIBLE-INfRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMEtER (VISSR) TO 
PROVIDE HIGII-QUAlITY DAY/UIGIIT CLOUDCOVER DATA AND TO TA"E 
RADIANCE TE""PERATUIIES OF THE EAUIlIATMOSPIiERE SYSTEM, (2) A 
"ETEDROlOGICAL DATA COLLECllON AND TRANS"ISSION SYSTE" TO IIElAY 
PROCESSED DATA FRO" CENIAAl WEATIIER FACILlTJES TO SMALL 
APT-EQUIPPED REGIONAL STA110NS AND TO COLLECT AND RETRANSPIIT 
DATA FROM REMOTE EARTH-BASED PLATfORMS, AND (3) A SPACE 
ENVIAON"ENT "ONITOR (SEJII) S'l'SYEM TO MEASURE I'R010N .. ELECTRON .. 
"'10 SOLAR X-RA, FLUlES AND "AGNE"TIC fIELDS. THE 
SPIN-STAIIILi:tEIl, EARTH-SYNCHRONOUS. AND C1'LlNDRl(.AlLY SHAPEO 
SPACECRAfT "I::.'~UREO 190.5 CM IN til"''! ANO no CM IN lENGTH. 
EXCLUSIVE '.f A "AGNETO"ETER THAT EXTENOEO AN ADDITIONAL 63 CM 
IIEYONe THe CYLINDER SHELL. THE PRI"ARY STRUCTURAL MEI'IBE~S WERE 
A HP'IEYCO"a EQUJP"ENl SHElf AND A TIIRUST TUBE. THE VISSI! 
TELESCOPE WAS JilOUNTED ON THE EQUIPMENT SH£Lf AND VIEWED THE 
EARTH THROUGH A SPECIAL APERTURE IN "!HE SPlcEtRArf'S SIDE. A 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE EXTENDED RADI/IllY OUT fRO" THE THRUST TUBE 
AND WA~ AFfIXEO TO TilE SOLAR PANELS, WHICI) fOR "EO THE OUTER 
WALLS .;f THE SPACECRMT. lOCATED IN THE ANNULUS-SHAPED SPACE 
OETWE, N THE THRUST TUBE AND THE SOLAR PANELS IIUE 
STAllO,.'I(EEPING AND DYNAMICS CONTAOL EQUIP"ENT. BAlTERIES. AND 
"051 Of TilE SE!"! EIIUIPMENT. PROPER SPACECRAFT AtTITUDE AND SPIN 
RATE 'APPRO:u"ATI;:LY 100 RPIO liAS "AI_NTAINED OY TWO SEP"'-l! ... TE 
SETS OF JET TlIRUSTERS "OUNTED AROUN~ fHE SPACECRAft'S EQUATOR 
AND ACTIVATED OY GROUND COMMAND. BOTII Ullr-IIAND AND S-BAND 
fREQUENCIES WEllE USED IN THE lElEI'IETR', AND COMI'IAND SUaSYSTEI'IS. 


























bURING LAUNCH AND THfN 5ERlJ
Eb AS A IIACKUP FOR tHE PRlIUR
T 
SUIISY51E" UtEk tHE SYNCHRONOUS 
ORBIT IIA5 AnAINEO. 
---=.-- 51'15 Z, NESS s1Aff------------------
--------------------
INVESTtGAtlON HA"E- VISIBLE-IN
fRARED SPIN-SCAN RA010l'lETER 
(II ISSR) 











 RADIDI'IETER (VISSlil fLOWI< 
ON HIS 2: r'ROVIDED DAY/NtGIiT
 "BSEllyATIDtlS Of CLOUDCOvER A
NO 
EARTlilCLDUIl 1i,'nUtleE TEI'IPER"tU
RE MEASUREMENTS fRO" A 
STNCHRONDU!" SPll~-STAlltLlU:O, G
EOSTAT10NARY SATELLITE fOR USE 
IN OHRAT!ONAL J~ATHE.R ANA
LYSIS AND FORECASTlIHi. TI'E 
TWO-CIUNNEL tNSTRUI':ENT WAS AB
LE TO TAKE BnTH fUll AND PARTIA
L 
i'lCTURES Of THE E-'RTH'S OIS:
t. hiE INfRARED CHANNEL (10.5 TO 
12.6 I1ICROI'IETEII5) 'NO THE VISIBLE 
CHANNEL <0.55 TO 0.70 
111[1101'1£1(11) USED A COI'I"OIl OPTICS
 SYSTEI1. INCO"ING RADIATION 
WAS RECEIVED BT AN ElllpTtC
ALL1-SHApED SCAN "IRIIOR ANO
 
COLLEC1ED BY A Rlj·CHEY-CHRETtEN OPTIC
AL SYSTE". HIE SCAN 
I1tRROR liAS SET AT A NOI1INA
L ANGLE Of f,5 DEG TO THE VUSR
 
OpllCAL AXiS", WHICII liAS ~LI(ONE
D PARALLEL TO TilE SPIN AlliS or 
lliE SP"'CECR ... fT. lliE SPINN
ING !'lOTION Of THE SP"'CECRAf
T 
(",ppRO)(Ul,t,TELY 100 RpI'I1 pROV1DED ... 
WEST-TO-EAST SC.t.I~ ~OTlON 
WHEN HIE 5r'IN ... lIS Of TIlE 5pACE
CR,l,fT IS ORiENlEO PAULLEl WITH 
THE ORTH'S "XIS. THE UTtl
UDINAL SC"N wAS ACCOMpLlSIlED B
Y 
SEQUEN1!ALLY TIL11NG THE SCANNING I1t11
~OR NOIITH TO SOUTH AT THE 
COl'IpLET ION Of EACH SPIN. ... 
FULL PICTURE tOOl( 18.2 "IN TO 
CO"pLETE "'ND "OOUl 2 MIN TO
 RETRACE. DURING ["CH SC ... N. HIE 
f:ELb Of VIEW ON THE HRTH WAS 
SIIEPT BY ... LINEAR ARRAY Of ElGII
T 
V'.SlelE-SpECTRUI'I DETECTORS, U
CH WllIl A GROUND RESOLUTtON O
f 
:;.9 KM "T lEIiO N"DIR ANGLE
. ... I'IE!lCURY-CADIUU" TELLURID
E 
DETECTOR SENSED tHE INfRARED
 PORTiON Of THE SPECTIIUI'I I11TH 
" 
HORHONUL RESOlUllON Of ~pPRO
llJM"'1ELY 8 1(." AT lERO NAD1R 
ANGlt. TilE INfRARED 1'0;;11010 O
f rl~f IlETECTOR MEiIISURED RADl"NCE 
TEMpER"'TURES 8ETWEEN 180 AND 31
5 .: !.!Il!' A PROPOSED Si:NSITIVITY 
BElWEEN 0.4 AND 1.4 11:. Til
E VISSR OUTPUT WAS OIG1T1ZED AN
D 
TRANSMIttED TO THE NATION"'L 
OCEANOGRAplllC "'ND "'''OSI'IIERI( 
ADMIN1STR"nON {NO"'A} (0",,,, ... 1.10 DATA AC
QUISllION STATION (COAl~ 
U"llOPS lSl","ID. VA. THERE 
THE SIGN ... l WAS FED INTO A 'LINE
 
STRETCHER' WHERE It liAS 
STORED ... 100 1lI'lE-SlRETtHED FO
R 
TRANSMISSION flACII: TO TilE SA
TEllllE AT REDUCEO flANOWltI1l1 fOR
 
IIE-fiROADCAST TO OATA UTILIZA
TION STAiIONS ([)US). THE ~ISSR 
0 ... ,... .... 5 WITII ALL OpERATION"l
 TYPE DATA, WERE IIANDLEO BY NO
"" 
ANIl HIE "'AJORlTY Of DAU WE
RE ARCIIIVEO BY THE ENVIRON"ENtA
l 
D ... TA SERVICE, S",TEllttE IlATA 
SER~ICE 8RANCII, SUl1l ... ND. MD. 
llMnED AI10UNlS Of RESEARCII-O
RIENTED DAtA WERE COLLEClEO BY
 




- 5"5 2. NESS ST ... Ff-------------
-------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAI'IE- METEOROLOGIC
AL DATA COLLEn ION AND 
TR"'NSMISSION SYS1EI'I 











THE METEOROLOGICAL DAlA COL
LECTION AND TRANS"ISSION 
SYSTEM, ,,1.1 EXPERIMENTAL COI
'II'lUNICATtONS AND DPA II ... NDl.lN
G 
SYSlEl'I, OPER"'TING ON 5-B"ND FREQUENCIE
S, IIECEIVED AND PROCESSED 
METEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTED fR
OM REMOTELY LOCATED EARTH-BASED
 
D"'T" COLLECTION {OBSERV"'l1oNl Pl"'TfORM
S (DCP). THE COLLECTED 
DAH W"'S RETR"'NSMITTEo fll
O" THE SATELLITE TO SMAL
L, 
GROUND-BASED. REGI3HAL D"'" Ul
1lH ... 1I0N CENTERS. DATA FRDPI U
P 
TO 10.000 DCI' STAT IONS \jEAE " ... HDlED BY T
HE S1ST.E". THE SYSTEM 
ALSO "'LlO\jEO FOR THE RETRANSMISSION Of NA
RROI/-BAND {WEfl\l TYPE) 
DATA TO EUSTlNG S"-'LL GROUND-eA
SED "PT RECEiVING STATIONS FRO"
 
A l"PGER \jEATHEIl CENTR"L fACIl1T1 _ THE M
INIMUI1 DATA COLLEClLON 
fOR ONE SP ... CECIiAfl CONSiStED Of 
",pPRO)(lMATEL'I 3500 DCP STAllONS 
tONTACTEO tN 6 H. TilE TOTAL 
... HOUNT Of IlATA COLLECTEO OURING 
TilE 6 II WAS BETWEEN 350K AND 6001
1: ellS. DEPENDING ON TilE COOING
 
TECHNIQUES. DHA RECfIVED fRoI'I IN[)IVID
UAl STHIONS VARI-ED fRO" 
50 TO 3000 ensl DEPENDING ON 
THE TYPE AND VARIETY IlF SENSORS
 
USEO "T THE DCP s1ATION_ 
---
---
- SMS l; WILLI ... "S----------------
------------------------
INVESTlGATI0N NAME- ENERGETIC P
"RTlCLE MONlTOR 





PAIITICLES "Nil fIELDS 
10. 
I I r 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS 
NOU-EIIL 
BRIEf DESCRiPtiON 
A Nu"eER or SEPAR"TE ~lLICON 50LIO
-StA1E DEtECTO!l!;o. E ... Ch 
WITH A tAILORED "OOEUTOII TIIIC
I(.N£SS AND A SEPARAtE EUCTRONICS 
UNIT fOR PULSE AI'IpLIfIUTlON
 AND PULSEHEIGHt DISCIIII'IINAT10U
, 
ARE USED TO OIIlAIN THE fCiL
(OWJIIG PARTICLE T1pE "ND ENEIIGY 
ME"'SURE"ENTS SEVEN CHANNEL
S "'EASURE PAOTONS IN HiE RANGE 
1 
TO 500 MEV. Sill CHANNELS MHSUR
E AlPH" PARl1(lES IN THE R.t.I.Gt f, 
TO f,00 "EV. ANO oNE CH"'NN~l MEASUR
E ELECTRONS GRE ... tER THAN 0.5 
I'IEV. 
INVESTIGAtiON N"Mt- SOLAR 1I-AAY
 MONITOP 
NSSDC 10- 75-0"A-02 
PERSONNEL 
pi - D.J. WILLIAMS 
BRIEr DESCRIPTION 
INVEStlG"ltVE PROGRAM 
ENVIRON. MONITORING DEVELOPMENT 
INVEStlG"'TloN DIsCIplINE(S) 
SOLAR plfYSI CS 
NO""-ERL 
THE X-RAY COUNTER WAS COMPR
ISED Of ... CDlLIM"'TOR, TWO 
IONIZATION CHA"BERS, "'ND TWO
 ELECTROMETERS. ... S"ALL ... NGUL ..
. R 
APERTURE w ... S eliOSEN FO~ TH
E TELESCOPE COLLlI'I"'OR. 1'IE
 
COll" .... rOR, MOUNTED SO lH "'US D
ECLINATION WAS CONTROLLED BY 
GROUND CO""AND, VIEIIED TilE S
UN ONCE EVERY VE~!CLE ROTATION. 
ONE JON CH"'''OER. FILLED W1T1I A
RGON'" 1 "'PI. PEtECTEo 1- TO a-
... 
X RAYS. "'ND H"D ... 5-"ll BERYlL
IUM 1111.10011 TO EltClUOE X RAYS .:I
f 
LONGER WAVELENGTIIS. THE OlHER 
CIIAI'IBEA \lAS rtllED Willi _ENON '"
 
'.5 TO 2 AT" AND HAD A ~O-"l
l BERYLltU" WtNOOW TO MEASURE _ 
R ... VS OF 0.5 TO 3 A. 
5"5 2, IIIllIA"S----------------
------------------------
NSSOC 10- 75-011 ... -03 
pllISONNEl 
Pl - D.J. WillIA"S 
ORIEf f)ESCItIpll~N 
INVESTIGAi"!VE pROGR ... M 
ENVIRON. MONITORING DEVELOPI1ENI 
IN~ESllGATtON ·ISCIPLlt/E{S) 
M ... GNE10SPHERIC pllnlCS 
p.t.R"TtcLES "NO f1( .... DS 
NOAA-ERL 
A SIIORT BOO" oEpLOye·D tt f
ll BIAXIAL. CLOSED-lUOp, 
flU_GAte "AGNElOI'IETf:R W1TN ON
E SENSOR ALIGrfED pAR"'llEl TO Til
E 
SPACECRAfT SPIN AXIS AND THE 
OIHER PERI'ENDICUL ... R TO THIS AXI
S 
"E"'SURfD THE \lEctOR IU.GNETIC
 fiELD. SELECTABLE "ANGE (.~o,
 
100, zoo. DR 400 GAMMAS). "'10 OffSET 
fiELD C"P"'BILl11 tp:"'US 011 
MINUS 1200 GAMM"'S IN 40-STE
I'S), AND AN INFllGHT CALI'>RAllON 
CAPABILITY. 
SPACECRAFT CO""ON ~AME- SOLRAD 1
0 




NSSDC Io~ 71-058A 
lAUNCH o...TE- 07/08171 
WEIGHT- 260. II:G 
LAUNCH SlTE- WALLOPS fLIGHT CEN
TER, UNITED STATES 
lAUNCH VEHiCLE- SCOUT 





INJ.TlAL ORB11 p"'RAMETERS 
oReI t 11pE- GEOtENTR iC 
ORBIT pERI~n- 95.3 MIN 
PERl"PSIS- 436. KM 
PERSONNEL 
MG - J.R. 
SC - G.K. 
1''' - E.W. 






EPOCH DAtE- 07/09171 
INCLIN"TION- 51.0 DtG 
APO"PSI5- /130. II:M 
NAS ... HEADQUARTERS 
N ... s... HEI-PIIU ... IlTERS 
US N ... VAl RESEARCH tAli 
US NAVAL RESE.t.RCH LAB 
SOLRAD 10, A SpiN-STABILItED
 S"'TELLlTE, WAS ONE IN A 
SERIES Of SP"CECRAfT OESIGNEO T
O PROVIDE CONllNUOUS C.OVER ... GE O
F 
W"VELENGTH AND INTENSITY CHANG
ES IN SOl"R II"DUlJON IN THE UV
, 
SOFT, AND HUD X-UY REGION
S. (tHE ~lRST SpACECRAfi IN TillS 
SERIES. SII-1# W"'S lAUNCHED IN '
960.) SOLRAD 10 ALSO MAPPED THE 
CELESTIAL SPHERE USING A HIGH
-SENSITIVITY X-RAY DETECTOR. TH
E 
SPACEcRAFT liAS A 12-SUED C
YLINDER TIlAY "E"SURE.tI 76 C" IN
 
oIA"ETE;I AND 58 C" IN IIElGH1. 
FOUR SYI'IMetRICAlLY Pl"CED 17.8-
eY 53.3-C" SOL"R CELL P"'NElS, 
HINGED AT THE CENTER SECTION OF
 
THE S1"RUCTURE. SERVEO AS TilE
 ELEMENTS OF ... TURNSTlt.E "NlENN
", 
SYSTEM. EIGIITEEN SOL"R SeNSOR
S WERE "OUNTEO POI"1JNG p"'RALLE
L 
TO TilE SPIN A)(1.S Of TilE SATELLITE. 
WHI.CH POINTED DIRECTLY AT 
THE SOLAR IlISII:. IHE PLANE Of 
IIOTA110N SHifTED ABOUT 1 DEG!O"
'Y 
, "'1.J~;~.~=.,.'"'''''·~r""''"'''''T"M-'''==''; .l"7""! .. ...,.....:'.'='7!""'-=.=71'"77';
~ ...... n,J;;.'tml;'ln;";:;-~(~~;t;;.~f :.:.,' .,;, .. ;;.:.~. 
. 





























SO THAT A STELLAR DETECTOR "DUN TEO TO POINT RADULI Y OUTWARD 
fROM THE AXIS StANNE!) THE CElEST'UL SPHERE. DATA fRO" ALL 
DETECTORS WERE STORED IN A S4-ICBS CORE "'£IIOR'I' AND TELE"eTERED 
ON CDIIIIAND TO THE NRl TRAClCIlIG STAHl N AT BLOSSOM PT., liD. 
CATA WERE ALSO TRANSIUTlED IN REAL HIIE M 137.710 IIHl. 
------- SOLRAD 10, ICREpLIN-------------------·-----------------
INVESTIIiATION NAI:E- SOLAR RADIATION DetECTORS 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R .11. 
01 - D.D. 
01 - E. T. 
01 - J .H. 
01 R .E. 
01 G..G. 
01 D.". 
01 A. T. 
01 R.G. 
















US NAVAL RESEARCH 
US NAVAL RESEARCH 
US NAVAL RESEARCH 
U OF ADELAIDE 
US NAVAL RESEARCH 
US NAVAL RESEARCH 
US NAVAL RESEARCH 
PHOENIlI CORP 
US NAVAL RESEARCH 








THIS EXPERl/'IENT liAS DES1GNED TO MONITOR THE SOLAR X-RAY 
fLUX IN EIGHT BANDS AND THE SOLAR UV FLUX 111 fIVE BANDS AS PART 
OF A lONG-TERII PROJECT TO OBSERVE SOLAR X-RAY AND UV ACTIVITY 
wllH SETS Of STANDARDitED SENSORS OVER AN ENTlRE SOLAR CYCLE. 
THE ~-RAY BANDS OBSERVED IIERE 0.08 TO 0.8 A, 0.1 TO 1.6 A, 0.5 
TO J A. 1 10 ~ A. 1 TO 8 A. iI TO 16 A. t to 2:0 A, AND '4 TO 60 
A. ALL filE DElECTORS fOR Tf;tH DANOS, IIlTH THE EXCEPTION or 
tHAt fOR THE D.Ot!- TO il.Il-A DAND, WERE ION CHMIDERS FITTED IIITH 
" IIARIElY OF WINDOII '''''TERIAL (SERYLLlUK. AlUIIINUK~ AND IUlAR) 
Of II"RI0US THICKNESSES AND fiLLED IIlTH SEIIERAL DIFfERENT GASES 
(KRYPToll. AIIGON, NITROGEN~ CARBON TEtRACHLORIDE. AND XENON) At 
VARJOUS I>RESSURES. tfiF 0.011- TO D.6-A BANII HAD AS A IIElECTOIi A 
ceSIUI'! IODIDE (NA) SCINTJLLATlNG CRYSTAL SURROUNDED Dr A 
PLASTIC SCINTlLlATlNG KATERIAL VIfWED BY A SINGLE 
pHOtOI'!UlTJpLIER. THIS DETECTOR liAS DESIGNED TO COLLECT DATA ON 
THE IIERY HIGH-ENERI;'Y ~OLAR X-RAY E"ISSION ODSERVED ONLr DURING 
SOLAR FLARES. THE UV BANOS OBSERVED IIERE 170 TO 500 A. 170 TO 
700 A. lOBO to 1350 A. 12:25 TO 1350 A. AND 1450 TO 1600 A. THE 
TWO SHORTEll WAVELENGTH BANDS HAD lITHIU" FLUORIDE. 
PHOTOSENSITIVE SURFACES PROTEctED BY ALUI'IINUM. ALUIHNUII OXIDE. 
AND CARDON IiINDOWS fOR DETECTORS. WHILE THE REI'IUNING BANDS HAD 
1011 CHAII!lERS WITH WINOOWS COMPOSED Of LlTlflU", flUORIDE, CALCJUII 
flUORIDE,. OR SILleDN DIDXIOE. MID Vo\RIDUS GAS FllT.ERS (NlTRIC 
OXIDE OR TRIElHYLAIIIHE In. SOME Of THE SOLAR DETECTORS WERE 
PROTHtED FROM CH/IRGED PARTICLES BY CONE-,,:!.I.PfI) AlUMINU" 
COLLl"ATORS. THE DAlA WERE TRANSIIlTTEO OVER TWo) TElEIIETRY 
5YSTE"S IN ONE OF THREE FORIIS -- s,rORED DATA. REAL-TIllE DIGITAL 
(PC") DAlA, AND REAL-TIllE ,NAlOG DATA~ tElE"ETRY SYSTE" 1 (Til 
1) USED pAl't/pCII/FII/PI'I TRANS"IITER THAT OPERATED At 137.710 
11HZ IIlTH A IIA~'IIT'::I) POWER Of 2:S0 MW. UNDER NOR"Al OPERATING 
CONDJlIONS. 1" CONllNUOUSlY TUNs"onD ANALOG AND ."'CF 
REAL-TUIE DATil. ALTHOUGH tHE RE~L-TI"E DIGITAL pCII Wj\~ '!''IE 
PRIMARY REAl-TUIE TRANS"ISSJOH rORIIAT. TELEMETRY SVSTEfi i! I HI 
2) USEO A PC"/PM TRANSMITTER THAT OPERATED AT 136.380 PlHZ IIIT;I 
A RADIATED POWER Of' 2.5-0 PlW. tM 2: TRANSMITTED S'TORED DATA (UP to 
ONE DArA SAKPlE PER MIM- fOR 14.2.5 1'4) ON CO""AND. 
"" ........ " ............. " •••••• SOl RAD 11.1. •• " •••••••• " •••••••••••• 
SpACECRA FT CO liMON NA"E- _ OLRAD 11 A 
ALTERNATE NAMES- SR~-l1A~ SOLRAD HI-TRIP 
SESP NO. "IRl-ltt-02:64. NRl-tl1 
SESp PH-t C 
tlSSDC 10- 76-C2:3C 
LAtiNCI 'Ali:' uJ/lS176 WEIGH1- 102..15 ~G 
lAUNCh SIt"· CAPE CANAVER"l, UNITED STATES 
lAUNCH VEHl~LE- TIlAtI 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STATES 
INITIAL OR811 PARAI'IETERS 
OliaIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORIIJT pERIOD- n'4.J I'IIN 
I'ERiAPSIS- l1aJ83. ICM 
PERSONNEL 
PH - £.W. PETERKIN 
P~ - R.W. KREPlIN 
SIIIH DI:~CR1Pl10N 
DOD-NAVY 
EPOCH DATE- 07/01176 
IIOCLlNATIDN- 25 •. 7 DEG 
ApOAPSIS- 119180. K" 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
Os NAVAL RESEAIICH LAB 
;;:!1LU~ 111. WAS ONE Of 10 PAIR OF I,OENUCAl SATELLUES THAT 
WERE PllI;;t!) it: II CIRCU .. AR EQUATORIAL 9RB1T Of 2:0 E~Rtfi RADII., 
T;'E SATElLIH5, WHICH WERE ORIENTED TOWARDS TfiE ;,olN, PROVIOED 
1110 PERCENT II EAL-TI PIE, CONtINUOUS PlONIlORING Of SOLAR X-RAY. 
UV, AHI) ENERG!lIC PARTICLE EMISSIONS. EX"ERII'IENTS INCLUDED 
E'ROADBAND ION CHAPIBERS OBSERVlNG SOLAR x RAYS BETWEEN 0_1 AND 
60 A, pROi>ORHONAL COUNTERS AND SCINTiLi.ATORS OBSERVING SOLAR-X 
RAYS DEtWEEN 2: AND 150 ItEV, AN EUV PUECTOR COVEflIHG THREE 
BANDS BETWE',N 170 AND tCOO A .. A VARIABLE R~oLUtI(;'. 




to 1600 (IlESOLUTlOH 1 to 2:5 0\), A SOLAR WINO MONnOAI 
SOLAR pROTON~ ELECTRON~ ANII ALPHA PARTICLE IIONLTORS, TWO X-UY 
fOLARUIUERS (ONE UTtLUl!iG BRA6.G SCATTERING AND THE OTHER 
IJ"LUING 1'HOIIPSON SCATTERfNG), A BUGG SPECTROMETER OBSERVING 
"MiI/ESIU"-ll AND -12: lINES, A LARGE-AIIEA AUIiOllAl lI-IiAY 
DUECTORI AND A PASSIVELY COOLED SOLID-StATE lI-RAY DETECTOR TO 
AEASURE BACKGROUND X-RA~ EIIISSION'S. 
-.----- $OLRAD 11A, BLAKE--------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- SOLAR PROTONS 
NSSDC 10- 76-023C-14 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J .B. BLAKE 







US NAVAL RESEr\RCH LAB 
A PAIR Of IDENTICAL SENSORS WAS MOUNTED ON TH"-
SPACECRAFT, WITH ONE ON THE SOLAR-ORIENTED SURfACE (THlS 
ElIPERI"ENll AND ONE Otl tHE ANTI SOLAR SURFACE (["pERIIIENY 
76·023C-2:3). EACH SENSOR WAS A TWO-ELE"ENt COUNTER USING 
DISK-SHAPED SE"ICONDUCTORS AS tlflECTOR ELEIIENTS, IIITH SHIELDIHI< 
IIATERIt.L IN fRONt Of AND BETWEEN THE Tlio DETECTOR ElEIIENTS. 
THE DETECTOR ELE"ENlS WEllE CONNECTED TO CHAIIGE-SEHSHIVE 
A"pLlFIERS. COINCItiENCE AND PULSE HEIGHT ANALYStS WERE USED TO 
SEPARATE PULSES PRODUCED BY 2:-"£V PROTONS, 10-"EII PIIOTONS. 
'.S-IIEV ALPHA PAR TlCLES. 1.5'-IIEV ALPHA PARTICLES, AND HEAVY 
NUCLEI U GREATER THAN 2, E GREATER tHAN :3 IIEII PER NUCLEON). A 
CO"PLETE SET OF DATA POINts WAS oeUINED EVERY 2: IIIN. 
------- SOLRAD llA, IIlAKE--------------------------·,----------
INVESTlGATI.ON NA"E- OIlNIDIRECTlONAL PROtONS 
NSSlIt 10- 76-02:3'--17 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J.B. BLA~E 
01 - R~W. KIlEPLIN 
IIRIEf I)£SCRIPllON 
INIiESt 1 GAtlVE pROGRA" 
SESP 
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLlNE(S) 
PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
AEROSPACE CORP 
US NAVAL RESEARCH lAB 
tHIS EXPERII1ENT WAS DESIGHED TO KEASURE SOLAR PROtONS AND 
ALPHA PARTICLES. A SET Of FIVE S"ALl SILICON CUBICAL 
SEIIICONDUCTOR DETECTORS WAS USED to SEPARATELY "EASURE THE 
O"NIDIRECTIorIAl PROTON AND ALPHA P~IITlCLE FLUXES IN TilE 
ENERGY/NUCLEON RANGES 5 TO 20. to TO 25. 20 TO '0. SO TO 90. 
AND 100 TO 160 IIEV. A TIoIO-ElEIIENT SEMICONDUCtOR 'TElESCOPE USED 
COINCIDENCE R£QUlREIIENtS ANb PULSE-HEIGHt ANALYSIS TO DETERMINe 
PROtON FLUXES IN rrVE DiFfERENTIAL ENERGY CIiANNElS fROII 20 to 
500 KEV AND IN THREE INtEGRAL CHANNELS AT 0.5, 1. AND 1.5 IIEII. 
THE 36- TO 74-KEV DATA AND lHE 1~IIEV DATA WERE SECTORED INTO 
QUADIIANTS, WHILE TilE REIIAINING CH~NNELS YIELDED St>IN-INTEGRATEO 
DATA. THE INSTRU"EHT CONSISTED Of A pliOTOMULITlpLIER TUBE 
VIEW1NG A tHIN PLASTlC SCINTlLlATOR FOIL. PULSE-HEIGHt 
ANALYSIS liAS USED TO SrPARA!E IONS INTO FIVE GROUPS (2: '" 1. 2:. 
6 TO 10.12 TO lB, AND GREATER THAN 1Bl. THE IONS HAD ENEI/GY 
THRESHOLDS Of 0.5 IIEV/NUCLEON cz 1 OR 2:) TIIROUGH O.B 
IIEV/NI'(LEON <z GREATER THAN 18l. THE Z"2 AND 1=6 THROUGH 10 
DATA WERE SECToREO INTO FOUR QUADRANTS. THE RE"A1NING DAtA 
WERE SPlIO-IriTEGRrHED. A CO"PLETE SET OF IIEASUREIIENTS WAS "'loDE 
ONCE EVERY 2. ''-IN. 
------ SoLRAD 11A. DLAKE------------------------------------
IHVESllGATlON NIII'IE- ANTI SOLAR PROTONS 
NSSDC Ib- 76-02:3C-23 
f'ERSONNEL 
PI - J.B. BLAKE 





P~RTlCLES AND FIELDS 
AEROSPACE (OIiP 
US NAVAL IIESEAIIEH lAB 
A pAtR Of ID[i-iTlCAL SENSORS liAS "OUNTED ON THE 
SPACECRAFT, wnH ONE .:IN THE ANTI SOLAR SURfACE (nll's EXPERl..-ENll 
AHD ONE ON THE SOLAR-ORIENTED SURfACE (EXPERIMENT 76-02:3C-1U. 
I;ACH SENSO~ WAS A tWO-ElEIIENt COUNTER tELfCOPE USING 
DISK-SIIAPED SEIIlCONlIUCTORS AS DEtEttOR ELEMENTS, WI1H SHIELDING 
IUTERJAL IN FnONt OF ANti BETWEEN THE two DETECTOR ELE"ENTS. 
THE DETECTOR ELE..-E'tTS WERE CONNECTEti TO CHARGE-SENSITIVE 
A"PUFIERS. COINCIDENCE AND PULSE-HEIGHt ANALYstS WERE USED TO 
SEPAlcATE P.ULSES PRODUCED ·BY 2.,."EII PROTONS. 10-MEV ?iiilTONS~ 
'.5-I'IEV ALPHA PARTl-CLES; 7.Sw"EV ALPHA PARTICLES, AND HEAVY 
NUCLEt (1 GREATER THAN 2:. E GREATER THAN 3 MEV PER NUCLEON). A 








l 1 I 
------ SOLRAO 1 lA, 0'1I4M-----------------------------------
JItVESTJGAnON 'OAIIIE- Sl'EllAlt/AUROIiAL I-RAYS 
N5$t1C 1Ci- 16-023[-16 
PERSONNEL 
PI - E.". OVRA" 
OJ - D.III. HORAN 
BUff DEstlUptlOH 






us "AVAL RES EARtH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEAIICH LAB 
THIS UPERUIE"T CONSISTED OF tHI;£E PROPDRt 10NAL tOUNTERS 
SENSITIVE TO I RAYS BEHIEEN 1 ""In 8 A. THUE P~OPOR110NAL 
COUNteRS WERE MOUNTEO ON T!!E SUE or TilE 5A1ELL11£ AND ORIENTED 
loS OEG, 10 DEG, AND 135 DEG OFf 1I1E SPIN AUS. TilE COUNTING 
ClRtUnS WERE CONTROLLEO III tilE ROLL PERIOD AND SYNCHRONUED TO 
THE S'A~ ANO/CiR EART" PULSES 50 TIIAT DATA SAIliPLES !OULD BE 
ASSOClAT'i::D WIlH PtlRllONS Of TilE SUo '"E STELLAII P'ORTION
 Of 
THiS. UPfUMENl liAS ABLE TO "AI> COSttit x-RAY SOURCES AND TO
 
S~EfP THE ENTlRE CELESTIAL SPHERE IN ABOUT 6 ftONTIIS. THE 
"UROijAL PORTION Of THE EIPERl"ENT WAS DESIGNED TO /IIOtUtOR 
AURORAL I-RAl' EIUSSIONS fRO" tilE UnH. THE STELLAR PORTION
 
SAI'IPlIHG CYCLE tOOK 16 I'IlN, WHILE tHE AURORAL PO"tlON REQUIRED 
2 ttlN FOR A S1"PLING CYCLE. 
------
- SOLRAD 111\, DOS[I1£It---------------------------------
INV£STIGATION NAME- tHOMSON ~-RAY POLARIMETER 
NSSOC 10- 76-023C-10 
PERSONNEL 







US "'A!JlL RESEAIICH LAB 
INCIDENT !;OLAR RAY!. WERE SCATTERED BY A BLOCIt Of 
LOW-DEHSln "ATEIIJAL SUCH AS LlTHIUI'I, LITHIUM HYDRIDE, all 
BERYLLIUI'I. POLAlIllED I RAYS WERE PREFERENTIALLY SC-AlTEREO
 
WHILE NON-POLARIlED X RAyS WERE StAllE.RED ISOTROPICALLY. TWO
 
PRDPDHIDNAL [OUNTERS, EACH IIItH A TWO-CHANNEL PULSE HEIGHT 
ANALYlER TO PROVIDE ENERGY RESOLUrtON IN 2- TO 10-KEv AND 10-
TO SO-I{EV B"'tDS, WERE 1'I0UNTED ON OPPOSJTE SIDES Of THE: 
SCAtTERING BLOCk. AS THE SATELLlTE ROLLED, THE SCATTERING
 
BLOU AND THE DETECTORS WERE ROTATED IIITH RESPECT TO THE PLANE
 
OF PULARllATlON Of THE INt~tlENT It RAYS. THE DATA WERE GATEO 
ELECTR~NICALLY INTO ACCUI'IUUTORS ASSDCLATE"O WITH 4S-DE"G SECTORS 
IN THE" ROLL DIRECTION. CYCLIC PULSE-COUNT VARUllONS fROII
 
SEnOR TO SECTOR REVEALED POLARIlATlON If PRESENT. THE DAtA
 
fRO,. THE 45-DE1O SECTORS WERE" ACCUI'IULATED FOR AN INTEGRAL NUI!BER 
Of SPINS DURING EACH 30-5 SAIIPLING CYCLE AND THEN REAP OUT ON 
CO"I'IAHD. A RADIOACTIVE SOURCE SWUNG OUT BETWEEN EACH DETECTOR
 
AND THE SCATTERING aLOCK rOR CALlBRATlON IN FLIGHT. 
------
SOLRAD 111., EVANS-------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- COSI'Il( GA"MA-RAY BURST ANP BACkGROUND 
tinEcToR (0.2 TO 2.0 MEV) 
NSSPC 10- 76-023[-25 
PERSONNEL 
PI - W.O. EVANS 






LOS ALA"OS SCI LAB 
LOS ALAttOS SCI LAB 
THIS ElCPERl"ENT liAS DESIGNED FOR THE STUDY OF THE 
GA"I'IA-RAy BACkGROUND AND THE DETECTION OF GA""A-RAY BURHS. 
TilE EXPERI"ENTAL CONfiGURATION CONSLSTS Of TWO IDENTICAL 
DETECTORS "OUNTED 160 DEG APARr AND LOOHNG OUTWARD RAD'IAllY. 
THE FOV FOR EACH DETECTOR APPROACHES 4 PI, WITH 50l'lE REIIUCTION 
RESULTING FROM SHADOWING BY THE SPACECRAFT MASS. THE BASIC
 
(OllPOHENTS OF E"AC·H UNIT ARE .- [11 A CESIU" 1.ODIDE CRYSTAL, ell 
PHOTOI'IULTIPLIER WITH ASSOCIATED POIIER SUPPLY AND AMPLIfIERS,
 
AND (31 PULSE HEIGHT ANALUERS. THE ENeRGY COVERAGE IS FROII 
!l.2 TO 2.0 ME-V, AND IS RESOLVED INTO PASSBANDS Of 0.2 TO 0.3,
 
11.3 TO 0.4, 0.4 10 0.6, 0.2 TO 2.0 .. 0.3 TO z.o .. AND 0.61.0 2.0 
!'lEV. BACKGROUND ,..ONITORING IS AFfECTEP BY ACCU"ULATJON Of 20-S
 
AVERAGES aUILt UP OF 14.f-I'IS SAI'IPLINGS Of EITHER THE 0.2- TO 
Z.O'" OR 0.3- TO 2.0-I'IEV. PASSBAND. THE SIGNAYURE Of A BURn IS 
THE OBSERVAllON OF A 7-sfGI'IA INCREASE IN THE BACkGROUND OVER
 
ONE 628-115 PERIOD. PURING A BURST, 12 BLOCkS OF DATA ARE 
RECORDED. EAtH BLOc.: REPRESENTS EIGHT READOUtS OF THE 0.2- TO
 
2.0- OR 0.3- TO 0.6-flEII PASSBAND, PLUS ONE READING OF EACH Of 
TltE 0.2- ·TO 0.3~, 0.3- TO 0.4-, 0.4- TO 0.6-, AND 0.6- TO 
2.0-MEV PASSBANDS. I.F THE aURST LASTS LONGER tHAN ONE STORAGE
 
tyCLE~ UP TO SEVEN ADOlllONAL STORAGE CYCLES ftAY BE US·ED. THE 
READOUT OF THE DATA FOR A FULL set Of STORAGE CYCLES TAKES 64 
flIN. 
'" 
J Ie ... 
INVUTlGAlJON NAME- 1115- TO 1600-A SOLAR UV SPEctRO!'lETER 
"SSDC ID- 76-023c-09 
PERSONNEl. 
PI - P.O. FELD"AN 




INVESll GAll ON. t' 1 SC IPLI NEI S) 
SOLAR PHYSI CS 
JOHNS HOPKINS U 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
tHIS OPERIIIENT USEll ROtATABLE GRATING. OPERAUNG IN 
fiRST OIlOER TO I'IEASURE THE SOLAR ELECTROI'IAGNETIC SPECTRUM
 
BETWEEN 1115 ANII HilO A. A PtlOTOMULTlPLlEII TUBE DEtEtTED 
RADIAtION REFlECTED THROUGH AN OPTlCAL SYSTEM rROM THE GRAlING
. 
TWO SCANNING RATES W£RE AVIIIL\BLE A FAST-RATE. 
lOW-RESOLUTION IIOOf IN WHICH THE ENURE 625-A RANGE liAS COVERED 
IN 93.75 S. USiNG 25-A SEGI'IENTS FOR EACII DATA SAI'tf'LE. AND A 
SLOW-RATE, HIGH-RESOLUTION MOE ttl WHICH THE cc.5-A RANGE WAS 
COVERED IN 12.5 MIN, USING 3.12S-A SEGMENTS. 
-----
- SOLRAO 111.. rRITz--------------------------------------
INVESTlGIITION NAflE- 15- TO 150-HV SOLA~ X-RAY MONITOA 
PERSONNEL 







US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
THiS EXPERIMENT USED A CESIUM IOUDE SCINllLLATOR 
SURROUNDED ay A PLASllC SCiNTILLATOR OPERATED IN
 
ANTICOINCIDENCE TO SCREEN OUT BACKGROUND COUNTS. PULSE HEIGHT
 
ANALYSLS PIiOVIDfQ SOLAR SPECTRA IN THE RANGES fllOM 15 TO 20, 20 
TO 30. 30 TO 6U. AND 60 TO 150 ICEV. NORMALLY. DHA WEllE 
TELEMETER EO FROM EACH CIIANNE"L EVERY 7.5 S. ALTHQUGH AN OPTlONlIl 
MODE SELECTED THE ZO- TO ~J-KEV CHANNEL iOIl TRANSMISSION EIIE?'! 
1.B75 S. INFLIGHt CALIBRATION WAS MADE litlNG A RAt'lt.;,ClIVE 
SOURCE THAl SWUNG IN fRONT or THE DETECTO" "rOk COMI'IAND AND 
REMAINED THERE fOR A 2-Inl1 )~l!:~EHlY CYCLE. THE OVERALL 
DElEcrOIl DESIGN WA.S THE .!.AME AS tHAT USED ON SOLRAD 10 IIlTH
 
t"'PROVED ELECTRONICS. 
- •• ---- SOLRAO 11 A_ FRI TZ-------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- X-II\Y BACICGROUND 
NSSOC 10- 76-023C-24 
PERSONNEL 
PI G.G. 
01 - R. 










US ,.AVAL RESHIICH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH lAB 
JOHNS HOPIONS U 
A SOLID-STATE DETECTOR (GERMAIHUN OR LITHIU"-DRIFTED 
SILICON) wAS USED TO "EASURE THE GALACTIC )(-RA¥ BACKGROUND IN 
THE O.S- TO 20-kEV RANGE WITH AN ENERGY RESOLUTION OF IIETTU 
THAN 0.3 k£V. TO REACIt THE DESIRED O.3-KEV ENERGY RESOLUTION. 
THE DETE:CTOR HAD TO BE PASSIVELY COOLED TO 70 to 100 KELVIN. 
THE INSTRU"!:NT WAS "DUN TED ON THE ANTlSOlAR SIDE OF THE
 
SPACECRAft AND SIIEPT OUT A BAND NHRLY 20-DEG WIDE. CENTERED
 
NEAR THE ECLIPTIC PLIINE AS tilE SATELLITE HOVED AROUND THE SUH. 
THE DETECTOR OU11'UT UNDERWENT A 256-CHANNEL ANALYSIS TO PRODUCE 
THE ENERGY SPECTRU". Al.L 2.56 CHANNELS WERE READ OUT IN 16 IIIN. 
A R"DIOACTIVE SOURCE ,..OUNTED ON A SIIUTTER WAS USED TO PROVIDE 
INFLlGH1 CALIBRATION OF THE DETECTOR. 
--.,..---- SOLRAD 11 A_ kREPLIN-----------------------· ---------.-
INVESTIGATION NAME- 1- TO B-A SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR 
NSSOC 10- 76-023C-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.W. 
01 - R.G. 








US NAVAL RESEARCH LA.B 
US NAVAL RE-SEARCH LAB 









THIS EXPERUIENT CONSISTED OF TWO CO"PLETE SETS OF 10141 ZA T I ON~CHA"BER AND ELEe tROPlETER-APlPLI f 1 EM CO"S I NAT IONS. THE IONIZATION CHAPIBERS WERE SENSITIVE TO SDLAII 1 RA'I'S IN THE 
,- TO a-A RANGE. TtlE TWO SETS WERE DlliVEN 0'( SEPARATE POWEll SUP.~LJES, ALTHOUGH ONLY ONE SET WAS SELECTED fOR TELE"ETRT TRAN~"lSSION. DATA WERE TRANS'!lTTEII WITH A 15-s TIPIE RESOLt.~IDN. THE ELECTRO"UER-A"PLlfIERS WERE ABLE TO CHANGE RANGES 1UtO"ATlCALLT OR MANUALLY. THE DETEctORS COULD NOT BE CALIBRATEO IN FLIGHT, BUT THE ELEClROKETEII-APlpLlFlERS COULD DE CALIDIIATEII ON EACH RANGE II1THOUT OEtACHING THE DETECTOR. 
------- SOLRAII 11 A, KIIEPLIN------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION MA"E- 8- TO 16-A SOUR X-RAl "OIHTOR 
PERSONNEL 
PI R .W. 
01 - II.G. 










US NAVAL RES EARCH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
THIS EXPEIIIPI£NT CONSISTED OF TWO CO"PI.EtE SETS Of 10Nl"lATlON-CHA .. aEIl AND ELEtTIlOPlETER-APlPLlfIEII CD"BINA'UONS. THE IONIZATION CHAPIBERS wERE SENSITIVE TO SOLAR X RAYS IN TilE 8- TO 16-A RANGE. THE TWO sETS WERE DRIVEN BY SEPARATE POWER SUPPLIES, ALTHOUGH ONLT ONE SET WAS SEL["CTEO FOR TELEMETRY TRANSKlSSION. DATA WERE TRANS"IlTECI WUH A 30-S U"E RESOLUTION. THE ELECTRO"UER-A"PLHlEIIS WEllE ABLE TO CHANGE RANGES AUTOMATICALLY OR MANUALLY. THE DETECTORS COULO NOT BE CALIBRATED IN FL.!GH-T, BUT THE ELECTROMETER-A-KPLIFIERS COULD BE CALURATED ON £ACH RANGE WUHOUT OElACItING THE DlrTECTOIi. 
------- SOLRAD l1A. KREPLIN-----------------------------------
INVEStiGATION tlA"E- r,r,- to 60-A SOUR I-R-'.Y PlONITOR 
NSSH ID- 76-0Z3C-06 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.W. ICREPLlN 
01 - D.". HORAN 






US NAVAL ReSEARCH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
US NAVAL liES EAIICH LAB 
THIS EXP,EJUMENT CONSISTED Of lWO COPIPLETE SETS Of IONI_UTlON-CHA"SER AND ELEqROflETER-AIIPLIFIER COMBINATIONS .. THE 10NllATION CHAPIBERS ~ERE SENSITIVE TO SOLAR 1 RAYS IN THE r,1o- TO 60-A RANGE. THE TIoI3 SETS WEAE DRIVEN Bl SEPARATE POWER SUPPLIES.. ALTHOUGH ONLY ONE SET WAS SELECTED FOR TELEMETRY TRANS"ISSION. DATA WERE TIIANS'",TED WtTH A 30-S TIPIE RESOLUllON. THE ELECTROPlETEIl-AMPLlfIERS WERE ABLE TO CHANGE cURRENT RANGES AUTO"ATlCALLY 011 MANUALLY. THE ELECTROMETER-A"PUfIERS COULD BE CALIBRATED ON EACH RANGE wITHOUT DETACHING THE DETEtTOR. THE DETECTORS COULD BE CALIBRATED IN FLIGHT 9T COM"ANDING A SHUTTER-MOUNTED RAtIlOAC-nVE SOURCE INTO POStTION. 
------ SOLRAD 1110. .. KREPLIN------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAKE- 170- TO 1050-A SOLAR EUV "ONITOR 
NSSDC ID- 76-0~3C-07 
PERSu;;;:,~1 
PI R •• _ 
01 - R.G. 









us NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
US NAVIIL RESURCH LAB 
us NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
tHIS ElCPERIPlENT CONSISTED OF TI1REE SETS Of LIlHIUPI fLUORIDE PHOTOSENSITI-VE SURFACE DETECTORS COUPLED TO FOUR-RANGE ELECTROMETER-A"PLlFIERS. THE THIIEE SHS WERE NOT REDUNDANT DUE TO THE DIffERENT nLTERS BEING USED. A eERYLLlUJI! FILTER LlPlItED ONE DETECTOR'S RESPONSE TO WAVELENGTHS FROM 170 TO SOO ~. A lIH FILTER U .. ITED A SECONn DETECTOR'S RESPONSE to wAVELENGTHS FROJ!! 4SG TO 8S0 A. AN lNOlo'" HLTER LI"ITED HIE THUD DETECTOR'S RESPONSE TO WAVELEtlGTtlS FROPI 1~S TO 10SO A~ THE DETECTOR-ELECTRO"ETER SETS WERE DRIVEN BT SEPARATE POWER SUPPLIES. EACH OETEtTOR WAS READ E\lERY 7.S S. THE ELEtTROPlETERS COULO BE CALIBRATED OURING FLIGHT WITHOUT DETACHING fHE DETECTOR, ALTHOUGH YI1E IlETECTORS COULD NOT BE CALIBRATED IN fLIGHT. 
------- SOLRAD 11A, kIlEPL!N------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAPlE- 1080- TO 1]50-A SOLAR UV .. ONItOR 
PERSONNEL 
PI - A.W. 
01 - II.G. 







INVESllGATION DlStlPLINE (5' 
SOLAR PHYSICS 
US NAVAL R'Ii'SEARCH LAB 
US H_AVAL R(SEARCH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
THlS ElCPERI"ENT CONSISTED OF ONE 4-RANGE ELECTROPlETER-A"PLJflER AND THREE IONltATlON CHAMBERS. TWO OF THE 10NIlATION CHA"BERS WERE THE STANDAIIO GAS-fILLED CHAPIBERS nOWN ON PREVIOUS SOLRAD SATELLITES. TI1ESE DETECl'lRS, ELECTRONICALLY AND PlECHANICALLY PAIRED, WERE DESICNATEO AS DHECTOR 'A.' THE THIRD 10NIlAlJON CHAMBER WAS AN EVACUATED CHA .. BER WITH A LITHIUM fLUORIDE ~HOTOSENS!llVE SURFACE, AND WAS DEHGNAYED AS DETECTOR 'B~' NORPIALU. DETECTOR B WAS CONTINUOUSLY SELEUED FOR TEU::PlElRY TRANSPIISSION AND WAS REPLACED ONLY OCCASIONALLY BT OFf ECTOR A FOR CALIBRATING BAND EIPERlMENT 9. A MECHANICAL SHunEII, MOVABLE BY COPlPlAND, SHIELDED THE WINDOW Of 8A fROPl THE SUN. THE ELEc.tIlOPlETER-A"PLIF-lER COULD BE cALIBRATED wITHOUT DETACHING TIlE DEl ECTOR fRO" THE DETECTOR STHEPI. DATA WERE SA"PLED AT t5-5 INtERVALS. 
------- SOLRAD 11A, ICREPLIN---------------------------------
INVESTIGATJON NAPlE- 0.5- TO 3-A SOLAR X-RAT "ONITOR 
~ERSONNEL 
PI - R.W. 
01 - R.G. 








SOLAR PHYSI CS 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
THIS EXPERI"ENt CONSISTED OF THREE IONIUT10N CHA"Bt.RS CONNECTED IN PARALLEL TO A SINGLE ELEClRO"ElEIl-APlPLlfIER. THE 10NlLATION CHAPIBERS WERE SENUTIVE TO SOLAII 1 RA1'S IN THE D.S TO 3.0-A RANGE. DATA WERE TRANSPltTTED IinH A 15-S tIPlE RESOLUllON. THE ELECTROMETEA-A"PLJfIER liAS ABL.E TO CHANGE CURRENT IIANGES AUTOPlATlCALL'( OR "ANUALLY. THE DETECTCiRS COULD NOT BE CALIBRATED IN fLIGHT, BUT THE ELECTRO"ETER-AMPLIFJER COULD BE CIILIBRATH ON ElICH RANGE WIlHOUT DE-TA:HlIlG THE DETECTOR. 
------- SOLIIAD 11A, ICREPLIN--------------____________________ _ 
INVESTIGATlON NAPlE- 2- TO ~O-A SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR 
NSSDC 10- 76-0~3C-13 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.W. 
01 - R .G. 









US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
us HAVAL RE-sEARCH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
TH1.S EXPERll1EHT CoNSISTED Of AN lOHllATION CHli"BER AND ONE ELEctIiOPlETtll-APlPLI FIEII. THE IONIIAT ION CHAPlBE" WAS SENSITiVE TO SOLAR 1 RAYS 1N THE t- TO 2.0-A RANGE. DATA WERE TRAHSJllrTTE' dilTH A 30-S TI"E RESOLUTION. THE ELECTROPlt:TER-AHPllFlER WAS ABLE TO CHANGE CURRENT RANGES AUTOPIATICALLY OR MANUALLY. THE DHECTOR COULD HOT BE CAL1BRATED IN fLIGHT, BUT THE ELECTRO"'ETER-AMPlJfIER COULD BE CALJBRATED ON EACH RANGE WIlHOUT DEJIICIfING THf DETECTOR. 
------- SOLRAD 11A~ LAI"RUS-----------~------------------
INVES1IGATION NAPlE- SOLAR WIND SPEClROKETER 
NSSDC ID- 76-0:UC-1S 
PERSONNEL 
PI - A.J. LA'l.ARUS 




PAR1 HLES AND FIELDS 
SPACE PLASPIAS 
KASS INST Of TECH 




""""\t' ,~c. "c.;'I,., 
1 .1. 
BRIEF OESCRIPTION 
TWO "'ODULATEO GRttI fARADAY CUPS (ONE DIREtTED ALONG THE 
SPIN AUS FAtlNG THE SUN, AND ONe IN THE SPIN PLANt) WERE USftl 
10 "EAs-URE IONS AND ELECtRONS IN THE SOLAR WINO (SIC SPIN IS 
ASDUT 4 RPt.,. THE SOLAR PDIHTlNG DETECTOR HAD A SPLIT 
COLLECTOR TO O£TERPIINE THE POSITtVE ION ENERGV SPEtTRUPI IN 24
 
CONTIGUOUS ENERGY WINDOWS fRO" APPRDXIPIATEL'I' 200 VOLTS TO SOOO
 
IIOLlS. DIRECllON Of fLO II TO WllltlN 2. !lEG ""5 OETERftlNED BY
 
COI'IPARISON or tURRENTS OBHIIVEO IN THE THREE 12.0 OfG SEctORS Of
 
TilE cup COLLECTOR. lOTAL ION 1LUII WAS DETER'UNEO BY "OOULAlING 
TilE ENERGY WINDOW BETWEEN APPROXlPlATEU 200 AND SODO VOUS. 
El[ClRDKS WERE lle,EC1ED (IN lItE SIC SPIN PLANE) WlTH THE SECOND 
SOLID COLLECTOR CUP IN 4 CONTlGU()US ENERGY WINDOWS fRO" lO TO 
12.0 EV. tHE E)(PERlfl'ENT~ OPERATED. 1N THREe SAttPLING MODES --
NOR'V.L~ fASl~ AND fAST RATE FLUX MOOE5. IN NORMAL MOOE~ 33 
SAMPLE~ OURING A 6.798-S CYCLE WERE TELEMETEREli6 
'-HOUS ..;EEPING SAMrLE, 2.1. POSITIVE ION ENERGY CHANNEL SAMPLES6 
4 El.et RON CHANNEL SAMPLES~ 1 SAMPLE fROM EACH Of THREE 120 DEG 
seCTORS Of THE SPLIT COLLEnOR CUP. ANCl 1 POSITIVE ION fLUX
 
SAMPU. THIS SEQUENCE WAS REPEAlED EI/flll 2 MIN. IN THE FAST 
MODE~ 10 Of ELEVEN 6.798-5 SEQUENCES WERE TELEMETERED EIIERl ~ 
MIN. IN THE fAST RATE fLUX 1'100£0, THE ElIPERUIENT I'Ie-.sURES THE
 
TOTAL PROTON FLUX6 TOTAL ELECTRON rLUX~ ANI) THE THREE 120 DEG 
SECTOR fLuxes EVERY 1.030 S FOR 6 'UtES (6.180 5"1 6 WAlTS 11 S~ 
ANO REPE"TS THE 6 SEQUENCES. 
------
- SOLRAD 1'" 6 "'EEK 1 NS-------------~------------------
INIIESTI:;"TION ""ME- CONTINUUM (8.8 A) ANO M"GNESIUI'I LINE 
(9.17 A AND 8.42 A) MONlTOR 
PERSONNEL 






us NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
SOLAR _ RAYS WERE OBSERVED IN THE MAGNESIUfII-11 AND -lZ 
LiliES (9.11 A AND 8.1,2 ") AND IN TNE CONTINUUM AT 8.8 ". THREE 
SIIA CRYSTALS fUED AT THREE DiffERENT ANGLES "LLOWED SOLAR x
 
RAYS TO UNDERGO flRST-ORDER BRAGG REFLECTION INTO THREE
 
PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS. IF THE SPA[ECRAfT SPIN AXIS HAD BECOI'IE 
IMPROHRLY ORlENTED~ TilE SPECTROI'IETER WOULD HAVE FUNctiONED 
PROPERLY I F THE ASPECT ANGLE HAD BEEN NO "ORE THAN 1 DEG Off
 
NOI'IINAL, ALTHOUGH THE IHSTRUfIIENT WOULD THEN HAVE FUNCTIONED AS
 
A SCAnNING SPECTROMETER WITH AN ExUEfIIELY SMALL SPECTRAL RANGE
 
110 THE VICINITY OF THE TARGET WAVELENGTHS. DATA WERE
 
ACCUI'IULATED OVER INTERVALS OF 1/64 Of A SPACECR"FT'S SPIN 
:~~~~:iMAt~~~ l-~~~ ou:!~i~~~ENT. HAD A SAMPLING CYCLE or 
------
- SOLRAD ",1., fIIEEKlNS-~------------~--------------------
INVE-nIGAnON NA",E- BR"GG X-RAY POLARI"ETER 
HSSDC ID- 76 w 023C-H 
PERSONNEL 







US N"VAL RESEARCH LAB 
THIS EXPERIf'tENT UTlLIlEII A qTHIU" FLUORIDE CRYSTAL, 
fiXED AT AN ANGLE TO ALLOW SOLAR X RAYS Of ABOUT 2.8 A TO
 
UNDERGO fIRST-ORDER BRAGG REFLECT'ION INTO A PROPORlIONAL
 
COUNTER. SINCE THE REFLECTION OF POLARIZED RADIATION DEPENDED
 
UPON THE ANIiLE BETWEEN THE ELECTRIC VECTOR Of THE RADIATION AND
 
THE REFLECTlNG ANGLE OF THE CRYSTAL. THE SPIN OF THE SATELLITE
 
"OOULAtED iHE INTENSITY Of REFLECTED POLARUED RADUT10N. DATA
 
PULSES ASSOCIATEa WlTH 45-DEG SECTORS IN TilE ROLL DIRECTION 
WERE ELEctRONICALLY GATED INTO CORRESPONDING ACCU"ULATORS. 
SIGNAL V"RIATIONS FROM SECTOR TO SEClOR ·INDICATED THE PRESENCE
 
OF POLARIZED RAOHUON. DATA fOR EACH I,S-DEG SECTOR
 
ACCUMULATED fOR "N INTEGRAL NUI'I8ER Of SPlNS AND READ OUT ONCE
 
IN EACH 2:-I'IIN TELEI'IETRY CYCLE. 
-----
- SOLRAO 11A, SfIIATHERS-------------------------------'-
INVESTIGATION NAME- X-RAY "ONITOR (0.1-1.6 A, 0.5-3 A~ 
1-1, A) 
NSSOC 10- 76-023C-02 
PERSONNEL 




SOLAR PHYSI CS 
X-RAY ASTRONOMY 
US NAVAL RESEARCH L"B 
.. i = -)=-' ·~r. c' 
."1."",." .. ,";",-,, .. _",.,. . ~ 
OlliEF OESCRJPTlON 
FOUR ELECTRONICALLY P"IRED~ GAS-fILL£D6 PROPORTIONAL 
COUNTERS WERE US EO 10 fIIEASURE X-RAY E"15510N BETWEEN I, AND 100 
"EV IN fOUR CHANNELS. ALL fOUR OETEnORS HAD 10-I'IIL BERYLLIUM
 
W1NOOW5 PLUS AtJlllTIONAL ALU,UNUJII OR BERYLLlUJil I'IATERIAL MOUNTEO 
IN fRONT Of THE OETECtORS. EACII OETECTOR WAS SAfIIPLED ONCE
 
tVERY 7.5 56 ALTHOUGH AN OPTIONAL I'IODE fRANS"JTTED DATA fRO" 
ONLY ONE OR TWO DETECTORS, EHECTtI/ELY QUA~;:-·lrLING OR DOUBLING 
THE SAMPLING RATE or THAT DETECTOR. IN-rLlbHT CALIBRATION WAS 
PERfORMED USING A RA010ACllVE SOURce '"'" W"S MI/ED IN fRONT O
f 
litE DETECTORS UPON COJllfllAND. 
------
- SOLRAD l1A~ VA"POLA-~---------------------~---~--------
INVESTIGATION NAfIIE- SOLAR FLARE ELECTRONS 
NSSDC lD- 76-023C-22 
PERSONNEL 
PI - A.L. 
01 - J .B. 









PARTJ CLES AND flELDS 
AEROSPACE CORP 
AEROSP"C[ CORP 
US N"VAL RESEARCH LAB 
THIS EXPERIMENT "'[-ASURED SOLAR ELECTRONS. TWO PEIII'IANENT 
MAGNETS WERE USED TO "OMENTUM-ANALYZE INCltJENT ELECTRONS. 
ARRAYS or SILICON DETECTORS COUNTED INCIOENT ELECTRONs IN 1
2 
ENERGY CHANNELS FROfll l' !CEV TO 1.5 fIIEV. SPIN-I"TEGRATEIl DATA 
WERE OBTAINE!! ONCE EVERY ~ MIN, EkCEPT THAT 1,'-I([V AND I,OS-ItEV 
DAtA WERE SECTORED INTO QUADRANTS6 AND 60-KEV "NO 610-ICEV DnA 
WERE OBTAINED IIITH 15-5 RESOLUUOH. 
------
- SOLRAD 111., WELLER. JR.--------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- GEOCORONAL-EnRATERRESTRIAL EUV -
DETECTOR , 
NSSOC 10- 76-023C-18 
PERSONNEL 







US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
A COLLIM"TED [HANNELTRON PHOTOMULTIPLIER MOUNTED BEHIND A 
fiLTER WHEEL W"5 USED TO I'IEASURE EUV RADlAlION FROM NON SOL"R 
SOURCES. THE flLTU WHEEL ALLOWED VARIOUS EMISSION LINE
S 
BETWEEN zoo AND 1400 A TO BE ISOLATED, AS WELL AS ALLOWING
 
IN-FUGitT CALIBRATION THROUGH THE USE Of A RAOIOACHVE SOURCE. 
THE DETECTOR WAS I'IOUNTEO TO LOOK 90 DEG OFF THE SPIN AUS OF
 
THE SPACECRAFT AND SWEPT THE CELESTIAL SPHERE IN ABOUt 
6 
MONTHS. EACH DAlA SAI'IPLE WAS ACCUMULATED OVER INCREMENTS O
F 
1/64 Of THE SP"CECRAff'S SPIN6 IIITH THE SAI'IPLE SOURCE 
REfERENCED TO EITIIER A STAR PULSE OR THE EIIRTH PULSE. THE DATA
 
WERE READ OUT IN 2-MIH lNTERVALS. THlS EXPERIMENT OPERAtED NO
 
"ORE THAN 1 H PER DAY. 
------
- SOLRAD 11"~ WELLER~ JR.------------------------------
INVESTlG"TION NAME- GEOCORONAL-EXTRA1ERRESTRIAL EUV -
DetECTOR 2 
PERSONNEL 







US NAVAL RESf "RCH LAB 
A COLLIMATEll CHAHNELTRON PIIOTOI'IULTIPLIER ",OUNTEO_ BEHIND A 
FILTER WHEEL WAS USED TO MEASURE EUV RADIATION fROM NON SOLAR
 
SOURCES. THE FILTER WHEEL ALLOWED VARIOUS EfIIlSSION uro/ES
 
BETWEEN 200 "NO 1400 " TO BE ISOLATED, AS WELL AS ALLOWING
 
IN-fLIGHT CALJfRATlON THROUGH THE USE. Of A RADIOACTIVE SOURCE. 
THE DEl ECTOR ,""5 MOUHT£O TO LOOK 90 DEli Off THE SPIN AlliS OF 
THE SPACECRAfT "NO SWEPT THE CELEsnAL SPHERE IN ABOUT 
6 
MONTHS. EACH DA·TA .=AJijPLE WAS ACCU"'ULATED OVER INCREI'IENTS Of 
1/61, Of THl SPACECRAFl'S SPIN .. WITH THE SAMPLE SOURCE
 
REFERENCED TO EHHER ... STAR PULSE OR THE E"RTH PULSE. THE llAU
 
WERE READ OUT H 2-IUN. HHERVALS. THlS ElIPERlI'lENT OPERATEll NOT
 
"'ORE THAN \ II PE~ DAY. 
------
- SOLRAD 11~. YATES---------------------~----------------
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NS5GC 11)- 76-023[-20 
PERSONNEL 
PI ., Ie. TATES 






PARTICLES AND rIELD$ 
USAf CAMBRIDGE RES LAB 
US NAVAL RESEAItCH LAB 
TIIO TOTALLY DEPLETED SILICON SURfACE. BARRtER DETECTORS IN 
A COltfCtPENCE TELESCOPE ARRANGEIIENT WEllE USU) TO DETECT ,- TO 
100-1'1£11 PROTONS AND 10- to 100-11£11 ALPHA PARTICLES. PULSE 
HUGHT ANALYSIS "Nil SUITABLE LOGIC ELEMENTS WERE useo TO 
PROVIDE 11 PROTON CHANNELS AND 4 ALPHA PARTICLE CHANNELS. THE 
TELESCOPE WAS INSENSITIVE TO LIGHT AND 10 ELECTRONS. IIERT 
LIT'TLE fLU~ DIRECTIONALITY INFORI'IATtON WAS OBTAINED. 
------- SOLIIAD 11 II. Y At ES--------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOll-ENERGY PROTON SPECTROl'!eTU 
NSSDC 10· 76-0Z3C-Zl 
PERSONNEL 
PI - 1(. YAYES 






PARl1CLES AND FIELDS 
usAf GEOPHYS LAb 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
TIIO TOTALLY DEPLETED SILl CON SURfACE BARRIER IlETECTORS, 
fIOUNlE~ IN A SERIES, MEASURED PR(lTONS BnWEEN 150 xu ,1,1'10 6 
"EV. PUL"E HEIGHT ANALYSIS OF PULSES GENERATED IN- THE fRONT 
DETECTOR, WIlICH IIERE UIIACCO!1PANIED IIY PULSES IN THE REAR 
DETECTOR. SEPAIIATED TilE PROTON CpUNls INTO 12. ENERGY CH'NNELS. 
PfR"ANENT "AGnETS WERE USLO TO DEFLECT INCIDENT ELECTRONS WITH 
ENERGIES LESS THAN Z KEV. VERY LlnlE FLUX 01RECTlONALlH 
INfORKATIOH WAS nOTAINED. 
SPACECRAfT COKI'ION NA"E- SOLRAD 1\0 
"LTERNATE NA!1Es- SOLRAD HI-TRIP .. SESP PH-lll 
sp11,-11l, SESP NO. NRL-111-0Z61, 
SRD-110 
NSSOC 111- 16-0230 
lAUNCH DAlE- 03/15176 WEIGHT- 102..15 KG 
LAUNCH snE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES 
L"UNCH VEHltLE- TITAN 
SPONSOR I NG COUNTR1/AGEHU 
UNItED STATES 
INITIAL ORIlIl PAR""ETERS 
ORBn TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBn PUIOD- 7116.7 MIN 
PERlAPSIS- 115720. Ii:M 
PERSONlfEL 
PM - E.W. PETERKIN 
PS - R.W. I:;IIEPLtN 
URtEF OESCRIP1tON 
DOD-NAVY 
EPOCIl DATE- 07/01116 
INCLINATION- l~.6 DEG 
APOAPSIS- 11664S. K" 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEAliCIl LAB 
SOlRAD 118 WAS ONE OF A PAIR Of IDENTlCAL SAtELLITES TNAT 
\litRE PLACED IN A (lIlCULAR EQUHDRlAl DRBIT OF 2.0 EARTH RADH. 
THE SATELLITES .. WHICH WERE ORIENTED TOIIARDS THE SUN .. PROVIOEO 
100 PERCENT REAL-TIME. CONTINUOUS I'ION110R1NG Of SOLAR X-R,", 
UV. AND ENERGETIC PARTICLE EMISSIONS. EXPERUfENTS INCLUDED 
BROADBAND ION CHAMIIERS OBSERVING SOLAR It RAYS BETWEEN 0.1 AND 
60 A, PIIOPOll110NAL COUNTERS AND SCINTILLATORS OBSERVING SOLAR It 
RAYS BElllfEN 2 AND 150 KEV .. AN EUV DETECTOR COVERING THREE 
BANDS BETWEEN 170 AND 1000 A .. A VARIABLE RESOLUHON 
EBEFiT-FASTtE SPECTROMETER COVERING TilE W"VElENGTIl RANGE Of 1100 
TO 1600 A (RESOLUTION -- 1 TO 2.5 Al, A SOLAR lUND "ONnOR, 
SOLAR PROTON, ELECTRON, AND ALPIIA PARTICLE IIONlTORS, TWO X-RAY 
p'OlARlfIIETERS (DNE UTIlIUHG BRAGG SCAllER!NG AND THE OTHER 
UllLIUHG THOfllPSON SCATTERING). A BRAGG SPEtTROfllETER OSSERV_ING 
"'AGNEHU!'I-11 AND -12. LINES.. A LARGE-AREA AURORAL It""RAY 
DETEC.TOR, AND A rASSIVELY COOLED SOLID-STATE X-R"Y DETECTOR TO 
!'IEASURE BACKGROUND X-RA~ EMISSIONS. 
------- SOLRAn I1B, BlAKE-----------------------------·------
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR PROTONS 
NSSDC 10- 76-02.30-110 INVfSTlGAHVE PROGRA" 
SESP 
tNVE'STIGAllON DISCIPLUiE rS1 
SOLAR PHlS lCS 
'14 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J .0. BLAKE AEROSPACE CORP 
01 - R.W. KREPLIN US NAVAL RESEARCH lAl~ 
BRIEf DESCRIpTION 
A P"IR Of IDENTlCAL SENSORS liAS fIIOUNTED ON TilE 
SPAcECRAFT .. III·'1l ONE ON THE SOLAR-ORIENTED SURFACE <THIS 
flPERIMENTl AND ONE ON THE ANTIS-OLAR SURfACE tUPERHIENT 
76-02.111-2.:1). e .. cll SENSOR WAS A TWO-ELEMENT COUNTER US ING 
DISK-SHAPED SE"ICONDUCTORS AS DET£CTOR ElE"ENTS, IIITH SHIELDING 
M"TERIAl IN FRONT OF AND BetWEEN TilE TWO DETECTOR ELEMENTS. 
TIlE DETECTOR ELEMENTS IIERE CONNECTED TO CHARGE-SENSITIVE 
AMPLIFIERS. COINClIlENCE ANI) PULSE HUGill ANALYSIS WERE USED TO 
SEPARATE PULSES PRODUCED BY 2·"Ev PROTONS. 10-MEV PROTONS, 
4.S-MEV AlPIlA PARTICLES .. 7.S-MEV AlPHA PARllClES .. AND IlEAVY 
NUCLEI (l GRE"TER THAN Z, E GREATER THAN 3 ",EV PER NUCLEON). A 
COMPLETE SET Of OATA POINTS WAS OBTAINED EVERY 2 'IlN. 
.------ SOlRAD 11~, IIlAKE---------·---------------·------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- O"'NIOIRECTIONAL PROTONS 
NSSDC 10- 76-0230-17 
PERSO"NEL 
P: - J .0. BLAKE 






PARlI-CLES AND fiELDS 
AEROSPACE CORP 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
TillS EXPERIMENT liAS DES·IGNED TO MEASURE SOLAR PROTONS AND 
ALPIl'\ PARTlCLES. A SET Of fIVE S"ALl SILICON CUBICAL 
SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS liAS USED TO SEPARAl'ELY "EASURE THE 
O"NIDIRECTIONAL PROTON AND ALPIlA PARTICLE FLUXES IN tilE 
ENERGY/NUCLEON RANGES 5 TO 20, 10 TO Z5, ZO TO 1,0, SO TO 90, 
AND 100 TO t60 "'EV. A lWO-ELEJIIENT snUCONDUClOR TELESCOPE USED 
COINCIDENCE REQUIREl'IENTS AND PUlSE-IlElGHT ANALYSIS TO DElERIIlHE 
PROTON fLUXES IN FIVE DifFERENTIAL ENERGY CIlANNElS FROfll 20 TO 
500 KEV AND IN THREE INTEGRAL CIlANNElS ,1,7 O.S, 1, AND 1.5 "'EV. 
THE 36- TO 14-Ii:EV DATA "NO THE 1-"'EV OA7A WERE SEClORED INTO 
IIUADRANTS, WIlILE TilE REMAINING CHANNELS YIELDED SPIN-INTEGRATED 
DATA. THE INSTRU"ENl CONUSTEIl Of A PHOTO"ULlTlPLIER TUllE 
VIEWING A THIN PLASTIC SClNTtLLATOR FOIL. PULSE-HEIGHT 
ANALYS"1S WAS USED To SEPARHE IONS INTO FIVE GROUPS (1" 1 .. Z, 
6 TO 10, 12 TO 18, AND GREAT Ell THAN 18). THE !ONS HAD ENERGY 
TIlRESIlOLDS OF O.S MEV/NUCLEON (1 1 OR Z) THROUGIl 0.8 
MEV/NUCLEON (Z GRUTER TIl"N 18). TilE 1=2 AND Z:6 THROUGH 10 
DATA WERE SECTOREO INTO fOUR QUADR"NTS. ThE REMAINING DATA 
WERE SPIN-INTEGRATED. A CO"PLETE SET OF "EASUREMENTS liAS .. AilE 
ONCE EVERY 2. f'llN. 
INVESTIGATlON NA"E- ANllSOLAR PROTONS 
NSSDC 10- 76-02.30-23 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J.B. BLAKE 





PARTICLES AND nELliS 
AEROSPACE CORP 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
A P"IR OF IDENTICAL SENSORS WEltE fIIOUIHED ON TilE 
SPACECRAfT, WITH ONE ON TilE ANTI SOLAR SURFACE (tHIS E~PERI"EHTl 
AND ONE: ON TIlE SOLAR-ORIENTED SURfACE (EXPERJ"ENT 76-0Z3D·14). 
EACH SENSOR liAS A TWO-ELEMENT COUNTER TElECOPE USING 
DlSI(-SHAPEIl SE"ICONDUCTORS AS DETECTOR ELEfIIENTS, WIlH SHlELOIHG 
MATERIAL IN fRONT Of AND IIETWEEN THE TIIO DETECTOR ELE"ENTS. 
TilE DETECTOR ElEI'IENTS WERE CONNEClE:O TO CIlARGE-SENSllIVE 
APlPL1neRS. COINCIDENCE AND PUlSE-IIE-tGIlT ANALYSIS WERE USED TO 
SEPARATE PULSES PRODUCED IIY 2-MEV PROTONS, 10-PlEV PROTONS, 
4.5·/tE:V ALPIlA P"R.T1cLES, 1.S·I'!EV ALPIlA PART1CLES. AND IlEloVY 
NUCLEI (Z GR[;ATER THAN 2. .. E GREATER TIlAN 3 MEV PEA NUCLEON). A 
COfllPLETE SET OF DATA POINTS WAS OBTAINED EVERY 2. "IN. 
INVESTIGATI~N NA"E- STELLAR/AURORAL X RAYS 
PERSONNEL 
PI - E.1. BlItA" 







US NAVAL RESEARCH l"a 


























-L .. .0J. .,1 
B~lEf O~SCR1PTlON 
THIS EltPER1I'IENT CONS151£1) Of THREE PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS 
SENS-111VE TO • RAYS BETWEEN 1 AND 8 A. THESE PROPOIIT'lONAL 
COUNTERS WERE IIOUN1£O ON TilE SlDE OF THE SATELLITe AND OIllENTEO 
1,5 OEG~ 90 DEG, AND 135 DEG OFF THE SPIN AllIS. THE COUNTING 
tlAtUnS WERE CONTROLLEO BY THE ROLL PERI00 AND STNCHRONlZEO TO 
THE SUR AN II/OR EART" PULSES $0 THAT OUA. SA"PLES COULII BE 
AS5DClATE:D WITH PCRHDNS Of THE SU. THE STELLAR POILTION Of 
TillS ElU'fUIIENT liAS ABLE TO IIAP CDS"IC X·RAY SOURCES AND 10 
SWEEP THE ENHRE tELE_STlAL SPHERE IN ABOUT 6 MONTHS. THE 
AURORAL PORTION Of THE eXPERIMENT WAS tIESIGNED TO "aNnOI! 
AURORAL X-RAY E!'II5SUNS FROI'! TilE EARTH. THE STELLAR PORTION 
S""PLING CYCLE TOOl( 16 IIIHI WHILE THr, AURORAL PORliON REQUIIIEQ 
~ "'IN FOR A S,,,MPLlNG ntl.E. 
•• --.-- SOLRAD l1B, DOSCHEK--·-----------------------------
----
INVESTJGAliON HAKE- THOMSON K-RAY POLARlMETlR 
NSSDC ID- 76-023D-l0 
PERSONNEL 







US ,lAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
INCIOEN1 SOLAR K RAYS II ERE SCATTnEI) BT A BLOr:..: Of 
LOII-DENSIT, MATERIAL SUCH AS LlfHIUM, LtTHIU" HYOR1"E
, OR 
BERYLLIUM. POLAlIllED It IIAYS WERE PREFEIIElHUllT SCATTERE
D 
WHILE NON POLARUEQ It RAYS WERE SUTTERED ISOTROPICALL'. TWO 
., 
PROPOIlTiONAL COUNTERS, EACH WllH A TWO-CHANNEL PULSE HE
IGHl 
ANALnER 10 PROVIDE ENERGY RESOLU1lDN IN 2- TO 10-ICEV AND 
10-
TO 50-KEII BANDS. WERE MOUNTED ON OPPOSHE SlOES Of 
THE 
SCATtERING BLOCK. AS 1I1E SA1ElLlTE ROLLED, THE SCATlER
ING 
BLOCit AND THE DElECTORS wEllE ROTAtED WllH RESPECT TO lHE PL
ANE' 
Of POlAllllA1l0N Of THE INClOENl 11 RAYS. lHE DATA WEllE G
ATED 
ELECTRONICALLY INTO ACCU .. ULA1DRS ASSOUATEO IU1H IoS-DEG SECT
ORS 
IN THE ROLL DIIIECTION. CTCLI'C PULSE-COUNT VARIATIONS f
RO .. 
SEtTOR TO SECTOR REVULEO POLARllATION IF PRESENT. THE 
DATA 
rllO" tHE 45-0EG SECTORS WERE ACCU .. ULATEO FOR AN INTEGRAL NU .. B
ER 
OF SPINS DUIUNG EACH 30-5 SA .. PLING C'ClE AND THEN READ OUl O
N 
CO .. MANO. A RADIOACTIVE SOURCE SWUNG OUT BET .. EEN EACH DETE
etOR 
AND TilE SCATTERING BlOtlt FOR CALIBRATION IN fLlGtlt. 
------
. SOLRAD 118, EIIANS------------------------------------
INVESTIGAtiON NA"E- COS"IC G""MA-RAY BUlIst AND BACKGROUND 
DETECTOR (O.2 to 2.0 MEVl 
NSSDC 10- 76-0230-l5 
PERSONNEL 
PI - w.O. EVANS 





GA .... A-RA~ ASTRONO .. ' 
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB 
lOS ALA"OS Stl LAB 
THIS EKPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED fOR THE s-TUDY OF THE 
GAII"A-RAY BACkGROUND AND TilE DETECTION OF GAMMA-RA' BURS
TS. 
THE EXPERlf'!ENTAL COttFIGURAliON CONSISTS Of TWO IDENT
ICAL 
DETECTORS .. OUNTED 180 DEG APARt AND lOOKlNG OU1WARO RADlA
llt. 
TilE FOV FOil EACH DETECTOR APPROACHES 4 PI, .. ITH SOlliE REDUCT
ION 
RESULTING fROM SHAOOWING BY THE SPACECRAFT "ASS. lifE B
AStC 
CO .. PONENTS OF EAtH UNll ARE -- (0 A CESIUIt IODIDE CIIYSTAl, (l) 
PIIOTO .. UlTlPLlER WITH ASSOtlATED POWER SUPPLY AND AKPLJfIE
RS. 
AND (3) PUlSE HUGHT ANALYlERS. TilE ENERGY COVERAGE IS FRO"
 
0.2 TO 2.0 "EV, AND 1,5 RESOLVED IHTO PASSBANOS Of O.i!. TO 0.3
, 
0_3 TO 0.4, 0.4 TO 0.6, 0.2 TO Z.O, 0.3 TO 2.0, "':-ID 0.6 TO 
2..0 
"~V. BACKGIIOUNO PlONITORING IS AffECTED B' ACIlU"ULAllON Of 20-5 
AVERAGES BUILT UP OF 14.6 I'IS SAMPLINGS Of EITHER T.IIE 0.2-
TO 
2.0- OR 0.3- 10 2.0-MEV PASSBAND. tHE SIGNAtURE Of A BURST
 IS 
THE OBSERVAllON OF A 7-SIGPIA INCREASE IN tHE BACKGROUND 
OVER 
ailE 62:8-PlS PERJOD_ DURING A BURS1, 11. BLOCkS Of DA1A ARE 
RECORDED. fA"H BLOCK REPRESENTS EIGHT READOUTS OF THE 0.'2
- TO 
2.0- OR 0.3- TO 0.6- IIEV PASSBAIHII PLUS ONE READING Of HCII
 OF 
THE 0.2- TO OJ-, 0.3- TO 0.4-, 0.1,- TO 0.6-. AND 0.6- TO 1.0-
"EV PUSBANDS. IF lHE BURST LASTS lONGER THAN OIiE STOR
AGE 
CYCLE, UP TO SEVEN ADDITIONAL STORAGE CTCl£S "AY BE USED. 
TilE 
READOUT OF THE DATA FOR A rUll SET Of STORAGE CTCLE,S TAkfS
 64 
"IN. 
INVesT'lGATION NAME- 1175- TO 1800-A SOLAR UV SPECTROMETER 






.L "-',' L. r 
PERSONNEL 
PI - P.O. FELDMAN JOHNS HOP)(iNS U 
01 - R.... KREPllN US NAVAL 
IlEs-EAIICH LAB 
BRief DESCRIPTION 
THIS ElPERUIENT USED AOlATABlE GRAUIIG, OPERATING IN 
flRST OIlDEII TO MEASURE 'HE SOLAR ELEC1RO"AGNETlC SPEC
TRUM 
BETWEEN 1175 AND 1800 A. A PHOtO"ULTIPLIER TUBE DETECtED 
RADIAtiON REflECTED TIIROUGH AN OPTICAL SYSTE'" fRO .. THE GRAT
ING. 
T .. O SCANNING IIATES WERE AVAILABLE A fAST-RATE
. 
lO"-RESOLUtION ftODE IN WHICII THE EN11RE 625
wA RANGE WAS COVERED 
IN 93.15 5, USING lS-A SEGI'IENTS fOR EACH DA'A SA"PLE, AND A 
SLOW-RAfE, HIGH-RESOLUTION I'IOOE IN WHICH THE 62.5-A RAIIGE 
.. AS 
COVfRED IN 12.5 "JN~ USING 3.1Z5-A SEG!'IENTS. 
-----
- SOLIIAD 11B, fill Tl.-_______ ~w _________________________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NA!'IE- 15- 10 150-)(EV SOLAII .-RAy .. 0111 TOR 
NSSDC 10- 76-02'D-01 
PERSONNEL 







TillS EXPERI .. ENl USED CESIU!'I IODIDE SCINTILLATOR 
SURROUNDED BY A PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR OPERATED 
IN 
ANTICOINCIDENCE TO SCREEN OUT BAC)(GRoutID COUNTS. PULSE I'EIGHT 
ANALYSIS P_ROVIDED SOLAR SPEC1RA IN tilE flANGES rRO" 15 TO 20 ..
 20 
TO 3D .. 30 TO 60, AND 60 TO 150 KEV. NOR"ALl', OAH WER
E 
tELEPIETEREO FRO .. EACII CHANNEL EVERT 1.5 S, ALTHOUGH liN OPtlONAL 
"ODE SELECTED THE 20- TO 30-)(EV CHANNEL FOR TRANS!,!ISSION EVER'( 
1.875 S. IN-fLIGHT CALIBRATION WAS "AGE USING A AAOIOAC1
1VE 
SOURtE~ WHICH SWUNG IN FRONT Of lHE IlEHCTOR UPON CO .. IIAND AND 
REI'IAINED THEilE FOR A 2-"IN rELEI"ETRY CYCLE. TIlE OVE
l/ALl 




- SOlRAO 118, FRITZ-----w------------~-------------------
INVESTIGATION "A"E- X-RA' BACKGROUND 
PERSONNEL 
PI G.G. 
01 - A. 










us IIAVAl AESEARCH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
JOHNS HOP)(INS U 
A SOLID-STATE DETECTO~ (GER"ANIUN OR LlTHturl-DRIFlEO 
Sll.1tON) WAS USED TO MEASURE THE GALACTIC I-AAT :'A()(GROUIIIl IN 
THE 0.5w TO 20-)(EV RANGE WITH AN ENERGY RESOLUTtOIi OF BETTER 
THAN 0.3 KEV. TO REACH THE DESIAED O.l-KEII ENERGY RESOLUT
ION. 
THE DETECTOR HAD TO BE PASSIVELY COOLEO TO 70 TO 100 HLVlf.!. 
THE INSTRU"ENT WAS "OUNTED ON TilE AHTrSOlAR SIDE OF
 THE 
SPACECAAf-T AND SWEPT OUT A BAND NEAIILY 20-DEG WIDE~ CENTERED 
NEAR lHE ECLIPllC PLANE AS THE SATELLITE IIOIIEO AROUND THE S
UN. 
THE DETECTOR OUTPUT UNDERWENT A 256-CHANNEl ANALySIS 10 PROD
UCE 
tHE ENERGY SPECTRU... ALL 256 CHANNELS WEllE READ OUT IN 16 "
IN. 
A RADIOACTII1E SOURCE IIOUNTED ON A SHUTtER WAS USED TO PROVt
DE 
IN FLIGHT CALIBRATION Of lHE DETECTOR_ 
------
- SOLRAD 11BI )(REPLIN--------------w-w-------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- 1- TO 8-A SOLAR K-RAY .. ONITOR 
NSSDC Ib- 76-0Z3D-04 
, __ PERSONNEL 
. PI-R.W. 
01 - R.G. 









US NAVAL IIESEAIICH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
THIS EJ.PERl"'ENt CONSIStED OF twO COI'IPLETE 5£1,5 or 
IONI z-ATION-CIIAMBER AND ElECTRO"ETER-A"PLI F I ER CO"B tNAT IO
NS. 
THE IPNIZATIO~ CHA"BERS WEAE SENSITIVE TO SOLAR X RAYS IN THE 
1- TO 8-A AANGE~ THE TWO SETS WERE bRlVEN BY SEPARATE POIIEII 
SUPPLIES', ALTHOUGH ONLY ONE SET \lAS SElECTED fOR TELE ..
 e-TR_' 
TIlANS"ISSlON. DATA WERE lRANs .. ll1eb W1111 A 15·S T
l"E 
RESOLUTION. THE ELECTP.O .. ETEA-~~PlIFIERS "ERE ABLE TO CHANGE 
RANGES AUTOMATICALL, OR. PlANUALl'(. T_NE OHECTOoiS COULD NOT BE 
tAL1BllATEll IN FLIGHT, BUT THE ELECTRO"ETER-A"PLIFIERS COUL
D BE 
























------- SOLRAtI 118, II:REPLll1----------------------~ -------____ _ 
INVESTlGIUIDN HAIIE- 8- TO 16-A SOLAR I-RAY "OHl~OR 
tlSSOC ID- 111-0231>-05 
f'ERSOHIU:L 
PI It .W. 
01 - R.G. 









US N,IIVAL RESEARPI LAB 
US NAVAL RES EARtH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH lAB 
THU ElCPERl"ENT CONS anD Of T\IIO CO"PLETE sns 0, 
IONIZATJON-CHA"SEIi AND ElECTRONETEIl-AMPLlrlER COI'IBINAT'JONS. 
THE IONlZATtON CH""SERS WERE SENSITIVE TO SOLAR X RAYS IN THE 
8- TO t6-A RANGE. THE TIIO SETS WEU DRIVEN BY SEPARATE POWER 
SUPPLlES. ALTHOUGH ONLY ONE SET WAS SELECTEO fOil TELEMETRY 
TRANSMISSION. DATA WERE TRANSNlTT£D WlT" A 30-5 TINe 
RESOLUTION. THE ELEtTRO"ETEA-',~f'LlfIERS WERE ABLE TO CHANGE 
R'\NGES \UTOrlATICAllY OR rlANUAlLY. THE DETECTORS COULD HOT BE 
CALIBRATED IN FLIGHT, BUT THE ELECTROI'IElER-AMPLlfiERS COULIl BE 
CALtBRATED ON EACH RANGE IUTHOUT !.ETACHING THE DETECTOR. 
------- SOlRAD l1B, KREPLIN------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- 44- TO 6o-A SOUR I-AAY "ONlTOR 
tlSSOC 111- U-02lD-06 
PERSONtiEL 
PI - R.II. 
01 - D.M. 









US NAVAL IIESURCN LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF TWO COMPlEtE SETS Of 
10NIlA TI ON-CHAMBER AND ElECTROMe-TER-AMPLI flER COPIBINA T IONS. 
THE 10N1lAlION CHAMBEIIS WERE SENSHIVE TO SOLAR X RAYS IN THE 
44- TO 60-.1. RANGE. THE TWO SETS WERE DIIIVE:, ClY SEPARATE PO .. ER 
SUPPLIES, ALTHOUGH ONLY ONE SET WA~ SELE.::tED FOR TELEMETRY 
TRANSIHSSION. DATA IIERE TRANSMITTED WlTll A lOwS TIME 
RESOLUTION. THE ELEC1"ROMETER-APlPLlfIERS IlEAE ABLE to CHANGE 
CURRENT RANGES AUTO"ATlCALLY OR "ANUALLT. THE 
ELECTROPIETER-AMPLJFIERS COULD BE CALIBRATED ON EACH RANGE 
WITHOUT DEtACHING TltE DElECTOR. THE DETECTORS COULD BE 
CALIBRATED IN fLIGHT BY CO"PlANDING SHUTTER-"OUNTED 
RADIOACTIVE SOUACE uno POSITION. 
------- SOLRAD l1B, kREPlIN------------------------------------
IIlVE;;TIGATlON NAPlE- 170- TO 10~0-A SOLAR EUV MONITOR 
NSSOC 10- 76-0230-07 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.II. kREPLlN 
01 - R.G. TAYLOR 






US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
THlS" EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF THREE SETS Of LITIlIUII 
fLUORIDE PHOTOSENSITIVE SURfACE DnECTORS COUPLED TO FOUR-RANGE 
ELECTROI1E-TER-AIIPLIFIERS. THE THREE SETS WEllE NOT REDUNDANT DUE 
TO THE DIFfERENT fILTERS BEING USED. A BEIITLLIUII fILTER 
Ll'IITED ONE DETECTOR'S RESPONSE TO IIAVELENGTHS fRO" 170 TO 500 
A. A TIN OllER Ll"lTED A SECOND DETECTOR'S ResPONSE TO 
WAVE. .. ENGTHS fRail 450 TO 850 A. AN INDIU" FILTER LIPllTED THE 
THIRD DETECTOR'S RESPONSE TO IIAVELEUGTHS FROM 7Z5 TO 1050 A. 
THE DETECTOR-ELECTRO"HER SETS WERE DRIVEN BY SEPARATE POWER 
SUPPLIES. EACH DnECTOR WAS READ EVEAT 7.5 S. THE 
ELECTROMfCTt ~S COULD BE CALIBRATED DURING fLIGHT WITHOUT 
DETACHING l'lE DElEUOR, ALTHOUGH THE DETECTORS COULD NOT BE 
CALIBRATED IN fLI.GHT. 
------- SOl;RJ.,~ l1B, !tREPLIH----------------------------------
INVESHGAlI.ON NAI'I:O- 1080- TO 1350-A SOLAR UV "ONlTOR 
HSSOC 10- 76-02.30-08 
PERSONNEL 
PI R .... !tRE-PLIN 
01 R.G. TAYLOR 





US NAVAL RES EARtH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
116 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION 
THIS UPERI"ENT CONSISTED Of ONE I,-RAHGE 
ELECTRO"ETER-APlPLlfiER ANO tHREE 10NlZATION CHAPIBERS. T"O Of 
THE IONIZATION CKA"BERS WERE THE STANDARO GAS-filLED CHAMBERS 
fLO"N ON PR::VIOUS SOLRAD SATELLnES. THESE DETECTORS, 
ELECTRONICALLY AHD IIECHANICALLY PAIRED, IIERE DESIGNATED AS 
OETECTOR 'A.' THE THIRD 10NllAllON CHAIIBEA liAS AN EVACUATED 
CHAMBER wltK A LITHIUM nUOIl1DE PHOTOSENSIHVE SURFACE, AND .. AS 
DESIGNATU AS OETE'CTOR 'B.' NOR"ALU, DETECTOR B WAS 
CONTINUOUSLY SELEtTEO fOR TELEPlElRY TUNSPIUSION ANO .. AS 
REPLACED ONLY OCCASIONALLY BY DETECTOR A fOR CALIBRATING 9 AND 
EXPERIIIENT 9. A IIECHANICAL SHUTTER, KOVABLE BY CO"MAND. 
SHIELDED THE WINDOW Of 8 A fROM THE SUN. THE 
ELECTROPIETER-AMPU flER COULO BE CALIBRATED IIJTHOUT DETACHING 
THE DETHTOII FIIOM lHE DETECTOR SYSTEft. OATA IIERE SAMPLEI) AT 
15-s INTEIIVALS. 
------- SOLRAD 11B, KREPLIN------------------------------------
IN\fESTlGATlON NAPlE- O.~- to 3-A SOLAR X-RAT "ONITOR 
NSSDC Ib- 76-02l11-1, 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.W. 
01 - R.G. 









US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEAACH LAB 
THIS e.IPERl"ENT CONSISTED OF THREE IONIZATION CHAMBERS 
CONNECTED IN PARALLEL TO A SINGLE ELECTltOMETEIl-AMPLlfIER. TH~ 
IONIlIlTlON CHAflBEIiS WERE SENSITIVE TO SOLAR X RAYS IN THE O.S-
TO 3.0-A RANGE. DATA WERE TRANSPlnTEO "ITtI A 15-S liME 
RESOLUTION. TilE ELEClROMElER-AIIPLIFIER liAS ABLE TO CHANGE 
CURRENT RANGES AUTOMATICALLY OR MANUALLY. THE DETEc-TORS COULD 
NOT BE CALIBRATED IN fLIGHt, BUT THE ELECTROPlETER-APlPLlFIER 
COULO BE CALIBRATED ON EACH RANGE WITHOUT DETACHING THE 
DETECTOR. 
------- SOLRAD tlBI KREPLIN---------------------------________ _ 
INVEST.IGATlON NAME- ,- TO 10-A SOLAR X-RAY "ONnOR 
NSSIIC ID- 76-0230-13 
PEASONNEL 
PI - II.W. 
01 - R.G. 









US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
THIS EXPEIlIPlENT CONSISTEO Of AN IONIZATION CHAMBER AND 
ONE ELECTIIO"ETER-A"PLIrIER. THE 1.0NIl-ATtON CHAMBER WAS 
SENSITIVE TO SOLAR X RAYS IN THE 1- TO 20-A RANGE. DATA WEllE 
TRANSPIITTED IIlTH A 30-S TIME RESOLUTIOH. THE 
ELECTROftETER-AflPLlfIER liAS ABLE TO CHANGE CURRENT RANGES 
AUTOMATICAL.LY OR MANUALLY. THE DETECTOR COULO NOT BE 
C'ALlBRATED IN FLIGHTI BUT THE EL"CTROMETEII-A"PLlFlER COULD BE 
CALIBRATEO ON EACK RANGE WITHOUT DETACHING THE DE-TECTOR. 
------ SOLRAD "B, LA'ZAIIUS------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER 
NSSOt 10- 7t~0230-1S 
PERSONNEL 
PI - A.J. LAlARUS 





PARTICLES AND fiELDS 
SPACE PLASMAS 
"ASS INST Of TECH 
US 'lAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
TWO 'I'IOOULATEO GRill fARADAY [UPS (ONE DIRECTED ALONG THE 
SPIN AXIS fACING THE SUN, AND ONE IN TIiE SPIN PLANE) WERE USED 
TO MEASURE IONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE SOLAR .. rND ISIC SPIN IS 
ABOUT 4 liP"). THE SOLAR POINTING IIETECTOR HAD A SPLrT 
COLLECTOR TO DETERMINE THE POSITIVE ION ENERGY SPEC1RUI'I IN 24 
CONTIGUOUS ENERGY "INOOIIS FRO" APPROxiMATELY 200 VOLTS TO 5000 
VOLTS. DIREC1l0N Of fLOIl TO IIITHIN 2 DEG WAS DETERMINED BY 
COPIPARISON OF CURRENTS OBSERVED IN TilE THREE 110. O£G SECTORS OF 
THE CUP COLLECTOR. TOTAL ION FLUI WAS DETERPlIHEP BT MODULATING 
THE ENERGY WINOOII BETWEEN APPROXI"ATELY 200 AND 5000 VOLTS. 
ELECTRONS WERE DETEC-tEO ON THE SIC SPIN PLANE) IIlTH THE SECOND 
SOLtD tOLLEc.tOR CUP IN lo CONTIGUOUS ENERGT IIINOO .. S FIIOM 211 10 
120 EV. THE EXFERII'IENT, DPERATCO IN THIIEE SA"PLlHG I'IODES --
HO""AL. fAST, ANO fAST IIA1E fLUX PlODES. IN NORPIAL MODE. 33 
SAPIPLES OURING A 6_798-S CTCLE WERE TELE"ElERED, 
l-HOUSEKEEPING SA"PLEI Zlo POSITIVE 'ON ENERGY CItANNEL SAI'IPLES, 
4 ELECTRON CHANNEL SA"PLES. 1 SAMPLE ~ROM EACH OF THREE iZo DEG 
SECTORS OF THE SPLJI COLLECTOR CUP. AND 1 POSIT·IVE ION fLUX 
SAI'IPLt. flllS SEQUENCE WAS IIEPUTEO EVERY 2 "IN. IN THE rAST 
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"IN. IN THE FAST RATE fLUX "ODE. THE EXPERINENT "EASURES THE 
TOTAL PROTON fLUX. TOTAL ELECTRON fLUX, ANO THE THREE 120 DEG 
SECTOR fLUXU EVER' 1.0]0 S fOR 6 TI"ES (6.180 S), WAns 11 S. 
AND REPEATS THE 6 SEQUENCES. 
•••• _-. SOLRAD "B. "EEI(INS-----------------------------------
INVEStlGATlON NAI'IE- CONtlNUU" (8.8 A) ANO NAGNESIU" LINE 
(9.11 A ANIl 8.4~ Al "ONITOR 
NSS!)C to- 16-0230-03 
PERSONNEL 






US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
SOLAR X RArs WERE OBSERVED IN THE I'IAGNESIUI'I-l1 AND -1l 
LINES (9.17 A AND 8.4Z Al ANIl IN THE CONTlNUU" AT 8.! A. THREE 
SHA CRTSTALS fIXED AT THREE DIFfERENT ANGLES ALLOII[O SOLAR X 
RAYS TO UNOERGO fIRST-OROER BRAGG REFLECTION INTO THREE 
PROPORTIONAL COUNfERS. If TilE SPACecRAfT SPIN AUS HAO BECO"E 
I"PROPeRLY ORIENTED. TilE SPEc-TROl'lnU WOULD "AVE FUNCTlONEO 
PROPERL Y I f THE ASPECT ANGLE HAD BEEN NO "ORE THAN 1 DEG Off 
NOI'IINAL. ALTHOUGH THE INSTRU"ENT WOULD THEN HAVE FUNCTIONED AS 
A SCANNING SPEURONETER WITH AN EXTRENELY S"ALL SPECTRAL RANGE 
IN THE VICINITY OF TH" TARGET WAVELENGTHS. DATA WERE 
ACCUKULATfO OVER INTERVAlS or 1161, Of A SPACECRAfT'S SPIN 
PERIOD~ AND THE EXPERI"ENT HAD A SAMPLING CYCLE OF 
ApPROUI'IAT.ELY '-"IN IlUllAtlDN. 
------ SOLRAD l1B, I'IEIEKINS------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAHE- BRAGG X-RAY POLARIKETER 
NSSDC to- 76-0230-11 
PERSONNEL 







US NAVAL RESEARC" LAB 
THIS EXPERIMENT UllLlZED A L11HIU" FLUORIDE CRYSTAL, 
fUED AT AN ANGLE TO ALLOW SOLAR X RATS Of ABOUT Z.8 A TO 
UNDERGO f1RST~OROER BRAGG REFLECTION IN10 A PROPORTIONAL 
COUNTER. SINCE THE REfLHTION Of POl-ARllED RADlAllON OEpENIlEO 
UPON THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE ELECTRIC VECTOR OF THE RADIATION AND 
THE REFl'ECT'ING ANGLE Of THE CRYSTAL~ THE SPIN Of THE SATELLITE 
"ODULATED THE INTENSITY Of REfLECTED POLARIZED RADIATION. DATA 
PULSES AS>;"CIATtp WnH IoS'"'DEG SECTORS IN 1HE ROLL DlRECH_ON 
WERE ELEClwON1I::!,llT GATED INTO CORRESPONDING ACCUMULATORS. 
SIGNAL VARIATIONS FRO" SECTOR TO seCTOII INOlCATED TilE PRESENCE 
OF POLUllED RADIATION. DATA fOR EACH IoS-0EG SECTOR 
ACCUMULA TED FOR AN INTEGRAL NUHBER OF SPINS AND kEAD OUT ONCE 
IN EACH 2·f'l1N TELEMETRY CYCLE. 
-----•• SOLRAD 1 ,a. S"ATHERS--~------------·-··--------·-------
INVESTIGATION NAHE- X-RAY "ONll0R (0.1-'.6 A, 0.S-3 A. ,-4A) 
NSSOC 10- 16-023D-OZ 
PERSONNEL 







US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
FOUR ELECTRONICALLY PAlRED GAS-FILLEO PROPORTIONAL 
COUNtERS' WERE USED TO "EASURE X-RAY E"IsnON BETWEEN I, AND 100 
KEV IN FOUR CHANNELS'. ALL FOUR OETECTORS HAD 10-"IL ~ERYLL1UM 
WINDOWS PLUS AOOITIONAL ALUKINU" OR BERYLLIUM "ATERIAL "OUNTIEtI 
IN fltONT Of THE DETECTORS. EACH DETEC10R WAS U"PLED ONce 
EVERY 7_S S~ ALTHOUGII AN OPTIONAL "ODE TRANSMITTED DATA fROM 
ONLY ONE OR TWO DETECTORS. EffECTIVELY QUADRUPLING OR OOUBLING 
THE SA"Pl.lNG RATE OF THAT DETECTOR. IN-Fl.lGIIl' CAUBUTION WAS 
PE!ffOR"ED USING A RADIOA(TIVE SOURCE. WIIICH WAS "OVED IN FRONT 
OF THE DETECTORS UPQN COH"AND. 
------- SOLRAD "B. VA"pOLA------------------------··-----·----
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR FLARE ELEt.TRONS 









01 - J.B. 









US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
T'Hls- EKPERl"ENT "USURED SOLAR ELECtRONS. TWO PERMANENT 
"AGNnS WERE USED TO "O"ENTUM-ANALTlE INCIDENT ELECtRONS. 
ARRAYS OF SILICON DE'lEctORS COUNIED INCIDENT ELECTRONS IN 12 
ENERGY CHANNELS FRO" 11 KEV TO 1.5 "EV. SPIN-INTEGRAtED DATA 
WERE OBTAINED ONCE EVERY 2 "IN. EXCEPT THAl 1'-KEV AND 405-ICEV 
DATA WERE SECTO~ED INTO QUAORANTS~ AND 60-KEV ANO 610-KEV DATA 
WERE OBTAINED WITII 15-S RESOLUTION. 
------ SOLRAD 118, WELl.ER. JR.-·------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- GEOCORONAL-EXTRATERRESTRIAL EUV 
DETECTOR 1 
PERSONNEL 




INVEST IGA 11 ON 0 ISC IPLI NE (5) 
Pl.ANEtARY ATMOSPHERES 
ASTRONO'" 
US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
A COLLINATED CHANNELTRON PHOTO"ULTlPLIER "OUNTED BENINIl A 
nLTER WHEEL WAS USEO TO "EASURE EUV RAOUUON fRO" NON SOLAR 
SOURCES. THE F,ILTER WHEEL ALLOWED VARIOUS E"ISSIO," LINES 
BETWEEN 200 AND 11,00 A TO BE ISOLATED. _AS WELL AS ALLOWING 
IN-fLIGHT CALIBRATION TIIROUGH THE USE Of A RADIOACTIVE SOUR~E. 
TilE DETECTOR WAS ftOUNTEO TO LOOIC 90 DEG OFf THE' SPIN AXIS OF 
THE SPAceCRAfT AND SWEPT THE CELESTIAL SPHERE IN ABOUT 6 
"ONTIIS. EACH OATA SAMPLE WAS ACCU"ULATED OVER INCRE"ENTS OF 
1164 OF THE SPACECRAft'S SPIN.. WITH THE SAHPLE SOURCE 
REFERENCED TO EITHER A STAR PUL .. E OR TilE EARTH PULSE. THE DATA 
WERE REAO OUT IN Z~"IN INTERVALS. THIS EXpeRiKENT OPERATED NO 
"ORE THAN 1 H PER DAY. 
------ SOLRAO 11B~ WELLER. JR.-------------------------------
INVESTIuAllON NA"E- GEOCORONAL-EXTRAlERRESTRIAL EUV 
OETEC-TOR Z 







PI - c:.S. WELLER. JR. US NAVAL RESEARCH l.AB 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
A COLLatATED CIIANNELTRON PHOTOHULHPLIER HOUNTED BEHIND A 
f'lLTER "HEEL WAS USED TO MeASURE EUV RADIATION fRO" NONSOLAR 
SOURCES. THE fiLTER WHEEL ALLOWED VARious E"ISSION LINES 
BETWeEN 200 ANO 11,00 A TO BE ISOLATED, AS WELL AS ALLOWING 
IN-FLIGHT CAt.lBRATlON THROUGH THE USE Of A /l:AOIOACTlVE SOURCE. 
THE OETE(10R WAS "OUNTED TO LOOK 90 IlEG OFF TII~ SP'!H AU_S OF 
THE SPAtECRAfT AND SWEPT THE CELESlIAL SPHEIIE IN ABOUT 6 
KONTHS. EACH DATA SA"PLE WAS ACCUHULATEO OVER INCRE"EHTS Of 
1164 N THE SPACECRAfT'S SPINI WITH THE SA"PLE SOURCE 
REFERENCED· TO EITHER A STAR PULSE OR THE EARTH PULSE. THE DATA 
WERE READ OUT IN Z-I'IIN INTERVALS. THIS EXPEIII"ENT OPERATEil NOT 
"ORE THAN 1 H PER DAY. 
------- S!'l,flAD llB. YATES----------------:--------------------
INVESllGATION NAKE- ~ -:'\TON-ALPHA TELESCOPt 
---NSSOC HI __ ,,"_ 16-0230-20 ~~·..QVE PROGRA" 
- SESP .'---. "'-. 
PERSONNEL 
PI - fC. 




tWO TOTALLY DEPLETfD SILlCON SURFAC~ BARRIER DETECTORS IN 
A COINCIDENCE TELESCOPE ARRANGEMENT WERE USED TO OETECT ,- TO 
100-"EV PROTm,s .AND 10- TO 100-MEV ALPHA PARTICLES. PULSE 
HElGNT ANAL~SJS A~·D SUITABLE LOGIC ELE"ENTS WERE USEO TO 
PROVIDe 11 PROTON CHANNELS AND fOUR ALPHA PARTICLE CHANNELS. 
THE TELESr.OPE WAS INSENSIlIVE TO LIGHT AND 10 ELECTRONS. VERY 
LITTLE FL!\X OIRECTloNALn., INFOR"ATION WAS OBTAINED. 


















'L_,._~"" __ .l 
NSSIIC 111- 76-02311-21 
PERSONNEL 
PI - K. 








PARTICLES ANII fiELDS 
USA( GEIIPHYS LAB 
US NAVAL RI;SEARCH LAB 
TWO TOTALLY IIEPLETED SILICON SURfACE BIIRAJER DETECTORS, 
MOUNTED IN A 'SERIES, "EASURED PROTONS BETWEEN 150 KEV AND 6 
Mev. PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS Of PULSES GENERATEII IN THE FRONT 
DETECTOR, WHICH WERE UNACCOMPANIED BY PULSES IN THE REAR 
DETECIOI!I SEPARATEO THE PRDTON COUNTS INTO 12 ENERGY CHANNELS. 
PERMANENT ""GNUS WERE USEII TO OEFLECT INCIIIENT ELECTRONS WITH 
ENERGIES less THAN 1: MEII. VERY LITTLE fLUli DIRECTIONALITY 
INFOR"ATlON W,I,S OBf,I,INEP. 
................................... SIIATS······.··.··················. 
SPACECIIAFT (IIMI'ION N,I,P!E- SRATS 
ALTERNUE NA"ES- TAUO 
NsSIIC 10- 75-014A 
LAUNCH bATE- OZl24175 
LAUNCH SITE- "'AGO SHIMA, JAPAN 
LAUNCH IIEHICLE- "U 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
WEIGHT- 86. KG 
JAPAN ISAS 
INITIAL ORBIT PAR,I,MEtERS 
ORBIT TyPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBiT PERIOII- 120.06 !'IIN 
PERIAPSlS- 249. 1"1 
IIIRAO 
BRIEF DESCilIPTlON 
EPOCH OATE- 02125175 
INCLINAHON- 31.54 OEG 
AP:APSIS- 311:9. IC" 
U OF TOKYO 
SRATSITAl't'O (SOLAR RADIATION AND TIIER"OSPHERIC SATElLJTEl 
liAS AN AERONOM'!' RESEARCH SATELllfE. IT HilI) liN OCTAGONo\l COLUMN 
FORM (75 CI'I IN PlAM ANO 65 CI'I IN IIEIGIITl, IN WIIICIl THE 
UPERHIENT rNSTRUMENTS IIERE MOUNTEO. THE SATELLITE liAS SPIN 
STABILIZED IN A ROLLING WIIEEL MOOE BY A GEO"'AGNETIC ATtITUOE 
CONTROL SynE". FOUR PlASM~ PROBES WERE EXTENOED PERPENDICULIIR 
TO THE SPIN AXIS BY O.S-M METALLIC BOOMS. POWER AT AN AVERAGE 
RATE OF 1S II WAS PROVIIIED BY 6000 SILltON N~P S'OLAR CELLS. THE 
OBJECTIVES OF THE SATELLITE IIERE TO STUOY THE IONOSPHERE 
SYSTEMATICALLY BY SHIULTANEOUSLY OBSERVING SOLAR IONIZING 
RAOIATIONS (HYDROGEN LYI'IAN-ALPIIA ANII I( RAYS). THE ULTRAVIOLET 
ALBEOO Of THE EARTH. POSITIve ION COMPOSITION, AND PLASMA 
PARAMETERS SUCH AS ELECTRON AND ION OENSITIES ANO TEMPERATURES 
IN THE IONS PH ERE. 
------ SRATS, FUGONO-----------------------------------
INVESTIGATION "AME- IONIC CO"P05-lTlON 
NSSOC ID~ 75-014A-07 
PERSONNEL 
PI - N. 
01 - 1. 









RADIO RESEARCII LAB 
FlADIO RE$EARCH LAB 
RADIO RE$EARCII LAB 
TilE P~!!'IAFlY OBJ'''l1VE OF TillS ION COMPOSITlON EI(PERIMENT 
liAS TO MEASURE THE C(\NCEN1RATION OF OIFfERENT ION SPECIES ANO 
THEIR HEIGlIl DlsTRIBUnOllS AS A FUNCllON OF LOCATION, TIME. ANO 
SOLAR ANO GEOI'IAGNETIC ACTIVlfY_ TUE 'COMPOSITION OF POSITIve 
IONS' (CPI) INSTRUNENJ WAS OESIGNEO TO "EASURE THE COMPOSITION 
OF POSITIVE IONS IN THE RANGE OF Z50 TO 3000 KM. IT CONSISTEO 
OF A THREE-HAGE 5-"3 nClE BENNETT TYPE "ASS SpECTROI'IETER AS 
SENSOR. A 1S-STAGE SECONOARY ELECTRON MULtJPLtER- AND CONTROL 
ELECTRONLC-S. THE SEII~OR "'EASURED IN SEQUENCE THE CONCENTRATION 
OF TII~ FOLLOIIING ION SPECIES - ATOMIC OKYGEN, IIELIUMI AND 
IIYOROGEN. THESE MEASUREPIENTS WERE MADE EVEIIY 4 SECONDS. MASS 
RESOlUUON ANO INSTRUMENT SENSnlVITY WERE CHANGED BY A 
CO""AND. TilE CPI JNSTRU"ENT liAS "OUNTEO IIlTH ITS AKIS 
PEIIPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN AUS. AND WITH ITS APERTURE ON TilE 
SlOE IIALL Of THE 5A'TELLITE. "ORE EKPERJMENT DUAlLS CAN SE 
rOUHII IN J. GEOI'IAG. GEOELECTR •• 27. 303-310, 1975. 
------- 5RIITS, HII1AO----------------------------------------
INVESTlGATION NAME- ELECTRON TEIIPERATURE 









PI - K. 11111100 
" 
- ,. 0,",1'10\ 
BRIEF OESCRJPTlON 
ELECTIION TEMPERATtlRES 
II'IPROVED TYPE OF ELECTRON 
STUDY OF THE IONOSPHERE. 







IIERE DIRECTLY MEASURED IIllH AN 
TEMPERATURE PROBE FOR STRUCTURAL 
TilE INSTRU"ENT OPEIIAlJON WAS 
------- SRATS, MATSUOKA---------------------------------·----
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- SOLAR I(-R'" "ON "OR 
PERSONNEL 





SOLAR PH'S I CS 
U or TOKYO 
CONTINUOUS "EA5UREHENT or TilE TOTAL 015)1( INTENSITY or 
SOLAR ~ RATS OF SPECtRAL RANGE 6 TO 12 ICEV WEllE MAOE IIITH 
PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS. 
------- SRATS, MIYAZAKI------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- RETARDIN6 POTENTIAL ANALYlER 
PERSONNEL 






RAOIO RESEARCH LAB 
THlS EIfPERUtENT liAS DE51GNH 70 STUOY ION AND ELECTRON 
TEMPERATURES AND CONCENTllAfIONS. or lfoITERESY WERE VARIATIONS 
OF THESE PARAMETERS IN SPACE AND TIME. AS IoIELL AS VARIIITIONs OF 
TRANSITION LEVELS. TilE INSTRUMENt IS OF PLANAR GEO"'ETRY. 
"OUNTEo ON A BOOM exTENDING 50 CM ABOVE THE SATELLI TE ANO ALONG 
ITS GEoMETIIlC A!fIS. TilE PLANE OF filE SENSING ORIFICE liAS 
PREPENDICULAR TO THE SATELLlTE GEOIIETRIC ,l;XlS, AND OBSEOIVATIONS 
IIERE TAKEN ONLY IIHEN THE ORIFtCE fAtES IIlTHIN ABOUT 30 DEG OF 
THE FORIIAIID VELOCITY VECTeR Of TItE SPACECRAFT. THE SPACecRIlrT 
1110 NOT SPIN ABOUT ITS GEOMETRIC AXIS .. BUT RATHER ROTATED IN A 
CARY WHEEL "ANNER AT- ABOUl 10 RPM. THE RElARIIJNG POTENTIAL 
ANAlYlER (IIPII) CONSISTED Of A SENSOR. A CURRENT OETECTOR. ANO 
AN ELECTRONIC "EMORY. TilE 100-M" OIAHETER SENSOR CONSISTED OF 
3 GRIllS AND A COLLECTOR, ENCIIICLEO BY A GUARO RING. A 
TRIANGULAR VOLTAGE SWEEP OPERA TEO FRO'" -2 TO .'2.7 V WAS 
APPLlEO TO IillIoS 1 ANII 2. WHILE GIlID 3 AND THE COLLECTOR IIERE 
"'EPT AT -8 V. liN AOIIITIONAL 100-IIV 15Z0 "Ht IIC COIIPONENT WAS 
APPLIED TO GRID 1. INTERPIIETATION Of TilE FlUULTIHG 
VOLTAGE-CURRENT PROFILES PROVtoEII THE OESIREO TE"PERATURES ANO 
oENsnlES AND ALSO I.DENTlnED THE IONS PRESENT. MUSUREHENT 
TI"E IIEPENIIS UPON THE SATELLITE ROTATION RATE. BUT liAS ABOUT 1 
SAND OCCUR ED ONCE PER SATELLITE SPIll PERIOO. A MORE COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTiON CAN BE FOUN~ IN THE 1975 J. GEOI'IAG. AND GEOELECTR •• 
31,1-32.0. 1975. 
--.~-~- SRATs. OSHI o----------~-------------------------------
PERSONNEL 






OSAkA CITY U 
CONTlNUOUS PlEASUREMENT OF SOLAR IIYOROGEN LYMAN-ALPHA 
EPlIsSJON WAS PlADE IIITH LITHIUI'I FLOURlDE OXIDE IONllAT10N 
CHAMBER. 
-~~---- SRATS, OYA-----~-------------------------------~-------
INVESTIGMION N~"E- ELECTRON PENSlf'l' llEASUREI'IEHT 
NSSOC 10- -'5-014~-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - H. 
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"",\ --"- ",:, :~,- L ,,,J J 
SRIEF DESCRIPTlON 
TillS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO STUDY THE. ElECTliON 
TEIIPERATURE STRUCTURE or ule lONOSPIIUE BY "UNS or A 
GYRO-PLASM' PROBE. TIIJS PROBE USED A 1I"lnO-fREQUENC' IMPEDANCE 
TECHNIQUE TO OETEIIIIINE THE CAPACiTANCE Of A SPHERICAL ELECTRODE 
THAT 15 SEPARATEo FRO" THE SAlELLJlE BY A SUPPORTING BOOII. 
CAPAClTANCE IIEASUIIEIIENTS WEIll. MADE AS fllEQUENClES fROII .3 TO 13 
IIH1 MIO' WEllE SWEPT OVER A PEILIOD Of 1 $, TO THE ELECTRODE-. 
INTERPRETATION or THis fIiEQUENCl'-UPAClTANtE RELATIONSHIP lIAS 
USED TO DUEIIIIINE ELECTRON TEIIPERA1URES. ELEc:TRON OENSITIES~ 
AND lON/ELECTRON fLU., "ORE DETAILEO DESCRIPTIVE INfOR"ATlON 
IS CONrAINEO IN J. GEO"AG. AND GEOELEUR.~ 331-361; 197-5. 
--.---- SlATS, 10HII"15U-------------------------------···------
INVESTIGATlON NAIIIE- GEOCORONAl- UV GLOW AND EARlH UV ALBEDO 
NSSDC 10- 75-D14A-03 
PEASONtiEL 
PI - T. 
01 - K. 









U Of rOKlO 
U Of tOKlO 
U Of !OKyO 
tHE INSTRUMENTATiON fOR TillS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF TWO 
,UDOLE UV RAIllOIIIETERS AND fOUR VACUU" UV PHOTON COUNTERS. 
THE 
RADIOMETERS WERE DESIGNED TO "EASURE THE SOLAR RAorATlON
 AT 
2550 AN~ ,900 A fOR STUDY Of THE OZONE DISTRIBUTION IN THE 
MESOSPHERE AND UPPER STRATOSPHERE. EACH SENSOR CONS15TEO O
f A 
.. ECHANtcn COLLlIIIArOR r AN INTERFER'tNCE flLTEAr AND
 A 
PHOTCIIIULTtPLIER TUBE. THE RAOIO"ETER HAO A 3-DEG i'lU"ETU FOV. 
THE PHOTON COUNTERS WERE DE:;lGNED TO "EASIIRE RADIATION AT TH
E 
FOLLOWING WAVELENGTHS (IN ANGSTIIOI'S) -- lD4~ 58'~ 833, 1300, 
AND 1Z16, TO STU_OY AIRGLOW, GEOCOJlONA~ AND INTERPLANETARY GLOW. 
EACH Of THE fOUR PHOTON COUNTERS CONSISTED Of A IIIECHANIC"
,L 
COLlIIIIATOR~ AN EUV TRANSMITTlNG FILTER, AND A CH"'NNeL 
MULTlPllER, AND H"'O A CIRCULAII fOV OF ABOUT 3 DEG IN DlA"ETE
R. 
IN THE NORMAL O$OEII"'1"10N ... L IWOE, AS THE S"'-TELLITE SPUN, THE 
SENSORS "E"'SURED R"'OlA'TION AT 12 DIRECTIOnS IN A GREAl CIR
CLE 
CONTAINING l-OC"'L NAOlA AND 1£IHTH Of THE SATELLItE. "
ORE 
exPERIMENT DU"'llS tAN O£ fOUND IN J. GEO"AG. GEOELECTR" 27, 
295·301, ;975. 
••••••••. •••••••••••••••
•••• TIP 1 •••••••• •• ••••••••• • •••• • •••• 
SPACECRAFT CO"' .. ON NA"E- TIP 1 
"'lTERNATE NA"ES- TRIAD " TRIAD 01 1X 
01172., 06173 
L"'UNCH OATE- 09/02.172 WEIGHT- 9'. KG 
LAUNCH S1:TE· V ... NDENOERG AFB, UNnED STATES 
L"'UNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STATES 
INITIAL ORBIT PA~"'I'ETERS 
ORBll T'fPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ollon PERIOD- 100.7 MIN 
PERlAPSI$- 716.0 Kill 
PERSONNEL 
"' 
" Pili - J. 






bOb-N ... n 
EPOCH DAn· 09/0H7l 
INCLINATION- 90.1 OEG 
APO"'PSIS- 863.0 K'" 
APPLIED PHYSICS L ... O 
APPLIED PHYSICS LAO 
THIS THREE OOOY SPACECR"'FT IS CONNECTED BY OOOMS WHICH 
SERVE AS GRAVITY GRADIENT STABILIZERS IN THE RA_OlAL DIRECT
ION. 
A MOMENTUM WHEEL WAS U~ED fOR HABIlIZATION IN ROLL AND ,"'W. 
THE PRI",,,,RY fUNCTION Of TfiE SPACE:llAfT W"'S 10 TEST V ... RIOUS 
CONCl::PTS fOR I"'PROV!NG TilE USN TR ... NSIT NAV1GAllON SYSTE". 
THE 
POWER liAS SUPPlIED BY A RAOIO ISOTOPE THER!lAl ElEeY
RIC 
GENERATOR (RTG). 
- •• ---- TIP 1, POTE"RA-----------------------------------------
INVESTlG"'UON NA"E- TRIAXIAL FLUlCGATE M ... GNETOIIUEII 
NSSOC Ib- 72.-069.1.-01 
PERSONNEL 





NAVIG ... TION TECHNOLOGY 
INVESTIGATION DISC1PlINE(S) 
PARTl-CLES ... NO fIELDS 
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS 




THIS UPERI"ENT CONSISTED Of TRIAltlAL fLUIGAlE 
..... GHETO"ETER DESIGNED TO "USURE I/eCTOIl fiELDS WITH MAGilJT
UOES 
UP TO 50,000 G ..... IIIAS. "USUkEIilENTS "£IE "' ... OE BY S"'''PLING E
ACH 
AIlS SEQUENTI"'LL, AT ... RATE OF 2.25 S ... MPLES/s. DIGITI1",TION 
ReSOLUTION W"'S ... BOUT 10 G",,,",S AS GIVEN BY A 13-01T ... NALO
G TO 
DIGITAL CONVERTEII, eUT lERO LEVel DRIftS "EIIE NOT REA
DILY 
CHECKED. AS SUCH, THE EXPERIIilENT WAS "OST USEfUL I~ STUDIES Of 
"AGNE11C FLUCTU"'110NS. DUE TO Tllf- REAL-Tl"E DATA TIIANS .. IS
SION 
AND THE LOCATIONS Of THE TRACICING STATIONS, IIIOST OF THE 
OAn 




••••• UK 5 ............................... 1 ••• 
SPACECRAfT COM"ON N ... ME- UK 5 
ALTERN ... TE NA"ES¥ UNITED KINGOOIII 5, PL-732B 
... RIEL 5 
NSSDC Io~ 7'-077A 
LAUNCH DATE- 10/15/7' WEIGHT~ 135. KG 
L ... UNCH SITE- SAN "ARCO PLATFORIII, Off COAST OF KENYA 




INITIAL ORBIT P ... RAMETERS 
ORBtT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBlT PERIOO- 9S.3 "IN 
PERIAPSIS- 5H.0 K" 
PERSONNEL 
IIIG - J,.R. 
SC - H.G. 
PM - H.L. 








EPOCH O"'TE- 10/16/7, 
INclIN ... lION- 2.9 DEG 
APOAPSIS- 557.0 1(" 




THE UII( 5 SPACECR ... n W"'S DESIGNED TO CARRY SIX ElCPERIMENTS 
TH ... T IllEASURE THE SPECTRUIII, POLARl'UTlON, ",NO PUL-SAR fE;AlURE
S Of 
NONSOl"'R )[-R"'Y SOURtES. !IIE SPACECRAft WA! SPIN STABILIZED" 
"'NO T"O EXPER'''ENTS SCtNNED lHE Sk' PfRPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN 
A.IS, WHILE FOUR EXPERIMENTS POINTED p ... n ... LLEL TO TilE SPIN .... 15. 
DATA WAS STOREO on ~O"'RO THE SP ... CECR ... fT IN A CORE STORAGE AND 
OU"P£O TO GROUND sUT'IONS ONCE PER OIiBIT • 
------
- UK 5, OOYO---------------------------------------------
INVESTIG ... TION NA"E- 0.1- TO 3D-KEV COS"lC II RAY WITH A 
ROlAT10N COLLIIII"'TOR 
NSSOC 10- 74-077A-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.L.f.BOlD 
01 - .... P. Wlt.L .. ORE 






U COLLEGE LONDON 
1J Of BIR"INGI\AIt 
U COLLEGE LOHDON 
THIS EXPERI"ENT CO"8INEO THE FUNCTION Of OBSERVING II RA'S 
11<1 DIFFEREI<IT ENERGY RANGES WITH TII ... t OF STAR TRACKING. THE 
EXPERIIIIENT CONTAINED A ROTATION COLLJ ..... TOR, UtILIZING THE 
SATELLITE SPIH" &EHINO WIlICIi THERE AIlE THREE DETECTORS. 
THE 
FIELD Of VIEW W"'S ... CONE WITII A Sf-"I-ANGLE OF 10 DEG TO 20 
OEG, 
DEPENDlIIG ON THE TYPE OF RADIATION IIIEWED BY THE DifFER
ENT 
DETEctORS. THE FIRST DETECTOR W ... S A VISl.OLE L
IGHT 
PHOTOMULTIPLiER TH",T EN ... BLED THE SPIN ... IIS TO BE "'CCUR ...
 TEL' 
DETER"JNEO ay III EWING THE OACKGROUND Of OPTICAL S,,,,
RS. 
SECONDLY, THERE ..... 5 AN ARRAY OF CH"'NNEL ELECTRON MULTIPLI
ERS, 
"ITH SELECT"'BLE FILTERS .. COVE~ING THE WAVELENGTH RANGE 0.3 TO 6 
KEV. THHlO, THERE WAS A GROUP Of PROPORTION ... l COUNTE
RS 
COVERING THE R ... NGE 2.5 TO 30 KEV. IT WAS ESTIMATED THAT SOURtE 
POSll10NS COULD OE DETER"INED TO 'HTHIN Z ARC-"IN fOR BRIGHT 
SOURCES. 
--.---- UK 5, BOYO----------------_·-----------------·-----
INVEST-IGATlON NA"E- HIGH-RESOLUltON SOURCE SPECTRA 
NSSDC 10- 71,-07711-03 
P.ERSONNEL 
PI, ~ R.L.f .. BOYD 
01 - A.P. ..ILLMOU 
01 - P.W. S"'NfORD 




U COLLEGE' LONDON 
U Of 811I1i .. INGH ..... 
U COLlEGE LONDON 
I 
'1-







THIS (.PERIIUNl CONSistED Of A HIGH-RESOLUTION 
PROPORTIONAL COUNTER SPECTRO"UEA WUH A 1Z8-CHANNEL PUL5E 
HElGHT ANALYZER AND RESPONDED 10 PHOTOHS IN THE 2- TO 30-KEV 
EMERGY RANGE. THE SPECTRA Of SOURCES WERE E-ltAl!.lNED IN GREATER 
onAll THAN HAD SEEN PREVIOUSLY POSSIBLe. LINE £'USSION rOR 
CERTAIN ELEMENTS tE.G., 1II0'd COU1.0 M •• SO SE IDENTIflEO. THE 
O£lEtTOIi VIEWED IN A OlliECTION PARALLEL TO TilE SP1N AXIS ANIl. 
TlIEREfORE. CONTINUED TO OBSERVE TilE SA"E PIECE Of SKY fOR .. 5 
LONG AS THE POSITION Of THE SATEL.Llle £PIN "US U"UNEO 
UNALTERED. THE ElPER1I'IENT .u:tS POIlHEO APPRC'IIl"ATELY 2 DEG Off 
THE SP1N AXIS. SO THAT WHEN DBSERI/ING A SOURCE ALSO Z OEG OFF 
TtlE SPIN AlliS HIE SOURCE PASSED IN ANO out t:F THE rIELO Of vaw 
DURING EACH ROTATION. ftlts pE-RlnTTE' THE BACKGROUND FLUX TO BE 
SA"PLED EVERY SPIN PERIOD BY RECORDING THE SPECTRAL INfOR"UION 
IN fOUR SETS Of LOCATIONS .. EACH CORRESPONplNG TO A QUAIHIMn Of 
THE SPIN CYCLE. nus SI/OULD HAVE OVERCOME THE LACK OF 
INrOR~'\llOH ON POSSIBLE fLUCTUATIONS IN THE BACKGROUND fLUX 
DURING AN ORBIT'S INTEGIiAl-ION. THE EXPERIMENT COULD ALSO H_VE 
BEEN OPERATED IN A "ODE IN .WlllCH PERIODICITIES IN THE RANGE 
TYPICAL OF PULSAR fREQUENCIES WEIi~ DETECTED. 
INVESTlGATJON NAME- HIGH-ENERGY COS"IC X-RAY SPECTRA 
NSSOC ID- 14..,017A-05 
PERSONNEL 
PI - H. 
01 - J.J. 












TillS EXPERUIENT liAS DESIGNU 10 ElCTEND THE SPECTRAL 
lNFDRMAnON ON SELECTED X-RAY SOURCES IN THE ENERGY REGION 
ABOVE 20 ICEV. MEASURE"ENTS WEII£ POSSIBLE UP TO 2. MEV, ALTHOUGH 
THE EffiCIENCY OF tHE DEfECTOR FELL S,TEEPl'I' AT THIS ENERGY. 
THE onECTOR AXIS WAS INct.lNEO A FEW DEG WITH RESPECT TO THE 
SATELLITE SPIN AlliS so THAT IS CONED AS tHE SA1ELLITE SPUN. 
THE COUNTJNG RATE RESUlTJNG FROM A POINT SOURCE A FEW DEG fROM 
THE. SPIN AllIS liAS THUS 1'i0DULATED WITH THE SPIN PERIOD. THIS 
MODULAtION WAS DElECTEII BY DIVIDING THE SPIN CYCLE INTO fOUR 
SECTORS AND ANALYUNG TilE DIffERENT COUNllNG RArES IN EACH. IN 
THIS WAY, THE SOURCE INTENSITY COULD I!E DEl'ERIIINED fRO" TilE 
AP1Pll1UDE Of THE "ODUlATION. FOR PULSAR O~SERVATIONS-, A LARGE 
ENERGY WINOOII AT TilE LOWEll END or THe OETECTO;l RANGE WAS USED. 
THE OBSERVATIONS IN THIS ENERGY REGION WEk.1O ANALYZED fDA A 
PULSAR PERIODICITY IN A SPECIAL S1STEM THAl 1t,'S PART OF THE 
SPAtECRAFT HANDLING ELECTRONICS. 
~----~- UIC 5, HOLT-------~---~---------------------~-----------
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- AlL-SIC' "ONIHIR 
PERSONNEL 
PI ~ 5.S. 
01 - E.A. 












THIS eXPERIIIENl SCIoNNEO THE X-RAy EMISSION FROM THE 
ENTIRE CELEStiAL SPHERE AT ALL Tl"ES. THEREBY COVERING THE 
LARGE AREAS THAT lAY OUt<.IDE THE FJELD OF VIEW OF OTliER ONBOARO 
EICPERII'IENTS. IT !:!,h A VALUABLE AlD IN PROGRA"MING SATELLITE 
MANEUVERS SO THAT TRANSIENT EVENts IN TilE X-AAY S)CY~ SUCH AS 
NEARe~ NOVAE APi!) X-RAY RARES~ COULD Be RAPIDL'. MADE AVAILABLE 
FOR STun WlTH GREATER RESOLUTION BY THE OTtIER EXPERIMENTs.. 
------- UII: 5, POUNDS--------------~-~--------··----------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- 2- TO 10-ICEV SIC, SURVE, 
PERSONNEL 
PI - IC.!. 
01 B.A. 
01 - D.J. 










U OF LHCESTER 
U OF l.EICESTER 
U 0 F LEI tESTER 
U Of lEICEStER 
THIS EXPER'I"E»T CONSISTED Of A LARGE-AREA PROPORTIONAL 
COUNlER ARRANGED io VIl.li IN A OlRECnON PERPENDICULAA TO THE 
SATELUTE SPIN UIS. tHE SA1'ELLnE ROTAT.lON~ THEREFORE~ 
ALLOWED A SCAN Of A 360-0EG eA~1i OF THE SIC'. WHEN THE 
SATELLITE SPIN AXIS WAS ARRANG!:'" TO POINT AT A GAlACnC POLE, 
THE WHOLE Of THE "ILKY WAY COULD BE SCANNED AT ONCE. THE 
EXPERUIENT COVERED THE PHOTON ENERGY RANGE 1.5 TO .'0 ICEV AND 
EffECHD A HIGH-SENSItlV,ITY SURVEY,' OBTAINING SOURCE :'OCATIONS .. 
INTENSITY, AND ~PECTRA. A NUMBU Of DIffERENT MODES Of 
OPERATION WAS USED IN WHICH THE AVAILABLE STORAGE SPACE IN THE 
CORE S~ORE OBTAINED SPATIAL INfORMATION AT THE E.PENSE Of 
SPECTRAL RESOLUTION OR CONVERSELY. tHE SL~~i'IVITY OF TNE 
F..PEF. I:.ENT ALLOWED tilE OEHCTION OF SOURCES b~ (HE oaOER OF 
1.E-4 TIMES THE INTEN$ITY Of SCO 11-1. WITHIN THE TlfII[ OF ABOUt 
1 D. THE ABILITY Of THE $URvh U!STRU"ENTS TO DETU"UlE TWE 
POSIYIONS Of A SOURCE DEPENDED ON tHE STRENGTH Of THE ~OURCE 
AND THE NUMBER OF OTHER SOURCES IN A GIVEN PART Of tHE SIC'!'. A 
SOURCE or 5.E~'3 TIMES THE stRENGTH Of SCO XI-1 COULD BE LOCATED 
WITH A PRECISJON OF ABOUT 15 ARC-MIN. 
.~-~--- Ule 5. POU"~S ___________ '~" _______ ~~_w_w_~~ _____ ~_w ____ ~ 




01 - D.J. 










U Of LEICESteR 
1.1 Of LEICESTER 
U Of LElCESTU 
U Of LE-I CESTER 
THIS UPEIUMENT WAS A PO .. ARIMETEOI/SPECTROMElU OPERATING 
IN THE Z- TO o-ICEV RANr.E. IT USED lWO LARGE PLANE CR'STALS~ 
LITHIU" HYDRIDE AND GR4PHlTE .. IN A BRAGG SPECTRoO"EtER wnH A 
HONEYCOfllB COLLl"ATOR. IT WAS ,,/JUNTED TO VIEIoi ALONG THE 
SA1ELLtTE SPIN AUS ANIl TIJ EXA"lN!!' lHE RADUTlOIII Of INDIVIDUAL 
X~RAY SOURCES FOR POSSlalE POLAWl1~TION AND lOR THe EXISTENCE Of 
UNE E"ISSIONS. IN A SOURCe or THE BRIGHTNESS OF THE CRAB 
NEBULA, A POLARllATlON OF 2.5 PUCENT COULD bE OElECno. tHE 
EIIPERIMENT ALSO CON()UCTED SURetiES fOR PULSAR ACtiVITY. THE 
NATURE or THE EIIPERII'IENT "/\DE IT POSSUIL£ TO ExAMINE THE 
POLARllATION OF THE PULSAR IUElF B' LOOI\.NG fOH DifFERENT 
PULSAR aEHAVIOR IN THE SEP~RATE PCILARHAtION COMpONENTS. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ VELA SA •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAFT CO""ON NAME- VELA 5A 
ALTERNATE NA"ES- VELA 9 (TRW). 03954 
VELA SA (USAfl 
NSSDC 10- 69-04611 
LAUNCH DATE- 05J?3/l>Q WElLH1- 2.59. kG 
LAUNCH SITE- vANDf.NBERG HB, UNItED STATES 
LAUNCH VEHlCLE- TllAN 3C 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STATES 
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBH tyPE- GEOcENTRI.C 
ORBIT PERIOO- 6703. KIN 










EPOCH DA fE- 05/24/69 
INCLINHJON- ,32..8 DEG 
APOAPSIS- 11Z210. IC" 
ARPA/VASH~ DC 
USAF-lAS 
lOS ALAMOS SCI LAB 
VElA SA WAS ONE Of TWO SPIN-STABILUED, ICllSAHEDRAl 
SATELLITES THAT COMPRlSEIl THE fIFTH lAUNCH IN THE VELA PROGRA". 
THE OR81TS OF THE TWO SATELLITES ON EACH lAUNCH WERE BASICALLY 
CIRCULAR AT ABOUT 17 £'AIUH R~Oll, INCLtNLD AT 60 DEG TO THE 
ECLIpTIC, AN~ SPAtu 180 OEG APA~T. THUS PROVIDING A MOlilTOR1NG 
CAPABlLI1Y OF OPf'OSI'IE: SIDES or THE EARTH. THE OBJECTIVES Of 
THE SATELl.ITES WERE (11 TO STuey SOlAA AND COSMIC X RAYS, EUV~ 
SOLAR PROTONS, SOlAII WIND, AND NELlTAO,..:;, n) to CA~RY OUT 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT O~ 'tEl HODS or DEtECt,"G NUCLfAi 
EXPLOSIONS BY MEANS OF SHELL IlE-BORNE INSTIIUMENTATlO,,', AND nl 
TO PROVIDE SOLAR fLARE OATA IN SUPPORT Of "AHNI'O SPACE 
MISSIOHS. VEt.A 5A, AN I"PROVU VEils-tOil or THE EARLlER VEU 
SERIES SATELLITES I !lAD BETTER Cn""ANO CAPABIL1T1ES, IJ\tRUSfll 
OAU STORAGE I l"PROVED POWER REQUJRE"EKTS~ 8fT,TER ';~EIl"'AL 
CONTROL OF OPTiCAL SENSOPS, AND G~EATER EXPERIMENtATION WEIGHT. 
POIIER SUPPLIES OF 120 II IIERE ;>AOVIDE" BY 22..500 SOLAR CELLS 
"OUNTED ON 24 OF tHE SPACECRAfT'S 26 fACES. A ROTA1ION RATE OF 
18 RPM DURiNG TRANS'ER ORBITS ANII 1 RP" AFTER fINAL ORBIl 
INSERTION MAINTAINED NOMINAL I,TTlTUDE CONTROL_ HGHT WHIP 
ANTENNAS AND FOUR STUB ANTENNA ARRAYS At OPPOSITE fNDS Of lHE 
SPAZECRAft STRUCTURE WERE US Ell FOR GilOUIiD CO""ANOS AND 
TELEMURY. 
------- VELA 5A, aAME----~~----~~----------~--· .w ____________ _ 






































' , e \ 1 , t ;J ,,;1 t t," 
PERSONNEl. 
PI - s.J. 
01 ~ J .R. 
01 - H.£. 
BAiliE 
ASBRIDGE 





PARTICLES ,INti fIELDS 
IUGtH JOSPIIER r t PH'fS Its 
lOS ALAIIIOS SU LAB 
LOS ALA~OS scI LAB 
LOS ALAMOS 5Cl LA8 
'110 £L.£CTIlOSTATlt ANALYlER-EUCTRON IIUL1IPI.I£1I UMns "eRE 
USlO TO STUDY THE IN'EIIPLANETAR, SOLAR IIINIl UNCLUIIING IIfAYY 
IONS) AN~ PROTONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE "AG"£lOtAn. ENERGy 
AMALUlS liAS ACCOMPUSHED 8T CHARGING THE PLAtES TU KNOWN 
VO!.TAGE LEVELS ALLOW,NG THE" TO IIISCHARGE "!TH !CNOIIN IIE£UUNCE 
,",PAtllDR (Ie) 11"£ (ONSTANT1i. PARTICLES IN A 6-DE6 BY 100-0EG 
fAN-SHAPED ANGULAR lANGE WUtE ACCEPteO fOil ANAL'SIS DUllING A 
DEeAnN'" ~OL aGE ''fCLE-. THE 100-DEG DIMENSION WAS PARALLEL TO 
tilE SPACECRAfT SPIN AIlS fOR BOT" DErEUORS. ONE 
ANALytER-MULTIPLlEIl UIUT srUDIEO SOL "II vtNO ELECTRON' IN 
rHE 
ENEIIGY RANGE fIIO'" 7.S ev TO 18'.5 KEY "'NO SOL"'R WINO .. OSlTIYE 
IONS ll'lAlNl1' PIIOT"H5 "'Nt· ... LPHA PARll(LES) IN "!II £HUGY PER 
CHARGE RANGE fRO~ 1ZD V TO 5 kV. THI OTHER UNIT S1UOlEO 
"AGN£rOTAIL PROTONS 011 f::LEtTI!OHS BETWEEN ~D Elf "'ND 33 kEV AND 
SOUR IfINO HEAVY IONS IN THE ENERGY PER CHARGE RANGE BE"lIoiEE
N 1 
leV AND 8.3 ltv. 
------
. VEL'" 51., B ... I'IE----------------------------------.... --. 
INYESTIG"'UON N"''''E- NEUTRON DETECTOII 
NUOC lD- 69-0460-07 
PERSONNEL 
PI - S.J. BA"E 
iii - J.II. "'SBRIOGE 
BR1E~ OESCIlIPTlON 
rPloVEST!""'UYE- PRO a" ..... 
NUCLUR DUECTlON 
INVESHG ... nON DIStlPLINE(S) 
P ... RTlCLES APIoD f·lELDS 
LOS "'LA"OS SCI UB 
l~S ALA"OS SCi LAB 
THE NEUTRON DETECTOR CONSISTED Of A LAIIGE (ABOUT 8 LB) 
POLYETHYLENE I'IOOER"'TOII SURROUHOI~G TIIO HELll!"-3 flLLED 
PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS. NEUTRONS DElIIEEN 1 AND 100 MEV IIEIIE 
THERMALllEO BY THE "OOERAlOR "'NO DETECTED BY TilE COUNTERS. 
TilE 
INSTRUMENT VAS ALSO SC'NSITlVE TO P"OTONS ABOVE 25 "EV. 
------
- VEL'" 5 ... , CHA"OERS~---------~------------------- .. --_ 
INVESTIGATJON N"'PlE- -SOLAR X-RI,Y IlETECTORS, 0.5 TO 3.0 ... , 
1 10 B ... , 1 TO 16 AI 410 TO 60 A 
PERSONNfL 
PI 11.11. 
O! - J.c. 









SOLAR PHYSI ts 
LOS ALAftOS HI LAB 
1..05 ALAltOS SCI L ... B 
LOS AL ... r,OS SCI L ... B 
THIS [JIPERlf1ENT WAS DESIGNED ,0 "ONlTOR TilE SOLAR APlBl!:;NT 
ANIl FLARE-PRODuCED FLU~ Of X RAYS IN THE 0~3- TO 60-... 
IIAVELENGTH REGION. TIIO IIlENTICAL II-UY SENSOR UNITS I
IERE 
PlOUNTEIl AT DU"ETRIC ... LLY (IPPOSEP APEII POSITIONS ON THE 
SATELLITE. EACH UNIT CONTAINED FOUR IlETECTORS - THIIEE 
ION 
CHAPIBERS AND A SCINTlLl.ATlON tNA10h) DETECHiR. SINCE EACH 
ION (HA"BER HAD A HE"'ISPHERICAL IIINOOIi. THE COI'IBUI£D OUt'PUT 
SIGNALS fROM IDENTICAL CH"'''BERS IN EACH SENSOR U
NIT 
ApPROIIUtATED lHE RESPONSE OF AN IIlEAL DETECTOR IIlTH A 4
-PI 
STERADIAN FIELD Of VIEW. TilE ION (IIMIBERS HAD THE fOLLOIiING 
IIINOOIl ""TERtAlS. GAS fiLLS. AND W"'VELENGTH RESPONSES. CH"''
''BER 
1 5.E-3 1M. OF BERl'LLIU!'I. 0.9 "'T'" OF "ltGON t 0.1 ATIt Of 
HELlUM. 1 TO 8 4. CHA!'IBER;1 -- Z.SE-' IN. Of "YLAIi OVEIICOAT[O 
lIitll ABOUT AN nOO-A u .... t~ Of ALU"INUPI. OS AHI OF NITROGEN. 1 
TO 16.... CHAMBEI!.! ?.5r-4 IN. Of Mn ... lI. 0.5 ATM Of 
NITROGEN, 1 10 16 A "'NO 44 HI 60 A. THlS CO"BINA1I0N Of ION
 
CHAMBERS "'LLOWED se LAR l-RAY flUX ItEASUIiEMENTS IN lH£ BANOS 
1 
TO 8 A, 1 TO 16 ... , 8 to 16 A~ AND 44 TO 60 A 10 BE OBTAINED 
UPON sun ABLE "'NALYSI'S Of THE OAr". TilE SCINTILLATION DETECTOR 
useD fOR THE .3- TO 3-1. WAVELENGTH REGION CONSISTED Of ... 
TH~LLIUIii-ACTlVAtEO 'UI CRTSTAL OPTlCALL't' COUPLED to A Pfn, hE 
OUTPUT OF WHfCH fED ... nV~LEVEL, INTf.GR ... l.. PULSE-HEIGHT 
AN ... LYlER. UNLIkE lHE ION ClIAMBERS, THE TWO SC1NTll.UllON 
DETECTORS IN .TIIE TWO ~;ENsO' UNUS IIEII£ NOT lDt:NT!UL. THE MORE 
SEIISJlIVE OETECTt'a HAD ~ ONE-I!ALf-lNCH~O'IAMETER, 1-""-TII1Ck 
CR.Y5TAL COVEREO BT A' FLAT 10"I'I:IL-TI/ICIC IIER-YLLIU", IIINOOW. T
HE 
LESS SENS1f!VE DETECTOR n.E-l ERGS/(SIl C" .. S) H ... O", 
ONf.-QUAII,TER-INCH-U"'''ETER. 1-"''',",1-HltK CRTSTAL "'NO ... 
0.08-INCII-THIer. B.ERULIU" Don IIINOO" IN AOOUION TO THE fLAT 
10-ftlL VINOOV MoliNTEO QN THE fACE Of lHE CRTS·TAL. BOTH fON 
CH"'"BERS AND SCINTILLATION OETECTOIIS IIEIIE C"'PABl.E 
Of 
OBSERV ... TlONS IIUII TUfE USOLUll0.NS Of 2 SECONDS. THE AVER
AGE 
DETECTiVE EfflCUNC1ES tOR ·THE ION AND SqLT-ILt.ATlOH OETEC
TO.S 




-~--, .. -- VEL" 5"" Kl.(BliS ... OEL-----------------------------------
JNVESTI~~TJON NA"E- GA""A RA' "'STItONO", 
PU'>ONNEL 




PI - R.W. 
al - 1.B. 




LOS AL ... MOS SCI L ... B 
LOS ALAMOS SCI L"'S 
LOS "'L"MOS SCI LAB 
IIUff OE-SUlftTlON 
THlS EXPEItI"ENT CONSISTE'D Of SU 10-C"-CUBED CES!U" 
10010[ StlNTlLL"'TION COUNTERS DISTRIBUTED TO "'CHIEVE IlEAIILY 
ISOTROPIC SENSITIVIT'_ INDIVI~UAL DETECTORS RESPONDED TO lNEIIGr 
DEPOSITIONS Of 0.2 TO 1.0 "'E.. WIlN A DETECTION EffiCIE
NCY 
RANGING no" 17 TO 50 PERCENT. THE SCUtTJLLATOR!i IlERE SIIHLDED 
AGAINST DUEU PENETR ... tlON ay ELECTRONS IIELOW 0.75 foItlJ AND 
PROTONS BELOII 20 "EV. NO ... CTrVE ANTICOINCIDENCE SHIELDING
 WAS 
PROVIDED. NOR"ALllEO OUTPUT PULSES fROM THE SIll DETECTOR!> 
IIEIIE 
SUM"ED !lno COUNTlNG ~NO 1.0GICS CIRCUITRY. LOGICAL SENSING Of 
UfllO, ST ... ilSTlCALLY SIGMlfIC,-NT COUNT RATE INCREASES INITIATED 
THE RECORDING Of Ol!otRETf tOUNh IN ... SERIES Of LOG",Rl.TIl"IC
ALLY 
INC~EASING TII'IE INTERVALS. THIS CAPADIL:TY PIIOVIDEb CONTtNUOUS 
TEM,,"ORAL. COVERAGE, WHICH, COUPLED WlTH THE ISOTIIOP1': RESPONSE, 
IS UNIQUE IN ASTRONOI'IY. A Tl"E "EASUIIEIUNT WAS ALSO ASSOtlATEO 
WITH E"'CH RECORb. ThE DATA "'CCUMULATIONS INCLuOEO A S"'(ItGROUNO 
cOMPONENT DUE TO COSI'IIC PART1CLf.S AND THEIR SECONDARY EFfE
CTS. 
TilE OaSERVEb BACKGROUND RAtE, WIIICH WAS A fUNCtlON Of THRESHOLD 
ENERGY, liAS "'aOUT 150 COUNTS/So 
..........
..........
...... " •• VELA 5B .......................... . 
SP"'CECRAfT CO",,,ON ~A"E- VEL... 5B 
AL1UNA1E N"'''ES- VELA 10 HRII), 03~55 
liEU 5B (USAf; 
NSSOC 10- 69·046£ 
LAUNCH UTE- 051Zl/69 WUGHT- 259. 11:(, 
LAUNCH SlTE- VANHNBr-RG AfB, UNITE\> STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- HUH !C 
SPOllSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNlTEO STATES OOO-USH 
INITI"'l. ORBIT PAR"'''ETEAS 
ORBIT TYPE- GECCENTR!C 
ORBIT PERIOO- 6709. "IN 
PERI"'PSIS- 110920. 11." 
PERSONNEL 
",-,. -





EPOCH OAn- 0512.5(69 
INCLINATION- 32.8 OEG 




VELA 511 YAS ONE Of TIIO SPIN-STAaILIlED. 'CO~"'HEORAL 
SATELLITES THAT CO"PRISEO THE SIXT" LAUNCH IN THE ~eLA PAOGRA". 
THE ORBITS Of THE TWO SATELLITEs 011 E~tH LAUNCH WERE BASIC"'LLY 
CIIiCULAft ... T ... BOUT 17 UnH RAOUl INCUNED AT 60 DE .. TO THE 
ECLIpTIC, AND SPACED 1BO oea APART .. litUS PROVIDING A "ONlTO
RING 
CIiPABIllTY Of OPPOSiTE SIIlES Of TH~ EARTH. THE 08JECTlVeS Of 
THE SATELLITES WERE -- (1) TO STUDY SOLAR '\NO tos,UC X IIAYS,
 
EUV. SOLAR PIIOTONS, SOl.AII WIND. "Nt NEUTRONS, (2.1 TO CARRY OUT 
RESEARCH AND OEVELOP"ENT ON I'IETHOOS OF OETECTlNG NUC
LE ... R 
EXPLOSIONS BY "'EANS Of SATELLlTE-BOl!tH INSn:UMEliTAnON, AND
 ('3) 
TO PROVttIE SOLAR fUIlE OAT" IN SUPPORT OF " ... NNUI S
PAtE 
I'IISS10NS. VEL'" 5B, AN IHPRO~EO VERSION Of tilE EARLIER VELA 
SERIES SATELLITES .. HAil' BETTER CO""ANb C4PADILITIES, INCRE
ASED 
DATA STOR ... GE, II'IPROVEII POWER RUUII1E"'ENTS, anTER THER"AL
 
CONTROL Of OPTlCAL SENSORS .. AND Gk[A'TER ElPEIi,I"[NTATlON WEIGHT. 
POWER SUPPLIES Of ~20 II IIERE PIIOVIOED BY 2l,500 SOLAR CELLS 
"OUNTEO ON 24 Of TtiE SPACECRAFT'S 26 fACES. A !lOTATlON RATE
 OF 
78 RP" DURING TR ... NSfER ORBITS ... NO 1 liP" AFTER fINAL ORIIIT 
INSE:RTlON ItA'fNTAINEO NOMIN~L "Tl! TUDE CONTROl.. UGIll WIiIP 
ANTENNAS AND fOUR STUB ANTENNA "'RRAYS AT OPPOSITE ENIIS Of
 THE 
SP"'CECRAfT STIIUCTURr. WEllE lISED fOR GROUN~ CO"flANIi AND 
TELEMURY • 
----
- VEL'" 511, Bl"E------· --------------.--.-----------
INVESTIGA1ION NAflE- SOLAR WINO 
PERSONNEL 
-
PI - S.J. 
01 - J.It. 






INVESTIG ... UON OI'iUPLlNE(S'l 











































fliO IUCUOSTATH ANAlUU·fUU_ON "UlHPLJ~R UNits II[lE 
uno TO nun THE IMUflPLANITAIIY SOLAfI IIUID (INCLUDING HfAlIY 
IONS) AND PROTONI AMD ELlUflONS 'N 'HE IIIAGIJETOTAIL. ENUG" 
ANALfln liAS ACCOIIIPLISHED .Y CHARGING THE PLATES TO KHOIIIN 
VOUAGE LlvlU UO ALLOIlING THE" TO II1SCHAIIG~ WlTH KI.OII" 
lIunUNC£ "PAcnOIl (flC) 1IIIE CONSTANTS. PARTICLES IN A 6~OEG 
8Y 100·0EG UN-SH"PED ANGULAI lANGE WERE ACCEPTED tOI ANAl YSIS 
DURING , OECnlNG VOLTAGE nClE. THE 100-0EG DlltUtSiON liAS 
PlRIILUL TO THE ',",CECUfT SPIN 'XIS fOil BOTH DEfECTOIiS. ONE 
DEflnOR UNn IIA5 USED TO StUDY 'U,GNEfOTAIL PIOTONS OR 
lLIURONS BUIIUN 20 tv ''''10 33 1111 IoND SOLAR WINO HUYY Huts IN 
THE EMUGY PiR CHAIGE RANGI IUII1.I:N 1 ICV AND 8.3 KI/. TH;;- OTHER 
DETECTOR UNlTl WHICH fAILED, WA$ DUIGIUD .0 STUIIY ~.:llU lUND 
ELECTIONS IN TilE 1"[1" lANGE nOM 1.5 £V TO U.5 KEV ANI! SOl"R 
wINO POSnEIII IONS "'AlfIILY PIOTONS Ali" ALPHA PARTICLES) IN AN 
ENU" PEl CHARIOt R,UIGE fRO" lZD V TO 5 KV. 
--••••• VELA 5B, I'~E_·--·· ____ • __________ • ___ • __ M. __________ _ 
INVUUGA1IOU NAIIIE- NEUUOH QUEeTOR 
PIASONNEl 
PI .. S.J. BAME 
01 • J.II. ASBIiIDGE 
BIiEf OUCtIPUON 
IHWUTHj~T1V£ I'IIOGIIA" 
NUCLIAlt PI YEti ION 
INVESTIGATION OISCIPlINE(S) 
PARTICLES AflO flUOS 
LOS ALA"OS SCI ue 
LOS ALAMO~ SCI LAB 
T~E NEUTIION P~YECTOI CONSJSTED 0' A lARGE (ABOUT 8 lB) 
POlYETH'LENE MODIUTOR SURROUNDING TWO HELJUM-3 fILLED 
P.OPI>I1'IONAL- COU"TU:li. NEUTRONS BETWEEN 1 AND 100 IUV IIERE 
'HU"ALUIP 8Y ,"I "onU'(l1 AND DfTECT£O a, THE COUNTERS. lllE 
INSlIUIIENT WAS AI.SO SEMSlllV£ TO PROTONS ABOVE 25 "EI/. 
------- VilA .~B# eELl'N------~--------- .. -----.. ------.. -------~ 
IHVUflGAtlON N'''e- COS"IC x RAYS 
PEISONNEL 
PI - II.P. 
01 .. II.P. 









LOS ALA ''0S SCI lAB 
lOS AL""OS SCI UO 
lOS AlA"05 set L~B 
TilE COS"'C X-RAY DE:T,=CTOR WAS A LAIIGE-AIIEA 26 CI'I 511 
$OOIU" IOl!lDE SCINTILLATOR IUTI! A S""IL BEIlYLlIUM WINDOW. THE 
ElIPERlltENT liAS DESIGNED '0 PROVIDE "EASURE .. ENTS Of THE 
lOCAnON. UTENSny, ANfI INTEt(sn, IIAtlAllONS Uf HONSOLAII X-III.' 
SOURCES 011 Ell A -LONG PERIOO Of TIlliE. IIiE DETECTOII WAS S;:ii;ol111,i: 
TO '''RAY PliO TONS IN TWO ENEIIGY INTEIiVAlS - (3 TO 6 ~EII AND 3 TO 
'Z KUII ANb WAS SUffICIENTLY SENSITIVE TO "ONITOR fliOM 6 TO 1i! 
GALACTIC X-lAY SOURCES. ANY ONE SOURCE liAS VIEWED FOil 
APPROxl"AfiEl' 1 H, AIiD EVERT Z DATS EACH SOURCE liAS BACK IN 
VIE». fHIIU "ODES Of IIUDOUT WERE AIIAllA8LE - (0 THE ilEAL TillE 
HORIIAl IIIODE, IN WttlCH COUNTS fRO" EACH EN ERG' CHANNEL WEllE 
TRAH5"lTTED EVEIIY 51 (2) THE HIGH IIES-OLUTIOH "ODE, l~ WHICH 
ONLT THE 3- TO f2-ICE" CHANNEL WAS TRAN5"ITTED EIGHT TlI'IE-S PER 
S. AND 0) TilE STORE ItO DE, IN WHICH ONl.Y THE 3- TO 'Z-KEV 
CHANNEL WAS STORED. 
VELA sa. "IGBl£------------------------------------
INIIESTIGATION NAltE- SOLAII PARTICLE TELESCOPES 
NSSDC ID- 69-046£-03 
PERSONI4El 
PI - P.R. "IGaIE 





SOUR PII'I'S I CS 
LOS ALAIliOS SCI LAB 
lOS ALAIliOS stl lAB 
THE SOlAII TELESCOPE EkPERI"ENT WAS DESIGNED TO "EASURE 
TIlE" EIIERGY SPECTRUM liND AJIGULAR DUTIIIBbTlON OF SOUIt PROTONS 
BETWEEN 0.3 AND 50 IIIEV AND 01 $OLAI ALPHA PAIITtClES BETWEEN Z 
AND 100 ny. lH ~ODUION. TilE UPEIII"ENT WAS D~SlGNED TO 
lDENfln AND "ONITOI THE flUX Of OEU'fEIIlU". TflITlU", AND 
HElIUM-3 NUCLEI IIHICH ,,'" BE E"ITTED DURING A SOLAR PARTICLE 
fURE AND TO IIIONITOI THE INTENSITY Of !fORE HEAVILY IONIZED 
PART-Jell'S. THERE IIERE THREE TELESCOPES IN A SINGLE PLANE, 
ORUNTeO AT AN6LES 0' 45 DEG, 90 DEG. AND 13S DEG IIELATIVE TO 
THE SPACECRAf-T !P_lH AlIS. EACH INSTIIU"ENT CONSISTED Of A 
COLLl""TlNG TUBE (PROVIDING AN ANGULAII vIEW Of 30 DEG) IN fRONT 
Of A SOLlD-STATE DE/DX lIS E PARTICLE flUEtTOI. 
'" 
[ 
INVUTlGATION NA"'- ELECtRON DETECTORS 
PERSONNEL 
PI ~ P.M. HIGB.E 





pARTICLES AND fiELDS 
lOS ALA"OS SCI LAB 
LOS AL,UIGS SCI LAB 
11010 SETS Of 'HREE SOlIO"SUTE ELECTRON DETECTORS IN A 
TELESCOPIC ARkANGEHEHT WITII AN ANGULAR VIEW Of 30 bEG WERE USED 
TO DeSERVE ELECTRONS OVER TIlE RANGE 30 TO 150 kEV. PROTONS, Of 
fNERGT LESS TH""l 3(10 KIll AHD GIiEAtER THAN SO "EV COULD ALSO BE 
DETECTE!). ONE SET 01' bETECTOIIS IIIEWED 1IlE- PAIITlCLES OIRECTLY. 
TilE OTHEII 'alLlZED A SCATTER GEOMETII' TO UIPROVE ABILITY TO 
OIl$UVt: ELr:ClRONS IN TilE PRESENCE or IIIUCIl LAIIGEII flU.U Of 
PROTONS. EACH Of TilE TIlREE OIRECT VIEW IJETEtTOIiS ,1.rj!l fACII Of 
THE THREE SCATTEII GEO"ETRY DUECTORS LAY IN A SINGLE PLANt AND 
"AO£ ANbUS Of loS DEli, 90 DEG, AND 135 DEG Willi THE SPACECRAft 
SPIN AUS. 
------- ~ Ii.lA 5B, IICL£aES~,DEL-----------~~-----------~ ----------
NSSDt 10- 69-046£-08 
PEII50~NEL 
PI M.II. 
01 - 1.8. 









LOS AI.AIIOS SCI lAB 
L!lS Al.AIIIOS St.1 LAB 
LOS AIAIilOS SCL LAB 
lHIS- EXPERI"ENT CONSISTED O~ 511 10·C"-CUBEI! CES1Ulil 
10rlilE SCINTILLATION COUNTUS IIlSTRlflUlED TO ACHIEVE NEARLY 
ISOUOPlt: S£NSlTIIIUT. INDllIIDUAl DETECTOIIS RESPONDED TO ENERG' 
DEPOSitIONS Of 0.2 TO 1.0 I'IEV WITH A I!ETECTION EffiCIENCY 
RANGING fROM 17 TO SO PEIICENT. THE SCINTJlUTOIIS IIERE SHIELDED 
AGAINST PIRECT PENETIIATION BY ELECTRONS aELOw 0.15 I'IEV AND 
PROTONS BELO.. 20 "EV. NO ACTIVE ANTlCOiNClOEtiCE SKlElOING WAS 
PROVUEO. NORP'lALllED OUTPUT PULSES fRO" THE 511 OETECTOIIS WER£ 
SU""ED INTO tOUNlJNG AND LOGICS ClRcu!T:;,. LD!.iJCAl SENSING Of 
RAP II!I SrATISTICAlLY SIGNIftCANT COUNT IIATE !~~R£ASfS INITJATED 
THE IIECORblNG Of 01 SCRETE COUNTS IN A SERIES Of LOGAIHTKMlCALLY 
INCREASING Tll'1£ INTERVALS. THIS CAPABILITY PROVIDED tONTINUDUS 
rE"PI'2AL COVERAGE, WHICH, COUPLED WITII THE ISOTROPIC RUPONSE. 
15 UNIIIUE IN AstRONOln. A TII'IE "USUIIE"ENT WAS ALSO ASSOCIATED 
WnH UCH IiECORD. TilE DATA ACCU"ULAnOliS INCLUDED A BAC~GkOUND 
I';OMPONENT. DUE TO COSMIC PAI!TlCiUS AND tHElR SECONPARY EfFECts. 
THE OBS-EIIIIED BACKGIIOUND RATE. WIIICH \lA'S A fUNCT10N Of THIIESHOLO 
ENUGY. VAS ABOUT 150 COUNTS IS. 
...................................... VELA 6A .......................... ••• 
SPACECRAft CDMMON NA"E- VELA 6,10 
ALTEIINATE- NAMES- PL-702B, VELA 11 (TRW) 
04366, VEU 6A (USAf) 
NSSD':- 10- 10-0Z7A 
LAUNCH I!ATE- 04108170 WEIGHT- 261. KG 
LfoUNCH SlTE- CAPE CANAI/EitAl, UNlTEO STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN 
SPONSOIlING COUNtRT'AGENCT 
UNITED HATES 
INlTUL ORBIT PARA"eTEIlS 
ORBn TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
OIlBll PEIlIOD- 6729. "IN 
PERJAPSIS- l11Z10. IIC" 
PERSONNEL 
'" ,,-





EPOCH DATE.· 04109170 
INCLlNATION- 31.41 DEG 
APOAPSlS- 112160. It" 
ARPA'WASIlIDC 
UsAf-LAS 
LOS ALAI'IDS SCl LAB 
VELA 61. WAS DNE Of TWO SPIN-StABIlUEDI HOSAHEDRAL 
UTElllTES THAT COMPIIlSED THE SIXTH lAUNCIl IN THE IIElA PIIOGRAM. 
THE ORBITs Of THE TWO SATEllITES ON EAtlt lAUNCH WERE. BASICALLY 
CIIiCUlAR AT ABOUT 11 EARTH RADII, INCllNEO AT 60 DEG TO THE 
ECL!PTICr AND SPACtC 180 DEG APAIIT, TitUS PROVIDING A IIIONITORIN6 
(A"ABIUTT Of OPPOSITE SIDES Of TilE EARTH. THE D8JEct:tVES Of 
TilE SATElliTES WERE (1) 10 STUDY SOl.AR AND COSPUC; I( RATS. EUV. 
SOLAR PIIOTONS, SOUR WinD, AND NEUTRONS, (Z) TO CAIIRY OUt 
IIESEARCH AND OEVELOP"ENT ON "£tHO 05 Of DETEC.TlNG NUCLUII 
ElPLO$IONS aT lllEANS Of SATELLITE-BaiNE INSlRUltENTATlON .. AND (3) 
TO PROVtoE SOUII fUIIf DA1A IN suPPORt Of IIIANNED SPACE 
'USSIONS. IIELA 61. WAS AN 1)IPIIOVEO VERSION Of THE EAIiLlEIi VELA 
SeRIES SAHLLITES HAVING BETTER CO"I'IAND CAC>AOILlTJfS. INCIIEASED 
DAU STORAGE, t"PROVEO POWER- IIEQUIIIEI'IEN'fS. BETTEII tHER"AL 

















POWEll SUPPLIES Of no W WERE PItOVtIIU BY 22~$OO snAR CELLS 
"OUNTED ON 21, 0' TII£ SpACECRAFT'S 26 fACES. IIOTATJO~ RATES Of 
78 RP" DUlliNG lRlINSfER ORBITS AND 1 lip" AfTEI fiNAL ORBIT 
INSERTION IIAlNTAlNED HOIIINAL II TTITUDE CONTROL. '~IGIIT WIIIP 
ANTENNAS AHD fOUR STUB IINTENNII ARRAYS lit OPPOSITE [NOS Of TIiE 
SPAtECRAfT SUUClURE WEllE USED 'OR GROUNO (OIlIlANDS "'NO 
TELE"ETRY. THE LAUNCH Of VELA 6A liND 68~ PLUS THE YWO "'CU¥[ 
VELAS STILL IN ORBIT (VEL'" S ... "'ND SB)~ COIIPlEtED IHE 06JtCTlVES 0' THE VELA PROGRAII. 
INVEStIGAtION NANE· SOLAR WINO EIPERIIIENT 
NSSOC 10· 70·027A~OS 
PERSONNEL 
PI • S.J. 
01 ~ J .R. 





INVESTIGATIYE PIOGR ... II 
NUCLEAR DETECTION 
INVEST'GATION OISCIPLINE(S) 
PAIITl·:LES ... NtI rtElOS 
..... GNErOSPHERIC PH,SICS 
LOS IIlll"OS SCI LAB 
LOS IIlAIIOS SCI UB 
LOS IIL ... "05 Stl LAB 
TWO ELECTROSTAtiC "'NALYlEA~ELEClRON "ULflPLIER UNITS WERE 
USED TO STUDY THE INTfIIPLANEHii! SOLAR WiNO CINCLUIHNG HEIIVY 
IONS) MID PROTONS AND ELEtaONS IN TilE ""'GNHOTAIL. ENERGY 
"'N ... USIS WAS ACCO"PI.ISHED BY CH ... RUNG THE PLATES TO ICNOWN 
VOLTAGE LEVELS -".LOWlIIG THEN TO DISCH"'RGE WITH KNOWN RESISTANCE 
CAPACITOR (IIC) TI"E CONSTANTS. PARTICLES IN A 6-DEG BY tOO-DEG 
r"'N-5H"'PIlD ANGUL"'R Rli.NGE WERE "CtEPTED fOR ... NAlYSIS DURING A 
DECAYING VOLTAGE CYCLE. THE 100-DEG DI"ENSI0N WAS PARALLEL TO 
TilE SP"CECRAfT SPIN "'US fOil BOTIl DETECTORS. ONE 
"'N~LllER-I.uLTlPLIER UNn STUDlED SOUR WIHb ELECTROtfS IN THE 
ENERGY RANGE fRO .. 7.5 EV TO 18.5 f(EV "'ND SOLAR WIND POSITIVE 
JO'IS (,. ... INLY PROTONS ... ND "'LPIi'" P"'RTICLES) IN AN ENERGY PER 
CH ... RGE RANGE FR!I'I 1"20 V TO 5 ICV. THE OTHER UNlY STUDIED 
IIAGNHOUIL PROTONS OR ELecTRONS BElWUN 20 EV AND 33 KEV AND 
SOUR wIND HEAVY IONS IN THE ENERGY PER CHARGE RANGE BETWEEN 1 
~V "'ND B.3 ICV. 
--~---- VELA 6A. BA"E--------------------------------------~ 
INVESTlG"'TION NA"E- NEUTRON DETECTOR 
tlSSDC 10- 70-017A-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - S.J. B"'''E 




INVESTlG"'TION DISCJPLINE (S) 
PARTICLES "NO nELDS 
LOS IIL"'''OS scr LAB 
LOS ALA .. OS SCI LAB 
THE NEUTRON DETECTOR CONSISTED OF ... LARGE (ABOUT 8 LB) 
POLYETHJlENE .. OClEIlAtOR SUItROUNClING TWO HELIUJIII-3 ftLLED 
PItOPORTlON"L COUNn;RS. NEUTRONS BETWE"EN 1 AND 100 .. EV WERE 
THERJIIIALIZED BY THE "ODERATOR AND DETE"c.tED BY THE COUNTERS. THE 
INSTRUMENT WAS ALSO SINslTIVE TO PROTONS ASOVE 2S "EV. 
------- VELA 6 ... , cHA .. aERS-------------_.--------------------_. 
INVESTIGATION NAI'IE- SOLAR I-RAY DETECTORS, 0.5 TO 3.0 A, 
1 TO 8 ..... 1 TO 16 A, 1.4 TO 60 A 
NSSOC 10- 10..,.017.1:-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - Il.H. 
01 - J .C. 





INVESTIGATIVE PROGR ..... 
NUCLEAR DETECTION 
INVESTIGATlON DISCIPLINE (S) 
Il·RAY ASTRONOMY 
SOLAR PHYSICS 
LOS ALAPIOS SCI LAB 
LOS "LA"OS SCI L"'B 
LOS ... L ... MS SCI LAB 
tHIS ElPERl"ENT WAS DESIGNED TO "ONITOR THE SOLAR A"BIENT 
"'ND fL",IIE-PRODUCr:D FLUX Of X RAYS IN THE 0.3- TO 00-'" 
WAVELENGTH REGION. TWO IDENTlC ... L X-RAY SENSOR UNlYS WERE 
.. oUNTED AT DU .. URJtAlLY OPPOSE" APU POSITIONS ON THE" 
S"'TELLI'TE. EACH UNIT CONTAINED FOUIt DETECTORS -- THREE ION 
CH""DERS AND A SCINTILLATION (N"'UT1),) DETECTOR. AS EACH ION 
CHAHBER H"'D A HE,.ISPHERIC"'L WINDOW .. TilE Co .. 9tNED OUTPUT SIGN"'l! 
FIIO" I:lENllCAL tIlA"BERS IN EACH S'ENSOR UNIT .APP.ROIJ"ATED THE 
IIESPONSE OF "'N IOEIIL DETECTOk WITH A 4.PI STERADIAN fiELD Of 
VIEW. THE ION tH ... HBERS !lAD THE fOLLOWING IIINDOW ""'TERIALS, C~S 
fILLS, AND W"'VELENGTII RESPONSES. CHAHDeR 1 - 5.E-3 IN. l'f 
ElERYLLIU~, n.1l liT" Of ARGON .. 0.1 A,,, or HELIU", 1 TO 8 A. 
CHA,.BER 1 -- 2.5E-4 IN. or "YL ... II OVERCOAT ED WITH ABOUT ,IN 8S00 
A LAYER OF ALUMUIU", O.S liT .. or NnROGEN~ 1 TO 10.... CHII"BEII.3 
-- 2.5[-4 IN. Of "YUR, 0.$ ATH or NITROGEN, 1 TO 16 A ';:'1) 1,1, 
ro 60 II. THIS CO"BINATIDII Of ION CHAHBERS A!.:LOWED SOLAR 1~~;;' 
fL!J. HEASURE .. £NTS IN THE B ... NDS 1 TO 8 ... , 1 TO It A, a TO 16 ... ~ 
AND 44 TC 60 ... TO BE OBTAINED UPON sunASLE ANALYSIS Of THE 
D ... n. THE SCINTILLATION ClETECTOR USED roll' tHE 0.3- TO .3-'" 
WAVELEitGTH REGION tONsaTeo OF ... THALLlU"-",CllVATEIl NAI CRYSTAL 
OPllCALU ... COUPLED TO A P .. T, THE OUTPUT Of WHltll FED II 
t • 
L .. ,~_"~". 
1 
FlVE·LEVEL, IHTEGRAl, H.!:'SE-HElGHT ANALYZ£R. UNLIKE H!E JON 
CHII"BERS, THE TWO SCINTILLATtON DETECTORS IN THE TIIO SENSOR 
UNITS WERE NOl IDENTlt ... L. TilE IIOQE SENSITIIiE DETECTOR HAD ... 
DNEwll"'U-INCH-DI"'''ETER~ lw" .. ~THlCIC CRYSUL COVlREb BY A fLAT 
10-.. ll-TIIICIC BEllyLLIUM wINDuW. THE LESS SEIlS1TIVE IIETECTOR 
(1.£-2 ERGS/SCI C"-S) HAD A DNE-QUARTER-IN.-DIAIIETER~ '· .... ·THlClC 
CRYSTAL ... ND A 0 .. 011 H'.-TIIICII: BERYLLIU" OD"E WINDOII IN ADblT10N 
TO THE fLAT 10·"IL WINDOW I'IoU,,1£b ON THE 'ACE Of THE CRYSTAL. 
BOTH ION CH"'''BERS ANO SCINTILLATJON DETECTORS WUE CAPABLE or 
OBSERV ... TIONS WI1H TJ .. E RESOLUTIONS OF 2 ~. TilE AVERIIGE 
DETECTIVE EfFICIENCIES FOR THE ION ... ND SClLTILLATtDN DETECTORS 
IIERE Of THE ORDER OF 20 "'ND 60 PEIICENT. RESPECTJVEt,Y. 
VELII 6A. IIIG9IE··------------ -----------•• -----------
INVESTIG ... TION NA"E- SOLAR PARTICLE TELESCOPES 
NSSDC 10- 70·02711-0.3 
PERSONNEL 
PI - P.II. HIGBIE 





SOLAR PUTSl CS 
LOS "'L ... IIOS SCI LAB 
LOS t' "'''OS SCI L"'B 
THE SOLAR TELESCOPE EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE 
THE ENERGY SPECTRUM ... ND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION or SOLAR PROTONS 
BETWEEN 0.3 "'ND 50 MEV AND Of SOLAR ALPH ... PAIITICLES BETWHN 1 
AND 100 .. EV. IN ADDITION. THE. EIPEIIJI'IENT liAS DESIGNED TO 
IDEIHlfY ",ND .. ONITOR TilE fLU): Of IlEUTERIU". TRITIUH, ... NO 
HELlO"-3 NUCLEI WHICH flAY 8E EMITTE.D DURlb' A SOL"'1f PARTICLE 
FLARE AND TO IIDNJJD/I THE INTENSITY OF H!lkE H(AVILY IONllED 
PARf"lCI.ES. THERE WERE THREE TELESCOPES IN A SINGLE PLANE. 
ORIENTED "'T ANGLES Of 4S ClEG, YO DEG, ... ND 13S DEG REL ... TIVE 10 
THE SPACECRAft SpiN AXIS •. E ... CH INSTRU,.ENT CONSISTED OF A 
COlLIIIATlNG TUBE (PRCsVlDING AN ... NGULAII VIEW Of 30 I..~) IN FRONT 
Of II SOUD-STATE DE/IlX VS E P"'RTICLE DETECTOR. 
------- VELA 6 .... IIIG8IE-----------------------------------_.--
INIiESTlGATION NA"E~ ELEctllON DETECTORS 
NSSDC 10- 71!'-027A-OI, 
PERSONNEL 
PI ~ P.R. HIGBiE 




INVrSTlG ... nnN OISCIPLINE(S) 
PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
LOS I\L ... /'!OS SC I LAB 
LOS "'LA"OS SCI LAB 
TWO SETS or THREE SOLlb-SlAT[ ELECTRON DETECTORS IN ... 
TELESCOPIC "'RR"'NGE"ENT WITH AN ANGULAR VIEW or .31l bEG WEllE USED 
TO oB$£RVE ELECTRONS OVEII THE R"'NGE 30 Til 150 I(EII. f'ROTONS or 
ENERGY LESS TH"'N .300 ICEV AND GRE"'TER TH ... N 50 ,.EV COULD ALSO BE 
DEtECTE:O. ONE sn OF bETECTORS lIa.WED THE PARTICLES DIRECTLY. 
THE OTHER UTILllED A SC ... TTER GEOMETRY TO lMPRDVE ITS "\ULlTY TO 
DB5E/IVE ELECTRONS IN THE PRESENCE Of HUCft LAIIGER FLUXES OF 
PROTONS. EACH or THE TfIREE DIRECT-VIEW DETECTORS ... Nb EACH Of 
THE ThREE SC"'TlER GEO"ETRY DenCTORS LAID IN A .... INGLE PLANE AND 
"ADE ... NGLES OF 4S DEG, 90 DEG, AND 135 DEG WlTH THE SPACECRAfT 
SPIN "'US. 
------- IIELA 6 ... , KLEBES ... D£L---··-----------------------__ • ___ _ 
INVESTIGATION N"'ME- GAM"A-RAY ... STRONO,.y 
NSSDC 10- 70-027A-OB 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.W. 
01 - I.B~ 






NUCLEAR DETECT lOti 
INVESTlG ... TlON DISCIPLINE(S) 
ASTROHIH'IY 
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB 
LOS ~LA"oS SCt LAS 
LGS AL"'I'IOS SCI LAB 
THIS EXPEIIIIIENT CONSISTED or su lO-CN-CUBED CESIUM 
IODIDE SCINrtLLATION COUNTERS DISTRIBUTED TO ACHIEVE NEARLY 
ISOTIIDPIC SENSITIV1TY. INDIVIDUAL DETEClORS RESPONDED TO ENERGY 
.,EPOSJTIONS OF 0.3 TO t.s ,.ev II11H'" DETECTION EffICIENCY 
R"'NGING FRO'"' 17 TO 50 PERCEN";. THE 5CJlHILLATDIIS WERE SHIELDED 
AGAINST DIRECT PEHETIIA'IlON BY ELECTRONS BELOW 0.75 MEV ... ND 
PIIOTONS BELOW 010 ,.EV. NO ACTIVE ~NTlCoINCIDENCE SHIELDING WAS 
PROVIDED. HORM"'LUEo OUTPUT PUL.HS fRol'! TIfE Sill DETECTORS WEllE 
SU""ED INTO COUNTING AND LOlacs CIRCUITRY. LOGICAL SENSlNG Of 
RAPID .. S~.HlSTlCALLY SIGNIFICANT couin RATE INCII~ASES INlt'IATEO 
THE IIEI:ORDING OF DISCRETE COUNTS IN A SERIES Of LoG"'RITHMICALLY 
INCIIE~SING Tl"E INTEIIV"'LS. THIS C"'PAGILITY PROVIDE~ CONTINUOUS 
TENP::'RAL COVERAGE WHICH. COUPU!) WITII THE ISOTROPIC RESPONSE, 
WO\S UNIQUE IN ASTRONO,.,. A TIME "EASUR£lUNt WAS ALSO ASSOCIATED 
WITII EACH RECOIID. THE D ... T" ACnJ"ULATloNS INCLUDED A BACKGROUND 
C.O,.PONENT. DUE TO COS"IC PAR_TIt fS ~ND THEIl< SECONDART EffECTS. 
THE OBSERVED BAC~GROUND RATE. WHICH WAS A FUNCTION Of THIlESilDLb 




i \ ".' I. , ', ... ' J 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• VflA 6s •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRArT (.O""ON NAME- IIELA 69 
ALTERNATE NAPleS- PL-70lC~ IIELA 12 CTRW) 
04368. IIElA 6B (USAf) 
tlSSOC to- "O-D.na 
L,lUNCH DAft.- CHOllno IIUGHT- 261 • .::G 
LAUNCH stH- CAPE CANAVUI,L. UNITEfI SlUES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- titAN 
SrONS-ORING [CUNTRYi"GEriC'f 
UNITEO STATES 
!til HAL ORBI T PARAMETERS 
OIiBiT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBll PERIOD- 6145. MIN 
PERIAPSIS- "'SOll. It" 
FERSONNEL 
Me; ERO .. -~,TAFf 
PM ~A~SO 
PS - R~II. KLESS.Ut' 
Siller Or:.SCRIPlION 
EPOCH DAfE- 04111170 
INCLiNATlON- 1l.5i! DEG 
APO"PSlS- 112210. It'" 
ERClA/IIASIi.DC 
USAF-LAS 
LOS ALAKOS SCI LAB 
IIELA 68 WAS ONE or TWO SPIN-StABILIZE-D, ICOSAHEDRAL 
SF.TELLITES TIIAT [0,. .. 1115£0 TilE SInH LAUNCII IN THE VELA PROGRAM. 
1I1E OR!lITS Of lH£. twO SATELLItES ON EACH LAUNCH WERE BASICALLY 
CIIICUL"R H Mltiut 11 EflRTH RAnl~ INCLINEII At 6'J DEG to tHE-
HLiPrIC, "UD sr\tEll 180 nEG APART~ tHUS PROVIDING A KONJlOIlING 
CIlPASILITY IH OPPOSITE SIDE-S OF TilE EARTH. THE OaJECT!VES OF 
TIlE SATELLJiES WERE (1) TO stU\I1 SOLU AND coslnc x UYS. EUV. 
SOLAR PROTOIiS. SOL"R WIND. ANII NEUtRONS~ (2,) to CARR\ OUt 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOP/Ulfl ON "ETHODS Of DETECTING NUCLf.~R 
'JPLOSIOIiS flY MUNS OF SATELLItE·aORNE INSTRU"ENJATlON. AND (3) 
,0 F-IIOVtDE SOLAR FLARE DAtA IN SUPPORT Of MANNED SPACE 
I'IlSSIONS. VELA 6B WAS AN I"PROVED VEIISION Of THE EARLIER VELA 
SERIES SAtELLITES HAVING B~fTEA CO"KAND CAPABILItIES~ INCREASED 
DATA ST'ORAGE. UIPR(;VfO POIfEII REQUIREKENTS, SETTER THEJIKAL 
COWiROL OF OPTICAL SENSoRS~ AND GRUnR EXPERII'IENTATION WnGHT. 
POWER SUPPLIES Of '/20 W WERE PROVIDED Bf 2.2.~500 SOLAR CELLS 
,,",Ou/HEIl ON 24 Of THE SPACECRAft '5 Z6 fACES. A ROlAltON RATE Of 
1£ RPM DURING TR"NSfER ORBITS AND 1 RPK AftER fiNAL ORBIT 
INSERTION MAINTAINED NOMINAL AttITUDE CONtROL. ElGIIT IIHIP 
ANTENN~S AND fOUR STUe ANTEltlt" ARRAYS o\T OPPOSnE ENDS OF TilE 
SPACECRUT STRUCTURE IIEIIE USED fOR GROUND COMMAND$ AND 
TELEMETRY. THE LAUNCH Of VEU 6A AND 68, PLUS THC TIIO HTIVE 
VELAS STILL IN OilBn (VELA SA ~NO Ph COMPLETED THE OBJEUlVES 
or THE VEU PROGRA"'. 
-_ •••• - VELA 6e, BA~E------··-··-··-~··-····-----------···----
INVESTIGATION NA"'E- NEUTRON DETECTOR 
NSSbC 10- 7D·0Z7a·~7 
PERSONNEL 
PI - S.J. a"""E 





PARflCLES AND FIELDS 
LOS ALAKOS SC! LAB 
LOS ALAMOS stl LAB 
THE NEUTRON DETECTOR CtlNSISTED Of A LARGE (ABOUT B La) 
POLYETHYLEN!:: MODEIIATOR !iURROUNlllNG lWO HELIUM-) flLLEO 
PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS. NEUTRONS BETWEEN 1 AND 100 MEV WEllE 
TIIERI'lALIlED ay THE II.ODERATOR AND DUetTED ay THE COUNTERS. TilE 
l/lSTRU!oIfNT ..... 5 ALSO SENSlflVf to PROTONS ABOVE 25 KEV. 
.---.-- VELA 6a, HIGBIE--·---·····----------------··-----
INVESlIGATtON NAME- SOLAR P",RTlCLE TELESCOPES 
NSStlC 10- 70-027a·03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - P.R. HIGBIE 






LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB 
LOS ALAKOS SCI LAB 
THE SOLAR TELESCOPE EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE 
THE EN ERG: SPECTliU;' AND ANGUL"'R IIIs-TRIBUTtON OF SOLAR PROTONS 
BETWEEN O.l "'ND SO MEV AND OF SOLAR ALPHA PARTICLES BE-TWEEN 2 
~ND 100 MEV. IN ADDITION, THE EXP_EIIlMENT WAS DESIGIlED to 
IDENTifY AND MONITOR THE fLUX Of DEUTERIUM~ TRIT,UM, AND 
HELIUM-l NUCLEI WHICH MAY BE EMllTED DUlliNG" SOL"'R PARTiCLE 
FLARE AND to MONITOR THE INtENSITY O~ flaRE HEAVILY 10Hll.ED 
PA;;,tCLES. THERE WERE THREE TELESCOPES IN " SINGLE PLANE, 
ORIENtED AT ANGLES Of 45 DEG, 90 DfG, ... ND 1ZS DEG RELAT-IVE TO 
TilE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXlS. EACH INSTRUMENT CONSISTED Of A 
COLLlMI.rING TUBE (PROVIDING AN ANGULAR VIEW OF 30 DEG) IN FRONT 




1 1 ~ J 
- •• --~- VELA tB, HIG6IE---------···--··-----·-·~--~---··--·---
INVESHGAlJON NAPlE- ELEC:TRON OETECTORS 
PERSONNEL 
PI - P.R. HIGBIE 





PARTICLES ANO F-IELDS 
LOS ALAMOS Se-I LAB 
LOS ALAMOS sri L ... B 
1WO SETS Of THREE SOLID-STATE ELECTRON OETECTORS IN A 
'ELESCOPIC ARRANGEMENT WITH AN ANGULAR VIEW Of ,Hl DEG WERE USED 
fO OIl$EIIVE ELECTRONS OVER THE RANGE 30 TO 150 KEII. PROTONS Of 
ENERGY U,SS THAN 300 KEII AND GREATER TItAN so MEV COULD ALSO BE 
DETECTEo. ONE SET Of DETECTORS VIEWED THE PARTICLES DlkECTLY. 
THE OTHER UTJLll.fD ,. SCAllER GEOItETRY TO I"PROVE 11S ABILITY TO 
OBSERVE ELECTRONS IN tHE PRESEoNCE OF MUCH LARGER fLUXES OF 
I'IIOTONS. EACII Of THE THREE 01/lftT-VIEIi DETECTORS ANe EACH Of 
"ItE THREE SCATTER GEOIOETRY DETECTORS LAID IN ... SINGLE PLANE AND 
MADE ANGLES OF loS OEG~ 90 DEG, AND T3S oEG WlTH THE SPACECRAF'J 
StlN A)(IS. 
------- YELA 6B, KLEBESADEL---------···-------------···--·---· 
INVESTIGATION NAME- GAMMA-RAy ASTRONOMY 
NSSOC ID- 70·0276-08 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.W. 
01 - I.B. 









LOS "LAMOS SCI LAB 
LOS ~LA"'OS SCI LAB 
LOS ALAMS SCI LAB 
TillS EXPERUIENT CONSISTED OF SIX TO-CM-CUBED CESIU" 
IODIDE SCI-HTlLLATlON COUNTERS DISTRIBUTED TO ACHIE\,:E NEARLY 
ISOTROPIC SE"SlTlVln. INDIVIDUAL DETECTORS RES-PONDEtI TO ENERGY 
DEPOSTlloNS OF O.l 10 1.5 MEV WJTH'" DETECTION EFFICIENCy 
RANGING fROM 11 TO so PERCENT. THE SCH/TILLATORS WERE SHIELDED 
AGAINST DIRECT PENElRAllON BY ELECTRONS BELOII 0.75 I'IEV AND 
PROTONS BELOW ZO "EV. NO ACtIVE "NTICO[NCIOENCE SlllELD.lNG WAS 
PROVIDED. NOR"ALIlED OUTPUT PULSES FRO" THE SIX DETeCTORS WERE 
SUM"ED INTO COUNTING ... ND LOGICS CIRCUITRY. LOGICAL SENSING Of 
R"PIDI STAfJSTlCALLY SIGNIfiCANt COUNT R",TE INCRE",SES INlTIATEO 
Tf't: RECORDING OF DIHIlETf. COUNTS IN II SERIES Of LOGARlTH"'IC ... LLy 
INCREASING TI"E IHTERV"'LS. nils CAPABILl1'T PROVIDED CONTINUOUS 
TEI'IPORAL COVERAGE, lillICH, COUP LEO WITH THE ISOTROPIC RES-PONSE, 
liAS UNIQUE IN ASTRONOM1. A IHIE MEASUREKENT WAS ALSO ASSOCIATED 
tonI! EAC/! RECORII. THE DnA ACCUMULATIONS INCLUIIED Po BAC..;GIIOUND 
COMPONENT, DUE TO COSMIC PARTICLES ",NO THEIR seCONDARY EffECTS. 
TH[ OBSERVED BACKGROUNII RATE, WHICH WAS A fUNCTION OF THRESHOLD 
ENERGY, liAS "BOUT ZO COUNTSls. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• VIKING T LANDER ••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAFT CoM"ON NAME· 'IlKING 1 LANDER 
ALTERNATE NAKES- VIKING-B LANOER. VlKING-B 
NSSDC 10- 75-07SC 
LAUNCH DATE- ~BIZOI7S WEIGUT- 598. KG 
LAUNCH 51'!',· CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES 
LAUNCH VEHiCLE- TnAN 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STnES 
IHIUAL ORsn PA1iA"ETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- "ARS L ... NDER 
PERSONNEL 
I'IG - w. 
SC L.G. 
Pit • G .C. 








NASA HE ... DQU ... RTERS 
N"SA·URC 
NASA-LARt:: 
THIS SPACECRAFT WAS TilE LANDING VEHICLE rOR 1HE TIIO-PART 
SPACECRAfT "ISS ION. IT SOFT~L"NtlED At 22.:"8 DEG N LATITUDE, 
47.9' DEG W LONGITUDE ON THE "ARTI"''' SURfACE. THE ORBITER HAD 
THE cAP ... lilLny Of BEING MADE SYNCHRONOUS WITII THE LANOER TO 
PROVIDE fOR DAILY RELAY AND LANOING SHE OBSERv,nION. n AL!iO 
WAS CAPABLE OF OBnlNING DnA FOil TH,E SELEeil.ON OF L"'NDING 
SITES FOR FUTURE "ISSIONS. TilE LANDEA VEHICLE CARRIED 
INSTRUMENTS TO STUDY THE BIOLOGY, CHEMICAL COMPOSITION (ORG"'NIC 
,,"NO INORGANfC) "HEOROLOGY, SE,ISMOLOGY~ "AGNEllC PROPERTIES, 
SURfACE APPEAIIANCE.- AND PHTSICAL PROPERTIES Of TilE MARn"'N 
SURFACE AND ATMOSPHERE. THE L"'NDER HAD A 10·w POWER CAPACITY. 
THE SClENlJFIC PAYLOAD '?R THE LANbER WEIGHS APPROXI"ATELY 91 
KG (ZOD LB). THIS SPACECRHt W"S ORIGINALLY SCHEDUt,.E_D TO~E THE 
SECOND VIKING "'ISSION. BUT BECAUSE OF -A MALFUNCTION iM 
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- VIKING 1 L~NtlEII, ANDEIISON------------------------ _____ _ 
INVESTIGATION NMIE- SEISMOLOGY 
NSSDC u- 1!i-OHc-08 
HRSONNEL 
TL - D.L. 
Til K.N. 
HI - G.II. 
HI - II.L. 












CALH INSi Of nCII 
ItASS INST Of TECH 
U Of IIAWAlt 
SUNfOIl!! U 
U Of TEXAS, GALVESTON 
TilE SEUIOLOliY EKPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO DETEIU'IlNE THE 
LEVEL or SEiSMIt ACTIVITY ON liARS AND {1S INTERNAL STRUCTURE. 
TUE SElSItOLUIiY INSTRUMENT CONSISTED Of A H-tM CUDlCAL PACKAGE
 
HIIIT WEIGItED APPROXIItATEL'I' Z.,3 KG. IN TKE PACKAGE WERE TItREE 
ItUTUALLY PERPENDICULAR 5El5"O"ETERS. THEY CONSIS TED Of A 
ZO-GII !'lASS WIlli AN ATTACHED COIL, ELASTl CALLY PIVOTED fRO!'l THE
 
INSTRUMENT fRAIIE ON A SHORT 110011, SO THE COIL PROJECTS INTO A
 
ItAGNET 1t0UNTED ON THE FRAME. RELAtiVE ",OlION Of THE COIL AND 
IIAGNET, INDUCED BY THE IIASS'S REACTION To GIIOUND MOTION .. WAS
 
HSIGNED TO GENERATE A VARYING VOLTAGE THAt WAS TIIEN INpUT TO
 
AN AI'JPUrtEII. I'JODES YERE -- (1) SELECTION (If VARIQUS fILTERS 
rtlR FRE QUENCY CONTENT OR TO AnJUST TO IIEST RECEPT10N OF 
SPECifiC TYPES Of DATA, ('Z) ,., LOW SII.IIPLING RATE FOR GENEIIAL 
ACTIVITY, en A UIGH OATA RATE fOR PETAlLED ElIAltlNATION OF 
fVEUTS, AND (4) A COI'JPRES SED IIEOlUI'J RATE fOR CONTINOUS
 
1I0NlTORING OF IIARSQUAKES THAT WEllE OOIiMANT UNT1L IICflVATED By 
AN EVENT. tHE DATA WERE to BE COI'JPRESS[D fOR TRANS MISSION TO 
[ARTH BY AVERAGING THE AIIPLITUOE OF NOR"'AL GROUNO NOISE OVER A 
15-5 PERI/JD. WilEN AN EVENT OCCURED. A TfHGGER WOULD ACTIVATE 
A HIGHER nATA RATE !'tODE THAT SAI'IPLED lUE AIIPLltUDE OF THE 
OVERALL EVENT ENVELOPE THAt REQUIRED ONLY ONE AIIPLI1UDE SAItPLE 
rER 5 TO INtIltATE ITS SHAPE. AT TilE SAME TIME, THE CHANGE IN 
POLAIiITT Of TilE OATA SlGNAL (CAUSED IIY CROSSING TilE lERO AlliS) 
WAS SAI'IPI,oED ONCE A S. TilE SHAPE Of THE ENVELOPE AND ITS
 
INCREIUNUL FREQUENC, CONTENT WOULD THEN BE TRANS!'IlTTEO TO 
EARTH liND RECONS1RUCTEO TO APPROXIIIATE TilE OR1GINAL EVENT. THE
 
INSTRUI'IENt fAILED TO fUNCTION ON THE IIARTIAN SURfACE. 
-----
- VIKING 1 LANDER, BIE"'ANN------~------------~ __________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAME- "'OLECULA~ ANALTSIS 
NSSDC 10- 75-015c-04 
PERSONNEL 






D .PI. ANDERSON. 


















"'ASS INST OF TECH 
U OF CALlF, SAN otEGO 
USA-CIIREL 
STA TE U OF NEil TORK 
U Of HOUSTON 
SALK INST BIOL STUDIES 
U OF IttNNESOTA 
US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
THE JIHl.Ll:~UUR ANALYSIS EXPERII1ENT WAS DESIGNED TO SEARCH 
faR AUD IDENtlf' ORGANtC (AND SOliE INORGANIC> tOllPOUND5 IN THE 
UPPER SURfA~E LAYER or I'IARS. DETERItINE THE ATMOSPHERIC 
COPlPOSITlON HEAR THE SURFACE. AND 1I0NI,TOIl CO"POSITlOH CHANGES. 
TIlE ANALYSES WERE PERfORIIEtI fiT A GAS CHROMATOGRAPH MA5S 
SPECTROItETER (GCItS), WHICH IlA(l UIGH SENSnIVlTT, HIGH 
STRUCTURAL SP£ClnC1TY, AND BROAP APPLICABILITy TO A WIDE RANGE
 
or COI'fPOUNDS. ORGAlnC SUBSTANCES WERE VAPORIZED t-RO" THE
 
SURfACE IIUERUL BY HEAliNG TO ZOO OEG C WHILE CARBON DIOllIDE
 
(LABELED IIITK c-13) SIIEPT THROUGH. THE "'ATERtAL WAS THEN 
CARRIe-O IHTO A TENEX GAS-CHIIOMATOGIIAPHIC COLUIIN THAT WAS SWEPT
 
1000TH HTDROGEN AS A CAIiRaR GAS. IIHILl: PASSING THROUGH THE
 
COLU"N, SUBSTANCES WERE SEPARATEO FROI'! EACH OTHER BY THEIR
 
DIfFEUNT DEGREES OF RETENTION BY THE TENEX. THE RESltlUAL
 
STREAK !'IOVEn INTO THE "'ASS SPECTROIIETER (HTER HYDROGEN WAS 
RniOVED BT HTDROGEN-ONLY PER!'IE~BLE PALLADIUIt) AN~ A "'ASS 
SI'HTRUII (fROIt "ASS 12 TO 2.00) liAS OBTAINED EVERT 10 5 fOR THE 
flo I'IIN OF TtlE GAS CHRO"ATOGRAII. THE DATA IIEIIE STORED AND THEN 
TRANS"LTTEO to EARTH. AFTER THE INITIAL ANAL'fSIS THE SARE
 
SAPIPLE WAS HEATED TO 500 DEG C TO OBTUN LESS VOl.ATILE 
"A'TERIALS AND to PYRIlLYle SUBSTANCES THAT WERE NOT VOLATILE
 




- VIKING 1 LANDER, HARGRAVES-----~--~---------------­
INVESTIGATION NAPI~ IIAGNETIC PIlOI"ERTIES 
H5 
I 
NSSDC ID- 75-075C-10 
PERSONNEL 








TUE I'IAGNETIC PROpERTIES EXPERIII£NT WAS DESJGNED TO DETECT 
THE PRESENCE OF ItAGNHJC PARllCLES IN IIAIITIAN SURfACE MATERIAL
 
AND To DETERMINE THE IDENTITY AND QUANTlly OF THESE pAIlTJCLES. 
1l USED 0\ SET OF lWO PER "ANENT, SAIIARIUPI-COBALT MO\GNEllC PAJRS
 
MOUNTED ON TliE BACKHOE Of THE SUR~ACE-SAI'IPLER COLLECTOR HEAD. 
EACH PUR CONSISTED or AN OUTER RING "'AGNET ABOUT l.5 clI IN 
DURfTER WIlH AN TNNER CORE ItAGNET Of OpPoslfE POLARITY. THE
 
"AGNE-TIC FJELD Of THE MAGNETS WAS ApPROltlMATELY ZSOO Ii AND THE
' 
ItAGNETS WEI![ "OUNTED ON HIE OUTER SURfACE Of THE BACKHOE At 
DIFf:l![fn DEPTHS TO INSURE A GRAD LENT IN PI~GNETIC nELO 
STRENI.;H. ADDITIONALLY .. A SIPlILAR PlAGNElIC PAIR IMs MOUNtED ON
 
THE P'IOTOItETRIC TARGET ATOP TIlE UNDER TO ATTRACT PlAGN[TtC 
f'ARTlCLES PRESENT IN WINDOLOWN DUST. lHE MAGNETS WERE DIREtTLT
 
tMAGED BT THE CAfilERA SYSTEPI IN BLACK AND WHITE ANti IN COLOR. A 
5-POWER GNIFTING MIRROR WAS USED FOR MAXIMU'" RESOLUTtON. 
VI II; I HG 1 LANDER, IIESS-----------------.------------_. __ 
INVESTIGATION NAME- PlETEOROLOGy EXPERl"EtH 
NSSDC tD- 15-075C-07 
PERSONNEL 
TL - S.L. 
T'" - C.B. 
TM - R.I'I. 
TM - J.A. 







INVEStlGATIVE rROGII ... " 
COPE SL 
INVESTIGATION DISClPLlNE(SI 
PLANET ART AT!'IOSPHERES 
PLANetARY DIOLOGY 
fLORIDA STATE U 
II OF WASHINGTON 
NASA-LARC 
!'ICDONHLL-DOUGLAS CORP 
U Of W.SIIINGTON 
THts EXPERIMENT PlEASURED TUE "ETEOROLOGICAL ENVlRONPlENT 
NEAR THE PLANEURY SURfACE ANP OBTAINED INrORPlATlON ABOU
, 
MOTION s-YSTEl'tS Of VARIOUS SCALES. THE ELEMENTS THAT WfRE
 
DETERPIINED AilE PRESSURE~ TEMPERATURE, AND WINO SPEED AND 
PIRECllON Of THE ftARlIAN ATMOSPHERE. DIURNAL AND TEMPORAL
 
VAIiUTlONS Of TilE PARI'.IIHERS WERE OF PARtICULAR 1I.PORTANCE. 
THE $AIIPLING RATES AND DURATIONS FOil ANT ONE !'IARlIAN OAT WERE 
SELECTABLE OT GROUND COIIMAND. All. tlEASUREPlENTS WERE CONltNUED
 
fOR THE LANDER II rETlPlE ~ THE SENSORS WERE MOUNTED ON AN 
ERECTABL[ BOOM. 
-----
- VIKING 1 LANDER, KLEIN--------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- BIOLOGY INVESTIGATION 
NSSDC I D- 75-015(-03 
PERSONNEL 
TL ~ H.p. 
Til - J. 
Til - A. 
HI - N.H. T" - V.I. 











PLANET ART BIOLOGY 
NASA-ARt 
STAN FORO 
IIASS INST Of nCH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
NASA-ARC 
BIOSPI/ERICS .. INC 
THE BIOLOGY ElCPERJMENT WAS DESIGNED TO SEARCH fOR TtlE 
PRESENCE OF PlARTlA" ORGANISIIS BY LOOI(JMG FOR PROOUCTS Of THUR 
IIE"'BOLISM. THREE DISTINCT INSTRUMENtS (1) PTROLnlC 
RELEASE (PR), (l) LASe-LED RELEASE (LR), ~ND (3-) GAS Ell CHANGE 
(GEU INCUBATED SAMPLES Of THE "ARllo\N SURFACE UNDER A 
NUIIBER Of DtFFERENT ENVIRONMENTAL CONDtTIONS. SOIL SA"PLEs
 
ACQUIRED B'f THE SURfACE SA"PLER WERE DELIVERED TO THE VIIIaNG 
alOLOGY INSTRUMENT (VBI). THESE SAMpLES WERE THEN DISTRIBUTED, 
IN .. ~ASURED AMOUNTS, TO THE THREE INSTRUPIENTS fOR INCUBATION 
A jD P.'OCESSING. THE VBt It"INTAINED INCUBATION TEMPEfUTURES 
aETwEE', II AND 17 DEG C. AfTER AN ElIPERIItENT, THE SAPIPLE WAS
 
STERILUED AND REPROCESSED AS A CONTAOL. THE PR CONTAINED
 
THREE INCUBATION CHAMBERS EACI/ OF WHlCll ""ASURED ONE SA"PLE fOR
 
PHOTOS'fNTHETlC OR CtlE"lUL nUTlON OF C02 OR ceo CONTAINING
 
C-14. LABELED COZICO 'Ul!TURE WAS ADDED AND A UNON ARC LAMP
 
SI"ULATING THE SUN'S ENERGY WAS TURNED ON fOR A S-IlAY
 
INCUBATION. THE U"pLE WAS THEN HEATED TO 120 OEG C TO REMVE
 
RESiDUAL INtuBATION GASES. A'T ANOTHER 'STATtON,' TUE SAPIPLE
 
WAS HUTEtI T_O 62.5 OEG C WHILE PURGING liT wnH HEU!'". THE 
PURGED GA~·S PASSED THROUGH AN ORGANIC VAPOR TRAP (0'>''' THAT 
RHAINED ORGANIC CO"POUNDS AND fRAGPlENTS WHILE PASSING THE COZ
 
AND CO. A RADIOACTIVITY DEf[CTOR THEN DETECTED 'PEAKS' 
CONSISTING Of UNIIEACTED COZ/CO. THE SAMPLE WAS THEN HEATED AND
 
PURGED WITII HeLlU" fO \/ElilfY THAT 'HE LEVEL WAS DOWN TO
 
PRE~PYROLYSIS BACKGROUND COUNT. THE TRApPED ORGANIC "ATERIALS 
IN lllE OVT VERE TIIEN HEAlED TO 7;:;0 DE6 C,. WIlItt! OU OIlEO TilE" 
TO COZ AND WHtell WAS THEN COUNTED to DETECT ABSORPTION Of THE
 
























LABELED NUTRIt:NTS. THE "'".OSPHER£ ABOVE THE SAI'IPLE WAS 
CONTINUOUSLY "ONITORED tOR 12 PAYS. HIE DETECTION Of 
RAIl10ACTIVE C02 PRODUCED A I'IE"'BOLIC CURVE AS A fUNCTION Of 
TIME. TilE SHAPE Of WHICH WAS USED TO DETERI'IINE If GROIITH rOOK 
PLACE. THE GEl! I'IEASUREP THE PRODUCTION OR Uf'TAI(E Of C02, 
IHTROGEN, C1I4, HYPROGEN, MID OKYGEN DURING INCUBATION Of A 'jOIL 
SA"PLE. HIE SAI'IPLE IiIAS SEALED AND PURGED IlY HELlU", TIlEN A 
I'11)(TURE OF IlELlUI'I. ItR1PTON, AND C02 lIilS IN'IIODUCED AS AN 
Ih1TUL INCUBATION A'''05PII£RE. AftER TilE ADDITION Of A 
SELECTED QUANTITY Of A NUTRIENT SOLUTION TilE SM~PLE liAS 
INCUBoHED FOil 12 DAYS. AT PAY 0, 1, '" 4, 8, ~NO 12, SAI'IPL[S 
Of THE ATI'IOSPHERE IIEIIE REMOVED AND AllALYLEIl fiY A GAS 
CHRGI'IATOGRAPH IIlTH A TIlER_'IAl CGNDUCTJVITY DElECTOR. tHE fiRST 
SEAIES or TESTS HAS BEEN PERfORMED AND IHE ElPERJlUNT 
FUNCTIONED NOI'IINALLY A'l OF AUGUST 19, 1-97t-. 
------ VllCING 1 LANDEII. "ICHAEL, JR.--------------------,..-----
INVESUGHION NAI'IE- RADIO SCIENCE 
NSSDC 10- 75-075C-ll 
PERSON'IEL 
TL - IiI.H. 
TO! 1.1. 
U G. 
Till J .G. 
TI! D.L. 
T" 1\.0. 
''I G. L. 
to! - J. 
HI R .H. 

















PUUET ... RY ATI'IOSPIHIlES 
PLAN lOla LOGY 
NASA-LARt 
IIASS INST or TECH 
N"'SA-JPL 







T)lIS EXPERI"'ENT UTlLIZED THE LANDER-TO-EARlH ... 1010 
ORBITER-TO-EARTH S-SANG COIIIIUlHCATlONS LlNIi: (INCLUDING RANGE 
AND RANGE-RATE CAPASILITlES), THE LAUDER-TO-ORBITER UHF RELAY 
LINK, AND TtlE ORIIITER-tO-EARltl l-BAND DOWNLINK. TtlE RESULTING 
PHA WILL DE USED To (/ETF.RI'IINE IHE ..... RTUN GRAVlTATlON"'l tlELD, 
AlliS OF ROTATION, EPHE"ERIS.. fIGURE. ArI'lOSPIlEIlE. STRUCTURE, 
IONOSPHERE. AND SURFACE PAOPERTlES. IN ADDITlON. HIE DATA IIILL 
SE USED TO DHERI'IlIjE THE LANDER LOCATION .. TO STUDY RELATIVllY. 
TO STUDY THE INTERPLANETARy I'IEOIUI'I, AND, If CONDITIONS P£R"JT, 
TO STUDY THE SOLAR COAONA. 
------- VII(ING 1 LANDER, ... UlCH-----------------------------
INVESllGAllDN NMIE- rACSHIiLE CAIIEAA 
NSSDC 10- 75-015C-06 
PERSONNEL 
TL - ToA. 
1/'1 - C. 
T~ - A.B. 
TI'I E.C. 
T" r.o. 


















SCIENCE APPL. INC 




THE PUF;;'OSE Of THE HIAGING INVESTlGA110N FROtl THE LANDER 
WAS TO CHARACTElillE VISUALLY THE LANDING SITE. PROIiIDING DnA 
IIITH BIOLOGICAL, GEOLOGICAL. AND "ElEOROLOGICAL RELEVANC~. TIIO 
"'''EIIA$ WITH A O.Ol,-DEG SCANNING RESOLUTION IIERE REQUIRED. THE 
VERTICAL rtELD OF \/lEII fOil EACH CAKERA liAS 20 DEG WlT-1i A 
tAPABILITY Of OBTAINING A CO"PLETE Q- TO 300-0EG HORHONTAL 
PANOAA"A. VERTICAL POINlING BY COM"ANO fOA "'''GULAR COVERAGE 
f~O" 1,0 DEG ABOVE TO 60 PEG BELOW (OUTER EDGE or rtELD-Of-IIIElIl 
THE HORllONlAL PLANE OF TilE LANDER IN 10-DEG INCREMENTS WAS 
REQUIRED. AZ,HIUTII POINTING ey COMI'IAUO WAS IN 2.S-DEG 
tNCRE"ENTS. THE CA"ERAS IIERE MOUNTED AT LEAST 1.3 1'1 ABOVE THE 
"ARTtAN SURfACE AND WERE CAPABLE Or IIIEWING TIIO fOOTPADS AtlD AT 
LHST 90 PERCENT OF THE AREA ACCESSIBLE 10 TtiE SURFI.(E SAMPLER. 
EACH CA"ERA WAS C~P'\6LE Of OBTAINING VISUAL COLOR IMAGERY. 
PROVISION 11,\5 "loDE TO OPERATE IN lR SPECTRAL BANOS BETWEEN 0.8 
AND 1.1 ,nCr.O"ElERS. HGRllOtofTAL STEREO IIlTll A I'IINII'IUII O~!>E OF 
0.11 1'1 W"S REO-UtRED. 
------- 111(1NG 1 LAUDER, NIEII----------------------------------
INVESTIGAnON IfAI'IE- ENlRY-AUIOSPHERIC STRUCTURE 







TL - A.O.C.NIER 
TI'I - I'I.B. KCELRO' 
'M - II.B. IIANSON 
T" - N.W. SPENCER 
T" - A. SEIFf 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
U Of II,lNNE~OTA 
IIARVARD U 
U Of TEUS. DALLAS 
NASA-GosrC 
NASA-ARC 
TilE PARTICULAR ElE"ENTS or I'IARtlAN AII'IOSPHEAIC STRUCTURE 
DfTER"INED WERE PRESSURE, TEI'IPfRATURE. AND DENSITY vARlATlONS 
AT UIFfF.RENl ALTITUDES 1U THE LOIIER "ARTlAN ATMOSPHERE. THE 
I'IEASUREMENlS I'IADE TO DETEII"INE THESE AT"OSPHERIC PARAI'IETERS 
WERE SPACECRAfT ACCElERATION, PRESSURE .. "NO TEI'IPERATURE. THE 
ACCELEROIIETER OF THE GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSHM WERE USED fOR 
THE ATI'IOSPHERIC STRUCTURE INVESTIGATION. 
------- IIIKING 1 LANDER. NIER--------------------------_______ _ 
INIIESTIGATION NAI'IE- ENTR'-AT"OSPHERIC COI'IPOSI1IUN 
NSSDC 10- 75-075C-12 
PERSONNEL 
TL - A.O.C.NIER 
HI - N.II_ SPENCER 
T" - ".Il. I'ItELROY 
Tit - W.D. HANSON 







U Of I'IINNESOTA 
NASA-GSFC 
HARVAAD U 
U Of TElAS. DALLAS 
NASA-ARC 
THE IIII(ING ENTIIY-ATItOSPHERIC COI'IPOS1110N "XPERlllfNT II~S 
DtSIGNED TO PROVIDE TilE CO"pOSITION DATA (FOR BOTH NEUTRAL AND 
CtlARGED SPECIES) NEEDED TO O(flNE THE PRESf.UT PHYSICAL AND 
CHE"ICAl STATE Of THE ~ARnAN ATMOSPHERE. ItOUNfED IN AN 
OPeNING IN TilE AEROSHElL ~IITH ITS ELECTRON-II'IPAn OPEN ION 
SOURCE RECESSED BELOW TII£ SURFACE OF IIiE AEROSIIELL. A 
~(JUBLi-fOCUSING (ELE-CTROSTATlC AND "'AGNEllCl "ASS SPECTIIOI'IETER 
W"S USED TO MEASURf THE CONCENTRATIONS or THE ATMSPHERIc 
SPEtlES THAT HAVE "ASS-TO-CIIARGE RATIOS FRO" 1 TO 1,9. TIIO 
COLLECTORS WERE USEIl .. ONE FOR lliE MASS RANGE FRO" 1 TO 7 U, AND 
THE OTHER SJ"ULlANEOUSLY "EASURING IN THE MASS RANGE fROM 7 TO 
1,9 U_ "ASS SPE-C1RA WAS OBTAINED BY SWEEPING THE ION 
",CCELERATlON VOLTAGE AND TilE DefLECTION VOLHGE ACIIOSS THE 
ElECTROSTATlC PLATES. THE SWEEP PERlOD liAS APPROXlltAHLY FIVE 
S. AND A DYNA"lt RANGE OF 1.E5 .lAS PROVIDED ll11tHN EACH 
SPECTRU". A RETARDING POTENTIAL AHALHER (RPA) I'IEASURED THE 
IONOSPHERIC PROPERTIES OVER APPROxJI'IATELY TilE S~"'E AL111UGE 
RANGE AS THE "ASS SPECTROI'IETER. ll-S FRONI END "ATED TO 111E 
AEROSIIEU SO TH"'T THE ENTRANCE GRID WAS NEARLY fLUSH TO THE 
SURFACE. WHICH WAS IIAOE CONDUCTING IN TilE REGION Of THE RPA TO 
PROIiIDE A GROUND PLANE. THE SPACE BETWEEN THE ENlRANCE GRID 
AND COLLECTOR IiIAS ELECTRICALLY SEGMENTED BY flV" GRIDS WHOSE 
POTENTIALS t1fTERI'IINED THE ENERGY AND SIGN OF THE CHARGED 
PARllCLES THAl REACHED THE COLLECTOR. THREE DI_HEREN; UNf-AIi 
VOLTAGE R"I'IPS WERE APPLIED IN SUCCESSJON TO THE RETARDING GRID. 
ONE AA"P \/AS USED TO MEA-SURE SOUR WIND ELECTRONS AND 
lONOSPtlERlC PHOTOELECTRONS COVERED THE IIOLTAGE RANG"E FIIO" -75 II 
TO 0 II <IN ABOUT 1 5). ANottlER RAI'IP I'lEASUI!ED ELECTRON 
TEi'lPATURES IN TilE IONOSPHERE COVERED FRO" -1,5 II TO 0 V (tN 
. "60UT 1 5). THE LAST IIAI'IP WAS USED TO PROVIDE ION TEIIPERATURE 
"ND ION CONCENTRATION DATA COIIERED fROM .. 15 II TO 0 II (IN ADOUT 
2 S). "PRE EXPERIMENT DETAILS C"AIoI BE fOUND IN. 'ENTRY SCIENCE 
UPERI"ENT FOR VJI(ING 1975,'A. O. NIER, El AL.- ICARUS, 1b. 
74-91. 1972. 
.------ III!;ING 1 LANDER, SHORTHILL--------------------_~ _____ _ 
INliESTlGAll0N NAI'I£-- PHYSI!:AL PROPERllES INliESTIGA1l0N 
NSSDC 10- 75-075C-01 
PERSONNEL 
rL - II .1iI. 
T" - R.E. 
T" - II.J. 










U OF UlAN 
TRII SYSTEI'IS GRoUP 
US GEOLOGI CAL SURIIE' 
tALJ"F INST OF TECH 
THE PURPOSE OF THE PHySICAL PROPERTIES EXPERIMENT 
INVESTlGATl'ON WAS TO DETERIUNE THE PHYSICAL PROPERTlE;5 Of TilE 
I'IARTIAN SURHCE AND ENVIRON .. ENT AT THE LANIiING SlTE, PRI"ARILY 
USING ENGINEERING I'IEASUREI'IENTS AND SCIENTIFIC INSTRUKENTS 
REQUIRED TO I'IE;:'- OTIIER I'IISSION OBJECTIVES. IN PARTICULAR. IT 
AnE"PTED TO DETERfoIi~~ SUCH PROPERTIES AS BULK DENS-lTY. SEARJNG 
STRENGTH, ANGLE OF REPOSE.. COIIESIOtt. ANGLE Of INTERNAL 
FRICTION. PARTICLE CHARACTERISTICS, THERI'IAL PARAI'IElEILS. EOLIAN 
TRANSPORTAB1LlTY, TOPOGRApIIY, AND CERTAtN ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROPERTIES SUCH AS WINO .. 1UIPEI!ATURE". AND SOLAR flUX LEVELS_ 
"AIllI'IUII USE WAS "ADE Of HARnw"'RE AND INSTRU"EHlS INlENDED fOR 
OTHER APPLtCATI0NS, SUCH AS TilE "ECHANICAL SUBSYSTEMS AND 
LANDEA CAMERAS. ONLY pASSIIiE DEVICES, SUCH AS I'IIIIIIORS AND 





- VIKING 1 L~NDER. TOULIIIN. 3RO--------------------------
INliESTlGA1l01t HAIIIE- I-RAY fLuORESliENtt SPEClROIIIE'lER 

















US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
PO"OHA tOllEGE 
U Of NEW MEUCO 
US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
IIIAllt'lN-MARJHTA AEIIOSP 
THIS ElPERJItENT UllLlIEII AN ENERGY-DISPl:RSln. I-UY 
fLUORESCENCE SPECTQOIIIElER IN WHICH fOUR SULED, GAS-fiLLED 
PROPORTlOtl"L COUNTEIIS IIEfEctEO' RAYS [lIInnll fRO" S ... IIIPLES Of 
THE IIIAATUN SURUCE IIIATEflULS IIIUOUTED BY )I RAYS FROIII 
RADIDlSOTOPE SOURCES CIRON-55 AND C4OIIIIUIII-109). THE OUTPUT Of 
THE PROPORliONAL COUNTERS WAS SUBJECTED TO PULSE HEiGIiT 
AN"LVSJS BY "N ONBOARD SlEP-SUNNING SINGLE-CHANNEL ANAl'flER 
VITH "OJUSTABLE COUNTtNG PERIODS. tlUS INSTRUIliENT WAS LOCAtED 
INSIDE TilE lANIIER LANDER BODY, "ND SAIliPUS WEllE DELIVERED TO 11 
IIY THE UNIIER SURfACE SAIliPLER. UL.1BIlA1l0N STAND AltOS WnE AN 
INTEGRAL PUT Of 'HE INSTRUIliENT. ItEtONSlRUCTf.D SPECTIIA YIELDED 
SURFACE. [0"POSl110N W1TH ACC":IIACIES IIANGING FIIOIII A FEW TENS or 
PARTS PER IIIILLION fOR TRACE ELEIliENTS TO A FEW PERCENT fOR "AJOR 
ELEIUNT5. IlEPENDING UPON THE ELEIliEMT IN QUESTION. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
••• VIKING t ORBITER •••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAft CO""ON NAME- VIKING 1 ORBllER 
AL TERNATE NAMES- PL-7J3B. VIKlNG-B ORBITER 
VIltNG-B 
NSSDC 10- 75-07510 
LAUNCH 0"1£- 08120/75 WUGHT- 1170. KG 
LAUNCH Sllt- CAPE CANA\lERAL~ UNllf-1I SlATES 




ORBIT UPE- MAIlStENTRIC 
OIiBIt PEIUOO- 1476. "IN 
pERlt.PS1S- 1500. K" 
PERSONNEL 
I'IG - W. 
'iC - L.G. 
pft - G.':. 







EPOCH flATE- 06/1:0176 
INCLINATION- 37.14 OEG 





THE VIKING SP,I,Ll:;t!l'.~T CONSISTED Of AN ORBiTER "NO A 
LANDER. A LAND Ell SEPAUTEO fADIil THE ORBI1[R~ ENTERED THE 
MARlt,A.. ATMOSPHERE. AND SOFT-LANO£D ON TIl!, SURfACE ON JUL't 
20.1976. ORBnAL~ ENTRY~ AND SCIENllFlC DAtt. FROM lilE LANOER 
WERE COLLECTEfI "NO TRANS"ITTEO TO HRTH. THE SPACECRAft WAS A 
SOLAIi-CELL-POWEAEO SATfLLlTE STABILUED IN THRE£: IoIES. USING 
INERTl"L AND CELESltAL REFERENCES. THERE WAS A SOD-V POWER 
CAPACITY fOR lItE ORBllER AND A 70-w CAPAtllY F'OR THE L"NDER. 
SCIENTIFIC AND PHOlOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS W[lGHEO 
APPROIIIMArELY 72 KG (158 LB). 
------
- VIKING 1 ORBITER. CARR---------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAIIIE- ORBIteR l"AGING 
NSSOC 10- 75-075A-01 
pERSONNEL 
1L ".tI. 
T" - W .• Io. 
Tft - tI. 
TI'! - G.A. 












US GEOLOGICAL SURVET 
LOWELL OBSERVATORY 
US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
NAS-A-JPL 
SCIENCE APPL. INC 
TilE PURPOSES Of THE VIKING ORBITER TV IlllA61NG EJPERIIliENt 
tNVESliGATlON WERE TO AID IN THE SELEnlON Of LANDING sITES rOR 
THE. VIKING LANDERS AND fUTURE "1SSI0NS~ TO IIIONITOR THE REGION 
=-U!!~OUNOING THE LANDER. AND TO SrulIY THE GEOLOGIC AND OYNA"IC 
CHAIIA~TEIIISllCS Of "AIIS~ 'HE GEOfilETIIlC USOLUllON Of THE 
ORBlltNG IM"GI'!G SVSTE" liAS 40 III PER LINE AT ~ REfeRENCE 
ALTnUOE; Of 1500 K". WlTH I"AGE SMEARING fRO" ORBlTEII MOTION TO 
BE. LESS THAN 50 p'ERtENT Of 1'1115 RESOLUTION.. THE OYNAlHt RANGE 
VAS 80 10 1. AND THE SENSiTlVln WAS SUff1.C1ENT TO OBrAlN 
PI t-lURES "5 CLOSE TO TilE lER"INAtOR AS 30 OEG VI TH OPt l"UIII 
11ll"GE IIU"LlTY AND AS CLOSE AS 5 D~G TO lliE 1£RIIIINATOIi VITH 
DEGRADED IM"GE QUALln~ PRIOR TO LANDER SEPARATION THE ORBI'lER 
.. ;;2 \, 
. ir I . 
,I, ! L J 
WAS REQUIREo TO PHOTOGRAPH WlTH CONUGUOUS PlCTUIIES A SWATH AT 
LUST 40-11111 CROSSw1RACIii BY 500-K" OOWN-TRAU ON A SINGLE 
ORBITAL PASS fROIII lHE NEAR-APOAPSlS POIl1iON OF TilE OROll. 
AfTER LANDER SEPARATION. COIIIPLET£ COVERAGE OOTt.INED WIlH 
CONTIGUOUS PICTURES 0' AN AlItA AT LEAST 50 Kill IN RAIIIUS 
CUTER EO ON THE L"NIlER. 
INVESTIGATION N"I"!E- III SPECTROIIET£'II ~- WAlER VAPOR "APPING 
NSSOC 10- 75-07510-03 
PERSONNEL 
TL - C.B. FARMEII 









SAN'" B"R!JAIIA RES tTll 
THe OBJetTlVES Of tHE 1R speCTROIliETIIY UPEIII"ENt WERE TO 
DETERIUNE THE SPATUL AN~ tE"POIlt.L DISTRJBUTl'ON Of WAlER VAPOR. 
TO AID IN THE SELEC1l0N Of LANDING SlTES FOR THE VIKING 
LANDERS. AND (foa fUtURE IIIISSIONS) to "ONITOR THE IlEGlON 
SURROUNDING THE LANIIER AND stUOY THE IIYNAIilIC CtlAIIACT[ltlSllCS OF 
MARS. THe INfRARED SPECtllOMETER WAS tiO/lESIGtlfeO W11H THE 
I"AIiINE SYSTEM. 11 WAS OPEII"BLE fROM THE PER)t.PSIS ANII 
APOAPSiS REGIONS or THE ORBIT. THE IIATEII V"POR I'I[ASUREltENT 
RANGE WAS fRO" 1 TO 1000 "ICROIIE1£1I5 Of PRECIPlt"BLE w"TU WITH 
"N ACCURAC't Of 1 IIIICROMETER BUWEEN , AND ZO '"C~O"ETERS ANII 5 
PUtENT l'IETWfEN 20 AND 1000 IUtROMTERS. THE INSTANtANEOUS 
fIELD Of VIEV or TilE INSTRUMENT liAS 2 OY 16 IHLLl/IAIIUNS. 
------



















U or C"LlF, LA 
C"Llf INST OF TEtH 
NA5o\-JPL 
"'LIf INSt or TECH 
SAN'" OARBAIIA RES CTR 
THE PUIIPOSE Of THE THEII""L PlAPPING EXPERIMENT liAS TO 
OBUIN tEMPERATures Of "RE"S O~ tHE SURf"CE AND Of tHE 
ATMOSPHERE Of rARS wnH "N INfRMIEO TlIER""L M"PPER (JRrlll) 
INSTRUMENT. IT ALSO IIIEASUREII THE A"OUNT Of SUNLIGHT REfLECTED 
BT filE PLANET. THE IRTM WAS A MUL11-CHANNEL RADIOMETER MOUNHD 
ON THE ORIIITER'S SCAN PLAHOR". fOUR S"ALL lELESCOPES~ EACH 
IItTH SEVEN SENSlllVE IN""REO DETECTORS, WERE AIMED PAR"LLEL TO 
THE V1SUAL I"AGING OPTICAL AlliS. tHE INSTRUIIIENl W"S C"PABLE Of 
"USURING DIffERENCES Of 1 DEi. C THROUGHOUt" TEMPERATURE RANGE 
Of i'!1NUS T30 DEG C TO PLUS 57 OEG t. THE INSTRUMENT WAS 20 II 
~S II 30 CM AND HAD A MINIIIIU" SPAl1AL RESOLUTiON Of 6 K" ON tHE 
SURfACE. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
••• VIKING 2 LANDEII ••••••• • ••••••••••• 
SPACECRAft COIliMON N"ME- VII(lNG 2 L"'NDE~ 
ALlERNAH N""ES- VlKING-" LANDER. VlK-lNG-A 
"SSOC 111- 7S-08~C 
LAUNCII OATE- 09/09175 IIEIGHT- 598~ ':G 
LAUNCH Sl1f- CAPE tANAI/ERIIL. UNl1EO STAlES 
LAUNCH IIEHltLE- llUN 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITEO ST"TES 
INIHAL ORen I'AIIA"ETERS 
ORBI1 "Pf- MARS LANDER 
PERSONNEL 
IIIG - W~ 
SC - L~G. 
P" - GS. 










THlS SPACEtIIAfT WAS' THE LANDING VEIHCLE fOR THE TIIO-PIIRT 
SPACECRAft "ISS ION. IT son-LANOED H 47._97 111:6 N LAll1\.jOE. 
225.71 oEG W LONGIlUOE. ON THE I'IIIR11AN SUR"'CE. THJS SECCoND 
MAAS LANDER WAS t"PABLE Of ACCOMPL1SIIING tilE flAst LANDER 
"aSl0N AS A BACKUP. THE LANDER CARRIEO INSTRUMENTS TO STUDY 
THE BIOLOGY# CHEMiCAL COMPOSInON (ORGANiC ""10 INORGANIc.>" 
"HEOROLOGT SEISMOLOGY. IIIAGNUIC PROPERTl '-S~ SURfACE 
APPfAffANCE. AND PHySICAL PflOPERTlES Of TilE MARTH" SURfACE AND 


















"\.J. ..1 J 
PAYLOAD or AI'PROKI!tA1HY 91 ICG (lOOLS). HilS SPACECRAFt WAS 
ORIGINALLY SCHEDULED TO III; lut fiRSt "ISS tON. nUl IIHAUSE Of 
A 
IU,UuNCTlON. IT WAS LAUNCUED !.reOND. 
-.--.-- \lIUNG 2 U'NDEI!. 11\10£115011-----------------------------
IN\lESllllA,TION NAME- SEISMOLOGY 
USSDC 10- 75-01\3(-08 
I'EIISDNNEt 
11.. - D.l. 
1M - !'I.N. 
T" - G.H. 
lPl - R.L. 












(ALIf lliSl Of Hell 
"ASS INST Of nell 
II Of II"IoIAll 
SlANfORO II 
II Of HltAS. GAlVC.STON 
1IIE SElSltOlDGY EXPERIMENT ~AS DESIGNED TO (lETEAIHN[ THE 
LEVEL Of SfIS''''' ACTlV!TY OH !'lARS AND ITS IIlHflNAL STRUCTURE.
 
TII£ SEISItOLOGY INSTRUMENT COIiSIHHI Of A \- eM CUOIC"L PACKAG
[ 
TIIAT WEIGIIED AppROJI1MAHLY 2.3 KG (~LEIl. IN TII£ I';'CKAGE IIEP.E 
tllREE I'!UTUALLy PERPENDICULAR SEIStlOl'lnERS. TUlY CONSIS1ED Of 
A 
~O-GI'I I'!ASS WITII AN AIIACIlED COIL. ELASTICALLY I'lvOlEl> fRO" tHE 
INSTRUI'!ENl fRA"'E ON A SHORT BOOII. SO TIlE CtlL pROJ[CTS INTO A 
IIAGNET MOUNTeD ON lUE fRAI'l£_ nEL~llvE MOllON Of THE COIL AND 
"AGNET. INDUCEI> ay nlf IIASS'S REACTION TO GROUND MOTION. liA
S 
DESIGNED TO GENERATE A V~RYING VOLTAG~ TIlAI 101"5 THEN INPUT TO 
AN A"PLIftER. PlODES IIERE -- 01 SELECTION OF V"R10US rlLTERS 
fOR fREQUENCY CONTENT 011 TO ADJUST 10 nEST RECE!'ttON Of 
SPECIfIC TYPES OF DAn.. tll" LOll S~I'.I'LING HI<TE fOH GENER"L 
ACTIVITY. 0) A IIlGU D"'" RArE FOR DEHltED BAl'IlNAlION OF 
EVENTS. AND (ttl A COtlPRESSED ",BlUM RATE lOR CONTINUOUS 
I'IIJNll0RING OF I'.ARSaUAKES TlIAl liAS DORMANT UNllL AClIVAl£D I.IY A
N 
fVENt. THE DATA WERE COKPRESSCD fDR tRANS,.LS:>ION TO r"RTII l
iT 
I>VeRAGING 11110 AI'lPLlTUOE Of NORt4Al GROUND NOISE DVER _ 15 S 
PERtOO. \/HEN AN EVEN' OCCURR~D, A TRIGGER ACTlVAlfD A IIIGIIER 
DATA RAtE "'ODE THI>T SAIIPU:D TilE AlWLI1UDE or ritE OVERALL EVENT 
ENVELOpb WIlICIl REQUIRED ONLT ONE AII"LITUDE SAllrl[ I'ER S TO 
INDICATE ITS SHAPE. At TilE SAKE TIME, TilE CIiANGe IN POLAR1T
Y 
OF lHE DAtA SIGNAL (CAUSED BY CROSSING TIlE LERO AXIS) WAS 
SA"PlED ONCE A S. litE SIf1.PE Of TilE ENVElOl'E ",ojD ITS 
INCREIIENTAL FREQUENCT CONTElIl WAS 1RANSMll1E.0 10 EARTH AND 
RECONSTRUClED to APPROXIMATE TH~ ORIGINAL EVENT. THE VUONG, 
SEISMOME'TER fAlLE.D TO IIECOMl uNOGED AND CANNOT liE USED IN 
A 
SEISI'lIC NETWORK 1011111 TilE VIKING 2 ltlSTIIIIMENT. 
1I11(ING ~ LIINOlR. aIEMANN-------------------------------
INIIEStlGATION NAI'lE- tlOLECULAR AUAlYSIS 
NSSDt ID- 75-[,83C-04 
ORIEf DESC.~lp1l0N 






TilE ",OLECULAR ANALYSIS EXPERUIEIIT WAS HSIGNEO to SEARCH 
FOR AND IDENTIFT ORGANIC (hl~ SOME INORGANIC) COIIPOUNDS IN TilE 
UPPER SURf AtE LAyER Of liARS. DETERMINE THE ATHOSPltERI
C 
tOllpOSITION NEAR niE SURFACE AIID MONITOR COI'.POSITIO~ CIIA~GES. 
THE ANALYSES WERE PERFORMED BY A GAS CHRQ.'OUTOIiRAI>I1 I'lASS 
SPECTROMETER (GCI'lSl. IIIITCI\ II"'D IIIGH SENSLlIVITY. III Gil 
STRUCTUR,i,L SPEClfICITT. AtlD HRO"II ApPLlCA01LllJ to A WIDE RANGE
 
Df COIIpOUNDS. ORGANIC SUBSlANCES WERE IIApOlll1EO fROI'l TIlE 
SURfACE MA'TERIAL BY IiEATING to lOU DEG C WHILE CARBON DIOXID
E 
(LABELEO WIlH C-13) SWEPT THROUGH. THE MATERIAL WAS THEN 
cARRtED ittlO A TENEX GAS-CIlROMAlOGRApI1IC tOLUMIl TlIAT \lAS SIIEP
T 
WtTt! HYDROGEN AS A URRIER GAS. WHILE pr.SSiNG TlIROUGH HI
E 
COLU"N. SUB!OTANC.ES WERE SEI'ARATED rRO,.,. EACII OlilER ny THEt
R 
DtFF£:RENT DEGREES Of NETENlIOU ElY TltE. THIEl. TUE RESIDUA
L 
StREAK "OilED INTO TIlE MASS SI'ECTROKETER (AtH;R HTPROGEN WAS 
REMOVED BT IUDROGEN-(lNLY pERI'lEAElLE PALLADIUM). AHO ""ASS 
SPECTRUI'I <FROM IIASS la 10 lOa) WAS 06TAIM.\l EVERY 10 S fOR THE 
84 I'!IN Of THE GAS CliROMA10GRAII. tilE OAf A WERE STORED AND TIlEn 
TRAIIS"ll1ED TO EAIITII. MUll TIlE INIlII<l ANALlSls rilE Sfll
'lE 
SA,,"plE WAS IIEAtEr TO SOD DEG t TO OillAIN lESS 1I0LATlLE 
I'IAT£:IIIALS AND ro PYROLYlE SUBStANCES IHAT \lERE NOT VOLATIL
E 







- VL"ING 2 L~NOER. IIAIIGRAIIES-----------------------------
lNVESllGAtlON NAI'lE- I'lAGNETIC PROPERTIES 
NSSDC 10- 75-01>3C-I0 
I'fRSONNEL 







TIlE PlAGNElTC PROPERliES EXP[RIMENT WAS DESIGNED to DfTEct 
lIlE PRESI;NCE or I'lAGNEliC pARllCLES IN PlARliAN SURfACE "ATERIA
L 
AND 10 DElER"INE TilE IDEHllTY ANti QUANliTT Of THESE PARTlCLES. 
11 USED A set Of TWO PERI'IANENT. SAI'lARIUM-COBIoLT I'IAGHElIt pAlRS 
1'I0UNlEO ON THE BACKHOE or THE SURfACE SAKPLER COLLECTOR IIE"II
. 
tHEY CONSISTED Of AN OUtEA II1NG PlAGNn ABOUt 2.5 CI'! IN IIIAPIETER 
wnll AN INNER tORE PlAGNEr or OpPOSllE POLARllT. T/IE I'!AGNElIC 
fiELD Of TIlE I'IAGNEn WAS APPROXI"ATELT 2500 G, AND TilE' WERE
 
IIOUNTED ON THE OUTER SUllfACE or TUE ElACI(1I0E AT til FFERENT DEPTHS 
T(,I ENSURE A GRAOIENT IN I!AGNEtIC fiELD STRENGTH. ADDITlONALlT. 
A SLl'ltLAR "AGNEllC pAlA WAS ON TUE PNOTOPlETRlc lA~GEl ON Tor Of 
TIlE LANDER TO ATlR"Cl I'lAGNEllt pAlItlCLES PRESENT IN WINDBLOW
N 
DUST. TilE "AGNEIS IIERE DIRECTLY I""GED BY 1IIE "'"ERA SYSTEK IN 
IILAtI'( ANO IIHJTE AND IN COLOR. A $-I'OWER MAGNIfYING I'lIRROR WAS 
USED FOR I'lAXII'IUI'l RESOLUllON. 
------
- VIKING 2: LANIIER. II[S$-------------------------_______ _ 
INIiEStlGATION NAI'lE- IIE1EOROLOGy EXpERI"ENT 
NSSDC ID- 75-083C-07 
PERSONNEL 
lL S.L. 
11'1. - C .B. 
T" A.I'I. 












fLORIDA STAlE U 
U Of WASHINGTON 
NASA-LARC 
MCDONNELL-1I0UGLAS CORP 
U Of IIASHIIIGTON 
THLS EXpERIIIENl IIEASUREII lHE I'IETEOROLOGI,CAL ENlilRONI'lENT 
NEAR THE pLANEHIIY SURFACE AND DBTAINED INfOR"All0N AIIOU
T 
MOliON 5TSTEKS OF VARIOUS SCALES. -HE ELEIIENTS OF PRESSURE
, 
TEMpERATUAE. AlID WIND SPEED AND D,REClLOII OF THE I'l"RU"
N 
ATI'lOSpllERE WERE DEtERMINED. DIURNAL AND lEl'lPOIiAL IIARIAlLONS o
r 
THE l'ARAIIE1ERS WERE Of p"RllCUlAR t"POllTANeE. Tile SAIIpLIII
G 
RATES ANI> IIURA110NS FOR ANT ONE I!ARTU~ IJAT WEAE SELECTAOLE IIY 
GROUND COI'lI'l"ND. ALL KEASUREKENTS WEAE CONTlNUED FOR THE LANDE
Il 
L1fETlI'lE. TilE SENSORS WERE MOttlED ON AN ERECTABLE 11001'1. 
------
- VIKING 2 LANtlER. KLEIN---------------------------------
INIiESTI"AnOH NAI'lE- BIOLOGY JNVESllGAllON 
NSSDC 10- 75-083C-03 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 






"ASS INSt Of TECH 
CALIf INSl OF TECH 
N"SA-ARC 
BIOSI'IIER ItS. INC 
11110 ,tOLOGT EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO SEARCH 1011 TilE 
pRESE!>'E 0 I'!ARTiAN ORGANl$PlS BT LOOIONG fOR pReDUC1S Df 11lElR 
METAUDlISM. TIlREE DISTINCT INSTRUMENts -~ ;:11 PYROLYTlC 
RELEASE (pR), (2) LAIlELEb RELE~SE (LII). _NO (3) I>lS EXCHANGE 
(GEX.l INtUBAtED SAl'lpLES OF THE MARtiAN SUArAq UNDF" A 
NUI'lIlER OF DiffERENT ENIIIRONI'lENtAl CONtllT10NS. SOIL SAIIpLE
S 
ACQUIRED BY THE SURFACE SAKplER WERE DELIVERED TO THE VIKING 
IIIOLOGY INSTRUKENT (VIII). THESE SAl'Il'lES WERE tllEN DISTRIIIUf.ED .. 
IN flfASURED A",OUN1S. 10 tHE TlIREE INSTRUMENIS FOil INCUBATIO
N 
AND PROtESSIIIG~ TilE VBt I'lAIIITAtNED JNCUBAll0N TEflIpERATURES 
BETWEEN a AND 17 DEG C. AFTER AN EXPERJIIENI. THE SAIIpLE; WAS 
STERI,LltED ANII REPROCESSED ~S A CONTROL. THE PR CONtAINED 
THIIEE IHCUIlAllON CHAMBERS EACH OF WIIJCH IUASURED ONE S-AMPLE FO
R 
pHOIOSTNTIIETlC OR tHEl'.tcAL IlUTlON Of CO~ OR CO CONTUNIHG 
C-14. LAIIELED C02/CO I'lI)(lURE WAS ADDEO AND A XENON ARC LAMP 
SI"ULATING THE SUN'S ENERGY wAs lURNED ON fOR A S-D LNCUIlATtO
N. 
THE SAflPLE WAS THEN nEATED to 120 DEG C 10 REI'lOIiE RESUUAL 
IlItU8AT10N GAS£S* AT ANOTIIER 'StAllON,' TilE S-AIIPLE WAS HUll
O 
TO 625 DEG C 'JiliLE PURGING IT WI'ltl NELIU",. TilE PURGED GASES
 
PASSED 111ROUGII AN ORGANIC VAPOR TRAP (OVT). wHICII RETAlNEII 
ORGANIC c.OMPounDS AND fRAGMENTS WIIIL,E PASStNG THE CO~ AND co. 
~ RAOIOAt11\1IlY DETECtOR THEN DETECTEI> 'PEAKS' CONSISTING Of 
UNREACTED co~ Ico. IHE: SAl'lpLE W"'S THEN HEAlED AND PURGED W1TH 
HELIUI'! TU IIERIFY THAt HIE LEVEL WAS DOWN TO pREwPTROUS
IS 
IIACI'(GROUND COUNT_ THE TRAPPED ORG_~NIC "~TERtAl-S IN lllE OVI 
WERE THEN IIEATED 10 700 DEG C OXID1Z:1NG rHE" 10 co2 .. WHICH WA
S 

























LA INCUBATED A SA"PLf WIlH RADIOACHI/ELY LABELED NUTRIENTS. 
TilE AT"OSpHERE ABOVE THE S"ftPLE WAS COIHII1UOUSLY ,",oNlTaRED fOR
 
12 DAYS. HIE DETECTION Of RAOIOACTlVE coz PRODUCEO " !lEUBQUe 
CURVE AS A fUHeltON OF HME, THE SIIAPE Of WilleN II",S USED 10 
DElERPHNE If GROWTII TOOK PLAtE. THE GEX "EASURED THE
 
PRODUCT1QH DR UPtAKE Of C02., NITROGEN. Cit" HYOROGEN, AND 
OXYGEN DURING INCUBATION Of A SOIL SA"PLE. TilE S,,"PLE WA
S 
SEALED AND PURGED BY HELIUM. THEN A .nK1URE OF HELlU"_ KRYPTON, 
AND C02 WAS IN1~OOUCEO AS AN INITIAL INCUBATION AUtoSPIIERE. 
AfTER THE ADonlON Or ... S£;LECTEtI QUANTll1 Of A NUTIUENT 
SOLUTION TilE SAftPLE WAS INCUBATED fOR 12 DAYS. SA"PLES OF THE
 
AlIIDSPIIER£. WERE RE"OIlED ANO' ANALUED BT A GAS CIIRD""lOGRAPH
 
Willi II THER"AL CONDUClllIlTl DETECTOR. 
------
- VIKING 2 LANDER, ftICHAEL, JR.--------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- RADIO SCIENCE 




















- J. BRENKLE 
" 
- R .H. TOLSON 
" 





INVESTIGATlON DISctPLlliE (S) 
"STitONOMY 




"AS$ INST Of TECH 
NASA-JPL. 







THIS EXPEIII"ENT UTILll.EO fI·E LANDER-TO-EARTH AND 
ORBITER-TO-E"RTH S-B~NO COKKIINICATIO"'S LINIo: (INCLUDING RAt~GE 
AND RANGE-RATE CAPAEIiLlTJES), THE L.ANDER-T!l-ORBlTER UHf RELAY 
LINK. AND THE ORBlTER-TO-EAIHH X-BAND DOIolNLlNK. TilE RESULTING
 
DATA WAS USEIl TO DETER"INE TUE "'''IITIAN GRAVJTAilONAL FIELD
, 
AXIS Of ROTATION. EpHEI'I!;:US, fiGURE, Al!'IDSPIiERE. STRUCTURE
, 
IONOSPHERE, AND SURfACE PROPERTIES. IN ADDIlI0N. THE DATA WERE
 
USED TO DETERMINE THE LANDER LOCATlON. TO stUDY RELATIVITY, TO
 
STun THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM, AND. If CONDITIONS PERMITED, 
TO STUDY THE SOLAR CORONA. 
------
- VIKING 2 LAHOER, "UTCII--------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- FACSUIlLE C"'1ERA 
NSSDC 11)- 75-0113C-06 
PERSONNEL 
YL T .A. 
T'" C. 
Tit - A.B. 
T" E .C. 
Tit - F.O. 


















SCIENCE APPL. INC 




THE PURPOSE Of TilE IItAGING ,. IESltGATlON FROM THE LANDER 
WAS TO tllARACiERlLE ViSUALLY TH' LANDING StTE, PROVIDING DATA
 
WITH aIOLOGICAL. GEOLOGICAL, AND ItETEROLOGICAL RELEVANCE. TIIO
 
CAMERAS WlTtI A 0.04-DEG SCANNING RESOLUTlON WERE REQUIRED. TilE 
VERTICAL fiELD Of VIEW FOA EACH CAMERA WAS 2Q DEG .. litTH A 
C~PA81LnY Of OBTAINING A COltpLETE 0- TO 360-DEG HOlllIONTAL 
PANORAItA. VE;:TlCAL pOINTlNG BY COMMAN~ fOR ANGULAR COVERAGE 
fROIt 40 DEG ,',DOVE to 60 DEG BELOW THE HORIZONTAL PLANE or THE 
UNDER IN 1D-DEG INCREMENTS liAS REQUIRED. A-U"'UTII POINTtNG BY 
CO"MAND wAS IN Z.5-DEG INCREI'lENTS. THE '''MERAS WEAE MOUNtED AT 
LE .. ST 1.3 M "BOVE THE ItARTlAN SURF~CE AND WERE CApAaLE OF 
VlEWING HID FOOTPADS AND AT LEAST 90 PERCENt Of tHE AREA
 
ACCES'SIBLE TO tilE SURfACE SAItPLER. EACH CA"ERA liAS CAPABLE O
f 
oatAllflNG VISUAL COLOR l"'A6ERY. PROVISION WAS "'ADE TO OPERATE
 
IN III SPECTRAL BANDS BETWEEN 0.8 AND 1.1 "I(ROI'IETERS. 
HORI~ONTAL STEREO WITH A ",INI"UIt BASE Of 0.8 " IoIAS REQUIRED. 
-----~- VIKING 2 LANDER, NIEII------------------------~--------
-
INVESTIGATION HA"E- ENTRY-ATItOSPHERlt STRUCTUR_E 









TL - A.O.C.NIER 
T'" - M.B. MCELROy 
TM - 11.11. HANSON 
Til - N.IoI. SPENCER 
Tit A. SEtH 
GRIEF IIESCRIPTlON 
J 
U or ItINNESOTA 
IIARVARD U 
U Of TEIAS. DALLAS 
NASA-GSFC 
NASA-ARC 
THIS EXpER IMENT wAS DESIGNED 1'0 DETERItINE THE PRESSURE, 
TEMPERATURE. ANP DENSity VI'oRIAf!ONS AT DIFFERENT ALTITUDES IN
 
111E LOWER MARTIAII ATItOSpHERE THROUGII "EASURE~ENT Of 
ACCELERATlON, PRHSURE. AND TEKpER~TURE. TIlE ACCELEROMETER OF 
THE GUIDANCE A~O CON TROt SVSlEM WERE UseD fOR THE ATMOSPHERIC 
STRUCTURE INVESTIGATiON. 
----~-- VIKING a LANDER. NIER--------w----------------~--------
INVESTIGATION NArU- nITRY-AlIIOSPIlERIC COltpOSIT-tON 
NSSDC 10- 7S-0B3c-12 
PERSONNEL 
TL - A.O.L/HtH 
nl - 16.11. SPENCER 
Tit - It.G. KCELRO'f 
T" - II.S. HANSON 






PLANETARY ATItOSp ',RES 
U Of ltiNNesOTA 
NASA-G5fC 
HARVARD U 
U OF TEXAS, DALLAS 
NASA-~RC 
TItE VIKING ENTRY-AtMOSPHERIC COKPOSITlON EXPERIMENT WAS 
DESIGNED TO PROVIDf. TIlE COMPOSITION DATA (fOR BOTH NEUTRAL AND 
CHARGED SPECIES) NEEDED TO DEfiNE THE PRESENT PHYSICAL AND 
CHEMICAL STATE Of TilE MARllAN ATMOSPHERE. "OUNTED 110 .. 1
6 
OPENING IN THE AEIIOSHELl WITII ITS ELECTRON-IMPACT OPEN ION
 
SOURCE RECESSED BELOII THE :;URfACE OF THE AEIIOStJELL, A
 
DOUBL.E-fOCUSll/ii (EL~CIROSTo\TIC AND ItAG/oIETICl "ASS SpEClROItETEA 
IoIAS USED TO "EASURF. TIlE CONCENTRAlIONS OF TilE AT"OSPHEAlC
 
SPECIES 1tJAl HAVE MASS-TO-CU~RGE R~tlOS fRO" 1 to 49. TWI) 
COLLECTORS IoERE USED -- DUE COVERING TilE ""SS RANGE FROIt 1 TO 1 
U AtiO TIlE OTHER SIMULTANEOUSLY COVERING TilE RANGE FROM 1 TO 49 
U. MASS SpECHA IIERE OBTAINED BY SWEEPING THE ION ACCE:LERATlON
 
VOLHGE AND TIlt DEFLECTION VOl1AGE ACROSS THE ELECTROSTATIC 
PLATES. TttE SIolEEP pERlOD liAS AppItOXIItATEL'f riVE 5 ... AND A 
DYNAMIC RANGE Of 1.E5 IoIAS PROVIDED WtTHIN EACII SpECTRUIt. A 
RETAItDltlG POTENTIAL ANALYlER (APA) "'EASUREIl T'HE IONOSPHERIC 
PROPERTIES OVER ApPROXIItATELY THE SAME ALTITUDE RANGE AS THE
 
ItASS SPECTRGKEtER. IlS FRONT END M"TEO TO THE ~EROSHELL SO 
THAT TilE ENTRANCE GRID WAS NEARL'f fLUSH TO THE SURFACE. IiHICH
 
IoIAS Mo.E CONDUCTING IU H,E REGION Of THE RPA TO PROVIDE A
 
GROUND PLANE. THE SPACE BEHIEE" THE ENTRANCE AND COLLECTOR WAS
 
ELECTRICALLY SEGKENTCI! BY fiVE GRIDS IoIHOSE POTENTIALS
 
DETERHINED THE ENERGY AND SIGH Of THE CHARGED PARTICLES THAT
 
CAN REACH THE COLLEC10R~ THREE DIFfERENT LI'NEo\R VOLTAGE RA.,PS 
WERE APPLIED IN SUCCESS 1011 TO TilE RETARDING GRID. ONE flAltp
 
COVERED TilE VOLTAGE RAIIC,E fROII -75 1'0 0 V (IN ASOUT 1 S) AND 
MUSURED SOLAR IIIHO ELECTRONS AND 10tiOSpHERIC PHOTOELECTRONS. 
,l;NOTHER COVERED IIIOM -'.5100 V (IN ABOUT 1 S), AND KEAsunED 
ELECTRON TEMPEItATURES IN HIE 10NOSPlllRE. THE LAST RAP'lp COVERED
 
FROM +TS TO 0 V (tN ABOUT 2 S), "NO PROVIDED ION TEItPERATURES 
~ND lOti CONCENTR,o\TIOH DATA. 1t0RE EXPERIMENT DETAIL CAN BE 
FOUND IN 'ENTRY SCIENCE npf:cRJMENT rOil VlKING 1915,' A~ O. C. 
tHER, ET ilL, iC"'RUS, \!. •• 74. 197'2. 
------
- VIK!NG 2 LANDER, SHORTltlll-----------------------------
IHVESlIGAT!ON NAME- PtlVSICAL PROPERllES INVESTIGATION 
N~SDC 10- 15-08lC-Ol 
PERSONNEL 
TL R.W. 
T'" - R .E. 
Tit - 1t.J. 










U Of UTAH 
TRW SYSTEKS GROUP 
us GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
CALIF INS1 OF TECH 
THE PURPOSE Of TIlE pHYSH"L PROPERTIES EXPERIMENT 
INVESTIGATION liAS 10 Oft ERMINE THE PllYSTCAL PROPERtiES OF THE
 
K"RTlAN SURFACE AND ENVIRON"'EN! AT TIlE LANDING S11'E. PRl"ARILY
 
USlNG ENGINEERIIiG KE.1SUREME/lTS AND SCIENTIFIC INSTtiUMENTS
 
REQUIRED TO KEEl OTHER MISSION OSJECTIVES. IN ,PARTICULAR. IT 
ATHMpTED TO DETERIHIH SUCH PilOFERTlES AS BULK DENSITY, BEARING
 
STRENGTH, ANGLE OF REPOSE, COHESION, ANGLE Of INTERNAL
 
fRICTION. PARllCLE CHARACTERISTICS. TIIER"'AL pARA"ETERS, EOLIAN
 
TRANSPORTABILITY, TOPOGRAPHY, AND CERTA1N ENVIItON"ENTAL
 
PROPERt IES SUCH AS loll '11-, TE",pERATURE, ANti SOLAR flUX LEVELS. 
P'lAHMUIt USE IoIAS ItAUE Co - HARDWARE "ND INSTRUItENTS' INTENDEO FOR
 
OHlER AppLICATIONS~ SULII AS TilE HECIIANICAL SUBSlStEltS AND 
LANDER CAI'IERI.S. ONLY PASSIVE DEVItES, SUCII AS MIRRORS AND
 







































IN\lESTlGAtlON MA!'IE- X-AAY fLUORESCENCE SPEClROIIETER 
NSSDC 11)- 15-083[-1"3 
PERSONNEL 
1L - P. 
n' ".k. 
U IC. 
'" - H.J. 











US GEOLOGICAL sUlve, 
POflONo\ COLLEGE 
U OF NEY "ElCICO 
US GEOLOGICAL SURve, 
"ARlIN-ItARIETT. AEROSP 
HUS UPER_I"'ENT UTILIZED AN ENEiGl-DISPERSIVE I-II A' 
FLUORESCENCE SPECTROI'IElER IN WHItH FOUR SULEO, GJ.S-FILLED 
PIIOPDIITlONAL COUNTERS DETECTED J UYS EMITTED FflOII UIIPLES Of 
THE "ARTtAtt SURfACE ""TERIAL$ IRIlADIATED BY k .A'f5 FRO\ll 
AADIO'lSOTDPE SOUIICES (JROH,..S5 AND '",01'IIUII-109). THE OU1PUT Of 
THE PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS WAS SUBJECTEo TO PUI-Sf H£lGIIT 
ANALYSIS BY AN ONDGARO STEP-SCANNING SINGLE-CHANNEL ANAL'UEII 
WIlH ADJUSTABLE COUNliNG PERIODS. THIS INSlAU"ENT WAS LaC AT Ell 
INSiDE THE UNDER BODY, AND SA"PLES WERE DEuvEREtI TO IT BY THE 
LANtlE~ SURFACE SA"PLER. c-ALIBItATlON StANDARDS WEllE AN INTEGUL 
PART OF THE INSfRU"ENT. RECONSTRUCtED SPEC'fRA UEUED SURfACE 
COMPOStTiON WIlH ACCURAelES RANGING fRO" A FEW TENS Of PARTS 
PER "ILLION fOR TUCIi ELEMENTS TO A FEW PERCENT FOIt MAJOIt 
ELEMENTS, DEPENDING UPON THE ELEMENT IN ClUESUON. 
••••• ",.", •••••••••••••••••••• \lIltING 2 ORBITER .................... . 
SPACECRAFT COf'lf'lON NAME- VIKING l ORBITER 
ALTEHNATE NA"ES- PL-733A, VlItNG-A 
VIkING-A ORBITER 
NSSOC 10- 15-083A 
LAUNCH IlAH- 09/09175 WEIGHT- 1092. ItG 
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED SlAtES 




EPOCH DATE- 0&/07176 ORBIT T'fPE- MARSCENTIIlC 
ORBIT PERJOII- H76. "IN INCLINATION- 55. DEG 
PERlAPSIS- 1500. It" 
PERSONNEL 
MG - II. 
SC - L.G. 
P" G.C. 











THE VIKING SPACECRjlFT CON$lSTED Of AN ORBllER ANII A 
LANDER. A LANIIER SEPARATED FRO" THE ORBITER. ENTERED TilE 
"ARYUN ATMOSPHERE, AND SOft-LANDED ON THE SURFACE ON SEPTEMBER 
3.- 1976. ORBITAL, ENTlIY. ANIl SC'JENTlfIC DA-TA FROM TilE LANIIER 
WAS COLLECt EO AND TRANSMniED TO EARTH. THE SPACE-CRAfT WAS A 
SOLAR-CELL-POIIEREO SATELLITE STAB1LUED IN THREf; AlES. USING 
INERTlAL AND CELESTIAL REfERENCES. THERE liAS A 500-11 POWER 
CAPACIT-T FOR THE ORBITER AND A 70-w CAPACIlT FOR THE LANIIER~ 
SCIENnrl"C AND PHOTOGRAPHIC ANALySIS INSTRUf!lENTS WE"JGHEIl 
APPROI1MAlELY 7i! KG OS-B LO). 
------- VlltlNG 2. ORBI'ER. CAIIR--------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- ORBITER I"AGING 
NSSIIC LD- 75-083A-01 
PERSONNEL 
TL - M.H. 
TM - II .A. 
'M - H. 
". - G.A. 












US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
LOWELL OBSERVATORf 
US GEOLOGICAL SURVEf 
NA$A-JPL 
SClENCE APPL, ,INC 
THE PURPOSES OF THE VIUNG OUtlER TV I"AGING -ElCPERI"ENl 
INVESTIGATION 1I1If-1IE TO AID IN THE SELEcnON Of LANDING SHES 
fOR THE Vl1t,ING LANDERS AND FUTURE ,USSlONS, '0 MaNn OR THE 
REGlON SURROUNDING THE LANOER. AND TO STUDY THE GEOLOGIC AND 
IIYN"MIC CHARAt-tERJ.STICS Of "AAS. THE GEOMHRlt RESOLUHON Of 
THE ORBHING """INS SYSTE" WAS 40 " PER L1NE At A REfERENCE 
ALTITUDE OF 1500 KM. WITH I"AGE S\IIURlHG fRO" ORBITER IIOTI0N 
LESS THAN 50 PERCENT Of THIS RESOLUTION. THE DYHA"lC RANGE WAS 
80 '0 " AND THE SENSITlVllT WAS SUfFICIENT TO DetAIN PICTURES 
"S CLOSE TO THE TER"1 NAtOR AS ]0 IIEG WITH OPTl"U" IMAGE QUALITT 
AND AS CLOSE AS 5 IIEG TO THE TER"lN"TOR WtTH OEGRAIIEO I"AGE 




TO PHOTOGRAPH IIITH CONTIGUOUS PICTURES A SWA1H AT LEAST 40-kM 
tIIOSS-TRACtc. Sf 500-It" DOliN-TRACk ON A SINGLE ORelTAL PASS fROM 
THE HEAR-ApOAPSIS PORTION Of THE OIlBIT. AfTER LANOER 
SEPARATION CO"PLETE COVERAGE WITH CONTIGUOUS PICTURES Of AN 
AREA AT LEAST 50 K" IN ""DlUs CENTER£O ON THE LANDEI! WAS 
OeTAINED. 
INVESTIGATION NAME- II! SPECTROMETER -- WATER VAPOR "APPING 
NSSDC ID- 75-083A-03 
PERSONNEL 
TL - c.e. fARMER 









SANTA BARBARA RES UR 
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE lR SPECTROMETRY EXPERIMENT WERE TO 
DETERMINE THE SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL IIISTRleUTION Of WATER VAPOR, 
TO AlD IN THE SELECTION or LANDING SITES fOR THE VIKING 
LANDERS.. AND <FOR FUTURE "1-$SIONS) TO MONITOR THE REGION 
SURROUNDING THE LANDER AND STUDY THE DYNAMIC CHARACTUlSTICS OF 
MARS. THE 111. SPECTROMETER WAS BORESIGHTEII WlTH HIE IMAGING 
;iYSTEM. IT WAS OPERA8LE fROM THE PERiAPSIS AND APOAPSIS 
REGIONS Of THE ORBll. 'tiE IIUEI! VAPOR MEASURE"ENT ~"NGE ilkS 
fROM 1 TO 1000 "ICRO"ETERS CF PRECIPITA8LE WAll A WITH AN 
ACCURACY OF 1 MICRO"ETER BETWEEN 1 ANII ZO MICROMETERs ANII 5 
PERCENT BETIIEEN j!o AND 1000 "ICRO"ETERS. 'HE INSTANTANEOUS 
fiELD OF VIEW OF THE INSTRUI'IENT IS 2 8Y 16 "lLURAIIUNS. 
-----.- VIKING 2 OIlBITER, ICIEFFER--··----------------w--------
INveSTIGATION NAME- II! RA010"ETRY -- THERMAL MAPPING 
NSSIIC 10- 75-08310-02 
PERSONNEL 
TL - H.H. 
T" - G. 
T" - E.O. 













U Of CAUf, LA 
CALIf INST OF nCH 
NAU-JPL 
CALIF INST or TECH 
SANTA eAABO\U liES CTIl 
THE PURPOSE Of THE THERMAL MAPPING EIPERlMENT WAS TO 
OBTAIN TEMPE.ATURES Of AREAS ON THE SURfACE ANII OF THE 
ATMOSPHERE Of MARS WlTH AN INFRAREII TtiERMAL MAPPER (IRHn 
INSTRU"ENT. IT ALSO MEAS"UItEO THE AMOUNT Of SUNLIGHT AEFLECTEII 
BT THE PLANET. THE lATM WAS A MULTI-CHANNEL RA.DIOMElER MOUNTED 
ON THE ORSITER'S SCAN PLATfORM. fOUR SMALL TELESCOPES .. EACH 
WITH SEVEN SENSITIVE INfRARED DETECTORS, WERE ArMED PARALLEL TO 
THE VISUAL IMAGING OPTIC'AL AIlS. THE INSTRUMEnT WAS CAPABLE Of 
"EASUIUNG DIffERENCES Of 1 OEG C THROUGHOUT AN E1PECiEil 
TEMPERATURE RANGE Of MINUS 130 IIEG C TO PLUS 57 DEG C. THE 
INSTRUMENT WAS 20 I 25 I 3D eM AIlO HAD A "INIMUM SPATIAL 
RESOLUT-ION OF 8 K" ON THE SURfACE. 
• ............................... VOYAGER , .......................... . 
SPACECRAFT COM"ON NAME- VOYAGER 1 
ALTERNATE NAMES- MAAlNER JUPJTERISATURN A, OUTER PLANETS A 
MAnNER 7U, MJS 77A 
NSSDC 10- 77-084A 
LAUNCH DATE- 09/05177 WEIGHT- 700. ItG 
LAUNCH SIT£- tAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN 
SPONSORING COUH-TRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STATU 
INITIAL ORBIT PARA"ETERS 
ORBIT T'fPE- JUPITEI! FUBY 
PERSONNEL 
MG - R .. A. 
SC - M.A. 
PM - J .R. 










CALI'F INST Of TECIt 
TIIE- OVERALL OBJECnVES'Of THE TWO SPACECRAFT, VOYAGER 1 
AND VOUGER 2., ARE TO CONDUCT EkPLORATORY l!rtVESTJGATlONS OF fIn: 
PLANETARY SVSTE"S Of JUPITER AHO SATURN AND Of TilE 
IIHERPLANE-TARY MEHUM OUT TO SATURN. PRIMARY E"PItAStS IS 
PLACED ON CO"PAR-ATIVE STUDIES Of _THESE TWO PLANETAU STSTEIIS 8T 
OBTAINING (1) "EASUREf!lENTS Of THE ENVIRONMENT, ATMOSPIIERE, AND 



















































SATELLITes Of eACH Pl.ANE"T, (iD STUDIES Of THE NATUIIE OF THE 
RINGS Of SAfUIiNI AND (3) EXPLORATION Of THE INTERPLANETARY (OR 
INTERSTELLAR) MEDIUM AT INCREASING DISTANCES fllOI'l THE SUN. 
THESE OBJECTIVES ARE ATTUNED BY USING A VARIETY Of INSTRUMENTS 
AND ME"THDOS INCLUDING TV~ A COHERI;NT 5- AND It-BAND IIF IIECEIVER, 
AN INFRUED INTERfEROMETER AND RADIOMETER, UV SPECTROI'IETElir 
fLUlIGAlE MAGNETOMETERS, FARADAY CUPS, A CHARGED PARTICLE 
ANALYlER, PLASM" DETECTOR. PLASM" WAVE RAPIO IIECEIVER, COSI'IIC 
RAY TELESCOPES, PHOTOPOlMUI'IETfII. ANII A SWEEP FREQUENCY RADIO 
REtHV£R. 
------- VOYAGER 1. 811106£-------------------------------------
JHIIESTlGATION NAME- PLASM" 5PECTRO"flERS 
NSSDC 10- 17-0114.1.-06 
PERSONNEL 
PI - H .S. BRIDGE 
01 - J .W. BElCHEiI: 
01 - J .H. BINSACK 
01 A.J. LAZARUS 
01 s. alBERT 
01 - V.II. VASYlIUNAS 
01 L.f. IIURlAGA 
01 - R.E. HARTLE 
01 - K.W. OGILVIE 
01 - G.L. S ISCOE 





PARTICLES ANO flEUS 
SPACE pLASflAS 
IIASS INST Of TECH 
IIASS INST OF TECH 
MAS~ INST Of TECH 
MASS INST Of TECH 





U Of CALIf, LA 
NAlL CTR fOR AT"OS 
THE PLASIIA INVESTIGATION MAKES USE Of TIIO fARAOA' CUP 
DETECTORS, ONE POINTED ALONG THE EARTH-SPACECRAfT LINE AND ONE 
AT RIGHT ANGLES TO THIS LINE. THE EARTII-POINTING OfTECTOR 
DETERMINES THE KACROSCOpIC PROPERTIES a THE PLASMA IONS. 
OBlAINJNG ACCURATE VALUES OF THE-IR VELOCITY, IlENSIHES, AND 
PRESSURE. THREE SEQUENTIAL ENERGY SCANS ARE EMPLOYED WITH 
(DELTA E) IE EQUAL TO ZU, 7.Z, AND La PERCENT. ALLowiNG A 
COVERAGE fROM SUBSONIC TO HIGHLy SUPERSONIC fLOw. THE 
SIOE'-LOOICtNG fARADAY CUP IIEASURES ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE 
FRO,. 5 EV TO 1 KEII. 
------- VOYAGER 1, SROADfOOT---------_--------------------------
INIIESTIGATION NAIIE- ULTUIIJOLET SPECTROSCOpy 
NSSOC 10- n-084A-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI A.L. "ROAD fOOT 
01 - H.W. MOOS 
01 - ft.J.S.BELTON 
01 - O.f. STROBEL 
01 - T .fIt. DONAHUE 
01 - M.B. MCELROY 
01 - J.C. fltCCONNELL 
01 R.M. GOOOY 
01 A. DALGARNO 
Ot - J .E. SlAMONT 






KITT PEAK NATL OBS 
JONNS HOPUNS U 
IeITT PEAK NATI. OBS 
KIn PEAK NATL OBS 







THE UV SpECTR~"ETER IS bESIGNEO TO MEASURE AT"OSpHERIC 
PROPERTIES ANO KEASURCS RADlAnON IN THE WAVELENGTH RA~C;E fROM 
4CO TO 1600 A. TWO MODES Of INSTRUfltENT OPERATION ARE pLANNEO~ 
AIRGLOII AND OCCULTATLON. IN THE A1RGLOW MODE THE ATMOSPHERIC 
RAOlAT'lON IS ME-ASUREO. THIS RAOlAn.ON IS pREOO"lNANTLY 
RESONANCE SCATTERED SOLAR RA!llATION~ WHERE THE SCATTERING IS 9Y 
KOLECULAR OR ATO"IC ATI!OSPHEhJC CON .. UTUENTS SUCH AS .. HYDROGEN 
CH16 A) OR <'ELlUl! (58" A). l~ THE OCCULTAT-ION MOOE SUNLIGHT 
I'S REFLECTE/' INTO THE SPECTROMHER. AND THE SOLAR SPECTRUM IS 
RECORDED. AS THE; AT"OSPKERE MOV.';:S BETWEEN THE Sp"CECRAFT AND 
THE SUN. THE ABSORPTION CHARAC-TER!STlCS Of THE ATMOSPHERE ARE 
OBTAINED OVER THE MEASURED IIAVELEN_o;-TH REGION. THE ABSORPTION 
SPECTRUI'I IS USEII TO IOENTlfY THE ABStRBER AS WELL AS TO "E-ASURE 
ITS ABUNOANCE IN THE LINE or SIGHT TO THE SUN. IN ADDITION, 
THE ATMOSPHERIC THERKAL STRUCTURE C"N 'lE INfERREO. 
------- VOYAGER 1. ESHLEI!AN------------·-------------------~~--











TK - J .11. 



















THE RADIO SCIENCE TEA" USES tHE TELEtO""UNICATlONS SYStEM 
Of THE VOYAGER SpACHRAFl TO PERf OR" THEU STUIIIES. tHE s-YST£" 
JS A COHERENT S- AND X-BAtHI DOWNLINK AND S-BAJ.'O UpLlNP(. THE 
SCIENCE OBJECTIVES OF TilE RADIO SCIENCE- INVESTlGATlON ARE --
C1' DHER"1HE THE PHYSICAL PROpERTIES Of PLANETARY AND 
!'.TELLlTE IOHSpHERES AND AT"OSPHE-RES BY EXAMINING TilE 
PROPAGATION efFECTS ON A DUAL-fREQUENCY RADIO SIGNAL DUR1116 
IMMeRSION AND EMERS_I0N Of SPACECRAFT OCCULTATION BY THE SUBJECT 
BrIDY. CZJ DETER"INE PLANETARY ANO SATELLITE MASSES, GRAVITY 
fIELDS. AND DENSITIES BY PRECISE TRACKING GF A DUAL-fREQUENCY 
RAIIIO SIGNAL fRO" THE SPAUCRAfT DURING TilE ENCOUNTER PEHOD, 
AND (3) lIetER"INE THE APiOUNT AND SHE DISTAl BUTtON Of MUERUL 
IN SATURN'S RINGS ANto THE RING DIMENSIONS BY ElIAfUNING THE 
pRoPAGHIoN EFfECTS ON A DUAL-fREQUENCy RADIO SIGNAL THH 
PASSES THROUGH EACH RING IN SUCCESSlON, ANO TIIROUGH THE GAP 
BETWEEN THE C RING AND SATURN'S SURfACE~ 
------- VOYAGER ,. HANEL---------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- INFRARED SpEC1ROSCOPY AND RADIOMETRY 
NSSOC 10- 77-084A-03 
PERSONNEL 
1'1 1I.A. 
01 - S.J. 
01 V.G. 
01 - P. O. 
01 - II.C. 
01 - J.C. 
01 - J-
01 - R.E. 
01 - T.E. 
01 - P. 



























U Of MARYLAND 
THIS INVESTIGATION IS CARIIlEO OUT USINli AN INFRARED 
RAOIOIIETER AND AN INTERfEROKETER SPECTROMETER nlliLAR' IN DE-SIGN 
TO THE "ARINER-"ARS-71 IRIS .. C'lMBINEO INTO A SINGLE IHSTRUIIENT. 
TKE INVESTIGATION STUD I f;:S 90TH GLOBAL AND LOCAL ENERGT 
BALANCE. USING INFRARED SPECTRAL MEASURE"ENTS IN CONJUNCTION 
WITH BROA(I-SANO MEASUREKENTS Of REFLECTED SOLAR ENERGY. 
AT"OSpHERIC COMPOSlTION IS ALSO INVESTlGAT_ED.. INCLUDING 
DETERMINATION OF THE HVHf RATtO. AND THE ABUNDANCE OF CHZ AND 
N"3. VERTICAL TEMPERAlURE PROFlL£.S ARE: OBTAINEO ON THE PLANETS 
AND SATELLITES WlTH ATI'IOSPI'ERES .• STUDIES Of THE COMPOSITION.-
TKER"AL PROpERTlES. AND SHe Of PARTlCLe-S IN SATURN'S RINGS ARE 
CONDUCTED. THE INTEHEROME,-ER HAS A SPECTRAL RANGE OF 200 TO 
4000 l/CI'I .. IIHILE THE RADIOI1ETER RANGE COVERS 5000 TO 33.000 
lIt". TilE INSTRUMI:NT 1':>£5 A SINGLE PIIII1ARY "IRROR 51 C" IN 
OlA". WIlH A fIELD Of VIE" Of 0.25 PEG. 
------- VOYAGER 1. KRIHIGIS------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- LOW-ENERGT CHARGED PARTI.CLE ANALYZER AND 
TELESCOPE 
NSSOC 111- 77-08410-07 
PERSONNEL 
PI - S.M. 
01 - C.Y. 
01 - G. 
01 - L.J. 
01 - T.p. 
01 - 101.1. 














PART ICLES AND f lELOS 
APPUEoD PHYSICS LAB 
U Of ARIZONA 
U Of MARYLAND 
BELL TElEPHONE LAB 
U Of KANSAS 
"PI-AERONOMY 
APPLIED PHYSICS LAB 
TKE OBJECTIVE Of TKIS EKpERIMENT IS TO STUDY THE 
KAGNETOSpHERES Of JUPITER ANO SATURN USING A LOW-ENERGY 
MAGNETOSPHER-I[ PAIITICLE ANALYZER. ~HIS DETECTOR MAKES 
IIEASUREMENTS IN (1) THE DISTANT "AGNETOSPltERE AND 80101 SHOCK OF 
JUPITER. (2) THE POSStBLE KAGNETOSPIIERE OF SATURN. AND (3) lHE 
-TRAPPfD IIAOlATION BELTS IN THE VrCINlTY OF JUPlTER. 
"OOITIONALLY. THIS DETECTOR IS ABLE TO STUbY LOW-ENERGY 
pARTICL~S IN THE INTERPLANETARY "EOIU". THE ENERGY RANGE Of 
THIS DETECTOR IS 10 KEV TO 1.1 fltE.V fOR ELECTRONS "ND 10 KEV TO 
150 "'EV FOR IONS. DURING THE INTERPLANETARY CRUISE PEAlOD, 
PROTONS, ALPHA PARTICLes. AND KEAVIER NUCLEI [l. FRO" 3 TO 26) 
ARE SEPARATELY IOENTIfIED AND THEIII ENERGY MEASURED IN THE 





































i . . I. \" l. 
------- VOYAGER 1. L I LL I E--------------------------------------
IN\lESTIGA'T10H HANE- MUL 11 fI L TER PHOTDPOLAR UI£TER .. 
ZZOO-7300 A 
PERSONNEL 
PI t.f. LILLIE 
OI C.W. HOllO 
01 - 11:. PANG 
OI J.II_ HANSEN 








U or COLORADO 




U Of ARnONA 
NASA-GISS 
TillS [XP[IUtENT CONSISTS Of AN 8-IN. F/1.1 TELESCOPE tHAT 
CAN SEND ITS OBSERVATIONS THROUGH A PDLAAIlEII AHO " FILTER rOR 
ONE Of EIGHT BANOS IN THE ZZOO- TO 1300-10 SPECTRAL REGION THEN 
ON TO A PHOTOMULTIPLEII TUBE. BY STUDY Of THESE !:I'IISSlOH 
INTENStT'!, DATA .. INfORMATION ON SURFACE lEnURE AND (ONPOSITJDN 
Of BOTII PLANETS (JUPITER AND SATURN) CAN BE OBTAINED .. ALONG 
WIlli IttfOR"ATlON Ott SIlE DIStRJDUTlON AND CD"POSIlION Of THE 
SATURN RINGS AND INfDR"ATION ON "'"OSPHERIC. SU.fTERIHG 
PROPERTIES AND DENSITY fOR BOTH PLANETS. "OLECULAR SCALE 
HElGHfS fOR BOTH PLANETS CAN ALSO BE DfTER"INED FIIO" tHESE 
DAlA. 
VOYAGER 1 .. NESS--------------------------------------
INVf~T1GATJl, .. HA"E- TIIlAI(1AL fLU.GATE "AGNETO"fTERS 


















PLANEtARY MAGNElIC fIELD 
PARTICLES AND fiELDS 






BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH U 
THIS EIlPERI"ENT IS IlESIGNED TO INVES11GATE THE "AGNETlC 
HELIlS OF JUPITER AhD SATURN, Tile !;OLAR WINO INTeRACTION WITH 
THE MAGNEfOSPHERES OF THEse PLANETS .. AND THE INTERPLANETARY 
MAGNETIC nELD T'O THE EXTEIH Of THE SOLAR WINO BOUNOAIIY WIlH 
THE INTERSTELL4R "AGNE1'lC FlELI! AND BEYOND .. If CROSSED. THE 
INVESTIGATION IS CARRIED OUT USING TWO HIGH-HELD AND TWI) 
LOW-F-IELD TRIAIlUL fLUX GATE "AGNElOfilETERS. DATA AC:;U/IACY ilF 
THE INTERPLANETAIIY fiELDS IS PLUS OR fill NUS 0.1 GA""A .. AND tHE 
RANGE OF "EASUREMENTS IS fIIO" 0.01 GAM"A TO 20 GAUSS. 
------- VOYAGER 1 ~ SCAllf---------------------------------
INVESllGATION NAfIIE- PLAS"A WAVE 
NSSDC 10- 17-084A-13 
PERSONNEL 
PI - F.L. SCARf 





PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
"AGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS 
PLANETARY IONOSPHERES 
TRW SYSTEMS GROUP 
U Of 10VA 
Till,S INVESTIGATION PROVIDES CONTlNUOUS .. 
SHEAT-I-INIlEPENOENT f'lEASUREI'IENTS Of THE ELEoCTRON DENSITY 
PROfILES AT JUPITER AND SATURN. IT ALSO GlVES BASI'C 
INFOR",\TION ON I.O'::IIL IIAVE-PARTlCLE INTERACTION REQUIRED TO 
CARRY O~T CO"'PA~(AlIVE S,NOIES Of TilE PHYSICS OF THE JUPITER AND 
SATURN "'U.NETOSPHERES. THE IN5TRUI'IENTATION CONSISTS Of A 
16-CHANNEL STEP _FREQ!s<:l!t1' RHEIVER AND A LOW-fREQUENCY WAIIEFOR" 
RECEIVER WITH ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS4 THE fREQUENCY RANGE fOR 
tillS INStRU"ENT IS FRO" 10 HZ TO 56 IlHZ. THIS INSTRU"ENT 
SHARES TilE t1}-fII AliTENNAS DEVELOPED rOR THE PLANETAIIY RADIO 
AstRONOI'IY INVEnlGAT JON. 
------- VOYAGER 1. SI'IITII-----------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAf'E- TV PHOTOGRAPHY 






-r L T 
PEIISONNEL 
" 




01 A.F. COOK 
01 G. DANIELSON 
01 
- ".E. DAVIES 
01 G.E. HUNT 
01 T. OWEN 















MET'EOROLOGI CAL Off I Cf: 
STATE U or NEW YORK 
CORNELL U 
US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
U Of illS CONS IN 
THE TV pHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENT USES A 'WO-CAKERA SYSTE". 
BASED ON THE fIIARINER 10 TV STSTE". tHIS STSTEK INCLUDES ONE 
NARIIOW-ANGLE, LONG fOCAL LENGTH CAf'lEIiA AND ONE "IDE-ANGLE, 
SHORT FOCAL LENGTH CA"fRA. THE fIIAXIMU" RESOLUTION ACHIEVABLE 
OEPE"IOS ON THE ACTUAL TRAJECTORT ON THIS "ULlI-ENCOUNTER 
"ISSIONI BUT TilE R£SOLU110N WILL SE AS tHGH AS 0.5 TO 1.0 O! ON 
HIE CLOSEST APPROACIIE-S TO SO"E oaJEClS .... T JUPITER Mill SATURNI 
THE RESOLUTION IS UPECTED TO BE ao KK AND!> k" .. RESPECTIVELY. 
THE OBJECl1l1fS or THE EXPERIMENT ARE TO PHOTOGRAPH GLOBAL 
"0110NS "NO CLOUD blS'TRJBunONS ON JUPITER AND SATURN, GROSS 
OYNA"ICAL PIiOPERTlES .. ZONAL ROTATION .. ORIENTATION Of SPIN ".1S, 
ZONAL SHUR. VERTICAL SHEAR. FLOW INST"BILJ1I£S, SPOTS. AND 
SPECTRUfil OF SCALE OF A"!"OSPHERIC "OTIONS IN TIME AN~ SPACE. 
AbOtTlONAL OBJECTIVES INCLUbE THE STUDY Of TilE PlODE or RELEASE 
OF INTERNAL ENEIIGY FLUX (SEARCI! fOR CONVECllON CELLS AND 
ROLLS) .. stUbY Of GROWTH. DISSIPATlONI MORPIIOL(,GY, AND VERTICAL 
STRUCTURE or CLOUD CO"PLEXES, GROSS OPlJCAL PROPERlIES, GLOBAL 
AND LOCALIZED SCATTERING FUNClION IN THE VISIBLE SPECTRUII, 
POLARIMETIIY.. NHURE Of CHRO"OPHORES. THEIR STRUCTURE AND 
DEVELOPftENT, ANO HIGH RESOLUTION OF THE GREAT REO SPOT. TUE 
OBJECTIVES OF THE SATELLJ1E ENCOUNTERS INCLUDE -- (1) GROSS 
CHARACTERISTICS SllEI SHAPE, ROTATlONI SPIll AlliS, 
CARTOGRAPHYI J"PROVEb EPHEMERIDES AND "ASSES. (2) GEOLOGY --
MAJOR PHySIOGRAPHIC PROVUICES, IMPACT AN~ VOLCANIC FEATUREoS, 
LINEAMENTS, POLAR CAPS, EROSIOH PROCESSES. AND LOW- AND 
HIGIl-OENSITY SATELLITE COIIPARAllVE STUDIES. OETECTION Of 
A1'"OSPHERES.. FROSTS.. ANO LIMB S1'RATIFlCATlON or AEROSOLS .. 0) 
SURFACE PIIOPERTIES - COLORI"ETRY, SCA1TERIHG FUNCTION, NATURE 
or BRIGHTNESS VARIATION .. AN~ SEARCII fOR NEil SATELLITES. 
STUOIES OF SATURN'S RINGS ARE TO BE CARRIED OUT. OBJECTIVES 
INCLUIJ' (" IIESOLUTION or INDIVIDUAL RING COKPONENTS OR 
CLUMPS Of ""'ERIAL.. (2) VERTICAL AND RADIAL DISUnBUTlON Of 
""'ERIAL Of VERY IUGH RE!'iOLUTlOH, (3J SCATTERING fUNCTION .. (4) 
COARSE POLAIIIIIETRY, IS) OCCULATlON - OPT1CAL DEPtH. MID (6) 
DIS'TlNGUISIUNG DIFfERENT T'PES Of MATERIAL IN TilE RINGS. OTHER 
OBJECTIVES ARE TO SEARCH FO' NEW COllETS, ASTEROIDS .. ,.NO T"RGETS 
OF OPPORTUNITT. 
------- VUTAGER 1 .. VOGT----------------------------------------
INVESTlGATlON NAIIE- HIGIf- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY 
COS"IC-RAY TELESCOPE 
NSSOC 10- 71-0841.-08 
PE'ISONNEL 
PI - R.E. 
01 - J.R. 
01 - E.C. 
01 - F~B_ 
01 - B.J. 
01 - J .H. 














CALIF INST or TECH 
U or ARIlONA 




U Of NEW IIA"PSHIRE 
THIS INIIESTIGATION STUDIES THE ORIGIN AND ACCELERATION 
PROCESS .. LIFE IIISTOIIY, AND DTIIA"IC CONTRIBUTION OF INTERSTELLAR 
COS"tc RAYS, THE NUCLEOSYNTHESIS or ELEIIENTS IN COSMIC-RAY 
SOURCES .. THE BEHAVIOR OF COSKIC RAYS IN THE: INTERPLANETARY 
"EDIUM, AND THE TRAPPED PLANETARY ENERGETIC PARTICLE 
ENVIROHKENT. -TIfE INs-TRUMENHtlON INCLUDES " HIGH-ENlRlif 
TELESCOPE STSTE" (IIETS) "NO A LOW-ENERGY TELESCOPE STSTEM 
(LETS). TilE HETS COVERS AN ENERuY RANGE BETWEEN 6 AND SOD 
MeV/NUCLEON fOil NUCLEI RANGING IN ATO"IC NUKBERS fROM 1 THROUGI! 
30. IN ADDITION ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RU/GE BETWEEN 3 AND 
100 "EV/NUCLEON ARE PlEASURED B)' tHIS TELESCOPE AHO AN ELECTRON 
TELESCOPE (TE'n. litE LETS KfASURES THE ENERGY ,",,'0 DETERI'IINES 
HE IDENTlT1' Of NUCLEI fOR ENERGIES BETWEEN .15 AND 30 
"EV/NUCLEON AND AlGf'lIC NU"BERS fRO" -1 TO 30. THE INSTRUIIEUTS 
ALSO MEASURE THE ANISOTROP!ES Of ELECTRONS AND NUCLEI. IN 
ADIlITlON~ ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE BETWEEN 3. AN~ 100 
KEV/NUCLEON ARE MEASURED BY AN ELECTRON TELESCOPE (TET>. 
------- IIOY"GER 1; WARWIC1(.-------------------------------------

























PI - LII. 
01 - J.K. 
01 T .0. 





















U Of COLORADO 
NASA-GSFC 
U Of fLORIDA 
U OF 'HCNIGAN 







TlUS EXPERIMENT CON'ltSTS Of It. SWEEP-fUQUENCY lAUD 
RECEIVER OPERATING IN BOTH POLARIUTION SUTES, BETWEEH 20 K,ll
 
AND 40.5 MNl. THE SIGNAL IS REcronEo BY A PAIR Of ORTHOGONIl 
10-M IIONOPOlE ANTENNAS. STUDT Of TilE RADIO E"ISS10N SIGNAl~ 
fROM JUPlTER AND SATURN OVER IHIS RANGE Of fREQUENCIES YIELDS 
DATA CONCERNING THE PHYSICS Of "AGHETOSPHERl-C PlASIIA USONANCES
 
AND HOHTHERMAl RADIO EMISSIONS fRO" THCSE PlANEnRY REGIONS. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
••• V:lYAGER Z ....................... .. 
SPACECRAfl COII"ON NAME- VOYAGER Z 
ALTERNATE NAMES- "ARINE" JUPUERISATURN B, OUTER PLANETS 8 
"ARlNf:R 778. MJS 771J 
NSSDC 10- 77-076A 
lAUNCH DA1£- 08t2.0/77 WUG/H- 700. KG 
L'''UNC'H SITE- CAPE C"NAVERAl. U'HTEo SHTES 
LAUNCII VEHIClE- TITAN 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENtY 
UNl1ED STATES 
INlllAL ORBlT PARAMETERS 
ORBll TYPE- JUPlTER flYBY 
PERSONNEL 
"~ R .A. 
SC - II.A. 
PI'I - J .11. 









CAlH INST OF lECIl 
THE OVERAll OBJECllVES Of TilE SPACECRAft, VOYAGER 1 AND 
VOYAGER Z. ARE TO CONDUct EXPt..ORATOIIY INVEST IGAHONS Of TNE 
PLANETARY SHlEI'IS Of JUPITER AND SATURN AND Of THE
-
lNTERPUNETARY "EDfUft OUT TO SATURN. PRlftARY EI'IPII"51S 15 
PLACED ON COMP"RAT IVE STUDIES OF lhESE TWO PlANlrARY SYSTEMS IIY
 
OBTAINING (1} IIEASUAEI'IENTS Of TilE ENVIIION"ENT, Al"OSPHERE" AND 
BODY CIIAR"CTERlSTlCS Of lHE PLANETS AND ONE OR MORE OF THE
 
SATELLITES Of EACH PLANET" (2) SlUDIES Of TilE NA1URE Of THE
 
RINGS Df SATURN, AND 0) exPLORATION OF TilE INTERPlANEHRY (OR 
INTEIIHELlAR) MEOlU" "1 INCREASING DIsnNCEs fRO" TilE SUN. 
niESE OBJECTIVES ARE OB1AINEO USING A VARIET'f Of INSTRUMENTS
 
"NO METIIODS INCLUDING lV, A COHERENT S- AND X-BAND RF RECEIVER,
 
AN lR INTERfEROMETER AND RADIOMETEA, A UV SPEctROI'IETER,
 
FlUXGATE I'IAGNHTOMETERS. fARADAY CUPS, A CHARGfO PARTICLE
 
ANAlYlER, PlAS"" DETECTOII, PlAS"A WAVE R,I,~IIO IIECHVEII, 
COSI'IIC-RAY lElESCOPES, PIlOTOPOllIRlI'IElElI, ANt;; SWEEP fREQUENCY 
1111010 RECEIVER. 
-----
- VOYAGER ,. BRIDGE-------------------------------____ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- PLASMA SPECTROI'IETUS 
NSSDC ID- 11-016A-06 
PERSONNEL 
PI - H.S. 
01 - A.J. 
01 - S. 
OJ - J.W. 
01 - v.l'I. 
01 l.F. 
01 J .11. 
01 - G.l. 
01 - ".J. 
01 R.E. 

















PARTICLES AND fiELDS 
IIASS INS1 OF TECII 
"ASS INST OF TECH 
"ASS I"'ST Of TECH 
"ASS IN5T Of TECH 
MPI-AERONOMY 
"'''SA-65ft 
MASS INST OF TECII 
U Of CALif. U 
"ATl tTR fOR ATIIOS 
NASA-GSfC 
NASA-GSFC 
TilE Pl"'<;I'IA INVESTtG"TlON "AKES USE Of TWO fARAD"" CUP 
DElECTORS, ONE i'OlNTED ALONG THE EARTH-SPAtECliAf-T LINE "NO OliE
 
AT RI611T ANGLES TO 11115 LINE. TilE EARTH-POINTING DETECTOR 
DETERIIINES THE "ACROSCOPIC PROPERTIES Of lHE Pl"SI'IA IONS,
 
OB1AlNING "CCURATE VALUES OF THEIII VELOCITY, DENSlTIES, AND
 
PRUSURE. TNREE SEQUENn"l ENERGY SCANS ARE EMpLOYED WITH 
(DELTA EHE EQUAL TO 19, 7~2., AND 1.8 PERCENT" AllOWING A 
COVERAGE FROM SUBSONl[ TO HIGHLY SUPERSONIC flOW. THE 
SIDE-LOOIOhG fAAfoUl CUP IIUSURES Of ElEURONS IN THE ENERGY
 




INVESTIGHION NAME- ULTRAVIOLET SPEC"ROSCOPY 
PERSONNel 
PI ~ A.L. BROAOfOOT 
01 - A. OALGARNO 
01 - J.C. MCCONNELL 
01 - R.M. GOODY 
01 - T.". OONAHUE 
01 - III.B. "CELROY 
01 - ".J.S.BEL~ON 
01 - D.f. STROBEL 
01 - H.W. IIOOS 
01 - J.E. BlAMONl 










U or MICHIGAN 
HARVARD U 
KIlT PEAk NHL OBS 
KlTT PEAK NATl OBS 
JOHNS HOPkINS U 
CNRS-lPSP 
CIIES 
lHE UV SPECTll:OIIETER IS OESIGNEO TO "EASUAE ATM05PHEIilC 
PROPERTIES AND MEASURES RADtHIOH IN TilE WAVElEHGTH RANGE fROM
 
400 TO 16DO A. TWO MODES O~ INSTRUMENT OPERAllON AilE PLANNED" 
AJRGlOW ANO OCCULTATION. IN TNE AIRGlOW "ODE TilE ATIIQSPIIERIC 
RAOlAtION WIll BE MEASURED. THIS RAOlATiON IS PREOOKINANTU
' 
RESONANCE SU1TERED SOLAR RAOlA110N, WHERE THE SCATTERING Wil
l 
BE BY THE "OlECUlAR OR ATOMIC ATMOSPHEIilC CONSTITUENTS SUCH AS
, 
fOR EXAMPLE, HYDROGEN (1l16 A) OR HELIU" (58t. A). IN THE 
oeCUl TAT'lON MODE SUHllGIH WILL BE REflECTED IN10 TH
E 
SPEClIIOMETER, "NO THE SOLAR SPEClIIUPI Will BE RECORDED. AS TH
E 
AT"OSPHERE MOVES BETWEEN THE SPACECRAfT "NO THE SUN, THE
 
ABSORPTION CHIoRAc.tERlsncs Of THE ATMOSPHERE WIll BE OBTAINED
 
OVER THE ftE"SURED WAVELENGTH REGION. TIlt ABSORPTlON SPECTRUM
 
WI~L. BE USEO TO IDENTIfY THE ABSORBER AS WEll AS 10 "EASURE ITS 
ABUNDANtE IN TilE ~INE Of SIGHT TO THE SUN. IN ADDlTION, TilE 
Al"O$PHERE'S THERM"L STRUCTURE CAN BE INfeRRED. 
------
- VOYAGER l, ESNlEMAN------------- ______________________ _ 
INVESTlGATION NAfIIE- RADIO St.IENtE TEAll 




Til - G.S. 
TM-T.A. 
TM - G.l-




















THE RADIO SCIENCE lUll USES THE TElECOMUNICATlDNS SYSTEf'lS 
OF THE- VOYAGER SPACECRAFl TO PERi DR" THEIR STUDIES. TilE SYSTEf
'I 
IS A CONERENT S- AND X-BAND OOWNlLNK AIID 5-BANO UPLINK. THE 
SCIENCE OBJECTIVES O~ THE RADIO SCIENCE INVESTIGAT lOti ARE --
(1) OElElMINE TilE PHYSICAL PROPERHES OF PLANETARY AND 
SATELlItE IONOSPHERES AHO ATIIOSPHERES BY EXA"lNIHG TH
E 
PROPAGATION EfFECTS 011 A DUAl-fREQUE",cy RAPID SIGNAL DURING 
HII'IERSIOII Of SPACECRAFT OCCULTAtiON BY THE SUBJECT BOPY, ez) 
OETER"INE Pl"NETARl AHD SAlElllTE "ASSES. GRAVITY HELOS "NO
 
DENSITIES By PRECISE TRACKING Of ~ DUAL-fREQUENCY R"010 SIGNAL 
fROII THE SP"CECRArT DURING THE ENCOUNTER PERIOD, AND (3) 
DETERMINE THE AI'IOUNT AND SUE 0lSTRI8UTIONS OF ""TERIAl IN
 
SATURN'S RJNGS AND THE RING OII'lEIISIONS 8Y EXAMINING TH
E 
PROPAGATLON EffECTS ON A OUAL-FREQUEt(CY RADIO SIGNA~ TIIAT 
PASSES THROUGH EACH RING IN SUCCESSION ANII THROUGH THE GAP
 
BetWEEN lHE C RING AND SAluliN'S SURfACE. 
VOYAGER l, HANEl---------------~-------------------
INVESTlG'AHON "'AI'IE- INfRARED SPECTROSCOPY "NO RAOIOIIEtRY 
NSSDC 10- 77-016A~03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.A. 
01 - C.A. 
01 - T.E. 
Ot - P. 
01 - J. 
01 R.E. 
01 - w.c. 
01 - J.C. 
01 V.G. 

























































THlS INVES-r1GAlION IS tARRIH OUT USING ~N INfR~REO 
IIADIOMETER AND AN INTERHROME'TER SPECTROMETER S1M1LAII IN DESlI,N
 
to THE MARINER-MARS-7' IRIS, CIlMBINED INTO A SINGI: INSlJtUMENT. 
THE INVESllGATlON STUDIES BOTH GLOBAL AtID LOC"L ENERGY 
B"LA,"CE-, USING INfll"IIEO SPECTIIAL ME-ASUIIEMENTS IN CONJUNCTION
 
WITH BRO ... O-O ... NO IUA-SUREMENTS or RULE-tTEO SOLAII ENERGY. 
ATMOSPIIEIlIC COMPOS IlION IS ALSO INVESTIGATEII, INCLUPING
 
PElERMINAlION OF THE HUHE R ... no .... NO THE- ABUND"'NCE OF CHZ AND
 
NH3. VERTltAL TEMPEIIATURE- PROfILES ARE OBTAlNU ON THE PLANETS
 
ANO SUELL1tES WIlH ATMOSPHERES. STUOIE-S Of THE COMPOSITrON
, 
THEII"AL PROPE-RTlES, ANP sue OF P"'RTJ(LES IN SATURN'S 1I1NGS ... RE 
cnNDUCTED. THE INTERfEROME-HR HAS ~ SPEctR",1. RANGE Of lOO to 
4000 11CM, WHILE HIE RAHOMETER IlANGE- COVE-RS 5000 TO ]3,000 
11C". THE INSTRUMENT USES A SINGLE PlIl"ART "lIIROR 51 CM IN 
DUM. WlTH ... fIELD Of VIEW OF o.zs oEG. 
------
- VOYAGER Z, KR IMIGIS------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOll-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYl£R AND 
TELESCOPE 






















PARtICLES AND fiELDS 
A~~LIEO pHYSICS LAB 
...PPLIED PHYSICS LA8 
U Of KANSAS 
I!PI-AERONOM' 
U Of MAR'lAND 
~ELL TELEPHONE LAB 
U Of ARl1.0N ... 
THE OBJECTIVE Of HilS EXPERIMENT IS TO STUDY THE 
I!"GNETOS.PHERES OF JUPITER AND S ... TURN UHNG ... LOW-ENEIIGY
 
MAGNETOSPHER I C P"'RT I CL£ ANALYlER. TillS DETECTOR "AKES
 
MEASUREMENTS IN (1) THE DISTANT MAGNETOSPHERE AND 80W SHOCK Of 
JUPITER, (Z) IIIE POSSleLE MAGNETOSPIIERE OF SATUIIN, AND (3) THE 
TRAPPED :lADIATlIlN 8ELH IN TilE VICINlTT Of JUPITER. 
AOPITION ... LLY. THIS DETECTOR IS ABLE TO S1"UOY LOW-ENEIIG'f
 
PARTICLES IN THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM. THE ENERG'f IIANGE Of
 
THIS DETECTOR IS 1(; KEv TO 1.1 MEV FOR ELECoTRONS AII~ 10 KEV TO 
150 flEV FOil IONS. DURING THE INlEliPLANETARY CRUISE PEAlOO. 
PROTON'i. ALPIIA PARTICLES, AND HEAVIEII NUCLU U FROI1 3 TO 26) 
ARE SEP~RATElY J.DENTlFlED AND TII':IR ENERGY !'IE ... SURED IN THE 
RANGE FROM 0.05 TO 30 "E-V, USING A LOW-ENERGY PARTICLE 
TELESCOPE. 
------
- VOYAGER Z. 1..1 LLIE-------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- MULTI fILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETER, 
ZZOO-7300 A 
NSSOC 10- 71-076A-11 
PERSONNEL 
" 
- C.f. LILlI E 
" 
- c.w. HORO 
" 
- <. PANG 
" 
- J .W. MANSEN 
" 








U Of COLORADII 
U Of COLORADO 
U Of COLOII"'OO 
U OF ARllONA 
NASA-GiSS 
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSl.5rs OF AN 8-IN. f/1.1 TELESCOPE, 
THAT SENDS lTS OBSERVATIONS THROUGH A POLARIZER AND A fiLTER
 
rOil ONE OF EIGHT BANOS IN THE noo- TO 1300-A SPECTIIAL RE(;ION. 
THEN ON TO A PIIOTO"ULllPLER TUllE. BY STUDY Of THESE EMISSION
 
unENSITV O"'U, INFORIUTlON -ON SURF"'CE TEXTURE ... NO COMPOSlTIIlN
 
or BOTN PLANETS (JUPITER o\NO SATURN) C ... N BE 08TAlIIED, "'LONG 
WITH INFOR"AlJON OF SIZE DISTRIBUTION AND cOMPOSlnOH OF
 
SATURN'S RINGS AND INFORMATION ON AT"05PIIERIC SCATTtRING 
PROPEATIES AND DENSln rOR BOTH PL ... NETS. "'OLECUL ... II SC ... LE
 
H£lGHTS FOR BOTII PLANETS CAN ALSO BE OETERMiNEO fllOM niESE
 
DAT .... 
\lOYAGER 2. NESS-- ~-------------------------------
INVESTIG ... TlON NAME- TRI"'XIAL FLUXG"ATE f'lAGNETOKETEIiS 
NSSOC 10- 77-07&A-05 INVESTHiATlVE. PROGRAM 
CODE 51.. 
INVESTIGATION Ol.5CIPLINE(S) 
Plo\NETARY flAGNETl.C flELO 
PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
INTEIIPLANETARY M"'GNETIC FlELOS 
t 




el - f.M. 
01 - K.W. 
01 - 1...,. 









N ... S,,-GSF C 
BR"'UNSCIiI/ElG TECH U 
PJ ... SA-GSFC 
N"'SA-GSFC 
N",SA-GSFe 
THIS EIPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO INVESTlG"TE THE MAGNElIc 
FIELDS Of JUPITER "'NO SATUIIN. THE SOLAR WINO INTERAC110N I/11H
 
TilE "AGNETOSPHEIIES Of TIIESE PLANETS, ANti TilE INTERPLAfIETUY
 
", ... GNETle HELD TO TilE EXTENT Of THE 501. ... R WINO 80UNDARY WltH 
TH£ INTERSTELLAR ","GHEllC fiELD. "NO BEYOND. If CROSSED. THE 
INVesTlGATlON IS CARRIED OIiT USING TWO HIGH-flnO AND TWO
 
LOW-FlELD TRlAJIl"'L fLU.G ... TE M ... GNETOMETERS. DAtA ACCURACY Of 
THE INTEltPL"NETAIiT fiELDS 15 PLUS OR 'lINUS 0.1 G.AMM". AND THE 
R"'NGE OF "E",sUREKENTS IS FRO'" 0.01 GAKMA TO ZO GAUSS. 
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASM ... W"VE 
NSSOC 10- 77-076A-13 
PEIISONNEL 
PI - F.L. SC ... RF 





PLANET ... n lONOSPHERES 
PARTICLES ... NO FIELOS 
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS 
TRW SYStEMS GROUP 
U Of lOll ... 
THlS INVESTlGATION PROVIDES CONT INUOUS. 
SHEATII-INOEPENDENT MEASUIIEMENTS OF THE- ELECTIION OENSI TY
 
PROFlI.ES AT JUPlTEIl AND SATlIIiN. lT ALSO GIVES BASIC
 
INfOIiMATION ON LOCAL WAVE-PARTICLE INTEII"cnONS REQUIRED TO 
tARIIY OUT COMPARATIVE- STUDIES Of THE PHYSICS Of THE JUPITER AND
 
SATURN MAGNETOSPHEIIES. THE INSTRUMENUTlON CONSISTS Of 
A 
16-CH"'NNEL STEP fREQUENCY IIECEIVEII AND A LOW-fIlEQUENCT WAVerOR" 
REtElVEIl WlTN ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS. IHE FIIEQUENCY RANGE FOR 
THIS INSTRUMENT IS fROM 10 HI TO 56 KHZ. THIS INSTIIUHENT 




- VOYAGER 2. S"ITH_~w _______ ww ___________________ • ______ _ 
INVESHG ... n,ON NA"E- TV IMAGING 
NSSDC 10- 77-076A-01 
PEIISONNEL 
" 
- a ..... SMITH 
or - G.A. alllGGS 
or - .... F. COOK 
or ,. G. DANIELSON 
or - M.E. O"VIES 
" 
- Ii.E. HUNT 
or .. DilEN 
or 
- t. sAGAN 
OI L.A. SOOU8LOI'I 
or V.E. SUO,U 
BIlIEF OESCRIPTION 
. 





PL ... NETOLOGY 






STATE U or NEW YORK 
CORNELL U 
US GEOLOGlCAL SURVEY 
U or WISCONSlh 
THE TV PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPEIilMENT USES A TIIO-CAMEIIA SYSTEM, 
e"'SEO ON THE ""RII'ER 10 TV SYSTEPI. THIS SYSTEK JNCLUOES ONE
. 
NARROW-o\NGLE, LONG FOC"'L LENGTH CA"EII'A ANO ONE 1I10E-ANGLE
, 
SHORT fOUL LENGTH C ... MERA. THE- "''''UI!UM RESOLuTION "'CHIEVABL
E 
DEPENDS GREATLY ON THE ... nUAL TIIAJECTORY ON THIS
 
KULTI-ENCOUNTEII' MISSION. BUT Wlt.L BE AS HIGH "'S 0.5 TO 1.0 KM 
011 THE CLOSEST APPIIOACHES TO SOME OOJECTS. AT JUPlTEA AND 
SATUIIN. THE IIESOLUlJON IS EXPEClEII TO BE ZO IeM AND 5 K", 
IIESPEC-tl,VEL'f. THE OBJECllVES Of THE EJ(PERIMENT ARE TO 
PHOTOGR ... PH GL08AI. MO,.ONS ... NII CLOUP DISTlliBUTIONS ON JUPITER
 
AND SATUIIN, GIIOSS DYNAMICAL PROPERTlES, LONAL ROlATlON
. 
ORIENTATION OF SP~N AXIS, ZONAL SHEAR. VERTICAL SHEAR, FLOW 
INSTA8ILITIES,. SPOTS. AND SPEt:TRUM OF SCAlE OF ATMOSPHfAIC
 
MOTIONS IN TIME AND sP"'CE. AOOITION"1. OBJECTIVES INCLUDE TH
E 
StUDT OF THE MODE Of RELEASE lit- INTERNAL ENERG'f flUX (SE"'IICH 
FOil CONVECTION CELLS AND ROILS) .. STUDY Of GIIOIITII, DISSIPAlION, 
MORPHOLOGY, "'ND IIERTICAL STRUCTURE Of CLOU~ COMPLE.ES~ GROSS 
OPTICAL PROPEIITJES, GLOBAL AN~ 1.0CALltEO SCATTERING fUNCTtON IN 
THE VISABLE SPECTRUM, POLARIMETRY. NATURE OF CIIROMOPHORES
. 
THEIR STRUCTURE AND DEVELOP KENT, HIGH RESOLUTION OF THE GRE"'T
 
RED SPOT. THE OBJECllVES Of THE SATELLITE ENCOUNTERS INCLUD
E 
(1) GIIOSS CII"'RACTERIS1'ICS -- SHE, SHAPE, ROTATION, SPIN 
AllIS. C'ARTOGRAPHY. IMPIIOVED EPIIEI!ElIJoES AND MASSES, (Zl GEOLOGY 
-~ MAJOR PHYSI06MAPIIIC PIIOVINCES. IMPACt lNO \lOLCANIC fEATURES, 
I..INEAMENTS, POLAR CAPS. EROSION PROCESSES. AND 1..0"'- ANO 
HIGH-DENS'IT'f S"TELLITE COMPARATIVE STUDIES. OETECTION O
f 
ATMOSPHEIIES. fRons. AND LIMB STRATIfIC ... TION Of AEROSOLS. (3) 
SUlirACE PROPERTIES - COLOUPIE-Tn .. SCATTER'ING fUNCTION, -NATUR
E 
Of 8RIGIITNESS VARIATION, AND SEARCII fOil NEW SATELLlTES. 
STUDIEs Of SATUIIN'S RINGS AIlE TO BE C ... kRIEO OUI. OBJECrIVE
S 






































(LUIIPS 0' "ATEItIAl.. (2) VERTICAL AND RAOUL OISfllleUftOH 0' 
"AlERIAL Of VEftY HIGH RESOLUTION. (3) SCUTERt"G fUNCTION .. (4) 
CO".SE POLARIMETRY .. 15) OCCUlATlON - opneAL DEPTH. ANII (6) 
DISTINGUISHING OlrFEREHT TYPU 0' ",uERUL IN THE RINGS. DTHI::A 
08JEtUVE5 AU TO SURCH fOil NEil (OftEn. ASTE,GUS .. IoNI\' tARGETS 
Of OPPORTUNITY. 
INIIUTlGATJON NAIIE- HIGH- AND IIODERATEU LOll-ENERGY 
~I'lS"lC-AA' TELESCOPE 
HSSDt iO- 11-076'0-011 
PERSONNEL 
PI R.E. VOGT 
01 J .11. JOKIPIl 
01 E.C. STONe 
01 
-
r .e. MetlON"LO 





- 111.11. lleeDER 
BRIef DESCRIPTION 





CALif I'°Sl Of TECH 
U "f UllOM" 




u Of NE~ H"MPSHIItE 
THIS INVESTl.GATION STUGIES TilE ORiGHt AND ACCELERATION 
PROCESS. lifE HISTORY. AND OYNAlnC CONTRIBUTlON Of INTERSTELLAR 
COSMIC RAYS. THE NUCLEOSYNfHESJS 0' ElEMfNTS IN COSMIC-RAY 
SOURCES. fHE BEHAI/IOR 0' COSMIC RAYS IN THE INTERPLANETARY 
MEDIUM. AND fHE TRAPPED PLAHUARY ENERGETIC PAktlCLE 
ENVIRON"ENT. THE INSTRU"ENTATION INCLUDES A HIGH-ENERGY 
fELfSCOPE S'/SHM (HETS) AND A LOll-ENERGY TELESCOPE SYSTEM 
(LETS>. THE HETS COVERS AN ENERGY RANGE BETIIEEN 6 AND 500 
MEV/NUCLEON FOR NUCLEI RANGING IN ATOMle NUMBERS FRO" 1 THROU:;H 
30. IN ADDITION ELECT liONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE BETWEEN 3 AND 
100 MEV/NUCLEON ARE "EASURED B'I' THIS TELESCOPE AND AN ELECTRON 
TELESCOPE nE-T). THE LETS "EASURES THE ENERGY AND DETERMINES 
THE IDENTITY Of NUCLEt FOR ENERe>l£S BHIIEEN .15 AND 30 
MEV/NUCLEON AND ATOMl' NLMOERS 'RO" 1 TO 10. THE INSTRUMENTS 
ALSO "EASURE THE ANISOHtOPIES OF ELECTRONS AND NUCLEt. IN 
,1001 liON. ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY ItANGE BETIIEEN 3 AND 100 
MEV/NUCLEON ARE MEASURED B'I' AN ELECTltON TELESCOPE <TEl). 
------- VOYAGER 2. IIARIIJCk-------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLANETARY RADIO ASTltONO", 
PERSONNEL 
PI J.II. IIARIIICI( 
01 II.E. BROliN. JR. 







01 O.H. STAELlN 
·01 .. B015CHOT 
01 T .D. CARR 
01 f. T. HAOOOCI( 
01 J.I(. ALEXANDER. 













MASS INST OF TECH 
MEUOON OBS 
U Of FLORIDA 
U Of I'lICHIGAN 
NASA-GSft 
NASA-JPL 
THIS ElIPERIMENt CONSISTS Of A SIIEEP-FREQUENCY RADIO 
RECEIVER OPERATING IN OOTH POLARIZATION STATES .. BETIlEEN 20 I(HZ 
AND 40.5 "HZ. THE SIGNAL IS RECEIVED BY A PAIR OF ORtHOGONAL 
10·" MONOPOLE ANTENNAS. THE PHYSICS OF MAGNETOSPHERIC PLASMA 
RESONANCES AND NONTHER"AL RADIO E"ISSI0NS 'ROM THESE PLANET ART 
REGIONS IS STUDIED BY INVESTIGATION Of fHE RADIO E"ISSION 
SIGNALS FROM JUPJTER AND SATURN OVER THlS RANGE 0' fREQUENCIES. 
I r J ·1 
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3. DESCRIPTIONS OF PLANNED SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS 
This section contains descriptions of spacecraft and experiments 
pertinent to this report that were planned as of June 30, 1977, and for 
which NSSDC has at least minimal documentation. A few changes subsequent 
to this date may appear, depending on time availability. The descriptions 
are sorted first by spacecraft common name. Within each spacecraft 
listing, experiments are ordered by the principal investigator's or team 
leader's last name. Explorer spacecraft prelaunch generic names are used 
as common names; e.g., IMP-H instead of Explorer 47. If the common name, 
I 
as used by NSSDC, is not known, it can be found by referring to an alternate 
name found in the Index of Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments 
(Section 4). 
Each spacecraft or experiment entry in this section is composed of 
two parts -- a heading and a brief description. The headings list char-
acteristics of satellites and experiments. Definitions of many of the 
terms used in this section are included in Appendix C. 
3.1 Contents of Spacecraft Entries 
The heading for each spacecraft description iu this section includes 
a set of initial or planned orbit parameters. These parameters consist 
of orbit type, orbit period, apoapsis, periapsis, and inclination for the 
spacecraft. No orbit parameters are listed for lander and flyby missions. 
In addition, the heading contains the spacecraft weight, launch date, 
launch site, launch vehicle, spacecraft common and alternate names, NSSOC 
10 code, sponsoring country and agency, and spacecraft personnel -- pro-
ject manager (PM), project scientist (PS), program manager (MG), program 
scientist (SC), technical director (TO), and program director (PIl). The 
spacecraft brief description is immediately below each heading. This 
terminology is standard for NASA missions; the equivalent functions for 
the missions of other countries and/or agencies have been given the same 
position names. 
3.2 Contents of Experiment Entries 
Each experiment entry heading includes the experiment name, the 
NSSDC ID code, the investigative program, the investigation discipline, 
and the name and affiliation or location of the principal investigator 
(PI) or team leader (TL) for the experiment as well as other investigators 
(01) or team members (TM) associated with the experiment. The experiment 
brief description is immediately below each heading. 























" ........ , .,' .. J ." .... , ".,. 
3.3 Planned Spacecraft and Experiment Descriptions 
A spacecraft is included in the planned section of this report if 
it is an approved mission or a proposed mission where the experiments 































.............................. ASTIIO-A.··· ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACEtll(lFl COMMON NAI'IE- olSTRO-A 
ALTEIHlATE N~MES-
NSSDC 10- ASTRD-A 
L"UNCH ~A1E- OHOO/tll 
LAUNCH SITE- I("GOSHII'IA, J"PAN 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- M-3S 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
WEIGHT- 12.0. KG 
JAPAN ISAS 
PL"NNED ORBIT PARAMETERS 
DROIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBlT PERIOD- 910.2. ,.IN 
PERIAPSIS- 350. 1(1'1 
PEIISOIHIEL 
PM - ,. 
PS - l. 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION 
INCLIN"TION- 31. DEG 
"POAPSlS- 600. "'" 
Of TOUO 
or ,010'0 
THE IUSSI0N OF "STRO-A IS TO I'IAKE OBSERVATIONS Of 
SOLAR-fURE RADlATlONS DURING THE NEXT SOLAR MAXIMUM PERIOD. 
------ ASTMO-", IIIRAO-------------------------------------
INVhTlG"1I0N NAME- ELECTRON DENSITY ,1,1'0 TEMPERo\TURE PLASMA 
PROOfS 
NSSOC 10- "STRO-A-06 
PERSONNEL 
PI - It. 










IONOSPHERES "'10 11.1.010 PIIYS);S 
SPACE PLAS"AS 
U OF TOKYO 
U Of TOIIOI':U 
USES PLASI1A PROBfS TO MEASURE t:LEClRON 
TEI'IPfR"TURE DURING THE SOLAR ",AllMUM 
AS T R D-A, K ON D 0 ---------- ---- ---------------------------
HIVESTIGHION N"ME- SOLAR fLARE GAMMA-RAY DETECTOR IN 0.1,-7 
'lEV RANGE 
tlSSOC 10- "STRO-"-04 
PUSON~EL 






U OF TOlan 
TillS EXPERIJIIEN1 "EASURES GA"I'IA RAYS FROI'! SOLAR fLARES IN 
THE ENEIIG, RANGE Of 0.1,-7.0 "EV. 
------- AStRO-A.. MA TSUOKA-------------------------~ ----------
lIlVESTIGATlON NAME- TIME PROFILE "ND SPECTR" Of X-RAy fLARES 
IN THE 2-60 ~EV RA~GE 
NSSPC 10- "STRO-,,-03 
PERSONNEL 






U OF TO~YO 
TillS EXPERIJIIENT llSES X-RAV MONITORS TO RECORD Tl"E 
PROFILES AND Sf'ECTRUI1 OF SOLAR _-RAY fLARES IN THE ENUGY RANGE 
Of, 2-60 I':EV. 
ASTRO-",.. IIrSH1-,------------------.:.------------------
INVESTIIiATJOt.l NAME- SOLAR FLARE X-RAY BRAGG SPECTROSCOPT IN 
1.5-2.0 A RANGE 






I I I 
P£RSONNEL 
PI - K. NISHI 
IIRtEf DESCRIPTJON 
U Of TOlTO 
THIS EXP£RIl'lfHT USES A BRAGG SPECTRoMETER TO STUDY THE 
SPECTROSCOPY Of I-RAT EI'IISSION LINES fAO" HIGHLY IONllfD IRON 
IN SOLoIoR fLUE.S. TilE SPECTRUM COVERED IS IN THE RANGE Of 
1.5-Z.0 A. WAVE LENGTH SCANNING IS ACIi,EVED BY SPACECR"fT 
ROTAflON WlTll TIlE SPIN-AXIS OffSET SLIGHTLY fROM TilE SUN. THt: 
Tll'1E RESOLUTION IS ~ S. 
------- ASTRO-A, 'AI':"KURA-------------------------------------
INVESTJGATJO~ NA"£-- SOLAR fLAIiE X-RAYS IN RANGE Of 10-60 I':EV 
USING 1I0TA'rING COLLIMATOR IMAGING 
liSSOC lD- ASTRO-A-01 
PERSONNEL 






U OF TOI':YO 
TillS EXPERIMENT USES ROTATING 1'I00ULATlON COLLII'JATORS TO 
IM"GE SOLAR fLARE X-RAYS IN THE ENEAGY RANGE Of '0 TO 60 KEV. 
THE TIME. RESOLUTION 15 6 SEC. 
------- ASTRO-A, '''KECUHI-------------~------------------------
IHVESTIG"llON UI'IE- ELECTRON fLUX ASOVE 100 KEV PARTICLE 
DETECTOR "ON nOR 
NUDC J 0- ASTRO-A-05 
PERSONNEL 
PI - H. lAKEtUHl 
SRIEf DESCRiPtiON 
THIS EXPERIMENT USES A 





PARTJtLES 101'10 fiELOS 
INST PIITs- • ::HEM RES 
PARTICLE OETECTOR TO MONITOR SOLAR 
•••• , ••••••••• ,. ••••••••••••• EXOS-A· ••••• • ...................... . 
SPACECRAfT COMI'IUN NAME- EXOS-A 
ALTERNUE NAMES- EXOSPHERIC SAT. A 
NSSDC 10- EXOS-A 
LAUNCH DATE- 01/00178 
L"UNCH SITE- I(.I.GOSH1"", JAPAN 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- "-3H 
SPONSOIlING COUNTRYIAGENCY 
JAPAN 
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBtT lYPE-- GEOCENTRIC 
ORllil PERIOO- 137. MIN 
PERtAPSts- 350. 1':1'1 
PERSONNEL 
PM - 1':, IIIRAO 
BRIEF DESCR.lPTJON 
WEIGHT- 95. KG 
HAS 
tNCLINATJON- 65. DEG 
"POAPSIS- IoSOO. KI'J 
U Of TOI':YO 
THts SATELLITE IS PIIRT Of JAPAN'S CONTR[BUTION TO THE 
INTERNAlION,.L JIIAGNETOSf'HERIC STUDY. THE OBJECTIVES ARE TO 
STUDY THE POLAR AURORA AND IONOSPHERE. THE PAYLO"P CONSISTS OF 
AN AURORAL EUV TELEVISION CAfIIER" AND PLASM" PROBES DEStGNED TO 
STUlIy THE ELECTRON AND ION DENSllYITEI'IPER"TURE AND ION 
COI'IPOSlTION. THE~E ARE "LSD ENERGETIC PARTlCLt: OfTECTORS 
DESIGNED TO STUDY THE fLUX Of ELECTRONS IN THE IONOSPHERE. 
ELECTROSTATIC W"VES. VLF EI'JISS10NS. GEOCORONA E"15S10NS, AND UV 
ALBEDO EI'JISSIONS ARE ALSO OBSERVEIl. 
------- EXOS-A, I':ANEDA-----------------------------------------
NSSOC [,0- flOS-A -03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - E. 








U Of TOl(yo 
U Of- 101':,YO 
THIS EIPERII'JENT OBSERVES UV AURORIIL E"ISSIONS OF THE 


























INVfSTlGATHIN NAKE- ENERGEnC PARTICLE:. DETECTORS 
NSSDC ID~ EXOS~A -02 
PERSON!tEL 





PARTICLES AND flELDS 
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS 
U OF TOKYO 
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE fLUX OF 
ELECTRONS ANO PROTONS IN THE "AGNETOSPHERE, USlNG ENERGETIC 
PAAl'ICLE DE-tEnORS", ESPECIALLY IN TilE POLAR REGIONS. 
~~~~--~ EIOS~A, NAII:A"URA---------------------------________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NA"E"- UV GLOW SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
PERSONNEL 
PI - M. 









U OF TOUO 
U Of TOll:,YO 
ULTRAVIOLET GLOW fROM THE THERMOHHERE, MAGNETOSPHERE, 
AND INTERPLANETARY SPACE ARE _OBSERVED WITH A SPECTROPHOTOMETER. 
-.---~- EIOS-A, OYAI'IA------------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- IONOSPHERIC PROBES 
HSSOC 10- EXOS-A -01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - K. 









U Of TOKYO 
RADIO RESEARCH LAB 
OSSERVE ELEC1RON PENSITY 1.10111 
TEI'IPERATURE HI ADI,ITlON TO ION DENSIT'I', CO"POSITION, AND 
TEMPERATURE. 
------- EXOS-A, YOSHINO----------------------------------------
INVESTlGATlON NAME- PLASMA WAVE DetECTOR 
NSSDC 10- EXOS-A -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRA" 
SCIENTltiC SATELLITE 
INVESflGATlON IIISCIPLINECS) 
PARllClES AND HELOS 
PERSONNEL 
PI - T. YOSHINO U Of ELECTRO-COMMUN 
01 - Y. NAKAMURA U Of TOKYO 
ORIEF OESCRIpTloN 
THlS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO "EASURE ELECTROSTATIC 
WAVES ANO VLf EM15SIONS EliCITED tN THE POLAR REGIONS. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• £XOs .. O ••••••• • ••• • ••• ••••• ••• ••••• 
SPACECRAfT CO"I'ION NAME- EXOS-B 
AUE-RNAT£- NAI'IES- EXOSPHERIC SAl. B 
hSSOC 10- EXos-a 
LAUNCH bATE- 01/00119 
LAUNCH SITE- KAGOSHIPlA .. JAPAN 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- 1'1-3S 
SPONSCRING COUHTRY/AGENC.Y 
JAPAN 
PLANNED ORO IT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT tyPE- GEOCENTRIC 
OROIT pERIOD- 517. "IN 
PERlAPS'lS- 300. KI'I 
PERSONNEL 
1'1'1 - T. 
PS - N. 





Wee-IGHT- 85. KG 
INCLINATION- 30. OEG 
APOAPS!S- 30000. KM 
U OF Tono 
U Of TOll:YO 
U Of TOHOKU 
J J 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
lHlS SATELLITE IS PART Of THE JAPANESE CONTlUBU1l0N TO 
lHE INTERNATlONAL "AGNE10SPHERIC STUDY. THE SATELLItE STUDIES 
THE PLASIUSPHERE UP TO GEOCENTRIC DISTANCES Of 30.000 K". HS 
PLASPIA EXpERIPlENTS STUDY THE ElEClIION/lON OENSln AND ... AVf 
PARTICLE INTERACTIONS. tHE- SPACECRAfT CARIIIES ENERGEtl( 
PARtICLE DETECTORS 10 SlUDY THE ELECTRON AND PR010N flUX IN THE 
ENERGY RANGE 50 TO lO,OOO EV. IT ALSO CARRIES ELEClAOPl"GIU:1IC 
fiELO flUCTUATION DETECTORS. 
---- fIOS-B, AOYAMA------------------------------------
INVESTlGAtlON NA"£-- FlUXGA1E MAGNElOKETEII 
NSSOC 10- EMOS-O -05 
PERSONNEL 
PI I. 
01 - A. 













"AGNETIC fiELD INtENSITIES ARE MEASURED USING A fLU¥GATE 
"AGNElO"ElER WlTH ACCUIIACY Of SEVERAL GAM"AS. PC-1 PULSATION 
ACROSS THE PLAS"APAUSE IS STUOIED. 
------- EXOS-B, KAWASH I PlA-----------------------------------
INVe-sllGATlON NA"E- ENERGY SpEC.Of ElEC.-PR01.C.OS-i.OKEV) 
NSSPC 111- [IOS-O -06 
PERSONNEL 
















PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
SPACE PLASMAS 
u Of TOKYO 




U OF TOKYO 
U OF 10 KYO 
U OF TOIYO 
THE ELEC.TRON AND PROTON ENERGY SPECTRUPI IS MEASUIIED IN AN 
ENERGY RANGE FROPI 50 EV 10 - lO KEV. THE RESOLUTION IS 
corUROLlABLE. THE fINE- stRUCTURE Of TiME VARIATION Of THE 
ENERG, SPECTRU" IS PETEtlEO AS A COOPERATiNG OpERAll0N WIlH lllE 
SIPIULATEO PLASMA-WAVE EltPEIU"ENT. 
------- EXOS-B, KAWASHIPlA----------------------------------
INVESTlGATlON NAME- wAVE-PARTICLE INTERACTIONS 
NSSIIC I fI- EXOS-B -07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 
BIOSC.lENCE 
INVESTlGAllON O15CIPLINE(S) 
PARTICLES AND fI ELOS 
SPACE PLASMAS 
PERSONNEL 
PI - N. KAWASHIMA U Of TOKYO 
" 
- ,. EJ lAI U Of TOKYO 
ORIEr DESCRIPTION 
EJECTION OF lHE ELECTRON £lEAK IN AN ENERGY RANGE fROK 3 
10 lOO EV INTO THE S-PACE PLASMA IS DESIGNED fOR THE CONTROLLED 
GENERATION Of TItE wAVE-PARl1CLE INTERACTION. 
------- EXOS-B. Kl"URA-----------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAKE- ELECTROI'IAGNETI.C FIELD fl.UCTUATION 
DETECTORS 
NSSDC 10- EIlOS-B -03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - 1. 








IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS 
KYOl!) U 
KYOTO U 
THE PHASE SHIfT Of THE VLF WAVES TRANSMITTED fRO" TilE 
EARTH'S STATIONS IS DETECTED fO'1 PlEASUREK!;NT OF THE PUS"A 
DENSITY AND TE"pERA1URE. - tJ,UCl F~RMATION ANO PlOVEMENT IN TilE 
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--.---. Ellos-a, DBA Y" SHI --.-------.---------------------------
INtlES-filiAnON NAME- UIPEOANCE AND ELECTRIC FIELD 
NS-SOC 10-
PERSONNEL 
PI - r. 
01 - ... 
01 - IC. 










PAIUICL£S AND FIELOS 
IONOSPHERES AND RADlO PHYSICS 
U Of TOKYO 
U Of TOKYO 
U Of TOKYO 
KYOTO U 
I1'PEIIANCE Of A OJPOLE ANfENMA IS "[ASURED IN A WIDE fREQUENCY RANGE fROI'I 3 KHl TO 10 "HZ TO OBTAIN AN "CCURATE DETERMINATION Of pLASMA OeNSlTY. THE ELECTRIC FlELO 15 
"EASUIIED BY A lONI> DIPOLE "'HENNA 020" UP TO UP) IN A fREQUENC, RANGE fROM !lC TO 200 HZ. 
------- EXOS-B, OVA--------------------------------------------
INVESTIGATlON NAfIIE- "A!iN£TOSPHERle PLASI'IA PIIOBE 
NSSOC 11)-
PE/ISOHNEL 
PI - H. 
01 - ,. 
01 - S. 
01 - A. 
01 - K. 
,fA 
KAlltAilA 







PARTICLES AND fIELDS 
SPACE pLASIIAS 
IONCSPHEAES AND IADlO PHYSICS 
II OF TOHOICU 
NAGOYA U 
ELECTRO-CO"I'IUNIUfNS U 
U Of TOHOICU 
RRL~POSTS + TElecO"" 
THE ElIPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO EXtnE PLASlltA WAVES 8Y a.l.NS"ITJlNG 4oDD-WAlT SIGNALS FROM A 120 1'1 (-lIP TO TIP) ANTENNA IN A FREGtiENCY RANGE fRO" 3 ICHZ TO 10 !'!HZ. THE II'IPRESSED fREQUENCIES CAN BE CHANGED IN A CONTINUOUS SWEEF :lR STEPPeD THROUGH FIllED FREQUENCIES TO INVEs:TIG.l.TE THE IF HEAJING EFFe-tr AND GENERA.TJON OF INSTABILlTI"'S. INVESTIGATION Of' lHE Ii,WE-WAVE. INTERACTIONS AND NONLINEAR WAVE-PARTICLE INTfRACT!ONS IS ONE OF THE PRINCIPAl PURPOSES OF THIS ElIPERIME,ofl. 
------ EXO!l-B; OYA-----------------------------------------




01 - H. 
01 J. 
01 A. 
01 - T. 











PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
SPACE PLASI'IAS 




U Of ELECTRO-COI'II'IUN 
RRL.POSTS i TElECOI'I'" 
THE NATURAL PUSMA ~AVES ARE I'IEASUREO IN THREE fREQUENcY BANDS 3 TO 30 ICHZ .. 30 TO 3DO kHZ, AND 300 ICHZ TO 10 MIIZ. RESPECUVELV.. USING A 120 '" (TIP TO TIP) DIPOLE AND lOOP ANTENNAS. TillS SYSTE" IS A!.SO USEO fOR RAD-IO ASTRONOMICAL PURPOSES. 
••••••• ** ................... . ElIOS-C ••••••• • ••••••••••••••• • •••• 
SPACECRAFT CO"''''ON NA"'E- EXOS-C ALTERNATE NAI'IES- EXOSpHE'HC SAT _ C 
NSSOC 10- EXOS-C 
LAUNCH DATE- DT/00178 
LAUHCH S!TE- KAGOSlIlI'IA. 




PLANNED ORBIT PARAI.ETERS 
ORBn TYPE- GEOCENTRlC 
OIlBl·' PEIiIOO- 910.5 "iN 





WEiGHT- lDO. 1e6 
INCLINAllON-
APOAPSIS- 500. k" 
'" 
\ t I 
PERSONNEL 
Pit ~ PROf. 0010 U OF TOICYO 
B.IEF DESCRIPTION 
THE PURPOSE Of 'HIS SPACECRAFt IS TO "ONltOR CHARGED PARTICLES ANO II-RAY. GA""A-RA •• UV. AND IA RADl.I.TION FAOM THE SUN AND GALAIIIES .. THE SPACECRAft IS PUT INTO A CJRCULAR ORBIT Of 500-,.1'1 ALTITUDE AND IS CApABLE Of PRECISE AtTITUOE CONTROL. flYE DETECTOR SySTEMS ARE USED TO ATTAIN THE GOALS Of THIS MJSSION II-RAy TfLESCOPU.. A 6A"'"A-RAY TELESCOPE. A OV TELESCOPE~ AN IR TELESCOPE .. AND ENEIIGETIC PARTICLE DETeCTORS. 
---- EXOS-C .. UNKNOWN--~------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- lI-RAY AND 6A"'"A-RAY ASTRONO"'ICAL TELESCOPES 









THIS EXPERI"ENT 08SERVES ASTf:ONOMICAL SOURCES IIlTli II-lAY AND ~AI'II'IA-RAY TELESCOPES. 
INVESTl~ATION NAI'IE- ULTRAVIOLET TELESCOPE 
NSSOC 10- EIIOS-C -02 
PERSONNEL 
PI - UNkNOWN 
BRIEF OESCRIPTION 
THIS EIIPERIMENT 





15 USED TO OBSERVE ASTRONOMICAL OBJECTS SPECTIIU"'_ 











THI S EXPERIMENT 
IN THE INfRARED REGION 
IS USED TO OBSERVE ASTRONOMICAL OOHrTS Of THE SPECTRUM. 







INVESTIGATIVE PROG .... ,", 
BIOS'CIENC-E 
INVES'TIGAnON OISCIPLlNE(S) 
PARTICLES AND fiELDS 
COS"IC_ RAYS 
THE PURPOSE Of THIS UPERI"'ENT IS TO "'EASURE ENERGETIC CIIARGED PARTICLES OF BOTH SOLAR AND GALACTIC ORIGIN. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• GOES-C ............................. . 
SPACECRAFT COM,",ON NAME- GOES-C 
AL TERNATE NA,I'IES-
NSSDC ID- GOES-C 
LAUNCH DATE-- 07100176 
LAUNCH sne- CAPE CANAVEilAL. 









f'LAtfNED OROH PARA"UfRS ORBIT TYPf~ GEOCENJ.Q 1 C 
oRall PERJOD- 1440. "IN PERUPSIS- 35186. Ie" 
pERSONNEL 
PM - R.Ii. PICKARD p$ - W.E. $HENK 
BRiEF OESCRlPTlON 
\ 
INCllNAllON- 1. DEli APDAPSlS- 1S786. Kill 
NASA-6SFt 
NASA-6SFt 
GOES-C IS .. IiAU-PEVELOPEO. NO .... -OPERATEo SPACEUAFT. THE SPIN-STABILIZED, EAATH-sYHCIIIIONaU$ SPACECRAfT tARIUn (1) .. ViSlBLE-lNrRAREO SPIN-SCAN RAOJO"ETER (1115511) TO PIIOVIOE HIGH-QUAL1lY DAY/HIGHT .CLOUDtDIIER DATA AND TO TAICE RADIANCE TEJIIPEIIATURES OF TilE URTH/ATltOSPHfRE SUlE", (2) A "E'EOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECUDN AND TRANSl'tl5SION SYSTEPI TO RELAY PROCESSEti UTA FRO" CENHIAL WEATHER FACILlUES TO SMALL APT-EQUIPPED REGIONo\L STATIONS AND TO COLLECT AND RETRANS"IT DATA fRO" RE"OJEL.Y LOCATED EARTH-BASED PLAHOR"S, AND (3) A SPACE ENVIRON"ENT "aNuaR (SE") SYSTEM TO "EASURE PROTON, ELECTRON. ANO SOLAR X-RAY FLUXES AND "AGNETIC tIElDS. THE CYLINDRICALLY-SHAPED SPACECRAFT "EASURES 190.5 C" IN DJA" AND 230 CK IN L.ENGTH. EXCLUSIVE i)F A "AGN£TOPlfTER THAT EXTENDS AN ADUflONAL. B3 10" BEYOND THE CYLINDER SHELL.. THE PRI"ARY snUC1URAL. ME"BERS ARE A HONErCOMBED EQUIP"ENT SHELf AND TIlIIun TUBE. THE VISSR TELESCOPE IS "OUNrEII ON THE E.QUIPMEHT SHEL.F AND VIEWS THE. EARIH THROUGH A SPECIAL. APERIURE IN THE SPACECRAFT'S SIDE. A SUPPORt STRUCTURE EXTENDS RADULU OUT FROIt THe THRUST TUBE AND IS AHllI'ED TO THE SOLAR PANELS. WHICH fOR"S THE OUTER WAlLS OF THE SPAC£CRArr AND PROVIDES THE PRIMARY SOURCE OF ELECTRICAL POWEll. LOCATED lH THE ANNUL.US-SHAPED SPACE BETWEEN THE THRUst TUBE AND tHE SOLAR PANELS ARE SlATIONK'EEPING AND DYNAMICS CONTROL EQUIP"ENT, IIATTERIES. AND "OST or THe SE" EQUIP"ENT. PROPEl! SPACECRAft AlTlluDE AND SPIN RATE (APPROKUIATEL.Y 100 RP") ARE "AINTAINEtI BY TWO SEPARATE SETS Of JET THRUS· ERS "OUNTED AROUNtI THE SPACH.RAFT'S EQUATOR AND ACTlVATU I,Y GROUND COM"AND. ·HE SPACHIIAFT USES BOTH UHf-llANO AND S 'BAND fREQUENCH.:S IN ITS TELE"ETRY AND (O""AND SUlisYSTE". A LIIW-POWER VHF TRANSPONDER PROVIDES TELE"ETRY AND (O""AND DURING LAUNCH AND THEN SERVES AS A IIAClWP FOR THE THE PRI"ART SUBSYSTEM ONCE THE SPACECRAFT HAS ATTAINED ORBIT. 
- •• ---- GOES-C~ NESS STAFf----------______________________ _ 
JNVESTIGATION NA"E- VISIBLE-INFR"RED SPIN-SCAN RADlO"ETER (VISSR) 
NSSDC 10- GOES-C -01 
PERSONNEL 
PI NESS STAFF 
IIRIEF DESCIIIPTION 




THE VJSIBLE I;'~RARED SPIN SCAN RADIOMETER (VISSII) FLOWN ON GOES-C IS CAPABLE Of PROVIDING BOTH tlAY ANti NIGHT OBSERVATIONS Of CLOUD COVEll AND EARTHlClOUO RADIANCE TE"PEIIATURE "EASUREI1ENTS fROM A SYNCHRONOUS SPIN-STAIIILllED~ GEOSTATIONARY SATELLIlE FOR USE IN OPERAllONAL WEATHER ANAL'SIS AND fORECASTiNG. THE TWO-CHANUEL tNSTRU"ENT IS AOLE TO TAICE 1I0TH FULL AND PARTIAL. PICTURES Of THE EARTH'S DISIe. BOTH THE INfRAREtI CHANNEL (10.5 TO 12.5 MICROIIETERSl AND TilE VISIBLE CHANNEL. (0.55 TO 0.75 IIICRON) USE A CO""ON OPTICS SY:TE". INCOIIING RADIATION IS RECEIVED BY AU ELLIPTiCALL,-SHAPED SCAN "IRROR AND COLL[C1ED Bt A RICHEY-CHRETIEN OPTICAL SYSTEM. THE SCAN i'lIRROR IS SET AT " NO"INAL ANGLE Of 45 IIEG TO THE VISSR OPTiCAL AXIS" WHICH IS ALlGtlED PARALLEL TO THE SPIN AXIS Of THE SPACECRAFT. THE SPINNING KOTION or THE SPACECRAfT (APPRO~I"ATELY 100 IIPII' PROVIDES A WEST-TO-EAST SCAN "OTlON WHEN THE SPIN AXIS Of THE SPACECRAFT IS ORIENTED PARALLEL WITH THE EARTU'S AXIS. TilE LAtITUDINAL SCAN 15 ACCO"PLISHED BY SEQUENTIALLY TILHNG THE SCANNING "IRROR NOIITI! TO SOUTH AT THE C'OKPLETtDN OF EACH SPIN. A FULL pICTURE TAICES 1B.2 "IN TO COIIPLETE AND ABOUT l MIN TO RETRACE. tlUlUNG EAW SCAN. EIGHT VISIBLE-SPECTRUM DETECTORS SWEEP THE EAIITH~ W11H A GROUND RESOLUTION Of 0.9 ;;" AT !ERO NADIR ANGLE. A "ERCIJRY-CAD"IU" TELLURltlE DetECTOR SENSES THE INFRARED PORTION Of THE SPECTRUM IIlTH A HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION OF APPROXIMATEL' 9 KM AT ZERO NADIR ANGLE a THE INFRARED POIlTION \IF THE DETHTOR "[ASURES RADIANCE TE"PE"RATURES BETWEEN 180 ~ND 315 DEG K WITH A PROPOSEtI SENSITIVITY BETWEEN D.' ANti 1~4 K. TilE VISSR OUTPUT IS DIGJTlZED AND TRANS"ITTED TO THE NOAA COfllf'!AND DATA ACQUISITION STATION, WALLOPS I'SLAND~ VA. THeilE TflE SlGNAL IS FED IN.TO A 'LINE STRETCHER,' WHEIIE H IS STORED AND TlIIE-STRETCHED FOR TRANSIUSSION BACIC TO rHE SATELLITE AT REDUCE!! IIANDWIDTH FOR REBROADCAST TO APT USER STATIONS. AS WITH ALL OPERATIONAL TYPE DATA, THE VISSR tlATA ARE H"NDLED IIV NO~A AND EVENTUALLY san TO THE NATlONAL CLI'fATIC CElflER AT ASHEVILLE. NORTH CAIIOL.INA. FOR ARCHivING. 
------- GOES-C. NE"SS STArF-----------~--------.,..,.----------
INVESTlGAT"lON NAME- I1ETEOROLOGICAL DATA COL.LECT1UN AND TRANS"ISSION SYSTEII 
\ 
NSSOC 10- GOES-C -OS 
PERSONNEL. 
PI - NESS STAff 
BIIIEf DESCRIPTION 
I 1 




THE "ETEOIIOLOCICAL tlATA COLLEC.TlON AND TRANSIUSSION SUTE" IS AN UPERI"ENTAL COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA HANtlLlNG S'fSfEM DESIGNED TO RECEIVE ANti PROCESS "ElEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTED FRO" REIIOTElY L.OCATED EARTH-BASED tlATA COLLECTION (OBSERVATION) PLATfOR"S (DCP). THE COLl,EClEll DArA ARE RETRANSltlnED FOR" THE SATELL.lTE TO SJIIALL., GROUND-SAS£:D. REGIONAL DATA UllLtlAfJON CENTERS. DATA FROJII UP TO lD~OOO tJ[p sTAnONS CAN BE HANDLED SY THE SYSIEJII. THE 5YSTE" ALSO ALLOWS FOR THE IIETRANSIIISSJON Of NARROW-BAND (WEfAK T!PE) DAtA fROf'! CENTRALIZED WEATHER f.lCILuns TO EXISTING SMALL~ GROUND-BASED APT R£CElVING STATIONs. THIS CO"KUNICATlONS SYS1E" OPEIIATES ON S-IiANIl FREQUENCIES. THE "INI"U" DATA COLLECTlON SYSTEf'I fOR ONE S"AL.L JIIETEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE CONSISTS Of APPROXI"ATELY 3500 DCP S'rATiONS TO BE CONTACTEtI IN A 6-H PERIOD. THE TOTAL A"OU''IIl OF DATA COLLEctED DURING THE 6-H PERIOD BEtWEEN 3SDK AND 600K lilTS, DEPENDING liN THE COtllNIi TECHNIDUEES. DATA RECEIVED FROM INDIVIDUAL STATIONS VARIES FRO" 50 TO 3000 6ITS, DEPENDING ON TUE TYPE AND VARIETY OF SENSORS USED AT AN INDIVIDUAL DCP STATION. 
------- GOES-C~ WILLIA"S---------------------------------------
INVESTlGATlON NAf'lE- ENERGEnC PUTlCLE "ONITOR 
NSSOC 10- GOES-C -02 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.J. WILLIA"S 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
INVESHGATIVE. PROGRA" OpERATIONAL ENVIRON. "ONIrORING 
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{S) PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
NOAII-ERL 
A NU"BER Of SEPARATE SILICON SOLID-STATE DETECTORS. EACH WITH A TAILORED "ODERATOR THiC;;NESS AND A SEPARATE ELECTRONICS uNn FOil PULSE A"PLIFlCATlON AND PUL.SE-HEIGHT tlISCRI"INAlION~ ARE USEtI TO OBTAIN THE FOLLOWING PARTICLE TYPE AND ENERGY "EASUIIEi'tENTS sEVEN CHANNELS "EASURE PROTONS IN THE RANGE 1 TO 50.0 "EV, SllI' CHANNELS "EASURE ALPHA PARTICLES IN THE RANGE 4 TO '00 "EV, AND ONE CHANNEL MEASURE ELECTRONS Gil EATER THAN 0.5 "EV. 
GOES-C~ WILLIAIIS---------------------------~-----------
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- SOLAR K-RAY "ONlTOR 
NSStlC 10- GOES-C -03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.J. WIL.lIAI'tS 
IIRtEf DESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAf'! OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. MONITORING 
INVeSTIGATION DISCIPLlNE.(S) SOLAR PHYSICS 
NOU-EIIL 
THE X-RA\' ':OUNTfR WAS COMPOSED Of A COLLlI'tATOR, TWO IONIZATION CHAMBERS. AND TWO ELECTRO"ETERS. A SMALL ANGULAR APERTURE WAS CHOSEN FOR THE TELESCOPE COLLI"IlTOR~ WHICH WAS "OUNTED SO THAT THE tlECLINAHON OF ITS AklS CAN BE CONTROLLED BY GROUND CO"MAND TO INSURE THAT THE SUN IS vtEWEtI BY THE TELESCOPE OHCE DUlliNG EVERY VEHICLE ROTATION. ONE ION CHAMBER WAS FILLED WITH AIIGON At 1 AtM fOR OETECTiON OF 1- TO 8-A ~ RAYS AN~ liAS A 5-"IL BERYL.LlU" WINDOW TO EXCLUtlE X RAYS Of LONGEII WAVELENGTHS. THE OTHER CHA"BEII WAS fILLED WITH KENON AT 1.5 TO 2 Al", AND HAS A 50-HIL BERYLLIUM WINDOW FOR MEASUREMENTS OF X RAYS IN THE WAVELENGTH RANGE 0.5 TO 1 A. 
------- GOES-C~ WILLIA"S--------------------------------------_ 
INVESTIGATION NA"E- "AGNElJC FIELD MONnOR 
NSSDC 10- GOES-C -04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.J. WILl.JA"S 
BRIEF DESCRIPTiON 
iNVESTiGATIVE PROGRAM OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. "ONITORING 
INVESTIGATION DI.SCIPLINE(S) 
"AIiNETOSPHERlC PHYSICS PARTJ CLES AND fiELDS 
NOAA-ERL 




••• GOES-D.···.···· •••• • •••• •• •••••••• 
SPACECRAfT [O""ON N""U- GOES-tl 
ALTE~NUE NAIIES-
NSSDC 10- GOES-O 
LAUNCH DATE- 03/01179 II[IGHT- 660. KG 
L"UNCH SITE- UPE CANAVERAL~ utUtED STAlES 
LAUNCH VEUICLE- DELTA 
SPONSORING COUNTRY'AGENCY 
UNITED SlATES 
Pt,ANNEO ORBIT PARAMEteRS 
ORBlY tvPE- GEOtEN'fRIC 
ORBll PERloo- 1440. KIN 
PERtAPS1S- l578b. Ie", 
PERSONNEL 
PM - II.H. PICKARD 
PS - II.E. SHENK 
IIRIEf DESCR1PllON 
NOAA-NESS 
INCLINATION- 1. DEG 
APOAPSIS- 35786. kll 
NASA-G5ft 
NASA-6STC 
GOES-D IS tHE fOURTIl IN A SERIES Of NASA-OEVELOPED. 
NOAA-OPERA tED SPACECRA fT • TH E SP 1 N-S TAB I LllED. 
EARTH-SYNtHROHOUS SPACECRMT C~RRtES (1) A VIStBLE INfRARED 
SPIN SCAN RAIIIOMETER (VISSR) ATIIOSPHERIC SOUNDER (VAS) TO 
PROVIOE HIGII-QUALln OA"NIGHT CLOUDCOVER DATA. TO TAKE 
IIADtANcE lEIIPERATURES Of THE E"IITIlIA"'OSPHERE SYSTEII. AND TO
 
tlETERIUNE ATIIOSPIIERIC lEIIPER"tURE ANti IIAtER CONTENT AT VARIOUS
 
LEVELS. (2) A IIETEOROLOIiIUL OAU COLLECTION AND tRANS"ISSION 
SYSlEK TO RELAY PROCESSED DATA FROM CENTRAL WEATHER FACILITIE.S
 
TO SKALL AUTOIIATlC PICTI'RE TRANSIHSSION (APTl-EQUlpPED REGl:ONAL 
STATIONS "NO TO COLLI: .. T AND RE1RANSIIIT DATA fROK RE"'OTELT
 
LOCATED EAAlII-BASED PUHORMS. AND (ll A SPACE ENVIRONMENT 
MONlTOM (SEIO SYSTEM TD MEASURE PRO'OH~ ELECTIIOH. AND SOLAR 
X-RAY fLU_ES AND "AGNETIC FIELDS. TilE C1'LINOIIICALL1' SHAPED
 
SPACECRAft IIUSURES 190.5 CII IN DUM AND 230 CM IN LENGTH. 
E_CLUSIVE Of A I'IA6NETOMETER TflAT EnENDS AN ADDITIONAL 8l CII 
BEYOND THE t.YLlNIIRltAL SHELL. tHE PRIIIARY STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
 
ARE Po HONEHOJl!BED EQUIP,.ENT SHELf AnD THRUST TUBE. THE VISSR 
TELESCOPE IS MUNTED ON TilE EQUIPMENT SHELf AND VIEIiS THE EARTH 
THROUGH A S"ECtAL APERTURE IN THE SPACECRAFT'S SIDE. A SUPPORT
 
StRUCTURE EXIENbS RADIALLY FROII TilE TIIRUST TUBE ANb IS AHlxEO
 
TO tHE SOLAR PANELS. IoIHICH FORMS TilE OUTER WALLS Of THE
 
SPACE.CRAFt TO PROVIDE THE PRIMARY SOURCE 01 ELECTRICAL POWER. 
LOtATEb IN TilE ANtIULU5-SHAPEO SPACE BETWEEN HIE THRUST TUBE ANti 
THE SOLAR PANELS ARE SUttONKEEPING AND bYNAIIICS CONTROL
 
EQUIPIIENT. BATTERIES. AND IIOST Of THE SEll Eo.UIPIIENT. PROPER 
SPACECRAfT ATTITUDE AND SPIN RATE (APPROXIMATELY 100 RPII) ARE 
MAINTAINED d' TWO SEPARATE SETS Of JET THRUSTERS KOUNTEO AROUNti 
THE 5PACEtRArT'S EDUATOR AND ACTIVATED B1' GROUND COIII'IAND. THE 
SPACECRAfT USES BOTH UU1-SAND AND S-BAND FREQUENCIES IN ITS 
TELEMETRY AND CDMKAND SUIlSTSTEM. "LOW-POWER Vllf TRANSPONOEII
 
PROVIDES TELEIIEtIl1' ANb COMMANti DURING LAUNCII AND THEN SERVES AS 
A BACKUP 10R THE PRIMARY SUIlSYSTEII ONCE THE SPACECIIAfT HAS
 
ATTAINED SYNtHRONOUS ORBIT. 
------
- GOES-D~ NESS STAFf---------------------------------__ _ 
INVESTIIiATlON N"'"E- VISIBLE-INfRARED SPIN SCAN RADIOMETER 
(VISSR) 






OPERAllONAL ENVIRON. IIONlTORING 
INVES.,.:tA .;:;~ 'lSCIPLlNE(S) 
IIflt~ ... ll, '~:.~ 
NOAA-NESS 
THE VUHILE INfRARED SPIN SCAN RAtilOKETER (VISSR) fLO liN 
ON GOES-8 IS CAPABLE Of- PROVIPINII BOTH DAY ANO NIGHT
 
OBSERVATIONS OF CLOUD COVER AND EARTH/CLOUD RAD1~NCE 
TEIIPERATURE IIEASUREKENTS tRO" A SYNCHRONOUS. SPIN~ST"BlllIE\). 
GEOSlAtlONARY SATELLlTE fOR Il~E IN OPERATIONAL WEATHER ANALYSIS 
AND fORECASTtNIi~ THE TIIO-CIIANNEL INSTRUKENT IS ABLE TO TAIeE 
BOTH FULL AND PART'tAL PICTURES Of THE eAR'TH'~ DISK. 80TII THE 
INfRAREO CH"NNEl (10.5 TO 12.5 MICROMETERS) AND THE VISI8LE 
CIIANNEL (0.55 TO 0.75 "ICRONl USE A COKKON OPTICS SYSTEK. 
INCOIIING RAOtAttON IS RECEIVED BY AN ELLIPllCAL:LT-SIiAPED SCAN
 
IIIRROR AND COLLECTED BY " Rtc.HE1'-CHRET'lEN OPTICAL STSTEK. TUE
 
SCAN "IRROR IS SET AT A NO"INAL ANGLE Of 45 DEG TO THE VISSR 
OPTICAL "lIS. \lHlCIl IS ALIGNED PAR,o\LLEL TO THE SI'IN AXIS OF THE 
SPACECRAFT. TilE SPtN!HNG IIOTION 01 TUE- SPACECRAf
t 
UPPROUIIATELY 100 RPloJ) PROVIDES A WEST-TO-EAST SCAN fIIOTION 
IIHEN THE SPIN ,o\XIS OF TIlE SPACECRAft 15 ORlU,TED PARALLEL II I TIl 
THE EARTH'S AXIS. THE UTnUDINAl~ SCAN IS ACCOMPLISHED BY 
SEQUENtiALLY TlLTtNII THE _SCANNINII MI,RROR NORTH TO SOUtli AT THE 
COMPLETION Of EACH SPIN. A fOLL PICTURE fAleES 18.2 KIN TO 
COMPLETE AND AIlOUT 2 MIN TO REtR,o\CE. DURING EACH SCAN. EIGHt
 
VISIBLE-SPECTRUM tlEtECTORS SWEEP TilE E,o\RtH~ IIIlIi A GROUND 
RESOLUTtON Of 0.9 lell AT lERO NAOl-R ANGLE. ~ KEACURY-CADIIIUII 
TELLURIDE DETECtJR SENSU THE INFRARED PORTION OF THE SpHTRUK
 
WITH • HORIZONTAL RESOLUIION Of APPROXIMATELY 9 IeK AT LERO 
NADIR .HGLE. THE INFRARED PORTION Of THE DETECtOR KEASURES
 
RAOIANCE TEMPERAtUIIES BETWEEN 180 AND 315 DEG K WITU A PROPOSEti 
SENSITIVITY BETWEEN 0.4 .NO 1.4 Ie. THE VISSR OUTPUT IS
 
DIGJTUED .ND TRANSIUllED TO TIlE NOAA COIIM.ND DATA ACQUISITION 
STAnON, WALLOPS ISLAND, VA. TIIERE THE ~lGNAL IS fED triTO • 
'" 
'LINE STREHHER.' WIIERE IT IS STORED AND TIME-STRETCHED FOR
 
TRANSKlSstON BACK TO THE SATlLLlT'E AT REDUCED BANtllIlDTH fOR
 
REBROADCAST TO APT USER StATIONS. AS WITH ALL OPERATIONAL TYP
E 
OAT A, ThE VISSR DATA ARE HI.~tllED BY NOAA AND EVENTUALLY SENT to 
THE NA"ONAL CLIII"'IC CE>!TER AT ASUEVILLE~ NOAlH CAROLlNA, tOA 
ARCHIVING. 
------
- GOES-O. NESS st Arr--------------- -----------------___ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAIIE_ IIElEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION AND 
TRANSMISSI.ON SYSlE" 
j.SSDC 10- GOES-D -05 
PEIISONNEl 
PI NESS STAff 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PRolillAII 




THE METEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECllON AND TRANS"ISSION 
SYStEII IS AN ExPERl"ENl"L COI'IMuNlCATIONS ,o\ND DATA ItANDLING
 
STsTEPI DESIIiNED TO RECEIVE 0\"10 PROCESS I'IETEOROLOGICAL DAtA
 
COLLEClEO FROII AtMOTELY LOCATED EAR Tit-BASED OAt'A COLLECTION
 
(OBSeRVAtION) PLATfOR"S (DCP). THE COLLECTED DATA ARE 
RETR"NSlltttED FRO" THE S,e,TELLttE TO S"ALL, GROUND-BASeo
, 
REGIONAL tlATA unLIlATION CENlERS. DATA FRO" UP TO 10.000 OC
P 
stATIONS CAN BE HANDLEO BY THE STStEII. TIlE Sf STEil ALSO ALLOII
S 
rOR lite RETRANSPIISSIDN Of NARAOW-B_NO (WEfA)( TYPE) DATA FROM 
CENTRAltlEO WEA1HER fACiliTIES 10 ExtSTINII SI'IALL. GROUND-BASED
 
APT RECEIVING STATIONS. THlS COl'Il'IUNll:ATlONs SYSTU\ OPERAtES ON
 
S-BAND fREQUENCIES. TilE MINIMUII DATA COLLECTION SY5tEK rOR ONE 
SIIALL IIETEOROLOGlCAL SA1ELLlTE CONSISTS or APPROXIMATELY 3S0
0 
DCI' nATIONS to BE CONtACTED IN A 6-1t PERIOD. tHE TOTAL .MOUNT
 
01 DA'" COLLECTED DURING THE 6-1t PER.\OD BElIlEEN 350K AND bOOk 
B11S. DEPENDINII ON THE CODINII TECHtHOUIES. UTA RECEIVED fRO 
II 
INDIVIDUAL STATIONS VARIES fROI'I SO to 3000 BITS. DEPeNDING ON 




- GOES-D. WILLIAIIS------------------------------________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAKE- ENERIiETIC PARTICLE I'IONITOR 
NSSDC 10- 1i0[5-0 -02 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS 
IlfilEf DEScRIPTION 
INVEStlGAltVE PROGRAM 
OPERAll0NAL ENVIRON. IIONI10RINII 
INVESTIGATION DI'SCIPlINE(S) 
P.RTlCLES AND HELDS 
NOAA-ERL 
THE ENERGETIC PARTICLE KONlTOR CONSISTS or lHREE DETECTOR 
ASSEIIIlLIES. EACII COVERINII lI"ITED REliiONS Of TilE OVERALL ENERG-Y
 
SPECTRUK. THE FIRST tliO t1ET'ECTOR ASSE"BlIES MOIHtOR PROTONs IN
 
SEVEN ENERGy RANGES BETIIHN 0.8 AND SOD "EV. AND ALI'II" 
PARTICLES IN SIll; RANIiES BETWEEN 4 AND .Gt. 400 "EV. TIIEIIE IS
 
ALSO ONE CUANNEL fOR TilE "EASUREMEHl Of ELECTRONS IN TilE RANG
E 
.GE. 500 KEV. 
------
- 1i0ES-D-, III Lll AII5---------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAPlE- SOLAR l-AAY IIONnDR 
NSSOC 10- GOES-D -03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.J. IIILLIAIIS 
BRIEf DESCRlPTlON 
INVEStiGATIVE PROGR,o\" 




THE X-RAY MNlTOR CONSISTS Of ION CH""BER DETECTORS. THE 
RANGES AND I'IlHIPlUM USEFUL tHRESUOLD SENSIlIVtT'f ARE O.!> TO 3A
. 
1.Eb E~1i PER (fII PER S AHO 1 to 8,0\. 1E-5 ERGS PER CI'I PER S IIITH 
A DYIIANIC RANGE Of 1.E4. 
------
- GOES-D. WILLI,o\MS------------------------------________ _ 
INveSTIGATION NAME- I'IAIiNH!C FIELD MONIlOR 
NSSDC 1.0- 60ES-0 -01. 
PERSONNEL 
PI - tI.J. WILLIA"S 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION 
INVEST IGATI VE PROGRAII 
OPERATIQN,o\L ENVIRON. I'IQNITORING 
INVESTIGATION DISCIPlINE(S) 
"'.IiNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS 
PARTICLES AND TlElDS 
NOAA-ERL 
TIlE I1AGNETOKETER HAS A R,o\NGE Of PLUS OR MINUS 1.00 GAI'IMA 
(WITHOUT SATURATION) AND A RESOLUTION OF 0.1 GAr!"A OVER A UNIiE 



























•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• GO£5·£····· ........................ . 
SPAcECRAfT COHMON NAME- 1>0£5-£ 
ALTERNAtE HAlIES-
NSSoC 10- GOES-£ 
LAUNCH DATE- 04/01179 ",EIGHT- 660. KG 
LAUNCH Sln- CAPE CANAVUAL. UNiteD nATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- OELTA 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCT 
UNITED nATES NOAA-NESS 
PLANNED ORB1' PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 14.' O. MIN IMLJNATlaN- 1. DEG 
PEII1.PSIS- 35186. 1:" APOAPSU- 35n6. It'" 
PERSONNEL 
PM - R.It. i'ltKAIlO 




GOES-E IS TilE fJ F-llt IN SERIES OF NASA-DEVELOPEO .. 
NOAA-OPERA TEO SPACECRAfT. THE SP IN-STAB I LI ZED, 
f"HIt-SYNCHRONOUS SPAcECRAFT CARRIES (1) A VISIBLE INfRAReD 
SPIN SCAN RADlJ"ETER (1I15SIl) ATMOSPIIER!e SOUNDER (\lAS) to 
PROI/IDE hIGH-QUALITY onlrHGHT CLOUOCOVEA DATto .. TO TAKE 
RAOIANCE TEMPERATURES Of THE EARTH/ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM, AND TO 
C;EfERMlNE ATMOSPHERIC TEPIPERATURE AND WA"TU CONTENT AT VAUOUS 
LEVELS.. tiD A METEOIIOLOGtcAL DATA COLLECTION AND tRANSMISSION 
SYSteM TO RELAY PROCESSED DATA FIIOM CENTRAL WEATHER fACILITIES 
TO SMALL AUTOMATlC PltTURE TRANSMISSION (APT)-EQUIPPED FlEGIONAL 
STATIONS: AND TO COLLECT AND liE-TRANSMIT DATA fROI't REI'tOTELY 
lOCA"T£D EARTH-BASED PLATfORMS, AND (3) A SPACE ENVIRONI'tENT 
MONITOII (sEM) SYSTEM TO MEASUIIE PROTON, ELECTRON, AND SOLAR 
X-RA,Y F_LUXES AND MAGNETlC flELDS. THE CYLINDRICALLY SHAPED 
SPACECRAFT I'tEASUIIES 190.S CI't IN OIAM AND 2:30 CM IN LENGTH, 
ElICLUS'IVE Of A PlAGNE"TOME-TER THAT EXTENDS AN AODltlONAL 83 CM 
BEYOND THE CYLINDRICAL SHELL. THE PRU'ARY STRUCTURAL PlE"BERs 
ARE A HONEYCOMB Ell EQUIPMENT SHELF AND THRUST TUBE. THE VISSR 
TELESCOPE 1'5 M[)UNTED ON TilE EQUIPMENT SHELF AND VIEWS THE EARTH 
THROUGH A SPECIAL APERTUIIE IN THE SPACECRAfT'S SIDE. A SUppORT 
SnUCTUIIE UTENDs RADIALLY FIIOM THE THIIUST TUBE AND IS AffiXED 
TO THE SOLAR PANELS, WHICH fOIlMS THE OUT Ell WALLS Of THE 
SPACECRAfT TO PROVI'DE TilE PRIMARY SOURCE OF E .. ECTRltAL POIoiER. 
LOCATED IN THE ANNULJS-SIIAPED SPACE BETWEEN THE THRUS"T TUBE AND 
THE SOLAR PANELS AilE STATIONKEEPING "NO DYNAMICS CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT-, BATTERIES, AND MOSt OF tHE sEM EQUiPMENT. PROPER 
SPACECRAFT AHITUDE AND SPIN RATE <APPROXIMATELY 100 RPM) ARE 
MAINTAINED BY TWO SEPARATE SETS Of JET THRUSTERS "OUNtEO AROUND 
THE SPACECRAfT'S EQUATOR 01.10111 ACTIVATED BY GROUND tOMI'tAND. THE 
SPACECRAft USES BOTH UHf-BAND AND S-BAND FREQUENCIES IN ITS 
TELEPIETIIY ANII COMMUIO SUBSYSTEM. A LOW-POWell VHF TRANSPONDER 
PROVIDES fEUMETRY AND COMMAND DURlHG LAUNCII AND THEN SERVES AS 
A BACKUP fOR THE PRIMARY SUBSYSTEM ONCE THE SPAtECRAfT HAS 
ATHINEt) SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT. 
------- GOES-E. NESS STAFf-----------------------------------_ 
IhVESTIGAT"?H ~,V,E- VISlBLE--(NFRUED SPIN SCAN RAOIOMETEIi 
tv 155<:) 









TH!:: VISl-BU, INfllARED SPIN StAN RADIOMETER ('115511) fLOWN 
ON GOE:S-E IS tI,PABLE Of PROVIDING BOTH DAY AND NIGHT 
OBSERVATlOh~ Of CLOUD COVER AND EARTHICLOUD RADIANCE 
TEMPERATURE "[.ASUREMENTS HID" A SYIICHRONOUS, SPIN-STABILIZED, 
GEOSTATlOIIAP.Y SATELLITE FOil use IN OPER"TIOHAL WEATHER ANAL.ySIS 
AND fOREC"STING. THE lillO-CHANNEL INsTRU"ENT IS ABLE to TAKE 
80TH fULL AND PARTIAL PICTURES OF THE EAR,tH's DISK. BOTH THE 
INfRARED CHANNEL (10.5 TO 12.S MICROMEtERS) AND THE VISIBLE 
tHANNEL (0.55 TO o.n lIltROIt) USE A COMMON OPTICS STStEM. 
INCOPUNG R"DUl-lON IS RECEIVEO BY AN ELLIPllC"LLl-sHAPED SCAN 
MIRROR AND COLLECTED BY A IIICHEt-CHRETlEN OPflCAL SYSTEM. THE 
SCAN MIRROR IS SET AT A IIOMINAL ANGLE Of loS DEG TO THE VISSII 
OPTICAL AIlS, WHICH IS ALIGNED PAIIALLEL TO THe SPIN AIlS OF THE 
SPACECRAFT. THE SPINNING MOTION OF THE SPACE:CRAfT 
(,APPROXl"ATEL'!' 100 RPI!) PROVIDES A WEST-TO-EAST stAN MOilON 
~HEN THE SPlN AXlS OF THE SPACECRAft IS ClIIIENTED PARALLEL WITH 
THE EARTH'S AXIS. THE LATITUDINAL StAN IS AtcOJIPLISHED BY 
SEQUENHALL.Y nUING TilE SCANNING MIRROR ~I(IRTIi TO SOUTH AT THE 
COI'tPLETJON OF EACH SPIN. A fULL PICTURE rUES 18_, PlIN TO 
COMPLETE AND "SOUT 2. MIN TO RETRACE. DURING EACH StAN, EIGHT 
VISIBLE-SPECTRUM DETECTORS SWEEP THE EAIITH, 1011"'111 A GROUND 
RESOLUTION OF 0.9 KM AT ZERO NADIII ANGLE. A PlERCURT-tAD"IUM 
TELLURIDE D~TECTOR SENSES THE INFRARED PORTION OF THE SPECTRUM 
WliH " HORllONTAL RESOLUTION Of APPROllMATELY 9 KI'I AT IEllO 
NADIR ANGLE. ,THE INFRARED PORTION Of THE DE'TECTOR "EASUItES 
RADlANCE TEP!PERATURES BETWEEN 180 AND 315 OEG K WITH A PROP(lSEO 
SENSlTIVlTY BETWEEN 0.10 AND 1.10 !C. THE VISSR OUTPUT IS 
DIGf"'IUED AND TRANSP!ITrED TO "THE NOAA COMMAND DATA ACQUISITION 
STATION, WALLOPS ISLAND, VA. THEIlE THE SIGNAL IS FED INTO A 
r------ -
, - L 
". 
I 
'LINE STIIETCHEII,' WHERE IT IS STORED AND llME-S"TRETtHED FOR 
TRANSMISSION BACK TO THE SATELLITE AT REDUCED BANDWIDTH FOR 
REBROADCAST TO APT USER STAtiONS. AS WITH ALL OPERATJOIIAL TYPE 
DATA .. THE '115511 DAlA ARE HANDLEtI al NOAA AND EVENTUALLY SENT TO 
THE NAtIONAL CLIMATIC CENlER AT ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLIIIA, fOR 
ARCHIVING. 
--.---- GOEs-E, NESS STAff-------------------·-----------------
IHVEsTlGAUON NA"E_ METEOROLOGICAL DATA COl.LECnON AND 
TRANS'USSION SYSTE" 
NSSDC 10- GOES-E -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 








THE METEOROLOGICAL OAf A COLLECTION AND TRANSMISSION 
SYSTEM IS AN EcXPERUIENTAL COPlMUIlICATIONS AND 0'''' HANDLING 
SYSTEM DESJGNED TO RECEIVE AND PROCESS PlETEOROLOGtCAL UU 
COLLECTED fROI't REMOTELy LOCATED EARTH-BASED DATA COLLECTlON 
(OBSERVATION) PLATFORl'ts (DCP). THE COLLECTED D"TA ARE 
RETRANSPlI"'ITED fRO" THE SATELLITE TO SMALL, GROUND-BASED, 
IIEGIONAL DATA UTlLllATlON CENTERS. DUA FROM UP to 10,000 DCP 
STAllNS CAN BE HANDLED BY THE SYstEP!. THE SYSTEM ALSO ALLOWS 
FOR TilE RETRANSMISSION Of NARROW-BAND (WEFAX TYPE) D"TA FROM 
CENTR"LllED WEATHER fACILITIES to EXUlING SMALL., GROUND~B"SED 
APT RECEIVING STATIONS. THIS COPIMUNICATIONS SYSTEM OPERATES 011 
S-BAND fREQUENCIES. THE MINI"UM DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM FOR ONE 
S"ALL "ETEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE CONSISTS OF APPROklMATELY 3S00 
DCP STATiONS TO BE CONTACTED IN A 6-H PERIOD. THE TOTAL AMOUNT 
or OAT" l:OLLECTED DURING TilE 6-11 PERIOD BETWEEN 350K AND 600K 
BITS, DE.'ENDING ON THE CODING TECHNIQUEES. DA"'IA RECEIVED fllOM 
JNDIVIDUAL STATIONS VARIES .. -"'" 50 TO 3000 BITS, DEPENDING ON 
THE TYPE J.ND VARlET'!' Of St:NSORS USED AT AN INDIVIDUAL DCP 
STATION. 
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE KONI"'IOR 
NSSDt 10- GOES'":E -02: INVESlIGAflVE PROGRA" 
OPERATJONAL ENVIRON. MOHITOA1NG 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS 
IIRIEF DEStRIPTION 
INVESTlGAnON DlSCIVLINE(s) 
PARTICLES AND fIELDS 
NOAA-ERL 
THE ENE/IGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR CONsrSTS Of TNREE DETECTOII 
ASSEMBLIES, EACH COVERING LI"ITED REGIONS OF THE OVERAlL ENERGY 
SPECTRUPI. THE fiRST TWO DE-"'IECTDR ASSEMBLlEs MONITOR PROTONS IN 
SEVEN ENEIIGY RANGES BETWEEN 0.8 AND SOO KEV AND ALPHA PARTlCLES 
IN SJ.X RANGES BE"'IWEfN 10 AND .Gl. 1000 KEV. THERE IS ALSO ONE 
CH"NNEL FOR THE KEASUREI'tENT Of ELECTRONS IN rHE .GE. SOD KEV 
RANGE. 
GOES-E, IoIILLIAMS------------~--------------------------
INVESTlG"TlON NAPI£:- SOLAR X-RAY MONITER 
NSSbC ID- GOES-E -03 INVEStiGATIVE PROGRAK 




PI - D.J. WILLI'A"S NOAA-ERL 
BRJEF DESCRJ.PTION 
THE X-RAy "ONI.TOR CONSISTS Of ION CHAMBER DETECTORS. 
RANGES ~ND "INIMUM USEFUL THRESHOLD SENSITIVITY AilE D.5 TO 
1.E--6 ERG PER SQ CM PER SAND 1 TO 8A, 1.E-5 ERGS PER SQ ,PI 




---- GOES-E, WILLIA"S------------------------------______ _ 
JNVESTtGATION N""E- "AGNETIC fiELD MONITOR 
NSSDC 10- ~~rS-E -04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.J. WILLlAI'tS 
BRIEF DESCR'IPT I ON 
INVESTIGATlV!' P~:lC;R'1': 
OPERATIONAL lIlVIRON. MONITORI'NG 
:I4VE~'Lu.nON DIStlPLINE(S) 
MAGNEtl)SPHERlC PHYSICS 
P';RT1CL~~ 01.110 FIELDS 
NOA"-ERt 
THE I'tAGNETOMETER WILL HAVE A RANGE OF PLUS OR MINUS. ,,:,0 
(W1THOUT SATURATION) AND A RESOLUHOIi OF O. t "AMMA ovrp A 





























































••• "'**** **** "' .. '" *. *** •••••••• GOES· F ••••••• " ..................... .. 
SPACECRAft (O, ... ON NAME- IiDES-F 
ALTERNATE NAMES-
NSSllt HI- GOU-f 
LAUNCH DATE- 07/00/80 WEiGHT- 660. ICG 
LAUNCH SlTE- CAPE CANAIIERAL~ UNITEb STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UIHlfO SUTES 
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORen TYPE- GEOCeNTRIC 
OlieH PERIOO- 1440. MIN 
PERlAPSIS- 35186. "'" 
PERSONNEL 
PM - R.H. PICKARD 
P$ - W.E. SHENK 
BRIEf DESCRiPTION 
NOU-NESS 
IHtLINATJON- To DEG 
APOAPSIS- 35786. 1(" 
H"SA-G5Fe 
NAU-G5ft 
GOES-f IS THE SUTH IN A SElllES OF NASA-DEVELOPED. 
NOAA-OPERATEO $PACECRA FT • THE SP I Ii-SUBl It ZEO, 
EARTH-SYNCHRONOUS SPACEUUT CARRIES co A VISIBLE INfRARED 
SPIN SCAN flADIOMETER (VJIISR) ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDER "rAS) TO 
PROViDE HIGH-QUALITY DAY/NIGHT CLOUOCOVER DATA~ TO TAKE 
RADUNCE TEItPERATURfS Of THE EARTH/AT"OSPHERE StSTE"~ AND TO 
DETER"INE ATMOSPHERIC lE"PERATURE AND WATER CONTENT AT VARIOUS 
LEVELS~ (2) A METEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION AND TRAtlSIUSSION 
SHTEM TO RELAY PROCESSEO OATA FROIt CENTIIAl WEATHER fACllJTI,ES 
TO SMA .. : AUTOMAliC PICTURE TRANSMISSION (APT)-EQUIPPEO REGIONAL 
STATIONS : !;,II) TO COLLEtT AND RETRANSMIT DATA FROM REIIDTELY 
lOCATED fAR. '-BASED PLATfDRMS~ AND ("3) A SPAtE ENIIIRONMENT 
MDNlTOR (SEIt) SVUE" TO "EASURE PROTON~ ELECTRON, AND SOLAR 
X-RAY FLUXES A .. ~ MAGNETIC FIELDS. THE tyLINoRitAlLY SHAPU 
SPACECRAfT IIEASUR~S 190.5 ell IN OlAM AND 230 CII IN LENGTH, 
EXCLUSIVE of A "AGNETIIIIETER THAT EXTENDS AN ADDITIONAL 113 CIt 
BEYIINO THE CYLINDRICAL SHELL. THE PRIMARY STRUCTURAL "E"BERS 
ARE A HONUCOMBED EQUlp"ENT SHELf AND THRUST TUBE. THE VISSR 
TELESCOPE IS MOUNTED ON THE EQUIpMENT SHELF AND VIEWS THE EARTH 
TIi/lOUGIi A SPEC-IAL APERTURE IN THE SPACECRAft-'S S1I)E .. A SUPPORT 
STRUCTURE EXTENDS RADULLY fRO" THE THRUST TUBE AND 15 AffiXED 
TO THE SOLAR Po\NElS.. WHICH rORMS THE OUTER WALLS OF THE 
SPO\CECRAFT TO PROIIUE THE PRIIIARY SOURCE OF ELECTRICAL POWER. 
lOCATED IN TilE ANNULUS-SHAPED SPACE BnWHN THE THRUst TUBE AND 
TilE SOLAR PANELS ARE STAllONKEEPlNG AND DYNAMIC5 CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT ~ BATTERlES~ ANII "OST OF THE SE" EDUIPIIE'NT. PROPER 
SPACECRAfT ATTITUDE AND SI"IN RATE (APPROllItATELY 100 RP'U ARE 
MAINTAINED BY TWO SEPARATE UTS OF JET THRUSTERS MOUNTED "ROUND 
THE SPACECRAFT'S EQUAlDR AND ACtIVATED BY GROUND COMM"ND. THE 
SPACECRAft USES BOlli UHF-BAND AND S-BAND FREQUENCIES IN ITS 
TElEIIETRY ANti COMMAND SUBSYSTEM. A lOW-POWER VHF TRANSPONDER 
PROVIDES TELEMF.Tln AND COIlIlAND DURING lAUNCH AND THEN SERVES AS 
A BACKUP FOR THE PRIMARY SUBSYSTEM ONCE THE SPACECRAft liAS 
~TTAINED SYNCHRONOUS DRBn. 
------- GOES-F~ NESS ST"FF-------------------------------------
INVESTlGo\nON IIAME- VISIBLE-INfRARED SPIN SCAN RO\OIOMETEIi 
(VISSR) 
IISSDC 10- GOES-f -Q1 
PE~SON"El 
PI - NESS STAff 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION 
INIIESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 




THE VISIBLE I-NFRARED SPIN SCAN RAOlO",ETER (VlSSR) FLOWN 
ON GOES-F IS CAP~BLE Of PROVIDING BOTH DAY AND NIGHT 
OBSERVATIONS OF CLOUD COVER AND EARTHItLOUO RAOIANCE 
TEMPeRATURE MEASUREMENTS FROM A SYNtHRONOUS~ SPlN-STABllll.EO. 
GEOSTATIONARY SATEL< I TE fOR USE It1 OPERATIONAL WEATHER ANAlTSIS 
AND FORECASTING. '-1fE TWO-CHANNEL INSTRUMENT IS ABLE TO TAKE 
BOTH FULL AND PARTI~I PICTURES or THE EARTH'S DISK. BOTH THE 
INfRARED CHANNEL <10.:, TO n.s MICROMElUS) AND ,HE VISlBLE 
CHANNEL (0.55 TO 0.1~ IHtRoN) USE A tOM",ON OPTICS SySTE"-. 
INCOMING RADIATION IS ~'ECUVED BY AN ElliPTICALLY-SHAPED StAN 
MIRROR AND COLLECTED BY A RICHEY-CHRETIEN OPTICAL SYSTEM. THE 
SCAN illRROR IS SET AT A NOMINAL ANGLE OF 105 DEG TO THE II'ISSR 
OPTICAL AXIS, IIIII,CH IS ALIGNED PARALLEL TO THE SPIN AXlS Of THE 
SPACECRAft. THE SPINNING IIoHON OF THE SPACECRAFT 
(APPROXIMATELY 100 RPII) PROIII,DES A WEST-TO-EAST SCAN MOll ON 
WHEN TIfE SP_lN AXts Of THE SPACECRAfT IS ORIENTED PARALLEL WITH 
THE EARTH'S AXIS. THE LATl"TUDIN"L SCAN Is ACCOMPLISHED at 
SEQUENTIALLY TlLTIN6 THE SCANNIN6 MIRROR NORTH TO SOUTH AT THE 
COMPLETION OF EAtH SPIN. A fULL PICTURE TAKES 1B.2. MIN TO 
COMPLE,E AND ABOUT 2: "IN TO RETRACE. DUll LNG EACH SCAN; EI6HT 
ViSIIILE-SPECTRUPI DETECTORS SWEEP THE EARTH~ WITH A GROUND 
IifSOlUTlON Of 0.9 K/1 AT lERO NADIR ANGLE. A MERCUItY-CAD"IUII 
!ELLURII'tE OETEtTOR SENSES THE INFRARED PORTION OF THE SPECTRUM 
W1'f'l A HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION OF APPROXIMATELY 9 KM AT lERO 
NAL'lr ANGLE. THE INFRARED PORTION or THE DElEctoli IIEASURE:S 
IIAO:MCE TEMPERATURES BETWEEN 1110 AND 315 DEG It WITH A PROPOS EO 
;~~i~i~~!T'Y AN~E~=~~:'U-~;D' ~~D TH~ '~OA~' COM~~~D :!~!R Ac~~i~~~I~~ 
STATION~ WAllOPS ISLAND~ VA. THERE THE SIGNAL 15 fED INTO A 
147 
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'UNE STRETCHER,' WHERE 11 IS STORED ANO TlME-STRETCHEP FOR 
TRANSMISSION aACK TO THE SAtELLITE AT REDUCED BANDWIDTH fOR 
REBROAOCAST to APT USER STATIONS. AS WITH ALL OPERATIONAL TYPE 
DATA, THE VISSR DATA ARE HANDLED BY NOAA AND EVENTUALlf SENt TO 
THE NATIONAL ClIIIAtlC CENTER AT ASHEVILlE~ NORTH CAROLINA. FOR 
A'''HIVING. 
INVESUGATION NAME- "EYEOROlOGICAL DAlA COLLECTION ANO 
TRANSMISSIONS SYSTEM 
HSSDC 10- GOES-f -05 
PERSONNEL 
Pi - NESS STAFF 
RRIEf DESCRIPTION 
INVE!'TlGAl1VE PROGRAM 




THE "ETEOROlOGItAL OA1I\ COLLEtTJON AND TRANSMISSION 
nSTEPI IS AN EXPERIMENTAL LOMMUNICATIOtlS AND DATA HANDLING 
STSTEM DESIGNED TO RECEIVE AND PROCESS "ETEOROlOGICAl DATA 
COllECTED FRO II PEMOTELY lOCATED E:AfI"lH-BJiSED DATA COllECTION 
(OBSERVATION) PLAlfORPIS (Hp). THE COLLECTED OAT A ARE 
RETRANSMITTED fROII THE SATELLITE TO SPiAu. GROUND-BASED. 
REGIONAL DATA UTlLJlATlON CENTERS. DATA fIlOM up TO 10,000 DCP 
STATIONS CAN BE HANOLED at THE S1STEII. tHE SnTE" ALSO AllOWS 
fOR THE RETRANSMISSION OF NARROW-BAND (WEfAX TYPE) DATA fRO/'l 
CENTRALUED WEATHER FACILlTlES TO SIIAlL GROUND-RASED APT 
RECEIVING STATIONS. THIS COII/'IUNICATIONS SlSTEM OPERATES ON 
S-BANO FREQUENCIES. THE IIINIMUM DATA COLLECTION SYSTEPI rOR ONE 
SMALL METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE CONSISTS OF APPROXJIIIATElt 3500 
DCP STAUONS TO BE CONTACTED IN A 6-H PERIOD. TilE TOTAL APiOUNT 
Of DATA COLLECTED DURING THE 6-H PERIOD ,~RE BETWEEN lSO K AND 
600 I( BITS, DEpENDING ON THE COOING tECHN: QUES. DATA REtEIVEO 
FIIOP! INDIVIDUAL STATIONS VARY FROII 50 TO 3000 BllS .. DEPENDING 
ON THE TYPE AND VARIETY OF SENSORS USED AT AN INDIVIDUAL DCP 
STAlION.. 
------- GOES-F~ W Ill.. I APlS------·------------H _________________ _ 
INVESTiGATION NAPlE- ENERGETIC PAIITICLE IIONITOR 
NSSoC ID- GOESHf -02: 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION 
INVEST IGATI VE PROGRAM 
OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. MONITORING 
INV€STIGATtON DISCIPLINE(S) 
PARTICLES AND fiELDS 
NOAA-ERL 
THE ENERGETIC PARTICLE PlONITOR CONSISTS Of THREE DETECTOR 
ASSEMBL1ES~ EACH tOIlERING LI"ITED REGIONS OF THE OVERALL ENERGY 
SPECTRUM. THE fllIST TWO Off ECTOR ASSEMBLIES MONITOR PROTONS IN 
seVEN ENERGY RANGES BETWEEN 0.8 ~NJ) SOO PlEV, AND ALPHA 
PARTICLES IN. SIX RANGES BETWEEN 10 AND ~GT. 400 MEV. THERE IS 
ALSO ONE CHANNEL fOR TilE MEASUREIIENT or ELECTRONS IN THE .GE. 
500 KEV RANGE. 
------~ GOES-f. WlllIA"S--~~----------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR X-RAy !!OIUTOR 
NSSDC 10- GOES-,- -03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - O~J. WllLIAMS 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATlIIE PROGRAM 




TilE X-RAl MONITO/l CONSUTS OF ION CHAMBER OETEtTORS. THE 
RANGES AND IIINIIIU" 'USEfUL THRESHOLD SE'CSITIVITY ARE O.S TO 3A, 
1.E-6 ERG PER SQ CM PER 5 "NO 1 TO BA ERGS PER 510 CM PER S WITH 
A DVNAPlIC RANGE OF 1.E4. 
.----- GOES-f, WILLI AMS---------···------------______________ _ 
IHIIESHGATlON HA"E- "AGNETlC fIELD IIONITOR 
NSSDC 10- GOE5-F -04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - O.J. WIlLIAI'IS 
BRIEF OESCRIPTlON 
iNVESTIGATlVE PROG~API 
OPERATIONAL ENIIIRON. /'IONITORIN6 
IN.llf.STlGATION OIStIPLINf(S) 
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSI CS 
PARTl ClES AND flELOS 
NOAA-ERL 
THE ",;GNETOIIETER HAS A RANGE Df PLUS OR MINUS 400 GAIIMA 
(WITHOUT SATURATION) AND A RESOLUTION Of 0.1 GAM"A OVER A RANGE 

















~.l .. _ .... 1." ...... , .. . 
............ ~ •• * ••••••••••• -. HC""········· •••••••.•••.••• •• •••• 
SPAtECRAFT CO""ON HAltE- Ht"" 
ALTERNATE NAMES- SAlS, APPl UPl.. MISSION B 
HEAt CAPACITY "liP "5N, AE"-II 
HSSDC lD- AE'hl, 
LAUNCH DAlE- 04/00/78 WEIGHt- 117. lCG 
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG "FB, UNitED STATES 
LI\UNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT..,..F 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STATES 
PLANNED ORBI T PARAMETERS 
DRall TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 96.8 MIN 
PERUPSls- 6C!O. KM 
PERSONNEL 
"6 - 0.5. 
se - B.B. 
PI' - C.L. 







INClJNAfJO~- 97.11 OEG 





THE OBJECT-lYE OF THE HEAt CAPACITY MAPPING IUSSlON (HC"") 
SPACECRHT IS TO PROVIOE COMPREHENSIVE .. ACCURATE, HIGH SP"TI"L 
RESOLUTION THERM"L SURVEYS OF THE SURfACE OF THE HUH. THE 
SP"CEtRUT JS SPIN snBILllED AT A RATE OF 14 RP... THE HC .... 
ClRCl1L"R SUN-SYNCHRONOUS OIlBll ALLOWS Th£ SPACECRAfT TO seNSE 
SURfACE TEIIPERA'TURE NEIIR THE M,UUIU" AND IIINHIUM Of THE IlIURHAL 
CYCLE. THE, ORBll HAS AN ASCENIlJNG DAYLIGHT MODE W,1TH NOIHNAL 
EQUATORIAL CROSSING TIME OF 2. P"# AND PROVIDE$' A ONE-THIRTY P .. 
TO TWO-lfIIRTY AM CROSSltfG TUIE OVER MlODLE NORTHERN LATITUOES. 
THE ORBn ALSO ALLOWS FOR REfLECTANCE MEotISUREMENTS OUlUHG 
DAYLIGHT PASSU. 
------ HCM", BARNES------------------------------------______ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAM£-- HEAT CAPACITY ''IISSI0N R"DIOMETER 
NSSOC 10- AEM-A -01 
PERSONNEL 





EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY 
NASA-GSFe 
TilE OBJECTlVES OF TI'E HEAT CAPACITY MAPPING RADIOMETER 
OfC"R) ARE. AS FOLLOVS ---. (1) TO PRODUCE THER""L MAPS AT tHE 
OPTUIUM TIMES FOR MAHNG THERMAL INeRTIA STUDIES FOR 
OISCRl'UNATIDN OF ROCIC TYPES AND MINERAL RESOURCES LOCAtlON, 
(2.) TO MEASURE PLANt CANOPY TEMPERATURES At FREQUENt INlERVALS 
'TO DETERMINE THE- TRANSPIRATION OF WAtER AN~ PUNT LIFE, Ul TO 
PlEASURE SOIL "OISTURE EFFECTS BY OBSfltVING THE TEJIIIPEftATURE 
CYCLE OF SOILS .. (4) ,TO "loP TIIERMAL HfLUENT,S .. 80TH NATUIIAL AND 
JIIIAN .... UE, (5) TO INVESTIGATE THE FEASIBILITY OF GEOT/iER .. AL 
SOURCE LOCATION BY IIEMOTE SENSING, AND (6) to PROVIDE FREQUENT 
COVERAGE OF SNOW FIELDS fOR WATER RU~OFf PREI\ICUON. THE HC"R 
TRANSPItTS ANALOG DATA IN REAL TlME TO SELECTED RECEIVI'NG 
STATIONS. It IS DESIGNED to PROVIDE ACCURATE, HIGH SP"TlAL 
ItESOLUJ.10N TNER"AL "loPS OF THE SURfACE or THE EARTH AT "N 
OPTiMU" TIME fOR DETERMINATION Of THERMAL INERTIA. THE HIGH 
THERMAL RESDLUUON DATA 15 ALSO USED TO MAP THERJIIIAL GIIADIENTS 
IN BODIES Of WATER. TilE RADIOItE'TER IS S,IPlILAR "TO 'THE' 
HIGH-RESOLUTION SURFACE COJIIIPOSITtON MAPPING FiADIOME-TER (HRSCPlR) 
OF NIMBUS 5 (12-09110). THE H(MR HAS A SMALL INSTANTANEOUS 
GEOMEtRIC fJELD OF VIEW (LESS THAN 1 BY 1 "IL'-1RAOlANSh NIGH 
RADIOJIIIETRIC ACCURACY, AND A W1-0e ENOUGH SWHH COVeRAGE ON tHE 
GROUND SO THAT SELECTED AREAS ARe COVERED WITHIN THE 12.-11 
PERIOP CORRESPONDING TO TilE "A)(IMUM AND PlINI"UM Of TE"PEUlURE 
OBSERVED. THE INSTRUMENT WILL OPERATE IN TWO (;HANNELS, 10.5 TO 
12.5 ItI,CROp!eURS (IR) ANP 0.8 TO 1.1 PllcFioltETUS (VIS'18LU. 
THE LATTER (;HANNEL WILL Be PlHCIiED to THE ERTS-1 (n-tlSBA) BAND 
4. THE INSTRUMENT UTlL1US A RADIATION COOLER TO COOL THE twO 
HE-C/I-TE DETEctORS- TO 100 K. THE EXPERIMENT INCLUDES AN ANALOG 
MULTlPLElIER THAT ACCEPTS: THE ANALOG OUTPUT OF EACH DETECTOR AND 
JIIIULTIPLEXE$ tHEM IN A FOR" SUItABLE fOR tUNSPIISSION BY THE 
SPACECRAFT S-BAND TRANSltITtER. IT IS PLANNED TO "AKE THE 010"" 
GENER"LLY AVAILABLE THROUGH THE EROS DATA CENTER, SIOUX FALLS, 
S.D. MORE, COMPLETE INfORMATION CAN BE FOUNG IN SPlnH .. S.R. 
'APPLICATIONS EXPLORER PlISSIONS (AE") MUS-ION PLANNER'S 
HANDBOOK. ' 
~ ............................. HEAO-B ............................ . 
SPACECRAFT COMMON HAPlE- HEAO~B 
ALTERNATE 1'1""£$- HfGH ENERGY AsTRON OBS-B 
NSSDC ID- IIEAD-B 
LAUNCN D~'£- 06/15178 WEIGHT- 2660. KG 
LAUNCH SUE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITF.II STATES 






PlANNED ORBIT pARAMETERS 
OR8IT TYPE- GEOtfHtRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 93.10 'UN 
PERlAPSIS- 435. I<M 
PERSONNEL 
MG - R.E. 
SC - A.G. 
P~ - f.A. 






INCLINATION- 2.3. DEG 





THlS SECOND MISSION IS A POINTING IUSSION PROVIDING "ORE 
DETAlLJfI lNfORItAHON ABOUT PREVIOUSLY UENtlfIEl) I-RAY SOUIICES~ 
A LARGE GRAZING-INCIDENCE X-RAY TELESCOPE PROVIDES I"AGES Of 
SOURCES T);~T ARE THEN ANAL'I'l.ED 0'1' INTEltCHANGHIILE INSHlU!!£NTS 
AT THE FOCAL PLANE Of THE TELESCOPE. TNE TELeSCOPE COLLECn 
I-RAYS OVER AN ANGULAR RANGE Of APPROlliPiAtELY 1 DEG I t DEG 
WITN THr:. FOCAL PLANE INSlRUI1ENTS DETERMINING tHE LIMITING 
RESOLU1HIN fOR EACH MEASUREMENT. TNESE INStRUMENtS ARE THE 
OTHER EXPERIMENTS LISTEO AS THE PAYLOAD. NA"ELY , SOLID-stATE 
X-Rio' DetECTOR .. A CURVED CRYSTAL 8RAGG SPECUJ"ETEit AND AN 
I"AG~NG PROPORTIONAL COUNtER. IN ADDUIO'" A PlONITOR 
PRr.PORTlONAL COUNTER VIEWS THE SKY ALONG TilE T"LESCOPE AIlS. 
',HE SC-lEHTlflC 08JECnVES ARE TO -- (1) ACCU'-.ATELY LOCATE ANP 
E)(A"INE I-RAY SOURCES IN THE ENERGY RANGE r.2 TO 4.0 KEV WIlH 
HIGH RESOLUTION; (i!:) PERfORM HIGH r~ECTRAL SENSITIVITY 
"EASURE"ENTS wItH BOTH HIGH- AND LOW-DIsrERSlON SPECTROGRAPHS; 
(3) PERf OR" HIGII SENSITIVITY "USUREM!;..NTS Of lRANSIEIH X-RAY 
IIEHAIiIOR. THE SAME TYPE Of SPACEi"l/Aft USED fOR HEAO 1 IS 
EPiPLOYED; I.E., A SIX-SIDEP STRUCTURE 5.68-11 HIGN AND l.67-M IN 
DJAPIETER. DUWNLINK TfLE"EfRY 15 AT A DATA RATE OF 6.S KBIS FOil 
IlEAL-TIME DATA AND 128 I<B/S fOR EITHER OF TWO tAPE RECORDER 
SYSTE"". AN ALTITUDE CONTROL AND DETERMINATION SUBS'I'STfM 15 
USED TC POINT ANO HANEUVER tHE SPACECRAFT. GYROS. SUN SENSORS, 
AND STAR rRACICERS ARE EPiPLOYED AS SENSING DEVICES. 
_a _____ HEAO-B, BOLOT------a. _________________________________ _ 
INVESTlGAliOt. NAPlE- SOLID-STATE X-IiAT PHEC"TOR 
NSSOC 10- HEAO-B -05 
PERSONN~ .. 







tHIS INSTRUMENT LS A COOLED SOLlD-ST~Ti" ~PI:CTROMETER AND 
IS USEO'tO OE-TftT WEAK SOURCES ANP WEAl!( SPECTAA. FUTURES OVER 
A BROAD BAND of ENERGIES BY [MPLOTING A NONOlSPEJ;SIVE SPECTRAL 
tECHNIQUE. A L1tHIU"'-OR~FTED SOLID-HATE OEHctOR IS OPERAtED 
AT A tEMPERATURE Of li!:O k. tilE PIII"ARY DETEctOR is 6 J\;:; IN 
DIAMETER ANO IS SURROUNDED BY TWO VETO GUARP COUinERS. A 
TWO-STAGE SOLID CRYOGEN RE-FRJGERAlOII IS USED TO COOL THE 
DETECtOR. SPECTRAL "EASUREMENTS ARE "loDE BETWEEN 0.5 AND 4 
KEV, WnH A IIESOLUTION fROI'! He TO 150 EV-" FWIlPI AND AN 
EffICIENCY GIIEATER THAN 0.9. 
------- HEAO-B, CLARIC----------______ ~·~ __________________ ~ __ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAME- A CURVEP-CRynAL BRAGG X-RAY 
SPECTROMETER 
NSSDC IG- HEAO-B -03 
PERSONNEL 






I'!ASS INST OF TECII 
tilE OBJECTlVE Of tillS EXPERIMENT IS TO SEAACH FOR ~-R'" 
SPECTRAL LINE ["I,SSIDNS ARISING fRO" tHE SELECTED CELESTIAL 
OBJECTS. 'THE SHRCII IS UPilTED TO THE ENERGY lEVEL FROM 0.1 TO 
3 KEV. THE INSTIIUMENT JS A CURVED-CRYSTAL BRAGG SPECtROMETER 
USING SIX CRYSfALS. tHE SELEC'TION or SPECIFIC CRYSTALS IS MADE 
FROM APiONG PET, ADP, BERYL RAP~ LEAD L.AURATh ANP LEAD 
STEARATE. TilE SPEtTROGRAPH RESOLUTION DEPENOS ON 'THE FINAL 
SELECTION Of CRYSTAlS. RAP AND ADP GIVE USOLUTIONS IN 
LA"BDA/OELTA-LAMBOA OF GREATER THAN 2.500. LEAD S'TEARATE AND 
LAURATE GIVE RESOLUTIONS Of APPRO ... I .. ..:TELT 100. THE- X-RAY LINES 
ARE DETECTED OT A tHIN-WINOOW POSITION-SENSITIve PROPORTIONAL 
COUNTER. 
------ HEAO-S .. GUCCONl-·-.-----------------------_____ _ 
INVESTIGATION NA"E- MONITOR PROPORflONAL COUNTER 
NSSDC 10,.. HEAO:-B -01 IN"lESTlGATIVE PROGRA" 
CODE SA 




































I "~" \;, 
P£RSONHEL 
PJ - II. GIAtCONI 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
l .I 
HARVAIID COLlEliE OBS 
THIS UPERlMEHT UTlI.JZES II tlONUOR COUNTER AS " SUPPORT 
INSTRUMENt rOR CALIBRATION AN~ NORltALlLAtlON OF THE fOCAL PUNE 
INSTRU!tEHTAUIlN. IT J$ USED TO IT) NORJIIAl.lZE INTENSITY 
flUCTUATIONS DURING SPECTROflETER OBSERVATlOHS .. (2:) OBSERVE THE 
CONUNUUM DURING SPECTRAL LINE oaS£IIVATlONS. AND (3) CALJBRATE 
tERTUN tI~STRU"'ENTS IN FLI6HT. 
---~--- HEAO-S, 61ACCONI---~-----------------------------------
INVESTI6A'TloN NA!'IE- HIGH-RESOLUTlON l"AGER 
NSSOC 10- HEAO-B -OZ 
PERSONNEL 






H~RVARO COLLEGE OBs 
THE 08J£CTlVES OF THIS INVESTlGAlJON AilE TO (1) DETECT 
ANt) ACCURATELY LOCATE X-Rio' SOURCES fRO'" O.Z TO 4.0 I(EV, (Z) 
STUDT THE STRUCTURE Of OBJECTS LARGER THAN Z ARC-S. AND (3) 
I1EASUR£ THE INTENSITT AND TEI'IPORAL CHARACTERlSTlCS Of 
INDIVIlIUAL SOURces. TI!IS INSTRUIUNT IS A LARGE GUUNG 
INCIDENCE X-RAY TELESCOPE THn I'IIOVID£S IfIIAGES Of SOURCES THAT 
ARE tHEN ANALtlED BT THE OTHE:1i INTERCHANGEABLE UPERHIENTS AT 
THlS FOCAL PLANE OF THE TELESCOPE. 
INVESTIGATION NA"'E- IfIIAG'ING PROPORTIONAL COUNTER 
NSSDC ID- HEAO-B -04 
PERSDNH.EL 






HARVARD COLLEGE OBS 
TilE OBJECTIVES OF THIS EXPERIPIENT ARE (1) TO SURVEY X·UT 
SOURCES OF AN EXTENDED NATURE IN THE ENERGY RANGE fROI'I O.t TO 4 
KEV. WHERE RESOLUTION OF 1 ARC-fIIIN IjJLL BE SUfFICIENT, (ZI TO 
STUDY TilE ANGULAR STRUCTURE OF EXTENOED SOURCES, (3) TO SUR VET 
FOR WEAX SOURces .. AND t4) TO LOCATE OBJECTS WITH POORLY kNOIiN 
POSITIONS. 
••••• "."." •••••• " ••••••••••• HEAD-C·"········ .. •••••••• ... •••••• .. • 
SPACECRAFT CO"''''ON NA"'E- HEAO-C 
AL TERNUE NAMES- HI GH ENERGY ASTRoN OBS-C 
NSS/lC 10- IlEAO-C 
LAUNCII OATE- 07/15179 WEl6Hl- 2660. kG 
LAUNCH SIlE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES 
LAUNCH VEIIJCLE- ATLAS 
SPONSORING COUNTRY lAGENCY 
UNITED STA TES 
PLANNED OIiBIT PARAPIETEIIS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
NASA-oSS 
ORBIT PERIOD- 93.7 "'IN INCLI.Nt\TION- 4.5. DEG 
P~RIApSIS- 480. K" 
PEIISONNEL 
MG R.E. 
SC - A.6. 
PM - F.A. 










THIS THlJIO PlISSIOH PERfORMS A SKY SURVEY Dr GAMMA RATS 
A~'b COS~UC RAYS IN A "AHNER SlflILAR TO 1lE-A0 1. "HIGNER 
ORBITAL INCLINAT ION THAN HIE PREVIOUS "ISSIONS IN THIS SEPIES 
IS PUNNED SINCE THE PATLOAD CONSISTS pRUIARILT OF COsMIC-RAT 
INSTRU"ENTATlON; GREATER CDS"'ICIIAT FLUX OCCURS NEAR THE EARlII'S 
JilAGNJ;TlC POLES. THE SCIENTIFIC OBJEC.tIVES OF THE ,uss-loN ARE 
TO (1) PETER"INE THE ISOTOPIC CO"POSITION OF TilE "OST 
ADUNPMH COMPONENTS OF THE CDSfIIIC-RAT FLUX WlTH ATO.UC "'ASS 
DETWE'EN 7 AND 56, AHO TilE FLUX OF EACH ELE"'!:NT IInH ATO"lC 
NUPIBER (2) BnllEEN Z .:. 4 ANO I ,. 50; (21 SEARCH rOR SUPER-HEAVT 
NUCLEI UP TO l = 1"Z0, AND "'fA'SURE HIE COft,"OS"lTIOH OF tilE NUCLEI 
WITH Z .GT. 20; (3') STUDY INTENSITT. SPECTIIUfII. AND TlfIIE 
BEHAVIOR Of X~RAY ANti GA"fIIARAV SOURCES BETWEEN 0_D6.ANO to "EV~ 
AND "EASUIIE ISDTROPT OF THE DUfUSE X-JlA'T ANO GAfIIMA-IiAT 
BACKGROUND; "NO u·) pERFOR" AN EXPLORATORT SEARCH FOR A- ANP 
GA"'MARAY LINE EMISSIONS. tHE NORPIAL OPERATING IIODE IS A 
CONTlNUOUS CELESHAL SCAN ABOUT THE z-AXIS (WIIICII NOPllNALLY 
POINT!: TO THE SUHl. 
! [ 
'" 
! . ~. 
I 
------- HEAO-C, ISRAEl-----------------------------------------
INVEST!GAll0H HAltE- HEAVY NUCLEI! 
Hssoe J 0- HEIIO-C -03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - It.H. 
PI - E.t. 
PI - c..J. 
01 W.R. 
OJ - J. 












HIGH ENEAGY ASTROPHYSICS 
IIASHlnGTON u 
CALIf lNST Of Hell 
u or MINNESOTA 
"'DONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP 
WASHINGTON U 
CALIf INn Of TECH 
~HE PURPOSE or THIS Ell'ERl"ENl IS TO "US-URE THE CHARGE 
SpEClRU" or COSflU-RAY NUCLEI OVER THE NUCLEAR CHARGE RANGE 
FRO" 17 TO 1'Z0 IN THE ENEIIG'!' INTEIIV,tL 0.3- HI 10-6EV/NUCLEON TO 
CHAAACTERltE COS"IC RAY SOURCES, PROCESSES OF SYNTHETICS, ANP 
pROI'AGATlON MODES. THE DETECTOR CONSIST,S OF A DOUBLE-ENDEP 
rNSTRUMENT OF UPPER AND LOWER HoOoSCOpES AND THREE DUU.,.GAp ION 
CHAPIBEAS. THE TWO ENDS ARE SEPARATED B't' A CERENKOV UOIATOR. 
THE GEOJUTRICAL fACTOR IS A 4 SQ-" stER. THE ION CHAMBERS CAN 
RESOLVE CHARGE TO O.Z4-CHARGE UNITS AT LOW ENERGY ANo 
D.39-CHARGE UNITS AT 'UGH ENERGY AND HIGH Z. THE CEAENKOV 
COUNTER CAN RESOLVE 0.3- TO 0.4-CHARGE UNITS. 
------- HEAO-C, JACOBSON---------------------------------------
ItfVESTIGATIoN NAPlE- GAPI"A-RAY LINE SPECTR"~UER 
NSSOC 10- HEAP-C -01 
PERSONNEL 
Pt - A.S. 
01 - J .R. 
01 - A.E. 












U Of tALIF, S~N DIEGO 
NASA-JPL 
U Of CALIf .. SAN DIEGO 
THE BASIC 60ALS OF tHlS EXPERIfIIENT ARE TO SEARCH fOR 
GA""A-RAY LINE EPlISSloNS ARlStNG FRO'" A !JARIETT Of SOURCE 
PHENO!'lENA. PARTICULAR E"'PHUIS 15 pLACED ON fiNDING LINE 
F"'ISSJONS FROfll NUCLEOSYNTlIESJS PROCESSES IN SUPERNOVAE .. ANO 
I,ROfll POSITRON-ELECTRON ANNIHILATION AND NUCLEAR REACTIONS ItO 
LOW-ENERGY CoOSfIIlC RAYS. IN ADDITION, CAREFUL STUDT IS MADE Of 
THE SPECtRA AND nJIIE VARtATIONS Of KNOWN HARD X-RAY SOURCES. 
THE EJ(pERIJIIENT IS CAPABLE OF- JIIEASURlNG GA"",A-RAT LINES r~Ll.ING 
wnHIH THE ENERGT INTER VAt FRO'" 0.06 TO 10 IU:V. AND wITH AN 
ENERGY RESOLUTION BETTER 1,'HAN 2.S KEV AT 1.33 fIIEV AT A UNE 
SENSlT,IVIT~ fRO" 1.E-4 TO 1.E-S PHOTONS-/CfII SOlS .. DEPENDING ON 
THE ENERGY. THE EXPEIIV,ENTAL PACKAGE CONTAINS fOUR COOLEII 
DRIFTED GER"'ANIUfII DETECT~RS SHIELOED BT CESIU'" IODIDE. TilE ItEY 
EXPERlfIIENTAL PAR"'IETEP'~ ARE -- (1) GEoMETRT FACTOR ?f ".1 
SQ-CM STER, (Z) A rHLD OF VUII OF 27 tlEG FIIIIM ANO, (3) A 1,UIE 
RESOLUTION OF LESS THAN 0.1 "'S FOR THE 6ERHANIUfII OETEtTOR ,',tiO 
10 S fOR TilE CESIUfII IODIOE DETECTOR. 
------ HEAQ-C, KOCIl--------------------------------------~~ 
INVESTIGATJON NAI'IE- ISOTOPIC Co"'PuSITlON OF r.osfI'llC IIkT'> 
N$SDC 10- HEAO-C -04 
PERSOHNEL 
" 
- L. KOCH 
" 
- ,. PETERS 
Ol - J ~P. "EYER 
Ol - ,. ROUSSEL 
Ol - ,. SOUTOtlL 
Ol - .. CASSE 
Ol - e. :-:£STReAU 
Ol -tl. LUND 
" 





IIIGH ENERGT ASTROPIIYSH,i" 
CENS 








r.> - o. COIIT tlON-PE T ER$l t. DANtsH 
SPACE RES INST 
SPACE RES INST 
SPACE RES INST 
BRIEF (lESCIIIPTION 
II.'~ EXPERI"'ENT "i:ASURES Y!I£ IIELATlVE COfllpOSl.TION OF THE 
ISOTOPE:!'. Of THE PIIIM"RY COSJIIlt R"S BETWEEN BERTLLIUM AND IRON 
(Z FROM 4 TO Z6) AND THE ELE~F.NTAL ABUNDANCES UP TO ~IN (z=50). 
CERENkO\l COUNTERS ;t.ND HODOSCOPES TOGETHER WITH THE EARTH'S 
"'AGNEn C i'lELO fOR" A SPEtTRO"'ETER. TilEY OETEllflHiE CIIARGE AND 
"ASS L:;. "OS"'IC RATS TO A PRECISION Of 10 PERCEHT FOR THE l'!oST 
ABUNoANl ELEMENTS OVER THE 110",i:tHU~ RANGE fROM Z TO Z5.GEV/C. 













."'.. •••••••• ••••••••••••• ••• HELOS ••• "'·.· ••• ", ••• • •••••••••••••• 
SPACEt""FT CO''''OH HAME- HELOS 
ALTERN~TE NA"ES- HI.ECCEN LUN OCCULT.SAT., ~XOSAT 
EUROPEAN X-RAY 095 SAT. 
NSSDC 10- HELOS 
LAUNCH DATE- 12100/80 VElGHT- ItG 
LAUNCH SlTE- VANDENBERG Af9~ UNITED STATES 
LAUHCH VEHICLE- DELTA 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENty 
INTERNATIONAL ESA 
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
















THE OBJECTlVES Of TlllS- MISSION ARE- TilE I'IEASUREIIENT Of THE 
POSI~ION, STRUCTURAL fEATURES, SPECTRAL. AND TEIIPORAL 
CHARACTERISTICS Of COSMIt X-RU SOUIICES. THE POSITION AND 
DIAMETEII Of C05MIC X-RAY SOURCES ARE DETERMINED 9Y THE 
OBSERVATION Of THE Tl"E AND SPEED VITH IIHICH THE SOURCES 
DISAPPEAR BElliNO THE MOON DURING LUNAR OCCULTATIONS. THE 
ABIUTY TO CORIIECT BUTH THE OIlBIT AND TilE OIlIENTATION Of THE 
SPACECRAFT, COUPLED IIITH THE HIGHLY ECCENTRIC OIlBIT, ENABLES 
THE SPACECRAFT TO OBSEIIYE ANY PORllON Of THE SKY fOR ~ONG 
PERIODS Of TIME.. TE"PORU VARIAtiONS ON SCALES RANGING fROM 
T~NS OF MICROSECONDS TO TENS OF NOURS AilE OBSERVABLE, AS WELL 
AS ENERGY SPECTRUM OBSERVATIONS ~ND AASOLU:~ FLUX ME.SUqf.M(N'S 
OF OBJECTS lillH AN :''ITENSITY GREATER THAN 5.~5 TMAT OF THE 
CRAB NEBULA. BRIGHT ~vURces ARE LOCATABLE TO IIITH~H ARC~S IN 
POSlTlON. 









THIS ElCPEIUMENT OBSERVES COSMIC X-RAY SOURCES IN TilE 
ENERGY IIANGE Of 1.S TO 20 ItEV AND CONSISTS OF PROPORT10NAL 
COUNTERS LOCATED BEHIND MODIFIED HONEY COMe COLLIMATORS. 
------ HELOS, UNKNOWN------------------··~-------------------,· 
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOll-ENERGY COSMIC _~RAY PACkAGE 








THIS EXPERll1Eln OBSERVES COSMIC X-RAY SOURCES IN THE 0.1-
TO Z-KEV RANGe AND UTILIZES THIN-V INDO, ... PosnION-SENSITIVE, 
PROPORTIONAL COUNnllS LOCATED BEHIND GItAUNG-INtlOENCE "URORS. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '" 10NOSOND~IK •••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAIIE- tONOSONOE-llt 
ALTERNATE NAIIES-
NSSDe 10- 10NO-11I' 





PLANNED ORBIT PARAIIETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
OR81T PERIOD- 150. MIH 
PERlAPSIS- 350. KM 
tNTERCOS 
VElGHT- kG 
INCLINATION- 75. OEt; 




PS - V.V. "IGULIN 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
DUIIlNG INTERNIioTlONAL MAGNETOSPHERE STUOT PERI 00 AN 
INTERCOSfilOs SPACECRAfT, 10NOSONOE-U; VILL BE UuNCHEO INTO A 
HIGH INCllNATION ELLIPtlCAL ORBll IIllH A LOll APOGEE. THE III;IN 
SCIENTIFIC OBJECllvES OF 10NOSONOE-lK ARE (0 THE STUDY OF 
ELECTRON DENSITY DI$TRlBUTlON fROM THE MAIN IONIZATION MAXI MUll 
OF F REGION UP TO THE SATELLITE ALTITUDE WllH " TOP-SltlE 
SOUND Ell, AND THE COIiRELATlON OF THE Tun AND SPACE VARIATlONS 
VITH SOLAII ACTIVITY, CORPUSCULAR FLUXES A~D OTHER GEOPHYSICAL 
PHENO"E"A, (2) GLOIIAL MAPPl~G Of BASIc IO~OSPHUIC PARA"ETERS 
A~D CONS7RUClION Of A TOP~SIDE IONOSPHERE MODEL, (3) THE STU-I)Y 
or WAVE PROCESSES IN IIAGNET05PHERlC PLASMA IN THE fREQUE~ty 
R~NGE 100 HZ TO 5 MHZ, (4) THE STUDY Of TlME AND SPACE 
VARIATIONS Of EIIISSIONS IN THE 6300-6364 A BANOS AND 3914 A AND 
5577 A LINES, (5) THE STUDY Of fl"" AND SPACE VAil lATIONS Of 
CHARGED PARTICLES WITH ENERGIES SETWEEN 10 EV AND 50 IIEV "'to 
THElR 10NOSPHERlC eHECt, AND (6) THE STUDY Of TIME AND SPACE 
VARIATIONS Of LOCAL ELfCTIION AND ION OENSIHES AND 
TEMPERATURES. THE PROGRAM I~CLUOES SIMULTANEOUS GROUND-BASEO 
OBSERVATJONS AT 10NOSPHE,,!C AND SOLAR STATIONS OF THE USSR ANO 
OTHEn SOUALIST COUNTAIES. 
••••••••••••• "'."' •••••••••••• IR ASTRON. SAT •••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAFt CO""ON NAM"'- tR ASTIION. SAl. 
ALTERNATE NAMES- INfRA-RED ASTRa NO'" 5101, IRA'S 
NSSDC 10- IRAS 
LAUNCII OATE- OZ/OO/81 IIEIGHT- 950. ItG 
LAUNCH SITe-- VANDENBERG ArB, UNITED STA-TES 




PLANNED ORBIT PARAME,ERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCE/'ITRlt 
OIlBll PERIOD- 103.1 MIH 







E. K. CASANI 




INCLINATION- 99. DEG 





THE BASIC GOAL Of THIS PLANNED 1-YEAR "ISSlON 15 TO 
OBTAIN A DEEP .. FULL-SKY SURVEY OVER THE APPROXIMATE WAVELENGTH 
RANGE fRO" 8 TO 120 MICROMETERS. THE llIAS CONTAtNS A 6-"ETER 
RITCHEY-CHRETIEN TELESCOPE COOLED BY HELIUII TO A TEMPERATURE 
Of NEAR HI K. AN ARRAY OF AIIOUT 100 DETECTORS IS USED TO DETecT 
THE INFRARED FLUX I~ BANOS CE~TEREO AT 10, ZO, 5i1, AND 100 
"ICROMETERS. THE SENSlllVI'TY Of lHE INSTRUMENT IS RESTRICTED 
BY THE PHOTON FLUCTUATIONS FIIOII THE LODtACAL LIGHT. THE 
POSITIONS Of GALACTIC AND UTRAGAlACTlC SOURCES ARE DETER"INED 
'0 AN ACCURACY Of 0.5 ARC-IIIH. IN ADDITION TO THE FOCAL PLANE 
IIE-TECTOR ARRA-' USED fOR THE ALL SKY SURvE" B01H A 
LOW-RESOLUTION SPECTROGRAPHIC AND A LONG WAVELENGTH (GREATER 
THAN 10!l MICROMETERS)PHOTOMElRIC CAPABILJ'TY ARE INCLUDED ON THE 
lRAS. THE IRAS IS FLOWN IN A 900-1':11 ORun .. WITH AN INCLINATION 
NUR 9;1 OEG. TO EffECT THE SCANNING Of THE sn NEEOED FOR tHE 
SURvEY. THE SATELLITE 1"5 ROTATED AT A CONSTANT ANGULAR VELOCITY 
AROUND THE SUN VECTOR IN THE DIRECTION Of THE ORIIITAL ANGULAR 
VELOCITY. THE lRAS IS ALSO ABLE TO 00 POINTEti OBSERI/ATIONS. 
HERE THE lRAS CAN BE POINTED AT A SELECTED CELESTIAL OBJECT fOR 
UP TO 17 IIIN. THIS POINTING ABILITY PERMITS YERY SENSITIVE 
llEASUREMENTS ON THE fAINTER GALHllt AND EXTRAGALACTIC SOURCES. 
fOR JOtNT IRAS SCIENCE WORltiNG GROUP MEMBERS, SEE APPENDIX 62. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ISEE-A •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAft COM"ON NAME- lSEE-A 
ALTERNATE NAI1ES- IMP-P;, I"E--" 
"OTHER .. INTNL SUN EARTH ElCPL-A 
NSSOC Ib- MOTHER 
LAUNCH DATE~ 1Df1J/77 
L:AUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, 




pt.ANNEO ORBIT PAR-AIIETE!!S 
ORB1T TYPE- GEOCENT,RIC 
OR91T PERIOD- 3S-22.. "IN 
PERIAPSlS'- 280. II:M 
WElGHT- 31,0.2 ItG 
UN1TEti StATES 
INCLINATI0N- 28.8 DEG 























"6 - f.W. 
St £.R. 
P" - I.J. 













filE UPLOREII CLASS "OTHER SPACetllAfT IS PARi Of THE 
"OTHER/DAUGHTER/HELIOCENTRIC "ISSIOH (ISfE A~ B, AND C). tH£ 
PURPOSES Of THE "15510N AIIE--en TO INVESTIGATE 
SOLAR/TERRESTRIAL RELAtiONSHIPS At TilE OUTU"DST BOUHDARlES OF 
THE fIlUM'S PlAGNE,OSPHERE, (2) TO EUKINE HI DETAIL THE 
STRUCTURE OF THE SOLAR WINO NEAR TilE EARTH AND THE SHOCI( WAVE 
THAT fORMS THE INTERrACE BETWEEN THE SOLAR Whtl AND EARTH, C3} 
TO . tONTlNUE THE INIIESflGATlOH Of cos.ne RArs AND SOUR fLARES 
IN THE INTERPLANETARY REGIOH NEAR 1 AU. THE I'IlSStON TitUS 
ElI'lENO$ THE INIIESTlGATlONS or PREvJ,'lUS UIP SPACECRHT. tHE 
"OTHER/OAUGIHER PORTION Of THE MtSSION CONSISTS Of TIIO 
SPACetRAft IInH A SUTlON~I{EEPING CApAIlILJTY IN A HIGHU 
ECCENTfIl~ EARTH OREln .. lTH APOGEE TO 23 EARTH UPcll. THE 
SPACECRAfT MAINTAINS A SIIALL SEPARATION OlSTANCE, AND MAICES 
S'IMULTANEOUS COOROINATED llEASUREMENTS TO PERMIT SEPARATION Of 
SpAnAL fROM TEMPORAL IRIiEGULARITlES IN THE NEAR-EAIITH SOLAR 
WINO, THE BOW SHOCI{, AND INSlOE THE "AGNETOSPHERE. THE SPIN 
RATE IIILL BE SET AT 19.75 RpM, DIffERING SLIGHTLY fRO" THE 
ISEE~a spACeCIiAfY. 
------- I SEE-A, ANDERSON---------------______________________ _ 
INVeSTIGATlDN NAME- ENERGEllC ELetTRONS AND PROTONS 
NSSOC ID- "OlltER -10 
PERSONNEL 
PI - K.A. ANDERSON 
01 C. I. IIENG 
01 F.V. CORON IT I 
01 J .11. BOSQUEII 
01 - ,. PELLAT 
01 <i.K. PARKS 
01 R.I'. LIN 
01 






PARTJCLES AND ftELDS 
" " 
CALIf, ElERKELET 
OF CALI F~ BERKELEY 
"OF CALIF, LA 
CESII 
CtR rOR THEORETIC PHTS 




THtS EkPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO OETERMINE, BT USING 
IDENTICAL INSTkUMENTATJON ON THE MOTHERlOAUGHTER SPACECRAFT, 
TilE SPATIAL EXTENT, PROp/lG"'10N VELoCtn, AND TEMPORAL BEHAVIOR 
or A .. IDE VARIETT Of PARTICLE "HE"'OMENA. ELECTRONS AIlE 
MEASUIIED AT 2 AND 6 kEV AND FROII 12 TO 2.00 KEV, AND PROTONS ARE 
MEASURED AT 2. AND 6 kEV AND FROII 2.0 TO 380 KEV. IDEHnCAL 
INSTRUIIENHHION ON EACH SPACECRAFT CONSISTS Of A PAl II OF 
SURFACE BARlitER SEIIlCOHDUCTOR DEI ECTOR TELESCOPES (ONE WITH A 
FOIL AND ONE .. ITHUUT A fOIL) AND fOUR fIkED-ENEI!GY ELECTRIC 
fIELD PARTICLE ANALHERS. THESE ANALTtERS ARE USED TO "EASURE 
ELECTRONS AND PROtONS SEPARAtELY AT 2 AND 6 ICEV. 
------ ISEE-A~ BA"E-------------------_____________________ _ 
lNVESflGATIDN NAIIE- SOwEV to 40-I(EV PROTON AND 5-EV TO 
20-KEV ELECTRON PLASH PIIOBE 
NSSDC 10- IIOTHER ~D1 
PERSONNEL 
" 
- S.J. BAlfE 
01 H. 1'1 IGGENR I EDEll 
" 
,. SCHINDLER 
or- J .11. ASBRI-DGE 
" 
- /f.R. ROSENBAUER 
01 H. VOU: 
01 
- 1'1.0_ IION1GOIIERT 
01 G. PfoSCH"'ANN 
01 
- IoI.C. rei OMAN 
01 
-




COD E S A I CO-OP 
INVESTIGATiON DISCIPLINE IS) 
"'AGNETOSPHERlt PHTSICS 
SPACE PLASIIAS 
LOS ALA"OS SCI LAB 
MPI-EkTRATERR PHTS 
AUHR-U 80CHU'" 
LOS ALAIIOS SCI LAB 
PlPi-EltTRATERR PHTS 
IIpI-EkTRATERR PHTS 
LOS ALAIIOS SCI LAO 
Mpl-UTJUTEIR pHTS 
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB 
LOS ALAIIOS SCI LAEI 
tillS EXPEII'"ENT IS DESIliNED, IN CONJUNCTION .. lTH A 
SIMII;.AR INSTRUMENT PROVIDED BT G. PA'SC!.~.ANN Of "AX pLANCI( 
INSTITUTE FilII FLIGHT ON THE DAUGHTER SPACECIIAFT .. TO STUDY THE 
PLASMA VELOUty DISTRIBUTION ANO ITS SPAT-IAL ."ND TE"'PORAL 
VAIiIATIONS 1M THE SOLAR WIND, BOW SHOCK.. MAGNETOS HEATH, 
MAGN_HOPAUSE, IIAGNETOTAI_L, AND ",AliNETOSPHERE. PIIOTONS FROM SO 
EV TO loa KEV AND ELECTRONS fRail 5 EV TO 10 KEV AIlE "EASURED IN 
ONE.. T .. O, AND THIIEE DII'fENSI0NS liT THREE 9D-DEG SPHERICAL 
ELECTROSrATlC ANALTlEII~ TItE UPERI"EHT, WHICH UTHllES 
CtiANNELTRON ELECTRON MUL.' 'PLIERS AS DETECTORS, OPEII .. TES IN TWO 
RANGES, WHH ENERGY RESOLUTION FOil SEVERAL STEPS IN EACH RANGE 





01 - V.". 







INVESTIG .. TIVE PROGIIAM 
CODE SAICO-OP 
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) 
"' .. GNETOSpH£RIC PHYSICS 
SPAtE PLASII"S 
U Of 101110, 
MASS INST Of TECH 
U Of tALH~ LA 
tHIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO SlUDT, BT IIUNS Of 
IDENTICAL INSTIIUMENTATION ON TilE IIOlHERJUUGllTER SPACECRAft, 
THE SPATIAL .. NO TEIIPOII .. L VAIIIATIONS OF THE SOL .. R "IND .. NO 
MAGNETOSHEATII ELECTRONS AND IONS. PIIOTONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE 
ENERGY IIANGE fROM 1 EV TO 50 KEV .. liE MEASUIIED IN 63 CONTlGUOUS 
ENERGY BANOS WITH .. N [NEaliT II£SOLUTION CDELTA EIE) Of 0.17. A 
QUAOIiISPHEIIIC"L LO"-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON DIFFEIIENTIAL 
ENERGT ANALTZEII CLEPEDEA)~ EMPLOTING SEVEN CONTINUOU5 CH .. NNEL 
ELEClIION ItULTlPLIERS IN EACH Of ITS TWO (ONE FOR PROTONS .. NO 
ONE fOil ELHTIIONS) ELeCTROSTATIC AH .. LUEIIS, IS fLOWN ON 80TH 
THE IIOTHER ANti DAUGHTER SPAC£(RA'fT. ALL BUT ~ pERCENT OF THE 
fOUR-PI STER SOLID ANGLE fOR PAIIUCLE VELOCITY VECTOIIS AilE 
COVERED. 
------- ISEE-'" GUIINETT----___________________________________ _ 
INYESTlG"UON HAIIE- TO-liZ TO 10-KHZ IIAGNETIC AND 10-HZ TO 
ZOO-ItHZ ELECTIIIC FIELD TRIAXIAL PAOBES 
NS;;DC 10- IIOTliEI -07 
PEIiSliNHEL 
PI - 0 .... 
01 - f .L. 
01 - R.W. 







CODE SAl CO-OP 
INVESTJGATION OlSClPl.JNHS) 
IIAGNnOSPHERIC PIITSICS 
PAIITJCLES AND FJELOS 
PARTICLES AHO fIELDS 
U Of IOWA H'" STSTEIIS GIiOUp 
TRW SYSTEIIS GJeOUP 
NASA-JpL 
THIS EXPERIMENT~ IN CONJUNCTION WITH A SI"IL"R EkPERIIIEHT 
fLOWN ON THE ISEE-B SPACECRAfT. IS DESIGNED TO MEASURE .. AVE 
f'HEHOMENA OCCURRING "UHIN TilE IIAGNETOSPI\ERE AND SOLAII WINO. 
TIiIAXI"L SEARCH COILS WITH HJGH-PERl'lEABILlTY COIIES .. NO TJllAU"L 
ELECTRIC DIPOLES AilE USED. THE SEARCH COILS HAve .. fllEIIUENCT 
IIESPONSE Of 10 liZ TO 10 KIIZ. THE TIllE REQUIRED fOR ONE 
16-CHANNEL IRtAkIAL SPECTRUII .. N"LYSIS IS 100 "5. BROADBAND 
OATA AilE ALSO AVAILABLE WITH A 10-KHZ BANDWIDTH ABOUT EVEIIY 1 
liS. ELECTRIC fIELDS ARE MEASURED BY TWO ORTHOGONAL H3-M 
TIP-TO-UP DIPOLES IN TilE SPACECRAFT SPIN PLANE AND ONE 0.5-11 
DIPOLE ALONG THE SPIN AUS. THE TIllE IIEQUIRED fOR TRlAkUL 
12-CHANNEL SPECTRUM ANALYSIS FIIDM 10 HZ TO ZOO KIIZ IS 100 "'5. 
eROAOElANO DATA AilE AVAIL .. BLE WITH A 10-KHZ BANDWIDTH AND 1-IIS 
TillE REsOLunON. 
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- ACTIIiE PLASIIA ElCPEIIIIIENT 
NSSOC 10- MOTHER -OB 
PERSONNEL 
PI - C.C. H~RVEY 
01 - ". PETIT 
01 - J.II. MCArEE 
0.1 - D. JONES 
01 - J.II. ETCHETO 
OJ - R.J.L.GRARO 
01 - I.E. GENDliiN 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 












THIS EXPERI"'ENT IIEASURES THE PLASIIA ELECTRON OENSITT NE"II 
THE IIOTHER SATELLITE AND ALSO THE TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT 
BETIIEEN THE MOTHEII ANO DAUGHTER SPACECIIAFT. THE EXPERIIIENT 
CONSISTS Of TWO IUSHHc-J ('ARTS -- (1) THE MOTHER SPACE-CRAFT 
THAY tARRI,ES AN EXPERIIIENT TO OETECT IIESONANCES OF THE AIIBIENT 
PLASMA. "fTER A~ ANTENN" liAS BEEN MOIIENUIIILT EXCITED AT ONE 
Of THE CIiAIiACTERIsnc fREQUENCIES OF THE PLASIIA IN WHICH 11 IS 
IIIIIEliSEO. A PRONOUNCED '1iiNGING' IS OBSERVED. tHESE RESONANCES 
OCCUR .. T THE PLASltA FREQUENCY, THE UPPER HYBRlO RESONANCE .. TilE 
CTCLOTRON FIIEQUENCY "Nb ITS HAIIIIONICS, .. NO THE "E .. SUREMENT OF 
THEIR FREQUENClES PEIIIIlfS lHE flETEII"INAUON Of SEVEIIAL PLASMA 
pAR .. METEIIS, INCLUDING THE ELECTRON OENSITT. IN THIS 
EkpERIIIENT, tHE ',,"NSIIITTER 15 tESIGNED TO HEP THIIOUGH A 
NUIilBER Of SUB-BANOS, COVERING THE CHARAtTtRISTlC IIESON"NCE 
fREQUENCIES OF THE PLASIIA, "NO (2) THE ·,INtEGRATEO OENSln 
BETWEEN THE ItOTHER AND THE D .. UGHTER IS OBTA1NED fllO" A SECOND 





























AMBlfNT PLASMA ONTO A WAVE Of fREQUENU ,llIIOUT 1 "HI JRANSIIlTTU 
fROM 'HE MOTHER AND RECElIIED ON THE DAUGHTER (EIPERI"ENT 6). 
THE PHASE Is to"PAREO AGAINST A PHASE-COHEREN' SIGNAL 
TRANSMITTED fRO" THf; "OTIIER TO THE U.UGHlU BY "OOULATION ONTO 
A tUlllER Of fREQUENCY HIGH ENOUGH TO Be UH,IIHEt-TU BY THE 
A"BIENT PLA5"A. 
._----- 15EE-A, HELLI WELL -------------------------------------
INVESTJGAllOIi IIA"E- VLf WAVE INJHTlON 
N5S0C 10- "OTHER-13 
PERSONNEL 
PI - 11.,1,. HELLIIIELL 




INvesTIGATION DISCIPLINE IS) 
MAGIIETOSPHERIC PHYSICS 
PARTlCLES AND flELOS 
STA"'fORD U 
STANfORO U 
THIS EXPEIlIMENT IS INTENDED TO PROVIDE DAU TO STUDT 
INTERACTlONS BETWEEN DISCRETE VLf WAilES AND ENfi'IiGETlC PARnCLES 
IN THE MAGIIETOSPHERE. THE Vlf WAVES ARE PRODUCED BT ... 
GROUND-B"'SEO 'II,IINSllln£ll. INJEctION Of THE WAVE BUONO THi:. 
IONOSPHERE IS ASSURED BT TR",NSMUTER LOC",,10N IN A REGION WHERE 
lHE "AGNETIC lINES Of fORCE ARE OPEN. III T"IS CASE~ SIPLE 
STAlION, "'NtARCTICA. THE lliJEctED stGI/At. "'~D ANT Stl"ULATEO IILf 
E'USSIONS ARE IIEtOROED THROUGH A lOOP AIITEIINA BY A 1- TO 20-KHI 
BIIO"'OBAND RECEIVER 011 THE SATELLITE. THE OBSERVED PARA"ETERS 
ARE INTENSITY OF R£CEIVED RADIO fREQUENCY AS A fUNCTION Of 
lIME. 
------- ISEE-"', HEPPNER----------------------------_________ _ 
INVESTlG"'TlON NAME- DC ELEctRH FIELDS 
NSSDC 10- IIOTHEII -11 
PE'l:SONIiEL 
PI - J.P. 








tAUffM ... N 
SRIEf OESCRIPTION 








U Of lOW'" 
NASA HEADQUARTEIIS 
THIS UPERIMENT IS INl£NDE'D TO STUDY QU"'SI-STATIC 
ELECTlUC fIELD ",ND LOW-fREQUENCY PLASMA WAVES IN TilE 
Pl ... S"ASP?tERE .. IIAGNETOSPHERE .. "AGNETOSIIUTH. ANII SOLAR WINO. "'N 
ORTHOGONAL PAIR OF 12]-" TIP-TO-TIP DIPOLE "'NTENNAE ARE USED HI 
.. AI([ DC AND AC ELECTRIC fIELD MEA5UREPIENTS IN THE FOLLOWING 
NINE FREQUENCY WINDOWS -- 0.1 TO 0.32 Hl. 0.32 TO 1 Hl. 1 TO 
3.2 HI .. 3.2 TO 10 HI# 10 TO 31: HI, 32 TO 100 HZ .. 100 TO 320 Hl, 
320 TO 1000 Hl .. AND 1000 TO 3200 Ill. DC PlEASURE"ENTS ARE PI ... OE 
IN ANT Of i!S6 ANGUL,lH SEtTlONS TKIlEE TlKES 011 V, TIMES PER S. 
DEPENDING ON THE Bn RATE. DC MODE MEASUREMENTS HAVE A 
TWO-STEP VARIABLE GAIN APlPLlflEIl CONTIIOLLED FROK TilE GROUND. 
THE RESOLUTION IN THE HIGHEST GAlH ST ... TE IS 0.12 IIV/" IIITH A 
OTN .... tlC RANGE OF PLUS OR MINUS 0.983 V/II. THE ... C "USURE"ENT 
ELECTRONICS CONSIST Of TWO AI'!PLIflER SEClloNS. ONE AMPLIfIER 
IS USED FOR LOW-fREQUENCY CH"'NNELS. "'ND OIiE FOR HIGH-FREQUENCY 
tH,\NNELS. GAlli LINES fOR EACH "'MPLIFIER ... RE CONTROLI,.A8LE 
INDEPENDENTLY fROPI THE GROUND. IN THE HIGHEST GUN MODE .. EAtH 
ANALYIER CH"'NNEL HAS A SENSITIVITY Of 0.6 MICROVOLTS/M II"S. 
TilE EXPEIIJMEIH UN BE RUII IN EITHER ... SUN-SENSOR SYNtHIIONllED 
OR A FREE sTATE AS CONTROLLED fllO" THE GROUND. IN ... 00 11 ION .. 
THE AC PORTION CAN BE RUII IN "'N AVERAGING MOPE, OR AN 
AlTERN"'UNG AVERAGING ... ND pEAK AIIPLlTUDE DEtECTION MODE KEYED 
TO THE TELEMETRT IlEADOUT SEQUENtE. 
------- ISEE-A; HOVEST ... DT------------------*-------------------
INVESTIG ... TIDN NAME- LOW-ENERGY COSMIC-RAT COMPOSITION 
NSSOC 10- MOTIIER -05 
PERSONNEL 
PI O.K.-
OJ - J.J. 
01 - ... 
OJ L.A. 
01 - C. '!'. 











PARTICiLES AND FIELDS 
"PI-Ex,TRATERIl PHTS 
U OF I'IAIITLAND 
PlPI-EXTRATERR PHYS 
NAS"'-GSFC 
II Of ARllONA 
U OF IIARYLAND 
THIS EXPERI .. ENT IS DESIGNED TO STUDT, BY "E"'NS Of 
IDENTltAL I NSTRU"ENUTlON ON THE HELIOCEIITUC AND "OTHEII 
SPACECR ... ft~ THE NUCLE"'R "'ND IONIC CHARGE AS WELL AS ISOTOPIC 
COMPoSlnON Of IIiTERPLANETARY "'NO PlAGNElOSPHERIC HEAVY 
PAflnCLES. THE "EASURE!IIeNTS "RE MADE -Of THE- fOLLOWING SPECIES 
IN THE OESIGHATI!O RANGES 111 SOl ... R WINO IONS C2 TO 10 
I 1 t 
II:£VICHAJlG£), (2) SUPIIAlHER"AL "ULTJPLE-CHAIIGEO IG-S CZ .. Q LfSS 
THAN 0' EQUAL TO 26 IN THE ENERGY RANGE fRO" 0.02 TO 13 "EV 
U"DIIOGEH), 0.01 TO ]0 MEV/NUCLEOli (OHGHO AND 0.005 TO 50 
~EII/NUCLEON IIIION» .. AND (]) TIIAPPED PARTICLES (0.01 TO 6 
"Ell/NUCLEON). THE INSTRUMENTATION CONSISTS Of TWO SENSORS ON 
EACH SPACHUFf WHICH USE ELECTROSTAtiC OErLHlION lECHIHQUES, 
THIN 111110011 PIIOPORTlONAL COUIiTERS .. AND POSITION-SENSITIVE 
SOLU-SUTE DETf{-'!~(S. THE SENSORS HAVE LAIIGE GEOMETRICAL 
FACTORS OilER TH~ ~.nIRE ENERGT RANGE~ I.E ... 0.04 CM SQ SfER '011 
THUM,IIL AND SUPRAIHERMAL tlOLAR WINO MEASUIIEIIENTS .. "'ND 3 Cpt SQ 
STU fOR lOW ENERGY tOS/UC II"'Y MEASUREPIENTS. 
------- ISEE-"'~ filOlER-------------------------____________ _ 
INVESlIGAnON NA"E- DC TO 12-Hl ELECTRIC fIELD PROSE 
NSSDC 111- MOTHER -06 
PERSONNEL 
PI - f .S. "OlER 
01 - ".C. nllEY 
BRIef DESCRIPTION 
INVESTlGAUVE PRDGRA" 
CODE SAl CO-OP 
INVESTIGATiOn DISCIPLINEIS) 
"AGIiETOSPHERIt PHTSICS 
PARTICLES ... ND fIELDS 
U Of CALif .. BERKELEY 
U or CALif .. BERKELEY 
THE OaJEtllvE Of THIS UPEIII"EIiT IS TO STU!)T TilE 
QUASI-SlATJ( ELECTRiC fIELD IN THE PLASM"'SPHER£.. " ... GIoEfOSPHERE .. 
M"'GNETOSHUTH, "'ND SOLAR WINO. THE 4-IN-DI"'PI SPHEIIES "OUNTED 
AT THE END Of A ]O-M 80llPi ARE POSITIONED IN THE s ... TELLITE SPIN 
PLANE. TO AllE"PT TO OVERCO"E THE SP ... CECRAFT SHEATH U 
POIEIHlAL PROBLE .. WHICH PL ... GUES ALL ELECtRIC FiELD DETECTORS) .. 
AN EU.ClRON GUN IS INtLUDED ON THE SPACECRAfT BODY. THE 
INSTRUPIENT IS DESIGNED TO BE SENSJtIVE TO FJELDS fRO"'" 
THRESHOLD TO 1 "V/" IN THE FREQUENCT BAllO Of D TO 12 Hl. 
----- 1 SEE-"', OGI LV I E---~··---~--------------_______________ _ 
INVESi:r,,IITION NA"E- THREE-DIMNSIONAL (SIX AXES). 6-EV TO 
10-KEV ELECTRON SPECTROKETEII 
Nsse: 10- KOTHER- -Oi! 
PERSONNEL 
PI - K.W. OGIL~IE 









1HIS EXPERI .. ENT STUDIES THE TR"'NSPOIIT COEfFICIENTS or .. 
TURBULENCE IN -- THE COLLISIOIILESS PL"'SM REPIIESENTED BY THE 
INTERPL"'NETART MEDIUM "'ND M ... GNETOSHEATH. LOW-ENERGY SOLAR 
E'.EClRON EVENTS ..... NO 80W SHOCK ASSOCIATED ELECTRONS. TWO 
TRIAXI"'L SYSTEMS Of 12.7-DEG CYLINDRICAL ELEtTROSUTlC ANALYlERS 
ARE USED TO "AI(E THRH-DIPIEHSIONAL l'lEASUREIIENTS Of THE ELECTRON 
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION FROM 6 EV TO 10 I(EV. M[ASUIIEIIENTS ARE 
M ... OE IN TWO ENERGY JUNG£,S WllH AN ENERG¥ RESOLUTION (DElU EIEl 
OF 0.07. THE ENTIRE SET or SIX SII'IULtANEOUS SPECTROMETER 
"E"'SUREIIEHTS" ARE TAKEN WHILE THE SATELLITE ROTATES TlIROUGII 60 
DEG. E ... CH SPECTROPIeTER AXIS CONSISTS OF THE CURVED PLATE 
.AN"'LT-lER AND A CHANNELTIIOII DETECtOIi. 
------- ISEe-A .. RUSSELL----------------- .----------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC HELDS 
NSSDt 10- MOTH[:R -04 
PERSONNEL 
PI C.,. 
01 - R.L. 
01 - P. t. 
01 w E.W. 







INVESTIr; ... TlII€ PIIOGRA .. 
COIlE SA ICO-OP 
INVESTlG"'TlON DISClPLIN£(S) 
PI ... GNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS 
P"'RTICLES AND FIELDS 
U Of CALlF. L ... 
U Of CALIf. LA 
IMPEIlIAL COLLEGE 
TRW SYSTEMS GROUP 
U OF C"LIf .. L ... 
IN THIS TRl'AXJAL fLU. GATE M ... GN£TOI'IE1ER. THIIEE RING COilE 
SENSORS IN AN ORTIIOGONAL TRIAD ARE ENCLOSEO IN A fLII'PEIl 
!IIECIIANISK AT HIE END Of THE IIAGNETOMETER BOOII. THE ELECtIiONICS 
UNIT IS ON THE !'tAIN BOor OF tHE SP",CECRAfT AT THE fOOT Dr THE 
BOOII. THE MAGNETO .. ETER 11 ... 5 TWO OPERATING RANGES Of PLUS OR 
MINUS 8HZ GA"MAS AND PLUS 011 "INUS 512 GAMMAS IN EACH VECTOII 
tOllPONENT. THE DAn AIlE DIGITIZED AND AVERAGED IilTH!N THE 
INSTIlUPIENt TO PROVIDE INCRE"'SED RESOlunON AND TO PROVIDE 
NYQUIST FILTERING. THERE "'IIE TWO PlDOES FOR THE TII",NSMISSION Of 
THE "'VERAGED D"'TA. IN THE DOUBLE-PRECIS'ION /IIODE Of OPEIIATION 
16-BIT SAftPLES Of DAT'" ARE TRANSMITTED. TH.JS PROVIDES A 
MAXIPlUK RESOLUTION Of PLUS OR PlINUS 1/4 GAMM ... OR 1/32 GA .... A IN 
THE LOW AND HIGH SENSItIVltT R ... NGES. IN THE SINGLE-PRECISION 
.. DOE, ANY 8 CONSECUllVE BITS OF THE ABOVE 111 8I-TS "'RE SELECTED 
BY GROUND COMMAND fOR TR ... NSMISSION "'ND THE TELE"ElIiT BANDWIDTHS 
Of THE MAGNETOMETER AilE DOUBLED. THIS BANOIHGTH VARIES fROII 2 
/ 
I 
.1, ... ,,", .. 
j 










HI At THE lOW TELEttETRY RATE OOUBLE-PRECISION EIIPUI"ENT "ODE 
TO 32 HI AT THE HIGH lELfMETRY RAl£ SlHGlE-f'IIEtISJON EXPERIMENT 
"ODE. 
------. I SEE-A' S HAItP------------------------------------------
INVE5T1t. .. TtOH H"PlE- PUS"'. COMPOSITION 
PERSONNEL 
PI It .0. 
01 G. 
OJ H .R. 
01 It ,G. 
01 E.G, 
01 J. 
01 P ••• 
01 H. 
















LOCkHEED PALO AltO 
"PI-EXTRAlE!!R PIIYS 
"pl-EXTRATERR PHIS 
LOCKHEED PALO ALTO 
LOCKHEEO PALO ALTO 
U OF BEIINE 
U Of BERNE 
U OF 8E11NE 
NASA-"'Src 
THE DBJ[(TIVE Of THIS INV[51JGATJON IS TO OETERIHNE THE 
ION COMPOStTJON AND ENERGY SPECTRA Of THE PLASMA WlTHIN THE 
MAGNETOSPHERE. "AGNETOS-HEAtH. ANO SOLAR WINO. ANO TO OETERIIINE 
THE ANGULAII OIStRJeUlltl,.. Of tHE PLASIIA IN THE IIAGNETOSHEATH. 
AN ENERGETIC ION IIASS SPECTROI1ETEIi IS fLOWN THAt liAS AN 
U.HTROSTATIC ENERGY ANALyZER fOLLOWEO BY A COIIBINEO 
CYLINORICAL. ELEC-TROSTAllC/"AGNETIC "ASS ANAUlER. A 
CO"8INATJON Of ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS IS USED AS THE OETEttORS. 
HIE ENERGY-PEII-UNIT-CHAIIGE RANGE "USUREti IS fliOIl 0 TO 11 KEV. 
tHE I'!ASS-PER-U'Ut-CHARGE RANGE "EASUREO EXTENDS fROM 1 TO 138 
". 
------ IS fE-A. wILLI AMS -------------------------------------
INVESTlGATIOH HA"E- ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROtONS 




01 - B. 
01 - T.A. 
01 - G. 












PAlIlJCLES AHO fiELDS 
NOAA-ERL 
APPLIED PHYSICS LAB 
"PI-AEIIONOMY 
NOAA-EIIL 
U Of KIEL 
I'!PI-AERONO"y 
TillS EXPERII'!ENT IS DESIGNED TO IOENTlfT AND TO STUDY 
PLAS"A INSTABII.HIES RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCELERAtlON .. SOURCE ANO 
LOSS MECHANU"S. ANO BOUNDARY ANO INTERfACE PHENOI'!ENA 
THROUGHOUT THE ORBITAL RANGE Of TilE IIDTHER/DAUGHTER SATElLllES. 
A PROTON tELESCOPE AND AN ELECTRON SPECTROIIETER ARE FLOWN ON 
EACH SPACECRoUT TO "EASURE PETAllED ENERGY ·SPECTRUM AND ANGULAR 
DlSTRIBUTlONS. THESE DETECTORS USE SILICON SURfACE BARRIER 
TOTALLY DEPLETEO SOLIO-STATE DEVICES Of VARIOUS tHICKNESSes, 
AREAS, ANII CONfIGURATlDNS. PROTONS IN 8 CHANNELS BEtWEEN 20 
kev ANO 2 "EV. AND ELECTRONS IN 8 CHANNELS 8ETwEEN 20 KEV AND 1 
MEV ARE MEASURED. A SEPARAtE SOLlD-StATE OETECTOR SYSTEM 
"EASURES THE ENERGY SPECTRA AND PITCH-ANGLE D.lSTRI8UtlONS OF 
ALPHA PARTICLES AND HEAVY JONS IN TilE ENERGY RANGE A80VE 150 
KEV PER NUCLEON. 
••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••• ISEE-B.· •••••• • ••••• •• •••• •••• ••• • 
SPACECRAft CO liMON NA .. e-- JSEE-B 
AL TERNATE NAMES- IMP-K PIII!IIE, J'Ie-o 
DAUGHTER, INTNL SUN EARTH EkPL-B 
NSSOC 111- DAUGHTR 
LAUNCH DATE- 10/13/17 WUGHT- 165.78 kG 
L..,UNCII SlTE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNLfO STATES 
LAUNCH VEHJCLE- DELtA 
SPONSORING COUNTRYfAGENCY 
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS 
INTEliNATIONAL ESA 
PLANNED ORBlJ PARAMEtERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTR I C 
ORBIT PERIOD- 35?2. MIN IN(LINIITION- 28.8 DEG 
PERUPSIS- 280. KM APOAPSlS- 140344. "M 
PERSONNEL 
" "", _ ... -,. 
I'!G - J .11. 
SC - f..R. 
P.. A. 











THE EXPLORER CLASS DAUGHTER SPi\CEtUFT IS PART Of THE 
"OlHERJDAUGHTER/HELIOCfNU:C "ISSION (ISEE A, B. AND C). THE 
P,oRPO$E5 Of THE IIISSJON ARE (1) TO INVfSllGATE 
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL RELATIonSHIPS AT tHE OUlERMOST 80UNO..,RIES 0' 
THE EARIH'S IIAGNETOSPHEU. (2) 10 E .... MINE IN DETAIL THE 
SlRUClURf. Of THE SOLAR wH~O NEAR EARlH ANO THE SHOCK WAVE 'HAt 
fOR"S THE INTERFACE BEToiUN THE SOUR WIND AND EARTH, AND Cl) 
,0 CONTINUE THE INVESTIGATION Of COS .. IC RATS AND SOL .... FLARES 
IN THE IHfERPLANETARr REGION NEAR 1 AU. THE MISSION THUS 
UJENOS THE INIiESTlGAT IONS OF PREVIOUS llfP SPACECRAFT. THE 
MOTHER/OAUGHTER PORTIO/4 Of THE IUSSION CONSISTS or TWO 
SPACECRAft IIlTH A SH.TJON-KEEPING CAPABlun IN A HIGHLY 
ECCENTRIC EARTH ORBIT WITH APOGEE Of i!] EARTH IIADII. THE 
SPACECRAft ItAINTAINS • SIIALL SEPAIiATlON DISTANCE, AND "AKES 
sIMULTANEOUS COOROINAHD "EASURE"MENTS TO PERMIt SEPARATION Of 
SPATIAL FROM lE"PURA\ JIIREGULARllIES IN THE NEAR-EAIITH SOLAR 
wiNO .. THE BOW SHOCk, AND INSIDE THE "AGNETOSPHERE. IHE SPIN 
RATE Of THE SPACECf.Aff WILL BE FIXED AT 19.8 liP" .. DIFFERING 
SLIGHtLY fROM THE ISh-A SPACECRAft. 
------ I SEE-B~ ANDEI,SON-·-·----------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- ENERGETIC ELECTRONS ANO PROTONS 
NSSDC 10- !lAUGH"'-I,! 
PERSONNEL 








- f.V. U)RONI t I 














m FOR l.lEOR£TIC PHYS 
"Of CALI f. 
" CESR 
" Of CALIf. BERKELEY 
"Of WASHINGTON 
Till PURI'OSE Of THIS EXPERlltENT IS TO DETER"INE, BY USING 
IDENTICAL INSTRUMENTArION ON THE NOTHER/DAUGHTU SPACECRAFT. 
THE SPATIAL ErlENT. PROPAGATION vELOtITJ, AND lEl'!POAAL BEIIAVIDR 
Of A WIDE VARIETr OF PARTlCLE PHENOMENA. ELECTRONS ARE 
MEASURED IN TWO IIHERVALS OVER THI" ENERGY RANGE fIIO .. B TO lOa 
kEV, AND PROTONS AilE MUSURED IN THREE INtERVALS OVER THE 
ENERGY RANGE fROI'! TO TO 380 KEV. IDENTICAL INSTIIU .. i:.NlAHON ON 
EACH SPACecRAfT CONSlSTS OF A PAIR OF SURFACE BARRIER 
SEMICONDUCTQ~ DEfECTOR TELESCOPES (ONE WlTH A FOIL AND ONE 
WHHOUI A ,0IL_) ANO fOUR FUEO-ENERGY ELECTRIC FIELO CHARGED 
PARTICLE AN.IUtERS. THESE ANALYlERS ARE USEO TO IIUSURE 
ELECTRONS ANr PROTONS SEPARATELr At 2 AND 6 KEV. 
------- I SEe -8, EG"I 0 I ----------------------------------------
INVEST"lGATIIIN NAME- SOLAR WINO IONS 
NSSOC 10- ~AUGHTR-02 
PEIiSONHEl 
PI A. EGUI 
" 
, . "ORENO 
" 
- p. CERULLI 
" 
FOR"UANO 
01 - s.(. CANURANO 
" 
-
S •• , • BAME 
" 







CNR. SPACE PLASI'!A LAB 
IS or RO .. E 
U OF RO .. E 
CNR .. SPACE PLAS"A LAB 
U Of ROllE 
LOS ALA .. OS SCI LAB 
"PI-EXTRAtERR PHYS 
THE OBJECTlVE OF THIS EXPERIMENt IS TO GUN A BElfER 
UNDERSTAND ING Of THE INTERACTION OF THE SOLAR WINO IIlTH TII£ 
EARTH'S MolGNEfIC FIELD BY MUSURING ION fLUXES AS FUNcTIONS Of 
DIRECTION AND ENERGY. AH ELECTliOSTAnC ANALY2ER IS US Ell 111 
"EASURE T ... E ION DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION FRO" 50 Ell TO 10 "-EV PE~ 
UNn CHAII';E. THE ELECTRonAnc ANALYlER HAS SEVERAL NAI/ROW 
ENERi>Y WIN:·OWS TO MAP THE ION OISTAUUTION fUNCTlOH IN DETAIL. 
------- I SfE-B, fAA"K ---------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA~E- HOT PlASIIA 
NSSOC 10- DAUGHTR-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - L.A. 
01 - V.II. 









U or IOWA 
!'IP.l-AERONO .. Y 


































TillS ElIPERUIENT IS DESIGNED TO STUDY, 6' MEANS Of 
IDENTlUL. INSHIUMENTAT'IDN ON THE MOYIIU/OAtlGHTER SPACECRAfT~ 
THE SPAT IAl AND TEI'IPOllAl VARIAtiONS Of THE SOLAR lUND AND 
MAGNETOSHEATH ELECtROHS AND IONS. PROTONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE 
ENERGY RANGE FROM 1 Ell TO SO KEV ARE MEASUR£I) IN 63 CONTJGUDUS 
ENERGY SUDS IIlTH AN ENERGY RESOLUTION (DELTA fIE) Of 0.17. A 
QUAtllUSPHERICAl LOV~£NERG' PROTON AND ELECTRON OlffERENTlAl 
ENERGT ANALYlER (LEPEOEA)~ E"PLO't'lNG SEVEN CONTlNUOUS CHANNEL 
ELECTRON "ULTlPLJERS IN UtI! Of ITS TWO (ONE rOR PROTONS AND 
ONE rOR ELECTRONS) ELEtTAD$tAl1C A"ALnus AilE fLOWN ON BOTH 
"OTHER AND OAUGtlTER SPACECRAF-;. ALL But 2 pERCENT OF TItE fOUR 
PI STER SOLID-ANGLE IS COVEREO fOR PARTICLE VELOCITY VECTORS. 
INVESTIGUION NAME- 10-HZ TO l0-KHZ PlAGNElIC AND to-HI TO 
lOO-KHZ ELECTRIC FIELD "'ONOAIlAL PROBES 
NSSDC 10- DnIGHTR-OS 
PERSONNEL 
PI - D.A. 
01 - F.L. 
01 - E.J. 










PAlin CLU AND fiELDS 
U OF IOWA 
TRW S,YSTEMS GIIOUP 
NASA-JPt. 
TRW SYSTE"S GROUP 
IN TillS EIIPERHtENT, A SINGLE-AlIlS SEARCH COIL 
"'AGNETO"'ETE'R WITII A IIIGH PER"'EABILITY CORE ANO A SlHGLE 
ELECTRIC fiELD DIPOLE (RELATlVELY SHOn) "'EASUIIES WAVE 
PHENO"'ENON OtCURING WITHIN THE "AGHETOSPHERE AND SOLAR WIND IN 
CONJUNCTION WITII A SHIlLAR EIPERI"'ENT FLOWN ON TilE "OTIIER 
Sl>AtECIlAFT. THE TI"'E REQUIREO FOil A 16"'CIIANNEL SPECfRU'" 
ANALYSIS IN A RANGE OF 10 III TO 10 kHZ fROM THE SEARCH COIL IS 
laO "'5. THE TI"'E REQUIRED FOR A 16-CIIANNEL SPECTRU'" ANALYSIS 
IN A RANGE OF 10 Ill. TO zoo kHZ FIIOM THE ELECTRIC DIPOLE 15 ALSO 
100 "5. THE tlPOLE lS MOUNTED PERPEHIIICUUR TO THE $PIN AIlS. 
ISEE-B, HAIIVEy..;--------------------------------------
INVESTlGATION NA"'E~ RADIO PROPAGATlON IIECElVER 
PERSONNEL 
PI - C.,C. HARVEY 
01 R.E. GENOlllN 
01 - J.R. MCAfEE 
01 - ".. PETlT 
01 - b. JONES 
01 - J.". ETCHETO 














THE TOTAL ELECTRON COHTENT BETWEEN THE "'OTHER AND 
IIAUGHTER WILL BE OBTAINED BY MEASURiNG THE PHASE bELAY 
INTROOUCEb BY THE A"'BIENT PLASMA ONTO A WAVE OF FREQUENCY ABOUT 
1 "Hl.. TRAHSUTTED fRO" THE- "'OTHER CElPERI"ENT 8) AND RECEIVED 
ON THE DAUGHTER. THE r-"ASE IIILL Be CO"'PARED AGAlNST A 
PHASE-COHERENT SIGNAL TRAt;:.MITTEO fROM THE MOTHER TO THE 
DAUGHTER !lY MODULAllON ONTO A CARRIER Of FREQUENCY HI-,ll ENOUGH 
TO BE UNAFFECTED BY THE A"'BIENT PLAS"'A. 
------- I sEE' B~ ICEPPL EII---------------------------------------
INVESTIGATIOH NAME- ENERGETH ELECTRONS AND PROTONS 






,. kEPPLER "PI-AERONOMY 
OI - b.J. wJLLIAMS NOAA-ERl 
OI T.A. FRnZ NOAA-ERL 0' C .0. aOSTRO'" APPLIEII PHYSICS LAB 0' - B. 1I1LkEN "PI-AERONOMY OI - ,. WISBERENZ U Of klEl 
BUEF DESCRIPTION 
THIS ElPEIUPlENT IS DESIGHEO TO I-DENTlFY ~NO TO STUDY 
PLAS"'A INSlAlIJllT!ES RESPONSIBLE FOR ACt'ELEIIAi,I'JN, r,OURCE AND 
LOSS "ECHANISMS, AND BOUNbART ANb INTERF~CE PHENO"'E~NA 
THROUGHOUT THE ORBITAL RANGE Of MOTHER' bAUGHTER SATELLITES. A 
PROTON TELESCOPE AND AN ELECTRON SPECTROMUI£R FLOWN ON UCI! 
SPAceCRAFT TO "EASURE DElAILED ENERGY SPEC'TRA AND -ANGULAII 
DISTRIBUTIONS .. THESE bETECTORS USE SILICON .. "URfACE-BARRIEr.: .. 
TOTALLY DEPLETED SOLlD-STAlE DEVICES Of VARlllUS THICKNESSES~ 
AREAS, AND CONf'IGURAlJONS. PROlONS IN 5 Ol'REt-lIONS AND 12. 
t 1 1 J ".' 
ENERGY CHANNELS BETWEEN lS KEV AND l MEV AND ELECtRONS IN S 
DJRECUONS AND 1Z ENERGY CH_NNELS BETWEEN 20 kEV AND 1 MEV ARE 
MEASUREb. 
INVESTIGATION NAME- SO-EV TO 100-kEV PROTON AND 5-E.V TO 
lO-KEY ELEC1RON PlAS"'''' PROSE 
NSSbC JO- bAUGHTR-01 
PERJ;ONNEL 
f'1 - G. 
01 - W.C. 
01 - E.W .. 
01 - 1(. 
01 - H .. 
01 - S .. J. 
OJ - H. 
01 - H.R .. 
01 - It.b. 

















LOS ALA"'OS SCJ LAB 
LOS ALAMOS SCI UB 
INH FOR THEOR PHYS 
"PI-EnRATERR PHYS 
LOS ALAtiOS SCI I.AB 
I'IPJ -EITRATEIIR PHYS 
"'PI-EXTRATERR PHYS 
LOS AI.AtlOS HI LAB 
lOS ALAMOS SCI LAB 
TIfIS EXPEIlIMENT IS bESIGNED TO STUDT TilE PLAS"A VELOCITY 
DISTRIBUTIONS AND THEtR SPATIAL AND TE"'PORAL VARIATIONS IN THE 
SOUR WINO, bOw SHOCK, "AGNETSHEATH, MAGNUOPAUSE.. AND 
MAGNETOtAll (WITHIN THE ",AGNE'TOSPHERE). ONE-.. TWO-.. AND 
THREE-OI"EHSIOHAL VELOCITY OISl'RIBUTlONS FOil POSITIVE IONS AND 
ELECTRONS ARE "'EASUREII USING TWO 90-bEG SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC 
ANALnER WITH CHANNELlRON ELEC,TRON MULTlPLlERS AS DETECTORS .. 
IN CONJUNCTION WITH SIMILAR INSTIIUMENTATION PROVIDED BY S. J. 
BAME/lASL FOR IHE "OTHER SPACECRAFT, PROTONS fROM SO EV TO 40 
kEV (ANb ELEcnONS FROM S EV TO lO I(EV) ARE "EASUREO WllH 10 
PERCENT ENERGY ResOLUTlON IN TWO RANGES EACH. 
--.---- JSEE-B, RUSSELL--------------~-------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FJELbS 
NSSOC Ib- IIAUGHTII-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI C. T. 
or - R.L .. 
01 - P.C. 
01 - E.W. 








CO bE SAICO-OP 
INVEstiGATION DI,SCIPLINE(S) 
"AGNETOSPHERJC PHYSICS 
PARTICLES ANb fiELDS 
U Of CALif, LA 
U OF CALIF .. LA 
I"PERIAL. COLLEGE 
TRW STSTE"'S GROUP 
U OF CALIf, LA 
IN THIS TRIAXIAL fLU. GATE "AGHETOM:ETEII, THREE RING CORE 
SENSORS IN AN ORTHOGONAL TRIAb ARE ENCLOSED IN A fLIPPER 
"'EeHANis" AT THE END Or THE -MAGNHo"'ETER BOO". ThE ELECTRONICS 
UNIT 15 ON THE MAIN BOOl Of THE SPACECRAft AT THE FOOT OF THE 
Boon. THE MAGNETQMETER HAS TWO OPERATING RANGES OF PLUS OR 
"'INUS 8192 GAMMAS AND PLUS OR "INUS 512 GAMMAS IN EACH VECTOR 
(OMPONENT-. THE IIATA ARE DIGITIZEb AND AVERAGED IIlTHIN TilE 
INSTRU"'ENT TO PROVIDE INc;REASEb RESOLUTION AND YO PROVIDE 
NYQUIST fILTERING. THERE' ARE TWO MObES fOR THE TRANS"lSSION Of 
THE AVERAGED bATA. IN THE DOUBLE-PRECISION MObE O~ OPERATION 
til-BIT SAMPLES Of DATA ARE TRANS"'tTTEb~ 1"1-5 PROV1DES A 
MAU",U" RESOLUTION OF PLUS 01 MINUS 114 GAIt"A OR 1132. GAM"A IN 
THE LOil- ANII HIGH-SENSITIVITY RANGES. IN THE- SINGLE-PRECI-SION 
'tODE, ANY 8 CONSEtUTIVE BITS OF THE ABOVE 16 BITS ARE- SELECT EO 
BY GROUND CO"'''AND FOil TRANS"'ISSION AND THE TELE"'ETRY BANDIHDTHS 
OF THE MAGNETO"ETER ARE DOUBLED. THIS BANDWIDTH VARIES FRO" l 
HI AT THE LOW YELE"ETRY RATE bOUBLE-PRECISION EXPERIMENT MObE-
TO 32 HZ AT THE HI,GH TElE"ETRY RAt~ SlNGLE-PIiECISION ElCPEIIJMENT 
MOllE. 
•••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••• JSEE-C ••••••••••• •••••• ••••••••••• 
SPACECRAn CO ""ON NMtE- ISH·C 
ALreR~ATE NAMES- STP PROBE, I"E-If 
HELIOCENTRIC, .. IN1NL SUN EARTH EIPL-C 
NSSDC III· HELOCTR 
LAUNCH OATE- 07100178 
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL. 




PLANNED OllaIT PAIIA"'ETERS 
ORBlf TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC 
OIiBIT PERIOO- 365. bAYS 
PERJAPSLS- 0.99 AU RAD 




INCLINATION- O. DEG 























'Ui ~ F .W. 
SC E.II. 
P" ~ J.J. 










THE EIIPLOIIER CLASS HE1..IOCENTIUC SPACE-CUfT IS PART Of THE 
"OT\lER/IlAUGHTER/H£LIOCEIHRJC IUSSION USEE A,B .. ANO C). THE 
PURPOSES Of THE "ISSION ARE (1) TO INVESTIGATE 
SOURITERRESUUL RELATIONSHIPS- AT THE OUTERItDST BOUNDARIES
 Of 
THE EAR'fH'S "AGNETOSPHERE. tZJ TO EXA"lNE IN DETAIL 
THE 
STRUCTURE or THE SOUR WIND NEAR tilE EARTII AND tHE SHOCK W
AVE 
THAT FOR"S THE INTERfACE BUIIEEN THE SOLAR lUND AND EARTH. 
AND 
U) '0 CONTlNUE 11'.£ IN'IESTlGAlION Of COS"lt Rns AND SOL"" 
FLARES IN THE INTERFLANETARY REGION NEAR 1 AU. lHE "ISSlON THUS 
I:XTENDS THE IHVEHIGATIONS OF PREVIOUS IMP SPACECRAfl. 
lHE 
LAUNCH Dr THREE COORIlINATED SPACECRAfT IN THIS 'USSION PU"
lTS 
THE SEPARATlIlN Of SPATIAL AND TEMpORAL EffECTS. 
THE 
HELIOCENnlC SPACECRAft HAS A SPIN AUS NORMAL TO THE ECUP
l1C 
PLANE AND A SPIN RArE or ABOUT 2:0 liP". 11 IS Pl.ACEO uao AN 
EL\..lPTlCAL IiALO ORen ABOUT THE HBRATlON POINT 235 EARTH RA
Oll 
ON THE SUN SIDE OF THE EARTH. IIHERE IT CONTINUOUSLY MONITORS 
CHANGES IN THe NHR-EARTH INTERPUNETAR't "EDIU". BEtAUse B
OTH 
THE MOf} I{ AND DAUGHTER SPACECRAft HAVE ECCENTRIC GEOCE~TRIC 
ORB11S.. I:i HOPEO THAT TillS MISSIOM IIUL MEASURE. THE 
CAUSEJEffECT RelATIONSlliPS BETWEEN TilE INCJn\!)! SOLAR PLASMA 
ANO 111E "AGNETOSPHERE. fINALLY, THE IIEl-IOCENTRi.". SPACECRAft A
LSO 
PRO'llOES A NEAR-EAIITII BAse fOR ,.AKlNG COS"tc RAY AND O
ltiER 
PLANETARY !'IEASUREMENTS fOR CO,.PARISON 10 Til COINCJOENT 
MEASURE"ENTS fRO" DEEP-SPAIlE PROBES. 
-----.- ISEE-C.. ANOERSON--~------------------------------------
INVUllGAlION NA"e--- l! RAYS ANO ElEC-TRONS 
NSSDC ID~ HElOCTR-Q9 
PERSONNEL 
PI It.A. 
U II .P. 
01 - P. f. 









PARTICLES AND fIELDS 
SOLAR PHTSICS 
u or CALIF. BER~ELEY 
U Of CALU. BERKELEY 
HIGII ALTITUDE OBS 
U Of CALIf, BERKELEY 
tHIS ElPEIII"ENl IS DESIGNED 10 STUOY SPECTRA AND 
ANISOTROPIES Of INTERPLANE'TARY ANP SOLAR ELECTRONS (l TO BOO 
KEII) IN THE TRANSJllON ENERGY RANGE BETweeN SOLAR WIND AND 
LOW-ENERGT COS"IC RAYS. ANO TO STUOY WlTli '-S RESOLUllON 
THE 
SPECTRA Of SOLAR 11 RAYS (6 TO Z2:8 ~EV). lHE ELEctRONS ARE 
fl.eASURED 3Y A PAolR Of PASSIVELY COOLED. SURFACE BUR
IER 
SE"lCONDUCTOR DETECTOR tELESCOPES (10-800 KEy) AND BY A 
HEMISPIIEAICAL PLATE ELEtlROSTAllC ANALYZER ilrtll 
CHANNEL-MULllPLIER DETECTORS (l-18 KEV). THE 11 RAYS ARE 
MEASlIRED 8Y A PROPO!lTlONAL COUNTER t6-20 KEV-) AND A SOOIU" 
100lDE SCINTlLLATOR (12. TO 2:28 ~EV). 
-----
- I_SEE-C, BA"E------------------------------------------
INVEs-tlGATlON NAPlE- 150-EV TO l-KEV PROTON AND 5-EV TO 
2.5~KEV ELECTRON PLAS"A PROBE 
NSSDC 10- HELOC1R-0' 
PERSONNEL 
PI - S.J. 
01 ~ J .A. 
01 - E..II. 
01 - M.D. 
01 - W.-C. 







CODE SAl Co-Op 
I'J'IESTIGATlON OISCIPLINE(SI 
PARTICLES AND FIELOS 
SPACE PLAS,.AS 
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB 
LOS ALAMOS S~l LAB 
LOS ALA"OS SCI LAB 
LOS AlA~OS SCI LAB 
LOS ALA"OS Set LAB 
THIS £)[PERIMENl IS DESIGNED TO MUE AN INTEGRATED stUPl 
Of THE IIATURE. ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF STRUCTURE 1M 
THE 
INTERPLANETARY "EDIUM. ALSO. TtiE THERMAL STATE Of 
TilE 
INTERPLANETARY I'LAS"A IS STUDIED, UNPE!tTUIiBEIl aY THE EAR
TH'S 
BOw SHOCK. IN TilE E1IPERUIENT, PROTON AN~ EI;Et.tRON SOLAR PLAS,.A 
ARE "EASURED FROM 150 EV TO 7 ~EV ;'NO 5 EV TO 2.5 KEV IN 12 AND 
16 ENERGY STEPS, RESPECTIIIELY. PROTONS ARE "EASURED 9
l A 
135-DE6 SPHERICAL ELECTROSTAttC ANALYZER IN BOtH TWO AND THR
Ef 
DI"ENSIONS. STEP ENERGY RESOlUHON FOR fACII ENERGY WINDOW
 IS 
10.2: PERCEi'IT. ELECTRONS- ARE "EASUREO BY A 90.,.0£G SPIIElllCA
L 
ELECTIIOSlAllC ANALUEII, ALSO IN TWO AND THREE OI"ENSIONS. 
T"'E 
ENERGY WINDOW PER STEP fOR ELECTRONS 15 ,0 PERCEtl
T. 
tHAjfNElTRON ELE'C1RON MULTIPLIERS AlIE USED AS DETECTORS FOR EA(II 




INVESTlGA110N NAME- HIGH-ENERGY COS"IC RATS 
NSSOC 10- HELOCTR-OS 
PERSONNEL 
PI - II.H. HECKMAN 
01 - II.E. GIIUNER 
BlllEF DESCRIPtION 
INVESTIGATIVE PR06RA" 
CODE SAl CO-OP 
INVESTlGATlON OISCIPL.INECS) 
PARt ttLES AflD fiELDS 
COSMIC RATS 
LAWRENCE BERKELEY LAB 
U Of CALif, IIERICELET 
TH15 E)/PERIMENT IS OESIGN£D TO DftER"INE THE ISOTOPIC 
!-9UNUNCE IN TilE PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS rOil IIYDROGEr; THROUbH IR
ON. 
THE INstRUMENT USES A 10-ELE"EN1. SOLID-StAlE. PARTIC
LE 
IELESCOPE CONS1s11"G OF U1HIU"-ORlfTU SILICON DETECTO
RS. 
C,NERGY RANGES "EASUREO RUN FRO" 31 TO 110 "EV FOR 1"'-1, AND 125 
ro 1,45 "EV fOR 11126. ISOTOPIC RESOLUTION 15 LESS THAN 0.15 U 
fOR Za, THROUGH 26. DIREClION Of INCIDENT NUCLEI IS OIlTAINED 





INVESTIGATION NA!'IE- LOW-ENERGY COSMIC-RAy to,.POSllION 
PERSONNEL 
PI - O.K. 
01 - J.J. 
01 - C. Y. 
01 - G. 
01 - ". 








CODE SAl CO-OP 
INVESTlGAttON DISCIPLINE(S) 
PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
CDS"IC RATS 
MPI-EXTRATERR PIIYS 
U OF "ARTLAND 
U OF ARlIONA 
U OF "ARTLAND 
MPI-EURATERR PillS 
NASA~GSFC 
THIS EXPERI"ENT IS OESIGNED TO STUDT. BY "EANS or 
IDENTiCAL INSTRU"ENTATJON ON '!HE IIELlOCENTRIC ANP ,.OT
HER 
SPACECRAft, THE NUCLEAR AND IOhlC CHARGE AS WELL AS ISOT
OP1C 
COMPOSITION Of INTERPLANEl'ARl AND MAGNETOSPHERlC H
EAVY 
PARllCLES. "EASURE"ENTS INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING SPEtiES IN
 THE 
OESIGNAlEO RANGES e1) SOLAR WIND IONS es KEV/CHARGE TO 20 
PlEV/tHARGE). tll SUPRATIIERMAL "UlTlPLE-CIIARI;EO IONS (Z .LE. ;16 
IN THE ENERGl RANGE 5 '1'0 50 r.EVI NUCLEON). (.3) LOIi-ENERGY 
COS"l!: RAYS (0.05 TO 20 M'eV/NUCLEn",-). AND (10) TRAPPEO PARllCLES 
(O.1I5 TO 6 "EVII-IUCLEON). TilE INSTRUMENtAllON CONSISTS OF TWO 
SENSORS ON EACH SPACECRAft THAT USE ELEctROSTATIC DEFLEC
TION 
tECHNIQUES. THIN IIINOOW PROPORTIONAL COUNTER~, AND POSltlON 
SENSITIVE SOLID-STATE DETECTORS. lHE SENSORS HAVE L
AIIGE 
GEO,.URlCAL FACTORS OVER TilE ENTIRE ENERGY RANGE, I.E.~ 0.0t. sa 
CM STER FOR THERMAL AND SUPRA THERMAL SOLAR WINO "USUREM
ENlS 
ANII 3 511 Cit 'itER rOR LOW-ENERGY COSMIC RAY "EASURE,.ENTS. 
------
- IS~f-C, HTNDS-··-----··-----------~--------------------
INVESTJGATION NA"E- ENERGe-TJC PROtONS 
NSSDC 1 D- HELOC1II-08 
PERSONNEL 
PI R.J. HYNDS 
01 J.J. VAN ROOIJEN 






U OF UTRECHT 
U 1IF UTRECHT 
01 - R.M. VAN OEN NIEUWENHOF U or UTRECHT ESA-EStEC 01 r.p WENZEL 
01 R.V.O.NIEUWENHOf 
01 - A.t-. DURNE'f 
01 - T.R. SANDERSON 
01 - V. DOMINGO 
01 - D.E. PAGE 
01 - A. ,JAl.OGIi 
01 • C. DE JAGER 
In - H. ELLIOT 
BRtEr DEStRIPTION 






SPACE RE-SEARCII LAB 
IMPEAlAL COLLEGE 
THlS E1IPERlMENT IS OESIGNED TO STUDT PARTICLE 
ACCELERATJON ANO PROPAGATION PROCESSES IN INTERPLANETAAl SP
ACE. 
"EASURE"ENts ARE "ADE Of PROTONS fRO" 0.03 TO 1.100 !'IEII USIN
G 
THRfE TIi0-ELE"EN1 TELESCOPES. THE TELESCQPES ARE "OUNTEO AT 
30. 611.. AND 135 DEG RELAnVE TO THE SPACECRAfT SPIN AXI
S. 
EIGHT-SECTOR OATA ARE OBtAINED fOR SELf-ClEO ENERGl CHANNEL.S
. 
-----~ ISEE-C. MEYER----------------- -------------------

























NSSllt ID- HELOCTII-Q6 
PERSONNEL 
PI - p. 








p'unClES AHI) FIELDS 
COS"' CRAYS 
Of CHI CAGO 
U Of CHICAGO 
1 
TillS EltPEilIPlENT IS DESICN[D TO 5TUtt¥ f>MITICLE PROPAGATION k'lTHIN THE SOLAR SYStUI AND THE PRDPERTlES Of THE INTERPLANETARY "EDIUII. THE ~OLlOIiJNG SPECIES ARE RESOLVED --(n ELECTRONS (OIHEREtiTUL SPECTRUPI FIIO/'l 5 TO 400 IIEV), (2) PROTONS (OIHEIIENTUL 5PECTRU" fllOP! 36 TO 13 .. 000 PlEV AND INTEGRAL $PEURUPI ABOVE 1] OEV), (]) HElIU" THROUGH SULfUR (1 fROII i! THROUGH 16, DIffEReNTIAL SPECTfWPI fllOP! 60 TO 13,000 
"Eli/NUCLEON ANO INTEGRAl SPECTRUM AaOVE 13 G£V/NUClEON), AND (4) THE IRON GROUP (l fROI'I 26 THROUGH 28, fIl_FfEJIENTUl SPECTRUII fRO" no TO 1],aoa PI£V'tlUCLEON. AND INTEGRAL SPECTRUM AIIOVE '3 GEV/NUCLEON). A CHARGED-PAIITICLE tELESCOPE IS USED TO "AICE THUE MEASUREMENTS. 11 CONSiSTS Of A CURVED SOLID-STATE DETECTOR" A GAS CENENkDV COUNTER" A SOLID-STATE DETECTOR" A CESIUPI IODIDE SCl:NTlLLA110N DETECTOR" A PLASTIC SCI/HILLATION COUNTER" AND A QUARTZ CERENkOV COUNTER. THE DESIGN Of THE TELESCOPE IS BASED ON THAT USED IN E):PERIMENT 68-014A-09 FOR OGO S. 
------- I SEE-C" OG I LVI E----------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAPlE- MASS SPECTROMETER 
NSSDC I D- HELOtfR-l1 
PERSONNEL 
PI K .11. 













PARTI CLES AND F I ELGS 
SPACE PLASMAS 
NASA-GSft 
U OF BERNE 
NASA-6SFC 
U Of MAlI'fLAN!) 
NASA-J'i"C 
Till S EKPER IMENT CONS IStS Of AN ELECt ROST A TIC ENERG'f ANALYZER AND A WIEN VELOCIT'f fiLTER CONfiGURED AS A MASS SPECTROfilElER TO DETERMINE THE CHARGE STATE AND ISOTOPIC CONSTitUtION OF TilE SOLAR WINO. THfO lNStRRUMENT HAS A'I ENERG'f PER UNit CHARGE RANGE Of 0.1.7 TO 10.5 KEV HR CHARGE A'ID A MASS PER UNlI CHARGE RANGE or 1 TO 5.6 U PER CIIARGE. 
------- I SEE-C, SCAR f -----------------------------------------
INVESTlGAllON '1AME- i!:o-IIZ TO 1-k1lZ MAG'IETIC AND 20-HI TO tOO-KHZ ELECTRIC fJELD DETECtORS 
!ISSDC 10- HELOCTR-D7 
PERSONNEL 
PI - r .L. 
01 - D.A. 
01 - £.J. 









PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
SPACE PLASMAS 
TRW SYSTEMS GROUP 
U Of IOIIA 
NASA-JPL 
TRII SYSTEMS GROUP 
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE DATA rOR PL~S"A WAVE STUDIES UNDERTAKEN TO GAIN A BETTER UNDERSTANDING Of THE WAVE PARTICLE IN'TERActION AND PLAS"A INSTABILITIES. WHICH LEAD TO THE EQUIVALENT COLLISION PHENOMENA THAT PRODUCE APP~RENT fLUID-LlltE BEHAVIOR IN THE SOLAR WIND NEAll t AU. AN ELECTRIC DIPOLE AND "AGNEUC SEARCH COIL. aOOK-MOUNTED AND AUGNED ALONG THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS" "RE USED TO MEASURE MAGNETtC fiELD WAVE LEVELS fRO" 20 H1 TO 1 kHZ HI EIGHT CHANNELS A'IO ELECTRIC fiELD LEVELS FRO" ZO HZ TO HID ~Hl i, 16 CU~NNEL5. 
----.-- I SEE-C" 51'! I TII-------------------------------------~---.,. 
INVESTlGATlDN NAPlE- ''''G'IETJC FJELDS 
PERSONNEL 
pi - E.J. 
01 - L. 
DIG .1.. 
01 II .E. 











INTERPLAIlETAIIY MAGNETIC fIELDS 
PARTlCLES AND fiELDS 
NASA-JPL 
CAUf I'IST OF TECH 
U Of CAliF. L~ 
BRIGHAM YOUNG !J 
NASA-JPL 
t 
BRIer DESCRfPl ION 
THE INSTRUMENTATION fOR THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTS OF A IIOOM-MOUNTED" TRIA):IAL VECTOR HELIU" MAGNETOMETER. MEASUReMENTS ARE MADE Of TilE STEADY ""GHETlC fIELD AND US LOW-fREQUENC'f VARIAtIONS. fOUR fInD AMPLITUDE RANGES (MINUS TO PLUS ~. 14" 42. AND 146 GAPIKAS) ARE AVAILABLE. THE INSTRUKENT RANGES UP AND DowN AUTOMATICALLY OR "AY BE COMMANtlED INTO A SPECIfiC RANGE. THE fiELD EQUIvALENT NOiSE POWER SpECTRAL DENSJT'f IS 2.E-4 GAMMA SQUARED PER HERTZ (INDEPENDENT or FREQUENCY)" OR 0.01 GAMMA RMS IN THt: PASSBAND 0 TO 0.5" HI. A SINGLE-AXIS SPECTIIUK ANALYIER MEASURES FLUCTUATIOHS F'AkIlLI.t;L 10 TIlE SpACEClill" SPIN AllIS IN TtlRff fREQUENCY BANDS OF 0.1 TO 1. 1 TO J. AND J TO 10 HZ. 
ISEE-C, STEINaERG-------~------------------------------
INVEST1G~llON NAME- i!:o-kHZ TO 3-"H2 RAPID MAPPING 
NSSDC 10- HELOCTR-10 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J.L. 
01 - P. 
01 II. 
01 J. 
01 - R.G. 




















TI/1$ ElIPERIMENJ CONSISTS OF fOUR SELf-CALI6RATlNG RADIOMETERS THAT STEP 1I1ROUGH 16 fREQUENCTES BETWEEN ZO KI/Z AND J MHI. THESE flADIOMETERS ARE CONNECTED TO DIPOLE ANTENNAS. TYPE 3 SOLAR RADIO BURSTS ARE USED TO MAP "AGNEnC l.INES or fORCE IN AND OUT Of THE ECLIPTIC BETIlEEN 0.05 AND 1 AU. THEREB'f PRODUCING A THREE-DIMENSIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLAR WINO. 
------- IS EE-C. 5TON[------------------------------------·-
INVESTIGATION NAHE- COStoIiC-RAY rC/ih';~IT!ON 
liSSOC 10- HELOCTR-1Z 
PERSONNEL 
PI - E.C. SlONE 
01 - R.E. VDGT 
BRIer PESCRIpTlON 
INVE~-:IGATlVE PROGRAM 
CODE SAl CO-OP 
INVESTIIiAflON DISClpLIIIE(S) 
PARTlCl.ES ANP HELDS 
COSMIC RAYS 
CALif INSI OF HCH 
CIILIF INS1 OF TECH 
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO STUDY TIfE ISOTROPIC CONSTlTUliON OF SOLAR MAffER AND GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY SOURCES. TilE PROCfSSES OF NUCLEOS'fNTHESIS IN THE SUN ANP IN THE GALAXY" AND TItE ASTIIOPtlYS!CAL PARTICLE ACCELERAT!ON PROCESSES. THE fOLLOlllNG SPECIES ARE TO BE RESOLVED -- LITHIUM THROUGH NICKEL <l fllOM 3 THROUGH Z8 AND A FROM 6 TUROUGH 64) IN THE ENERGY RANGE FROM 2 TO 200 MEV/NUCLEON. THE CORIlESPONDING MASS RESOLUlI(,.H 15 0_065 TO 0.08J PROTON MASS fOil LlTltlU"" AND 0.18 TO 0.22 PROTON MASS fOR IRON. THE ISOTROPIC ABUNDANCES AND ENERGY SPECTRA ARe PlEASUReD BY A HEAVY 1S0TROpE SpEClIIOPlETER TELESCOPE THAT USES SOLID-STAlE CHARGED PARTlCLE DETECTORS. A1HICOI'lCIDENCE GUARD RINGS AND SOLID-STATE MAYRIX HOOOSCOpE DfTEClORS ARE EI'IPLOYED TO lfilPROVE MASS AND ENERGY RESOLUllON. 
----- I SEE-C. VON ROSENVINGE---------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR AND GALACTIC ENERGETIC PARTICl.ES 
NSSOC 10- HELOCTR-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - LT. 
01 - l..A. 
01 - f_B. 
01 - J .H. 








CODE SA ICO-OP 
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE'S) 









































fOR 0.5 TO 150 Plev PER NUCLEON NUCLEI. 
IS EE-C. W 1 L co 11------ - _._---------------____________ _ 
IHVE!iTJG"TIO~ N"filE- SOLAR ANI! INTERPLANETAIIY "AGNETlC FIELDS 
(CORRELATIVE STUDY) 
HSSDC 10- HELOCTR-13 
P~RSONNEL 






INTERPLANETARY "AGNEtIC fIELDS 
HANfORD U 
TIllS UPERH1ENl CONSISTS OF THE "EUUREMENT Of lARGE 
SCALE SOLAR MAGNETIC AND VElOCllY FIELDS WlTH THE STANFORD 
GROUND-BASED SOLAR TELESCOPE. AND THE [0"1'''"150", Of THESE 
",["SUIIE/UNTS WlTH "EASUREMENTS Of THE iNTERPLANETARY "AGNETlC 
fiELD AND SOLAR WINO ""DE oy OTHER EXPERI"ENTS ON THIS 
SPACECRAfT. THE PURPOSE Of THE UPERlIloENT IS TO STUDY THE 
LARGE SCALE STRUCTURE Of THE SOLAR "AGNEllC rJELD AND ITS 
EXTENSION INTO INTERPLANElAIIY SPACE BY THE SOLAR WIND. 
.,.u,. •• ,. •••••••••••••••••••• ISS 2 ••••••• ,. ••• ,. ••••••••••••••••• 
SP.tcHRAFT COI'I/10N NA/IIE- '5S 2. 
ALTERNATE NMIES- JONOSP SOUNIlJNG SAT 2 
NSSIlC ID- Iss-2 
LAUNCH PATE- 02.100118 \lEIGHT- 135. KG 
LAUNCH SITE- TANEGASHIKA. JAPAN 
LAUNCH velHCLE- NU 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
JAPAN RRL 
PLANNEIl Oll!!l T PARAf'lETERS 
ORIlIT TYPE- GEOCENTIIIC 
Olilln PERIOD- 105. MIN INCUNAlIDN- 70.0 PEG 
PEIiIAPSIS- 980. Ie'" ApOAPSIS- 1015. KM 
PERSON,~EL 
PII - Y. 




RADIO RESEARCH LAB 
RADIO RESEARCH LAB 
tHE IONOSPHERE SOUNOING SATELLITE (loiS) IS BEING 
DEVELOPED AS PART Of JAPAN'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE INTERNATIONAL 
MAliNflOSPIiERIC stUIlY CI/IIS). ITS OBJHTIVES ARE to ACCUI1ULATE 
IlATA fOR STUDY OF THE TOPSIDE IONOSPHERE ANP TO SURVEY RAPIO 
NOISE AT FOUR FREQUENCIES. fRO'" BOtH EARtH AND COSMIC SOURCES. 
JT IS PLAN NEil to PREPARE WORLD-Ill DE MAPS OF F2. CRITICAL 
fREQUENCY FROM TilE 10NOSpltERE SOUNDING DATA. THE ISS 2. 1,5 A 
S"'"LL oeSERVATORY WITH fOUR EXPERI"ENTS ON BOARD. THE 
SPACECRAFT. A RIGH,T CYLINOE!!.. 82-CM LONG AND 93.5-CM IN 
D{MlfTER, I~ SPIN STABILIZED AT ABOUt 10 RPII illTH :,~t ::PIN AllIS 
NORMAL to tHE ECLlPTlC PLANE. TWO PAIRS OF CROSSED DIPOLE 
"NtENN~S EXTEND FRO/ll THE CENTRAL PART Of THE SATELLltE AND LIE 
PERPUDICULA~ TO THE SPIN AXIS. THESE ANTeNNAS, 36.8- AND 
".4-11 LONG, ARE UNfURLED IN ORBIT AND loRE SHARED BY 
IONOSPHERIC SOUNDING AND RADIO NOISE EXPERIIIENTS. A SPHERICAL 
RETARDING POTENTIAL TRAP ~;::!SOR IS "'OUNTED ON A BOOI1 
PERPENOlcULAR to THE SPIN AXIS. A "AGNEnC ATTTtUDE SENSOR lS 
MOUNTED ON A SI"ILAR BOOM ON TilE OPPOSITE SIDE O~ THE 
SPACECR~rt. TItE REMAINING EXPERIMENT INVOLVES" BENNETT-TYPE 
IIASS SPECTRDIIETER WITH TWO SENSORS fLUSH MOUNTED ON OPPOSITE 
ENDS or THE SPACECRAft. SPACECRHT ATTITUDE IS DETERMINED BY 
llEA,'{S Df A IUGNETOMUU. A SOLAR SENSOR, ANIl AN EIIRTH, HORIZON 
SENSOR. SIIALL TELEIIHRY liND COIIMAH1o ANTENNAS EXTEND FROM THE 
SI'ACECRHT. THE SPACECRAfT IS POWERED FRO" A 
BATTERY-SOLAR-CELL SYSTEII IIITH SOLAR CELLS COVEIUNG 1I0ST Of TItE 
CYLINDRICAL SURFACE. ONE RECORDER ON BOARD PER"lTS SPACE'CRAfT 
OPERATION IN EITHER A REtDRDED (fOR UP TO llZ 1I1N) OR REAL-TII1E 
MailE. READOUT AND REIIL-TI"E OPEII~lION ARE PLANNED TO BE FROM 
KAGOSHIIIA. JAPAN, AND SOYVA STATION. ANTARCTICA. 
------- ISS Z. fUGONO-------------------------------------- ___ _ 
INVESTIGATION N~"E- ION MASS SPECTROllfTER 
NSSDC 10- ISS-2 -04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - N. 








PARTICLES AND flELDS 
RADIO RESEAIICII LAB 
U OF TOf(TO 
THIS EXPERI"ENT IS FtOWN TO "EIISURE THE POSlTIVE lCN 
COMPOSitION OVER tHE SPAtECRAFT ORBIT. TWO BENNETT-TYPE ION 
"ASS SpECTRO"ETERS ARE FLUSH 110UIlTED ON OPPOSlTE ENDS Of THE 
spACEeR'"l TO LOOf( IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS ALONG THE SPIN AXIS. 
THE IN_ c: DIAMETER OF THESE C,YLINDRlCAL SENSORS IS 36 11M. THE 
MASS RANfiE COVEREIl IS I TO i.o U, AND iHE ION CONtENTIIATIONS ARE 
P-, ....... , 
" I~-> ,.. 
....... - ~/.- •... -~ .. - ......•..... 
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!leASURED OVER tHE IIANGE FROK 100 TO 1.E7 lOllS PER CC. 
------- ISS Z, MATUUIIA--n----------------------___________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NA!lE- SWEEP rREIlUENCY TOPSIDE IONOSPHERIC 
SOUNDER I TOP) 
NSSDC 10- ISS-2 -01 
PERSONNEL 






RADIO RESEARCH LAD 
litE IONOSPHERE SOUNDING SATELLITE CISS} 10NOSONDE IS A 
pULSEO RADIO TRAHSMllTER AND RECElVER TIlAt RECORDS HIE tiME 
DELAY BETWEEN A TRANSI1ITlED rULSE ~ND ITS RETURN. fIlEQUENCt[S 
BEIWEEN 0.5 AND 14.8 MHZ ~RE SAMPLED IN 0.1-MItI SHPS 10 
PROVIDE VIRTU"1. RANGE (OELI., t1I1E) Of SIGNAL RefLECTIONS. "ORE 
THAN ONE VIRTUAL RANGE VS fREQUENCY TRACE IS OFTEN OBSERVED. 
THESE RESULT FRO'" GROUND REfLEC.TJONS, PLASMA RESONANCES .. 
BIREFRINGENCE Of TIlE 10NOSPUERE, NONVERTICAL PROPAGATION, EIC. 
VIRTUAL RANGE AT A GIVEH FREQUENCY IS PRIM,.R1L, A fUNCTION Of 
DISTANCE TRAVERS:ED BY tHE SIGNAL, ELECTRON )ENSITY ALONG tHE 
PROPAGAtiON PATUI AND MODE OF pIiOpAGAllON. IIiE SHNDAIIIl D,O" 
fOR", AN 10NOGRAM (GRAPH) :;1I01ltNG VIRTUAL RANGt AS A FUNCTION 
OF RADIO PULSE FREQUENCY, IS USED TO DISPLAY TIlESE 
DBSERVAtlONS. no OTHER FORMS Of DATA ARE PREPARED FOil" THESE 
10NOGRAMS. THEY ARE DIGITAL CFREQUeNCY Of VIRTUAL RANGE) 
VIILUES OF CHARACtERISTIC 10NOSpliERIC FEATURES RUD DIRECTLY 
FROM tHE 10NOGRAM AND CO"PUTED PROFILES Of ELECTRON DENSlTY. 
TillS SDUNDHUi MODE Of OPERATION .. CALLED rap-a, IIEQUIRES 16 S TO 
SAMPLE ALL FREQUENCIES (ONE 10NOGRAM). A TOP-A MODE IS ALSO 
AVAILAIlLE. IN THE TOP-A MODE, AN I1ERAltYE LOGle IS EMPLOYeD 
WITH THE PULSED TRANSMISSION TO DETEIII'IINE TIlE F2 REGION 
tRIHeAL FREQUENCY, ITS CORRESPONDING VIRTUAL IIElGHT, AND OTItER 
RELAtED SUPPORtlNG DATA. IiITH DAtA FROII TUE TOP-A MOllE .. 
WORLD-WIDE "'APS OF CRITICAL FREQUENn AilE PREPARED. fOR 1l0TH 
THE TOP-Ii AND TOp-6 1100ES. THE CCl"PLElE CYCLE ll"E IlETWEEN 
St:CCESSIVE 10NOGRAIIS OR sUCCf.SStVE CRIHCAL FREQUENCY 
OBSERVATIONS IS 64 S. 
~------ ISS 2.. "I Y A ~AKI----------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAI1E- RETARDING POTENTIAL TRAP 
NSSOC 10- ISS-2 -03 
PERSONNEL 






I'ART1CLES AND fiELDS 
RADIO RESEARCH LAB 
THIS PROBf IS A SPHERICAL RETARDINIi POTENTIAL TA~P 
IlESIGNED TO OIlSERVE A"BIENT 10H AND ELECT liON Il£HSlTIES RANGING 
fRO'" 10.E3 TO 'O.E~ PER CC. AMBIENT IJN AND ELECTRON 
TE"PERATURES tN THE RANGE 1000- TO sOOO-DEG r:: ARE DETERMINED. 
AS WIlH ALL RETARDING POTENll-AL l"NSTRUMEN1S, TIIESE PARAMETERS 
ARE DERIVED FROM INTeRPRETATION OF tltE CURRENT FLOIi "FASURE"'ENT 
\lIlH A GIVEN VOLTAGE SEIlUENCE APPLIED 1(1 litE COLLECTOR AND 
SCREEN GRIDS. THE SENSOR IS MOUNTED ON A BOO!! EHENDING 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAft SPIN AXIS. IT CONSISTS Of A 
2.-C'" OIAMETER COLLECTOR. CONL"NTRICALLY ENVELOPED BY 6- AND 
10~C" DIA"ETER SPHERICAL .. WIllE GRIDS. THE CURRENT VOLTAGE 
ANALOG DATA ARE TELEMETEIIED ANIl SUIlSEQUENTLY ANALYlED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER. 
------- ISS z. "URANAGA--------~------~-~---~------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIO NOISE NEAR 2.5, S. 10. ANO 2S MItZ 
NSSDC 10- I SS-2 -02 
PERSONNEL 





IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS 
HIlIO RESEARCH LAB 
THE OBJECtIVES Of THIS e_PER1MENT ARE TO OIlSERVE AND 
STUDY l1) THE GLOBAL DISTRlaUtlON OF SPItERICS ANIl (l) THE 
TIME VARlAT:ON OF SPHERICS ANO COSMIC NOISE. RADIO NOISE IN 
fOUR FREQUENC" CHANNELS -- Z.497. 1,.991 .. 9.997 (011 10.003), AND 
2.4.99~ (OR 25.006) PlHZ -- WILL BE OBSERVED. CHARACTERISTICS TO 
BE oeSERVED AT EACH fREQUENCY ARE NOISE INTENSity (RESOLUTION 
OF 1/12.8 SEC) ANIl OCCORRENCE FREQUENCY Of IMPULSIVE NOISE 
(G.T. 15-08 ABOVE RESOLVED ItlTENSITY). 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• IUE··.··.· •• • •••••••••••••• • ...... . 
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THE INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER (IIJE" FORMERLY 
SAS-O) SATELLI.Te 1$ AN APPROVED IHSSlON FOil THE CONSTRUCTION OF 
A SPACEBDRNE UlTRAIIIOLET ASlRDNO"ICAl OBSERVATORY FOR USE AS AN 
INTfRNATIONo\L fACILlTY. TilE IUE CONTAINS A 4S-CII TELESCOPE 
SOLELY FOR SPECTROSCOPY IN fHE IIAVELENGTH RANGE OF 1100 TO 3300 
A. THE SATElLifE AND OPTICAL INSTRUMENTATION ARE PROVlOED BY 
THE GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER (GSfCI. fHE TELEVISiON CAllfltAS 
USED AS DE aCTORS ARE PROVIDED BY THE mUTED KINGDO" SPACE 
RESEARCH COUNCIL (UKSRC). THE EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY (ESA .. 
FORIIERlY ESROI IS SUPPLYING SOLAR PADDLES FOR TilE SATELLITE AND 
A EURGPUIt CONTROL CENTER. AfTER lAUNCH~ TWO-THUDS OF THE 
OBSERVING 11"E IS IIIRECTED FRO" A CONTROL CENTER AT Gsrc .. AND 
ONE-TH1MII Of THE TtME THE SATI:LLlTE IS OPERATED nOM THE 
EUROPEAN CONTROL CENTER NEAR "ADRID. THE IUE OBSERVATORY WILL 
BE LAUNCHED INTO A SYNCHRDNDUS ORBH. THE 450-c" 
RlTCHERY-CHRETlEN FI1S TELESCOPE FEEIIS A SPECTROGRAPH PACKAGE. 
THE SPECTROGRAPH PACKAGE, USING SEC VIDICON CA"ERAS AS 
bETECTORS, COVERS TilE SPECTRAL RANGE fROM 1100 TO 3300 A. IT 
OPERATES IN EITHER A HI6H-RESOLUTlON OR A LOll-RESOLUTION "OIlE .. 
WITH RESOLUTIONS OF APPROll.HtATELY 0.2 AND 6 A, RESPECTlVELY. 
THE SEC IIlblCONS CAN INTE6RATE THE SIGNAL fOR UP TO 1 H. THIS 
INTE6RATtON f1ME LI"ITS DETECtiON IN THE IU611- AND 
LOW-RESOLUTION MObES TO APPROXlIIATELY SAND 0.03 PHOTONS/(tM 
SQ-S-AN6STRO"), RESPECTIVELY, FOR A SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RAno Of 
50. GUEn INIIESTl6ATORS AND THEIR INVESTIGATIONS ARE LISTED IN 
APPENDIX B. 
------- IUE. NONE ASSIGNEO-----------------------------
INVESTlG~TION ,~A"E- LOIl-/HIGH-RI:SOLUtION, ULTRAVIOLET 
SPECTROGRAPH PACKAGE 








THIS txPERIPlENT INCLUDU THE ULTRAVIOLEl SPECJROGRAPH 
PACKAGE CARRIED BY THE IUE. CONSISTING Of TIIO PHYSICALLY 
DISTINCT ECHELLE-SPECTIlOGRAPH/CAf'IEAA UNITS CAPABLE Of 
ASTRONO"ICAL OBSERVAlIONS. EACH SPECTROGRAPH IS A 
tHREE-ELE"ENT HHELLE SYSTEII. COMPOSEb OF AN OfF-AILS 
PARABOLOIDAL CDLLlPlATOR.. AN ECHELLE GRATING. AND A SPHERICAL 
fIRST-ORDER GRATING TIIAT IS usen TO SEPARATE TilE ECHELLE ORDERS 
AND fOCUS THE SPECTRAL DISPLAY ON AN I"AGE CONVERTER-PLUS-SEC 
VIIIICON "'"ERA. (fOR EACH UNIT THERE IS A SPARE tAMERA). TilE 
CAIIERA UNl1S ARE ABLE TO INTEGRATE TilE SIGNAL. TilE 
READOUTlPREPARATlON CYCLE FOR THE CAIIERAS TAKES APPROXII'IIATELY 4 
!UN. WAIIELENGTH tALIBIIATION IS PROVIDED BY THE USE OF A .II0LLOII 
CATIIODE COIilPARiSON LAMP. THE PHOTO"~TRIC CALIBRATION IS 
ACCOMPLISHED BY OBSERVING STANDARD STARS ioI~OSE SPECTRAL FLUlL,S 
HAVE BEEN PREVIOUSLY CALIBRATED BY OTHER "fANS. e .... ,H 
ECHELLE-SPECTR06RAPH/CAPIERA UNItS ARE CAPABLE OF 
HI6H-RESOLUlION (0.2 A) 011 LOW-RESOLUTION (oA) pERFORMANCE. 
TIlE DUAL HIGH/LOW RESOLUtlON nPABILITY IS IMPLEMENTED BY THE 
INSERTION Of A FLAT IN fRONT OF THE ECHELLE GRATING. SO THAT 
THE O~LY DISPERSION IS PROVIDED BY THE SPIIERICAL GRATING. AS 
THE SEC VlbICONS CAN INTEGRATE' THE SIGNAL fOR UP TO 1 H, DATA 
WITH A SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO Of 5D CAN BE OBTAINED FOR A BO 
STAR Of THE 9TH AND 14TH "AGNITUDE IN THE HIGH- AND 
LOll-RESOLUTION "CDES, RESPECTIVELY. THE DIST,INGUISHING 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UNlTS ARE THUR WAVELENGTH COVERAGE. 
ONE UNIT COVERS THE WAVELENGrt! RANGE fROM 119Z TO t92.4 A IN THE 
HIGH-RESOLUtiON MODE. AND 1135 TO l085 A IN THE LOW-RESOLunON 
"ODE. FOR THE OTHER UNIT. THE RANGES ARE fRO" 1893 TO 3031 A 
ANII aOD TO 3Z55 A fOil THE HlGH- ANII LOIl-REsoLuriON MODES, 
RESPECTIVELY. EACH UNIT ALSO HAS ITS OWN tHOltE Of ENTRANCE 
APERTU~ES £1 THER rOR A 3-ARC-S HOLE OR A to-BY 20-ARC-S SLOT. 
TilE HI- ElY 2D-ARC-S SLOTS CAN BE BLOCKED BY A CO""ON SHUTTEII .. 
ElUT fHE 3-ARC-S APERTURE WlLL ALIiAfS BE OPEN. AS A RESULT'. TWO 
APERTURE CONfiGURATIONS ARE POSSIBLE - (1) BOTH 3-ARt-S 
APERTURES OPEN AND BOTH 10-BY 20-ARC-S SLOTS CLOSED. OR (Z) ALL 
fOUR APERTURES OPEN. WitH THIS INSTRU"ENTATlON. TilE 
OBSERIIATIONAL OPTIONS OPEN TO AN OBSEIIVER WILL BE 
LONG-WAVELENGTH "NO/OR SHORT-WAVELENGTH SPEC,TROGRAPH, HIGH OR 
LOW RESOLUtiON, AND LARGE OR SfltAlL APERTURES. EXPOSURES "AY BE 
"ADE IIITH THE TWO SPECTR06RAPHS SIIIUL,UNEOUSLY, BUT REME"BERJt4G 
~- I I . ? 
,~ ... , ... ,.~., .I. __ .. ~" _ ,
'" 
I } 
1 J J 
THAl THE ENTRANCE APERtURES fOR EACH ARE DISTINCt AND SEPARATED 
ON THE SKY BY ABOUT 1 "IN Of ARC. AN ADDITIONAL IIESTRICTION IS 
THAT DA fA CAN BE READ OUT Of ONLY ONE CA"ERA Al A lIME.-
HOIIEVER, ONE CAMERA MAY Bt EXPOSING WHILE ONE CAMERA IS BEING 
READ OUT. THE CHOICE or HI611 OR LOW RESOLUUOH CAN BE "ADE 
INDEPENDENTLY FOR IIIE TWO SPECTR06RAPIIS SO THAT lIlE uPERATIONAL 
"ODES OF TIlE UNITS NEED NOT BE THE SAME. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• LANDSAT-C·.· •••••••••••••••••••••• 
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LANOSAT-C 1$ A "ODIflED VERSION Of lHE NIMBUS SATELLITE, 
IIITH fHE GENERAL "ISSION OBJECllVES OF EXTENblNG TilE PERIOO Uf 
SPACE-DAIA ACQUISITION FOR EARTH RESOUIlCES INITIATED BY LANDSAT 
1 (FORIIIEIlLY EATS 1> AND CONTINUED BY LANDSAT Z. THE NEAR-POLAR 
OIlBITING SPACECRAfT SERVES AS A STABilIZED, EARTH-ORIENTED 
PLAHOR" fOR OBTA1NlNIi INfOIlPlATION ON AGRICULTURAL AND fORESTY 
RESOURCES, GEOLOGY AND "INERAL RESOURCES. HYDROLOGY AND WATER 
RESOURCES, HYDEOLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES. GEOGRAPHY, 
CARTOGRAPHT. ENVIRON"ENTAL POLLUTION. OCEANOGRAPHY AND MARlNE 
RESOURCES .. AND "'ETEOROLOGlCAL PItENO"ENA. TO ACCO"PllSH THEse 
OBJECTIVES THE SPACECRAft IS EIOUIPPED WITH (1) A FIVe-CHANNEL 
"UL TISPECTRAL SCANNER ("SS) AND A TWO-CAI'IERA RETURN BEA" 
VIDICON (RBV) TO OIlTAIN BOTH VISIBLE AND 1R PHOTOGRAPI+lC ANP 
RADIO"ETRIC IMAGES Of THE EARlH .. ANb (Zl A DAlil COLLECllON 
SYSTEM TO COLLECT INfOR"ATION FRO" RE"OTE INbIVlbUALLY EQUIPPED 
6ROUND STATlONS ANP TO RELAY THE DATA TO CENTRAL ACQUISITION 
STA"lIONS. LANDSAT-C CARRIES TIIO WIOE-BAND VIDEO TAP~ RECOROERS 
(WBVTR) CAPABLE OF STORING UP TO 30 PUN or SCANNER OR CA"ERA 
DATA to GIVE THE SPACECRAfT'S SENSORS A NEAA-GLOBAL COVERAGE 
CAPAflILITY. AN ADVANCED ATtIlUDE CONTROL 5YSTE" CONSISTING Of 
HORllON SCANNERS. SUN SENSORS. AND A COPlI'I~ND ANTENNA COMBINED 
IIITH fREON GAS PROPULSION SYSTEM PERMITS THE SPACECRAFT'S 
ORlENTATJON TO BE CONTROLLED TO WITHIN PLUS OR 'UNUS 1.0 DEG tN 
ALL THREE AXES. SPACECRAfl COPl"UNlCATIONS INCLUDE A CO"PlAND 
SUBSYSTEf'I OPEIIATlNG AT 154.2. AND 2106.4 MIIZ AND A PCM 
NARROW-BAND TELEf'lETRl SUBSYSTEf'I, OPERATIN6 AT Z2.87.5 AND 137.86 
Mill, fOR SPACECRAFT HOUSEkEEPiNG, AttITUDE, AND SENSOR 
PERfORMANCE DATA. VIDEO DAtA fROPl tHE TWO-CA"ERA IIBII SYS1Co, 
ARE TRANS"ITTED IN BOTH REAL TIME AND fROM lliE WIDE-BAND 
RECORDER SYSTE" Al Z2.65.5 MHZ, WHILE INrORPlAnON fROIil THE "SS 
IS CONSTRAINEIJ TO A 20-MHl RF BANDwrOTH U 2229.5 MHI. 
------- LANDS AT-C, ARLUSKAS-----------------------------------
INIIESTIGATION NAKE- MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER 
NSSDC 10- ERtS-C -02 
PERSONNEL 





EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY 
NASA-GSH 
THE LANDSAT-C IIULllSPEnllAL SCANNER ("SS) PROVIDES 
REPETITIVE DATINIGHT ACQUISIl ION OF HJGII-RESOLUTION 
IIULTlSPECTRAL DATA or TilE EARTH'S SURFAtE ON II GLOBAL BASIS. 
IIHJU ITS PRIMARY fUMe-liON IS TO OBTAIN OUA IN VARIOUS AREAS 
SUCH AS AGRICULTURE, fORESTRY, GEOL06Y, AND HYDROL06Y, TilE "SS 
SYSTE" IS ALSO UseD fOR OCEANOGRAPHIC AND IIETEOROLOGICAL 
PURPOSES, I.E... TO MAP SEA-ICE fIELDS. LOCATE ~NO TRACK PlAJOR 
OCEAN CURRENTS, "ONITOII BOTH AIR AND IIATER POLLUTION .. DETER"INE 
SNOW COvER, INVESTIGAtE SEVERE STORM ENViIlOH"ENTS~ ETC. THE 
"SS CONSISTS OF A DOUBLE IIHLECTOR-TTPE TELESCOPE, SCANNI,'.G 
"IRROII, fILTERS, DnEClORS. ANO ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS. ,HE 
SCANNER OPERATES IN TilE FOLLOWING SPECTRAL INTERVALS -- BAND 1 
- o.S TO 0.6 "ICROMEtER. BAND 2 - 0.6 TO 0.7 "ICROIUTER, llANO 3 
~ 0.7 TO 0.8 "ICROMETEII, BAND 4 - 0.8 TO 1.1 "ICROrlETERS. AND 
BAND 5 - 10.'{' TO 12.6 "JCRO"ETERS. THIS LAST tiAND .. WHICH LtES 
IN lHE tHElI"AL (EIHSSIVE) PART OF THE SPECTIIU", "IVES LANDSAT-C 
NIGHTtHtE SENSING CAPABILITIES .. A FUTURE LACKING IN THE MSS IN 
LANDSAT 1. INCOMING IIADIATION IS COLLECTED BY THE SCANIHNG 
MIRROR, IIIIICH OSCILLATES Z.89 OEG TO EITHER SIDE OF NAbU AND 
SCAN CROSS-TRACK SWATHS 18S-Itfll WIDE. THE AlONG-'TRACK SCAN IS 
PRODUCEO IIY THE ORBITAL "OtION Of THE SPACECRAFT. THE PRIMARY 
I"AGE PRODUCED AT THE HIAGE PLANE IS RELAYED BY USE Of 




























ELECTRONIC SIGNAL IS ACCOMPLI$lifO. DPl1tAl FJLTERS AfIE USEO to 
PRODUCE TilE DEStRED SPEnRAL S£PAUTlOH. SIll DETECTORS Alit: 
E!'IPLDYED IN UCH OF THE FIRST fOUR SPECTRAL BANDS AHD TWO IN 
tHE fUTH 8AND -- BANOS 1 THROUGH 3 USE PIiOTOI'IUlTIPllER TUBES 
AS Ilft£CtORS, BAND 4 USES ULlCON PHOTODlODES. AND 8AND S USES 
MERCUR'I'-CADIIIUII-TELLURIDE DETECTORS. TilE PUNUWft !llNENSIONS 
THAT ARE IIESOLVED BY THE fl55 ARE 80 " rOR BANIlS 1 THROUGH 4 ANO 
j!I,C " fOil 8ANO 5. II I'IULTlPLEXER INCLUDED IN THE .. 55 nSTE" 
PROCESSED THE SCANNER'S 26 CHANNELS Of DAn.. THESE OATA AilE 
TUIE-IWlTJPLUED ANIl THEN CONVERTED TO II PCII SIGNAL BY AN AID 
CONVERTER. THE DATA ARE TRANSIIITTED IAT 2229.5 "1I11 DlIIECTl'l' 
TO AN ACQUISITION STATION OR StORED ON MAGNETIC TAPE FOR 
SUBSEQUE-NT PLAYBACK THE NE-lIT TIME THE SPAC£tRAfT COMES WITHIN 
COPlPlUNICATlON RANGE or AN ACQUlSlTION STAlION. PArA rRDM THlS 
UPERlltENT ARE ""NPLED BY THE HAU OATA PROCESSIN6 fACILITY~ 
6src, GREENBELT, MO, ANO ARE MADE AVAILABLE TO APPROVED 
INYESTlGATORS THRDU6H ITS LANDSAT USERS SERVICES. ALL OTHER 
INTERESTED INDIVIDUALS ARE TO OBTAIN DATA THIIOUGII THE EAIITII 
RESOURCES OAT" CENTER, DEPARTIIENT or THE INTERIOR, SIOUX fALLS. 
". 
------- LAN 0 S AT-C _ PAl NT ER-------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- OATA COLLECllON SYSTEII (OCS) 
NSSDC ID- ERlS-C -03 
PERSONNEL' 






EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY 
NASA-GSFC 
THE L"NDSAT-C DATA COLLE-CllON SYSTEM (IICS) PROVIDES USERS 
WITH NEAR REAL-liME DATA COLLEClED FROII VARIOUS REMOTE 
LOCATIONS. THE DCS IS C_OMP05ED or -- (1) THE- DATA COLLECTlON 
PLATfORItS (DCP'S) WHICH MAY BE OtE"N 8UOY-S, CONSTANT PRESSURE 
BALLOONS DR AUTOMATIC GROUND STAllOliS, (2) THE SATELLJTE 
EGUIPMENT, AND (3) THE GROUNP DATA CENlERS INC~UClING liE-MOl[ 
RECEIVING SlTES "NO THE GROUND" ITA HANCILING SYSTEM AT GSft. 
USE OF THE LANDSAT SPACE80RNE DCS PROVIDES A CONTINUAL fLOW OF 
INFORfIIATlON FOR BHTER "ANAGEfIIENT Of WILDLIfE. MAIiINE. 
AGRICULTURE. WATU, AND FORESTY RESOURCES AND LEADS TO IMPROVED 
WEAl HER rORECASTS. POLLUTION CONTROL. AN~ EARtIlQUAII:E PREDICllON 
AND ~AIINING. THE ENVlIION"'ENTAL SENSORS I'!OUNTEP ON A DCP ARE 
SELECTED BY INDIVIDUAL INVESllGATOR$ TO SATISFY THEIR 
PARTJCULAR REGUIREI'!ENTS. FROM A PLANNEI! ORBIT OF 912 KM~ THE 
SPACECRAFT IS CAPABLE Of ACQUIRING DII.-rA FRO'" ClCP'S WITHIN A. 
RADIUS Of APPROXIMATELY 3100 K" FROI'! TilE SUBSATELLJTE POINT~ 
THUS ALLOI/l'NG OAT" TO BE OBTAINED fROM ANY IIEIIOT£ PLATfORI'I AT 
LUST ONCE EVERY 12 H. THE DCP'S TRANS"'IT AT 401.55 MHl. THE 
PCS EGUIPI'IEHT, ESSENTIALLY A RECUVER, RECflVES AND RETRANS''''TS 
PATA (AT ZZS7.S fIIHt) TO SELECTED GROUND RECE-lYING STAlION$. 
THERE IS NO SIGNAL I'IULTIPLUING OR DATA PROCESSING ON THE 
SATELLITE. THE LANDSAT-C DCS ACCOflll'lODATES UP TO looo DCP'S 
DEPLOYED THROUGHOUT TilE CONTINENTAL US. DATA FIIO" THIS 
EXPERl'lENT ~RE HANDLED AND DISTRIBUTED TO THE VARlOUS PLATFORM 
INVESTIGATORS BY THE IUSA DATA PROCESSING fACILll'l'. 6SfC, 
GREENBELT _ 1'10. 
INVESTIGATION NAME- RETURN DEAII VIOICON 'AI'lERA tRBV) 
liSSoC 10- ERTS-C -01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - 0. WEINSTEIN 





EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY 
NASA-GSFC 
NASA-65Ft 
THE LANDSAT-C RETURN BEAM VIDICON (RBII) CA"ERA STSTEfII 
CoNTAJIIS TWO !DENllCAL CAMERAS COVERING THE SPECTRAL B.-ND FIIOM 
0.53 TO 0.75 "'ICROMETER. THE TWO EARTH~ORJ.ENTED CA"EAAS ARE 
MOUNTED TO CO"'f'lON BASE, STRUCTUAL:LT ISOLATED fliOM THE: 
SPACECRAFT TO MAINTAIN ACCURATE ALIGNMENT. EACH CAMERA 
CONTAINS AN OPTICAL LENS, A ABV SENSOR. A THERMOELECTRIC 
COOLER. DEFLECTION AND FOCUS COILS. A MECHANICAL SHUTTEII. ERASE 
LAMPS, AND SENSOR ELECTRONICS. THE CAMERAS ARE ALIGNED TO IIIEW 
ADJACEIH 64-11:1'1 SQUARE' GROUND SCENES WHICH OVERLAP SLI'GHTLT SO 
"THAt THE TOTAL WI DTH OF THE GROUND SCENE IS 185 Itll. TilE 
CAMERAS ARE OPERATED EllERY 12.5 S TO PRODUCE OVERLAPPING I"AGES 
ALONG THE DIREOIDN OF SPACECRAfT MOTION. AFTER SHUT,ERING, 
THE HUGE IS SCANNED BY AN ELECTRON BEAll TO PROol!.'. A V1DEO 
OUTPUT SIGNAl.. THE tiMING CYCLE IS ARRANGED SO Til AT A 3.S-S 
OffSET IS INTRODUCED BETWEEN TilE READOUTS Of THE TWO rAftERAS. 
PER"llHNG SEIIUENTl-AL READOUt Of THE CA"fRAS, ALLOWING THE SAME 
TAPE RECORDER AND COMIIUl4lCATloNS CHANNEL TO BE USED. VIDEO 
DAtA fROM THE R8V ARE TRANS"IlTU (AT 2265.5 "Hl> IN BOTIl 
ilEAL-TIllE "NO TAPE-RECORDER MODES. FlIOII A NOIUNAL SPACECRAf-T 
ALTlTUoE Of 912 KM, THE RBII WILL HAVE- A G~OUND RESOLUT·ION (If. 40 
1'1 OWICE THE LANDSAT 1 RESOLUTION Of 80 1'1). DATA FROM THIS 
EXPERI"ENT ARE HANDLED BY THE NASA DATA PROCESSING fAc.ILlT'l'. 
GSH. GREENBELI. liD. AND ARE !!ADE AVAILABLE TO APPRDYECI 
JNVESTlGAToRS AND AGENCIES THROUGH ITS LANDSAT USERS SERVICES 
SECTION. ALL OTHER IIITERESTED INDIVIOUALS CAN OBTAiN DATA 
TIIROUGII THE EARTH RESOURCES DA·TA CENTER. DEPARTMENT OF THE 






INTERIOR, $IOUI fALLS, SD. 
••••• ••••• •••••• ••••• •••• ••• LAND SA T-o ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAFT CO"MoN NAI'IE- l.ANOSAT-O 
ALTEIINATE NAMES- LAND SATELllTE-Dl. LfO-A 
LANDSAT-D1 
NSSDC 10- LAND-D 
LAUNCH bATE- 03/00/81 WEIGHT- 1407. KG 
L"UNCH Slle-- IIANOENBEIIG AfB, UNI TED STATES 
LAUNCH IIEHICLE- IIELfA 
SPONSORING CDUNTRY/AGENC-Y 
UNITED STATES 
PLANNED ORBIT PARA!!ETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
onBIT PERIOD- 98.8 MIN 
PER.lAPSIS- 70S. It" 
PERSONNEL 
MG H. 
SC J .R. 
PII - II.K. 






INCLINATION- 9b.2 DEG 





THE LANDSAT-D SYSTEfII IS AN EXPERIMENTAL EARTH IIESOURCES 
fIIONlTORING SYSTEM WITH THE NEW POWERFUL IIE"OTE SENSING 
CAP"OILITIES Of THE THEMATJC "APPEll. IT HAS A COMPLETE 
ENO-TO-END HIGNLT AUTOMATED DATA SYSTEM_ III1ICH IS DESIGNED TO 
BE A NEW GENEIIATJON SYSTEM.. ANO IS A MAJOR STEP fORWAI!CI IN 
GLOBAL REMOTE-SENSING APPLICATIONS. THE LANDSAT-O IIISS-ION 
CONSISTS OF AN ORBITING SATELLITE (SPACE SEG"ENT) WITH THE 
NECESSARY WIDEBANO DAn LINKS ANO SUPPORT S'l'STE"S. AND A GIIOUNO 
SEGMENT. THE LANDSAT-o SPACE SE;G"'ENT CONSISTS OF HiO "'AJOR 
STHEIIS -- (1) THE INSTRUMENT IIODULE. CONTAINING THE INSTRUIIENT 
TOGETHER WITH tHE "HSION UNIGUE SU8SYSTE"S. SUCII AS TilE SOLAR 
ARRAY AND DRIVE .. THE TOilS ANTENNA. THE WIDE-8"ND MODULE (WB"l. 
AND THE GLOBAL POSI-tlONING SYSTEII (GPS), AttD (2) THE 
'mLTlMISSION MODULAR SPACECRArT (MilS) TIIAT CONTAINS THE 
MODULARIZED AND STAHClARDlZECI POWER, PROPULSION. ATTIlUOE 
CONTROL. AND COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA HANDLING SUBSYSTEMS. WHEN 
TilE LANDSAi-D SATELLITE IS LAUNCHED, IT IS DEPLOYED AT AN 
ORBITAL ALTITUDE or 705.3 KM. INCLINATION OF 98.2 DEG, AND A 
SU~ ANGLE OF 9:30 A.M. AT THE DESCENDING NODE. THIS ORBIT H-'S 
A FREQUENCY Of 19-9116 ORBITS PER DAY AND COVERS TilE EARTH IN 
16 D"YS. THE DISTANCE BEtIfEEN GROUND TRACKS 15 172 K". WHICII 
WHEN USED IN rONJUNCllON WIlli T/IE 185 KII SENSORS SWATH WIDTH. 
PROVIOES AN OVERLAP Of 7.6 PERCENT. THE SPACE SEGf'!ENt IS 
DESIGNED WITH 3 yEARS NOI'IINAL LIFE-TIME IN ORBIt AND CAN DE-
UTE-HOED THROUGH IN-ORBIt REPLAC.E"ENT CAPABILIty WHEN THE 
SHUTTLE IS OPERATIONAL. 
-----.- LANDSAT-D. RANGO---------------------------------------
l"NVESTIGATION NAME- THEMATIC I'IAPPER 
NSSDC ID- LAND-D -01 
PERSONNEL 





EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY 
NASA-GSFC 
THE THEMATIC MAPPER (TfII) IS A SIX-BAND. EARTH-LOOkING. 
SCANNING RADIOMETER WIlH A 30-" GROUND EU!!ENT RESOLUlION 
COVERING A laS-it" GROUND SWATH FRO" A 70S-KM ALTITUDE. THE 
INSTRUMENT CONSISTS OF PRIfIIART IMAGING OPTICS, SCANNING 
ftEtHANISM, SPECTRAL BAND DISCRII'IINATiON OPTICS. DETECTOR 
ARRAYS.. RADIATIVE COOLER. IN-FLIGHT CALIBRAfOR~ ANCI REGUIREb 
OPE-AAUNG AND PROCESSING ELECTRONICS. THE SCANNING IIECHANISM 
PROVIDES THE CROSS-TRACK SCAN WHILE THE PROGRESS OF THE 
SPACECRAft PROVIDES THE SCAN ALONG THE TAAU. THE OPTICAL 
SYSTE" IfIIAGES THE EARTH'S SURfACE ON A fIELO STOP OR A DETECTOR 
SIZED TO DEfINE AN AREA ON THE EARTH'S SURFACE 30-11 SQ. 
SEVERAL LINES ARE SCANNED SIMULTANEOUSLY TO PERMl1 SUITA8LE 
DWELL TIME fOR EACH RESOLUTtON ELEI'IENT. THE VARIATION IN 
RADIANT fLUX PASSING THROUGH THE FIELD STOP ONTO THE PHOTO AND 
THEIIMAL DETECTORS CREATES AN ELECTRICAl. OUTPUT tHAT REPRESENTS 
THE R"DIANT HISTORY OF THE LINE. SIX SPECTRAL SANOS ARE USED 
TO PROVIDE THE SPECTRAL SIGNATUAE CAPABILlTY Of HIE INSTRUI'IENT. 
THE INFORIIATlON OUTPUTS FROfll THE DETECTOR CHANNELS ARE 
PROCESSED IN THE TM MULllPLElER fOR TRANSliISSION VIA THE 
TRACKING ANP DATA RELAY SAtELLITES (fDAS) ANDIOR DIRECT READOUT 
TO LOCAL RECEIIiING STATIONS. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I'IAGIC······· .. ••••••••••• .. ••••••••• 
SPACECRAft CO""ON NAPlE- MAGlt 
ALTERNATE NAf'1ES-
























NSSOC 10- ""GIC 





PLANNED ORBI' PARAMETERS 
ORBI' lYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
DROll PERIO\!- 105. MIN 






INCLJ'lATION- 75. DEG 
,t,POAPSIS- 1700. KM 
UNkNOWN 
TO BE LAUNCHED DURING THE DMS PERIOD~ THE SPACECRHT 
EXPERlIIENT HAS AS ITS OBJECTIVE TO STUClY THE CttARACTER or 1IIE 
IONOSPHERE-IIAGNETDSPHERE COUPUNG BY COHTlHUING ElCPERlIUNTS 
SI"'LAR TO THOSE ON INTERCOSMOS 10. BOTH REAL-TIME AND STORED 
DATA MOOES ARE USED. THE SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS ARE 
ACCO"P~~IIED BY SIMULtANEOUS GROUtlO-BASEO, eO\lLOON. AND ROCKET 
oeSERVATl"I\I<;. THE PARAI'IETERS MEASURED ARE -- GEOMAGNETIC flELD 
<3 COI'IPOHEN1S), LOW-ENERGY PARTICLE FLUXES ANti THEIR ANGULAR 
IIISTRIBUTIONS (ELECTRONS ANti POSITIVE IONS~ 100 EV TO 50 KEV), 
VLF WAVES (l00 H TO 16 KHI ELECTRIC AND "AGNCTIC COPIPONENTS~ 
ELECTROSTATIC HELOS OF PlAGNLrOSPHERJC-iONOSPHERIC ORIGIN BY A 
DOUBLE-PROBE TECHNIQUE ("3 COPlPONENTSI~ ELECTRON AND ION 
DENSITIES AND fEPlPERATURES USING SEVERAL TECHNIQUES, AND THE 
JON ANII NEUTRAL CO"POSI1l0N Of TUE UPPER ATIIOSPHERE. 
............................ 
SPACECRAft co ""ON NA"E- "AGSAT 
ALTERNATE NAPlES- AEfII-CI GLOBAL "AGNEttt SURV "SN 
LAUNCH DATE- OZIOO/80 WEIGHT- 15B. KG 
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG .ue. UNITED STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNJTED STATES 
PLANNED ORBIT PARA"ETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRLC 
ORBH PERIOD- 94.5 fIIlN 
I'ERIo\P515- 51JO. K" 
PERSONNEL 
PIG - 0.5. 
se - J.P. 
PM - C.L. 







INCLlNo\TION- 97.79 DEG 





THE "AGSn PROJECT IS A JOINT NASA/UNiTED STATES 
GEOLOGICO\L SURVEY (USGS) EFFORT TO "E"SURE NEAR-EARTH fIIAGNEllC 
FIELDS ON A GLOBAL BASIS. OBJECllVES INCLUDE OBT"INING AN 
ActURATE DESCRIPTION OF THE EARTlI'S "o\GNErte FIELO. OBTAINING 
DATA FOR USE IN THE UPOATE ANti REFINE"ENT OF WORLD AN~ REGIONAL 
fIIAGNEllC CHARts, CO"PlLo\tION Of " GLOIiAl CRUS-·TAL I'IAGNET1C 
A/oIOI'IALY I'IAP ANti INTERPRETATION Of THAT "AP IN TERI'IS Of 
GEOLOGIClGEOPHYS1C"L KOtiELS Of THE HUll'S LRUST_ THE 
SPACECRAFT IS LAUNCHED INTO" LOW EARTH~ ItEAR POLAR. OR8n BY 
THE SCOUl VEHI.CLE. HIE BASIC SPACECRAfT IS "ADE UP OF TWO 
DISTlItCT PARTS -- THE INSTRUfoIEln ",ODUlE THAT CONTAINS A VECTOR 
''lt~ A SC"LAR IIAGItETO"'ETER ANfl THEIR UNIQUE SUPPORTING GEAR; ANfl 
THE BASE KOOULE- tHAT CONTAins THE NECESS"RY DATA HANflUNG. 
POWER, COH"UltlCATIONS, COMMAND, AND ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEPIS 
TO SUPPORT TilE INSTRU"EHT MODULE. THE BASE "ODULE CO"PLETE 
WLTH ITS SUBSYS1EI'IS IS COI'IPRiSED Of RESIOUAL SMALL ASTRONOMY 
SflTELllTE (So\S-c) HARDWARE. THE foIo\GN[lOMETERS ARE tI£PLOYEII 
AFTER LAUNCH TO A POSITION 6 " OEHIND THE SPO\CECRAFT. AT lHlS 
DISTANCE, THE INFLUENCE Of KAGN£TlC "AT£RIAU FRO" THE 
INS1RUIIENl ANII SASE "OOULE (CHIEFLY FROI'I. THE STAR C"'''ERAS> IS 
LESS THAN 1 GA"MA. 
------ "A GSA T. lAI1GEL----------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION N""E- SCALAR "AGNETOPIETER 
NSSIIC 10- AE"'-C -Q1 
PERSONNEL 





PARll-CLES "Ntl FlELDS 
GEOlIYtlAIHCS 
NASA-G5fC 
THE SCALAR KAGNETOMETER "lAS TWO OUo\L-CELL. CESIUPI-VAPOR 
SENSE HEADS WHOSE OUTPUT fREQUENCY IS PROPORlJONEO TO THE TOTAL 
"AGtlETIC F1fLO~ WlTH THIS SENSOR CONFlGUIiATtON. ONLY TWO SI'\ALL 
OIAPIONO-5HAPEO OEAti ZONES EUST. THESE LIE ALONG THE ORBlT 
NOR",AL <THE EAST-WEST DIRfCTtON) fOR TNE ORBIT ANII ATTITUDE 
CHOSEN (OR nus PlISSIOIt AND A OUECTION IN WHICH tilE KAGNEHC 
fIELD WILL NEVER LIE. THE SCALAR M.GtlE10KETER'S OAstC At-CURACY 
16' 
I L 
IS ON THE ORDER Of 0.5 GA""A. A PEIHOII COUNT STSTEPI CONVERTS 
THE "AG"ETOIIEtER OUTPUT FREQUENCY TO A 0IGIT~L WORD ACCEPTABLE 
TO THE SPACECRAfT TELEfIIETRY SYStEPI. THIS OlGlTAL IIATA HAS A 
RESOLUTION AND ACCURACY OF BETWEEH 0.5 AND 1.0 GA~Plo\. 
------- "AGSAT, ~ HGEl-----------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAPlE- VECTOR ~o\GNETOMETER 
NSSOC 111- o\EPI-C -OZ 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.A. lANGEL 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 
CODE ER r 
,NVESHGHION tlISCIPLINE(Sl 
PARTlCLES AND nELliS 
GEODYNAMICS 
NASA-GSFC 
THE VECTOR /IIAGNETO"ETER CONS151S OF THREE FlUXGAlE 
SENSING ELEMENTS ALiGNEO AI.ONG ORTHOGONAL O\XES. HIE OUTPUT Of 
EACH VECTOR SENSOP. IS CONVERTEII TO ~ DIGITAL WOIID BY AN 
"NALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER. THE OUTPUT Of ALL THESE AXES lS 
SA"PLEO ESSENTI"LLY SIMULTO\NEOUSLY. EACH VECTOR "EASUREMENT 
HAS A RESOLUlION Of BETTER lH"N 1 GAPlfIIO\ 1.110 AN ASSOLUTE 
ACeUR"CY OF SETTER THAN 6 GAM"A R.5.S. IIHEN RefERENCED TO ~ 
GEOCENTRIC COORDINATE SYSTEM. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ETEOSAT-A •• • ••• •••••••••••••••• •• 
SPACECRAfT CO~PlON NAPlE- METEOSAT-A 
UTERNATE NAMES- METEOROLOGICAL SAT-A, PlETOSAT 
NSSOC 111- "ETOS-~ 
lllUNCH DATE- '1/03/17 WEIGHT- 625.B kG 
LAUNCH 51 TE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES 
LAUNCII VEHICLE- DELTA 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/~GENCY 
INTERNATIONAL [SA 
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMI:TERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORI3111'£RIOD- 1440. "IN INCLINATION- O.OEG 
PERI"PSIS- 35600. KM APOAPSIS- 35600. K" 
PERSONNEL 
"G - III. 






PlETOSAT-A 15 A GEOSTAllONARY SPACECRAFT "NO SERVES ~S 
PART OF EUROPEAN SPO\CE ~GENCY'S (ESA) CONTRIBUTJON TO GARP. AS 
PART OF GARP, THE SATELLITE HELPS TO SUPPLY OA"!A REQUIREII FOR 
GLOBAL DATA SETS TO BE USED IN IPIPROVEMENT OF PlACIHNE IIEATIIER 
FORECASTS. IN GENERAL, THE SPACECRAFT DESIGN. INSTRUMENTATION. 
ANII OPERATION ARE SIMILAR TO SPIS/GOES. THE SPIN-STABILlZEti 
SPACECRAFT CARRIES (1) A VISIBLE-IR AAOIO"ETER TO PROVIDE 
IIIGH-QUALIH DAY/NIGHT CLOUOCOVER DATA AND TO TAKE RADIANCE 
TEMPERATURES or THE EARTH/AT"OSPHERE SVSTE", (Z) A 
METEOROLOGICAL tI~TA C04LECTION s-YSTE" TO DISSEMINATE UIAGE D~TA 
TO USER STATIONS. TO COLLECT OATA FROfll VARIOUS EARTH-B"SED 
PLATFORI'IS, ANti TO RElAV IIATA FRO" POLAR ORBitiNG SAlELLJTES. 
tHE cYLlNDRICALLY-SHAPEO SPACECRAFT PlEASURES Z1C C" HI OIAKETER 
AND 430 CM IN LENGTH, INCLUDING THE APOGEE eOOST "OTOR. TUE 
PRI"AR'f STRUCTURAL "E"IH,RS ARE AN EQUIPI'IENT PLATFORM AND A 
CENTRAL TUBE. THE RAOIOI'IETEII TEL£SCOPE IS MOUIITEO ON THE 
EQUIP"ENT PLATFORPI AND VIEWS TIlE EARYU THROUGH A SPECI,I,L 
APERTURE IN THE SPACECRAFT'S SIDE. A SUPPORT STRUCTURE EXTENIIS 
RAtitALLY OUT FIIOPI THE tENTRAl TUBE AND IS AFFIXED TO THE SOLAR 
PANELS. WHICH rORPI THE OUTER WALLS Of THE SPACECRAFT AND 
PROVIDE THE PRI"ARY SOURCE OF ELECTRICAL POWER. LOCATED IN THE 
ANHUlUS-SHAPED SPACE aETWEEN THE CENTRAL TUBE AND THE SOLAR 
PANELS ARE STATlONKEEP1NG AND DYNAlUCS CONTROL EQUIP"ENt AND 
BATTERIES. PROPER SPACECRHT ATTITUDE AND SPIN RATE 
(APPROXI"ATELY 100 RP") ~RE "AIN1"INED BY JET THRUSTERS KOUNTEO 
ON T)lE SPACECRAFT AND ACTIVATED BY GROUNII CO""ANO. THE 
SPflCECRAfi USES BOTH UHF-3ANO AN~ S-BANti FIiEQUEtiClES IN ITS 
TELEMETRY AND COMPIANO SUBSYSTE"S. "LOW-POWER VHF TRANSPONtiER 
PROVIIIES TElE"ETRY UD CO""ANO DURING LAUNCN ~ND THEN SERVES AS 
A IJACKUP FOR THE I'RIMI\RT SUBSYSTEM ONCE THE SPACECRAFT liAS 
ATTAIUED SYNCHRONOUS OReIT. 
------- "ETE05AT-A. ESO\ STAFf----------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- IKAGING RAIIIO"ETER 
PERSONNEL 
























THE V1S18L.E-IR UDIOMEJER FL.OWN ON IUTOS"T-A IS CAPABLE 
OF PROVIDING OAr/HI,GHT OBSERVATIONS or CLOUD COVER AND 
EARTHICLOUD RADIANCE TEMPERATURE IIIE"SUIiEMENTS flOM " 
SYNCHRONOUS, SPIN-STABIL.lZEO SATELLITE FOR USE IN (0 
OPERATIONAL WUTHER ANALYSIS AND fOREtASTING AND, (Z) fOR 
SUPPORT TO G"RP. THE nVE-CHANNEL INSTRUMENT IS ABLE' TO T~1tE 
fULL PICTURES Of THE EAIITH'S DISK. THE THREE lR CHANNELS (TWO 
IN THE 10.5- TO 12.S-"ICRO"UU REGION AND ONE IN THE 5.7- TO 
7.1-MICROfU1ER REGION) .. AND THE TIIO viSIBLE CIIANNELS (0.5 TO 
0.9 !i1CROMfTER) USE A COitMON OPTICS nSTE". INCO",MING 
RADIATION 15 RECEIVED BY A SCAN "!RIIOR AND COLL.ECTED BY AN 
OPT! CAL $1nE". THE SCAN .. UROR IS SET AT A NOIUNAL ANGLE Of 
45 OEG TO THE RADIOMETER OPTICAL AUS, \IIHICH IS ALIGNED 
P'lALLEL. TO THE SPIN AUS Of THE SPACECRAfT. THE SPINNING 
MOTION Of lHE SPACECRAFf (APPIiOUMA1EL.Y 100 RPII) PROVIDES A 
WEST-EAST SCM.! IIOTION WilEN tHE SPIN AXlS Of THE SPACECRAFT IS 
ORIENTED PAR"'LLEL WlTH THE fARTH'S ... US. THE LATIlUOINAL SUN 
IS AtCOMPLISltEO BY SEQUENTIALLY TlLUNG THE SCANNING "UROit .lIT 
THE CO'lPLEllON Of EACH SPIN. 
------ MeTeOSAT-A, ESA ST ... Ff--------------------------____ _ 
INVESTIGATION N"''IE- OATA COLLECUON PL"TFORM (liCP) 
NSSOC 10- ItETOS-A-02 
PERSONNEL 




INVESTlG ... TION DlS(JPLINElS) 
"EIEOROLOGY 
eSA-ESTEC 
THE DHA COLLHTION PLAHOR" IS DESIGNED TO (1) 
DISSE"lNAtE IMAGE OAf" TO USER SUltONS, (2,) COLLECT OAf" fltOM 
VARIOUS EARTH-BASED PLATFOR"S.. AND (3) PROVIDE FOR A 
sP",cE~rO-SPACE RELAY 'OR DATA FORM POLAR-ORBlTING sATELLITES. 
THIS EIPERH'IENT 15 SI"ILAA TO THE "ETEOROLOGICAL DATA 
COLLEellON AN~ TRANSMISSION nSTE" (IIUAU '''OWN ON SI'IS 1; S"S 
2, ... NO GOES SERIES SPACECRAFT. THIS EIPERI"ENT OPERATES ON 
S-BAND fREQUENCIES fOR WEFU TYPE TR"'NSMISSIONS AND UHf FOR 
DATA COLLECTION PL"'HOR .. REPORT AND INTERIIOGAHON. 
............................. "E'TEOSAT~B···· ..... •••• .............. . 
SPACECR ... ft (O""ON NA"E- "ETEOSAT-B 
ALTERNAtE NAlles- METEOROLOGiCAL S"'-B 
HSSOC 10- "'EiOS-B 
LAUNCH O"'TE- 11/00178 WEiGHT- 625.8 KG 
LAUNCH snE- CAPE CANAVER"'L .. UNITED STAlES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA 
SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENC't 
INTERN ... nONAL 
PL ... NNED OlllllT PARAltET ERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
OIlBlT PERIOD- 11,100. MIN 
PERIAPSIS- 35600. KM 
PERSONNEL 
"'G - 1'1. 





HICLINAlJON- O. DEli 
... PO"'PSlS- 35600. KM 
ESA-ESTEC 
ESA-ESTEC 
"'ETOS'U-B IS GEOst"'TIONARY SP ... CECRAFT AND SERVES AS PART 
Of EUROfiEAN SP"'CE AGENCY'S (ESA) CONTRIBunON TO GARP. AS PART 
Of GARP, THE S ... TELLITE HELPS TO SUPPLY DAlA IIEQUIIIEO fOR GLOBAL 
OAT'" SETS USED IN IMPItOVE"'ENT Of MACHINe wEnHER fOileCASTS. IN 
GENERAL, THE SPACECRAFT DESIGN; INSTRUltENTATlON, ANO OPEATlON 
ARE SIMILAR TO SM:s/GOES. TilE SPIN-SHBILIUD SPACECUfT 
CARRiES (1) A VlSIBLE-lR RADIOltETER TO PROVIDE HIGH-QUALITT 
DAYlNlliHT CLOUDcoveR Doll'" AND TO UKE RADUNCE- TEMPEUTUitES OF 
THE EARTH/"'TIIOSPHERE SYSTEM, (Z) A .. UEOROLOGICAL DATA 
COLLECTlON SUTEII TO DISSE"INAtE I"AGE DATA TO USER STATIONS, 
TO COLLEel DATA FRO" VARIOUS EAR,TH-BASED PUTFOR"S, AND -'to 
REL",T DATA FROM POLAR-ORB!TiNG s ... tELLITES. THE 
CYlINDRICALLY-SHAPEO SPACECRAFT MEASURES 210 C .. IN Dl ..... ETER ANO 
430 CII IN LENGTH, INCLUDING THE APOGEE BOOST MOTOR. THE 
PRIIIART STRUCTURAL "E"SERS ARE AN EQUIPltENT PLATfORM AND A 
tENTRAL TUBE. THE jjADIOMETER TELESCOPE IS "OUliTEO ON THE 
EQUIP"ENl PLAHORM. ANO VIEWS TilE EARTH THROUGN A SPECIAL 
.. PERTURE IN -TtIE SPACECRAft'S sIDE. A SUPPORT STRUCTURE EXTENDS 
RADULL't OUT fRO" THE tENIRAL TUBE AND I.S AFFIXED TO THE SOLAR 
rAJ'lELS, WHICH FORII THE OUTER WALLS OF THE SPACECRAFt ANO 
PROVIDE THE PRIIIARY SOURCE OF ELECTRICAL POWER. LOCATED IN THE 
AN'HILUS-SH"'PED SPACE BETWEEN THE ~ENTRAL TU8E "'ND THE SOLAR 
PANELS ARE STA1'l0NK'EEPtNG AND OYN ... ,UCS C(II .. TROL EQUIP"ENT AND 
BATTERIES. PROPER SP"'CECRAFT AnITUOE AND SPIN RATE 
(APPROlll" ... TELY 100_RP,U ARE IIAlNTAINEO BY JET THRUSTERS .. OUNTEP 
ON THE SP"CECRAfl AND AcnVATEO BY GROUND CO"MAND~ THE 
SPACEC.RAFT USES BOTH UHF-BAND "NO S-8AND fREIIUENC-!ES IN .liS 
TELE"ETRY AND CO""AND SUBSYSTE"S. A Low-pallER VHf TRANSPONDER 
PROVIDES TELEMeTRY AND CO"IIAND DURING LAUNCH AND tHEN SERVES AS 
A B"'CKUP FOR THE PRlIIARY SUBSYSTEM ONCE TNE SPACECRAfT HAS 
... TTAINEO SYNCHRONOUS ORBI T. 
'r'" >/ ,-
[ ,,,,,.;c.,"~,,, ,;, 
,., 
------- METEO$AT- I. ESA ST"Ff------~-----------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- IIIAGING RADIO"ETER 
NSSOC ID- "UOS-B-01 
PERSONNEL 







TilE VISIBLE-III RADIOMETER FLOWN ON NETE05"t-B IS CAPABLE 
Of PROVIDING OAY/NIGNT OBSERVATIONS Of CLOUOCOVER AND 
EARTH/CLOUD RADIANCE TE"PERATURE MEASUREIIENTS fROIi A 
S'MCHRONOUS, SPIN-STABILIZED S"TELLITE fOil USE IN (1) 
OPERATIONAL WEUIIER ANALYSIS AND fORECASllNG AND, (2) fOR 
SUPPORT TO GAIIP. THE fiVE-CHANNEL INSlRU"ENT IS ABLE TO TAitE 
fULL Plc.tUR!;:S Of THE EARTH'S DISK. THE THREE 111 CHANNELS (tWO 
HI Th::: ':".5- TO 1Z-S-'UCRO"UER REGION AND ONE IN THE S.7- TO 
7.:-MICRO .. UER REGION), AND TilE TWO V[SI8LE CHANNELS (O.S- TO 
O.9-.'<tICROMETER) USE A COIIIIIION OPTICS SYSTE... INCO"ING UDIAlION 
IS REC£!VED BY A SCAN .. lIIROR AND COLLECTED BY AN OPTICAL 
nSTEII. THE SCAN IURROR IS SET AT A NOMINAL ANGLE OF 45 OEG TO 
TilE RADJOIIETER OPTICAL AXIS, WHICH IS ALIGNED P ... RALLEL fa fHE 
SPIN AIlS OF TNE SPACECR"'fT. THE SPINNING 1II0liON OF THE 
SPACECRAft (APPROllIIATELY 100 IPII) PROVIDES " WEST~EAST SCAN 
"allaN WNEN TilE SPIN "US Of THE SPAcecun IS OUENTED 
PARALLEL WITH THE EARTH'S "'115. THE L.ATll'UDINAL SCAN IS 
ACCOMPLISHED BY SEQUENTIALLY T1LTI~6 THE Sc'ANNING MIRROR AT THE 
CO"PLETION OF EACH SPIH~ 
-----~- "ETEOSAT-B, ESA STAff--------------'"'-~-----------------
INVESlIG~lJON NANE- DATA COLLECTION PLATfORII (DCP) 
NSSDC ID- I'IfTOS-B-OZ 
PERSONNEL 
PI ESA ST ... n 
BAlEf DESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRA .. 




THE DATA COLLECTION PLATfORII IS OE5tG~e(l TO (1) 
OISSE''IIN'ATE 1l'lAGE OATA TO USER STATIONS, (2) COLLEn DATA fAOII 
VARIOUS EARTH-BASED PLATf1)RMS, ... ND (3) PIIOVIOE fOR A 
SPACE-fa-SPAcE RELAY FOil DATA fROII POL ... R ORBJTING SATELLITES. 
fHIS EIPERIMENT IS SIMILo\R TO TilE IIETEOROlOGICAL DATA 
COLLECTION ~ND TRANSMISSION STSTEM (WEFAll fLOWN ON SIIS ,., SI'IS 
2, AN~ liOES SEAlES SPACECRAFT. THIS EIPERIME~T OPERATES ON 
S-BAIiD FREQUENCIES FOR WEF-All TYPE TRANSIIISSlONS AND UHf fOR 
DATA COLLEn ION PLAT fOR" REPORT AND INTERROGATION. 
........................ " •• " •••• NlltBUS-6 .. •• .... •• ... •• ... •••• .. •••••• .. • 
SPACECRAfT CO""O" NAIIIE- NI"BUS-G 
ALTERNATE NAI'IES-
NSSDC ID~ NI1II8S-G 
LAUNCH DATE- 10/00/78 WEIGHT- 832. KG 
LAUNCH SIlE- VANOENBERG ArB, UNITEO STATES 
UUNCH VEIUCLE- DELTA 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNnED STATES 
PUNNED ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBI T TYPE- 6EOCENTRI C 
ORBIT PERIOD- 104.01' II1N 
PEIlIAPSIS- 9554 KM 
PERSONNEL 
MG - H. 
~'C - 1'1. 
PI'I - R.K. 







INCLINATION- 99. OEG 





THE NIMBUS-G RESEARCH AND DEVEL.OPIIEHT SATELLITE SERVES AS 
... SJABILlZED, EARTH~ORIENTE-O PLAHORI'I FOR THE n;STlNG Of 
ADVANCED SYSTEJIIS FOR SENS1Nli AND COLLECTING IIE1'EOROLOGICAL OATA 
ON A GLOB"L SCUE. THE POLAR-OR8.-n-NG Sp"CECItAfT CONSISTS OF 
THREE " ... JOR STRUCTURES (n A HOLLOW TORUS-SHAPEO SENSOR 
MOUNT, (Zl SOLAR PADDLes, ANO (3) A CONTROL HOUSING UNn THAT 
IS CONNECTEO to THE SENSOR MOUNT BY A TRIPOD TRUSS STRUCTURE. 
CONFIliURED SO .. EWHAT LIKE AN OCEAN BUOY, NIMBUS-G IS NEARLY 3.7 
" TALL, 1.S M IN OIA .. eTER ... t tHE e"'SE .. ANO Asout :5 III Wille- WITH 
SOUR P ... ODLES ElTENOEO. TNE SENSOR "OUNT rHAT fOlllllS tHE 
SUELlli"E BASE HOUSES THE ElEttRONlts EQUIPI1(tfl "NO BATTERY 
"ODULES. THE LOWER SURFACE Of lH£ tORUS PROVIIlES MOUN~,~G 
SP"CE fOR SENSORS AND ANTENH"S. ... BOl-BEAM STRUCTURE ~OU"TU 
WITHIN THE CENTEII OF THE" TORUS PROVIDES SUPPORT FOR THE URGER 
SENSOR E)(PERJIIIENTS. MOUNTED ON THE COfo!TROL HOUS:NG UNIT, WlltC!! 
H- LOCATEO ON TOP Of THE SPACECRAFT, "'RE SUN SENSORS, HOIJ!l"~ 
SC ... NNERS, AND A COII"A"O ANTENNA. AN AOVANCED ATf"11'1.I0E COhTROL 
SYSTE" PER"IlS THE SPACECRAfT'S ORaNTA.T10~ TO BE CONTROLLED TO 






































Uln. EiGHT UP£!I:IIIENU HAVE BEEN SfLECTED. "lEY .IE (0 -
LIMB l~fRARED MONllORIN6 Of THE. STRAtOSPHERE LU'.S~ U.)-
STRATOSPHERIC AND IIES05PHUlt SOUHDEI sr."S .. (3) - to"nn lONE 
COLOR SCANNEll tzCS~ (4) - STRATOSPHERIC AUOSOL 1I£45UII£II£"T 11 
SAliS U.. (~) fAliTH R.olAHOH BUOGn ue .. (6) - SUNNING 
MULTICHANNEL. IUCROI/AVE RADIOMETER SlIln. (7) - SOLAR 8ACK~UTTER 
UII "ltD tOTAL OZONE ""PPING SPEClIOI'IETEIi 'BUlfITG"S, A"O (8) -
TEIIPER,uURE-HUI!1011''f INFRARED IAPlOIIUEI THill. THIS COI'IPLEIIEHT 
OF SENSORS AIlE ("PAnE Of oaSERvING SEVERAL PAUflUf-IiS Of 
IMPOIlTANCE AT AND BELOW THE II£SOSPHUle LEVELS. " NEW 
c.,lelLlTV Of 'MPORTANCE 15 DUEtTED TOWAltp De5ERYAflON Of 
"'"DS-PIIERIC AN~ OCEAN POLLUTANTS. SUffJtH:NT IIUNTJIIE IS 
PL"NNED fOR SEQUENTIAL IIAP5 <I"AGERY) Of THE PA""IUTUS 
AVAILABLE fOR STUDY. 
------
- Nl"BUS~G. _LLISON-----------~----------
---_________ ~ __ _ 
INVESTIGATION NA"E- TE"PEUTUU/HU!!1011T INfUIED IAOIO!!ETEI 
(THlR) 
NSSDC 111- NIMBS-G-10 
PERSONNEL 






THE THIR UPERJI'IENT OBJEClIVES _RE TO "EASURE THE 
INfRARED RADIAlION fRO" THE EARTH IN TWO SPECTRAL BANOS DURING 
BOTH OAY AND fUGHT PORtiONS Of "lHE ORBIT TO PROVIDE PIUURES Of 
THE CLOUD COVER. THliEe-DIMENSIONAL MAPPINGS Of THE CLOUD COVER .. 
AtiD TEMPERATURE MAPPHHiS Of THE CLOUDS. LAND AND OCEAN 
SURfACES. CIRRUS CLOUD CONTENT .. AND ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINATION 
AND JIIOISlURE. THE NIJIIBUS-G TE"PER.TURE-HUMIDITY. INfRARED 
RADIO"ETER (THill) DUECTS E"ITTED THEf::e'l RADIATION IH BOTH TtIE 
10.5- TO 1Z.5-"ICROME'TER RE610N Cli WINDOII) AND TIlE 6_5- TO 
1.C-"ltROMETER lEGION (WAlEI' VAPOR).. THE WINDOIII C""NNEL 
"EASURES ClOUDTOP TEMPERATURES AND 15 ,,"PABlE Of PRODUCING 
HIGH-RESOLUTION PICTURES Of tlOUDCOVER AND THERMAL GUDHNTS ON 
LAND AND WATER SUlfAtes 1M CLOUD-fREE AREA DURING BOTH THE 010., 
AND tHGHT PORTIONS Of "THE ORBIf. THE OTHE' CH"NNEL OPERATES TO 
"AP THE WATER VAPOR DISTRIBUTION 1M THE UPPER TROPOSPHERE AND 
STRATOSPHERE. DATA fROM THESE TWO CHANNELS ARE USED PRIMARilY 
TO SUPPORT OTHER. MORE SOPIiISTlCATED .. METEOlOGlCAl EXPERI"ENTS 
ON BOARD NIMBUS-G. THE INSTRUMENT tONSlSTS Of A 12..7-CM 
CASSEGRAIN S'l'STE" AND SUNNING MIRROR COMMON TO BOTH CHANNELS. 
A BEAM SPLlTTER .. FIllERS .. AND TWO GERMANIUM-I""ERSED THERMISTOR 
BOLOMEtERS. IN CONnAST TO TV. NO IMAGE Is fORMED WITHIN THE 
RADIOMETER.. INCOMING RADlANT ENERG., 15 COL.LECTED 9., A flAT 
SCANIUHG MIU')R INCLINED AT 45 DEG to T~E OP"tAl AUS. THE 
"UROR ROTATES THROUGH 360 DEG AT 48 RP" AND SCANS IN A PLANE 
NOIiMAl To THE SPACECRAft VElOCn.,. THE iNERGY THEN IS fOCUSED 
ON A DICHROIC BEAM SPUTTER WIIICt! OIVlO£-;; THE ENERG., SPECTRALLY 
AND SPATIAllY INTO THE TwO CHANNELS (If THIs SENSOR TRANSfORM 
TilE RECEIVED RADIATION INTO ELECTRIC OUTPUT (VOLTAGES I. WHICH 
ARE RECORDED ON MAGNETIC TAPE fOR SUI;ISEGUENT PLAYBACK TO A 
GROUNtI ACGUlSInON SHTION. 
-~----- NI MBUS-G.. GlOERSEN-----------· -~-------------~------__ 
INVESTIGATION NAME- SCANNING MUlTlSPECT~ .. L MICROWAVE 
RADIOPIETER (5M"R) 
NSSOC 10- HIM8S-G-08 
PERSONNEL 
TL - P .. 
Till ~ R.O. 
TM - D.H. 
T" W.J. 
'M - D.B. 
















MASS INST Of TECH 
US GEOlOG!"l SURVEY 
NOAA-ERl 
TECH U Of DEN"ARK 
THE PRII'IART PURPOSE OF THE SCANNING ,,\,ILTlCItAtiNEL 
IUtROWAVE UDIO"ETER (SMMR) IS TO OBTAIN AND USE OCUN "O"ENTU" 
AND ENERGY-TRANSfElt PARAMETERS ON A NEARLY ALL-WUTHER 
OPERATlONAl BASIS. IIIINDS .. WATER VAPOR, lIQUID IIATER eONTENh 
AND MEAN CLOUO DROPLET $UE.. At.L AT lOW AlTllUOES.. ARE 
PARAMETERS WIUCH ARE DElIVED.. OCEAN ICE VS WAlER IS AlSO 
DEtERMINED. MICROWAVE BRIGHTNESS TE"PERATURU ARE OBSERVED 
WI'TIt A 10 CHANNEL ('fiVE fREClUENCY DUAL POlARUED) SCANNING 
RADIOMEtER OPERATlON AT 0.8-. 1.4-.. 1.1-. l.B-.. AND 4.6-C" 
WAVELENGTHS (,n .. i!.1, 18 .. 10 .. 69.6.633 GH1. TltE. ANTlItNA IS A 
PAU80Ll,C RUlEC'TOR OfF5.E-T FRO" NAOIR BY 0 .. 73 UD. MOllOH Of 
TltE ANTENNA REfI.;ECTOR PROVIDES QUERVAnONS fRO" ,WlTHIN CONICAL 
VOLUME ALONG THE GROUND TUCK OF THE SPACECRAft. TItE SAME 
INSTRU"'ENT 15 ON SEASAT-A AND SEASAT~8. 
) J_ 
~~----- NI"'BUS-G, HEATH------~-----------------~-~----~--------
INVESTlGAflON NA"E- SOLAR AND BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET/TOTAL 
OlONE "APPING SYSTE" (SBUV/TOMs) 
PERSONNEL 
TL - D.f. HEA"fH 
TM - C.L. I'IATEER 
TM - A.O. BtLMONT 
Til - A.J. MILLER 
T'" - A.f.S .. GREEN 
T" - 0.11. CUNNOlD 









CONTROL DATA CORP 
NOAA-NWS 
U Of flORIDA 
"ASS IN51 Of TECH 
LOCkHEED PALO ALTO 
THE OBJECTlVES OF THE SBUVITO"S ARE TO DETER"lNE "filE 
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION Of OZOI'lE. I'IAP THE TOTAL OIONE AND i!.OO-"B 
HEIGHT flElDS. AND MONllOR THE INCIDENT SOLAR ULTIIAVIOLET (UV) 
lRRADJANtE AND UlTIlAVIOLET RADtAlION BACKSCA1TEREO rRO" TIiE 
EARTH. TIlE SBUV SPECIROIIETER "EASURES SOLAR UV THAT IS 
BACKSC,lTTERED BY THE EARTH'S ATI1DSPIiERE AT 1l WAVELEHGTIIS 
BnllEEN i!.SOO AND 3300 ANGSTROMS IIITH A SPECTRAL BAND PASS Of 10 
ANGSTRO"S. THE INS-TRUI'iENT fOV OF 0.20 RAD IS DIRECTED AT TIlE 
NADIR.. A PAR,lLLEl PHOTO"ETER CHANNEL AT 3400 ANGSTRO"S 
MEASURES HIE REfLECTIVITY Of TilE AT"OSPHERE'S LOWER BOUNDARY IN 
THE SA"E D.ll-RAD FOV. BOTH CHANNELS ALSO VIEW THE SUN FOR 
CALlBRAliON THROUGH THE USE Of A DifFUSER PLATE DEPLOYED NEAR 
THE TERMINATOR. THE CONTRI8UTION fUNCTIONS fOR THE EIGHT 
SHORTEST WAVELENGTHS ARE CENTERED At LEVELS RAllGlNG fllO" 55 TO 
i!.6 K!! AND ARE USeD TO INfER THE VERTICAL Ol.llNE PR')F1lE. HIE 
fOUR LONGEST WAVELENGTHS HAVE CONTRIBUTION fUNCTiONS IN THE 
TROPOSPHERE WHICH ARE USEb TO COMPUTE THE TOH,l OIOIH AMOUNT. 
THE SBUV SPECTROMETER liAS A SECOND MODE Of OPERATION THAT 
AllOWS A CONTINUOUS SPECTRAL SUN fROI'I 1600 TO 4000 ANGS1ROI'IS 
fOR DETAilED EXA"INAll0H Of THE EXTRATERRESTRIAL SOLAR SPECTHUM 
AND THUR TE"PORAl VARIATIONS.. TIlE TO"S S.,StEJII5, OPERATING IN 
PARALLEL WlTH THE SBUV. STEP SCANS ACROSS A 10S-DEG fOV NOIiMAl 
TO THE ORBl1AL TRACK WITH AN rov Of APPROUJIIATEL., 0.05Z RAD. 
AT EACH SCAN POSITION THE CARTII RADIANCE IS MNlTORED AT SIX 
WAVELENGTHS BETWEEN 3100 AND 3800 AlIGSTROJIIS TO I1.fER THE TOTAL. 
OZONE A"OUNT. TilE INSTAU"ENT CONSISTS PRl/'ltiPALLV Of THREE 
E8ERT-fASlIE MONOtHROIIE:TERS. TWO OF WHICH AilE OPEIIATED IN 
TANDEM FOR STRA., LIGHT IIEJECllON. TOJll5 USES THE THllttl 
MONOtIfRO"ETER. WlitCH IS EQUIPPED WITH A SPATIAL SC~N "ECIiAtnS" 
AT THE ENTRANCE SLIT. THE StGNAL-TO-NOIse RAllO or TilE sauv IS 




INVESTlIiATlON NAME- STRATOSPHERIC AND "ESOSPHERIC SOUNDER (SAMS) 
PE'RSONNEL 
PI - J.T. 
01 - "_l. 












WDt~A. SOlAR-TEFIR PIt.,s 
THE OBJECTIVE Of SAJIIS 15 TO OBSEIIVE EJIIISSION fRO" THE 
l11'1B OF THE AT"OSPHEII~ TIIROUGH VARIOUS PRESSURE MODULATOR 
RADIO"ETERS AND TO DETERMINE TE"PERATURE AND VERTICAL 
CONCfNTflATJONS Of Hli!.lO. II(Z)O, CII(4). to, AND NO tN THE 
STRATOSPIIERE AND I'IES05PHEIIE TO APPROU"ATEL., 9Q k". 
IIEA5UREI'IENTS Of ZONAL WIND IN TillS REGION ARE BEING ATTEMPTED 
B., OBSERVI,'G lHE DOPPLER Sill FT Of ATJIIOSPHERlc E"ISnON LINES. 
RADIATIOH FRO" THE lUIS Of 111E Alr'lOSPHEIiE LS INCIDENT ON A
 
TElHCOPE Of 15-CM APEIITURE. IN FROHT OF THE TELESCOPE A PLANE 
.URROR SCANS TilE LIMB. VIEII SPACE FOR CALIBRATION. AND VIEII THE 
ATMOSPHERE OBLIQUELY TO GSTA_IN VERTICAL PROflLES_ TIIREE 
AbJACENT FIELDS Of VIEW. EACH Z6 8., 2.6 "RAD (CORRESPONDING TO 
100 K" B., 10 Kit AT THE LUte). FOCUS ONTO A FIEU-SPLITTING 
"UROR WHICH DIRECTS R"DUTION TO SIX DETECTORS. TilE REMAINING
 
D1VJSION lNTO CHANNELS IS ACCOI'IPLISHEO THROUGH DICIIROIC BEAM 
SPlIfTERS. THERE ARE SEVEN PRESSURE "OPULATOR CELLS eft"" .. TWO 
CONTAIN COO!:). THE RE"AINDER Nti!.)O. NO. CII(4). CO. AND H{i!.')O. 
PRESSUR_E IN THE CEllS MAT BE VAIIIED ON _CO"ltAttD BV CHANGING TtiE
 
teMPERATURE OF A S;';ALl CONlIdNER OF l'IOLECUlAII S_IEVE "ATERIAL 
ATTACHED TO EACH PMC .. THE SPECTRAL PAilAI'IETERS fOR THE HtZ10 
CHANNEL ARE Z .. 1 MltROI'IETEilS ANO ,Z5 to 100 "ICROMETERS. ALL 
OTHER CHANNELS LIE WITHIN THE RANGE Of 10_1 10 1S 'tICROI'IE-TEIiS. 
III~HIN THE TELESCOPE. A CHaPPEll OPERATING AT ZSO HZ WILL AllOW 
MEASUREMENT Of "fWD SEpARATE SiGNALS fAOM ALL bEfECTORS, ONE Ai 
250 Hl AHD ONE AT THE P"C FREQUENCY. COMPAIlISON Of THESE 
SIGNALS PEII'UTS ELL"INATING E'IISSION FRO" ItH'ERfE-RING GASE--S 
WITHIN A PARTlCUlAR SPECTIlAl INTERVAL. IN FRONT Of TilE CHOPPER 
A SMALL BLACK BODY AT KNOWN TEMPERATUIIE CAN BE INTRODUCED fOR 
CALIBRATION. ACCURATE "EASUAEI'IENT OF THE Al"OSPHERIC PRESSURE
 
AT THE lEVEl. BEING VIEWED IS O,BTAINED fllOI'l THE TIIO SIGNALS fROI'I 
OHE to(Z} ~~ANNEL. 
.f 
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INI/ES1IGAttOH IUHE- COASTAL ZONE 'ltEAM COLOR SCAHNER 
PERSONNEL 
TL - 101.,1,. 
TH - H.L. 
T" - C.S, 
TH - tI. 
Ht - J.R. 
nt S.l.. 
nl • H.II. 
Ttl - II.C. 
110\115 
RICHARD 










EAII1H RESOURCES SURVEY 
NOAA-NESS 
HASA-GSfC 
BIGELOW LAB OCEAN SC-t 
NOAA-NESS 
NOAA-EAL 
TEXAS A&" U 
U OF 'UAIU 
NASA-ARC 
HIE COASTAL lONE COLOR SCANNER EXPERIMENT IS OESI~NED TO 
HAp CHLOROPHYLL CONCENTRATION IN WATER, SEtll"ENT OIs-TlllBUll0N .. 
GELBSTOfFE CONCENTRATIONS AS A SALINity INDICATO'h AND 
TEI'IPEUfUR.E OF COAStAL WATEAS "NO OtEAN CURRENTS. REflECT EO 
SOLAR ENEIIGY 15 MEO\SUIiEb IN SIX CHANNELS TO SENSE COLOR CAUSEI:! 
SY ABSOAPTION DUE TO CHLOROPHYLL, SEDlItENH. AND GELBSTOFFE fN 
COAS"lAL !lAT(:RS. SPECTRAL BAIO.,) AT 443 AND 670 NANO"ETERS 
CENTER ON TilE "OST INTENSE ABSORPTION BANDS OF CHLOROpHYLL, 
WHILE THE BANI:! n ;50 NANOPIETERS CENTERS ON THE 'HINGE POINT,' 
THE WAVELENGTH or f'IIHI"U" ABSORPTION. RATlOS Of "EASURED 
ENERGIES IN THESE CHANNELS AAt SHIlUN TO CLOSELY PARALLEL 
SURFACE CHLOIIOPHYLL CONCENTR,\UONS. DATA FRO" 'fHE SCA .. "ING 
RAOIO"ETER U P:lOCESSED, W!ill ALGORIlII"S DEVELOPED HID" THE 
FtELD EXpERltlENT DATA, TO pROPUCE MAPS Of CHLOROPHYLL 
ABSORPTlON. THE TEMF.R,\TURE OF COASTAL WATERS OCEAN 
CURRENTS ARE MEASURED IN A SPECTRAL BAND CENTEIIEO AT 11.5 
hICIiOMETEIiS. OBSERVATIONS ARE ALSO MADE IN two OTIIER SPf.(.TRAL 
BANDS, THE fiRST AT 5ZD 'IANOMETERS FOil CHLOROPHYLL CORRELATION 
AND no NANO!4£lERS FOk SURFACE VEGHATION. TO AVOID ~UN GLHtT, 
THE SCANNER IUttROR CII', BE TlLTEO liB OUT THE SENSOR PHCII III1lS ON 
CO ,",""140 ~O THIIT THE LIltE OF SIGHT OF THE SENSOR 15 1t0VED pLlJS 
OR M1NUS 0.35 11110 H, STEPS Of 0.03S R',D WITH fH.SPECT TO NADIR. 
--•• __ • "I" eu S·G, J A C DBa III T t --.-----•• - •• --------.--------
INVESlt<iATlO" NAIIE- E,I~TH RADJAtlON BUDGET (ERB) 
N55!)C ID- NUIIIS-G-07 
PERSON~EL 
TL - tI. 
T" - T.H. 
TM - foB. 
T" - K.L. 
TM - J.R. 
Tr • I..L. 
Tt • A.P. 
















COLORADO STAlE U 
DREXEL U 
U Of CALIF, ClAVlS 
[PPLEY LAB, IMC 
NOAA-NESS 
CALIF INSt Of TECH 
NASA-LARC 
THE OBJE\:TlVE GF THE EARIH RADIATION BUCIGET (ERS) 
EIPERIIIEIH, '" CONTINUAn ,N OF NlttBUS-f fRII, IS TO DETERMINE. 
OVER II PERIOD Of A H"R, tilE EARTH RAPUTIOIt BUDGET ON BOTH 
SYNOPTIC AND PLANETARY SCALES IIY 51t1ULTANEnUS I'!USURE"ENT OF-
IN';O"'l~G "DL"'R RADIATlDN AND OUTGOIN( EARTH REF-LECTEO 
(SIlORTIIAVEl ,IND EIUTlED \LONGWAVEl RADIATION. BOTH F-l.XEO 
• IDE·ANGLE SA"pLT'IG Of TEPRESTRIAL FLUXES AT THE SATELL-ITE 
"LUTUDE AND SCANNED NARROW·ANGLE SAMPLING OF TilE RADIANCE 
lOMpONENTS DEH.NDENT ON ANGLE ARE USED 10 DETERMlNE OUTGOING 
RADI~ll~:~ {REFLECtED "'~D eMllTEtl. HIE ERB SUIISYSTE" CONS1S1'S 
;r A U'CHANNEL RADIOI'!ETER CONT"AlNING SEPARATE SUIIASSEPlBLlES TO 
:'ER" .. 'l.~ TKE ~EQUrREO SOLAR. EARTH-FLU. (WIDE ANGLE), AND 
SC:·!<NED EARTi; RADIANCE NARROW ANGLE) MEASURE"ENTS. THE SYSTE"S 
USE opnn;. fiLTERS FOR SPEtTRAL DISCRIMINATIONS, AS WELL AS 
UN COOLED THERMAL DETECTORS~ THERMOPILE DETECTORS IN THE SOLAR 
"'Ntl FIXED-EARTH-flUX CHA~NELS, AND PYROELECTRIC DETECTORS IN 
THE ~~ANNING CIiANNElS. lHE 1il SOLAR CHANNELS V.lEW IN fRONT OF 
THE ClBSERVATORl IN THE X-Y PLANE. TilE SOLAR CHANNELS OBTAIN 
USABLE SOLAR OATA ONLY DURiNG A pERIOCI OF ABOUT 3 'UN IN EACH 
ORIIll WHEN TilE SPAC.E.CRAFl 15 OVER THE ANURC.TI.C REG10~. THEIR 
fULL RESPONSE FlELD Of \/lEW {fOVl Is 0.18 MAD. THE SOLAII 
CHANNEL SUBASSEMBLY CAN BE PIVOTED PLUS OA "INUS 0.35 RIIO IN 
TilE X-Y PLANE TO COMPENSATE FOR SUN ANGLE DEVUnO.N If 
REQUlAED. THE fOUR EARTH-FLU. CHANNELS ARE MOUNnD SO THEY tAN 
CONTINUOUSLY ViEW TilE TOrAL EARTH DISK AND AIlE CONTlNUOUSLT 
~~~"LED AT fOUR PEA S. DEitOOULATOR OUTPUT SIGNALS ARE 
INTEGRATED fOR PERIODS OF Ar LE.lST 3.8·S. THERE ARE EIGHT 
NARROW FOV CHANNELS (fOUR SHORTWAVE AND fOUR LONG~AVE) "OUNTEO 
IN THE SCANNING HeAD. THe WEAD IS GIIIBAL "OUNTfD IN THE 
RADIOMETER UNIT MAIN FAA/!E. THE fOV Of THE. TELESCOf'ES ARE 
ASYMMETRIC (4.Io BY 89.4 "RAP) "NO TilE FOV OF THE SHORTWAve AND 
LONGWAVE CH;'NNELS AAE COINClClENT. THE 89.10 MRAO ~OV Of TilE. 
fOUR PAIR Of CHANNELS AAE NOT CONTIGUOUS, BUT COVER ONLY 
ALTERNATE. 89.lo HRAO ANGULAR INTERVALS ALONG THE HORIZON. 
.1. l .. t 
163 
----•• - NI"8US·G. MCtORM'CK---·----·----------·----------··---· 
iNyr:q,;;~UON NA~E- STUTOSf'HERlC AEROSOL MUSUREIIlENT-1l 
(SAII·1I ) 
P';UOHNEl 
lL - 1'1.1'. 
' ''-t.J. 
'" - G.Ii. 
T>! - B.". 







U'yUTlGAYJ liE. PROGRAM 
CODE. UN 
INVESTIGAtION OISCIpLINE(S) 
UPPElt ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH 
"ETEOROLOGY 
NA.~A·LARC 
I' Of "YO"ING 
HATL C'R FOR A1M05 RES 
U OF ,\RUONA 
STANFORD RES INST 
THE OBUellYE Of SAlt Il IS TO flAP THE CONCENTRATION ANCI 
OPTICAL PROPERTIES Of STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOLS AS A f~NCTION Of 
AUUUOE. LATITUDE, AND LONGl1UDE. WHEN NO CLOUDS ARE PRESENT 
IN tilE INSTIIU"ENT flELO Of VIEw UFOV) .. TilE TROPOSpHERIC 
AEROSOLS CAN ALSO BE MAPPED. TilE INSTRU"Et;T, BASICALLT A SUN 
pHOTOltETER, "EASURES THE UTINCTION Of :iOLAI! RAolATlON AT 
1.0·"lCIIOIilUER WAV£LENGTH OURIN~; SPACECRAfT SUNRISE AND SUNSET. 
THE PHOTOIiETER VIEWS A POI·110N OF THE SOLAR DISK WITH A 
0.1IoS·"RAo lFOV AND A SAltPLING uTE OF so UI'IPLES PO SECOND. 
AS THE SpACECRAn fIRST YIEWS THE SUNRISE, THE 
pMOtOIilETEI!-POIN11N6 AXU IS DEPRESSED APPROXIMATELY O.SO! RAO 
WITH RESPECT TO THE SpACECRAft 1I0RUONTAL. THE PHOToIIETER 
CONTINUES LOOKING AT THE SUN UNTIL ITS DEPRESSION ANGLE IS ON 
THE OROEI or 0.44 UO (APpROXl"ATElY 1.4 "IN 01l5ERVING 11,,£). 
BHORE SUNSf-T. THE pHOTOIilETEli MEAD ROTATES 3 .. 14 RAo IN A1UIUTH 
AND VIEWS THE SUN fROIi A OEP"esSlON OF ApPIiOXIMATELY 0.44 TO 
0.52 RAO AS TME SPACECItAFl ORBITS to THE DARK SlC1E Of THE 
EARTII. fOR TilE EXPECte~ IUGII NOON OIBn. LATITUDES OF BETWEEN 
1 .. 1"2 AND 1.40 UO IN BOTH HEIIILSPHERES ARE StANNU fOR 1 MONTHS. 
THE EITINCTION "[ASURE"ENTS AilE INVERTED FOR THE 
NU"BEJI-OENSIH HitES THE AEROSOL SCAT-HRlNG CIItSS SE.ClJON BY 
USING THE LA"flERT·BEER LAW AHO ASSU"lNG THE IIT"OSPHERE TO BE 
CO"POSED OF LAlERS. TO OETER"INE THE STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL 
OPTICAL pROPERTI£S. GROUNO-UUTM IN SITU BALLOON~BOANE AEROSOL 
MEASURE"ENTS ARE ALSO "ADE. 
--~---- NlMBUS-G, RUSSELL, 3RO--·--------··----------
INVESTIGATION NAltE- LOWER AT"O$pHERlt COMPOSITION AND 
lE."pERATUIiE EXPER1"ENT (LAtATE) 
PERSONNEL 
TL. - J .M. 
TL - J.C. 
TI'I - F .B. 
T" - E.E. 
TM - C •• B. 
tM - S.R. 
tM - II. 













UppEIt ATMOSPHERE IIESEARCH 
MEoTEOROLOGY 
NASA-LAlie 
NAtL tlR fOR AT"OS RES 
DREXEL U 
NASA-LARC 
U Of WASHINGTON 
U OF I'IlCHIGAN 
U OF I'IUNICII 
NOAA-NESS 
THE OBJECTIVE OF TH~ LIMB i.NFRARED tlONITOR or THE 
STRATOSPHERE (LI"S) UPUIMENT IS TO "AP THE VERHCAL PROFlLES 
OF TEMPERATURE ANO THE CONCeNTRATION Of OZONE. WATER VAPOR, 
NITROGEN DIOXIDE, ANCI NnlllC AUO IN THE LOWER TO MIDDLE 
STRATOSPHERE RANGE, WITH ElTENS·ION to THE 5TRATOPAUSE FOR WATER 
VAPOR ,\NO INTO tilE LOWER "ESOSPHEIIE FDA l£MPERATUIIE AND OZONE • 
THE INSTRU"ENT HAS A SIX-CHANNEL INfRARED (lR) RADIOMEtER THAT 
tNCORpORAT~S HG-CO-tE DETECTORS COOLED BY A lWO-SrAGE SOLID 
CRYOGEN COOLER. THE RADIOPIETER MAPS VERTICAL PROfilES OF 
TIIERMAL IA E"ISSION COilING FROM THE HOlitlON IN SIx BANl'IS (6.~. 
9.5, 11.3, 14.9. AND 1S.Z I'I1CROItETER5) Of THE ATMOSPHERIC 
CONSTITUENTS OF INTERES·T. TWO Of THE CHANNELS ARt: USED TO 
DETERMINE RADIANCE PROHlES Of EIUSStON 8Y CDC.. THUE PROfiLES 
ARE MATIIEI'IATlCALLY INV£R1U TO OIlTAIN TE"pERATURE VERSUS 
PRESSURE. THE INFEIiREo TUIPEIlAtURE PROfiLE. TOGETHER WITI' 
RACilANCE PROnLES IN tHE OTMER SPECHIAL BANDS. AR.E THEN USED TO 
INfEIi TIlE YflITlCAL OISTRlBUTlON Of TRACE CONSTHUENTS. THE 
TEMPERATURE IS OETEllltlNEO 'to AN ACCURAn OF ABOUT 1.5 K. 
eONSTlTUENt CONCENTRATIONS ARE U.TER"lNED WITH AN ACCURACY OF 
ASOUT ZO PERCENT, WlTH THE UCEptlON Of ~Oc. WHICH 15 DElER"INED 
TO WI·tHIN ABOUT SO P~RtENT. INSTANTANEoUS VERllCAl 
,·IUCI-OF-VIEW AT lHE HORIZON' IS ~ U FOR TME tEltpERATURE. 
DIONE. ANCI NITRIC ACID CHANNELS AND 4 KM fOR THE NOZ AND WATER 
VAPOR CHANNELS. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• NOAA-A.· •••••••••• ••• •••••••••• ••• 



























i ,.1 "'';-- I. J L 
NSSDC 10· NOU-A 
LAUNCH DATE- 1918 WUGHT- 588.9 I(G LAUNCH Sln:~ VANOENBERG "fS. UNITED STATES LAUNCH. VEHICLE- ULAS F 
SPOPfSORIHG COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STATES 
PLANNED OR81T PARANErERS 
ORBIT nPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOO~ 101.5 II1N pERIAPSlS- 8~3. kM 
PE/lSOt.lHI:L 
"6 - M.L. 
P" - G.A. 





INCl.INIITlON- 98.1 DEG 




NOA"·". .to TIROS-N TYPE SPAtECU".lS THE FUST IN A SERIES Of THIRO--GEUUAUON. OPERATIONAL "UEOROlOGICAL SATELLlTES fall USE IN THE NATIONAL OPERATIONAL EHVIRON"ENTAl SATELLi1'e SUS$'/'STE" (NOUS) AND TO SUPPORT THE GLOBAL Al"OSPHERJ(' RESE-ARCH PROGRA" (GARP) DURING 1978-8'. HIE SAlElUTE DESIGN PROVIPES AN ECOHOfUCAL AND STABLE SUN-STHrHRONOUS PLATfOAM fOR AOVANUO OPERI.JlONAL INSTRUNENTS TO NEA.SUIirE THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE, llS SURFACE AND CLOUD COVeR, AtiD tHE NEAR-SPACE ENVIRD,.N!:NT. PRJ NARY SENSDtS INCLUDE: Ali ADVANceD VEU HIGH RESOLUTION RAOIOUTEIf (AVHRIf) fOR OBSERVING DAYTINE AtiD NIGHTTINE GLOBAL CLOUD COVER AND AN OPERATIONAL VERflCAL SOUNDER fCII OBUINING TE!!PERATURE AND WATER VAPUR PROfiLES THROUGH THE EAIITH'S ATMOSPHERE. SECO~DAIIY EIIPERINENtS CONSl$T Of A SPACE ENVlIIONMENT MONITOII (5£-N), WHICH MEASUIIES THE PROTOti AND ELECTRON F\,UI( NEAR fHE £AIITH.. AND A DATA 
,COLLECTION AtiP PLATfOR/II LI)CAHON S'($TE" (fICS), WHICH PROCESSES AND RELAYS TO CENTRAL OATA ACQUI-UTlON STATIONs THE VARIOUS NnEOROlOGlCAl DATA RECEIVED fliON FREE-flOATING BALLOONS AND OCEAN BUOYS OI$'1I1IBU1£O AIIOUtiD THE GLOBE. THE SATEllITE IS BASED UPON THE BLOCK 50 SPACEC:!.lfT 8US OEVELOi'EII fOil THE us AI. fOlltE, AND IS CAPABLE Of "AINTUIUNG Ati EARtH-POINTING ACCURACY Of 8ETTER THAti PLUS OR MU'US 0.1 O[G WITH A MOTION RAte Of lESS THAN 0.035 PEG/So 
------- NOAA-A .. BOSTRO"--------------------------------------
lNVESTlGATlOti NAME- SPACE ENVIRONNENT NOtilTOIl 
NSSDC 10- NOAA-A -04 
PERSONtiEl 
PI - C.O. BOSTII:!M 
BRIEF tlESeRlPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PRDGRA" 
OPERATIONAL IIEATHER OBSERVArIONS 
ItiVESTIGATlON OISCIPLlNE(S) 
"EtEOROlOGY 
~PPLIED PHYSICS LAB 
THlS fXPERlI'lENT IS AN E)lTEtiSlDN OF tHE SOLAR PROTON MONITORItiG EXPERIMENT flOIlN ON THE ITOS SPACECRAft SERIES~ THE El(pEIIIMEtiT PA(ICAGE CotlS1STS Of rOUR DfTECTOR SYSTE"S AND A DATA PROCESS!tlG UNn. THE lOll-ENERGY PRDTOti ALPHA TELESCOPE (lePAT> SEPARATELY IIEASURES IN FIVE ENERGT RANGES BOTH -PROTONS BETIlEfti 150 ItEV ANO 40 Plev ANti ALPHA PARTICLES BETIIEEN 150 ItEV/N AtiD 25 
"EV/N. THERE ARE TIIO lEPUS VI ElliNG IN THE ANTI-SUN AND ANTI~EARTH DIIiECtIONS !flTH 60-tlEG VIEWING CONES. THE PROTON OMtlIDlRECTIONAl DETECTOR (POtl) PleASURES PROTONS ABOVE 10~ 30 .. ANO 60 "EV~ ELECTRONS ABOVE 140 ICEV .. AtiD PROTONS AND U.ECTRONS' (INSEPARABLE) ABOVE 750 ICEV. THE HIGH~EtlERGY PROTON ALPHA TELESCOPE (HEPAT) HAS A 50-DEG VIEIHNG CONE, VIEII IN THE ANll-E~RTH OlRECTlON, AND I r "EASURES PROTONS ABOVE 400 "EV AND PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES ABOVE 600 AND 1000 "EV/N. THE TOTAL ftlEIiGY DETeCTOR (tED) NEASURE TOIAl ENERGY ABOVE 1 ICEV. 
------~ NOAA-A, tlESS STAfF--------~--~~--- ... ----------..,.-____ _ 
INVESl~:e~~~~ NAlfE- ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION R\9-IOMETER 
NSSDC 10- NOAA-A -01 
PEIISOtiHEL 
PI - HESS STAfF 
BIUEF DESCRIPTION 
ItlVfStJG"A:nVE PROGRA!! 




tHE NOAA-A ADVANCED VEII_! HIGH RESOLUTION PADIONE-TER CAVHIIR) IS A fOUR-CHANNEL -SCANtlItiG RADIOMeTER CAPABLE Of PIIOVIOING 6l0BAl DAYlJIIIE AND NIGHTTI"E SE-A SURFACE TUIPERATURE .. ICE, SNOW, AtiD CLOUD INfOR"AtlOti. THESE DATA AIlE OBTAINED ON __ OAJLY BASl$ FOil USE Itl II,EATHEII ANAlYSlS AND FORECASTIN"'~ THE IIIUltiSPECTRAl RAOIO/llETER OPERATES IN THE SCANNING "ODE AND 
"EASURES EMUTED AND REFLECTED RADIATION IN THE fOUOWING SPECTRAL INTERVALS -- CHANNEL 1 (VISIBLE), 0 .. 55 TO 0.9 MICRONETER .. CHANNEL i!. (NEAR jlN, o~ns "ICIIOUTER TO O£TECTOR CUT Off AROUND 1.3 MICROMetERS, CHANNEL 3 OR 1111'1(011) .. 10.5 'TO 11.5 PlICRO"ETERS~ AND CHANtiEL 4 OR liitiOOIi)~ 3.55 ro 3.93 MICRONETERS. ALL fOUR CHANtiELS HAVE A SPATIAL RESOltJUON Of 1.1 ICI" AtllI THE TIIO III IIINDOW CHANNELS HAVE A THEil MAL IIESOLUf.!ON Of O.ll Ii: AT 300 IC. THE AVHRR IS CAPABLE Of OPERATING Itl BOTH REAl~TlME 011 RECORDED "ODES. REAl-TUIE OR 
'64 
J L," ~ \ ",_._ ..•. _-_. 
DIRECT RE"ADOUf OAf A AIlE TRA'fS"TtTEO fO GROUNII STATIONS 80tH AT lOll (4 KM) RESOLUTION VIA AijTONATIC PIC TUllE TRANSNISSION (~pr) AND .u HIGH (1 It") USOLUTION VII\ HIGH RESOlunON PictURE TUtlSMlSSlON (HRPt). OATA IIECOIIDED Otl BOARO ~RE AVAILABLE fOil CENTRAL PIiOCESSlNG. THEY INrlUDE GLOBAL AREA COVERAGE (GAC) DAIA.. HAVE A RESOlUtION Of 4 K", ANO LOCAL AREA COVEJIAGE (lAC) DATA.. WHaH C:lNtAlNS DAtA fRO" SELECJEfI PORTIONS Of EACH ORBIt WITH A 1 (/II RESOLunON. IDENTICAL E)lPE(H"~'HS ARE FLOWN Otl THE otHER SPACE(:IIAfT IN lHE TIROS-If/NOA4 $f.1I; E~ , 
--.---- NOAA-A .. NESS STAFf-------------·---------~----------~--
INVESTIGATION NA"E- OpERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUtlDEIl 
NSSDC 10- NOAA-A -a~ 
PERSONNel 
PI - NESS STAff 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION 
INVEStiGATIVE PIIOGRAM 




tHE NOAA-A OPERATIONAL SOUtlOEil CONSISTs Of THIIEE INSTRUMENts DESIGNED TO DElERtllNE RADlANCe:; NEEDEO TO CALCULATE TE"PEIIATUIIE AND HUMIOIT'f PliO FilES Of THE AtNOSPHERE fROII THE SURfACE TO THE STRAfOSPHEI'E (APPROkHIATELY 1 liB). tHE FIRSt I~S'RU"ENT.. THE BASIC SOUNDING UNIT (BSU), HAS ,4 CHANNELS AND NAICES /llEASUIiEMENts IN THE fOLLOWING SPECTRAL ItiTeIiVAlS--CHANNEL 1 - THE 3.1-NICRO"ET£R WINDOII REGiON, CHANNEL 2 - THE 4.3-IIICRONfT£II COi!. 8AtlD .. CHANNEL 3 - THE 9.7-IIICROMETEIl olONE BAND, CHANNEL 4 - tHE 11.1-"ICRONEtEIl WiNDOW REGION, CHANNELS S THROUGH 11 tHE 15-NICRONETEII COi!. 8A!iD (13.3~ 13.61 14.0, 14.-3, u.s .. t4.7S~ AND 15.0)1 AND CHANNELS 12 tHIlOUGH 1lo - THE T8-MiCIIO"fTEII 1I0TAnONAl IIATER VAPOR BANDS (18.8,23.15, AND i!.9.4). THE SECOND INSTAUIIENT. THE STI'ATOSPHERIC SOUND INC, UNIT .. HAS THRee CHANNELS OPUATltfG AT 14.97 I'IlCRO"EtERS USING SELECTIVE 4BSORPTION BY PASSING THE INCO"'ING RADUHON THROUGri THREE pRESSURe 1I00UlATED CELLS CONTAItilNG CO~. TUE THIRD INSTRUMENT, THE MICROWAVE SOUNOING UNn, HAS fOUR CHANNELS OPERATltlG IN THE 50 TO 60 GHZ OXYGEN (50.3, 53.7, 55.0 .. AND 57.9) TO 08TAIn tE"PEI/"'URE PROflLES IIHICH ARE fREE Of CLOUD INTERfEREtitE. tHE INs-t"lUPtENTS ARE CROSS-COURSE SCANNING DEVICES UTILIZING A stEP ,ro PROVIDE A tRAVERSE SCAti ImilE lHE ORBITAL "OTION OF tHE SUELlITE PROVIDES SCAtiNING IN THE OIiTHOGONAL 01llE[.lION. SUtlLAR ElIPERI"EHTS AIlE flOWN ON OTHU SPACECIiArT IN THE TIROS-N/tlOAA SERIES. 
-.----- NOAA-A .. NESS STA~~--~----~----------------------------
INVESTlGATlON NA"E- DATA COllECTION SYSTEN 





INVESlIGAT J '.IE PIIOGAAfII 




THE DA1A COllECTION AND PlATtORM LOCAHON SYSTE" (PCS) ON NOAA-A IS DESIGNED TO "EEl tHE "EtEOIiOlOGICAL DAtA NEE!tS Of THE UNItED SfAT,ES AND TO SUPPORT fHE GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC RESEAl/CIi PROGRA" (GARP). THE nSTE" RECEIVES LOll DUTY cYCLE tRANSfIIlSSIOtiS DF METEOROLOGICAL OBSEliIlATIOtiS FRO" fREE-flOATING BAlLOOtiS .. OCEAN BUOYS. OtHER SATElLltESI "ND fIXED GROUND-BASED SENSOR PlATFOII"S DISTRIBUTEP AROuND THE GLOSE. THESE OBSERVATIONS ARE ORGANllED ON BOARD THE SPACECRAft AND REtRA~S"ltTED IIHEN THE SPA(.tCRAfT CONES IN RANGE OF A COMMAHD AND DATA ACCltJlSltiON (tDA) STATION. fOR FREE~"OVlNG BALLOONS, tHE DOPPLER FIIEQUENCY StUfT Of- THE TRANSNutED SIGNAL IS OBS-ERVED 10 CALCULATE THE lOCATJON or tHE BAllOONS. THE OCS I$' EXPECTED, fOR A MOVING SENSOR PlAHOR .... TO HAVE A lOCATION ACCURACY Of !I TO 8 IC" R"SI AtiD A VELOCITY ACCURACY Of 1 TO 1.6 filS.. THIS SYSTEN HAS THE CAPABilITY 01 ACQUIRtNG DATA fRO" UP TO i!.000 PLATFORMS PER DAY. IDENtICAL £lIpERIME/US ARE FlOIiN ON OTHER SPACECRAFT IN tHE 'IROS~N/NOAA SERlES. 
••••••••• * ••••• * ••••••••••• * NOAA-B .................. * ••• **** ••• 
SPAC~CRAF1 CO ""ON NAIf!- NOAA-B 
AltERNATE NA"ES-
NSSDC ID- NOAA-B 
LAUNCH PATE- 1979 IIE1GHt- S8B.9 KG lAUNCH 511£- VANDENBERG AFB .. UNITED STATES lAUNCH VEHIClE- ATLAS f 
SPONSOIiING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNitED STATES tlOAA-NESS 
PLANNED ORBIT pARAI'IETER5 
ORB" TYPE- GEOCEHtRic 
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PIG - ".1.. 
Pit - G.A. 









HOAA-B IS THE SECOHD JN A S£IUES Of THI~O-GEHERATlOH .. DPERAJJONAL METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES fOR USE IN TI/E NAtJONAL OPERATIONAL E~\IlROH"ENTAL SAHLLlTE SUBS UTE" (HOESS) AND TO SUPPOIH THE GLOBAL .rllOS-Pl/flue IIESURCH PltOGR"" (SUP) DURING 1978-84. THE SATELLITE tlESIGN PROVIDES AN ftOHOPUCAL AN~ SHBlE SUN~SYNtHRONOUS PLATfOIUI ~OR ADVANCED OPERAnONAL lkSTRU'IENlS TO PlUSURE THE EARTH'S AYPIDSPHEREI ITS SURFACE AND CLOUD COVEll.. MO rHE NE:AlhSPACE EHIIIRONPlf'H. 1>IIIIAR'I' SENSORS INCLUDE AN ADVANCED IIERY HIGH RESOLUT tON IIADIOPlffER (AVHRRl fOR oaS.III/JIIIG OAYlI"E "Nil 'HGI/TTUI[ GLOBAL CLOUD COVER AND AN OPERAT.lONAL VERTICAL SOUNbER rOR OBTAINING TE"PERATURE AND VATER VAPOR f>RllfiLES J/IROUGH THE £ARTII'S AT"oSf>HUE. SECONDARY EXPEIII"ENTS CONSISTS or A SPACE ENVIIION"ENT "ONITOI! (SE") .. WHICH "EASURES THE PROTO_'4 AND ELECTROt; fLUX NEAR THE EARTH .. AND A DAtA COLLECTION AND PlllTfOR" LOCA·~ON SYSfE" (DCS) .. WHlCH PROCESSES AND RELAYS TO CENTRAL DATA I 'UISllION Stl\UONS Tile VARIOUS "ElEOROLOGICAl DATA RECElV' fROM fIlEE-FLOATING BALLOONS AND OCEAN SUOYS DISTRIBUTED AROUND THE GloBIi-. THE SATELLITE IS BASEb UPON THE ALDCK ~b SPACECRAFT BUS oEVELOPftI FON THE US AIR fOIlCE .. AND IS CAPABLE Of MAINTAINING AN EAI!TH·POINllNG ACCURACY Qf BETTER TtUN PLUS OR MINUS 0.1 DEG 
'IIITH A "oTloN RATE Of LESS THAN G.OlS DEG/S. 
------- NOAA-B. 80STRO)ll----------------------------------------
INVESTtGATIoN NIII'IE- SPACE ENIIIRONliENT IIONITOR 
NSSOC IP- NOAA-B -O~ 
PERSONNEL 
PI - C.O. BOSTROII 
BRIEf OESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATiVE PROGRAM 
OPERATIONAL WEATHER OBSEMVATJONS 
INVESTlGATloN OISCIPLlNE(S) 
"ETEOROLOG., 
APPLlfD pHYSICS LAB 
THIS EXPERI"ENT IS AN EXTENSION Of TIlE SOLAR PlioToN 
"oIHTORJIfG ElI'PEIlHIENT fL.OWN ON THE lTOS SPACECRllfT SERlES. THE ElI'PERJ'lIENT PAC(AGE CONSISTS Of fOUR OETECIoR STSTEMS ANn A OATA PROCESSING IlNlT. TilE Loil-ENERGY PROTON ALPHA TELESCOPE (LEPAT) SEPIIRATELY IIEI.-SURES IN fIVE ENERGV RANGES BOTH PfOTONS 8ETWEEN 150 KEV AND 40 IHI/ liND ALPHA PARTICLES BETWEEN 150 kEI//N AND 25 MEV/II. THERE ARE TWO LEPATS YIEWJNIi IN THE "'HI-SUI-! ANO ANH-EARTH OlJlECHoNS o/11H 60-DEG IIlEWING CONES. THE PROTON O)llNJIIIRECTIoNAL DETECTOh (POD) I'IEASt.'RES PROTONS ABol/E 10 .. 3il .. AND 60 IIEV .. ELECTRONS ABOYE 1~0 teEV .. AND PROTONS ANII ELECTRONS <INSEPARABLE) ABOVE HO KEV. THE HIGH-ENERGY PROTON ALPHA TELESCOPE (t/EPATl HAS A 50-DEG vIEWING CONE .. VIEW IN THE ANTI-EARTH DUECTION .. ANII 11 I'tEASURES PROTONS ABOVE ~OO !'lEV ANII PROTONS ANII ALPHA PARTICLES ABOVE 600 ANII lODe: "EV/N. TI,E TOTAL ENERGV DEfECTOR (lED) l't£ASURES TOTAL ENERGY ABOVE 1 KEV. 
------- NOAA-B .. NESS STAfF-------------------------------------
INVES1'lGAtIoN NAIIE- ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUUoN RAbIO"ETER (AVHIIR) 






OPERATIONAL WEATHER OBSERVATIONS 
INt ::SlIGATIoN OISCIPLlNE(S) )IIETEOROLOGY 
NOAA-NESS 
THE NOAA-a ADVANCEII VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RAoIOl'tETER (AVIIRR) IS A fOUR-CHANNEL SCANNING RADIOIIE-TER CAPABLE Of PROVIDING GLOBAL PAYHME AND NlGHTTll'tE SF-A SURfACE TE"PERATURE. ICE~ SNOW. AND CLOUD INFoRIIAlION. THESE DATA ARE OBTAINEO ON A DAILY BIISIS fOR USE IN WEATHER ANALYSIS AND FORECAnING. THE 




------- NOAA-B .. NESS STAff--------------------------~----------
INVESTIGATION NAl'tE- OPERATIONAL VERTICIIL 50UNOfli 
NSSDC 1P- NoAII-B -02 
PEIISOHNEl 
" - NESS STAff 
BIUEF DESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAl't 




THE NOU-6 OPERATIONAL SOUNDER CONSISTS OF THREE INSTRUKEIlTS OESIGriED TO DETEIll'tINE RADIANC£S NEEDED TO CALCULATe 1£IIPERATUIIE AND HU"IDIH PROFILES Of THE Al!'lOSPHERE fllOl't THE SURFIICE TO THE STRATOSPHERE (APPIIOl(ll'tATELY 1 11(1). THE fIRS1 INSTRUKENT .. THE BASIC SOUNDING UNIT (BSU), liAS 14 CtlANNELS AND 
"AKES I'lEAsUREl'tENTS IN TUE FOLLOWING SPECTRAL INTERVALS--CHANNEL 1 - THE l.l-'"CRo"ETER WINDOW REGIOH, CHANNEL l - THE 4.5-I'IICROl'tEtER C02 BAND .. CHANNEL 5 - THE 9.1-"ItROIIETER OZONE BAND. CHANNEL' - THE 11.1-"ICRo"ETU 'IIINoOW REGION .. CHANNELS 5 THROUGll 11 fHE 15-MICII0I'IETEII co2 BAN II (13.J, 13.6, 14.0 .. 14.l. 14.5, 14.15 .. AND 15.0). AND tHANNELS 12 THROUGH 14 - THf 10-IIICIIOI'tETER ROTATIONAL WATEII VAPOR BAIIOS (T8.0 .. Z3.15~ ANO 29.'). THE SECOND INsTRUl'tENT .. THE STRATOSPHERIC SOUNDING UNlT .. HAS THREE CHAIlHflS -OPERATING AT 14.97 l'tlCRo"ETERS USING SELEClll/E ABSORPTION BY PASSING TIfE INC","ING RADIATION THIIOUGH THREE PRESSUNE MODULAJEO CELLS CONTAINING COZ. THE THlRD INSTRU"EHT .. THE ",CROWAVE SOUNDING UNIT .. HAS FOUII CHIIHNEL.S OPERATING IN THE 50 TO 60 GHZ onGEN (SO.l. 53.7, 55.0. AND 57.9) 10 ollTAIN TE"PERATURE PROfiLES WHICH ARE fREE Dr CLOUD INTERfERENCE. THE INSTRUIIENTS ARE CROsS~CoURSE SCANNING DEVICES tlTILIlING A STEP TO PRoviDE A TRAVERSE S(AN WHILE THE ORBITAL 1I0TlON OF THE SAYELLJlE PRoVlbES SCANNING IN THE ORTHOGONAL OIRECTION. SI"ILAR EXPERIMENTS ARE FLOWN ON oll/EN SPACECRA" IN THE TIROS-HINoAA SERIES. 
------- NOAA-8, NESS STAFf-~-----------------------------·-----
INVESTlGATION NAIIE.- DATA COLLECTION HSTEK (DCs) 










THE DATA COLLECTION AND PLATfOR" LOCATION STsre" (Des) ON NoAA-8 IS OESIG~IED TO "EEl THE ~ElEoRoLOGICAL DATA NEEDS or 1HE U1IIIED STATES AND TO SUPPORT THE GLOBAL AT"oSPHERIC RESEARCH PROG!!API (GARP). THE SYSTEl't RECEJ'JES LOW DUTY CYCLE T!!ANS"lSSIONS OF IInEOROLOGICAL oBSERVA1.ONS FRoII HIEE-FUUTlriG BALLOONS .. OCEAN Suns .. OTHER SATELLITes .. AND FlXEP GRoUNO-BASED SfNSOR PLATfoRRS DISTRIBUTED AROUND THE GLOBE. THESE OBSERVAl!ONS ARE ORGANIZ-EP ON BOARD TI/E SpACECRAFT MID oIBRANSMInED WHEN THE SPACECRAFT (o"ES IN RANGE Of A Co"PlAND AND DATA ACQUIslTION (COli) $lATIoN. FOR FREE-"OVING BALLOONS, THE DOPPLEII fREQUENCY SHIFT Of THE TRANS"lTTED SIGNAl IS oBSERVEO TO CALCULATE THE LOCATION OF THE BALLOONS. THE DCS IS UPEeTEP, FOR A 1I0VING SE'lSDII PLATrOR'" TO HAVE A LOCATION ACCURACV Of S TO I! 1:" R"'S; AND A VELOCITY ACCURACY OF 1 TO 1.6 liS. THIS SYST'E" HilS THE CAPABJLlJy Of ACQUIRING OIlTA FROII UP TO ::-000 PL.A,TfORMS PER OAY. IPENHCAL EXPERIMENTS ARE fLOWN ON OTHER SPACECRAFT 1.N THE T'lROS-N/NOAA SERIES_ 
SPACECRAFT (oMIIoN NAPlE- NOAII-C 
ALTERNATE NA"ES-
NSSDC 10- NoAA-C 
LAUNCH OATE- 1980 II'EIGHT- 5118.9 KG LAUNCH 51 lE- VANDENBERG AFB, UNIlEO STATES LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS f 
SPONSORING CoUNTRTlAGENCY 
UNllEO STATES 
PLANNEb ORBll PARAl'tETERs 
ORBIT TYpE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PEIII~b- 9~.5 "IN 
PERlAPSIS- 500_ 1<" 
PERSONNEL 
MG - II.L. 
P" - G.A. 


























CLOUD tO'lER, AND fHE tiE," ~PAtE £NII1110H"[HT. PR""", SENSORS INCLUDE AN AOYANtl:D IIERY HIGH RESOLUTION UDIDI'lETU IAVHkll1 fOR QeSERVING CAnUIE AND NJGHrTUte GLOBAL CLOUD COVER ANII AN OPEUTIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER fOil OBTAIN!"1i fUIPER"TUITE AND IIATER VAPOIt PMOFlLES THROUGH THE £AUII'S AHIOSPHERE. SECONDARY ElIPEAllfEHTS CONSIST Of A SPACE EHVlRONPlEHT !!OrIlToR ($E.n .. WHICH 
"USURES" THE I'ROTON AND ELECTRON fLUX NUR THE [AFIl"~ AND A OATA CDLLEtTlOH AND PLATrOILM LOCATION Sl'STEII COtSJ, IIHICH PROCESSES AND RELAYS TO CENfRAL DATA ACQUISITION STATIONS TilE VAIIIOUS "ETEDROLOGICAL DATA RECEIVED fAOII rUE-FLOATING BALLOONS AND onA" 8UOY5 DISUIBUTED AROUHD THE GLOBE. HIE SATELLITe 15 BASEl! upo" THE BLOCK so SPACf.CUfT flUS DEVELOPED fOil THE US AU FORCE, AND 1$ CAPABLE Of ""lNTUHING AN EARTH·POINTING AC[URA(, OF BETTER TIIAN PLUS OR MINUS G.1 DEG IIITH A "OllON RATE OF LESS THAN 0.035 IIEG/S. 
-_ •• -- - NO AA - [, B 0 S T RO"---- -------__ -----_____________________ • 
INVESTlGATlON NAMf- SPACE ENVlIIONPlENT MONITOR 
PlSSOC 10- NOAA-C -04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - C.O. BOSTROM 
BlIlEf OE,:iCIIIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 
OPERATIONAL IIEATHER OBSERVATIONS 
INIIESTlGATlON Ols-tIPLlNEIS) 
METEOROLOGY 
APPLIEil PH'i'SlCS UB 
ruu EXPERIMENT lS AN ElCTENSION OF 'HE SOLAR PilOT ON 
'U)iHTORING EXPERIMeNT FLOIIN ON THE nos SPACECRAfT SERIES. THE EXPERIMENT PACKAGE CONSISTS Of FOUR OETECTOII SYSTE"s AND A DATA PROCESSING UNIT. THE LOII-ENfRGY PROTON ALPHA TELESCOPE CLEPATl SEPARATELT "[ASURES IN FIVE ENERGY RANGES BOTII PROTONS BETIIEEN 1S0 KEV AND 40 "EV AND ALPHA PARTJ(LES BETlllEN 1S0 KEVIN AND 2S 
"'EVIN. THERE ARE TIIO LEPATS VIEWING IN THE ANll-SUN AND ANTI-EARTH DIRECTIONS 111'''1 60-DEG VIEWING CONES. THE PAOTON OMNIDIIiECTIONAL DUECTOR (POD) MEASURES PROTONS ABOVf 10, 30, AND 60 "EV, ELECTRONS ABOVE 140 KEV, AND PROTONS AN:' !ELECTRONS ONSEPARABLE) ABOVE 7.50 "h. THE HIGH-ENERGT PROTON ALPHA TELESCOPE (HEPAT) HAS A 50-0EG VIEWING CONE, VIEII IN THE ANTI-EARTH OUECTlON, AND IT "[ASURES PROTONS ABOVE 400 MEV AND PROTOItS AND UPH" PARTICLES ABOVE 600 AND 1000 MEV/N. THE TOTAL ENERGY OE-rECTOR (JEDl M[,ASURES TOTAL ENERGY ABOVE 1 ICEII. 
------- NOAA-C, NESS STAFF-------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- ADVANCED VERY HIGH IIES-OLUUOH RADIOMETER (AVHRR) 










THE NOAA-C ".IINCEO VERT HIGH RESOLUT 10" RAOIOMEHR (AVHRR) WiLL BE A rOUR CHANNEL SCANNING RADIO"'E'TfR CAPABLt Of PROVIDING GLOBAL oATTI"'E AND NIGHTTIMe SEA SURFACE TE/IIPERATURE, ICE, SNOW, ANb CLOUD INfOR"ATlON. THEse DnA WILL BE OBTAINED ON "OAILY BASIS FOR use IN WEATHER ANALYSIS AND FORECASTING. THE "ULTlSPE"tTRAL RAOIO"UER WILL OPERATE IN THE SCANNING MODE AND WILL "EASUIIE EMITTED AND REFLECT Ell RAOlATION IN TilE fOLLOWING SPECTRAL INTERVALS -- CHANNEL 1 (VISIBLE), O.5S TO 0.9 IH~ROMETER, CHANNEL Z (NEAll IIi), 0.725 .HCROMETER TO DETECTOR CUT Off AROUND 1.3 MICRO"'ETER, CHANNEL 3 nil WINDOWl, 10.5 TO 11 • .5 IUCROMETEA, AND CHANNEL 4 OR WINOOW) .. 3.55 TO 3.93 MICROIIETER. ALL FOUR CHANNELS IIILL HAVE A SPATIAL RESOLUTION Of 1.1 ICM, ANII THE TWO IR WINDOW CHANNELS WILL HAVE A TIlERPlAL RESOLUTION ot 0.12 DEG X AT ]00 (lEG ic. T,lE AIIHRR WlLL BE LiiF":::"'!:' Of OPERATlNG IN BOTH REAL-TIllE OR RECORDED MOOfS. REAL-TlI'tE OR Olii::~! R~AOOUT OATA WILL liE TR"NSI'I1'TEO TO GROUND SUllO,.S BOTH AT LOW (.; .0:") RESOLUTtON VlA AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSIUSSION CAPT) AND AT HIG" :-, X-') RESOLUTION VIA HIGH IIESOLUnON PICTURE TRANSMISSION OIRPf). II':'!" RECORDED ON BOARD WILL BE AVAILABLE fDA CENTRAL PROCESSING. Till': INCLUDE GLOBAL AREA COVERAGE (GAC) DATA, WILL HAVE ~ RESOLUTlON i;r t-ICM, ~NII LOCAL AREA COVERAGE (LAC) OA'f'A, W/I!I'H ~II..L CONTAIN DATA fROM SELECtED PORTIONS OF EACH DRlln lriTH A 1 Itl't RESOLUTION. IDENTICAL EXPERIMENTS WILL Bf rLtlllN ON THE OTHER SPAtECRAfT IN TII~ TIROS-N/NOAA SERIES 
------~ Nfl~I\-C, HESS STAr~--*--~-------____________ ._ 
INVESTIGATION NAMe-
PERSONNEL 
PI - NESS STAFF 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRA" 






THE NOAA-C. OPEUTIONAl SOUNDER WILL CONSIST or THR££ INSTRUMENTS DESiGNED TO OETUMINE RADIANCES HEEOEil TO CALCULA.TE 
'E"PERATURE AND HU"IDITY PRIIIILES or HE ATMOSPHERI: rRO" THE SURFACE HI THE STIIATOSPHEiII£ (APPROXIMAtEL' 1 "BI. THE FIRST INSJRU"ENT, THE BASIC SOUNDING uNIT CBSU). WILL HAilE 14 CHANNELS ANO IIIlL "AICE MEASUREMENTS Iii THE FOLLOWING SPECTRAL INJUVALS tllANNEL 1 THE 3.7 "ICROMETER WINDall REGION, CHANNEL 2 - THE 4.3 MICROMETER 'ARBON DIOXIDE BAND, C~ANNEL 3 -THE 9.7 "ICRO"ETER OIONE BAND, CHANNE1. 4 - THE 11.1 'UCROI'IEHR WINOOII REGIO,., CHANNELS 5 THROUGH 11 - THE 15 "iCROMlTER CARBON 010110£ BANII (13.3, 13.6, t4.0, 14.3, U.S, 14.75, AND 15.0), AND CHANNELS 12 THROUGH 14 - THE 18 TO 30 MICROIIETEII ROTATIONAL WATER VAPOR BANOS {18.B, 23.15, ANII 29.4l. THE SECOND INSTRUMENh THE STRATOSPHERIC SOUNDING UlilT, WILL HAVE THREE CHANNELS OPERATING AT 14.97 MJCROMeTER USING S.LECTlVE ABSORPTlON BY PASSING THE INCOMING RAOIATlON THIIOU!.i;, TIIREE PRUSURE MOOUlATEO CELLS CONTAINING CAli BON OIOUOE. tHE TlIIRO INSTRUMENT, TilE MICRUWAVE SOUliOlNG UNIt, WILL HAVE fOUR CtlANNELS OPERATING IN THE 50 TO 6G GHI OXYGEN BAND (!iO.], 53.7, 55.0, AND 57.9l TO OBTAIN TEMPERATURE PROrtLES WHll.H ARE FREE OF CLOUD tNTERIERE<ICE. THE INSTRUMENTS WILL BE CflOSS-COUIIS[ SCANNING DEIIICES UTILIZING A STEP SCAN TO PROVIDE A nAVERSE SCAN WHILE THE ORBITAL MOll ON Of THE SATELLITE PROVIDES SCANNING IN THE ORTHOGONAL DIRECTION. SIIIILAR EXPERIMENTS WILL BE fLOWN ON OTHER SPACECRAft IN THE TlROS-N/HOU SERIES. 
------- NOAA-C, NESS STAfF--*---------------------------___ _ 
INIIESTIGATION NA"E- DAtA COLLECtION SYSTEM (DCS) 
NSSDC 10- NOAA-[ -03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - NESS STAFf 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATlVE PROGRAM 
OPERATIONAL WE.4-tHER OBSERVATIONS 
INVESTIGATION 01SCIPLINE(5) 
"flEOROLOGY 
HIE DATA COLLECTION AND PLATFORM LO,ATlON SYSTEM CDCS) ON NOAA-C IS DESIGNED TO MEEl THE MUEOROLOGICAL DATA NEEDS Of THE UNITED STATES AND TO SUPPORT THE GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH PROGRAM CGAAP). THE SYSTEM RECEIVES LOW (I~'IY CTCLE nANSMISSIONS Of METEOROLOGICAL OBSEAVATIONS fROM tREf-FLOATING BALLOONS, OCEAN BUOYS, OTHER SAT£LLlTES, AND FUEO GROUND-BASH SENSOR PLATFORMS OISTIIIBUTE'\! AROUND THE GLOBE. THESE OBSERVATIONS ARE ORGANIlEO ON BOARD THE SPACE:CRAFT ANO RETAANSMITTEII IIHEN THE SPACECRAfT COMES IN RANGE Of A COMMAND ANO DATA ACQUISITION (COAl STATION. FOR FREE-IIOVtNG BALLOONS, THE DOPPLER FREQUENCY SHIrT Of THE fR~NS"I1TEII SIGNAL IS OBSERVED 10 CALCULATE THE LOCATION or THE BALLOONS. THE OCS IS fXPECTEII, FOR A "OilING sENSOR PLATFORM, to HAVE A LOCATION AcrURACY Of S 10 8 KM II"S, AND A VELOCITt AtCURACY Of 1 TO 1.t. 
"So THIS SYSTEM HAS filE CAPABILITY Of ACQUIIIING OA1A fRO" UP TO 2000 PLATFORMS PEA OAT. IOENTICAL EXpERlI'IENTS ARE fLOIIN ON OTHER SPACECRAfT IN THE TlROS-N/NOAA 5ERILS. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• NOAA-D··········· .. ••••• •• ••• •• •••• 
SPACECRAFT COM"ON NAME- NOAA-D 
ALTERNAtE NAMES-
NSSOC 10- NOAA-O 
LAUHCH IIATE- 1981 WEIGHT- 5811.9 ItG LAUNCH SITE'" llANO ENBERG AfB, UNITED STATes LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS F 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STATES 
PLANNED ORBIT P~A-'l"E1ERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIt PERIOO- 94.5 ",N 
PERIAPSIS- SOD. K" 
PERSONNEL 
"G w M.L. 
P" - G.A. 






INClINATION- 98.7 OEG 




NDAA-D IS THE fOURTH IN A SERIES Of THIRO-GENERATlON, OpERA'lIOPfA! METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES FOR USE IN THE NATIONAl OPERAHONAL eNVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE SUBSYSTEM UIOESS) AND TO SUPPORT THE GL08AL AT"OSPHERIC RESEARCH PROGR~M (GUP) DURING 1918-84. TH' SA1E:UITE DESIGN PROVUES AN ECONO"ICAL AND STABLE SUN-SYNCHRONOUS PLATfORM FOR ADVANCED OPEII":T 10NAl INSTRU"ENTS TO "EASURE THE EARTH'S AT"OSPHERE, ITS SURfACE ANO CLOUD COVER, AND THE NEAR-SPACE ENVIROHMENT. PRIMARY SENSORS INCLUIIE AN ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER (AVHRII) rOil OBSERVING DAyn"E AND HIGHTTIME GLOBAL CLOUO COVER AND AN OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER FOR OBTAINING TE"PERATURE AND WATER vAPOR PROfILES THROUGH THE EARTH'S ATltOSPIiERE. SECONDARY EXPERIMENTS CONSISTS Of A SPACE ENIIIRON"ENT MONI.TOR CSE"), WHICH MEASURES THE PROTON AUP ELECTRON FLUX NEAR THE EARTH. ANII A DATA COLLECTION AND PLATfOR" LOCH IN t~SHII (DCSl. WIIICII PROCESSES ANO RELAYS TO CENTRAL DATA ACOUISITlON STATIONS THE VARIOUS METEOROLOGICAL PATA RECEIVED FROPI FREE-fLOATING BALLOONS AND OCEAN suon DISTRIBUTED AROUND THE GLOBE. THE SAtELLITE IS BASED UPON TNE BLOCK 50 SPACECRAfT BUS DeVELOPED 
1 , 
~ , 
':, I , 












fOIt THE US AIR fOIlCE, ANIl IS CAPABLE OF "AIHlAINIHG AN 
EARIH-POINlJNG ACCURACY Of DEtTER THAN PLUS OR 'UNUS 0.1 PEG 
WITH A 'fOTtON RATE OF LESS THAlli 0.03S II.,GIS. 
.----- N "loA - p, BO 5 Til 011 .--. ----,- - ~ - _____ ---__ • ________________ _ 
INVESTIGATJON NAME- SPACE ENVIRONMENT "ONlTL)R 
tiSSDe ID- NOAA-D -':14 
PERSONNEL 
PI - t.O. Basao!'! 
BRIef DESCRiPTION 
INVESTtGATJVE PROGM"" 
OPUAllONAl WEATHER OBSERVATIONS 
INV[STlGAlJON DISCIPLINe(S) 
METEOROLOGY 
APPLIED PHYSICS US 
THIS £ltPERUIENT lS AN E~TENSION or THE S-OUI PADTON 
IIDNJTORING UPERIIIENT flOWN ON THE lTOS SPACECRAfT URIES. THE 
eXPERII'IENT PA(UGE CONSISTS or FOUR OETecTOR SYSTEMS AND A DATA 
PROCESSING UNIT. THE LOi/-ENERGY PROTON ALPHA TELESCOPE (LEPAT) 
SEPARATELY MEASURES IN FIVE ENERGY RANGES BOTII PROTONS BETIlEEN 
lS0 KEV AND 40 "EV AND ALPHA Po\RTlCLES BETWEEN 1S0 KEVIN AND 2S 
"EV/N. THERE ARE TIIO LEPATS VI EllING IN TilE ANTI-SUN AND 
ANTI-EARTII DI;!ECTIONS Willi OD-DEG VIEWING CONES. TilE PROTON 
oliNIDIRECTIONAL DETECTOR (POD) MEASURES PROTONS ABOVE 101 3D, 
AND 00 MEVI ELECTRONS A80VE 140 KEV, AND PROTONS AND flECTRONS 
(INSEPARABLE) ABOVE 1S0 KEV. TilE III Gil-ENERGY PROTON ALPIIA 
TELESCOPE (IIEPAT) liAS A SO~DEG VIEWING CONE, VIEW IN TilE 
ANTI-EARTH DIRECTION. AND It MEASURES PROTONS AHOVE 400 IIEV AND 
PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES ABOVE 600 AND 1000 MEV/N. TilE 
TOTAL ENERGY DETECTOR (JED) MEASURES TOTAL ENERGY ABOVE 1 KEV. 
------- NOAA-D. NESS STAFf-~--~--~--------____________________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAME- ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER 
(AvHRR) 










THE NOAI-D ADVANCED VE'RY HIGH RESOLUTION RAIIlOIIETU 
(AVHRR) IS A fOUR-CHA'lNEL SCAN'lING RAOIOMfTER CAPABlf Of 
PROVIDING GU)8Al DAHUIE AND NIGHTTIME SEA SURFAH !J''1PEP~'{URE-1 
tCEI SNOW, ANP CLOUD INfOR'IATlON. THESE DATA ARE O!lTAINED ON A 
DAILY !lAStS FOR USE IN WEATHER ANALYSIS AND FOfECASrING. TilE 
MULTISPEtTRAl RADIOJIIETfR OP_ER'TfS IN TilE SCANNIt/G MOPE AND 
MEASURES EMI TTED AND REFLECTED RADIATION IN THE FOLLOillNG 
SPECTRAL INTERVALS -- tKANNEL 1 (VISIBLE), 0.5.5 TO 0.9 
MICAOIIETE/I, CIIAN'IEL 2 (NEAA IR)I 0.725 MICROMETER TO DElECTOR 
CUT OFF AROUND 1.3 IIIC~OMETERS, ~HANNEl 3 (IR WINDOW), 10.5 TO 
11.5 MICROMETERSI ""D CHANNEL 4 (lR WINDOW)I 3.55 TO 3.93 
MlCROMETERS. ALL FOUR CHANNELS flAVE A SPATIAL RESOLUTION Of 
1.1 '0., AND THE TWO IR WINDOW CHANNELS IIAVE A THERMAL 
RESOlUTIO'l DF 0.12 ~ AT 300 K. THE AvHRR IS CAPABLE Of 
OPERATING IN 80tH R£:AL-UME OR REtORDEIl MODES. REAL-TIME OR 
/)lRECT READOUT DATA ARE TRANSIIITTED 10 GROUND SHnONS 80TH Al 
LOW (4 KM) RESOLUTION VIA AUTOMATIC PIClUfiE ntANSI'lISSION (APt) 
ANO AT HIGH C1 ~M) RESOLUTION VIA IIIGH RESOLUT'ION PICTURE 
TRANSM15SION (IIAPT). D~TA RE-CORDE'D ON BOARD ARE AVAILABLE FOR 
CENTRAL PROCESSING. THEY INCLUDE Gl08Al AREA COVERAGE (GAO 
DATA. HAVE A RESOLUTION OF 4 KII, ANII LOCAL AREA COVERAGE (LAC) 
DAtAl WHICH CONTAINS PATA FRO" SELECTED PORTtOtlS Of EACH DRBIT 
IIlTll A 1 KM RESOLUTION. IDEtlTlCAl EXPERIMENTS ARE FLOIIN ON THE 
OTHER SP",CECRAh IN THL TlROS-N/NOAA sERIES. 
----~-- NOAA-DI NESS STAFF---------___________ ~ _____________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAJIIE- OPERHlONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER 










THE NOAA-D OPERATtONAL SOUNDt'R CONSISTS OF THREE 
INSTRU"ENTS DESIGNED TO DETER"INE RADIANCES NEEDED TO CAlCUl"AH 
TEMPERA1URE AND HU'HDIT't PROFILES Of H1E ATMOSPHERE FROM THE 
SURfACE TO THE STRATOSPHRE (APPROXlMA'TELY 1 "8). tHE FIRST 
WSTRU1'IEN11 THE BASIC SOU'lDltlG UNIT (aSU), HAS 14 CHANNELS AND 
'lAKES MEASUREMEHTS IN THE fOLLOWING SPECTRAL INTERVALS--
CHANNEL 1 - THE 3.7~MICRD"nER _WINDOW REGIO'" CHANNEL 2 _ THE 
4~3-"LCRO"£1ER coa 8ANP, CHANNEL :5 - THE 9.7-MIrROMEHR OZONE 
BAND I CHANNEL 4 - THE 11.1-PiItROMElER IIlNDOW REGio,f, CHANNELS 5 
THROUGH 1-1 THE 15-l!lCROMUER co2: BAND (13.l, 13.6, H..OI 
14.3, 14.5, 14.75, AND 15.0), AND CHANNELS 14 THROUGH 14 - THE 
18-"I-CROMETER ROTATIONAL !lATER VAPOR BANDS (18.81 23.15, AND 
29.4), tHE SECOIl!,. INSTRUMENT, THE STRATOSPHERIC SOUNPlNG UNIT .. 
HAs- THREE CHANPtns OPERATING AT 14.97 MICIIO"ETERS USING 
SELECTIVE ABSORPT!U'I BY PASSING THE INCOMIN~ RADIATION tHROUGH 
167 
l I , 
THREE PloiESSURl IIODULAJEb CELLS CONTAINING COZ. THE THIRD 
INSTRUI'IEr-n, THE IliJ CMOWAVE SOUNDlNG UNI T I UAS fOUR CHANNELS 
OPERA'I~G IN THE 50 TO 60 GHZ OIYGEN (50.3; 53.71 55.0. ANP 
57.9) TO OBTAIN tEMPERAtURE PROfILES WHICH ARE fREE Of CLOUD 
INTERfERENC£-. TI-IE IHSTIIUMENTS ARE CROSS-COURSE SCMINING 
DEVICES UltLIUNG A STEP TO PROVlot A TRAVERSE SCAN WHILE TilE 
ORBITAL II0110N OF THE S~TELLltE PROVIDES SCANNING IN THE 
ORTHOGONAL DIRECTION. S!MiLAR ElPERHIENTS ARE fLOWN ON OTHER 
SPACECRAFT IN THE nROS-N/NOAA SERIES. 
.------ NOAA-tl, NESS STAF F----~--------------------~_~ _____ _ 
IN'I!ESnGAUON NAME- DATA COLLECTION sYSTEM (OCS) 
NSSI)C ID- NOAA-D -03 
PERSONNEL 
PI NESS SUFF 
aRIfF OESCRIFTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGItAM 




TIiE DATA COllECTION ANP PLATfORM lOCHION SYSTEM (IlCS) ON 
NOAA-I) IS OESIGNEO TO MEU THE METEOROLOGICAL PATA NEEDS Of THE 
UNITED STATES AIfO to SUPPORT THE GL08AL AT"OSPHERIC RESEAHCII 
PROGRAM (GARP). THE SY5TEP't REtfl!lES LOll DUTY CYCLE 
TRANSfUSSIONS OF "El£OROlOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FROM rIlH-fLOATING 
8ALLOONSI OCEAN BUOYS, OtllER SAl£LLllts, AND fUED GROUND-eASED 
SENSOR PLAlfOR"S DISTRIBUTED AROUND HIE GLOBE. TllfH 
OBSEIlVATJONS ARE ORGANIZED ON 80ARO THE SPACECRAFT AND 
RflRANSMI1TEIl WHEN tHE SPACECRAFT COMES IN RANGE Of A COMIIAND 
AND DATA ACQUISITION (CDA) STATION. FOR fREE-MOVING 8ALLOONS. 
TUE DOPPLEIl FRHIUEltcY SHIFt Of THE I~ANSfHT1ED SIGNAL IS 
OBSERVED TO CALCULATE TilE !.OCATION Of THi. 8AllOONS. TtlE DCS IS 
EXPftTEO, fOR .. MOVING SENSOR PLATFOR1'I, TO HAVE A LOCAl10N 
AceURACY Of S- TO 8 ~M II"S, ~ND A VELOCITY ACCURACY Of 1 TO 1.6 
liS. THlS SYSTE" HAS THE CAPA81LITY -Of ACQUIRING DATA FROM UP 
TO loOO PLA1FORMS PER DAY. IPENTICAL EXPERIMENTS ARE FlOIliN ON 
OTHER SPACECRAfT IN THE TIROS-N/NOAA SERIES. 
••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••• NOAA-( •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAFT CO""ON NAME- NOAA-E 
ALTERNATE NAKES-
NSSOC- 10- NOAA-E 
lAUNCH OATE- 1982 '·:IGIIT- 5118.9 ~G 
lAUNCH SltE- VANDENBEflG A!B .. UNUED STAHS 
lAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS F 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNIlED STATES 
PLANNEO ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT tYPf~ GEOCENtRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 94.S MIN 
PEIlIAPSIS- 500. 11," 
PERSONNEL 
MG M.l. 
P" - G.A. 






INCLJNATlON- 98.7 DEG 




NOAA-E IS TilE fIfTH IN A SERIES Of THIRD-GENEUTIONI 
OPERAtlONAL METEOROLOGICAL SATEllllES fOR USE IN TltE NATIONAL 
OPERAnOHAl ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE SUBSYSTEM (NOESS) AND TO 
SUPPORT tHE GLOBAL ATf'lOSPIlERIC RESEARCH PROGRAM (GARP) DURING 
1978-84. THE SATELLITE DESIGN PROVIDES AN ECONOMlCAL ",ND 
STABLE SUN-SYNCHRONOUS PLAtfORM fOR A~VANCED OPE'RAT )ONAL 
INSTRUMENTS TO MEASURE THE EARTII'S ATMOSPHEREI ITS SURfAce AND 
CLOUD COVER, AND THE NEAR-SPACE ENVIRONMENT. PRII'IARY SENSORS 
INClunE AN AOV.J-NCEO VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER (AVHRR) fOR 
OBSERVlhG DAYTI"E AND NIGIHTI"E GLOBAL. CLOUD COVER AND AN 
OPERATIONAL VEATJCAL SOUNDER fOR OBTAINING TEMPERATURE AND 
WATER VAPOR PROrtLES THROUGH tHE' EAIITH'S At"OSPHERE. SECONDA-1Il 
EXPERIMENTS COkSlST OF A' SPACE ENVIRON"ENT MONITOR (SEM); WhiCh 
MEASUIIES THE PROTON "ND ELECTRON fLUI NEAR TilE EAATH, AND A 
DATA COLLECTION AND PLATFORM lOCAliON SYSTEM (DCS), .. HICII 
PROCESSES AND RELAYS TO CENTRAL DATA ACQUISITION SlATIONS lHE 
VARIOUS MerEOROlOGICAL OATA RECEIVED FRO!'! fREE-FLOATING 
BAllOONS AND lCEAH BUOYS D,STfU8UTED AROUND THE GLOBE. TilE 
SATELLiTE IS BASED UPON THE SLOCK SD SPACECRAFT BUS DEVELOPED 
FOR THE US AIR FORCE, AND IS CAPABLE OF "AINlAI"'ING AN 
EARIIl-POINTING ACCURACY Of BElTER THAN PLUS OR MINUS 0.' DEG 
IUTH A ;ionON RATE OF LESS TIIAN 0.03S DEG/S. 
-----.- NOAA~E, BOSTROM----~----------~-----------____________ _ 
INVE5'TIGAnON NAI'IE- SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR 
NSSDC 10- NOAA-E -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 


























PI - C.O. !lOHRO" APPLIED PHYSICS LAB 
BRiEf OESCRIPTlO"l 
TIllS Ext'EIIIMENT IS AH EXTENSION Of THE SOLAR PIIOTON 
MONITOliiNG E'XPI:R1I1EHT fLOWN ON THE nos SPACECRAfT SERIfS. THf 
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE CONSlSlS Of fOUR IIfTECTOR SYSTEf1S AHO A DATA 
PROCESSING UNlt_ THE lOW-ENERGY PilOT ON ALPHA TELESCOPE (LEPAT> 
SEPARATELY MEASURES IN Five ENERGY RANGES 80TH PROTONS SETIIEEN 
150 KEV AND 40 I'IEV ANO ALPH~ PARTICLES BETIIEEN 150 KEVIN AND Z5 
MEV/H. THERE ARE TWO LEPAlS VIEWING IN TilE ANU-SUN ANO 
.1.1411-["11111 DIRE:CTIONS WIlli bJ)-OeG VIEWING CONES. lHE PROTON 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL DETeCTOR (POOl PlEASURES PROJONS ABOIIE lD~ 30, 
ANa 60 i'lEV .. ELECTRONS ABOVE 140 ICE"'" AND PROTONS AND ELECTRONS 
(INSEPARABLE) "1I0VE 75il I([V. TIlE HIGH-ENERGY PIIOTON ALPHA 
TELESCOPE (HEpAT) HAS A 50-PEG VIEWING CONE, VIEW IN THE 
ANTJ-f,\lItli oIRHHON. AllO IT MEASURES PROTONS ABOVE 400 !lEV ANO 
PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES ABOVE 600 AND 1000 MEV/N. THE 
TOTAL E'4ERGY DetECTOR (TEll) KEASURES TOTAL ENERGY ABOVE 1 KEV. 
------- tlOAA-E. NESS ST A F F--------------------------- _________ _ 
IN~ESTIGATJON N""E- ADVAlHED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER 
CAVnRR) 
NSSO! tD- NOAA-E -01 
PERSONNEL 
PI NESS STAfF 
BRl<:f DESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGIOAI'I 




lHE NOAA-E IIDVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOI'IETER 
(AVHRR) IS A fOUR-CIIANNEL SCANtlltlG RAD10METUf tArAlltE Of 
PROVJDHlG r.LOB,l.L DAn HIE AND NIGHTTIME SEA SURfACE TEMPERAtURE, 
ICE. SHOll. AND CLOUD INFOR.'IATlON. THESE DATA ARE OBTAINED ON A 
bAlLY BASIS FOR USE IN IIEATHU ANALYStS AND fORECASllNG. THE 
,",ULTISPECTRAL RADICKetER OPERATES HI TilE SCANNING !!ODE AND 
I'IEASURES EKITTEO AND REFLECTED RADIATION I,N THE FOLLOWING 
SPECTRAL INTERVALS CHANNEL 1 (VISIBLE), 0.55 TO 0.9 
l'IiCIiO"ETER, CHANNEL 2 (NEAR III), 0.725 KICRDMETER TO DETECTOR 
CUT Off AROUND 1.3 KICIIOKETERS. CHANNEL .3 (III WINDOW), 10.5 10 
11.5 ~ICROM£TERS .. !HID CltANNeL I, (In WINDOW) .. 3.55 TO 3.93 
MiCROMETERS. ALL fOUR CHANNELS HAVE A SPATiAL RESOLUTION OF 
1.1 KM, WO THE nlo 111 II)NDOII CHANNELS HAilE A THER"AL 
IIESO('UTI0N or 0.12 I( AT lOG K. TilE AIIHRR IS CAPABLE or 
OPERATING IN 80TH REAL-TIKE OR RECORDED "ODES. REAL-lIME OR 
DIRECT RUDOlll DAT.A ARE TRANS-'UTTEII TO GROUNII SlATIONS aOTH AT 
LOW (4 ~!1) RESOLUllON VIA AUTOKATIC PIC1URE TRANS!!ISSION CAPT) 
AND AT HIGH (1 .: I) RESOlU110N VIA lUG" RESOLUTION PICTURE 
TRANSI'Il'iSION (HRPT). DATA RECDRDEII ON BOARD ARE AVAILABLE fOR 
CENTRAL PROCESSING. IltEY INCLUDE GLOIlAL AREA COVERAGE {GAC) 
tlATA. HAVE A RESOLUT ION Of I, 101 .. AND LOCAL AREA COVEIIAGE (LAC) 
DATA. WHICH COUTAH.S DATA FilUM SELECTED PORllONS OF EACH ORaIT 
WITH A 1 ''''1 RESDLUTION. IDENTICAL EltPE'RIKENTS ARE FLOIIN ON THE 
OTHER SPACECRAFT 1t4 THE TlROS-N/NOAA SERIES. 
-----,... IIOAA-E. NESS STAFF-------------·----------------------
I lOVES T IGAT ION UAKE- OPERAT 10rlAL VERll CAL SOUIIDER 
NSSDC 10- NOAA-E -02 
PE~SONNEL 
PI NESS SlAFF 
8lUEf DESCRIPTION 
JlNESTlGATIVE PROGRAM 




THE NOAA-E OPERAlIONAL SOUNDER CONSISTS O~ THREE 
INSTRU,"ENTS DESIGNED TO DETERI'IINE RADIANCES NEEIlED TO CALCULATE 
TE"PERATURE ANb HUKIDIU PROftLES Of JHE A1MOSPHERE F~OJII TilE 
SURFACE TO THE 'STRATOSPHERE U.PPROXIJIIATELY 1 M8). TNE fIRST 
INSIRUMEIIT. THE BASIC SOUNDING UI<lT (lISU). HAS 110 CHANNELS ,.,NII 
JIIAKES KEASUREf'lENIS IN THE F.:ILLOWING SPECTRAL INTERVALS--
CHArmEL 1 - THE 3.7-f'liCROKElER IIInDOII REGION, CHANNEL 2 - THE 
4.3-I'ICROKF.TER C02 BAND. tHANMEL 3 - lHE 9.7-MItRO!!ETER OlONE 
8AND, CHANNEL 4 - THE 11.1-KICROHE1ER 1I1NDOII REGHIN, CHANNELS 5 
THRQUGH 11 THE IS-f'll.CROMETER Cr>2 8ANO (13.3~ 13.6, 14.0. 
14.3, 14_5. 14_7!'. AtiD 15.0), AND CHANNELS 1Z THROUGH 14 - THE 
18-PUCROKETER RIITATIONAL IIATER VAPOR BANDS C1B.B, 23.·15, AND 
~9.4). THE SECOND INSTRUJIIENT. THE STRATOSPHERIC SOUNDING UNIT. 
HAS THREE C!!ANNELS OP(RAllNIi AT 14.97 flllIlROMEIERS USI~G 
SELECliVE AaSORPTION 8Y PASSING THE INCOI'UNG RADIATION lNROUGH 
THREE PRESSURE /'IODULATED CElLS CONTAINING COZ. THE THIRD 
INSTRUIIEtH, THE IIICROIIAve SOUNDING UNlT, HAS rOUR CHANNELS 
OPERATING tN THE SO TO 60 GHI OnGEN <50.3, 53.7, 55.0, AND 
57.lll TO OBUl/l TEMPERATURE PROfiLES WHICH ARE fREE OF CLOUD 
INTERFERENCE. THE INS1RUIIENTS ARE CROSS-COURSE SCANIHIlG 
DEVICES UllLJlJNG A SlEP TO PROVIDE" T!lAVERSE SCAN WHILE. THE 
CRBlrAL MDTIOIl OF lHE SATELUTE PROVJ,DES SCANNING IN THE 
ORTIIOGONAI. DIRECTION. SiMilAR EXPERII'IEIITS ARE FLOWN ON OIHER 
SPACECRAn IN THE TlROS-N/NOAA SERIES. 
I 
------- Nl~AA-E, NESS Sf AFr------------------------------___ _ 
INVESTlGATlON NA"E- DATA COLLECTlON SYSTEII (DCS) 
IISSDC lfI- IIOAA-E -03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - NESS STAFF 
BfUH DESCRIPTION 
INVEHlGATlVE. PROGRAM 




THE DAU COLLECUON AND PLATfORM LOCATiON" SYSTEK (DCS) ON 
t.DAA-E IS DESIGNED TO "EEl THE fIIETEOROLOGICAL DATA NEEDS OF THE 
UNHED STAlES ANP 10 SUPPORt TilE GLOBAL AT!!OSPHERlC RESEARCH 
PROu'fA" (GARP). THE SystEfil RECEIIiES LOll DUTY C"fCLE 
JIIANS, .. tSSlONS OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVAllONS fROM fREE-fLOAllNG 
BALLOO,IS, OCEAN BUOTS, OTHER SATELLITES, AND FIXED GROUHD-BASED 
SENSOR PLATFORMS DISlRIBUTEO AROUND THE GLOBE. lHESE 
OBSEaVAfIONS ARE ORGANllED ON BOARD TilE SPACECRAFl AND 
RE1RA~!:MJltED WNEN THE SPACECRAft COMES IN RANGE Of A COKKAND 
AND PAll. ACQU1511·ION (CPA) STATION. fOR FREE.-fIIOVING BALLOOHS, 
THE" DOPPLER fIlEQUENC"f SHIft Of THE TIlIINSI'II11EO SIGNAL 15 
OBSERVED TO CALCULATE THE LOCATION OF THE BALLOONS. THE DCS IS 
EX?ECTED, rOR A fIIOliiNG SENSOR PLAHORK, TO HAVE A LOCATION 
ACCURACY OF 5 TO 8 K" RMS, AND A VELOCITY ACCURACY OF 1 TO 1.6 
MS. TillS SYSTE!! HAS THE CAPABILITY Of ACQUIRING OATA FROM UP 
TO 2000 PUlfOR"S PER DAY. 10ENliCAL EXPERIMENTS ARE FLOWN ON 
OTHER S;>AceCRAfl IN THE T1ROS-N/NOAA SERIES. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• NOAA-F············.··········· .... •• 
SPA.(:ECRAfT COMMON HAME- NOAA-F 
ALTERNATE. NAfIIES-
NSSDC 10- NOAA-f 
LAUNCH DA1E- 1981 IIE1GHt~ 588.9 KG 
LAUNCH SITE- VANPENaERG AfB, uNITED SlA,TES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE.- ATLAS F 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNIteD STATES 
PLANNED ORBIT PARAI'IElE!fS 
ORBIl HPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORa IT PERlOD- 94.5 IIIN 
PERIAPHS- 500. KI'I 
PERSONNEL 
MG M.L. 
PM - G.A. 






INCLlNATION- 98.7 DEG 




NOAA-f IS TIiE SlX1H 111 A SERlE" Of tHIRD-GENERATlON. 
ri>ERATlONAL fIIETEOROLOGlCAL SAtELLITES FOR USE IN THE NATIONAL 
OPERATIONAL ENVIRON"UnAL SATELLl'TE SUBSYSTEI'I (NOESS) AND TO 
SUPPORT tHE GLOBAL ATfilOSPHERIC RESEARCH PROGRAK (GARP) DUR,iNG 
1978-810. THE SA1ELUTE DESIGN PROVIDES AN ECONOMICAL AND 
HOSLE SUN-SYNCHRONOUS ?LAnORK FOR ADVANCED OPERATIONAL 
INSTkUMENTS TO MEASURE tHE EARTH'S "TJIIDSPHERE, llS SURFACE ANII 
CLOUD COVER. AND THE NEAR-SPACE ENIIIRO· KEIIT_ PRIMARY SENSORS 
INCLUDE AN ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTIOU RADIOMElER (AVHRR,) FOR 
OBSERIiING DAHlKE AND NIGHTTIIIE GLOBAL CLOUP COVER AND AN 
OfiERATlONAL VERTICAl SOUNOER FOR OBTAINING TEI'IPERATURE ANO 
WATER VAPOR PROFILES lHROUGH lH£ EARlH'S ATMOSPHERE. SECONOARY 
EXPERII'IENTS CONS15T OF A SPACE ENvIRONMENT !!ONIlOR (SEM), WHICH 
MEASURES lHE PROTON AND ELECTRON FLUX NEAR THE EARTH, ANP A 
DAlA COLLEClION AND ·PLATFORM LOCATION SYSTEM (DCS), IIHICH 
PROCESSES AND RELAYS TO CEIHRAL DATA ACQUISIHOH STATIONS THE 
VARIOUS I'IETEOROLOGICAL DATA RECEIVED FIiO" FREE-FLO·ATlNG 
BALLOONS AND OCEAN BUOYS DISTRIBUTED AROUND THE GL08E. tHE 
SATELLITE IS BASED UPON THE BLOCK 50 SP.1CECRAFT BUS DEVELOPED 
FOR THE US AIR FORCE, AND IS CAPABLE OF MAlN1AINING AN 
URTM-POINTING _.CCURACY Of Be-TIER THAN PLUS OR MINUS 0.1 DEG 
IIlTH A MOllON RATE OF LESS lHAN O.OlS DEG/S. 
------- NOAA-F. BOSTROM---.,..-------'---".------------,-----...,-----
INVESTIGATION NA"E- SPACE ENVlIlONI'IENT liON nOR 
NSSOC J 11- NOAA-f -04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - C.O. BOSTRO" 
BRIef OES~RIPTION 
INVEST"IGATIVE PROGRAK 
OPERATION"L WEA1HER OBSERVA(IONS 
INVESTlGATlON IIISCIPLJNE(S) 
MnEOROLOGY 
APPLIED PHYSICS LAB 
THIS E.IIPER.l"ENT IS AN EXTENSION OF THE SOLAR PROTON 
IIONITORING UPERIME'H FLOWN ON :!"HE ITt;lSS!,All.E-CRAFT ~ERIES. THE 
~XPERI"ENT PACKAGE ·CONS'iSts OF fOUR DElEClOR SYSTEI'IS AND A DATA 
PROCESSING UNn ~ TilE LOII~ENERGy PR010N ALPHA TELESCOPE (LEPAll 
SEPARA1ELY "EASURES IN FIVE ENERGY RANGES BOTH PROTONS aETIIEEIl 
150 KEV _NO 4D MEV AND ALPHA PARTICLES SHIIEEN 150 KEVIN AND 25 
"EV/N. tIiF:JE ARE lWO LEPATS VI-ElliNG' iN THE ANTT-SUN AND 
ANTI-EARTI! DIRECTIONS 1I11H 60-DEG VIEWING CONES. THE PROTON 
















t ~ r 
1 l 
"NO 60 "'EV~ ELECtRONS ABOVE 14:: KEV. Ar'D PROTONS AND ELEctRONS 
(INSEPARABLE) ABove 750 KEV. PIE HIGH-ENERGY PROTON ALPHA 
TELESCOPE (tIEPATl HAS A ~O-OEG '<!EWING CONE. VIEW IN THe 
"Nll-EARTH DIRECTION. AND IT "EASUlifS P"IlTONS MOVE 400 Kev AND 
PROTONS MiD ALPHA ~AlIlICLE5 ABOVE 600 "NO 1000 "EV/N. THE 
TOTAL E~ERGY DETECTOR (TEO) MEASURES TOTAL EI-ICRGY "eOVE 1 KEY. 
------- NO""'- f, NESS 5TA Ff----------------------_______ .--------
I~VESIIG ... TION NAKt- ADVANCED VERY IlIGH RESOLUTION IIADIO"EtE~ 
(AVHRR) 










IHE NOAA-r ADYANCEO YERY HIGH RESOLUTJON RAtilOMETER 
(AVHRR) IS A FOUR-CHANNEL SCANNING RADIOMEnR CAPAIlLE Of 
PROVIDING Gl.OBAL DAn IKE A~D NIGHTTHIE SEA SURrACE TEI'IPERATURE. 
!tE .. SNolol. AND CLOUD INFGRMATloN. THESE DATA ARE OBTAINHI ON A 
DAILY BASIS FOR USE IN IlEATHER ANALYSIS AND FORECASTlNG~ THE 
MULTlSPECTRAL RADIOMETER OPERATES HI TIfE SCANNING MODE AND 
"EASURES EtlJTTED AND REFLECTED RADIATION IN THE FOLLOWING 
SPECTRAL INTERVALS -- CHANNEL 1 (VIS.lBLE), D.SS to 0.9 
''IlCROMETER. CHANNEL Z OlEAR IR). 0.725 MICROMEtER TO DHECIOR 
CUt OFF AROUND 1,3 MICROI'IElERS .. CHAtINEL 3 CIR WINDOIl). 10.5 to 
11.5 'IICROMEtEkS. AND CHANNEL 4 CU WINDOW). 3.55 TO 3.93 
MICIIO!!ETERS. ALL FOUR CHANNELS HAVE A SPATIAL RESOLUtiON OF 
1.1 Kit. AND tHE TWO lR WINDOW CtUNNELS HAVE A THERM"L 
RESOLUTION or D.1Z Ii: AT luG K. TliE "VHRR 15 CAPABLE or 
OI'ERATtNG HI BOTH REAL-TIKE OR RECORDED KODES. REAL-TI"E OR 
DUEer REflDOUT ;)ATA ARE TRANSItITTED TO GROUND STAllONS BOTH AT 
LOW (4 lOt) RESOLUTtON VIA AUtO"AlIC PiCTURE TRANSMISSION (APT) 
AND AT HIGH (1 KM) RESOLUTION VIA HIGH RE.SOLUTION PICTURE 
TRANS"ISSION (HRPTl. DATA RECORDED ON BOARD ARE AVAILABLE FOR 
CENTUL PROCESSING. THEY INCLUDE Gl.OBAl. AREA COVERAGE (GAO 
DATA, NAVE. A RESOLUtION or ~ K", AND LOCAL AREA COVERAGE (LAC) 
DATA, WIIICH CONTAINS DATA FRO" SELECTED PORTJONS OF EACH ORBIT 
IIIlIl A 1 101 RESOLunON. IDENTICAL UPERH!ENIS AilE fl.oWN '114 THE 
OIHER 3pI,CECRAFT IN THE llROS-N/NOAA SERIES. 
· ___ .w_ NO"A-F. NESS STAff-----------------------_____________ _ 
!NVESTIGATION NA"E- OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER 
NSSIlC 10- Nou-r -OZ 
PERSONNEL 
PI NESS STAff 
BRIef DESCRIpTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 




THE NOAA-f OPEUTtONAL SOUNDER CONSISTS IlF THREE 
INSTRU!'IENTS DESIGNED TO OETERHINE RADIANCeS NEEDED TO CALCULATE 
IEMPERA.TURE AND HUMIDIH PROfiLES OF tUE AT"OSPIIERE FRO" THE 
SURFACE TO THE STRATOSPHERE (APPROXIMATELY 1 "B). THE FIRST 
INSTRU'IENT. THE BASIC SOUNDING UNIT CBSU) .. HAS 14 CH~NNELS AND 
MAKES KEASUREMENTS IN THE fOLLOWING SPECTRAL INTERVALS--
CHANNEL 1 - THE l.7-"lCROMETER WINDOW REGION, CHANNEL 2 - THE 
4.J-J'IICROItElER C02 BAND, CHANNEL J - TilE 9.7-MICROMETER DIONE 
BAND, CHANNEL 4 - THE 11.1-ltlCROKETER WINDOW REGION, CHANNELS S 
THROUGH t1 THE 1S-"ICIIOMHER COZ BAND (tl.3. 1l.6, 14.0 .. 
14.3 .. 14.5, 14.75, AND 15.0) .. AND CIf~NNELS 12 THROUGH H - THE 
18-H"ROJIIElEoR ROTAnON"'L WHER V"POR BANDS (18.8. 23.15. AND 
29.4). "lHE SECOND INSTRUIIENT, THE STRATOSPHERIC SOUNDING UNIT. 
H"S IHREE CHANNELS OPERATING AT 14.97 "ICRO"ElERS USING 
SELECTIVE "!lSORPTION!lY PASSING lHE INCOMING RADIAtION THROUGH 
THREE PRESSURE MOoUl.ATED CELLS CONTAINING COL. HIE TlURD 
INSTRU.'IENT, THE "ICRow"ve SOUNDING UNiT, HAS FCUR CHANNELS 
OPERATING IN THE Sil TO 60 Gill OXYGEN (50.3, 53.7. 55.0, AND 
57.9) TO OBlAIN TE"PUAWRE. PR'1FILES WHICH "liE FREE OF CLOUD 
INTERFERENt:E. THE INSTRUMENTS .,!," CROSS-COUIISE SCANNING 
DEVICES UflLlllNG A STEP TO PRovn~ TRAVERH: SCAN lIutLE THE 
ORBITAL MOTION OF tHE SATELLITE fillOVJDES SCANNING. IN IHt: 
ORTHOGONAl.; DIRECTION. SIMILAR ElPEIlI/'IENTS ARE FLOWIl ON OTIlER 
SP ... CECRAfT IN THE TIROS-N/NOAA SERIES. 
~------ NOAA-F. NESS STAFF---------------____________________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NA/'IE- OAtA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS) 
NSSDC 10- NOAA-F -Ol 
PERSONNEL 
PI - HESS STAFF 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 




[ I ~ t ! 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
TilE DATA COLLECTION AND PL"TFOR" LOCA110N SYSTEI'I (DCS) 0101 
NOAA-F IS DESIGNED 10 ItEEt IHE ItETEOROLOGICAL DATA N£:EDS Of THE 
UNITED STATES AND TO SUPPOR·T THE GLOBAL ATI'IOSPHERlC RESEARCH 
PROGRA.. (GARP). tHE nSTE!! RECUVES LOW DUTY CYCLE 
TRANSJIIISSIONS !If METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FRO,", FREE-FLOAtING 
IIALLUONS, OCEAN IIUOYS. OTHER SATELLllES. AND rUED (i,HiUND-IIASED 
SENSOR PLATFOR"S DISTRIBUtED "ROUND THE GLOBE. tHESE 
0~SERVAJ10NS ARE ORGANJZ.EO ON BOARD THE SPACECRAn AND 
RETIIANSMITTED wHEN THE SPACECRAft COIIES IN RAN(,£ or A CO,",MANO 
AND DATA ACQUlS.lUON <COAl SlAlIOH. fOR FREE-!!OVING BALLOONS, 
THE DOPPLER fREQUENCY SHIfT OF THE TRANS"JTlEO SIGNAL U 
OBSERVED fO CALCULAl[ THE LOCATION OF THE B"LLOONS. THE DCS IS 
flI'ECTEO, fOR A MOVING SENSOR PLATfORM, TO HAVE 10 LOCATION 
ACCU;;:,~ry OF 5 TO !! KH R"S, AHD A VELOCITY ACCURACY Of t TO 1.6 
lIS. tHIS SYSTE" HAS tlfE CAPABlLllY Of ACQUIRIHG DATA FROM UP 
TO lOOO PlATFORMS PER DAY. JOENTlCAL EXPERIIIENTS ARE fLOWN ON 
OTHER SPf,CECR.\f1 IN THE TJROS-N/NOAA SERIES. 
.................................. NOAA-6·.·· ............................ . 
SPACECRAft COMMON NAME- NOAA-G 
Al.TfRNAYE NAMES-
NSSOC J.D- NOAA-G 
L"UNCH oAtE- 1984 WUGHT- 5811.9 KG 
LAUNCH SI TE- VANDENBERG AFB~ UNITED STATES 
LAUNCIt VlHICLE- ATLAS F 
SPONSORING COUNtRY/AGENCY 
UNIT EO Sf A YES 
PERSONNEl. 
MG M.L. 
PM - Ii_A. 









NOAA-Ii ·oIILL BE THE SEVENTH IN A SERIES OF 
TlURD-Gt:NERATlON. OPER"TIONAL METEOHOLOGlCAL S"YELLllES FOR USE 
IN THE NATIONAL OPERATIONAL ENViRONMENTAL SAtELLlTE SUBSY5TE" 
(NOESS) AND TO SUPPORT THE GLOBAL ATItOSPHEIIlC RESEARCH PROGRAM 
(GARP) DURING 197B-B4. THE SAtELLITE DESIGN IoIILL PROVIDE AN 
ECONOMICAL AND STAtlLE SUN-SYNCHRONOUS PLATFOR" FOR ADVANCED 
OPERATIONAL INSlRUMENTS TO "EASURE THE EARTH'S Al"OSPHERE. ITS 
SURFACE AND CLOUD COVER. AND THE NEAR-SPACE ENVIRONMENT. 
PRI"ARY SENSORS WILL iNCLUDE AN ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUll0N 
RADIOMETER (~VHRR) FOR OBSERVING DAYTIME AND JHGIHTt"E GLOIlAL 
CLOUD COVER AND AN OPI'/lAllONAL VERllCAL SOUNDER fOR OlltAINING 
TEMPERATURE AND WATER VAPOR PROfILES THROUGH THE EARTH'S 
ATI'IOSPHERE. SECONDARY EXPERlfUNTS WILL CONSISTS OF A SPACE 
ENV.1ROIIMENT KONITOR (SEJII). WHICH WILL "EASURE THE PROTON AND 
ELECTRON FLUX NEAk THE EARTH. AND A DATA COLLECTION AND 
PLAHORM LOCATION SYSIE" (DCS). WHiCH WILL PROCESS AND RELAY TO 
CENTRAL bATA ACQUISltIOH STATIONS, VARIOUS METEOROLOGICAL DATA 
RECEIVED FROM FREE-fLOAllNG BALLOONS AND OCEAN BUOYS 
DISTRIBUTED AROUND THE GLOBE. THE SATELLITE WILL liE BASED UPON 
TilE BLOCK 5D SPACECRAFT BUS DEVELOPED FOR THE US AIR FORCE, AND 
IoItLL BE CAPABLE Of MAINTAINlNG AN EARtH-POINTING A::CURACY OF 
BETTER THAN PLUS OR MINUS 0.1 DEG WITH A "OTlON RATE OF l.ESS 
THAtI 0.035 DEG/SEC. 
------- NO"A-G, B05TROII--------------------------________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE ENVIRONMENt MOIIlTOR 
NSSDC 10- NOAA-G -04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - C.O. BOSTROI'I 
BRJEF DESCRIPIION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 
'1PERATIONAL WEAIHER OBSERV"TiONS 
INVESTIGATION DIStIPLINECS) 
JIIAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS 
APPLlED PHYSICS LAB 
HilS EXPERIJIIENT IS ~N EXTENSION OF tHE SOLAR PROTON 
MONITORING ElPERlltENI FLOWN ON THE nos SPACECRArt SER.IES. THE 
EXPERIMENT P ... CKAGE CONSI.s:TS OF FOUII DETECTOR SY5lE"S AND A DATA 
PROCESS"ING UNJT. THE LOIoi-ENERGY PR010N ALPHA TELESCOPE (LEPIon 
SEPARATELY HEASL:ilES IN FIVE ENERGY RANGES B01H PROTONS BETWEEN 
T50 KEV AND 40 MEV AND ALPHA PARTlCLES BETweeN 150 KEVIN AND 1.5 
"EVI.N. THERE "RE TW·O LEPAlS VIEWIHG IN tHE ANTI-SUN AND 
ANlI-EARTH DIRECTIONS WllH 60-DEG VIEWING CONES. THE PROTON 
OJIINIOlRECTIONAL DETECTOR (POD) ME·"SURES PROTONS ABOVE 10, 30. 
~ND 60 MEV, ELECTRONS ABOVE 140 KEV. AN~ PROTONS AND ELECTRONS 
tiNSEPARABLE) A80VE 750 KEV. THE HIGH-ENERGY PROTON ALPHA 
TELESCOPE (IiEPAll liAS ~ 50-DEG VIEIoIING CONE. VIEW IN tHE 
~Nll-fARTIt DIRECTION, AND IT MEASURES PROtONS ABOVE (DO "EV AND 
PROTONS ... ND ~LPHA P"RTICLES ASOVE 600 AND 1000 "EV/N. THE 
TOTAL ENERGY DLTECTOR UED) JIIEASURES TOtAL ENERGY ABOVE 1 KEV. 
------- NOAA-G. NESS STAf , __________ w _______________________ _ 
INVESTIGAtION NAI'IE- ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUlJON RADIOMETER 
(",VHRR) 
I 169 
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OPERATIONAL WEATHER OBSERVATIONS 
INVE:5T1GATION OlSCIPLINE<S) 
NOAA~NESS 
THE NOIIII~G ADVANCE!! VERY HIGH ReSOLUTlON RAOIOUTER 
(AVHRR) WILL DE A FOUR CHANNEL SCANNING IlAPj,O"ETER CAPABLE OF 
PROVIDING GLOBAL OAYTlI1E AND NIIiHTTI"E SEA SURfACE TEIIPERATURE, 
ICE. SNOII. AND CLOUD INfORIIAT'lON. THESE DATA WILL BE OBlAINEO 0'" A OAH.Y BASIS FOR USE IN WEATHER ANALYSts AND fORECASTING. 
THE llUi. TISPECTAAL RAIHOIIElER lULL OPUATE IN TilE SCANNUtG MODE 
AND WILL "EASURE E"ITTH AND RefLECTED RAOlAnDN IN THE 
fOLLllllllNG SPECTRAL INTERVALS - CHANNEL 1 ('vISIBLE.). 0.55 TO 
0.9 "'::RO"ETER, CHANNEL 2 (NEAR tA). 0.125 Iii.CRO"€-TER TO 
IlElECfOR CUT Off AROUND 1.3 "'CROIIETER, CHANNEL 3 (IR WINDOW). 
10.5 TO 11.5 IIlI:IIO"E1'EII. AND CHANNEL" (IR WINDOW), 3.5S TO 
3.93 "HROMETER. ALL FOUR CHANNELS WILL "AVE A SPATIAL 
IIESOLUTION Of 1.1 it", AND TUE TWO IIi WINDOW CHANNELS WILL HAVE 
A THEIIIIAL RESOLUTION Of 0.12 DEG I( AT 300 OEG 1(. TilE AVIlRR 
WILL BE CAPABLE Of OpERAHNG IN BOTH REAL-Tl"E OR RECORDED 
P!ODES. REAL~Tl"E 011 tllRHt READOUT DATA WILL BE TRANS"lHEO TO 
GROUND 51AlIONS aOTH AT LOW (4 K") RESOLUtI"!I VIA AUTOMATIC 
PICTURE TRANSIHSSION (APf) Alif> AT HIGH (1 1(,,) RESOLUTION VIA 
HIGH RESOLUTlON PICTURE TRANS"tsSION (HRPJ). DATA RECORDED ON 
BOARD lULL BE AVAILABLE fOR CENTRAL PROCESSING. HIEY INCLUDE 
GLOBAL AREA COVERAGE (GAt) IlATA, WJLL HAVE A RESOLU110N Of 4 It". ANII LOCAL AREA COVERAGE (LAC) DATA. WHICH IiILL CONUIN DATA 
fROM SELECTED PORTlONS OF EACH ORBIT WI,lH A 1 1(" RESOLUllON. 
IDENTlCM. EXPERIMENTS WILL BE fLOWN ON THE OTHER SPACECRAft IN 
THE llROS-N/NOAA SERIES. 
------- NOAA-G, NESS STArf~-~--~~----~_-__ ~~_~ _____________ ~ __ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAME--
NSSDC lb- NOAA~G ~02 
PERSONNEL 
PI NESS STAff 
BRIEf DESCRIPllON 
INVESTlGAlIVE pIlOGRA" 
OPERATIONAL WEATHER OBSERVATIONS 
INVESllGAUIlN 01StIPLINE(S) 
NOAA-NESS 
THE NOAA-G OPERATIONAL SOUNDER WILL CONSIST Of tHREE 
INSHUlleNTS DESIGNED TO tlETERMlNE RADIA~CES NEEDED TO CALCULATE 
TEMPERATURE AND HU"Illln PROfiLES OF THE AT"OSPHERE fRO" THE 
SURFACE TO THE STRAtOSPHERE (AppROXl"ATELY t "B). THE fJRS1 
INSTRU"ENT. THE BASIC SOUNIlING UNIT caSU). WILL HAVE 14 
CHANNELS AND WILL "AU PlEASURE"ENTS IN THE FOLLOWING SPECTRAL 
INTERVALS CHANNEL 1 THE 3.7 MICROMETER II1NOOW REGION .. 
CHANNEL 2 ~ THE 4.3 MICRO"ETER CARBON IlIOUOE aANO" tHANNEL 3 -
THE 9.7 MICROMETER OZONE BANO# CHANNEL It - THE ;1.1 MICROME-TER 
WINIIOW REGION, CHANNELS 5 THROiJGH 11 - THE 15 "ICRO"e-TER CARBON 
DIOXIDE aANO (13.3" 13.6. 14.0. 14.3, 14.5, 14.75. ANti 15.0). 
AND CHANNELS 12: THROUGH 14 - THE 18 TO 30 IIICROliETER ROTATIONAL 
WATER VAPOR BANIIS (18.8 .. 23.1,5 .. AND 29./01. THE SECONO 
INSTRU,"ENT. tilE STRATOSPHERIC SOUNOIHG UNIT, WILL HAVE THREE 
CHANNELS OPERATING A, 14.97 IHCRO"£TER USING SELECTIVE 
AaSORpTlON BY PASSING tHE INCO"ING RADIATION THROUGH HiREE 
PRESSURE MOIlULATEO CELLS CONTAINING CARBON tlIOXlDE. 1HE THIRD 
INSlRU"ENT, THE MICROolAVE SOUNDING UNIl, WILL HAVE fOUR 
CHANNELS OPERATING IN THE 50 TO 60 GHZ OXYGEN BAND (50.3, .53.7, 
55.0 .. AND 57.9) TO OBTAIN TE"PERATURE PROfiLES WHICH AIlE fREE 
Of CLOU~ INTERfERENCE. THE INSTRUIIENTS WILL liE CROSS-COURSE 
SCANNING DEVICES UTJUl.1NG A STEP SCAN TO PROVIDE A TRAVERSE 
SCAN ~HlLE tHE ORBITAL !'!onON OF THE SATELLITE pROVloES 
SCANNINIi IN tHE ORTHOGONAL OlRECTJON. SIMILAR EXPERI"ENTS lULL 
B~ fLOWN ON OTHER SPACECRAfT IN THE tIROS~t!/NOAA SERIES. 
----~- NOAA-Ii .. NESS $TAFf-~~~~~--~~-~~-~----------------~----
INVESTIGATION NA"E- DATA COLLECTISli SYSTE" (OCS) 










THE DAtA COLLECTION AND PLATFORM LOCATION STSTE" ("CS) ON 
NOAA~G WILL BE DESIGNED TO MEEt THE METEOROLOGICAL DATA NEEDS 
OF THE UNITED STATES ANO to SUPPORT filE GLOBAL ATIIIOSpHERlC 
RESEARCH PROGRA" (GARp). tHE SYSU" WILL RECUVE LOIi-I)UTY 
CYCLE TRANS"ISSIONS OF "ETEOROLOGltAL OBSERVATIONS fRO" 
fREE-fLOA HNG BALLOONS, OCEAN BUOYS, OTHER SATELLltES. AND 
fUEtI IiROUND""BASEiI SENSOR PLAnOR"S 1llstRIBUT£O AROUND THE 
GLOBE. THESE OBSERVATIONS WILL BE O\l.GANJlfb ON BOARI! tHE 
SPACECRAft ANb RETRANSKltTED WHEN THE SPACECRAfT CO"ES IN RANIiE 
OF A COMMANIl ANIl bATA ACQUISITION (nA) STATION. fOR 
fREE-MVING BALLOONS. tHE DOPPLER fREQUENCY SHIft 0' THE 
tllANSMITTEP SIGNAl. WILL BE OBSEIIVED TO CALCULATE THE LOC-ATtON 
Of THE aALLOONS. tHE OCS IS ElPECteD, 'OR A "OVING SENSOR 
PLAtFORM, TO "AVE A LOe-AlION ACCURAcy Of 5 TO S 1(11 AilS .. AND A 
VELOCllY ACeURAtT Of 1 TO 1.6 "sec, THIS SYSiE" WILL HAVE THE 
CAPABILITY Of ACQUIRING PATA fRO" UP TO 2000 PLATFORlis PER DAY. 
170 
[ 
IDENl1CAL EXPERI"ENTS WILL BE fLOWN ON OtHER SPACECRAft IN TIlE 
TIROS~N/NOAA SERIES. 
•••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••• ONE M~TER UV TELESCOpE ••• * ••• • •••• 
SPACECRAFl COMIION NA"E- ONE "ElEli UV TELESCOPE 
ALTERNATE NA"ES~ SpACELAB ASTRONO"Y KISS. SpACELAB 1M UV TELESC 
NSSDC 111- O"UVTEL 
LAUNCH DATE~ 198Z WEIGH'~ KG 
LAUNCH SlTE- CAPe CANAVERAL. UNllEO STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE 
Sf"ONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNnEO STAtES 
PLANNED ORar"" pARAKEHRS 
ORBIT TY\"~, GEOCENTRIC 




St" ~ J .0. 
















DURING tHE 1980's .. NASA !l1,LL USE THE SPACE SIiUtTLE AS IT:> 
pRIKAMY tRANSPORTATION SYSTEII fOR CARRYING INSTRUMENTATlON INTO 
NEAR~EARla ORaiT. UNDER THE SpACELAa PROGRAII THE SHUTTLE'S 
PAYLOA/) BAY IS BEING CONflGUREp AND EQUIPPED to ACT AS A 
GENERALIZED IN~ORBJ T LABORATOAY. ONE PROPOSEP SPACECRAn 
"ISS ION IS TO fLY A 1-"EIEII GENERAL PURPOSE TELESCOPE CAPABLE 
Of pERfOR"ING NON~SOLAR ASTRONOMICAL oaSERVATIONS fRO" THE 
VACUU"~UV THROUGH THE VISIBLE-WAVELENGTH RANGE. THE INITIAL 
"EFJNnION Of THE REGUIREMENTS fOR THIS 1-M UV~OPTICAL SpAtELAB 
TELESCOPE ANI) IlELAlEtI SUPPORT SYSTE"S BEGAN IN OECEIIOER 1974. 
THE ORGANltATlON AND IPlPLE"ENTATION OF THE UV~OPTlCAL TELESCOPE 
HUOY WILL aE CARRIEP OUT BY AN INSTRU"ENT DEfiNITION TE,I/I 
(JOT) WHOSE "E"BERS HAVE BEEN CHOSEN fRO" SClENTISTS THROUGHOLT 
THE WORL" ON THE aASIS Of SUBIHTtEO PROPOSALS. 1HIS ItlT WIL. 
INTERACT WITH NASA THRUUIiH A N .. SA stun SCIENTlSl APPOINtED ay 
GSfC. 
------- ONE "£TER UV TELESCOPE, IIENI,E-------------------------
INVESTlGATlON NA"Ew INSTRU"ENT DEfINITION TEA" 
NSSOC 10- 0"UVTEL-01 
PERSONNEL 
TL - 1(.". 
Til - A.". T" ~ C.". 













U Of WISCONSIN 
U Of VIRGINIA 
PRINCETON U 
THE SPECIfIC GOAL Of TH!:. INSlRUI'IEHT DEfINITION TEA" 1I0Tl 
IS TO ESTABLISH THE SClE,:nFI'C "ERtT AND APPROVE pRELI"INARY 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN Of A ftf.tBLE. GENERAL PURPOSE. 1-M CLASS 
UV-OP1ICAL FACILITY TELESCOPE FOR SPACELAa AStRONO"Y MISSIONS. 
:HE ENIl PRODUCTS Of THE DEfINITION SlUDY INCLUDE ~- (1) A 
DELlNUHON OF aROAO SClENTlflC GOALS AN" THe DefINITION Of 
REPRESENTATIVE OBSERVING PROGRAMS. (2) A tHOROUGH STATEMENt OF 
REQUIRE"ENTS fOR TELESCOPE ANP SUPPORT s'rSlf"S PERFORMANCE 
NECESSAlly to THE FACILITY SCIENTIfiC OBJECTIVES.. (3) 
pR(L1"INAMY tlESCRlpHONS Of SEVERAL ILLUSTRATIVE FOCAL PLANE 
IHSTRU"EN1S, AND U) A WELL-DEVELOPE" CONtEPT Of tHE TOUL 
OPERAtING TELESCOPE fACILITY, INCLUDING CO""ANO AND CONTROL 
"ECHANIS"s. DATA HANDLING. GROUND OpERATlONS~ USER INVOLVE"ENt .. 
ETC. 
............................. PIONEER VENUS ORal-TER .............. . 
SPACECRAft CO,,"ON NA"E- PIONEER IIENUS ORBITER 
ALTERNATE NA"ES- PIONEER VENUS 1978 ORBIT 
NSSDC 10- PI0180R 
L,I,UNCH OATE- 05/22178 WEJGHT- 517. I(G 
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITE" STATES 
LAUNCH VEHltLE- ATLAS 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNnEO STATES NASA~OSS 
PLANNED ORBIT PARA"ETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- VENUS CENTRIC 
ORen PERIOO- 1440. KIN INCLINATION- 105. OEG 






























Illi ~ F.D. 
se - It.A. 
Pit - C.f. 











THE PIONEER VENUS OR811"R IS PLANNED TO 8E A SINGLE. SPW-stA(lILllED SPACECRAfT IN A HIGHLY ELLIPTICAL ORBIT ABOUt VENus. THE NOIHNAL OPERATiONAL L1FfTH'E IS 1 VENUS UDEREAl 
'!'EAlt (US DA,S), WHICH PERMlTS INTENSIVE STUDIES 0' THE PLANET'S ATMOSPHERE AND ITS RESPONSES TO THE SUN. THE pAnOAO HAS BEEN SELECTED TO OPHMllE CORRELATlVE nuolES SETWUN THE LONG-LIVED ORBITER AND THE ENTR'!' PROBES. TH" ORBITAL INVESTIGATIONS INCLUD" STUDIES OF tHE UPPER ATtlOSPHERE, IONOSPHERE, AND THE INlERACTlONS OF THE SOLAR WINO Wl'J1! TN" VENUSIAIi ATMOSPHERE. RE"OTE SENSING TECHNIQUES ""AtltNE TilE LOWEll ATMOSPHERE MID SURFHE rOR GL08AL CHARACTERISTlCS AND TEMPORAL PHENOMENA Of BOTII SHORT- AND LONG-TER/'! OURATlON. TilE LONGt;VlT'!' Of THE ORBITE~ AND TNE COMPLEUON OF A LARGE NUMBER Of !IOIOTOREO ORBITS SHOI. ... O PER"IT A DETERMINATION OF tHE GRAVITATIONAL fiELD HARIIONJI;S. IN AN EFfORT TO tllNIMlZE COST AND OPTlIIIH: PESIGN CApABILITY .. tHE ORBITER SPACECRAfT AND THE PROBE ilUS FOR THE tlULTlPR08E MISSION ARE OF CO"'''ON ORIGIN-. 
------- PIONEER \'ENUS ORBITER .. BRACE--------·--------~--~----­
INVESTIGATION NAIIIE-- LANGIIUlil PROBE 
Nssoe 1D- PI0780R-01 
pERSOW'IEL 
PI • L .H. 
01 - M.B. 
01 A. 
01 - A. f. 















U Of MICHIGAN 
U OF MICHIGAN 
THIS EXPERIMENT CO~SISTS OF A PAIR OF CYCLINO/UCAL LANGMUIR PROBES Of THE TYPE BElNG USED ON AE. TWO PR08ES ARE REQUIRED .. SO THAT ONE 15 ALWA'!'S OUT OF THE WA"E OF THE Sf'ACECRAfI. IN FLIGHt ANALYSIS. 56 "'EASUREMElHS TAI(EN AT A RATE Of ONE PER SECOND PROVIDE HIGH SPATIAL RESOLUTlON FOR IHE MEASUREMENTS Of NE AND H. THE RESULTS OF THESE HIGH RESOLUtiON MfASURE.'oIENlS ARE USED BOTH TO STUDY TH£ UPPER ATI'IOSPHERE AND IONOSPHERE AND TO INVESTIGATE THE INTERACTION Of THE SOLAR ~[t.,o Willi THE VENUSlAH IONOSPHERE. THIS EXPERU'ENT PROVIDES MEASUR£/'IENTS OVER THE WHOLE REGION TRAVERSED 8Y TH" ORBITER .. COVERING A LARGE RANGE OF SOLAII ASPECT ANGLES. TO YIELD A MORE COMPLETE CDJ-jFlGURAUON Of TilE PH't'SICAL PROpERTIES OF THE 10NOPAUSE RfGION. 
.---.,.-- PIONEEr{ VENUS ORBUER, BAOWN-----------------------___ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAME- RADAR ALUIIETER 
NSSDC 10- PI0780R-02 
PERSONNEL 
PI - W.E. 
01 G. 
(II - W.M. 









GEODESY AND CARTOGRAPHY 
PLANETOLOG'!' 
HASA-JPL 
MASS INST Of TECH 
U OF CALl,F .. LA 
MASS INST OF TECH 
A RADAR ALTIMETER IS USED TO OBTAIN INF'JRI'IATlON ON THE ORlilTER ALTITUDE, PLAj;[TAR'!' SURFACE TU'PERATURE. AND RAUII SCATTERI/fG PROPERTIES IN ORbER TO INF"R THE SURI~CE TOPOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY, AND THE THERMAL MID /'IECHANICAL PRUPERTlEs Of tHE l/fTERIOA OF IIENUS~ THE WEIGHT OF THE IN5TRUMENT IS 9.0 I(G (20 LB) .. AHD THE PO"'ER CONSUMPTION IS ZS II. 
------- PIONEER VENUS ORBITER .. CROFT-------·------------------
IIIVESTlGHtON NAME- RADIO S(iE/tCE TEAl! 
NSSOC 10- PI(l7S0R-OJ 
PERSONNEL 
II - T.A. 
TM - G.". 
TM - A.J. 
TM - R. 
1M 1. I. 

















PlASS INST OF TECH 
NASA-JPL 
BRIEf OESCRIPTION 
THE RADIO SCIENCE teAM liAS THE RESPONSIBILln FOR PLANNING, COORDIN.uING~ AND RECOMMENDING SClENTJflt USES Of RADIO SIGNALS. Ex€CUTlNG APPROVED EXPERIMENTS, AN~ (ONDUCflNG THE DATA ANALl'SIS REQUIRED. MAJOR FJELDS Of lIfTEREST INCLUDE TilE GRAVITY FJELD OF VENUS. VERTICAL STRUCTURE OF TilE PA'!'TlME AND NIGIITTIME IONOSPHERES. NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE. PRESSURE AND OENSll'!'. HORIZONTAL GRADIENTS Of AlMOSPIIERIC PIIOPEJrTlES. AND SMAlL SCALE TURBULENCE IN THE ATIIOSPHERE. 
--~---- PIONEER VENUS ORBITER. OONAHUE---~--------------------­
INVESTIGATION NAI"E- PARTICIPATING THEORIST DONAHUE 
NSSOC 10- PI0780R-D4 
PERSONNEL 








U OF MICHIGAN 
THIS HPERJ"'ENT CO"BINES RESULTS OBTAINED FROM THE ORBITER MISSION IIITH RESULTS FROII THE MULTI PROBE I'IISS!OJ-j TO OBUIN A UNIFIED PICTURE OF THE ATI'IOSPIIERlC AND IONOSPHERIC CHEtllSTRY AND TRANSPORT PROCESSES OCCURING IN tHE ATMOSPHERE OF VENUS. 
------- PIONEER VENUS OR8ITER. EVAHS-----------------~---------
INVESTIGATION NAME- TRAHSlENT GAIIIIA-RA'!' SOUNCES 
NSSOC 10- PI0780R-OS 
PERSONNEL 
PI - W.O. EVANS 
01 - J. P. CONNER 
01 P.R. HI.GSIE 
01 R.W. KLE8ESAOEL 












LOS ALAIIOS SCI 
LOS ALAMOS HI 
LOS ALAMOS SCI 






LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB 
SANDIA LABORATORIES 
AN OMNIDIRECTIONAL GA/'IMA-RA'!' DETECTOR EMPLOYING TWO PHOS"'ICH SCINTILLATION SpECTROMETERS SENSI'TIVE TO PROTONS FRO'" 0.2 TO Z.O IIEV ARE US"P IIITII LOGIC CII1CUI TRY TO DE"TECT THE 8EGINNING OF A GAPIMA EVE-NT AND TO INITIATE A PERIOD OF RAPIP DATA COLLECTION. DATA IS STORED IN A MEMOIIY UNIT FOil SUBSEQUENT TRANSIIISSION TO EARTtl. CONFIRMATlON THAT A Tl!UE GAMMA EVENT HAS OCCURED IS OBTAINED BY COI'IPARISOH WitH RESULTS FROM OTHER EXPERIMENTS IN EARTH SATELLllES. THIS EXPERHIENT PROVIDES THE LONG 8ASELINE liME CORRELATIONS NECESSARY FOR CALCULAJ.lNG ACCURATE SOURCE LOCATIONS. 
------- PIONEER VENUS ORBItER, HAN5EN--------------------------
INVESTlGAlION NAI'IE· CLOUD PHOTOPOLAR1"'ETER 
NSSDC 10- PI07BOR-06 
P"RSONNEL 
pI - J.W. 
OJ P. 
01 A.A. 
01 - D.L. 











U or ARI ZONA 
NASA~GISS 
CO"PUTER SCI ENCfS CORP 
NASA-GISS 
COPIPUTER SCI,ENCES CORP 
THIS EXPERIIilENT USES A SH,PlIHED VEIISION OF THE I/'IAGING PHOTOPOLARIIIE-TER FLOWN ON PIONEER 10 AND 11 TO PROVIDE LOW-RESOLuTION.. fOUR-COLOR "APS Of THE VENUSIAN CLOUP COVER WITH A HI'6H-RESOLUTJON I"AGING CAPAIlIun NEAR APOCEJ-jTER. THE PRINCIPAL 08JECTIVE OF THIS INVESTIGATION IS TO OHERI'IINE THE PROPEltTlES or THE CLOUDS AND HAlE. INCLUDING THf venUCAL AND HOIIUONYAL OISTRIBUTION Of THE PARTICLES. CLOUD PARTlCl.E Stu AND REFRACTt'VE INDeX. THE CLOUD-TOP HEIGIiT. AN~ THE NUMB Ell DENSITY Of PARTtCLES. 
PIONEER VENUS OR8nER. I(NUDSEN------------------------
INVESTtGAHON NA"E- REtARDING POTENTIAL ANALUER 

































01 - K. 





LOCKHEED pALO ALTO 
INST FUR PHYS WELTRAUM 
NASA-ARC 
TtlE INSTRUKENT PROPOSED fOR THIS EIlPERIKENT IS A LANGMUIR 
PROBE~ REURDING POTENTIAL ANALHER~ IIESIGNED TO MEASURE 
ELEctRON CONCENTRATlON AND TE"PERATURE, KAJOR ION
 
CONCENTRATIONS AND TEMPERATURES. ION DRIft VELOCIT1ES~ AN~ THE 
ENERGY DISTR18UHON fUNCTION OF AMBIENT PHOTOELECTRONS. n IS 
"N "IIAPTATlON OF THE INSTRUI'IEHT fLOWN ON tHE GEliftAN AEROS
 
SATELLITE IN 197Z. EITHER ONE Of TWO SENSOR HUllS MAY BE USED; 
EACH CONSISTING Of A MULTlGRU GUP AND ELECTROMETER, WHICH CAN
 
OPERATE IN ELECTRON~ ION; OR PHOTOELECTRON PiOIIES. INIT1ATED BY 
SPACECRAft ROLL PULSES. THE MEASUAEIIENtS TAKEN IIHEN THE SENSOR
 
AUS 15 CLOSEST TO THE PLASMA fLOIl VELOCITY VEC10R ARE 
TR"NSMITTEO. THE "IllS OF TtlE INVESllG"TlON ARE TO IMPROVE
 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE IMPORTANT 10Nlt IIEACllONS IN THE VENUSIAN
 
10NOSPtlERE. TO STUDT THE PL"SMA tRANSPORT PROCEsses TO
 
OETER'UNE If VENUS HAS A POLAR IIINO. TO STUDY THE PROCESSES AT
 
THE SOLAR WINO-IONOSPHERE BOUNDARY. ~NO TO STUDY SIMILAR AIMS 
CONCERNING litE AMBIENT ELECtRON POPULAtiON. 
------
- PIONEER VENUS ORBlTER, "ASURSKY------------------------
INVESTlGATlON NAME- PARTIC'IPATlNG THEORIST MASURS':Y 
NSSOC ID- PI07BOR-OB 
PERSONNEL 
PI - tI. I'IASURSI('t' 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION 
I NVESTlGAT lYE PROGRAM 
CODE SL 
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINf.CS) 
GEODEsY AND CARTOGRAPHY 
PL"NETOLOGY 
US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURF~CE PROFILE, ROUGHNESS~ ~ND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 
DATA fROM TliE PIONEER VENUS RADAR ALUMETER ARE ANAL nED IN
 
CONJUNCTION WITH SPACECRAFT-DERIVED GRAVITY INfORMATION AND
 
EARtH-BASED RADAR BACKSCATtER DATA TO PRODUtE A SERIES Of
 
CARTOGRAPHIC AND GEOLOGIC MAPS. THE INITIAL MAPS HICLUDE
 
GEOMETRIC ARRAYS Of RADAR PROFILES AND TOPOGRAPHIC CONTOUR
 
DAtA. TtlESE ARE THEN UULIlED TO PRODUCE A SltADED RELlEF
 
CAflTOGRAPHIC MAP; SCALE 1 TO 25 MILLION. IilTH SUPERIMPOSEO 
CONTOUR IHfOR"'XflON. PRELIMINARY VENUSIAN GEOLOGIC
 
INfORMATION. INFERRED fROM ALL AVAIUBLE SPACECRAFT AN~ 
EARTH-BASED RADAR DATA SOURCES. wILL SUBSEQUENTLY BE ADDED TO 
tHE CARTOGRAPHIC !'lAP BASE 10 PRODUCE GEOLOGIC !'lAPS. IT IS
 
ANTlCIPATEO TIIAT ONE 10 THREE LARGER SCALE (1 TO 5 !'IILLIOIt) 
CAR10GRAPHIC AND GEOLOGIC !'lAPS Of SCIENTlF-ICALLY INTEIIESTlHG
 
VENUS SURFACE FEATURES ALSO WILL BE PRODUCED. 
------
- PIONEER VI'NUS ORBITER, MCGILL-------------------------
INVESllGATlON NAI'IE- PARTIc.JPATlNG THEORISl I".CGILL 
NSSOC 111- PJ0780R-09 
PERSONNEL 






U OF MASSACHUSETTS 
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE TOPOGRAPHy AND GEOLOGY OF VENUS ARE 
UNDERTAKEN TO ASSURE CORRECT RECOGNITION Of TOPOGRAPHIC AND
 
ItATERIAL CHARACtERISTICS Of TtlE PLANET "NO TO ARRIVE AT TltE
 




- PIoNEER VENUS ORBHER, NA6Y----------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- PARTlCIPATlNG tHEORIST NAGY 
NSSOC 10- PI0780R-10 
PERSONNEL 








U Of MICH1(;""1 
INVESTIGATlONS Of THE IONOSPHERE Of VEHUS ARE OPTl"Il.ED 
BY ExtENDING CURRENT MODELS AND fORMULATING A MISSION PLAN BEST
 
SUUEO TO ADDRESS TOPICS INCLUDING THE PHYSICS Of THE SOLAR
 
WINO-IONilSPHERE INTERACTION, ENERGE1ICS Of THE UPPER
 
AT"OSPHERE, ION CHEMISTRY, AND THE PROCESSES RESPONSIBLE FOR
 
THE GENU~L STRUCTURE Of THE IONOSPHERE. INCLUDING MECUANISMS 
RESPONSIBLE fOR THE MAINTENANCE OF THE NIGHTTIME IONOSPHERE. 
HZ 
r ·1 
-~----- PIONEER VENUS OROITER. NIEItANN------------------------
-
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- NEUTRAL PARTICLE "ASS SPECTROMETE~ 
NSSDC to- PI0780R-1' 
PERSONNEL 
PI H~C. 
01 G .R. 
01 - R.E. 












U OF MICHIGAN 
NASA-GSfC 
"'ASA-GSFt 
THE EXPERIIIENT USES A QUADRUPOLE MASS S?LTROMetER WJTH 
TltREE ION SOURCE OPERATING "ODES ANO THREE MASS SCANNING MOOES
. 
THE ION SOURCE CAN BE OPERATED ALTERNATELY IN OPEN AN~ CLOSED 
CONFIGURAtlONS TO INCReASE ACCURAty. AN ADAPtlVE "ASS SCAN 1
5 
USED TO REPUCE THE BIT RATE REUUIRED fOR A GIVEN INFOR"ATlON
 
RETURN RATE. THE RESOLUTION IS '.E-4 FOR ADJACENT MASSES. ANO 
THE "ASS RANGE IS 1 TO 4S U. VERTICAL AND HORIlOilTAL DENSITY
 
VARIATIONS Of THE MAJOR NEUTRAL CONSTITUENTS or THE UPPER
 
ATMOSPHERE Of VENUS ARE DETECTED AND "EASURED TO OEfiNE TltE
 
bYNA"It. CHEMltAL. AND THER"AL STATES OF THE UPPER AtMOSPHERE. 
UlpORTANt CONSTITUENTS TO BE MEASURED ARE liE. 0; ot2}, CO; 
COC2.) ANDIOR NCZ), ~NO A. 11"AY ALSO BE POSSIBLE 10 STUDY It. 
o ANOIOR H(2). C. "NO NO. 
------
- PIONEER VEHUS ORBITER, RUSSELL-~--------~-------------
INVESllGAT ION NAME- TRIAXIAL FLUXGAtE MAGNETOMETER 
NSSDC tD- Pt07BOR-12 
PERSONNEL 
PI C. t. 
01 - P.J. 
01 - F .V. 
01 - C~f. 
ot - R. L. 
































THIS ExpeRIMEHT USES TRIAXIAL fLUXGAlE MAGNETOMETER 
WitH TWO RtNG CORE SENSORS AT THE END Of A "AGNETOMETER BOOM
 
AND ONE RING CORE SENSOR, AT 45 OEG T:I THE SPIN AxIS. HALfWAY 
DOWN THE BOOM. THE DRIVE AND ELECTRONICS DESIGN HAS BEEN USED
 
ON HIE APOLLO t5 AND 16 SUilSATELLlTES. THE 08H. "TIVES ARE TO 
DETER!'IIHE ANY PL"NETARY AND REI'IANENT MAGNETIC flELDS, TO DEDUC
E 
THE LOCAtiON AND STRENGTH OF IONOSPHERIC CURREN; SYSlE"'~ TO 
DETERMINE TtlE ENERGY ANO ItA'!S BALANCE IN THE UPPER AT"OSPHERE
 
OF VENUS, TO DETERMINE THE NATURE OF THE SOLAR WINO INTERACTlON
 
WlTH VENUS, AND TO StUDY THE NEAR-IiAI(E REGION OF VE'lIUS AND litE 
SlRUttUIIE Of TIlE VENETI"II BOW SIiOCI';. lIHERPLANETARY OBJECTlvES
 
ARE TO DETERMINE THE PERTURBATION Of THE NEAR-I'LIINET REGION BY
 
VENUS AN~ TO COMPARE THE PROPERTIES OF tHE IIVERAGE fiELD AT D.7 
AND 1.0 AU. THE INSTRUMENT IS INTENDED TO, IN THE 1I0Rn CAS
E 
OF LOW-BH AND LOW-SAMPLE RATES. MEUURE ONE VECTOR PER 32 S. 
WHILE IN VENUS ORBIT, WHEN TtlE SPACECRAft IS COAS11NG THROUGH
 
TIlE INTERPLANETARY REGION IN TH£ APOAPSIS "ODE. THE SAMPLE RAT
E 
IS PLAt/NED TO BE ONE VECTOR PER B SEC. WHILE THE SPACECRAFT IS
 
PASSING THROUGH THE VENUSI"N IONOSPHERE IN TilE PERUPSIS MODE
, 
THE SA"PLE RATE IS PLANNED TO BE FOUR VECTORS peR S. 
------
- PIONEER VENUS ORBITER. StARF~-------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR 
tlSSDC 10- P10180R-13 
PERSONNEL 
PI - F.L. SCARf 





PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
SPACE PLAS"AS 
tRW SYSTEMS GROUP 
TRW SYSTE"S GROUP 
1HlS EXPERIMENT CONSIST'S OF A I'IODIFIED VERSION Of THE 
PIONEER 8 AND PIONEER 9 EXPERIMENTS TO MEASURE THE ELECTRIC
 
fiELD COMPONENTS IN fOUR 30 PERCENT NARROW BAND CHANNEL
S 
CENTERED AT 100, 730, 7350, AND 30,000 H!. THE AIMS Of THE 
INVESTlGATION ARE TO PERf OR" THE FIRST ANALYSIS Of VLf ELECTRIC
 
FIELDS AT VENUS TO ELUCIDATE THE PL"SMA INTERACTlONS BETwEEN
 
THE SOLAR IIIND AND THE IONOSPHERIC OR EXOSPHERIC PLASMA. TH
E 
ROLE or PLASMII INSTABILITIES IN MOOlFYJHG THE HEATfLUX fRO" TH
E 
SOLAII IIINO AND IN THERMALlztNG NEIiLY BORN IONS fRO'" VENUS AR
E 
ALSO STUI)lED. A SElf-CONTAINED SALANCEO V-TYPE ANTENN" iiI_Tit A 
DIFFERENTIAL PREAMPLlflER IS EMPLOYED TO "AKE tHE "EASUREMENTS
. 


































---~--- piONEER 'JENUS ORBJTER~ SCHUBERT------------------------
INVESTIGATION H"f'lE- PARTICIPATING THEORIST SCHUBERT 
NSSIiC ID- PJ0730R-14 
PERSONNEL 









U Of CALH. LA 
"EASURE"EtllS Of PLASM" TEMPERATURES, "AGNE1!' fIELDS .. 
COflPOSlTIDNI AN~ OTIIER DATA ARE USED 10 OEI/ELOP AND TEST 
THEORIeS Of ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION AND SOLAR WINO-IONOSPHERE 
!lnERACTIONS. IN THE CASE Of THE TOPOGRAPHY AND GRAVITY .. THE 
bATA (/IlTUIURY AND fUCIONG-) ARE USED BOTH IN OESCRIPTIVe 
fASHION, TO SIMPLY CHARlCTERlZ.E THE SU/lfACE Of VENUS AN~ lTS 
GRAVITATIONAL fJELD, AND IN A MOllE QUANTlTATJVE II.., TO MODEL 
THE INTERNAL STRUctURE Of THE PLANET. 
------ PIONEER VENUS ORBITER. STEIIART-------------------------
INVESTIG"TION NAM€- PROGRAMMA8LE ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER 



















U Of COLORADO 
U Of COLORADO 
U Of COLORADO 
U or COLORADO 
U Of COLORADO 
THIS INVESTIGATION USES A 1ZS-I'I1"1 CASSEGRAlN TELESCOPE ON 
A 125-"" E8ERT-FAsTIE SPECTROI'IETER WITII A PROGRAI"II'If;8LE GRATING 
DRIVE. AIIIGLOW. SCATTERED SUNLIGHT,. AND "YDROGEN LY"AN ALPHA 
EMISSIONS ARE DETECTED IN TilE THERI"IOSPHERE. MESOSPHERE. AND 
EXDSPIIERE OF VENUS. THESE MEAsUREI"IENTs ARE USED TO ESTA8LISH 
AND MAP THE CO"POSIT10N. tEJ1PERATURE. AND PHOTOCHE"ISTIIY OF TilE 
THERMOSPHERE AND IoIiOSPH£RE, TO DETERMINE THE PRESSURE "T AND 
ABOVE THE VISIBLE CLOUD TOPS, AND TO ESTABLISII THE tIlSlRlBUTION 
ANII ESCAPE RATE OF AiO"lC HYDROGEN. THE INSTRUMENT OPERATES IN 
THE 1100-3400 A REGION. 
------- PIONEER VENUS ORBITER, TAyLOR-------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- RADIOMETRIC TE"PERATURE-SoUNDING 
EXPERIMENT 
NSSOC 11)- PI0180R-16 
PERSOW~EL 
PI - F .11. 
01 - H.H. 
01 - M.T. 
01 - (.B. 
01 - J.V. 
01 - A.P. 
01 - J. T. 
01 - G.D. 
0'1 - (.0. 
01 '.J. 
01 - R. 
























CALIf INST Of TECH 




NATL CTII FOR ATMS RES 
NATL CTR FOR Al"os RES 
THIS INVESTIGATION USES AN 6-CHANNEL RADIOI'IETER fOR 
VERTICAL TEMPERATURE SOUNDING Of THE ATItOSPHERE, FROI"I THE CLOUti 
TOPS (60 KM) TO 150 KM AND fOR INVESTlGAT!ONs Of (LOUIl 
f'lORPHOLOGY. INCLUDlhG TH£ JDENTlfIUTION OF POSSIBLE "ULtJPLE 
LAYERS AND WATER VAPOR !'lAPPING. THE INSTRUI"IENT IS BASEIl ON THE 
SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADllIMETER AND THE PRESSURE "ODUlATOR 
RAIlJoMETER DESIGNS FLOWN ON NIMBUS SATELLITES. 
------ PIONEER VENUS ORBITER, TAYLOR. JR.--------------.,.--
INVESTIGATION NMIE- I,ON "ASS SPEC,TROMETER 
NsSDC ID- PI078011-17 
r .. :-----r 














01 - J.R. 
01 - T.M. 
01 P. A. 















U Of "ICHIGAN 
IUCE U 
RICE U 
THE COMPOSITION AN~ CONCENTRATION Of THERMAL POSITIVE 
IONS IN THE IONOSPHERE Of VENUS ARE DETERM1NEIl AND INTEIIPIIETEp 
IN TERMS Of VERTlCAL AND HOlllloNTAL COMPONENTS. THE INSTRUMENT 
USED IS A BENNETT RAIlIO-fREQUENCY "ASS SPECTROMETER BASED ON 
THE DESIGN Of THOSE FLOwN ON OGO AND ATMOSPHERIC EXPLORER 
sAULLJTES. A MASS RANGE OF 1 TO 60 U IS COVEREC WITII A 
VARIETY Of AUTOMATIC SCAN-SEARCH HODES AVAILAIILE. 
------- PIONEER VENUS OR8IT[R, WOlfE--------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- SOLAR WIND pLASMA DETECTOR 
NSSDC 10- PI0180R-18 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J .11. 
01 - A. 
01 - H.R. 
01 - 0.11. 
OJ J. D. 
oI - R. C. 




















U OF SOUTHERN CALIf 
THE INSTRU~ENT rOR TIllS EXPERIMENT 15 A QUADRISPHERICAL 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER (DETECTOR B Of THE PIONEERS lG-l1 PLASMA 
INSTRU!'IENTl. WITH fiVE CURRENT COLLECTORS ANII ELECTROMETERS. 
TilE ENERGYICIIARGE RANGE IS 50-8000 ClONS) IN 32 STEPS ANIl 1-500 
(ELECTRONS) IN 16 STEPS. THE M,GULAR RANGE COVERED 15 PLUS OR 
MINUS 85 DEG ELEVATION BT 360 DEG All"UTH. AND THE DETECTOR 
FIELD OF VIEW IS 15 DEG TIMES 2!o DEG OR 15 DEG THIES 45 DEG~ 
DEPENIlING ON POSI110N. THE LOGIC IlEstGN IS ESSEtHIALLT THAT 
USEIl ON PIONEER B ANII 9. THE OBJECTIVES ARE TO ",ecASURE SOLAR 
WINO CONPITIONS OUTS-HIE THE VENETIAN BOW SIIOCI: .. INSIDE THE 
MAGNEtOSHEATH fLOW nELD~ AND TO STUDY THE 10NOPAOSE STRUCTURE. 
SOLAR WINII "EASURE"ENTS" ARE "ADE DURING THE TRANSIT TO VENUS~ 
PARTICULARLy TO S"TUIlY HACROSCALE PROBLEMS AND TO DErER"lNE 
AVERAGE GRADIENTS. THE NEAR-PLANET W'.KE REGION IS ALSO 
AVAILABLE FOR STUDY. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• PIONEER VENUS PROSE BUS •• ********* 
SPACECRAfT CO"MON NA"E- PIONEER VENUS PIIOBE SUS 
ALTERNATE N""es- PIONEER VENUS 1978 
NSSDC IP- PI078PA 
LAUNCH DATi.'- 08/00178 WEIGHT- 380. leG 
LAUNCH SIlE- tAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- HLAS 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STATES 
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS 
~RBIT TYPE- VENUS PROBE 
PERSONNEL 
"G - F.D. I:OCHI::.!'1l0RFER 
SC - !'I.A. "ITZ 
1'" - C.F. HALL 







THIS SPAr;ECAAfT IS TilE BUS PORTION OF THE PIONEER VENUS 
MULTIPR08E MISSION. ON THlS "ISS ION FOUR INSTRUMENTED 
AT"OSPIIEIIIC ENTRY PROSES ARE CARRIED BY THIS BUS TO TilE 
VICINITY OF VENUS AND RELEASED FOR liES CENT TIIROUOII TilE 
AT"oSPHERE TO THE PLANETARY SURFACE. TWO SMALL PROllES ErnER ON 
TilE NIGHTS IDE. AND ONE S"ALL PROBE AND ONE LARG!,; PIIOBE ENTER ON 
THE OAYSIDE OF THE PLANET. THE SPACecRAFT IS SF:II STABILllED. 
THE TRIP 10 \tENUS TAKES li!5 OAYS. tHE fOURPRoBES S(P.'RATE FROH 
THE BUS ABOUT 10 TO 20 DAYS BEFORE ENTRY. THE! A"<;E PIIOBE 
TAICES 1-112 H TO PESCENO THROUGH TilE AT"OSPIIERE. ,,~ILE THE 
THREE SMALLER PROBES REACH TilE SURFACE OF THE PLANET :.~ MIN 
AFTER ENTRY. THE BUS PORTION Of THE SPACECRAfT IS TARGET. , TO 
ENTER THE VENUSIAN ATMOSPHERE AT A SHALLOW ENlIIT ANGLr AtiD 
lIIANs"11 DA'TA TO EARTH UNUL THE BUS is IIESTROYED ilY ~'I:. IIEAt 
or "'"OSPHERIC fRlCTI_ON DURING ITS DESCENT. INVEco:,t.ATlONS 
E"PHASIZE THE STUDY OF TIlE STRUCTURE AND COHPOSl" ION OF TIlE 
A1"OSPHEIIE DOWN TO THE SURfACE~ TUE NATURE ANII COM 'OSITION OF 
THE t:;LOUIIS, THE RADlATlON FIELD ANII ENERGY nCh \ttGE IN TilE 
LOWER AT"OSPHERE. Aflll LOCAL INfORI'IATION ON THE /ltl'lOSPHERlC 
curCI/LATlON PATTERN. A SIStER I'IISS1'Ott, PIoNEER VENU:. OROllER. 
IS SCHEDULE!) TO PLACE AN ORBITING sPACE(RAfT AROUHl VENUS 2 






























r !' ",' ,- "\-
PlUSUREMENTS SY THE PROBES AND DRBllEIi PERMIT RELATING SPECIFIC 
LOCAL PlEASUIIEPlENTS 10 tHE GENERAL STIITE Of THE PLANET AND ITS 
ENVIRONItENT AS OIl!.ERVEI) fROK ORBIl. 
------- PIONEER VENUS PROBE DUS_ DAUER-------------------------
INVESTIGUION HAI'IE- PAIIllClPATlNG THEaRtH BAUER 
NSSOC 10- PI078PA-OB 
PERSONNEL 










A NUII8EII OF THEORISTS HAVE BEEN SELECTED TO PARTICIpATE 
AS ME"BERS or tHE SCIENCE STEERING GROUP IN DEFINING THE 
SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES. STRATEGY. AND PLANNING FOR THE I'115510N. 
Itt tOORP,INATlNG THE EXPERI"ENTS. AND IN THE ANALYSlS Of FLIGHT 
EXPERIMENT DA",. EACH THEORIST HAS AN AREA Of I'IAJOR 
RESPONSIBIUTY TIIAT INCLUDES ANALYSIS AND INTERPREtATION OF THE 
INsnu ION COPIPOSIJION. ELECTRON DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE. AND 
NEUTRAL COI'IpOSITION "'EASUREMENTS TO PRODUCE A SELF-CONSISTENT 
MODEL (IF THE DAYS IDE UPPER ATMOSPHERE AND IONOS"!iERE OF VENUS. 
INCLUDING THE ROLE Of CHEI'IIC.~L AND TRANSPORT PROCEsses. AS IIELL 
AS AN UNDERSTANDING Of THE TYpE OF INTERACTION BETWEEN THE 
SOLAR WIND AND THE VENUS IONOSPHERE. 
------- PIONEER VENUS PROBE BuS. COUNSELI'IAN--------------~----­
INVESTIGATION HAME- DIfFERENTIAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE 
INTERFEROMETRIC TRACtelNG 
NSSDC ID* PIOHpA-06 
PERSONNEL 
PI C.C. 
01 - 1.1. 
01 - R. 
01 - J. 













MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST Of TECH 
!'lASS INST OF TECH 
"ASS INST Of TECH 
"ASS INST OF TECH 
THIS EXpERU.ENT INVOLVES APPLYING DIFFERENTIAL 
VERY-LONG-BASELINE INTERfEROMETRY lECIINIQUES TO THE RADIO 
SIGNALS FRO" THE ENTRY PROBE AND BUS (ORBlllNG SPACECRAFT) IN 
ORDER TO tNFER DR PLACE UPPER LlI'IITS ON IIIND SPEEDS IN THE 
LOWER ATI'IOSpHERE. THESE RESULTS ARE USED IN MODELING THE 
CIRCULATION PATTERNS OF VENUS' ATI'IOSpHERE. DATA TAIi:EN PRIOR TO 
PROBE ENTRY ARE USED. If FEASIBLE. TO INfER CHARACTERISTICS OF 
VENUS' GRAVITY FIELD FOil USE WlTli PIIOBE- ENTRY OPERATIONs AS 
WELL AS IN LATER SCIENTIFIC EVALUATION. 
PIONEER VENUS PROBE BUS .. DONAHUE------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- pARTICIpAllNG THE-OAlST DONAHUE 
NSSOC ID- pI078PA-09 
PERSONNEL 







U OF MICHIGAN 
NUI'IBEJI Of THEORISTS IIAVE BEEN SELECtED TO pARTlCIpATE 
AS MEIIBER:; DF THE StIENCE S'lEERING GROUP tN DEF1NING tHE 
SCIENTIfIC OBJECTlVES~ STRATEGY. AND PLANNING rOR THE IUSSIONI 
IN COOADINAllNG THE EXPERIMENTS; ~NO IN THE ANALYSIS OF FLtGHT 
EXpERt"ENT DATA. EACII THEOR-!!iT HAS AN AREA Of MAJOR 
RESPONSIBIL-ITY til AT INCLUDES iHE INTERDISCIPlINARY ASPECtS OF 
ATMOSPHERIC CIiEtoIlSTRY AND RAolATJVe TRANSPORT THEORY TO ARIlIVE 
AT AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE AERONOMY OF THE ATMOSPHERE OF VENUS. 
------- PIONEER 'JENUS PROBE BuS. GOOOY-------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- PARTI'CIPATtNG THEOIl1S,t GOODY 
NSSDC ID- P1078PA-10 INVEST1IiATIVE PROGRAM 
CODE Sl 
INVESTIGATION DISClpLINE{Sl 






PI - A.". GOODY 
BRiH OESCRiPTlON 
A MUMeEIl Of THEORISTS HAVE BEEN SELECTED TO PARTICIPAtE 
AS "EPlDElfS Of THE SCIENCE STEERING GROUP IN DEfINING THE 
SCIENTIFIC ODJECTIVES .. STRATEGY; AND PLANNING fOR THE "ISS ION; 
iN COOROINoHING THE EXPERII'IENTS .. AND IN THE ANAUSIS Of fLIGHT 
EXPERIMENT DHA. EACII THEORIST HAS AN AREA Of MAJOR 
RESPONSIBILITy THAT INCLUDES THE THEORY or THE CIRCULATION Of 
THE LOWEll ATMOSPHERE ANP, THE RECOMIIINA1l0N OF THE PflOP,UCTS I)f 
PHOTOLYSIS. 
~~---- PIONEER VENUS PROBE BUS. HUNTEN~-~~-------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- PARlltIPAllNG THEORIST IIUNTCII 
NSSP,C IIl- PI078PA-11 
PERSONNEL 








ICl TT PEAte NA TL OBS 
A NUMBER Of THEORISTS HAVE BEEN SELEnED TO PARTICIPATE 
,..S MEI"BERS Of THE SCIENCE STEERING GROilp IN DEfINING THE 
"CIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES .. STRATEGYI AND PLANI.tNG FOR THE fussrON. 
IN ':"ORDINATING THE EXpEIII"ENTS. AND IN fHE ANALYSIS Of rUGHT 
EXPERItoI.:o,jT DATA. EACH THEORIST rlAS AN AREA Of I'IAJOR 
RESpOHSlSl1.. .. LTY THAT INCLUDES A DF."lAILEP DESCRIp"TlON Of THE 
CLOUDS AND THE HEAT BALANCE OF THE ATMOSPHERE AND SURfACE OF 
VENUS ANO A DETERMINATION Of THE DYNAMICS AND AERONOMY Of THE 
UPPER AT",OSPHERE. 
*------ PIONEER VENUS pROIlE ausl pETTENGILL-------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIO SCIENCE- TEA" 
NSSDC ID- p1078PA-07 
PERSONNEL 
TL - G. 
TM - T.A. 
T" - A.J. 












PLANE, loRY IONOSPHERES 




THE RADIO SCIENCE TEAM HAS tHE RESPONSIBILITy FOil 
PLANNING, COORDINATING. AND RECOI'I"ENDING SCIENTIfIC USES Of 
RADIO SIGNALS FOR THE MISSION. AND Of EXECUTlNG "PPROVED 
EXpERJIIIENTS ANO COItDUCTlHG tHE D"'1A ANALyStS REQUIRED. tHE 
M"JOR AREAS Of IH.i,:PONSIBILITY ARE IN THE USE Of S-BAND 
TELEKETII'f SIGNAL~ ,,, OBtAIN PRECISE TRAJECTORY AND DESCENT DATA 
OF THE EN.TRY P~06ES rOR DETERMtHATlOH OF AtMOSPHERIC 1'I0TlONS. 
IIINbSI AND tURBULENCE. ALSO. THE TE"" 15 RESPONSIBLE fOR THE 
DEVELOPMENT AND ANHYSIS OF RECOI'II'IENDATIONS PERTAINING TO THE 
APPLICATIONS Of VERY LONG BASELINE INTERFEROMETRY TECHNIQUES TO 
THE MISSION. 
---~~-- PIONEER VENUS PROBE IIUS; pOLLACK---------------------
INVESTlGAilON NAME- PARTIC_IpAHNG THEORIST POLLACK 
NSSDC Ib- PI078P,,-1Z 
PERSONNEL 







GEOP,ESY AND CARTOGRAPHY 
NASA-ARC 
II NUMBER OF THEORIS'TS HAVE BEEN SELECTED to PARtICIPATE 
AS "'EMBERS Of THE SCJENCE STEERING GROUP IN Off INIItG THE 
SCIENTlFIC OBJECTI,VES. STIIATEGY, ANO PLANNIHG FOR THE ItISSJON. 
IN CilORDINATtHG THE EXpERllt£NUI AND IN THE ANALYSIS OF flIGHT 
f)(PERII'IENT DATA. EACH THEORIST HAS AN AREA OF I'IAJOII 
RESpONSIBILrTY THAT INCLUDES tHE DETER"INATION Of IMPORTANT 
SOURCES OF TIIER"'AL OPACITY. THE SCAtTERING CHARACTEUSllCS or 
THE CLOUDSI AND SOLAR ENERGy DEPOSITION PROFlLE. ANO TlU: THEORY 
AND (YOlUHON OF THE ATI'IOSPHERE "NO LlTHOSpHERE Of VENUS. 
------- PIONEER VENUS PROBE BUS. SPENCEII----------------------
INVESTIGATION /JAME- PARTtCIPATlNG THEORIST SPENCER 
































NSSDC 111- P1078PA-13 
PERSONNEL 
PI - N.~. SPENCER 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION 
INVEST lGATI VE PRDGRA'" 
CODE SL 




A NUKBER Of THEORISl';, "AVE BEEN SELECTED TO PARTrtlPATf AS "EI'laERS OF THE SCIENCE STEERlffG GROUP IN DEFINIffG TilE SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES. STRATEGY, ANO PLANNING rOR TItE "ISSION. IN COORDINATING THE EJCPERII'lENTS, AND IN THE ANALYSIS Of fLIGHT eXF-ERJ'4EN,T DATA. EACH THEORIST HAS AN AREA Of ''''JOR RESPONSJBILI TV TIIAT INCLUDES THE INTERDISCIPLINARY ASPECTS Of THE NATURE OF THE CO"POSlTION Of THE ATIIOSPHERE Of VENUS. THE NATURE AND CO"POSITlON Of THE CLOUDS IN THE ATJIIOSPHfRE. AND THE DRIVING FORCES OR ENERGY INPun AfFECTING THE aEHAVIOR Of TilE ATMOSPHERE MD CLOUDS ANO CIIANGES IIiAT TAn PLACE. 
~.----~ PIONEER VENUS PROBE 8U5, TAYLOR .. JR.----------------
INVESTIGATION ffAI'IE- ION-1IA5S SPECTROIIETER 
NSSDC 10- PI07SPA-02 
PERSONNEL 
PI H .A. 
01 S.J. 
01 T .". 
01 P.A. 
01 R. E-
01 II.C ~ 
01 F .C. 





















THIS ION "ASS SPECTRO"ET£R EXPERIMENT OBTAINS ME~SUItEIIENTS WHICH PAOVltlE INfOR"ATION ON TilE SOLAR WINO INTERACTION WITH VENUS. UPPE~ AT"OSPHE/IE PHOTOCHE"ISl'RY. AND TilE "ASS AND HEAT TRANSPORT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ATIIOSPHE~E. A BENHETT ION SPECTROPIETER.. SIMILAR TO UNITS fLOWN ON "ANY EARTH SATELLITES AND ROCKETS, "EASURES VENUS' UPpER AT"'OSPHERE ION CONCENTRATlONS Iff THE II~S'S RANGE fRO" 1 TO 60 ATO"I C MASS UffITS CU) FRO" THE TillE Of C~OSSING VENUS' aOWSHocK TO BUS BURNUP. 
------- PIONEER VENUS PIIOBE BUS, VOff ZAHN------------------
INVESfIG"TION NA"E- NEUTRAL PARTICLE MASS SPECTROMETER 
NSSDC lD- PI078PA-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - U. VON JAIIN 
01 - ".O.C.NIER 




INVESTiGATION DISCIPLINE IS) 
PLANETARY AT"OSPHERES 
AERONOIIY 
U Of BOffN 
U or "INNESOTA 
KIlT PEAK NATL OBS 
TillS NEUTRAL PARlltLE PlASS SPEcrRO"ETER EXPERI"ENT IIlLL 08T"IIIS MEASUREPIENTS WIIICH PROVIDE INfORMATION Off TI'E OR'IGIN ANO EVOLunON Of VEffUS' ATMOSPHERE .. TII£ PRESENT ENERGY BALANCE AND OYNA"lCS OF THE UPPER A,IIOSPHERE. AND THE INTfRACTION Of THE UPPER AHIOSPHEAE WlTH SOLAR RADIATION AND THE INTERPLANETARY PlEO,IU". A ""GNHIt DEfLECTION. DOUBLE-fOCUSING. 
"ASS SPECTRO"ETER IIILL BE FLOWN TO "EASURE THE UPPER Al'IIOSPHERE NEUTR~L MOLECULES IN THE ,,"SS RANGE T TO 46 HOllIe "ASS UNITS. 
••••••••••••••••••••• -........ PIONEER VENUS PROBE LIIG ............. . 
=PACECRAfT CO""ON NA"E- prONE~R \!ENUS PROBE LRG AL'lt~NATE NAIIES- PIONEER VENUS 1918 
NSSOC ID- PI078PB 
l"UNCIl DAlE- 08100178 WEIGHT- 300. "G :'AUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES LAUNCII VEH1CLE- /I'lLAS 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STATES 
PUNNED OABll PARAI'IUERS 
ORBIT TYPE- VENUS PIIOBE 
r ! " 
NASA~OSS 
" \~ 




"6 - f.D. 











THIS SPACECRAft IS THE LARGE PROBE PORTION or THE PIONEEIiI-VENUS "ULTlPROBE I'IISSION ON nils IUSSION ~oUR INSTRUJIIENTED "TMOSPHERIC ENTRY PROBES f:11[ CARRiED BY A SPACECRAFT BUS TO THE VICINITY or VEffU5 AND RELEASED FOR DESCENT THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE Te THE PLAffETARY SURFACE. TWO S"ALL PROBES ENTER ON TilE IHGHTSIDE AND A snALL PROBE AND THlS LARGE PROBE ENTER ON TilE DAYSIDE or THE PLANET. THE SPAtECRArT SUS ENTERS THE AT/IOSPHERE AND OBTAINS ATMOSPHERIC cO"POSITION DATA UNTIL BURNUP. INVESTIGATIONS UIPIIAS1!.E TilE STUDY Of THE S,TRUCTURE AND COIIPOS-IlION OF TilE "'"0SPHERE OOWN TO THE SUItFACE.. THE NATURE ANO CO"POSIlION ~f TilE CLOUDS, THE RAOIATION FIELD ANO ENERGY EXCHANGE IN TilE LOWER AT"OSPHERE .. ANO LOCAL INfORMATION ON THE .HIIOSPHERIC cIRCULATION PATTERN. A SISTER "ISS ION, PIONEER-VENUS ORBITER, IS Sr,HEDULED TO PLAtE AN ORBIHNG SPACECRAFT AROUND VENUS 2 WEEKS BEfORE THE PROBES ARE RELEASED. SIMULTAffEOUS MEASURE"ENTS BY THe PROBES AND ORBITER PER"1"l RELATlHG SPECIfIC LOCAL llEASURE"ENTS TO TilE GENERAL SlAte OF THE PLANET AND ITS ENVIAONIIENT AS OBSERVED rROM ORBIT. 
~----- PIONEER VENUS PROBE LRG .. BOESE-------~-------~~------­
INVESTIGATION NA"E- INFRARED RAtlIDI'IETER 
NSSOC 10- PI07BPB~OS 
PE~SONNEL 
PI - R.II. 
01 - J .B. 
01 - J .H. 















THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS ElPERHIEIH ... RE TO "EASURE THE ATMOSPHERE THERMAL FLUlI PROFILE. DETECT CLOUtl LAYEIIS AND INfER TIIEIR CO"POSlTION, AND ES'TI"HE THE ATIIOSPIIERIC WATER VAPOR CONTENT. fHIS E)(PERIIIENT USES A "-CHANNEL INfRARED RAIIIO"ETER LOOKING DOliN FROM THE PROBE. TWO INTERHAL BLACkBOtllES ARE USED TO ALLOY ABSOLUTE PlEASURE"EffTS OF THE FLU ... IN EHH CHANNEL. TilE INSTRU"'ENT WEIGHS "BOUT 2 KG AND USES AIlJUT 3 W Of POIIER. 
INVESTIGATION NAME- DI.FFERENTIAL VERY LONG-BAseLINE IN.-[RfERO"ETRIC TRACKltfG 
NSSDC 10- PI078PB-09 
PERSONNEL 
PJ - C .C. 
OJ - G.H. 
01 - J. 
Til - 1.1. 













"ASS INH or TECIl 
"ASS INST Of nCH 
PlASS' INST OF TECH 
IIASS INST OF TECH 
""55 INST Of TECH 
THIS EXPERIMENT INVOLVES IIPPLYlNG DIFFERENTIAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE INTEREERO"ETRY TECHNIQUES TO THE RAtllO SIGffAlS FROI'I TilE EffTRY PROBE AND 6US (ORBITING SPACECRAFT) IN ORDER TO INFER OR PLACE UPPER LI"iTS ON WIND SPEEtlS IN TilE LOWER AT"OSPIIERE. TIIESE RESULTS "RE USEO IN /lODELING THE CIRCULAtION PAl TERNS Of VENUS' "'''OSPHERE. DATA TAKEN PRIOR TO PROBE EffTRY ARE USED. If FEASIBLE, TO INFER CHARACTERISTICS of VENUS' GRAVITY fIELD FOR USE IInH PROBE ENTRY OPERATl'OI/S AS WELL. ,AS lN LATER SCIENTIfIC EVALUATION~ 
------ PIONEER VENUS PROBE LRG, HOff"'AN--------------------
INVESTIGATION NArIE- NEUTRAL pARTICLE MAS'; SPHTROIIETER 
NSSDC 10- PI078PB-06 
pUSONNEL 
PI - J .H. 
01 - II.R. 
Ot - ft. 
01 - ".B. 
01 - T .". 
HOfH1AN 









U OF TEcU.!., DALLAS 
U OF TEXAS, OALLAS 
TRW SYSTE"S GROUP 
IIAItVARO U 
U Of "ICHIGAN 
1 

































THE OBJECT'IVE OF THIS INVESTIGATION IS TO I'IUSURE THE 
COPlP05Jt10N Of THE LOWER Uf'lOSPHERE Of VENUS. TH15 
INVESTIGATION USES A tERA"lC MICRO LEAl( GAS INLET AND A 
DOUBLE-fOCUSING ""'GNEllt IlHLECTlON ""SS SPEtTRO"£TU. ASoUT 
SO ANALYSES OF THE YENUS!o\N ,,'"OSPfiERE ARE PLANNED DURING THE 
PROBE DeCENT. A SEPARATE SAMPLE OF THE ATMOSPHERE IS ANALTlED 
fall RARE GASSES. THE ANALnER HAS A "ASS RANGE OF 1 TO 2:12 U 
ANti A DY"AMIC RANGE OF l.E1. THE INSTRUMENT IS BASED ON A 
DESIGN flOWN PIIEVIOUSLY. 
------- PIONEER VENUS PROOE LIIG, KNOLLENBERG-------------------
INIIESfIGATlON NAME- CLOUD PAIIHCLE sue SPE(TlIOfilETER 
NSSbC ttI- PtD78PB-Q3 
PERSONNEL 
PI ~ A.. KNOLLENDERG 







U OF CHIC-AGO 
KITT PEAK HAlL ODS 
THE OBJEC'f'IVE Of THIS EXpERl"ENT IS TO I'IE.\SURE VENUS' 
CLOUD PUTICLE SIZES AND CONCENtRATIONS. A LASER IS USED TO 
ILLUMINATE CLOUD PARTICLES. OPTICAL LENSEs WILL I"AGE THE 
PARTICLE SHADOWS ON ARRAYS Of DETECTORS. THE PARTICLE SHADOWS 
ARE USED TO DEfER"INE PARtlCLE SIZE AND CONCENTRAtION. THE 
FLIGHT SENSOR IS SI"ILAR TO THOSE fLOIlN IN AIRCRAFT AND 
BALLOONS. 
------- PIONEER VENUS PROBE LRG, OtAKA-----------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- GAS CHRO"ATOGRAPH 
NSSPC ID- PI07BPD-Olo 
PERSONNEL 
PI - V.I. 
01 - J. B. 
01 - G. 















TilE OBJECTIVE OF THIS UPERJ"ENT IS TO DETER"INE TilE 
COIIPOSlTION or VENUS' LOIIER ATIIOSPIIERE. fROII THESE 
MEASUREKENTS, DEDUCTIONS ARE MADE OF THE GASEOUS SOURCES OF 
INFRARED OPAUTY, TH( DEGREe- OF tHF-ERENHATION Of VENUS' 
INTER.IOR. THE DEGRF" OF SI/ULARITY SETIIEEN THE SOLID BOOIES Of 
EARtH ANl' VENUS ... \ND EVOLuTlON OF VENUS' n"OSpHERE. TIIO GAS 
CHRD"ATOGRApH COLUI'INS ARE USED to ANALYZE SAMPLES Of THE 
AT"OSPHERE DURING PROBE OESCENT. THREE OR FOUR SAMPLES IIILL BE 
ANALYZED. 
------ PIONEER VENUS PROBE LRG .. RAGENt---------------~-------­
INVeSTIGATION NAME- CLO"O EXTENT, StRUCTURE, AND 
DISTRIBUTION 
NSSOC 10- PI078PB-0;;: 
PERSONNEL 
PI - B. RAGEHT 










THIS EXPERIMENT CONSl.STS Of A NEpHELOftETER TO "EASURE lHE 
ENERGY BACKSCATTEREII fROM CLOUD PARTICLES. IT USES A PULSED 
GALLlUJil ARSENIOE LASER DIODE TO ILLUMINATE TNE CLOUDS. THE 
ALTITUDE HISTORY Of TilE SACKSUTTERED SlGNAL INDICATES THE 
PRESENCE AND VERTl'CAL EXTENT Of CLOUDS ALONG TNE nAJ[C-lORlES. 
COPlpARISONS IIITH THE "E'\SURE"ENTs fRO" THE S"HL PROBES 
iNOICATES tHE SPATIAL VARlABILITY OF TNE CLOUD STRUCTURE. tHE 
LASER OPERATES AT ABOUT 9000 A. THE EXPERI"ENT WEIGHS ABOUt 
O.S KG AND USES ABOUT 1.3 II OF POIIER. 
------. PIONEER VENUS pRoaE LRG .. SElfF------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- ATMOSPHERE STRUC,TURE 








.. SUff NASA-AIIC 
01 
- s. SOIt"U NASA-ARC 
01 - R. C. BLANCHAIIO NASA-LARC 
01 ..,. O.B. UIII( NASA~ARC 
01 
- '. YOUNG U OF CALIf, 
" OJ - ,. DERR us GEOLOGltAL SURVEy 
BlUEr DESCRIPTION 
THE INSTRUMENTS FOR THIs EX:PERII'IENT INCLUDE A THREE-AXIS 
ACCELEROJIIETER, PRESSURE SlNSORS, AND lfJIIPEIlATURE SENSORS. THET 
ARE BASED ON THE TECHNOLOGy DEJIIONSHATED IlY YHE PAU VEHICLE 
(PLANETARY Al"OSPHERE EXPERIMENT TEST R7106~2001). THE 
"EASURE"ENIS ARE USED TO CONSTRUCT A PROfILE OF AT"OSPHERE 
STATE PROPERHES fOR THE LARGE PROBE TRAJECTORY fRO" THE 
SURfACE TO APPROXIMATELY 140 K" ALTITUDE. THU ARE ALSO USED 
TO DETER.UNE VERTICAL WINO VELOCITY, HORIZONtAL IIIND VELOCITY; 
AND TURBULENCE. BY COMPARiNG ATMOSPIIERE CONDITIONS ALONG THE 
LARGE PROBE TRAJECTORY IIITH THOSE MEASUREO ay TilE SMALL PROBES, 
CIRCULATION ~OOELS Of TilE ATJIIOSPHERE ARE DETERMINED. THe 
INSTRUI'IENtS WEIGH ABOUT l.S KG AND CONSUME ABOUT 4.7 II Of 
pOIlER. 
------- PIONEER VENUS PROBE LRG. TO"ASKO----------------------
INVESTIGATION NAI'IE- SOLAR ENERG' PENETRAlUN INTO THE 
AT"OSPIIEA.E 
NSSDC 10- PI078PB-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI ".G. 
01 - II. 










U OF .loR IlONA 
U Of ARllONA 
U Of ARllONA 
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS INVESTIGATION IS TO DETERMINE HIE 
REGIONS IN VENUS' AT"OSpHEIIE IIHERE SOLAR ENERGY 15" DEPOSITED. 
sa NARROW-flELD-Of-VIEW DETECTORS ARE USED TO "EASURE tHE 
INTENSITY Of SCATTERED SOLAR LIGH'. AS THE PROBE DESCENDS 
THROUGH THE AT"OSPHERE .. THE DIFFERENCE BI;TWEEN UPWARD-LOOKING 
AND DOwNWARD-LOOKING DETECTORS WILL INDICATE THE NET DOWNWARD 
FLUK. 
• ............................ PIONEER VENUS PROBE SI'I •••••••••••• 
SPACECRAft CO"MON NA"E- PIONEER VENUS PROBE S" 
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER VENUS 1978 
NSSDC ID- pt07BPC 
LAUNCH DATE- 08/00/78 WEIGHl- 75. KG 
LAUNCH SITE- tAPE CANAVERAL. UNl1ED STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENC' 
UNI,TED STATES 
PLANNED ORBIT pARAlilfTERS 
ORBIT HPE- VENUS PROBE 
PERSONNEL 
MG F. D. 
SC - R.F. 
PM - C.f. 











THlS SPACECRAFT IS THE FIRST SMALL PROBE OF THE 
PIONEER-VENUS MULTt-PFIOBE MISSION. ON THIS fillsSION FOUR 
INSTRUMENTED ATMOSpflERI,C ENTR' PROSES AIlE CARRIED BY A 
SPACECRAFT BUS TO THE VLCINITY Of VENUS FOR DESCENT TNROUGH THE 
AT"OSPHERE TO THE pLANElAIU SURFACE. 1II0 SMALL PROBES ENTER ON 
THE -NIGHTSJ.DE. AND ONE SMALL PROBE ANII ONE LARGE PROBE ENTER ON 
THE DAYSIDE Of THE PLANET. THE SPACECRAFT BUS ENTERS TItE 
AT"OSpHERE AND OBTAINS ATMOSPHERIC co"poslliON DATA UNTJL 
BURNUp. INVESTIGATIONS E"PHASIlE THE S_tUDY Of TilE STRUCTURE 
COMPOSITION AND NATURE Of THE ATI'IJOSPHERE DOliN TO tilE SURFACE. 
AND or THE CLOUDS .. THE RADIATION HELD AND ENERGy EXCHANGE IN 
THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE, AND LOUL INFOR"AtlON ON THE ATMespItERIC 
CIRCULAT,ION PATTERN. A SlSTER "ISSION; PIONEER-VENUS ORBIlER, 
IS SCHELDULED TO PLACE AN ORBITING SPACECRAfT AROUNO VENUS l 
WEEKS BEFORE tilE PROBES AilE RELEASED. SlI'lULTANEOUS 
MEASUREI'IJENTS BY THE pRQBES AND ORBITER pERfilIT RELATlNG spECInc 
LOtAL MEASUREMENTS TO THE GENERAL STATE Of THE PLANET AND _ITS 
ENV1FlON"ENt AS DeSERVED FRO" ORBIT. 
------- PIONEER VENUS PROBE SM .. COUNSELMAN-----------------__ _ 
INVESTIGATION HAftE- OIffERENTlAL VE.RY LONG BASELINE 
INTERfERO"ETRIC TRACKING 





















































"ASS INST Of TECH 
"ASS INST OF TEtH 
"ASS INS1 Of 1ECH 
ItASS INST Of TECH 
ItASS INST Of TEtH 
THIS EXPEIIII'IENT INVOLVES APPLYING DifFERENTIAL 
VERY-LONG-BASELINE INTEIlrERO"UIlY TECHNHIUES TO THE IIADIO 
SlGNALS fROM fHE eNTRY PII08E AND 8US (OIlBITING SPACECIIAf!) IN 
ORDER TO INfeR OR PLACE UPPEII LUUT5 ON !lIlND SPEEDS .'.N THE 
LOWER AtMOSPHERE. THEse RESULTS ARE USED IN MOPELING 1HE 
CIRCULATION PATTERNS Of VEIIUS' ATMOSPIfERE. PAlA TAKEN PRIOR TO 
PRC!BE £tnRY ARE USED .. 1f FEASIBLE, TO IIIFER CHARACTERISTICS or 
VENUS' GRAVITY FHLD FOR USE WlTH PROBE ENTRY OPERATIONS AS 
WELL AS IN lATER SCIEIITIfIC EVALUATION. 
PIONEEII VENUS PROBf Sf!!, RAGEN1-------------------------
JIIVESTlGATlON NAI'IE- CLOUD EXTENT. STIiUtTURE, "NO 
DISTIllBUTION 
NSStIe 10- P1078PC-02 
PERSONNEL 
1'1 - II. RAGENt 










THlS E)t'PEIU"EHT CONSISTS 01 A NEPHELOPlElfR TO PlEASURE THE 
ENERGY BACKS-CATTERED FROII CLOUD PAIITlClES. IT USES A PULSED 
GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASER DIODE TO ILLUMI.NATE THE CLOUDS. THE 
AUlIUDE tnSTOIlY or THE BACKSCATTEIIED SIGNAL INDICATES THE 
PRESENCE AND VERTICAL EX'TENT CrF CLOUDS ALONG THE TR"HCTORIES. 
CO"PAliISONS ilITH THf "fASUREfIIENTS FROM THE SMALL pROUES 
INDICATES THE SPATIAL V"RlABJLIiV OF THE CLOUD STRUCTURE. THE 
LASEII OpEIiATES AT ABOUT 9000 A. THE E)t'PERIMENT W!:;IGI/S ABOUT 
0.6 KG AIID USES A60UT 1 • .3 if OF POWER. 
------- PIONEER VfNUS PROBe SM, SEIF-f------------------------
INVESTlGA1l0N NAIIE- ATMOSPI/ERE STRUCTURE 
NSSOC JD- pI01-8pC-01 
PERSONNEL 
PI - A. 
OJ - S. 
01 - D.B. 
01 R. C. 
01 - II. 
















U OF CALlr. LA 
US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
rHE INSTRUPIENTS FOR THIS EXpEIIUlfNT INCLUDE A SINGLE-AXIS 
ACCELEROPIE-TER. PRESSURE SENSORS. AND TE"'PERATURE SEIISORS. THEY 
ARE BAS£/) ON THE HCI/NOlOGY OEf!!ONSTRATED BY THE P4ET VEHICLE 
(PLANETARY ATMOSPHERE EXpElllMENT TEST R7106-2:001). THE 
MEASUIIEI!ENTS ARE USED TO CONSTRUCT A PROttLE OF ATI'IOSPHEIIE 
stAlE PROPERTIES fOil THE LARGE PIIOBE TRAJECTORY FROM THE 
SURfACE TO APPIIOXl"ATELY hO KI! ALT1TUDE. THn ARE ALSO USEII 
TO OETEIUUNE VERTItAL WIND VELOCllY, HOIIIZONTAL VINfI VELOClTy, 
~NfI TURBULENCE. BY COMPARING ATMOSPHERE CONDITIONS "LONG THE 
LARGE PROBE TRAJECTORY WIlH TIIOSE PlEASUREfI BY THE Sf!!ALL pIiOBES, 
CIIiCULATION "ODELS or THf ATMOSPHERE ARE DETERPIINED. THE 
IHSTRU"ENlS WEIGH ABOUT 1.2 KG AND CONSUME ABOUT 4.B W Of 
POWER. 
------- PIONEER VENUS PROBE SM, SUOMI--------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- INFRARED R-"DII1METEII 








PI - V.E. 
01 - J. 
OJ - L.A. 
01 - A. 
01 - G. 







U 01 WISCONSIN 
U OF LILLE 
U 01 VISCONSIN 
NASA-JPL 
NASA·JPL 
U or LILLE 
THE OBJECTIVES ARE TO LOCAH REGIONS Of RADIATIvE 
CONVERGENCE AND DIVERGENCE AS A fUNCTION OF ALTITUDE AND TO 
INDICATE THE HElGlll AT WIIlCH SOLAII ENERGY IS ABSORBEII BY nlE 
H .. OSPHEIIE. THIS EXPERIMENT UsES A S .. ALL NET FLUX RADIOMETER 
ON THE PROSE TARGElfD TO THE DAyS IDE OF VEt/US TO .. USURE THE 
Net SOLAR FLUX IN THE 0.2- TO 4-.. ItRO"ElER REGION. THf TWO 
PIIOBES TARGETED TO THE NIGIIl$IOE or THE PLANET CARIIY NET 
JNFRAREO flUX SENSOIIS COYEIiING THE 1- TO Z5-MICIIOMETER REGION. 
THE INSTRUMENT WEIGIIS ABOUT 0.4 leG AND USES 2.2 II Of POWER. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• PIONEER Il\iNUS PROBE S"2 ••••••••••• 
~PICECRAFl CO"':O:;::" hAllt- PIONEER vEIIUS PROi!E S"2 
ALlER".TE NA"ES- pIONEER VENUS 1918 
NSSOC 10- PI078PII 
LAUNCH DATE- 08/00118 WEIGIH- 75. KG 
LAUNCH SlTE- CAPE CAHAVfRAL, UNITED STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS 
SPONSORING COUNTRy/AGEllty 
UNlTEO STATES 
pLAIINED GReIT PARA"ETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- VENUS PROBE 
PERSONNEL 
"G - f.D. 
SC - M.A. 
1'" - C.F. 










TIfIS SPACECRAft IS TH! SECOND SI'IALL PROBE Of THE 
PIONEER-VENUS MuLTIPROBE MasION. ON fillS "ISSION fOUOi' 
INSTRUMENTED ATMSPHERIC ENTRY PROBES AilE CARRIEfI BT A 
SPACECRAFT BUS TO TilE VICINITY OF VENUS rOR DESCENT !HflOUGH THE 
ATMOSPHERE TO THE PLANETARY SURFACE. TWO SMALL PROBfS ENTER ON 
THE NIGItTSIDE. ANfI ONE SMALL pliOBE AND ONE LARGE PROBE ENTER ON 
THf OAYSIDE Of THE PLANEt. TilE SPACECIIMT 8US ENTERS TliE 
AT"OSPHEIIE AIID OBTAtllS "'"OSPHERIC COMPOSITION tlATA UNTll 
BURNUP. INVESTIGATIONS EMPHAStlE THE STUDY 01 T~E STRUCTURE 
COPlPOSITlON ANII NHURE Of THE AT"OJ;pHEl>.c 1I0WN TO "fHE SURFACE. 
AND OF THE CLOUIIS, THE RADIATION fIELD ANII ENERGJ EXCHANGE IN 
THE LOIolER AT"OSPHERE~ AND LOCAL INfORMATION ON THE ATMOSPHERIC 
CJIICULATION PATTERN. A SiSTER "ISSI0N. P~ONEfII-'/ENUS ORBITER. 
IS SCHELDULEO TO PLACE AN ORBnING SPACECRAfT AROUND VEHUS Z 
llfEKS BEFORE TilE PIIOBES "RE RELEASED. SIPlULTA'lEOUS 
"EASUIIE"'ENTS By THE PROBES AND OIiBITER pERMIT RflATlNG SPECIfiC 
LOCAL ItEASURE"ENTS TO TIfE GENERAL STATE 01 THE PLAIIET "NO ITS 
ENVIRONMENT AS OBSERVED FIIO'" ORBIT. 
------- PIONEER VENUS PROBE S"2. COUNSEL .. "N--------------------
INVESTIGATION NA",E- DlrFERENTIAL VERV-LONG-f;ASELtNE 
INTElifEROPlETRIC TRACKING 
NSSOt 10- PI078PP-Ol 
PERSONNEL 
PI - C.C. 
01 - 1.1. 
01 - R. 
01 - J. 













"ASS INST or TECH 
"ASS INST OF TECH 
"'ASS INST OF TECH 
",ASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST Of THH 
THIS EXPERr .. ENT iNVOLVES APPLUNG DIFFERENTIAL 
VERY-LONG-BASELINE INlERFERO,.ETRY TECHNIDUES TO THE ~ADIO 
SIGNALS FRO" THE ENTRY PIIUBE AND BUS (OIiBITING SPACECIIAFTI IN 
ORDER TO lNFER OR PLACE UPPfR LI"'ITS ON IdND SPEEflS IN THE 
LOWER AT"OSPHERE. TlifSE IIESI!';,.fS ARE USED IN f'lODELlNG THe 
ClRCULATlIIN PATTERNS OF VENUS' "T"OSPHERE. nATA TAI(fN P-RtOIl YO 
PROBE ENTRY ARE uSEP, IF FEASIBLE, TO INIER CHARACTEIIISllCS OF 
VENUS' GRAVItT FIELIl fOR U"H WITH PROBE ENTIIY OPfRHtONS "S 
WELL AS iN LATER SCIENHHC fVALUATlON. 
PIONEER VENUS PIIOBE S"2, IIAGENT----------------------__ 


























HSSDC 10- PI078PO-Oi! 
PERSONNEL 
PI - O. RAGENT 










THlS EXPERIPIENT CONSISTS Of A NEPHELOMETER TO PlUSURE TH~ 
ENERGY BACICSUTTEAEO fROII CLOUD PARTlCLU. IT USES A PULSED 
GALLIU" ARSEPU'OE LASER DioDe TO ILLU"INAT£ THE CLOUOS. THE 
ALTlTUDE HIS-TORT Of THE BACKSUTTERED SIGNAL INDICATes TilE 
PRESENCE AND "ER-TICAl ElITENT Of CLOUDS ALONG THE TRAHtTORIES. 
COMPARISONS IIITH THE "EASUREMENTS fRO" THE SIIALL PROBES 
INOJCATES THE SPATlAL VARIABILlfY OF THE CLOUD s.TRUt:TURE. THE 
LASER OPERATES AT ABOUT 9000 A. THE EXPERlJltENT WEIGHS ABOUT 
0.6 ICG A~~ USES ABOUT 1.Z W or POWER. 
------- PIONEEII VENUS PROBE Slti!, SElFF--------------------
INVESTIGATION NAItE- ATltOSPHERE STRUCTURE 
NSSOC 10- PI078PO-01 
PERSONNEL 





















U OF CALlf, LA 
US GEOLOGICAL SUIIVEr 
THE INSTRUItENTS FOil THIS EXPEItIItENT INCLUDE A THREE-AXIS 
ACtELEIIOItHElI1 PRESSUIIE SENSOIISI AND TEltPERATURE SENSORS. THEY 
ARE BASED ON YHE TECHNOLOGY [,EltONSTRATED By THE PAU VEHICLE 
(PUNETARY ATltOSPHERE EXPERlltE~T TEST R1106-2'001). THE 
ItEASURE'IENTS ARE USED TO CONSTRUCT A PROfiLE OF ATltOSPHERE 
STATE PROPERtIES FOR THE LARGE PROBE TRAJECTORY FRDIt THE 
SURfACE TO APPROXlItATELY 140 ICM ALTITUDE. THEY ARE ALSO USED 
TO OETERltlNE VERTICAL WIND VELOt-ITi'1 HOIlIZONTAL WINO VELOCITY, 
AND TUIIBULENCE. BY COMPARING AtKOSPHERE CONDITIONS ALONG THE 
LARGE PROBE TRAJECTORY witH THOSE MEASURED BY THE SMALL PROBES, 
CIRCULATION MODELS or THE ATIIOSPHERE ARE DETERIUNED. THE 
INSTRUItENTS WEIGH ABOUT 1.2 KG AN~ COHSU"E ABOUT 3.1, W or 
POWEll. 
---- PIOHEER VENUS PIIOBE S"2. SUOI41----------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- INFRARED RADIOMEtER 
~SSDC u- pI01BPD.,..04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - V.E. 
01 - J. 
01 - L.A. 
01 - A. 
01 - G. 













U Of WISCONSIN 
U OF LILLE 
U OF WISCONSIN 
NASA-JPL 
NASA-JPL 
U Of LJLL£ 
THE OBJE;..TlVE.$ "liE TO LDCA-TE RfGJO~S OF RADIATIVE 
COVfRGENtE AttD DIVERGENCE AS A fUNCTION OF AL TtTUOE AND TO 
IN~1CATE THE HEIGHT AT WHICH SOLAR ENERGY IS AOSORB::D BY THE 
ATMOSpHEIIE_. -rHIS EXPERI"ENt USES A Sit ALL NET FLUX RADIOMETER 
ON THE PROBE TARGETED TO THE 6AY-SIIIE OF VENUS TO l'IEASURE THE 
NET SOLAR FLUX IN THE 0.2 TO 4 "ICROltETER liEG10N. tHE TWO 
PROBES TARGETED TO THE NIGHTSIDE OF tHE PLANET CARR'!' Net 
INFRARED FLUX SENSORS COVfR.1NG THE 1 TO 25 ItlCROMETER REGION. 
THE INSTRUMENT WEIGHS ABOUT 0.4 ICG AND USES 2..2 W OF POWER. 
............................. PIONEER VENUS PROBE Slt3 ••••••••••• 
SPACECRAF'T COltltON NA"E- PIONEER VENUS PROBE SM3 
AL TUN ATE NAMES- PIONEER VENUS 197B 
NSSOC 10- PI0111PE 
LA.UNCH DAlE- 08/00l1B WEIGHT- 75. ICG 
LAUNCH snE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED S-U-rES 





pLANNE~ ORBIT PARAMETERS 
OIiOIT TypE- VENUS PROBE 
PERSO~NEL 
"G - F.D. 
SC - ".A. 
Pit - C. F. 










THiS SPACECRAft IS THE tHIRD SMALL PROBE OF THE 
PIONEER-VENUS "ULTIpROBE 'USSION. ON THIS MISstOl1 fOUR 
INSTRU"ENTEO ATPiOS-PHElilC ENtRl PROBES AilE CARRIEII BY A 
SP~CECRAF1 BUS TO THE VICINI n OF VENUS rOR ~ESCENT THROUGIi THE 
ATMOSPHERE 10 THE pL"'fETAR'!' SURfACE. tWO SMALL PROBES ENTER ON 
THE NIGH1$IOE, AHD ONE SIULL pliOBE AND ONE LARGE PROBE ENTER ON 
THE DAYS IDE Of THE PLANET. THE SPACECRAft eus ENTERS 1HE 
ATMOSPHERE AND OBTAINS ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION DATA UhTiL 
BURNUP. INVESTIGATIONS E"PHASJZE THE STUDY Of THE STIIUCTURE 
COMPOSITION AND N.nURE Of THE ATMOSPHERE DOWN TO THE SURfACE, 
AND OF THE CLOUDS. THE RADIATION FIELD AND ENERGY EXCtlANGE IN 
THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE. "ND LOCAL INfOR"ATlON ON THE ATMOfpHERIC 
CIRCULATION PATTERN. A SISTER "ISSION; PIONEER-VENUS ORBITER~ 
IS SCHELOULEO TO PLACE AN ORBITING SPACECRA" AROUNO VENUS ~ 
WEEICS BEFORE THE pRoeES ARE RELEASED. SlMUL1ANEOUS 
"EASUREMENTS BY TItE PROBES AN~ OABnER PERMIT RELA11NG SPECifiC 
LOCAL MEASURE"ENtS TO THE GENERAL STAlE or THE PLANET AND ITS 
ENVIRO,. .. ENT AS OBSERVED fROM ORBIT. 
------- PIONEER VENUS PROBE 5M3, COUNSEL .. AN~~~-----------------
INVES'lIGAnON NAItE- DIf-FER-rUL VERY-LONG-BASELINE 
INTEROMETRlt TRACKING 
NSSDC 10- PI018PE-03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - ,.C. 
01 1.1. 
01 R. 
01 - J. 
01 - G~H. 












MASS INST or TECII 
MASS INST OF TECH 
ItASS INST or TECH 
MASS INST or H-CH 
MASS INS1 OF TECH 
THIS eXpER IMENT INVOLVES AppL UN6 01 FFF.RENT tAL 
VERY-LONG-BASELINE INTERFEROMETRY TECH,.,tQUES 10 THE RADIO 
SIGNAlS FROI'! THE ENTRY PROBE AND BUS (OROITING SpACECRAr1) IN 
ORDER TO INFER OR PLACE UPPER LIMITS ON WIND SPEEDS IN THE 
LOWER ATMOSPHERE. THESE RESULTS ARE USED I.N IIODELlNG THE 
erRCULATION PAttERNS Of VENUS' ATMOSPHERE. DATA TAICEN PUOR TO 
pliOBE ENTRY ARE USED; If FEASIBLE, TO INFER CHARACTERISTICS OF 
VENUS' GRAVI1Y FIELD fOR USE WITH pRoeE ENTRY OPERATIONS AS 
WELL AS 1N LATER SCIENTIFiC EVALUATION. 
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SJII3, RA6E'""-----------------------
INVESTIGATIGN NAME- CLOUD E.lENT. STRUCTURE, AND 
DISTRIBUTION 
NSS~C 10- pI078pE.-Ol 
PERSONNEL 
PI - B~ RAGENT 










TH15 eXPERIMENT CONSISTS OF A NEPHELOMETER TO MtASURE THE 
ENERGY BACICSCA1TERED rRO" CLOUD PARTICLES. IT USES A PULSED 
GALLIUIt ARSENIDE LASER DIODE TO lLLUltlNATE THE CLOUDS. THE 
ALTITUDE HISTORY Of THE BACIC-SCATTERED SIGNAL INDICATES HIE 
PRESENCE AND VfRHCAL EXTENT OF CLOUDS AlONG THE TRAJECTORIES. 
COMPARISONS W1tH THE MEASUREKENTS FROM TIlE SMALL PROBES 
IND1C.ATES THE SPATIAL V"RIABllI1Y Of THE CLOUD STRUCTURE. THE 
LASER OPERATES AT ABOUT 9000 A. THE E~PERIMENT WEIGHS AbOUT 
0.6 KG AND USES ABOUT 1.5 W Of POWER. 
------- PIONEER VENUS PROBE SM3, SE.1Fr-------------------------
Ih\lESTlGA-rlON NAf'lE- ATJI!OSPHERE STRUCTURE 



















































U Of CALIF, LA 
US GEOLOGICAL SURVe, 
THE INSTRUMENTS fOR THIS EIIPelUltENT INCLUDE" THRH-AiIS 
AtCELEI(OltETEA. PRESSURE SENSORS. AND TEMPERATURE SENSoltS. TilEY 
ARE eASEl) ON tHE THHNOlOGY DEMONSTRAtED BY THE: PAET VEIUtLE 
(PLANETARY AHIOSPHERE UPfRIIIENT TEST 117106-Z00U. THE 
"EA$URellENTS AilE USED HI CONSTRUCi II PROHLE. OF ATMSPHUE 
SUTE PROPEltTJES fOR fHe LARGE PROB': HIAJECTORY ,AD" THE 
SURF-AtE Hi \PPROltl"ATELY 140 It" ALTITUDE. THE-Y AfiE ALSO U5£0 
TO DETEIIIIINL VERTte.L WIND VELO(1TY. HOIIHONTAL lUND VELDtln, 
:.till TURBULENCE. BY COMPARING ATMOSPHERE CUNIUTlONS ALONG THE 
LARGE PROBE TRAJECToRY WlTH THOH !lUSURE/) BY THE SIIUt. PROBH, 
CIRCULATION IIOllfLS Of THE ATMOSPHERE ARE IIETER,nNEII. THE 
INSTRUMENn:. IIEIGII AeOUT 1.2. KG ANII CONSUME ABOUT 3.4 II OF 
POWER. 
----- PIONUR VENuS PROOE $M3 .. SUOM1---------------------
INVESTIGATlOH NAME- INfRARED RADIOMETER 
NrSllt 10- PI078PE-04 
PERSONNEL 
" 
V .E. SUOI'll 








- G. DANIELSON 







U Of loIlSCOliSlN 
1I Of LILLE 
NASA-JPL 
U Of 'IUSCONSIN 
NASA-JPL 
U OF LILLE 
THE OBJECTIVES ARE TO LOCATE REGIO,.S Of RADUTlVE 
CONVERGENCE AND DIVERGENCE AS A rU"CTION OF "UITUOE AN~ TO 
INDICATE THE HEIGHT AT IIIIICH SOLAR ENERGY 15 ABSORBED BY TIlE 
ATMOSPHERE. THIS EXPERIMENT USES A SMALL NET i'LUX RADIOMHER 
ON THE PROB~ TARGETED TO THE DAYSI DE OF VENUS TO MEASUR~ THE 
NET SO',AR fLUX IN THE 0.2- TO 4-MICROftE'TER REGION. THE TIIO 
Prll:SES TARGETED to TilE NIGHTSIDE OF THE PLANET tARRY ,NET 
lNHIARED fLUX SENSORS COVERING THE 1- TO 25 "'ICRIiI'lETLR REGIOtl. 
THE INSTRUMENT liEIGHS ABOut 0.4 ICG ... ND USES 2.2 ... OF PO ... ER. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SAGe •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAft CO'''ION j .\IIE- SAfoE 
ALTERNATE NAMES- AEM-B .. STAAT AERO AND GAS EXp 
APPL EXPL MISSION B. SAGM 
NSSDC 111- AEM-B 
LAUNCH DoHE- 07/01.'9 WElGH'- 2.2.. KG 
LAUNCH SI1E- WALLOPS fLIGHT CENTER, UltrrEO STATES 
LAUNCH VEflICLE- SC01.JT-F 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STATES 
PLANNED ORall PARAfIIETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
OR811 PERIOD- 96.6 I'HN 
PERIAPSIS- 600. KM 
PERSONNEL 
I1G - D.~. 
se - 1'1. 
PM - C.L. 
PS - R.S. 
DILLER 
TEPPER 




lijCLINATION- 50. DEG 
APOAPSIS- 600. KM 




THE STRATOSPHERiC A!:',10S0L AND G"S EXPERIMENT (SAGE) 
SPACECRAfT SERIIES AS ... SMALL .. VERUHLE. LOW· OST PLAtfORM 
CARRYING A SINGLE EXPERIMENT DESIGNED TO 'OETERIUNE TilE SPo\TUL 
DISTRIBUTlOIi Of STRAlOsellERle AEROSOLS AND OIONt' ON A GLOBAL 
SCALE. T!I~ SAGE OBTAINS AEROSOL AND OlONE INFOIiMATlON BY 
MEASURING THE ATTENUATION !If SOLAR RADI/ITJON BY THF fARTII'S 
ATMOSPHERE AT fOUR SEPARATE WAVELENGTHS. THE SpACE"CRr,T IS 
L"'O"lCHEO INTO A 600-KM CIRCULAR. SO-DEG INCi ::NED ORBll BY A 
SCOUT.,.-F. 
------- 5 AGE. I<Ir'-ORMl CIC---------__________________________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAME- STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL ANII GAS EXPERIMENT 
(SAGE) 













PI - M.P. !'IUORMICIC 
BRIEr DEScRlpTIGN 
THE OOJECT1~ES Of 'liE SYRATOSPHERIC ;'Ii:ROSOL /.1('') GAS 
EXPERUIENT (SAG£) ARE TO DEtERMINE 'HE SI'AT1~L blSTRIBUTlON Of 
$TRUOSPHERIC AEROSOLs AND OZONE ON A GLOBAL $U:'.f.. sP£<:l f I C 
OBJECTIVES ARE (1) 10 !.EIIELOP A SATELLIT£··r,,,SED REMOTE 
SENSING Tf:CHNIQUE rOR STRA10SPHERIC AEROSOLS ANt: 07.0Nf. .. (2.) TO 
"'AP AERose!. ANP OZONE CONH;1!TIIATJONS ON A TlME $'tALE SHCIiTER 
lHAN MAJOR STp.fl10SrHUlC CHANGES .. (3) to LOcATF STRATOSPHEIo,t(. 
AEROSOL AHD OZOHE SOURCES AND SINKS .. 14) TO MONI'!.I1l ClRCUL'TlO~ 
AND TRANSFER PHENOMENA .. IS) TO OBSERVE HEMISPHERE O!rfUENCES .. 
AND 16) TO INVESTiSATE THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES Of AEROSCL-S AND 
ASSESS- THEIR EHEe'S ON GLOBAL CLI"'"TE. THE SAGE INSTRUMENT 
CONSISTS OF A GREGO~II\IJ TELESCOPl AND A DE1EClOlt SUBASSE"BLY 
"'HICH "EASURES tHE ~nEr/l;.'TlON Of SOLAR RADIATION AT fOUR 
IIAVELENGTHS (.35 .. • lob, .0 .. ,.!I!l 1.0 MICROMETERS) DUllING SOLAR 
OCCULTATION. AS THE SPACECRAft EJ'ltliGES FRO", THE EARTI/'S 
SHADD..... THE SENSOR SCANS THE EARTH'.~ ATMOSPHERE rRO" THE 
HORlZON UP, ... HICH "EASURES THE ATTENUATION OF SOLAR RADIATION 
BY OIHUENT AT"PSPHERIC LAYERS. TIllS PRilCEDURE I'S REPEATED 
DURING SPACECRAft SUNSET. , ... 0 VERtICAL SCANtHNGS /IRE OBTAINEII 
DURING EACH ORBIT. WITH EACN SCAN REQUIRING APpROKtM"TELY 1 "IN 
Of TIME 10 COVER THE ATMOSPHERE ABOVE THE TROpC.~PHEltE. THE 
INSUU"'ENT H"O: A fIELD or VIEW Of APPROXIMATELY 1 M"" Of Alte 
WIIICH ... nL RBULt IN A VERTICAL RESOLUTION Of LESS THAT 1 K"'. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~.* SAN "'ARCO-o/L ..................... . 
SPACECRAfT tll~"ON NAME- SAN "ARCO-D/L 
ALTERNATE NAMES-
NSSOC 111- SM-DL 
LAUtlCH IIATE- 02100/60 WEIGHT- 200. KG 
LAUNCH SITE- SAN MARCO PLATFORM. Off COAST Dr ICENU 




PLANNED URDU PARA"tTERS 
ORBIT !'PE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PEltlDD- 95. MIH 




1'" - A.J. 








INCLINATlON- 5. IIEG 





THlS SATELLITE IS A 96.$-C" DIAMETER SPHERE WITH FOUR .. 
108-CM. CANTED MONOPOLE TELEMETRY ANTENNAS AND THREE ORTHOGONAL 
PAIRS Of ELECTRIC faLII PROBE SENSORS (ONE PAIR ORIENTEII ALONG 
lHE SPACECRAfT SPIN A~IS). AN INTERNAL STRUCTURAL CYLINDER 
!26-C'" 01A"') EXTENDS SLIGHTlY TIIROUGH TilE SPlltRE AND IS 
COINCUENT "'lrll THE SATELLITE SPIN AXIS. A 30-CM ... IIIE BELT 
AROUND THE S.;rELLlTE EQUATOk .. IS :OVERED linll 1792 SOLAII CELLS 
1I1AT, WITH 2 RECHARGABLE BATTEIIIES, COMPRISES THE POWER SOUIIC'E. 
THE SATELUTE EMPLOYS PASSIVE THERMAL CONtROL. ATTITU;lE DATA 
ARE PROVIDED BY A SUN SENSOR ~NII A MAGNETOMETER. .. "AGNETle 
TORQUING SYSTE'" 15 USED TO CON,TROL SPIN RATE AND SPACECRAft 
ALl nUDE. A 50-MIIol CAPACITY TAPE RECORIIER IS ON BO~RD .. ALONG 
WITH rIVE EXPERI"'ENTS. (1) DRAG BAL~NCE; (n AIRGLOW 
SPECTROMETER.. (3l ION IIELoun .. (4) ELECTRIC fIELD "'HER .. ANII 
(5") ... INII AND TE"PEIIATURE. TillS SPACECRAfT IS TO STUDY 
RELATIONSHIPS BETIIEEN SOLAR ACTIVITY AND I'IETEOROLOGICAL 
PHENOMENA AND TO LOOK FOR LINKS BETWEEN TROPOSPHERIC AND 
THERMOSPHERIC PROCESSES. 
------, SAN "ARCO-O/L. BROGLIO_ww _______________ w _____________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAJ-jE- DRAG BALANCE AND ... IR DENSITY 
NSSDC 10-
PERSOHNEL 





COilE ST /CO-OP 
INVESTtGAtlON DISCIPLlNEtS) 
AlIIOSPIiERIC PHYSICS 
N'lL RES COUNC ItALY 
THE DRAG BALANCE INSTRUfilENT. WHICH 15 Alol IHIEGRAL PART !If 
THE SATE"LUTE, .. ONSIST~ OF AN INNER MASS .. AN ELASTIC ELEMENT .. 
AND AN OUTER SHELL. THE DRAG' BALANCE IS l'{E COIIHECTING ELASTIC 
ELEMENt BETWEEN THE OUTER L'IGIIT SHELL AND lliE INNER HEAVV BOD,. 
THE CENTER Of THE B~LANCE IS LOCATED .I.T THE SAlEnlTE 
GEO"URlt CENTER .. DR THAT POINT W"ICH 15 THE GEOMETRIC CENH·.~ 
BOTH (If THE ,!"NER BODY AND TilE .\.IIELL. tHIS IUSTRUMENT filEASURES 
THE RELAllVE TlIANSLATIONS afTIlEEN THE SHELL AN,II THE INNER eDDY 
SOl II IN VALUE Atlt, DlIIECTIONi RESOLVING ANY RELATIVE TRANSLATION 
ALONG THREE "UTUALLY ORTHOGONAL AlES. TIIESE THREE AXES ARf 
fIXED -') THE BODY. ONE OF TilE,", BEING COINCIIIEIOT lilTH THE POLA!] 
SY,","ElRT AUS Of iHE SATELLITE. BEING FhED to THE SATELLITE, 
THE AUS ROTATES IIITH IT IN THE FREE-PRErESSION ,",OTION AROUND 
THE CENTER Of GRAIiITY. THE BALANCE IS IIESIGNEO 1101 SUCH A "'JI 






















fli"T THE MUll!UM TRANSLATION. an WEEN THE SHELL AND nt£ DIIUII 15 
GENERALLY OF THE CoRDEll Of 0.01 "". IN "OS, CASES TilE ORAG 
FORCE AI TilE OUll "I'OGEE IS tlEGL!GIBLE. AS II CONSl'lIUENtE, THE 
APOGEE DAtA ARE USED TO GET AN IN·fLIGHT ULlBunON Of THE 
£lAlANct. ;I:!l$~ THE UANSLATJOH Of THE ELASTlC. Hsn" IS 
I;H .. ~r,;EO INTO VOLTAGES THAT ARE "'''PLHIU AND DEIIOGUtAT[O TO 
DBHlH C~ SIGNALS 
.----- SAN "AIICD-"/L .. HANSON---------------------------- -----
tNVESTIGAIIDN JI""E- JVI-JON V£LOCIT't' INSTRUMENT (PLANA.!! 
IIETAR~lN6 POTENTIAL ANALYZER) 
NSSOC JD- S"-DL -03 
PERSONNel 





PARTiCLES AND FJELOS 
IONOSPHERES 
U Of TEXAS, PULAS 
THIS EXPERI"ENT IS A PLANAR NEUROING POHNTlAL ANALYlER, 
DESIGNED TO DIHAIN "EASUREIIENTS Of REL"'IVE THU"AL-ION 
VELOCHY, PLAS"A PENSITY .. AND ION TE"PEIIATURE. THE ION 
ANGLE-Of-ARAlVU CAN ElE DETERMINED II' USE IN THE INSTRUMENT 
DESIGN OF- A SQUARE APERTURE COLlJ)IAfOR AND A SPLIT COLLECTOR. 
TOGETHER III TH KNOWLEDGE Of SPACECRAft "OTION.. THIS ALLOIIS 
COMPUTATION Of THE THREE-Dl"ENS10NAL THERMAL-ION MOTlON ALONG 
THE ORBITAL PATH. PLASMA D~NSln AND TE"PERATURE IS CALCULATED 
B' INTERPRETATION Of THE VOLTAGE-AIIPEFIAGE PROfILE PRODUCED B' 
THE INSfRU"ENT FOR A GIVEI4 I"PRESSED VOLTAGE PATTERN ON THE 
GRIOS ANO COLLECTOR. ION VELonn "EASURE"ENT IS pLANNED ONCE 
EACH SPACECRAft SPIN PERIOD (10 51. fURl itER EXPERIMfNT DETAILS 
"AY I1E FOUND IN THE SAN "ARCO-O i'ROJECT PlAN. 
------- SIIN I'IARCO-O/L, I'IAYNARb-------------________________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAI'IE- J-AXlS ELECTRa HELD 
NSS~C 10- SII-Ol -05 
PERSONNEL 
PI - N.C. ""'tMRD 









Tilts rxPERIIIENT IS DESIGNED TO OBSERVE THE THR!:E 
~DMPDNENTS . f A"91 ENT ElECTRl C F IELO OVER tHE SATELLl te 
TRAJECTORY. TItREE PAIRS, A PAIR FOR EACH CO"pONENT .. Of 
CYLINDRICAL PROBES AilE USED. A eOOy IN A pUSIIA ES"TABLlSHES A 
PDTENTIAL RELATIVE to THE f'l-ASItA THAT "AINUINS It CUUENT 
\IALANCE. IF NO CURRENT IS DRAIiN FRO" THE. BODY .. lTS POTENTIAL 
D:::PENDS OH THE POTENTIAL DlfH'RE"CES IIUHIN THE PLASftA. FOR 
EAt:H CO"PONE"T. THE FLOAflNG POTENTIAL (CF EACH Df THE TWO 
SY/III'IHRICAlLY PLACED PROBES IIITH RESPECT TO TilE. SPACECRAft) IS 
"EA5Uf'!ED. fRO'" THEse OBSERVATItNS, TItE ELECTIIIC fiELD CAN BE 
CALCULATED FOR KNOWN CONDITIONS OF :>ATELLITE "OTlON, PROBE 
GEOMETRY. AND "AGNETIC fIELD. TIIO PAIRS OF PROBES EXTEND rIIOM 
THE SATEL1.1 TE EQUATOR, ANO ONE PAIR IS ORIENTEb "LONG THt: S-PIN 
AXlS4 "ORt": DUAILS OF THIS EXPERHIENT ARE fOUND IN THE 'SAN 
"ARCO-I) PRon" PLAN.' 
SAN I'IARtO-D/l. SCH"IDTK~--------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA",E- AIRGlOW-SOlAR SPECTRO"ETER 
NSSOC 10- S"-DL -02 
PERSOHNEL 
PI - Ii. 
01 f. 
01 - fl. 
01 - ". 













INS'1 FUR PItYS W£I..TRAU" 
INST FUR PHYS WELTRAUIt 
INSl FUR PH'S WELTRAU" 
INS1 fUR PHYS IIELTRAU" 
INS' fUll pltYS IIElTRAUII 
THE SENSOR "USURES THE EQUATORIAL DAY ANb H1GtH AJAGLOII .. 
THE SOlAR RADIATION IIEFLEUED fRO" THE SURFACE AND CLOUDS .. THE 
SOLAR RADIATION, AND THE RADIATION OF INTf,RPLANETARY AND 
INTERGALACTIC ORIGIN REACHING THE SATELLITE: IN THE SPECTRAL 
RANGE FRO" 700 TO 20 14" WITH A SPECTRAL RESOLUTION OF 0.7-4 N". 
FOUR SPECTRO""'TERS .. 4 GRATINGS, AND 17 "IJLtlpLlERS ARE USED. 
'"' 
I 
------- SAN "ARCO-O/L, SPENC£iI---------------------------------
JNVESTlGATlON '1A,U.- 1I1NO AND lEIIPEllArURE (NATE) 
NSSOC 10- S"-Dl -04 
PUSONNEL 
PI - N.II. SPENCER 









U OF "ICHIGAN 
HIE OBJECTIVE Of THIS INVESTIGATION IS TO "EASURE THE IN 
SHI) NEUTRAL WINbS. NEUTRAL P,;,RTlClE TE"PERA"TURES .. AND THE 
CONCENTRATION Of SELECTED GASES. THREE CO"PONENTS or THE .INOS 
ONE NOR"AL TO litE SATELLITE I~Uf,;CTlON ARE "EASUREO. TIIO 
SCANNING BAfflES .. oNE 1t0VING VERllCAlLY IN rRONT or THE SENSOR, 
AS NOli BEING EI'tPLOYEO ON: SATELLITE "'''OSPHfRE UpLORER-C 
(AE-C), NI:UTRAL AT"OSPHERE y;<:"PERATURE UPERI"ENT (NATE), ANb 
ONE "OVING 1I0RllONTALLY Nru~., IDEHTlCAl IN CONCEPT TO TUE 
VERTICALLY SCANNING BAfflE MIO INCORPORATED ON THE NATE fOR 
AE-O ANb -E, USED. THE "AGNITUDES Dr tUE HOAll-ONTAl ANb 
VERTICAL CO"PONENTS Of THE 111140 NOR"AL TO THE SPACECRAfT 
VELOCITY VECTOR ARE CO,.PIlTED fRO" "EASUREIIENTS Of THE ANGULAR 
RELATIONSHIP BETliE£N THE NEUlRAL PARTlClE StRU" AND THE 
SENSOR. THE COMPONENT or THE TOTAL STAEA" VELOCITY IN THE 
SATELLITE DIIIECTION IS "EASURED OJREtTLY BY TilE RETARDING 
POTENTIAL QUADRUPOLE (RPlil THROUGIt DETER"INA1JON OF TilE 
REQUIRED RETARDIIIG p(lTENTJAL. fllO,. TItESE QUANTITATJIIE 
"EASURE"ENTS THE WI~D VECTOR IS (O"PUTEO. THE TE"PERATUiIE 
TECHNIQUE USED ON TilE At NATE PROVIDES THE BASIS fOR THE 
TE"pERATURE MEASURE"ENTs- fOil THIS "ISSION. !T SHOULD I1E 
E"PHASlIED TriAl THE 111140 AND TEIIPERATURE MEASURE":fNTS UN BE 
PERfORltED IN TItE SA"E OPERATING "DOE. fOil CO"POSITION 
ItEASUREltEN1S .. THE RpO "ASS SPECTRO"ETER IS USED IN A SEPARAtE 
OPERATING "ODE DESIGNEO FOR THIS PURPOSE. 
SPACECRAFT CO"MON NA"E- SAN "ARCO-D/" 
ALTERNATE NA"ES-
NSSbC 10- S"-D" 
LAUNCH DA·TE- 09/00179 W£16I1T- I(G 
lAUNCIt SITE- SAN "ARCO PLAHOR", OFF COAST Of t.EN" 
LAUNCH VEHIClE- SCOUT 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED S-tATES NASA-OSS 
ITALY CRA 
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT tl'PE- GEOCENTRIC 
OR61T pERIOb- 480. "IN INCLTNATION- 3. DEG 
PERIAPS-IS- locO. Kit APO~I'SIS- nooo. K" 
PERSONNEL 
PM - A.J. CAPORALE 'USA-G5FC 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
THIS IS A S"All SPA~ECRAfT 6UILT AROUND SINGLE 
EXpERHIENT. lTS GENE.RAl APPEARANCE IS THAT OF TWO CYLINDERS 
WITH;' CO"I'ION AXIS .. ONE IUTH O"flETER OF 70 CI'I AND HE-IGHT Of 40 
CII. WItN THE S-ecOND CYLINDER EXTENDING FRO" THE END Of THE 
FIRST fOR AN ADDITIONAL 42-C" AND WITH A OIAMETER OF- ABOUT 32 
C". THE SURFACE Of TItE URGER CYLINDER IS COVEREO WITH 1296 
SOLAR CELLS THAT FEED Z IIfCtllIRGAIlLE BATTEU PACKS. TItE 
SPACECRAFT IS SPIN STAl1lLaEO ALONG THE AXIS Of ITS CYLINDRICAL 
STRUCTURE.. AND SCANNING OPERATION FOR THE INS-TRUPIENT IS 
DEPEND LIT UPON THE S-ATElLlTE SPIN. THE PURPOSE Of THIS 
SPACECRAFT 15 TO "ONITOI! CLOUD cO'la "ND OlONE CONTENT. WITH 
ONE-THIRD THE PERIOD OF AN EARTH-S'!l.:;ItRONOUS~ OR STATIONARY. 
SATELLITE, OBSERVAlJOH~ IIAY BE REPEATED THIlEE lUIES PEII DAY. 
rURTHER DETAIlS ON THIS SPACECRAfT CAN BE fOUND IN THE 'SAN 
"ARtO b PROJECT PLAH~' 
S,.N "'ARCO-O/M, 8UONGIORHO--------------------------
tNIIESTIGATlON NA,.E- IR RADIOflETER FOR "ONlTOR!NG CLOUD COVER 
AND OIONE CONTENT 
NSSDC 10- SIt-D" -01 
PERSONNEL 































THIS RADIO"ETER EllPERll!EIiT IS DESIGNED TO IIIONlTOI! CtOUD 
COVER "'NO OZONE CONTENt fRO" A HEAR-EQUATOIiIAL DIIBIT. A 
HIGH-RESOLUTION (2:5-KM INSTANH,NEOUS fiELD Of VIew IrOY) AND 
LOll-RESOLUTION (200-1(" IFOII) "ODE AilE BOTH AVAlLA-alE. EITItER 
KOOE IS OPERATED TlIROUGH A [0""0" TELEStoPE~ FILTER-WHEEL. AND 
SCAN-MIRROR SYSTEM. rll[RE ARE THREE HG. CD, J£: DETECTORS. THE 
HIGH-RESOLUlION (Hill "APPING OBSERVES IN " 10.5-12.5 IUtRO"ETER 
BAND. Tilt: LOV-Rt;SOLUtION .LII) "ULTlSPEeTRAt MAPPING OPERATES 
IN THE SArlE e"ND (CHANNEL 3) PLUS Six OTHER BANOS BETWEEN 8.8S 
AND 15.01 I'IltROIIETEltS. BANDWIDTH FOil EACH or lltESE Sll BANDS 
IS LESS THAN .35 I'IltROltETER$. AND THE LOll EDGE Of THE BANII 
W!IlTHS "liE AT 8.8S. 9.59 (OZONE), 13.81. 110.14 (C02). 1lo.59 
(COl) AND 11,.90 (COl) "ICRO"£1[RS. IN TilE LR "ODE, TW(I 
CHANNELS ARE SELECTED FOR SI"ULTANEDUS OBSERVING. HANNJPrG 
IS 
ACCOMPLISHED aT SP",,'iCRI.fT SPIN PLUS "IIIP!)R STEPPING ONn EACH 
REVOLUTION. ONE FR~"E REQUIRES 6.5 tI .. AGERY) TO 1.5 .. IN 
(sOUNDING. AND CALIBRATION DltURS ONCE EACH FR""£. FURTHER 
DETAtLS "RE FOUND IN THE 'PROJECT PLAN FOR SAl( "All! II-D.' 
Sp",CECRAFT COMMON UME- SCA'"A 
AL TERN ATE NAM£S- SESP p7e-ZA, p78-l 
STP P78-Z 
NSSDC lD- SCATIIA 
LAUNCtt DATE- 01/00/19 WEIGIIT- 31,3. ICG 
LAUNCH SllE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES 





PLANUED ORall pARAMETEIiS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
OROll pERlGD- 110100 •• UN 
PERIApSIS- 27850. K" 
PERSON'IEL 
,,-










INCLINATtON- l.50 DEG 
APOApSIS- 1,2780. K" 
SPACECRAFt CHARGiNG AT HIGH ALTITUDES (SCArHA) IS A 
SATELLITE PROGRAM fOR KEASURING 1I1E CHARACTERISTIC';- OF TH
E 
PL"SMASHEAlH CHARGING PROCESS. THIS PROGRAM DETERKINES TH
E 
~HpO"SE Of TilE SATELLITE TO THIS CHARGING AND EVALUATES THE 
TECHNIQUES TO CuRRE£T THE PAOBLEM. THE SPACECRAft :S 
ESSENTlALLY A RIGHT CIRCUlAOI tyLlNDEA. t.7 M IN DIA"ETER AN
D 
1.1l M HIGH. IT liAS A NEAA S'tNCHliCNOUS OROI1 AND SPINS ABOU
T 
THE CYLINDER AIlS AT A RATE OF 1 ApM. TilE SPIN VECTOR 
IS 
NORnAL TO THE EARTH-SUN LINE AND IN THE EQUATOAIAL PLANE Of THE 
EARTH. THERE ARE THREE 3-M OOO"S. A Z-M ANO A 7-" BOO" ALL fO
il 
DEPLOYMENT OF E~I'EAIMENTS. IN ADDItiON THERE IS A 100-M 
TIP-TO-lIP H.ECTRIC flEcLD ANTENMA. TELEMETRY CAPABILITY I
S 
BOTH pCM AND FM AND DATA CAN BE STORED UP TO 12 HO'lIiS USIN
G 
ON-BOARD TAPE RECOROEAS. KISSION LIfE 15 ONE Y"AII WITH
 
POSSIBLE ONE 'fEAR EXTF~;"IONS. 
-----
- SCATIIA. ;;GGSON--------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTR~C fiELD DETECTOA 
NSSDC 10- SCATHA -as 
PERSONNEL 





PART! CLES ANO r I ELDS 
10NOSPHEAES 
NASA-GSFC 
THI'S EllPERUIENl (SC 10 USAf NO.) MEASUAES THE ABSOLUTE 
POTENTIAL BETWEEN THE SATELLITE AND TilE PLASMA USING A 'OO-
M 
1lP-TO-Ttp OIPOL.E ANTENNA. THE ANnNNA ELEMENlS A
IlE 
COPPER-BEAn.LtUK 51£M ElITE!4DABLE t.;jfE'INAS AND AilE 0.61, C" TUBES 
WHEN EX'TENDED. THE ANTENNA ELEMEN!! ARE INSULATED ntEPT fOA 
A 
fEW METERS AT THE END. THUS fOR A"'BIENT PLAS"A CONOITlONS, TH
E 
CONDUCtiNG SEGMENTS OF TilE ANTENNA ARE POSITIONED OUTSIDE TH
E 
SIIE"TH REGION. DC ELECTRIC FIELDS FAOM 0.1 TO 2.0 MUJM AI
lE 
MEASURED AND AC fiELDS IN THE fREQ_UEHCY RANGE FROM :3 TO 200 HZ 
ARE MEASURED FRO" 1 TO 100 "ICAovOLtS/"'. 
----
- SCATIIA. BLA!':E-------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- ENERGETIC PROTON DEtECTOR 
NSSDC 10- SCATIIA-H INVESTlGATIVE PROGRA'" 
CODE $T 
INVESTIGATION DISCIpLINE(S) 
PAATICLES AND nEL-OS 
'81 
PUSONNEL 






THIS ElCPEIIlE"Nl (PART OF SCZ) "EASUIIES THE PIIOTON FLUlC IN 
TilE ENERGY RANGE FRO" 2.0 10 1000 KEV IN DIfHRENTlAL CHANN
EL 
PLUS AN INTEGRAL fLUI IN TilE RANGE FAO" 1 TO 2: "EV. THE 
ElPERI .. ENT 15 fUNDED 0"1 5o\MSO. 
------
- SCATHA, CHAPPELL------------~-~----~-~--------------~--
INVEStI"AtlON N"'''E- LIGHT ION "ASS SpECTRO"ETER 
NSSDC 10- SCUHA -09 
PERSONNEL 
PI - C. R. CHAPPELL-
01 - D.L. REASONEA 
OAIEF DESCAlpTlON 
INVESTIGATiVE PAOGRA" 
CODE ST /CO-OP 
INyESTlGATlON 1lISCIPLINE(S) 




THIS ElIPERI"ENt (SC 7) MUSUAES THE ION DENS ITT, 
TEMPERATURE. AND DAIfT. TilE LIGHT ION SPfCTRO .. ETER 
IS 
BASlCALLY THE S'""E INSHU"ENT fLOWN ON OGO ~. ElICEPT TIIAT ONE 
ADOlTtONAL SENSOR IS ADDED. AND RETAADING POTENTIAL GRIDS AR
E 
INCORPORATED 50 THAT PLASMA OAlFT CAN BE MEASUA£tl. 
------
- SCATHA, COIIEN-----··----·-------------------- _________ _ 
INVES1lGATION NAME- ELECTRON GUN-ION GUN 
!iSSDC 10- SCATHA -01 
PERSONNEL 






USAf GEOPH'S LAB 
THtS ElCPERl"ENT CSCI,) CONSISTS OF AN ELECTRON 5EAM SYSTEM 
(E,)$) AND A POStltVE ION BEAM SYSTEM (PIBS), WHICH ARE FLOWN TO 
CONtROL THE EJECTtON, RESPECTIVELY. OF NEGAtiVE CHARG
E 
(ELECtRONS) AND POSITIVE CHARGE <xENON IONS) FROM THE SPACE 
VEHICLE. THE EBS CONSISTS OF A CONTROL GRID AND AN INDIRECTL
Y 
HEATED OlCIDE-COVERED CATHODE, WHICH IS ICEPT AT A CONTROLLE
D 
NEGA1JVE POTENTIAL WITH RESPECT TO THE SPACE VEHICLE. T
HE 
CONTROLLED NEGATIVE POTENTIAL DETERMINES THE ENERGY or EJEctE
D 
ELECTRONS AND VARIES IN STEPS AS FOLLOWS (IN VOLTS) -- SO. 150, 
300. 500, 1500, AND 3000. THE CONTROL GRID 15 NOR "ALLY ICEPT
 
NEGATI_VE WITH RESPECT TO THE CATHODE AND 15 PULSED POSITIVELY
 
TO ALLOW ELECTAON EJECTION CURRENT. THE DURAnON AND ELECTRO
N 
CURAENT LEVEL OF TilE PULSE ARE CONTROLLED BY GROUND CO"MAND. 
A 
FOCUSING ELEMENT BETWEEN THE CONTROL GAID AND TilE GROUNDED EX
IT 
AI~ODE SERVES TO REDUCE THE BEAM DIVEAGENCE. TilE MAGMITUDE OF 
Tllto. BEl." CURRENT CAN VARY SIX STEPS UN "'iLllAMpERES '" 0.00
1. 
0.01, 0.10, 1.0, 6.0. AND 13). TilE "AUIIUM POWER DRAWN IS 42 
W. I'IilUNTED IN BOND(O ELECTRICAL CONTACT WITH HIE SPACECAAfT 
FRA"E G::!OUND. TilE ESS IS OAlENTED SO TIIAT TilE BEAM AXIS 
IS 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAft SPIN AUS. A pAOTECTIV
E 
APERTURE COVfR IS REMOVED By GROUND CO"''''ND WHEN THE SPACECRA
rt 
IS IN ORBn. THE PISS CONSISTS OF A PENNING DISCIIARGE-CIIAMBE
A 
ION SOURCE ANa A CONTROL GRID. THE ION SOURCE CONSISTS OF 
AN 
IONIZATION CHA",bER AND THE BEAM FORMATION ELECTRODES. 
A 
C'fLINDER OF PRESSUIlEO XENON CONSllTUTES THE GAS SOURCE AND 1
5 
CONTROLLED B'f A LEAIC VALVE WITH THE FLOW R_TE COMMANOASLE FAO
M 
THE GROUND. THE INTENSITY AM~ DURATION OF THE ION BEAM IS ALSO 
DnER"INED SY GROUND (.O .... AND. TilE TWO BEAM BtAS VOLTAGES ARE 
lOaD V D.C. AND 2000 V D.C., AND THE FIVE SELEnABLE SEA
M 
INlENSI1'f LEVELS ARE ON MILLlA"pERES) -- G.3. 0.5, 1.0. 1.5, 
AND 2.0. OUAING MAlIMU", BEAM EJECTION, HIE POWER DRAWN IS 0
0 
W. THE PIBS NOHLe 1<; THE ELEMENT HI.U CONTROLS TilE NATURE 
Of 
THE EJECTED BEAM, AN~ THE Til IN WIRES MUNTED ON TDP OF TilE 
HOlZLE CAN NEUTRALJlE ALL OR A fRACllON ClNCLUDING l.ERO) OF THE 
BEAI'!. DEPENDING ON SATELLITe EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS. THE 
ElIPELLANT STORAGE TAN!': is CONNECTED TO THE ION SOUACE tHAOUGII 
A 
PIIESSURE REGULATOR, A SOLENOID-OPERATED LATCHING, A POROU
S 
PLUG. AND AN INSULATOA. THE ION SOURCE IS "AINTAINftI UND
ER 
!JACUU" ANO OPENED TO THE n"ospHERE IN ORBIT ON COMMAND. 
------
- SCATHA. OEFOREST-------------------~----·--------------
INVESTIGATION NA"e- SAN OIEGO pAAliCLE DETECTOA 
NSSDC 10- scn,IA -11 
PERSONNEL 
PI - S.Ea DEf-OREST 
INVESTIGATIVE pAOGRAI'! 
CODE ST 10NR 
INVESllGA110N DISCIpLINE(S) 
pAAllClES AND fIELDS 
SPACE PLASMAS 
























THIS eXPEkIf'IENT (St 9) ~Eo\SURES THE ELeCTRON o\NP ION 
DIHUENTUL flU •• ENERGY, ANfI liNGLE RESOLUT'lON. THU PARTICLE 
DETEi:YOR "US-URES ENERGI SPECTRA JN 64 STEPS BEtWEEN AND 
70,000 EV. THE ACCEPTANCE ANGLE OF THE TELESCOPE IS S DEG 
HALF-MGLE. THIS SAME TYPE INSTRUMENT FLEW ON THE An 5 AND 
ATS 6 SPAtECRAfT. THE ElCPfRIIIENT LS fUNDED BY OHII. 
------ S CATHA I FENNELl----------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION HAilE- SPACE-CRArT SHEATH fIELDS DETECTOR 
N550C 10- SCATHA -06 
PERSONNEL 





PARTlCLES AND FIELDS 
AEIIOS-PAtE CORP 
THE EXPERIMENT (Po\IIT OF St,-) CONTAINS THREE ELECTROSTATIC 
ANALH-fIlS -- TWO ARE "OUNUD 180 DEG APUt O~ £100"5, AND THE 
HURO IS "OUHTED ON THE SPACECRAn BODY. THE THREE SENSORS 
HA.VE THE SAllE LOOK DUEt-TlOH, SO THAT IF THERE W£RE HO ELECTRU 
FIELDS ABOUT THE SA.TELLITE, ALL THRt-E SENSORS WOULD "EASUitE THE 
SA"E fLUX, SPEtTRU", AND ANGULAR DlStRJI'j&lTION OF ELECtRONS AND 
PROTONS IN THE ENERGY RA"IGE 1 TO 1000 EV. AN OPf.lUl DATA 
TRANSIIISSION S'I'STE" IS USED TO TELEMETER DIGITAL DATA FRO" THE 
ANALYlERS TO THE SATELll'TE DATA PROCESSING SYSTE" to "AINT"IN 
ELEr;TRICAL ISOLAnON AT tHE ANALnERS. tHE PilTENTlAL OF THE 
SPHERES RELATIVE TO tHE SATELLITE REFERENCE POINT IS ALSO 
MEASURED. POTENTIAL MEASUREII:ENT:; H THREE POSITIONS IN TilE 
PLASMA SHUTI! ARE OOtAINED. THE EX!-''C'RUENt I-S FUNDED 8'1' SAII:SO. 
------- sCATHA, JOHHSON---·------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"E- ENERGETIC I1iN SPECTRO"ETER 
NSSDC 10- stATIIA-13 
PERSONNEL 
PI - R.L. JOHNSON 
BRIEF DEst~IPTION 
lNVESTlGATIVE PRO GRAil: 
CODE ST/ONR 
INVESTIGATION DISClPLlNE(S) 
PARTI CLU AND fIEU,S 
spACE PLAS"AS 
LOCKHEED PALO "LTO 
tHIS EXPERIMENT ME_SURES THE FLUX OF IONS. WITH MASS 
RANGE 1 TO 150 U, IN THE ENERGT RANGE FRO" 100 TO 20,000 EV. 
THE SEN SOl! IS AN ENERGETIC IOH SPECTROfiETER. 
------- ~CATIIA, KOONs--------- --------------------------------
lHVESTIG'_;JUN HAI'IE- SPACECRAft SURFACE POTENTIAL II:ONITOR 
NSSD(' JCi- SCArIiA -01 
PERSONNEL 







TilE FUGHT INSTRUMENT (PART Of SCt> MEASURES THE SURfACE 
PO'TENTJAL Of 20 DIffERENT TTPES OF MATERlALs RELAnVE TO SOfIE 
COM"ON RefERENCE P.O_!NT ON THE SATELLITE. THE SAlIPL.E IS "'OUNTED 
ON ONE SURFACE OF A DIELECTRIC SLAB, AND II CONDlJCTING PLATE 15 
"'QUNTE!! ON THE OTIIER SURfACE. THE CAPACITANCE Of THIS 
CONFIGURATION IS ABOUT ZSO IIlCRO-MICRO-FARAOS. TilE CONDUCTING 
PLATE 15 ATlACHEt. TO TilE REfERENCE POINT THROUGII A 
O.15-'IlCRO-FARAD CAPACITOR. TIlE TIIO CAPACITORS CONST-ITUTE A 
1000 TO 1 YOLlAGE DIVtOER BETIIEEN THE SENSOR SURFACE ANII THE 
REFERENCE POINT. SOI1E OF THE IMTERIALS USEO ARE -- SIUCON AND 
CARBON CLOTH FABRIC IIItH AND 1111}10UT UlTERWOIIEN CONDUCT'lHG 
WI-RES OVER II:ULTlLAT,ER INSULATION, SOLAR CELL. OlVER GLASSES. TIIO 
BLACK PAINTS IIll" DIFFERENT CONOUe-HVITT, OHE STANDARII IIIIUE 
PAINT "HD ONE CONDUCTING IIHIT'E PAINT, GOL.D ('REFERENCE) .. QUARTl, 
AL.UI'IINUM-TIIO SURFACE F1HlSHES, AND "''''LAR "UL TILATER !NSUL.ATlON. 
SIXTEEN OF TilE SAMPLES ARE PL"CED ON TilE SIDES OF TilE-
SATELLITE AND ROTATED IN AND OUT OF SUNLIGIIT. TIIO SAI'IPLES EACII 
ARE lOCATED AT THE ENOS HI TilE SHADOWS. TillS EXPERIMENT IS 
FUNDED aT sAI'IsO. 
------- SCATHA, KOONS------------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION "lAM£'- CIiARIiING ELECTRICAL EFFECTS AHAL.YlER 
NSSDC In- SCATIIA -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 
CODE ST 
INVESTIGATION bISCIPL.INE(S) 
PARTICLES AND FIELDS 
I r 
PERSONNfL 
PI - H~C. KOONS AEROSPACE CORP 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
'liE fL.IGHt UPERl"ENT (PARf OF SCO "EASURfS 
ELECTROIIAGNEnC INfERfERENCE IN THE RANGE 100 TO 1.£1 HZ. 
THREE SEPARATE IHSTRUIIENTS WILL BE USED. THE fREQUENCY RANGE 
FROM 0.1 TO 10 "HZ IS llEASURED IIltH A SIIEPT FREQUENCY ANAL.'tZER. 
TIfE FREQUENCY BAND 100 TO 50 KHl: IS "ONllOREtI BY A to-CHANNEL, 
flXED-FRE_QUENC, ANALYZER. tHE CAPABIL.1T'" ALSO EXLSts TO 
TEL.E"EtER BROAOBAND, UNDETECTED SIGNALS FROM SENSORS IN THE 
FREQUENCT BAND tOO to SaUD HZ. tHE ANALYl.ER $AI'IPLES SIGNALS 
FROII A VARIETY OF 'tENSORS, INCLUDING SOLAR ARRAT BUS, POIIER 
LINE BU,S. TYPLCAL. COMMANII LINE, EXtERNAL SHORT DIPOLE, AHO 
ELECTRIC FJELD DetECTOR B_OOII:. TillS EXPER-lI'IENT IS fUNDED BY 
SA"SO. 
------- SCATHA, LEOL.E ... --------------------------.... -----------
INVESt1GAlION NA"E- MAGNEnC FIELD "ONITOR 
~SSIlC ID- SCATHA -08 
PERSOt'NEL 





PARTICLES AND fIELDS 
tillS EXPt:RIMENT (SC 11) OBtAINS TRIAXIAL 'IEASURE"ENtS Of 
THE GE,1I1AGNEtI't fiELD. A B60M-MOUNTED (OH A 7-M BOO") fLUXGAT£ 
"A(iNElOMETER IS USEO. TJJilE REsOlUl-ION IS FOUR VECTOR PER S. 
F-lELD RESOLunON IS :1.4 NANOTUSLA fOR A DYNA"IC RANGE OF +500 
N~NOTESSLA PER AXIS. !iEHSOR RESPONSE IS FROII DC TO 70 Ill. 
------- SCATHA. L.EHN------ .. • --------------------.------------
INIIESTIGATION HA"E- QUARTZ [RYSTAL "ICROBALANC!:S IN 
RETARDJNG POTENTIAL ANALH£F>S 
NsSDC 10- S-CAThA -03 
PERSONNEL 
PI - W~L. LEHN 






USAf "ATERIALS lAS 
AEROSPACE CORP 
IN THIS EXPERI"ENT (1IL.1ZJ TIIO QUARTZ CRTSTAL 
IIICROBALANCES ARE PLACED IN RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALTlERS, WlTli 
ONE "lCROBALANCE-ANALTZER SET 1I:0UNtED ON THE SATELLITE SIDE. 
ANII THE OTHER SET PLACEO ON A SPACECRAfT END IIAINTUNED IN 
CONTINUOUS SHADOW. THE RETARDING POTENTIAL ANAL HER IS U:.EIl TO 
EXCLUDE IONS fRO" THE MICROBAlANCE AND to "AINTAIN II ZERO 
ELECTRIC FJELD CONDITION AT THE- SENSOR. TO DETERMINE THE 
DE-PENDEHCE OF CONUinNATlON RATE UPON SUR-FACE CNARGE, 
MEASUREMENTS ARE "AOE IIlTH AND IItTHOUT THE RETARDING POTENTIAL. 
BUS. THE QUARTZ SENSORS HAVE AH ACTIVE TEMPERATURE CONTROL. 
AND CAN BE OPERATED OVER A RANGE OF TE"PERATURES fROft -60 TO 
100 Di:G C. 
------- SCATNA; LEHN-------------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- TIIER"AL CONTROL SA"PLE MONnOR 
NSSDC 10- SCATIIA -04 
PERSONNEL 






US AIR FORCE 
TillS EXPERIMENT EvAlUIHES TilE PERFORI'IANCE OF TIIERMAl 
CONTROL "ATERIALS AS fUNCTION O~ !lRB,T CONTAI'IINATlON 
CONDItIONS,. THE SENSOR "USURES THE ~ ~CKFAtE TE"'PERATURE OF 
ElGIIT_ THERII:AL. CON,TROl "ATERIAL SAI'IPLe;S. THE INSl'Rtll'lENTS "RE 
POSITIONED CONliGUOUS WlYH THE QUARU CRYSTAL MOUlTORS. IT IS 
POSSIBLE TO HEAT THE SA"PLES AUD TO PURGE CONTAlI'!NANTS WIIICH 
FREEZE OUT ON TIU leST SURF/" r_ 
------ S'CATHA, PAYOCL. ~---------- ------------------------------
INVESTIGATrON' NAIIE- R'APID SCAN PARTICLE DETECTOR 
,",SSDC I'D- SCATNA -12 rmieSTIGATl-VE PROGRA'" 
COilE Sf 
!'WESTlGATIOH Ill-SClPLlNECS) 


























PI - A. PAVEL 
BII1EF DESCRIPTIOH 
USAf GEOPtlYS LAB 
TillS EXPERlIUH1 (SCS) EMPLOYS ELEtTROSTATIC ANAl-YIERS AND 
SOLID STATE SPEtTROIIETERS TO MEASURE THE ELECTRON AND ION 
DiffERENtIAL FLUX. FOR ELECTRON ANO: PROTON fLUJC£S, THIS RAPID 
SCAN PAIITICLE DETECTOR PROVUES fASl TIllE IIESOLUTION. POSSIBLY 
WllHIN 1 liS. TO OBTAIN SUffICIENT COUNTING RAnS, THE 
INSTRUI!ENT HAS A 'S-IiEG HALf-CONE ANGLE ACCEPTANCE, AND THE 
ENERGY SPECTRUI! IS !!USUREO IN ONLY fOUR STEPS. 
----- -
- S CA THA, R EAGAH-----------------------------------------
INVESTI6ATIOH HA"E- HI6t1-ENf:RGY PAIITlCLE OETEtTOR 
NSSDC 10- SUT"A-1.5 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRA!! 
PERSONNEL 




HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS 
LOCKHEED PALO ALTO 
TillS ElCPERIIIENT (SC 3) "EASURES THE ELECTRON fLUII IN THE 
0.3 YO Z..1 IIEV RANGE AND TilE PROTON fLUX IN THE 1 TO 100 !!EV 
RANGE AND ALPHA PARTICLES FRO!! 6 TO 60 "EV. A HIGH-ENERGY 
PARTICLE SPECTRO"ETER 15 USED TO DETER"INE FLUI AND PITCH ANGLE 
DISTRIBUTIONS. 
------
- SCA TIIA, SAGAL YN--------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NA"' - PLASMA PROBE 
NSSDC 10- SCATHA -10 
PERSONNEL 





PARTICLES AN~ FIELDS 
USAF GEOPIIYS LAB 
THE PLASMA PROBE EXPERIMENT (SC6) MEASURES TilE ELECTRON 
OENSITY IN THE RANGE 1.0E-1 TO 1.0E.4 PER CM CUBEt! AND 
TEMPERATURE FOR ELEC-TRONS IN TilE RANGE a TO 100 EV. THE SENSOR 
INtLUDES TWO 6RIDt!EO PROBES~ ONE MOIINTED ON II 3-M_ INSULATED 
600M A~D THE OTHER 600Y .'tOUNTEO ON A tONDUnlNG SURfACE. 
._...... ••••• •••••••••••• 
••• SEASA T-A ..................... *.* ••••• 
SPACECRAFT CO""O,", ~AME- SEAS",-A 
ALTERNATE NAMES- OCEo\N OYNAlUCS SAT-A~ SEA SATELLITE-A 
NS5DC ICI- SEAST-A 
L"UNtli OATE- 05/11/78 wEiGHT- 1800. KI> 
LAUNCH SITE- VANOENBEIIG He, UNITED STATES 
LAUNtH VEIII CLE- ATLAS 
SPONSOR ING COUNTRY I AGENC.Y 
UNITED STATES 
PLANNED ORSI T PARAI'IETERS 
ORSH TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 100.Z "'IH 
PEIIUPSIS- 775. KM 
PERSONNEL 
I'IG - S .W. 
PM - 11.1:.. 






INCLINATION- ,08. DEG 




THE OCEAN DYNA"ICS SATELLITE (SEASAT-A) IS DESIGNED TO 
PROVIDE "EASUREI'IENTS OF WAVE HEIGIIT ANII DIREC'ilON SPEtTRUM .. 
SURF.t.c.E WIND SPEE.D AND DIRECllON .. SEA SURfACE TOPOGRAPHY, AND 
IIIGIi RESOLUTION RADAR AND INfRARED l"AGERY OF SELECTED AREAS Of 
TilE OCEAN. THE INSTRU"ENT PAyLOAD BEING CONSIDERED CONSISTS Of 
X-B"ND COMPRESSED PULSE RADAR ALTIMETER. tOltERENT SYNTHETIC 
APERTURE II'I .. GING RADAR .. MICROWAVE IIINO sCAnERojIETER, SCANNING 
MULTIFREQUENCY "ItROIiAVE RADIOMETER. ANO: INFRARED RADIO!!etER. 
SOliE OF THE ACCURAClES EIIPEtTEO ARE OISTANtE BHWEEN SPAtHRAFT 
AND OCE~N SURfAce TO 10 CM. 1111$0 speEDS TO 6.6 fPSO' ANCI SUR fAte 
TEMPERATURES TO 1 DEG C. 
------
- SEASAT-A. MCLAIN------------~--------------------------
IHVESTIGIITION NAME- SCANNUG VISUALILNfRARED RAOIOMETER 












Til - O.K. 
1M - II.L. 
TM - f.M. 









SCRIPPS INST OtEANOGfI 
LOUISIANA 51 ATE 'u 
NASA-GSFt 
RESEARCH TRIANGLE INST 
NASA-GSFt 
THE SCANNING VISIBLE-a RAOJIl!!e.TER (SA) UPERI"ENT (1) 
OBTAINS I!!A6ES OF IIISIBLE AND THF.:lMAL 'R E!!ISSION fROM OCEAN .. 
tOASUL, AND A"T"OSPHERIC FEATUREi. IN SUPPORT Of THE OTIiER 
ElIPERUfENTS AND (Z.) lDENTIfleS tURRENTS AND STOII!!S. TillS 
SENSOR.. ORIGINALLY fLOWN ON TltE nos SERIES SPACEtRAFT, 
CONSISTS Of TWO SCANNING RAOIOI'IETERS .. A DUAL SR PROCESSOR AND 
TIIO SR IIECOROERS. THE RADIOMETER "EASURES REFLECTED R"OlATION 
FRO" TilE EA"THIA1MOSPHERE SYSTEII IN THE O.Sz.~ AND 
O.73~lIltIlO!!ETER BAND DURING TilE DAY AND EMITTED RI-OUnON FRO!! 
TilE EARTH ANt 11S ATMOSPHERE IN THE 10.S- TO 12.5-MICRO!!E-TEi 
REGION DUllING TilE DAY AND NIGHT. 
-----
SEA SAl-A, PIERSON--------------------------~---------
INVEs-TIGATION NA"'E- M1-CROWAVE IIINO SCAlTEROMElER 
PERSONNEL 
TL - ".J. 
HI - W.L. 
" .. -
.. -
TM - W.L. 



















U Of KANSAS 
TilE "I,CROIIAIIE IIIND StATTEROMETER ElIPERIMENT IS DESIGNED 
TO USE AN "cnVE RADAR SY$TE" TO MEASURE WINtI SPEED AND 
OIRECTlON. TilE INSTRUI'IENT, DEVELOPED FRO!! THE SKYLAB 
ElIPERlI'IENTAL SCATTEROI'IETER, OETERIUNES IIIND DIIIECTION WIIIUN ZO 
DEG AND WIND SPEED FROM LESS THAN 4 M£-TERS/S TO GR£ATEII TIIAN j!6 
METERS/S Wl1H AN ACCURACY Of Z METERS/S. THE StATTEROMETER 
TAKES MEASURE!!ENTS OVER TWO 460 KI'I-IiIOE SIIATHS EQUALLY 
DISPLACED ABOUT THE NADIR BY Z3S KM. A HIGH WIND SWATH AD tiS AN 
AODl"'f'l.ONAL Z60 KM TO EACH HOE. 
------
- SEASA T -A.. ROS S---------------------- ------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- SCANNING MULTICHANNEL I'IICIIOWAVE 
RADIOMETER tSM"R) 
NSSDC 10- SEAST-A-05 
peRSONNeL 
TL - D.B. ROSS 
•• REINH
ARDT 




F. T. BAR"TII 
•• -
J _ IIATERS 
•• - J.P. IIOLLINGER
 
•• - T.T. WILHElT .. 
•• .. HU .. \NG 
•• t.T. S,I1FT 

















US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
CUNY INST I'IARtATMOS SC 
THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF THE SCANNING "UL1"1CHANNEL 
!!lCROWAVE RADIOMETER [XPERII'IENT IS TO DeTAIN AND USE OCEAN 
"O"ENTU" AND ENER6Y-TAANSrE'R PARAMETEIIS ON A NEARLT ALL-WEATIIER 
OPERA'(JONAL BAs:tS. IIINtlS, WATER VAPOR .. Ll,QUIO WATEII CONTENT. 
AND I'IEAN tLOUO DROPLET SllE.. ALL AT LOW ALTITUDES.. ARE 
PAR .... IETERS WHICH ARE DERIVED. OtEAN ICE VS WATER IS ALSO 
OETEicMINEo. I'IICROIIAVE BRIGIITt'ESS TE"PERATURES ARE OBSERVED 
WHit A 10-CHANNEL (fIVE-FRUUENt't' DUAL POLAR lIED) SCANNING, 
RAOlOMETER OPERATION AT O.S-, 1.10-. 1.1-, '2.S-. "No 4.6-C" 
IIAVELEN6THS (37, Z.1, 18~ 10.69. ANO 6.633 Gill). TilE ANTENNA IS 
II o'ARABflLIC REFLECTOR OFfseT fRO" NADIR 0'1' 0.73 RAO. "OTION OF 
THE ANTENNA REFLECTOR PROV~DES OBSERVIITJ.ONS FROM IIIllilN CONItAL 
VOLUME ALOrlG TilE GROUND tRAU Of l~E SPACE-CRArT. 1HIS SA"E 
EXPERIMENT IS ON NI!!aUS-G. 
------
- S EASAT-A ~ SI'II Til. I II-----~-----------------~-----__ 


















































S.l. SI'IITH, 111 USN SURf WEAPONS eNtll 
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THE COMPRESSED PULSE UClfIR AllIl'IEHR EXpERIMENT (1) 
"USURES THE ALTllUOE BETWEEN THE 5P"t.fCRAFl AND lHE OCEAN 
SURf'-CE AND (Z) ",EASUIiEs IIAVE HEIGHT. 1'IIE "!.THIElER IS A I'IOIIE 
ACCUItATE VERSION Of HIE SKTLAB RAf'l~ AL11J1IETER, £lPERUtENT 
5-193 (NSSOC 13-0:274-20), AND IS SI"ILItoN TO THE AL1UIHER 'fiAT 
fLEW ON Geos-c. THE "LTntETER PRECISION OF PLUS OR MINUS 10 eP
l 
ALLOWS TIME VARYING FUTURES SUC.H AS TIllES. WINO PILE-UP, AND
 
STORI'I SURGES 10 BE SENSED AND IDENTIFIED. 11 15 ALSO CAPABLE
 
Of LOCATING AND !'lAPPING OCE"" SURfACE CURRENIS WITH SPEEOS {If
 
30 TO 50 C!I'S OR GREATER. IiECAUSE TilE SLOPE Of TilE SURFACE IS 
PROPORtJONAL TO THE SURfACE SPEED. THE MEASUREMENT Of WAV
E 
HEIGHT. wlllCH IS REQUIRED TO OBTAIN A 10·C" PRECISION IN 
ALTITUDE. CAN 6E COIIBINED wllll SURfACE wINO PlEASUREIIEt!TS TO
 
DETERIIINE SEA STATE. 
------
- S EASA T-A, TELEK 1---------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAPlE- COHERENT SYNTHETIC APERTURE IMAGING 
RADAR tS~Rl 








, . LOOPl: 5 
" 
W.E. !lRO~'N, ". 
" 
F. T. !lAIiATH 
" 
RO'~GERS 
," C.L. AI fEllACH 
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., rfEIiART SCRIpPS INST OCEANOGR 
'" 







TilE t OIlERENT, SYNTIIETlC APERTURE. IMAGING RADAR 
fXPERl'tENT Ii DESIGNED TO USE WAVE PATTERN AND DYNAMIC BEIiAVlO
R 
INfOR"",ION TO OBTAIN I"'AGES OF THE OCEAN. TilE INSTRU"EHT
. 
fLOWN ON ~POLLO 11 AS THE APOLLO LUNAR SOUNDER, YIElOS IMAGES 
OF WAVES \/I.OSE WAVE LENGTH IS IN THE RANG.E OF 50 to 10DO "ElERS 
AND CAN DETERIHNE IIAVE DIRECTION W1tHIN ZO DEG WI1H THE 
POSSIBILl",Y Of A HIO DEG Al'IBIGUlTY FOR ONE-SIDE IMAGES. WAVE
 
1I£IGHT CAN AL$O BE OETERMllIED rROM THE DATA fOR fULLY DEVELOPED 
SEAS. TilE IMAGING RADAR nN FUNCTlON THROUGH CLOUDS AN
~ 
NO"INAL RAIN TO PROVIPE WAVE PATTERNS NEAR SHOR[lINE MID 
HIGH-RESOLunON PICTURES OF ICE, OIL SPILLS. CURRENT PAtTERNS. 
AND SIMILAR FEATURES. 
SPACECRilrT COi'lMON NA"E- sEflSAT-9 
ALTERNATE NAIIES- OCEAN DYNAlIlCS SAT-B. SEA SATELLITE-I! 
NSSDC 10- SEAS1-B 
LAUNCH DATE- 1981 \lE'GHT- I(G 
LAUNCH SITE- V ... NOENBEIIG Af9, UNITED STATE': 
LAUNtH VEHICLE- AtLAS 
SPONSORING COUNTR~/AGENCY 
UNnED SlATES 
PLANNEP OIlBIt PARAMETERS 
ORBit TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 100.3 MIN 
PERIAPSI5- 175. K/\ 
PERSONNEL 
I\G - S .W. 
PM - It .E.. 





INCLlNAl'ION- 108. OEG 




THE OCEAN DYNA"ICS SATELLITE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE 
f'lEASUREPlENTS OF \lAVE HEIGIIlS AND DIRECTION SPEC1RUII, SURfAC
E 
TOPOGRAPHY .. AND HIGH RESOLUTION RADAR AND INrRAR£O If'lAGERY O
F 
SELEC1'ED AREAS Of THE oCHN. THE INSTRUKENT PAYLO~O CONSISTS 
OF _-!lAND CO"PRESSED PULSE RADAR ALlIPlETER. COHERENT SYNTHET
IC 
APERTURE l11<AGING RADAR. !"IICROWAVE WIND SCATTERO"ETER
, 
SUNN1!llG 1'IULTIFREQUENCY "ICRUIIAVE RADIO .. LTERr AND INfRARED 
RADtO;'E'TE!O. ACCURACIES liRE e_PECTEO FOR THE SPACECRAFT T
O 
OCEAN SURfACE OISTAUCES TO lD CM, WIND SPEEDS TO 6.6 FPS. AND
 
SURfACE rEMPERpURES TO 1 ~EG C. 
r~~r"'-






INVESTIGAl'lON NAME- SCANNING 'IISUALlltffRAIiED RAPIOME1ER 
NSSOC 10- SEAST-6-04 
PERSONNEL 






















SCRIPP~ INST OCEANOGR 
LOUISIANA STATE U 
NASA-GSft 
RESEARCH TRIANGLE INst 
NASA-GSfC 
THE SCANNING VISIBLE-IR RADIOMETfR {SRl EJ!PERIPlEtH til 
OBTAINS I"AGES Of VISIBLE AND THERMAL III EMISSIaN fOR OCEA
N, 
COASTAL. MiD ATMSPHERIC FEATURES IS SUPPORT or TIlE OTHER 
EXPERI"ENTS AND {2.l IDENTifIES CURRENTS AND stORItS. TUIS 
SENSOR, ORIGINALLY FLOWN ON THE nos SERIES SPACECRAF
T. 
CONSISTS OF TWO SCANNING. RAOIO"UERS, A PUAL SA PROCESSOH A
ND 
TWO SR RECORDERS. lHE RAD!OMEfER MEASURES REfLECTED RADIAIlO
N 
fRO" tHE EARTH/ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM IN THE O.SZ- AND D.n-
1t1CROMEfER BAND DURING THE DAY At/D EMlTTED RADIATlON FROtl T
HE 
EARTH ANII 11S ATMOSPHERE IN TW 10.5- TO 12.5- MICROMETER 
AEGI.ON DURING TilE DAY AND NIGHT. 
------
. SEASA T-8, PIER 5 ON-----· --------------' .... ---------------
INVESlIGAll0N NAME- "lCROWAVE wiNO SCATTEROMETEA 
NSSIlC ID- SEAST-8-03 





















-.II.L. JONES, ", fI
ASA-LIIR C 
'" 
- ,. II00RE U Of KANSAS 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
THE "ICROWAVE WIND SCATTEROMETER UPERIMEljf 15 DESIGNED 
TO USE AN ACTIVE RADAR SYSTEM TO MEASURE WINO SHED A
ND 
DIRECTlON. THE INSTRUIIEIlT. DEVELOI'EO FROM THE SKYLA
B 
EXPERI"ENTflL SCATlEROKETER, OETEA"lNES wiNO DIRECTION WITHIN 
20 
OEG AND \/IND SPEED FROM LESS TItAN 4 MElERS/S TO GREATER TuAN 
26 
METERS/S WlTK AN HCURACY Of 2 METERS/S. THE SCAlTEROl'oEtER 
TA"ES !'IEASUREMENTS OVER TWO 460 I(II-wIDE SWATUS EQUALLY 
DISPLACED ABOUT THE NADtR BY 235 KM. A HiGH Wl"10 SWATH loOPS AN 
AOOITIDNAL 260 I(M TO EACH SIDE. 
------
- SEASAT-B, ROS$-----------------------------------------
INVESilGATlON NAME- SCANNING !'lULl I-CHAnNEL M.lCRO\lAVE 
RAOIO!'lE1ER {SfI!'IRl 























,,- J.P. HOLLINGER us NAVAL RESEARCH 
'" ,,- T. T. WILKEIT. JR. NASA-GSft 
" 
- N. HUANG NASA-\lfC 
" 
C. T. SWIfT NASA-LARC 
,,- W.J. CAMPBELL us {iEDlOtiICAL SURVEY 
" 
C"I;DONE CUNY INST PlAR"'AT!'IOS 
" 
BRier DESCRlPT~ON 
THE OCE~N DYNAMICS SATELLITE (SEASTA1-a) IS DESIGNED TO 
PROv-tilE "EASUREMENTS Of WAve HEIGHT ANi) O.lRECilON SPEClRm'l, 
SURfACE lIIND SPEED ANO DIRECTION .. SEA SURFACE TOPOGRAPiiY. A
HD 
HtGH-RESOLUl:ON RADAR AN~ INrRAREO 1I1AGERY OF SELEClED ARE-AS or 
THE OCEAN. 1}!E INSTliu"ENT PAYLOAD BEING CONSlllERED Of X-SAND 
COflPRESSED PULSE RAOAR AL TIPlETER r COfIE~ENT SYNTHEllC APER1UilE 
l!'lAGING RADAR. I1lCROWAVE WINP SCATTEROMETER. SCANNIN
G 
MULTI fREQUENCY MICRO\lAVE RADIOMETER. AND INfRARED RADIO"~T~R. 
SOME OF TH£ ACCURACJES EXPECTED ARE DISTANCE BET'oiEEN SPACECRA
fT 
AND OCEAN SURFACE TO 10 CM. WIND SPEED TO 6.6 BPS, AND SURFAC
E 
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------- SEASAT-B, SMITH, 111-----------------------------------
INVESTlGAllON NAME- COMPRESSED PULSE RADAR ALiH.ETER (Rio) 
NSSDC 10- SEAST-B-01 
PERSONNEL 





SMITH .. III 










USN SURF WEAPONS CNTR 
NOAA-NOS 
NAsA-WFC 
US NAVAL I; .. SEARCH LAO 
'" 
HE COMPRESSED PUL-SE RADAR ALTIMETER EXPERIMENT (1) 
MEASURES THE "LTITUDE BETWEEN THE SPACECRAFT AND THE OCEAN 
SURFACE AND tC?) MEASURES .AVE HUGHT. THE ALTIMETER IS A MORE 
ACCURATE VERSlON OF' TI-IE SKlLAB RADAR ALT1METER, UPERII'IENT 
5-193 (NSSOC 13-027A-lO), ANII IS SIMILAR TO THE ALTIMETER THAT 
fLEW ON GEOS-C. THE .... TIMETER PRECISION 0' PLUS OR MINUS 10 eM 
ALLOW TIME VARYING feATURES SUCH A$ HilES, WINO PILE-UP, ANII 
STORM SURGES TO 8E SENSED AND IDE'III HED. IT IS ALSO CAP ABU 
Of LOCATHIG AND HAPPING OCEAN SURFACE CURRENTS WITH SPEEDS ot 
30 TO SO CM/S OR GREATER, BECAUSE THE SLOPE Of THE SURfACE IS 
PROPORTIONAL TO THE SURfACE SPEED. THE I'IEASUREME • Of ilAVE 
IIElGHT, IIHICH IS REQUIRED TO OBTAIN A 10-CI'I PRECISION IN 
ALTITUDE. CAN BE COMBINED WITH SURfACE WIND "EASUREMENTS TO 
DETERMINE SEA STATE. 
------ SEASAT-a, TELEK 1--------------------------------------
INVESIiGAIlON NAME- COHERENT SlNETHIC APERTURE I"AGING RADAR 
(SAR) 




TM - D.B. ROS'!' 
1M - W.J. CA"'PORL 









C .L. RUfENAI:H 
" 
J .w. SHERMAN, 
'" 
'" 
. - stEWART 







U! "tOLOGICAL SURVEY 
NOAA-ERL 







SCRIPPS INST OCEANOGR 
ENVIRON RES INST OF "1 
NASA-JPL 
THE l:lIfERENT, S~NTIIETlC APERTURE, IMAGING RADAR 
EXpERI~ENT IS DESIGNED TO USE WAVE PilTTERtl AND DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR 
IIlfORMAtlON TO OBTAIN I"AGES OF THE OCEAN. tHE tNSTRtJMEltt, 
FLOWN ON APOLLO 11 AS TilE AI'OLLO LUNAR SOUNDER, YIELDS IMAGES 
OF WAVES WHOSE LENGTH IS IN THE R"NGE OF 50 TO 1000 ,.ETERS AND 
CAN DETERMINE WAVE DIRECTION WITHIN C?O DEG wnH TilE POSSIBILITY 
OF A 180-PEG AMBIGUITY fOR ONE-SIDE IMAGES. WAVE HEIGHT CAN 
ALSO BE DETERMINED FROH THE DATA fOR FULLY DEIIELOPED SEAL THE 
lKAGING RADAR tAN fUNCT10N THROUGH CLOUDS AND NOMINAL RAIN TO 
PROIiIDE WAVE PATTERNS NEIIR SHORELINE AND HtGH-RESOLUTlON 
PICTURES OF ICE, OIL SFtLLS, CURRENT PATTERNS ... AND SIMILAR 
ftATURES. 
~~~*** ••• ***.*"" ••• *.*~." •• " SOLAR 1'IAXI"U1'I MISSION· ......... •••• 
SPACECRAFT COKKON NAME- SOLAR MUIKUM MUSION 
ALTERNATE ~A"ES- SKM 
NSSOC 10- SMM 
LAUNCH DATE- 10/00119 WEIGHT- 1610. KG 
LAU"'CH SlTE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE 
SPONSORI~G COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UIHTED STAtES 
PLANNED OR3lT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOrENTRIC 
ORBIT pERIOO- 96.C? Ml~ 
PERIApSIS- 575. KM 
PERSONNEL 
!lG - 1'I.E. l'Ii:OONALD 
SC J .0, BOHLIN 
1'1'1 P.T. BI:RR 
1'1$ - x.J. F!lOSt 
NASA-OSS 
INCLlNATION- 33. DEG 






1 .. ·1-rc-l 
BRtH DESCRIPTION 
THE SOUR MAXIMUM M15sION ($MM) IS DEDICATED TO 
COORDINATED OBSERVATIONS Of SPECifIC SOLAII AClivlTY AND SOLAR 
fLARE PROBLEMS. THE SPACECRAFT IS ORIENTED TOWARD THE SUN 
DUIUNG THE DAYLIGHT PORllON Of THE OR8IT. THE SPACECRAfT 
nSELF DOES NOT RASTER OVER THE SOLAR DISK, ALTHOUGH 
INDIVIDUAL INSTAUI'l:ENts HAVE THIS CAPABILITY. THE SPI" 
SPACECltAn IS DESIGNED SO THAT IT CAN BE RETRIEVED BY AN EARLl 
SHUTTLE FLIGHT .. RETURNED TO EARTH .. REFURBISHED "NO FITTED WlTH 
"10 UPDATE PAYLD"D.. "NO RETUR"~~ TO ORBIT fOR ANOTIIER 
SOLAR-ORIENTED MISSION. 
------- SOLAII MAXIMUM MISSION. "CTOIl------------------------
INvl::STlGAlION NAME- SOft X-RAY POLYCIIROMATOR 
NSSDC 10- SMM -04 
PERSONNEL 
~~.: ~:~: ACTON GflORIEL 
PI - J.L. CULH"N£ 
01 - R .C. ClTURl 
01 J .H. PARKlNSON 
01 
- C.G. RAPLEY 
01 B.B. JONES 
01 - ,- JORDAN 
01 - C.J. WOLfSCH 






LOCKHEED PALO "L TO 
APPLETON LAB 
U COLLEGE LONDON 
LOCKHEftJ PALO AL 10 
U COLLEGE LONDON 
U COLLEGE LONDON 
APPLETON LAB. 
OXFORD U 
LOCKHEED PALO AL TO 
APPLETON LA' 
THIS EXPERIMENT USES I-/IAY EMISSION LINES IN THE 0.4~NM 
'0 i?.24~NM SPECTRAL IIE!ilON AS DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS TO INVESTlGAT!: 
ASPECTS Of SOLAR ACTIV1TY LEADING TO PLASMA TEMPERAtURES IN 1H" 
'.5 TO 50 MILLION t; RflNGE. THE INSTRUMENTATION INCLUDES nhl 
SYSTEMS... A ;:'LAT CRYSTAL SPECTROMETER AND A BENT CRYSTAL 
SPECJROME1ER. THE FLAT CR~STAL SPEC-TROI'\ETER COVERS FROM'.4 TO 
22.44 A IN 7 RANGES, HAS A FIELD OF VIEW OF lC Br to ARC 5, ArlD 
C,AN RASTER OVER A 7 BY 1 ARC MIN AREA. I TS BEST TlI'IE 
RESOLunON IS O.C?5 S. THE BENT CRYSlAL SPECTROMETER CONSISTS 
or " SET OF BEN' CRYSTALS COVERING SEVEN IRON LINES (BETWEEN 
1.769 AND '.945 A) AND THE CALCIUM XU LINE BHWEEN 3.165 TO 
3.231 A. THIS INSHUMfNT liAS A FIELD or VIEW OF 6 BY 6 ARC 
..IN, IS NOT RAS1ERED AND HAS A MAXIMU" 1'I .. E HESOLUTION OF 0.1 
,-
------- SOLAR MAXIMUM MI5SI0,", CHUPp-------------------------
INVES"lGATION NM'£- GA!'IMA RAY UpERIMENT 
NSSDC I D- SMM -01 
PERSONNEL 
" 
- E.L. CHUPP 
01 D.J. FORRr.ST 












R .L. KINl.ER 
















US HAVAL RESEARCH LAB 
US NAIIAL RESEARCH LAfJ 
US NAVAL IIESEARC!! 
'" US NAVAL RESEARCH 
'" NASA-JPL 
THE PRII'IARY :;-CIEHTlFIC GOAL OF TIllS EXP[RIHENT IS TH£ 
STUPY OF GAMI'IA-RAY EMISSIONS FROM tHE SUN BCFORE AND PURING 
SOLAR FLARES. THE MAIN DUECTOR IS A SEt Of SEVEN 7.6- BY 
7.6-:M SOOIUM 10lHDE SrINTlLLHORS COVERING THE ENERGY RANGE 
fROM 0.3 TO 17 MEV IHTH AN ENERGY REsOLUT10N OF BEtTER THAN 7 
PERCENt AT 0.662 MEV AND TEMPORAL RESIlLUTtONS RANGING FROH 16 S 
(fULL ENEIIGY RANGE) to 1 S (SELECTED ENERGY INTERIIAL> TO 0.064 
S. A HIGrl-ENERI.'"Y DETECTOR CONSISTS OF THE SOOIUI'I IOD10E ARRAI' 
~ND A CESIUM 100lPE SC1NTlLLATOR COVERING FROM 1:; TO 160 MEV 
IilTiI A TEMPORAL RESOLUTION OF TWO S FOR HIGH-ENE~GY tlEUTROHS 
AND liA .. MA /lAYS. TWO ADDIHONAL SOOIUf'I lOOlD[ SClNTlLLATORS 
FOil" AN X-RAY DE1ECTOR SENSITtVE BETWEEN 10 AND 160 KEV WITH 
FOUR CHANNELS Of ENERGY RESOLUTION AHO A tEIIPORAL RESOLUtlON cr 
1 ,_ 
------- SOLAR MAXIMUM ~ISSION, DE JAGER------------------------
IHVESTlGA'TION NA"~ HARD X-RAY IMAGING SPHTROMETER 
NSsDC 111- S .... 
-" 





























01 - A.p. 
DE JAGER 
IIAN BEEK 
WlI .. LIIORE 
BRIEF DESCRIP110N 
'-;-, 
U Of UTRECHT 
U Of UTRECHT 
U Of BIRIIINGHA" 
THE OBJECTlVE OF HilS EXPERl"ENl IS TO I'IUSURE THE 
POSITlON, STRUCTURE, ANti THERMODYNAMIC PROP~RTlES Of IIOT 
THERMAL AND NONTHERI'!AL SOUllCES III AtTI_VE REGIONS ANfI fLAUS.
 
THIS INSTRUMENT PRODUCES H!::i-Dtl';:NSIONAL I"AGES WIlH e-ARC 
5 
RESOLUll0H OilER A CIRC"h .. AR AREA .3 IUN 44 S IH DIAMETER; OR 3l 
ARC 5 RESOLUTlON OilER AN II "IN 32 5 BY 7 IIlN 28 S AREA; OR TWO 
ONE-OIIIIENSI0NAL t .. AGES CONS'STING o.F TWELVE 4-ARC MIN BY 16-ARC
 
5 FAN BEAMS IN X AND 12 fAN BEAMS Of 16 ARC S PT 4 ARC .IlN IN 
Y. THESE HIAGES ARE OBSERVED IN SIX ENERGy CHANNELS BETWEEN 
3.5 ~NII 3D KEV; ANII WITII A TEMPORAl RESOLUTION Of AT LUST 1.5 
S. A IUGH-ENERGY I'IONITOR OBSERVES THE ENTlRE SUN AT ENERGIES
 
UP TO 40 KEV. 
------
- SOLAR MA;.;.l'iU" "ISSION; FRO$T-----------------------_ 
INVESTlGAtlON NAME- X-RAY SPECTROMETER 
NSSDC ID- SliM 
PERSON~EL 
PI - K.J. 
01 - L.E-. 
01 - B.R. 
01 - T .. L. 

















nils EXHRIMENT IIEASURES fLARE It-R.I., EII\ISSION WITH 16 
CHANNEL ENEAGY ANALYSIS ANO 0.1-s liME AESOLUTION IN THE ENEIIG
Y 
RANGE OF 20 TD 300 KEV. A SEARCH FOR TEI'IPOA"L STRUCTURE IN iHE 
it-RAy ;"IU551014 WITH A TUIE RESOLUTiON Of 1 I'IlLLISECOND 15
 
C!lNbUCT~D USING ONE CHANNEL oETWEEN 2:0 AND 300 KEV. 
---~--- SOLAR IIAItIMUII 'IISSION, MACQUEEN-~-----r~-----------~--­
lliVESTIGATION NAIIE- CORONAGRAPHfPOLARIIIETER 
N5SbC 10- SIIII -01 
PERSONNEL 
" 
R .11. MACQUEEN 
OJ L.L. flDUSE 
OJ W.J .. IIAGNER 
OJ E.G. HILDNER 
OJ G.A. DULl< 
OJ R.J. HAtolSEN 
OJ .. KOP? 
OJ G.W. PNE-UMAN 
OJ C.W. QUERFELD 
OJ - H.U. SCHIIIDT 






IIIGII ALTITUDE OBS 
fllGH ALTITUDE oas 
HIGH ALTItUDE OBS 
1I1GI\ ALTiTUDE OBS 
U OF COLOIIADO 
HIGII ALTITUDE OBS 
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAa 
IIIGH ALTItuDe oas 
HIGH "LIITUOE oas 
IIPI-EX1RATERR ?HYS 
CSLRO,DIV OF IIADIOPHfs 
THE PRIME OBJECiIVE Of THIS nPERIIHNt IS TO ilEA SURE THE 
RESPON<;:;:: Of THE ELECTRON DENSlTy AND MAGNEOC FIELD StRUCTUR
E 
OF THi CORONA TO THE PASSAGE Or TRANSIENT PHENO!JIENA ON RAPI
D 
tlME SCALES. tHE SECOND"RY OBJECTlVE IS TO DETERMINE Ti
lE 
DENSI"Y AIID OAIENTAllON OF TilE IIAGIlETlC fiELD STRUCTURE Of ill
E 
CORO',A ON " SYNO'TlC BASIS. THE CORON"GRAPH/POLARIMETER 
IS 
EXTERNA.LLY OCCULTE~ BY THREE DI,Si:.S; IlIiH A 2.6-C" DIAIIETEII 
PRIMARY aDJECTIVE L"::NS, Of AIR-SPACED DOUDLET OESIIoN .. CORON
"L 
QUADRAtUS ARE IMAG(..D AT F/34 ON ;, MESHLESS VIDICON IUill A 
NUTATING MIRROR ARRANGEMENT AND ARE RECORDED ON A DEDICATE
D 
TAPE' RECORDER FOil SUBSE-QUHn TRANSIUSSION TO THE EARTH.. flELOS 
Of VIE'" R~IlGE fllOI1 1.5 TO 6 SOLA~ RADII SQUARE AND ARE 
SELEctA:lLE "'ITIIIN TilE COROIJAL QUAtlRAlH. SPATIAL RESOLUTION IS 
SELEc:TASLE BETIi£.fN 6.4 AND 12..8 ARC S. SEVEN nLtEIiS AR
E 
AVAlL"SLE "'tTHJN THE RANGE Of 4400 A TO 65"83 A, AND 
POLARIZATION 15 MEASURED SY A SEQUENCE OF THRH POLAROIDS 
ORIENtElI 60 DEG APART CA CLI:AR POSlliON IS ALSO AVAILA8LE). 
THE STRAY RADIANCE IS ABOUT 3~E-l0 OF THE SOLAR BRIGHTNESS IN 
THE ""TEII fIELD. THE IIlSTRUIIENT IS ON AN JNDEPENlIENT GI .. eA
L 
l'!OUN( AND I~ SUN-CENTERED TO Wl1lilN 10 ARC S. 
-----
- SOLAR "A~II1UM MISSION. IIEEVES~------~-----------------­
INVESTIGATIO'( NAME- XUV SPEClflOUELtOIlETER 
Il.!.SDC 10- SMM -0> 











E _M. REEIIES HARVARI! COLLEGE OBS 
DI R.W. HOYES UARVARD COLLEGE oas 
DI G.L. WITHBROE HARVARO COLLEGE oas 
01 - J.G. lIMOTHY HARVARD COLLEGE OBS 
01 M.V. lO"BECK HARVAIID COLLEGE OBS 
BRIEf IIESCIlIf'tlON 
THE SCIENTlflC OBJECTIVES Of TillS ElCPERHIENT INCLUOE THE 
DETERMINAIION OF THE THREE-DII"IENSIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE SOLA
R 
PLASMA IN ACTIVE REGIONS ASSO'-!AtEO WITII SOLAR FLARES, T
HE 
STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION Of ACTlIIE REGION LOOPS ANt; CORON
AL 
IIOLES .. AND MICROSCOPIC AND MACROSCOPIC VELDCtTIES FOR ACTI
VE 
REGIONS AND FLARES. to ACHIEVE THESE OBJECTIVES; TH
IS 
UpERI"ENt lULL "EASURE ELECTRON TEMPERAtURES FRO" INTENSIT
Y 
IlAllOS Of A PAJR OF LlNES Of OER,YLLlU"w AtJD LlTIIIU"-lUE ION
S; 
ELECTRON DENS1TIES FROM EIIISSlON LlNE t'NTENSJtY RAtUS AND fRO
M 
ABOLUTE INTENSITIES Of OPTltALLY TIIJN E"ISSION LINES, AND fLAR
E 
PLASMA MORPHOLOGY AND ""GNETIC FJELD CONfiGURATIONS fliO
M 
EMISSION LINES CHARACTElllStIC OF A WIDE RANGE Of lEfIIPEliAlIJRES
. 
THE TELESCOPE SECTION Of Thl; INSTRU"ENT CONSISTS Of A !:ING
LE 
Off-AXIS PARABOLOID "1IIAOil SEG"ENt; SERVO-CONTIIOLU:O 
TO 
MAINTAIN FOCUS ON TilE ENTRANCE ~LIT. THE SPECTIIOIIETER SECTlON 
CONSl'$'TS Of A GII"lING-INUDENct ROWLAND 1I0UNTlNG WIlH A fIXED 
ARRAY OF DETEctORS ON A CARRIAGE THAT CAN BE DRIVEN ALONG TU
E 
FOCAL tURIIE TO ACIIIEVE VARIOU" POLYCIIROIIMJC POSITIONS 
011 
PERFORM PARTIAL OR COMPLEtE WAVELENGTH SCANS. SPATIA
L 
RESOLUTION 15 4 DY 4 ARC 5 OVfR A RASTER SIZE VARIABLE fRDII 2: 
ARC S TO 46 BY 46 ARC MIN. THE SPECTRAL RANGE COVERED IS 20 TO
 
716 A AND 92:9 TO 1332: A WITH A RESOLUTION Of 0.1 " FWII". 
------
- SOLA" "AXl"UM 1'I1SSION; TANOBERG-HANSSEN----------------
INVESllGATlOH NAME- ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER AND POLARIIIETER 






PI - E. 
01 - Ii .G. 
01 - J.II" 
Ol-J.t. 
ot - E.C. 
Ol R. D. 
01 - C .L. 




HIGH ALTliuDE oas 













TilE nBJECTlVES OF TillS EXPERI"F.NT ARE TO STUDY SOLAR 
ULTRAVIOLE.T AAoJAllONS fRO~ ACTIVE REGIONS. FLARES, tNP TilE 
CORorlA IN ORDER TO DETERIIINE THE PIIYSICAL PARAIIETERS 
or 
TEMPERATURE. DENSIty, VELOC.lty. ANo "AGNETIC fIELD IN TilE SUN
'S 
ATIIOSPHERE, ANII TO CONDUCT AN AERONOMY PROGRAM TO MEASU
RE 
VARIOUS CONSTlTUENTS IN THE EARill'S ATMOSPHERE a, MEASUIiING fH
E 
AtMOSPHERIC EXTINCTION OF SUNLIGHT AT SPACECRAFT DUSK AND OAIo
IN. 
THIS tNSTRUIIENT IS A "ODIfIED VERSION Of TilE 
YELESCOPE-SPECTROGRAPII SYSTEM FLOWN ON TilE EIGHTH ORDIlIN
G 
SOLAR DDSfRVATOR, (0$05). tHE INSTRUIIENf COVERS THE 110D TO 
3000 A REGION WITII A SPECTRAL RESOLUTION OF "SOUT 0.010 
A. 
FWH"; AND OBSERVES AN ARE. OF TO 4 B' 4 ARC MIN IN SIZE AT A 
POINT DETERMINED BY TilE SPACECRAFT POIHTlNG SYSTEM; WHH 
A 
SP"TIAL RESOLUT ION CO""ANDADLE BETWEEN 1 BY 1 ARC SAND 30 
BY 
30 ARC S. POLARt-zATlON IS "EASURED USING A ROTAlIHG 
QUARtER-liiAVE PLATE INSERTED I'" THE LIGIIT PATH SO "LL rOUR 
STOICES PARAIIETERS CAN BE DETERMINED. IT IS POSSIBLE TO SELECT
 
ANY OF SIX PAIIiS Of LINES fOR POLAHIMETRY AND ANY Of THREE SET
S 
OF FOUR LINES FOR SPECTROSCOPY TO ALLOW SIMULTANEOUS ANALYS
IS 
AT DIFI'"ERUn IIEIGHTS tN THE SOLAR "TMOSPHERE. 
------
- SOLAR MAItI"Uf'\ II1SSION; IIILLSOt-<---------------------




PI - R.C. wiLLSON 
BRIer DESCRIPtiON 
INVE-SlIGATlVE PROGRA" 
PHYSICS AND ASTRONO"Y 
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINECS) 
SOLAR PIIYS I CS 
THE OBJECllVE OF THIS ElIPERHIENT J"S TilE IIEASUREMENT OF 
TilE TOTAL SOLAR IRIIAGrANCE IoIllH STAte-Of-THE-ART ACCUII .. CV AND 
PRECISION. TilE TOTAL SOLAII lRRADIANCE fRO" TilE fAR-ULTRAVIOLE
T 
THAOUGII THE FAR-INfRARED WAVELENGiHS IS MEASURED I:Y THR
EE 
ACTIVE CAVITY RAD·tOMETER (TYPE JV) DETECTORS. tHESE DETECTORS 
ARE ELECTRIULLY SELf-C-ALIBRATEO. CAvltY PYRItEllOMETERS ANti A
RE 
EACH CAPABLE Of DEFINING THE ABSOLUTE RADUilON SCALE IIITH 
/l1j 
UNCERTAINTY Of O.t P,",RCEHT IN TilE INTERNA1l0NAL SYSTEM Of 
UNITS. 
"1"- ,_.- j , ... ~ ., -_ ... :,-';' ._-:-,'::-"-













 5PACElAB , •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAf I C()M'ION NA"'E- SPAtELAB 1 
ALTERN"T£ NAMES-
HSSDC 10- SPAlo\01 
LAUNCH BATE.- 11/00/80 WElGHT- 14500. KG 
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNJUD SUTfS 
LAUNCH VEIIICLE- 5 IIUTT LE: 
SPDNSDRttlG COUNTRY/AGENCY 
HHERfU Tl aNAL 
UNLTEO STAles 
PlANNEb 01l91T pARAI'IETERS 
DROIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 




5C - II. 













THE FIRST SPACELIIO IUSSION 15 A JOHn NASA AND EUROPEAN 
SPACE AGENCY (ESt.) IHSSION. $PACELAB 1 CONS-ISH Of" 
PRES5UIltz:EO COI'IPAIHI1ENT OIODULE) fOR HOUSING EQUIPMENT il.ND 
rLlGHl PERSONNEL AND II SPAtE EXPOSEII PLATFOIlII TO ACCOJl!OOATE
 
INSlRU"IENlS. THE COIIPARTIIENT AND PLATfORM ARE fLOWN INTO SPACE
 
AND REtURNED INSIDE THE PAYLOAII COIIPAIITMENT o)f THE SPAce 
SHUTTLE OIlGllER. THE MISSION 15 PLANNEO TO LAST 7 DATS, ANO 
IIHILE IN SPACE. THE ORBllER PATLOAD COMPARll'IENl 000115 ARE
 
OPENEO TO ALLOill 'I1EWING Of THE £o\RTH. SUN. ANO OEEP SPACE. tHE
 
fOLLOWiNG INVESllGAll(lNS ARE IN THE DEftNl"IlON STUDT PHASE. AN 
IMAGING SPECTRDMERlC OBSER\lAtOIlT. SPACE EXP£Rl"!ENTS WITH
 
PARTlCLE ACCELERATORS. STUDIES Of THE IONOlAlION STAtES OF
 
SOLAR AND GALACtIC COS,'IIC RAY HEA\lY NUCLEI. ATIIOSPHEIIIC
 
el'USSION PHOTOMETRIC HI~GING. fAR UV OBSERVATlONS USING THE 
fAUST INSTRUIIENT. HlE PARtiCLE DOSIIIETRY. NuTATION Of
 
HELtANTHUS ANNUUS. VESTIBULAR EXPERIIIENTS. INfLUENCE Of SPACE
 
FLlGHT ON ERTTHROKINETICS IN MAN. CHARACTERllATION O
f 
PEHSISIING CIRtADI~N RHYTHIIS. VESTIBULO-SPINAL REFLEX 
MECHANISIIS. EFFECTS ON PROLONGEO WEIGHTLESSNESS. GEOPHTSICAL
 
FLUID fLOW. WEltING-SPREADING AND OPERATING CHARACTEIIISTJCS or
 
BEARING LUBIRCANTS IN A H,RO GRAVITY ENVIRONI'\ENT. TRIHOLOGICAL
 
STUDIES or fLUID LUBRICATED JOURNAL BEAlilNGS. ACT IVE CAU TV
 
RADIOMETER SOLAR IRRADIANCE KONlTOR. ATJIIOSPHERIC TRACE
 
MOLECULEs OBSERVED BY SPECTROSCOPY. GRILLE SPECTROMETER. WAVES
 
IN THE OH E'tJSSIVE LAYER. TEIU"EIIATURE-WIND IN
 
IIESOSPHERE-T'iERMOSPHERE. HAND 0 LTIIAN ALPHA. SOLAR SPEClRU
" 
fROII 1900 A TO 4 JIIICROJIIETERS. LOW-ENERGT ELECTRONS. MAGNETIC 
FIELD 'IE:ASUREMENT .. PHENO'IENA INDUCED BT CHARGED PAR1tCLE BEAMS
. 
SOLM CONSTANT. VERY IIUE fiELD Cf!I'IERA. X-kA' SPECTIIOSCOP¥
. 
HEA\ly COSMIC RA¥ ISOTODES. VESTIBULAR SLED, SLED EXPERIMENTS
. 
LYI'IPHOCHE PRoLIFERATION IN WEIGHTLESSNESS. MASS
 
DISCRI'IIN"TION. "'~ASUREl'IENT OF INTRATHORxlC IILOOD PRESSURE. 
~DvANCED 31I)STACK. 3-01"'ENSIONAL BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPH'. EFfE.tT 
OF RADIATION. ELECTROPHYSI3LOGHAL TAPE RECORDER, CIlLLECTION Of
 
BLOOD SAllrLES. JIIATERIAL SCIENce FACILlfT. "'ETIIIC C"MERA .. AND
 
MI CROIIAVE SeA T T EROMETEII-R AD I OMET ER. 
-----
- SPACELAB 1. IIEGHIN---------------------------------
INVESTlGAT!ON NAME- PHENOIIENA INIIUCEO BY CHARGED PARtiCLE 
BEAMS 
NSSDC lO- SPAlAB1-25 INVESTIGATIVE PROGR"M 
CODE ST/co-Op 
INVEStJGATION OISCIPLlNE(S) 
PARllCLES AND fl ELOS 
IONOSPHfllES 
PERSON~EL 
PI C. BEGHIN CNRS. m fOR SPECTROJII 
O! , . ARNAL CNRS 
O! ,. HAMELlN CNRS 
01 .. HENRY CNRS 
O! ". PIRRE 
CNAS 
01 J.J. BERlHELl-EIi [NRS 
01 J. LAU£:RENAT CNRS 
01 II.N. !!AEIILUM NDRE 
01 - J. 1110,111 NDRE 
01 R. 30SWELL ESA-ESTEC 
01 - .. GONFALON£: ESA-eSTEC 
01 - T. SANDERSON ES"-ESTEC 
BIIIEf DESCRIPTION 
TilE EXPERIMENT OBJECtiVES ARE TO USE ~N ELECTRON AND ION 
Be"'" GUN (UP TO 10 KEVl .. At-! ASSOCIATEII WAVE RECEIVER <uP TO 100 
"Hl.).ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PROBe. AND THREE PARTICLE DETECTORS 
TO en STUDT 10NOSPilERIC NEUTR"L1Z"TlON PROCESSES BT
 
STUOY1NG TilE STABILJTT Of THE ELECtRONIC P01EtHI"L OF tHE GUN
 
W1TH RESPECT TO THE PLASMA. (2.) SlUOT PLASMA INSTABILIllES BT
 
MEASURING £! ECTRICAL <UP TO 100 IIHl) AND MAGNETIC (lOO Hl UP to 
20 MHl) w,I,\IE COIIPONENT.5. (3) USE THE SHUTTLE 1'I0110N TO PERFORM 
ION BOUNCE EXPERII1ENTS. (4) STUOl Tile 0+ INTERACTiON W1TH tHE 
NEUTRAL AT"OSPIIERE. AND (5) MONITOR THE SECONDARY ELEtTltON 
fLU~. lHE EQUIPIIENT CONSISTS ~. A" ACltVE PACItAGE COIfSISTlNG 
Of AN ELECTRON GUN. AN ION ION (DEUTERIUM AND XENON). A 





ANHNNA; MAGNETiC ANTENNA. AND TIIO PARlicLE OETECTORS. 
------
- SpACE LAB 1. aENToN-------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- HlE-PARtICLE DOSIMETER' 
NSSPC ID- SPALA01-'1 
PERSONNEL 
PI E.V. 
01 - D.O. 








PARTICLES AHD fiELDS 
SPACE BIOLOGY 
U Of CALIF. SAN fRANC. 
U Of CALIF. SAN FAANC. 
U Of CALlF. SAN FRANC. 
tHE OBJECllVES OF lHIS EXPERII'IENT ARE to PRonOE BASELINE 
DATA fOR EVALUATION Of RADlATlON IIISI( TO MAN fROM IIZE PARTICLES 
ON THIS AN~ fU1URE SP"CELAB I'115S10NS. AND TO CONTINUE ,\ PIIOGRAM 
Of DOCUI'IEN1ATtON Of HlE pAIITtCLE RADIATION INSIDE IIANNU
 
SPACECRAfT WHICH HAS INCLUDED APOLLO, SKYLAB. AND ASTP
 
MISSIONS. THE EQUIPIlENt CONSISTS Of -- (1) A PASSIVE DOSIMETER 
PACICU (PDP) CONTAINING PLAnlC NUCLEAR TRACK DETECTOAS. AN 
AGCl CRY'STAL DETECTOR (CO). AND tHERIIOLUl'1lt1ESCENCE OETEI-TOR 
(TLO) CIIiPS. AND (2.) A THICK PLASTIC STACK (TPSl CONSISttNG Of 
A STACIC OF 200 LUAN POLY'CARBONATE. PLASTIC flU!S. 
------
- SPACELAB 1, 8ER1AUX---------------------______________ _ 
INVESTIGATION NAME- INVESllGATlON ON ATI'IOSPHEIIIC II AND 0 
THROUGH THE MEASUREMENT Of LlIIAN-ALPHA 
NSSOC ID- SPALAB1-,2 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J.L. BERTAUX 









THE EXPERJI'IElH OBJECTIVES ARE -- TO USE A LYMAN-ALPHA 
PIIOTOIIE"TER EQUIPPED WITH II AND 0 ABSORP1l0N CELLS TO MEASURE 
OEU1ERIU" ["'ISHON. TO 08SERve PR010N PRE:tlpJTATlON IN lllE 
AURORAL ANO EQUATORIAL ZONES, TO USE A HYDROGEN ABSOilPTlON CELL 
AS A TECHNIQUE TO ELIMINATE fHE: INTERPLANE'lARY LYMAN-ALP)!A 
BACKGROUND. TO DeSERVE THE $EPAC PROTON GUN INTERACllO' W1TH 
THE 5TS/SPACElAB ENVIRONMENT, AN~ TO ATTEMPT TO " .SURE 
AT"OSPHERIC HTOROGEN LYIIAN-ALPHA EMISSIONS. THE EII.U1PMENT
 
CONS1STS Of A PHOTO"ETER WIlH AN ATOMIC HYDROGEN ABSORPllON
 
CELL AND AN ATOMIC DEUTERIUII ABSORPTION CELL. AND A SOLAII BLIND
 
PHOTOIIULTIPLIER FOR DElECTOR. 
-.----- 5PACELAB 1. BISWAS--------------------------__________ _ 
INVE~·TG&.110N N~ME- 10NIl.AtION STATES OF SOLAR AND GALACTIC 
CCSf'l1C RAY HEAVT NUCLEI STUDIES 
NSSDC 10- SPALAB1-0b 
PERSONNEL 
PI - S. 
PI - O. 
01 - R. 
01 - N. 
01 - V. 











PARTICLES AND fIELDS 
COSI1IC RATS 
TATA INST Of FUNP RES 
Pl\lSICAL RESEARCH LAB 
TATA INST Of FUND RES 
TAlA 11'51 or fUNO RES 
TATA INST OF FUND RES 
TATA INST OF fUND RES 
THE EXPERlIIENT DBJECnVES ARE TO "EASURE THE 10NIZATlON 
STATES OF HEAVT ELEP1ENTS to TO FE) IN SOLAR COS"IC RATS AND 1HE 
LOW-(NERGT GALACTt[ COSMIC-RAY 10NltATION STATES. TilE DETECTOR 
MODULE CONSISTS Of A THIN UPPER STACK OF KODAK CELLULOSE
 
NilRATE (CN) PLASTIC SHEETS. A LOWER STACK 0' KODAK CELLULOSE 
NITRATE ([Nl W1TH LEXAt-! POLYCARBONATE SHEETS AT THE BOTTOM. AND 
AN eLECTRONIC DRIVE SYSTEM" 
------
- SPACEL"B 1. BOELLA-------------------___________ _ 
INVESTlGAT10N NA"E- ASTRONO"'ICAL X-R"Y SPECTROSCOPY USING A 
GAS SCINTlLLAllON PROPORTIONAL COUN1ER 





































PI - G_ BDEU. U COLLEGE LO"IION 
01 I.L.' .BOYO U COLl.EGE LONDON 
01 G. BROWL.lE "UllARO SPACE SCI LA. 
01 
- J .L. CULHANE "ULLARO SPACE SCI LA' 
01 J. l11E5 MUllARD SPACE SCI LA, 
01 P. SANFORD "UllARD SPACE SCI LAB 
01 R.II. ANDIIESE~ ESA-£-~ I Et 
01 - .. PEM;OClC eSA-ESJEC 
01 B.G. tAYlOR ESA-ESfEC 
01 ,. SALEHI CNII,COS"JC PHYSICS 
'" 01 - L. SCAliSI eN/iI,COSlne PHY':;! CS 
'" 01 
- G. VILLA CNII,COSMn PHySICS LAB 
BRIEf DESCRJPHON 
THE UPEJll"ENT DBJECllV£$ AU (11 1,0 USE GAS 
S(tNTlLLATlON PROPORTIONAL COUNTEI! <1.S-S0 KEII, 5-bEG .. flELI! Of 
VIEW, LESS THAN 11i PERCENT JlESOLUnON A1 6 KEI/) TO MUSUIIE 
SPECTIIAL FEATURES OF GALACTIC )I-RAY SOURCES, THE OIffUSE X-RAY 
BACKGROUND. CLUSHRS OF GALA;llES. ANO THE II-RU FLOUIEstENte 
FIIO" THE EARTH'S ATf'lOSPHERE. ANO (2) 1Q TEST CAPABILITY fO 
REJECT CHAIIGED PARTlelE BACKGROUND RADUlION WHOSE ENERGY IS 
HUR THAT OF WEAK X-RAY SOURCES. THE EQUIPMEIH IS" A GAS 
SClHULLATJON COUNTER HAVING A 2:5-100 'UCIIOUTER IIERYLUUM 
WINIlOw. XENON CHAMIIER. PHOTOMULTIPLIER OET£C1"OIi. AND A PULSE 
HEIGHT ANALYZER. 
------- SPACELAB 11 ffOWYER----------------------------
INVESTIGAT'IOH NAME- f~R UV OBSERVATIONS USING THE fAUST 
INSTRUMEIH 
HSSDC 10- SPALAB1-D7 
PERSONNEL 
PI - C.S. 
01 - G.t. 
01 - J .M. 










U Of CALIf, BERKELEY 
CNIIS-LAS 
LOS 
U OF CALIf, BERKELEy 
THE EXPERIMEHT OBJECTIVE IS TO PERfORM UV ('lDO-3~00 A) 
BROADBAHD IMAGING BEAIIIHG AND LOll RESOLUTION (20-200 A) 
SPECTROSCOPY OF GLOBULAR CLUSfERS, GALACTIC CLUSfElIS, 
QUASI-STELLAR OBJECTS, NEARBY GALAXIES, UV STARS, EHTENOED 
SOURCES. GEOCORONA, ANO SPACELAB 1 CONTAPllHANTS. THE EQUlPI'I£'H 
CONSISTS OF A FAR ULTRAVIOLET SPAtE TELESCOPE (FAUST) AND AN 
ELECTRONIC lIHERFACE fIIOOULf. 
------- SPACELAB 1. BROIlN--------------------------------------
INVESl"IGATIOH HA"E- NUTATION OF HELlANTHUS ANNUUS 
NSSDC 10- SPALABl-12: 
PERSONNEL 
PI A .H. 
01 - A.O. 









U or PENNSYLVANIA 
U Of PENNSYLVANIA 
U OF PENNSYLVANIA 
THE eXPERIPlENT OBJECTtVES AilE TO -- (1) OETER"lNE 
QUANTITATIVELY WIIETHER THE CONDlnOt.i Of SUSTAINED 
WEIGHTLESSNESS PRODUCES TNE 51."£ DA"PtNG OR INHIBITING EFFECT 
ON PLANT NUTATION AS DOES ROTATlON ON A ItORJlONTAL CLINOSTAT ON 
EARTH, (2) "USURE TilE PERlOD AND AMPLUUDE OF ANY NUTATlONAL 
OSCILLATIONS BY THE SEEDLINGS WHICH PlAY BE OBSERVED UNDER THE 
CONDl"T'IDNS Of SUH'AlliEO WEIGHTLESSNESS, AND (3,) GAIN EXPERIENCE 
IN THE CONDUCT OF A PLANT PIIYSIOLOGI,CAL EXPERIMENT IN A 
PlULTUIISt-lPLJNARY SPACE LABORATORY IN IlHjC!! OIVERSE fAClLlTIES 
Aile- TO BE SHAREO. THE EQUIPI!ENT CONSl_SfS (!F -- DARK BOot, 
InTHlN WHall FOUR TEST PLANTS ILLUPlINA1ED BY INFRARED LIGHT ARE 
LOCATED IN THE FJELD Of VIEW Of A VlDEO CA"EIIA, 1I0TON 
CO"PARTI!ENTS. PLANT "OOULES.. BATTERY PACk", vtoE-O TAPE DATA 
RECORDER. CONfROL ELECTRONICS, AND A CARRY-ON PlODULE CONTAINER 
Of 28 PLANT MDOULES. 
---- SPACE-LAB 1 .. BUtItER---------~------------~ .----~-----
INVESrIGATlON NAPlE- AOVANceo BIOSTACK EXPERltlENT 
PER50N"EL 





U Of fRANkFURT 
'" 
SR!EF DESCRIPTION 
THE EXPEIIMENT OBJECTiVes ARE to INCREASE THE KNOWLEDGE 
Of HIE PARTICLES EHECT ON BIOLOGICAL SPECUII::NS. TO ASSESS 
QUANTIlAllVEL" THE HUERFERENCE Of HIE PARTICLES W1TH OHI[/; 
BIOLOGICAL STUDIES IN SPACE .. TO DETER"lN!; THE DIS"TIUBUTlON or 
HlE PARTICLES AT DIFFERENT lOCATIONS IN THE "OOULE AND ON TIiE 
PALLET, AHD ESTABLISH RAOIATION PROlECJIDN GUIDELINES rOR "A" 
AND BIOLOCiICAL EXPERIMENTS IN FUTUPE SPAte FLIGHTS~ THE 
EQUIPMENT CONSISTS Of fOUR CYLINbERS Willi LAYERS Of OlfHREN1 
BIOLOGICAL OBJECTS BetwEEN DIffERENT Tll:AtlC OETHTORS. 
INtEGRATING DOSIMETERS, AND SPECIALLY SELEtTto TRACIC DETECTORS. 
~----- 5PACELAB 1. COGOLI---------------~-------------------
INVESTIGATlON NA"E- LY"PHOcyTE PROLIfERATION IN 
IlEiGHTLESSNESS 
ItSSDC ID- SPALABl-36 
PERSONNEL 






U Of lURI!;H 
THE ElIPEIUIIENf OBJECTIVE IS TO GAIN fURTHER JNHIR"AlJON 
ON THE TRIGGERING Of THE JII"UNORESPONSE AND ON THE IIECHANISN Of 
EUCARYOTlC CELL OIFfERENTIAtlON DURING LONG-bUIlATlON 
SPACEFLIGHTS. THE EQUIPMENT CONsaTS OF AN INCUBATOf'. fOUR 
FLASICS OF HUll AN ULOOD, AND A veSSEL fOR LIQUID AIR. 
---- SPAceLAB 1, COURTes-------·-------~------------------
INVESliGATlON NA"E- VERY lolDE FJELD GALACTlC CAMERA 




01 - J.P. 














THE ElIP£lUPlENT OBJ£CTlVE IS TO STUDY ZODIACAL LIGIH AND 
GEGENSCHEIN. LlITENDED GALACTIC OBJECTS. SKY BACkGROUND, 
CONt-INUU" LIGHT AND E"ISSION LINES IN Nll REGIONS, EHENSION OF 
GALACTlC AND ElITRAGALACllC "ATERIAL, STARS ANO STAR-LIkE 
OBJECts, BRIGHT UV OBJECTS, DUST CONTAIIINAllON AROUND SPACELAB, 
AND E"ISSION ANO MRPHOLOGY STUDJES Of AT"OSPHERIC 
CONSTI'TUENTS, WIlli WJDE FtELD (60 DEG) ULTRAVIOLET (1,30 TO 300 
N") AND SPECTROGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY. THE EOUIPI'IENT CONSISTS Of 
A WIOE-FI:ELD "'''Ii:II .. CONs-ISllNG Of A HYPEReOLIC COLLECTOR. 
INTERCHANGEABLE SCH"IC' CHAIIBERS (INCLUDING PRISII. FLAT MIRRORS 
ANO fILTERS)' IIE"OVA - PRox'iMITY FOCuSED INTENSInER UtltJlING 
A CHANNEL ELEnRON /1'1,/1. ·(PL(ER ARIIAY ((EfIIA) OETECTOR SYSTEI! WITH 
A 100 rRA"E fILII PACI(AI>E. 
------- SPA CELAB 1, C RO"MEL YNCk--------------------------------
tNVESTJGAliON NAPlE- AeS-OLUTE MEASUREMENT OF THE SOLAII 
CONSU,.,T 
NSSDC 10- SPALAB1-26 
PERSONNEL 
PI D. 
01 - V. 









ROY "ETEOROL INST BELG 
e:SA-ESTEC 
ESA-ESTEC 
THE EXPERI"ENT OBJHllllES ARE (1) TO USE A 
SELF-CALI BRAT ING RADIOI'IETER TO "USURE THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF 
THE SOLAR CONSTAN,T AND TO-IIEASUIIE ANY LONG-TERPI VARIATJONS IN 
THE SOLAR CONSTANT, ANb (2) TO USE SURFACES O_f fUSED SILICA AND 
METAL ElIPOSED TO PALLET CONCI TlOHS TO OETERMINE THE AMOUIH or 
DEGREDATION Of OPTICAL SURFACE'S DUE TO CONDllIONS ON THE 
-SPACE-LAe PALLET. THE EQUIPMENT CONSUlS OF AN ABSOLUTE 
RAOIOI'IETEII wITH AN INBUILT STABILITY CHHIC. 
------- SPACELAB 1, OElloRe.j ----------------------------------
INVESTIGATIO," NA"E- TIIIBIOU"ICAL STUOIES OF FUIIIl LU8RICAln 
JOURNAL 













PI • II:~E. DEMOREST 





THE ElIPEIIUIEHt OBJ ECTIVES ARE "TO ~. DfTERftltU THE (HEU 
or ZERO GRAVllY ON THE DPfllAlION or flUID LUBRICATEO JOURNAL 
BEARINGS, (l.) DeSERVE fLUID fLOII-SURfACE WETTING AND 
H'tDROOYNAlUC flUID FOIl"ATJON IN JOUIIJlAL BEARINGS OPENING IN
 
IERO GRAVIn, (3) OBSERVE AND MEASURE OVMA,UC JN51ABILlTl£5 IN 
HYOROOl"""IC BEARINGS IN ZERO GRAVITy, (4) EVALUATE THE USE Of 
MAGNETiC fIELDS ANII FElUIO!>UBAICAtHS FOR PREVENllNG ClTNAMlC 
iNstABILITY lit JOURNAL 9f-IIRlNGS OPERATING IN ZERO GRAVnT, AND 
(5) EVAIOIIT'!: THE use Of I'IAGNE1IC fJELtrS fDA CONTROLLING 
fERROFLUIDS IN lEIiO GIIAI/ITY. EQUIPMEllT CONSISTS Of -- T'PIC~L 
JOURNAL SEARtHG AND LUBRICANT. FERROfLUIO LU~RltATEO "AGNETIC 
JCURNAL.. TIlANSPARENt BEARINGS FACILtUTE PHOTOGRAPHY
 '-"0 
OBSERVAtlONI 101010 .- CAPIERA. 
---•• SPACELAB 11 ENGE------.---------.----------------
--
INyESlIGATlON NAI'!E- ISOTOPE SlA~1I. 
NSSOC 10- SPAU,Bl-29 
PERSON~EL 
PI W. 
01 - R. 









INST P.A NUCLEAR PHYS 
INST P.A NUCLeAR PHYS 
INST ptA NUCLEAR PH'S 
HIE EXPERII'IEltT OBJECTlVE IS TO USE A STACK Of PL.'ST IC 
SHEETS TO MEASURE HEAVY COSMIC-RAY NUCLEI CCHARGE t- ~ 31 50 IIIEV 
PER NUCLEON TO 2 GEV PER NUCLEON1 1 AND TO OETERPIINE THE SOURI..£I 
ActELEIlAUONI PROPAGAtlONI AND AGE Of coslue RAYS. TI'E 
EQUIP,",ENT CllNSISTS OF A STACK OF LAYERS OF PLASl'lC VISUAL TRA!K 
DETECTORS HOU~ED IN A SEALED ALUMINUM CONU)NER. 
------
- SPACELAB 11 ESA STAFr--------~---·-----------,-~ 
INVESTlGH10N N"''1E- tlETRIC CAPIERA FAtILJTY 








EARTH IIHOURCES SURVEY 
ESA-EST£[ 
THE "ETRll U,PlERA FACILITY HAS A IEtSS RMK A 30/23 AERUL 
SURVEY ~AMERA AND A SKYLAB OPTICAL WINPOWI WllH THE FOLLOWING 
"A IN CilARAtlERI5TlCS -- r '" 305 1'1/11 f-STOFS AVAIL!'IBLE - f-J'S.6 .. 
F/81 F/111 SHUtlER SPEEDS - 11100 AN~ lIH!OO S; NEIiATIVE SIZE -
23 X 23 eM (LENGTH FOR 450 PHOTOS- PER_I'IAr,UINE). ANGLE DF flELD 
IS- 56 OEGI !'IND ... RESOLVLNG POWER OF 40 PER MM. BLACK AND 
WHITE; COLOR. AND COI..OR 1Il FlLlIS CAN 9E USED. THE MAIN TOPIC
S 
fOR THE PIIOP05EO l'!EASUREIlf:NTS ARE -- ANALynCAL MEASUREI'
IENts 
FOR CONTROL EX1ENSION.1 TOPOGRAPHIC M"PPI~GI ORTIIOPH010MAPPING .. 
RESOLUTION EXPERtI'lENTI ANI) THE,"IA1IC MAPPJNG ANI) 
IHTERPRE'TA T J ON. 
------
- SPACELA9 1'1 ESA STAFF-~~-----------------------.:..-------
INVESTIGATION NAME- I'IICROWAVE F"C1LlTY 
NSSDC ID- SPALAB1-:59 
PERSONNEL 








THE OBJECTIVES Of THE MICROWAVE FACILITY IS DEVELOPMENi 
OF ALL-WEATHER REMOTE SENSING METHODS .. STUDY SIiiNSOR-O
BJECT 
IN1ERACT:,ON BY l'lEASUR£II'E~T OF OCEAN SURFACE WAVE SPECTRA WlTH A 
DUAL-FREQUENCY SC;'TTEROI\.ETER AND VERIfY SYNTHETIC APERATURE 
RADAR BEliAl/lOR. THE ~o.UlPMENT CONSISTS OF (1) AN 
ANTENNA-PARA30LH O,ISK WITH DIREn HORN FEfOINGI A
CTUAL 
APERATURE TOBI EFFECnVE APERATURE ABOUT a M UIIWTH AND 1 " 
ELEVATION. BEAMWID1H OF :5 DEG. AND EfFlc-tENCY OF ,I.PPROII.lI'IA
TELY 
66 PERCENT. (2) A RECEIVER - COHERENT PULSE RECE1VER WlTH FIXED 
NUMBER Of UNGE GAiES. COHERENT PULSE RECEtVER AND A BROA
DBANP 
RADIOMETER. ANO (3) fif ELECTRONICS - OPERA-T1NG fREQUENCY 1BDI 
CARRIER FREQUENCY 8.50 Mlll:1 AND AVUAGE Rf POWER OF ABOUT 2~ W_ 














THE SPACE SLED fACJLITY IS PROVIDED FOR VES-TJBULAR 
RESEARCH ON HUI'IAN AND ANIIl"L TEST SUBJECTS. VA
RIOUS 
ACCELERATlON PROflLES ARE AVAlLABLE, INCLUDING OSClLU,TJON
 AT A 
RATE Of 0.02· TO 1 III IN THE RANGE Of 0.1-0 .. 5 GI ,"'TH SINUSOIDAL 
AND CONStANT ACCflERATION. POSITIONING 15 AVAILABLE 360 OEG 
AROUNO THE UPRIGHT Alt15, ANI) PLUS OR MINUS 90 t>'O.G IIROUND THE 
LATERAL AlliS. 
SPACE lAB t, ESA SlA'f--------------------
INVESTIGAtION NAIIE- SPACE PROC£$SJNG LABORATORY 










THE S-PACE PROCESSING lABORATORY CONSISTS Of THREE 
CAtEGOIIIE5 SYSTEI! EQUIPI'IENTI MATERUL S-ClENCES 
INSTRUMENTAtION. AND M"'ERIAL SCIENCES exPERIMENTS. 
THE 
CONCEPTUAL D£SIGN Of THE GR"DIENT HEATING FACILITY rOil
 HIGH 
TEIIPERATURE 1-5 OUENTED TO,",""OS TYPICAL I'IETALLURG1CALI CRYSTAL 
GIiOI/THI AND GLASS UPERltlENTS-. 
~-~---- SPACI:LAB 11 F"RMER~-------------------------------
--
INVESTlGAll\l1l N"'IE- ATMOSPHERlC TRACE MOLECULES OBSEIIVEO B
Y 
SPECTROS-COPY 
NSSOC ID- SPALAB1-05 
PERSONNEL 
PI - C.B 
01 - R. 
01 - J .. 
01 - R. 
01 - O. 
01 - R. 
01 - f. 
01 - R. 
01 - R. 
01 - J .. 
01 - J. 


























U Of LIEGE 
OHIO SlATE U 
NASA-GISS 
NASA-l"RC 
THE OBJECTIVE Of THts- EXPERUIENT IS 10 USE 
HLGH-IIESOLUTION~ BOARDBANO (2-16 MICROME1ERS) INFRAREO 
ABSORPTlON SPECTRA TO -- (1) DETERIIINE filE VARIABILITY OF MINOR 
"'iO TRACE CONSTITUENTS OF THE UPPER AT"OSPIIERE 0, A GLOBA
L 
SCALEI ""';:- TO STUDY CHARACTERISTic RESIDENCE 'TIllES FOil 
THESE 
CONSTITUENT-S I THE IIAGNllUDE Of THEa SOURCE AND SINKS I 
AND 
THEJR EFFECTS ON THE SUBILlT' OF THE A,TMOSPHERE. "N
O (2.) 
PROVIDE A CAlIilRATED SPECTRAL BACKGROUND ATLAS ESSENllA
L FOR 
THE DESIGN Of ADVANt'ED INSTRUM!:NTATlOt. TO BE USEQ fOk GLOBAL 
MONITORING OF CRlT.lCAL ATMOSPHERIC SPECIES. THE Eo.UI
PMENT 
CONSISTS OF A RAPID-SCAN I FOURIEII-lNTERfERENCEI SPECTRO
KETUI 
SySTEM CONTAINING (1) AN OPTICAL SYSTEM CONSIST-ING Of THE 
B"SIC INTERFERO"ETEII. fOREOPlJCSI DETECTOR OPTICSI SUNTIIA
CKER I 
PHOTO C""'ERAI CRYOS'-TAt AND FILTER WHEELI (2) A CONliNUOUS-SC"N
 
SERVO SYSTEII, (3J AN lR SIGNAL HANDLInG SYSTEI'II (4) A 
DATA-UANOLlNG SY!iTEM I (5) A CONTROL/I'IONltORING SYSTffll1 AHD (6
) 
'''E IR COOLING S-YSTEM AND PRESSURl1:A1l0H SYSTEM. 
------
- SPACELAB 11 uAUER------------~-~~--------------------
INVESlIGATION NAME- MEASUREIIENT Of (CENTRAL) VENOUS PRESSURE 
BY PUNCTUR-ING AN All" VUN 
NS-SDC 10- SPALAB1-31 
FERSONNEL 















U OF BEIiLlM 
U OF BERLIN 
U OF BERUN 















THE UPERl"ENT OBJEC'tIVE IS TO paatURE ABSOLUTE DATA THAT 
THE "ClAPlIO" OF "'INERAL ANII WATER "'fUPDlI::" TO THE WEIGHTLESS 
CONDIT JON IS tNITlATED SV THE ENGORGE"ENT Of THE CEPHALAD 
CIRCULATION. TltE EQUIPMENT CONUINS A STRAIN GAGE "AND"'ETER. 
TAPE RECORDER, AND BATTERIES. 
----- SPAC£LAB 1, 6"U£II-----------------------------------
INVESTlGATlON HAIIE- COLLECTION BLOOD 5o\"PLES FOR DETERfIIUUNIo 
A.D,H,. '\.005TERONE, AND OTHER HOR"ONES 
PERSONNEL 















u or BERUM 
U Of BERLIN 
U Of BERLIN 
U OF BERLIN 
U Of aERtlN 
tHE E~I'ERl"ENT OBJECTIVE IS THE CONFIR"ATlON AND 
COPlPLETION Of SIMILAR IIORK IN tHE SKTLAD fLIGHTS. ANO AttEMPT 
TO FIND .. CONNECll0N IIlTH CIRCULATORT PAIIA"ETERS. tHE 
EQUIP"ENl IS A CENTIIlFUGE AND A STORAGE CONTAINER AT "INUS i!:O 
DEG. 
----- SPACEUB " GIRARD---------------------------
ItIVESTIGATION HA"E- GRILLE SPECTRO"ETER 
NSSOt JD- SPALABl-18 
PERSON'-IEL 
PI A. 
01 ~ I). 












lHE EltPERIMENT OBJECTIVES ARE -- (1) TO DETERMINE THE 
VERTJtAL tllStRIBUTlON PROfILES Of lRAtE CONSTITUENTS IN THE 
STRATOSPHEliE, MESOSPHERE. ~ND THERMOSPHERE IN ORIIER TO STUGY 
THE CHEMICAL AND DThAlHCAL ATMOSPHERIC PROCESSES, ANII (2) TO 
MONITOR. ON A LONG-TEll" BASIS. MAN-MAilE AND NATURAL ALTERATiONS 
OF THE NEAR~EARTH ENVIRONMENT. THE EOUIPMENT tOHTAINS AN 
INFRARED SPECTROMETER IIITH A TELESCOPE AND A COOLED ltHURED 
DETEc.TOR. 
------- SPACELAB 1. GREEN---w ________ ~_~ ______________________ _ 
INVESTlGATJDN NAME- ELECTRO-PHYSIOLOGICAL TAPE RECOROER 
NSS!)C IP- SPALAB1-J5 
PERSDN'IEL 
PI - H.L. 
01 - F .0. 









CLINICAL RES tENTEII 
CL1NltAL RES CENTER 
CLINICAL RES CENTER 
THE EXPERI:o!f'Nl ODJECTIVE IS Til stUDY ACCLIMAHSATION OF 
ASTROHAUTS TO ZERO GRAVITT BY MEANS OF AN ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH 
(fCG), ELlCtROCEPHALOGRAM fEE.G). ELECTRO-OCULOGRAl't (EOGl, AND 
POSSIBLY ELECTROPlYOGRA" (E"G) ON A (ONlI'NUDU! DASIS BY A 
MINIATURE tAPE IIECORDER AHUHED TO THE CIIEW "E!'IBER. THE 
EQUIPl'tENT CONSISTS or ECG, EEG. AND EOG ELECTRODES, 
PREA"PLIfIER, TAPE RECORDER. ANP BATtERIES. 
------- SPACELA8 1, HARt-------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION 'IAME- GEOPHTSICAL FLUID now 
NSSDC 10- SPALADt-08 
PERSONNEL 
" 
- J .E. IIART 
01 - J_ 100-",lE 
01 ,- G-:LMAN 










U or COLORADO 
U Of COLORADO 






THUE AilE TWO UPERlMENT OBJECTIVES. ONE 08JEtTl'VE or 
THIS EXPERlIfeNT 15 TO UNDERSTAND THE CONVECTION OF STUS AND 
THE SUN aT (1) STUDYING THE ONSET Of CONVECnON BEtWEEN 
CONCENTRIC SPHERES AS A fUNCTION Of t"POSED rE"PERATURE 
IIlHERENCES AND IIOUT'tON. (i!:) SlUDYlhG THE SHAPES Of THE 
CONVECTION CELLS AT THE ONSET Of tONVEtTION ANO US EVOLulION, 
(3') STUD'I'lNG THE INTERACTIVE "OnONS SUCH AS "UN AlJ"UTlIAL 
fLO liS OBSERVED ON THE SOLAR EQUATORIAL REGION. THE OTHE/( 
OBJECTIVE IS TO ACT AS THE FOllERUNNER Of A SERIES Of PROPOSED 
UPERl"ENTS TO STUDT lHE HAIiOCllNIC PIIOPERtlES Of THE HUH'S 
"'fIIOSPHERE AND THE GENERAL tlllCULATlON Of THE EAIITH'S OCEAN 
BASINS. THE EQUIP,,"ENT CON51STS Of AN ElECTROCONVECTION tELL. 
CONTIIOLLERS. AND A I:A,,"EIIA. 
------- SPAtELAB ,. HERSE-------w---w-________________________ _ 
INVESTlGATION NA"E- IIAVES IN ,HE Oil EPiISs-IVE LAYER 
NSSDC 10- SPALABl-19 
PERSONNEL 
PI - M. 











THE E.PERl"EN' OBJECtlVES ARE TO STUDY THE LARGE SCALE 
$-TRUCTURE Of THE AT"OSPHUlt OH EMISSION, AND TO INVESTJGATE 
POSSIBLE RELAllONS BETWEEN THE 011 EMISSION STRUCTUIIE AND 
OROGRAPHT OR "ElEOROLOGICAL PHENOMENA. lHIO EQUIP"ENT COIHAltlS 
AN I"AGE INTENSIfiER IIlTH A tAMERA, fILTER. AUD 16-"" ~OVJE 
CAMERA IIlTH A 2S~MM F 0.95 LENS_ 
------- SPACELAB 1, HONECK--------------------------------·----
INVEST!GAllON NAME'- "ItRO-ORGANUMS ANI) BIOMOLECULES IN THE 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT 
NSSDC 10- SPALAB1-34 
PERSONNEL 
PI - 5. 
01 - C. 









U OF fRANKfURt 
U Of FRANKfURT 
U OF fRANKfURT 
THE EXPERIMENT OSJECTIVES ARE TO (1) MEASURE 
QUANTTJATlVELY lHE EffECts or SPACE NfjAMETERS (VAtUU". SOLAR 
UV-RAI)IATION) ON "JCROSIAL BACtERIAL Sf-ORES. BACTERIAL 
VEGETATIVE CELLS, SACT£RIOPHAGES AND ENZT"ES. ,.HD TO UNPERSTAND 
THE EffECTS ON THESE SAMPt.[S. (2) EVALUATE THE CONSEQUENCES OF 
GEIIElIt ANO RESPONSE ALTERHIONS. ANP (3) COM?ARE THE RESULTS 
WIIH SIMULATlON EXPERI"ENTS PERfORMED 1N tHE LABORATORY. THE 
EQUIPMENT IS A BOX ACCOMMUTING 100 TO i!:OO BIOLOGICAL SA"PLES. 
___ w_ •• SPACELAB t. KIMlEY···----------------------------------
IN~ESlIGA110N NAME- INfLUENCE OF SPACEFLIGHT ON 
ERYlHROKlNETltS IN "AN 
NSSDC 10- SPALAS1-14 
PE'RSONNEL 
PI - S.L. KIMZEY 
01 - W.H. tROSBY 
01 - MEHDI lAVASSOLI 
Ot - P.C. JOHNSON 
01 - J.P. CHEN 
01 - C.D.R .DUNN 
01 - R.D. LANGE 







SCRIPPS CHI FOUNDATION 
SCRIPPS CtR FOUNDATION 
BAYLOR U 
U OF TENNESSEE 
U or TENhesSEE 
U Of TENNESSEE 
VETERANS ADMIN HOSP 
THE EXPERIMENl OBJECTIVE I!, TO OBlAIN NEW AND Sf'Et.lFlt 
INfORMIITION PERTAINING TO THE MECHANISM AND SITE OF IICtlON 
RELAnVE TO tHE RED BLOOD CELL MI SS 1.110 PLASMA VOLUPIE CHANGES 
011 SERVED DURING SP"CE FLIGHT. lHE EQUIPMENT CONSISTS OF AN 
IN-FLIGHT IILOOD tOLLECTI'ON SYSTE" 'NP A RHRIGERA10R. 
------- SPACELAB 1, "ENDe-~------w-. ---------------------------















































I I" .. 
PERSONNEL 
PI S .B. IIENDe LOCKIIEED PALO ALTO 
01 - R.II. EATIIER SOSTON COLLEGE 
01 II.J. MAU"'''''N NASA-"'SfC 
01 - D .L. IlEASONeR NASA-II5FC 
01 - G.R. SVENSON NASA-fIISFC 
01 B.J. DUNCAN NASA-115Ft 
01 s. CLIfTON NASA-M5fC 
BRIEF DESCRIPll0N 
THE EXPERlfIIENl OBJECllVES ARE "10 -- (1) INVESl'!GAlE lHE 
UPPER ATMSPHERIC TRANSPORT PIIOCESSES THROUGH TilE ",,,,,SU
REIIENT 
O~ RI'SONANT SCATTEREO EMISSJONS FROII POSITIVE MG IONS, (Z) 
MEASURE UCllATlON CROSS SECTlONS Of UPPER ATIIOS
pHERIC 
CONSTITUENTS USING INJEnu PARTltLE BEAMS AND DETEC1l0N 
OF THE 
RESULTING flUSSIONS, (3) INVESl1GATE "'"DSPH£IIIC COIIpOSI110N 
AND ENERGY BUDGEt THROUGH OBSERVATlONS Of NATURAL AUROR
A. (4) 
DB SERVE URGE- AND ~MALL-SCALE AURORAL MORpI10l0GT AND COMPARE 
ULTRAVIOLET ANO VISIBLE AUROllA FEATURES. (5) SUPPORT TilE 
ELECTRON ACCELERATOR IN CONDUCTING MEASIJREIIENT
S Of 
MAGNf-lOSPHEIIIC ELECTRIC fIELDS, AND (6) TO """SURE SKALL 
pARllCULATE CflNTAI'UNATION AROUND THE StiUTTLEI SpACELAB
. THE 
EQUIPMENT CONSISTS or -- (0 A OUALCHANNEL VIDE:! S't-STEK WITII 
ASSOCUTEO OPTICS AND DAU tlANDLING ELE.tTRONICS MOUNTE
D ON A 
STABILl'tED PLAtfORM FOR POINTING AND CONTROL, (Z) SEC VIDICON 
FOR HIGti SENSIiIVliY, HIGH-RESOLunON O?ERI\TlON,. 
CH A 
LOWRESOLUll0N IHCROCHAIINEL pL"TE ARRAT OPERATING IN A 
PilOT ON 
COUNTING MOOE, AND (4) COOlS "'HI ONBOARD RECDRDERS UtlLIZ-ED fOR 
DATA DISPLAY AND RECORDING 
------
- SpACElAB " OBO\YASHI---~------------------------------
',NVESTlGAllON """IE- SPACE EXPERI .. ENtS WITH PARlICLE 
ACCELERHORS CSEpAC) 
I,SSOC ID- SPALAII1-0Z 
PERSONNEL 
PI - T. 
01 - J .1\. 
01 - J .L. 
01 - C.R. 










PARTICLES AND fiELDS 
UO.-,KTO 
TRW S.-STU'S GROUP 
U Of TEXAS,SAN ANTOIHO 
NASA-I'ISfC 
NASA-115ft 
THE EXpERII'IENT OBJECTlVES ARE TO USE AN ELECTRON BEAI'I 
ACCELERATOR AND A "\AGNETO PLASMA DYNAl1iC AR(JET TO STUDY -- (1) 
AURORAL PRODUCTION IN THE UPPER AT"'OSpIlERE, (i!.l IONOSPHERE 
P"RAI'IETERS SUCH AS ANO"'ALOUS RESTl>JITY, PLASMA CD
UPLING 
PROCESSI ELECTRIC AND "AGNEllC fiELD MORPtlOLOGy. VEHICLE 
CHARGE 
NEUTRALIZATlO~, SIiUTiLE/SpACELH; INDUCED ENVIRON!lENTS. ELEC
TRON 
tl.EAM' NEUTRO\L f'LUI'IE INTERACt10,~, TilE COUPLING BETWEEN TilE 
EARTH'S AT"OSPHERE AND !ilAGNETOSPHERE AND (3) THE EFfEC
TS OF 
pARTICLE INTERACTlONS ON ATI10SPIIERIC DYN"MICS. THE EGU
lp .. ENT 
CONSISTS OF AN ELECTRON BEA'I ACCELERHOR, ""GNETO 
PLAS .. A 
DYNAMIC ARCJET. BATTERY/CAPACITOR BANK TO PROVIDE
 HIGH 
DISCHARGE CURRENT .. MONITOR AND DIAGNOSTIC DEVICES, AND CO
NTROL, 
DISPLAY. AND DA1A "ANAGEMENT SYSTE .. S. 
-----
- SpACELAB " pAN--------------------------------------
INVESTlGATlON NAME- BEARING LUBRICANT WETTING. SpREllulNG 
AND 
OpEIPltNG CHARACTERISTICS tn O-G 
NSSDC 1 ,- SPALAB1-0~ 
PERSOll1<lEL 







SHAKER RESE"RCII CORP 
THE EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVES AtE TO -- (1) DETERMINE THE 
EXteNT TO ioIHICH SELECTt:D COMMERr.JAL LUBRICANT WETlABIl
lTT IS 
AFFECTED BY A lERO-GRI'VITY ENVIROH",ENT, CZl IIETER .. I
NE HOW 
HEAPING rORQUE. BEARING LUBRICHlT FEEDING, ANII BEARING 
OpEkATING HU'IS ARE ALTERED BY OPERATIONS IN lERO GRAil IT
T, (3) 
COMPARE RESULTS WITH LABOUTORY RESEARCH OF COIIM
ERClAL 
AppLIC~TlONS. AND (4) PROVIDE OATA fOR AppLHATIONS IN SPACE 
HARDWARE. fHE EQUIpl'IENT CONStsl$ Of PLATES FOil LUBRtcMn 
WETTING AND SpREo\PIHG TES'rs-. HVtlRODTNA"'lC JOURNAL BEARIN
G, AND 
Alj AVAILABLE flIGHT CAMERA. 
------
- SPACEl"B " R ~SCHICE------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- VESTIBULO-SpINAL REfLEX !'IECHANIS"S 
NSSDC 10- SPAUB1-16 
_Hf'l',@if' 
I 







1'1 - l'I.f. 
01 - J.L. 









U Of IUtHIG'AN 
TilE ExpEIl"'ENT OBJE[TIVES ARE TO USE THE E~A SLEP TO 
DETER"'INE If THE VESTIBULO-SpINAL ReflEX MEASURUIENT THH
NHlUE 
!H-REFLEX) IS SUITABLE "S AN EfFECTIVE PREDICTOR OF 
SUS-CEPtlBILllY TO SpACE ",on ON SlCI(NES$~ AND 10 STUn THE 
RELAllONStllp BETWEEN MOT-ION SICKNESS SENSITIVITY ON THE
 EARTH 
WITH CHANGES IN POSTURAL RefLEXES OBSERVED IN fLIGH
t. THE 
EQUIPMENT tONSISTS Of A SLED FACILITT, PoweR MODULE CONTAINING 
PULSE GENERATOR-OS:ILLOSCOPE DIFFERENTIAL A"PLlrtER
 AND 
"ICROpROCESSOR~ PREAMPLifiER. !.lIftULOUS ISOLATION UNIT. AND 
ELECTRODE KIT_ 
-~----- SpACELAB " IIOSS----------------------------------
-~---
IN,'ESTiGAlION N,,"E- !'lASS DlSCRIMl~"TtON DUI!lNG 
WEIGHTLESSNESS 
NSSDe 10- SpALAOl-30 
PERSONNEL 






U Of SltRLING 
THE EXPERI .. ENT OBJECltVE IS TO COMPARE "ASS
 
IIIS(RIMINA1iON liNEN BOTH THE OBSERVER AND tHE TEST OBJECTS ARE 
WEIGHTLESS, WITH \lUGHT DIHR1MIN;'110N UNDER NOR"AL GRA
VITY. 
THE EQUIP~ENT IS A BDX CONTAINING IIEIGHTED TINS, A BLINDfOLD, 
INSTRUClIONS~ AND RECORD CARDS. 
------
- SpACELAB 1, $CANO--------------------------------
INVESHGATlON NAME- BALLISTOCARDIOGUpHIC RESEARCH 111 
WEIGHTLESSNESS 
NSSDC ID- $pALAB1-33 
PERSONNEL 






U OF ROME 
THE EXpERtMENT OBJECTJVU ARE TO RECORD A 
THREE-DI",ENSIONAL B/I\.I.ISTOCo\RDIOGilAM IN RESTING WEIGHTLE
SS ",AN 
"ND COMpARE IT WITH SIMILAR TRACINGS RECORDED ON THE SAME
 
SUSJECI I!o. GROUND eONDlTIONS, pOSSIIILY TO FIND B
eG 
MODIFICAiIOt.· IN RELATIC!N TO CARDIOVASCULAR "~"PTATIONS TO 
WEtGtlTLESSNE~;; .. .-ND Tt' RECORD OTtlER BOflY HCELERATlONS IN 
RELAllON TO DIAPHRAGM DYN~MICS DURING SPONTANEOUS BREATHING. 
HTPEIIVENllLATlON, AND COUGtt. THE EQUIP~ENT CONSISTS Of THREE 
SERVO-ACCELEROKETERS AND ONE E:CG RECORDER WITH FOUR CHAN
"ELS. 
------
- SPACELAB 1, SULlMAN------~----------------------
INVESTIGAIION NAKE- CHARACTERllAIION OF pERSIST'ING 
CIRCADIAN RHYlH"S 
NSSOC ID- SpALABl-15 
PEIiSONNEL 
PI - F.M. SULlI'IA,.. 








THE EXpERiI'IENT OBJECTIVES ARE TO -- TEST IF CIRCADIAN 
RHYTHMS PERS1ST OUTSHIE THE EARTII'S ENVIRONKENT, A
ND TO 
DEtERi'l1 jE If THE CIRCADIAN TI"ING STS"TEII IS EXOGENOUS OR 
ENOOGENUS, AND (2) eXO\MINE THE INFLUENCE Of THE Sp_CE 
ENVI~"""':""I ... H THE C.IRCADIAN ORGANIUTlON. THE EQUIPMENT 
CONSl:~S Of A UGHT TIGHT BOX CONTAINlNG "24 GROWtH TUBES. 
------
- SpACELAS 1, THEILE-··---------------------------------
H!VESTIGATION N''''E- lIC ANO LOW FREGUUj(y VECTOR KAGNElOKETER 






















1 j j 
,.-----.' r 1 
PERSONNEL 
PI - B. 'HElLE 
8RIEf DESCRIPliOH 
J j 
8RAUNSCHWEIG tECH U 
THE ElIPERUtENT DBJEClIyES 1111£0 TO USE A THREE-AXIS 
fLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER TO STUDT -- (1) "AGNETIC fiELDS Of THE 
IONOSPHERIC POLAR ELECTROJET ANO ns RElURN CUAAENT~ EQUATORIAL 
ELEC'fROJET, AND THE SOLU QUIU CUAAENT~ <2_) THE VECfOR 
"AGNEliC f,ELD AS A PLoU"A PAAAME1ER~ AND C) THE SPACE!..AB 
"AGHETtC fiELD BACXGROUND. THE EQUIPMENT CONUS1S Of TWO 
SEPUAT-E THREE-AKIS fLUKGATE SENSORS. 
-----
- SPACELAB 1 ~ THUILI.IER---------------------------------
INI/ESTIGATION NAIIE- TEMPERATURE AND WIND MEASUIIEMENU IN T
HE 
~E$OSPHERE AND THER"OSPHERE 
PERSONNEL 
PI G. 
01 J .E. 
01 - ".L. 















TilE eXpERIIiENT 08JECTIVES AilE TO USE MICIIELSON 
INTERfEROltETER TO :1) OETEIIMINE TilE TEMPERATURE ANII WINO 
PROHLES FROM THE TOP Of TilE MESOSPHEIIE TO THE TIIERltOSPHE
RE 8Y 
ANALUlS Of THE LINE: WIDTHS AND OOPPLEII SHIFTS Of NA
TURAL 
EMISSION Of DAYGLOW II.ND NIGHTGLOW CONSTlTUEI-ITS, ANO ("2) TO USE 
THIS EXPERIfilENT AS A DE"ONSTRATlON rOA MORE SOPtlISTl
CMEO 
INSTkU"ENTS TO 8E FLOWN ON fU~URE MISSIONS. THE EQUIPMENT 
CONSISTS OF THREE FiELII-COMPEN:::ATEc. MICHELSON INTERfEROME
TER1i, 
A III Gil-RESOLUTION INSTRUIIENT, AND A ;. 'SSEGRAIN HLESCOPE. 
___
___
 w SPACE LAB " THUILLIER-------------~~-·-----------------
II-IVE5TlGATlClN NAfIIE- ItEASUIiEMENT Of THE SOLAR ::;:PECTRUIt fROlt 
190N" TO 40nONII 
NSSD:: IP- SPALAB1-21 
PERSONNEL 
PI G. 
PI - p_ 
OI - J. 
01 - R. 















LANDES ST ERNWART E 
THE EXPflllllENT OBJECTlVE IS TO I'!EASURE THE SOLAR SPECTRAL 
IRRAOlANCE WITH AN ACCURACY 01' 0.1 PERCENT IN ORDE
n to 
DE-TERIIINE SOLAR CONSTANT, VARlAnONS IN SDLAR CONStANT
 WITH 
SOLAR ClCLE USING SPAtELAE:STS FLIGHTS OVER A ,O-YEAR ;>ERIOD~ 
AND VARIATIONS Of IRRAOIANCE WITHIN EAtH SPECTRAL REGION.
 TilE 
EQUIP"ENT CONSISTS OF HIREE G!lATING SPcCTRO"ETERS COVERING --
UV - 190.0 TO 370.0 NM (1 N" BANDPASS)~ VISIBLE - 350.0 TO ;,00 
NPI " NI'! 8ANDPASSl~ ~ND IR - ,000 TD 4000 11" (10 Nfil BANorASSl. 
------
- SPACELAe " TORR----------------------------·· 
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- AN IfilAGING SPECTRO"E1RIC OBSERI/ATOIIY 
NSSIIC ':"0- SPALAB1-01 
PERSONNEL 
Pl - ".R_ TORR 
01 - A.L. BROADfOOt 
01 - O.E_ SIIEfIIANSKY 
01 - B.R. SANDEL 
01 S.K. ATREYA 
01 - G.II. CAAIGNAN 
01 • J.C.r-.WALKER 
01 - II_G. TORII 






U OF IIICHIIiAN 
UTT PEAK NAll OBS 
KITT PEAK NATL OBS 
KIn PEAK NATL 085 
U Of ""HLGAN 
U OF 'UCHI'GAN 
AIIECI80 OBS 
U OF fIIICHIGAN 
\,J OF "1I:HIG..,N 
THE OSJECT-LVES OF THIS E-KPERII'!ENT ARE - (1) TO PRODUCE 
THE flRS-r DAYTtPlE SPEtTRUII (200-12,000 A~ 3-6 A RESOLIITI0N) 
EMISSIONS or ATMOSPHERIC IIHASTABLE SPEClES, ATftOSP
HERlC 
MOLECULAR NITROGEN S'SIEfIIS~ MESOSPHERE AND LOWER TIIERMOSPHERE 
iRACE CONSTJlUENtS~ ATMOSPHERIC HELtU" AND HYDROGEN, (2) TO 
1I0NItOR TilE SHUTTLE INDUCEO CONTAMtNATlON, AND 0) TO SERVE AS 
THE PRECURSOR FOR FUTURE SHUTTLE 08SERVING PROGRA"S USING
 THIS 
OBSERVAtORY. TilE EQU~P"ENl CONStSTS Of (t) A BROADBAND 
INSTRUMENT DESIGNED FOR H6H-SPEED OPERATICN, (-.n AN INSTRUIIE:NT 
CO"POSED Of fIVE CO-ALIGNED IDENTICAL SPECTRO"ETERS, 
EACH 
P.ESTRICTED TO A GIVEN SPECTPAL RANGE WITHIN THE SELECTED 
fIELD 




STAB ILl lING, HEIGIIT SCANNING OR TIiAtKING. 
INVESTJGAllON NAME- HUIIAN VESTJ8ULAR REACTIONS ANII SENSAT1
0N 
IN SPAce (SL.ED EXPERIMENTS) 
NSSOC 111- SPAL"'S1-41 
PERSOl(NEL 
PI - R. 
01 - J. 
01 - T. 








INVESTlGA 11 ON 0 ISC IPLI NE (S) 
SPACE 810LOGY 
U OF "AIM 
U Of fRPBERti 
KRUPP KRANKEN-AtlGSTALN 
U OF !lUNICH 
THE EXPERIMEN'I .. eJECT-IVE is TO use THE SLED TO STUDY THE 
vaUO-VESTlBULAR COOROJN"TION AND or THE INTEGRATIO
N OF 
IIULTISENSORY S11I1ULl IHTllh' TI-IE ORIENtATION tENTERS O
f THE 
eRAIN BY SUBJEtTlNG THE S~'BJECT to SHORT PERIOIIS OF LINEAR 
ACCELERAtION 11-1 CONJUNCTION WITH OPTOKINEllC STlIIULAlION "N
O 
tALORlt SnIlULATlON. IN AOIIITlON to THE SPACE SLED
, THE 
EQUlpl'IENT CONTAINS AN OPTAKJNETIC STlIIULATlON DISPLAY, A 
CALOIIIC STIMULATION SYS,TEM. AN OPTICAL fARGET SEttiNG SY
STEM, 
AN ElE "OVEIIENT RECORDER. AN ELECTRO"'06RAPtUC RECOR
DING 
SYSTEM, AN ELECtRONYSTAGMOGRAPHIC RECORDING SY
StEII. 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC RECORDING SYSTEfII~ AND A MOTION PERCEPTION 
JNDICATOR. 
_____
_ w SPACELA8 " VOSS, JR.---~--------------~--------------
INVESTIGATION NAIIE- EFFECTS OF PROLONGED WElGTLESSNESS ON 
THE HUPIORAL IMPIUNE RESPONSE IN HUI'IANS 
NSSDC lCI- SPAI.ABl-17 
PERSONNEL 
PI - E.W. VOSS, JR. 
BRIEF DESCRiPTION 




U Of ILLlNOIS 
THE EKPERII'IENT oeJECTIVES ARE AN EVALUATION Of PROLONGED 
WEIGHTLESSNESS AS A STRESS FACTOR EffECT ON THE 1MIIUNE RES
PONSE 
Of I-IUIIANS. AND TO ESTAE:LISH HiE CAPABILITY Of HUMANS TO RE
SPOND 
IMIIUNOLOGIt'\'LLY TO POTENTUL FOREIGN PATHOGENS DUIIlHG fU
TURE 
SUSlAINEII SPACE fLrGI-IT. THE EIiIUIPMENT INCLUDES A CONTAIIIE
R FOR 
STOMING 8LOOD S'A"PLES, STERILE SYRINGES. NEEDLES~ AND TEST 
TUBES. 
SPACELAB t, WILHEL"-----------------_________________ _ 
INVESrlGAnON NAME- STUDY OF Low-EIIERGY ELECTRON FLUX AND 
ITS REACTlON TO ACTIVE EXPERlf11ENl'AllON 
NSSDC 10- SPALAB1-24 
PERSONNEL 
PI K. 
01 - W. 






CODE Sf ICO-OP 
INVESTIGAllON DISCIPlINE(S) 
PARTICLES ANO fiELDS 
"P1-AEMONOI'I¥ 
MPI-AERONOMy 
TeCH U Of GRAZ 
THE' EKPEAlMENl OBJECTIVES ARE TO fLY A Z-PI FJELD Of VIEW 
ELECTROSTATIC II.NALYlER TO IIUSURE -- NATURAL ELECTRON flUX
ES tN 
THE O~5- T_O 12.0-KEV RANGE TO S-rUOY PRECIPJTATlON PROCESS IN 
AURORAL EMISSION, EHECTS Of TflE ELECTRON ACCELERAtOR (SEPAC) 
OPERAltONS ON TilE NATURAL ELECTRON FLUXES, tilE INfLUENCE O
F TilE 
SHUTTLE/SPACELAB G[NERATED ATMDSPHERE ON THE NATURAL ELECTRON 
FLUX. ANO TO STUDY NATURAL ELH_TRON FLUXES AS A SENSITIVE 
PROBE 
Of YHE SURfACE CHARGE ON YHE S"TS/SPACELA8. THE EQUIPMENT 
CONSISTS OF AN ELEtTRO:)1ATlC DEFLECTION DEVICE WITH A 
HE"lSPHERIC flELII OF VIEW ANII WITH AUMUIH ANII PlTCHRA
NGLE 
RESOLUTION, AND EiGHT CONTINUOUS CHANNEL ELECTRON MULTIP
LIERS 
fOR DETECTORS_ 
_R _____ SPACELAB " WtLLSONw----------------______________
___ R_ 
INVESTIGATION NAME- ACtIVE CAVI"TV RAPIUXETER SOLAR 
IRRADIANCE MONItOR 




PARTICLES ANO nELOS 

































CALIf INST Of TECH 
CIoLH INST OF TE-tH 
THE EXPERIIIENT OBJECuveS AilE TO PlUSURE "~E TOTAL SOLAR 
lRRAOUNCf, TO MEASURE THE "AGN£lUDE AND DIRECTION CHANGES IN 
THE TOTAL SOLAR IRU014NCE, AND PROVIDE LONG lUll (ORRELATtON 
ANO CALIBRAtiON Willi SATELLitE ROCKEl AN~ fUTURE SHUTTLE 
FLIGHTS. THE EQUIPPlEhT CONSISTS Of AN "'tTln 'AlilTl RAIIIOIIETER 
tyPE III (SELfCALIBRAtlNG P't'RHELlOl'lfTER), A POWER CDNVUTU, ,.,~ 
ELECTRONIC UlIll, AND SUPPORT SJIIUtTUIlE. 
------- SP"tELAB 1, YOUNG--------------------------------------
INI/UTlGAlION HA"E- IIES"lIBUlAIL STUDIES 





Pl L.II. YOUNG 
" 
- G.". JONES 
01 R.E. IULtOLM 
01 It.E. ,.ONEY 
01 - t.,.. OMAN 
BRlEf DESCRlPlION 
THE EXPERIMENT OBJECllvt IS 
SENSI1IVlly tflANGEs ARE INV{lLVED IN 
POSlFWGHT pOSTURAL DlSTURaANC£S. 
SLED fAClLlTY, MOTOII-ORIVE'I ROlATtN" 
CALIBRATION LIGHT ARRAY, STATION 
RECORDER. 
,.ASS INST Of TEtH 
MC(JILL li 
D+C INST OF iNV111N MED 
DtC INST Of ENVIRN "ED 
MASS INST or TECH 
TO OtTU/UNE If OTOLITH 
SPA:~ ,'OTI')N SICKNESS AND 
EQUI~"ENT CONSISTS Of --
FlELD .. 16-Pl, "OlliE CA"ERA, 
FOR IIIlPPING TEST, AND TAPE 
.................... 10 ••••••••••••••• ST •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACECRAfT (OMMON NAME- Sl 
ALTERNATE NAMES- LARGE S?ACE teLESCOPE, SPACE ULESCOPE 
NSr;:OC 10.- LST 
LAUNCH DATE- 11/00/a3 WEIGHT- 9525. KG 
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, llNITEG STATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE 
SPONSOR ING COUNTRY I AGENCY 
UNITEG STATES NASA·OSS 
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBll lYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PER,IoG- 94.5 "IN INCLINATloN- lB.S DEG 
PEAlAPSIS- 5GO. ItM APOAPSlS- 500. K'" 
PERSONNEL 
I'IG - I'I~J_ 
SC - N.G. 








THE PROPOSEG LAIlGE SPACE TELESCOPE ILsn IS A SPACfl'ORNE, 
OlfFRACTION-LIMITED TELESCOPE WITH A PLANNED EFFECTIVE AI-i$-TURE 
or APPROUMA'TELY 3 1'1. THE INITIAL lAUNCIl Of THE LST INTO EARTH 
ORBIT IS EXPECTED IN LATE 1980. TilE SPACE SHUTTLE 15 USED fOR 
INITIAL LAUNCH, IN-ORBIT SERVICING, liND fOR flETURN or THE LSl 
TO THE GROUND fOR MAl'lT!:!l;'HC,E.. THE ANUCIPATEO MENII'IUM 
OPERAtIONAL LIFETIME, EXCLUDI'IG IIOWNTIME fOR PERIODIC 
MAINTENANCE AhO UPDAllHG, 15 15 TR~ TilE LST SYSTEM SE!lVE-S AS A 
NATiONAL ASTRONOMICAL SPACE- OBSERVATORY FAC..iLlTY. TitE USE Of 
THE ONBOARG ItfS.lRUPIENlATlON IS OPEN TO SCIENHns Of ALL 
COUNTRIES. THUS, IlS bESIGN IS PlOST fLE)lIBLE TO ALLOW FOil THE. 
REPLACEMENT OF StlENTlflC INSTRUMENlAllON WHEN NECESSARY, TO 
INCORPtlllATE- TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES, AND TO hi-I-SFY CHANGES IN 
THE 03SERvnlONAL INTERESTS Of THE AStRONOMICAL COMMUNITY. 
INSTRUMENTATION upon lNG, REPAIR, 011 REpLACE"ENT ARE 
ACCOMPLISHEII aY ElTHER RETURN Of "filE LSl to THE- GROUND. OR ay 
UtILIZING SUJTEII ASTRONAUTS FOR IN-ORBll liOU: .• PRESENT PHASE B 
DtFlNITlON STUDIES INDICATE A DESIRABLE COMPLEMENT Of 
INSTRUI'IEN"fS AS fOLLOWS -- 0) A HIGH-RESOLUTION CPERA TO COVER 
THE- SPECTRAL RANGE FROM 120 TO 1100 NM .. (Z) A HIGH-RES-OLunON 
SPEctROGRAPH. OF llESOLUl-[oN APpROXIMATEL1 1.ES, fOR TilE 
120-TO-310 NM REGION, (,3) A fAINT OBJECT SPECTROGRAPH fOR liORK 
IN THE 90- TO 1100-NM REGION, (4) AN ASTROMETRIC PACKAGE fOR 
DOING WORK ON GOUBLE STARS .. PROPER MOll0N5, PARALLAJlES" ETC., 
(5-) AN INfRAREG PHOTOMETER AND lOR SPECTROMETER TO COVER THE 
wAVELENGTH INTERVAL FROM 1 TO 1000 MICROPIETERS_ 
----- ST. UNI(NOW'I--------------------------------------
INVUtIGATION NAI!E- SCIENTl-FI-C INSTRU/'IENT PACKAGE UNIT 
'10_ 1 - HIGH-RESOLUTION "'''ERA 
I ~ ~'-"~t~-~~<O ~- -.--, I" 










THE IHGH-R£SOL'JTlON CAMERA UNIT 15 BElNG OUtGNED T!l A 
PHASE B L~VEL. THf UNI' IS COPIPOSEO Of tWO DISTINC' CAMERAS. 
ONE IS A flZ!. fILLt' CAllER A WHII A 3 ARC~'HN fiELD Of VIEW, ANO 
USING A coll"'"M SEC; ORTHICON OfTEc-tOR. fHE O'~lfR UMERA IS A 
BIfO"'L-Lt't"l~ ,I.5TRUM£NT, flU OR f/96, WI'II LIMIH;: fIELDt; Of 
ViEW AS i,'f CiT,etTOR UUO tN 'ilE DESIGN S'UOY IS A 4011 bY 400 
ceo nUY. 
----- ST. UNItNOWN---------------· ------ ------------- ----
INVEsnGAlION NAIIE- SCIENtifIC INSTRUMENT PACKAGE UNI' 
NO. 2 - III GH-RESOLUTION SPECtROGRAPH 











TilE HIGH-RESOLUTION SPEC'ROGRAPH UNIT IS BEING DESIGNED 
to A PHASE 0 LEVEL. 'HE PRINCIPAL OPERATING MODE IS AS AN 
ECHELLE SPECTROGRAPH WI'" SPECTRAL flESOLUtlONS Of l.U TO 1.2£5 
OVER fHE WAVELENGTH IN'ERVAl. fROPI 115 TO 410 NM. TWO LARGE SEC 
OIilHIC'!N CAMfRAS ARE USED AS THE DETECTORS. 
----- ST, UNKNOWN -.-.. -------------- ---------------------
INVE511GAflON NAI'IE- SCIENTIFIC INSfRUMENt PACKAGE UNIt 
NO • .3 - fAINT-OBHCT SPECTROGRAPH 










THE fAIIH-OBJECT SPECTROGRAPH !,INlT IS BEIN!; DESIGNED TO A 
PHASE a LE:VEL. THE bESIGN 15 Of THE WADSWORTH lYP€ ALLOWING 
RESOLUTIONS Of 1.E2 to 1.EIo OVER 'HE WAVELENGtH INTERVAL fRO" 
90 TO BOO NM. 'HE GElECTDRS USED IN ttiC DESIGN ARE 
PHOTON COUNTERS, THEREBY ALLOWING OBSEIIVATION:i TO THE ',lINlEST 
POSSIBLE- flAGNI1UDE. 
------- S1, UNKNOI/N--------------------------------------------
INVESTIGATION NAME- SCIENTI.IC INSTRUMENT PACKAGE UNIt 
NO_ 4 - INfRARED PHOTOMETER 








TilE ItlfRARED PHOTOI'IETEII UNIT 15 BEING Ot;SIGNED TO A PHASE 
a LEVEL. THE BASIC COMPONENT IN TilE bESIGN IS A LARGE, 
SUPERfLUIO-HELIUfI DEWAR THA' WILL HOLD TWO DETECtORS CO~E 
PtlO'OCONDUCTOR.. ONE BOLOMETER) At 2 OEG KELVIN, OR LESS, FOil 1 
YEAR. THE COOLED DE-TECTOkS ALLOW NEAR BACK,GAOUNO LlI'IITED 
PERfORMANCE TO BE OBlAINEO OilER THE WAVELENGTII INTERVAL fROM 1 
I'IICROI'IETE~ TO 1 MILLIMEtER. 
------- ST. UNKNOWN-------------------------------------------
INVESTIGAnr NAI'IE- H_IENTHIC I'IS"fRUMENt PACKAGE UNIT 
NO. 5 - ASTROMETRIC INSfRUI'IENT 






























TilE A5T10lll£lRIC INSTRUMENT UHlt IS BEING DESIGNED TO A 
PHASE B LE~EL. TWO DIffEILENT CONCEPTS HAVE BEEN AOVUCED. ONE 
JS TO un " kOTATING CDGED WHEel TO "DDUlATE THl LIGHT 
UrEIIS-ITY AT THE rOCAl PUNE OVER A 5 ARC-NIH FlELO .. """ \;.AIIPLE 
THE U5ULT"NT SJGNo\L fllO" A PHOTOlilULlIPLlU AT A VERY HIGH 
RATE. SUBSEQUENT ANALYSIS 0' THE SIGNAL ALLOIIS onER.UNATION 
or THE pounONS AND COLOIIS Or ALL STARS PRESENT IN THE FlELO 
Of VIEw. THE SECOND CONCEPT IS TO "DOUr THE Sf'S fiNE 
GUIDANCE SYSTEM SO THAT 11 CAN SPECIfY THE LOCATION Of 
INUVlDUAL STAllS TO THE 'nEon ,,$TROIIEYRle PIIEUSION (OROEII OF 
0.008 "lIt-S). 
.-----. ST~ UN~NOWN--------------------------------------------
INVESflGATlON N"ME- SCIEHTlFlC PACkAGE UNIT 
NO.6 - HIGH SPEED POINT/AREA PHOTOIIIETEII 
ItSSIIC HI- LST 
PERSONNEL 
PI - U,.",.OWN 
BRIef DESCRIPTION 





TltE HIGH-SPEED POINT/AREA PHOTOMETER UNIT IS BEING 
DESIGNED TO A PHASE B LEVEL. THROUGH USE OF 8GTH POINT AND 
UU PHOTON-COUNTING DETECTORS. HIGH-SPEED FILTER PHOTOMETRY 
CAN BE PERfORMED OVER THE IIAVELENGTH INTERVAL fROM "5 TO 650 
NM. tHE fJELIIS Of VI Ell ARE VARIABLE fRO" NEAR-DIFfRACTION 
LUIJTEO SUE. ORDER Of 0 .. 2 ARC-S~ TO A FEll ARC-S .. 
.............................. TIROS-N •••• ••••••••• •• •••••• •••••• 
SPACECRAft CO .... ON NAME- TIROS-N 
ALTERNATE I""IES-
N"SOC 10- TlROS-N 
LAUNCH IIArE- 05/00178 IIEI6HT- 588.9 KG 
LAUNCH snE- VANDENBERG AF8. UNITED SHTES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UNITED STATES 
PUNNED ORUl DARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRlC 
QfUUT PERIOD- 94.5 IIBI 
PERIAPSIS- 500. K" 
pERSONNEL 
"G • H .. L .. 
Pili - G.A. 






INCLINATI0h- 98.1 DEG 




TIROS-N IS AN OPERAYlONAL IIUEOROLOGlCAL SATELLITE FOR 
USE IN THE NAnO~AL OPEIIATIONAL eNVIIiONMENTAL SATELLITE 
SUBSUTEII (NOESS) AND to SUPPORT THE GLOBAL ATI'IOSPHERlC 
RESEARCH PROGRII" CGARP) OUltlhG 1918-84. THE SATELLITe DESIGN 
PROVIDES AN ECONOMICAL AND STABLE SUN-SYNCHRONOUS PLATFORII fOR 
ADVANCED OPERAYlONAL "ISTRU"ENTS TO lleA5UIIE THE EARTH'S 
AT"OSPHERE. ITS SURfACE AND CLOUD COVEll. AND THE NEAR-SPACE 
ENVIIiOHMENT. PRIMARY :;ENSOIIS INCI.UDE AN ADVANC.ED V"'IIY HIGH 
RESOI.UTlON RADIOI'lETER (IIVHRR) fOR OIiSERVING DAYTII'IE AND 
NIGHTTIME GLOBAL CLOUD COVER AtOD AN OPERATIONAL VERTICAL 
SOUNDER fOR OBTAINING TEIIPEAATURE AND \lATER VAPOR PROFILES 
THROUGH THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE. SECONDARY EXPERIMENTS CONSIST 
Of A SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOII (SEMl. WHICH I1EASURES THE PIIOTON 
AND ELECTRON fLUX NE"R THE EARTH, ANO A DATA COLLECTION AND 
PLATFORM LOCATION SYSTEM (DCS), WIHCH PROCESSES AND IIELAYS TO 
CENTRAL OATIl ACQUlSITlON s"'1I0NS THE VARIOUS METEOROLOGICAL 
DATA IIECElveo FRO" FREE-fLOATING BALLOONS AND OCEAN BUOYS 
DISTIUBUTEO AROUND THE GLOBE. THE SATELI.ITE IS BASeD UPON THE 
si.OCII: !i0 SPACHRAFT BUS OEVELOPEII FOR THE US AlII fORCE. AND IS 
CAPABLE Of IIAINTIIIN1NG AN EARTH-POINTING ACCURA" OF BEHER 
THAN PLUS OR ~'INUS 0.1 DEG WITH A MOrtON RATE Of LESS THAN 
0.035 DEG/S. 
------- T I R a S -N. 90 S T R 011------- -----------------------------__ _ 
INVEsrtGATION NAME- SPAtE ENVIRONIIENT "ONITOR 
N55DC 111- TJROS-N-04 
PERSONNEL 
PI - C.O. BOSTROM 
BRlEF OESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROGRA" 
OPERATIONAL WEATHER OBSERVAT.ONS 
INVESTlGArtON DISCIPLlNECS) 
IIETEOROLoGY 
APPLIED PHYSICS UB 
lHlS EXPERIMENT IS AN EXTEN!ilON OF THE SOUR PROTON 
MONlTORING EXPERIMENT H,OIll" ON THE ITOS SPA~ECRAH ,,.iclt,S. THE 
EXPERl'lENT P",UGE CONSISTS OF fOUR DETeCTOR 5YSTE". AND A DATA 
PROCESSING UNIT. THE L~W-ENEIIGY PROTON ALPHA TELESCoPE (LEPAT) 
SEPARATELY MEASURES IN nve- ENERGY RANGES BOTH PROTONS BEtWEEN 





"' liN. lHUE ARE TIIO LI:P.lts VIEWING IN THE ANU-SUN AND 
ANTI-EARTH DIRECTIONS WUH 60-DEG VIEIlING CONU. THE 'PROlON 
OliNIDII£C1l0NAl. DETECTOR (POD) "EASURES PROTONS AeOVE 10. 30. 
AND 60 Mev .. ELECTRONS AeoVE 140 KEV. AND PROTONS AND ELECTRONS 
(INSEPARA9LEJ ASOVE 750 KEV. THE HIGH-ENUGY PROTON ALPHA 
TElESCOPIE (HI:PAT) HilS A 50-DEG VlEllllNG CONIE. VIEw IN THE 
ANTI-EARtH OJACoCUON. AND 1T MEASURES PROTONS ABOVE 400 "Ell AND 
r-;!:OTONS ANII Al.PHA PARTICLES ABOVE 600 AND 1000 'lEVIN. THf 
TOTAl ENERGY OETf:tTOIf (lED) IIIEA~URES TOUL ENERGY ADOVE 1 KEV. 
.-----•. TIIOS-N. ~E$S STAff---------------·--------------___ _ 
INVESUGATION NAIIIE- ADVANCEO YERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER 
CAVHRIU 
"SSDC 10- TlROS-N-Ol 
PERSONNEL 
P1 NESS STAff 
BalEf DESCRIPTION 
INVESTIGATIVE PROG .... " 




THE TUOS-" ADVANCEO V~:l1Y 'UGH RES~luTlON RAbloJMETER 
(AI/HRA) IS A fOUR-CHANNEL SCANNING RAOIOUHf/i CAPABLE Of 
PROI/BING GLOBAL DIIYTl"E "NO N1GltHIME SEA SURrAtE lE"P~RIITURE .. 
leI:. SHOW. AND CLOUD INFORMATION. THESE DATA ARE OB"'1N£O ON A 
DAILY BASIS FOR USE IN WUTHEA ANALYSIS ,lHD fOREtAStlNG. THE 
MULTISPECTRAl RADIOMETER OPERAtES IN THE SCANNING MODE AND 
"EASURES EfUfTED AND REfLEnED RADIATION iN 'HE fDLLOI/ING 
SPE(fRAL INTERVALS -- CHANNEL 1 \ iSJBLE).. 0.5"5 TO 0.9 
"lCROliETERI CHANNEL Z (NEAR IR>. 0.125 IIICIIO"ETEIf TO Ol:reCTOR 
CUT on AROUND 1.3 MICROMETERS, CHANNfL 3 CIA WINDOII). 10.5 TO 
".S "ICROME1ERS. AND CHANNEl. 4 (IR .JNOOI/) .. 3.SS TO 3.93 
"ICROMETERS. ALL FOUR CH"NNELS HAVE A SPA HAL RESOI.UtlciN Of 
1.1 "1'1. AND 'HE lWC· IR 1I1NOOII CHANNELS HAVE A TIlEA"AL 
RfSOLUlJO': Of 0.12 " AT 300 K. THE AVHIIR IS CAPABU Of 
OPERA1IH .. IN BOTH RUL-TI"E OR ItECOIUIED "DOES. REAl-lI"E OR 
01llECT READOUT OATA ARE TRANSMUTED TO GROUND STATIONS BOTH AT 
LOW (I "M) RESOLUTION VIA AUTO"AllC PICTURE TRANSMISSION (APY) 
AND Ar It Iii;! (1 ICM' RESOLUTION VIA HIGH IIEsoLunON PIctURE 
TIIANS"; SSION (HRPT). DATA RECORDED ON BOARD ARE AVAILABLE FOR 
CENTRAL PROCESSING. tHIEY INCLUDE GI.(a9Al AREA COVERAGE (GAt) 
DATA. HAVE A RESOLUTION OF , Kill AND LOCAL IIREA COVERAGE (LAC) 
OAlA. WHICH CONTAINS DATA fRtoll SELECTED PORTIONS Of EACH ORSiT 
WITH A 1 "1'1 RESOLUTION. IDEN'rlCAL EXPERIMENTS ARE fLOWN ON THE 
OTHER SPACECRAft IN THE TJROS-~/NOAA SERIES. 
------ T I ROS -N.. NESS S T A FF ---.• -----------------------------__ _ 
INVESTIGAT'lON NAIIE- OPERATIJNAL VERTICAL SOUNDER 
NSSOC ID- t1ll0S-N-02 
PERSONNEL 
P1 NESS STAFF 
9RIEF DESCRIPTION 
INVESHGATlVE PROGRAM 
OPERATIONAl WEAtHER OBSERVATIONS 
INVEStiGATION DISCIPLINE(S) 
METEOROLOGY 
litE TlROS~N OPERATIONAL SOUNDER CONSISTS or THREE 
INSTRUMENTS DESIGNED TO OETU"INE RADIANCES NEEDED TO CALCULATE 
TEMPERATURE AND HUIIlDITY PROfILES Of THE "'''OSPHERE fROI'I THE 
SURfACE TO THE STRATOSPHEIlE IAPPROX!MAT.ELY 1 1'19). THE FIRST 
INSTRUMENTI THE BAS'C sOUNDING UNJI (BSU)I HAS 14 CHANNELS AND 
"AKES MEASURellENTS IN THE FOLLOWING SPECTRAL IIHERVALS--
CHANNEL 1 - T!;E 3.7-"ICROPIETEA WHitlOW REGION. CHANNEL 2 - THE 
'.:!i-MICROMETER C02 BAND~ CHANNEL J - THE 9.7-"ICRO"£1ER 01.ONE 
BAND. CHANNEL 4 - IHE 1,.1-MICROIIETER WINDOW REGION. CHANNELS 5 
lHROUGH 11 THE 15~"ICROIIETER COZ SAND 03_.3. 13.6, 14.0. 
14.3. 14.5. 14.15. "NO 15.0), AND CHANNELS 12 THROUGH 1~ - THI: 
18-MICROIIETER ROTATIONAL WATER VAPOR BANDS (18.8~ ~3.15. AND 
29.'). 'HE SECOND INSTRUMENT. THE STRATOSPHERIC SOUNi11NG UNITI 
HAS THREE CHANNELS QPERATING AT 14.97 "ICROI'IETERS USING 
SELECTIVE ABSORPTION BY PASSING THE INCOKING RADIATION THROUGH 
THREE PRESSURE IIODULATED CELLS CONTAING C02. THE TH1IID 
INSTRU"ENT .. THE MICROWAVE SOUNDING UNIT. HAS FOUR CHANNELS 
OPERATING IN THE 50 TO 60 GHl OXYGEN (50 • .3. 53.7 .. 55.0, AND 
51.9) TO OSTAIN TEMPEIIATURE PROFILES IIHICH ARE fREE OF LLtJUD 
INTElifERfNCE. THe INST"UMENTS ARE CROSS-COURSE SCANNING 
DEVICES UTllIlING A STEP to PROVI':o;,: A TRAVERSE SCAN WHILE THE 
ORBITAL "OTION Of THE SATELLITE PROVIDES 5CAtiNING IN THE 
ORtHOGONAl. DIRECTION. SI"ILAR EXPERIMENTS ARE fLOIiN Oil OtHER 
SPA(ECR-'H HI THE fJROS-N/NOA,~ :ifllIES. 
------.. T IIiOS-N. NESS STAFF------ _ ~---------------------------
INVO-ltiATH1N NAME- DAlA COLLECTION SYSTEM (OCS) 
N$SOC ID- TIIOS-N-03 I/IVlEStIGATI'VE PROGRAM 































\ "". I 
PEIISONNEL. 
PI - HESS STArr NOAA-NESS 
BRiEf O[SCRIPTlON 
TilE DATA COl-LECltON MID PUffaRIi LoUTION sYSTEM (Des) ON 
TlROS-N 1$ DESIGNED fa liEU THE METEOROLOGICAL O"U NEEDS Of 
THE UNJTED STATES ANO TO SUPPORT THE GLOBAL ."'OSPIIERIC 
RESEARCH PROGRAM (GARP). THE SYSTEII RECUIIES LOW DUTY cYCLE 
TRANSlllSS10NS OF "ETEOROlO!>1t"L OBSERVATIONS fROII un-fLOATING 
BALLOONS .. OCEAN BUOYS. OTIIER UfELllTES .. AND fUEo GIIOUNO-BASEO 
SENSOR PLATfOR"S DISTRIBUTED AROUN!) TtlE GL08£. THESE 
OBSERYAflDNS AilE ORGANIZED ON 8011110 THE SPACEtRAff ANO 
RETUNSIIITTEIJ WHEN THE SPACECRAFT COIIES IN RANGE OF A !,.O""AND 
AND OAT'A ACQUISITION (CDA) SUllON. fOR fREE-IIOVING BALLOONS, 
Tllf DOPPLER FREDUEttC., SIIIFT Of TilE TRANS'UTlEII SIGNAl 1$ 
OD~ERVED TO CALCUL.AtE THE LounOH Of THE BALLOONS. THE DCS 1$ 
Ui>ECtED, fOR A MOVING SENSOR PLAtfORM, TO HAVE A LOCATION 
ACCURACy OF 5 TO 8 K" RPlts, AND A VELOCITY ACCURAn Of 1 TO '.6 
MS. THts SYStEM HAS THE CAPABILITY OF ACQUIRING DATA fRO" UP 
T') ZOOO PLATfORMS PER tiM. IDENTICAL UPEIIJ"ENl$ ARE FLOWN ON 
OTHER SPACECRAft IN THE 1I110S~N/NOAA SERlES. 
•••• t ••••••••••••••••••••••• UK 6 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPIoCECIiAfl (OKMON NAME- UK 6 
AlJEItNATE NAMEs- UNllEII KJNGOO"-6 
NSSDC 10- UK~6 
LAUNCH OATE- 07lZ7178 WUGHT- 133.8 KG 
LAUNCH snE~ WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER; mUTED SlATES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE~ SCOUT 
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 
UII1T£O KINGDOM SR[ 
PLANNED ORBIT PI,ltAfiIIETERS 
OIlBll TYPE- GEOCENTRlC 
ORIH' PERIOO- 95.6 MIN 
PERIAPSl.s- 550. 1(11 
,·£RSONNEL 
KG 
" PM - J.E. 






INCLINA110N- 55. DEG 
APOAP5IS- 550. 1(11 
APPLETON LAB 
I"'PERIAL COLLEGE 
TliE OBJECTIVE Of TlUS SPACECRAFT IS TO UNtlERHKE STUDIES 
IN HIGH-ENEIIGY ASTROPHYSICS. TWO X-Rn EXPERIMENTS. ONE 
(OSIIIC-IIAY EXPER1MENT, AND THREE TECIiNOLOGY EXPERIMENTS o\IIE 
(ARRl£O. TliE SPACECRAFT IS SPIN STABILlUD, Wlll1 1liE SPIN AlliS 
[OMMANOEP HHo A SEQUENCE OF oqJENTA1l0NS TO ACtOl'loPATE THE 
X-RAY EXPERlI'IEN15 REQUIREMENTS. THE INTENDED ORBIT IS 
CIRCULAR; 550 I(M IN UTITUDE, AHD SS DEG IN INCLINATION. 
----~-- UI( ~. UNKNOWH-~----------~---------------··~-----------








[OSl'll [ RAYS 
THIS EXPERIMENT IS INTENDED TO MEASURE THE CHARGE AND 
ENERGY SPECTRA OF THE ULTRA-HEAVY COMPONENT Of THE COSIUC 
RADIATION WllH PARTICULAR eMPHASIS ON THE CHARGE REGIOtl Z .GT. 
3D. 
------
- UK 6. UNKNOWN----------------·~ _________________ • ____ _ 
INVESllGA110N t;AMf- LEICESTER X-IIAY 






CODE SAl CO-OP 
INVESTIGATION DlSCIPLINE<Sl 
X-RAy AStRONOI'I' 
U Of LEICESTER 
THI5 UPERIMEN1 IS DESIGNED TO INVEStIGATE THE PERIODIC 
AN~ APERIo0lt fLUCTUATIONS IN £1I15SIONS fROM A WlIIE RANGE Of 
X-RAY SOURCES DOWN TO suelllLLISECiOND TItlE SCALES. 
------~ UK 6, UNKNOWN--·---------~-------·------------------
INVESllGA1l0N HAIIE- MSSL/B X-RAY 












U COLLEGE LONDON 
U Of BIIIIUNGHAII 
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO STUDY DtstRETE SOURCES AN~ 
EIITENDEO fEATURES or THE LOW-ENERGY, X-RAY SKY IN THE lANGE O~T 
10 Z.O KEv. IN ADDITION, eOTH LONG- AND SHOIT-TERM VARIABILITY 
Of INDIVIDUAL SOUICES AilE ST'JOIEO IN CONJUNCTION IIllH TilE 
LEICES1E1 [lCPElIIIEN1. THI$ EJPERlIIENT IS PRO'fl0ED JOINTLY BY 
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INDEX OF ACTIVE AND PLANNED SPACECRAFT 
AND EXPERIMENTS 






4. INDEX OF ACTIVE AND PLANNED SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS 
This index contains the names of all spacecraft and experiments that 
were either active sometime between January 1, 1975, and June 30, 1977, or 
planned as of June 30, 1977. The spacecraft are listed alphabetically 
by both common name and alternate names. The alternate names are printed 
with a reference to the NSSDC spacecraft common name. Next to the NSSDC 
spacecraft common name are printed the sponsoring country ~nd agency, 
launch date, orbit type, NSSDC ID code, and the current state. The 
current state includes the epoch date, status, and data rate of all 
launched spacecraft and experiments. For prelaunch spacecraft, only the 
status is shown; there is no information shown for prelaunch spacecraft 
experiments. The status and data rate, for the most part, reflect the 
state as of June 30, 197'7, that became effective on the listed epoch 
date. However, a few changes subsequent to this date may appear. An 
explanation of the terms used in these columns may be found in Appendix 
C. The experiments are listed following the associated spacecraft common 
name and are ordered alphabetically by the principal investigator's or 
team leader's last name. The experiment name, NSSDC ID code, and cur-
rent state are also given for each experiment. Finally, each name is fol-
lowed by a page number referencing the description of the spacecraft or 
experiment found in this report. 





































HtllEK Of ACTIYE AND PLANNED SPACECUn AND EKPUU'ENTS 
BY SPACECRAfl NAMES AND PIIlNCIPAL INYESTlGATOR 
COUNTRY AND AGENCY 
LAUNCH 
DATE ORBI T TYPE 
....................................................................................... NSSOC 


































































UNITED STATES NASA-OSS 12/19/63 GEOCENTRIC 
NONSYSTE"Utc CHANGES Of AIR DENSITy 
SYSTEI1ATlC CHANGES Of AIR DENSITY 
UNitED StATES NASA-OSS 08/01/68 GEOCENHIC 
NONSYSTe"AliC CHANGES O. AIR DENSITy 
SYSTE"ATIC CHANGES Of AlA DENSITY 
SEe AE-E 
UNlTED STATU NASA-OSS 12/16113 GEOCENTRIC 
ULTRAVIOLET NITRIC-OXIDE (UVNO) 
'YLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBES leEP) 
BENNEtT 10N-"ASS SPECTROMETER IBI"S) 
AT"OSPHERIt DENSI n AtCELERO"ETER UIUA) 
PIIOTOELECTRON SPECTRO"ETER (PES) 
RUARolNG POT ENTAL ANALYZER/DRIFT "EYER 
UPA) 
VISIBLE A1RGlOW PHOTOIIETER (VAE) 
EXTREI1E SOLAR UV "ONITOR (ESU"' 
SOLAR EUV SPECTROPHOTO"ETER (EUVS) 
I'IAGNElit 10N-"ASS SPECTRO"ETER ('UNS) 
LOII-ENEIIGY ELECTRONS (LfE) 
OPEN-SOURCE NEUtRAL IIASS SPECTROIIETER 
(OSS) 
COLD CATKI)OE ION GAUGE 
CAPACITANCE I'IAHOMnER 
NEUtRAL ATI'IOSPHERE TEI'IPERATUIIE CNATE) 
UNlTED STATES NASA-OsS 10/06115 GEOtENTRIt 
ULTRAVIOLET NITRI [-OlllDE UPERIMENT 
CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE (CEP) 
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY ACCELEROI'I£TER OtESA) 
PHOTOELECTRON SPECIROItETER IPES) 
RETARDING POteNTIAL ~NALYlER/DRIFT METER 
(RPA) 
VISIBLE AIRGLOIII PHOTOMETER (YAE) 
IoIEUTRAL AT"OSPHERE COMPOSITlON (NAtE) 
SOLAR EUV S-PECTROPHOTO .. £:TER (EUVS) 
MAGNETIC 10N-"ASS SPECTROMETER OHMS) 
LOW-ENERGy ELECTRONS (LEE) 
OPEN-SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER 
(055) 
CAPACITANCE MANOMETER 
COLO CATHODE ION GAUGE 
NEUTRAL ATI'IOSPKERE TE"PERATURE (NATE) 
UNITED 5TATES NASA-OSS 11/20/75 GEOCENTRIC 
CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE (CEP) 
ION COMPOSITION AND CONCENTRATION 
A'"OSPHERIC bENs~n ACCELEROMETER (MESA) 
PKOTOELECTRON SPECTRO"ETER 
RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALnER/DRIfT METER 
(RPAl 
VISI8LE AIRGLOII PHOTO"ETER (VAEI 
EXTREME SOLAA UV MONITOR (ESUIII 
BACICSCAllER UV SPECTROMETER (BUVl 
NEUTRAL ATI'IOSPHERE CO"P051110N (NACE) 
SOLAR EUV SPEClROPHOTO"ETEA (EUVSl 
OPION-SOURCE NEUTAAL "ASS SPECTROI'IETER 
(055) 
CAPACITANCE "ANOIIEtER 
COLD CATKODE ION GAUGE 




SEE SM5 1 
fEhERAL REPUBLIC OF GE GfY 01116114 GEOCENTRIC 
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS 
"ASS 5PEtTRO"ETER (tiS) 
ELECTRON CONCENTRATlON IN THE IONOSPHERE 
AfI'IlOSPHERtc DRAG AHALYSIS 
SOLA II EUV RAOIATlON 
NEUTRAL ATKOSPKERE TEMPERATURE 





























































EPOCH STATUS bAH 
""'DDn RAtE 
1'2119/63 PART IAL SUBS 
12/19/63 NOR"'AL SUBS 
12/19/i!13 1oI0R"'AI. sues 
6100111 PART IAL SUBS 
3/05/76 NOR"AL SUBS 
3/0Sl7i!1 NORIIAl sues 
1I28176 NOR"AL STND 
U;;:8/7i!1 NOR"AL HNO 
2.126176 NORIIAL STND 
2.1?8176 NOR"AL S TNO 
2/2.6176 NOR"'AL STND 
2126/16 NOR"AI. STND 
2128176 1oI0RMAL STIoID 
21Z.8176 NORKAL STr.D 
5128175 11010PERABLE ZEIiO 
3/10/n PARTIAL sniD 
1 KLF 17 PARtiAL STNO 
2128/7i!1 NOR"AL STND 
~/01"71 INOPERAl-LE ZERO 
12/1611 3 NORMAL StNO 
12/16/13 NOR"AL STND 
2/2/l176 PART IAL HND 
1 ''29/76 I NOPEIIABLE H,RO 
1/2911t. INOPERABLE lERO 
1Jl9/7b INOPERABLE HAD 
1/l9/16 INOPERABLE lEAD 
1/29116 INOPERABLE ~ERO 
1129116 INOPEAABLE lERO 
1/29110 INOPEIIABLE ZERO 
1/29/7b INOPERABLE ZERO 
1I2911b ItfOPERABLE ZERO 
1/2911b HIOPERABLE ZERO 
1/29/H INOPERABLE lERO 
1/2911b INOPERABLE lERO 
1129176 INOPERABLE ZERO 
11<.9116 INOPER~81.E IERO 
1/29/7b l~OPERABLE ZERO 
11/10175 NORIoIAL STND 
12/00/75 NOR"Al $TND 
12/11/75 NOR"AL STND 
tZ/04115 NORM"L SIND 
12100/15 NOR"AL STND 
12./00115 NORMAL STNO 
12/11115 NOR"AL STNIl 
5/20/77 INOPERABLE ZERO 
3/18/71 INOPERABLE lE?O 
'2/11175 NOR"'AL STNO 
12/00175 NOII"AL STND 
12./11115 NOR"AL srNO 
12/04115 NORMAL 5TNO 
12.104175 NORMAL STNt! 
12/11115 NOR"AL STNO 
9/25/75 INOPEQIlIlLE ZERO 
9/25115 INOPERABLE ZERO 
9/25/75 INOPERABLE ZERO 
9/2.5115 INOPERABLE ZERO 
9/25175 INOPERA8LE l.ERO 
9/25115 INOPERABLE ZERO 
9/2.5115 INOPERABLE lERO 
lUI'WJ"b1G PAGE BLANK NOT FILMm 
'" 

























































































INDU OF ACTIVE AND PLANNED SPACECRAFT MID EXPEIIII'IENTS 
ay SPACECRAFT HAilES AND PRINCIPAL INVUTtGATOIi 
LAUNCII 
SPACE(RHT NAP1E COUNTRy AND AGENCY O.ltE OIiSIT TYPE 

















APOLLO 11 LM 
APOLLO 11 LM' EASEP 
ALLEY 




APOLLO 1 ZC 





























CAlf AD" tHISA-OSS 11/29/6S GEOCENTRIC 
UNlTEQ Slues NAS"-OSS 
VLF RfCEllIER 
CYLINDRICAL ELEtHIOSUTIC PROBE 
COSPUC RADIO NOISE 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DeTECTORS 
S~EEP FREQUENCY SOUNDER 
see ,uOUETTE 2 
SEE "POLLa 12 L"HLSEP 
SEE APOLLO " UII ALS EP 
SEE APOLLO 15 lJIlJAlSEP 
SEE APOLLO 16 L"/ALSEP 




HIGH ANGULAR AND 
OSSERVATIONS OF 
UV TELESCOPE 




COSMIC X-RA, SOURCES 
SEE APOLLO 11 LMIEASEP 
UNITED STATES NASA-OMSF 01116169 LUNAR LANDER 
lASER RANGING RETRORHLECTOR 
UNITED SlATES N"SA-OMSF 11/14/69 LUNAR LANDER 
UNITED STATEs NASA-aSS 
SUPRAfIlERltAL ION DETECTOR 
PASSIVE SEtSltlC (PSE) 
SOUR WIND SPECTRO'lETER 
SEE APOLLO 1.2 LM/ALSEP 
ONtTED STAtes NASA-OMSF 01/31171 LUNAR LANDER 
UNITED STAtES N"S"-OSS 
LASER RANGING RETROREfLECTOR 
ACTIVE SEtSMIC 
PASSIVE SEtSltlC (PSE) 
CHARGED PARTICLE LUN"R ENVIRONltENT 
SEE APOLLO 14 LMIALSEP 
UNITEIl STATES NASA-OMSF 07126171 LUNAR LANDER 
UNlTEO STATES NASA-OSS 
LUNAR bUST DETECTOR 
LASE~ RANGING RETROREFLECTOR 
SUPRAfHERMAL ION DETECTOR 
COLD CATHODE ION GAUGE 
IIEAT FLGW 
PASSIVE SEISMIC 
SEE APOLLO 15 LMIALSEP 
U'4~lED SlA1ES NASA-OSS 0411b172 LUNAR LANDER 
U/t:lEO STATeS NASA-OltSF 
LUNAR SURfACE MAGNETO"ETER 
ACUVE SEISMIC 
PASSIYE SEISMIC (PSE) 
SEE "POLLO 16 LM/AL!ifP 
UNITED S!AtES NASA-OMSF lV07l72 LUNAR LANDER 
UNltEIl SlATES NASA-OSS 
LUNAR EJECTA ANti METEORITES 
LUNAR SEISMIC PROFILING EXPERIMENT 
HEAT FLOW 
LUNAR SURfACE GRAIIIMHfR 
SEe APOLLO 17 LMJALSEP 
SEE ASTP-SOYUl 

































































































































































IMIlU or HllVE AND PLo\NN£D SPACEtRAf1 ,,~o EXPERI,.EN1S 
B' SPACECRAFT NAMES AND PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 
LAUNCH 






















































SEE UK 5 
INIIIA ISRO 04119/75 GEOCENTRIC 
SOLAR NEUTRON AND GA"''''A RA'S 
IGNOS-PHERIC ELECtRON tRAP AND UV 
CHA"'BERS 
I-RAY ASTRONO"" 
UNITEtl STATES NASA-O"'SF 01115115 GEoCENTRIC 
ZONE fOR'UNG FUNGI 
ELEctROPHORUIS TECHNOLOGl 
INFLUENCE or WElGHTLE!.SNESS ON THE 
1"'HseIllILITY OF "'ONOTECTIC ALLOY SYSTE"'S 
EITRE!'!E ULTRAVIOLET ASTRONO"" 
HELIUII GLOW 
BIOSTACI' 
LIGHT nUHES ANIl OTHER SENSAtiONS fRO!'! 
COSMIC PARllCLES 
EffeCTS Of SPACE fLIGHT ON THE CELLULAR 
RESPONSE Of "'AN 
ULTRAVIOLET AT",OSPHERIC ABSORPTION 
URTH OBSERYAnONS AND PHOTOGRAPHY 
SKY-EARTH It-RAY OBSERVAtiONS 
DETERf'lI"ATlON Of ZERO-GRAVlT' EFr£tTs ON 
ELECTRONIC f'lATERIALS PROCESSING 
ELECTROPIIORES 1 S 
ROLE Of CONVECTION IN SOLIDIfICATION 
PROCESS IN IIIGIi COERCIVE STRAIGHt "'AGNET 
CRYSTAL GIiOlltll 
POL11'1ORPHONUCLEAR LEUKOCYTE RESPONSE TO 
INfECTION 
STRATO .. PIIERI[ AEIIOSOL I'tEASURE"'ENl 
5URfACE-TENSION-INIlUCEtI CONVEClJON IN 




SP A CEtIiAFt-TO-SPA CECRA f1 IIOPPLER 
TRACKING 
CRYSTAL GIIOWTH FROM THE YAPOR PIIASE IN 
lERO-GRAYIty ENVIIION"ENT 
ZERO-GRAVrTY SOLI0lFtCATION Of NACL-LIF 
EUTECT1t 
U.S.S.II. SAS 07115/15 GEOCENTRI,C 
lONE FOR"ING fUNGI 
USSR ,",ULlIPLE ,","'ERIAL ,",EllING 
ARHFiCIAL So:!LAR ECLIPSE 
MtCROBHl EltCIiANGE TEST 
SEE ANS 
JAPAN ISAS 04.00/81 GEOCENtRIC 
ELECTRON OENSITY ANIl tEMPERATURE PLAS"'A 
PROSES 
SOLAR FLAIIE GA/'I,",A-RA1' DETECTOR IN 0.4-7 
MEV R"NGE 
",",E PROfiLE AND SPECtRA Of X-RAY FLARES 
IN THE 1:-60 KEV RANGE 
SOLAR flARE X-RA" BRAGG SPECTROSCOP, IN 
1.5-2:.0 A RANGE 
SOLAR FLARE X-RAYS IN RANGE Of 10-110 I'EV 
USING ROTATING COLLIMATOR lllAGING 










HIGH-ENERGY PAin teLE 



























75-01111 ... -12 
75-0116A-09 



















9/2:3176 tNOPEllABLf IERO 
9/23176 INOPERABLE lERO 
"19175 INOPEIIABLE 1£110 
9/23/76 INOPERABLE IERO 
1/2"7'; INOPEII_BLE lERO 
1124175 INOPERABLE IERO 
7/2:4175 INOPERABLE ZEAO 
711:I,In INOPERAIlLE l'CRO 
71Z4I7S INOPERABLE IERO 
112:4175 INOPERAIlLE ZERO 
71Z4175 ttIOPEA_IlLE ZERO 
7/24175 INOPERAIlLE IERO 
7/2:4175 INOPERAIlLE IERO 
1124115 INOPERAIlLE IERO 
1124/75 INOPERABLE IERO 
711:4/15 INOPERABLE IERO 
112:4175 INOPERABLE "ZERO 
712'115 INOPERAIlLE IERO 
7/2.4/75 INOPERABLE ZERO 
112:4115 INOPERABLE IERO 
7/24175 INOPtR"BLE ZERO 
7/2:'115 INOPERABLE ZERO 
1124115 INOPERABLE lERO 
1124/75 INOPERABLE IEIIO 
7/2 .. .'75 INOPERABLE ZERO 
7I24/7! INOPERAIlL[ IERO 
7/24115 T'l,,~HABLE LEIIO 
7/2:4/75 INOPER"BLE ZERO 
1124/75 INOPERABLE tEliO 
UZ-4115 INOPEIIABLE lERO 
111'111 NOR"AL Sf Nil 
7114111 NOR",AL HND 
112:4115 INOPERABLE IERO 





















































































INDEX Of ACTIVE AN~ PLANNED SPACECRAFT AND ElPERJ~ENTS 
BY SPACECRAFT N",.n AND PIiINCIPAL INVESTIGAtOR 
LAUNCH 
SPACECRAfT NAME CDUNUT "ND AGENCY D~T£ ORBIT TYPE 
* ..... ~* ••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••• *.* ••• ** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 






























COMMUN. 'HII~OL. SAT. 
COOPERATIVE IIPPLlC," SAt_ 
COPERNICUS 
cos-a 
UP£R I .. EHT NAME 
OETECTOR 
Till-DIRECTIONAL .. I'IEDIUI'I-ENERGT PARTICLE 
Ofl£C.TOR 
MAGNETtC fJEt-O "ONlTOI! 
lINIIED STATES NA$A-OA 05/30174 GEDCENTRJ( 
""GNE1'OllETER EXPERHtENT 
RAPIO BEACON 
SOLAR CELL RADIATION DA .. A .. E 
MEASUREIIENT OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS 
TR~U:ING AND DATA RELAY 
POSIlIoN~ LOCHION AND (dRCRAFl 
(O .... UNICATION 
RADIO FREQUENCY iNTERfERENCE 
COIISA1 PROPAGATJON (13-ANO 18-GIIZ) 
MILLHIETER W"VE PRoPAG"TION 
SPACECR"FT "TlITUOE CONTROL 
R. f .ltnERfERO .. ETER SUBSySTE" 
ADVANCED THERIIAL CONTROL fLlGHr 
SOLAR COS"IC RAYS AND GEO""GNElIC"LLY 
TRAPPED R"DIATION 
AUROR"L P"R1ICLES EXPEIIll!EIH 
S"TELLITE INSTRUCTiONAL TV 
TELEVISION IIEL"T USING SIIALL TERI!INALS 
TELEVISION "'''ERA 
O"NIOIRECTIONAL SPECTROMETER 
GU""11 CRYSTAL III CROBALANCE 
HEALTH AND EDUCATION TELECOMMUIHCAT!ONS 
P"RllCLE ACCELERATION MI"CHANISI'IS ... NO 
DYN""I CS OF THE OUTER TRApPING REGION 
SEE ATS 
SEE ATS 
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS 01,/29/65 GEOCENTRIC 





SEE 0"0 3 
INTERNATIOIML ESA 08109175 GEOCENTRI.C 
C ... RAVAIlE COLLABOR. GAMI1A-RAY ASTRONO"Y SP"RI( CHAMBER 
EXPERHIENT (25 - 1000 MEV) 
COS!l1C RAY SATELLITE-II SEE COS-B 
SEE HERMES 
D211 FR"NCE (NRS 09/27175 GEOCENTRIC 
CRUVELIER SOLAR FLUX MONITOR~ FLARE EVOLUTION 
1114 TO 1315 A) 
CRUVELIER ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITlON IIY SOLAR 
"BSORBTlON <177 TO 1216 A) 
DE lABOUPINIERE SOLAA ACTIViTY HUOY (174 TO 1315 A) 














1. .. ~ .. ,.:"'".-. ,~, 
UPPER AT"OSPHEAE DENSl n StUDY USING 
ON-BOARD ACCELEROMETEII 
GRAVITY fiELD PERTURBATIONS nUOy 
''UCROI'IETEORITE STUDY 





UNITED STATES DOD-USAf 08/09174 GEOCENTRIC 
SCANNING AAOIO"ETER 
VERTlCAL TEMPERATURE PROfILE R"DIO .. ETER 


























































5JZ0l15 NOR .. AL 




























































































































INOEl Of ACT!VE AND PLANN£D SPACECRAfT AND ElPERIMeHTS 
II' SPACECRAfT NAI'lES AND PRINCIPAL INVESTlGATOR 
LAUNCH 
SPACECRAfl HAfIIE COUNTIIY "NO AGENCY DAlE ORBIT TYPE 
.........................•.•......................•...............•..•••............... 
.PIII Ne .INVEST • NAfIIE EkPER IMENT NAME 
DMSP-fl UNITED STATES DOD-US~.f 09/1'116 GEOCENTRIC 
AFGWC STAFf OPERAlIONAL LINESCAN SYSTEfI (OLS) 
AFGwe STAff VERTICAL TEPIPERATUIIE PROFILE RADIOfl€TEIt 
SUPPLEMENTARY sellSOR H (SSH) 
JLAK( RADUflON 1I0SI"ETER 
DMSP-F2 UNlTED STATES DOO-U:;-Af 06/0!tl71 GEOCENTRIC 
AFGIIC STAff OPERATIONAL L!NESCAN SYSTefl COLS) 
Af'GWC S1AH VERTICAL TEI'lPERiltUIIE PROFILE RADIOflnER 





















































EXOSPHERIC SA'_ A 










INfERNAllONAL eSA 04120111 GEOel-NUH 
W~VE fIELD IIIPEOANCiE 
LOlol-ENEIIGY ION CO"POSITION 
IIAGNET1t IIAVE FIELIIS 
LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON AND PROTON PI fCH 
ANGLE DISTRIBUtION 
TRI~l'AL FLUlGAlE MAGNETOIIEfER 
DC ELECTRIC FIELO ANII GRADIENT 0 
ELECTRDN BEAll OEFLECTION 
PC fIELDS BY DOUBLE PROBE 
VLf PLASMA RESONANCES 
ELECTRIC WAVE fiELDS 
ELECTRON ANP PIIOTON PITCH ANGLE 
DISTRIBUTION 
THER"AL PLASHA fLOW 
SEE ESA GEOS 
UNITED STAllS ESSA lU1S/08 GEOCENTRIC 
AUTOMATIC PICTURE fRANSIIISSION (APT) 
SYHEII 
SEE HELOS 
JAPAN ISAS 01/00/78 GEOCENTRIC 
UV AURORAL lV HUGING 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS 
UV GLOW SPECTROPH010IIETER 
IONOSPHERIC PROSES 
PLAS"A WAVE DETECTOR 
JAPAN ISAS 01100179 GEOCENTRIC 
FLUXG~lE II~GNETOIIEfER 
ENERGY ~PEC.OF ELEC.-PROT.(.05-20KEV) 
IIIAVE-PAIITJCLE INTERAfnONS 
ELECTROIIAGNEnC FIELD flUCTUATION 
DEfECTOIiS 
IIIPEOANte AND ELECTRIC FIELD 
"AGNETOSPHERlt PLASMA PROBE 
NATURAL PLASMA WAVES 
JAPAN ISAS 01100/18 GEOCENTRTC 
























































EPOCH StATUS DATA 
""DDYl RAtE 
7/05/77 NOIIfUL STND 
710SI11 HORI'IAL !oTND 
7105117 HOM MAL SfND 
7105/77 iiDRflAL STNO 
7119/77 NORIIAL STNO 
7119117 NOAMAL SHID 
7119/77 NOR"AL SIND 
5/04177 NORIIAL SIND 
5/04177 NORIIAL stNt! 
5/04177 NoRIIAL STND 
'jf04l77 NORMAL STND 
5/04/77 NORMAL STNO 
5/04177 NORIIAL StNt> 
5/00/77 PARTIAL SUBS 
5/04117 NORMAL STND 
5/0"77 NORMAL ~~ND 
5/04177 NORIIAL STND 
5/04177 HOPIIAL STND 
5/04177 NORMAL STNP 
3/06/76 ItlOPEMABLE lERO 
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HIDU Of "CTIYE AND PLAHNED SPACECRHT AND EIIPERUIEtlTS 
BY SPACECRAFT NAMES AND PRINCIPAL INVESTlI>ATDR 
COUNTRY AND "GENU 
LAIIHCtl 
DATE ORBI' TYPE 
....................... ~ •••••• u ........................................................ . NSSDC 1D 































































SEE SOLIIAD 10 













.. EOS 3 
SEE ESA GEOS 
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS 01/11/68 GEOCENtRIC 
LASER tRACKING REFLECTOR 
UNllED STATES NASA-DA 04/09115 GEOCENTRlC 
US NAVY DOPPLER SY~1EM 
SA TELLJ IE-TO-SATELL I I E IliA CI(J NG 
C-BAND SYSTEM 
RADAR ALTJMETEII SYSTEPI 
S-BAND TRAtlllNG SY5lE" 
LASER CUBe SYSTEM 
SEE GEDS 2 
SEE G!'IS 
SEE "AGS/IT 
JAPAN NASOA 01114111 GEOCENtRIC 
JAPAN JI'IA 
VISIBLE AND INFRARED SPIN-SCAN 
RADIO"ET£II: (VISSII:) 
SPACE ENVl'II0NMENT "ON nOR (Sf") 
WEATHER COI'IMUNICAIIONS FACILITY 
UN1tEP STATES 
UNITED STATES 
NOAA-NESS 10/16175 GEOCENTRIC 
NASA-Oil 
VI SIBLE-IN FRAREO 
(VISSR) 
SPIN·SCAN RADIOI'IETER 
METEOROLOGICAL DA,TA COLLECTION 
TRANSMl$SI0N SYSTEI'I 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONlTOR 
SOLAR X-RAY "ON ITO II 
ItAGNETH Fl'ELD "DNITOR 
'JNI1ED STATE'S 
UNIlEO STATES 
NOAA-NESS 06/16171 GEOCENTIIIC 
NASA-OA 
V I SIBLE-IN FRAREO 
tVISSRl 
SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER 
KETEOROLOGICAL PATA COLLECTION 
TRANSMISSI,ON SYSTEI'I 
ENERGETIC PAIIT-ICLE MONI10R 
SOLIIR X-RAY "ONITOR 
I'IAGNETlC HELD !'IONITOR 
'NO 




























EPOCH SlATUS DATA 
""DOn RATE 
1U30/68 INOPERABLE UAO 
5/16/17 HORkAL STNC 
4/09175 NORJIIAL SHID 
4/09/75 NORKAL STHD 
4/09175 NORM"L STND 
4/09115 NOII""L SIND 
4/09/75 NORMAL SYNC 
4/09 175 HDRMAL SHID 
4/09/75 HORIUL 5TNO 
8/15117 NORKAL STND 
8/15111 NORMAL SIND 
8/15111 HORKAL st~D 
8/15111 NORMAL SlNIl 
8/13111 NOR!'IAL lERO 
8/13117 NORI'IAL ZERO 
8/13177 PARt IAL lElia 
8/1"3177 NOII"AL lERO 
8/13117 NORMAL lERO 
8/13111 PART IAL lERO 
6/16111 NORMAL S1Nb 
6/16/71 NORMAL STHP 
6/16177 HOIII'IAL STHD 
7120/17 NORI'IAL STND 
7120/71 NORI'IAL S'TND 
8/17/77 NORI'IAL SINO 
























































JNO~X Of ACTIYE AND PLANNED SPACECRAfT AND EXPERlf'lENIS 




• SPACEr!lllfT HAPIE COUNTRY AND AGENCY DATE ORBIT TYPE • 
............................................................................................ NSSDC 10 EPOCH 
"PlDDn 
STATUS UTA 




























































UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS 07/00178 GEOe-ENUIC 
mUTED STATES NASA-OA 
VISIBLE-INfRARED SPIN-S(A~ RADIOf'lETER 
(VISSR) 
"ETEOROLOGI CAL OATA COLLECTION AND 
TRANSMISSION nSfEPI 
ENERGHI' PARTICLE JIIIONlTOR 
SOLAR X-RAY "ONITOR 
!'!AGNElle FIELD !'!O'UTOR 
UNITED STATES NOAA-NIESS 03/01179 GEOCENTRIC 
VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN SCM. RADIOPIETER 
(VI SSR) 
IIETEOROLOGIe-AL DAT" COLLECTION "NO 
TRANSPIISSION SYSTEPI 
ENERGETIC P"RTICLE PlONITOR 
SOLAR X-RAY JIIONIlOR 
MAGNETIC fIELD PlONlTOR 
UNIHD STATES NOAA-NESS OfolD1179 GEOCENUIC 
VJs-IBLE-INfRAREIl SPIN SC"N UOIOPIETER 
(VISSR.) 
PlETEOROLOGICAL OAT" COLLECTION AND 
TRANSPIISSION SYSTEPI 
ENERGEllC PARTICLE PlONITOR 
SOLAI! X-RAY MONI TER 
"AGNETIC FIELD PlONtlOR 
UNITED STATES NO""-NESS 07100/80 GEOCENTRIC 
VISIBLE-INfRARED SPIN SUN R"DIOI'IETER 
(VISSR) 
METEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTlON ANti 
TRANSPI ISS IONS STS T EPI 
ENERGETIC P,lRYlCLE PlONITOR 
SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR 
I'IAGNETlC FIELD MONITOR 
UNITED STATES NASA~OSS 06/031710 GEOe-ENTRIC 
LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND ELECTRONS 
ELf/VLF RUElVERS 
TRIAXIAL fLUXGATE M"GNETOPIETER 
UNITEI) STo\TES NASA-O" 04/00/78 GEOCENTRIC 
HEIIT (APUllY MISSI'ON R"DIOMETER 
UNlTEO STUES NASA-OSS 08/1U71 GEOCENTRIC 
COSMIC X-RAY EXPERIMENT 
LARGE ARU COSlttC X-A"Y SURVEY 
x~RAY SCANNING "ODULATION COLLlIIATOR 
LOW-ENERGY GAPI""-RAY AND HARD X-RAY SKY 
SURVEY 
SEE HEAD 1 
UNITED STATES NASo\·OSS 06/15/78 GEOCENTRIC 
SD110~St"TE X-RAY DETECTOR 
A CURVED-CRYST"l BRAGG X-R"Y 
SPECTRDPIETER 
"ONITOR PROPORTIONAL tOUNTER 
HIGH-RESOLUTION IMAGER 
IM"GING PROPORTION"L COUNTER 
UNITED STAffS NASA-OSS 01115119 GEOCENTRIC 
HEAVY NUCLEII 
GAPlPI"-RAY LINE SPECTROJIIETER 




fEDERAL REPUBLIC Of GE BMWf 1Z110174 HE:"lOe-ENTRIC 
UNITED SlATES NASA-OSS 












































































740-0910\ lZtlO/74 NORI'IAL STlltI 










































































INDEX Df ACTIIiE AND PLANNED SPACECRAfT AND EItPERII"IENTS 
6T SPACECRAft NAPlES AND PRINCIPAL I~IIESTIGATOR 
COUNTRY AND AGENCY 
I.AUHCH 
DAte OR91 T TYPE 
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HI.ECtEN LUN OCCULT.SAT. 
H1GH ENUGY ASTRON OBS-A 
IHGII ENERGY ASTRON O!IS-B 











CDARSE FREQUENCY. fiNE T UIE IIESOlUT ION 
SP£CTIIUPI ANALYSIS 
fiNE fREQUENCV. COAJlSe TI"e IIESDlUtlON 
SPECTRUII ANAlTSIS 
SO~KHl TO Z·I'hll MAD 10 WAVE 
ENEAGETIC ELHTRON DETECTOR 
!CELESTIAL IIHIIANlCs 
COSPlIC-AAY PAATICLE:i 
ZOlHACAL llGIIT PIIOTOMETEIt 
FLU.GATE IIAGNETOKefEIi fOR AIiEflAGE fIELDS 
fLUIGAtE I'IAGNETOMUEII fOil HeLD 
fLUCTUATIDNS 
sUllcn COIL I'IAGNETOMETEII 
PLASMA DETECTORS 
GALACllC AND SOLAR COSMIC 111.'1'5 
FEDERAL REPU8lH Of GE e"WF 01115176 HELlOCENTRIC 
UNt1ED STATES NASA-OSS 
.IICROIIETEOIIOID DETECTOR AND ANALTZER 
COAA5E fREQUENCY, fINE T1I"E RESOLUTtON 
SPECTRU" ANALYZIS 
fiNE FREQUENCY. COARse TlPlE RESOLUTION 
SPECTRUPI ANALYSIS 
SO-Kill TO ~-""l RADIO WAVE 
ENERGETIC ELECTRON DETECTOR 
CEL[StlAL M[[NANICS 
COSI'IIC~RAT PARTICLES 
ZODIACAL LIGHT PHOTO"Ell~ 
FLUX GATE "'AGNETO"ETEII fOR AliliRAGE FI ELOS 
FLUXGATE "AGNETOPIETEIi fOil f lELD 
fLUCTUATIO~S 
SEARCH COIL "'AGNETO,';~TER 
PLAS"A DETECTORS 
GALACTIC AND SOLAR r:~I'IIC RAYS 
INTERNATIONAL ESA 12100180 GEOCENtRIC 
"EDIUI1-ENERGY COS"IC X-AAT "loCKAGE 
LOII-ENERGT COS,,! C X-flAY PACkAGE 




UNitED StAlES NASA-OA 01/17116 GEOtENTII!C 
CANADA [RC 
SUPER-HIGH-FREQUENCY (12 AND 110 GHl) -
TRAllSPllTtER E.itPEIII"ENt PACkAGE (YEP) 
UNITED STATES USER E)(PER!"£NTS 
CANADIAN COMMUNICATIONS EXPEIII"ENTS 
SOLAR ARRAT fEeHHOLOG' EXPEAIMENT (SATEl 
ATTIlUtE CONTROL STSTE~ ElCPERIMENT(ACSEl 
~EE HlLOS 
SiE HEAD 1 
SEE HEAO-8 





UNITED STATES NASA-OSS 09/23172 GEOCENTRIC 
fUASUREPlENI Of SOLAR PI.ASMA 
,.EASUAE,.ENT Of SDLAR PLAS"A 
stUDY Of cOSrUC-RAY. SOLAII. AND 
MAGNETOSPHERIC ELHTRONS 








































































1/15176 NOIII'IAL Sf NO 
1123176 NORMAL STNO 
1116176 NORMAL STNO 
1116176 NORllAL StND 
1/16/76 NORMAL S1ND 
1116176 NOAM"L STND 
1/23176 NORMAL STND 
1116176 NOII""L STND 
1123176 NORI1AL STND 
1116/76 NORMAL STNO 
1116176 NORI'IAL SIND 
1116/76 NORMAL SYND 
1116176 NORMAL S"'ID 
1 "6176 NOIIMAL STND 
PROPOSED MISSION 
10118175 INOPERABLE lERO 
1n/28175 INllPERAOLE ZERO 
1120176 NOR"AL SlND 
2108176 NOIII'IAL STND 
212.6176 NORI'IAL SIND 
Zl26176 NOIII'IAL SlNIl 
31201?? INOPER'&IILE ZEIIO 
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INOE.X Of Af,lIVE AND "LAPlNEII SPACECUfT AND EXPERIMENTS 
BY SPACECRAFT NAMES ANfI PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 
LAUNCII 



































































LOW-ENERGY COSMIC-RAY COMPOSITION 
fie TO 12-HI ELECTRIC rIELD PRODE 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL (Six AXES), 6-EV TO 
10-KEII ELECTRON SPECTROMETER 
MAGNETIC FIELDS 
PLASMA COMPOSITION 
ENERGEllC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS 
UNITED HATES NASA-OSS 10/131'77 GEOCENTRlC 
INTERNATIONAL [SA 
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS 
SOLAR W tNO IONS 
HOT PLO\SlU 
10-1Il. TO 10-KHt MAGNETIC AiiO 10-IIZ TO 
200-KHl ELECTRIC fiELD MONOAXJAL PROBES 
Rt.DIO PROPAGATION RECEIVER 
ENERGH I C ELECTRONS AND PROTONS 
SO-Ell TO 40-KEII PROTON AND 5-EII TO 
20-KEII ELECtRON PLASMA PROB~ 
lIIAGNETIC FIELDS 
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS 01/00118 HELIOCENTRIC 
INTERNATIONAL ESA 
• RAYS AND ELECTRONS 
lSD-Eli TO 7-KE:II PROTON AND s-E\ TO 
2.S-KEII ELECTRON PLASMA PROBE 
IUGN-ENERGY COSMIC RATS 
LOW-ENERGY CO'iMJt-RAY COMPOSITION 
ENERGETIC PROTONS 
COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS AND NUCLEI 
MASS SPHIROMETER 
lD-HZ to 1-KHI MAGNETIC AND 20-Hl TO 
100-KHl ELECTRIC fiELD DETECTORS 
"AGNHIC flELDS 
20-KHI to 3-MHt RADIO MAPPING 
COSMIC-RAY COMPOSITION 
SOLAR AND GALACTtc ENERGETIC PARTICLES 
SOLAR AND INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC fIELDS 
(CORRELATIVE STUDY) 
CUIADA cO< 01l30lb9 GEOCENTRIC 
UNITED SHTES NASA-aSS 
VLf REtHVER 
CYLINDRICAL ELECTRonATIC PROBE 
FIXED-fREQUENCY SOUNDER 
RADIO BEACON 
COSI11C RADIO NOISE 
ENERGEtIC PAR1JCLE DETECTORS 






3914- AND S577-A 
VLF RECEIVER 
PHOTOMETER 
CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE 
fIlED-fREQUENCY SOUNDER 
RADIO BEACON 
COSMIC R,\OIO NOISE 
SOft-PARTICLE SPECTROPIETER 
ION MASS SPE.CTRD"ETER 
RET'ARDtNG POTENTIAL ANII:LYZER 






JAPAN N"SDA 02./29176 GEOCENTRIC 
JAPAN RAL 
POSITIVE ION "ASS SPECTROMETER (PIC) 
RETARDING POTENTIAL PROBE 
RADIO NOISE NEAR 2.5~5,10"25 Milt (RAN) 
JAPAN RRL 02100/78 GEOCENTRIC 
1 
.. J 
ION MASS SPHTROPIETEII 







































































, /30170 PARTI AL SUBS 
1/30/70 NORMAL SUBS 
1130170 NOII"Al SUSS 
1/30170 NORMAL SUBS 
3/10/75 PARt UL ZERO 
1/l0110 NORI1AL SUBS 
1/30170 NOR"AL SUBS 
1/30170 NORMAL SUBS 
T 130170 NORMAL SUIlS 
2/04/13 P<lRTUL SUBS 
'2104/7] NORMAL SUBS 
Zl0411] NORIIAL SUBS 
2/04173 NOR' .... L SUBS 
2/010/13 NORMAL SUBS 
3110/75 PARTIAL ZERO 
l/04/73 NORMAL SUBS 
1/00176 ltHIPERABLE l.ERO 
2/04113 NORMAL SUBS 
2./04173 NDRPlAL SUBS 
'2104173 PARTJAl SUBS 
2./04/13 NOR"AL SUss 
2/04/73 NOIIIIAl SUSS 
4102176 INOPERABLE ZERO 
4/0,,76 INOPERABLE lERO 
1,/02116 INOPERABLE lERO 
















































































INDEX Of AClIVE AND PLAI.'leo SPACECRAfT AND EXPERrMI:NTS 
BY SPACECRo\fT NAMES ANO PIltNCIPAL INveSTIGATOR 
SP~CEtRoHT NAME COUNTRY AND AGENCY 
LAUNCH 
DATE ORBll TYPE 



































MAlIl"'''R 1 0 
BRIDGE 








"'ARINEII JUPITER/SHURN A 
MARINER JUPITERISATURN 
MARIIIER VENUS/MERCURY 73 
EXPEIIJMENT NAME 
RETARDING POTENTIAL TRAP 




UNITeD S,",lES NASA-OSS ""5/71 GEOCENTRIC 
INTERNAlJONAL ESA 
LOW-IIi! GH-R ESOLUT tON. UL I R AV I OL E I 
SPECTROGRAPH PACKAGE 
SEE ISS 1 
UNITEO STAlES NASA-OA 05/04/76 GEOCENIRIC 
LASER RETROfLECTORS 
SEE LANOSAT-D 
UNlIEO STATES NASA-OA 07/23172 GEOCENTRIC 
IIULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (M5S) 
DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS) 
UNITED STATES NASA-OA 01/22.175 (';EOCEIHRIC 
'IULTlSPfCTAAL SCANNER OISS) 
DATA COLLECTlON SYSTEII (DeS) 
RETURN BEAM VI0ICO~ IIIBV) 'AMERA SYS1EII 
UNHED STATES NASA-OA 09/29/77 GEOCENTRIC 
MULT!SPECTRAL SCANItER 
DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (IlCS) 
RET .. ~;; aUM VIDICON CA"EAA (RBV) 





















APOLLO 17 LM/ALSEP 
SEE UNDSAT-O 
lI.S.S.R. ll"IRAN 00/00177 GEOCENTRIC 
UNITED STATES NASA -OA 02/0C/BO GEOCENTRIC 
SCALAR MAGNETOMETER 
VECTOR IIAGNETOMETER 
UNITED STATES NASA-DSS 11/03173 MERCURY fLYIlY 
MEASUREIIENT or PLASMA ENVIROtlMENT 
IWO-CHANNEL III RADIOMETER 













NSSO[ I D 
lSS-2 -03 



































STATUS DATA PAGE 
RATE NO. 
An'ROIiED "ISSI0N 
~/0~/7b NORMAL STNO 
S/OSI7b liORMAl STNO 
7102174 PARllAL SUBS 
3/04/77 PARTlAL SUBS 
7123/72 NOR"Al 5TND 
T 12.2/75 NORMAL STNO 
1/27/75 tlORMAL SIND 
1/23/75 tlORMAL STNO 
2106/15 PARTlAL lERO 
APPROIIEII MISSION 
APPROVED MISSION 
APPROVED MISS 101; 
APPROII(D MISSION 
31110175 l~OPERABLE lEAD 
S/24/75 INOPERABLE ZEAO 
3/2.4/H I~OPEAABLE ZEAO 
312~/75 INOPERABLE IERO 
3/24175 INOPERABLE I~RO 
312.4175 INOPERABLE ZERD 



































SPAtHRA FT '-I"''IE 
iNDEX Of ACllve AND PLANNED SPACECUfT AND UPfilUIENtS 
B" SPACECRAfT NAMES AND PRINtl ..... l INVESTIGATOR 
COUNTRY ANti AGENC., 
LAUNCH 
onE ORBIT TYPE 
•• * •••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••• " ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• tiSSDC JO 



















NEUTRAL POINT EXPLORER 
NlfIIBUS 4 
NIMIWS 














'0 El j" 
VUNBU' 









.... '\. r , 
SEE "AIIINEIl 10 
"EE SMS 
SEE METEOROID TECHNOLOGY SAT 





INTERnATIONAL ESA 11/03/77 GEOCENTRIC 
I"AGlilG RADIOMfTER 
DATA COLLECTION PlA,fOR" (DCI') 
I'HEUUIONAL ESA 11/00/78 GEOCENTRIC 
HIAG!NG RADIOtlETeR 
UTA COLLECTION PLATfORM (DCP) 
SEe VOYAGEII 
SEE VOYAGER 
SEE I SEE-A 
lEE METEOROID TECHNOLOGY SAT 
SEE HAWI:EYE 1 
UNlTED STATES NASA-OA 04108/70 GEOCEUTRIC 
INTERROGATION, RECORDING, AND LOCATION 
SYSTEtI tiRl$) 
BACKSCATTER UlTRAIIIOlET (BUll) 
SPECTROMETER 
UNITED STAH:~ NASA-OA 12/11/72 GEOCENTRIC 
SELECTlVE CHaPPEll RADIOMETER (SCR) 
tEI'IPERATUllf/HUI'IIOIT'f IHFRARED RADIOMETER 
(THill) 
INFRARED TE"PERATURE PROfilE RADIOMETER 
/ItPR) 
NII18US 5 "ICROWAVE SPECTROMETER (HEltS') 
ELECTRICALLY SCANNING "ICIIOWAVE 
RADIOMETER (E5MII) 
UNITED STATES NASA-OA 06/1Z/75 GEOCENTRIC 
LIMB RADUNCE tNVER:;tON RADIOMETER 
(L~1II1 
PIiESSURE-MOb\I_A1ED RADIOMETEII (PMR) 
TROPICAL WINO ENERGY CONVERSION AND 
RHERENCE LEVEL E-XPERII'IENT (TIIERlE) 
TEMPERA1URE/HU"lDITY INfRARED RAIlIOI'IETER 
(JHIR) 
HIGH RESOLUTION INf'<iARE:D RADIATION 
SOUNOIOR (HIRs) 
EARTH RADIATION BUDGET (ERlil 
SCANNING MICROWAVE SPECTROMHER (SCAMS) 
TRACKING ANO OHA RELA'f 




SEE NUUlUS 6 
UNITED SHTES NASA-OA 10/00/18 GEOCENTRIC 
TEI'I!>EIIATUIIE/IlUI1IOln UHRAREP RADIOMETER 
('TIlIR) 
SCANNING MULTISPECTRAL MICROWAVE 
iADIOI'IE:TE:R (5MI1R) 
SOLAR AND BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOlET/TOTAl 
vlOUE MAPPING SYSTEM (SBUVITOMS) 
STIiAYOSPIIEliIC AND MESOSPIlElltC SOUNtlE-R 
(SAMS) 





































STATUS DATA PAGE 
RATE NO • 
6/05/75 NORltAL ZERO 
6/05175 NOR .. AL ZEIIO 
APPROVED MISSION 
PROPOSED IUSSION 
4/08171 PAIIT lolL SUBS 
6/02.175 NORI1Al lERD 
8/15/76 NORMAL SUSS 
1101,113 !>ART I AL STNb 
"1115115 NOR .... L SUBS 
3/12175 INOPERABLE LEAD 
10/02.116 PART ~AL lERO 
8/15/75 NORMAL SUBS 
7115115 NORMAL SUBS 
6/12175 HOIIKAI. !:THD 
1/07176 INOPERABLE 1E-flO 
8/01,176 NORMAL SUBS 
6/19175 NOIiHAl STND 
5/31177 INOPERABLE ZERO 
5/2.7/76 INOPERABLE lERO 
5123176 PART1AL sues 
5/30176 INOPERABLE lERO 
HOl/77 PARtiAL lERO 





































I 1 I J .... 
INDEX OF A(.T1VE AND PLANlnD SPA_CECRAfT IoNO EXPERIMENTS 
BY SPACECRAfT NAMES ANO PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 
LAUNCH 
• SPACECRAft NAME COUNTRY AMI AGENCY DAH OIBIT lYP[ • 
............................................................................................. 
























































EAlTH RADIATION BUDGU (£10) 
STRATOSPHERIC A£lOSOL PlUSUlleMENT·11 
(SAM-Ill 
LOWER ATI'IOSPHERl(: COMPOSJTION AND 








uNitED STATES NOAA-NESS 11115114 GEOCENTRIC 
SCANNING RADIOMETER (SR) 
VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIO .. UER (VHRR) 
VERTICAl TE .. PERATUIIE PIiOfIL£ RADIOMUER 
(VTPR) 
SOUR PROTON I'IONITOR 
UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS 07l'l9176 GEOCeNTIIIC 
utl1TED STATES NASA-OA 
VERY lliGH RESOLUT ION RADIOMETER (vHIIR) 
VERTICAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIO"ETER 
(VTPR) 
SCANNiNG RADIOMETER (SR) 
SOLAR PROTON MONITOR [SP") 
UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS 
SP"CE ENVIRONMENT "ONlTOR 
"DV"NCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION 
(AVHIIR) 
OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNoER 
DH" COLLECTiON SYSTEM 
UNITED 5T"1£5 NOAA-NESS 
SPACE ENVIIION"ENT "O!HTOR 
ADV"NeED VEn HIGH RESOLUllOH 
(AVHRR) 
DPER"TIonAL IIEIITICIIL SOUNDEII 





UNITED SlATES N[lAA-NESS 1980 GEOCENTRIC 
SPAtE ENVIRON"ENT "ONITOR 
ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTlON R"DIOMEtER 
(AVIIRR) 
DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DtS) 
UNITED SUTES NOAA-NESS 
SP"'E ENVtIION"'ENT "ONJlOR 
ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION 
(AvIIRR) 
OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNIIER 
DATA COLLEtTIO/-, S'STEM (OCS) 
UNITEC STATES NOAA-NESS 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT ItOIHTOIl 
ADVANCED VEIIY HIGH RESOLUTION 
(AVUAR) 
OPEIIA'TIONAL VEATlC-IIL SOUNDER 
DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (OCS) 
UnITED 5T"'ES NOAA-HESS 
SPA.CE ENVIIION"ENT "ONI TOR 
ADVANCED VERY HIG/l RESOLUTION 
(AVIIRR) 
OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNOEII 
DATA COLLECTtON srs-TE" [OCS) 
UIUt£D STATES NOAA-HESS 
SPACE EIIVIRONMENT MONITOII 
"DVANCED VEIIY HIGH RESOLUTION 
IAVHIIII) 
DAlA COLLECTION SYSTEM [0[5) 








UNITED STATES NASA-OSS 01l/2:117'l GEOCENTRl'C 
STELLAR X-RAYS 
HIGH-RESOLUTION TELESCOPES 





































-" NOU-D -01 
NOAA-D 
-" 110",,·0 -03 
NDAA-E 
NOAA-E 
-" NOAA-E -01 
NOIIA-E 
-" NOAA-E -03 
NOA"-F 
NOU-F 
-" NOAA-' -01 
NO"A-' 
-" NOAA-F -03 
NOAA-G 
NOAA-G 


































































































































INDEII Of AeflVE AND PLANNED SPACECRAFl AHO UPEILUtENTs-
BY SPACEC~A'T NAMES AND P~lNCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 
LAUNCH 
• SPACECRAfT HAME COUNTln AND AGENCy OATE ORBll UPE 
........................................................................................ 
0.1.0 3 
OCEA,. OYNA"ICS SAT-A 


























































UNITED STAleS NASA-OSS 
INST~UIIENT DEflNlllON TEA" 
198Z GEOCENTRIC: 
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS 01JZZJ69 GEOCENTRIC 
IIEASUREMENT Of THE SELf-IiEVERSAL OF THE 
SOLAR L"IAN-ALPHA LINE 
X-RU SPECTROHELlOGRAPH 
tODI'ACAL LlGHT IIONITOR 
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS 06/Z1/7S GEOtENtilIt 
"APPING X-RIllY HELIOMETeR 
HIGH-RESOLUTION ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER 
"EASUREMENTS 
CHROMOSPHERE FINE-STRUCTURE STUDY 
HIGH-ENUGT CELESTIAL 11 RAYS 
son X-RAY BACKGROUND RADIAlION 
INVEstIGAtION 
HIGH-SENUTIVln CRYSTAL. 
SPECTROSCOPY Of STELLAR AND SOLAR II RATS 
COSIIIC X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY 
EUV FIIOI'I URTH AND SPAt( 





UNltED STAHS DOD-USAf 05123169 GEOCENTRIC 
GE'IGEII-I'IUELLEIi 7USE, SOLAR lI-RAY 
DETECTOR, Z TO 12 A 
5001UI'I 10DUE HINTIlLAlOII, GAJIII'IA-RAY 
DETECTOR, 19 TO 1175 KEV 
PIIOTON ALPHA PARTICLE TELESCOPE 
LQW-ENEIIGT ELECTRON DETECTOII 
SEE SC4THA 
1.I1HIEO STATES NASA-OSS lZ116/65 HELIOCENTltIC 








UNltED s-tATES- NASA-OSS 1Z113f67 tlELIOCENTRIC 
COSf'lIC DUST DETECTOII 
TWO-FREIlUENCY BEACON RECEIVER 
COSMIC-IIAY ANiSOtROPY 
SINGLE-AXIS MAGNETOI'IEtER 
COSlllt-RAy GRADlENT DETECtOR 
ELECTIIOSTATtC ANALYZER 
UNITE~ SUTES NASA-OSS 11108/68 HELI,OCENTRIC 
coslue bUST DETECTOR 
TIlO-fIIEQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER 
COSMI C-RAY ANISOlliOPY 




UNITED STAlES NASA-OSS 03/0311Z JUPITER FLYBY 
tELE'STlAL MHHANICS 
JOVIAN TRAPPED IIADIATION 

































































PROPOSED III SSI0N 
8fZ5115 INOPERABLE lERO 
8/Z1115 INOPERABLE ZEIIO 
8/25115 INOPERABLE lERO 
8/09115 INOPERABLE ZERO 
6.22115 NORIIAL STNO 
6; 2Z175 NORMAL STHD 
.3/00176 PART1AL s-tND 
12.100/75 PARTIAL STND 
612217S NORMAL STtfO 
612Z175 NORMAL STHD 
6/22-175 NORIIAL STND 
6/ZZ175 NORtlAl STNO 
6122175 NORMAL $lNO 
B/00/16 PARTIAL lERO 
8/00176 PARTUL ZERO 
8/00/16 PAIIT1AL ZERO 
8/00/76 PARt IAL lERO 
8/00116 PART IAL lERO 
2/07171 NORMAL SUBS 
lUC3174 PAIITUl SUBS 
1'Z.103174 NORMAL SUBS 
1i!103174 PART tAL SUBS 
1i!103114 NORMAL SUBS 
lI1Ol16 P"RTIAL ZERO 
lt10176 PARTIAL lERO 
Z/10116 PARTlAL ZERO 
ZllO/16 PARTlAl ZERO 
5/oZl71 NORMAL SUBS 
41Z5/75 NORMAL lERO 
1/Z5171 NOR"AL SUSS 
4125/75 INOPER.,SLE ZERO 
5/OU11 NORMAL SUBS 
11103114 PART IAL SUBS 
lt2S171 PAR'TIAL SUBS 
5/19/69 NORMAL SUBS 
5/19/69 NORMAL SUBS 
12103174 NORIIAL STNO 
5119/69 NORIIIAL SUBS 
5/19/69 NORMAL SUBS 
5/19/69 NOIIMAL SUBS 
5/19/69 NOIIMAL SUBS 
12103/74 NORMAL SUBS 
.3/03172. NORMAL SlND 
_3/.03172. NOIIMAL STNO 
12119173 PARTIAL SUBS 
12131173 NO~MAL ZERO 
3/03172 NORMAL STNO 
3/03/72 NORIIAL STNO 
3/0317Z NORMAL STND 












































































INOU Of AtUVE AND PLANNED SPAtECRAfT AND ElIPEAI"EN1S 
BY SPACE.tUft NA"ES AND PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOII 
LAUNCH 
• SPACECRAfT NA"E COUNTRY AND AGENCY DATE OR811 TYPE 
•• """." ••• _",, ... * •• * * •• "*" .*.*.* .. _ •• ! _ ••• ** •••••••••• * •••• ** ••••••••••• " •••••••••••••••• 
"PRINt .INVE.ST .NA"E 
SJIIlTlI 
SOBER"AN 



















PIONEEII VENUS 1978 
PIONEER VENUS 1978 ORBIT 
















































UNITED SlATes NASA-OSS 010106173 JUPI TER FlTBY 
JOVIAN "AGNEtlC FIELD 
CELESTIAL MECHANICS 







CHARGeO PARTICLE CO"POSlTION 
MAGNETIC rIELOS 
ASTEROID/METEOROID ASTRONOMY 
JOVIAN CHARGEO PARTICLES 
lOOIACAL-LIGHT TWO-COLOR 
PHOTOPOLAR IME TRY 
PLASMA 
SEe PIONEER VENUS PROBE BUS 
SEE PIONEEII VENUS ORBITER 
UNl1EPc STATES NASA-OSS 05/22178 VENUSCENTRlC 
LANGKUI R PROBE 
RADAR AltiMETER 
RADIO SCIENCE lEA,. 
PARTlClPATlNG THEORIST PcONAHUE. 
TRANSIENT GAKMA-RAY SOURCES 
CLOUD P~OTOPOLARl"ETER 
RETARtlItlG POTENTIAL ANALYZER 
PARTl'CIPATlNG TIIEORIST MASURSJCY 
PARTICIPATING THEORUT MCGILL 
PARTICIPATING "'EORIST NAGY 
NEUTRAL PARTlCLE MASS SPECTROMHER 
TRUUAL FLUXGATE I'IAGNE-TOMETER 
ELEC'TRIC FIELD DHECTOII 
PARTlCIPATlNG 1HEORIST SCIIUBERT 
PROGRAI!I!ABLE ULTRAVIOLET SPEClIIOIIETEII 
RAOIOME1RIC TE"PERATURE-SOUNDING 
EXPERl"ENT 
ION "ASS SPECTROMETEII 
SOLAR WIND PLASIIA DETECTOR 
UNITED STATU NASA-OSS 08/00178 VENUS PRoeE 
PARTItIPAllNG THEORIST BAUE.I! 
01 f FERENT I Al VERY-LONG-BASELINE 
INTERFUO"EiR1C TRACICING 
PARTICIPATING THEORl.ST DONAHUE 
PARTlCIPAJlNG THEORIST GODOY 
PARTlC1PAHNG THEORUT HUNTEN 
RADIO Sc.tENCE TEA" 
PARTltIPATntG THEORIST POLLAClC 
PARTlCIPATlNG THEORIST SPENCER 
ION-IIASS SPECTROMETER 
NEUTRAL PARTICLf "ASS SPEtlROIIETER 
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS 08/00178 VENUS PROIIE 
IHfRARED RADIOMetER 
DIffERENTIAL VERY LONG-BASELI'NE 
INTERFEROMETRIC TRACItING 
NEUTRAL PARU CLE ""SS SPECTRo"erER 
CLOUD PART1cLE SIZE SPECTRO"ETER 
GAS CfUIOMATOGRAPH 
CLOUD EXTENT, STRUCTURE, AND 
DISTRIBUTION 
AlJIlOSPHERE STRUCTURE 
SOLAR ENERGY PENETRATION INTO THE 
ATMOSPHERE 
UNITEO ~TATE~ NASA-OSS DUDn178 VENUS PROBE 
DIFfERENTIAL VERY LONG BASELINE 
INTERfEROMETRlC TR"CItING 
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~PAC£CRAfT N""E 
I J J 
INDEX Of ACT IVE AND PLANNED SPAtEUAn AND EJPERllifEHT5 
BY SPACecun HAilES AND PR1NClpU IHY£STtGoHOIi 
COUNTRY AND AGENCY 
LAUNCH 
DUE ORBH TYPE 
••• * ••••• ** ............................................................ a................. N55DC ID 
.PRiNC.IHIIEST.NA"E EXPERJMENT N""E .. 


































UIUT£O SlAlES NASA-aSS 08/00118 VENUS PROBE 
DIffERENT tAL VERY-LaNG-BASELINE 
IIHERFEROMETRIC TRACKING 




UNItEIl STAlES N"SA-oSS 08/00118 VENUS PROBE 
DlffERtlAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE 
INTEROIUTRIC TRACKING 





SEE PIONEER 7 
SEE PIONEER 8 
SEE PIONEER 9 
SEe PIONHR 10 
SEE PIONEER 11 
U.S.S.R. SAS 12122175 GEOCENTRIC 
I( ILO"ETII1 C/HECTOMET RI C RECEIVER 
PLASItA DETECTOR 
SOLAR x-Ins 
ENERGETtC PARTICLES AND C!lARGE 
COMPOSITION 
ENERGEllC PARTICLE TELESCOPE 
THREE AilS fLUXIiATE MAGNETOMetER 




ULTRAVIOLet PHotOMETERS - HYDROGEN AND 
HELlUM 
SOFT X-RAYS 
ENERIiETIC PARTlCLES CHARGE COMP6SI1ION 
ENfIIGEHC PARlICLES CHARGE AND "ASS 
COI'IPOSITION 
THREE-AlliS fLUliGATE MAGN£lOME1ER 
"LASNA SPECTI:OMElERS 





















UNITEO StAtES NASA-aSS 06/10173 GEOCENTRIC 
STEP fREQUENcY RADIOMEoTUS 
RAPID-BURST RECEIVERS 
II1PEOANCE PROBE 
SEE APOLLO 15 LI'I/ALSEP 
SEE APOLLO 16 Ll'IIALSEP 





UNlTEO STATEf' OOO-USH 1012.9174 GEOCENTRIC 
ELF-VLF RECEIVER 
ACCELERD"ETER DENSITY OBSERVAlIO\ltS 
ION DENSITY GAUGES 
"ASS SPECTIIO"ETER 
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INDEX Of ACllVE AND PLANNED SPACECRAfT AND EXPERIMENTS 
BT SPACECRAfT NAfIIES AND PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 
LAUNCH 
• SP"'CECRAFT N"'ME COUNTRY :NO AGENCT DATE ORBIT TTPE • 
............. .......... .... ................ ".~ ..... ~ ~ ................................. . 







































REUJlOING POTEN'rAL "'NAL'flER 
UNITt;; :ira!!:!; DOD-USAf 1110l17S 
ENERGHIC ELECTIIDN (0.1- 1.0 "EVI SENSOR 
PROTON TIME-Of-FLIGHT "'ND PROTON "'LP"'" 
COUNTERS 
TRIAU"'L P'UOELECTRI( ACCELEROMFfn 
NEUTRAL DENSITY EXPERUtENTS (COLO AND 
HOT CATHODE G"'UGES) 
'IELOCITY MASS SPECTROMETER 
NEUTR"L DUSHY EItPEiU"ENT (COLO C ... THODE 
G"'Gf.) 
RETARDING POrENTIAL "'NALYlER (RPU 
RETARDlN6 POTENTIAL ... NALYZER 
"AGNETOMUU 
ELECTRIC fiELD OBSERVATIONS 
ELECTROSrATJ C "'NALTZER 
LOll ENERGY ELECTRONS AND PROTONS 
LOll ENERGY PJtorON SPEClROMETER 
PROTON-ALPHA PARTICLE DETECTOR 
UNITED STATES DOD-USAf 07108176 GEOCENTRIC 
lON-ELECTRON M ... SS SPHTROMETER 
ELf/'lLF RECEIVER 
DC ELECTAlC fJELoS 
LOW-ENERGY P"'RTICLE SPEtTROfllETER 
ENERGEtiC (LEURON MAGNEtiC SPEC"lROMrTU 
ELECTUt fl!LDS-lON DRIfT 
LOW-EHEIIS' PHOTON SPECTRO .. ETEIIS 
PROTON TEL!:S(OPE 
SEe 53-] 
UNITED STATES NASA-OA 07101179 GEOCENTRIC 





NASA-OSS 02118/710 GEOCENTRIC 
'" 
I,I~UTRAL AHtOSPH~R~ COMPOSI T ION 
NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TE"PERATURE 
ITAL" eRA 02.100/80 G~OCIENTRIC 
UNUED STATES NASA-OSS 
DRAG B"'UNCE "'NO Alii OENStTT 
lVI-ION VELOCITY INSTRUMENT (PLANAR 
Rf-tAR\IING POTENTIAL ANALYZEII) 
]-"'ltts ELE:CTRIC fIELD 
AIRGlOW-SOL"R SPECTROMETER 








































5126175 INOPERABLE ZERO 
12103/75 NORMAL STNO 
1i!/Olo175 NORMAL STNO 
12104/75 NORMAL STNo 
12104115 NOR"AL STNo 
12104175 NOR"AL STND 
12104/75 NORltAl STNO 
12/04/75 NORltAL STNO 
12104175 NORM"'L STNo 
12104175 NORMAL STNo 
12/04/75 NORMAL STNO 
12104175 NOR"AL STNO 
12/04/75 NOR"Al STNo 
1V04175 'iORIIAL STND 
12104175 NURltAL STND 
12/04/75 NORItAL STNo 
7108/76 NOR"AL SlNO 
7108176 "DR MAL SUD 
7108/76 INOPER"'SLE lERO 
7/09176 MOR"Al STNo 
7/08/76 NOR"AL StNO 
7108176 HORItAL STND 
1108/76 NOR ..... L STNO 
7/08/76 NORMAL STND 
7108176 NORMAL STHo 
PROPOSED ItISSION 





















IT ... LY CRA 
IR RAIIIOlliETfR rOR "ONITORING CLOUD COVER 
AND OIONE CONteNT 
SEE SAS-A 
SEE SAS-C 
UNITEO ST ... tU NASA-OSSA 1i!/1l170 GEOCENTRIC 
"LL-SKY X-RAY SURVEY 
UNITED StATES NASA-OSS 05/07175 GEOCENTRIC 
ANALYSts (IF IElITRAGALACTIC X-RA" SOURCES 
"NAUSIS Of GALACTIC It-R"" SOURCES 
CONTlNL'O\IS"e'X-RA" FLUCTUATION MONITOR Of 





ELECTR I ( Fl ELO 
.TI 
















11010175 INOPERABLE lERO 
1101,175 INOPERABLE lERO 
5/01175 NOR'UL 
5/10/75 NORltAL 





































































INDEX Of AClIVE ,~O PLANNED SPACECRAfT AND EXPfRII'IENTS 
BY SPACECRAfT NA/IIES AND PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 
LAUNCH 
.. SPAC;EC;~"fT NllltE COUNTRY ANII AGENCY DAJE OIUIIl TYPE 
." ..................................................................................... . 



















































HE ;5 STAff 
II h .. L I ")liS 
WILLIAMS 
WILLI,MlS 
NESS Sf AfF 




ENERGET IC PROTON PETECTOR 
LtGHT ION /IIASS 5PECTRO/llETER 
ELECTRON GUN-ION GUN 
SAN DIEGO PARTICLE DETECTOR 
SPACECRAfT SHEATH FIELDS DEfECTOli 
ENERGEllC ION SPHTRDMETER 
SPACeCRAf' SURfACE POHNTIAL MONITOR 
CHARGING ELECTRICAL EfFECTS ANALYZER 
"AGNETlC FIELD "ONITOR 
QUARTZ tRy. tAL MHROBALANCES IN 
RETARDINCo I'DTENTlAL ANALYZERS 
THER"AL CONrROl SAMPLE /IIONITOR 
RAPID SCAN PARTlCLE DETECTOII 
HIt.H-UERGy PARTICLE DETECTOR 
PLASMA PIIOBE 
SEE SOlRAD 10 
SEE seASAT-A 
SEE SEASAT-B 
UNlTED STATES NASA-DA 05/17178 GEOCENTRIC 
SCANNING VISUAl/lNFRARED RAOIO/llETER 
I'll CIIOWAIIE WINO SCA TTERO"nER 
SCANNING /IIULTICHANNEL /IIICROWAVE 
RADIO/llUER (S/II/IIR) 
COMPRESSED PULSE RADAR ALTl/llETER (IIA) 
COHEIIENT SYNTHETIC APERTURE I"AGING 
RADAR (SAR) 
UlinED STATES NA:A-OA 1981 GEOCENTRIC 
SCANNING VISUAL/INfRAREo:: RADIO/llETER 
IHCROWAVE WINIl SCATTERO"ETER 
SCANNING /IIULTI-CHANNEL /IIICROWAVE 
IIAOtO/llETER (SMMII) 
COMPRESS Ell PULSE RAOAR ALTI/IIETER (110'1) 
COHERENT SYNElHIC APERTURE IMAGING IIADAR 
(SAR) 








SEE SOLAR I'IAXl"U" 'USSI0N 
UNITED SlATE'S 
UNITEO STATES 
NOAA-NESS 05/17174 GEOClE:'4TRIC 
NASA-OA 
V I SIBLE-INfRARED 
(VI SSR) 
SPIN-SCAN RAIlIO/llETER 
IIETEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION 
TRANSMtSStON STs-TE" 
ENEIiGETIC PARTICLE MOtlITOIi 
SOLAR X-RAY "ONITOR 
"AGNETJC FJELD "ONITOR 
'"' 
UNlTED STAlES 
UN I-HD SlA TES 
NOAA-NESS 02/06/75 GEOCENTRIC 
"'ASA-DA 
VI SI BLE-IN fRAR EO 
(VISSR) 
SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER 
"E-TEOROLOGICAL OATA COLLECTION 
TRANSN1SS10N SYSTEK 
ENERGETlt PARTICLE KONITOR 
SOLAR X-RAY MON110R 
"AGNEl1C fInO "ON110R 
SEE S"S 
SEE SI'IS 















































--------CURRENT 51"TU5----- 1 
• EPOCII ST AlUs DATA PAGE J 










• -~ 18, 







18, :j ,,, , 
1 
i 






1119177 NORMAL ZERO 107 J 
7/19/77 NORMAL ZERO 107 
7119117 PARTIAL ZERO 10, 
7/19117 NORf'lAl lERO '08 
1119117 NORf'lAL lERO 'OS 
7119/77 NOR/IIAL ZERO ", 
8/13111 NORf'lAL STND ,,, 
8113117 NIlRI'IAL STND 109 
8113117 NORf'lAL 51MD '09 
6113111 NIlRMAL m, ,,, 
8113111 NORMAL STON ,,, 
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tHDU Of ACTIVE AND PLANNU SPAcECUFT AND UPERlMENTS 
8' $PACECRAFl NAfilES ANII PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 
LAUNCH 
.. SPAtECUtT ~A"E [OUtlTII't AND AGENCT OA1£ Olls
ll TYPE .. 
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SEE SOLRAtI 10 
UNITEtI slATES NASA-OSS 10/00179 raotENTR1C 
SOFT X-RAT POL'l'CHROMATOR 
GAMMA RAY [xPfU"ENl 




UltRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER AND POLARlMETU 














THO"SON X-RAY POLARIMETER 
COSI'IIC GAM"A-RAY BURST ANti BACKGROUND 
DETECTOR (O.~ TO Z.O MEV) 
1175- TO lBOO-A SOLAR UII SPECTROMETER 
15- TO 150:-KEII SOLAR )I-RAY MONITOR 
I-RAY BACKGROUND 
,- TO 8-A SOLAR X-RAY !'IONITOR 
8- TO 16-A SOLAR I-RAY MONItOR 
44- TO 60-A SOLAR )I-RAT 1'I0NnOR 
170- TO 1050-A SOLAR EUII MONITOR 
1080- TO 1350-A SOLAR UII MONITOR 
O.S- TO 3-A SOLAR X-RAy MONITOR 
Z- TO 20-A SOLAR )I-RAT MOHI TOR 
SOLAR WIND SPECTROMHER 
CONtlNUUM t8.8 A) AND MAGNESIUM LINE 
(9.17 A AND 8.42 A) ttONlTOR 
BRAGG I-RAT POLARlI'lE-TER 
X-RAY MONITOII (0.1-1.6 A~ 0.S-3 A. 
1-4 A) 
SOL.'R fLARE ELECTRONS 
GEOCOIiONAL-EXTRATERRESTRlAL EUV -
DEtEctOR 1 
-.. EOCOIiONAL-EXTRATERRES:UlAL EUII 
DETECTOR 2 
PROtON-ALPHA TELESCOPE 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON SPECTROMETER 






STELLAR/AURORAL )I RAYS 
THOMSON I-RAY POLARIMETER 
COSMIC GAM"A-RAY BURST AND BACKGROUND 
tleTECtOR (0.2 TO 2.0 MEV) 
1175- TO 1800·A SOLAR UY SPEctROMETER 
15- TO 1S0-K.EV SOLAR X-RAY MONnOR 
X-RAY BACK.GROUND 
1- TO 8-A SOLAR )I-RAT MONITOR 
8- TO 16-A SOLAR It-RAY MONITOR 
/04- TO 60-A SOLAR )I-RAY MONItOR 
110- TO 1050-A SOLAR EUII MONITOR 
1080- TO 1350-A SOLAR UII MONlTOR 
os- To 3-A SOLAR )I-RAT MONITOR 
2· TO lo~A SOLAR I-RAY MONlTOR 
SOLAR IUNP $PECTROIIETER 
CONTINUUM (8.8 A) AND MAGNESlUI'I LINE 
(9.11 A AND 8.42 A) "ONlTOR 
BRAGG It-RAT POLARI"HER 
I-RA' "OIHTOR (0.1-1.6 A. 0.5-3 A, 1-4A) 
SOLAR fLARE ELECTRONS 
GEOCORONAL-EXTRA1ERRESTRIAL EUII 
OElECTOR 1 
tiEOCORONAL -ElITRATERRESTR t AL EUY 
DETECTOR 2. 
PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE 
LOll-ENERGY PROTON S:PECTROMETER 
SEE SOLRAD 11A 
, 
, 






















































































































































































































































































INDEI Of ACTIVE AND PLANNED SPACECR"" AND EJPE.IMENTS 





SPAtECUn NAME COUNtRY AND AGENCY 
ORBIT TYPE STATUS 
......................................................................................... NSSOC 10 EPOCIt 


















































SEE SOLRA!) 10 
SEE ASTP-SOYUZ 












INVESTIGATION ON ~TMOSPHERIC HAND 0 
THROUGH TIiE MEASUREMENT Of LYMAN-ALPHA. 
10NIlA.:TlON ~TAlE5 Of SOLAR AND GALAClIC 
COSMIC RAY HE'AVY NUCLEI STUDIES 
ASTRONOMICAL iii-RAY SPEClIOSCOPY USING A 
GAS SCINTILLATION PROPOIITioNAL COUNTER 
FAIl UV OBSERVATIONS USING THE FAUST 
INSTRUMENT 
NUTATION OF HELlANTHUS ANNUUS 
ADVANCED BIOS1ACI( EIliPERIMENT 
L"IPHOtTn PAOLI fellATION IN 
WEIGHTLESSNESS 
VERY 'oIIDE FIELD GALACTIC CAMERA 
l.aSDLUTE "EASUREMENT OF lHE SOLAR 
cONS1ANT 
TRIBIOLOGICAl SlUDlf" Of fLUID LUBRICANT 
JOUANAl 
ISOTOPE S1o\CI( 
IIURIC CAM EllA fACJlITY 
Mt-CROI/AVE FACILITY 
SPACE SLED FACI1.lty 
SPACE PROCUSING LABORATORY 
ATMOSPHERIC TRACE MOLECULES DeSERVED BY 
SPEoCTROSCOPY 
ItEASURffiENT Of (CENTRAL) VENOUS PRESSURE 
B~ PUNtTURlNG AN AAIt VUN 
COLLECTION BLOOD SAMPLES FOil DEtERMINING 
.... O.H.~ ALDOSTERONE~ AND OTHER HORIION£S 
GRlLLE SPEcTIIOMETEIi 
ELECTRO.PI\YSIOLOGICAL TAPE REe-OADEli 
GEOPHYSiCAL FLUID fLOW 
WAVES IN TIiE OH EMISSIVE lAYER 
IIItAO-OIiGANISIIS AND OJOMOLECULE5 IN THE 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT 
INFLUENCE Of SPACEFLIGHT ON 
EoIIYTHROKIIt(llCS IN IIAN 
ATIIOSPHERlt E'USSION PHOTOMEtRIC 'MAGING 
SPACE EXPEIIJIIEN1S WITII PARTlCLE 
ACCELERATORS (SEoPACl 
BEAIIING LUBRICANT WflTlNG. SPREADING AND 
OPERATING CHAAAtTE-RIHICS IN 6·G 
VESTlBUlO-SPINAL REfLEIii MECHANISMS 
MASS DISCRIMINATION DURING 
WElGHTLESSNESS 
BALLlS10C"'ROIOGRAPHIC AEoSEARCH IN 
IIEIGHTLESSNESS 
CHARACTERllATlON Of PERSISTING 
tIRtADIAN RHYTHMS 
DC AND lOll FIIEGUENCY VECTOR ItAGNE10METEIi 
TEMPEIIATUIIE AND 'oIINO MEASUREMEN'S IN TilE 
"ESOSPHERE AND THERMOSPHERE 
MEASUREMENT OF THE SOLAR SPECTRUM FRail 
190NM 10 4000NM 
AN I"AGING SPECTIIOMElAlC OBSERVATORY 
HUMAN VESTIBULAR IlEoACllONS AND SENS"'TlON 
IN SPACE (SLED E-KPERlJIIENTS) 
EFfEttS OF PROLONGED IIElGTLESSNESS ON 
lliE IIUI\ORAL IMMUNE RESPONSE IN IIU"ANS 
STUDY Of LOW·ENEoRGY ELECTRON fLUX AND 
ITS REACTION 10 ACtlVE ElliPERI"ENTA1l0N 
ACTlVE CAVHY RADIOMEtER SOLAR 
IRRI.PIANCE MONll0A 
vESTIBULAR STUDlES 
5PACELAB ASTRONOMY MISS SEE ONE METER UV TELESCOPE 
SPACELAe HI UV TELESCOPE SEE ONE METER UV 'TELESCOPE 
SRATS 15.15 
02/24/75 GEOCENTRIC 
SPo\lABl APPROVED "ISSION 187 
SPAUB1-l5 
'" 





5PAlAB1-11. '" SPALAB1-3Z 
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INDEX Of ACTIVE AND PLANNED SPACECIIUl AN~ ElPERl .. ENlS 
8' SPACECRAfT NANES AND 'IINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 
.. LAUNCH 
.. SPIICEtUfl NAME CDUNTIY II .. D AGENCY DATE DllllT TYPE 
•••• ** ••••••••••••• ** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




























































SOUR II-RA' "ONlTOR 
RETARDING POTEIIITlAL AMALYlU 
HYDROGEN "'''AN-ALPHA 
ELECTRON DENSITY "EASUUJIIENT 
GEOCORDUL UV GLOII ANI! UUH UII UBEOO 
SEE 5.3-3 
UNITEI! STATlS NASA-OSS OOJOOJaO GEOCENTRIC 
SCIENTIfIC J~STRU"ENl PACKAGe UNIT 
NO.1 - HIGH-RESOLUTION CA"ERA 
SCIENTIfiC INIllu"UIl PACICAGE u"n 
NO. l - HIGH-RnOI.UTlON SPECTROGRAPH 
$Cl£IiITlnC lliiSTRUIIIENT PACK'AGE UIU"l 
NO. 3 - fAIMY-OBJECT SPEC'ROGRAPH 
SCUIfHnc anRUIIUY PAU"GE UNIT 
itO. 4 - UflA'E.e PJllnOlllUU 
StlENTlflC U,5111&1"EHI PAUAC,E UNn 
NO.5 - UTlO"IEtRic INS'UUII!:NT 
SClENTlfH PACKAGE UNlT 






UNITEII STATES OOIl-NAVY D9/DZJ7ii! GEOtENTIUC 
TRUIU"1. rLUII:GAfE M"GNETOMnER 
UNITED STAfES NOAa-NESS 05/00178 GEOCENTIUC 
SPAtE ENVIRONMENT "ONITOR 
ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOI.UTlON RADIOIIIUEA 
(AVHRA) 
OPERATIONAL VERTICaL SOUNDER 
DATA COLLECTION SfSTE" (IICs-) 




UNITEI! 11:1146110111 SRC 10/15174 GEOCENHUC 
UNITED STAlU NASA-OSS 
D.3- TO 30-KEV COSMIC II RAY WITH A 
ROlATlON COLU""'OR 
HIGH-IlESOI.UTlON SOURtE SPECTRA 
HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC X~RAT SPECTRA 
AI.L-Sn fl!ONITOR 
l· TO 10-KEV sn SURVEY 






SEE UK 6 
SRC 07/27/78 GEOCEN'RIC 
U~ITEO STATES OOO-USAF 05/23/69 GEOCENTRIC 
SOUR WINO 
NEUTRON D£TECTOR 
SOUR lI-RAY DETECTORS .. QpS TO 3.0 A, 
1 TO 8 A, 1 TO 16 AI "" 10 60 A 
GAMMA-AAY ASTAONo'n 
SEE VELA SA 
221 
• 









































EPOCH STA1US DATA 
IIIfI!DOn RATE 
U24175 INOPERABLE lERO 
11/03176 INOPERABLE lElIa 
3/14177 NOR .... L ZERO 
3114177 "OA .. AL IEIIO 
3/14177 PARI !AI. IERO 
3/14/77 PAWTUI. lEIIO 
3/14177 PARf tal. IERO 
APPIIOVeo MISSION 
lUUO/74 NOllMAI. UNO 
9/02172 NORMAL STMI! 
APpaOVEfI M1S5ION 
10/18171, NORMAL STNO 
10/18174 NORMAL STNO 
10/31174 NORftAL STNO 
10/16171, NORRAI. STHO 
10118/74 NORMAL STNfI 
12103174 PART taL ,.", 
,0.,,8174 N(',lMAL STfiD 
APPROVED MISSiON 
5/2.3/69 NORMAL STNO 
9/17173 PARTIAL SYNO 
5123/69 NORMAL SlNO 
7/01175 PARTIAL SUBS 


























































































INDEX OF ACTIVE AND PlANNEO SPACECRAFT ANO eXPERl"ENTS 
ST SPACeCRAFT NA"ES ANO PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 
LAUNCH 




'".*** ••••• **. * ••••• * ........... * ••••••••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••• NSSOt 10 EPOCH SUTUS DATA PAGE 
.PRINt.INVEST.NAME EXPERIMENT NAME 
• 
""DOn RAJf NO. 
VEU 
" 
UNUEO STAtES ODD-USAF 05"3/69 GEOCENTRIC 69-046E 7100114 PARTUL. SU8S 
'" BAME SOLAR IUNb 69-046E-05 1/00/74 PARTIAL SUBS 
'" BAiliE NEUTRON DETECTOR 69-0,,6E-D7 1/00111, NORI'IAL. SUBS m BELUN COSfUC X RAyS 69-01,6£-06 1100/74 NORI'IAL SUBS m 
IIIGBIE SOL.-R PAUICLE TelESCOPES 69-046E-03 1/00111, NOR"'-L SUSS m 
IUGBIE ELECTRON DEtECTORS 69-046E-04 1/00114 NOIIfUL SUBS m 
nEBESADEL GAM"A RAY ASTRONOMY 69-046E-08 4/15175 P.-RTIAL SUB5 'IZ2 
VELA 5B (USAf> SEE VEU 
" 
VEU .. U'HTED StATES ODD-USAF 04108170 GEOCENTItlC 70-0Z7A 1,108170 NORMAL. STND 
'" BAME SOLAR WINO EIIPERI"ENT 70-0Z7A-05 4/1217Z PARTlAL SUBS 
'" BAME NEUTRON DEJECTO!! 70-027A-'17 1,108170 NOR "ilL STND 
'" CHA"'BERS SOUR It-RAY D£TECTORS. 0.5 TO 3.0 •• 70-0Z7A' OZ 7/01175 PARTUL SUBS 
'" 
, TO 8 II. 1 to lb A. 44 TO 60 A 
HIGaIE SOLAR PARTICLE TELESCOPES 70-027A-U3 1Z101/76 NORI'IAL SUBS 
'" HIG91E ELECTRON DETECTORS 70-0Z7A-04 1Z101116 NORMAL suas 
'" IlLEBESAOEl GAMMA-RA' ASTRONOI'IY 70-02710-08 "/08170 NOR"AL SlNO 
'" VELA 
" 
(U!.AF) SEE VELA .. 
VEU 
" 
UNllED STATES DOO-USAf 04/08170 GEOCENTRIC 70-0Z7B Z 105175 PART IAL SUBS 
'" BloME NEUTRON Il£TECTOR 70-021B-01 1,108170 NOR"AL STND 
'" HIGBIE SOLAR PA~TICLE TELESCOPES 70-0Z7B-03 1Z101116 NOR"AL SUBS 
'" HIGBIE ELECTRON DETECTORS 70-0,70-01, t ZlOl176 NORMAL SUBS 124 




(USAF> SE( VELA 
" 
VELA , (fInn SE' VELA 
" 








(Jlhj) SEE VELA •• 
VIKINt; 1 LANOER uNnEO SlUES NAS,,-tlSS 08/20175 "ARS LANDER 75-075C 7/Z0176 NORMAL STNO 
'" AKOERSON SEISMOLOGY 75-075C-08 7110176 INtlPERABLE ZERO 
'" BIEMANN MOLECULAR ANALYSIS 75-075C-04 3/03171 INOPERABLE ZERO 
'" IIA~GRAVES MAGNETI' f'ROPUt-lES 75-075C-10 3/31177 HORffAL lERO 
'" HESS METEOROLOGY EXPERIIiIENT 75-075C-07 7108177 PARTlAL SUDS 
'" IlLElN BIOLOGY LNVESTl6A.1ION 75..,.015C-03 5/30177 NORIIAL lERO 
'" IIICHAEL, ". RAIlIO SCIENCE 75-075C-11 8/Z0/7S NORIIAL STNO 
'" IIUTtH fACSI"lLE CAMERA 75-075(-06 7IZOI76 NORMAL STNII ". NIFR ENTRY-"TMOSPH EAI C STRUCTURE 75-0nC-02 7120176 INOPtAABLE ZERO 
'" "lER ENTRY-AlIIOS pliER 1 ( COMPOS I T I ON 75-075C-12 7/20176 INOPERABLE IERO 
'" SHOIUHILL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES INVESTIGATION 75-015(-C1 71Z0176 NORMAL STND ". TOUL"'IN. 3RO X-RAY FLUORESCENce SPECTROMETER 75-075C-1) 7/Z0176 NORMAL. STND 
'" 
VlKlNG , ORal TER UNITEIl STATES NASA-OSS 081l017S MARSCENTRIC 15-075A 8/21115 NOR"AL STNO 121 
CARR ORonER IIIAGING 75-075A-01 6/14/76 NORMAL m. 121 
FARIIER 
'" 
SPECTROMETER WATER VAPOR MAPPING 75-075A-03 6114116 NORMAL STNO 
'" KIEfFER IA RADIOMETRY THERMAL 'lAPPING 7S-075A-OZ 6/14176 NORMAL STHO 127 
VIKING Z LANOER NASA-OSS 09/09175 "ARS LANOER 75-083C 9103176 ~ORMIIL STMD 127 UNITED StAlES 
ANDERSON SEISMOLOGY 7.5-083(-08 9/03/76 1i0RIIAL. STNO 
'" aIEII..,.," MaLECULAR ANALYs-IS 75-083C-04 4/03/77 INOPERABLE lEAD 
'" HARGRAVES JU_GNfTJC PROPERTIES 75-083C-10 9/03116 NORIIAL STNo 
'" HESS MflEOROLtlGT EXPERIMENT 75-083C-I)7 9/03176 NORIIAL. SfNO 
'" KLEIN dlOlOGY INVESl'I GA Tl ON 75-083C-03 S/Z8117 INOPERASLE lERO 
'" "'CHAEL., JR. UDIO SCIENtE 75-083(-11 9/10175 NORMAL STNO 
'" MUTCII '~CSIPHLE CAMERA 75-083(-06 9/03116 NORMAL. Sf NO m NIER ENTRT-ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE 75-083C-02 9/03176 INOPERABLE lERO 
'" NIER ENTRY-ATMOSPHER I C COMPOSlT ION 75-083C-1 Z 9/03176 INOPERASLE lERO 
'" SHORT HILL PHYSIUL PROPERTIES JNVESTlGATION 75-083(-01 9/03176 NOR"AL STND ; a9 10UL"I~, 3RO X-RAY FLUilllESCENCE SPEc-,RO"ETER 75-083t-13 9/09/76 NORM:AL STND ,., 
VIKING 2 ORBITER UNITED STATES NASA-OSS 09/09175 "ARSCENUIC 15-083A 9/0905 NORMAL STND 130 
URR ORBITER -IMAGING 75-0&310-01 8/01176 NOR"AL STNO 130 
fARMER U SPECTROM:ETER WATf~ ltApOR "APPING 75-083A-03 8/01176 NORMAL STHD 13' KIefFER III RAOIOI'IETRY -- THER'lAL ,. ... ;::>ING 75-083A-OZ 8/01116 NORMAL STNO 130 
VIKING-A LANOER SEE VIKING • LAN"U 
VlltlNG-A ORP:;:';::II SEE VIKING • DRBllER 
VUlltG-B LA NOEll 
'" 
VIKING LANOER 
VIIONG-a ORBIT~R SEE VIKING ORSlTER 
VIKNG· A SEE VIKING • GRanER 
m 





































INOEII Of AClIVE AND PLANNeD SPACECRAft AND UPEUitENTS 
OT SPACECRAFT NAMES AND PRINCIPAL INVES1!GATOR 
LAUNCH 
• SPACECRAFT NAME COUNTRY AND AGENU DATE ORUIT TYPE • 


























HE VlltlNG 1 GRUIHR 
UNlTEO STATES NASA~OSS 1)9/05177 JUPITER FLYBY 
PUSMA SPECTROMETf.RS 
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY 
RADIO SCIENCE TEA" 
INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY AND RADIOMETRY 




TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOflETERS 
PLASMA WAVE 
TV PHOTOGRAPHY 
HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY 
COSIHC~RAY TELESCOPE 
PLANETAln RADIO ASTRONO"Y 
UNITED STATES NASA~oSS 011120177 JUPIT£:R FLYBY 
PLASMA SPECTROMETERS 
UL tRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY 
RADIO SCIENCE teA" 
INFRAREb SPECTROSCOPY AND RADIOMEtRY 
lOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYZER AND 
TElUCOPE 
MULTI FILTER PHOTOPOlARI"EIER. 
2200-7300 A 
llllAlllAL FLUIlGUf !lAGNETOME-tERS 
PLAS"A WAVE 
TV HIAGING 
IUGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY 
COSIUC~RAT TELESCOPE 






























EPOCH STAlUS OAT A 
"1'I00n RUE 
9/06177 NOIIMAL UND 
9/06177 NORMAL STNtI 
9Ii~6/77 NORMAL SIND 
9/06177 NORI'IAL STlitl 
9/06177 NORMAL SlND 
9/06/77 t.rO,,"AL StND 
9/06/77 NOliftAl SINO 
9/06177 NORMAL SUe 
9/06/77 NORIIAL SIt.rO 
9/06177 NOR"Al SlNb 
9/06177 HORMAL 51Hb 
9/06117 NORMAL STND 
9/06177 NORMAL STNb 
9/0bl17 NORMAL SlNO 
9/06/77 NOR"AL $"fND 
9/06/77 NOII"AL STND 
9106177 NOIIMAL STt.rO 
9/06177 NORMAL SlNO 
"'//06/77 N'lR"AL STNO 
9106177 NOR"Al UNO 
9/06171 NORMAL STNO 
9/06177 HORI'IIIL STHO 
9/06117 HOR"Al STNO 
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5. INVESTIGATOR NAME INDEX 
This index contains an alphabetical listing of the names of the in-
vestigators or team members associated with each experiment described in 
Sections 2 and 3 of this report. The current organizational affiliation 
of the person is also shown. List~d under each person's name are the 
associ.ated experin.el'.ts. Each experiment contains the spacecraft and 
experiment name, NSSDC ID code, and the page number referencing the 
description of the, experiment found in this report. An asterisk, which 
precedes an experiment name, identifies the person associated with that 























INVESTIGATORS AN~ UPUIIIEMTS 
AC.:ERII.lN. II. - BIRA. BIIUSSELS. IIhGIUII 
SPAC£LAB 1. GltJLLE 5P£(TIIOII[1[1I (sPALAB1·1B)~ •• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'" 
A(10N. L.II. - LOCKIIEED PAlO ALTO. PALO AlTO. CA 
'0508. IIAPPING 1-IIAy HELJOIIHEII 175-057A·04) •••••••••• ~ •••••••••••• ~ ................................................... . os 
'SOLAR IIA~lIlUII IUSSION. SOq I-~A' POLYChROII,tOIl (SIIII -04) ........................................................... . 
'" 
ACUNA •• I.H. - NASA-GSft. GIIHNIHLT. liD 
1SEE-C. IIASS 5P£C11101l£1£1I (HELOCfll-l1) ................................................................................. . 
'" 'PIONEER 11. JOVIAN IIAGNETIC fiELD 113-01911-14) .................................................... ..................... . 
" VOYAGEII 1. tRIAXIAL fLJXGA1E IIAONEtOllft£R5 (77-011'"-05) ................................................................. . m 
YOyJ.GER i. 111lAllAL fLU.GATE IIAGk£101l[TEII5 177-076A-05) ................................................................ . 
'" 
AOAIIS. e.J. - U Of LfHESTER. LElCUTEl. ENGLAND 
U': S. 2- tD 10-IIE\' Sf(T ~UIIVE' 174-07711-02) ............................................................................. . 
'" UK 5. pOLARH'EtER/~pEC1ROIIEtER (74·077A-D~I........................ • ................................................ . 
'" 
AfGIIC sun GLOBAL wr_',.1:.R cu. offun AfB. 118 
001151'(74-06.)11). $("'\kING RIIDIOIIETER 17.-063A-01) ........................................................................ . 
.0IlSP(74-06JU. YHTltAL T£IIPERATURE PIIOflLE RAlHOIIETER (14-063A-02> .................................................... . 
0011$1'·11. OP£IIATIO'jAl LINES"'N SYSTEII (OLSI (76-091A-01' ................................................................ . 
001l5P-fl, VEllfiCA. tellpEUTURE PMOflLE RADIOIIETEII SUPPLfllfkURY SENSOR H (Ssm (7b-(I9U-02.) .............................. . 
*0IlSP-f2. OPER"'lDHAL LlkESC"'~ USlEII (OLS) (77-04'.1.-01) ................................................................ .. 
0DIISP-f2. YEIIlHAL TEIIPEUHIRE pRIi~ILE IlADIOIIETER sU~PL£lI£NUU SENSOR H ($$111 (77-0"A-02.) ............................. .. 
AGGSOH. T.L. - NASA-G5ft. GRUUPELT. 110 
_lllP_J. ELECtROSTATIC fiELDS 173-016.1.-11) ............................................................................... . 
" 





l11P-J. ELEC1ROStATiC WAYES Ak" "ADI0 NOISE 173-076A-12) .............................................................. '" 
ISEE-A, DC ELECTIlIC FIELDS {IIOTHER -11) ................................................................................ . 
o$CATHA. ELECtRIC FJELD ~t.TEtTOR (StATIiA -OS) ........................................................................... . 
AGUIIAL. G. - CALIF IHST Of TEtll. PASADENA. tA 






UKYO. ". - RADIO U51;UCH LAB, TOUO. JAPAN 
ElOS-B. IIIIG~f.TOSPHERIC PLAS~A PROBE UI05-B -01) ........................... _ ........................... ~ ............. '" 
... OEV. 1.0.. - U/I.:kO"N, USSR 
'.StP-APOLLO. lONE fORIIING fUNGI (75·066A-24) ........................................................................... . 
",UP-SOIU!., !.ONE. fOR!!ING FU~GI (75-065A·OJ) ............................................................................ . 
ALflA~OU. JR •• J.i(. _ NASA-G5ft. GREENBELT. "0 
RAE-S. RApIO~BUIIST REtEJV£RS (13-03~A-021 .............................................................................. . 
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APPENDIX A - OTHER RELEVANT SPACECRAFT 
Spacecraft relevant to the purpose of this report and not included 
elsewhere are listed in this Appendix. The spacecraft include those 
that have previously been published in earlier reports of this series 
and now have a status of cancelled, failed at launch, or mission being 
res coped. Some missions that are under study are also included if these 
seem likely to be approved in the near future. The investigators for 
these missions have not yet been chosen. The spacecraft are listed 
alphabetically by the NSSDC spacecraft common name. Listed with each 
spacecraft are the sponsoring country and agency, the actual or planned 
launch date, the type of orbit, the NSSDC ID code, and the status. A 
definition of the terms used in the current status column can be found 






















Jupiter Orbiter Probe 
Landsat-E 
Lunar Polar Orb-Daughter 

















































































~ NSSDC ID 
























































Mission Being Uescoped 
Mission Being I{escoped 
Canceled Mission 
Roeket 7606-1701 
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APPENDIX B - SPECIAL INVESTIGATORS 
Bl. IUE Guest Investigators 
The International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) has a facility class 
payload that will be utilized for a number of different investigations. 
This spacecraft does not have individual principal investigators or team 
leaders associated with each experiment. Listed are the names of the 
guest investigator with his affiliation and the title of the investiga-
tion. 
B2. Joint lRAS Science Working Group 
The Infrared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS), like IUE, does not have 
individual principal investigators or team leaders associated with each 
experiment. Operation of the spacecraft is by the Joint lRAS Science 
Working Group. Members of this Working Group and their affiliations are 
listed. 
B3. The Caravane Collaboration (COS-B) 
The gamma-ray astronomy satellite, COS-B, was initially conceived 
and implemented by five university and research groups. The members of 
these groups and their affiliations are listed. Other individuals who 
joined this effort are included in the list. 
B4. Jupiter Orbiter Probe Investigators 
The investigators and investigations for the Jupiter Orbiter Probe 
to be launched in early 1982 were recently selected. The investigators 
with their affiliations are listed for each of the probe and orbiter in-
vestigations. The Principal Investigators are indicated by an asterisk. 
The Orbiter Imaging and Radio Science team members with their affiliations 
are listed separately. Team Leaders are indicated. Scientists with their 



























Bl. International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) Guest Investigators 
Guest Investigators 
and Investigations 
Barth - University of Colorado 
The Determinatien of the Seasenal Dynamics of Mars frem Observed 
Ozone and Atmospheric Dust Variations 
Black - Harvard College Observatory 
Investigation of Interstellar Carbon 
Investigations of Stellar Chromospheres and Coronas 
Ultraviolet Investigations of Stellar X-Ray Sources 
Beggess - NASA-GSFC 
Observations of Planetary Nebulae and ef Galactic H II Regiens 
Ultraviolet Observations of Quasi-Stellar Objects 
Bohm-Vitense - University of Washington 
Ultraviolet Observations of A and F Stars 
Caster - University of Colerado 
Spectrescepic Observations of 0, Of, and Wolf-Rayet Stars 
Centi - University of Celorado 
Spectroscopic Observations of 0, Of, and Wolf-Rayet Stars 
Crampton - Deminien Astrophysical Observatory, Canada 
CircUIDstellar Matter in Close Binaries 
Evidence fer Mass Less in the Ultraviolet Spectra ef Early-Type 
Supergiants 
Dalgarno - Harvard Cellege Observatery 
Investigation of Interstellar Carbon 
Daltabuit - Instituto ef Astronomia, Universidad Nacional Autonoma 
de Mexico 
Ultraviolet Photoelectric Photometry of Emission Line Objects 
Delsemme - University of Teledo 
Observatien of Comet Encke and Other Comets 
Doherty - Washburn Observatory, University of Wisconsin 
Observations of Stellar MG 11 2800 A Lines in Main-Sequence F-G 
Stars 
B-2 




































Donn - NASA-GSFC 
The Search for Spectra of Interstellar Molecules Against Hot Stars 
Ultraviolet Cometary Observations 
Dupree - Harvard College Observatory 
Investigation of Interstellar Carbon 
Investigations of Stellar Chromospheres and Coronas 
Ultraviolet Investigations of Stellar X-Ray Sources 
Estabrook - NASA-·JPL 
Ultraviolet Observations of QuasistelluT Objects and the Ilitergalactic 
Medium 
f.iebelman - NASA-GSFC 
Observations of Planetary Nebulae and of Galactic H II Regions 
Gehrels - University of Arizona 
Spectrophotometry of Planets 
Greenstein - California Institute of Technology 
Observations of Faint, High-Latitude Blue Stars 
Gurs'cy - Center for Astrophysics, SAO 
<>tudy of the Ultraviolet Spectra of Selected Galactic X-Ray Sources 
Hdckney - Western Kentucky Univer3ity 
'lbservations of the Ultraviolet Spectra of the Peculiar Radio Source 
OJ 287 and Related Objects 
Heap - NASA-GSFC 
Hot Sub luminous Stars 
Hilditch - Dominion Astrophysical Observatory, Canada 
Circumstellar Matter in Close Binaries 
Hill - Dominion AstrophYsLcal Observatory, Canada 
Circumstellar Matter :i:n Close Binaries 
Evidence for Mass Loss in the Ultraviolet Spectra of Early-Type 
Supergiants 
Hummer - University of Colorado 
Spectroscopic Observations of 0, Of, and Wolf-Ra)"et Stars 
Hutchings - Dominion Astrophysic~ @bservaIory, Canada 
Circumstellar Matter in Close .B:imaries 





























Imhoff - Ohio State University 
Ultraviolet Spectra of T Tauri Stars 
Jackson - NASA-GSFC 
Ultraviolet Cometary Observations 
Jenkins - Princeton University 
The Study of Interstellar Absorption Lines 
Johnson - Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory Investigations of Circumstellar Matter 
Jugaku - Tokyo Astronomical Observatory Ultraviolet Spectroscopy of Selected B and A Stars 
Kellogg - Center for Astrophysics, SAO Study of the Ultraviolet Spectra of Selected Galactic X-Ray Sources 
Kleinmann - SAO 
Lyman and Photometry of H II Region 
Klinglesmith - NASA-GSFC 
Ultraviolet Studies of the Star A Centauri 
Kondo - NASA-JSC 
Investigation of Mass Flow in Close Binary Systems 
Lane - NASA-JPL 
The Determination of the Seasonal Dynamics of Mars from Observed Ozone and Atmospheric Dust Variations Ultraviolet Observations of Quasistellar Objects and the Intergalactic Medium 
Leckrone - NASA-GSFC 
Spectroscopy of the Bp, Ap, and Magnetic Variable Stars at Ultra-violet Wavelengths 
Ultraviolet Spectroscopy of Dwarf and Giant B and A Stars 
Liller - Harvard College Observatory 
Ultraviolet Investigations of Stellar X-Ray Sources 
Lillia - Laboratory for Atmospheric & Space Physics Spectroscopic Observations of 0, Of, and Wolf-Rayet Stars 
Linsky - University of Colorado 

































Matilsky - Center for Astrophysics, SAO 
Study of the Ultrav;olet Spectra of Selected Galactic X-Ray Sources 
McCluskey - NASA-JSC 
Investigation of Mass Flow in Close Binary Systems 
McCracken - NASA-GSFC 
Observations of Planetary Nebulae and of Galactic H II Regions 
Mentall - NASA-GSFC 
The Search for Spectra of Interstellar Molecules Against Hot Stars 
Mihalas - High Altitude Observatory 
Spectroscopic Observations of 0, Of, and Wolf-Rayet Stars 
Moos - Johns Hopkins University 
Ultraviolet Studies of the Outer Planets 
Morton - Princeton University 
Ultraviolet Spectroscopy of Stellar and Extragalactic Objects 
Mumma - NASA-GSFC 
The Search for Spectra of Interstellar Molecules Against Hot Stars 
Oke - California Institute of Technology 
Observations of Faint, High-Latitude 
Ultraviolet Spectroscopy of Peculiar 
Blue Stars 
Galaxies and Quasars 
O\~en - State University of New York, Stony Brook 
Ultraviolet Observations of Planets, Satellites, and Comets 
Pennamperuma - University of Maryland 
Ultraviolet Observations of Planets, Satellites, and Comets 
Plavec - University of California, Los Angeles 
Problems of Mass Loss and Mass Transfer in Close Binary Systems 
Roeder - University of Toronto, Canada 
Ultraviolet Spectra of Brighter, Low 
,Related Objects 
Sagan - Cornell University 
Redshift Quasars and Some Other 
Ultraviolet Observations of Planets, Satellites, and Comets 
Sapar - W. Struve Astrophysical Observatory of Tartu, U.S.S.R. 
Ultraviolet Observations of Early-Type Stars and Galaxies 
'r- EJ " ,! .' 





Savage - University of Wisconsin, Madison 
Interstellar Lyman-Alpha Observations 
Schild - SAO 
Lyman and Photometry of H II Region 
Schmidt - California Institute of Technology 
Ultraviolet Observations of Quasistellar Objects and the Intergalactic 
Medium 
Smith - NASA-GSFC 
The Search for Spectra of Interstellar Molecules Against Hot Stars 
Ultraviolet Emission Line Spectra in Bright Galaxies 
Snyder - University of Virginia 
The Search for Spectra of Interstellar Molecules Against Hot Stars 
Sobieski - NASA-GSFC 
Ultraviolet Spectroscopy of Peculiar Eclipsing Binary Stars 
Spitzer - Princeton University 
The Study of Interstellar Absorption Lines 
Ultraviolet Spectroscopy of Stellar and Extragalactic Objects 
Stecher - NASA-GSFC 
The Physical State and the Distdbution of Gas in Our Galaxy 
Steif - NASA-GSFC 
Tte Search for Spectra of Interstellar Molecules Against Hot Stars 
Timothy - Harvard College Observatory 
Investigations of Stellar Chromospheres and Coronas 
Tomasko - University of Arizona 
Spectrophotometry of Planets 
Torres-Peimbert - Instituto of Astronomia, Universidad Nacional Autonoma 
de Mexico 
Ultraviolet Photoelectric Photometry of Emission Line Objects 
Underhill - NASA-GSFC 
Study of the Ultraviolet Spectra of Early-1)~e Supergiants 
Vandenbout - University of Texas, Austin 
Observations of Interstellar Molecules 
The Interstellar Abundance of Light Elements 
Ultraviolet Spectroscopy of X-Ray Emitting Binary Systems 
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Wahlquist - NASA-JPL 
Ultraviolet Observations of Quasistellar Objects and the Intergalactic 
Medium 
West - NASA-GSFC 
Ultraviolet Spectra of Wolf-Rayet Stars and Mass Losing Supergiants 
Williams - University of Manchester, UK 
The Physical State and the Distribution of Gas in Our Galaxy 
Wing - Ohio State University 
Exploratory Observ~tions of the Ultraviolet Spectra of Late-Type 
Stars 
Zellner - University of Arizona 
















B2. Joint Infrared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS) Science Working Group 
Member 




















University of Groningen, Netherlands 
University of Groningen, Netherlands 
Queen Mary College, UK 
University of Leiden, Netherlands 
Kitt Peak Natianal Observatory 
University of Leiden, Netherlands 
NASA-GSFC 
Cornell University 
University of College London, UK 
University of Arizana 
University of Leeds, UK 
California Institute of Technology 
(U.S. Principal Scientist, 
Co-Chairman) 
University of Groningen, Netherlands 
University of Califarnia, 
San Diego 
University of Groningen, Netherlands 
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B3. The Caravane Collaboration (COS-B) 
Member Affiliation 
Bennett, K. 
Bignami, G. F. 
Boella, G. 
Buccheri, R. 












European Space Research and Technology 
Centre, Noordwijk, Netherlands 
Instituto di Scienze Fisiche 
dell'Universita di Hilano, Italy 
Instituto di Scienze Fisiche 
dell'Universita di Milano, Italy 
Universita di Palermo, Italy 
European Space Research and Technology 
Centre, Noordwijk, Netherlands 
Universita di Palermo, Italy 
Huygens Laboratorium, Leiden, 
Netherlands 
Huygens Laboratorium, Leiden, 
Netherlands 
University of Southampton, United 
Kingdom 
Max-Planck-Institut fur Physik und 
AstrophysiI:, Garching bei MUnchen, 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay, 
Gif-sur-Yvette, France 
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay, 
Gif-sur-Yvette, France 
Juropean Space Research and Technology 
Centre, Noordwijk, Netherlands 
Max-Planck-Institut fur Ph:?"ik und 
Astrophysik, Garching bei ~!~chen, 
Federal Republic of Germany 





















Mayer-Hasselwander, H. A. 
Occhialini, G. P. 
Occhialini-Dill~orth, C. 
Paul, J. A. 
Pinkau, K. 
Scarsi, L. 
Shukla, P. G. 
Swanenburg, B. N. 
Taylor, B. G. 
Trendelenburg, E. A. 
van de Hulst, H. C. 
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Affiliation 
Max_Planck-Institut fur Physik und 
Astrophysik, Garching bei !1unchen, 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Instituto di Scienze Fisiche 
dell'Universita di Milano, Italy 
Instituto di Scienze Fisiche 
dell 'Universita di Milano, Italy 
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay, 
Gif-sur-Yvette, France 
M<:IX_Planck-Institut fur Physik und 
Astrophysik, Garching bei MUnchen, 
Fed.eral Republic of Germany 
~niversita di Palermo, Italy 
Centre d' Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay, 
Gif-sur-Yvette, France 
Huygens Laboratorium, Leiden, 
Netherlands 
European Space Research and Technology 
Centre, Noordwijk, Netherlands 
European Space Research and Technology 
C,mtre, Noordwijk, Netherlands 
Netherlands Committee for Geophysical 
and Space Research, Leiden, Netherlands 
European Space Research and Technology 
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*Von Zahn, U. 
Jupiter Orbiter Probe'Investigators 
Probe Investigations 
Universitat Bonn, Federal Republic of Germany 
Universitat Bonn, Federal Republic of Germany 
Atmospheric Structure 
Blanchard, R. 
Kirk, D. B. 
Schubert, G. 
*Sieff, A. 
Sommer, S. C. 
Young, R. E. 
Mass Spectrometer 
Atreya, S. K. 
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APPENDIX C - DEFINITIONS 
Several words and 
specific sense. These 
meaning to the reader. 
phrases are used in this report in a precise and 
terms are defined here to clarify the intended 
Active -
Apoapsis -
As applied to a spacecraft mission or one of its experiments pertinent tc this report, a general status-of-operation term that means 
the spacecraft or experiment has been launched 
and was reported to NSSDC to be in either a 
"normal" or "partial" status. 
The distance from the surface of the reference body to the furthest orbit point. This distance is expressed as astronomical units (AU) for heliocentric orbits, including planetary system flybys that became escape trajectories from the 
solar system; e.g., Pioneers 10 and 11. The 
units are kilometers (km) of altitude for all 
other orbits. 
Approved Mission - A planned spacecraft mission status term that 
means the spacecraft mission has been approved, 
and funding is or will be available to perform 
the mission. 
Brief 
Des cription - As applied to a spacecraft, a description con-
taining a concise summary of the spacecraft 
mission, specifically outlining the overall 
objectives of the mission and the scientific 
studies being performed. As applied to an 
experiment, a description containing a concise 
summary of the experiment purpose and instru-
ment characteristics, emphas:;.zing those rele-
"ant to the scientific use of the resulting data. 
Canceled Mission - As applied to a spacecra€t mission, a status 
term that means the mission was canceled and 
no funds are expected to become available to 























As applied to a spacecraft mi!'si.on, a status 
term that means the spacecraft failed to 
achieve a suitable orbit, or the experiments 
failed to function after achieving orbit. 
The angle (in degrees) between the satellite 
orbital plane and the equatorial plane of the 
primary gravitational body. For satellites 
with heliocentric orbits, the ecliptic plane 
is used in lieu of the equatorial plane. 
As applied to a spacecraft, a status-of-operation 
term that means the spacecraft is no longer capa-
ble of producing any useful scientific data be-
cause of malfunction or failure of the spacecraft 
system, completi()n of the phase of the spacecraft 
trajectory in which useful measurements could be 
performed, or n~twork support (tracking, command, 
and telemetry) has been discontinued, etc. As 
applied to an experiment, a status-of-operation 
term that means the dAperiment is no longer capa-
ble of producing any useful scientific data 
because of a malfunction or failure of the exper-
iment system or critical parts of the spacecraft 
system, or the completion of the phase of the 
spacecraft traj ectory in \~hich useful measurements 
could be performed. 
As applied to a spacecraft mission, a status term 
that means the mission has been redefined to an 
extent that the original mission plan and experi-
ments are no longer valid and a new mission plan 
and experiments are under study. 
As applied to an active spacecraft, a status-of-
operation term that means the spacecraft and other 
required systems are capable of working so that 
the data would be suitable for all of the scien-
tific studies planned for the spacecraft when the 
spacecraft is turned on and the data are recorded. 
As applied to an active experiment, a status-of-
operation term that means all experiment and 
spacecraft systems are working so that the data 
would be suitable for all of the scientific 
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An identification code used in the NSSOC informa-
tion system. In this system, each successfully 
launched spacecraft and experiment is assigned a 
code based on the launch sequence of the space-
craft. Subsequent to 1962, this code (e.g., 
72-0l2A for the spacecraft Pioneer 10) corresponds 
to the CaSPAR international designation. The 
experiment codes are based on the spacecraft code. 
For example, the experiments carried aboard the 
spacecraft 73-0l9A (Pioneer 11) are numbered 
73-0l9A-Ol, 73-0l9A-02, etc. Each prelaunch 
spacecraft and experiment is also assigned an 
NSSOC 10 code based on the name of the spacecraft. 
For example, the proposed NASA launch, Solar 
Maximum Mission, would be coded SMM. The experi-
ments to be carried aboard this spacecraft would 
be coded SMM -01, SMM -02, etc. Once a 
spacecraft is launched, its prelaunch designa-
tion is changed to a postlaunch designation; e.g., 
Pioneer-G, which was launched on April 6, 1973, 
was given the NSSDC 10 code of 73-0l9A, correspond-
ing to the launch spacecraft common name, Pioneer 11. 
A word or phrase indicating the most important phase 
of the trajectory of a given spacecraft mission. 
The orbit type may be anyone of the following: 
geocentric, selenocentric, heliocentric, Venuscen-
tric, Mars centriC, lunar lander, Venus lander, Mars 
lander, Jupiter lander, lunar flyby, Venus flyby, 
Mars flyby, Mercury flyby, and Jupiter flyby. 
As applied to a spacecraft, a status-of-operatiun 
term that means the spacecraft and other required 
systems are working, but not all systems are working 
as well as the design required. If the spacecraft 
were turned on and the data recorded, the data 
would be suitable for only a portion of the scien-
tific studies planned for the spacecraft. As applied 
to an experiment, a status-of-operation term defined 
similarly to that for a spacecraft. 
The distance from th,~ surfact' of the reference body 
to the nearest orbit point. This distance is ex-
pressed as astronomical units (AU) for heliocentric 
orbits, including planetary system flybys that became 
escape trajectories from the solar system; e.g., 
Pioneers 10 and 11. The units are kilometers (km) 
of altitude for all other orbits. 
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Planned - As applied to a spacecraft mission pertinent to 
this report, a general status term that means 
the spacecraft mission was last reported to NSSD[ 
as either "approved" or "proposed." As applied 
to an experi~ent, a term that indicates an exper· 
iment is eXFected to fly on a planned spacecraft 
mission. 
Proposed Mission - A planned mission status term that means the 
spacecraft design and the experiments have 
been selected; however, no funds have been 






As applied to a spacecraft or eA~eriment data 
acquisition rate, a term that means the data 
that can be processed and made available to the 
experimenters are being acquired at the rate or 
percentage of coverage required to accomplish 
the planned scientific studies. 
As applied to a spacecraft or experiment data 
acquisition rate, a term that means the data 
that can be processed and made available to the 
experimenters are not being acquired at the 
rate or percentage of coverage required to con-
tinue all the planned scientific studies. 
As a general term, indicates information either 
unknown or unavailable at NSSDC. 
As applied to a data acquisition rate, a term 
that means the spacecraft or experiment has 
been turned off except for state of health 
measurements and is in a standby condition 





































































































APPENDIX D • ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 
angstI'D"' 
;._~ Ballistic Missile Agency 
ACl1o;!cl:1Y 
Aeronautical Cl1l1rt lind In£omation Center 
(now Defense ~l:Jpping Agency A",rospncc 
Center) 
;:r.ttitudo contNI systom 
lJual All' Density Explorer (satellite, N/\SA) 
:lnl1log to digital 
Atcosphere E:<plorer [satellite, NA5A} 
Ato"h. linorgy COtlI1Iission 
IltlI'opropulsion 
Aeronauticlll S:lt"llite (NASA_ESA) 
aerospllce 
Air Force nuse 
Air force C3tlbrldgll ReStHlI'ch Lnboraturil!5 
(no~' US Air Force Geophysics Laboratory) 
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory 
Announcellients of Fl1ght Opportunith:s 
Air Force Syste",s Cor.tr.lanil 
autoroatic cain control 
agency 
Anchored Interphnetary Honi toring 
Platfortl (satellite, flASA) 
Alouette topside sounder synoptic {do.u) 
Apollo bUlIlr 1'01l1r Orbiter (satellite, 
N,\SA); Association of iunllT auil Planetnry 
Observers 





Atmosphere, Ma~nctosl'herc, and I'lasm:ls in 
Space (satellite, ",\SA) 
Army Map Service (now Defense Mapping 
Agency Topogr:lphic Center) 
nadio ,\r:lateur Satellite Cnrporatlon 
atomic !:lass unit; astronaut maneuvering unit 
Co.nadlan TelecolllI'lUnl.co.tions Satellite; also 
referred to liS TlllESAT 
Army, No.I'y, NAS,\, Air Force (geodetic 
satelLite) 
Astrenor.lical Netherhnds Satulilte 
(Nother I andsMClIIS,\) 
AlJvanced Orbiting Solar Observatory 
magnetic act.ivity index Ap 
,\pplicd Physics IM"I!>oratory of Johns llop\;1ns 
University 
application 
autO/,aU" picture transmiss ion 
acqui s ition/ rcfcHnce 
Atlcs HeSeaTCh Center (N,\S,\) 
arcMr.llnute 
arcM$ecoud 
Air Research and I),!velop!:lent Command 
(now ,\IISC) 
,\dvanced !lesearch Projects ,\gency 
Aerospnce Hesearch Support l'rogrrun (US,\F) 
Ar.I(lrican Sciencc r, Engineering, Inc. 
antimonYMsulfitie oXYMsulfidc 
,\polioMSo)'u: Test Project (USSH_NAS,\) 
astrophysics 
atolllic 
AtJ:lOspheric Composition Satellite (N,\sA) 
Alturnate Target Docking Adapter 
advanced thereal control fl ight expericent 
Apollo Telescope Hount; atmosphere 
ApplicatLms Teehnology Satellite (N,\SA) 
Ar.lerican Telephone (; Telegraph Corp. 
astrono",ic><i unit 
Australia 
ndvanced vidicon camera system 
:overal!e 
adv .. 't..:ed very high resolution radiolOcter 
Atumlc 1't..Ipons Research Establishr.lent 
(Au~tralia) 
binary coded dedr.ml 
Beacon E;.;plorur (satcillte. N,\SA); 
beryllium 
billion electron volts 
bnrlur. iodide cloud 
Biological Satellite (NASA) 
bits per inch 
bi ts pcr sccond 
Bell Telephone Laboratories 
backscatter ultraviolet 
billion volts 
blac): and whi.te 
Bundos!:!inister fur l\'lssenscb;:lftlicbe 




































































C;:II ifornio. Institute of Technology 
calibration spbere 
Canada 
Cooperative Applications Satellite 
(FranceMNIIS,\) 
coml'o5ite al\:llo& video 
~ol:lr.land and data ne'lulsition (statton) 
Control lIato. Corporation 
cadmiw:l sui fide 
Centre d'l!tudcs Nucleaires de Saolo.y 
(FraIlCe) 
chemicill 
COr.'ll:land J:!Odule; ccnthlleter 
cOllJ:la~d 
Cent,ol: National d'l!twlcs Spot.iales 
(France) 
Centre National d'l:tudes des Te\ecm:,:maj_ 
c"tions (Franee) 
Centre National de Ia Recherche Scienti-
flque (France) 
co=ission 
COr.u:l"nicatioll$ Satellite CorllOration 
Comision Naeionnl de Investigacion d~1 
tspacio (Spllin) 
CosmlcMRay Siltelll to: (Japlln) 
Coscic-Ray Satellite (ESA); cosmic 
Cm:tmittue on Spacll Iteseareh 
council 
cycles )ler second 
ccntooal I'rocessing mit 
Comtl'nieations Itesfarch Centre [Canllda) 
Central "adio I'rop:.gnion Laboratories 
(later ITSA; fo:merly part of ES5A; now 
NOAA/EIUo) 
Cold ReCion Research 6 Engineerinc 
L:lboratories 
(:0"",,15510n for Spac" Research (italy} 
cathode Tay tube 
cesium iodide 
coz::nand s<lrvice ,..,dule 
centllr 
Co.n:ldian Telecommunications Satollite 
coastal :OI1(l oeUlln color scam,cr 
d:lY 
data acquisition Camer« 
lIu::! ,\ir nonsity Explorer [satellite, ",\SA) 
onnish 
lJefensc Acquisitlr.u and I'rocessing I'ro\:ram 
(OOD) 
Defense ,\tomic Support Agency 
Despun Antennll Test Satellite fOOD) 
decibel 
data collection platl'ore 




Density I'heum.cn:l {satellite, Jap3n) 
dovelopment 
Deutsl:he forschung5 M"-"ld \'ersuctlsanstal t 
fUr luft-und Raumfahrt; English translaM 
tion, Research Lailoratory for AeronautIcs 
aud Astronautics, Fed Rep of Gemmny 
1)I"ment Allemandc/~lini "«psel (satlllUte, 
Fed Hep of Gllrmany-~rancel 
Oiamcnt AUem:ludc/Wissenschaftliehe 
~3l'sel (!>atellite, Fed Rep of Germany-
France) 
diameter 
lliapa50n (satellite, Fran",e) 
Ilre"el Institute of Technology 
Dcfense Mapping Agen::}" Aerespace Ccllter 
Defense }Iapping Agency Topographic Center 
IJir~ct Measurel:lents E~plorer (5atellite, 
N,\SA) 
Defense ~li1itary Satdlite Program (1l0D) 
Ocpnrtmellt of lIefo:nse 
ncpartr.tent of Defense Grav, ty Experiment 
(satellite, DOll) 
db:cct readout 1=cc dissector (camllra 
system) 
direct re .. dout infrared radio!:!etcr 
Ullfllnce Resentch T,,-le~c=unications 
l;stalJlishmcnt (nowene) 
Defense Systelll Applications I'rogrom (1I00) 
Dllfense Satellitll Co=unications System (0011) 
Depart!'lent of Selenee and Industrial 
Research (England) 
!leep Space Nctworl 
dicital video 
dynacic 
""I'-lifl=$;%1r.! .. L • ...,.".::~">;:"':';'; ·~.;:~i:.· 


































































































Ellrly "1'(>110 Sc.lenttfic Exporlment PnchllC 
J.:xperll,.cnUl Comunieations SutelUte (NASA) 
Environmental Data Service (NOAA) 
Eccentric (Oriliting) Geophvsical Ol1scrvlItory 
(satellite, NASA) 
fnl:incers Satullitc (DOD) 
cffecUVu isotropic radiative power 
electric (dan ca!:lera cllrried on Apollo) 




Eurth Lil:1ll Heasurcl:1cnt Satellitu (N,\S,\-USAF) 
environmental mcosur"",cnt expcdment 
I:luctro!:lcchanical llesearcil (Co"'Pany, England) 
environt.lunt.; ulwironlllental 
end of flle 
Eccentric. Orllitlng Geophysical Ollservatory 
(sntcllitc, N,\SA) 
f:arth Ollsurvatlon Satellite (NASA) 
f:nerectic Particle f:xplorer (satellite, 
N,\SA) 
energy PCI' uni t charge 
f:arth radlaU'ln budl:et (experiment) 
Earth r(~sources 1Ian Center 
Earth Geodetic. Sat",llit'" (USAF) 
Envircnl!lental Research L:r.boI'3tory (NOAA) 
farth Resourcc~ Ollservat.ion SY5t",c 
Envircncental Resenrch Sate.lit ... (US,\F) 
extended range telescope 
Enrth J(esources Tcchnology Satllilite (NASA) 
lluropNIn Space Agency 
electrically scanning clerownve radioceter 
Europaan Spnae OpeI'3tions Centre (ESA) 
European Space Resenrch Organintion (now ESA) 
l:nviTOIl!::entnl Science Services Adminis-
tration' (now NOAA) 
establislmcnt 
european Sp:Lce T~chnology Center (!!SA) 
Eastern Test [(nngo (aho referred to <IN 
Cap~ t:anavel'al) 




Earth viewing (cqulpcent) module 
E~)spherie Sntellltll (Jllpnn) 
European X-ray llllservati'lII Satellite (ESA) 
extraterrestrial 
Flaro-Aoti\'a~cd Rml1obioIogieai Obscrvatl'~1 
(satellite, liOn) 
Federal 
Fleet Satdlite (LSN) 
frcquen<!y modulation 
final moteorological radiation npc 
foundation 
field of view 
flnt plate radior.teter 
French Research (satelHte, Fr:.nce) 
Flight Research Center ViAS,\) 
FLEI:'SATC(l\1 (sntellite, U~N_USAFJ 
frequency shi-Et key 
full ",idth at half maricur.t 
filter wedge spectTO!:Illter 
Glob"l Mr.tOSl'heric [(esllarch Program 
Geophysics Corporntion of America 
Generlli Electric (CO"'I'nny) 
greater than or etlunl to 
Geost"tionary Europenn Meteorological 
Satellite (l:S,\) 
geophysical 
Geodetic liarth-Orbi ting SateUite (NASA); 
Geostationary Earth-Orbiting Sntellito 
(!!SA) 
Gesciisehnft fUr !;e!tr'Il",.rorsehwlg (Center 
for Sp~ce Itcsearch, Fed Itep of Gemany) 
ground c-1npsed tIme 
gas axchnngll 
gravity grndillnt stahi I i:at~on eJ(peclc~nt 
gignhert~ 
Goddard Institute for SI'nce Studills (NAS.\) 
Ge!l!.cr~fhieller; gram 
Geostntioflary f./etemui".q:ical S~tellite 
(Japan) 
Greenwich Clenn tit.le 
Geosynchronous Operationnl Env:ronl:lllntal 
Satellite (NASA-NOAA: also cnlle~ S~\S) 
Gmvltattonn,l Redshift Spnce Prolle ~NJ\SA) 
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Gravitational Rcd5hift Sp"ce Probe (NASA) 
ground rvconstruction L"luipll'ent; ground 
reconstruction electronics 
Gahctic Radht10n Experiment Background 
(satellite, USN) 
Groure de r\vcherche 10110ipherlque (France) 
Ilcth~riands CCt"l2:l!.ttuc for Gcophysics anl1 
Space Research 
Coman Research Satclllte (NASA-F~d Rep 
of Genoany) 
G,·id Sphore 1Irng (satllilitc, (;011) 
geocentric solnr ecliptic (coordinate 
system) 
Gaddurd Space Flight Center (Ui\SA) 
geocentric solnr magnetospheric 
(cuunlinate systCQ) 
groater th"n 
Ginvnoye Uprnvleniyo Gidro!:1etcoroiocleheskoi 
Sluzhby (/.bi.n Adr:!inistmtion of the 
Ilydromcteorologicnl Serv!.ce, USSR) 
gigavol t 
geosynchronous very high resolution 
r:.diometer 
hour 
1111:h Al tHude Observntory 
llent Capaeitr ~l:ip ~1i5sion (satvlll.tc., 
NASA) 
lIeat Capacity ~!apping Radiometer 
Harvard College O!tservatory 
high data rate storage system 
belilll:l 




health, educ.ation, tclecomCIunicntions 
hiGh-energy telescopc system 
heolth, uducation, nnd welfnre 
heut-flew experi!:lent; heat-f1o~' cir.,etroQies 
high resolution 
high_rcsolution infrared 'l'3diolllcter 
high_resolutioa infrared radiollletllr sounder 
hi&h 5chool 
hydrometuoro I ogi. ca I 
hert: (cyclcs pCI' second) 
Institute of t\t.mospheri.:. PhysiC5 (USSR) 
Intcrnational ~.,.siness ~~~c.hines (Corp) 
illtercontinent~. ballistic. missile 
Intenmtional Co~ncil of Scientific Unions 
identification 
illl:.ge diJl~ector cllClera 
i):I.;Lge dissector cn!:lern systec 
Initial (Dr Interim) Defense COlr;::!uni<::a-
tion Satellite Progro.m (er Project) (lIllll) 
Initial Dcfvnse Sntellitv Cor.ltlunicatillll 
System (000) 
instrument definition teom 
hmospheri.: Explorer (sntcllite, NASA-NBS) 
instrument fleid of view 
Intenlat.ion31 Geo.:l3gnetic Reference Field 
Internation31 GeophySielll Year 
Internntionnl MagnutoSL'!: .rie Explorer 
(satellite, /"IASA-ES,\) 
Interplanetnry 'Ionito· .. ing Piatforl'l 
(sateLlitc, NASA) 
intcrnational Uagnetospheric Study 
Indian Scientific S.tellitc (ISRO_USSR) 
inoperahle 
Indian Nlltional SO';ellite (ISRll-USSR) 
institute 
Instituto Nacionnl de Tecnica Aeroespaciai 
(Spain); the National Institute of 
Aerospace S:;icnee 
sntelJite (lNTA, :;p~in) 
International Teleco!:l:u ,lo;~tions Sllteilite 
(NASA_CQ)I5AT) 
lonospherie CO"'l'osition (satellitll--sec 
1I1Al'0) 
Institute for Physics of thc ,\t!llosphere 
(SAS) 
!nternational Quict Stu) Year 
infrnred 
Infmrcd Astronomy S"t.:lli te 
intllIlOlediate ranee ballistic t:!issile 
Inter-Rnnge Instrumenntion Group 
infrared-interf:roooter speo;tro!lleter; 
Intcruatiounl I!adiatien Invcstigation 
Satellite (NASA-ESA) 
interrOglltion, recording, and locntion 
system 



















































































Institut\! of Sp3~C Ii Aeron:lUtical Scicnc~ 
(Japan) 
i 
international Sun_l:arth Explorer (satellite, 
NASA_ES,\) 
internlltioulI! Satellite (or ionospheric 
Studies (NAS,\.Canlldll) 
Indilln Epae.: Rcsc;;rch Organlution 
Ionospheric S?llnding 5atdlltll (Jupan) 
intertropical convcrgolll!l! tono 
lt1provcd 111105 Operational SatclUtll (MJAA) 
infrared teapeflitUfl;! profile radlometllf 
incremental t:lll" recorder 
Institute for Tolcco=nicl1tion of 5I!i(lnc<l~ 
lind Allrono,"y (fonlerly a 5ul".tivision of 
ESSAi now lillM-ERL) 
instnu:lent ullit 
International Ultraviolet f.xplorcr 
(satelHte, NASA_Ul:_ESA) 
International URSIGlWt and World Unys ServIce 
Institute uf Turrestrial Mal!notisl'! and 
'\~ronolllY of the Acade .. y of Seiences (USSR) 
Johns lIoplllls University 
Jet I'roplll~ion Laboratory (NAS,\) 
John~on Space Center (NASA) 





mgnetic activit}" index Kp 
Htt Pea),: National Obserl'lItory 
































lower Iltm"sphere cOlllpo"~itlon aud tel2>porature :mc 
Laser Geodetic Earth-Orbiting Satellite lillJ 
(NASA) N'~ 
1..1ngley Research Center (NASA) N'UtT 
Laree Astr<lnomicnl Slltenitc (ESA) NNN 
Los AIlll:IOs ScientifIc Laboratory liNSS 
Lincoln Calibration Sphere NOAA 
lcss than or c'lual to 
lunar excursion mo<lulc ND1-ISS 
low-energy proton and electron differential 
onergy analy:er NORM) 
Lewis Research Ccuter (/;,\S,\) NOlth" 
Lincoln Experlr.1ental Sntcl1i.tc (llOU) NOS 
10w-clI!!rgy tcl!!scope S}"steOl :i"OTS 
Linellin I"ahoratory (MIT) :-mc 
lunar modulc !'>lIL 
Laborarory of Meteorological Ilynal'lics ~S,\ 
Lew-Frequency Trans_lono~!,herie (satellite, :;SI' 
USN_I'm.) NSSDC 
I.ow-G Accelerometer Calibration System ,~UCL 
(USAF) )-;\11. 
Laboratoirc de Physique Stellairc ct Nh'IlC 
I'lanetnirc (CNRS) 
labuled release 
li",b radiance inversion radiometer: 10101_ 
resolution infrared radiometer OA 
Lunar Receivinc Laboratory (,JSC) OAO 
lunar roving vchiclc 
Large Spacc Tele~copo {sntellite, N,\SA} OAK 
less than o,\RT 
Linll-Temco-Vought (Co"'l'any) 
meter, tlllIi- (preEix) 
Mcreury Atlas 
mcasurer.lcnt of air IlOllution [-rOI:l slltelli te 
Modified Advanced Research Environment-.. I 
Test Satcll i te (US,\fJ 
~llnlstry of Aviation Supply (UK) 






Mcteortlid Tllchnology (satellit<" N,\SA) 
Moteorological Sat .. llitc (lOS") 
million cilletron Volts 
OIl! ligrum 
",egallert:. 





















!J15sachU5ctts Institute of Technology 
'Iarinor Jupiter/Saturn (spacllcraft, NASA) 
mllJiI:etor 
millio:nllr wave 
Hanncd Orbiting Laboratnry (.~atel1i.te, (00) 
minus-plus 
~lax-Plnn~k-ln5tltut (Fed Rep of GCn:;any) 
m~dium reSolution 
medi=-resolution inf ... red radiol:e~er 
microsecond: tlilliseeond 
Hanned Spacecraft Centcr (now JllhllSOn SI'~ee 
CCliter) 
Har~hall Spac1) Flight Center (NASA) 
mis~loll 
'1.:Il:lIutil: Storm Sutell i tu (MSA-AFCRL): 
"'lIitisl'ol:tr'll scacnCT 
1:I1Iltleoior spin-scali c.loudcover ca:ocra 
Hctcorllid T"chllolo~y SatclHtc (NASA) 
mollitor of ultravlolct solar cncrgy 
mllliwlltt 
not applicable; Sora ,'lice (satclli.te, DOD) 
n .. utrul Ilt .. o~phcrc cooposition experiment 
raJ:lbu~/"TS /lata Utili:'.atjon CentCrr 
N,ltional Acronuutles and Space Admtuls_ 
tr.aUon (h'll~hlngto!l, D.C •• IIcadquartcrs) 
National ,\erunauties and Spacc Council 
;'(~tional Spll"ll IIc\'elopl'lent Agency (Japan) 
nationul 
:-Iorth Atlautic Trcaty Organization 
National Burell" of Stlmdard5 
National Ccntcr for ,'trnospheric Rcscarch 
National CI iNltiC Ccntcr (SOA,\) 
Norwcgian lIofcnee Resellrch Establishllleut 
Ni",blls-E microwave spcctrometcr: ""ar-
Earth '~1gnetospheric Satellite (E.SA) 
National f:nvironmuntal Satellite Center 
(now NtsS) 
National f:nvironmentaJ S:lteJl~te Scryil:c 
(NOAAj 
N"Uonnl Geodetic Satdlite I'rogr:u. 
National Illlrricanu Center 
National lnst.tutcs of I\caith 
Nation~1 '\eteorolol:lc~l Ccnter 
NimLus Olutcoro,ogical r~dilltion tapc 
no national n,,",e 
Navy Nal'il:at:ioll .. 1 Satellite System 
Nntional Oecani.;- and ,\tlllOsphcric Mminis-
tration (Cor'". .. rly tSSA) 
National Uperlltionnl ~Icteorological 
S~tclHte Syste", 
Nor~h Americo1ll All' UefclIsc COl!iJ:land 
I\or"><cgian 
National Ocean Surve}" (1,0.'1'\) 
N~val Ordnance Test Stat.ion 
National \lusenrch Council 
Naval )lescnre!! I.abtlratory 
National Sccurity Agency 
National SeiclI"e Foulldatlon 
Nat.ional Spucc Scicnce Hata Centcr 
nllclcl1r 
Nnva! \"'"capons Laboratory 
f.atiOllul h"vather nuconis r.cllte~ (prescntly 
NCC) 
Office til' "11'1'1 icatillns (N,\SA) 
Orbltin~ ,\stronomlc,ll OLsen-ntor}" (5atcllitc, 
I\,\SA) 
Office of Aerosl'nce lIescarch (USAF-,\FSCj 
Office of ,\dvanced HQsearch and Technology 
(NASA] 
IIffie.:: of Allfonautic5 and Space Tcchnoloi:Y 
(NASA) 
obsen':!tor)" 
OI'LI.; Cormand CCllter 
OrLiting Frog Otolith (NASA experimental 
spacecr'lft) 
Orbitin& Geophysicill Observutory 
{satcillte, NASA} 
othcr Invcstillator 
lo~"-resolutioll omnidireCttonal radlolleter 
(on 8q.lorer 7) 
Officc of Manned Spacc Flight (NASA) 
Office of Naval R"search 
orbital-l'lnne expcri"'''nt pa"J..agc 
0:001111 position an,\ IOC1.tiol! cxperil::r"lt 
operation,,1 off 
Orbil.ing Il.~dio Beacon lonosphl!rie 
Satellitl! (NASA) 
Oetahlldral Rec!Sellrch S:ltell.l.te {NASA}; 
Orbiting nesoarch Satullite (DOD) 
Qrbitlnc Satollite Carrying ,\::mteur RadiO 



















































































Orhltin~ Solar Obscn'tltory (slIttlllitll, 
NAS,\) 
Office of Spa~c Science (HAS,\) 
Office of SJlac.e Sc.lcuC!e Ilud '\]lpliealions 
{NASA: now t ... o sClllirntu offices} 
Opcrarionmi TrROS (s:ltcllito. NASA) 
Office of Trackln& and Data Acquisition 
(NflSA) 
Orbiting Vehicle (~at"l1itc, USAF) 
orllani<;, v.ll'or tr31' 
Padagcd An.ltu<lc Control (satellite. NASA) 
Planetary Atmosphere r::o:pcrimcnt Test 
l'ass!\'e Geod"ti.;: !:arth-Orbiting Satcllitu 
(NASA) 
pulse ampJ1tu<.!c modulll1:1on 
pulse coded modulation 
l'rojcl:t <lireero!" 
Planetary 1'1;1')Ol"llf 
p\ntfol'lll electronic package 
puls!! frequency modulation 
!'ersunn"l Hu:urtls ASNociut"d \fith Splice 





lmsition locution unu uircrnft cOl'll:\unica~ 
tion oXl'urir.amt 
pulse oodulation; photomultiplier 




Polar Orbiting Geophysical Ohs\.'n'atory 
(sate-III te, I1,\S,\) 




passive selsmograph experiment 
PhGtGgr"phic Technol"gy Laboratory (JSC) 
quarter~orblt Cla&netic attitude rontrol 
(systcl:I) 
Ranger (spacecraft, NAS,\) 
r~di",,,; r~tIiuti"n 
RutIur Cali.hration Target (satell.ite, AlIPA) 
Iladlation Unsimeter (satellite, IJOD] 
Imdio Anrono"'y Explorer (satelli te, /<,\SA) 
rllnd"" ~eeess ",emory (system) 
return beam vitIi;:on (camera) 
rcsist:m~e eap"~itor 
Radio Corpor:!tion of A",ericll 
research and development 
rcpubli~ 
research 
Haui., CJ:ploration Satellltc (Japan) 
radio frequency 
rndio fru'luen~y interference 
Hadlatlon "cteorold (s:ltollit", ~;i\SA); 
Radi(}"etrl~ Heasure::lent (satellite, DOn) 
root "'can square; lIauiution ~!cteoroid 
S~tell I tc (N,\S,\); lIatIiometril: Heasurclll~nt 
S.'tel\ite (llOll) 
retarding jlotential allalyter 
revolution~ per ::Iinute 
revolutions per second 
!ladio n<'senrch L~borutories (Japan) 
Radio antI Spaee Ih,.,.ear~h Stal:lon (EnghntIJ 
Hcse"rch Technol0I:Y Dh';sion (USAF) 
ruuioisotol'e thermoelectric Ilenerntor 
real_Uce trallsr:lisslon system 
second 
stratospheric [1erosol mel1sore!:lellt 
Sutellitc Hission ObscrvatiGn System 
(sutellite,IL<;AF) 
stratospheric "nd mesospheric sounder 
Space and Hissilc SysteOls Org9!.':atiOI> 
(US,\F) 
51'lithsoninn Astrol'h~'sical Observllt<lr)' 
sl'lIccerllft uttitu,le preCision pointing 
antI slm.i.n!! atIal'til'e eontr<ll 
Sr.lall Astro:>nomy Satel1itc (NASAl; S<ll'iet 
,\cade",' of Schmces 
Satellite for ,\crospace 1I1;!search (NASA) 
satellite 
Sutellitc Antcnnll Test Syst" .. (NASAl 





































































scannin& IIIlcro'"'al'c 5pcctromet"r 
Signal corps Englne!.ring l.aborntorie~ 
s~hool 
sl:ienl:e 
surf3cc COIltJ'osition ~1pl'inc ratIlolltuter 
Sign.,1 eOlmw!i~atlon by Orhitinl; !lelay 
i:quil'cent (satellite, DO!) 
selective chopper radIometer 
Sau Mego 
Solar hplorer (sutcIUtc, N,\SA) 
OeeM. nynal:'li~ Satellite (NASA) 
secondary eleenan conutLctlon ,Ildicon 
tube) 
Sequential Collati<ln nr nangu (:>lItellite, 
USA!') 
spa~e environment I:IOnitor 
SplnninC Satellite for llectric Hocket 
Test (NASA) 
Space Experiment SlIpport Progru", 
~pa~e t:m:inHl",ontnl Support Project Office 
Soviet llydro"<lt~Drolo~ic~1 service 
Salk Institute for alolo~ .clll Su>tIie5 
Spa~e Invcstigations Docu~cntatlon Systcl:'l 
(N,\.'iA) 
sdeutific iustrw"cnt Iltudule 
~atellIte lufr:ued sl'c~tro",utur; Syst,,= for 
Infon:tatlon IIctricvul antI 5torag" (NS5!JC) 
Son ~l~rcG {satellite, X,\SA·ltalyl 
solor ='I1.Ir::llm tlissi<ln 
scanning cultispcctral cicroliave rudioceter 
Synchronous ~lcteorologica I Satell i tu 
(NAS,\) 
systems for nuclear auxiliary power 
s<llar_oricnted experilltent pacxlIge 
Solar R:,diation (satellite, NASA-IIOD) 
Solar I'erturl""tlon :md Atmospheric DenSitY 
~1~J5Urelltuut Satellite (DOD) 
Space I'lasma Hil:h Voltage Interactive 
Expcri",ent (satellite. SASAj 
solar I'roton monitor 
Solar Iladiation (slItelille, XASA) , scunninC 
l'ntIioCleter, so""din& ",,~ket 
Snlar Hauiatio' ld n,..,nnospheric Structure 
(sntellite, Japan) 
Space Ilcscarch Ceuncll, Science Research 
Coundl 
Stanford ~esc"rch Institute 
~upportlng research lIntI technolugy 
Satellite Situation Center 
spin-scan cloude""",r cn"'.ern 
Space Sclcnce Hivision (Ji'L) 
51:1,,11 Sc\.entific Sutcllite (NASA) 
satell i te~to~s"tell j te tracHng 
Spacecraft TracHng and Data Acquisition 
t:etl<orl. (now STD.") 
Starfish IlotIiatlon (satcllit~, NASA) 
standard 
Spacefli]:ht Trackin); ~nd ilata Set"'ork (NASA) 
ster.ldlan 
Space Teelmolc&y Laboratories (now TnII' 
Sy~tcms Group) 
station 
Solar Terrestrlul l'rGbe (~ateillte, NASA.!; 
Solar Terr~stri:;1 !'hy~ics 
stratosphere 
studic~ 
State Unl"erslty of le~'a (no~' Dnivcrsity 
of IG~'o) 
Survciilanct· Callbr3tion (satellite, noD) 
scn'lce 
southwest 
Sine h· ... ve Response Filter (pro);r3") 
Syn~hron<lus COn:1uuicntion (,.ltellite, SASA) 
s~'stem 
Tedmolocy Application Ceuter 
Tactical Cor.::nmicattons Satell,te (DOD) 
Test antI Trainin& SatellIte (K,;S,\) 
Tactl.al Satellite COlOlllunlcations 
(pro,:ra:::, DOD) 
tecluucal dire~tor 
TImr-Ocita (sntcllite, 1:5A); I~um:h 
vehi"'\.' (N~A-IJ5Ar) 
Trnckinl: Data I'r"cessor (progr.lm) 
tracl.;nl: & data relay 
trading nntI d"tn rela~ sat~l\itc system 
tclcc"try antI co:=antI; trnllsearth cellst 
technical; technology 
tr:lTlsearth Injection 
.!tellite, CanatIa (also referred to 
, A."I).:.) 
tc. oral; te::opera[ure 
tel. cope "nu electron telcscOI'e 















I..:.:.. .. ~.,. 




























:cst and Training (satellite, NASA) 
te",peraturc_lnltlldlty infrared ndiolOeter 
TI,or AUI:",cntcd lIelta Agena (launcl! vehicle) 
Title Location Sy.He'" (USS) 
Trackinc i"'l'act Prediction (slltellite, DOU) 
Tdedslon and Infrared Observntion 
Satellite (NASA) 
team leader 
trans lunar injeetioJL 
tlll1lll mCl:lbcr 
total o:one tlapplng system 
topograJihie 
Theno.ul Noise Optical OpUI!lI:lItion 
Comuniention Systcl3 (SASA) 
topside (sounder) (satellit", NASA) 
rTROS Operational Sntc1!ite {or Systecj 
(NASA) 
TlROS operational vertical soender 
Trllnsit lIe5earcli and AttitUde Centrol 
(5atc1litll, USN) 
Dcpplllr Tracl;in~ Sllt\o'or~ (USN) 
transporutelon 
Tlltrahcdral Itcsearch Satlll1itll (USAF) 
teluvi.sion relay usilll: 5",al1 teminals 
Thol:lJlson, Ramo, 1·;ooldr;'lge, Inc 
Test and Tra10inl: Satellitee (NASA) [also 
called TATS, TETR) 
tropical wind energy conversion and 
refen~lcll "N~'l e.'<llerlcent 
university 




United States ,\my; Un1ted Stutes of Al:lc.rica 

























United States !-iavy 
Union of 5(>\,lot Suciali5t Republics 
Universal tice 
"Itra~io\c[ 




very high frequency 
r 
vcr)' h11:11 r"50Iut'on radiol:'.eter 
Visible infrared 5pin-_~can rDdlclroner 
very low frequenc)' 
vertical ter.lJ1crature proflle radioceter 
Watt 
wideband video tape recorder 
Ilurld Data Center 
World DatI! Center A for Rodets and 
Sntellit"s 
wllather hcs,mile 
\'all01'5 Flight Conter (:-lAS,1,) 
Working Group for Space Physics Hes"arch 
~'"rld Meteorological Urganltatlon 
.. onis per ",iuntc 
t;"apolls Resc.arch &stablishment Satellite 
(Austral!;!) 
~'allops Station (NASA; no~' Wallops FlIght 
Cent"r) 
Illlite Sands ~I!ssile i!ange 
Western Test I!puge (also referred to as 
Vandenberg AI'S) 
World Weather Watch 
atoOl;'; IIl1::1lotlr 
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